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FORTY-FOURTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Friday, May 2, 1975 

The House of Representatives met on Friday, May 2, 1975, 
which was the Forty-Fourth Legislative Day of the Sixty-Ninth 
Session of the Minnesota State Legislature. The Senate did not 
meet on this date. 
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FORTY-FIFTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Monday, May 5, 1975 

The Senate met at 10:00 o'clock a.m and was called to order by 
the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 

Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Hughes 
Davies Humphrey 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 

Milton 
Moe 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 

Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Ronald C. Peterson. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum. 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A, J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 
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EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

April 25, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Act 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature has been received 
from the Office of the Governor and is deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws 
No. No. Chapter No. 

1110 50 

The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

Date Approved 
1975 

April 24 

Sincerely, 

Date Filed 
1975 

April25 

Joan Anderson Growe, 
Secretary of State 

May 1, 1975 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the fol
lowing Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 286, An act relating to towns; town levy for fire protec
tion or police protection; removing the limitation. 

S. F. No. 312, An act relating to motor vehicles; providing for 
bug deflectors, automobile wheel devices, and truck weighing. 

S. F. No. 343, An act relating to the department of public wel
fare; requiring the boundaries of community mental health boards 
to be consistent with the boundaries of the economic development 
regions; changing the composition of community mental health 
boards. 

S. F. No. 396, An act relating to certain nonprofit corporations; 
permitting expense reimbursement to child caring agencies for ser
vices related to adoptions. 

S. F. No. 422, An act relating to town government; authorizing 
town boards to fix the compensation of town assessors without lim
itation. 

S. F. No. 456, An act relating to education; defining qualified 
voters for school district elections. 

S. F. No. 524, An act relating to health; amending the definition 
of review organization; confidentiality of records. 

S. F. No. 587, An act relating to the Rice creek watershed dis
trict; authorizing an ad valorem tax for certain purposes. 
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S. F. No. 588, An act relating to the Rice creek watershed dis
trict; providing for the establishment of a district water mainte
nance and repair fund; authorizing a tax levy for water mainte
nance and repair purposes. 

S. F. No. 645, An act relating to the city of Two Harbors; author
izing the issuance by the city of Two Harbors of bonds for the 
betterment of its municipal electric utility and the pledge of the 
net revenues of such utility for the payment thereof. 

S. F. No. 679, An act relating to public safety; regulating the 
use of explosives; authorizing sheriffs and certain chiefs of police 
to issue permits for the use of explosives. 

S. F. No. 730, An act relating to motor vehicles; application for 
certificate of title for a previously registered vehicle. 

S. F. No. 764, An act relating to the city of Crystal; providing 
for the filing of candidates for primary elections. 

S. F. No. 997, An act relating to state lands; conveyance; author
izing the conveyance by the state of certain lands in the county 
of Otter Tail. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

May 2, 1975 
The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the 
following Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 543, An act relating to public local grain warehouses; 
providing for the filing and posting of storage rates and other 
charges assessed by public local grain warehousemen; prescribing 
the form of storage receipts. 

S. F. No. 649, An act relating to agriculture; collective bargain
ing; agricultural marketing and bargaining associations. 

S. F. No. 690, An act relating to insurance; requiring certain 
group insurance policies and plans to provide certain benefits for 
outpatient mental health treatment. 

S. F. No. 820, An act relating to education; powers of trustees 
of incorporated colleges; changing the duty of incorporated col
leges or seminaries to report to the commissioner of education to 
a duty to report to the higher education coordinating commission. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 
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INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILL!

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

Mr. Perpich, G. introduced-

S. F. No. 1716: A bill for an act relating to the city of Chisholm; 
increasing retirement annuities of certain retired policemen and 
firemen. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

Mr, Perpich, G. introduced-

S. F. No. 1717: A bill for an act relating t.o the firemen's relief 
association and firemen's pensions in the city of Hibbing; amending 
Laws 1935, Chapter 192, Section 1, as amended. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

Mr. Lewis introduced-
S. F. No. 1718: A bill for an act relating t.o taxation; allowing 

senior citizens to take both the senior citizens tax credit and the 
renters credit; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 290.-
0601, Subdivision 9; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
290.991. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

Messrs. Anderson and Chmielewski introduced-

S. F. No. 1719: A bill for an act relating to Chisago county; pro
viding for a prototype community corrections facility; appropriat
ing money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Messrs. Perpich, A. J. and Blatz introduced-

S. F. No. 1720: A bill for an act relating to taxes; providing for 
the performance of the functions of assessor; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 273.063. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

Messrs. Kirchner, Conzemius and Ashbach introduced-

S. F. No. 1721: A bill for an act relating to medical malpractice; 
limiting patients' recovery on malpractice claims; authorizing the 
commissioner of insurance to issue medical malpractice liability 
insurance; creating a patient's compensation fund; establishing a 
medical review panel; creating a study commission; defining terms; 
appropriating money. 
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Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 
Mr. Davies questioned the reference thereon and, under Rule 35, 
the bill was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. 

Messrs. Conzemius, Kirchner and Lewis introduced-

S. F. No. 1722: A bill for an act relating to courts; authorizing 
courts to require the posting of surety bonds in certain actions 
alleging medical malpractice; directing forfeiture of bonds if claims 
are dismissed as frivolous. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 
Mr. Davies questioned the reference thereon and, under Rule 35, 
the bill was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. 

Messrs. Conzemius, Kirchner and Lewis introduced-

S. F. No. 1723: A bill for an act relating to medical malpractice; 
establishing procedures for compulsory arbitration of certain medi
cal malpractice disputes; authorizing enforcement of arbitration 
awards; providing for trial de novo in the district court under cer
tain circumstances. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 
Mr. Davies questioned the reference thereon and, under Rule 35, 
the bill was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. 

Messrs. Conzemius, Kirchner and Lewis introduced-

S. F. No. 1724: A bill for an act relating to courts; restricting the 
size of judgments which may be rendered in certain medical mal
practice actions; limiting malpractice liability for certain health 
care providers. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 
Mr. Davies questioned the reference thereon and, under Rule 35, 
the bill was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. 

Mr. Kleinbaum introduced-

S. F. No. 1725: A bill for an act relating to sales tax; providing 
a tax on the renting of mobile homes; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 297A.01, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

Messrs. Milton, Kirchner and Keefe, S. introduced-

S. F. No. 1726: A bill for an act relating to pharmacy; requiring 
the manufacturer of a drug product to indicate the last date of 
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effectiveness of the product; requiring pharmacists to place the in
formation on the prescription labels; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 151.01, by adding a subdivision; 151.212; and Chap
ter 151, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 
Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 287, 845, 
871, 1210, 452, 590, 1088, 311, 421, 778, 1441 and 1443. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 2, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 637: A bill for an act relating to county courts; 
establishing the manner of disposition of fines, fees and other 
moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 487.33, Sub
division 5, and by adding a subdivision. 

Senate File No. 637 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 2, 1975 

Mr. Anderson moved that S. F. No. 637 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1442: A bill for an act relating to real estate; chang
ing certain procedure involving mortgage discharges and re
lease of attachment; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 507.40 and 507.11. 

Senate File No. 1442 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 2, 1975 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that S. F. No. 1442 be laid on the 
table. The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1038: A bill for an act relating to certain counties; 
providing for the filing of surveys with the county surveyor. 

Senate File No. 1038 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 2, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mrs. Brataas moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 1038 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1038 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 1, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Arnold Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ashbach Doty Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bang Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Berg Fitzsimons Larson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Laufenburger O'Neill 
Blatz Gearty Lewis Patton 
Borden Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpicb, A J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Merriam Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton Pillsbury 
Chenoweth HuglMa Moe Purfeent 
Chmielewski Humphrey Nelson Renneke 
Coleman Josef son North Schaaf 

Mr. Jensen voted in the negative. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 

in the Senate amendments to House File No. 911: 
H, F. No. 911: A bill for an act relating to crime; prohibiting 

removing, altering or obliterating identifying marks on property; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
609.52, Subdivision 2. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 
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Novak, McCarron, Forsythe, Jaros and Spanish have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 911 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 2, 1975 

Mr. McCutcheon moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 911, and that 
a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: 605, 1131, 784, 
858, 1127, 1146, 1191, 142, 427, 871, 982, 1058, 349, 1040, 1145, 
1309, 1456 and 1519. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 1, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following House Files, herewith transmitted: 1057, 1442, 1129 
and 1758. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 2, 1975 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 1759, 38, 
354 and 471. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 2, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to 
the committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 605: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic 
regulations; driving under the influence of drugs or alcoholic 
beverages; prohibiting driving under the influence of a con-
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trolled substance; providing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 169.121, Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1131: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; providing for appointment of the commis
sioners of education and of health by the governor with the 
advice and consent of the senate; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 121.16; 144.02; 144.04 and 462A.04, Subdivision 
8; Chapter 144, by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 144.03. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 784: A bill for an act relating to nursing; providing 
for continuing education; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 148.191, Subdivision 2; and 148.231. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 858: A bill for an act relating to credit unions; per
mitting Minnesota central credit union to purchase shares of 
and make deposits in U. S. central credit union; permitting 
credit unions to deposit the reserve in balances due from U. S. 
central credit union; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 52.04 and 52.17. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

H. F. No. 1127: A bill for an act relating to veterans; autho
rizing the apportionment of Vietnam veterans bonus payments 
between surviving parents and person in loco parentis in cer
tain instances; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
197.971, Subdivision 4. 

Referred to the Committee on Transportation and General 
Legislation. 

H. F. No. 1146: A bill for an act relating to landlords and 
tenants; providing additional remedies for landlords and tenants; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 487.17; 488A.0l, Subdivision 5; 488A.18, Subdivision 6; 
Chapter 504, by adding sections; Chapter 566, by adding a 
section. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1191: A bill for an act relating to the city of Aus
tin; membership of new police and firemen in the public em
ployees retirement association. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 142: A bill for an act adding a new route to the 
trunk highway system. 
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Referred to the Committee on Transportation and General 
Legislation. 

H. F. No. 427: A bill for an act relating to workmen's com
pensation; permitting inspection of employee injury reports by 
the certified bargaining representative; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 176.231, Subdivision 8. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

H. F. No. 871: A bill for an act relating to public health; 
providing for licensing of tourist camps ; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 327.14, Subdivision 8. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

H. F. No. 982: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
authorizing the issuance of personalized license plates; prescrib
ing additional charges therefor; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 168.12, by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 1058: A bill for an act relating to state parks; add
ing land to Helmer Myre state park. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 349: A bill for an act relating to elections; pro
viding for the election, date and terms of office of board mem
bers in independent school districts; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 123.32, Subdivisions 1, 4, 5, and 23 and by 
adding a subdivision; 123.33, Subdivision 4; 123.34, Subdivi
sion 1; and 200.02, Subdivision 1; and Laws 1975, Chapter 5, 
Section 110, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 123.31; and 123.32, Subdivisions 2, 3, 6, 7, 24, 25, 26, 
and 27. 

Referred to the Committee on Transportation and General 
Legislation. 

H. F. No. 1040: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for a reduction in assessed valuation of real property; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 375.192, Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

H. F. No. 1145: A bill for an act relating to landlords and ten
ants; retaliatory evictions; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 566.03. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1309: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; authorizing the commissioner of administration 
to establish on a demonstration basis a regional service center com-
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prising selected state agencies and to enter into a lease for purposes 
of acquiring suitable space for the center. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 1456: A bill for an act relating to courts and par
ticularly to courts in Ramsey county; providing for fees and 
charges; providing for changes in the office of the court commis
sioner, in the office of the public defender, and in the composition 
of law library trustees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 140.21; 140.24, Subdivision l; 260.311, by adding a subdivi
sion; 486.06; 489.04; and 508.74, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 
1923, Chapter 77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 1969, Chapter 
838, Sections 1 to 6, as amended. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1519: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
providing for and authorizing issuance of general obligation bonds 
for capital improvement budget purposes; amending Laws 1971, 
Chapter 773, Section 1, as amended. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1057: A bill for an act relating to education; school 
districts; Independent School District No. 518; powers and duties; 
requiring a public hearing and providing for an election before 
closing a schoolhouse; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
123.36, by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Education. 

H. F. No. 1442: A bill for an act relating to port authorities; 
changing the sale of property requirements; repealing Extra Ses
sion Laws 1971, Chapter 35, Section 8. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1129: A bill for an act relating to the cities of Bloom
ington in Hennepin county and South St. Paul in Dakota county; 
authorizing housing finance programs; providing for the issuance 
of limited general obligation bonds. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; imposing regulations for community 
college operations; appropriating moneys with certain conditions 
for education and related purposes, including the university of 
Minnesota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to libraries, com
munity colleges, higher education coordinating commission, and 
moneys for medical education. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
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operation of state government; appropriating and reappropriating 
money therefor and limiting the use thereof; providing for the 
transfer of certain moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land 
acquisition in certain cases; fixing and limiting the amount of fees 
to be collected in certain cases; providing penalties for misusing 
appropriated moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tions 12.21, Subdivision 3; 16.012; 16A.125, Subdivisions 5 and 
6; 17A.ll; 17B.15; 30.20; 116C.05; 116D.04, Subdivision 3; 144.61; 
149.04; 176.611, Subdivision 6A; 181A.07; 308.905; 326.44; 326.64; 
308.905; 347.33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; and Laws 1965, Chapter 
415, Section 1, Subdivision 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 33.17; 88.063, Subdivision 2; and 246.32. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 38: A bill for an act relating to elections; providing 
for party registration; providing for a presidential primary election; 
regulating the selection of convention delegates; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 201.071, 
Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 206.01, Sub
division 8; 206.07, Subdivisions 1 and 4; and Laws 1975, Chapter 5, 
Section 51, Subdivision 1; Section 52, Subdivisions 1 and 7; and 
Section 90 by adding a subdivision; repealing Laws 1975, Chapter 
5, Section 52, Subdivision 8; and Section 93, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Transportation and General Leg
islation. 

H. F. No. 354: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; pro
viding for the licensing of facilities and services for the handicap
ped and children; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 252.28; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 245.78; 245.79; 245.80; 245.81; 245.82; 257.081; 257.082; 
257.091; 257.101; 257.102; 257.111; 257.123; and 257.124. 

Referred to the Committee Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

H. F. No. 471: A bill for an act relating to condominia; provid
ing for registration and disclosure prior to sale; providing penalties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 83.26, Subdivision 
1; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 515. 

Refered to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted, with the exception of S. F. Nos. 1303, 788 and 
677, and reports pertaining to confirmation of appointments. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1187: A bill for an act relating to cable communica-
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tions; making the cable communications commission a permanent 
part of the department of administration; authorizing the com
mission to promulgate a line extension policy; interconnection; 
orders; municipal cable systems; information gathering; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 238.02, Subdivision 11; 
238.04, Subdivision 1; 238.05, Subdivisions 2, 6, 7, 12, and by 
adding a subdivision; 238.06, Subdivision 1; 238.08, Subdivisions 
1, 2 and 3; 238.09, Subdivision 6, and by adding subdivisions; 
and 238.13; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 238.05, 
Subdivisions 8 and 16; and 238.09, Subdivision 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 16, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 238.01, is amended 
to read: 

238.01 [DECLARATION OF LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS 
AND INTENT.] Upon investigation of the public interest associ
ated with cable communications, the legislature of the state of 
Minnesota has determined that while cable communications serve 
in part as an extension of interstate broadcasting, that their opera
tions also involve public rights-of-way, municipal franchising, and 
vital business and community service, which are of state concern; 
that while said operations must be subject to state oversight, they 
also must be protected from undue restraint and regulations so as 
to assure development of cable systems with optimum technology 
and maximum penetration in this state as rapidly as economically 
and technically feasible; that the municipalities and the state 
would benefit from valuable educational and public services 
through cable communications systems; that the cable communica
tions industry must provide the opportunity for minority partici
pation and benefit which its diversity promises; that the public 
and the business community would benefit if served by cable chan
nels sufficient to meet the needs of producers and distributors of 
program and other communication content services; that the cable 
communications industry is in a period of rapid growth and cor
porate consolidation and should proceed in accord with regional 
and statewide service objectives and plans; that these objectives 
should encourage area-wide service where consistent with the pub
lic interest and discourage concentration of control and ownership 
when not in the public interest; and that many municipalities lack 
the necessary resources and expertise to plan for and secure these 
benefits and to protect subscribers and other parties to the public 
interest in franchise negotiations. 

There is, therefore, a need for a state agency to develop a state 
cable communications policy; to promote the mf)id development 
of the cable communications industry responsive to community 
and public interest and consonant with policies, regulations and 
statutes of the federal government; to assure that cable communi
cations companies provide adequate, economical and efficient ser
vice to their subscribers, the municipalities within which they are 
franchised and other parties to the public interest; to encourage 
the endeavors of public and private institutions, municipalities, 
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associations and organizations in developing programming for pub
lic interest; and to provide minorities with the fullest opportunity 
to make effective u.se of the medium. 

It is the intent of the legislature in the provisions of Laws 1973, 
Chapter 568 to vest authority in a commission to oversee develop
ment of the cable communications industry in Minnesota in accord
ance with the statewide service plan; to review the suitability to 
practices for franchising cable communications companies to pro
tect the public interest; to set standards for cable communications 
systems and franchise practices; to assure channel availability for 
municipal services, educational television, program diversity, local 
expression and other program and communications content ser
vices; to assure that municipal franchising results in communica
tion across metropolitan areas and in neighborhood communities 
in larger municipalities; to provide consultant services to communi
ty organizations and municipalities in franchise negotiations; and, 
to stimulate the development of diverse instructional, educational, 
community interest and public affairs programming with full ac
cess thereto by cable communications companies, educational 
broadcasters and public and private institutions operating closed 
circuit television systems and instructional television fixed ser
vices." 

Page l, line 27, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 1, line 28, reinsert "of administration" 

Page 1, line 28, after the reinserted "administration" insert 
"until July 1, 1977." 

Page 2, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.05, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

238.05 [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.] Subdivision 1. ~ 
eammissien shall Ele•,elef! am! maintain a statewide plan lei' Ele
velef!l'Bent 0: eahlo e0R11Runieatiens eerYiees, settmg fel'th the $
jeew.•es whleh the eemmissien aeems ta he ef regional IHld state 
ea;eeem. 

The commission, by January 1, 1977, shall adopt, after appro
priate study and such public hearings as may be necessary, a com
prehensive plan for the development of cable communications ser
vices in the state. The plan shall consist of a compilation of policy 
statements, goals, standards, programs, and maps prescribing 
guides for the orderly development and utilization of cable com
munication systems, public and private, of the state. The plan 
shall recognize and encompass the social and economic needs of 
the state and those future developments which will have an impact 
on the state, including but not limited to such matters as health, 
education, law enforcement, transportation and governmental in
formation. The commission shall continually assess the state of 
technology, encourage such research as may be necessary toward 
that end, and update from time to time its comprehensive plan 
to reflect changing needs, revising its standards, terms or condi
tions accordingly." 
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Page 2, line 15, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 2, line 16, reinsert "priorities" 

[45TH DAY 

Page 2, line 16, after the reinserted "priorities" insert "the 
municipality has developed to review franchise applications" 

Page 2, line 32, reinsert " ( c) prescribe a list of" 

Page 2, line 32, after the reinserted "of" insert "topics to be ad-
dressed" 

Page 2, line 32, reinsert "in" 

Page 3, line 1, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 3, line 2, strike "(c)" and reinsert "(d)" 

Page 3, line 3, strike "twin cities" 

Page 3, line 3, after "area" insert "as defined m Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 473B.0II, Subdivision 2," 

Page 3, line 4, after Hpublic" insert "or private" 

Page 3, line 5, after "interconnection" insert "and compatability" 

Page 3, line 8, strike "(d)" and insert "(e)" 

Page 3, line 8, strike "(c)" and insert "(d)" 

Page 3, line 9, insert a period after "practice" and strike ", pro
vided," 

Page 3, strike lines 10 to 12 

Page 3, line 13, strike "whole or in part, the entity so desig
nated" 

Page 3, line 30, after "from" insert "a municipality or" 

Page 3, line 31, strike "consultation with" and insert "a maxi
mum 90 day period of review and comment by" 

Page 4, line 1, after "commission" insert "and if the affected 
planning commission is the metropolitan council, after a period of 
review and comment by the metropolitan council not to exceed 
90 days" 

Page 6, line 2, strike "ten'' and insert "15" 

Page 6, after line 2, insert: 

"Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.09, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. Any renewal of a certificate of confirmation shall be 
for a period of five ten years. A renewal of certificate of confirma
tion may be issued prior to the expiration of any existing certifi
cate." 

Page 6, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.15 is amended 
to read: 
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238.15 [FINANCIAL INTEREST OF MEMBERS AND EM
PLOYEES.] No member of the commission 8B6 Be employee ef 
the e0111HHssieB or person appointed pursuant to section 238.04, 
subdivision 7 shall be employed by, or shall knowingly have any 
financial interest in any cable communications company holding a 
kanekioe iR the ~ ~ or its subsidiaries, major equipment or 
programming suppliers, or in any broadcasting company holding 
an operating license issued by the federal communications com
mission; theito or its subsidiaries; IB8jOI' el!UiPIBeRt er p1egfllHHBing 
oappliers. Members of any elected body granting franchises and 
employees of any franchising body who would be directly involved 
in the granting or administration of franchises for cable communi
cations and who are employed by or who knowingly have any 
financial interest in any cable communications company helE!iBg a 
fMnehlsa iR the &tMe, bidding on such franchise, or the cable 
communications company granted the franchise, or their subsidi• 
aries, major equipment or program suppliers shall abstain from 
participation in the franchising of a cable communications 89Bl
paRies company or the administration of such franchise." 

Page 6, line 32, strike "Sections" and insert "Section" 

Page 7, line 1, strike "238.05, Subdivisions 8 and 16; and" 

Page 7, line 2, strike "are" and insert "is" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "making the cable" 

Page 1, strike line 3 and insert "extending the residence of the 
cable communications commission in the" 

Page 1, line 8, after "Sections" insert "238.01;" 

Page 1, line 9, after "Subdivisions" insert "1," 

Page 1, line 12, strike "Subdivision 6" and insert "Subdivisions 
6and 7" 

Page 1, line 12, delete "and" 
Page 1, line 13, after "238.13;" insert "and 238.15;" 

Page 1, strike line 14 and insert "Section" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

S. F. No. 1303: A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting 
endurance contests without rest periods; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 624.66, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re-referred to the 
Commmittee on Rules and Administration. 
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Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 540: A bill for an act relating to courts; providing 
for transfer of filing fee when venue is changed in civil actions; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 542.10. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 14, strike "and filing fee" 

Page 2, after line 20, insert: 

"A party who has paid the filing fee of the county where the ac
tion originated shall not be required to pay the filing fee of the 
county to which the action is transferred. The transferor county 
may retain any filing fees received prior to the change of county, 
but shall in writing advise the county to which the action is trans
ferred of any and all such filing fees paid to the transferor county." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "transfer" and insert "non-transfer" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report " 
adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
re-referred 

H. F. No. 4: A bill for an act relating to human rights; extend
ing protection to disabled persons using public services and pub
lic accommodations; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
363.03, Subdivisions 3 and 4, and by adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 7, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 363.02, Subdivi
sion 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DISABILITY.] Nothing in this chapter shall be 
construed to prohibit any program, service, facility or privilege 
afforded to a person with a disability which is intended to habili
tate, rehabilitate or accommodate that person. It is a defense to a 
complaint or action brought under this chapter that the person 
bringing the complaint or action suffers from a menml disability 
which in the circumstances poses a serious threat to the health or 
safety of the disabled person or others. The burden of proving 
this defense is upon the respondent." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, strike "Section" and insert "Sections 363.02, Sub
division 5; and" 
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And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
referred 

H.F. No. 67: A bill for an act relating to handicapped persons; 
providing an interpreter in all proceedings. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, strike "and" and insert "or" 

Page 1, line 16, strike "assist the" and insert "serve" 

Page 1, line 17, strike "handicapped person" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. from the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 229: A bill for an act relating to taxes on or measured 
by net income; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, 
Subdivisions 8, 20, 21, and 22; and by adding subdivisions; 
290.02; 290.06, Subdivisions 2c and 11 ; 290.0601, Subdivisions 
6 and 9; 290.061 ; 290.086, Subdivision 7; 290.09, Subdivisions 4 
and 15; 290.16, by adding a subdivision; 290.21, Subdivision 4; 
290.26; 290.50, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5; 290.92, Subdivisions 
6 and 19; 290.931, Subdivision 1; 290.933, Subdivision 1; 290.972, 
Subdivision 2; 290.983, Subdivision 1; 290.985; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 197 4, Sections 290.072; 290.08, Subdivisions 9, 10, 
11, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 22; 290.0801; and 290.931, Subdivision 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Strike the Rule 49 amendments 

Page 3, line 16, strike "1974" and insert "1973" 

Page 5, strike lines 17 through 22 

Page 7, strike lines 7 through 15 

Page 14, line 19, strike "$12.50" and insert "$25" 

Page 14, line 20, after "party" insert ", a segment of a political 
party," 

Page 14, line 20, after "and" insert "a" 

Page 14, line 22, strike "$25" and insert "$50" 

Page 14, line 22, strike "However, the taxpayer may take a credit 
for" 

Page 14, strike lines 23 through 26 
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Page 14, line 27, strike "section l0A.01, subdivision 5." 
Pages 20 and 21, strike section 14 
Page 22, line 20, after "that the" insert "recipient" 
Pages 28 and 29, strike section 21 

Page 31, line 3, after "month" strike ", provided that for employers 
with annual payrolls of' 

Page 31, strike line 4 
Page 31, line 5, strike "frequent than quarterly" 
Pages 38 and 39, strike section 27 

Page 42, line 31, strike "17" and insert "16" 

Page 42, line 31, strike "27 and 28" and insert "and 25" 

Page 42, line 32, after "enactment." insert "Section 4 of this act 
shall be effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 
1973." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, strike "Subdivisions 4 and" and insert "Subdivision" 
Page 1, line 11, after "2," insert "and" 
Page 1, line 11, after "3" strike "and 5" 
Page 1, line 14, strike "290.983, Subdivision 1;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Ro
port adopted. 

Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which waa 
referred the following appointment as reported in the Journal for 
April 17, 1975: 

MINNESOTA WGBEB EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Davi<l Lebedoff 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the ap
pointment be confirmed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing committee report be laid 
on the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which were 
referred the following appointments as reported in the Journal for 
April 19, 1975: 

MINNESOTA WGBEB EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Mrs. Barbara Clark 
Donald Hamerlinck 
Mrs. Judy Hamilton 

Jack Lynch 
Harding C. Noblitt 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the appoint
ments be confirmed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing committee report be laid 
on the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which waa 
referred the following appointment as reported in the Journal for 
April 14, 1975: 

MINNESOTA WGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Vladimir Shipka 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the appoint
ment be confirmed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing committee report be laid on 
the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 1555: A bill for an act relating to Minnesota Statutes; 
providing for the correction of erroneous, ambiguous, omitted, un
constitutional and obsolete references and text; eliminating certain 
duplicitous and conflicting provisions superseded by or conflicting 
with other provisions of law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 28A, by adding a section; Sections 15.0411, Subdivision 2; 
15A.083, Subdivision 2; 16.80; 16A.129; 30.461; 30.462; 30.463, 
Subdivisions 1 and 5; 30.464, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 30.465; 
30.467; 30.468; 30.469; 30.47; 30.472; 30.473; 30.475; 30.476; 32A.-
08, Subdivision 1; 34.05, Subdivision 2; 43.35; 43.09, Subdivision 
2a; 50.14, Subdivision 1; 59A.03, Subdivision 3; 60A.03, Subdivi
sion 2; 65B.06, Subdivision 2; 65B.44, Subdivision 5; 80A.15, Sub
division 2; 80C.03; 82.18; 82.30, Subdivision 2; 83.25, Subdivision 
3; 84.87, Subdivision 1; 84A.07; 84A.26; 84A.36; 97.48, Subdivision 
4; 111.80; 115.48, Subdivision 1; 115.51; 116.16, Subdivision 3; 
116F.08; 116H.04, Subdivision 3; 121.02; 122.355, Subdivision 1; 
123.78, Subdivision 1; 124.15, Subdivision 2; 124.17, Subdivision 
2; 124.41, Subdivision 1; 124.803; 145.862, Subdivision 4; 147.02; 
147.22; 155.02, Subdivision 2; 179.74, Subdivision 2; 181A.07, Sub
division 6; 192.40; 197.63, Subdivision 1; 205.10; 205.11, Subdivi
sion l; 205.12; 205.16, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 205.17, Subdivisions 
1 and 2; 243.88, Subdivision 3; 245.68; 245.77; 246.23; 251.043, 
Subdivision 3; 256.01, Subdivision 2; 256D.02, Subdivision 4; 260.-
251, Subdivision 3; 268.04, Subdivision 12; 268.115, Subdivision 2; 
270.075, Subdivision 1; 273.11, Subdivision 4; 273.111, Subdivisions 
9 and 11; 273.13, Subdivision 7; 275.125, Subdivision 4; 275.161; 
282.16; 285.11; 290.01, Subdivision 22; 290.02; 290.06, Subdivision 
2c; 290.086, Subdivision 1; 290.09, Subdivision 15; 290.21, Subdi
vision 3; 290.26, Subdivision 2a; 290.92, Subdivision 2a; 291.05; 
292.04; 297.13, Subdivision 1; 297B.09; 298.026; 298.027; 298.51; 
298.53; 298.63; 299.013; 299B.03, Subdivision 1; 299F.77; 300.025; 
301. 77, Subdivision 1; 308.06, Subdivision 3; 309.581; 318.03; 
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354A.05; 355.11, Subdivision 2; 355.80; 362.17; 363.01, Subdivision 
13; 375.471; 376.25; 412.02, Subdivision 5; 412.251; 412.861, Sub
division 1; 441.15; 463.152, Subdivision 1; 463.261; 465.19; 466.02; 
488A.13, Subdivision 1; 507.291; 525.213; 525.515; 550.041; 571.47, 
Subdivision 2; 571.48, Subdivision 2; 609.375, Subdivision 4; 609.-
75, Subdivision 4; 611.14; 626.05, Subdivision 2; 631.50; 632.12; 
and 648.43; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15.13; 
148.87; 171.12, Subdivision 4; 176.061, Subdivision 10; 309.583; 
359.06; and 380.24; 593.17; Laws 1969, Chapters 540, Section 5; 
896, Section 1; and 1126, Section 1; Laws 1971, Chapters 32, Sec
tion l; 74, Section 6; 226, Section 1; and 427, Section 17; Laws 
1973, Chapters 388, Sections 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 
and 170; 638, Sections 22 and 23; and 725, Sections 25 and 26; 
Laws 1974, Chapters 62, Section l; 161, Section 10; and 205, Sec
tion 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 9, line 30, strike "147.02" and insert "147.01" 

Page 11, line 26, strike "as defined in" and insert a quotation 
mark after "city," 

Page 11, line 27, strike "section" and insert "and by deleting" 

Page 11, line 27, before "261.07" insert a quotation mark 

Page 17, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 139. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 414.032, Subdivi
sion 4, is amended in line 3, by deleting "one" and inserting 
"three" and in line 4 by deleting "one and two-thirds" and insert
ing "five" 

In the memorandum of explanation, Page 14, after line 3, 
insert: 

"Sec. 139. Because of a mistake in following instructions to the 
revisor contained in Laws 1973, Chapter 773, requiring reduction 
of mill rates to one-third of their former rate owing to section 
273.1102, the revisor in preparing the 1974 statutes reduced the 
transition period in section 414.032, subdivision 4, from the former 
three to five years to a period of from one to one and two-thirds 
years." 

Renumber the sections in order. 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 26, strike "147.02" and insert "147.01" 
-;;,, 

Page 2, line 8, before "441.15;" insert "414.032, Subdivision 4;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 
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H.F. No. 703: A bill for an act relating to state government; 
revising the personnel laws; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Chapter 43, by adding sections; Sections 15A.083, Subdivision 
1; 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.09, Subdivision 7; 43.20, Subdivision 
4; 43.22, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.30; 43.42; 43.43; 43.47; 
84.14, Subdivision 1; 487.02, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.071; 16.027, Subdivision 8. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Pages 1 and 2, strike all of sections 1 and 2 

Page 3, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16.173, is amended 
to read: 

16.173 [APPROVED COMPLEMENTS.] Whenever an ap
propriation to any state department or agency for salaries discloses 
an approved complement, that department or agency, except for 
seasonal employees, part time employees, QBQ service workers 
and pre-service trainees is limited in the employment of the num
ber of persons indicated by such approved complement. The em
ployment of seasonal employees, part time employees, QBQ ser
vice workers and pre-service trainees shall be in addition to the 
approved complement but subject to the approval of the com
missioner of administration who shall determine the need therefor. 
The employment of pre-service trainees exempt from approved 
complement requirements shall be restricted to trainees employed 
pursuant to affirmative action programs approved by the com
missioner of personnel. 

Additional employees over the number of the approved com
plement may be employed on the basis of public necessity or 
emergency with the written approval of the governor, but the 
governor shall not approve such additional personnel until he 
has consulted with the legislative advisory committee created by 
Laws 1943, Chapter 594, and such committee has made its recom
mendation upon the matter. Such recommendation shall be ad
visory only. Failure or refusal of the committee to make a recom
mendation promptly shall be deemed a negative recommendation. 
The provisions hereof shall extend to any other agency to which 
the present authority of the legislative advisory committee may 
be transferred, but shall be deemed to be repealed in case such 
authority shall be abolished." 

Page 5, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 43, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[43.056] [FILES; SECURITY.] Subdivision 1. [PERSONNEL 
FILES.] Personnel files kept by any state agency on individual 
state employees or individual applicants for state employment are 
private and are not public records, unless the individual consents 
in writing to public disclosure, with the folwwing exceptions: 

( a) the individual's name and address; 
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(b) the job classification of the position held in the past, cur
rently held, or applied for; 

( c) the salary range of the job classification to which the em
ployee's position is assigned. 

Subd. 2. [TEST RECORDS.) Written test questions and other 
information relating to the conduct of examinations shall be kept 
confidential to the extent necessary to ensure that all applicants 
for employment have a fair and equal opportunity to demonstrate 
their abilities to perform the duties of the position for which they 
are applying. An applicant appealing or contemplating an appeal 
of his examination score may review written test questions or 
other information relating to the examination unless the questions 
are to be used in a future examination. In the latter case, the 
applicant may designate a person skilled in the evaluation of 
employment tests to review the materials and evaluate them for 
his use in deciding to pursue or withdraw an appeal. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.09, Subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [UNCLASSIFIED SERVICE.] The unclassified ser
vice comprises positions held by state officers or employees who 
are: 

(1) Chosen by election or appointed to fill an elective office; 

(2) Heads of department required by law to be appointed by 
th.e governor or other elective officers, and the executive or admin
istrative heads of departments, divisions and institutions specifi
cally established by law, except that with respect to state institu
tions, the provisions of section 246.02 are hereby continued in 
effect; provided, this clause shall not apply to heads of divisions 
now existing in the department of labor and industry, nor to the 
director of the division of vocational rehabilitation in the depart
ment of education; 

(3) Except as herein otherwise enlarged, one private secretary 
to each of the elective officers of this state, and in addition 
thereto, one deputy, clerk, or employee to the secretary of state, 
state auditor, and state treasurer; 

( 4) Seasenal Intermittent help employed by the commissioner 
of public safety to assist in the issuance of IR&teF vehicle licenses; 

( 5) Employees in the offices of the governor and of the lieuten
ant governor, and one confidential employee for the governor in 
the office of the adjutant general; 

(6) Officers and employees of the senate and house of repre
sentatives of the l~lature including temporary or permanent 
employees of legislative committees or commissions. Employees of 
the legislative audit commission, except for the legislative auditor, 
his deputy, and his confidential secretary, however, shall be em
ployees in the classified civil service of the state; 

(7) Teachers, research assistants, student employees on less 
than half-time pay basis or eligible under terms of the federal 
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economic opportunity act work study program, presidents, deans, 
and administrative officers in the state colleges; but this clause 
shall not be construed to include the custodial, clerical, or mainte
nance employees, or any administrative officers, or clerical work
ers performing duties in connection with the business administra
tion of these institutions; 

( 8) Officers and enlisted persons in the national guard; 

(9) Attorneys, legal assistants, examiners, and three confiden
tial employees appointed by the attorney general or employed 
with his authorization; 

(10) All courts and all employees thereof, referees, receivers, 
jurors, and notaries public, except referees and adjusters employ
ed by the department of labor and industry; 

( 11) Patient and inmate help in state institutions; 

(12) Members of the state highway patrol; provided that selec
tion and appointment of highway patrol officers shall be made in 
accordance with applicable laws governing the classified state civil 
service; 

(13) The deputy commissioner of agriculture, and the deputy 
director and assistant director of the Minnesota pollution control 
agency; 

(14) One employee of the state treasurer, for the purpose of 
receiving and safekeeping assets deposited and maintained with 
the state treasurer, pursuant to Laws 1943, Chapter 591, and 
whose salary or compensation is to be reimbursed to the state 
under said act; 

(15) Seasonal help employed by the department of revenue ; 

(16) Employees of the department of administration perma
nently assigned to the ceremonial house . 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 43.09, Subdivision 2a, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [ADDITIONAL UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS.] 
Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the personnel 
board, upon the request of the governor, is hereby authorized to 
establish permanent unclassified positions, or to unclassify previ
ously classified positions, provided that: 

(1) Positions so established involve only deputy or assistant 
heads of departments or agencies, or director level positions which 
are not specifically established by law, and who are appointed by 
and report directly to a head of a department or agency who is 
required by law to be appointed by the governor, or by a guber
natorially appointed board; as well as one position for a personal 
secretary of any head of a department or agency listed in clause 
~(4). 

(2) Classified incumbents of such positions, if any, are not 
removed from that position for a period of one year except under 
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applicable provisions of rules and laws governing classified state 
employees. 

(3) If an employee in the classified civil service accepts a newly 
created unclassified position, he shall retain an inactive classified 
civil service status and, upon his request, the commissioner of 
personnel shall reappoint him to his previous classified position, or 
to a comparable position. 

( 4) Positions so established are limited in number to six in the 
departments of administration, corrections, finance, highways, 
natural resources, public safety, public welfare, and revenue; to 
five in the departments of commerce, education, health, labor and 
industry, and personnel; to four in the departments of agriculture, 
economic development, and employment services; to three in the 
departments of aeronautics, public service, and the planning 
agency and pollution control agency; and to two in the depart
ments of human rights and veterans affairs. Departments or agen
cies not enumerated in this clause shall not be authorized to 
establish additional unclassified positions under the provisions of 
this subdivision. 

( 5) Funds are available. " 

Page 6, after line 10, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.17, Subdivision 4a, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4a. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary persons may 
be employed by any governmental department in the classification 
of service worker or be empwyed as a pre-service trainee , as 
defined by applicable ei>Al eePY:ce personnel job description or 
personnel rule , in excess of any personnel limitations, quotas or 
complements as established by law. Said employment shall be 
subject to restrictions contained in section 16.173 and shall be 
subject to the advance approval of the commissioner of adminis
tration." 

Page 6, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.21, is amended to 
read: 

43.21 [PROBATIONARY PERIOD.] Except as in this chapter 
otherwise provided, all original appointments and promotions 
within the classified service, shall be for a probationary period the 
duration of which is determined by personnel rule for each class, 
or group of classes to be not less than 30 days and not more than 
two years but dismissals or demotions may be made at any time 
during such period, subject to the provisions of section 43.19, 
subdivision 3. Provided, that no employee transferred or promoted 
from one position in the classified service to another position in 
the classified service shall be dismissed, except for just cause, 
demoted or transferred without his consent until he shall have 
served a trial period of at least 30 days in his new position. At the 
end of the probationary period the appointing officer shall notify 
the commissioner, in writing, whether the probationer is a satis-
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factory employee and should receive the status of a permanent 
appointee. Upon such notice or in the absence of notice to the 
commissioner , the employee , il his aePYiee dlil'iBg the tiPshatioa 
eey ~ did net iall eelew 6"8h miaimYFII staaEla1ds as have 
eeea ~4 ey ~he eemmissieaeF, shall be deemed to have a 
permanent classified civil service status t ethei'Wise ~ emiiloyee 
is aYtemati~::lly ce13ara~ed H'Bffi ~ scPYice, ~ as tiPa,,ided ia 
Seefflla 4&d0, sYhdi•lisioa 3 . Work performance eeYaseliag evalu
ation shall be availaWe provided to a probationary employee ala 
least twice during the ffill'&tieB ~ tka probationary period in a 
manner and frequency in accordance with rules established by the 
commissioner. " 

Page 8, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.224, is amended 
to read: 

43.224 [ANNUAL LEAVE ALLOWANCES.] No state officers 
or employees in the unclassified service shall be paid for unused 
portions of annual leave allowances provided for by Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 351.12, for any greater period of time than is 
permitted state officers or employees in the classified service. No 
elected public officer shall be paid for unused annual leave alww
ances or a severance pay alwwance based upon unused sick leave 
pursuant to section 43.12, subdivision 2, upon retirement or ter
mination of service for any reason whatsoever. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 43, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[43.227] [TIME OFF IN EMERGENCIES.] At the request of 
a department head, and after consultation with the commissioner 
of public safety, the commissioner may authorize the requesting 
department head to excuse state empl-Oyees from duty with full 
pay in the event of a natural or man made emergency, if continued 
operation would involve a threat to the health or safety of individ
uals. Absence with pay shall not exceed 16 working hours at any 
one time unless the governor authorizes a longer duration.'' 

Page 11, line 10, before "homeowners" insert "legal insurance," 

Page 11, line 10, before "vision" insert "and" 

Page 11, line 10, strike "or other" 

Page 11, line 11, strike everything before the period 

Page 11, strike lines 25 and 26 

Pages 11 to 13, renumber the clauses in subdivision 2 in 
sequence 

Page 17, strike all of section 14 and insert: 

"Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 179. 7 4, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The commissioner of personnel shall meet and 
negotiate with the exclusive representative of appropriate units 
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in the manner prescribed by sections 179.61 to 179.77; provided, 
however, that the director of mediation services shall define ap
propriate units of state employees as all the employees under 
the same appointing authority except. where professional, 
geographical or other considerations affecting employment rela
tions clearly require appropriate units of some other composition. 
The positions and classes of positions in the classified service 
defined as managerial by the commissioner of personnel in accor
dance with the provisions of section 43.326 and so designated in 
the official state compensation schedules, shall be excluded from 
any appropriate unit. Regardless of unit determination, the gov
ernor may upon the unanimous written request of exclusive 
representatives of units and appointing authorities direct that 
negotiations be conducted for one or more appointing authorities 
in a common proceeding. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 260.311, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SUFFICIENCY OF SERVICES.] Probation services 
shall be sufficient in amount to meet the needs of the county 
court in each county. Probation officers serving county courts in 
all counties of not more than 200,000 population shall also, pur
suant to subdivision 3, provide probation and parole services to 
wards of the Minnesota corrections authority resident in their 
counties. To provide these probation services counties containing 
a city of 10,000 or more population shall, as far as practicable, 
have one probation officer for not more than 35,000 population; 
in counties that do not contain a city of such size, the com
missioner of corrections shall, after consultation with the chief 
judge of the county court and the county commissioners and 
in the light of experience, establish probation districts to be 
served by one officer. 

All probation officers appointed for any county court or com
munity corrections agency afteP Jwy 1, l9e9; shall be selected 
from "18 seae ~ eiYH !rel'Viee lie!; ef eligil,le ~ ff8IB 
wmeh .the ::eP.lRlisaionOl' ef eoeeetiens seleete 13109atien QR& tlftPale 
agents aREi l8i' waieB beth 8l'al aREi •Nl'itten 8llll!RillfttieBS a,e Fe
~ a list of eligible candidates who have qualified according to 
the same or equivalent examining procedures as used by the com• 
missioner of personnel to certify eligibles to the commissioner of 
corrections in appointing parole agents, and the department of 
personnel shall furnish the names of such candidates on request. 
This subdivision shall not apply to a political subdivision having a 
civil service or merit system unless the subdivision elects to be 
covered by this subdivision. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 487.02, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

487.02 [PAYMENT OF EXPENSES.] Subdivision 1. The salary 
and traveling expenses of a judge of the county court shall be paid 
by the county in which the expenses were incurred from the 
general revenue fund of the county. If the district consists of more 
than one county, saeh ei'f)eBses eltall be &fJpel'tieaeEI the county of 
the judge's residence shall pay the judge and shall be reimbursed 
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each month by the other counties of the district by apportioning 
the salary and expenses according to the respective population of 
the counties as determined by the last United States census.'' 

Page 17, line 26, strike "Sections" and insert "Section" 

Page 17, line 26, strike "and" 

Page 17, line 27, strike "16.027, Subdivision 8, are" and insert 
"is" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after "government;" insert "providing for 
methods of payment of certain salaries; expanding the duties of 
the commissioner; permitting insurance coverage for state 
employees; permitting time off in emergencies; providing for the 
security of personnel files; permitting pre-service trainees in 
excess of complement; excluding managerial employees from 
bargaining units;" 

Page 1, line 5, after "Subdivision 1;" insert "16.173;" 

Page 1, line 6, strike "Subdivision 7" and insert "Subdivisions 2, 
2a, and 7; 43.17, Subdivision 4a" 

Page 1, line 6, before "43.22," insert "43.21;" 

Page 1, line 7, after "3;" insert "43.224;" 

Page 1, line 8, before "487.02," insert "179.74, Subdivision 4; 
260.311, Subdivision 2;" 

Page 1, line 9, strike "Sections" and insert "Section" 

Page 1, line 10, strike "; 16.027, Subdivision 8" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 527: A bill for an act relating to the purchase oi 
surplus state property at public auction by state employees; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 15.055. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 43, is amended 

by adding a section to read: 
[43.37] [PUBLIC EMPLOYEES NOT TO PURCHASE 

MERCHANDISE FROM GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES; EX
CEPTIONS; PENALTY.] No officer or employee of the state 
or any of its political subdivisions shall sell or procure for sale 
or have in his possession or control for sale to any other officer 
or employee of the state or the subdivision, as appropriate, any 
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property or materials owned by the state or subdivision except 
pursuant to conditions provided in this section. Property or ma
terials owned by the state or a subdivision, except real property, 
and not needed for public purposes may be sold to an employee 
of the state or the subdivision after reasonable public notice 
at public auction or by sealed bid if the employee is the highest 
responsible bidder and if he is not directly involved in the auction 
or sealed bid process. Requirements for reasonable public notice 
may be prescribed by other law or ordinance so long as at least 
one week's published or posted notice is specified. A state em
ployee may purchase no more than one motor vehicle from the 
state in any twelve month period. A person violating the pro
visions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor. This section 
shall not apply to the sale of property or materials acquired or 
produced by the state or subdivision for sale to the general 
public in the ordinary course of business. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 15.055, is repealed. 

Sec. 3. This act is effective the day following final enactment." 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to the purchase of surplus govern
ment property by public employees; providing a penalty; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 43, by adding a section; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 15.055." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Conzemius from the Committee on Health, Welfare and 
Corrections, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 788: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
providing for cost of living adjustment in supplemental aid 
benefits; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 256D, by 
adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 6 insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.37, Subdivi
sion 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. ~ eligiliility criteria f<H sYppl-tal aiEI rmdelo tRi& 
seetisa shall ee these in e~~eet l>eeemileP 31; -19!73 fei' the eateger 
ieal aid pl'O~ams ef ala age assietaaee; aiEI te the eliR4, aad aid te 
the aisael:eEh !l'he leeal ageaey shall ~ the ,ele,:aat criteria te 
eaeh applieatiea. EffeetiYe J..Iy ¼; -W!t4, the ml pPepert,y ~ 
limitatiea ier applieaats ethef taan the hlirul ehall ee $12,000. 
Ues;l,,,e Jam,aey ¼; ~ ~e 1'€61 p?epepty e<Ia;ty limitatiea f<H 
all applieaets fel' sapple.:re.½tal aia \lRQef this seetiea shall ee 
$Hl,OOO. The real and personal property eligibility criteria for sup
plemental aid under this section for the aged and the disabled 
shall be the same as the real and personal property eligibility 
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criteria set forth in Chapter 256B for the medical assistance 
program. 

The real and personal property eligibility criteria for 
supplemental aid under this section shall be: 

(1) Real property equity limitation of $15,000; 

(2) Cash and liquid assets not exceeding $2,000, if single, or 
$4,000, if married, except that a maximum of $750 of this may be 
in a prepaid burial contract for each person; and personal property 
used as a home, appropriate clothing, household furniture, and 
equipment and stock for the purpose of producing income shall be 
excluded. 

The local agency in its discretion may permit eligibility of an 
applicant having assets in excess of the amount prescribed in this 
section if liquidation of the assets would cause undue loss or 
hardship." 

Page 1, line 10, strike "When benefit amounts under the 
federal" and insert "The standard of need for Minnesota supple
mental aid shall be adjusted semi-annually by the percentage 
change in the cost of living. In January and July of each year, the 
commissioner shall effect adjustment of each item in the standard 
of need by the percentage established by the Consumer Price 
Index of the United States Department of Labor for the months of 
April through September and October through March. If region
ally adjusted data is not available, the national average shall be 
applied. Adjustments to items in the standard of need shall reflect 
the full percentage of increases and one-half the percentage of 
decreases in the cost of living. In no event shall the commissioner 
decrease the amounts payable for any item below the dollar 
amounts in effect on the effective date of this section. If the 
adjusted dollar amounts are not a multiple of $1, the amount shall 
be rounded to the next highest dollar. The standard of need com
puted under this section shall govern all supplemental aid benefit 
amounts payable under sections 256D.36 and 256D.37." 

Page 1, strike lines 11 to 23 

Page 2, strike line 1 and insert 

"Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] There is appropriated to the 
commissioner of public welfare from the general fund the sum of 
$550,000 for the biennium ending June 30, 1977 for the purposes 
specified in section 2." 

Page 2, line 3, strike "2'' and insert "4" 

Page 2, line 3, strike "the day following its enactment" and 
insert "July I, 197 5" 

Renumber sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "in" insert "the standard of need of" 

Page 1, line 3, after "benefits;" insert "appropriating money;" 
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Page 1, line 4, after "1974,'' insert "Section 256D.37, subdivi
sion 2; and" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re
referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

S. F. No. 677: A bill for an act relating to small business; 
authorizing the commissioners of administration and economic 
development to set aside certain state procurement from normal 
bidding procedures, for the exclusive use of small business con
cerns owned and operated by the socially and economically dis
advantaged. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
l>e amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [16.081] [TITLE.] Sections 1 to 9 may be cited as 
the "Minnesota small business procurement act." 

Sec. 2. [16.082] [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the pur
poses of sections 1 to 8 the following words and phrases shall 
have the meanings set forth in this section, except where the 
eontext clearly indicates that a different meaning is intended. 

Subd. 2. "Small business" means a business entity organized 
for profit, including an individual, partnership, corporation, joint 
venture, association or cooperative which has its principal place 
of business in Minnesota and which is not (a) dominant in its 
field of operation or (b) an affiliate or subsidiary of a business 
dominant in its field of operation. 

Subd. 3. "Dominant in its field of operation" means exercising 
a controlling or major influence in a business activity in which 
a number of businesses are engaged. In determining if a business 
is dominant, the following criteria, among others, shall be con
sidered: number of employees; volume of business; financial 
resources; competitive status or position; ownership or control 
of materials, processes, patents, license agreements and facili
ties; sales territory; and nature of business activity. The follow
ing businesses shall be deemed dominant in their field of opera
tion: 

(a) Manufacturing businesses which employ more than 100 
persons and have in the preceding three fiscal years exceeded a 
total of $15,000,000 in gross receipts. 

(b) General construction businesses which in the preceding 
three fiscal years exceeded a total of $6,000,000 in gross receipts. 

(c) Specialty construction businesses which in the preceding 
three fiscal years exceeded a total of $3,000,000 in gross receipts. 

(d) Nonmanufacturing businesses which employ more than 25 per-
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sons and have in the preceding three fiscal years exceeded a total of 
$3,000,000 in gross receipts. 

Subd. 4. "Affiliate or subsidiary of a business dominant in its field 
of operation" means a business which is at least 20 percent owned 
by a business dominant in that field of operation, or by partners, 
officers, directors, majority shareholders, or their equivalent of a 
business dominant in that field of operation. 

Subd. 5. "Socially or economically disadvantaged person" means 
a person who has been deprived of the opportunity to develop and 
maintain a competitive position in the economy because of ,ocial oc 
economic disadvantage. This disadvantage may arise from cultural. 
social or economic circumstances or background, physical location 
if the person resides or is employed in an area declared as a labor 
surplus area by the United States department of commerce, or other 
similar cause. 

Sec. 3. [16.083] [PROCUREMENT FROM SMALL BUSINESS
ES.] Subdivision I. [SMALL BUSINESS SET-ASIDES.] The com
missioner of administration shall for each fiscal year designate and 
set aside for awarding to small businesses approximately ten percent 
of the value of anticipated total state procurement of goods and ser
vices including construction. The commissioner shall divide the pro
curements so designated into contract award units of economically 
feasible production runs in order lo facilitate offers or bids from small 
businesses. In making his annual designation of set-aside procurements 
the commissioner shall attempt lo vary the included procurements so 
that a variety of goods and services produced by different small busi-

. nesses shall be set aside each year. The failure of the commissioner 
to set aside particular procurement shall not be deemed to prohibit 
or discourage small businesses from seeking the procurement award 
through the normal solicitation and bidding processes. 

Subd. 2. [NEGOTIATED PRICE OR BID CONTRACT.] The 
commissioner may elect to use either a negotiated price or bid con
tract procedure in the awarding of a procurement contract under the 
set-aside program established in this act. The amount of an award 
shall not exceed by more than five percent the commissioner's esti
mated price for the goods or services, if they were to be purchased 
on the open market and not under this set-aside program. Surely bonds 
guaranteed by the federal small business administration shall be 
acceptable security for a construction award under this section. 

Subd. 3. [DETERMINATION OF ABILITY TO PERFORM.] 
Before announcing a set-aside award, the commissioner shall evaluate 
whether the small business scheduled to receive the award is able to 
perform the set-aside contract. This determination shall include con
sideration of production and financial capacity and technical com
petence. 

Subd. 4. [PREFERENCE TO SMALL BUSINESSES.] At least 
ten percent of the value of the procurements designated for set-aside 
awards shall be awarded, if possible, to businesses owned and oper
ated by socially or economically disadvantaged persons. In the event 
small businesses owned and operated by socially or economically dis
advantaged persons are unable to perform at least ten percent of 
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the set-aside awards, then the commissioner shall award the balance 
of the set-aside contracts to other small businesses. 

Subd. 5. [RECOURSE TO OTHER BUSINESSES.] In the event 
that subdivisions I to 4 do not operate to extend a contract award 
to a small business, the award shall be placed pursuant to the normal 
solicitation and award provisions set forth in chapter 16. The com
missioner shall thereupon designate and set aside for small businesses 
additional state procurements corresponding in approximate value to 
the contract unable to be awarded pursuant to subdivisions I to 4. 

Subd. 6. [PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES.] All laws and rules 
pertaining to solicitations, bid evaluations, contract awards and other 
procurement matters shall apply as consistent to procurements set 
aside for small businesses. In the event of conflict with other rules, 
the provisions of sections I to 8 and rules promulgated pursuant there
to shall govern. 

Sec. 4. [16.084] [ENCOURAGEMENT OF PARTICIPA
TION.] The commissioners of administration and economic de
velopment shall publicize the provisions of the set-aside program, 
attempt to locate small businesses able to perform set-aside 
procurement awards, and encourage participation. When the 
commissioner of administration determines that a small business 
is unable to perform under a set-aside contract, he shall so in
form the commissioner of economic development who shall assist 
the small business in attempting to remedy the causes of the 
inability to perform a set-aside award. In assisting the small 
business, the commissioner of economic development in coopera
tion with the commissioner of administration shall use any man
agement or financial assistance programs as may be available by 
or through the department of economic development, other state 
or governmental agencies, or private sources. 

Sec. 5. [16.085] [RULES.] The commissioner of administra
tion shall promulgate by rule standards and procedures for cer
tifying that small businesses and small businesses owned and 
operated by socially or economically disadvantaged persons are 
eligible to participate under the requirements of this act. The 
procedure for determination of eligibility may include self-certi
fication by a business, provided that the commissioner retains 
the ability to verify a self-certification. The commissioner shall 
promulgate other rules as may be necessary to carry out the 
duties set forth in this act. 

Sec. 6. [16.086] [REPORTS.] Subdivision 1. [COMMISSION
ER OF ADMINISTRATION.] The commissioner of administra
tion shall submit an annual report pursuant to section 3.195 to 
the governor and the legislature with a copy to the commissioner 
of economic development indicating the progress being made 
toward the objectives and goals of this act during the preceding 
fiscal year. This report shall include the following information: 

(a) The total dollar value and number of potential set-aside 
awards identified during this period and the percentage of total 
state procurement this figure reflects; 
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(b) The number of small businesses identified by and respond
ing to the set-aside program, the total dollar value and number 
of set-aside contracts actually awarded to small businesses with 
appropriate designation as to the total number and value of set
aside contracts awarded to each small business, and the total 
number of small businesses that were awarded set-aside con
tracts; 

(c) The total dollar value and number of set-aside contracts 
awarded to small businesses owned and operated by economically 
or socially disadvantaged persons with appropriate designation 
as to the total number and value of set-aside contracts awarded 
to each small business, and the percentages of the total state 
procurements the figures of total dollar value and the number of 
set-asides reflect; 

(d) The number of contracts which were designated and set
aside pursuant to section 3 but which were not awarded to a 
small business, the estimated total dollar value of these awards, 
the lowest offer or bid on each of these awards made by the 
small business and the price at which these contracts were 
awarded pursuant to the normal procurement procedures. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER OF ECONOMIC DEVELOP
MENT.] The commissioner of economic development shall submit 
an annual report to the governor and the legislature pursuant to 
section 3.195 with a copy to the commissioner of administration. 
This report shall include the following information: 

(a) The efforts undertaken to publicize the provisions of the 
set-aside program during the preceding fiscal year; 

(b) The efforts undertaken to identify small businesses in
cluding those owned and operated by socially or economically 
disadvantaged persons, and the efforts undertaken to encourage 
participation in the set-aside program; 

(c) The efforts undertaken by the commissioner to remedy the 
inability of small businesses to perform on potential set-aside 
awards; and 

(d) The commissioner's recommendations for strengthening 
the set-aside program and delivery of services to small busi
nesses. 

Sec. 7. The sum of $25,000 is appropriated to the commissioner 
of administration for the purpose of implementing this act. 

Sec. 8. This act is effective July 1, 1975, except section 3 which 
shall become effective January 1, 1976." 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to state procurement; requiring the 
commissioner of administration to set aside certain state pro
curement from normal bidding procedures for first offering to 
small businesses; requiring the commissioners of administration 
and economic development to publicize the set-asides and assist 
small businesses; appropriating money." 
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And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was 
re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1513, 1099 and 866 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House Files were found not 
identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 

1513 
1099 
866 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 

1459 
S.F.No. H.F.No. S.F.No. 

1029 
1116 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1513 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 13, insert 

"Section 1. The legislature of the state of Minnesota finds 
that preservation of the quality of life in a major metropolitan 
city is dependent upon the maintenance, provision, and preserva
tion of an adequate housing stock; that accomplishing this is 
a public purpose; that there are many housing units in the city 
of St. Paul that do not meet the applicable housing codes, 
aome of which need to be destroyed, and some of which can 
be rehabilitated; that a need exists to replace housing which is 
destroyed; that a need exists for mortgage credit to be made 
available for new construction; that refinancing existing mortgages 
will allow owners of housing units which need rehabilitation to 
take advantage of existing rehabilitation programs; and that 
many owners, would-be purchasers or providers of housing units 
are either unable to afford mortgage credit at the market rate 
of interest or obtain mortgage credit because the mortgage credit 
·market is severely restricted. 

Sec. 2. Subdivision 1. The city of St. Paul is authorized to 
develop and administer a program to finance housing, located 
anywhere within its boundaries, for occupancy primarily by per
sons of low and moderate income to achieve the purpose set 
forth in section 1; provided that in developing this program, 
the city shall consider: 

( a) the availability and affordability of other governmental 
programs; 

(b) the availability and affordability of private market financ
ing; 

( c) whether refinancing existing mortgages will enable 
rehabilitation of housing units under a state or local housing 
rehabilitation program; 
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( d) the need for rehabilitating housing units acquired from 
governmental bodies and agencies; 

( e) the need for additional mortgage credit to encourage the 
purchase of rehabilitated housing units from governmental bodies 
and agencies; and 

(f) the need for additional mortgage credit to encourage the 
purchase of housing units which are located on property which 
governmental bodies or agencies have acquired and made suit
able for housing construction. 

Subd. 2. The city council shaU, by ordinance, promulgate 
regulations for this program. Loans shall not be made when the 
city determines that financing is otherwise available from private 
lenders upon terms and conditions which are affordable by the 
applicant, as provided by the city in its regulations. 

Subd. 3. To finance the program authorized by this section, the 
city council of the city of St. Paul may by resolution, and without 
an election, authorize, issue, and sell general obligation bonds of the 
city in accordance with the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
475. The total amount of all general obligation bonds outstanding 
for the program provided for in this section shall not exceed $2,000, 
000, shall not constitute indebtedness of the city for the purpose of 
any statutory or charter debt limitation. 

Subd. 4. In establishing the program provided for in this section, 
the city council shall make every effort to ensure that the revenues 
generated from the mortgage credit made available are sufficient to 
retire the bonds issued to finance the program and to provide for the 
administrative costs of the program. 

Sec. 3. Subdivision 1. The city of St. Paul is authorized to develop 
and administer a program to finance housing in addition to that 
authorized in section 2, located anywhere within its boundaries, to 
achieve the purposes set forth in section I, on such terms and con
ditions as it determines. The city council shall, by ordinance, pro
mulgate regulations for this program. Loans shall not be made when 
the city determines that financing is otherwise available from private 
lenders upon terms and conditions which are affordable by the appli
cant, as provided by the city in its regulations. 

Subd. 2. To finance the program authorized by this section, and 
by section 2, the city council of the city of St. Paul may by resolu
tion, and without an election, authorize, issue, and sell revenue 
bonds or obligations, payable solely from revenues of the programs 
authorized by this act defined and pledged to their payment by such 
resolution. 

Sec. 4. Subdivision 1. In the making or purchase of loans or other 
securities in furtherance of the programs authorized in sections 2 
and 3, and in the issuance of revenue bonds or obligations pursuanr 
to section 3, the city council may exercise, or may by ordinance autho
rize an existing agency or an agency created by such ordinance to 
exercise, within the corporate limits of the city, any and all of the 
powers which the Minnesota housing finance agency is authorized 
to exercise under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 46:ZA. 
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Subd. 2. The city council shall not amend the regulations adopted 
by ordinance and in effect at the time any revenue bonds or obli
gations authorized by this section are issued, to the detriment of the 
holders of such revenue bonds or obligations." 

Page 2, unparagraph lines 9 to 14 

Renumber the sections in sequence. 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 2, after "St. Paul;" insert "authorizing a housing finance 
program; providing for the issuance of general obligation and revenue 
bonds;" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. I 513 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1459 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1513 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1459 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 1099 be amended as follows: 

Page 3, after line 4, insert 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.063, is amended 
10 read: 

273.063 [APPLICATION; LIMITATIONS.] The provisions of 
Extra Session Laws 1967, Chapter 32, Article 8, shall apply to all 
counties except Ramsey county. The following limitations shall apply 
•• to the extent of the county assessors jurisdiction: 

In counties other than Hennepin having a city of the first class, 
the powers and duties of the county assessor within such city shall 
be performed by the duly appointed city assessor. In all other cities 
having a population of 30,000 persons or more, according to the last 
preceding federal census, except in counties having a county assessor 
on January 1, 1967, the powers and duties of the county assessor with
in such cities shall be performed by the duly appointed city assessor, 
provided that the county assessor shall retain the supervisory duties 
contained in section 273.061, subdivision 8." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after the semi-colon insert "assessing procedures;" 

Page 1, line 3, after "amending" insert "Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 273.063; and" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1099 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1029 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1099 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1029 and that the Sen
ate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 866 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 14, after "thereof." insert the following language: 
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"At the beginning of the first payroll period after January 1, 1976. 
the maximum salaries of district court reporters covered by this sec
tion shall be adjusted, to reflect any cost of living changes as estal>
lished by the consumer price index for urban wage earners and clerical 
workers published by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, for the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area. 
by the percentage which such index reported for October of 1975 
differs from such index for October of the previous calendar year. 
Such adjustment shall be applied annually thereafter." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 866 will be identical to S. F, 
No. 1116 and further recommends that H. F. No. 866 be given its: 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1116 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 745 and 596 for comparison to companion Senate 
Files, reports the following House Files were found identical and 
recommends the House Files be given their Second Reading and 
substituted for their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
745 
596 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1539 
560 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 

and that the above Senate Files be indefinitely postponed. 

S.F. No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 235 for comparison to companion Senate Files, report.s 
the following House File was found not identical with its com
panion Senate File as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
235 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
135 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 235 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Notwithstanding Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 
33, districts qualifying for increased foundation aid calculated 
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pursuant to the provisions of Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 18, 
shall be eligible to receive such foundation aid for the 1973-7 4 
school year. 

Sec. 2. Notwithstanding section 124.17, subdivision 2, pupils 
enrolled in the Minnesota National Guard junior enlistment pro
gram shall be construed to be in attendance for purposes of 
computing average daily membership during any period of the 
regular school year, but not to include summer school, during 
which the pupil is attending military active duty training pursuant 
to that program. During that period of military active duty train
ing, the pupil shall earn all aid for the district of residence or 
attendance which would be otherwise earned by his presence. This 
section shall expire October 1, 1975. 

Sec. 3. [STATE AID FOR EXTRAORDINARY TAX DELIN
QUENCY OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 
272.J Subdivision 1. For any calendar year in which Independent 
School District No. 272 receives, in real property tax proceeds of 
any kind, including collections of delinquencies from previous 
years, resulting from levies certified pursuant to section 275.125, 
subdivision 2a, and its predecessor and successor general school 
purpose levy authorization statutes, less than 97 percent of the 
amount certified in October of the preceding calendar year, the 
school district may apply to the department of education within 
30 days after the end of the calendar year and the state shall pay 
aid to the school district by the following February 28, in the 
amount by which the receipts are less than 97 percent of the 
amount levied. 

Subd. 2. If the school district has previously received state aid 
pursuant to subdivision 1, foundation aid for the school district 
shall be reduced in any fiscal year which begins in a calendar year 
in which the school district has received more than 97 percent in 
real property tax proceeds as described in subdivision 1, by the 
amount of the excess, or the amount of state aid previously paid 
pursuant to subdivision 1, whichever is lesser. In the event the 
excess is lesser, the reduction in state aid shall be deemed to offset 
first the state aid that was paid earliest in time, pursuant to 
subdivision 1. The reduction in state aid shall be made, as equally 
as possible, from four aid installments beginning no earlier than 
February. 

Subd. 3. Any aid so paid shall constitute an advance to the 
district without interest and in the fiscal year six years after the 
fiscal year in which state aid has been paid to the school district 
pursuant to subdivision 1, foundation aid for the school district 
shall be reduced by the amount of such state aid paid six years 
previous, to the extent the aid payment has not been offset by any 
prepayment made by the school district. 

Subd. 4. The application, aid payments, and repayments made 
pursuant to this section shall be based upon the best information 
available, subject to correction by the department of education in 
the next succeeding year. The provisions of subdivision 1 shall 
expire June 30, 1981; but shall be effective with respect to real 
property taxes received in calendar year 1975 and thereafter. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 3.9271, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

3.9271 [EARLY CHILDHOOD IDENTIFICATION AND ED
UCATION PROGRAMS.] Subdivision 1. For the lW-4-!7& 1975-
76 and 1976-1977 school :)'e&i' years , the council on quality educa
tion shall make grants to no fewer than silE ten pilot early child
hood identification and education programs. Early childhood 
identification and education programs are programs for children 
before kindergarten and below age six which may include the 
following: identification of potential barriers to learning, educa
tion of parents on child development, libraries of educational 
materials, family services, education for parenthood programs in 
secondary schools, in-center activity, home-based programs, and 
referral services. 

Notwithstanding section 3.926, subdivision 2, every early child
hood identification and education program proposal shall be sub
mitted to the council on quality education not less than six weeks 
before the planned commencement of the program. These pro
grams or grants shall be as equally distributed as possible among 
districts in cities of the first class, in suburbs, and outside the 
seven county metropolitan area. Each pilot program shall serve 
one elementary school attendance area in the local school district. 

The council on quality education shall prescribe the form and 
manner of application and shall determine the participating pilot 
programs. In the determination of pilot programs, programs shall 
be given preference for their ability to coordinate their services 
with existing programs and other governmental agencies. The 
council on quality education shall report on the programs annually 
to the committees on education of the senate and house of rep
resentatives. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.03, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Every child who by reason of an emotional disturbance 
, or a learning disability, or a special behavior problem needs 
special instruction and services, but who is educable, as determin
ed by the standards of the state board is a handicapped child. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.17, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

120.17 [HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.] Subdivision 1. 
[SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
OF SCHOOL AGE.] Every district and unorganized territory 
shall provide special instruction and services , either within the 
district or in another district, for handicapped children of school 
age who are residents of the district and who are handicapped as 
set forth in section 120.03, subdivisions 1, 2 , anEl 3, and 4 aftel 
~ ¼ ~ ti•egrams shall Ire ti•e•AEieEl eK1- withlR ~ Eliotriet 
9f iB anetl!e, Elistriet for trainable ment&Dy retaraea &G ElefineEl m 
seetien 120.Q3, sHbewlioien 4 . When the provision of instruction, 
training, and services may result in hardship or injury to the child, 
the school board may appeal the mandatory provisions of Laws 
1971, Chapter 689 to the commissioner of education who shall 
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determine what provisions shall be made by the district for the 
education of the child. Th,eugh July t; ~ eye,y dist.iet aBEI 
uao,gaai~ed temteey mey ~e speeial tmiRiag aRd serviees f* 
seeeel age resideats EM the eist.iet wh& are hamtieappea as 8e' 
fe.th iR ssetieR 120.0a, sulJEli,,isieR 4, School age means the ages of 
four years to 21 years for children who are deal; elmEI-, el'ippled * 
ha¥e ~ deketst aRd fu.e ~ ta l!1 ~ fer mentally re
tal'Eled ehild,eR handicapped as set forth in section 120.03 ; and 
shall not extend beyond secondary school or its equivalent. Every 
district and unorganized territory may provide special instruction 
and services for handicapped children who have not attained 
school age. Districts with less than the minimum number of 
eligible handicapJ?ed children as determined by the state board 
shall cooperate with other districts to maintain a full sequence of 
programs for education, training and services for handicapped 
children as defined in section 120.03, subdivisions 1 to 3. A district 
that decides to maintain programs for trainable handicapped chil
dren is encouraged to cooperate with other districts to maintain a 
full sequence of programs. 

Every district may provide summer programs for handicapped 
children living within the district, including nonresident children 
temporarily placed in the district pursuant to section 120.17, sub
divisions 6 and 7. Notwithstanding subdivisions 6 and 7, the 
school district providing the special instruction and services shall 
apply for all state aid for the summer program, including special 
state aid pursuant to section 124.32, foundation aid and transpor
tation aid. For the purposes of computing foundation aid for these 
programs, all pupils enrolled in these programs shall be construed 
to be residents of the district providing the programs. The unre
imbursed actual cost of providing the program for nonresident 
handicapped children may be billed to the district of the child's 
residence and shall be paid by the resident district. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.17, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. School districts may provide special instruction and 
services through the school year in which the pupil reaches age 25 
for trainable mentally retarded pupils as defined in section 120.03, 
subdivision 4, who have attended public school less than nine 
years prior to September, 1975. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 120. 76, is amended to 
read: 

120.76. [POST-SECONDARY INSTRUCTIONAL PRO
GRAMS.] Sections 120.71 to 120. 76 shall not be construed to 
prohibit a school board from charging reasonable fees for goods 
and services provided in connection with any post-secondary 
instructional program, including but not limited to vocational
technical, adult veterans, continuing education, and community 
services, 8'1eaiag seeeel flBa geaeml edueatieaal developmem pro
grams. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.80, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 
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120.80 [EARLY GRADUATION.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstand
ing any law to the contrary, any secondary school student who has 
completed ail required courses may, with the approval of the stu
dent, hls parent or guardian, and local school officials, graduate 
prior to the completion of the school year. All aid which such 
student, had he not graduated, would have earned for the district 
pursuant to section 124.212, plus that portion of the amount 
raised by the local tax levy which results from such transitional 
year students plus that portion of any excess levy allowable under 
section 275.125, subdivision 3 6, ela<,se W shall continue to be 
earned by the district. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.21, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd, 2. Upon receipt of such petition, the state board shall 
examine the petition and any supporting evidence which it may 
require. The state board may shall conduct hearings, and may 
investigate school records and such other facts relating to voca
tional-technical training as it may deem appropriate. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.21, Subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The eommlssieaeP, sailjeet ta fti3!3Fo•;al ey the state 
board , for vocational education shall IRftke promulgate, pursuant 
to chapter 15, such rules and regulations governing the operation 
and maintenance of schools so classified as will afford the people 
of the state an equal opportunity to acquire public vocational and 
technical education. 

The rules shall provide for, but are not limited to, the following: 

(a) The area to be served by each school, which may include 
one or more districts or parts thereof, including unorganized ter
ritory;; 

(b) Curriculum and standards of instruction and scholarshlp,; 

(c) Attendance requirements, age limits of trainees, Minnesota 
non-resident attendance, tlaci:ioR 13aymeRts &Y ReR resieleRts, the 
determination of the actual costs of providing individual pro
grams, and attendance for which no tuition shall be charged, all to 
be determined in accordance with the provisions of sections 50 to 
53 of this act; 

(d) The distribution and apportionment to the local districts of 
all funds, whether state or federal or other funds, which may be 
made available to the state board for vocational education for 
carrying out the purposes of post-secon::~ vocational-technical 
~uc!ltion as 13re•l4eletf BY -this seetioa, . ee =ed IIRQ 
aistnln1teel ey the state &8$6 fer veeat10R&I e-----·- ta the 
Y&rieuo lee&! seheel ellstflets as aelelitieRal ale! fer use iR ae½>iRg 
IIQea lee&! eeaeel. ellst!'iets iR defrayiRg the eea; ia•;eweel in IR&lR
t.ainieg 8:BQ epePS:ting app~ove& vesa:tieeal tmining eoaPGes 9f' tle
Jl&ff!R8Rts; sailjeet te IIQea reaseRaale rules &Rei regulatieRs as 
may &e 13Pese!'iaeel BY the ~ beard fer \'oeatieaal eelueatiea &REl 
in accordance with law and the approved state plan for vocational 
education,; 
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(e) Transportation requirements and payment of aid therefor;; 

(f) AUeaE!aaee by gfaaaatee ef seeaaaazy eehaale &RQ ey 
aaalte, lei' whieh RE> taitiea shall be ehafgea. Y RE> tllitiaa is 
eha,ged lef: saeh MB ,usideni si1::1dent, .tee EHstRei maintainiRg 
~ seheel shall be eRtictleEI -ta ~ aid ealealated 011 a ~ basi5 
fel' Sl<eh staa:at, Payment by the state board of tuition to school 
districts or post-secondary vocational-technical schools in another 
state; 

(g) General administrative matters. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.89, is amended to 
read: 

121.89 [REIMBURSEMENT BY STATE.] Subject to the 
limitations imposed by section 121.87, subdivision 2, the state 
board of education shall reimburse each school district operating a 
community school program in compliance with the rules and regu
lations established by the state board an amount which is equal to 
one-half of the salary l<P ta , but not to exceed $5,000 , of eaeh one 
community school director aBEi or coordinator employed by the 
district. During the fiseal ;\'e&l'S ~ aBEi 19'73; 1975-1976 school 
year, reimbursement shall be paid for no more than 6!I' the equiva
lent of 125 directors and coordinators employed during the 1974-
1975 school year pasitia11s shall be saejeet -ta feH!l81<fseme11t , no 
more than one-third of which may be allocated to school districts 
in each one-third of the total number of school districts ranked 
according to size of enrollment, provided that any such positions 
remaining unfilled may be reallocated at the discretion of the state 
board. In order to insure the maximum use of school facilities and 
insure the efficient application of funds appropriated by ~ 
~ ~ptef 009 this act , the department of education is en
couraged to give priority to the funding of those community school 
programs which have been jointly planned and developed under 
the terms of a cooperative agreement or program between the 
school district and the park board, recreation department or other 
similar agency having jurisdiction within the school district. 

This section shall expire June 30, 1976. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 123.80, is amended to 
read: 

123.80 [SAFETY EDUCATION FOR TRANSPORTED 
STUDENTS.] Subdivision 1. Not later than January 1, 1975 the 
state board of education shall provide by rule or regulation a 
program of safety education for students who are transported to 
school. Each district receiving aid under the provisions of section 
124.222 shall implement the program for the school year beginning 
in September 1975. In drafting said regulations, the board shall 
give particular attention to procedures for loading, unloading, 
vehicle lane crossing and emergency evacuation procedures as 
they affect school buses. 

Subd. 2. Not later than January 1, 1976, the state board of 
education shall promulgate rules and regulations which will assure 
the safe and efficient transportation of handicapped pupils who 
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because of their special handicapping conditions require special 
transportation arrangements. In drafting these regulations, the 
board shall giue particular attention to standards for uehicles used 
in transporting handicapped pupils, equipment to assure the 
safety of these pupils, and the qualifications of the driuers and 
aides prouiding transportation seruices. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.04, is amended to 
read: 

124.04 [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE TAXING AUTHORITY.] 
In addition to the tax levy prescribed by law for general and 
special school purposes, the board of any district may levy 
annually an amount such that the sum of the levy and attach
ed machinery aid for capital outlay purposes calculated pursuant 
to section 273.138, subdivision 3, clause (1), shall not exceed $Sa 
the greater of $75 per pupil unit or $75 per 1974-1975 pupil unit or, 
in districts where the pupil unit count for the school year preced
ing the year in which the leuy is certified was increased pursuant 
to section 124.17, subdivision 1, clause (7), $85 per pupil unit. No 
levy under this section shall exceed 10 mills on each dollar of 
assessed valuation of the taxable property in the district as adjust
ed for the preceding year by the equalization aid review committee 
notwithstanding the provisions of sections 272.64 and 275.49, pro
vided that said levy may not exceed by more than two mills (three 
mills if the district adds units pursuant to section 124.17, subdivi
sion 1, clause (7) ) the levy under this section in the previous year 
and provided further that any district which did not levy pursuant 
to this section in 1972 may certify a maximum levy of six mills not 
to exceed $65 per pupil unit in 197 4. The tax so levied shall be 
collected in the manner provided by law for the collection of school 
taxes. The proceeds of the tax may be used only to acquire land, 
improve and repair school sites , ana to equip, re-equip, repair and 
improve buildings and permanent attached fixtures , to pay leas
ing fees for computers and computer services, and to pay the 
installation and continuing connection charges portion of tel.e
phone seruices . Subject to the commissioner's approval, the tax 
proceeds may also be used to rent or lease buildings for school 
purposes and to acquire or construct buildings. The board shall 
establish a fund in which the proceeds of this tax shall be accumu
lated until expended. 

The proceeds of the tax shall not be used for custodial or other 
maintenance services. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.11, is amended to 
read: 

124.11 [DATES OF AID PAYMENTS.] Except as may be 
otherwise authorized by the commissioner to accommodate a flex
ible school year program, ten percent of the estimated el.ementary 
and secondary foundation aids shall be paid to districts in each of 
the months from September through May based upon information 
available and the final distribution shall be made in the following 
August. Estimated post-secondary uocational foundation aid shall 
be paid to districts in 12 equal monthly payments beginning July 
15, 1976. The estimated post-secondary vocational foundation aid 
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shall be paid on the basis of the prior year's average daily member
ship except that the average daily membership and the payments 
based thereon may be adjusted in September, December, March 
and June to reflect any increases or decreases in enrollment. The 
September payment in each fiscal year shall be increased or de
creased to reflect any deficit or excess in post-secondary vocation
al foundation aid received in the prior fiscal year. If any school 
district is unable to borrow necessary funds for the operation of its 
facilities during any fiscal year, due to legal borrowing restrictions 
or the lack of reasonable credit facilities, the commissioner of 
finance and state treasurer may, upon certification of such condi
tions by the commissioner of administration, advance such educa
tion aids as may be required to such district, with the condition 
that such aids be discounted by an amount equal to six percent or 
the current yield on U.S. treasury bills on the date of such pay
ment to a maturity approximating the date on which aids are to be 
paid, whichever rate is higher, pursuant to the terms of this sec
tion. The amount of such discount shall be determined by the 
commissioner of finance, with the six percent discount or the 
"bid" price quoted on treasury bills of an appropriate maturity 
calculated after consultation with the staff of the state board of 
investment. 

Estimated elementary and secondary foundation aids shall be 
paid out on the basis of the prior year's pupil unit enrollment 
unless the October 1 enrollment is larger, in which case the Octo
ber enrollment shall be used. Adjustment for final elementary and 
secondary final pupil unit figures shall be made in the August 
payment of aids. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.14, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

124.14 [DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL AIDS; APPROPRIA
TION.] Subdivision 1. The state board shall supervise distribu
tion of the school aids in accordance with law. It may make rules 
and regulations consistent with law for such distribution which 
will enable districts to perform efficiently the services required by 
law and further education in the state, including reasonable re
quirements for such reports and accounts to it as will assure 
accurate and lawful apportionment of aids. It shall require that 
the pupil unit count of a minimum of 25 school districts be audited 
each fiscal year. The audits shall be conducted at random 
throughout the state with no prior notice to any district. Dispar
ities between pupil unit counts reported by the school districts and 
those found by the auditors shall be reported to the commissioner 
who shall order an increase or reduction of foundation aids accord
ingly. A reduction of foundation aid under this section may be 
appealed to the state board of education and its decision shall be 
final. Public schools shall at all times be open to the inspection of 
the state board, and the accounts and records of any district are 
open to inspection by the state auditor, or the state board. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.14, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. Any school district officer or employee who intention-
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ally misrepresents a pupil unit count violates Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 609.43, and shall be dismissed from his position upon 
conviction. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.17, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

124.17 [DEFINITION OF PUPIL UNITS.] Subdivision 1. 
Pupil units for each resident pupil in average daily membership 
shall be counted as follows: 

(1) In an elementary school, for kindergarten and for handi
capped pre-kindergarten pupils as defined in section 120.03, and 
enrolled in one-half day sessions throughout the school year or the 
equivalent thereof, approved by the commissioner of education, 
one-half pupil unit and other elementary pupils, one pupil unit. 

( 2) In secondary schools, pupils in junior high school or a six
year school and all other pupils in secondary schools, one and four
tenths pupil uni ts. Pupils emolled in the seventh and eighth 
grades of a miEldle 88B88I any school, including middle schools 
and elementary schools, shall be counted as secondary pupils. 

(3) In area vocational-technical schools one and one-half pupil 
units. This clause shall expire June 30, 1976. 

(4) To meet the problems of educational overburden caused by 
broken homes, poverty and low income, each pupil in clauses ( 1) 
and (2) from families receiving aid to families with dependent 
children or its successor program shall be counted as an additional 
five-tenths pupil unit. By April 1 of each year the department of 
public welfare is directed to furnish to the department of educa
tion , and to each school district to the extent the information 
pertains to it, that information concerning children from families 
with dependent children which is necessary to calculate pupil 
units. Additional aids to a district for such pufils may be distrib
uted on a delayed basis until the department o education publicly 
certifies that the information needed for paying such aids is avail
able on such a timely basis that such aids may be paid concurrent
ly with other foundation aids. 

(5) In every district where the number of pupils from families 
receiving aid to families with dependent children or its successor 
program exceeds BiBe five percent of the total actual pupil units in 
the district for the same year, as computed in clauses (1) and (2), 
each such pupil shall be counted as an additional 36/lQQ one-tenth 
of a pupil unit for each percent of concentration, over five percent 
of such pupils in the district. The percent of concentration shall be 
rounded up to the next whole percent for purposes of this clause, 
provided that in districts where the percent of concentration is 
less than five, no additional pupil units shall be counted under this 
clause for pupils from families receiving aid to dependent children 
or its successor program and provided further that no such pupil 
shall be counted as more than one and one-tenth additional pupil 
units pursuant to clauses (4) and (5). t lei~ Eli5ffiet& whel'8 
ti-~ rn1mbP• eisueh papile ie mepe thaB eigM l!el'eent !rat Rei met'e 
thaB nlne 1181'-t ei the tetal pupil UBit& iB tile Elietrist ieP tke 
same year; as eo!BJlateEI iB elaases #t and -fl3t; eaeh sueh papil 
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ssall he eeantea as aB aElditional twe-teBtl!e ef a J111PH uBit aBEI fer 
tlteee Elistriets where the Bllmeel' ef SQeft flllPH9 is at least 3¥9 
pCi'eent h\lt Bet mere thftB eigM pereent ef tile tetal J111PH w1its in 
tile Elistriet ~ tile same ~ as eem~ in elauoes fl+ aBEI ~ 
eaeh SYeh f111PH shall he ee,mteEI as &B aEIElitieeal one tenth ei a 
f111PH ,mit, Such weighing weighting shall be in addition to the 
weighing weighting provided in clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of 
this section. School districts are encouraged to allocate a major 
portion of the aids that they receive on account of clauses ( 4) and 
( 5) to primary grade programs and services, particularly to pro
grams and services that involve participation of parents. Each 
district receiving aids on account of both clauses ( 4) and (5) shaU 
establish and maintain accounts separate from all other district 
accounts for the receipt and disbursement of all such ailu 
received. 

(6) Where the total pupil units of a district are used as a 
multiplier in determining foundation aids and spending and levy 
limitations and where the actual number of pupil units has de
creased from the prior year, the number of pul'il units for such 
district shall equal the a'Jerage el pupil units for the prior year 
minus one-third of the difference between the actual pupil units 
for the prior and current years. 

(7) Whei'e tile aetuftl BYmer ef papil \IBH6 has iBeeaseEI ff0III 
tile JlR8P 3'0M hy IB8i'e thftB three per-t, a rmmer ef f111PH QBffll 
ellQal to one feyl'ta ef the Eli!ferea-se hetweeB tile eRits as e01RJ1Yt 
ed m elattsee f» aBEI ~ fer tile twe years shall he aEl4eEI ta the 
ether units fer tile Elistriet. In districts maintaining classified sec
ondary schools where the actual number of pupil units has increa&
ed from the prior year by more than two percent, the additional 
pupil units over the prior year, as computed in clauses (1) and 
(2), shall be multiplied times one-tenth for each percent of 
increase over two percent over the prior year and a number of 
pupil units equal to the product shall be added to the other units 
for the district. The percent of increase shall be rounded up to tM 
next whole percent for purposes of this clause, provided that in 
districts where the percent of increase is less than two, no addi
tional pupil units shall be added to the other units for the district 
and provided further that the number of pupil units of increase 
over the prior year shall under no circumstances be multiplied by 
more than six-tenths. 

(8) Only pupil units in clauses (1) and (2) shall be used in 
computing adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.17, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Membership for pupils in grades kindergarten through 
twelve ; fer papils ill M0ft ·,eeatienal teelmieal seheols and for 
handicapped prekindergarten pupils shall mean the number of 
pupils on the current roll of the school, counted from the date of 
entry until withdrawal. The date of withdrawal shall mean the day 
the pupil premanently leaves the school or the date it is officially 
known that the pupil has left or has been legally excused; provided 
that any pupil, regardless of age, who has been absent from school 
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without a legally justifiable excuse for 15 consecutive school days 
shall be dropped from the roll and classified as withdrawn. Noth
ing in Extra Session Laws 1971, Chapter 31, shall be construed as 
waiving the compulsory attendance provisions cited in section 
120.10. Average daily membership shall equal the sum for all 
pupils of the number of days of the school year each pupil is 
enrolled in the district's schools divided by the number of days 
said schools are in session. For districts operating 12 months 
schools, days schools are in session shall mean the number of 
session days required by section 124.19, subdivision 1. The average 
daily memberhip of a pupil enrolled on a shared time basis shall 
equal the ratio of the total minutes for which such pupil is enrolled 
and the minimum minutes required during the year for a regularly 
enrolled public school pupil. FeYBElatien aid l9i' eaea pupil in saeh 
tlRMea time elasses shall ee fl8i4 at a ~ pPepel'tienate te &id 
jMliQ l9i' etaer Pes;Eient papils ef ~e Eiismet pre'liEling instrlietien, 
Foundation aid for shared time pupils shall equal the amount 
which would accrue if shared time pupil units, counted pursuant 
to this section, were added to the district's total pupil units used 
in determining its foundation aid. A district shall not be entitled 
to transportation aid under section 124.22 for pupils enrolled on a 
shared time basis unless the statutes specifically provide for trans
portation aid to such student. This section of this act shall be 
effective July 1, 1975 as applied to shared time foundation aid and 
July 1, 1976 as applied to pupils in area vocational-technical 
•chools. 

Sec; 20. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.18, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TUITION.] Every district which provides instruction 
in other districts and which receives foundation program aid ; aM 
the ee11nty whieh pays twtien &id shall pay to the district furnish
ing this elementary and secondary 81' &Na veeatienal t.eehmeal 
school instruction en aeee11nt ef Slleh instP11etien, the actual cost 
thereof chargeable to maintenance exclusive of transportation 
rosts 81' the legnl mA!limllm preserieeEI in seetien 124,2U, S\leaiw
eien 2; el&WJe-fB,. 

There shall also be paid for capital outlay and debt service to the 
district providing such instruction $10 per pupil unit in average 
daily att.enEianee membership for each non-resident pupil unit, 
except that every district educating non-resident pupils may 
charge and include in its tuition, for capital outlay and debt ser
vice, an amount per pupil unit in average daily attenEianee mem
l>ership based on the amount that the average expenditure for 
capital outlay and debt service determined by dividing such an
nual expenditure by the total number of pupil units in average 
daily attenEian~ membership in the district exceeds $10 per pupil 
unit. If the district has no capital outlay or debt service the 
district receiving such funds may use them for any purpose for 
which it is authorized to spend money, provided further that; if a 
district ~ eapital meneye -ta remeEiel e,,isting faeili.aes 81' te 
lMuM BeW facilities f&l' ~ primaey puPpese ef pre'liEling provides 
instruction for nonresident handicapped and trainable children, 
tuition shall be as specified in Minnesota Statutes ~ Seet!ens 
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Section 120.17 SM -100,18 , Subdivision 4 aaeh ~ R}a;' ehal'g<l 
aea inehule in i~ tuitien i8l' eapitat ~ antl aeh-t BelViee an 
amoant ~ fH1f!ff rm..4 ia avel'tlge daily att:ndanee ~ BY 
tliYiding aaea e,,pend¼ttue eYei' a pefieEI ef yea,s mats~ agree
ahle -00 the 8istriea3 esBeemeel, sa~ 9¥ Elwieliag eaeh amwal ameaet 
se determined BY ~ te¼at ffilaael' ef ~ snits m a>.•erage daily 
attendanee enPolled ia th:a aPea ef aaBdieap ~ in tae 
di~. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.20, is amended to 
read: 

124.20 [EDUCATION; STATE AID; SUMMER SCHOOL 
AND FLEXIBLE SCHOOL YEAR CLASSES.] State Founda
tion aid for (I) summer school classes which are not a part of the 
regular school term in hospitals, sanatoriums, and home instruc
tion programs, SM (2) inter-session classes of flexible school year 
rrograms and summer school classes in elementary and secondary 
schools, and (3) summer school instruction in area veeational 
eeheele e,, teachers college laboratory schools or in the university 
laboratory school , shall be paid at a proportionate rate for foun
dation aids paid alH'iRg for the preceding regular school tenn year , 
provided that no district shall receive aid for programs under this 
section in an amount greater than its actual expenditures for these 
programs. Payments of aid for summer classes at a proportionate 
rate to foundation aid pursuant to this section in 1972 and preced
ing years is hereby sanctioned. The provision in this section for 
payment of aid for summer classes at a proportionate rate to 
foundation aid for the preceding school year shall apply to summer 
classes in 1973 and subsequent years. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

124.212 [FOUNDATION AID.] Subdivision 1. The foundation 
aid program for school districts for school years 1973 19H 1975-
1976 and 19'14-i9% 1976-1977 shall be governed by the terms and 
provisions of this section. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Except as may otherwise be provided in this section, 
the following words and phrases when used in this section shall 
have the meanings herein ascribed to them. 

(1) "Adjusted maintenance cost" means the state and local 
current expense for pupils in elementary and secondary schools, 
exclusive of transportation, veterans training program, community 
services, and after reduction for receipts from the sale of ethel' 
authorized items sold to the individual pupil by the school such as 
lunches, Jlftl'efy wel'klleelis, antl atheP materials QS8Q in the m
&truetional pl.'egram items of personal use, or other items specifi• 
cally authorized by law or under the procedures set forth in sec
tions 120.71 to 120.76 , and after reduction for receipts from quasi
school activities when the school board has assumed direction and 
control of same. For purposes of determining the adjusted mainte-
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nance costs, the state department of education shall use only 
figures from the annual financial reports of the districts for the 
prior year and any supplementary documents received by it on o,r 
before August 1 of the current year; -fNe•Jemeer 1; iR 19'H eB!yt . 
For any district which has not transmitted to the department of 
education before August 1, -(Ne,•emeer 1, iB 19'H eB!yt its annual 
financial report for the prior year, the figures from the most recent 
financial report of that district received on or before August 1, 
(}!eyember 1; iR ~ enlyt shall be used for purposes of calculat
ing its certified levy and foundation aid. lB ealeHlatieg the ftfl
jastea melnteeeeee east iB 19'Hl 19'71, a 4istriet may iRelHEie fer 
oalealatmg Us eertiiire leyy !¼REI feasli~ aia aBE1er ~ am<31e 
!lftlariee Jl'liEI is tire ~wn seheel yelH' whieh are fet' servieee 
PendereEliB~~ 

(2) "Adjusted assessed valuation" shall mean the assessed val
uation of the taxable property notwithstanding the provisions of 
section 275.49 of the school district as adjusted by the equaliza
tion aid review committee. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. Notwithstanding any of the other provisions of this 
section, for the 19'73-19'74 197 5-197 6 school year neither the sum 
nor the sum per pupil unit of the aggregate foundation aid earned 
by a district maintaining a classified secondary school and the 
amount raised by the maximum levy authorized by Minnesota 
Statutes -19'71 197 4 , Section 275.125, Subdivision l! 2a, Clause (2) 
and for the 19'74 19'75 1976-1977 school year neither the sum nor 
the sum per pupil unit of the aggregate foundation aid earned by 
such a district and the amount raised by the maximum levy author
ized forW'131975 by section 275.125, subdivision 3ft 2b, clause (1), 
shall be less than the sum or the sum per pupil unit respectively of 
the aggregate foundation aid earned for the 1972-1973 school year, 
any payments earned for 1972-1973 which but for the operation of 
Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 124.212, Subdivision 3, would 
not have been earned, and the amount raised by the levy author
ized by Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 275.125, Subdivision 2, 
Clause (1). Aggregate foundation aid includes foundation aid for 
all pupil units except units computed in section 124.17, clause (3) . 
For purposes of this computation pupil units used as a divisor 
shall include only those units identified in section 124.17, subdivi
sion 1, clauses (1) ~-fat and (2). 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6b. For the 1975-1976 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid the lesser of (I) $890 per pupil unit less 30 mills 
times the 1973 adjusted assessed valuation of the district or (2) 
the amount that bears the same relation to the difference in (I) M 
the sum of the greater sum computed pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 7a, clause (2), and the 
greater of ( a) one half of the difference that results when the 
adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit, so increased, is sub
tracted from $890, or (b) $65, bears to $890. This section shall not 
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be construed as in any instance authorizing the levy of total 
amounts of taxes for school purposes in excess of the amount 
allowed by law on October 15, 1974. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7b. For the 1976-1977 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid the lesser of (I) $950 per pupil unit less 28 mills 
times the 197 4 adjusted assessed valuation of the district or (2) 
the amount that bears the same relation to the difference in (I) as 
the sum of the greater sum computed pursuant to section 124.212, 
subdivision 6b, clause (2), and the greater of ( a) two-thirds of the 
difference that results when such greater sum is subtracted from 
$950, or (b) $60, bears to $950. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
Sa, is amended to read: 

Subd. Sa. Notwithstanding any provisions of any other law to 
the contrary, the adjusted assessed valuation used in calculating 
foundation aid shall include only that property which is currently 
taxable in the district. For districts receiving payments under 
sections 298.23 to 298.28; 298.32; 298.34 to 298.39; 298.391 to 
298.396; 298.405; 298.51 to 298.67; 294.21 to 294.28; 124.215, sub
division 2a; 124.25; 124.30; 360.133; 360.135; ana 124.28; and any 
law imposing a tax upon severed mineral values, or under any 
other law distributing proceeds in lieu of ad valorem tax assess
ments on copper or nickel properties; the foundation aid shall be 
reduced by: The previous year's payment to the district pursuant 
to said sections times the ratio of the maximum levy allowed the 
district under section 275.125, subdivision lla 2b , to the total levy 
allowed by section 275.125, but not to exceed 35 45 percent in 
wn-I™ 1975-1976 and 4Q 50 percent in 1971 19!16 1976-1977 of 
the previous year's payment. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. (a) The committee shall not increase the adjusted 
assessed valuation, exclusive of property valuation added, 
improved, reclassified, or reassessed since the prior assessment, of 
taxable property for 1962 or any subsequent year in any school 
diatrirt. by morP. than eight percent over the certified valuation 
established for the year immediately preceding. 

-f&-} Weene,,e, the a(ijYsteEI asaesseEI vamatien ei any Eiistl'iet ia 
mere thllll eight pel'eenl; less '"'8n the a(ijYSteEI assessed ~'8ftllltioa 
el the preeeEling year, tile atal1e D8M6 ef eEIYeation Hl8:)'; YjlOll 
applieatien ey t!1e a.~ flE6i' to Jrme 3() et SY-eh seheel ye-, 
aathe£:-20 payment ei additienal feuBE!ation ala iB the .\\lgyst 
a(ijystmcat fells•»ing eYeh seheel yea!' iB the ftHl8YBt et 3G mills 
times ~ ~enee iB the sa..41 twe olleeesoiz,1e adjaeteel assessed 
·1awatiens. 

{et ( b) The sales ratio studies, or any part thereof, or any copy 
of the same, or records accumulated in preparation thereof, which 
are prepared by the commissioner of revenue for the equalization 
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aid review committee for use in determining school aids pursuant 
to this section shall not be admissible in evidence in any proceed
ing, except actions for review of the determination of the school 
aids payable under this section. 

Sec. 29. Minne:ota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.222, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

124.222 [TRANSPORTATION AID ENTITLEMENT.] Sub
division 1. [COMPUTATION.] For~ 1974 1975 each school year 
the state shall pay to each school district for all school transporta
tion and related services for which the district is authorized by law 
to receive state aid: ( 1) The lesser product of either 

(a) The actual net operating cost per eligible pupil transported 
during the 19!+& fiscal year in which payment is made times the 
number of eligible pupils transported during the 19!+& fiscal year in 
which payment is made ; or 

(b) H6 110 percent of the actual net operating cost per eligible 
pupil transported during the fiscal year ending Jane 30; 1973 two 
years prior to the end of the fiscal year in which payment is made , 
times the number of eligible pupils transported during the W'7& 
fiscal year in which payment is made ; 

(2) Minus the amount raised by a levy of one mill times the 
adjusted assessed valuation which is used to compute the trans
portation levy limitation for the levy collected in the calendar year 
W14 of the beginning of the fiscal year ; 

(3) Plus, the amount of depreciation for one year on the school 
bus fleet computed by the department of education on a straight 
line basis at the rate of~ 12½ percent per year of the net cost of 
the fleet. The cost of all equipment added to or installed in a 
school bus specifically to meet special needs of handicapped indi
viduals shall be added to the remaining undepreciated value of 
that bus and depreciated over the remainder of the depreciation 
term for that bus. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.222, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. In addition to the amounts authorized in subdivision 
1, if the actual net operating cost per eligible handicapped pupil 
transported during the fiscal year in which payment is made 
exceeds 120 percent of the actual net operating cost per eligible 
handicapped pupil transported during the fiscal year ending two 
years prior to the end of the fiscal year in which payment is made, 
the state shall pay to the district all costs for handicapped trans
portation in excess of this 120 percent. Transportation aid for 
handicapped pupils shall not be computed on an average daily 
attendance basis. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.222, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT SCHEDULE.] Except as may be other
wise authorized by the commissioner to accommodate a flexible 
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school year program, the state shall pay to each school district 30 
percent of its estimated school transportation aid entitlement for 
the ~ fiscal year on or before each of the following dates: 
September 30, December 31, and March 31. The actual balance 
due the district shall be paid on or before August 31 of the follow
ing fiscal year. For the purposes of subdivisions I and 2a, the fiscal 
year in which payment is made shall be the fiscal year in which the 
September, December, and March payments are made. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.223, is amended 
to read: 

124.223 [TRANSPORTATION AID AUTHORIZATION.] For 
the 1974-1975 school year and thereafter, school transportation 
and related services for which state transportation aid is author
ized are: 

( 1) Transportation or board of resident pupils who reside one 
mile or more from the public schools which they could attend, or 
transportation to, from, or between the schools they attend pur
suant to a program approved by the commissioner of education, or 
who reside one mile or more from a private school actually attend
ed, but only to the extent permitted by sections 123. 76 to 123. 79 
with respect to private school pupils; provided that state transpor
tation aid is authorized in an amount not to exceed $700,000 
$1,000,000 annually for the transportation of any elementary 
pupil, if the commissioner determines that the transportation is 
necessary because of extraordinary traffic hazards; 

(2) Transportation to and from or board and lodging in another 
district, of resident pupils of a district without a secondary school; 
the pupils may attend a classified secondary school in another 
district and shall receive board and lodging in or transportation to 
and from a district having a classified secondary school at the 
expense of the district of the pupil's residence; 

( 3) Transportation for residents to and from a state board 
approved secondary vocational center; 

( 4) Transportation or board and lodging of a handicapped pupil 
when he cannot be transported on a regular school bus, and the 
conveying of handicapped pupils between home and school and 
within the school plant; 

( 5) Transportation of resident handicapped persons who fulfill 
the eligibility requirements of section 252.23 (1) to and from 
licensed daytime activity centers attended by these persons; 

(6) When necessary, board and lodging for nonresident handi
capped pupils in a district maintaining special classes; 

(7) Transportation from one educational facility to another 
within the district for resident pupils enrolled on a shared time 
basis in educational programs approved by the commissioner of 
education; 

f'1+ (8) Services described in clauses (1) to -f6t (7) when pro
vided in conjunction with a state board approved summer school 
program. 
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Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.26, is amended to 
read: 

124.26 [EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS.] Subdi
vision 1. For evening schools and continuing education programs 
for adults established for persons over 16 years of age and not in 
attendance upon regular day schools, the state shall compensate 
any district maintaining such programs in accordance with re
quirements established by the state board from funds appropri
ated for that purpose, or such funds combined with federal funds 
insofar as federal funds are available. Beginning July I, 1975, the 
state shall not reimburse expenditures from the 1974-1975 school 
year programs, but shall pay aids for the 1975-1976 school year 
programs and for each year thereafter on a current funding basis. 
The portion of such compensation from state appropriation shalJ 
net e!feeeEi tsre& ieu,Uis be 100 percent of the compensation paid 
each teacher for his services in such programs up to ~ $8,000 
per year based on the costs in that current year . All classes shall 
be tuition free when taught by teachers subsidized under this 
section ; eat this and there shall Bet ~•eeluEie eha,gieg a Feasee 
eele be no charge for registration , fee eREi ehal'gieg ~ eeeessary 
materials and supplies , or G.E.D. tests . Evening school and 
continuing education programs are defined as those public day or 
evrning school programs which are established for persons over 16 
years of age not in attendance at the full time elementary or 
secondary schools and which qualify such persons for the high 
school diploma, the high school equivalency certificate or for aca
demic achievement at the secondary level. 

Subd. 2. Each district providing evening school and continuing 
education programs shall establish and maintain accounts sepa
rate from all other district accounts for the receipt and disburse
ment of all funds related to these programs. All aid received pur
suant to this section shall be utilized solely for the purposes of 
evening school and continuing education programs. In no case 
shall a district pursuant to this section receive more than the 
actual cost of providing these programs. 

Subd. 3. The state department of education shall reimburse 
each G.E.D. testing center the sum of $10 for each battery of 
G.E.D. tests or $2 for each individual test administered by that 
center. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.271] [COMMUNITY SCHOOL PROGRAMS AID.] Sub
division 1. In fiscal year 1977 and each year thereafter, the state 
shall pay to each qualifying district the greater of either 

( a) an amount equal to 50 cents for each $2 certified to be 
levied for that year by a qualifying district pursuant to section 
275.125, subdivision 7; or 

(b) an amount which is equal to 50 percent of the current 
salary, but not to exceed $5,000, of one community school director 
or coordinator employed by a school district operating a com-
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munity school program in compliance with the rules and regula
tions established by the state board of education. 

Subd. 2. In fiscal year 1977, the state shall not reimburse school 
districts for past expenditures for salaries of community school 
directors and coordinators employed by the districts in the 1975-
76 school year. 

Subd. 3. Each district providing community school programs 
pursuant to sections 121 .85 to 121.88 shall establish and maintain 
accounts separate from all other district accounts for the receipt 
and disbursement of all funds related to these community school 
programs. All funds received pursuant to this section and to the 
levy authorized in section 275.125, subdivision 7, shall be utilized 
solely for the purposes of community school programs. 

Subd. 4. All community school programs aid shall be distributed 
by the state aids, statistics and research section of the state de
partment of education. Aid shall be distributed prior to November 
1, 1976 and each year thereafter. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

124.32 [HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.] Subdivision 1. The 
state shall pay to any district and unorganized territory; (a) for 
the employment in its educational program for handicapped chil
dren, SO 70 percent of the salary of essential personnel, but this 
amount shall not exceed $e;eOO $10,000 for the normal school year 
for each full time person employed, or a pro rata amount for a part 
time person or a person employed for a limited time, including but 
not limited to summer school; (b) for the employment of an 
individual jointly with another district or districts or unorganized 
territory in its educational program for handicapped children, (>9 
70 percent of the salary of essential personnel, but this amount 
shall not exceed $e;GOO $10,000 for the normal school year for each 
full time person employed, or a pro rata amount for a part time 
person or a person employed for a limited time including but not 
limited to summer school. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. The purpose of this subdivision is to change the 
method of funding of educational programs for handicapped chil
dren from reimbursement based on past expenditures to a current 
funding basis. Beginning July 1, 1976, the state shall not reim
burse expenditures from the 1975-76 school year programs, includ
ing 1976 summer school programs, but shall pay aids for the 1976-
77 school year programs and for each year thereafter on a current 
funding basis. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, Subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. When a handicapped child is placed in a residential 
facility approved by the commissioner and established primarily to 
serve handicapped children and when the child's educational pro-
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gram is approved by the commissioner, the state shall pay to the 
resident district not to exceed 6G 70 percent of instructional costs 
charged to the resident district, less the foundation aid per pupil 
unit payable to the resident district. Net l'B8l'e :thaa $300,900 shall 
he 6jaeRt anm•ally fol' p.,r13eses ef imfilelllenting this s.,eei¥ision. If 
that filBO>lffi Eiees aei; oo#iee; '68e ai4 shall Be f}rO i'l\-tea el!lOllg ell 
11.,alifying Elistricts. 

The following types of facilities may be approved by the com
missioner: 

(a) A residential facility operated by a public school district 
and designed to serve the low incidence handicapped, the multiple 
handicapped, or the most severely handicapped children, either 
within or outside of the state, or, a state residential school outside 
of tfie state. 

(b) A private, nonsectarian residential facility designed to pro
vide educational services for handicapped children either within 
or outside of the state. 

(c) A state hospital or private nonsectarian residential center 
designed to provide care and treatment for handicapped children. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. " S:nking Debt service fund" means the aggregate of 
all funds maintained by a district which are appropriated to pay
ment of principal of and interest on its debts as required by 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. "Debt service levy" means the levy for all sinl;ing debt 
service fund purposes in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 475. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. "Maximum effort debt service levy" means a levy in a 
total dollar amount computed as ll-,¼ 20 mills on the l!larket 
adjusted assessed value; except that the maximum effort debt 
service levy of any school district having received a debt service or 
capital loan from the state before January 1, 1965, shall be 
computed as 1.3G 2,13 4.10 mills on the market value in each year, 
unless the district applies or has applied for an additional Joan 
subsequent to January 1, 1965, or issues or has issued bonds on 
the public market, other than bonds refunding state loans, sub
sequent to January 1, 1967; and except that the maximum effort 
debt service levy of any school district granted a debt service or 
capital loan between January 1, 1965, and July 1, 1969, shall be 
computed as 5 ½ mills on the market value in each year, until and 
unless the district receives an additional loan ; and except that the 
maximum effort debt service loan of any school district granted a 
debt service or capital loan between July 1, 1969 and July 1, 1975 
shall be computed as 6.3 mills on market value on each year until 
and unless the district has received an additional loan . 
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Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. "Adjusted assessed valuation" means, as of any date, 
the valuation of all taxable property most recently determined by 
the equalization aid review committee in accordance with the pro
visions of 124.212. "Market value" means the value of all taxable 
property in the district on which its net debt limit is based as 
provided in section 4 75.53, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.42, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

124.42 [DEBT SERVICE LOANS.] Subdivision 1. Any school 
district in which the required levy for debt service in any year will 
exceed its maximum effort debt service levy by ten percent or by 
$5,000, whichever is less, is qualified for a debt service loan here
under in an amount not exceeding the amount applied for, and not 
exceeding one percent of the SYm ef the net debt of the district 
ana the aggPegate a!BEl1ffit ei all !ffi¼te leaBe ta the Elisbiet oo-t
stan.ling ea the Elate grenteEI , and not exceeding the difference 
between the required and the maximum effort debt service levy in 
such year. Applications shall be filed with the committee in each 
calendar year up to and including September 15. The committee 
shall determine whether the applicant is entitled to such loan and 
the amount thereof, and on or before October 1 shall certify to 
each applicant district the amount granted and its due date. A 
copy of each such certificate shall be filed with the commissioner. 
Upon receipt by the commissioner of a copy of the committee's 
certificate that the Joan is granted, the commissioner shall notify 
the county auditor or county auditors in which the district is 
located that the amount so certified is available and appropriated 
for payment of principal and interest on its outstanding bonds and 
such auditors shall reduce by that amount the taxes otherwise 
leviable as the district's debt service levy on the tax rolls for such 
year , whleli ;a,res sl;all ae•,ePthel-ess ee inePeaoeEI by the amoant 
neeeooary te l'a:f in.tares; en thia ana aay GtheP state leane; as 
ael'€in f'i'&,'ieeEI . Each debt service loan shall Ile fef a te¼'ffi ef W 
yeai'S, Pf€fl!lyahle a; fl9l' at any time, anEI shall bear interest from 
its date at a rate determined by the commission~r of finance , net 
1-ees annually, at the multiple of one-tenth of one percent per 
annum next higher than the average annual rate payable on Min
nesota state school loan bonds meet Pe%ntly issae4 prl,ei, te the 
EHSffill.'Sement e! the leaa ta the El:stPiet from time to time out
standing , but in no event less than 3 ½ percent per annum on the 
principal amount from time to time remaining unpaid, payable on 
December 15 of the year next following that in which the loan is 
received and annually thereafter. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.42, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Each debt service loan shall be evidenced by a note 
which shall be executed in behalf of the district by the signatures 
of its chairman or vice chairman and the school district clerk, shall 
be dated November 1 of the year in which executed, and shall 
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state its principal amount, EiYe -da;-e, interest rate, and that it is 
payable at the commissioner's office. It shall have printed thereon, 
or the commissioner shall attach thereto, a grill for entry of the 
date and amount of each payment and allocations of each pay
ment to accrued interest or principal, and a certificate to be exe
cuted by the county auditor of each county in which any portion 
of the school district is situated, prior to the delivery of the note, 
stating that such county audftor has entered the debt service loan 
evidenced thereby in his bond register. Such notes shall be deliver
ed to the committee not later than November 15 of the year in 
which executed. The secretary shall cause a record to be made and 
preserved showing the obligor district and the date ; and principal 
amount ; aaa Elae ,Ial;e of each note, and shall then deliver it to the 
commissioner who shall make suitable record thereof. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.42, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Each district receiving a debt service loan shall levy in 
that yeap for debt service mi reEjUired Ele&t s:l'\<iee leyY as reElueed 
l3y the ameaRt ef the leaR in that year and each year thereafter in 
whiea it shall Bet have reeewee ft Ele&t fle!'Yiee leaR • until all its 
debts to the fund are paid, the <listriel; is hereby oel.igatea te leyY 
fer aebt s:l'\<iee (a) the amount of its maximum effort debt service 
levy, or (b} the amount of its required debt service levy less the 
amount of any debt service loan in that year , whichever is greater, 
Whenever the maximum effort debt service levy is greater the dis
trict shall remit to the commissioner, within ten days after its re
ceipt of the last regular tax distribution in the year in which it is 
collected, that portion of the maximum effort debt service tax col
lections, including penalties and interest, which 8lfeaided exceeds 
the ~•pal aRd iater:£t ~e 8R its haRded ~eht iR the peried 
fer wai€h the leyY was made required debt service levy. IR additiaR 
te the foregeiRg; the distriet shall leyY in llfteh ye&P, eelB!BeR:iRg 
in the yea!' a Ele&t Be¼v.-ee leftR is gPftRted aREl eaRtiRaiRg aRtil the 
eRtHe 1eaR is ~41; a S\HR saffieieRt te 11radaee fall payment ef the 
iRter:st 11ayahle in l;ae eRSaiRg year 8R its aeht sef\•ioe nete, aREI 
the 11reeeede ef saeh leyY shall iR eaeil year he remittea te the 
eem."niesieReF fer 11aymeRt of saeh iRterest. On or before Novem
ber 1 in each year the commissioner shall notify the county audi
tor of each county containing taxable property situated within the 
school district of the amount of the maximum effort debt service 
levy of tl:e district for that year, ~::d ;;Ire oo4itienal aHl61lffi -
~ ~ he b,iea te ~ee a saa 3¥£ pcrzeRt il!l e::~ees ef the 
tetal aaerm* * iRterest to heeeme aae iR the eRsaiRg yea¼' 8R all 
del3t eel'\<iee Betes ftRa eajlital leaRs ef the di&met; and said county 
auditor or auditors shall extend upon the tax rolls an ad valorem 
tax upon all taxable property within the district in the aggregate 
amount so certified. .g ~· iRkrest !I! Rat J)Qid wheR aae; the 
eemraissiener shall &Eld .tJ¼e aHle\:lff.t tke,eef ta -the ameaRt * iRtei:
eet se eertic-ea in the folkwing yeM; with eRe ~ iRterest 8R 
sash ftliBSURt at the l'ftte heme hy the reQR, 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.43, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 
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124.43 [CAPITAL LOANS.] Subdivision 1. To the extent 
moneys are from time to time available hereunder, the committee 
is authorized , after review and recommendation by the state 
board of education, to effect capital loans to school districts. Pro
ceeds of such loans shall be used only for sites for school aeases 
buildings and for acquiring, bettering, furnishing, or equipping 
school B9Yses buildings under contracts to be entered into within 
12 months from and after the date on which each loan is granted. 
Applications with the accompanying data specified in subdivision 
2 shall be filed between October 1 of any year and June 1 next 
following. l.'o application shall be approved unless the state board 
of education certifies that the /,oan is needed to replace facilities 
dangerous to the health and safety of pupils, or to provide for 
pupils for whom no adequate facilities exist; that such facilities 
could not be made available by consolidating the district with an 
adjacent district without substantially /,owering the fiscal capacity 
of that district or so increasing its area that it would no /,onger be 
viable; and that existing institutions or facilities within the area 
could not be acquired or leased to provide the needed facilities 
safely and at a /,ower cost. The state board shall make recommen
dations to the committee. No loan shall be approved for am,, 
district exceeding an amount computed as follows: 

(1) The amount voted by the district under subdivision 2; 

(2) Plus the aggregate principal amount of general obligation 
bonds of the district outstanding on tbe date of approval, not 
exceeding the limitation on net debt of the district in section 
475.53, subdivision 4; 

( 3) Less the maximum net debt permissible for the district on 
the date of approval, under the limitation in section 475.53, subdi
vision 4; and 

(4) Less any amount by which the amount voted exceeds the 
total cost of the facilities for which the loan is granted, as esti
mated in accordance with subdivision 4, provided that the loan 
may be approved in an amount computed as provided in clauses 
(1) to (3), subject to subsequent reduction in accordance with 
thisclause(4). 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.43, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The school board of any district desiring a loan shall 
adopt a resolution stating the amount proposed to be borrowed, 
the purpose for which the debt is to be incurred, and an estimate 
of the dates when the facilities for which the loan is requested will 
be contracted for and completed. The question of authorizing the 
borrowing shall then be submitted to the voters of the district at 
a regular or special election. The question submitted shall state the 
entire amount to be borrowed and that application will be made 
for a loan from the maximum effort school loan fund of such 
aµiount as may be available and allowable to the district and the 
remainder will be borrowed on bonds sold at a public sale within 
the limitations prescribed by law. A majority of those voting on 
the question shall be sufficient to authorize the district to effect 
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the state loan and also to issue the bonds on public sale in accor
dance with chapter 4 75. Applications for loans shall be accompanied 
by (a) a copy of such resolution, (b) a certificate by the clerk 
showing the vote at the election, ( c) a certificate by the clerk and 
treasurer showing the then outstanding indebtedness of the dis
trict, and (d) a certificate by the county auditor of each county in 
which a portion of the district lies showing the information in his 
official records which is required to be used in computing the debt 
limit of the district under section 475.53, subdivision 4. The clerk's 
and treasurer's certificate shall show, as to each outstanding bond 
issue, the amount originally issued, the purpose for which issued, 
the date of issue, the amount remaining unpaid as of the date of 
the resolution, and the interest rates and due dates and amounts 
of principal thereon. Applications shall be in such form and 
accompanied by such additional data as the committee and state 
board of education shall prescribe, which may include a statement 
from the state department of education as to the district's need of 
the proposed schoolhouses in comparison with needs of other dis
tricts. When an application is received, the committee shall obtain 
from the commissioner of revenue, and from the public service 
commission when required, the information in their official records 
which is required to be used in computing the debt limit of the 
district under section 475.53, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.43, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The committee shall examine and consider all applica
tions for capital loans which have been recommended by the state 
board of education , and if any applicant district is found not 
qualified it shall be promptly notified thereof. On January 1 and 
July 1 of each year, the committee shall make its determination 
on all pending applications which have been on file with it more 
than one month. If an applicant is qualified in the opinion of the 
committee and the aggregate of the amounts applied for does not 
exceed the amount available or which can be made available in the 
capital loan account, all loans so applied for shall be granted, 
subject to acceptance by the respective districts as specified 
below. If the aggregate exceeds the amount which is or can be 
made available, the committee shall allot the available amount 
among the qualified applicant districts, or any of them, according 
to the committee's judgment and discretion based upon their 
respective needs. The committee shall promptly certify to each 
qualified applicant district the amount, if any, of the capital loan 
granted to it, subject to adjustment under subdivision 1, clause 
(4). 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.43, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Each capital loan shall be faa' a tem, <If 30 yeam ftfld 
evidenced by a contract between the school district and the state 
acting through the committee. It shall obligate the state to pay to 
the district, out of the maximum effort school loan fund, an 
amount computed as provided in subdivision 1, upon receipt by 
the committee of a certified resolution of the school board reciting 
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that contracts for construction of the facilities for which the loan 
is granted have been awarded and that bonds of the district have 
been issued and sold in the amount necessary to pay all costs 
thereof in excess of the amount of the loan, and estimating such 
costs. It shall obligate the district eD ¥.;s Rill faith ,md eredF.> to 
repay the effiire pFiHBipal el the state loan out of the excesses of 
its maximum effort debt service levy over its required debt service 
levy, ffi'IG alse te pay including interest at a rate determined an
nually by the commissioner of finance, Bet less at the multiple of 
one-tenth of one percent per annum next higher than the average 
annual rate payable on Minnesota state school loan bonds mest 
reBeffily isffii.ad fm.sr ~ .;t-;:; dlliffiHcement ef ~ lean ta the 4~-et , 
but in no event leJa than 3 ½ percent per annum on the principal 
amount from time to time unpaid. The district shall each year, as 
long as it is indebted to the state, levy for debt service (a) the 
amount of its maximum effort debt service levy or (b) the amount 
of its required debt service levy, whichever is greater, except as 
such required debt service levy may be reduced by a loan under 
section 124.42. Whenever the maximum effort debt service levy is 
greater, the district shall remit to the commissioner within ten 
days after its receipt of the last regular tax distribution in each 
year, that portion of the debt service tax collections, including 
penalties and interest, which exceeded the required debt service 
levy. The commissioner shall supervise the collection of outstand
ing accounts due the fund and may, by notice to the proper county 
auditor require the maximum levy to be made as required here
under. Interest on capital loans shall be paid on December 15 of 
the year next following that in which the loan is granted and 
annually thereafter. lH ad~ieD ;es iae levies etBc,wise reEj..ir;,d 
1,y this ool,!livisi€a, tlle distriet s!oall levy in eaeh yea,, eemmeae
mg if¼ ~c y:.a-P a -sap~al lo:::n is gzm=i!::.d anfi oomimimg ~il th-e 
emire letIB is {r.'ffi;- a sum euf§eiem te produce Rill payffi€ffi ef -the 
ir:terest p:::y:::ble iD -the el'l8Uffig :YElfH' "" ite eapital 1oaa eeffil'Mt, 
aad ~ f!l'8<,""e00S ef su4 levy shall iD eaeh yffii' be ~emitted te the 
eammiscione,, ~ peymeH-t ef sueh intel-est. On or before Novem
ber 1 in each year the commissioner shall notify the county audi
tor of each county containing taxable property situated within the 
school district of the amount of the maximum effort debt service 
levy of the district for that ye:u, tHl& the ruldi:icnal :::meant neees
sazy te be l,w~d te f>i"62iiee 2c Wffi five pc,ccnt isa c::zasa of ct1le 
~::;!;:.l aas:.:nt ffi Hlteres.; ~e be~e;:ie 9-Ge ffi fue eHsaiBg year rn all 
etl.fJH'll :omi debt cewice lc::::-:s c.f the district, and said county 
auditor or auditors shall extend upon the tax rolls an ad valorem 
tax upon all taxable property within the district in the aggregate 
amount so certified. ¥. aey int'e:cst is net paM when ruie; -the 
ecmraissioncr shall add ~ m:nean~ thcreo! tG the :,mount ef inteF
est se eessi€€4 iD ~e ful!Bwiag year, w#.i ene yea,!s interest en 
~ :::-:,cUHt £'-t ~ re2 heme by -the lean. In the event that any 
capital loan is not paid within 30 years after it is granted from 
maximum effort debt service levies in excess of required debt 
service levies, the liability of the school district thereon shall be 
satisfied and discharged and interest thereon shall cease. After a 
district's capital loan has been outstanding for 20 years, the dis
trict shall not issue bonds on the public market except for the 
purpose of refunding such a loan. 
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Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.45, is amended to 
read: 

124.45 [APPLICATIONS OF PAYMENT.] The commissioner 
shall apply payments received from collections of maximum effort 
debt service levies in excess of required debt service levies of a 
district on its debt service notes and capital loan contracts as 
follows: First, to payment of interest accrued on its notes, if any; 
second, to interest on its contracts, if any; third, toward principal 
ea of its notes, if any; and last, toward flaymeat ef principal of its 
contracts, if any. While more than one note or more than one 
contract is held, priority of SflflHGatieR payment of interest shall 
be given to the one of earliest date ef the iRstfumem; , and after 
interest accrued on all notes is paid, similar priority shall be given 
in the application of any remaining amount to the payment of 
principal. In any year when the receipts from a district are not 
sufficient to pay the interest accrued on any of its notes or con
tracts, the deficiency shall be added to the principal, and the 
commissioner shall notify the district and each county auditor 
concerned of the new amount of principal of the note or contract . 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.561] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION FUNDING.] Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE.] The 
purpose of sections 50 to 53 of this act is to change the funding of 
post-secondary vocational-technical education from reimburse
ment of past expenditures to a current funding process. 

Subd. 2. [CURRENT AID.] Beginning July 1, 1975, the state 
board for vocational education shall not enter into agreements to 
pay reimbursements but shall be obligated for reimbursement pay
ments incurred in fiscal year 1975. Beginning July 1, 1976, all 
post-secondary vocational foundation aid and post-secondary vo
cational categorical aid shall be paid for the current fiscal year in 
accordance with sections 51 and 52 of this act. 

Subd. 3. [BUDGETS.] Before January 1, 1976, and before Jan
uary 1 of each year thereafter post-secondary vocational-technical 
school budgets for the following fiscal year shall be submitted to 
the state board for vocational education. The state board for voca
tional education shall approve the state and federal portion of the 
budgets for each district at a consolidated public hearing held pur
suant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15, which shall be held prior 
to May 15 of each year and which shall continue until all interested 
persons, representatives, and organizations have had an opportunity 
to be heard. The total amount of reimbursement payments approved 
for fiscal year 1975 payable in fiscal year 1976 shall not exceed by 
more than 14 percent the amount appropriated for post-secondary 
vocational-technical education for payment in fiscal year 1975. No 
district shall increase its indebtedness during fiscal year 1976 or 
any year thereafter unless authorized to do so by the state board 
for vocational education. Any such increase in indebtedness shall 
be the sole responsibility of the school district and the state shall 
have no responsibility or /,ability for any such indebtedness. The 
state board for vocational education shall before January 1, 1975 
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promulgate rules and regulations which establish the approval 
criteria for budgets, including responsiveness to current and pro
jected manpower needs of population groups to be served in the 
various geographic areas and communities of the state, particu
larly disadvantaged and handicapped persons; adequacy of eval
uation of programs; and other criteria set forth in the state plan 
for vocational education. The commissioner, in cooperation with 
the department of finance, shall establish program budget stan
dards by which area vocational-technical institutes shall submit 
financial requests. 

Subd. 4. [LOCAL DEFICITS.] The commissioner with the 
approval of the state board for vocational education shall establish 
a uniform auditing procedure for post-secondary vocational
technical education. This procedure shall be used to determine the 
k>cal deficit or surplus in each district as of July 1, 1975 and as of 
July 1 for each year thereafter. This deficit or surplus shall be 
certified to the commissioner before September 1, 1975 and Sep
tember 1 of each year thereafter. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.562] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL FOUNDA
TION AID.] Subdivision 1. For the 1976-77 school year a district 
shall receive post-secondary vocational foundation aid in the 
amount of $2,500 times the number of Minnesota resident post
,econdary vocational-technical pupils in average daily member
ship, as defined in subdivision 3, less any amounts received as 
tuition for Minnesota resident post-secondary vocationa/,.technical 
pupils. 

Subd. 2. If the sum of the post-secondary vocational foundation 
aid to a district plus the amount raised by the levy allowable in 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 275.125, Subdivision 12, exceeds the 
sum of (1) the total allowable expenditures for the district as 
approved by the state board for vocational education, (2) debt 
service, and (3) fixed costs, the post-secondary vocational founda
tion aid shall be reduced by the amount of the excess. 

Subd. 3. Membership for pupils in post-secondary vocational
technical schools shall mean the number of Minnesota resident 
pupils on the current roll of the school, counted from the date of 
entry until withdrawal. The date of withdrawal shall mean the day 
the pupil permanently leaves the school or the date it is officially 
known that he has left or has been legally excused; provided that 
any pupil, regardless of age, who has been absent from school 
without a legally justifiable excuse for 15 consecutive school days 
shall be dropped from the roll and classified as withdrawn. Aver
age daily membership shall equal the sum for all Minnesota resi
dent pupils of the number of days of the school year each pupil is 
enrolled in a post-secondary vocational-technical school in a dis
trict divided by 175. Average daily membership for pupils who are 
enrolled on a part time basis, but not including adult vocational 
pupils, shall equal ( a) the sum for all Minnesota resident pupils of 
the number of days of the school year each pupil is enrolled in a 
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post-secondary vocational-technical school in the district times 
the number of hours per day each student is enrolled divided by 
the number of hours the school is in session per day ( b) divided by 
175. For a post-secondary vocational-technical school, the normal 
school year shall be at least the number of session days required 
by Minnesota Statutes, Section 124.19, Subdivision 1. In all post
secondary vocational-technical schools, the minimum length of the 
school day for each pupil, exclusive of the noon intermission, shall 
be six hours. Exceptions may be made by the local school adminis
tration for approved programs to meet individual student needs. 

Subd. 4. All funds, whether state, federal, or from other sources, 
which may be made available to the department of education for 
carrying out the purposes of post-secondary vocational-technical 
education shall be apportioned by the state board for vocational 
education to the various school districts in accordance with law 
and shall be distributed by the state aids, statistics and research 
section of the state department of education. All post-secondary 
vocational foundation and categorical aids shall be paid to the 
school district where the pupil is in attendance. 

Subd. 5. Each district providing post-secondary vocationat
technical education programs shall establish and maintain 
accounts separate from all other district accounts for the receipt 
and disbursement of all funds related to these post-secondary 
vocational-technical education programs. All post-secondary voca
tional foundation and categorical aids and all funds received pur
suant to the levy authorized by Minnesota Statutes, Section 
275.125, Subdivision 12, shall be utilized solely for the purposes of 
post-secondary vocational-technical education programs. 

Subd. 6. The provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 124.212, 
Subdivisions JO to 18, shall apply to this section. 

Subd. 7. None of the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
16, shall apply to appropriations enacted to carry out the provi,. 
sions of this section. 

Subd. 8. This section shall be effective July 1, 1976. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.563] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL CATE
GORICAL AID.] Subdivision 1. "Post-secondary vocational cate
gorical aid" means all state and federal funds, exclusive of post
secondary vocational foundation aid, apportioned by the state 
board for vocational education to local school districts for the 
purpose of assisting in the conduct of post-secondary vocational
technical training. No district shall qualify for post-secondary 
vocational categorical aid unless it has certified the maximum levy 
permitted it by section 275.125, subdivision 12. In the apportion
ment of this aid, priority shall be given to districts conducting 
high cost programs which require funds in addition to the post
secondary vocational foundation aid provided. 

Subd. 2. Post-secondary vocational categorical aid shall be ap
portioned by the state board for vocational education at a consol-
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idated public hearing held pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 15. One such public hearing shall be held in February and 
one in August of each year. All aid approved at the public hearings 
shall be distributed to the districts on March 15 and September 15 
of each year. On the date of each post-secondary vocational cate
gorical aid payment, the state board shall report to the appropri
ate committees of the legislature on the distribution of post
secondary vocational categorical aid. The report shall include ( a) 
the recipients of the aid; (b) the amounts distributed; and (c) the 
reasons for these distributions. 

Subd. 3. Sixteen and two-thirds percent of all discretionary 
federal money received by the state for vocational education shall 
be distributed to local school districts as post-secondary voca
tional categorical aid for the purpose of assisting in the conduct of 
post-secondary vocational-technical training. 

Subd. 4. This section shall be effective July 1, 1976. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.564] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
TUITION.] Subdivision 1. Any Minnesota resident who is under 
21 years of age may attend a post-secondary vocational-technical 
school without tuition, provided that the individual meets the 
entrance requirements for the training course in which enrollment 
is sought and the school has the room and the facility to receive 
him. 

Subd. 2. Any person who has attained his 21st birthday and who 
would, but for that fact, qualify under subdivision 1 to attend a 
post-secondary vocational-technical school without tuition, may 
attend the school without tuition subject to the other provisio11s of 
this subdivision, if he e11tered active military service in any branch 
of the armed forces of the United States before his 21st birthday, 
and who has then been separated or discharged from active mili
tary service under conditions other than dishonorable, and if he 
applies for admission to the school before his 29th birthday. Time 
after separation or discharge from military service spent as an in
patient in a hospital or similar institution for treatment of an 
illness or disability or in recovery from an illness or disability that 
prevents gainful occupation or study shall be added to the time 
allowed for application. 

Subd. 3. Tuition at a post-secondary vocational-technical school 
for a Minnesota resident pupil who does not come within the 
exemptions provided in subdivisions 1 and 2, shall be $2 per day 
for each school day the pupil is enrolled. 

Subd. 4. Unless covered by a higher education reciprocity 
agreement relating to nonresident tuition, entered into by the 
Minnesota higher education coordinating commission and approv
ed by the state board for vocational education, tuition at a post
secondary vocational-technical school for a pupil who is ,wt a 
resident of Minnesota shall be $6 per day for each school day the 
pupil is enrolled. 
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Subd. 5. The state board for vocational education may pay a 
school district or post-secondary vocational-technical school in 
another state for tuition charges for Minnesota pupils who meet 
the qualifications of subdivisions 1 and 2 and who are enrolled in 
post-secondary vocational-technical schools in that state. This 
payment may not exceed the amount specified for post-secondary 
vocational foundation aid in section 51 of this act. This subdi
vision shall expire June 30, 1976. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.57, is amended to 
read: 

124.57 [AID FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.] Whenever 
any district shall have established a vocational school, depart
ment, or classes in accordance with the rules and regulations 
established by the state board adopted by that board, and the 
plan for vocational education, and approved by the United States 
office of education or other federal agency to which its functions 
are assigned, the state board shall reimburse such district or state 
tax supported institution for its expenditures for salaries and nec
essary travel of vocational teachers or other reimbursable expen
ditures from federal funds and may supplement such federal funds 
with such state aid as it may deem desirable under such rules as it 
may adopt, provided, however, that in the event of such funds not 
being sufficient to make such reimbursement in full, the state 
board shall prorate the respective amounts available to the various 
districts entitled to receive reimbursement. All instruction may be 
given at the place of the abode of the pupils, and adults may be 
given instruction in adjoining or nearby districts. 

In like manner the state board shall have power to reimburse 
other governmental agencies for expenditures for salaries and nec
essary travel expenses of vocational teachers from federal funds, 
according to rules and regulations adopted by the state board. 

When local districts desire but cannot provide vocational 
instruction for the related training required by apprentices and 
other learners in the trade, industrial, and distributive fields, the 
state board is empowered upon request of such local district or 
districts to employ itinerant vocational teachers to provide this 
service and pay the salary and necessary travel expense from 
authorized federal and state vocational aid funds under such rules 
as it may adopt. An itinerant vocational teacher in this section is 
defined as a vocational teacher employed to give part-time or 
periodic vocational instruction in one or more districts. 

Sixteen and two-thirds percent of all discretionary federal 
money received by the state for vocational education shall be 
distributed under this section as aid to local school districts for 
secondary vocational education programs. Sixteen and two-thirds 
percent of all discretionary federal money received by the state for 
vocational education shall be distributed under this section as aid 
to weal school districts for adult vocational education programs. 

This section shall apply only to secondary and adult vocational 
education programs. Sections 50 to 53 of this act shall not apply to 
secondary and adult vocational education programs. This section 
of this act shall be effective July 1, 1976. 
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Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.807] [DECREASED ASSESSED VALUATION.] If in any 
year the assessed value of any district is less than the assessed 
value of the immediate preceding year, the equalization aid review 
committee shall, upon notification by the county assessor prior to 
October 16 of that assessment year, redetermine the adjusted 
assessed value of the immediate preceding year taking into 
account the decrease in assessed value. On or before November 1 
of the assessment year, the equalization aid review committee 
shall file the redetermined adjusted assessed value with the com
missioner of education who shall thereupon certify to the county 
auditors and school districts affected the appropriate levy limits of 
the school districts affected pursuant to section 275.125, subdi
vision 9. Notwithstanding section 275.07, the districts affected 
may certify the taxes voted to the county auditor on or before 
December 1. 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 128.04, is amended to 
read: 

128.04 [DUTIES OF BOARD.] It shall be the duty of the board 
to furnish school facilities to every child of school age residing in 
any part of the county district, either by building school houses, 
leasing schoolrooms, transporting the children to the nearest 
school, boarding the children within convenient distance of school 
at the expense of the board, or otherwise, and to provide necessary 
supplies and text and library books. 

The annual meeting as held in -teR 01' l'Bel'e toWBShil)s indepen
dent districts need not be held, but the clerk of the board shall 
publish once in a legal newspaper published in the county the 
annual report required by law to be made by the district treasurer. 

When not otherwise provided in sections 128.01 to 128.06, the 
school board of any such county district shall have and exercise all 
of the powers and be subject to the same laws and regulations as 
boards of ten 81' me£e townshif'S independent districts, and all 
Jaws applicable to -tea Ell' Hl6¾'e townships independent districts ; 
aREI all laws ~plieaele to state affl M eEIQ&liziat; eEiueatioa&I 
eppol'tlm;ties iB 0Boi'gll}H2ed teffitory shell flwiY to ;he eoaBty 
distriet inelading Laws 19U; Chapter ~ . 

Sec. 57. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2b. (1) In 1975, a school district may levy for all general 
and special school purposes, an amount equal to the amount raised 
by the 197 4 ad justed assessed valuation of the district times the 
number of mills, not to exceed 28, that bears the same relation to 
28, as the greater sum computed pursuant to section 124.212, 
subdivision 7b, clause (2), bears to $950. 

(2) In 1976, a school district may levy for alt general and special 
school purposes, an amount equal to the amount raised by the 
1975 adjusted assessed valuation of the district times the number 
of mills, not to exceed 28, that bears the same relation to 28, as the 
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sum of the greater sum computed pursuant to section 124.212, 
subdivision 7b, clause (2), and the greater of (a) two thirds of the 
difference that results when such greater sum is subtracted from 
$1010, or (b) $60, bears to $1010. 

(3) For any district levying less than the maximum levy allow
able in clauses (1) and ( 2) of this subdivision, beginning with the 
levy certified in 1975, payable in 1976, the foundation aid to that 
district, calculated pursuant to section 124.212, shall be reduced 
by the amount of the difference between the actual levy and the 
maximum levy allowable under clauses (1) and (2). 

( 4) The levy authorized by clauses (1) or (2) may be increased 
in any amount which is approved by the voters of the district at a 
referendum called for the purpose. Such a referendum may be 
called by the school board or shall be called by the school board 
upon written petition of qualified voters of the district. The refer
endum shall be held on a date set by the school board. Only one 
such election may be held in a single school year. The question on 
the ballot shall be whether a specific millage which will yield a 
specific amount based on the most recent assessed valuation may 
be added to that authorized by clauses (1) or (2). If approved, the 
amount provided by the millage applied to each year's assessed 
valuation shall be authorized for certification until revoked by the 
voters of the district at a subsequent referendum, which may be 
called by the school board and which shall be called by the school 
board upon the written petition of qualified voters of the district 
unless the petition for revocation is submitted in the same year in 
which a levy has been increased by the voters pursuant to this 
clause. A petition authorized by this clause shall be effective if 
signed by a number of qualified voters in excess of 15 percent, or 
10 percent if the school board election is held in conjunction with 
a general election, of the average number of voters at the two most 
recent district wide school elections. A referendum invoked by 
petition shall be held within three months of submission of the 
petition to the school board unless the petition for revocation is 
submitted in the same year in which a levy has been increased by 
the voters pursuant to this clause. Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, the approval of 50 percent plus one of those voting on 
the question is required to pass a referendum. 

Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. In addition to the levy authorized by section 275.125, 
subdivision 2a 2b , a qualifying district may levy additional 
amounts as fellov.'ll. provided in subdivisions 4 to 13 of this section. 

fl+ Subd. 4. The amounts necessary to make payments for 
bonds issued and for interest thereon, including the bonds and 
interest thereon, issued as authorized by clause (7) (C) of this 
sulm.'¥isieB section 275.125, subdivision 3, as it read on January 1, 
1975 , and for repayment of debt service loans and capital loans, 
the amount authorized for capital expenditures pursuant to sec
tion 124.04 , and the amount authorized for liabilities of dissolved 
districts pursuant to section 122.45 and the amounts necessary to 
pay the district's obligations under section 268.06, subdivision 25 . 
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-(-2+ Subd. 5. For s:hool transportation services, an amount not 
to exceed the amount raised by a levy of one mill times the 
adjusted assessed valuation of the taxable property of the district 
for the preceding year , JH'6','i<led t!!at iH l9'73 am! t!!crca~k• a 
dictriet havmg heuR<l"1'ies cc~crmCRe116 with -the ooum!IH'ies al a 
cizy ef ~ fi:st elass ::a::y levy an a"""'8t Bet ta "'6-eed 20 J!ercellt 
ffi e; oos~::: re¾? tmnsporta~:.oa and related Erervieec ~ whloo state 
aid is aHtherized fa #le WM-'l-015 school Y-eftl' and thereaftel';- and 
~ea IBrt!>er tha~ . A district may levy under this clause for 
the annual cash payments to be made for the purchase of buses, 
but only for that portion of the payments not offset by state 
transportation aid received on account of depreciation; and pro
vided further that beginning with the levy certified in 1974, a 
district may levy for that portion of transportation costs approved 
by the commissioner as qualifying for aid because of extraordinary 
traffic hazards but for which no state aid is receivable for the 
current fiscal year pursuant to section 124.223, clause ( 1). 

~ Fe,, JlUl'f'SSes al the l9'73 levy, eolleotible ia WM, aay e;s.. 
~ whleh qualified feF <m €!1-tra levy rmder Miaaesata Statmes 
l9+l, Seetien 276.12a, SubElivisirn 3, Clause -f4h shall be allowed 
t0 revy ;lie same amOl¼Rt Jll'F JlllJlH tffiit allowed by that eJause, 
-Prev¼ded, hwNEwcr, tha~ a d..istrul-t ha.,ing beumlaries ooterminous 
with the 0011ooarire sf a ei½' ef the fiFst elass whleh was aeectod 
by the ii::ait,rtia, ef - "'™"' leYy Bet ta aeeed bl, mills times the 
adjustc:! a&,"'essed ¥aluati<m ef the dist,iet shall be allowed t0 levy 
M mills. Fer pal'f'OBCB of -the 1973 ie'l'y, eolleetible iH WM, aay 
distrCct v,!>ieh qaalified feF rn ei.tra levy iH l9+l, colleetibl:: iH 
-19'72, tffider Mmneceta S-tatates W71, Section 275.125, Soo
di'lisioa 3, Glaase ~)- bat did Bet qaalC!y feF an e..tm le¥Y under 
Mimresok: S~atutcs l9+l, ~iea 276.125, Sabdi?lisioa 3-, Glause 
#-)- in -197;!, eollc~t'ble iH ~ shall be allewcd to levy -the 
emoun~ fll'F Jllli>il 11l'lit it waB ~is to levy ....der Minncsata 
S:atatcs 10'71, Se:tien 276.126, &b<li.,isCoa 3; Glause ~ 

#-)- In l9'73 <Ely, fuF a district whieh was aat!aori~ed ta levy 
'f"H'6ll'IRt te Mimreseta Statutes l9+l, Seetien 275.126, &b
<lwisien 3, Glm,se f;J.)-, bat whiell was RO-t aathar'.,md to leYy 
Jlllrsu::mt te M'.naessta Statutzs l9+l, Sectioa ~5, Sahdi
Yisirn &, Glallee -(4h GR &'Bouat aet ta e!EeeeEI t1'c aggregate 
-~ autheri~ed by MiRResota Statlltes l9+l, Seeti<m 276.126, 
&bdivisien &, Clause (3)-, 

W Subd. 6. F8F the WM levy, collectible iH M76, In 1975 and 
each year thereafter, any district, other than a district with 
boundaries coterminous with the boundaries of a city of the first 
class, in which the 1970-1971 adjusted maintenance cost per pupil 
unit in average daily membership was greater than $663 per pupil 
unit, may levy the greater of (1) an amount per pupil unit which 
is equal to or less than the difference between the 1970-1971 
adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit in average daily mem
bership and $663 per pupil unit, reduced by two and one-half 
percent each year or (2) an amount which is equal to or less than 
that amount raised by the number of EARC mills levied in 1974 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subd,-
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vision 3, Clause (5), reduced by two and one-half percent each 
year, times the adjusted assessed valuation of the taxable prop
erty in the district for the preceding year . Ne <listffet ~ leyy 
nnae,, ~!-:is eJaaae QB ~ WB;e& eifeeeaB the Sllffi ef the leyY 
f!erait~ed ~ se:tiea m..ti!e-, sabdivioiea 8 -f31- aad the 
am~ reisetl BY g mills times tee ft(ijasteEl asseo11eEl val.Ratiaa ef 
the tatihle praperty ef the aismet lei' the pr:eeaiag yeM, Pro
vided, however, that a district with boundaries coterminous with 
the boundaries of a city of the first class which was affected by the 
limitation of an extra levy not to exceed 1.9 mills times the ad
justed assessed valuation of the district shall be allowed to levy 
2.0 mills. 

-fG-)- Ffli' dl&l;r:e!s iB eities ef the ~irot Glass; maiawaiag ~ 
seeenaary ~ieaal seheels, eBe half mills times the~as~• 
aesesseEl wlaatiea ef the talfflaie preperty 8i the aistriet fer the 
pr.eeaiag yeaE, ftaa ~ el;ecl' Elietriete maiataiaiag pest seeeaaa.,. 
v:eeatieB&l sc~eals, ~Bree m_:.lls, t:mes .the ad;asted aeseoeeEI valaa
ti(e ef the ta!faaie pref)'erty of the dfotriet Kl!' the preeediag )'0ftl'J 
prav4aed that distrieto farme<l parsaant te I.awe ~ Chapter 
822; aaa l,aws lG69; Chaptero !7-U aaa ~ shall ae sabjeet to the 
~ limitatieas i!'!ljle6'ea by~ lawa; as ameaEleEl. 

+'A- fAt If¼ er-aSl' that the tMRsitiaa fP01B eL~ patterns ei 
fiBaae'.ag pablie seaaele ta th€ system p-eril3ed iB ~ Sessiea 
laaw6 m, C!-:apter 8-1-, .•.mele 2() may 90Blftde ia aB e,Elel'ly faoh.. 
ieB; a aiotriet say levy an add..4ieaal leYY QllQei' the terms ef this 
sectiiee, 

00 If that pfti't ef the ie¥y eeriified BY the ssheal distriet iR 
~ reeeiYed ill ~ plae se rm.eh ef the leYy, alla..,,eEl allael' 
~ g aad 3; ~- -1- te a ef ~ ~ ta ae eertifred iR 
W't-1-, reeev,<ed ia ~ as will 98 reeeweEl ~-9¼ Jaly I; W!i-1 
aad Jaae 8l¾ ~ aad whee aaaea ta a11 ether state aids; 1eea1 
faaas ft¥8ilaale 8B6 aet eias~iBg leeal aeMe; e!fe!asMl af heaaeEI 
deal; aad elfiotiag eapital leaas will Bet 98 suffie:eat te allew a 
d;stri:t te speaa en ameaat 11e1 papil rm# suffieieat te reise it& 
19:;t() 19:;tl ruijaeted mamteaanee eost f)ef papil aait BY $4ll it HI&¥ 
petitian the eaarnissioaor ef eaaeatien fei, aatherity te ~ aa 
aElditisaal levy, Before 6l!8h ft leY;Y sen 98 made; the eemmissianer 
~ aatherize saeh a le"¼'~ Saal¼ autl¼eri2atiaa shall speeify the 
ameuat ef the levy, previ-ded ~ aaeh levy may Bet e!feeed J; 
mills ia ft eity ef tile fast elass Gr M mills ia aBY ether Elis~ 
-ames the -l9'tQ a=justed ass:soed vftluatiea ef the aistriet a& 
.,_._ · El, .... •L- r •· _,., · ·tt t:te=l'Hllnc ~ ~ e{tUa 12a .. :en ttttt l'e¥leW eemeu ee. 

-{C-)- If the adElit:saal levy ftllewsd iB 00 ie iasaffieieat te Mise 
the adjastca aain~nee east ef ft aismet te $4ll ll98Ye its east m 
l():;t() 19:;tl i~ may petitiea tae eemmissieneP ef cemeatiea f@ 
authority t-e issae geaeffll ahligatiea beads ef an amoaat saffiei:at 
ta meet the defi:ieaey. ~ 89IBllliBeieaeF mast autheri2c euea a 
aead ieslre, !!!he aatho1i2atiea shall speeily the ameant ef the 
aead issae pra•JideEl that the leYy aatheri2at:en ta~ the pria
eipal eaa iBtcrcst on the heaas may Bet 0!f80€Q ..a mills m a 
acti'iet wi-tl!iB a eity ef the met el8SS; 81' M mills in aBY ~ 
ais!riet, times the mo e(ijastea aoeessed valafttioa ef the aistrie\; 
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as detefffiis:d hy the €fl¼lftl½atiea aid review eemmittee. !fhe 
lleBds fH!therizea hy -thi6 seotiea shall ee seld ftRQ iSERreEl JIIH'SliftRt 
te ta.. ~;ere ef ehat>ter 1!/'§, aeept as etherw-ise previded 
A&Feur. &eh e0RGS shall ~ e-:.i iael11ded ill eemp11tiftg aay deet 
lim.itatiel¼ f8i' n district eBEl ae eleetiea shall ee FeflYireel lei' theil' 
sale aaa iss..anee, 

A d:stri:t ~ ~ ee a11thari2ed 1m additieaal leyy URder aeth 
Mand {G-} e! tais eeotiea, 

48} Subd. 7. In lM3 1975 , and each year thereafter, for a 
district which has established a community school advisory 
council pursuant to section 121.88, whether or not the district 
receives reimbursement from the st!lte pursuant to section 121.89, 
an amount of money raised by the greater of (A) ~ $2 per capita, 
or (B) the number of mills not to exceed the number of mills 
necessary in -l9'73 1975 to raise $-1 $2 per capita in ~ 1975 for 
community services including summer school, nonvocational adult 
programs, recreation programs, and programs contemplated by 
sections 121.85 to 121.89. 

A school district shall be authorized to make this additional 
levy only after it has filed a certificate of compliance with the 
commissioner of education, certifying that members of the school 
board have met with members of the governing bodies of the 
county and city or township in which the school district, or any 
part thereof, is located, in order to discuss methods of increasing 
mutual cooperation between such bodies. 

The population of the district for purposes of this clause is the 
population determined as provided in section 275.14 or as certified 
by the department of education from the most recent federal 
census. 

~ Subd. 8. Districts which receive payments which result in 
deductions from foundation aid pursuant to section 124.212, sub
division 8a, shall reduce the permissible levies authorized by -thi& 
sYediYisiea subdivisions 3 to 13 of this section by 25 percent in 
1973, 50 percent in 1974, 75 percent in 1975, and 100 percent for 
each year thereafter of that portion of the previous year's pay
ment not deducted from foundation aid on account of the pay
ment, unless such a levy reduction is otherwise required by law. 
The levy reductions shall be made in the proportions that each 
permissible levy bears to the sum of the permissible levies. 

~ Subd. 9. The commissioner shall certify to the county 
auditors the levy limits for all school districts headquartered in 
the respective counties together with adjustments for errors in 
levies not penalized pursuant to subdivision 4 14 as well as 
adjustments to final pupil unit counts. 

A school district shall have the right to require the commis
sioner to review his certification and to present evidence in sup
port of modification of his certification. 

The county audito.r shall reduce levies for any excess of levies 
over levy limitations pursuant to section 275.16. Such reduction in 
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excess levies may at the discretion of the school district be spread 
over not to exceed two calendar years. 

-fl-B- Subd. 10. The commissioner of education shall certify to the 
county auditors any underlevies made in 1971 and 1972 in the 
transportation levy amounts. The 1971 underlevies shall be deter
mined to be (1) the actual net costs of reimbursable transporta
tion as reported to the department of education for the 1972-1973 
school year plus the amount expended by the district to acquire 
school buses in 1972-1973 used for reimbursable transportation, 
less (2) the 1971 certified transportation levy as amended and 
state aids received in 1972-1973 for transportation including de
preciation. Underlevies in the 1972 transportation levy shall be 
computed in like manner using 1973-1974 costs and state aids 
received in the 1973-1974 school year. The 1974 levy shalJ be 
adjusted to correct for such underlevies, provided that upon 
written request of the affected school board to the commissioner, 
the adjustment shall be prorated in the 1974 and 1975 transporta
tion levies. No district may levy under this clause in any year an 
amount which exceeds the amount raised by a levy of two mills 
times the previous year's adjusted assessed valuation of the tax
able property of the district. 

fll!+ Subd. 11. When a district finds it economically advan
tageous to rent or lease existing school buildings for instructional 
purposes, and the proceeds of the levy permitted under section 
124.04 are insufficient for this purpose, it may apply to the com
missioner for permission to make an additional capital expenditure 
levy for this purpose. An application for permission to levy under 
this clause shall contain financial justification for the proposed 
levy, the terms and conditions of the proposed lease, and a de
scription of the space to be leased and its proposed use. The criteria 
for approval of applications to levy under this clause shall include: 
the reasonableness of the price, the appropriateness of the gpace to 
the proposed activity, the feasibility of transporting pupils to the 
leased building, conformity of the lease to the laws and regu]ations 
of the state of Minnesota, and the appropriateness of the proposed 
lease to the space needs and the financial condition of the district. 
The commissioner shall not authorize a levy under this clause in 
an amount greater than the cost to the district of renting or 
leasing a school building for approved purposes. 

Sec. 59. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. Districts maintaining a post-secondary vocationat
technical school shall levy for post-secondary vocational-technical 
purposes as follows: 

(1) For districts in cities of the first class, a minimum of one
half mill up to a maximum of two mills, exclusive of debt service, 
times the ad justed assessed valuation of the taxable property of 
the district for the preceding year as determined by the equaliza
tion aid review committee. 

(2) For districts formed pursuant to Laws 1967, Chapter 822, as 
amended, and Laws 1969, Chapters 775 and 1060 as amended, a 
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minimum of one-half mill up to a maximum of two mills, exclusive 
of debt service, times the adjusted assessed valuation of the tax
able property of the district for the preceding year as determined 
by the equalization aid review committee. 

(3) For other districts maintaining post-secondary vocational 
schools, a minimum of one mill up to a maximum of three mills, 
exclusive of debt service, times the adjusted assessed valuation of 
the taxable property of the district for the preceding year as 
determined by the equalization aid review committee. 

Sec. 60. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. Districts maintaining a post-secondary vocational
technical school may levy additional amounts as follows: 

(1) A district maintaining a post-secondary vocational-techni
cal school shall assume responsibility for a local share of the dis
trict post-secondary vocational deficit. The local share shall be 30 
percent of the district post-secondary vocational deficit as of July 
1, 1975, as certified to the commissioner of education pursuant to 
section 50, subdivision 4 of this act, for post-secondary vocational
technical schools established prior to December, 1971. For post
secondary vocational-technical schools established subsequent to 
November, 1971, the local share of the district post-secondary 
vocational deficit as of July 1, 1976, as certified to the commis
sioner, shall be 15 percent. 

(2) For the purpose of eliminating the local share of its post
secondary vocational deficit, a district may petition the com
missioner of education for authority to make an additional levy. 
Before such a levy can be made, it must be approved by the 
commissioner. The approval shall specify the years in which the 
additional levy may be made and shall specify its dollar amount. 
No levy so approved shall be made in more than four successive 
years, beginning with the levy certified in 1975, and shall not 
annually exceed .25 mills in a district in a city of the first class, 1.5 
mills in districts formed pursuant to Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, as 
amended; Laws 1969, Chapter 775, as amended; or Laws 1967, 
Chapter 822, as amended, or three mills in any other district 
maintaining a post-secondary vocational-technical school times 
the adjusted assessed valuation of the district for the preceding 
year as determined by the equalization aid review committee. 
Under no circumstances may a district, other than a district with 
a post-secondary vocational-technical school established subse
quent to November, 1971, levy a total amount greater than the 
local share of its post-secondary vocational deficit as of July 1, 
1975, as certified to the commissioner of education. Under no 
circumstances may a district with a post-secondary vocational
technical school established subsequent to November, 1971 levy a 
total amount greater than the local share of its post-secondary 
vocational deficit as of July l, 1976, as certified to the commis
sioner of education. 

(3) If the additional levy allowed in clause (2) of this subdi
vision would be insufficient to eliminate the local share of the 
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district's post-secondary vocational deficit as of July 1, 1975, or as 
of July 1, 1976 in the case of a district with a post-secondary 
vocational-technical school established subsequent to November, 
1971, as certified to the commissioner of education, it may petition 
the commissioner of education for authority to issue general obli
gation bonds in an amount sufficient to meet the deficiency. Be
fore the bonds may be issued, they must be authorized by the 
commissioner. The authorization shall specify a term not to ex
ceed seven years and the amount of the bond issue provided that 
the levy authorization to pay the principal and interest on the 
bonds may not annually exceed .25 mills in a district in a city of 
the first class, .5 mills in districts formed pursuant to Laws 1969, 
Chapter 1060, as amended; Laws 1969, Chapter 775, as amended; 
or Laws 1967, Chapter 822, as amended, or six mills in any other 
district maintaining a post-secondary vocational-technical school 
times the 1973 adjusted assessed valuation of the district as de
termined by the equalization aid review committee; provided, 
however, that the mill limitation is subject to the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 475.74. The bonds authorized by this 
section shall be sold and issued pursuant to the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475, except as otherwise provided 
herein. The bonds shall not be included in computing any debt 
limitation for a district and no election shall be required for their 
sale and issuance. 

( 4) A district may not be authorized an additional levy under 
both clauses (2) and (3) of this subdivision. 

(5) The state shall assume responsibility for 70 percent of a 
district's post-secondary vocational deficit as of July 1, 1975, as 
certified to the commissioner of education, for post-secondary 
vocational-technical schools established prior to December, 1971. 
The state shall assume 85 percent of a district's post-secondary 
vocational deficit as of July 1, 1976, as certified to the commis
sioner of education, for post-secondary vocational-technical 
schools established subsequent to November, 1971. The state por
tion of the deficit shall be paid to each district in fiscal years 1977 
and 1978 in two equal payments, provided that the levy for the 
district's portion of the deficit has been approved by the com
missioner and the required portion for the 1975 levy has been 
certified to the county auditor. 

Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4 14 . Any district which in any year levies an amount 
which is greater than the amount allowed by subdivisions a 2b and 
3 to 13 , shall lose an amount of state foundation aid equal to one
half of the excess in the levy, provided that any levy which is 
found to be excessive as a result of a decision of the tax court or a 
redetermination by the equalization aid review committee under 
section 124.212, subdivisions 11 to 20, shall not be compensated 
for in the next levy of the district. The amount of aid lost shall be 
deducted from the aid which would otherwise have been received 
for the school year which commences in the calendar year during 
which the excessive levy is being collected. Any foundation aid so 
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withheld shall be withheld in accordance with the procedures spe
cified in section 124.15. A levy made in 1971 prior to the effective 
date of Extra Session Laws 1971, Chapter 31, Article 20 shall be 
reviewed, and may be modified, by the appropriate authority of 
the district for the purpose of reducing such levy to conform to the 
limitation imposed by Extra Session Laws 1971, Chapter 31, 
Article 20. Any reduction in such levy made prior to December 15, 
1971 shall be given the same effect as though such reduction had 
been made prior to the expiration of the time allowed by law for 
making the levy. 

Sec. 62. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. a 15 . For the purposes of this section, the number ~ of 
pupil units in average daily membership shall be computed in 
accordance with section 124.17, provided that the district may use 
an estimated average daily membership for the current school 
year. Any district which increased its pupil units, exclusive of 
consolidation, or merger of districts, or change of definition of 
pupil units by more than five percent from one year to another 
may use an estimated pupil unit count for the next succeeding 
school year for determining a levy certified in the current year. If 
as a result of such estimate the levy is different from the amount 
that could actually have been levied under this section had such 
levy been based upon the pupil units computed under section 
124.17 for that school year, then in that event the authorized levy 
for the following year shall be adjusted for the difference. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6 16 . Notwithstanding any other charter provision, gen
eral or special laws to the contrary, every school district in the 
state shall abide by the terms and provisions of this section. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. '1- 17 . By November 1 of each year each district shall 
submit to the commissioner of education a certificate of compli
ance with the levy limitations of this section. The commissioner of 
education shall prescribe the form of this certificate. 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.48, is amended to 
read: 

275.48 [ADDITIONAL TAX LEVIES IN CERTAIN MUNIC
IPALITIES.] Whenever by virtue of chapter 278, sections 270.07, 
375.192, or otherwise, the assessed valuation of any city, township 
or school district for any taxable year is reduced after the taxes for 
such year have been spread by the county auditor and whenever 
the mill rate as determined by the county auditor based upon the 
original assessed valuation is applied upon such reduced valua
tions and does not produce the full amount of taxes as actually 
levied and certified for such taxable year upon the original 
assessed valuations, such city, township or school district may 
include in its tax levy made following final determination and 
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notice of such reduction in assessed valuation, an amount equal to 
the difference between the total amount of taxes actually levied 
and certified for such taxable year upon the original assessed 
valuation, not exceeding the maximum amount which could be 
raised upon such assessed valuation as reduced, within existing 
mill limitations, if any, and the amount of taxes collected for such 
taxable year upon such reduced valuations. 

The amount of taxes so included shall be levied separately and 
shall be levied in addition to all limitations permitted by se::tien 
21ad-l-; as ~ ::wHeable laws limiijag ie¥¼es iR sitres, tewRs eF 
eeheel ~:,; imposed by /,aw; and further shall not result in any 
penalty in the nature of a reduction in state aid of any kind . 

Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 475.54, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Sulxl. 2. A serial maturity schedule conforming to subdivision 1 
may be established for each new issue of obligations of a munici
pality, or the governing body may in its discretion adjust such 
schedule so that the combined maturities of the new issue and any 
other designated issue or issues will conform to sulxlivision 1, 
provided that all such issues are general obligations or all are 
payable from a common fund. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
any other general or special law, any school district having an 
outstanding state loan or loans, if it issues and sells bonds on the 
public market for any purpose other than refunding such loans, or 
refunding outstanding bonds as provided herein shall adjust the 
schedule of the maturities thereof so that the total amount of 
principal and interest to become due on these bonds and on all 
other bonds of the school district, during each of the 30 fiscal or 
calendar years next following, will be as nearly equal as practic
able, provided that the annual amounts of maturing principal may 
be fixed at multiples of $5,000. A school district which has an 
outstanding state loan or loans may refund outstanding bonds, 
provided that the school loan committee established in section 
124.41 approves such refunding. The committee shall approve re
funding outstanding bonds only if such refunding results in lower 
annual debt service payments than the district made prior to the 
refunding. 

Sec. 67. Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as amended by 
Laws 1969, Chapter 945, Section 2, is amended to read: 

Sec. 7. [TAX LEVIES.] If se j»'8'Jided iR the agreeRl€1lt; The 
joint school board may shall each year, for the purpose of paying 
any administrative, planning, operating, or capital expenses in
curred or to be incurred for area vocational-technical schools, 
certify to each participating school district a the tax levy whieh 
ehall -• iR &RY yea, aeeed ffi\11' mills 8ll eaeh dellal, af assessed 
•,aluatien a! all taimbl'e 11ro11erty opecified in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 275.125, Subdivision 12, Clause (2) . Additional tax levies 
may be certified which shall not in any year exceed twa .6 mills on 
each dollar of assessed valuation for expenses for the fellewing: 
special education , and drivmg ef meter •,•ehieles. Qf the ameunt se 
levied, ilew~wer, net te aeeed ene-llall a! eRe mill shall be f8F the 
llrwing ef meta.- vehieles, it being eenter9fllated that W 11ereeRt ef 
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the oos!; ~ls~d be f!llffi by v.se c~deffi. . Each participating school 
district shall include such tax levy levies in the next tax roll which 
it shall certify to the county auditor or auditors, and shall remit 
the collections of such le¥y levies to the board promptly when 
received. Such levie3 shall not be included in computing the limi
tations upon the levy of any district under Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 2'7a.-l2 275.125 . The board may, any time after such le¥y 
has levies have been certified to the participating school districts, 
issue and sell certificates of indebtedness in anticipation of the 
co11ection of such l;;vy levies , but in aggregate amounts such as 
will not exceed the portion of the levy levies which is are then not 
collected and not delinquent. 

Sec. 68. Laws 1969, Chapter 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as 
amended by Laws 1971, Chapter 267, Section 3, is amended to 
read: 

Subd. 2. The intermediate school board may shall in each year 
for the purpose of paying any administrative, planning, operating, 
or capital expenses incurred or to be incurred certify to each 
county auditor of each county in which said intermediate school 
district shall lie, as a single taxing district, a the tax levy whleh 
s!aall »evei' iB aey :fMI' e,,eeed fu.e mills, ei<elusive el del,t service, 
en eaeh dellM &f assosc~d ¥1HllfltieH ef all taiuwle prapert;, withiB 
said Cetem,cdiaL ~ distrkt specified in Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 275.125, Subdivision 12, Clause (2). An additional 
tax levy may be certified which shall not in any year exceed .6 
mills on each dollar of assessed valuation for expenses for special 
educatior> . . Said annual tax levy levies shall be certified pursuant 
to Minnesota Statutes !969 , Section 124.02. Upon such certifica
tion the county auditor or auditors and other appropriate county 
officials shall levy and collect such levies and remit the proceeds of 
collection thereof to the intermediate school district as in the case 
with independent school districts. Such levy shall not be included 
in computing the limitations, if any, upon the levy of the inter
mediate district or any of the participating districts under Minne
sota Statutes 10'.:7 , Section~ 275.125 . After such levies have 
been certified to the appropriate county officials the intermediate 
school board may issue and sell by negotiation or at public sale its 
certificates of indebtedness in anticipation of the collection of such 
levies, but in aggregate amount such as will not exceed the portion 
of such tax levy which is then not collected and not delinquent. 

Sec. 69. Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 7, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 7. [TAX LEVIES.] ¥. se pr,,.,ided iB -the agreemcet, The 
joint school board may shall each year, for the purpose of paying 
any administrative, planning, operating, or capital expenses in
curred or to be incurred for area vocational-technical schools, 
certify to each participating school district a the tax levy whieh 
shall eever ie aB:f yem, eK~eed rol¼F mills en eaeh dallar ef a£JBessed 
valuatiae ef all taKable fll'0flerty specified in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 275.125, Subdivision 12, Clause (2). Additional tax 
levies may be certified which shall not in any year exceed .6 mills 
on each dollar of assessed valuatwn for expenses for special edu-
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cation. Each participating school district shall include such tax 
levy levies in the next tax roll which it shall certify to the county 
auditor or auditors, and shall remit the collections of such levy 
levies to the board promptly when received. Such levies shall not 
be included in computing the limitations upon the levy of any 
district under Minnesota Statutes, Section ~ 275.125 . The 
board may, any time after such levy has levies have been 
certified to the participating school districts, issue and sell certifi
cates of indebtedness in anticipation of the collection of such levy 
levies , but in aggregate amounts such as will not exceed the 
portion of the levy levies which is are then not collected and not 
delinquent. 

Sec. 70. Laws 1971, Chapter 722, Section 1, is amended to read: 

Section 1. [SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1; TAX 
LEVY.] To provide moneys to pay any administrative, opera
tional, planning or capital expenses of an area vocational-technical 
school established pursuant to the provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 121.21, the board of directors of special school dis
trict No. 1 of Minneapolis mey shall levy aarmally llJl8D all tm<ahle 
fJPS!'e~ m -the district a the tax specified in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 275.125, Subdivision 12, Clause (I) in excess of the limita
tion contained in Minnesota Statutes, Section~ 275.125. 

Sec. 71. Laws 1973, Chapter 683, Section 26, Subdivision 17, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 17. The provisions of this section shall expire July 1, ~ 
1979 . At any time the experimental school may be terminated 
upon unanimous vote of the officers of the committee and 30 days 
notice to the board of District No. 309, whereupon the board of 
District No. 309 shall resume the care, management and control of 
the entire district on July 1 following, Prior to December 1 of each 
year the committee shall submit to the legislature a report of the 
experimental school established by this section. Such report shall 
document the success or failure of the experimental school. 

Sec, 72. Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 9, is amended to read: 

Sec. 9. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, in Inde
pendent School Districts No. 93 and No. 99 where the adjusted 
assessed valuation is under contest in a Minnesota court as of 
February 1, 1974, foundation aid payments for the 1972-73 and 
1973-74 school years and for any future school years until such 
time as the valuation is finally decided shall be made on the basis 
of the uncontested portion of the valuation of these districts. If as 
a result of the pending litigation these districts experience an 
increase in the adjusted assessed value as determined by the 
equalization aid review committee and recover tax revenues in 
excess of those which would have been raised on the uncontested 
adjusted assessed value as determined by the equalization aid 
review committee, any excess in foundation aid payments which 
resulted from the use of this uncontested adjusted assessed value 
in the aid determination shall be returned to the state by these 
districts. 
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Sec. 73. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, Subdivision l, is 
amended to read: 

473.633 [SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] Subdivision 1. [ALWCA
TION FROM PROCEEDS OF INCOME TAXES.] When the 
properties of any school district in this state are detached from 
such school district because they comprise a part of or are located 
on a major airport, such district shall receive annually an alloca
tion from the proceeds of income taxes in the an amount that 
would be produced by a tax on such detached properties at the 
current tax rate for school purposes in the school district. In fiscal 
year 1976, the district shall receive 75 percent of the amount that 
would be produced by a tax on such detached properties at the 
current tax rate for school purposes in the school district. In fiscal 
year 1977, 50 percent of such amount; in fiscal year 1978, 25 
percent of such amount. 

Sec. 74. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. This section shall expire on June 30, 1978. 

Sec. 75. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 111, is amended to 
read: 

473.635 [APPROPRIATION IN LIEU OF TAXES ON AIR
PORT PROPERTY.] In fiscal year 1976, there is he,eby appro
priated arnmally to Independent School District No. 16 of Anoka 
County the sum of $1fi,QQQ $11,250 , of which $9,1aQ 65 percent of 
this amount is appropriated from the state airports account within 
the special revenue fund in the state treasury and $0,2W 35 per
cent of this amount is appropriated from the general fund in the 
state treasury, all as payment in lieu of taxes upon real property 
owned by the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan airports com
mission. In fiscal year 1977, there is appropriated $7,500 to Inde
pendent School District No. 16 with the same percentages appro
priated from the same funds. In fiscal year 1978, there is appropri
ated $3,750 to Independent School District No. 16 with the same 
percentages appropriated from the same funds. This section shall 
expire June 30, 1978. 

Sec. 76. [APPROPRIATION.] There is appropriated from the 
general fund of the state treasury to the department of education 
the following sums for the years and purposes indicated: 

(1) Foundation Aid ......... . 
The appropriation in (1) in
cludes not to exceed $300,000 
in 1976 for emergency aid. 

(2) Transportation Aid ...... . 

(3) Special Education Aid .... 

(4) Secondary Vocational Aid .. 

For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 

$592,572,000 $632,822,000 

60,448,000 

42,000,000 

12,000,000 

71,130,000 

45,125,000 

13,000,000 
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( 5) Adult Vocational Aid ..... 

(6) Veteran Farmer Cooperative 
Training Programs ........ . 

(7) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Foundation Aid ........... . 

(8) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Categorical Aid ........... . 

(9) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Deficit Payment .......... . 

110) Adult Education Aid .... . 

(11) G.E.D. Reimbursement Aid 
If the appropriation for this 
purpose in either year is in
sufficient, the reimbursement 
shall be prorated among all 
qualifying testing centers. 

tl2) Council on quality educa-
tion .................... .. 
This appropriation shall be used 
for funding ten early childhood 
identification and education 
programs pursuant to sections 
3.9271 to 3.9275. No more than 
$15,000 may be expended each 
year for administration of 
these programs by the council 
on quality education and no 
more than $15,000 may be ex
pended each year for evalu
ation of these programs. 

(13) Community Education Aid 
( 14) Flexible School Year In-

centive Grants ............ . 
The appropriation in (14) 
shall be used by the state 
board of education as incen
tive grants for school districts 
which begin operation of 
flexible school year programs 
pursuant to sections 120.59 to 
120.67, after July 1, 1975. Not 
more than 10 percent of the 
appropriation in (14) may be 
expended for evaluation of 
these programs. Any unex
pended balance remaining 

For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 
$3,100,000 $3,700,000 

900,000 

0 

36,000,000 

0 

340,000 

60,000 

500,000 

625,000 

200,000 

1,000,000 

66,000,000 

4,650,000 

1,540,000 

360,000 

60,000 

500,000 

1,835,000 
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from the appropriations in (1) 
to (14) for 1976 shall not can
cel but shall be available for 
the second year of the bien-
nium, unless otherwise provid-
ed in (1) to (14). 

(15) Extraordinary Tax Delin-
quency Advances to Indepen
dent School District No. 272 

(16) For gross earnings and pur
suant to Section 124.28 ..... 

( 17) Exempt Land Special 
School Aid Pursuant to Sec-
tion 124.30 .............. . 

( 18) For Aid to School Districts 
pursuant to Laws 1975, Chap-
ter 13, Section 110 ....... . 

(19) For Aid to School Districts 
pursuant to Laws 1975, Chap-
ter 13, Section 111 ........ . 

(20) School Aid - Counties 
A!C of Non Tax Areas ..... 

The amount appropriated in 
(20) shall be expended in 1976 
and 1977, as provided in Laws 
1971, Chapter 966, Section 16, 
for 1971 and 1972. If the ap-
propriations made in (15) to 
(20) in either year are insuf-
ficient, the aids shall be 
prorated among all qualifying 
districts. 

For the year ending June 30 
1976 1977 

$ $ 

140,000 160,000 

800,000 700,000 

400,000 400,000 

108,750 72,500 

11,250 7,500 

48,000 48,000 

None of the amounts appropriated in (1) to (20) of this 
section shall be expended for a purpose other than the purpose 
indicated, unless otherwise provided in (1) to (20). 

Sec. 77. [REPEALER.] Laws 1969, Chapter 945, Section 3; 
Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 8; Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 7, 9, and 10; 121.211; 124.50, 
are repealed. This section of this act shall be effective June 30, 
1976. 

Sec. 78. [REPEALER.] Laws 1919, Chapter 271; Laws 1951, 
Chapter 659; Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 124.212, Sub
divisions 6a and 7a; 124.222, Subdivision 2; 124.475; 124.801; 
124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 124.806; 275.125, Subdivision 
2a, are repealed. " 

Further amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 
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"A bill for an act relating to the operation of government; pro
viding for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribution of tax 
revenues; changing the funding of adult education, special education, 
post-secondary vocational-technical education, and community school 
education to a current funding basis; granting certain powers to school 
districts, the state board of education, and the state board for voca
tional education; providing state aid for extraordinary tax delinquency 
to Independent School District No. 272; providing penalties; appro
priating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.9271. 
Subdivision 1; 120.03, Subdivision 3; 120.17, Subdivision 1 and by 
adding a subdivision; 120.76; 120.80, Subdivision 1; 121.21, Subdi
visions 2 and 6; 121.89; 123.80; 124.04; 124.11; 124.14, Subdivi
sion 1 and by adding a subdivision; 124.17, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 
2a; 124.18, Subdivision 2; 124.20; 124.212, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3a, 
8a, 11, and by adding subdivisions; 124.222, Subdivisions 1, 3, and 
by adding a subdivision; 124.223; 124.26; 124.32, Subdivisions I 
and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 124.38, Subdivisions 4, 5, 7. 
and 8; 124.42, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 124.43, Subdivisions 1, 2, 
3, and 4; 124.45; 124.57; 128.04; 275.125, Subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, and by adding subdivisions; 275.48; 475.54, Subdivision 2; Chap
ter 124, by adding sections; Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as 
amended; Laws 1969, Chapters 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as 
amended; 1060, Section 7; Laws 1971, Chapter 722, Section 1; Laws 
1973, Chapter 683, Section 26, Subdivision 17; Laws 1974, Chapter 
521, Section 9; Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, Subdivision 1 
and by adding a subdivision; Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 111; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 
7, 9, and 10; 121.211; 124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 7a; 124.222, 
Subdivision 2; 124.475; 124.50; 124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 
124.805; 124.806; 275.125, Subdivision 2a; Laws 1919, Chapter 271, 
Laws 1951, Chapter 659; Laws 1969, Chapters 945, Section 3; and 
1060, Section 8." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 235 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 135 and further recommends that H. F. No. 235 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 135 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which was referred for proper reference under Rule 35, 
S. F. No. 1684 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be re-referred to the Committee on Judiciary. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred for proper reference under Rule 35, together 
with the committee report thereon, 

S. F. No. 938: A bill for an act relating to education; quality 
education council; changing duties and functions and providing a 
per diem for members; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 3.924; 3.925; 3.926; and 3.927 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the report 
from the Committee on Education shown in the Journal for April 23, 
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1975 that "when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance" be adopted. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1442, 1758, 1759 and 471 for proper reference, 
recommends the above House Files be re-referred to their re
spective Committees as follows: 

H. F. Nos. 1758 and 1759 to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 471 to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

H. F. No. 1442 to the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban 
Affairs. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1187 was read the second time. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H.F. Nos. 540, 4, 67, 229, 1555, 703, 527, 1513, 1099, 866, 745, 
596 and 235 were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Doty moved that S. F. No. 72 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. Doty moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 1, 1975 on 
S. F. No. 72 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 
So the recommendations and Conference Committee Report 
were adopted. 

S. F. No. 72: A bill for an act relating to elections; permitting 
the use of a petition in lieu of filing fees; amending Laws 1975, 
Chapter 5, Section 15, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 28, 
as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Arnold Gearty Merriam Perpich, G. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Hughes Moe Schaaf 
Chmielewski Humphrey Nelson Schmitz 
Coleman Keefe, S. Olhoft Schrom 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. Solon 
Davies Laufenburger Oleon, H. D. Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Jensen Larson 
Bang Dunn Josef son McCutcheon 
Berg Fitv=1imons Keefe, J. North 
Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner Ogdahl 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk O'Neill 

162lll 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to, 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1697, No. 170 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1697: A bill for an act relating to claims against the 
state; appropriating moneys for the payment thereof. 

Mr. Anderson moved to amend S. F. No. 1697 as follows: 

Pages 6 and 7, strike Section 4 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 1697 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays ll, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Keefe, J. Nelson 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Keefe, S. North 
Bang Frederick Kirchner Olhoft 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Davies Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Doty Josef son Moe Henneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Anderson 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Chmielewski Knutson Olson, A.G. Schrom 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl O'Neill Sillers 
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So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Chmielewski moved that the name of Mr. Willet be added as 
co-author to S. F. No. 479. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on Educa
tion, reported May I, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be taken 
from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. The 
motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Hughes moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May 1, 1975, the Senate, having 
advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appointment of: 

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

Daniel Burton, 512 Hickory, Mankato, Blue Earth County, ap
pointed July I, 1974, for a term expiring July 1, 1980. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointment was confirmed 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on Educa
tion, reported May I, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be taken 
from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. The 
motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Hughes moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May 1, 1975, the Senate, having: 
advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appointment of: 

MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION FACILITIES AUTHORITY 

Robert Bonine, 2376 Pagel Road, Mendota Heights, Dakota Coun
ty, effective January 1, 1975, for a term expiring January I, 1981. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointment was confirmed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on Educa
tion, reported May I, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be taken 
from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Hughes moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May I, 1975, the Senate, having 
advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appointments of: 

ADVISORY COMMISSION ON FLUCTUATING SCHOOL 
ENROLLMENTS 

Jerome Daily, 414 North 2nd, East Grand Forks, Polk County, 
appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 1977. 

Russel Parta, New York Mills, Otter Tail County, appointed effec
tive August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 1977. 

Dr. Van Mueller, 3609 Maplewood Drive, St. Anthony Village, Hen
nepin County, appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring 
June 30, 1977. 

Duane W. Kronke, 3139 Irving Avenue South, Minneapolis, Hen
nepin County, appointed effective August 2, I 974, for a term expir
ing June 30, 1977. 

Mrs. Larry Lambert, 105 North 4th, Montevideo, Chippewa Coun
ty, appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 
1977. 

Erling 0. Johnson, 832 Eastwood Lane, Anoka, Anoka County, 
appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 1977. 

Mrs. Duane Ditlevson, 1716 - 14th A venue South, St. Cloud, Stearns 
County, appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 
30, 1977. 

Robert Whaley, Rochester John-Marshall, Rochester, Olmsted 
County, appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 
30, 1977. 

Tom Lykins, 41 l West Middle, Redwood Falls, Redwood County, 
appointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 1977. 

Char Mitau, 1787 Bohland Avenue, St. Paul, Ramsey County, ap
pointed effective August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 1977. 

Mary Drenckhan, Lewiston, Winona County, appointed effective 
August 2, 1974, for a term expiring June 30, 1977. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointments were confirmed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Conzemius moved that the names of Messrs. Stassen and Brown 
be added as co-authors to S. F. No. 1642. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Schaaf moved that the name of Mr. Merriam be added as co
author to S. F. No. 1330. The motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Anderson moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Minne-
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sota, with respect to H. F. No. 235 and that the rules of the 
Senate be so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 235, now on 
General Orders, its third reading and place it on its final passage. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 235: A bill for an act relating to operation of govern
ment; providing for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribu
tion of tax revenues; changing the funding of post-secondary voca
tional-technical education and of education of handicapped children 
to a current funding basis; providing for changes in the maximum 
effort school aid law; granting certain powers and duties to school 
districts and the state board of education; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 120.17, Subdivision 
1; 121.21, Subdivisions 2, 4, and 6; 121.89; 124.04; 124.11; 124.17, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 124.18, Subdivision 2; 124.20; 124.212, Sub
divisions 1, 3a, 8a, and 11, and by adding subdivisions; 124.215, 
by adding a subdivision; 124.222, Subdivisions 2 and 3; and by 
adding subdivisions; 124.223; 124.28, Subdivision 2; 124.32, Sub
division 1, and by adding a subdivision; 124.38, Subdivisions 4, 
5, 6, and 7; 124.42, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 124.43, Subdivisions 
1, 2, 3, and 4; 124.45; 124.57; 275.125, Subdivisions 2a and 3, and 
by adding subdivisions; 475.54, Subdivision 2; Chapter 124, by 
adding sections; Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as amended; 
Laws 1969, Chapter 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as amended; 
Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 7; Laws 1971, Chapter 722, 
Section 1; and Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 9; repealing Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 7, 9, and 
10; 121.211; 124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 7a; 124.215, Subdivi
sion 2a; 124.222, Subdivision 1; 124.25; 124.30; 124.475; 124.50; 
124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 124.806; and Laws 
1969, Chapters 945, Section 3; 1060, Section 8; and Laws 1975, 
Chapter 13, Sections 110 and 111. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pur
suant to rule 49, adopted on May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 6, line 20, strike "state aid pursuant to section 124.32,'' 
and insert "educatwn categorical aid,'' 

Page 15, strike lines 10 through 32. 

Page 16, strike lines 1 through 29. 

Renumber the clauses in sequence 

Page 19, after line 3, insert: 

"Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.17, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. In computing pupil units for a prior year, the number 
of pupil units shall be adjusted to reflect any change for the 
current year in relative weightings by grade level or category 
of special assistance and any change in measurement from average 
daily attendance to average daily membership, am net fGl' tile aadi
tien f..., the fa1;t time in tile euffeffi ;'€fH' el a Bf>eelfied eategory of 
•f>eeial 11ssistaaee as f>Fovided in sai,dwisieD -1-;- elause -f4}." 

Page 23, after line 5, insert: 
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"Sec. . . . . . This act may be cited as "The Child Centered 
School Finance Act." 

Sec. . . . . . The purpose of this act is to set out an understand
able school finance formula for the people of Minnesota. The 
formula is child centered and relates state and local funding 
to the actual programs for our school aged children. Under this 
formula school districts will be encouraged to identify children 
with special educational needs and provide quality programs for 
them." 

Page 23, strike lines 8 through 21 and insert: 

"Subd. 6b. For the 1975-1976 school year a district shall re
ceive in foundation aid $910 per pupil unit less 30 mills times 
the 1973 adjusted assessed valuation of the district." 

Page 23, after line 21, insert: 

"Sec ..... Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amend
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6c. In addition to the aids paid in subdivision 6b, for 
the 1975-76 school year, the following aids for handicapped chil
dren, as defined in section 120.03 shall be paid to each district 
for each pupil served in the following categories: speech impaired, 
$355; educable mentally retarded, $1,825; trainable mentally 
retarded, $2,670; crippled, $3,920; hearing impaired, $2,745; 
visually impaired, $2,460; children with special learning and be
havior problems, $1,100; and, hospital and homebound instruc
tion, $520." 

Page 23, strike lines 24 through 32 and insert: 

"Subd. 7b. For the 1976-1977 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $970 per pupil unit less 28 mills times the 
1974 adjusted assessed valuation of the district." 

Page 23, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. . . . . . Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.212, is 
amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7c. In addition to the aids paid in subdivision 7b, for 
the 1976-1977 school year, the following aids for handicapped 
children, as defined in section 120.03, shall be paid to each dis
trict for each pupil served in the following categories; speech 
impaired, $375; educable mentally retarded, $1,935; trainable 
mentally retarded, $2,830; crippled, $4,155; hearing impaired, $2,-
910; visually impaired, $2,610; children with special behavior and 
learning problems, $1,165; and, hospital and homebound instruc
tion, $550. 

Sec ...... Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amend-
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 8. Each district providing the programs specified in 
subdivisions 6c and 7 c shall establish and maintain accounts 
separate from all other district accounts for the receipt and 
disbursement of all funds related to the eight specified programs. 
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Ninety percent of funds received pursuant to subdivisions 6c and 
7 c shall be utilized solely for the purposes of the eight specified 
programs." 

Page 25, after line 13, insert: 

"Sec ...... Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.215, is amend-
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. In addition to regular foundation aid payments, any 
district having one or more full time equivalent classroom teachers 
with an M.A. degree of M.A. equivalency or whose experience level 
is above the statewide average experience level shall be eligible 
for advanced teacher training and experience aid. The statewide 
average experience level is seven years. The aid for advanced 
teacher experience shall be computed by multiplying the number 
by which the district experience index exceeds the statewide 
average experience index by $500, to a maximum of $2,500 for a 
12 year index. The result of that calculation is the amount of 
aid granted to the school district by the department of education. 
The district experience index is obtained by adding the number 
of years of experience of all full time equivalent classroom teachers 
in the district and dividing by the number of full time equivalent 
classroom teachers in the district. The aid for advanced teacher 
training shall be computed by multiplying the percentage of 
full time equivalent classroom teachers in the district having an 
M.A. degree or M.A. equivalency by $1,000. The result of that 
calculation is the amount of aid granted to the school district 
by the department of education." 

Pages 30 and 31, strike sections 35 and 36 
Page 32, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. . . . . . Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, sub
division 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The state shall reimburse each district or unorganized 
territory the actual cost incurred in providing instruction and 
services for a handicapped child whose district of residence has 
been determined by sections 120.17, subdivisions 7 or 8a, and 
who is temporarily placed in a state institution or a licensed 
residential facility for care and treatment. This section does not 
apply for a child placed in a foster home or a foster group home. 

Upon following such procedure as requested by the commis
sioner of education a district or unorganized territory providing 
instruction and services for such handicapped child may bill the 
state the actual cost incurred in providing said services including 
transportation costs and a proportionate amount of capital outlay 
and debt service, minus the amount of foundation aid, S{;leeial 
eElueation aid to handicapped children, transportation aid, and 
any other aid earned in behalf of such child, such action pursuant 
to limits set forth in section 124.32, subdivision 4." 

Page 53, line 14, strike "the number of mills" 

Page 53, line 14, after "28" strike the comma and insert "mills." 
Page 53, strike lines 15, 16 and 17 
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Page 53, line 21, strike "the number of mills," 

Page 53, line 21, strike ", that" and insert "mills." 

Page 53, strike lines 22 through 26. 

Renumber the sections accordingly. 
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Page 74, line 30, strike "$592,572,000" and "$632,822,000" and 
insert "$554,350,000" and "$591,689,000" 

Page 75, line 5, strike "$42,000,000" and "$45,125,000" and 
insert "$82,495,000" and "$87,931,000" 

Page 74, after line 5, insert: 

"If the appropriation for this 
purpose in either year is in
sufficient, the payment shall be 
prorated among the qualifying 
school districts. 

(4) Veteran Teacher Aid ......... $ 66,595,000 $ 70,983,000 

If the appropriation for this 
purpose in either year is in-
sufficient, the payment shall 
be prorated among the qualify-
ing school districts." 

Renumber the clauses and internal clause references accordingly .. 

Page 78, line 15, after "659;" insert "Laws 1975, Chapter 46, Sec-
tion 1 ;" 

Page 78, line 16, after "Subdivision 2;" insert "124.32, Subdivi-
sions 1 and 2 ;" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 20, after the first "2," insert "3," 

Page 1, line 22, after "subdivisions;" insert "124.215, by adding 
a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 24, strike" and 5" and insert", 5 and 6" 

Page 2, line 4, before the period insert "Laws 197 5, Chapter 46, 
Section 1;" 

Page 1, line 41, after "Subdivision 2;" insert "124.32, Subdivi
sions 1 and 2;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 20 and nays 44, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick 
Jensen 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Nelson 
Patton 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Mel Merriam O'Neill 
Borden Hughes Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. North Purfeerst 
Coleman Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schaaf 
Davies Knutson Olhoft Schmitz 
Doty Laufonburger Olson, A.G. Schrom 

[45TH DAY 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Anderson imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 
Anderson Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Jensen Moe Renneke 
Chmielewski Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, J. North Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring m the absent 
members. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend H.F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 23, after line 21 insert: 

"Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6c. In addition to the aids paid in subdivision 6b, for the 
1975-1976 school year, the following aids for handicapped children, 
as defined in section 120.03, shall be paid to each district for each 
pupil served in the following categories: speech impaired, $355; 
educable mentally retarded, $1,825; trainable mentally retarded, 
$2,670; crippled, $3,920; hearing impaired, $2,745; visually impair
ed, $2,460; children with special learning and behavior problems, 
$1,100; and, hospital and homebound instruction, $520." 

Page 23, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding subdivisions to read: 

Subd. 7c. In addition to the aids paid in subdivision 7b, for the 
1976-1977 school year, the following aids for handicapped children, 
as defined in section 120.03, shall be paid to each district for each 
pupil served in the following categories: speech impaired, $375; 
educable mentally retarded, $1,935; trainable mentally retarded, 
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$2,830; crippled, $4,155; hearing impaired, $2,910; visually impair
ed, $2,610; children with special learning and behavior problems, 
$1,165; and, hospital and homebound instruction, $550. 

Subd. 8. Each district providing the programs specified in sub
divisions 6c and 7 c shall establish and maintain accounts separate 
from all other district accounts for the receipt and disbursement of 
all funds related to the specified programs. Ninety percent of the 
funds received pursuant to subdivisions 6c and 7 c shall be utilized 
solely for the purposes of the eight specified programs." 

Pages 30 and 31, strike Sections 35 and 36. 

Page 32, after line 24 insert: 

"Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read : 

Subd. 6. The state shall reimburse each district or unorganized 
territory the actual cost incurred in providing instruction and ser
vices for a handicapped child whose district of residence has been 
determined by sections 120.17, subdivisions 7 or Sa, and who is 
temporarily placed in a state institution or a licensed residential 
facility for care and treatment. This section does not apply for 
a child placed in a foster home or a foster group home. 

Upon following such procedure as requested by the commis
sioner of education a district or unorganized territory providing 
instruction and services for such handicapped child may bill the 
state the actual cost incurred in providing said services including 
transportation costs and a proportionate amount of capital outlay 
and debt service, minus the amount of foundation aid, special edu
cation categorical aid, transportation aid, and any other aid 
earned in behalf of such child, such action pursuant to limits set 
forth in section 124.32, subdivision 4." 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Page 75, line 5, after "Education" insert "Categorical" 

Page 75, line 5, strike "$42,000,000" and "$45,125,000" and insert 
"$82,495,000" and "$87,931,000" 

Page 75, after line 5 insert: 

"If the appropriation for this purpose in either year is insuffi
cient, the payment shall be prorated among the qualifying school 
districts." 

Page 78, line 16, after "Subdivision 2;" insert "124.32, Subdivi-
sions 1 and 2 ;" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 24, strike "and 5" and insert ", 5 and 6" 

Page 1, line 41, after "Subdivision 2 ;" insert "124.32, Subdivi
sions 1 and 2 ;n 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 18 and nays 40, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Brataas 
Brown 
Fitzsimons 
,Jensen 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Nelson 

Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Hansen, Me] 
Arnold Hughes 
Borden Humphrey 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. 
Davies Kleinbaum 
Dunn Knutson 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 

Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A .• J. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Stassen 
Deland 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowsk, 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Stassen moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 23, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7c. Aid for each school district, as computed in accord
ance with subdivisions 6b or 7b, shall be adjusted as follows: 

(1) For each certificated staff person with 10 or more years of 
exj)erience as credited by the school district, with a bachelor of 
arts degree, the additional sum of $200; 

(2) For each certificated staff person, with 10 or more years 
of experience as credited by the school district, with a master of 
arts degree or equivalent as determined by the school district in 
its salary schedule, the additional sum of $600." 

Page 77, after line 10, insert: 

"(16) Veteran teachers training aid $21,000,000 $21,000,000" 

Renumber the clauses and internal references 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 37, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 
Jensen 

,.1,sefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Nelson 
O!son,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Henneke 
Stassen 
Deland 
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Anderson Hansen, Baldy Merriam O'Neill 
Arnold Hansen, Mel Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Hughes Moe Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Humphrey North Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Sillers 
Gearty McCutcheon Olson, H. D. Spear 
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Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Stassen then moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 5, 1975, as fol
lows: 

Page 23, after line 32, insert: 

"Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7 c. Aid for each school district, as computed in accordance 
with subdiuisions 6b or 7b shall be adjusted as follows: 

(1) In districts hauing 25 percent or more of their certified staff 
with a master of arts degree or equiualent as determined by the 
school district in its salary schedule, the additional sum of $1,000 
for each such certified staff person; 

(2) In districts hauing 50 percent or more of their certified 
teaching staff with 11 years or more of experience as credited by the 
school district, the additional sum of $1,000 for each such certified 
staff person. " 

Page 77, after line 10, insert: 
"(16) Veterans teachers training aid $12,500,000 $12,500,000" 

Renumber the clauses and internal references 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from vot-
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 21 and nays 39, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Nelson 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Humphrey Merriam O'Neill 
Arnold Jensen Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Josefson Moe Perpich, G. 
Borden Keefe, S. North Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schaaf 
Coleman Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Schmitz 
Doty Lewis Olson, H. D. Schrom 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Olson, J. L. Sillers 

Ueland 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Bernhagen moved to amend H.F. No. 235, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted on May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 22, line 18, after "school" insert "and Independent School 
District No. 427" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Dunn moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted on May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 17, line 2, strike the new language and reinsert the stricken 
language 

Page 17, line 3, strike the new language 

Page 17, line 4, strike the new language 

Page 74, line 30, strike "$592,572,000" and "$632,822,000" and 
insert "$590,241,000" and "$630,271,000" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 11 and nays 4 7, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bernhagen 
Brown 

Dunn 
Jensen 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
Patton 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Pillsbury 

Anderson Doty Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Fitzsimons Larson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Frederick Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Lewis O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Milton Perpich, G. 
Brataas Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Chmielewski J osefson North Schmitz 
Coleman Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schrom 
Davies Kirchner Olhoft Sillers 

Renneke 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Jensen moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
t-0 Rule 49, adopted May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 75, line 7, strike "$12,000,000" and "$13,000,000" and in-
sert "$14,828,000" and "$17,749,000" 

Page 7 5, after line 7, insert: 
"The amount appropriated in 
( 4) shall constitute a 50 percent 
direct cost reimbursement to 
school districts." 
The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 26 and nays 36, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Hansen. Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Jensen 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Nelson 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Hansen, Ba1dy Moe Purfeerst 
Arnold Humphrey North Schaaf 
Borden Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schmitz 
Chmiel,,wski Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Coleman Lewis Olson, A.G. Sillers 
Davies McCutcheon O'Neill Solon 
Doty Merriam Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Gearty Milton Perpich, G. Stokowski 

Stassen 
Ueland 
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Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mrs. Brataas moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 23, strike lines 8 through 21 and insert: 

"Subd. 6b. For the 1975-1976 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $925 per pupil unit less 30 mills times the 1973 
adjusted assessed valuation of the district. This section shall not 
be construed as in any instance authorizing the levy of total 
amounts of taxes for school purposes in excess of the amount a/,
lowed by law on October 15, 1974." 

Page 23, strike lines 24 through 32 and insert: 

"Subd. 7b. For the 1976-1977 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $1,025 per pupil unit less 28 mills times the 197 4 
adjusted assessed valuation of the district." 

Page 53, line 14, strike "the number of mills," 

Page 53, line 14, after "28" strike the comma and insert "mills,.'' 
Page 53, strike lines 15, 16 and 17 

Page 53, line 21, strike "the number of mills," 

Page 53, line 21, strike ", that" and insert "mills." 

Page 53, strike lines 22 through 26 
Page 74, line 30, strike "$592,572,000" and "$632,822,000" and 

insert "$627,572,000" and "$732,822,000" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 40, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 

Jensen 
Josef son 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Nelson 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Renneke 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Lewis 
Gearty Mccutcheon 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hansen, Mel Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Keefe, S. North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Laufenburger Olhoft 

Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H.D. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

[45THDAY 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Patton moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 23, strike lines 8 through 21 and insert: 

"Subd. 6b. For the 1975-1976 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $920 per pupil unit less 30 mills times the 1973 ad
justed assessed valuation of the district. This section shall not be 
construed as in any instance authorizing the levy of total amounts 
of taxes for school purposes in excess of the amount allowed by law 
on October 15, 1974." 

Page 23, strike lines 24 through 32 and insert: 

"Subd. 7b. For the 1976-1977 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $1,015 per pupil unit less 28 mills times the 1974 
adjusted assessed valuation of the district." 

Page 53, line 14, strike "the number of mills," 

Page 53, line 14, after "28" strike the comma and insert "mills." 

Page 53, strike lines 15, 16 and 17 

Page 53, line 21, strike "the number of mill8," 

Page 53, line 21, strike", that" and insert "mills." 

Page 53, strike lines 22 through 26 

Page 74, line 30, strike "$592,572,000" and "$632,822,000" and 
insert "$622,600,000" and "$707,800,000" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 39, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick 
Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Kirchner 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Renneke 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Gearty Lewis Olson. H. D. 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Mel Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Perpieb, G. 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schaaf 
Davies Kleinbau.m Olhoft Schmitz 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Schrom 
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Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail, So the amendment was not adopted, 

Mr, Stassen moved to amend H, F, No, 235, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 23, strike lines 8 through 21 and insert: 

"Subd. 6b, For the 1975-1976 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $910 per pupil unit less 30 mills times the 1973 
adjusted assessed valuation of the district. This section shall not be 
construed as in any instance authorizing the levy of total amounts of 
taxes for school purposes in excess of the amount allowed by law on 
October 15, 1974." 

Page 23, strike lines 24 through 32 and insert: 

"Subd. 7b. For the 1976-1977 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid $970 per pupil unit less 28 mills times the 1974 
adjusted assessed valuation of the district," 

Page 53, line 14, strike "the number of mills," 

Page 53, line 14, after "28" strike the comma and insert "mills." 

Page 53, strike lines 15, 16 and 17 

Page 53, line 21, strike "the number of mills,'' 

Page 53, line 21, strike ", that" and insert "mills," 

Page 53, strike lines 22 through 26 

Page 7 4, line 30, strike "$592,572,000" and "$632,822,000" and 
insert "$604,200,000" and "$655,800,000" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 40, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbaeh Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalezyk 
Bang Brown Jensen Nelson 
Berg Dunn Josefson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kirchner Patton 
Blatz Frederick Knutson Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Hughes 
Davies Humphrey 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 

Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 

Renneke 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olboft 
Olson,A.G. 
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Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
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Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 

[45THDAY 

Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. O'Neill moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
10 Rule 49, adopted on May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 21, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Subdivision I. [HIGH POTENTIAL CHILD DEFINED.) 
A child who has superior intellectual ability, high academic apti
tude, special creative talents, or special talents and abilities other than 
special athletic ability, to the degree that he requires special instruc
tion or services beyond those normally provided by the regular school 
program, is a high potential child. Standards for identification of a 
high potential child shall be set by the local school district, combina
tions of districts, or educational service area, relative to the particular 
school and its environment, with the assistance of guidelines estab
lished by the state board of education. 

Subd. 2. [PROGRAMS.] Programs shall be subject to approval by 
the state board, these continuing programs shall be conducted by 
local school districts, combinations of districts, or educational service 
areas, beginning with the 1975-1976 school year, for kindergarten 
through grade 12, and may include: ( a) identification of high poten
tial children, (b) specific curriculum enrichment within the regular 
classroom, (c) special classes, (d) release from class hours for special 
projects, ( e) staff development programs for all professional personnel 
in each district or educational service area, (f) utilization of commu
nity personnel and organizations as resources, and ( g) use of noncer
lified post-secondary personnel to instruct elementary and secondary 
high potential children either on campuses or local school sites. 

Subd. 3. [QUALIFICATION AND EVALUATION.) The state 
board shall set standards for content and evaluation of programs, and 
~ligibility for the grant funds provided in this subdivision. Following 
grant application, funds shall be distributed by the state board to 
districts or cooperating districts, up to a limit of 25 districts or coop
erating districts. The state board shall consider geographic and demo
graphic data in distributing these funds as equitably as possible 
throughout the state. 

Subd. 4. [COMPOSITION OF PROGRAM.) School districts shall 
make every reasonable effort to assure that the composition of these 
high potential programs reflects the composition of the district stu
dent population as a whole as to race, sex and ethnic background, and 
shall file a certificate of compliance with this section, when it applies 
jor grant funds to the state board." 

Renumber the sections and internal section references accordingly 

Page 75, after line 30, insert: 

"(12) Programs for high potential children $250,000 $250,000" 

Renumber the clauses and internal clause references accordingly 

Further, amend the title as follows: 
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Page 1, line 8, after "basis;" insert "establishing programs for high 
potential children;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 24 and nays 35, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen. Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Larson 

Those who rnted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Lewis 
Doty McCutcheon 
Gearty Merriam 
Hansen, Baldy Moe 
Humphrey North 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Kowalczyk Olson, A. G. 

Milton 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Henneke 
Solon 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Bang moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted on May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 15, line 28, strike "five" and reinsert the stricken language 

Page 15, line 31, strike "one-tenth" and reinsert the stricken 
language 

Page 15, strike line 32 

Page 16, strike lines 1 through 8 

Page 16, line 9, strike "to clauses ( 4) and (5)" and reinsert the 
stricken language 

Page 16, lines 10 through 18, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 16, line 19, reinsert the stricken language "pupil unit" 

Page 74, line 30, strike "$592,572,000" and "$632,822,000" and 
insert "$578,939,000" and "$618,274,000" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 24 and nays 37, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Nelson 
Olson.J. L. 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Stassen 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Doty McCutcheon O'Neill 
Arnold Gearty Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Milton Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel Moe Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Hughes North Schmitz 
Coleman Humphrey Ogdahl Schrom 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Olhoft Solon 
Davies Lewis Olson, A. G. Spear 

[45THDAY 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen, 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Renneke moved to amend H. F. No. 235, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted on May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Page 7 4, after line 23, insert: 

"Sec. 76. Laws 1975, Chapter 46, Section 1, Subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. (a) The county auditor shall compute the tax levy that 
would be produced by applying a rate of M 10.66 mills on the Jan
uary 2, 1972 assessment and subsequent assessments on all the 
agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary and sea
sonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but not de
voted to commercial purposes, within the several school districts 
for which the tax levy is required to be certified to him. The 
amounts so computed by the county auditor shall be submitted 
to the commissioner of revenue by November 15 of each year for 
verification. 

(b) If the commissioner of revenue agrees with the computation, 
he shall deliver to the commissioner of finance his certificate to that 
effect. In the event that the commissioner deems the computation 
to be erroneous, he may make the necessary corrections and deliver 
to the commissioner of finance his certificate reflecting the amounts 
he deems to be correct. The county auditor or any school district 
aggrieved thereby may appeal the commissioner's revised certifica
tion to the Minnesota tax court in accordance with chapter 271. 

( c) For the year 1975 and subsequent years, the commissioner 
of revenue shall pay to the school district the amount certified by 
the commissioner to be due to the district. One half of the amount 
due shall be paid on or before J..Iy le, !mt ..., elH'lie,, than J..Iy -1 
May 15, and the remainder shall be paid on or before November 15. 

( d) In the event that a final judicial determination is not in 
agreement with the amount certified by the commissioner, the 
commissioner of revenue shall either increase or decrease the 
amount of the following payment required to be made to the school 
district in accordance with such judicial determination. 

( e) There is hereby appropriated to the school districts entitled 
to such payments from the general fund, an amount sufficient to 
make the payments. 

(f) The county auditor shall reduce the dollars levied for school 
maintenance by each district by the amount determined in (a) and 
I b). The amounts paid to the county treasurer pursuant to ( c) 
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shall be transnritted by the county treasurer to the school district 
at the same time the real estate settlement is made." 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Page 78, after line 5, insert: 

"(21) 10.66 Agricultural Land 
Tax Differential Aid 

The amount appropriat
ed in (21) shall be dis
tributed in 1976 and 
1977, as provided in 
section 76 of this bill, 
and shall be in addition 
to any other amounts 
approoriated pursuant 
to Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 124.03, 
Subdivision 3." 

$3,700,000 $4,500,000 

Page 78, line 6, strike "(20)" and insert "(21)" 

Page 78, line 8, strike "(20)" and insert "(21)" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 38, after "Section 111;" insert "Laws 1975, Chapter 
46, Section 1, Subdivision 3;" 

Mr. Renneke requested division of the amendment as follows: 

First portion: Page 7 4, after line 23, insert: 

"Sec. 76. Laws 1975, Chapter 46, Section 1, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. (a) The county auditor shall compute the tax levy that 
would be produced by applying a rate of 8.3 10.66 mills on the 
January 2, 1972 assessment and subsequent assessments on all 
the agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary 
and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but 
not devoted to commercial purposes, within the several school 
districts for which the tax levy is required to be certified to him. 
The amounts so computed by the county auditor shall be sub
nritted to the commissioner of revenue by November 15 of each 
year for verification. 

(b) If the commissioner of revenue agrees with the computation, 
he shall deliver to the comnrissioner of finance his certificate to 
that effect. In the event that the comnrissioner deems the com
putation to be erroneous, he may make the necessary corrections 
and deliver to the commissioner of finance his certifies te reflect
ing the amounts he deems to be correct. The county auditor or 
any school district aggrieved thereby may appeal the commis
sioner's revised certification to the Minnesota tax court in accor
dance with chapter 271. 
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(c) For the year 1975 and subsequent years, the commissioner 
of revenue shall pay to the school district the amount certified 
by the commissioner to be due to the district. One half of the 
amount due shall be paid on or before July 15, but no earlier 
than July 1, and the remainder shall be paid on or before Novem
ber 15. 

( d) In the event that a final judicial determination is not in 
agreement with the amount certified by the commissioner, the 
commissioner of revenue shall either increase or decrease the 
amount of the following payment required to be made to the 
school district in accordance with such judicial determination. 

( e) There is hereby appropriated to the school districts entitled 
to such payments from the general fund, an amount sufficient 
to make the payments. 

(f) The county auditor shall reduce the dollars levied for school 
maintenance by each district by the amount determined in (a) 
and (b). The amounts paid to the county treasurer pursuant to 
( c) shall be transmitted by the county treasurer to the school 
district at the same time the real estate settlement is made." 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Page 78, after line 5, insert: 

"(21) 10.66 Agricultural Land 
Tax Differential Aid . . . . . . . . $ 3,700,000 

The amount appropriated in 
(21) shall be distributed in 
1976 and 1977, as provided in 
section 76 of this bill, and 
shall be in addition to any 
other amounts appropriated 
pursuant to Minnesota Stat-
utes 1974, Section 124.03, 
Subdivision 3." 

Page 78, line 6, strike "(20)" and insert "(21)" 

Page 78, line 8, strike "(20)" and insert "(21)" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

$ 4,500,000 

Page 1, line 38, after "Section 111;" insert "Laws 1975, Chap
ter 46, Section 1, Subdivision 3;" 

Second portion: 

Page 7 4, after line 23, insert: 

"Sec. 76. Laws 1975, Chapter 46, Section 1, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. (a) The county auditor shall compute the tax levy that 
would be produced by applying a rate of 8.3 mills on the January 
2, 1972 assessment and subsequent assessments on all the agri
cultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary and season-
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al residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but not de
voted to commercial purposes, within the several school districts 
for which the tax levy is required to be certified to him. The 
amounts so computed by the county auditor shall be submitted 
to the commissioner of revenue by November 15 of each year for 
verification. 

(b) If the commissioner of revenue agrees with the computa
tion, he shall deliver to the commissioner of finance his certifi
cate to that effect. In the event that the commissioner deems the 
computation to be erroneous, he may make the necessary correc
tions and deliver to the commissioner of finance his certificate 
reflecting the amounts he deems to be correct. The county audi
tor or any school district aggrieved thereby may appeal the com
missioner's revised certification to the Minnesota tax court in 
accordance with chapter 271. 

(c) For the year 1975 and subsequent years, the commissioner 
of revenue shall pay to the school district the amount certified by 
the commissioner to be due to the district. One half of the amount 
due shall be paid on or before~ le; am ne .al'lieP tltaB ~ 4c 
May 15, and the remainder shall be paid on or before November 15. 

(d) In the event that a final judicial determination is not in 
agreement with the amount certified by the commissioner, the 
commissioner of revenue shall either increase or decrease the 
amount of the following payment required to be made to the 
school district in accordance with such judicial determination. 

(e) There is hereby appropriated to the school districts entitled 
to such payments from the general fund, an amount sufficient 
to make the payments. 

(f) The county auditor shall reduce the dollars levied for 
school maintenance by each district by the amount determined in 
(a) and (b). The amounts paid to the county treasurer pursuant 
to (c) shall be transmitted by the county treasurer to the school 
district at the same time the real estate settlement is made." 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 38, after "Section 111;" insert "Laws 1975, Chapter 
46, Section 1, Subdivision 3;" 

The motion did not prevail. So the first portion of the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the second portion 
of the Renneke amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 39, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Gearty Lewis Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Mel Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Perpich, G. 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Keele, S. North Schaal 
Davies Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schmitz 
Doty Larson Olhoft Schrom 

(45THDAY 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the second portion of the Renneke 
amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 235 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 14, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Frederick Kleinbauni Olhoft 
Arnold Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, A. G. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Lewis O'Neill 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Josefaon Milton Purfeerst 
Davies Keefe, J. Moe Schmitz 
Doty Keefe, S. North Schrom 
Fitzsimons Kirchner Ogdahl Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Blatz Dunn Nelson 
Bang Brataas Jensen Patton 
Berg Brown Knutson Pillsbury 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegenet 
Willet 

Henneke 
Schaaf 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTIN1JIID 

Mr. Chmielewski moved that the name of Mr. Anderson be added 
as co-author to S. F. No. 1263. The motion prevailed. 

THIRD READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1251: A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating 
acquisition by certain parent corporations of minority interests in cer
tain subsidiary insurance companies; providing certain rights and pro
cedures for dissenting shareholders; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Chapter 60D, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 22 and nays 39, as fol
lows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Borden Fitzsimons Milton Perpich, G. Stumpf 
Brown Hughes Moe Pillsbury Tennessen 
Coleman Humphrey North 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Davies Kleinbaum Perpich, A. J. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Chenoweth Jensen 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Frederick Knut.son 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen. Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 

So the bill failed to pass. 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 

Merriam 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson, H. D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Purfeerst 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1138: A bill for an act relating to municipalities; autho
rizing the financing of solid waste disposal and recycling facilities 
through the municipal industrial development act; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 474.02, Subdivisions I and 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question beiug taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 2, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A.1 J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Davies and Tennessen voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

S. F. No. 276: A bill for an act relating to elections; prohibiting 
unions and other associations from contributing funds from dues 
or membership fees to political campaigns; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section l0A.01, Subdivision 16; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section l0A.12, Subdivision 5. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 18, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Conzemius 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Jensen 
Keefe,J. 

Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Lewis 
Moe 
Nelson 
Olhoft 
Olson.A. G. 

Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Arnold 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Keefe, S. Milton 

North 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

[45THDAY 

Schmitz 
Billers 
Stassen 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 

S. F. No. 1098: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
clarifying the authority of the commissioner of natural resources 
to designate and manage certain waters for wildlife use; reporting 
of game taken; providing certain limitations on the taking of fox; 
and altering certain seasons for the taking of deer; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 97.48, Subdivision 11; 98.51, 
Subdivision 1; 100.26, Subdivision 1; and 100.27, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 20, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe, S. 

Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Mccutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Schaaf 
Sillers 
Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ashbach 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 

Chenoweth Hansen, Mel 
Conzemius Knutson 
Frederick Olson, A. G. 
Hansen, Baldy Patton 

Perpich, A- J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Deland 

S. F. No. 633: A bill for an act relating to taxation; inheritance 
taxes; exemptions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
291.05. 
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With the unanimous consent of the Senate, Mr. Merriam moved 
to amend S. F. No. 633 as follows: 

Page 10, line 2, after "1975" insert "and for gifts made after 
July 1, 1975" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 633 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 11, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Josefson 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 

North 
Ogdshl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Brown Merriam 
Chmielewski Milton 
McCutcheon 

Olson, A.G. Schaaf 
Perpich, G. Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Stumpf 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

S. F. No. 990: A bill for an act relating to pollution; imposing 
fees for the deposit of certain materials in Lake Superior; provid
ing penalties; appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 28, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Dunn 
Gearty 
Hansen. Mel 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 

Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
We:gener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Chmielewski Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Berg Frederick Larson Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen. Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Blatz Hanson, R. Nelson Perpich, G. 
Brataas Jensen Ogdahl Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION 

[45THDAY 

Henneke 
Sillers 
Solon 
Ueland 

Mr. Stassen gave notice of intention to move for reconsidera
tion of S. F. No. 990. 

Mr. Stokowski moved that the vote whereby S. F. No. 990 
passed the Senate on May 5, 1975 be now reconsidered. The 
motion did not prevail. So the vote was not reconsidered. 

S. F. No. 1305: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
places where sale prohibited; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 340.14, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 14, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Ashbach Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Bang Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Blatz Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brataas Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Jensen Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, J. Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schrom 
Davies Kleinbaum Ogdahl Sillers 
Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, A.G. Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 

Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 

Dunn Kirchner 
Hansen, Mel Olhoft 
Josefson Olson, J. L. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Patton 
Renneke 

S. F. No. 1404: A bill for an act relating to unemployment com
pensation; excluding from benefits those persons employed by a 
municipality for a school year; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 268.08, Subdivision 5. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 66 and nays 1, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenhurger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillshuey 
Brown Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Henneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schrom 

Mr. Perpich, G. voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
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Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1114: A bill for an act relating to the operation of state 
government; providing for salary setting authority and classification 
for certain positions in the office of attorney general; amendinf Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 8.02; lSA.081, Subdivision ; and 
43.064. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 14, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson.R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Larson 

Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpicb, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Anderson Brataas Frederick Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Knutson Schrom 
Bang Dunn Josef son Kowalczyk 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

S. F. No. 867: A bill for an act relating to state employees; autho
rizing training, development and compensation of state personnel des
ignated as managerial; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
15.56, Subdivision 3; and Chapter 43, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 20, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Gearty Knutson Olhoft 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Ashbach Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Bang Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Blatz Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Borden Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst 
Brataas Jensen Moe Schaaf 
Brown Keefe, S. Nelson Schmitz 
Chenoweth Kirchner North Solon 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Ogdahl Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Larson 
Milton 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Stsssen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Henneke 
Schrom 
Billers 
Wegener 

S. F. No. 726: A bill for an act relating to drainage; authorizing 
county boards and district courts to order the filing of amended 
viewers' reports to correct certain deficiencies; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 106.161. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 67 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Renneke 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 469: A bill for an act relating to retirement; miscellane
ous changes in various provisions of the teachers retirement act; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 354.05, Subdivisions 
13, 25, 26, and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Subdivision l; 
354.07, by adding subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.43, Subdivi
sions 1, and 3; 354.44, Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by adding a sub
division; 354.46, Subdivision 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3, and 10; 354.-
49, Subdivision 5; 354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, Subdivisions 3, 11, 
16, and 19; and 354.62, Subdivision 5. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 66 and nays l, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
J osefson Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

Mr. Perpich, G. voted in the negative. 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1355: A bill for an act relating to Cook county; creating 
an upper northeast recreational authority and establishing its duties 
and powers; authorizing the levy of taxes and the issuance of bonds. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55, and nays 9, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

.Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Doty 

Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 
Josefson Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bang 
Bernhagen 

Brown Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Mel Pillsbury 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 

Henneke 
Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
SiUers 
Solon 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Stassen 

Mr. Schaaf moved that the vote whereby S. F. No. 276 passed 
the Senate on May 5, 1975 be now reconsidered. The motion did 
not prevail. So the vote was not reconsidered. 
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CALENDAR OF ORDINARY MATTERS 

[45THDAY 

S. F. No. 1446: A bill for an act relating to Dodge and Olmsted 
counties; authorizing a judge of the county court district of 
Dodge-Olmsted to take a leave of absence for purposes of study 
and research. 

With the unanimous consent of the Senate, Mr. Frederick 
moved to amend S. F. No. 1446 as follows: 

Pages 1 and 2, strike all of subdivision 2 

Page 2, line 4, strike "3" and insert "2" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1446 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 3, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe,J. Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Messrs. Olson, A. G., Perpich, G. and Willet voted in the nega
tive. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1507: A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; 
reestablishing the office of county surveyor and abolishing the 
plat commission; amending Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, Section 3.18, 
and by adding a section; and repealing Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, 
Section 3.15. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Klein ha um 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Me1 Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 
Josef son North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 5 :00 
o'clock p.m., Tuesday, May 6, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FORTY-SIXTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Tuesday, May 6, 1975 

The Senate met at 5 :00 o'clock p.m. and was called to order 
by the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Moe imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Humphrey 
Dunn Josef son 
Fitzsimons Keefe, 8. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Hughes Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 

Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Stasaen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Myron E. Nysether. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson Conzemius Josef son North 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Kirchner Olson, A. G. 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Frederick Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcbeon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hughes Moe Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Renneke 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Jensen, Kleinbaum, Kowalczyk and Patton were ex
cused from the Session of today. 
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EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled 
Acts of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been re
ceived from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the 
Office of the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the 
State Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

31 51 April 30 May 1 
51 52 April30 Mayl 
87 53 April 30 Mayl 

111 54 April 30 May 1 
138 55 April 30 Mayl 
202 56 April 30 Mayl 
203 57 April 30 Mayl 
241 58 April 30 May 1 
286 59 April30 Mayl 
319 60 April 30 Mayl 
412 61 April30 Mayl 
641 62 April 30 May 1 
648 63 April30 May 1 
740 64 April 30 May 1 
923 65 April 30 Mayl 

1093 66 April 30 Mayl 
286 67 April 30 Mayl 
312 68 April30 Mayl 
343 69 April30 May 1 
396 70 April 30 May 1 
422 71 April 30 Mayl 
456 72 April30 May I 
524 73 April 30 May 1 
587 74 April 30 May 1 
588 75 April 30 May 1 
645 76 April 30 Mayl 
679 77 April 30 Mayl 
730 78 April 30 Mayl 
764 79 April 30 Mayl 
997 80 April 30 May 1 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
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I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office 
of the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State 
Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

114 81 May2 May2 
130 82 May2 May2 
594 83 May2 May2 
967 84 May2 May2 
988 85 May2 May2 

1465 86 May2 May2 
543 87 May2 May2 
649 88 May2 May2 
690 89 May2 May2 
820 90 May2 May2 

Sincerely, 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

INTRODUCTION AND FmST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

Messrs. Schaaf; Keefe, S. and Olhoft introduced-

S. F. No. 1727: A bill for an act relating to elections; defining 
political parties; providing for placement of candidates' names on 
the state white ballot and certain city ballots; providing for 
arrangement of the ballot on mechanical voting machines; appro
priating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
200.02, Subdivision 7; 206.07, Subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; 205.17, Subdivision 2; Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Sections 
43, Subdivision 2; and 55, Subdivision 4; repealing Laws 1975, 
Chapter 5, Section 43, Subdivision 4. 

Referred to the Committee on Transportation and General Leg
islation. 

Messrs. Keefe, S. and Schaaf introduced-

S. F. No. 1728: A bill for an act relating to courts; providing for 
recovery of attorney's fees in certain situations. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Mr. Keefe, S. introduced-
S. F. No. 1729: A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern-
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ment; providing for election of council members; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 473B.02, Subdivision 2, and by add
ing subdivisions. 

Referred to the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs. 

Mr. Olhoft introduced-

S. F. No. 1730: A bill for an act relating to fair labor standards; 
excluding conservation officers from the operation of certain laws; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 177.23, Subdivision 7. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

Mr. Olhoft introduced-

S. F. No. 1731: A bill for an act relating to real estate; placing 
restrictions on who may acquire title; providing enforcement 
powers; providing penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 500.22. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 115 and 
1101. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 5, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully 
requested: 

S. F. No. 4 76: A bill for an act relating to pensions; invalidating 
provisions limiting pension or profit sharing rights if the employee 
joins a competing employer; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 181B, by adding a section. 

Senate File No. 4 76 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 5, 1975 

Mr. Stokowski moved that S. F. No. 476 be laid on the table. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendment to House File No. 235. 

H. F. No. 235: A bill for an act relating to operation of govern
ment; providing for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribu
tion of tax revenues; changing the funding of post-secondary 
vocational-technical education and of education of handicapped chil
dren to a current funding basis; providing for changes in the 
maximum effort school aid law; granting certain powers and duties 
to school districts and the state board of education; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 120.17, Sub
division 1; 121.21, Subdivisions 2, 4, and 6; 121.89; 124.04; 124.11; 
124.17, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 124.18, Subdivision 2; 124.20; 
124.212, Subdivisions 1, 3a, Sa, and 11, and by adding subdivi
sions; 124.215, by adding a subdivision; 124.222, Subdivisions 2 
and 3, and by adding subdivisions; 124.223; 124.28, Subdivision 2; 
124.32, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 124.38, Subdi
visions 4, 5, 6, and 7; 124.42, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 124.43, Sub
divisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 124.45; 124.57; 275.125, Subdivisions 2a 
and 3, and by adding subdivisions; 475.54, Subdivision 2; Chapter 
124, by adding sections; Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as 
amended; Laws 1969, Chapter 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as 
amended; Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 7; Laws 1971, Chap
ter 722, Section 1; and Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 9; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 7, 9, 
and 10; 121.211; 124.212, Subdivisions Sa and 7a; 124.215, Subdi
vision 2a; 124.222, Subdivision 1; 124.25; 124.30; 124.475; 124.50; 
124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 124.806; and Laws 
1969, Chapters 945, Section 3; 1060, Section 8; and Laws 1975, 
Chapter 13, Sections 110 and 111. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: Graba; Johnson, C.; 
Adams, S.; Berg and Vento have been appointed as such commit
tee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 235 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 5, 1975 

Mr. Anderson moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 235, and that a 
Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The mo
tion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 

recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Senate 
File No. 72, and re passed said bill in accordance with the report of 
the Committee, so adopted. 
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S. F. No. 72: A bill for an act relating to elections; permitting the 
use of a petition in lieu of filing fees; amending Laws I 975, Chapter 
5, Section 15, by adding a subdivision. 

Senate File No. 72 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 6, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House wishes to recall for 
the purpose of further consideration Senate File No. 1183. 

S. F. No. 1183: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; powers 
of the registrar of motor vehicles; providing that a county or city 
officer appointed as a deputy registrar need not give bond to the state; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 168.33, Subdivision 2. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

May 6, 1975 

Mr. Bernhagen moved that S. F. No. 1183 be recalled from the 
Governor and returned to the House for further consideration. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 

S. F. No. 1290: A bill for an act relating to licensing and registra
tion of architects, professional engineers and land surveyors; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 326.07; 326.09; 326.10; 326.11, 
Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 326.13; and 326.14. 

Senate File No. 1290 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 6, 1975 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that S. F. No. 1290 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 184, 474, 
525, 925, 999, 1050 and 1009. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 5, 1975 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 332 and 1488. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 6, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 184: A bill for an act relating to education; providing 
for a reduction of state aid to school districts permitting violation 
of state laws prohibiting discrimination; directing the filing of assur
ances of compliance with state and federal law; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 124.15, Subdivisions 2 and 3, and by 
adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 474: A bill for an act relating to taxation; denying tax 
deductions relating to substandard rental housing; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, 
Subdivision 20; and 290.12, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 525: A bill for an act relating to state government; 
creating a department of transportation; prescribing its duties and 
responsibilities; transferring the functions of some state departments; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
43.09, Subdivision 2a; and 360.017, Subdivision 1; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 4.20; 161.03; and 360.014. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 925: A bill for an act relating to natural resources, 
monuments, recreation reserves, and waysides; increasing motor vehi
cle permit fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85.05, 
Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 999: A bill for an act relating to state banks; autho
rizing state banks to take second liens on real estate; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 48.19, Subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 48.19, 
Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1050: A bill for an act relating to real estate; placing 
restrictions on who may acquire title; providing enforcement powers; 
providing penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 500, 
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by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
500,22. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. I 009: A bill for an act relating to health and welfare; 
providing for increasing service levels under the nutrition for the 
elderly program; appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

H. F. No. 332: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing for 
filing and disclosure requirements for certain tax exempt property; 
providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
272.02, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 272, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H.F. No. 1488: A bill for an act relating to education; school dis
tricts; authorizing the leasing of schoolhouses; providing for termi
nation of tax exempt status of schoolhouses leased for nonpublic 
purposes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.36, by 
adding a subdivision; and 272.02, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk, with 
the exception of the report on S. F. No. 1508 be now adopted. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

S. F. No. 1508: A bill for an act relating to courts and partic
ularly to courts in Ramsey county; providing for fees and 
charges; providing for changes in the office of the court commis
sioner, in the office of the public defender, and in the composition 
of law library trustees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 140.21; 140.24, Subdivision 1; 260.311, by adding a subdivi
sion; 486.06; 489.04; and 508.74, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 
1923, Chapter 77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 1969, Chap
ter 838, Sections 1 to 6, as amended. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 3, strike all of section 5 

Page 4, line 7, strike "The president of the Ramsey county bar 
association,'' 

Page 4, strike lines 8 to 9 and insert: 

"One member learned in the law appointed by the chief judge of 
the second judicial district." 
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Page 4, line 24, before "The" insert "When it appears to the courr 
that the person to be represented is unable, by reason of poverty, to 
procure counsel," 

Page 5, line I, strike ", when it" and insert a period 

Page 5, strike lines 2 to 3 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 2, strike "and particularly to courts" 

Page I, line 9, strike "and" 

Page I, line 10, strike "508.74, Subdivision 2;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, 
the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Adminis
tration. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1494: A bill for an act relating to insurance; providing 
for use of life insurance mortality tables and interest rates by 
fraternal beneficiary associations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 64A.21; 64A.24, Subdivision 1; 64A.25, Subdivision 
4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Moe from the Committee on Natural Resources and Agri
culture, to whlch was referred 

H. F. No. 503: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
prohibiting use of certain sonic equipment; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 101.42, by adding subdivisions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, strike "subdivisions" and insert "a subdivision" 

Page 1, line 9, after "21." insert "Until July 1, 1976," 

Page 1, strike lines 15 through 19 

Page 1, after line 14 insert: 

"Sec. 2. This act is effective the day following final enactment." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, strike "subdivisions" and insert "a subdivision" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 
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Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 661: A bill for an act relating to labor; occupational 
safety and health; defining terms; requiring minimum posting 
time of citations; enforcement; notice to employee representative; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 182.651, Subdivision 
12; 182.66, Subdivision 2; and 182.661, Subdivisions 1 and 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1: A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
unemployment compensation; defining unemployment and wages; 
eliminating seasonal employment; eliminating collection of contri
butions of less than $1; experience rating; deleting obsolete lan
guage; joint account; establishing a weekly maximum for benefits; 
charging of benefits to an employer not a party to a strike; pay
ment of benefits to an employee who refuses to accept reemploy
ment during a strike; appeals; notice of hearing; increasing fees of 
appeal tribunal members and of advisory council members; bene
fits paid through error or fraud; records; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 268.04, Subdivisions 10, 12, 23, 25 and 26; 
268.06, Subdivisions 1, 6, 21 and 22, and by adding a subdivision; 
268.07, Subdivision 2; 268.071, Subdivision 1; 268.08, Subdivisions 
1, 3, and 5; 268.09, Subdivision 1; 268.10, Subdivisions 2, 4 and 5; 
268.12, Subdivisions 6, 8 and 13; 268.16, Subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; 268.18, by adding a subdivision; and repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 268.07, Subdivision 5. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 19, strike new language in lines 1 to 3 

Page 19, line 9, after "exceeds" insert "the lesser of $6,500 or" 

Page 21, strike new language in lines 24 to 26 

Page 24, strike lines 6 to 21, and insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 268.06, Subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [DETERMINATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES.] 
For the year ~ 1976 and for each calendar year thereafter the 
commissioner shall determine the contribution rate of each em
ployer by adding the e!Eiierieae,e l'fltie ta the miailllll!R Pate minimum 
rate to the experience ratio, except that if the ratio for the current 
calendar year exceeds the experience ratio for the preceding calen
dar year by more than one and one half percentage points, the in
crease for the current year shall be limited to one and one half per
centage points. The minimum rate for all employers shall be nine 
tenths of one percent if the amount in the unemployment compen
sation fund is less than $90,000,000 on June 30 of the preceding 
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calendar year; or eight tenths of one percent if the fund is more 
than $90,000,000 but less than $110,000,000; or seven tenths of 
one percent if the fund is more than $110,000,000 but less than 
$130,000,000; or six tenths of one percent if the fund is more 
than $130,000,000 but less than $150,000,000; or five tenths of 
one percent if the fund is more than $150,000,000 but less than 
$170,000,000; or three tenths of one percent if the fund is more 
than $170,000,000 but less than $200,000,000; or one tenth of 
one percent if the fund is $200,000,000 or more; provided that no 
employer Ehall have a contribution rate of more than five percent 
except that in the case of an employer whose experience ratio in 
each of the immediately preceding three calendar years was in 
excess of five percent, the maximum contribution rate shall be six 
percent., ► 

Page 27, line 6, strike "50 percent" and insert "60 percent of 
the first $85, 40 percent of the next $85 and 50 percent of the 
remainder'' 

Page 27, line 8, after the stricken "$85" insert "$100" 

Page 27, line 8, reinsert the stricken "per" 

Page 27, line 9, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 27, strike the new language in lines 9 to 27 

Page 32, strike lines 12 to 32 

Page 33, strike lines 1 to 32 

Page 34, strike lines 1 to 28 

Page 35, line 19, strike ", or a political subdivision for service 
with'' 

Page 35, line 20, strike "respect to a school," 

Page 55, strike lines 2 to 8 and insert: 

"Sec. 25. Sections 2 and 13 of this act shall become effective 
on July 1, 1977." 

Renumber sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "unemployment" 

Page 1, line 3, strike "compensation;" 

Page 1, line 3, after "defining" insert "employment," 

Page 1, line 4, after "employment;" insert "determination of 
contribution rates;" 

Page 1, line 5, after "$1 ;" insert "eliminating consideration 
of delinquent reports in determining" 

Page 1, line 8, after "benefits;" insert "benefits for private 
school employees;" 

Page 1, line 9, after "strike;" insert "permitting" 
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Page 1, line 11, after "strike;" insert "modifying" 

Page 1, line 11, after "appeals" insert "procedures" 

Page 1, line 11, strike "notice of hearings;" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "benefits paid throngh error or" 

1671 

Page 1, line 14, strike "frand ;" and insert "shortening the time 
required for the keeping of" 

Page 1, line 16, after "6," strike "21" and insert "8" 

Page 1, line 18, strike "Subdivisions 1, 3," and insert "Subdivi
sion" 

Page 1, line 19, strike "and" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. from the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 1674: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
state relief to homeowners and renters for extraordinary property 
tax burdens; prohibiting certain escrow arrangements for tax pay
ments; requiring interest payment on money received for payment 
of reaJ estate taxes and insurance coverage; increasing market 
value of homesteads eligible for lower rate of assessment; provid
ing for a four year rotation for reassessment of real property with 
increases in assessed valuation to be made in equal increments 
over the four year period; increasing and changing the calculation 
of local government aid to be paid for extended period; distribut
ing certain gross earnings taxes to lOi:al governments; redefining 
special levies; altering means of calculation of property tax levy 
limitations for governmental subdivisions; providing for increases 
in levy limit bases of governmental subdivisions; exempting cer
tain governmental subdivisions from levy limits; providing for 
reimbursement by the state to taxing districts for tax reduction 
granted to certain property; increasing the taconite production 
tax; creating a northeast Minnesota economic development and 
environment council; creating a northeast Minnesota economic 
protection fund; imposing a surtax on taconite producers which 
fail to meet standards for disposal of waste; creating a budget 
protection fund to hold excess money from the general fund and 
providing for transfers of money from that fund; exempting fed
eral income tax rebates from state income taxation; modifying 
duties of the tax study commission; requiring payment of interest 
by corporations on unpaid estimated taxes; providing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 270.16; 273.01; 273.011, Subdivision 6; 273.012, by adding a 
subdivision; 273.03, Subdivision 1; 273.061, by adding a subdivi
sion; 273.08; 273.11, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 273.121; 273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 273.135, Sub
division 2; 273.17, Subdivision 1; 275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, 
Subdivisions 1 and 4, and by adding subdivisions; 275.52, by add
ing a subdivision; 275.53, Subdivision 3; 275.59; 276.01; 276.04; 
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294.26; 298.03; 298.24, Subdivision 1; 298.27; 298.28, Subdivisions 
1 and la, and by adding a subdivision; 298.282, Subdivisions 1 and 
2; 477A.01, Subdivisions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 16; 
Chapters 273, by adding sections; and 4 77 A by adding a section; 
and Laws 1973, Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 
3; 273.13, Subdivisions 14a, 15a, and 18; 275.51, Subdivisions 3 and 
3a; 298.24, Subdivision 2; 298.241; 298.242; 298.281; 298.32; and 
477A.0l, Subdivision 13. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE I 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.03, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The limitation imposed on the tax ratio by this section 
does not apply to the additional tax leyY for maintenance made in 
excess of either of the following amounts: 

(a) In any district formed under the reorganization or consoli
dation statutes or having an area of at least 18 sections or having 
acquired the rights and privileges of a consolidated district: The 
total amount of revenue available to the district, including state 
aid, that will be raised by a ~¾- 20 mill levy on all taxable 
property other than agricultural land, and all real estate devoted 
to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational 
purposes, but not devoted to commercial purposes, together with 
the proceeds from the maximum levy on agricultural land and 
personal property having a taxable situs on farms and all real 
estate devoted to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy 
for recreational purposes, but not devoted to commercial purposes; 
and 

(b) In any district not included in (a): The total amount of 
revenue available to the district, including state aid, that will be 
raised by a 4A4¼- 16 mill leyY on all taxable property other than 
agricultural land, and all real estate devoted to temporary and 
seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but not 
devoted to commercial purposes, together with the proceeds from 
the maximum levy on agricultural land and all real estate devoted 
to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational 
purposes, but not devoted to commercial purposes. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.03, Subdivision 3, 
as amended by Laws 1975, Chapter 46, Section 1, is amended to 
read: 

Subd. 3. (a) The county auditor shall compute the tax levY that 
would be produced by applying a rate of S,3 ten mills on the 
January 2, ¼9'12 1975 assessment and subsequent assessments on 
all the agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary 
and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but 
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not devoted to commercial purposes, within the several school 
districts for which the tax levy is required to be certified to him. 
The amounts so compnted by the county auditor shall be sub
mitted to the commissioner of revenue by November 15 of each 
year for verification. 

(b) If the commissioner of revenue agrees with the computa
tion, he shall deliver to the commissioner of finance his certificate 
to that effect. In the event that the commissioner deems the 
computation to be erroneous, he may make the necessary correc
tions and deliver to the commissioner of finance his certificate 
reflecting the amounts he deems to be correct. The county auditor 
or any school district aggrieved thereby may appeal the commis
sioner's revised certification to the Minnesota tax court in accord
ance with chapter 271. 

(c) For the year 1975 and subsequent years, the commissioner 
of revenue shall pay to the school district the amount certified by 
the commissioner to be due to the district. One half of the amount 
due shall be paid on or before July 15, but no earlier than July 1, 
and the remainder shall be paid on or before November 15. 

( d) In the event that a final judicial determination is not in 
agreement with the amount certified by the commissioner, the 
commissioner of revenue shall either increase or decrease the 
amount of the following payment required to be made to the 
school district in accordance with such judicial determination. 

( e) There is hereby appropriated to the school districts entitled 
to such payments from the general fund, an amount sufficient to 
make the payments. 

(f) The county auditor shall reduce the dollars levied for school 
maintenance by each district by the amount determined in (a) 
and (b). The amounts paid to the county treasurer pursuant to 
(c) shall be transmitted by tbe county treasurer to the school 
district at the same time the real estate settlement is made. 

Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the 
duties imposed by this article is annually appropriated from the 
general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

ARTICLE II 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.01, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC POWERS.] Subject to the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes 1967, Section 241.021, Subdivision 2, the 
commissioner of public welfare shall: 

(1) Administer and supervise all forms of public assistance pro
vided for by state law and sueh other welfare activities or services 
as may from time to time be vested in the commissioner. Nothing 
herein shall transfer from the veterans home board any of its 
present rights, powers, or duties, all of which shall continue to be 
exercised by said board. 
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(2) Administer and supervise all child welfare activities; pro
mote the enforcement of laws protecting defective, illegitimate, 
dependent, neglected and delinquent children; license and super
vise child-caring and child-placing agencies and institutions; 
supervise the care of children in boarding and foster homes or in 
private institutions: and generally perform all functions relating to 
the field of child welfare now vested in the state board of control. 

(3) Administer and supervise all non-institutional service to 
handicapped persons, including the blind, the deaf, the tuber
culous, the crippled, and otherwise handicapped persons. The au
thority and power conferred by this subdivision shall include the 
authority and power to provide and contract for the care and 
treatment of qualified indigent children, as defined in section 
250.02, in facilities other than those located and available at state 
hospitals when it is not feasible to provide sueh the service in state 
hospitals. 

(4) Assist and actively cooperate with other departments, 
agencies and institutions, local, state, and federal, by performing 
services in conformity with the purposes of Laws 1939, Chapter 
431 , iaeludi,a.g tlae ~.rt ef an e~fi~ient working ,elation 
ship ·.vi~h the ,bectar ef institutions relating to the oore and 
BQfJ:::l'\'is;en <H individuals beth pFiel' to and aftep det1a•ta,e bem 
institutions urule" tire sat1ervioieH sf said direetor of iBstitations . 

(5) Act as the agent of and cooperate with the federal govern
ment in matters of mutual concern relative to and in conformity 
with the provisions of Laws 1939, Chapter 431, including the ad
ministration of any federal funds granted to the state to aid in the 
performance of any functions of the commissioner as specified in 
Laws 1939, Chapter 431, and including the promulgation of rules 
and regulations making uniformly available medical care benefits 
to all recipients of public assistance, at such times as the federal 
government increases its participation in assistance expenditures 
for medical care to recipients of public assistance, the cost thereof 
to be borne in the same proportion as are grants of aid to said 
recipients. 

(6) Establish and maintain sueh any administrative units as 
mey reasonably be necessary for the performance of administra
tive functions common to all divisions of the department. 

(7) Administer and supervise sueh any additional welfare ac
tivities and services as may, from time to time, hereafter be vested 
by law in the state department. 

(8) The commissioner is hereby specifically constituted as 
guardian of both the estate and the person of all the wards of the 
state of Minnesota and other persons the guardianship of whom 
has been heretofore vested in the state board of control, whether 
by operation of law or by an order of court, without any further 
act or proceeding whatever, except as to persons committed as 
feebleminded or epileptic. All of said guardianships, and the funds 
and property of the same, are hereby transferred to and vested in 
said commissioner, and said commissioner is hereby constituted a 
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legal entity and is hereby empowered to act as guardian under any 
laws of this state heretofore conferring such powers upon the state 
board of control. 

(9) All the powers and duties vested in or imposed upon the 
director of public institutions with reference to the Minnesota 
state sanatorium are hereby transferred to, vested in, and imposed 
upon the commissioner of public welfare. The commissioner of 
public welfare shall appoint the superintendent of the Minnesota 
state sanatorium, but shall not have the power to fix his salary. 

(10) Act as coordinating referral and informational center on 
requests for service for newly arrived immigrants coming to Min
nesota. 

(11) The specific enumeration of powers and duties as herein
above set forth shall in no way be construed to be a limitation 
upon the general transfer of powers herein contained. 

( 12) Establish county, regional, or state-wide schedules of 
maximum fees and charges which may be paid ~ ea .. aty welfa,e 
haepds for medical, dental, surgical, hospital, nursing and nursing 
home care and medicine and medical supplies under the medical 
assistance program. 

(13) Have the authority to conduct and administer experi
mental projects to test methods and procedures of administering 
assistance and services to recipients or potential recipients of pub
lic welfare. To carry out such experimental projects, it is further 
provided that the commissioner of public welfare is authorized to 
waive the enforcement of existing specific statutory program re
quirements, regulations, and standards in one or more counties. 
The order establishing the waiver shall provide alternative 
methods and procedures of administration, shall not be in conflict 
with the basic purposes, coverage, or benefits provided by law, and 
in no event shall the duration of a project exceed two years. It is 
further provided that no order establishing an experimental pro
ject as authorized by the provisions of this section shall become 
effective until the following conditions have been met: 

(a) The proposed comprehensive plan inclurung estimated pro
ject costs and the proposed order establishing the waiver shall be 
filed with the Secretary of the Senate and Chief Clerk of the 
House of Representatives at least 60 days prior to its effective 
date. 

(b) The secretary of health, education, and welfare of the 
United States has agreed, for the same project, to waive state plan 
requirements relative to state-wide uniformity. 

(c) A comprehensive plan, including estimated project costs, 
shall be approved by the legislative advisory committee and filed 
with the commissioner of administration. 

(14) In accordance with federal requirements establish proce
dures to be followed by ee .. aty local welfare boards in creating 
citizen advisory committees , including procedures for selection of 
committee members. 
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(15) Promulgate, by rule and regulation, standards of adminis
tration to be applied by local welfare boards administering state 
and county financed programs of aid to families with dependent 
children, medical assistance, general assistance, and supplemental 
assistance. 

The rules and regulations shall specify a uniform standard of 
performance and a tolerated error rate, but shall not specify the 
minimum number of personnel to be employed by a local agency if 
the agency operates at the specified standard of performance or at 
or below the tolerated error rate. The commissioner may deduct 
from the earned administrative reimbursements of a county a 
penalty for the county's failure to comply with the standards of 
administration. The penalty shall be fixed by the commissioner as 
a percentage of the overexpenditure caused by improper admin
istration, beyond an initial tolerated amount of overexpenditure. 
In the event that fiscal sanctions are imposed by the federal 
government because of improper administration of the programs, 
one half of the amount of the sanctions attributable to local 
agency performance shall be deducted from administrative reim
bursement otherwise due the county. 

(16) Develop a quality assurance monitoring plan for the pro
grams of general assistance and supplemental assistance. 

(17) Develop a plan and report to the legislature during its 1976 
session on methods by which the payment and administration of 
all income maintenance programs could be assumed by the state 
department of public welfare. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.72, is amended to 
read: 

256.72 [DUTIES OF LOCAL AGENCIES.] The eo1mty local 
agencies shall: 

(1) Administer the provisions of sections 256. 72 to 256.87 in the 
respective counties subject to the rules and regulations prescribed 
by the ~"e ageRey commissioner pursuant to the provisions of 
those sections; 

(2) Report to the state agency at Sl,lffi the times and in S\¼eh thf 
manner and form as the ~tc egeRey commissioner may from time 
to time direct; and 

(3) Submit quarterly and annually to the county board of com
missioners a budget containing an estimate and supporting data 
setting forth the amount of money needed to carry out the provi
sions of those sections. 

( 4) In addition to providing financial assistance, provide and 
appropriate money for suel¼ services as wiH which help to maintain 
and strengthen family life and promote the support and personal 
independence of parents and relatives insofar as S\¼eh the help is 
consistent with continuing parental care and protection. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.73, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 
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Subd. 2. [ALLOWANCE BARRED BY OWNERSHIP OF 
PROPERTY.] The ownership by father, mother, child, children, 
or any combination thereof, of property as follows shall be a bar to 
any allowance under sections 256.72 to 256.87: 

(1) Real estate used as a home the market value of which less 
encumbrances exceeds $7,500; provided that real estate used as a 
home in excess of this amount will not be a bar to eligibility where 
the e01mty local welfare board determines , according to guidelines 
set by the commissioner of public welfare, that saeh the real estate 
is not available for support of the family. 

( 2) Personal property of a reasonable market value in excess of 
$300 for a one child recipient or $500 for more than one child 
recipient, exclusive of personal property used as the home, insur
ance carried by a parent which does not exceed a cash surrender 
value of $500, appropriate clothing and necessary household furni
ture and equipment, and of such tools, implements, and domestic 
animals as which in the opinion of the eauRty local agency , 
following guidelines set by the commissioner of public welfare, it is 
expedient to retain for the purpose of reducing the expense or 
increasing the income of the family, and the earnings of a depen
dent child which are placed in a savings account to be used for a 
future purpose approved by the oo,mty local agency in accordance 
with the rules and regulations of the commissioner of public 
welfare; or 

(3) Real estate not used as a home, provided that if sueh the 
real estate does not produce net income sufficient to meet the 
family budget and there is no available market for the sale of saeh 
the property, or if the price which can be obtained on the prevail
ing market is not fair and reasonable considering the applicant's 
interest therein and the possibilities of sale of said property for a 
greater amount within a reasonable length of time thereafter then 
in that event, in the discretion of the eauRty local agency, follow
ing guidelines set by the commissioner of public welfare, owner
ship of the same shall not be a bar to an allowance under sections 
256. 72 to 256.87. Net income shall be the residue after payment 
from gross income of taxes, insurance, maintenance, and 
interest on encumbrances, if any, on the property , pra•lided that . 
In computing net income the gross income shall not be charged 
with any expenses toward betterment of the property as improve
ments or by payment on the principal of a mortgage •; f'l'9vided, 
that . The net income thus derived shall be applied on the family 
budget. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256. 73, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [COUNTY TO ADMINISTER PAYMENT.] The 
county responsible for the payment of assistance under sections 
256. 72 to 256.87 shall be the county in which said child haG resided 
fer the year preeeding resides at the time of making application 
for assistance , pFO¥ided, that H asid ehild has Rat resided 00R

tiRUaDy iR ftRY eRe ea,mty fm, the year preeediRg OQid QJII)l¼eatieR, 
thee the ee<mty in whieh said ehild has resided fer the leRgest 
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)leried sf ~ ffiH'iRg wid ycaF shall he PGSflORsihl~ fep the :fl"Y
moot sf aesistaRee ,m4zr nect:0R□ 2eSn ta 256.87, suloJject ta the 
f'l'IMSWRS ef sect:aR 2e'c.79. Th~ time GIH'iag whi€h a ehila has 
beea ftD imaa-ts ~ a hosf)ital, a heme e-i detentian, a: licensed 
boarding "" resteP heme, eF af any jffil!lie er private :Rs~itutian, 
sh;ill he el<cluded in dekminill{: the time af rei;i::!cn~e af sueh 
ehild. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.82, is amended to 
read: 

256.82 [PAYMENTS BY STATE.] Based upon estimates sub
mitted by the eeunty local agency to the state agency, which shall 
state the estimated required expenditures for the succeeding 
month, upon the direction of the state agency payment shall be 
made monthly in advance by the state to the counties of all 
federal funds available for that purpose for ooeh the succeeding 
month, together with an amount of state funds equal to W 90 
percent of the difference between the total estimated cost and the 
federal funds so available. Adjustment of any overestimate or 
underestimate made by any county shall be made upon the direc
tion of the state agency in any succeeding month. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.871, Subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES; PAYMENTS.] 
The eeuRty local agency shall submit to the state agency an esti
mate of expenditures for each succeeding month in sueh the form 
as required by the state agency. Payment shall be made monthly 
in advance by the state agency to the counties, of federal funds 
available for that purpose for each succeeding month, together 
with an amount of state funds equal to ten 90 percent of the 
difference between the total estimated cost and the federal funds 
so available. Adjustment of any overestimate or underestimate 
made by any county shall be made upon the direction of the state 
agency in any succeeding month. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.98, is amended to 
read: 

256.98 [WRONGFULLY OBTAINING ASSISTANCE; 
THEFT.] Whoever obtains, or attempts to obtain, or aids or abets 
any person to obtain by means of a wilfully false statement or 
representation, or by impersonation or other fraudulent device, 
assistance to which he is not entitled, or assistance greater than 
that to which he is entitled, or knowingly aids or abets in buying 
or in any way disposing of the property of a recipient of assistance 
without the consent of the ~sHRty local agency with intent to 
defeat the purposes of Minnesota Statutes 1971, Sections 256.451 
to 256.475, 256.13 to 256.43, 256.49 to 256.71, 256.72 to 256.87, or 
chapter 256B, shall be guilty of theft and punished in accordance 
with section 609.52, subdivision 3, clauses (I), (2) and (5). The 
amount of any assistance paid incorrectly by way of the aforemen
tioned means and established by judicial determination shall be 
recoverable from the recipient or his estate by the county or the 
state as a debt due the county or the state or both in proportion to 
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the contribution of each . Any amounts recovered shall be paid oo 
the appropriate units of government in the same manner as pro
vided in section 256.863. To prosecute or to recover assistanc~ 
wrongfully obtained under this section, the attorney general or the 
appropriate county attorney, acting independently or at the direc
tion of the attorney general, may institute a criminal or civil 
action. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 256B.02, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. "County of financial responsibility" means + W FeF 
,... aw!,ieant WH0 FCSides m tme state, the eo~ m whiea he 
last resiaed f..., me yeaE of .,...,,.eluded time. Y he daes Bet have 
ORe yeM ef uee:aelade:! time, the eouety m whleh he ,eaide,1 fm, the 
longest pe!'ied ef anelfeluded time. 

~} Fer ,m awlietmt whe has eat resided iB this state fOf' a full 
year, th'e eeunty sa whiel> :!,e Hll6 ,coided ~ le<>gest f'l'AOO of 
uee!<eluded time. 

+et FeF ,... :!ppli~ant 7ffi9 has Bet resided m this state fm, 911¥ 
f'l'l400 ef aee!<eludcd time, the county in which he the applicant 
resides at the time of making application. 

-fat '.l'he aeeve p•a•lisCons eetwithatan:!ing, ~ ceunty of fiBae.. 
eial. respsesibClity fer medieal assistanoo shall always he the same 
sounty as that kem whleh a ,ecipieet is ,eeewing a mamtemmee 
gant ..., aoeey payment aede, the aid te families with depeedeel 
ehildreB program. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.041, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. If required by federal law or rules promulgated there
under, or by authorized regulation of the state agency, each 
county shall pay to the state treasurer the portion of medical 
assistance paid by the state for which it is responsible. The 
county's share of cost shall be W ten percent of that portion not 
met by federal funds. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.07, is amended 
to read: 

256B.07 [EXCEPTIONS IN DETERMINING RESOURCES.] 
A eounty local agency may , within the scope of regulations set by 
the commissioner of public welfare, waive the requirement of 
liquidation of excess assets when the liquidation would cause 
undue hardship. Household goods and furniture in use in the 
home, wearing apparel, insurance policies with cash surrender 
value not in excess of $1,000 per insured person, personal property 
used as a regular abode by the applicant or recipient, and a lot in a 
burial plot shall not be considered as resources available to meet 
medical needs. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.12, is amended 
to read: 
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256B.12 [LEGAL REPRESENTATION.] The attorney general 
or the appropriate county attorney appearing at the direction of 
the attorney general shall be the attorney for the state agency, 
and the county attorney of each the appropriate county shall be 
the attorney for the couRty local agency of sueh eoHHty in all 
matters pertaining hereto. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.19, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

256B.19 [DIVISION OF COST.] Subdivision 1. The cost of 
medical assistance paid by each county of financial responsibility 
shall be borne as follows: Payments shall be made by the state to 
the county for that portion of medical assistance paid by the 
federal government and the state on or before the 20th day of each 
month for the succeeding month upon requisition from the county 
showing the amount required for the succeeding month. Ninety 
percent of the expense of assistance not paid by federal funds 
available for that purpose shall be shaFed equally paid by the state 
ml<I ceHH~y; e'!fOOJ>t that where the ree:pient is a ehild woo has 
been 8"ffendcred fu, ad0ptOcn pursu11nt to section 2a9.25, .,. has 
be=. eemmi#ed to the qu1>Pdiansh-ip of a -lisensed ehil4 pleeing 
11geney puP!lUf\Rt to seetion 2~Q.241, and a hena Hde dispute 
l'egaffling the county of residawe of the ehild e,asts, the eORlRHS 
sieRei' of puhl."S welfare, puPSUant ts l'llles ana regulations adopted 
by mm, Hll¼Y pay ~ entire e:c11cnsc of assistance net paid by 
fedemf fund,, Hem state ~ ~ direete,. of the ehild pleeing 
ageney 91' hie appoCnt:ed agent shall he designated as the applicant 
f0P ~al assist::>ncc benefits eH ileBalf of the ehild and ten 
percent shall be paid by the county of financial responsibility . 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.03, Subdivi
sion 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. State aid shall be paid to local agencies for W 90 
percent of all general assistance grants up to the standards of 
section 256D.01, sub division 1, according to procedures 
established by the commissioner. Any local agency may, from its 
own resources, make payments of general assistance at a standard 
higher than that established by the commissioner, without refer
ence to the standards of section 256D.01, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.07, is amended 
to read: 

256D.07 [TIME OF PAYMENT OF ASSISTANCE.] An appli
cant for general assistance shall be deemed presumptively eligible 
if his sworn application on its face demonstrates that he is within 
the eligibility criteria established by Laws 1973, Chapter 650, 
Article 21 and any applicable rules and regulations of the commis
sioner. General assistance shall be immediately granted to sueh a 
presumptively eligible applicant without the necessity of first 
securing action by the board of the local agency. 

If upon verification and due investigation it appears that the 
applicant swore falsely and sueh the false information materially 
affected his eligibility for general assistance or the amount of his 
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general assistance grant, the local agency shall refer the matter to 
the county attorney or to the attorney general . The county attor
ney either independently or at the direction of the attorney 
general, or the attorney general may commence a criminal prose
cution or a civil action for the recovery of any general assistance 
wrongfully received, or both. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.18, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. "County of financial responsibility" means ¼ the 
county in which an individual resides t 81' M if ftR ituli•,iEiael is a 
patiem hl a hespital,, RYl'SiRg heme; 81' hea,Eling care heme; as 
aeflaea in seeti011 144.eQ; * is ~ iB ft eeYBty as ft l.'eSIHl; ai a 
eeFFeetioaal j'lfflgfllm * a t:eatmeat plaa fa!, healta, 1ehaliilita 
tiea, feste,, elli'e; ehlla ea,,e 81' traiaiag, at the time of making 
application ; aaa iHllfteaiately j'lfi8I' taerel;e resided iB 11Betae, 
eeYnty, taea -that ether eeYaty, 81' -fet tire ahe¥e fll'8"ie.8BS B8t
witastaacliag, * ftR iadiv-idool is o :reeipieat sf meElisal assiatanee, 
the eel¼Rty ff8IB whlea ae is reeewiag meclieal aseist11Ree. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.36, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

256D.36 [1973 CATEGORICAL AID RECIPIENTS; PROVI
SIONS FOR SUPPLEMENTAL AID.] Subdivision 1. Commenc
ing January 1, 1974, the commissioner shall certify to each local 
agency the names of all county residents who were eligible for and 
did receive aid during December, 1973 pursuant to a categorical 
aid program of old age assistance, aid to the blind, or aid to the 
disabled. From and after JaRUftPy ¼; -lM-4 the effective date of this 
act , the state eaEl the eeYnty shall eaeh pay 8118 half ai 90 percent 
and the county shall pay ten percent of the supplemental aid 
calculated for each county resident certified under this section 
who is an applicant for or recipient of supplemental security 
income. The amount of supplemental aid for each individual eli
gible under this section shall be calculated pursuant to the for
mula prescribed in Title II, Section 212 (a) (3) of Public Law 93-
66, as amended. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.37, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

256D.37 [NEW APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS; PROVI
SIONS FOR SUPPLEMENTAL AID.] Subdivision 1. For all 
applicants for or recipients of supplemental security income who 
did not receive aid pursuant to any categorical aid program 
referred to in section 256D.36 during December, 1973, and who 
make application to the appropriate local agency, the local agency 
shall determine whether the individual meets the eligibility cri
teria prescribed in subdivision 2. For each individual who meets 
the relevant eligibility criteria prescribed in subdivision 2, the 
local agency shall certify to the commissioner the amount of sup
plemental aid to which the individual is entitled in accordance 
with all of the standards in effect December 31, 1973, for the 
appropriate categorical aid program. In computing the amount of 
supplemental aid under this section, the local agency shall deduct 
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from the gross amount of the individual's determined needs all 
income, subject to the criteria for income disregards in effect 
December 31, 1973, for the appropriate categorical aid program. 
From and after the first of the month in which an effective appli
cation is filed, the state aREl th-0 eeaety shall eaeh pay eae hall el 
90 percent and the county shall pay ten percent of the supple
mental aid to which the individual is entitled under this section. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 393.08, Subdivision l, 
is amended to read: 

393.08 [ESTIMATES FURNISHED TO COUNTY BOARD.] 
Subdivision 1. On or before the first day of July each year the 
county welfare board, except any sae!> board referred to in section 
393.01, subdivision 3, shall submit to the county board of commis
sioners an estimate of the amount needed by it to perform its 
duties, including expenses of administration, and the county board 
of commissioners shall consider the estimates so submitted and, if 
approved, shall levy a tax as provided by law for the purposes. In 
the event the estimate is not approved, the county board of com
missioners shall confer with the county welfare board and adjust a 
budget in accordance with the facts and levy a tax for the amount 
required. 

In counties referred to in section 393.01, subdivision 3, the 
estimate required shall not include institutional requirements in 
any city of the first class located therein. The tax levy by the 
county board of commissioners in BW!R those counties shall be 
8lleh as is for the amount required for public assistance , poor 
relief and categories of aid under the federal social security act . 
social services, and administration of those and all other programs 
of assistance , and shall be separate and distinct from other levies 
made by it. The governing body of any BW!R city of the first class 
may annually levy a tax for institutional requirements as author
ized by BW!R the home rule charter, on the real and personal 
property within the corporate limits of saeh the city. Baell The tax 
levy and the proceeds thereof shall be subject to the same control 
and supervision as is imposed on any existing public welfare tax 
levy. 

In counties referred to in section 393.01, subdivision 7, the 
estimate required to fund the public welfare programs of the single 
welfare department, including expense of administration, shall be 
submitted to the boards of county commissioners who are parties 
to the agreement. Each board of county commissioners shall con
sider the estimate so submitted and shall confer with the board of 
county commissioners from the other counties who are a party to 
the agreement in determining the amount of funds to be assessed 
against each county for purposes of funding the welfare p~agmm 
programs. 

Sec. 19. [APPROPRIATION.] There is annually appropriated 
from the general fund in the state treasury to the commissioner of 
public welfare, a sum sufficient to discharge the duties imposed by 
this article. 
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Sec. 20. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective 
January 1, 1976. 

ARTICLE III 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 272.02, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

272.02 [EXEMPT PROPERTY.] Subdivision 1. Except as pro
vided in other subdivisions of this section, all property described 
in this section to the extent herein limited shall be exempt from 
taxation ; provided that if any portion of a parcel of exempt 
property exceeding two percent of the total valuation of that 
property is used for a non-exempt purpose, the portion so used 
shall be subject to ad valorem taxes : 

( 1) All public burying grounds; 

( 2) All public schoolhouses; 

(3) All public hospitals; 

( 4) All academies, colleges, and universities, and all seminaries 
of learning; 

( 5) All churches, church property, and houses of worship; 

(6) Institutions of purely public charity; 

(7) All public property exclusively used for any public purpose; 

(8) All natural cheese held in storage for aging by the original 
Minnesota manufacturer; 

( 9) (a) Class 2 property of every household of the value of 
$100, maintained in the principal place of residence of the owner 
thereof. The county auditor shall deduct such exemption from the 
total valuation of such property as equalized by the revenue com
missioner assessed to such household, and extend the levy of taxes 
upon the remainder only. The term "household" as used in this 
section is defined to be a domestic establishment maintained 
either (1) by two or more persons living together within the same 
house or place of abode, subsisting in common and constituting a 
domestic or family relationship, or (2) by one person. 

(b) During the period of his active service and for six months 
after his discharge therefrom, no member of the armed forces of 
the United States shall lose status of a householder under para
graph (a) which he had immediately prior to becoming a member 
of the armed forces. 

In case there is an assessment against more than one member of 
a household the $100 exemption shall be divided among the mem
bers assessed in the proportion that the assessed value of the Class 
2 property of each bears to the total assessed value of the Class 2 
property of all the members assessed. The Class 2 property of each 
household claimed to be exempt shall be limited to property in one 
taxing district, except in those cases where a single domestic 
establishment is maintained in two or more adjoining districts. 
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Bonds and certificates of indebtedness hereafter issued by the 
state of Minnesota, or by any county or city of the state, or any 
town, or any common or independent school district of the state, 
or any governmental board of the state, or any county or city 
thereof, shall hereafb;,r be exempt from taxation; provided, that 
nothing herein contained shall be construed as exempting such 
bonds from the payment of a tax thereon, as provided for by 
section 291.01, when any of such bonds constitute, in whole or in 
part, any inheritance or bequest, taken or received by any person 
or corporation. 

( 10) Farm machinery manufactured prior to 1930, which is used 
only for display purposes as a collectors item; 

( 11) The taxpayer shall be exempted with respect to, all agri
cultural products, inventories, stocks of merchandise of all sorts, 
all materials, parts and supplies, furniture and equipment, manu
facturers material, manufactured articles including the inventories 
of manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and contractors; and the 
furnishings of a room or apartment in a hotel, rooming house, 
tourist court, motel or trailer camp, tools and machinery which by 
law are considered as personal property, and the property describ
ed in section 272.03, subdivision 1, ( c), except personal property 
which is part of an electric generating, transmission, or distribu
tion system or a pipeline system transporting or distributing 
water, gas, or petroleum products or mains and pipes used in the 
distribution of steam or hot or chilled water for heating or cooling 
buildings and structures. 

(12) Containers of a kind customarily in the possession of the 
consumer during the consumption of commodities, the sale of 
which are subject to tax under the provisions of the excise tax 
imposed by Extra Session Laws 1967, Chapter 32; 

(13) All livestock, poultry, all horses, mules and other animals 
used exclusively for agricultural purposes; 

(14) All agricultural tools, implements and machinery used by 
the owners in any agricultural pursuit. 

(15) Real and personal property used primarily for the abate
ment and control of air, water, or land pollution to the extent that 
it is so used. 

Any taxpayer requesting exemption of all or a portion of any 
equipment or device, or part thereof, operated primarily for the 
control or abatement of air or water pollution shall file an applica
tion with the commissioner of revenue. Any such equipment or 
device shall meet standards, regulations or criteria prescribed by 
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, and must be installed or 
operated in accordance with a permit or order issued by that 
agency. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency shall upon re
quest of the commissioner furnish information or advice to the 
commissioner. If the commissioner determines that property 
qualifies for exemption, he shall issue an order exempting such 
property from taxation. Any such equipment or device shall con
tinue to be exempt from taxation as long as the permit issued by 
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency remains in effect. 
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Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective for prop
erty taxes assessed in 1975 and thereafter and due and payable in 
1976 and thereafter. 

ARTICLE IV 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.011, Subdivi
sion 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [QUALIFIED HOME OWNER.] The term "qualified 
home owner" means: 

(a) (i) A person 65 years of age or older; or 

(ii) The surviving spouse of a decedent, if such decedent was 65 
years of age or older at his death, and such spouse has not remar
ried; and 

(b) Who owns property as his homestead, and title to the prop
erty so used is held: 

(i) In his name as owner of the fee; or 

(ii) Only in his name and that of his spouse as joint tenants or 
tenants in common; or 

(iii) Only in his name, or his name and that of his spouse as 
owner of an estate for life or an estate for years; or 

(iv) In the name of two or more joint tenants or tenants in 
common where each of such joint tenants or tenants in common 
would meet the requirements of a "qualified home owner" set out 
in this subdivision if he were the sole owner of the fee ; and 

(c) Who, together with his spouse, if any, has a federal adjusted 
gross income of less than $15,000 in the year for which the claim is 
made. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.011, Subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [CURRENT TAX.] The term "current tax" means the 
ad valorem tax which except as provided in section 3 would other
wise be legally due and payable on "qualified property" in the 
year following the year of assessment. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.012, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Where the "current tax" on "qualified property" is in 
excess of the "base tax" on such property, theff! sl¼ftll be aHewee 
te -tl¼e "111,1allfiee heme ewaer" thereaf a a,eeit &R eEtQal ame1,1at te 
ihe eif.eess ~ euHeet tH 0¥ef: ease -te as he,eieaiteF 13,01.iEieEi 
tiReei' ehapter goo the property tax as otherwise determined by 
law to be paid by the "qualified home owner" thereof shall be 
reduced by an amount equal to the excess of "current tax" over 
"base tax" . In the event that a "qualified home owner" entitled 
to the credit provided herein dies prior to the receipt thereof, his 
surviving spouse shall be entitled to such credit. If there be no 
spouse surviving him, the right to such credit shall lapse. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.012, i3 amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. The county auditor shal! notify the county assessor of 
each qualified property for which the credit provided for in this 
section is claimed. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.061, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 11. [ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC DUTIES.] The county 
assessor shall notify the county auditor when qualified property, 
as defined in section 273.011, for which the credit provided for in 
section 273.012 is claimed, loses its status as qualified property. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 273, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[273.013] [ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.] Subdivision I. A 
person entitled to a reduction of ad valorem taxes as provided by 
section 273.012, subdivision 2, may submit an application for the 
reduction provided to the county auditor prior to October 1 of the 
year preceding the year in which the taxes are due and payable. 
The application shall contain the following information: 

( a) Name of applicant. 

(b) Date of applicant's birth. 

( c) Whether applicant received the property from a deceased 
spouse, and if so, date of death of deceased spouse and age at date 
of death. 

(d) Type of ownership (fee owner, holder in joint tenancy, 
holder of an undivided interest, holder of an estate for life or an 
estate for a time certain; if held in joint tenancy with one or more 
persons, the names of the other joint tenants and the relationship 
of the joint tenants to the applicant). 

( e) Description of the property (including particulars regarding 
one acre or less of land most contiguous to the structure) whether 
a single family dwelling, part of a multi-family dwelling, part of a 
multi-purpose structure or a mobile home, and if the property is a 
mobile home, whether title to the land on which located is owned 
by the applicant. 

(f) Whether the property is the homestead of the applicant. If 
the property and the one acre or less of land described in clause 
( e) contain structures other than those where the applicant stores 
his personal property, of if the property embraces an area of land 
in excess of one acre, the county auditor shall request the assessor 
to place a separate market value on the dwelling place, storage 
structures and on the acre of land most contiguous to these struc
tures. The application shall be deemed to be on file for ensuing 
years until the applicant is no longer entitled to the reduction of 
tax on the property provided in section 273.012, subdivision 2. 

Subd. 2. The county auditor shall then compute the "current 
tax" on the property, and determine the "base tax" of the appli-
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cant in the manner provided by the commissioner of revenue. Both 
the "current tax" and the "base tax" shall be recorded on the tax 
list which the county auditor is required to furnish to the county 
treasurer pursuant to section 276.01. 

Subd. 3. The county treasurer shall set forth on the tax state
ment sent the applicant, the amount by which the "current tax," 
is reduced pursuant to section 273.012, subdivision 2. 

If prior to the first Monday in Januarr the applicant has dis
posed of the property either by sale, gift or otherwise, or the 
property has passed to an heir by reason of applicant's death, the 
person in possession of the property shall not be entitled to the 
reduction in tax represented by the difference between the "cur
rent tax" and the "base tax," unless he is otherwise entitled 
thereto. 

Subd. 4. At the time the county treasurer makes full settlement 
with the county auditor of his receipts and collections, he shall 
submit a list of the reductions in tax to the county auditor result
ing from the application of this section. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 273, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[273.014] [GENERAL FUND, REP LA CEMENT OF 
REVENUE.] Subdivision 1. Payment from the general fund shall 
be made as provided herein to replace revenue lost as a result of 
the reduction of property taxes as provided in sections 3 and 4 and 
273.011 and 273.012. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of revenue shall determine the 
amount of reduction resulting from sections 2 and 3 and sections 
273.011 and 273.012, basing his determinations on a review of the 
abstracts of tax lists submitted by the county auditor pursuant to 
section 275.29, or on certification of the county auditor. 

Subd. 3. The commissioner shall pay out of the general fund to 
the treasurer of each county one half of the amount certified 
under subdivision 2 not later than July 15 and the remaining half 
not later than November 15 of each year commencing in 1976. 
There is annually appropriated from the general fund the amounts 
necessary to make the payments provided herein. 

Subd. 4. When any person pays or owes a tax in excess of the 
amount he is required to pay pursuant to the provisions of sections 
3 and 4 and 273.011 and 273 .. 012, he may apply either for an 
abatement of the tax he owes, or a refund, if he has paid an 
amount in excess of the amount legally due, as the case may be. 
The application shall be filed with the county board and upon 
favorable recommendation of the county board or ·the board of 
abatement of any city where a board of abatement exists, and the 
county auditor of the county where the tax was levied or paid, the 
application shall be thereafter submitted to the commissioner of 
revenue in the manner provided by section 270.07. 

If an abatement or refund is thereafter approved, the county 
auditor shall include the abatement or refund with the abstract of 
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tax lists submitted by him for the year following the year in which 
effected. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.066, is repealed. 

Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective for the 
reduction of current taxes which become due and payable in 1976 
and each succeeding year . 

ARTICLEV 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

273.11 [VALUATION OF PROPERTY.] Subdivision 1. EiEeep, 
as fli'&Yi,led iB sHbai'li!l¼eR 2, All property shall be valued at its 
market value, In estimating and determining such value, the 
assessor shall not adopt a lower or different standard of value 
because the same is to serve as a basis of taxation, nor shall he 
adopt as a criterion of value the price for which such property 
would sell at auction or at a forced sale, or in the aggregate with 
all the property in the town or district; but he shall value each 
article or description of property by itself, and at such sum or 
price as he believes the same to be fairly worth in money. In 
assessing any tract or lot of real property, the value of the land, 
exclusive of structures and improvements, shall be determined, and 
also the value of all structures and improvements thereon, and the 
aggregate value of the property, including all structures and 
improvements, excluding the value of crops growing upon culti
vated land. In valuing real property upon which there is a mine or 
quarry, it shall be valued at such price as such property, including 
the mine or quarry, would sell for a fair, voluntary sale, for cash. 
In valuing real property which is vacant, the fact that such 
property is platted shall not be taken into account. An individual 
lot of such platted property shall not be assessed in excess of the 
assessment of the land as if it were unplatted until the lot is 
improved with a permanent improvement all or a portion of which 
is located upon the lot, or for a period of three years after final 
approval of said plat whichever is shorter. When a lot is sold or 
construction begun, the assessed value of that lot or any single 
contiguous lot fronting on the same street shall be eligible for 
reassessment. All property, or the use thereof, which is taxable 
under sections 272.01, subdivision 2, or 273.19, shall be valued at 
the market value of such property and not at the value of a 
leasehold estate in such property, or at some lesser value than its 
market value. 

Sec. 2. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, 
Subdivisions 2, 3, 4 and 5 are repealed. 

ARTICLE VI 
Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 273, is amended 

by adding a section to read: 

273.122] [FLEXIBLE HOMESTEAD BASE VALUE.] Subdi
vision 1. [HOMESTEAD BASE VALUE.] For 1974 and prior 
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years, the homestead base value shall mean $12,000 of market 
value of any property which qualifies as homestead property for 
assessment purposes. Commencing with the 1975 assessment year, 
the homestead base value shall be $14,000 of market value. The 
homestead base value shall be increased in any subsequent assess
ment year as provided in subdivision 2. 

Subd. 2. LHOMESTEAD BASE V ALOE INDEX.] In assess
ment years subsequent to 1975, the homestead base value shall be 
adjusted pursuant to the homestead base value index. The home
•tead base value index shall be computed by the equalization aid 
review committee for each year immediately preceding an assess
ment year. This index is computed in the following manner. The 
annual statewide average market value of homestead property as 
indicated by bona fide real estate sales during the year shall be 
divided by the statewide average market value of all homestead 
property sold in 1975. This quotient is multiplied by 100. For each 
increase of a full three and one half points in the index the home
stead base value shall be increased $500 in the following assess
ment year. On or before March 15 of any assessment year the 
commissioner of revenue shall certify the homestead base value for 
that year. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CLASS 3B.] Agricultural land, except as provided by 
class 1 hereof, and which is used for the purposes of a homestead, 
shall constitute class 3b and shall be valued and assessed at 20 
percent of the market value thereof. The property tax to be paid 
on class 3b property as otherwise determined by law not exceeding 
120 160 acres, regardless of whether or not the market value is in 
excess of $12,000 the homestead base value , for all purposes 
except the payment of principal and interest on non-school district 
bonded indebtedness, shall be reduced by 4& flePeent 100 percent 
of the first $100 and 45 percent of the remainder of the amount of 
the tax; provided that the amount of 9'Hd the total reduction shall 
not exceed ~a $375 . Valuation subject to relief shall be limited 
to -lllO 160 acres of land, most contiguous surrounding, or border
ing the house occupied by the owner as his dwelling place, and, 
such other structures as may be included thereon utilized by the 
owner in an agricultural pursuit. If the market value is in excess of 
the smB ef ~12,000 homestead base value , the amount in excess of 
that sum shall be valued and assessed as provided for by class 3. 
The mm ~12,000 raa;leet homestead base value of each tract of 
real estate which is rural in character and devoted or adaptable to 
rural but not necessarily agricultural use, used for the purpose of a 
homestead shall be exempt from taxation for state purposes; 
except as specifically provided otherwise by law. 

Agricultural land as used herein, and in section 124.03, shall 
mean contiguous acreage of ten acres or more, primarily used 
during the preceding year for agricultural purposes. Agricultural 
use may include pasture, timber, waste, unusable wild land and 
land included in federal farm programs. 
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Real estate of less than ten acres used principally for raising 
poultry, livestock, fruit, vegetables or other agricultural products, 
shall be considered as agricultural land, if it is not used primarily 
for residential purposes. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota StatuteJ 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [CLASS 3C, 3CC.] All other real estate and class 2a 
property, except as provided by classes 1 and 3cc, which is used for 
the purposes of a homestead, shall constitute class 3c, and shall be 
valued and assessed at 25 percent of the market value thereof. The 
property tax to be paid on class 3c property as otherwise deter
mined by law, regardless of whether or not the market value is in 
excess of Cl2,000 the homestead base value , for all purposes 
except the payment of principal or interest on non-school district 
bonded indebtedness, shall be reduced by 4e pereeet 100 percent 
of the first $100 and 45 percent of the remainder of the amount of 
such tax; provided that the amount of !lllffi the total reduction 
shall not exceed $326 $375 . If the market value is in excess of the 
6IHR a $12,000 homestead base value , the amount in excess of 
that sum shall be valued and assessed at 40 percent of market 
value. The fi.-s* $12,000 marlret homestead base value of each 
tract of such real estate used for the purposes of a homestead shall 
be exempt from taxation for state purposes; except as specifically 
provided otherwise by law. All real estate which is used for the 
purposes of a homestead by any blind person, as defined by sec
tion 256.12, if such blind person is the owner thereof or if such 
blind person and his or her spouse are the sole owners thereof; or 
by any person (hereinafter referred to as veteran) who served in 
the active military or naval service of the United States and who is 
entitled to compensation under the laws and regulations of the 
United States for permanent and total service-connected disabil
ity due to the loss, or loss of use, by reason of amputation, anky
Josis, progressive muscular dystrophies, or paralysis, of both lower 
extremities, such as to preclude motion without the aid of braces, 
crutches, canes, or a wheel chair, and who with assistance by the 
administration of veterans affairs has acquired a special housing 
unit with special fixtures or movable facilities made necessary by 
the nature of the veteran's disability; or by any person who is 
permanently and totally disabled and who is receiving aid from 
any state as a result of that disability, or who is receiving supple
mental security income for the disabled, or who is receiving work
men's compensation based on a finding of total and permanent 
disability, or who is receiving social security disability, which aid 
is at least 90 percent of the total income of such disabled person 
from all sources, shall constitute class 3cc and shall be valued and 
assessed at five percent of the market value thereof. Permanently 
and totally disabled for the purpose of this subdivision means a 
condition which is permanent in nature and totally incapacitates 
the person from working at an occupation which brings him an 
income. The property tax to be paid on class 3cc property as 
otherwise determined by law, regardless of whether or not the 
market value is in excess of e12,ooo the homestead base value , for 
all purposes except the payment of principal or interest on non-
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school district bonded indebtedness, shall be reduced by 45 per
cent of the amount of such tax; provided that the amount of said 
reduction shall not exceed $325. If the market value is in excess of 
the sum of $24,000, the amount in excess of that sum shall be 
valued and assessed at 331/4 percent in the case of agricultural 
land used for a homestead and 40 percent in the case of all other 
real estate used for a homestead. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 510.02, is amended to 
read: 

510.02 [AREA, HOW LIMITED.] The homestead may include 
any quantity of land not exceeding 8G 160 acres, and not included 
in the laid out or platted portion of any city. If it be within the 
laid out or platted portion of such place its area shall not exceed 
one half of an acre. 

Sec. 5. [APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the 
duties imposed by sections 2 and 3 is annually appropriated from 
the general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

ARTICLE VII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 273, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[273.132] [CLASS 3CC AND TITLE II AID.] Subdivision J. 
Each county government, city, township, special taxing district, 
and each school district which levied ad valorem taxes payable in 
1976 shall receive reimbursement in 1976 and subsequent years for 
the difference in tax as determined in subdivision 2, on class 3cc 
property assessed under section 273.13, subdivision 7, and on 
structures used as housing for the elderly or for low and moderate 
income families and assessed under section 273.13, subdivision 17 
or 17b. 

Subd. 2. ( a) The county auditor shall calculate the tax on the 
property described in subdivision 1 in the same manner as like 
property is assessed, notwithstanding section 273.13, subdivision 
7, as it relates to class 3cc property, and section 273.13, subdivi
sions 17 and 17b. 

(b) The difference between the amount so calculated in clause 
( a) and the amount of tax actually payable by the owner on such 
property pursuant to those sections shall be distributed to the 
taxing districts by the commissioner of revenue in the same pro
portion that the ad valorem tax was distributed. He shall make 
payment directly to the affected taxing districts on July 15 of 
each year, commencing in 1976. 

Subd. 3. The county auditor shall enter on the abstract of 
assessment of real property the assessed value of the affected 
property computed pursuant to subdivision 2, clause (a), which 
shall be the basis of computing the distribution of school aids. 

Subd. 4. For the purpose of determining the amount of the 
property tax levy subject to limitation pursuant to sections 275.50 
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to 275.56, the property tax levy of a county government, city or 
town subject to such limitation shall be the property tax levy of 
such governmental unit including the distribution to be made 
pursuant to section 1. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 276.04, is amended to 
read: 

276.04 [NOTICE OF RATES; PROPERTY TAX STATE
MENTS.] On receiving the tax lists from the county auditor, the 
county treasurer shall, if directed by the county board, give three 
weeks' published notice in a newspaper specifying the rates of 
taxation for all general purposeJ and the amounts raised for each 
specific purpose. He shall, whether or not directed by the county 
board, iR eouaties 9YCi' 00;()00 pepulatica aeeerdmg te tBe ~ 
fwElei.,al eensue, cause to be printed on all tax receipts and tax 
statements, or on an attachment, a tabulated statement of the 
dollar amount due to each taxing authority and the amount to be 
paid to the state of Minnesota from the parcel of real property for 
which a particular tax statement is prepared. The dollar amounts 
due the state, county, township or municipality and school district 
shall be separately stated but the amounts due other taxing 
districts, if any, may be aggregated. The county treasurer shall 
mail to taxpayers statements of their personal property taxes due, 
such statements to be mailed not later than February 15 ( except 
in the case of Class 2a property), statements of the real property 
taxes due shall be mailed not later than May 15; provided, that 
the validity of the tax shall not be affected by failure of the 
treasurer to mail such statement. Such real and personal property 
tax statements shall contain the market value, as defined in sec
tion 272.03, subdivision 8, used in determining the tax. Such state
ments shall also contain the amount of any reduction in real 
property taxes applicable to homesteads as provided in section 
273.13, subdivisions 6 and 7 , and attributable to the class 3cc and 
Title II aid, provided in section 1, subdivision 2 of this act. Such 
statements shall note that the reduction is paid for by the state of 
Minnesota . If so directed by the county board, the treasurer shall 
visit places in the county as he deems expedient for the purpose of 
receiving taxes and the county board is authorized to pay the 
expenses of such visits and of preparing duplicate tax lists. 

Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the 
duties imposed by section 1 is annually appropriated from the 
general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective for 
taxes levied in 1975 and payable in 1976. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.52, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. ll te-:J pepulat'.ea oi ~ 1w,ePnmental suhEii>Jisioa 
de61'eases fFem eHe yeaf ~ ti.e ~ ti.e euReat l~ ~ pepu
tatieB shall, fEH' pupposes a# Beeff88S ™O ~ 275,56, be inefeasetl 
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ey aH flffieH..a eq....J '$9 e,re l>aU ~ ;i.e dee,eaae m 1'81'Hletiea f¼'eB\ 
the !'fiaa, ~ ~ sash iBOf:ase 4;e Be eMeei;i,,e ff>P the said eBe 
~:\'€$~Notwithstanding subdivision 2, the levy limit base 
per capita as adjusted for previous increases pursuant to this 
section may be increased for taxes payable in the year 1976 by an 
amount not to exceed 11 percent. In subsequent years the levy 
limit base per capita as adjusted for previous increases pursuant to 
this section may be increased as provided in subdivision 2. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.53, Subdivision 1. 
is amended to read: 

275.53 [GOVERNING CENSUS.] Subdivision 1. For the pur
pose of determining the amount of tax that a governmental subdi
vision may levy in accordance with a per capita limitation estab
lished by this chapter, the population of the governmental subdi
vision shall be that established by the last state or federal census, 
or by a special census taken within the entire governmental subdi
vision pursuant to sections 275.50 to 275.56 or to any other law, by 
a census taken pursuant to subdivision 2, or by a population 
estimate made by the metropolitan council, by an order of the 
Minnesota municipal commission pursuant to section 414.01, sub
division 14, or by an estimate made pursuant to subdivision 3, 
whichever ia '6he mest ¼'eeeffi ae te the s:ated Elate ef eeUBt M 
estimate reflects the highest total of population . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.59, is amended to 
read: 

275.59 [GOVERNMENTAL SUBDIVISIONS UNDER 2,500 
POPULATION; EXEMPTION FROM LEVY LIMITS.] Com
mencing with levy year~ 1975 and thereafter, taxes payable in 
W!74 1976 and thereafter, the provisions of sections 275.50 to 
275.56 shall not apply to any city, statutory city or town with 
statutory city powers whose population according to the latest 
state or federal census is under 600 2,500. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective on 
the day following final enactment, 

ARTICLE IX 
Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.012, Subdivi

sion 4, is amended to read: 
Subd. 4. "Income" means the sum of ( a) gross income as 

defined in section 290.01, subdivision 20, (b) net income from 
sources outside the state, ( c) alimony, ( d) support money, and 
( e) relief, not including relief granted under unemployment com
pensation, (f) the gross amount of any pension or annuity, includ
ing railroad retirement benefits, all payments received under the 
federal social security act, and veterans disability pensions, ( g) 
nontaxable interest received from the state or federal governments 
or any of their instrumentalities, (h) the gross amount of "loss of 
time" insurance and ( i) cash public assistance and relief, not 
including relief granted under sections 290.0601 to 290.0618. It 
does not include gifts from nongovernmental sources, or surplus 
food or other relief in kind supplied by a governmental agent. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota StatuteJ 1C74, Section 290.06, Subdivision 3d, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3d. [CREDITS AGAINST TAX.] The taxes due as com
puted in accordance with section 290.06, subdivisions 2c and 3c 
shall be credited with the following amounts: 

(1) A credit equal to his tax liability in the case of: 

(a) An unmarried claimant with an income of $3,200 $4,400 or 
less; 

(b) A claimant with one dependent, with an income of $3-;00Q 
$5,200 or less; 

(c) A claimant with two dependents, with an income of ~~.ggg 
$6,000 or less; 

(d) A claimant with three dependents, with an income of $&;400 
$6,700 or Jess; 

(e) A claimant with four dependents, with an income of~ 
$7,300 or less; and 

(f) A claimant with five or more dependents, with an income of 
$S;400 $7,800 or less. 

(2) In the case of a claimant with an income in excess of that 
set forth in the appropriate category of clause (1), he may pay a 
tax equal to 15 percent of that portion of his income that is in 
excess of the amount set forth in the appropriate category of 
clause (1), or his tax obligation as it would have been in the 
absence of section 290.012 and this subdivision, whichever is less. 

(3) The total income of the claimant and his spouse, if any, 
shall be the figure employed for the purposes of this subdivision. 
No Ei~em individual dependent upon and receiving his chief 
support from any other individual may be a claimant under sec
tion 290.012 and this subdivision. The commissioner of revenue 
shall prescribe the additional forms or alterations in existing forms 
as necessary to comply with the provisions of section 290.012 and 
this.subdivision. All claimants shall submit their returns on these 
forms. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective for tax
able years commencing after December 31, 197 4. 

ARTICLEX 

Section 1. [REPEAL OF EMPLOYER'S EXCISE TAX.] Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 290.031; 290.921; and 290.922 are 
repealed. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective 
July 1, 1976. 

ARTICLE XI 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, Subdivision 
9a, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 9a. [FEEDLOT POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIP
MENT.] A credit of 10 percent of the net cost of pollution control 
and abatement equipment, including but not limited to, lagoons, 
aerating equipment, concrete storage pits, slurry handling equip
ment, and other equipment and devices approved by the pollution 
control agency, purchased, installed and operated within the state 
by a feedlot operator to prevent pollution of air, land, or water in 
connection with the operation of a livestock feedlot, poultry lot or 
other animal lot, may be deducted from the tax due under chapter 
290 in the taxable year in which such equipment is purchased; 
provided that no deduction shall be taken for any portion of the 
cost of the same equipment pursuant to subdivision 9. The credits 
provided for in this subdivision and in subdivision 9 shall termi
nate on December 31, ~ 1983 . 

If the amount of the deduction provided by this subdivision 
exceeds the taxpayer's liability for taxes pursuant to chapter 290 
in the taxable year in which the equipment is purchased, the 
excess amount may be carried back to the three taxable years 
preceding the year of purchase and carried forward to the sevc 
taxable years following the year of purchase. 

ARTICLE XII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.09, Subdivision 
29, is amended to read: 

Subd. 29. [DEDUCTIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO FARM
ING.] (a) [DEFINITION.] For purposes of Laws 1973, Chapter 
737, income and gains and expenses and losses shall be considered 
as "arising from a farm" if such items are received or incurred in 
connection with cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising 
or harvesting any agricultural or horticultural commodity, includ
ing the raising, shearing, feeding, caring for, training, and manage
ment of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wild
life, and all operations incident thereto, including but not limited 
to the common use of "hedging". 

(b) [DEDUCTIONS LIMITED.] Except as provided in Laws 
1973, Chapter 737, expenses and losses, except for interest and 
taxes, arising from a farm shall not be allowed as deductions in 
excess of income and gains arising from a farm. 

(c) [DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED; CARRYOVER DEDUC
TIONS.] Expenses and losses arising from a farm or farms shall 
be allowed as deductions up to the amount of the income and 
gains arising from a farm or farms in any taxable year, plus the 
amount of non-farm gross income, or taxable net income in the 
case of a corporation, not to exceed the amount of $Hl,QQQ $20,000 
reduced by the amount by which such non-farm income exceeds 
the amount of $1Q,QQQ $20,000. Any remaining balance of such 
deductions shall be carried back three years and carried forward 
five years, in chronological order. 

Current expenses and losses shall be utilized as deductions in 
any taxable year, to the extent herein allowable, prior to the 
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application of any carryback or carryover deductions. In any 
event, the combined amounts of such current expenses and losses 
and carryback or carryover deductions shall be allowed as deduc
tions up to the amount of the income and gains arising from a 
farm or farms in any taxable year, plus the amount of non-fann 
gross income, or taxable net income in the case of a corporation, 
not to exceed the amount of $Hl,Q00 $20,000 reduced by the 
amount by which such non-farm income exceeds the amount of 
$10,0QQ $20,000. 

( d) For purposes of Laws 1973, Chapter 737 individual share
holders of an electing small business corporation shall be consid
ered separate entities. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective for tax
able years commencing after December 31, 197 4. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Section I. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.983, Subdivi
sion 1, is amended to read: 

290.983 [AMOUNT OF CREDIT; OFFSET AGAINST TAX.] 
Subdivision 1. The credit allowed by section 290.981 shall be 10 
12.6 percent of the total amount paid by the claimant during the 
taxable year as rent for the occupancy of real property used as the 
place of residence of his household. The credit shall not exceed 
~O $150 in any taxable year. For purposes of sections 290.981 to 
290.992 "rent" does not include payments attributable to heat, 
light, or other utilities. 

Sec. 2. [APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the 
duties imposed by this article is annually appropriated from the 
general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective for tax
able years beginning after December 31, 1974. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297A.0l, Subdivi
sion 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. A "sale" and a "purchase" includes, but is not limited 
to, each of the following transactions: 

(a) Any transfer of title or possession, or both, of tangible 
personal property, whether absolutely or conditionally, and the 
leasing of or the granting of a license to use or consume tangible 
personal property, for a consideration in money or by exchange or 
barter; 

(b) The production, fabrication, printing or processing of tan
gible personal property for a consideration for consumers who 
furnish either directly or indirectly the materials used in the pro
duction, fabrication, printing or processing; 

(c) The furnishing, preparing or serving for a consideration of 
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food, meals or drinks, not including hospitals, sanatoriums, nurs
ing homes or senior citizens homes, meals and lunches served at 
public and private schools, universities or colleges, or the occa
sional meal thereof by a charitable or church organization; 

( d) The granting of the privilege of admission to places of 
amusement or athletic events and the privilege of use of amuse
ment devices , only if granted upon the payment, or promise of 
payment of a mandatory admission charge; not including the privi
lege of admission to live performances of ballet, dance or choral, 
instrumental and vocal concerts, plays, operas, and readings, and 
exhibitions of paintings, sculpture, photography, graphics, and 
crafts arts performed, exhibited or sponsored by an organization 
exempt from income taxation pursuant to section 290.05, subdi
vision 1 (i); 

( e) The furnishing for a consideration of lodging and related 
services by a hotel, rooming house, tourist court, motel or trailer 
camp and of the granting of any similar license to use real prop
erty other than the renting or leasing thereof for a continuous 
period of 30 days or more; 

(f) The furnishing for a consideration of electricity, gas, water 
or steam for use or consumption within this state, or local 
exchange telephone service and intrastate toll service except such 
service provided by means of coin operated telephones. Sales by 
municipal corporations in a proprietary capacity are included in 
the provisions of this clause. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective July 1, 
1975. 

ARTICLE XV 

Section 1. [477A.03] [LOCAL GOVERNMENT AID; 1976 
AND 1977.] Subdivision J. The state shall distribute $159,000,000 
for each of the calendar years 1976 and 1977 to taxing authorities, 
except school districts, with authority to tax property in the state. 

Subd. 2. Every county government except that of a county 
containing a city of the first class shall receive a distribution equal 
to the distribution it was entitled to receive in 1975 pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477 A.OJ. 

Subd. 3. Each taxing authority in each county, other than the 
county, the school districts and the cities and towns shall receive 
in 1976 and 1977 a distribution equal to the distribution it was 
entitled to receive in 1971 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1969, 
Section 273.69. 

8ubd. 4. The balance of the distributions in 1976 pursuant to 
subdivision 1 shall be distributed to each of the cities and towns in 
the proportion that the product of the city or town's 1970 federal 
census population times its average mill rate payable in 1975 times 
its city or town 197 4 aggregate sales ratio as determined by the 
commissioner of revenue bears to the sum of the product of that 
calculation for all cities and towns. 
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The balance of the distributions in 1977 pursuant to subdivision 
1 shall be distributed to each of the cities and towns in the pro
portion that the product of the city or town's 1970 federal census 
population times its average mill rate payable in 1976 times its 
city or town 1975 aggregate sales ratio as determined by the 
commissioner of revenue bears to the sum of the product of that 
calculation for all cities and towns. 

Subd. 5. If the amount distributed to a city or town pursuant to 
subdivision 4 is less than the aids the city or town received in 
1975, before corrections for prior year aid payments, pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, the amount distribut
ed to it shall be raised to the amount the city or town received in 
1975, before corrections for prior year aid payments, and the dis
tributions to the other cities and towns shall be proportionately 
reduced as necessary to supply the difference. 

Subd. 6. The commissioner of revenue shall make all necessary 
calculations and make payments directly to the affected taxing 
authorities in four equal parts on March 15, July 15, September 
15, and November 15 in 1976 and 1977. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.51, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The property tax levy limitation for governmental sub
divisions in 1972 and subsequent levy years is calculated as 
follows. The governmental subdivision's levy limit base per capita 
for the immediately preceding levy year shall be increased pur
suant to section 275.52, subdivision 2. The resulting current levy 
year's levy limit base per capita shall then be multiplied by the 
current levy year's population of the governmental subdivision 
established pursuant to section 275.53. From the resulting figure 
lcurrent levy year's levy limit base) shall be deducted the amount 
of state formula aids estimated by the department of revenue to 
be paid pursuant to see::en 177A.Ql, as ameaaed this article, and 
the taconite production tax municipal aids paid pursuant to section 
298.282, as amended, to the governmental subdivision during the 
tax collection year to which the current levy year's levy limit base 
applies. The resulting figure is the amount of property taxes which 
the governmental subdivision may levy in the current levy year for 
all purposes other than those for which special levies and special 
ass~ssments are made. 

For the purpose of determining the amount of property taxes 
that a governmental subdivision may levy, in 1973 and thereafter, 
taxes payable in 1974 and thereafter, for all purposes except 
special levies and special assessments, the following amounts 
(increased by 12.36 percent and divided by the 1972 population of 
the governmental subdivision established pursuant to section 
275.53) shall be added to the governmental subdivision's 1972 
payable 1973 levy limit base per capita and adjusted pursuant to 
section 275.52, subdivision 2: 

(1) The amount of a county auditor's error of omission in the 
ad valorem taxes extended in levy year 1970, taxes payable in 
1971, but only to the extent that when included in the govern-
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mental subdivision's levy in 1970, taxes payable in 1971, such 
amount is not in excess of any applicable statutory, special law or 
charter limitation imposed on the governmental subdivision in 
levy year 1970. 

(2) The amount of an error of omission in the levy certified to 
the appropriate county auditor or auditors by the governing body 
of a city or town with statutory city powers in levy year 1970, 
taxes payable in 1971, but only to the extent that when included 
in the governmental subdivision's levy in 1970, taxes payable in 
1971, such amount is not in excess of any applicable statutory 
special law or charter limitation imposed on the governmental 
subdivision in levy year 1970. 

The foregoing addition shall not be construed to alter in any 
way the amount of state formula aids estimated by the depart
ment of revenue to be paid a governmental subdivision pursuant 
to section 477 A.01 in calendar years 1972 and 1973. 

For levy year 1973 and thereafter, taxes payable in 197 4 and 
thereafter, the current levy year's levy limit base for the govern
mental subdivision shall be increased by the following aids (as 
estimated by the department of revenue and before adjustments 
ror prior year aid payments): 

(1) Calendar year 1973 cigarette tax distribution aids pursuant 
to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 297.13; 

(2) Calendar year 1973 liquor tax distribution aids pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 340.60; 

(3) The November 30, 1972 and May 31, 1973, distribution of 
bank excise tax aids pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 
290.361; 

( 4) Seventy percent of the amount that county governments 
were entitled to receive and 100 percent of the amount city and 
town governments were entitled to receive in fiscal year 1973 
(July 1, 1972 through June 30, 1973) pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1971, Section 287.12; 

(5) Fiscal year 1973 (July 1, 1972 through June 30, 1973) gross 
earnings aids to cities, towns and counties pursuant to Minnesota 
Sta'.utes 1971, Sections 276.15 to 276.18; 368.39 to 368.42; and 
373.20 to 373.24; 

(6) Fifty percent of the fiscal year 1973 (July 1, 1972 to June 
30, 1973) inheritance tax distribution to county governments pur
suant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 291.33. 

The foregoing addition shall be made after the per capita 
adjustment pursuant to section 275.52, subdivision 2, and after 
the multiplication of the current levy year's levy limit based per 
capita by the current levy year's population of the governmental 
subdivision, but before the deduction of the aids estimated by the 
department of revenue to be paid to the governmental subdivision 
pursuant to seetioRS 477AJH this article and section 298.282, as 
amended, during the tax collection year to which the current levy 
year's levy limit base applies. 
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Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the 
duties imposed by this article is annually appropriated from the 
general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivisions 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16 and 17 are repealed 
effective January l, 1976. 

ARTICLE XVI 

Section 1. [EXEMPTION FOR FEDERAL INCOME TAX 
REBATE.] All amounts received by individual taxpayers pur
suant to Title I of Public Law 94-12 of the Tax Reduction Act of 
1975, shall be exempt from taxation as income as provided by 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 290. " 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, delete lines 2 to 41 

Page 2, delete lines 1 to 17 and insert: 

"relating to taxation; increasing the agricultural mill rate dif
ferential; increasing the proportion of public assistance payments 
to be paid by the state; qualifying eligibility for property tax 
exemption; eliminating the limit on the annual increase in 
assessed valuations of property; establishing a method of deter
mining flexible homestead base values; reducing ad valorem taxes 
paid by certain persons; providing for reimbursement by the state 
of local taxing districts for reduced revenues from Class 3cc and 
Title II property; altering means of calculating levy limits, 
exempting certain governmental subdivisions from levy limits; 
raising the level of credits against tax granted to low income 
individuals; repealing employer's excise tax; extending income tax 
credit for pollution control equipment; increasing farm loss deduc
tions limit; increasing renters credit; defining "sale" for sales and 
use tax purposes to exclude certain admission charges; providing 
certain local government aids; exempting federal income tax re
bate from taxation by the state: amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Sections 124.03, Subdivision 2, and Subdivision 3, as 
amended; 256.01, Subdivision 2: 256.72; 256.73, Subdivisions 2 
and 4; 256.82; 256.871, Subdivision 6; 256.98; 256B.02, Subdivi
sion 3; 256B.041, Subdivision 5; 256B.07; 256B.12; 256B.19, Sub
division 1; 256D.03, Subdivision 2; 256D.07; 256D.18, Subdivision 
2; 256D.36, Subdivision 1; 256D.37, Subdivision 1; 272.02, Sub
division 1; 273.011, Subdivisions 2 and 5; 273.012, Subdivision 2, 
and by adding a subdivision; 273.061, by adding a subdivision; 
273.11, Subdivision 1; 273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 275.52, Subdi
vision 3; 275.53, Subdivision 1; 275.59; 276.04; 290.012, Subdivi
sion 4; 290.06, Subdivisions 3d and 9a; 290.09, Subdivisi_on 29; 
290.983, Subdivision 1; 297A.01, Subdivision 3; 393.08, Subdivi
sion 1; and 510.02; and Chapter 273, by adding sections; repealing 
Mil'nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 
and 5: 290.031: 290.066; 290.921; 290.922; and 477A.01, Subdivi
sions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, and 17." 
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And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Pursuant to Rule 60, a roll call was taken on the motion of Mr. 
Blatz to further amend H.F. No. 1674 as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 
following: 

"ARTICLE I 
Section 1. The federal income tax rebate received by a taxpayer 

because of Title I of P. L. 94-12 shall not be subject to the 
Minnesota income tax. 

ARTICLE II 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

290.06 [RATES OF TAX; CREDITS AGAINST TAX.] Subdi
vision 1. [COMPUTATION, CORPORATIONS.] The privilege 
and income taxes imposed by this chapter upon corporations shall 
be computed by applying to their taxable net income in excess of 
the applicable credits allowed under section 290.21 the rate of 13 
11 percent. The amount of tax payable by a corporation required 
to file a return shall not be less than $100. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, Subdivision 3c, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3c. [CREDITS AGAINST TAX.] Notwithstanding the 
provisions of subdivision 3a for taxable years which begin after 
December 31, ~ 1974, the taxes due under the computation in 
accordance with section 290.06 shall be credited with the following 
amounts: 

( 1) In the case of an unmarried individual, and, except as pro
vided in paragraph 6, in the case of the estate of a decedent, ~ 
$25, and in the case of a trust, $5; 

( 2) In the case of a married individual, living with husband or 
wife, and in the case of a head of a household, ~ $50. If such 
husband and wife make separate returns the per3onal exemption 
may be taken by eitter or divided between them; 

(3) In the case of an individual, $~1 $25 for each person (other 
than husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief 
support from the taxpayer. One taxpayer only shall be allowed this 
credit with respect to any given dependent. In the case of the head 
of a household, a credit for one dependent shall be disallowed. A 
payment to a divorced or separated wife, other than a payment of 
the kind referred to in section 290.072, subdivision 3, shall not be 
considered a payment by the husband for the support of any 
dependent. 

(4) (a) In the case of an unmarried individual who has attained 
the age of 65 before the close of his taxable year, an additional $Bl 
$25; 
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(b) In the case of an unmarried individual who is blind at the 
close of the taxable year, an additional $2-1- $25; 

( c) In the case of a married individual, living with husband or 
wife, an additional ~± $25 for each spouse who has attained the 
age of 65 before the close of the individual's taxable year, and an 
additional $25 for each spouse who is blind at the close of the 
individual's taxable year. If such husband and wife make separate 
returns, these credits may be taken by either or divided between 
them; 

(d) Forthepurposesofsub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 
( 4), an individual is blind if his central visual acuity does not 
exceed 20/200 in the better eye with correcting lenses, or if his 
visual acuity is greater than 20/200 but is accompanied by a 
limitation in the fields of vision such that the widest diameter of 
the visual field subt~nds an angle no greater than 20 degrees. 

(5) In the case of an insurance company, it shall receive a credit 
on the tax computed as above equal in amount to any taxes based 
on premiums paid by it during the period for which the tax under 
Extra Session Laws 1967, Chapter 32, is imposed by virtue of any 
law of this state, other than the surcharge on premiums imposed 
by Extra Session Laws 1933, Chapter 53, as amended; 

(6) If the status of a taxpayer, insofar as it affects the credits 
allowed under paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall change during the 
taxable year, or if the taxpayer shall either become or cease to be a 
resident of the state during such taxable year, such credit shall be 
apportioned, in accordance with the number of months before and 
after such change. For the purpose of such apportionment, a frac
tional part of a month shall be disregarded unless more than one
half of the month. in which case it shall be considered as a month. 
In case of death during a taxable year, a credit shall be allowed to 
the decedent, in proportion to the number of months before his 
death, and to his estate, in proportion to the number of months 
after his death. and in any event a minimum credit of $5 shall be 
allowed to the decedent and his estate, respectively; 

(7) In the case of a non-resident individual. credits under para
graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall be apportioned in the proportion of the 
gross income from sources in Minnesota to the gross income from 
all sources, and in any event a minimum credit of $5 shall be 
allowed. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. For taxable years beginnin11 after December 31, 1974, 
the income taxes imposed by chapter 290 upon individuals, estates 
and trusts, other than those taxable as corporations, shall be 
reduced by a credit equal to ten percent of the income tax so 
computed. 

Sec. 4. This article is effective for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1974. 
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ARTICLE III 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.031, is amend
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. [EXCISE TAX TERMINATION.] The provisions of 
this section shall not apply to taxable compensation paid after 
June 30, 1975. The entire $100,000 exclusion in subdivision 4 shall 
be allowable for the employer's taxable year beginning January 1, 
1975 or thereafter. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297A.14, is amended 
to read: 

297A.14 [USING, STORING OR CONSUMING TANGIBLE 
PERSONAL PROPERTY; ADMISSIONS; UTILITIES.] For 
the privilege of using, storing or consuming in Minnesota tangible 
personal property, tickets or admissions to places of amusement 
and athletic events, electricity, gas, and local exchange telephone 
service purchased for use, storage or consumption in this state, 
there is hereby imposed on every person in this state a use tax at 
the rate of four percent of the sales price of sales at retail of any of 
the aforementioned items made to such person after October 31, 
1971, unless the tax imposed by section 297 A.02 was paid on said 
sales price. 

Motor vehicles subject to tax under this section shall be taxed 
at the fair market value at the time of transport into Minnesota if 
such motor vehicles were acquired more than three months prior 
to its transport into this state. 

Netwitest::nEiing ,my ~ ~ens el s:etieas 297A.Ql te 
297.'\.44 te the e~:t; th'e eest el paJl8i' flHG in!. pre1h1ete 
e!Eeeedmg $1QQ,QQQ m ~ ealen4&r ~ l¾Bea 91' eensaraeel m 
---" · er •· .,_,, ' · •· 297 • 2° ee1· · · prtn:taemg 9: }:)U lCOtirn QS ~Be& Hi see.am. -•..Ji 81:1:lVISlOR 
¼; elaHSe -fi.)- lo saejeet te tae ~ !1Bpeseel ~ this sectien. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297A.25, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

297 A.25 [EXEMPTIONS.] Subdivision 1. The following are 
specifically exempted from the taxes imposed by sections 297 A.01 
to 297A.44: 

(a) The gross receipts from the sale of food products including 
but not limited to cereal and cereal products, butter, cheese, milk 
and milk products, oleomargarine, meat and meat products, fish 
and fish products, eggs and egg products, vegetables and vegetable 
products, fruit and fruit products, spices and salt, sugar and sugar 
products, coffee and coffee substitutes, tea, cocoa and cocoa 
products; 

(b) The gross receipts from the sale of prescribed drugs and 
medicine intended for use, internal or external, in the cure, mitiga
tion, treatment or prevention of illness or disease in human beings 
and products consumed by humans for the preservation of health, 
including prescription glasses, therapeutic and prosthetic devices, 
but not including cosmetics or toilet articles notwithstanding the 
presence of medicinal ingredients therein; 
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( c) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage, use of 
other consumption in Minnesota of tangible personal property, 
tickets, or admissions, electricity, gas, or local exchange telephone 
service, which under the Constitution or laws of the United States 
or under the Constitution of Minnesota, the state of Minnesota 
is prohibited from taxing; 

(d) The gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal 
property (i) which, without intermediate use, is shipped or tran
sported outside Minnesota and thereafter used in a trade or busi
ness or is stored, processed, fabricated or manufactured into, 
attached to or incorporated into other tangible personal property 
transported or shipped outside Minnesota and thereafter used in a 
trade or business outside Minnesota, and which is not thereafter 
returned to a point within Minnesota, except in the course of 
interstate commerce (Storage shall not constitute intermediate 
use); or (ii) which the seller delivers to a common carrier for 
delivery outside Minnesota, places in the United States mail or 
parcel post directed to the purchaser outside Minnesota, or deliv
ers to the purchaser outside Minnesota by means of the seller's 
own delivery vehicles, and which is not thereafter returned to a 
point within Minne3ota, except in the course of interstate 
commerce; 

(e) The gross receipts from the sale of packing materials used 
to pack and ship household goods, the ultimate destination of 
which is outside the state of Minnesota and which are not there
after returned to a point within Minnesota, except in the course of 
interstate commerce; 

(f) The gross receipts from the sale of and storage, use or 
consumption of petroleum products upon which a tax has been 
imposed under the provisions of chapter 296, whether or not any 
part of said tax may be subsequently refunded; 

(g) The gross receipts from the sale of clothing and wearing 
apparel except the following: 

(i) all articles commonly or commercially known as jewelry, 
whether real or imitation; pearls, precious and semi-precious 
stones, and imitations thereof; articles made of, or ornamented, 
mounted or fitted with precious metals or imitations thereof; 
watches; clocks; cases and movements for watches and clocks; 
gold, gold-plated, silver or sterling flatware or hollow ware and 
silver-plated hollow ware; opera glasses; lorgnettes; marine 
glasses; field glasses and binoculars. 

(ii) articles made of fur on the hide or pelt, and articles of which 
such fur is the component material or chief value, but only if such 
value is more than three times the value of the next most valuable 
component material. 

(iii) perfume, essences, extracts, toilet waters, cosmetics, petro
leum jellies, hair oils, pomades, hair dressings, hair restoratives, 
hair dyes, aromatic cachous and toilet powders. The tax imposed 
by this act shall not apply to lotion, oil, powder, or other article 
intended to be used or applied only in the case of babies. 
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(iv) trunks, valises, traveling bags, suitcases, satchels, over
night bags, hat boxes for use by travelers, beach bags, bathing suit 
bags, brief cases made of leather or imitation leather, salesmen's 
sample and display cases, purses, handbags, pocketbooks, wallets, 
billfolds, card, pass, and key cases and toilet cases. 

(h) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage, use, or 
consumption of all materials, including chemicals, fuels, petroleum 
products, lubricants, packaging materials, including returnable 
containers used in packaging food and beverage products, feeds, 
seeds, fertilizers, electricity, gas and steam, used or conrnmed in 
agricultural or industrial production of personal property intended 
to be sold ultimately at retail, whether or not the item so used 
becomes an ingredient or constituent part of the property pro
duced. Such production shall include, but is not limited to, 
research, development, design or production of any tangible per
sonal property, manufacturing, processing ( other than by restau
rants and consumers) of agricultural products whether vegetable 
or animal, commercial fishing, refining, smelting, reducing, brew
ing, distilling, printing, mining, quarrying, lumbering, generating 
electricity and the production of road building materials. Such 
production shall not include painting, cleaning, repairing or similar 
processing of property except as part of the original manufacturing 
process. Machinery, equipment, implements, tools, accessories, 
appliances, contrivances, furniture and fixtures, used in such pro
duction and fuel, electricity, gas or steam used for space heating or 
lighting, are not included within this exemption; however, acces
sory tools, equipment and other short lived items, which are sepa
rate detachable units used in producing a direct effect upon the 
product, where such items have an ordinary useful life of less than 
12 months, are included within the exemption provided herein; 

(i) The gross receipts from the sale of and storage, use or other 
consumption in Minnesota of tangible personal property (e!!eept 
a,s pre•liaeel iH eeetien 297A.14) which is used or consumed in 
~sing or becomes an ingredient or component part of any 
publication regularly issued at average intervals not exceeding 
three months, and any such publication. For purposes of this 
subsection, "publication" as used herein shall include, without 
limiting the foregoing, a legal newspaper as defined by Minnesota 
Statutes 1965, Section 331.02, and any supplements or enclosures 
with or part of said newspaper; and the gross receipts of any 
advertising contained therein or therewith shall be exempt. For 
this purpose, advertising in any such publication shall be deemed 
to be a service and not tangible personal property, and persons or 
their agents who publish or sell such newspapers shall be deemed 
to be engaging in a service with respect to gross receipts realized 
from such newsgathering or publishing activities by them, includ
ing the sale of advertising. Machinery, equipment, implements, 
tools, accessories, appliances, contrivances, furniture and fixtures 
used in such publication and fuel, electricity, gas or steam used for 
space heating or lighting, are not exempt; 

(i) The gross receipts from all sales of tangible personal 
property to, and all storage, use or consumption of such property 
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by, the United States and its agencies and instrumentalities or a 
state and its agencies, instrumentalities and political subdivisions; 

(k) The gross receipts from the isolated or occasional sale of 
tangible personal property in Minnesota not made in the normal 
course of business of selling that kind of property, and the 
storage, use, or consumption of property acquired as a result of 
such a sale; 

(I) The gross receipts from sales of rolling stock and the stor
age, use or other consumption of such property by railroads, 
freight line companies, sleeping car companies and express com
panies taxed on the gross earnings basis in lieu of ad valorem 
taxes. For purposes of this clause "rolling stock" is defined as the 
portable or moving apparatus and machinery of any such company 
which moves on the road, and includes, but is not limited to 
engines, cars, tenders, coaches, sleeping cars and parts necessary 
for the repair and maintenance of such rolling stock. 

(m) The gross receipts from sales of air flight equipment and 
the storage, use or other consumption of such property by airline 
comoanies taxed under the provisions of sections 270.071 to 
270.079. For purposes of this clause, "airflight equipment" 
includes airplanes and parts necessary for the repair and mainten
ance of such airflight equipment, and flight simulators. 

(n) The gross receipts from the sale of telephone central office 
telephone equipment used in furnishing intrastate and interstate 
telephone service to the public. 

( o) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage, use or 
other consumption by persons taxed under the in lieu provisions of 
chapter 298, of mill liners, grinding rods and grinding balls which 
are substantially consumed in the production of taconite, the 
material of which primarily is added to and becomes a part of the 
material being processed. 

(p) The gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal 
property to, and the storage, use or other consumption of such 
property by, any corporation, society, association, foundation, or 
institution organized and operated exclusively for charitable, reli
gious or educational purposes if the property purchased is to be 
used in the performance of charitable, religious or educational 
functions, or any senior citizen group organized and operated 
exclusively for pleasure, recreation and other nonprofit purposes, 
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any 
private shareholders; 

( q) The gross receipts from the sale of caskets and burial 
vaults; 

( r) The gross receipts from the sale of cigarettes. 

(s) The gross receipts from the sale of an automobile or other 
conveyance if the purchaser is assisted by a grant from the United 
States in accordance with 38 United States Code, Section 1901, as 
amended. 
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( t) The gross receipts from the sale to the licensed aircraft 
dealer of an aircraft for which a commercial use permit has been 
issued pursuant to section 360.654, if the aircraft is resold while 
the permit is in effect. 

(u) The gross receipts from the sale of building materials to be 
used in the construction or remodeling of a residence when the 
construction or remodeling is financed in whole or in part by the 
United States in accordance with 38 United States Code, Sections 
801 to 805, as amended. This exemption shall not be effective at 
time of sale of the materials to contractors, subcontractors, 
builders or owners, but shall be applicable only upon a claim for 
refund to the commissioner of revenue filed by recipients of the 
benefits provided in Title 38 United States Code, Chapter 21, as 
amended. The commissioner shall provide by regulation for the 
refund of taxes paid on sales exempt in accordance with this 
paragraph. 

( v) The gross receipts from the sale of textbooks which are 
prescribed for use in conjunction with a course of study in a public 
or private school, college, university and business or trade school 
to students who are regularly enrolled at such institutions. For 
purposes of this clause a "public school" is defined as one that 
furnishes course of study, enrollment and staff that meets stand
ards of the state board of education and a private school is one 
which under the standards of the state board of education, pro
vides an education substantially equivalent to that furnished at a 
public school. Business and trade schools shall mean such schools 
licensed pursuant to section 141.25. 

(w) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage of 
material designed to advertise and promote the sale of merchan
dise or services, which material is purchased and stored for the 
purpose of subsequently shipping or otherwise transferring outside 
the state by the purchaser for use thereafter solely outside the 
state of Minnesota. 

ARTICLE IV 
Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, is amended 

by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [INVESTMENT CREDIT.] Effective for taxable 
years beginning after December 31, 1974, there shall be allowed a 
credit against the Minnesota tax an amount that is equal to the 
amount of the credit that is allowed under Section 38 and Section 
46 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1974, and as amended by Public Law 94-12, in the 
year the federal credit is allowed. However, such credit shall be 
allowed only to the extent that the credit is connected with or 
allocable against the production or receipt of income included in 
the measure of the tax imposed by this chapter. The credits pro
vided by section 290.06, subdivision 9 or subdivision 9a, shall not 
be applicable to property eligible for credit under this subdivision. 

In the case of property disposed of on or after January 1, 1975, 
which results in an increase in the taxpayer's federal tax liability 
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under Section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amend
ed through December 31, 1974, and as amended by Public Law 94-
12, in the year such increase occurs, there shall be added an equal 
amount to the taxpayer's Minnesota tax liability, not exceeding 
the amount of the credit which was previously allowed to reduce 
the taxpayer's Minnesota income tax liability. 

Sec. 2. The provisions of section 290.01, subdivision 20(a)(9), 
section 290.01, subdivision 20(b) (9) and section 290.09, subdivi
sion 24 shall not be applicable to property which is acquired on or 
after January 1, 1975. 

ARTICLEV 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 
l, is amended to read: 

273.11 [VALUATION OF PROPERTY.] Subdivision 1. E1<eef)t 
es f)FeviEleEl m s>1!adkisioe ll; All property shall be valued at its 
market value. In estimating and determining such value, the asses
sor shall not adopt a lower or different standard of value because 
the same is to serve as a basis of taxation, nor shall he adopt as a 
criterion of value the price for which such property would sell at 
auction or at a forced sale, or in the aggregate with all the proper
ty in the town or district; but he shall value each article or de
scription of property by itself, and at such sum or price as he 
believes the same to be fairly worth in money. In assessing any 
tract or lot of real property, the value of the land, exclusive of 
structures and improvements, shall be determined, and also the 
value of all structures and improvements thereon, and the aggre
gate value of the property, including all structures and improve
ments, excluding the value of crops growing upon cultivated land. 
In valuing real property upon which there is a mine or quarry, it 
shall be valued at such price as such property, including the mine 
or quarry, would sell for a fair, voluntary sale, for cash. In valuing 
real property which is vacant, the fact that such property is 
platted shall not be taken into account. An individual lot of such 
platted property shall not be assessed in excess of the assessment 
of the land as if it were unplatted until the lot is improved with a 
permanent improvement all or a portion of which is located upon 
the lot, or for a period of three years after final approval of said 
plat whichever is shorter. When a lot is sold or construction begun, 
the assessed value of that lot or any single contiguous lot fronting 
on the same street shall be eligible for reassessment. All property, 
or the use thereof, which is taxable under sections 272.01, subdivi
sion 2, or 273.19, shall be valued at the market value of such 
property and not at the value of a leasehold estate in such property, 
or at some lesser value than its market value. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, section 273.11, subdivisions 2 
to 5 are repealed. 

Sec. 3. This article is effective for the 1975 assessment year and 
all subsequent years. 
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ARTICLE VI 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.01, Subdivision 
20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [GROSS INCOME.] Except as otherwise provided in 
this chapter, the term "gross income," as applied to corporations 
includes every kind of compensation for labor or personal services 
of every kind from any private or public employment, office, posi
tion or services; income derived from the ownership or use of 
property; gains or profits derived from every kind of disposition of, 
or every kind of dealing in, property; income derived from the 
transaction of any trade or business; and income derived from any 
source. 

For each of the taxable years beginning after December 31, 1970 
and prior to January 1, 1971, the term "gross income" in its 
application to individuals, estates, and trusts, shall mean the 
adjusted gross income as comI>_uted for federal income tax pur
poses as defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended 
through December 31, 1970 for the applicable taxable year, with 
the modifications specified in this section. 

For each of the taxable years beginning after December 31, 
1970, the term "gross income" in its application to individuals, 
estates, and trusts shall mean the adjusted gross income as com
puted for federal income tax purposes as defined in the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through the date specified 
herein for the applicable taxable year, with the modifications spe
cified in this section. 

(i) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1970, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1970 and prior to January 1, 1973. 

(ii) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1972, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1972. 

(iii) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1973, and as amended by P. L. 93-406, the Pension 
Reform Act of 1974, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1973. 

(iv) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1974, shall be in effect for the taxable years begin
ning after December 31, 1974. 

References to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 in clauses (a), 
( b) and ( c) following shall mean the code in effect for the purpose 
of defining gross income for the applicable taxable year. 

(a) Modifications increasing federal adjusted gross income. 
There shall be added to federal adjusted gross income: 

(1) Interest income on obligations of any state other than Min
nesota or a political subdivision of any such other state exempt 
from federal income taxes under the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954; 
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(2) Interest income on obligations of any authority, commis
sion, or instrumentality of the United States, which the laws of 
the United States exempt from federal income tax, but not from 
state income taxes; 

(3) Income taxes imposed by this state or any other taxing 
jurisdiction, to the extent deductible in determining federal 
adjusted gross income and not credited against federal income 
tax; 

( 4) Interest on indebtedness incurred or continued to purchase 
or carry securities the income from which is exempt from tax 
under chapter 290, to the extent deductible in determining federal 
adjusted gross income; 

(5) Amounts received as reimbursement for an expense of sick
ness or injury which was deducted in a prior taxable year to the 
extent that the deduction for such reimbursed expenditure result
ed in a tax benefit; 

(6) Losses which do not arise from events or transactions which 
are assignable to Minnesota under the provisions of sections 
290.17 to 290.20, including any capital loss or net operating loss 
carryforwards or carrybacks resulting from such losses, and includ
ing any such nonassignable losses which occur prior to the time 
the individual becomes a resident of the state of Minnesota; 

(7) The amount of any federal income tax overpayment for any 
previous taxable year, received as refund or credited to another 
taxable year's income tax liability, proportionate to the percentage 
of federal income tax that was claimed as a deduction in determin
ing Minnesota income tax for such previous taxable year. 

The overpayment refund or credit, determined with respect to a 
husband and wife on a joint federal income tax return for a pre
vious taxable year, shall be reported on joint or separate Minne
sota income tax returns. In the case of separate Minnesota 
returns, the overpayment shall be reported by each spouse propor
tionately according to the relative amounts of federal income tax 
claimed as a deduction on his or her separate Minnesota income 
tax return for such previous taxable year; 

( 8) In the case of a change of residence from Minnesota to 
another state or nation, the amount of moving expenses which 
exceed total reimbursements and which were therefore deducted 
in arriving at federal adjusted gross income; 

(9) In the case of property disposed of on or after January 1, 
1973, the amount of any increase in the taxpayer's federal tax 
liability under section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as 
amended through December 31, ~ 1974, to the extent of the 
credit under section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as 
amended through December 31, ~ 1974, that was previously 
allowed as a deduction either under section 290.01, subdivision 20 
(b) (9) or under section 290.09, subdivision 24; and 

fW} EitfleRSes an4 lesses arising hem a ffli'Hi whieh Me ~ 
allo'l'i<aele andefo eeetien :!99.99, SH8Eii,,ision il9' 
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(b) Modifications reducing federal adjusted gross income. 
There shall be subtracted from federal adjusted gross income: 

(1) Interest income on obligations of any authority, commission 
or instrumentality of the United States to the extent includible in 
gross income for federal income tax purposes but exempt from 
state income tax under the laws of the United States; 

(2) The portion of any gain, from the sale or other disposition 
of property having a higher adjusted basis for Minnesota income 
tax purposes than for federal income tax purposes that does not 
exceed such difference in basis; but if such gain is considered a 
long-term capital gain for federal income tax purposes, the modifi
cation shall be limited to fifty per centum of such portion of the 
gain; 

(3) Interest or dividend income on securities to the extent 
exempt from income tax under the laws of this state authorizing 
the issuance of such securities but includible in gross income for 
federal income tax purposes; 

(4) Income which does not arise from events or transactions 
which are assignable to Minnesota under the provisions of sections 
290.17 to 290.20; 

( 5) Losses, not otherwise reducing federal adjusted gross in
come assignable to Minnesota, arising from events or transactions 
which are assignable to Minnesota under the provisions of sections 
290.17 to 290.20, including any capital loss or net operating loss 
carryforwards or carrybacks resulting from such losses; 

( 6) If included in federal adjusted gross income, the amount of 
any overpayment of income tax to Minnesota, or any other state, 
for any previous taxable year, whether such amount is received as 
a refund or credited to another taxable year's income tax liability; 

(7) The amount of any pension or benefit which is excluded from 
gross income under the provisions of section 290.08, subdivision 6; 
and 

(8) The amount of compensation for personal services in the 
armed forces of the United States or the United Nations which is 
excluded from gross income under the provisions of section 290.65; 
and 

(9) In the case of property acquired on or after January 1, 
1973, the amount of any credit to the taxpayer's federal tax liabil
ity under section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as 
amended through December 31, ~ 1974, but only to the e,i;tent 
that the credit is connected with or allocable against the produc
tion or receipt of income included in the measure of the ta,i; impos
ed by this chapter. 

( c) Modifications affecting shareholders of electing small busi
ness corporations under section 1372 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954, or section 290.972 of this chapter. 

(1) Shareholders in a small business corporation, which bas 
elected to be so taxed under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
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but has not made an election under section 290.972 of this 
chapter, shall deduct from federal adjusted gross income the 
amount of any imputed income from such corporation and shall 
add to federal adjusted gross income the amount of any loss 
claimed as a result of such stock ownership. Also there shall be 
added to federal adjusted gross income the amount of any distri
butions in cash or property made by said corporation to its share
holders during the taxable year. 

(2) In cases where the small business corporation has made an 
election under section 1372 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
but has not elected under section 290.972 of this chapter and said 
corporation is liquidated or the individual shareholder disposes of 
his stock and there is no capital loss reflected in federal adjusted 
gross income because of the fact that corporate losses have 
exhausted the shareholders basis for federal purposes, such share
holders shall be entitled, nevertheless, to a capital loss commensu
rate to their Minnesota basis for the stock. 

(3) In cases where the election under section 1372 of the Inter
nal Revenue Code of 1954 antedates the election under section 
290.972 of this chapter and at the close of the taxable year imme
diately preceding the effective election under section 290.972 the 
corporation has a reserve of undistributed taxable income previ
ously taxed to shareholders under the provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, in the event and to the extent that such 
reserve is distributed to shareholders such distribution shall be 
taxed as a dividend for purposes of this act. 

Items of gross income includible within these definitions shall be 
deemed such regardless of the form in which received. Items of 
gross income shall be included in gross income of the taxable year in 
which received by a taxpayer unless properly to be accounted for 
as of a different taxable year under methods of accounting 
permitted by section 290.07, except that (1) amounts transferred 
from a reserve or other account, if in effect transfers to surplus, 
shall, to the extent that such amounts were accumulated through 
deductions from gross income or entered into the computation of 
taxable net income during any taxable year, be treated as gross 
income for the year in which the transfer occurs, but only to the 
extent that such amounts resulted in a reduction of the tax impos
ed by this act, and ( 2) amounts received as refunds on account of 
taxes deducted from gross income during any taxable year shall be 
treated as gross income for the year in which actually received, 
but only to the extent that such amounts resulted in a reduction 
of the tax imposed by this act. 

(d) Modification in computing taxable income of the estate of a 
decedent. Amounts allowable under section 291.07, subdivision 
1 (2) in computing Minnesota inheritance tax liability shall not be 
allowed as a deduction in computing the taxable income of the 
estate unless there is filed within the time and in the manner and 
form prescribed by the commissioner a statement that the 
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amounts have not been allowed as a deduction under section 
291.07 and a waiver of the right to have such amounts allowed at 
any time as deductions under section 291.07. The provisions of 
this paragraph shall not apply with respect to deductions allowed 
under section 290.077 (relating to income in respect of decedents). 
In the event that the election made for federal tax purposes under 
section 642 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 differs from 
the election made under this paragraph appropriate modification 
of the estate's federal taxable income shall be made to implement 
the election made under this paragraph in accordance with regula
tions prescribed by the commissioner. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.26, is amended to 
read: 

290.26 [EMPLOYEES' TRUST, ANNUITY PLANS.] Subdivi
sion 1. [INCOME OF CERTAIN TRUSTS NOT TAXED.] A 
trust created or organized in the United States and forming part 
of a stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan of an employer for 
the exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries shall 
not be taxable under section 290.22 and no other provisions of this 
act shall apply with respect to such trust or its beneficiary if such 
trust or beneficiary comes within the provisions of sections 401 
and 402 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended 
through December 31, ~ 1974 as adapted to the provisions of 
this chapter under regulations issued by the commissioner of 
revenue. 

Subd. 2. [EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS.] Contributions of 
an employer to an employee's trust or annuity plan and compensa
tion under a deferred-payment plan shall be allowed as a deduc
tion in accordance with the provisions of Section 404 of the Inter
nal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through December 31, 
~ 197 4 as adapted to the provisions of this act under regula
tions issued by the commissioner of revenue. 

Subd. 2a. [EMPLOYER STOCK OWNERSHIP TRUST CON
TRIBUTIONS.] All contributions of an employer to an employee 
stock ownership trust as defined by section 290.01, subdivision 24, 
shall be allowed as a deduction in accordance with the provisions 
of section 404 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended 
through December 31, -Wn 1!>74, except that the limitation con
tained therein on the amount of contributions allowed as a deduc
tion shall not be applicable and in lieu thereof a limitation of 30 
percent shall apply. An employer who in any year claims a deduc
tion under this subdivision shall not in that year claim a deduction 
under section 290.21. 

Subd. 3. [DISTRIBUTIONS.] Distributions received by a bene
ficiary from a trust or annuity plan of the kind described in subdi
vision 1 or 2 of this section shall be treated in accordance with the 
provisions of section 290.08, subdivision 4, and sections 402 and 
403 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, ~ 1974 as adapted to the provisions of this 
chapter by regulations issued by the commissioner of revenue. 
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Subd. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] The provisions of subdivisions 
1, 2 and 3 of this section shall be applicable to the same taxable 
years as provided in section 290.08, subdivision 4. as adapted to 
the provisions of this chapter by regulations issued by the commis
sioner of revenue. 

Subd. 5. A custodial account within the meaning of section 
401 (f) or section 403(b)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
as amended through December 31, 1974, shall be treated as a trust 
under this section. 

Subd. 6. Any individual retirement account that is exempt from 
taxation under the provisions of section 408 of the Internal Reve
nue Code of 1954, as amended through December 31, 1974, shall 
also be exempt from taxation under the provisions of this chapter. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 290, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

(290.032] Subdivision 1. There is hereby imposed as an addition 
to the annual income tax for a taxable year of a taxpayer in the 
classes described in section 290.03 a tax with respect to any distri
bution received by such taxpayer that is treated as a lump sum 
distribution under section 402( e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954, as amended through December 31, 1974, and that is subject 
to tax for such taxable year under section 402( e) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through December 31, 1974. 

Subd. 2. The amount of tax imposed by subdivision 1 shall be 
computed in the same way as the tax imposed under section 
402(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended ·through 
December 31, 1974, except that the initial separate tax shall be an 
amount equal to ten times the tax which would be imposed by 
section 290.03 if the recipient was an individual referred to in such 
section and the taxable net income, excluding the credits allowed 
in section 290.06, subdivision 3c, and section 290.21, was an 
amount equal to one-tenth of the excess of 

( i) the total taxable amount of the lump sum distribution for 
the year, over 

(ii) the minimum distribution allowance, and except that refer
ences in section 402(e) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as 
amended through December 31, 1974, to paragraph (1) (A) there
of shall instead be references to subdivision 1 of this section. 

Subd. 3. The tax imposed by this section on a non-resident 
individual shall be based only on that part of the lump sum distri
bution attributable to personal or professional services within this 
state. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, section 290.09, subdivision 29, 
is repealed. 

Sec. 5. This article is effective for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1973. 
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ARTICLE VII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statntes 197 4, Section 290.09, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 30. The amount the taxpayer has paid to others during 
the taxable year for tuition and book expenses of the taxpayer or 
his dependent taking a post high school course of instruction in 
an accredited educational institution including community colleges, 
state or private colleges or universities, professional schools, voca
tional schools or accredited para-professional schools. The deduc
tion shall not exceed $1,000 per student in any taxable year, and 
the total deduction shall not exceed $5,000 for any student. 

Sec. 2. This article is effective for taxable years commencing 
after December 31, 1974. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 290, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[290.067] Subdivision 1. There shall be allowed to any person, 
regardless of age, who owns his homestead, a credit equal to the 
amount that the property tax payable on the claimant's home
stead exceeds six percent of the household income of the claimant 
in the year for which the taxes were levied. Any credit allowed 
pursuant to this section shall not exceed $1,000 for any year. 

Subd. 2. For purposes of this section "property taxes payable" 
means the property tax payable on the homestead property reduc
ed by any credit allowed pursuant to sections 290.0601 to 
290.0616, 290.0618 and 290.066. 

Subd. 3. Any person entitled to a credit under this section shall 
file a claim with the department of revenue on or before June 30. 
The claim shall be in such form as the commissioner may prescribe 
and he shall make available to claimants the forms and suitable 
instructions for filing the claims. 

Subd. 4. This section shall be administered in accordance with 
the definitions and procedures provided in sections 290.0601 to 
290.0616 and 290.0618, if applicable, and if not inconsistent with 
the provisions of this section. 

Subd. 5. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund the 
necessary amounts to pay the claims allowed by this section. 

Sec. 2. This article is effective for property taxes due and pay
able in 1976 and years thereafter. 

ARTICLE IX 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 273, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 
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[273.139] [HOMESTEAD PROPERTY AND AGRI
CULTURAL LAND TAX RELIEF.] Subdivision 1. The property 
tax to be paid with respect to all real property and class 2a property 
used for purposes of a homestead and all agricultural land shall be 
reduced by an amount equal to ten percent of such tax, commenc
ing with the taxes payable in 1976. 

Subd. 2. Each county auditor shall certify not later than May 1 
of each year to the commissioner of revenue the amount of reduc
tion resulting from this section in each taxing district in his 
county. This certification shall be submitted to the commissioner 
of revenue as part of the abstracts of tax lists required to be filed 
with the commissioner under the provisions of section 275.29. Any 
prior year adjustments shall also be certified in the abstracts of 
tax lists. The commissioner of revenue shall review such certifica
tions to determine their accuracy. He may make such changes in 
the certification as he may deem necessary or return a certifica
tion to the county auditor for corrections. 

Subd. 3. Based on current year tax data reported in the 
abstracts of tax lists, the commissioner of revenue shall annually 
determine each taxing district's distribution of the amounts certi
fied under subdivision 2. On or before July 15, 1976, and each year 
thereafter, the commissioner of revenue shall pay to each taxing 
district one half of its distribution. The remaining one half shall be 
paid on or before November 15, 1976 and each year thereafter. 

Subd. 4. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund the 
amounts necessary to make the payments required by this sec
tion." 

Amend the title to read as follows: 

"A bill for an act relating to taxation; exempting certain federal 
income tax rebat€s from taxation; reducing the privilege and in
come taxes imposed on corporations, individuals, trusts and 
estates; increasing personal and dependent credits against income 
tax; eliminating employer excise tax and farm loss limitation; 
exempting newsprint from sales and use tax; providing for invest
ment credit; removing limitation on assessment increase; adopting 
portions of Pension Reform Act of 1974; providing for college 
education expense deduction, state relief to homeowners for extra
ordinary property tax burdens, and reduction in property tax due 
on agricultural land and all homestead property; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 1; 290.01, Sub
division 20; 290.031 by adding a subdivision; 290.06, Subdivisions 
l and 3c; 290.06 by adding sections; 290.09 by adding a subdivi
sion; 290.26; 297A.14; 297A.25, Subdivision 1; Chapter 273 by 
adding a section; Chapter 290 by adding a section; repealing 
Section 273.11, Subdivisions 2 to 5; and Section 290.09, Subdivi
sion 29." 

There were yeas 8 and nays 10 as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang, Berg, Blatz, Frederick, Jensen, Larson, O'Neill and Sillers. 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Chmielewski; Coleman; Conzemius; Gearty; Hansen, Baldy; 
McCutcheon; Olson, A. G.; Perpich, A. J.; Schrom and Wegener. 

The amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

H. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; imposing regulations for 
community college operations; appropriating moneys with certain 
conditions for education and related purposes, including the uni
versity of Minnesota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to 
libraries, community colleges, higher education coordinating com
mission, and moneys for medical education. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, APPROPRI
ATIONS. Except as herein otherwise provided, the sums herein
after set forth in the columns designated "APPROPRIATIONS", 
or so much thereof as may be necessary, are hereby appropriated 
out of the general fund in the state treasury or any other fund 
herein designated for the purposes specified in the following sec
tions of this act, to be available for the fiscal year indicated for 
each purpose. The figures "1976", and "1977" wherever used in 
this act, shall mean that the appropriation or appropriations listed 
thereunder shall be available for the year ending June 30, 1976, 
and 1977 respectively. 

Sec. 2. DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION 

Subdivision 1. General Aca
demic and Related Services .. 

(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$1,821,883 $1,300,123 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

1976 1977 

$ $ 

1,821,883 1,300,123 
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1976 

$ 

Of the amount provided by 
this subdivision, $14,100 each 
year is appropriated from the 
trunk highway fund. 

Provided that notwithstanding 
the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 121.26 and 
125.08 to the contrary, the fee 
for registering with the teach
ers employment bureau shall 
not be less than $10, and the 
fee for a certificate to teach or 
for a renewal or extension of 
certificate to teach shall not be 
less than $10. 

Subd. 2. Vocational Technical 
Instruction and Related Ser-
vices .................... . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 557,160 $ 563,969 

Subd. 3. Special and Compen
satory Instruction and Related 
Services .................. . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 341,691 $ 347,280 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

(a) Indian scholarships 
$ 400,000 $ 400,000 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in (a) in the first year 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

Subd. 4. Education Planning, 
Innovative Developmental and 
Evaluative Services ....... . 
(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 202,627 $ 204,296 
( 2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$ 500,000 $ 500,000 

557,160 

741,691 

702,627 

[46THDAV 

1977 

$ 

563,969 

747,280 

704,296 
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1976 

$ 

Subd. 5. School Management 
and Services .............. . 

(1) Salaries, supplies and ex
penses 

$ 414,742 $ 420,440 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$2,021,000 $2,421,000 

Of the amount provided in (2) 
of this subdivision, so much 
thereof as is necessary shall be 
used for the type "A" lunch 
program to be distributed un
der standards established by 
the state board of education. 
Additional amounts of $781,000 
in 1976 and $1,181,000 in 1977 
are included in ( 2) and shall 
not be available to replace the 
use of soft match as originally 
provided in the budget request. 

Subd. 6. Auxiliary and General 
Support Services .......... . 

(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$1,758,687 $1,823,754 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$3,313,743 $1,917,320 
There is established in the 
state treasury a Minnesota 
educational computing consor
tium account. There is hereby 
appropriated from the general 
fund to the Minnesota educa
tional computing consortium 
account the sum of $150,000. 
The department shall charge 
MECC users for on-line com
puter time actually used, such 
receipts shall be deposited in 
the Minnesota educational 
computing consortium account, 
and are hereby reappropriated 
to the Minnesota educational 
computing consortium. 
The department of education 

2,435,742 

5,072,430 

$ 

1719 

1977 

2,841,440 

3,741,074 
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in consultation with MECC 
shall submit to the chairman 
of house appropriations and 
the chairman of senate finance 
no later than June 30 and 
December 31 of each year a 
progress report, proposed plans, 
and expenditures. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in ( 2) in the first 
year shall not cancel but shall 
be available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

Subd. 7. Public Library Ser-
vices ..................... . 
(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 314,021 $ 328,271 

( 2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$2,085,979 $2,271,729 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in ( 2) in the first year 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

These funds may be granted 
for the improvement of library 
services at welfare and correc
tions institution libraries and 
for library services to the blind 
and physically handicapped. 
These funds shall not exceed in 
either year the amount pro
vided for fiscal year 1974. 

A public library is a public 
library serving 20,000 or more 
persons or servin~ less than 
20,000 persons with the ap
proval of the commissioner of 
education and receiving an
nually from public funds fi
nancial support of at least one 
mill on the assessed valuation 
of the taxable property in the 
area served by the library. 

To qualify for the state library 

1976 

$ 

2,400,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

2,600,000 
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1976 

$ 

grant herein authorized, local 
levies for libraries shall not be 
less than the library levies in 
effect January 1, 1975. All of 
the above funds are limited to 
operating purposes only. 

Applications for financial as
sistance shall contain such in
formation as the department 
requires including descriptions 
of areas served by the appli
cant and the number and dis
tribution of persons residing 
therein; the local plan of the 
applicant for promoting li
brary service in the areas it 
serves and an estimate of the 
financial assistance to put 
such a plan in effect, and a 
statement of the ability of lo
cal government within the 
area served by the applicant to 
finance operations out of pub
lic funds raised by local truces. 
Financial assistance shall be 
granted to an eligible appli
cant proposing an economical 
and practical plan for the pro
motion of library service in 
the area in such amount and 
subject to such conditions as 
the department determines af
ter considering the informa
tion contained in the applica
tion for assistance and the to
tal amount of state and fed
eral funds available for the 
promotion of library service in 
the state. 

Provided that no state funds 
shall be used for construction 
of library facilities. 

Subd. 8. Vocational Rehabili-
tation ................... . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies and ex
penses and counseling and care 
of persons 

$1,550,425 $1,689,486 

2,770,679 

$ 

1721 

1977 

3,167,303 
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(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenues 

$ 84,795 $ 93,078 

(3) Long-term sheltered work
shop and work activity 

$1,135,459 $1,384,739 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in (3) in the first 
year shall not cancel but shall 
be available for the second 
year of the biennium. 

Any additional federal funds 
which are made available to 
the state of Minnesota after 
April 1, of any fiscal year by 
the department of H.E.W. as 
a result of reallocation of 
funds returned by other states 
may be carried over and ex
pended in the next fiscal year. 
None of the amounts appro
priated in subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, and 8 listed as claims, 
grants and shared revenues or 
long term sheltered work
shops on the official work
sheets of the conferees of the 
senate and house of represen
tatives, a true copy of which is 
on file in the office of the 
commissioner of administra
tion, shall be transferred to 
any other expenditure cate
gory other than that for which 
it was appropriated. 

The number of state funded 
positions shall not exceed the 
number . shown on official 
worksheets. 

Sec. 3. STATE COLLEGE 
BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Maintenance 
and Equipment ............ . 

The amounts appropriated in 
subdivisions 1 and 2 include a 
sum in each year for recruit-

1976 

$ 

52,034,856 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

53,099,194 
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ment of unclassified staff. 
Candidates for positions in the 
state college board central of
fice or in a state college who 
have been invited by the state 
college board for interview, 
may be reimbursed for travel 
and subsistence expenses in 
the same manner and amounts 
as state employees. This reim
bursement may be made from 
college imprest cash funds. 

In developing new programs 
with the funds provided here
in the state colleges shall, 
wherever appropriate and edu
cationally sound, attempt to 
employ excess faculty result
ing from declining or shifting 
enrollments. 

Subd. 2. Metropolitan State 
College .................. . 

The above amount shall be 
used by the state college board 
for operating an educational 
program for a state college 
center as organized in the sev
en county metropolitan area. 
The center may operate in fa
cilities acquired through the 
commissioner of administra
tion by gift or lease. The facul
ty and staff of the state col
lege system shall provide as
sistance in developing curricu
lar and educational programs 
for the college. 

Subd. 3. State College Board 
Contingent ............... . 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

In the event the enrollment of 
full time equivalent students 
enrolled exceeds the budget 

1976 

$ 

1,231,638 

750,000 

$ 

1723 

1977 

1,511,315 
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estimates of 31,022 full time 
equivalents the first year and 
31,260 full time equivalents 
the second year of the bien
nium for the total state college 
system, it is the intent of the 
legislature to provide addition
al teaching positions at a ratio 
of one position for each 19 full 
time equivalent undergraduate 
students, and one position for 
each 13 graduate students in 
excess of the biennial budget 
enrollment estimates for each 
year of the biennium. 

It is the intent of the legisla
ture that any salary adjust
ments or other payments man
dated by court action, a quali
fied administrative agency, or 
because of settlement of liti
gation in process be financed 
from the contingent fund. 

The above appropriation is to 
be expended with the approval 
of the governor after consul
tation with the legislative ad
visory committee as provided 
by Minnesota Statutes, Section 
3.30. 

Subd. 4. Student Loans-State 
Matching ................ . 

The above appropriation shall 
be used as state's matching 
share for any federal student 
aid or loan program. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. No portion of the 
appropriation shall be used to 
defray obligations incurred 
prior to July 1, 1975. 

Subd. 5. General Research .... 

None of this appropriation 

1976 

$ 

175,000 

25,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

175,000 

25,000 
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1976 

$ 

shall be allotted or encumbered 
until a research project has 
been approved by the state 
college board. Any unexpend
ed balance remaining in the 
first year shall not cancel but 
shall be available for the sec
ond year of the biennium. 

Subd. 6. Repairs and Better-
ments ................... . 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but will be available 
for the second year of the bi
ennium. 

All receipts of every kind, in
cluding but not limited to stu
dents' tuition and fees, federal 
receipts, aids, contributions, 
and reimbursements in all 
state colleges are reappropri
ated to the state college board, 
but subject to budgetary con
trol by the commissioner of 
administration, except the fol
lowing receipts not subject to 
budgetary control by the com
missioner of administration. 

( a) those attributed to dormi
tory functions handled under 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
136.31 to 136.38, and 

(b) those attributable to col
lege activity funds (including, 
for example, receipts from 
vending machines in buildings 
other than dormitories and 
student unions), and 

( c) those attributable to 
grants for special projects, in
stitutes, and similar activities 
subject to Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 136.143 and 136.144. 
A report shall be submitted to 
the 70th session of the legisla
lature as to the use of all such 
excepted funds. 

1,456,000 

1725 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

The state college board is 
hereby authorized to transfer 
funds within the various col
lege operating accounts of the 
maintenance and equipment 
appropriation account after 
the close of a fiscal year; pro
vided such transfers are in ac
cordance with the Laws of 
1949, Chapter 230, Section 1, 
Subdivision 8. 

Grants awarded to the state 
college system by any state 
agency shall be transferred to 
the accounts of the state col
lege board. Such transfers 
shall be by journal voucher or 
a request for transfer of funds 
as deemed most appropriate 
by the commissioner of fin
ance. 

During the 1975-77 biennium, 
the state college board shall 
identify nonacademic unclassi
fied positions in the state col
lege system for transfer to the 
classified state service. Per
sons in employee status in 
such positions at the time of 
transfer shall be transferred 
into the classified service of 
the state without competitive 
examination, and shall be 
placed in the proper classifica
tions by the commissioner of 
finance, provided, however, 
that the salary of any present 
incumbent shall not be reduced 
because the range maximum is 
lower than his or her present 
salary. Personnel occupying 
positions transferred may con
tinue in the retirement pro
grams in which they currently 
participate. Employees who 
have been employed by the 
colleges more than one year 
shall be granted permanent 
status; those employees with 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

less than one year of service 
will be placed on probationary 
status. The above provisions 
shall be effective notwith
standing any other provisions 
of law to the contrary. 

Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, reimburse
ments are appropriated for use 
during the fiscal year in which 
they are received. 

Notwithstanding the provisions 
of any law to the contrary, 
Minnesota metropolitan state 
college is authorized to deposit 
tuition receipts received during 
the final quarter of each fiscal 
year in a suspense account. 
The balance in such an account 
shall not cancel on June 30 but 
shall be available in the next 
fiscal year. 

The state college board may 
allocate, not to exceed $3,000 
annually, to each college presi
dent and the office of the 
chancellor for miscellaneous 
expenses in connection with 
the state college system. The 
provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Chapter 16, shall not ap
ply to such expenditures but 
the state college board shall 
prescribe the manner, amount, 
and purpose of such expen
ditures and report thereon to 
the 1977 legislature. 
Notwithstanding the provi
sions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 136.06, or any other 
law to the contrary, expenses 
incurred in travel outside of 
the state of Minnesota shall be 
paid upon prior authorization 
of the chief executive officer 
or president of the state col
lege board. No other approval 
shall be required. 
The state college board is 

1727 

1977 
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authorized to utilize up to 
$200,000 of the maintenance 
and equipment appropriation 
each year for regional and 
community service projects 
provided that the agency or 
local unit of government re
ceiving such services shall 
reimburse the college system 
for not less than one third 
their cost. Receipts so derived 
shall be treated as tuition for 
enrollment and budgetary pur
poses. 

Notwithstanding any provision 
in Minnesota Statutes, Chap
ter 16, which may indicate the 
contrary, when the state col
lege board so requests, tech
nical educational equipment 
may be procured for the state 
colleges either by brand de
signation or in accordance with 
standards and specifications 
which the board may promul
gate. 

In addition to the fees pre
scribed by Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 136.11, the state col
lege board may prescribe fees 
to be charged students for col
lege activities, functions, and 
purposes. 

Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law to the con
trary, the state college board 
may make refunds to students 
for tuition, activity fees, union 
fees and any other fees from 
imprest cash funds. The im
prest cash fund shall be reim
bursed periodically by checks 
or warrants drawn on the funds 
and accounts to which the re
fund should ultimately be 
charged. The state college 
board shall obtain the approval 
of the public examiner for the 
procedures used in carrying out 
the provisions of this para-

1976 

$ 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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graph. 

TUESDAY,MAY6, 1975 

1976 

$ 

The state college board may 
waive tuition on institutes, 
courses or projects when the 
sponsor pays all costs. 

Notwithstanding the provi
sions of any law to the con
trary, the state college board 
is authorized to provide for the 
orderly replacement of aircraft. 
An equipment suspense ac
count shall be established by 
the commissioner of finance 
within the general fund. All 
receipts which are attributable 
to the operation or use of such 
aircraft are hereby reappro
priated to the state college 
board. These receipts, or such 
portion thereof as may be de
signated by the board, shall be 
credited to the equipment 
suspense account. Any balance 
in this account shall not cancel 
at the end of a fiscal year but 
shall remain available for trans
fer at the request of the board 
to its maintenance and equip
ment account. 

The state colleges are autho
rized to charge a placement 
service registration fee of $10 
to each student or graduate 
upon registration with the col
lege placement service. 

The state college board is 
authorized to contract for hos
pital benefits coverage and 
medical benefits coverage for 
students in the same manner 
as authorized by Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 43.45. 

The provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 136.13, non
withstanding, the state college 
board may hold its annual 
meeting on any day in the 
month of May. 

$ 

1729 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

All other provisions of law not
withstanding, the state college 
board is hereby authorized to 
demolish Lawrence hall at St. 
Cloud state college provided 
that a comprehensive space re
quirement study indicates such 
demolition represents the most 
economical course of action. 
Such demolition shall be ac
complished at no cost in ap
propriated funds and shall not 
be initiated without the ap
proval of the chairmen of the 
house appropriations and sen
ate finance committees. 

The commissioner of adminis
tration is authorized to offer 
for sale of selected buildings 
on the Mankato lower campus 
in accordance with the overall 
plan submitted to the legisla
ture by a report authorized in 
Laws 1973, Chapter 516, Sec
tion 3. 

Such sale shall not be autho
rized without approval of the 
chairman of the senate finance 
committee and the chairman 
of the house appropriations 
committee. 
Sec. 4. UNIVERSITY OF 

MINNESOTA, COORDINATE 
CAMPUSES AND EXPERI-
MENT STATIONS ......... . 

Subdivision 1. Maintenance 
and Operations 
The board of regents of the 
university may use any money 
not specifically appropriated 
for other purposes for acquir
ing land by purchase or con
demnation. In case it is de
sired to use the fund for the 
acquisition of land, the power 
of eminent domain may be 
exercised in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
117. 

115,769,904 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

119,091,870 
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No land shall be purchased 
and no buildings shall be con
structed or erected on lands 
of the university until the re
gents have first consulted 
with the chairman of the sen
ate finance committee and the 
chairman of the house appro
priations committee and ob
tained their recommendations 
which shall be advisory only, 
The Board of Regents shall 
direct a review of the admis
sion policies of all the profes
sional and graduate schools of 
the University of Minnesota. 
A preliminary report outlining 
the scope and method of the 
review to be employed shall be 
submitted to the legislature 
not later than August 15, 1975 
and a final report shall be for
warded by January 1, 1976. 

Provided that these appro
priations for maintenance and 
operations are made from re
venues accruing to the univer
sity from: 

( 1) the investments of the 
permanent university fund; 
and 
(2) the occupation tax on iron 
ore. 
If such revenues are insuffi
cient, the remainder of such 
appropriations are advanced 
and appropriated from any 
moneys in the state treasury 
credited to the general fund, 
The income derived from the 
investment of the permanent 
university fund is hereby ap
propriated to the board of re
gents pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 137.022. 
For the purposes of these ap
propriations it is estimated 
that the income to be derived 
from the investment of the 

1976 

$ $ 

1731 

1977 
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permanent university fund will 
not exceed $2,532,006 for the 
first year and $2,563,506 for 
the second year. If at the end 
of any fiscal year there are 
unexpended revenues accruing 
to the university from the oc
cupation tax on iron ore, the 
general fund shall be reim
bursed therefrom to the extent 
that payments have been made 
from the general fund during 
such fiscal year pursuant to 
these appropriations. The 
board of regents shall certify 
to the commissioner of finance 
at the end of each quarter the 
amounts of earnings derived 
from the investment of the 
permanent university fund and 
if the income derived from the 
investment of the permanent 
university fund during any fis
cal year exceeds the amounts 
herein stated, the amounts 
payable from the general fund 
shall be reduced accordingly. 
For budgetary purposes it is 
estimated that the foregoing 
appropriation from the general 
fund will not exceed the sum 
of $111,862,898 the first year 
and $115,153,364 the second 
year. 

On October 1, 1976, and 1977, 
the president of the university 
of Minnesota shall furnish the 
house appropriations and sen
ate finance committees and 
the commissioner of adminis
tration the following informa
tion: 

( 1) the total amount of re
ceipts during the fiscal year 
1976 from all sources in excess 
of $55,481,000 and during the 
fiscal year 1977 from all 
sources in excess of $59,-
190,000. 

1976 

$ 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

( 2) the sources of said re
ceipts; and 

( 3) the purposes for which any 
excess receipts were expended 
and accounts to which trans
ferred. 

The appropriation in section 4 
for fiscal year ending June 30, 
1976, includes deficiency funds 
for fuel, Diehl hall equipment 
and Wisconsin veterinary 
medicine reciprocity agree
ment which shall not become a 
part of the expenditure base. 

Subd. 2. Student Loans -
State Matching ........... . 

The above appropriations shall 
be used as state's matching 
share for any federal student 
aid or loan program. Any un
expended balance remaining in 
the first year shall not cancel 
but shall be available for the 
second year of the biennium. 

Subd. 3. Library Supplement. 

Subd. 4. Summer School Tui
tion and Continuing Education 
Supplement .............. . 

Provided that the board of re
gents shall expend the funds 
to equalize tuition rates among 
undergraduate students for 
regular session, summer session 
and extension programs in or
der to facilitate to the maxi
mum the use of campus units, 
buildings and staff. 

Subd. 5. For the Support of 
the University of Minnesota 
Technical College - Crook-
ston ..................... . 

Subd. 6. Waseca Technical 
College .................. . 

The appropriations in Subdivi
sions 5 and 6 shall be incor-

197,500 

675,194 

791,499 

1,432,838 

989,103 

$ 

1977 

197,500 

675,312 

832,652 

1,575,540 

942,312 
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porated into the university of 
Minnesota maintenance and 
operation section, Section 4, 
Subdivision 1, in this bien
nium, Separate accounting re
ports of actual expenditures 
shall be available to the senate 
finance and house appropria
tions committees. 

Sec. 5. FOR CARE OF IN
DIGENT COUNTY PATIENTS 
TO BE RENDERED BY THE 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNE
SOTA HOSPITALS, INCLUD
ING THE HEART HOSPITAL 

Subdivision 1. For State's 
Share of Expenses of County 
Indigent Patients ......... . 

A county under this appropi
ation will be reimbursed for 70 
percent of the expense charged 
against a patient at the uni
versity hospital up to $5,000 
in accordance with Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 158. A 
charge against a patient in ex
cess of $5,000 will be paid by 
the state. Except as otherwise 
herein set forth, the other pro
visions of the cited statute 
shall continue in force and ef
fect. 
Subdivision 1 shall include and 
cover the amounts which may 
become due to the university 
of Minnesota from the state 
during the fiscal years covered 
by said subdivision. 
There is further appropriated 
to the university of Minnesota 
the following sum, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, 
for the purpose of reimbursing 
the said university for the sum 
due from counties during said 
fiscal years under the provi
sions of said acts, payments to 
be made quarterly out of said 
appropriation, as shown by 

1976 

$ 

1,580,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

1,700,000 
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1976 

$ 

certificates filed with the com
missioner of finance pursuant 
to the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 158 ...... . 

The commissioner of finance 
is authorized and directed to 
pay the university out of sums 
collected from counties under 
the provisions of said chapter 
158, during the fiscal years 
ending June 30, 1976, and 
June 30, 1977, respectively, an 
amount sufficient to reimburse 
said university in full for the 
amount due it from counties 
during said fiscal r.ear as 
shown by certificates filed with 
the commissioner of finance, 
and a sum sufficient to make 
such payments is hereby ap
propiated. 

Sec. 6. SPECIAL HOSPITAL, 
COMMUNITY SERVICE, AND 
EDUCATIONAL OFFSET .... 

Fees for service furnished to 
counties and individuals under 
this item shall be sought to 
augment the sum hereby ap
propriated, which said fees are 
hereby reappropriated to said 
university hospital. 
Sec. 7. FOR VARIOUS EX

PERIMENTS AND INVESTI
GATIONS TO BE CARRIED 
ON UNDER THE DIRECT 
SUPERVISION OF THE UNI
VERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Subdivision 1. Agricultural Ex-
tension Service .......... .. 

This subdivision includes the 
items of agricultural extension 
work, county agricultural 
agents, home demonstration 
and 4-H club work, and soil 
conservation. Any salary in
creases granted to personnel 
provided for by this subdivi
sion by the university shall not 

470,000 

4,657,459 

5,346,779 

$ 

1735 

1977 

500,000 

4,778,683 

5,622,597 
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result in a reduction of the 
county portion of the salary 
payments. 

This appropriation includes 
funds for each year for the 
potato and sugar beet exten
sion program in the Red River 
Valley, contingent on an equal 
amount being provided by the 
state of North Dakota. 

The appropriation includes 
funds for irrigation and mar
keting development project. 

Subd. 2. General Agricultural 
Research ................. . 

The above appropriation in
cludes funds for research on 
aquatic plants including wild 
rice. 

Subd. 3. Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory and Veterinary 
Medicine Teaching Hospital .. 

Subd. 4. Geological Research . 

Subd. 5. Lake Superior Basin 
Studies .................. . 

The university shall submit a 
progress report to the 1977 
legislature. 
Subd. 6. General Research .... 
This appropriation is, as the 
board of regents may direct, 
for general research, business 
and economic research includ
ing Duluth, institution of child 
development; special educa
tion training and research, 
training for careers in fire 
prevention and protection, 
center for urban and regional 
affairs, criminal justice stud
ies, museum of natural his
tory, project Newgate, and ju
venile justice seminar. 
Subd. 7. Industrial Relations 
Education Program ........ . 

$ 

1976 

4,554,615 

437,726 

239,855 

58,672 

2,160,065 

301,921 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

4,653,309 

466,615 

243,171 

60,554 

2,305,475 

346,981 
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1976 
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The above appropriation in
cludes funds for short courses, 
programs, and seminars for la
bor and management. 

Subd. 8. Duluth Branch ..... . 

(a) Basic Sciences Program 
for Medical Training 
(b) Dental Hygiene Program. 

(c) Graduate School of Social 
Work .................... . 

( d) Industrial Education 
Equipment ............... . 

The amount in ( d) shall be 
used to rent equipment where 
rapid obsolescence makes that 
more appropriate than pur
chasing. 

(e) Vocational-Technical Edu-
cation Reimbursement ..... . 

Subd. 9. Freshwater Biological 
Research Institution ....... . 

Subd. 10. Vocational-Technical 
Education Reimbursement-
Twin Cities .............. . 

Subd. 11. Legislative Research 
and Drafting ...••......... 

Subd. 12. Medical Research .. 

The above amount includes 
funds for cancer research and 
control of hypercholestero
lemia. 

Subd. 13. Undergraduate In
struction of Medical students 
at (1) Hennepin County Gen
eral Hospital, (2) St. Paul 
Ramsey Hospital, and (3) Pri
vate Hospitals. 

Subd. 14. Graduate Residency 
Program ................. . 

All hospitals receiving any 
portion of the above appropri
ation shall furnish the house 

1,284,527 

182,404 

429,082 

70,000 

5,000 

100,000 

60,000 

15,000 

971,812 

1,595,418 

3,032,255 

$ 

1737 

1977 

1,521,385 

191,03% 

450,845 

5,000 

100,000 

60,000 

1,014,996 

1,758,034 

3,328,251 
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1976 

$ 

appropriations and senate fin
ance committees with a full 
report no later than December 
31, 1975, of all actual and reas
onable costs resulting from 
graduate family practice resi
dency education, and all fees 
and income to the hospital 
generated by the graduate 
residents in family practice 
and the purposes for which 
such funds were expended. 
The commissioner of finance, 
in cooperation with the uni
versity of Minnesota, shall 
prepare a form to be used by 
all hospitals making such re
ports. The commissioner of 
finance shall also issue guide
lines for hospitals to use in 
determining costs and income 
related to family practice resi
dency education. 
Expenditures from this appro
priation may be made only for 
activities directly related to 
the training of doctors in fam
ily practice. 

Subd. 15. Medical Services and 
Instruction ............... . 
The above amount includes 
funds for the rural health phy
sicians' associate program, 
drug abuse information and 
education, and allied health
nurse-clinician generalist pro
gram. 

Subd. 16. Family Practice and 
Community Health ......... . 

This appropriation shall be in
corporated into the mainten
ance and operations, Section 4, 
Subdivision 1, in this bien
nium. 

Subd. 17. Hormel Institute-
Austin ................... . 

929,173 

1,087,150 

107,214 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

988,291 

1,237,685 

107,949 
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1976 

$ 

To support the operation of 
the institute and to promote 
research by such institute. 

From the appropriation made 
to the university of Minnesota 
by this act and from other 
sources all nonacademic em
ployees shall be paid a salary 
comparable to the salaries paid 
to state employees in the 
classified state civil service. 
The appropriations made to 
the university of Minnesota by 
this act include funds for the 
employers share of social se
curity, state retirement, and 
health insurance and such 
funds shall be expended only 
for these purposes. Any funds 
provided for these purposes by 
this act that are in excess of 
the employers share shall be 
returned to the state treasury. 
None of the appropriations 
made in this act, with the ex
ceptions of the appropriations 
for the university of Minnesota 
hospitals or made in this or 
other acts toward buildings, 
shall be made to the university 
by the commissioner of finance 
until the university first cer
tifies to the commissioner of 
finance that its aggregate 
balances in the temporary in
vestment pool, cash, or separate 
investments, resulting from all 
state maintenance and special 
appropriations do not exceed 
$7 million plus one third of 
all tuition and fee payments 
from the previous fiscal year. 
Upon such certification, one 
twelfth of the annual appro
priation to the university shall 
be paid at the beginning of 
each month. Additional pay
ments shall be made by the 
commissioner of finance when
ever the state appropriations 
and tuition aggregate balances 

$ 

1739 

1977 
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in the temporary investment 
pool, cash, or separate invest
ments, are reduced below the 
indicated levels. 

No payment of appropriations 
toward buildings shall be made 
by the commissioner of finance 
until all balances separately in
vested, including cash, and 
those in the temporary invest
ment pool attributable to all 
state building funds shall be 
reduced below $5 million. Pay
ment shall then be made upon 
certification of the amounts 
needed for construction pay
ments, but so as not to increase 
the building balances in cash, 
separately invested, or in the 
temporary investment pool, to 
a total above $5 million. 

Appropriations not paid to the 
university in any fiscal year 
shall carry over to the follow
ing fiscal year. 

Moneys not paid to the uni
versity by reason of the fore
going requirements shall be 
invested by the state in those 
securities authorized by Min
nesota Statutes, Section 11.10 
until paid to the university. 
Income from investments 
shall be credited to the gen
eral fund in the state treasury. 

In preparing legislative bud
get request for the 1977-1979 
biennium, all projected income 
from student tuition shall be 
based on a charge per credit 
hour schedule. 

Sec. 7. MAYO MEDICAL 
SCHOOL ................. . 

The state of Minnesota shall 
pay a capitation of $8,000 for 
each student who is a resident 
of Minnesota for a maximum 

1976 

$ 

1,200,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

1,224,000 
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1976 

$ 

of 40 such students in each 
class. 

The administration of Mayo 
shall direct a review of the 
admissions policies of the 
Mayo medical school. A preli
minary report outlining the 
scope and method of the re
view to be employed shall be 
submitted to the legislature 
not later than August 15, 1975 
and a final report shall be for
warded by January 1, 1976. 

Sec. 8. MINNESOTA BOARD 
OF NURSING 

Nursing Scholarships ...... . 

Sec. 9. MINNESOTA HIGH
ER EDUCATION COORDINAT
ING COMMISSION 

Subdivision 1. Salaries and Ex-
penses .................. .. 

This appropriation includes 
funds for the administration 
of the state scholarship, state 
grant-in-aid, student loan, 
budget review, program re
view, and private college con
tracts. 

Subd. 2. State Scholarship 
Program ................ .. 
Subd. 3. State Grant-In-Aid 
Program ................ .. 
Subd. 4. Work Study Pro-
gram ................... .. 
Subd. 5. Minitex Library Pro-
gram .................... . 
The commission, in coopera
tion with the state community 
college system, the state col
lege system, the university of 
Minnesota, and the Minnesota 
private colleges, shall be re
sponsible for coordination and 
management of the minitex 
library program. 

125,000 

755,068 

5,000,000 

8,500,000 

1,500,000 

350,000 

$ 

1741 

1977 

125,000 

648,060 

6,000,000 

10,500,000 

350,000 
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1976 

$ 
Subd. 6. Private College Con-
tracts .................. .. 

Subd. 7. Regional Coordination 
and Service ............... . 

The higher education coordin
ating commission is directed 
to develop and administer re
gional postsecondary education 
projects aimed at improving 
the efficiency and effective
ness of postsecondary educa
tion in meeting regional needs 
through increased interinsti
tutional cooperation and coor
dination of programs and 
planning within a region. In 
developing the experimental 
projects, the commission shall 
attempt to (1) improve the ac
cessibility of all levels of post
secondary education to resi
dents of the regions, (2) elimi
nate any unwarranted dupli
cation of effort in the regions, 
(3) facilitate effective use of 
postsecondary education facili
ties and services for meeting 
regional needs, ( 4) provide for 
more effective liaison between 
regional planning and coordi
nation of post-secondary edu
cation with regional planning 
and coordination of other pub
lic services, and (5) test means 
for accomplishing greater in
terinstitutional cooperative ef
forts for meeting local and reg
ional needs of Minnesota resi
dents. The commission shall 
report on the results of the 
experimental regional projects 
in its next biennial report to 
the governor and the legisla
ture. All post-secondary insti
tutions and systems are re
quested to cooperate with and 
to assist the commission in de
veloping these projects. 

3,200,000 

130,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

4,000,000 
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1976 

$ 
Subd. 8. Medical Student Loan 
Reserve .................. . 
The appropriations in the sum 
of $1,000,000 contained in 
Laws 1973, Chapter 768, Sec
tion 14, Subdivision 8, may be 
used by the commission for 
costs incurred in administer
ing the provisions of this act. 
The balance of the appropria
tion not required for adminis
trative costs shall constitute a 
reserve fund which may be 
invested by the commission. 
Any interest which accrues on 
such investment shall inure 
to the commission and shall be 
available for either adminis
trative costs or additions to 
the reserve fund at the discre
tion of the commission. The 
reserve fund shall not cancel 
and shall be available to the 
commissioner for as long as 
the programs provide<! by the 
provisions of this act are in 
effect. The commission may 
use the reserve fund estab
lished by the appropriation for 
fulfilling the income contin
gent provisions of this act as 
well as for the general PQr• 
poses of the reserve fun<l in 
accordance with the provisions 
of this act. 

The appropriation in the 11um 
of $100,000 contained in Laws 
1973, Chapter 727, Section 4, 
11hall not cancel but shall be 
available to the commission 
for so long aa bonds for medi
cal student loans are outstand
ing, 

Sub<l. 9. Education of Depen-
dents . t •••••• _ ••••••••• , , • , 

Sub<l. 10. Foreign Stu<lent 
l.,()an . . . . • , . . . . ,. • • • • . • • . • . 

The commission is author!Z!!d 

17,550 

10,000 

80,000 

1743 

1977 

27,300 

10,000 

80,000 
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1976 

$ 
and directed to supervise a 
student loan program in ac
cordance with Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 136A.14 to 
136A.17. 

The higher education coordi
nating commission is hereby 
directed to take the necessary 
steps to encourage and expand 
the sharing of facilities and 
course offerings, through cross
registration or other appro
priate means, between all pub
lic and private institutions of 
higher learning in Minnesota. 
A report showing the achieve
ments and progress as well as 
recommendations for improve
ments and progress in this area 
shall be submitted to the 1977 
legislature no later than Jan
uary 1, 1977. 

For the purpose of improved 
communications between all 
segments of public and priv
ate post-secondary education, 
the advisory council of the 
higher education coordinating 
commission in the deliberations 
and discussions of the commis
sion. Members of the advisory 
council shall, however, not vote 
on any matter before the com
mission. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining the first year in sub
division 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, and 10 shall not cancel but 
shall be available for the 
second year of the biennium. 

Sec. 10. STATE COMMU-
NITY COLLEGE BOARD ... 

Subdivision 1. Maintenance 
and Equipment 
The above appropriation is for 
maintenance and equipment of 
the state community college 
board and the state commu-

22,839,747 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

23,258,459 
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1976 

nity colleges. The state com
munity colleges are encouraged 
to use off-campus courses to 
extend the benefits of this ap
propriation to as many Min
nesota residents as possible. 

The amounts appropriated in 
subdivision 1 include a sum in 
each year for recruitment of 
faculty. Candidates for twelve 
month administrative positions 
and for academic positions 
who have been invited by the 
state community college board 
for interview may be reim
bursed for travel and sub
sistence expenses in the same 
manner and in the same 
amounts as state officers and 
employees. 

Subd. 2. Occupational Program 
Development ............. . 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 

All receipts of every kind, na
ture and description, including 
student tuition and fees, all 
federal receipts, aids, contri
butions and reimbursements 
in all the state community col
leges are hereby reappropriat
ed to the state community 
college board, but are subject 
to budgetary control to be 
exercised by the commissioner 
of administration. 

The state community college 
board is authorized to estab
lish activity funds, except for 
dormitory purposes, and im
prest cash funds, to waive tui
tion charges and to act as agent 
and accept the benefits of pub
lic law 88-452, known as the 
economic opportunity act of 

450,000 

1745 

1977 
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1964, as amended, public law 
85-864, known as the national 
defense education act of 1958, 
as amended, to the same ex
tent and subject to the same 
conditions as such authority is 
vested in the state college 
board. Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 136.56, 136,045, 136.-
142, 136.143, 136.144, 136.171, 
136.22, 169.966, 352.01, Sub
division 2a ( 6), also apply to 
the state community college 
board and the state com
munity colleges in the same 
manner as to the state college 
board and the state colleges. 

All receipts attributable to the 
college activity funds and de
poaited in the state treasury 
are hereby reappropriated to 
the state community college 
board and are not subject to 
budgetary control as exel'Cised 
by the commissioner of ad
ministration. 

Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, reimbure&
ments are appropriated for wie 
during the fiscal year in which 
they are received. 

Subd. 3. Student Loan Pro• 
gram - State Matching .... 
The above appropriation shall 
be used as state's matehing 
share for any federal student 
aid or Joan programs. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the sl!!:ond year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 4. State Community Col. 
lege Board Contingent •...•• 

Any unexpended hA!ance re
lDllining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail-

1976 

$ 

75,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

85,000 
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able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

This appropriation shall be ex
pended with the approval of 
the governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee, as provided by 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 
3.30. 

Subd. 5. Repairs and Better-
ments ................... . 

Subd. 6. Special Assessment . 

Employees of the department 
of education, state college 
board, and community college 
board participating in a tax 
sheltered annuity program 
other than the one adminis
tered by the state of Minne
sota shall be charged for ad
ministering such plan. The 
proper charge shall be 2% of 
the amount being invested. All 
receipts shall be deposited in 
the geneml fund. 

Sec. 11. WORKMEN'S COM-
PENSATION 

To be transferred by the com
missioner of finance to the de
partment of labor and industry 
compensation revolving fund, 
in payment of obligations in
curred by the following 
agencies in the amounts as in
dicated: 

State College Board ....... . 

Sec. 12. UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION .......... . 

In reimbursement of unem
ployment compensation bene
fits paid for former employees 
of the state college board. 

$ 

1976 

317,778 

41,500 

108,502.26 

215,751.21 

$ 

1747 

1977 

317,778 

Sec. 13. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES ON HAND, CAN
CELLED INTO GENERAL FUND. Except the revolving fund 
for the on-the-job training program, the unobligated balances 
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on hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, June 30, 1977, in 
the several appropriations and accounts for which an appropriation 
is made herein, unless otherwise excepted in this act, are hereby 
cancelled into the general fund for the fiscal yeai:s ending 
June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977 and the un
obligated balances on hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, 
and June 30, 1977 appropriated out of any other funds, shall 
be cancelled into the fund from which they are appropriated 
as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 14. INCOME, FEES, RECEIPTS, DEPOSITED IN 
GENERAL FUND. Except as herein otherwise specifically pro
vided, except the income to the university of Minnesota, and 
except all federal aid, contributions, or reimbursements received 
for any account of any division, institution or department for 
which an appropriation is made in this act, all income, including 
fees or receipts of any nature whatsoever, shall be deposited in 
and for the benefit of the general fund. 

Sec. 15. APPROVED COMPLEMENT. Whenever an appro
priation to any department or agency for salaries discloses an 
approved complement, that department or agency is limited in 
the employment of the number of full time equivalent persons 
including part time and seasonal employees indicated by such 
approved complement. 

Except as otherwise provided in this act, additional employees 
over the number of the approved complement may be employed 
on the basis of public necessity or emergency with the written 
approval of the governor, but the governor shall not approve 
such additional personnel until he has consulted with the legis
lative advisory committee created by Laws 1943, Chapter 594, 
and such committee has made its recommendation upon the mat
ter. Such recommendation shall be advisory only. Failure or re
fusal of the committee to make a recommendation promptly shall 
be deemed a negative recommendation. The provisions hereof 
shall extend to any other agency to which the present authority 
of the legislative advisory committee may be transferred, but 
shall be deemed to be repealed in case such authority shall be 
abolished. 

Sec. 16. Any moneys made available to any state department 
or agency by this act by appropriation, transfer or otherwise for 
the payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such depart
ment or agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 1971, 
Section 355.50 and 352.04, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 17. In order to enable the state to match the cost of any 
program under Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965, 
any receipts accruing to any state department or agency by 
reason of service performed for the university of Minnesota in 
connection with such program shall be deposited in the state 
treasury. Such receipts are hereby reappropriated to the depart
ment or agency making the deposit, to be used as part of the 
state's 25 percent share of the cost of such programs. The balance 
of the state's share of the cost of such programs is payable by 
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the participating departments or agencies from any moneys ap
propriated for salaries, supplies and expenses. 

Sec. 18. Notwithstanding the provisions of any law to the 
contrary, the administrative expenses of the supplemental retire
ment plan established pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Sec
tions 136.80 to 136.87 shall be paid from the portion of the cash 
realized on the redemption of shares pursuant to Minnesota Stat
utes 1971, Section 136.82, Subdivision 1, Clause 5 which becomes 
the property of the supplemental retirement account of the 
teachers retirement fund. The balance of said cash after payment 
of said expenses shall be prorated as thereafter provided in Min
nesota Statutes 1971, Section 136.82, Subdivision 1, Clause (5). 
The amount of $12,500 is hereby annually appropriated to the 
teachers retirement association from the cash balance described 
herein for said purposes." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 1741: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; appropriating money for the 
conservation and development of the state's natural resources; 
providing for maintenance of the Minnesota historical society; 
for the horticultural society; for maintenance of the Sihley house; 
for maintenance of various semi-state activities; for aids to 
local subdivisions of government; for maintenance of the uniform 
laws commission; for the Port Authority of Duluth; and for other 
purposes. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. APPROPRIATIONS. The sums hereinafter named, 
or so much thereof as may be necessary, are hereby appropriated 
out of the general fund in the state treasury, or any other fund 
herein designated for the purposes specified in the following 
sections of this act, to be available for the fiscal years ending 
June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 2. GENERAL GOVERN-
MENT 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota-Wis
consin Boundary Area Com-
mission .................. . 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Available for the Year 

1976 1977 

$ $ 

41,200 46,000 
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1976 

$ 

1975-$6,000 

Provided that the amount that 
may be expended shall not ex
ceed the amount provided for 
the commission by the state 
of Wisconsin, 

Subd. 2, Uniform Laws Com
mission 

(a) For expenses , , ........ . 
Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 3. The Great Lakes 
Commission .............. . 

Sec. 3. DEVELOPMENT AND 
CONSERVATION OF NATUR
AL RESOURCES 

Subdivision 1. State Horticul
tural Society 

(a) For maintenance ....... . 

Sec. 4. SOCIAL SECURITY 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota Vet-
erans Home 

(a) Maintenance and repairs .. 

Of the amounts appropriated 
by item (a), including such 
additional federal funds and 
dedicated receipts as may be 
available for maintenance and 
repair not to exceed $1,300,410 
is for salaries for the year end
ing June 30, 1976, and $1,301,· 
710 is for salaries for the year 
ending June 30, 1977, but may 
be augmented by such specific 
sums as are appropriated for 
salary increases by the 1975 
legislature. 
Of the amounts appropriated 
by item (a), no additional 
classified employees shall be 

9,900 

27,500 

20,000 

651,946 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

9,900 

27,500 

20,000 

678,503 
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1976 

$ 

granted beyond the approved 
roster of 100 classified em
ployees. 

Federal aid, compensation, or 
reimbursement from the fed
eral government or otherwise 
received by the Minnesota vet
erans home, and all receipts 
from maintenance charges are 
hereby reappropriated to be 
used for the purpose of sup, 
plementing the appropriation 
herein provided for, however, 
any income in excess of $1,· 
402,300 for fiscal year 1976, 
and $1,462,300 for fiscal year 
1977 shall reduce the general 
fund appropriation by a like 
amount. 

No portion of the money &Jr 
propriated for salaries shall be 
used to pay merit increases to 
employees in the unclassified 
service. 

No commissary privileges in• 
eluding food, laundry service, 
janitorial service, and house
hold supplies shall be furn• 
ished to any employees paid 
from this appropriation. 

(b) Repairs and replacements. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 2. Miscellaneous Ac• 
counts 

(a) Disabled American Veter
ans 

1. For salaries, supplies, and 
expense to be expended as pro. 
vided by Laws 1941, Chapter 
425 ....................... . 

(b) Veterans of Foreign Wars 

30,000 

10,000 

$ 

1751 

1977 

10,000 
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1976 

$ 

1. For carrying out the provi
sions of Laws 1945, Chapter 
455 ...................... . 

Sec. 5. EDUCATION, LI
BRARIES, MUSEUMS AND 
RECREATION 

Subdivision 1. For Minnesota 
Historical Society 
(a) Grants and aids ....... . 

From the appropriation made 
to the historical society by 
this act, employees, with the 
exception of the director, shall 
be paid a salary comparable to 
the salaries paid to state em
ployees in the classified state 
civil service. The appropria
tion includes funds to provide 
for a seven-day-a-week tour 
program in the capitol and his
torical buildings. The histori
cal building shall remain open 
for public use on Saturdays 
and, if necessary, adjustments 
in the remainder of the week 
day schedule may be effected 
by the Minnesota historical 
society. Notwithstanding any 
other laws to the contrary, the 
society may purchase fire, 
wind, hail and vandalism in
surance from this appropria
tion. The amount of funds 
necessary to meet expenses 
shall be paid to the society 
upon certification by the di
rector of the Minnesota histori
cal society of this amount to 
the commissioner of finance. 
Any unexpended balance re
maining at the end of the first 
year shall be returned to the 
state treasury and credited to 
the state general fund. 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary the appro
priations made in this act shall 
be subject to the charter of 

9,250 

2,255,705 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

9,250 

2,396,502 
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1976 
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the Minnesota historical so
ciety of 1849 and as amended 
in 1856. 

The Minnesota historical so
ciety shall report annually by 
November 15 of each year to 
the governor, the commission
er of administration and the 
appropriate finance commit
tees of the house and the sen
ate the amount and purpose 
for which state funds under 
this subdivision were expend
ed for each fiscal year of the 
biennium. 

The grant-in-aid appropriation 
herein provided shall be expend
ed in the manner and under the 
lerms and conditions prescribed 
by the governing body of the 
Minnesota historical society. 

(b) Museum program ........ . 

The appropriation herein pro
vided shall be expended accord
ing to the provisions of Minne
sota Statutes 138.035. 
(c) Bicentennial exhibits for the 

capitol ..................... . 

(d) Historic sites improvements 

(e) Construction archaeology .. 

(f) Historical society contingent 
account ................... .. 

(g) Historic sites program ... . 

(h) Harkin-Massopust Store .. . 

(i) Regional historical centers .. 
Any unexpended balances in sub
division I (b), (d), (e), (f), (g) 
and (h) remaining in the first 
year shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 2. For maintenance of Sib
ley House to be expended by the 
Sibley House Association ..... . 

175,000 

40,000 

150,000 

50,000 

30,000 

475,000 

50,000 

30,000 

15,000 

$ 

1753 

1977 

30,000 

15,000 
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Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, the amount of 
$1,500 is provided each year out 
of the above appropriation for 
fire, wind, hail, and vandalism 
insurance. 

Subd. 3. For Minnesota Academy 
of Science ................... . 

Subd. 4. Minnesota State Arts 
Council .................... . 

Provided that the state funding 
for grants and subsidies may not 
be expended unless matched by 
federal funds. 

Provided that none of the state 
share of grants and subsidies 
may be used for matching salary 
expenditures of any of the vari
ous arts councils. 

Every publication, program or 
other graphic material prepared 
by the Minnesota state arts 
council, or prepared for use by 
any other organization in con
nection with an activity funded 
in whole or part by the council 
shall bear the legend: "This ac
tivity is made possible, in part, 
by a grant provided by the Min
nesota State Legislature and the 
Congress of the United States." 

Provided that the Minnesota 
state arts council shall submit a 
written report to the house ap
propriations and senate finance 
committees on July I, 197 5. Such 
report shall include but not be 
limited to the specific purposes 
for which the appropriation was 
expended for the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1975. It shall in
clude an itemization of the pro
grams and projects supported 
and the source of the funds each 
received. This report shall also 
include a listing for each region 
of the state of grants made to 
persons or organizations within 

$ 

1976 

16,200 

500,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

16,200 

500,000 
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that region. In addition, it shall 
contain a detailed proposal for 
the expenditure of the appropria
tion provided in this subdivision 
for the fiscal year ending June 
30, I 976. A report similar in 
format to the above shall be sub
mitted for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1976. The council shall 
submit a written report to the 
1977 legislature. The report shall 
be similar in format to the above 
reports but shall cover each of 
the years of the 1975-1977 bi
ennium. 

Provided that the governing 
board of the Minnesota state arts 
council be composed of one mem
ber from each of the eight con
gressional districts and three 
members appointed at large. 

Provided that not less than 55 
percent of program moneys shall 
be expended in r-2gions outside 
the seven-county metropolitan 
area. 

Grants made under the touring 
program shall be used only for 
payment of touring costs. 

Subd. 5. Minnesota Safety Coun
cil 

(a) For salaries, supplies and ex
penses 

These amounts are appropriated 
from the trunk highway fund 
and shall be disbursed pursuant 
to Laws 1967, Chapter 550, Sec
tion 2. 

Sec. 6. MINNESOTA SOCIETY 
FOR THE PREVENTION OF 
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS ..... . 

Provided that a portion of these 
funds shall be expended for edu
cation of the public relative to 
the sterilization of domestic pets. 
Provided further that a report 
shall be submitted to the 1976 

1976 

$ 

47,500 

22,500 

$ 

1755 

1977 

47,500 

22,500 
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and I 977 legislature regarding 
expenditures for public informa
tion programs. 

Sec. 7. COUNTY ATTORNEYS 
COUNCIL ................... . 

Provided that the amount that 
may be expended shall not ex
ceed the amount provided for the 
County Attorneys Council from 
all other sources. 

Sec. 8. PORT AUTHORITY 
OF DULUTH-FINAL STATE 
APPROPRIATION ........... . 

These amounts are appropriated 
to the Port Authority of Duluth, 
organized under Minnesota Stat• 
utes, Sections 458.09 to 458.19, 
and shall be used for the pro• 
motion of seaway trade. 

The Port Authority of Duluth 
shall file a report of activities 
financed by this appropriation 
with the legislature on or before 
November I, 1975, and Novem
ber I, 1976. 

50,000 

80,000 

[46THDAY 

50,000 

40,000 

Sec. 9. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES. The unobligated balances 
on hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977, in the 
several appropriations and accounts of each of the departments or 
divisions for which an appropriation is made herein out of the 
general fund, are hereby cancelled into the general fund as of June 
30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977, and the unobligated 
balances on hand as of June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977, appropriated 
out of any other funds shall be cancelled into the fund from which 
they are appropriated as of June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. The 
provisions of this section shall not apply where otherwise indicated 
in this act or to aid, contributions, or reimbursements received from 
the federal government by the state, and all such federal aid, con
tributions, or reimbursements are hereby reappropriated for the pur
pose of supplementing the appropriations herein provided. 

Sec. 10. Any moneys made available to any state department or 
agency by this act by appropriation, transfer, or otherwise for the 
payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such department 01· 

agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sections 355.50 
and 352.04, Subdivision 5." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H.F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
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and operation of the state government; appropriating moneys 
therefor, permitting transfers in certain cases and limiting the 
use thereof, including appropriations for the departments of 
public welfare, corrections, health, corrections ombudsman, vari
ous health related boards, public assistance programs, aid to de
pendent children, Minnesota supplemental assistance, and public 
relief. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the b_ill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC WELFARE, COR
RECTIONS, HEALTH, CORRECTIONS OMBUDSMAN, BOARD 
OF EXAMINERS FOR NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATORS, 
AND VARIOUS HEALTH RELATED BOARDS TO EXPEND 
MONEYS. The sums hereinafter named, or so much thereof as 
may be necessary, are hereby appropriated from the general fund 
in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated, or any other 
fund herein designated, to be expended for the purposes specified 
in the following sections of this act, to be available for the fiscal 
years ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 2. TO THE COMMIS
SIONER OF PUBLIC WEL
FARE 

Subdivision 1. Program and 
Administrative Support .... ~ 

Approved Complement-307.3 

Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, the commission
er of public welfare may re
quest of the commissioner of 
administration the use of 
available funds remaining in 
any building accounts already 
appropriated for the depart
ment of public welfare institu
tions to be used for remodel
ing for Life Safety Code and 
licensure for obtaining Title 
XVIII and XIX funds of the 
federal government. Prior to 
expenditure of such funds, the 
department of public welfare 
shall submit a written plan to 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 
1976 1977 

$ $ 

6,658,729 6,934,552 
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the senate finance committee 
and house appropriations com
mittee. Specific items which 
are objected to in writing 
shall not be commenced. 

The estimated federal funds 
to be deposited in the general 
fund which are earned by the 
various accounts of the de
partment of public welfare are 
detailed on the worksheets of 
the conferees of the senate 
and house of representatives, 
a true copy of which is on file 
in the office of the commis
sioner of administration and 
the commissioner of finance. 
If the federal funds anticipat
ed are less than those shown 
on the official worksheets, the 
commissioners of administra
tion and finance shall reduce 
the amount available from the 
specific appropriation by a like 
amount. Such reductions shall 
be noted in the budget docu
ment submitted to the 70th 
Legislature in addition to an 
estimate of similar federal 
funds anticipated for the 1977-
1979 biennium. 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary, not more 
than $5,000 annually is ap
propriated from salary sav
ings to be used for the 
payment of necessary travel 
expenses to and from inter
views arranged by the depart
ment of public welfare, in
curred by job applicants for 
professional, administrative, 
or highly technical positions 
recruited by the department 
of public welfare. 

Notwithstanding any state 
law to the contrary, the com
missioner of public welfare 
shall not adjust the budget 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

standards for any categorical 
aid program in excess of the 
amount authorized by the leg
islature, unless federal law or 
regulation require such action. 
In determining the amount of 
the public assistance grant, 
except for General Assistance, 
the commissioner shall effect 
a four percent increase on or 
after July 1, 1975. 

Subd. 2. Centralized Disburse-
ment .................... . 

The commissioner of public 
welfare shall submit a report 
to the 1977 legislature regard
ing the effectiveness of the 
ten positions granted by the 
1975 Legislature for increas
ing support payments. 

Subd. 3. Community Based 
Residential Services-Mental-
ly Retarded .............. . 

Subd. 4. Community Based Resi
dential Services-Chemically De-
pendent .................. . 

1975-$1,025,118 deficiency 
appropriation 

Subd. 5. Community Based Resi
dential Services-Mentally Ill .. 
Provided that each appropriation 
provided by Subdivisions 3, 4, 
and 5 shall primarily apply to 
one state hospital receiving dis
trict. 

The commissioner of public wel
fare shall submit a report on the 
expenditure of the appropriations 
in Suhd. 3, 4, and 5 to the I 977 
Legislature. 

Subd. 6. Community Mental 
Health Centers ............ . 

1975-$123,125 deficiency 
appropriation 

Notwithstanding any law to the 

5,604,000 

159,200 

3,531,174 

186,750 

6,687,605 

$ 

1759 

1977 

5,639,000 

1,456,525 

4,189,822 

513,068 

7,346,910 
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$ 

contrary, no funds provided in 
this subdivision shall be used for 
matching that part of salaries 
paid above the class of persons 
in comparable positions in the 
state civil service nor shall any 
funds provided in this subdivi
sion be used for matching that 
part of fringe benefits which ex
ceed the fringe benefits provided 
to employees in the state civil 
service. 
The above funds provide for a 
50 percent matching, except for 
counties affected by equalization 
aid, of local community mental 
health centers approved expendi
tures. Seventy-five percent of 
any federal funds received as 
reimbursement by the commis
sioner of public welfare shall be 
used to equally reduce local and 
state funding and surplus state 
funds resulting from federal 
funds shall cancel to the general 
fund. Twenty-five percent of the 
federal funds may be used for 
program expansion. 
The community mental health 
centers may accept cases from 
juvenile courts for diagnostic 
evaluation. 
Approved Complement-4.4 
Subd. 7. Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children, Minnesota 
Supplemental Assistance, and 
Medical Assistance ......... . 
Approved Complement-11.3 
Notwithstanding the provision 
of any other law, the commis
sioner of public welfare may 
utilize the funds, pursuant to the 
approval of the governor, pro
vided in the above subdivision 
to pay a portion of the cost of 
day care and vocational training 
programs. The portion of the 
cost not paid by federal funds 
shall be paid equally from state 

110,100,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

119,400,000 
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and local funds. The cases se
lected by the commissioner for 
the new programs, on the aver
age, shall not have a greater cost 
than if they remained in this 
program. The commissioner shall 
develop such criteria, selection 
principles, and other rules so as 
to carry out the intent of this 
provision. 

Provided that the amount ap
propriated for implementation of 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 245.-
0313 shall be available only if 
matched by federal funds. Pro
vided that if the cost of care in 
state institutions falls below the 
projections used for implemen
tation of Minnesota Statutes 
245.0313, any excess appropri
ation shall revert to the general 
fund. 

Subd. 8. General Assistance .... 

Approved Complement-.8 

Subd. 9. County Administrative 
Cost Reimbusement ......... . 

Subd. 10. Programs for the Ag-
ing ...................... . 

Provided that the funds appro
priated by this subdivision may 
not be expended unless matched 
by federal funds. 

The use of the funds appropri
ated herein may include the ap
propriate matching of federal 
funds provided programs for the 
aging for the payment to mem
bers of advisory committees re
quired in these programs by 
federal law, for their actual ex
penses incurred in performance 
of their duties. 

Subd. I I. Vocational Rehabili-
tation of the Blind .......... . 

Approved Complement-42 

The sum of $2,500 each year 

$ 

1976 

6,253,579 

10,000,000 

135,000 

921,412 

$ 

1761 

1977 

6,253,669 

11,000,000 

135,000 

949,944 
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out of the amount above ap
propriated shall be paid into 
the revolving fund estab
lished by Laws 1947, Chapter 
535, for the purchase of 
equipment and supplies for es
tablishing and operating of 
vending stands by blind per
sons. All income, receipts, 
earnings, and federal grants 
due to the operation thereof 
shall also be paid into said 
fund, and all equipment, sup
plies and expenses for the set
ting up of such stands to be so 
operated, shall be paid from 
said fund. 
Subd. 12. Special Financial 
Aids to Counties ........... . 

All payments from funds ap
propriated for equalization aid 
shall be based upon a formula 
which includes four factors: 
recipient rate, per capita in
come, per capita taxable value, 
and per capita expenditures 
for welfare as indicated in the 
work sheets of the conference 
committee which also specify 
the number of counties that 
may receive this aid. 

Salary expenditures for com
putation of equalization aid 
shall not be included for pur
poses of computing county per 
capita welfare costs or in 
county welfare costs. 

Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, initial payments 
for equalization aid to coun
ties shall be made on or before 
October 1, 1975, for fiscal year 
1976 and on or before October 
1, 1976, for fiscal year 1977. 
Final payments shall be made 
before October 1 of the follow
ing fiscal year. 

For the purposes of equaliza-

2,640,800 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

2,727,355 
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1976 

$ 
tion aid, welfare costs shall be 
deemed to include all forms of 
public assistance and the ad
ministrative costs thereof, to
wit: medical assistance to the 
needy, aid to dependent chil
dren, Minnesota supplemental 
assistance, payments to the 
commissioner of public wel
fare for care and treatment of 
patients in state institutions, 
medical relief, hospital charg
es, maintenance of children 
not under state guardianship, 
general assistance, and all ad
ministrative costs except uni
versity hospitals care, care of 
children under state guardian
ships, and poor burials. 

No county shall be entitled to 
the benefits of this act if it 
has transferred any moneys 
available for welfare purposes 
to any other county funds, ex
cept that a transfer of a sur
plus in the welfare fund may 
be made to the road and 
bridge fund of said county, 
and except that where funds 
are otherwise unavailable, a 
transfer may also be made to 
the general revenue fund of 
said county for payment of 
rent of office space for the 
county welfare boards. Such 
transfers shall be made only 
with the approval of the gov
ernor after consultation with 
the Minnesota public relief ad
visory committee. Provided 
further that such transfer of 
funds for payment for rent 
shall not be considered an ex
penditure for equalization aid 
reimbursement. Any federal 
funds received in lieu of taxes 
because of federal grants shall 
be available for welfare pur
poses. 

Provided that no county shall 

1977 

$ 
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receive from the equalization 
aid payment an amount in ex
cess of 75 percent of its costs 
of welfare as defined in this 
subdivision from state funds. 
Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary the formula used 
in this subdivision for equaliz
ing welfare costs shall be used 
for computing distressed coun
ty aid for daytime activity 
centers and community men
tal health centers. 

Provided that any funds ap
propriated by this subdivision 
for the Red Lake Band of 
Chippewa Indians in excess of 
the county costs for this pur
pose shall cancel to the gener
al fund. 

Provided that reimbursements 
for general relief for Indians 
shall be prorated if the appro
priation made in this subdivi
sion is insufficient to provide 
full reimbursement. 

Subd. 13. Daytime Activity 
Centers for the Mentally Re
tarded 

a. Grant in aid funding ..... . 

Approved Complement-2 

The above funds provide for a 
60 percent matching, except 
for counties affected by sub
division 11, of local daytime 
activity centers approved ex
penditures. Seventy-five per
cent of any federal funds re
ceived as reimbursement by 
the commissioner of public 
welfare shall be used to equal
ly reduce local and state fund
ing and surplus state funds 
resulting from federal funds 
shall cancel to the general 
fund. Twenty-five percent of 
the federal funds may be used 
for program expansion. 

4,514,551 

(46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

4,923,298 
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b. Transportation aids ..... . 

Subd. 14. Cost of Care Grants-
Mentally Retarded .......... . 

Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, this appropriation pro
vides for not more than 70 per
cent of the cost of care. 

Provided that this appropriation 
shall be reduced by $625,920 
the first year and $1,287,000 the 
second year if separate legisla
tion for a parent subsidy pro
gram is not enacted. 

Subd. 15. Cost of Care Grants-
Emotionally Disturbed ...... . 

Subd. 16. Foster Grandparents 
Program .................. . 

Five percent of this appropria
tion may be retained by the gov
ernor's council on aging as a fee 
for administrative services and 
expenses, pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 256.976. 

Subd. 1 7. Day Care Services De-
velopment and Funding ...... . 

Provided that the commissioner 
of public welfare shall not trans
fer any funds to or from per
sonnel services or claims, grants 
and shared revenue as shown on 
the official worksheets of the 
conferees of the senate and house 
of representatives, a true copy 
of which is on file in the office 
of the commissioner of admin
istration. 

Subd. 18. State Hospitals ..... . 

Approved Complement-5167 

The amounts that may be ex
pended for each category from 
these appropriations are as fol
lows: 

2,100,000 

3,324,616 

746,020 

220,000 

821,294 

66,347,000 

a. Current expense 1976- $9,784,000 
1977-$10,537,000 

$ 

1765 

1977 

2,100,000 

4,255,565 

820,622 

242,000 

978,20~ 

67,063,000 
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$ 
1976-$55,889,000 
1977-$55,914,000 

c. Repairs and 
replacements 

1976-
1977-

Not more than 25 percent of the 
salary savings occurring as a 
result of efficiencies in operations 
may be used for supplies and 
expense expenditures upon the 
advance approval of the commis
sioner of administration. 

The above appropriation in
cludes funds to provide tempo
rary laundry service for Rice 
memorial hospital at a charge to 
be determined by the commis
sioner of public welfare. 

Provided that laundry service 
shall be furnished without charge 
to the Willow River camp. 

Provided that when equipment 
expenditures are necessary at the 
prison laundry, laundry service 
may be provided for the prison 
after the transfer of four posi
tions from the department of 
corrections to the department of 
welfare has been accomplished. 

Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, the commissioner of 
public welfare may authorize 
any state hospital to enter into 
agreement with other govern
mental and non-profit health 
service organizations for partici
pation in Hshared service" agree
ments which would be of mutual 
benefit to the state, the health 
service organizations involved 
and the public. The charges for 
such services shall be on an 
actual cost basis and the receipts 
shall be deposited in the general 
fund. 

So much of the above funds as 
necessary may be established in 
a special account in the depart
ment of public welfare to pay 

$674,000 
$612,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 
for special costs relating to the 
mental health commitment act. 
Provided that as the population 
decreases, the supportive staff 
complement shall be reduced in 
direct proportion. 
The commissioner of public wel
fare shall submit the budgets for 
the schools, nursing homes, and 
hospitals to the 1977 Legislature 
on an individual hospital basis 
together with a summary budget, 
in the same format as the legis
lature appropriated the funds. 
Provided that the Hastings state 
hospital shall discontinue opera
tions no later than July !, 1976. 
The department of public welfare 
shall begin immediate! y to phase 
down the operations of the Has
tings state hospital. 
Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, no building on 
the Hastings state hospital cam
pus shall be utilized for any other 
use until reviewed by the senate 
finance committee and the house 
appropriations committee. 
Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary, funds ap
propriated to the department 
of public welfare for any pur
pose may be used for the de
molition of buildings on the 
Hastings state hospital cam
pus, subject to the written· 
recommendation of the senate 
finance committee and the 
house appropriations commit
tee. 
The department of public wel
fare shall consolidate the laun
dries of the state hospitals a:;; 
follows: Rochester to Fari
bault, Fergus Falls to Brain
erd, Glen Lake to St. Peter, 
and Hastings to Faribault, if 
Hastings continues as a state 
hospital. 

$ 

1767 

1977 
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Patients in the Minnesota se
curity hospital who are under 
the jurisdiction of the com
missioner of public welfare 
shall be transferred to the 
Rochester state hospital. 
Funds available in any appro
priations for the department 
of public welfare shall be 
available for demolition of the 
Minnesota security hospital 
building. 

Subd. 19. Commissioner of 
Public Welfare ............• 

The commissioner of public 
welfare shall pay $25 per diem 
plus travel expenses in the 
same manner and amount as 
state employees to the mem
bers of the Northwest Citi
zens Advisory Task Force on 
the Use of Fergus Falls State 
Hospital and to the West Cen
tral Citizens Advisory Task 
Force on the Use of Fergus 
Falls State Hospital. Public 
employees shall not receive 
any per diem payments. Staff
ing and expenses may be pro
vided as necessary from this 
appropriation. Each task force 
shall be comprised of county 
commissioners, licensed pro
fessionals, welfare directors, 
public members, and a non
voting member appointed by 
the commissioner of public 
welfare. The efforts of the two 
task forces shall be coordinaf
ed by a joint coordinating 
committee. 

A preliminary report shall be 
submitted to the legislature 
on or before February 1, 1976, 
and a final report on or before 
January 2, 1977. 
Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail-

100,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
Subd. 20. Special Schools ..... 
Approved Complement-223.5 
The amounts that may be ex
pended for each category from 
these appropriations are as 
follows: 

2,827,800 

a. Current expense 1976- $314,400 
1977- $333,400 

b. Salaries 1976- $2,363,600 
1977- $2,363,600 

c. Repairs and 
replacements 

1976- $49,700 
1977- $35,100 

d. Regional Library for 
the Blind 

1976- $100,100 
1977- $ 98,400 

Approved Complement-8.5 
Provided that this appropria
tion shall be reduced by $20,-
000 per year and the comple
ment by two if federal funds 
become available. 
Subd. 21. Rehabilitate Dow 
Hall .................... .. 
Provided that these funds 
shall not be expended until a 
plan has been reviewed by the 
senate and house appropria
tion committees. 
Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
The commissioner of public 
welfare shall begin consolida
tion of support services for 
the Faribault state hospital, 
School for the Deaf, and the 
Braille and Sight Saving 
School, as soon as is feasible. 
Such consolidation shall in
clude, but not be limited to: 
laundry service, food service, 
maintenance, and business of
fice functions. 

137,000 

$ 

1769 

1977 

2,830,500 
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Subd. 22. State Operated 
Nursing Homes ........... . 

Approved Complement-610 

The amounts that may be ex
pended for each category from 
these appropriations are as 
follows: 

1976 

$ 

7,296,500 

a. Current expense 1976-- $1,171,000 
1977- $1,224,600 

b. Salaries 1976-- $6,052,000 
1977- $6,052,000 

c. Repairs and 1976--
replacement 1977-

Subd. 23. Special Equipment 
for the state hospitals, special 
schools, and state operated 
nursing homes ...•......... 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Sec. 3. TO THE COMMIS-
SIONER OF CORRECTIONS 

Subdivision 1. Administration 

(a) Salaries, supplies and ex-
pense ............•........ 

Approved Complement-
1976-240.75 
1977-246.75 

No new program may be imple-
mented unless a statistical evalu
tion of its objectives and accom
plishments accompanies the de
velopment of such program. 

Provided that the parole agents 
shall reside in the various dis
tricts of the state in which they 
are employed during the period 
for which this appropriation is 
effective. 

This appropriation includes per
sonnel and funds for the expens-

$73,500 
$56,700 

730,000 

4,538,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

7,333,300 

5,208,000 
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es of providing supervision for 
county homes. 

Provided that regional supervi
sors paid from this account may 
also supervise state parole agents 
as directed by the commissioner 
of corrections. Such duties shall 
not interfere with the supervi
sor's responsibility under the 
County Probation Act, Laws 
1959, Chapter 698. 

(b) County reimbursement ... 

Provided further that reimburse
ment to counties as provided by 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 260.-
311, Subdivision 5, shall be com
puted on the basis of 50 percent 
of the probation officers salary 
costs only, including fringe bene
fits, however that part of fringe 
benefits in excess of those pro
vided for state civil service em
ployees shall not be reimbursable. 

Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, no county shall be eligi
ble for the reimbursement afore
mentioned unless its county pro
bation officers are paid a salary 
commensurate with the salaries 
paid to comparable positions in 
the classified service of the state 
civil service. The salary range 
to which the county probation 
officers shall be assigned shall 
be determined by the judge(s) 
of the juvenile court(s) who 
shall base the decision on length 
and performance of service of 
said officer ( s) . The judges of 
the juvenile courts shall annually 
assign their county probation of
ficer ( s) to a position on the 
aforementioned salary scale com
mensurate with the officer's ex
perience tenure and responsibili
ties and said judges shall file 
with the county auditor an order 
setting said county probation 
officer's salary. 

1976 

$ 

770,000 

$ 

1771 

1977 

770,000 
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Provided further that reimburse
ment to counties shall be pro
rated if the appropriation made 
in this item is insufficient to pay 
the cost as provided by Minne
sota Statutes, Section 260.311, 
Subdivision 5. 

Provided that time spent by the 
county probation officer as a 
court referee shall not qualify for 
reimbursement from this appro
priation. 

( c) Sheriffs expense conveying 
prisoners ................. . 

(d) Planning and implementing 
institutional population changes. 

The commissioner of corrections 
shall immediately implement a 
plan to reduce the state prison 
population to not more than 250 
and shall report the progress on 
such to the 1976 and 1977 Leg
islature. 

A committee of ten and neces
sary staff may be appointed by 
the commissioner of corrections 
to recommend to the 1976 Leg
islature the following: 

a. The specific placement in 
the metropolitan area of 
inmates in the Minnesota 
security hospital which are 
corrections clients. 

b. An action plan to assure 
reducing the prison popu
lation to a maximum of 
250 and where the excess 
population will be located. 

c. The necessary construction 
and demolition to accom
modate a maximum popu
lation of 250 in the state 
prison. 

d. The future of the industry 
programs. 

The commissioner of corrections 

30,000 

335,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

30,000 
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is authorized to pay members of 
the committee $25 per diem plus 
travel expenses pursuant to rules 
and regulations promulgated by 
the commissioner of personnel, 
however, no public employee 
may receive a per diem payment. 
$35,000 is available from this 
appropriation to finance the 
comrmttee and its staff to submit 
its report to the 1976 Legislature. 
$300,000 of this appropriation 
is available upon the recom
mendation of the senate fi
nance and house appropria
tions committees to develop 
for the 1977 Legislature the 
following: 

a. Preliminary architectural 
plans. 

b. A progress report on the 
population changes. 

c. A master plan for the 
1977 to 1979 biennium. 

( e) Remodeling and securing 
institutions ............... . 

This appropriation is available 
to the commissioner of correc
tions to assist in reducing the 
state prison population to a 
maximum of 250. 

a. Metropolitan Training 
Center 

1. Capitol 
improvements-$716,500 

2. Security 
features $686,400 

3. Industrial 
building $192,500 

b. State 
Reformatory - $200,000 

c. State Prison, cell 
hall "C" $ 50,000 

Notwithstanding any law to 

1,845,400 

$ 

1773 

1977 
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1976 

the contrary, the commission
er of corrections may request 
of the commissioner of admin
istration the use of available 
funds remaining in any build
ing accounts already appropri
ated for the department of 
corrections to be used for de
molition of buildings. 

Any unexpended balances in 
Subdivision 1 (d) and (e) re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 2. Corrections Subsidy 
Act ...................... . 

The commissioner of correc
tions shall select the counties 
which may participate under 
the Corrections Subsidy Act 
after consulting with the ap
propriate finance committees 
of the legislature. 

Provided that as counties be
gin participating in the cor
rections subsidy act, the com
plement of the central office of 
corrections shall be reduced by 
the number of positions trans
ferred to the counties entering 
the act. 

Subd. 3. Health Care Services. 

The amount appropriated by 
this item shall be used to pro
vide professional health care 
to persons confined in institu
tions under the control of the 
commissioner of corrections, 
and to cover the costs of their 
care in hospitals and other 
medical facilities not under 
the control of the commission
er of corrections, including 
the Secure Treatment Unit 
operated by the St. Paul-Ram
sey Hospital. All reimburse-

2,650,000 

1,137,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

4,056,000 

1,175,000 
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1976 

$ 

ments for such health care 
services shall be credited to 
this account and become a 
part thereof. 

Subd. 4. Personnel Training .. 

This apppropriation includes 
funds for training of group 
home parents in county homes. 
Subd. 5. Vocational Training. 

The amount appropriated by 
this item shall be used for the 
purpose of providing vocation
al training of the inmates of 
institutions under the control 
of the commissioner of correc
tions. The commissioner of 
corrections is hereby autho
rized and empowered to em
ploy skilled craftsmen to con
duct a vocational training 
program and to instruct such 
inmates. 
Subd. 6. Foster Group Care ... 
The amount appropriated by 
this item shall be used for fos
ter group care facilities under 
the commissioner of correc
tions and to reimburse coun
ties pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 260.-
251, Subdivision la, provided, 
however, that such reimburse
ment to counties shall be pro
rated if the appropriation is 
insufficient. 
The amounts reimbursed to 
the counties shall be based UP
on 50 percent of cost to the 
counties after federal and 
state aids, grants or relief 
programs have been deducted 
from the costs of said group 
home operations. 
Subd. 7. Work Release and 
Newgate Programs ........ . 
This appropriation includes 

310,029 

140,000 

400,000 

247,295 

$ 

1775 

1977 

332,647 

400,000 

251,205 
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$217,000 for the Newgate 
program. 

Subd. 8. Community Correc-
tions Centers ............. . 

Subd. 9. Regional Jails, Area 
Lock-Ups, and Detention Cen-
ters ..................... . 

Subd. 10. Special Projects .. . 
This appropriation is intended 
as the state match for applica• 
tions for federal grants. 
The commissioner of finance is 
hereby directed to establish 
whatever accounts the depart• 
ment of corrections deems neces
sary to expend the funds pro
vided by this subdivision. 
Subd. 11. Correctional Institu
tions 
This appropriation is for the 
Minnesota state prison, state re• 
formatory for men, Minnesota 
correctional institution for wo
men, state training school, Wil
low River camp, Minnesota 
home school, and the metropoli• 
tan training center. 

(a) Current expense ......... . 
(b) Salaries ................. . 

Approved Complement-1,086.75 
(c) Special equipment ....... . 
(d) Repairs and replacements .. 

The academic school program at 
the state training school and the 
Minnesota home school shall be 
conducted on a 12 month basis. 

Provided that the appropriate 
committees on finance of the leg
islature shall receive a written 
report of the anticipated ex
penditures from the prison re
volving fund for recreational or 
vocational equipment not Jess 
than 30 days prior to expendi
ture. 

$ 

1976 

212,500 

281,300 

298,157 

3,292,200 
15,349,000 

336,600 
150,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

212,500 

281,300 

66,225 

3,453,100 
15,378,000 

148,000 
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1976 

$ 

Vocational rehabilitation funds 
received by the department of 
corrections for the WiJJow River 
camp shall cancel to the general 
fund. 

The commissioner of corrections 
may utilize the institutions under 
his control in the manner he 
determines to be most efficient 
and designate the programs to be 
conducted therein. 

(e) Thistledew camp ......... . 

Provided that unnecessary funds 
shall cancel to the general fund 
if separate legislation passes al
lowing Thistledew camp to re
tain its receipts at the close of 
each fiscal year. 

(f) License plate plant ........ . 

The amount provided by clause 
(f) is appropriated from the high
way user tax distribution fund, 
and shall be available for im
mediate encumbrance. 

Any unexpended balances in sub
division I (b), 5, JI (c) and II 
(d) remaining in the first year 

shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Sec. 4. HEALTH RELATED 
BOARDS 

Subdivision I. Board of Ex
aminers for Nursing Home Ad-
ministrators ................. . 

Subd. 2. Board of Examiners for 
Psychologists ................ . 

Subd. 3. Board of Medical Ex-
aminers .................... . 

Subd. 4. Board of Nursing .... . 

Subd. 5. Board of Pharmacy ... . 

Subd. 6. Board of Veterinary Ex-
aminers ..................... . 

150,000 

272,000 

62,248 

20,703 

$ 

1777 

1977 

63,048 

22,489 

264,590 

330,538 

158,291 

21,439 
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1976 

$ 

Subd. 7. Board of Podiatry .... . 

Subd. 8, Board of Dentistry ... . 

Subd. 9. Board of Chiropractic 
Examiners .................. . 

Su bd. 10. Board of Optometry .. 

Provided that the commissioners 
of administration and finance 
shall not permit the allotment, 
encumbrance, or expenditure of 
any funds appropriated in this 
section in excess of the antid. 
pated biennial revenues. 

Sec. 5. BOARD OF HEALTH 

Subdivision I. Preventive and 
Personal Health Services ...... . 

Approved Complement-175 

Subd. 2. Health Systems Quality 
Assurance ................... . 

Approved Complement-54.25 
Of the amounts provided by this 
item, $198,570 for the first year 
and $2ll,069 for the second year 
are appropriated from the trunk 
highway fund for emergency 
medical services activities. 

Subd. 3. Management, Planning, 
and Information Services ..... . 
Approved Complement-49.25 
All receipts received from the na
tional office of vital statistics for 
microfilmed transcripts of vital 
statistics records shall be de
posited in and for the benefit of 
the general fund. 

Provided that the commission
er of health .shall not transfer 
any funds to or from person
nel services, or claims, grants 
and shared-revenues, as shown 
on the official worksheets of 
the conferees of the senate 
and house of representatives, 
a true copy of which is on file 
in the office of the commis
sioner of administration, ex-

5,341,099 

1,002,123 

1,160,407 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

5,317 

117,315 

28,265 

24,725 

5,816,249 

1,014,480 

1,213,614 
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1976 

$ 

cept for those transfers which 
have the written approval of 
the Governor, who shall con
sult with the legislative ad
visory committee for its rec
ommendations. 

Provided that administrative 
support for the health related 
boards shall be provided by 
the health department. The 
health department shall be re
imbursed for the cost of pro
viding this service. 

Sec. 6. CORRECTIONS OM-
BUDSMAN 

Subdivision 1. Salaries, Sup-
plies, and Expense ......... . 

Sec. 7. COMMISSIONER OF 
PU:BLIC WELFARE ........ . 

Subdivision 1. Community Ac
tion Programs 

This appropriation shall be 
used to make grants for local 
match increases to fund costs 
for on-going programs for 
l\linnesota community action 
agencies, and to fund match 
moneys for emergency an4 
community partnership pro
grams. 
Sec. 8. CONTINGENT FOR 

STATE INSTITUTIONS ..... . 

The amount appropriated by 
this item, or so much thereof 
as may be necessary, is to be 
used for emergency purposes, 
and for the purchase of food, 
clothing, drugs, and fuel for 
any of .the institutions or work 
camps for which an appropria
tion is herein made. The expen
diture of said contingent shall 
be under the control of the 
legislative advisory committee 
and no expenditure shall be 
made therefrom without the 
direction of the governor after 

140,795 

1,200,000 

1,225,000 

$ 

1779 

1977 

140,795 
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1976 

$ 

consultation with the legisla
tive advisory committee. 

Any unexpended balance in 
Sections 7 and 8 in the first 
year shall not cancel but shaU 
be available for the second 
year of the biennium. 

Provided that the allowance 
for food may be adjusted an
nually according to the United 
States department of labor, 
bureau of labor statistics pub
lication wholesale price index, 
upon the approval of the gov
ernor. Such adjustments shall 
be based on the June, 1975, 
wholesale food price index, but 
such adjustment shall be pro
rated if the wholesale food 
price index adjustment would 
require funds in excess of this 
appropriation. 

Sec. 9. EMPLOYEES COMPENSATION 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

To be transferred by the state auditor to the department of 
labor and industry, compensation revolving fund, in payment of 
obligations incurred by the following state agencies in the 
amount as indicated: 

Public Welfare $653,622.74 
Corrections $113,607.11 

Sec. 10. UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 

To unemployment compensation fund in reimbursement of un
employment compensation benefits paid for former employees of 
the following: 

Department of Corrections $118,671.69 

Department of Public Welfare $490,442.88 

Sec. 11. CERTAIN FUNDS USED FOR CERTAIN PUR
POSES. Upon the approval of the commissioner of public wel
fare or the commissioner of corrections as to the institutions 
under their respective control, the superintendent of any such 
institution for which an appropriation is made herein may pay 
out of the current expense appropriation of said institution to 
any employee thereof, the amount of any property damage sus
tained by such employee, not in excess of $250 by reason, or as 
a result of action of any patient or inmate of such institution. 
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Except at the state prison and state reformatory, profits ac
crued by reason of operation of diversified labor accounts may 
be used at the direction of the superintendent of the institution 
for the purchase of occupational therapy equipment. 

Sec. 12. APPROVED COMPLEMENT. Except as otherwise 
provided herein, whenever an appropriation to any institution 
or agency discloses an approved complement, the institution or 
agency is limited in the employment of the number of full-time 
equivalent persons indicated by such approved complement. Part
time and summer student help may be employed with the ad
vance approval of the commissioner of administration, and shall 
not be included in the approved complement. Part-time and sum
mer student help may be employed with the advance approval of 
the commissioner of administration, and shall not be included in 
the approved complement. Such approved complement, however, 
does not include employees engaged in repair or construction 
projects who may be employed only with the advance approval 
of the commissioner of administration. 

Additional employees over the number of the approved comple
ment may be employed on the basis of public necessity or emergency 
with the written approval of the governor, but the governor shall not 
approve such additional personnel until he has consulted with the 
legislative advisory committee. Any requests for increases in the 
approved complement shall be forwarded to the appropriate com
mittees on finance of the legislature not less than 30 days prior to the 
legislative advisory committee meeting. The provision hereof shall 
extend to any other agency to which the present authority of the 
legislative advisory committee may be transferred. 

Sec. 13. CERTAIN EMPLOYEES. Provided that none of the mon
eys appropriated by this act or any other law shall be used to employ 
maids or personnel with similar domestic duties to work in the resi
dences of any officer or employee of any institution, department, or 
agency of the state. This provision shall not apply to such persons 
who pay a fixed monthly fee for board and room and laundry and 
who obtain their meals from state operated dining rooms. 

Sec. 14. RECEIPTS. All funds, sums of moneys, or other resources 
provided or to be received, including all receipts, collections, legis
lative allocations, transfers, and other income and receipts properly 
belonging to and to be used for financing activities, programs, and 
other projects other than the institutions now or hereafter under the 
supervision and jurisdiction of the commissioner of public welfare 
not otherwise specifically designated as income or credits to other 
state departments or funds by law, shall be credited to and become 
a part of the appropriations provided for in section 2, subdivisions 
I, 7, 10, 11, and 12. 

All receipts of said institutions and activities carried on under the 
direction of said commissioners of public welfare and corrections 
shall be deposited in and for the benefit of the general fund, provided, 
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however, that this shall not apply to revolving funds now established 
in institutions under the control of said commissioner; and provided 
further that this shall not apply to receipts from the operation of 
patients' and inmates' stores and vending machines, which shall be 
deposited in the social welfare fund in each institution for the benefit 
of the patients and inmates; and provided further that this shall not 
apply to money received in payment for services of inmate labor 
employed in the industries carried on in the state reformatory for 
men, state reformatory for women, and state prison, which receipts 
shall be credited to the current expense fund of said institutions. 

Sec. 15. COMMISSARY AND QUARTER ALLOWANCE. No 
commissary privileges, including food, laundry service, and household 
supplies, shall be furnished to any person in staff residences or apart
ments from appropriations made by this act. 

The commissioner of administration is hereby directed to charge 
a fair rental rate including utility costs to any persons who reside on 
state institution grounds. The legislature directs the department of 
corrections to reduce staff housing as soon as possible. 

Quarters and a stipend allowance of not to exceed $150 per month 
may be authorized by the commissioner of welfare for medical stu
dents and physicians fellows. 

Notwithstanding any provision in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
246.02, to the contrary, maintenance including food, laundry service, 
and household supplies shall not be furnished to any officer includ
ing, but not limited to, the chief executive officers of the state prison 
and reformatories. 

Sec. 16. PROVISIONS. Moneys appropriated under this act for 
the purchase of provisions within the item "current expense" shall 
be used solely for that purpose. The amounts appropriated for pro
visions are shown on the worksheets of the conferees of the senate 
and house of representatives, a true copy of which is on file in the 
office of the commissioner of administration. Any money so pro
vided and not used for purchase of provisions shall be cancelled into 
the fund from which appropriated, except that money so provided 
and not used for the purchase of provisions because of population 
decreases may be transferred and used for the purchase of medical 
and hospital wpplies after consultation with the legislative advisory 
committee, whose opinion shall be advisory only. 

Sec. 17. FEDERAL GRANTS. Grants in aid now or hereafter 
received from the federal government for any welfare, assistance or 
relief program or for administration under the jurisdiction of the 
department of public welfare shall, in the first instance, be credited 
to a federal grant fund and shall be transferred therefrom to the 
credit of the commissioner of public welfare in the appropriate account 
upon certification of the commissioner of public welfare that the 
amounts so requested to be transferred have been earned or are 
required for the purposes and programs intended. Moneys received 
by such federal grant fund need not be budgeted as such, provided 
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transfers from such fund are budgeted for allotment purposes in the 
appropriate appropriations. 

The department of public welfare is authorized and directed to 
negotiate with the federal government, or any agency, bureau, or 
department thereof, for the purpose of securing or obtaining any 
grants or aids. Any grants or aids thus secured or received are hereby 
appropriated to said department of public welfare and made avail
able for the uses and purposes for which it was received but shall 
be used to reduce the appropriations hereinbefore provided unless 
federal law prohibits such action or unless the commissioner of put,. 
lie welfare obtains approval of the governor who shall seek the advice 
of the legislative advisory committee. 

Grants now or hereafter received from the federal government for 
any vocational training program or for administration under the juris
diction of the department of corrections shall, in the first instance, 
be credited to a federal grant fund and shall be transferred therefrom 
to the credit of the commissioner of corrections in the appropriate 
account upon certification of the commissioner of corrections that the 
amounts so requested to be transferred have been earned or are re
quired for the purposes and program intended. Moneys received by 
such federal grant fund need not be budgeted as such provided trans
fers from such fund are budgeted for allotment purposes in the appro
priate appropriation. 

Sec. 18. BUDGETARY CONTROL. The budgetary control as 
provided in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 16, shall extend to and 
apply to all appropriations herein made available for the fiscal years 
ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. 

All state departments, bureaus, agencies or divisions, operating 
under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 16, financed by funds appropri
ated or receipts or fees of any nature whatsoever, when making 
requests or preparing budgets to be submitted to the federal govern
ment in support of or in request of funds, equipment, materials, oc 
services, from the federal government shall, upon completion of suclt 
request or budget, first submit it to the commissioner of administra
tion. The commissioner of administration shall have authority to 
approve, disapprove, modify, or amend any such request or budget 
before submitting it to the proper federal authority. When such fed
eral authority has approved such request or budget, the state agency 
shall resubmit it to the commissioner of administration for recording 
before any allotment or encumbrance of the federal funds can be made. 

Sec. 19. TRANSFER OF FUNDS. (a) The commissioner of 
public welfare by direction of the governor after consulting with 
the legislative advisory committee may transfer unobligated ap.. 
propriation balances between the various accounts appropriated 
under section 2, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, and 18. Provid
ed further that if the appropriation under section 2, subdivision 
7, should be insufficient for either year, then the appropriation 
for the other year shall be available therefor by direction of the 
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governor after consulting with the legislative advisory commit
tee. 

(b) Authority is hereby granted to the commissioner of cor
rections to transfer appropriations between all subdivisions of 
section 3, except for subdivision 1, clause (a), in the best interest 
of the security and rehabilitation programs and for more efficient 
utilization of personnel and facilities. Of the appropriation pro
vided by section 3, subdivision 1, clause (a), funds may be 
transferred from this appropriation to other appropriations in 
section 3, but in no case may transfers from the other appropria
tions in section 3 be made to section 3, subdivision 1, clause (a). 
Such transfers shall be made with the written approval of the 
governor after consulting with the legislative advisory com
mittee. 

Sec. 20. TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL. (a) Notwithstanding 
any other law to the contrary, the commissioner of public wel
fare shall transfer authorized positions between institutions 
under his control in order to properly staff the institutions, tak
ing into account the differences between programs in each insti
tution. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the com
missioner of corrections may transfer authorized positions be
tween programs subject to the restrictions imposed by section 
19, clause (b). 

Sec. 21. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, when insti
tutions of the department of public welfare or the department 
of corrections are consolidated, the commissioner of personnel 
and the commissioner of administration shall direct the depart
ment incorporating the consolidation and all other departments 
of the state of Minnesota to employ the affected employees at 
no loss in salary. 

The commissioner of personnel is hereby directed to tempo
rarily suspend any rules, regulations, or laws to accommodate 
these provisions. Any department which employs any of the 
affected employees is authorized to temporarily exceed its ap
proved comple~nt. The commissioner of administration shall 
develop procedures to insure that the moving expenses are re
imbursed for those employees who relocate pursuant to the con
solidation." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H.F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating and reappropriating 
money therefor and limiting the use thereof; providing for the 
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transfer of certain moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land 
acquisition in certain cases; fixing and limiting the amount of fees 
to be collected in certain cases; providing penalties for misusing 
appropriated moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
12.21, Subdivision 3; 16.012; 16A.125, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 17A.11; 
17B.15; 30.20; 116C.05; 116D.04, Subdivision 3; 144.61; 149.04; 176.-
611, Subdivision 6A; 181A.07; 308.905; 326.44; 326.64; 308.905; 347.-
33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; and Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, 
Subdivisions 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
33.17; 88.063, Subdivision 2; and 246.32. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT APPRO
PRIATIONS. Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, 
the sums hereinafter set forth in the columns designated "AP
PROPRIATIONS", or so much thereof as may be necessary, are 
hereby appropriated out of the general fund in the state treasury, 
or any other fund herein designated, for the purposes specified in 
the following sections of this act, to be available for the fiscal 
years indicated for each purpose. The figures "1975", "1976", and 
"1977", wherever used in this act, shall mean that the appropria
tion or appropriations listed thereunder shall be available for 
the year ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977, 
respectively. 

Sec. 2. THE LEGISLATURE 

Subdivision I. For the House 
of Representatives ......... . 

Subd. 2. For the Senate ..... . 

Subd. 3. Legislative Joint Co-
ordinating Committee ....... . 

(a) Legislative Reference Li-
brary .................. . 

(b) Revisor of Statutes ..... . 

(c) Office of Legislative Re-
search ................. . 

Including state matching funds 
for science and technology 
grant which shall not be ex-

APPROPRIATIONS 

Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

$ 

1976 1977 

6,500,000 

3,625,000 

385,000 

1,861,750 

81,500 

$ 

6,500,000 

3,625,000 
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1976 

$ 
pended until non-state match
ing moneys are received. 

Subd. 4. Legislative Audit 
Commission 

(a) Legislative Audit Com-
mission ................ . 

(b) Legislative Auditor ..... . 

Subd. 5. Legislative Retire
ment Study Commission ..... 

Subd. 6. Mississippi River 
Parkway Commission ....... . 

For 1975--$2,000 

The amounts appropriated by 
this subdivision are from the 
trunk highway fund. 

Subd .. 7 •• Legislative Energy 
Comm1ss1on ...........•...•. 

Sec. 3. SUPREME COURT 
Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Ex-
pense ...................... . 

Subd. 3. Supreme Court Con-
tingent ..................... . 

Subd. 4. Continuing Legal Ed-
ucation .................... . 

Sec. 4. DISTRICT COURT 

For 1975--$265,342 

To be disbursed by the com
missioner of finance. 

Should the appropriation for 
either year be insufficient, 
then the appropriation for the 
other year shall be available 
therefor. 

Sec. 5. JUDICIAL COUNCIL .. 
Any unexpended balance re• 
maining in Ihe first year shall not 
cancel but shall be available for 
the second year of the biennium. 

50,000 

932,431 

155,000 

7,500 

30,000 

1,075,981 

266,613 

7,500 

49,796 

2,537,963 

2,500 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

1,023,682 

7,500 

30,000 

1,075,981 

275,699 

100,122 

2,554,963 

3,500 
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Sec. 6. COMMISSION ON JU-
DICIAL STANDARDS ........ . 

Any unexpended balances re• 
maining in the first year shall 
not caQcel but shall be available 
for the second year of the bi
ennium. 
Sec. 7. STATE LAW LIBRARY 
Subdivision I. Salaries ....... . 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense .. 

Subd. 3. Books and Binding .... 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be available 
for the second year of the bi
ennium. 

Sec. 8. PUBLIC DEFENDER 

Subdivision I. Salaries, Supplies, 
and Expense ................ . 
Approved Complement-15 

Provided however that no por· 
tion of the funds appropriated 
shall be used for the defense of 
misdemeanors unless the city or 
county public defender, if any, 
shall refuse or be unable to de
fend and then only by order of 
the court. 

Subd. 2. Civil Legal Services

For Adult Prison Inmates 

Sec. 9. TAX COURT 

Subdivision I. Salaries ....... . 

Approved Complement-2 
Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense .. 

Sec. IO. CONTINGENT AC· 
COUNTS 

Subdivision I. General ....... . 

Subd. 2. Game and Fish ...... . 

This appropriation is from the 
game and fish fund. 

Subd. 3. Motor Vehicle ...... . 

This appropriation is from the 

$ 

1976 

37,602 

106,762 

29,029 

150,000 

288,603 

95,000 

50,670 

13,150 

2,000,000 

100,000 

150,000 

$ 

1787 

1977 

36,102 

106,762 

30,475 

290,897 

105,000 

50,272 

13,47:i 

2,000,000 
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highway user tax distribution 
fund for the pureose of supple
menting any requ1rements of the 
department of public safety, 
motor vehicle services section, for 
salaries, supplies~ and expense 

Subd. 4. Postage ........... . 

For postage rate increases durin~ 
the biennium ending June 30, 
1977, where sufficient appropria
tions are not available. 

Of the above amount $150,000 is 
appropriated from the highwai 
user tax distribution fund to 
meet the needs of the motor 
vehicle section of the department 
of public safety. 

Subd. 5. Traffic Safety ....... . 

This appropriation is from the 
trunk highway fund for the pur
pose of supplementing any re
quirements of the department o[ 
public safety for traffic safety 
programs. 

Subd. 6. Criminal .Justice ..... . 

This appropriation is available 
to provide additional matching 
funds for the various state 
agencies and local governments 
for programs qualifying under 
the safe streets and omnibus 
nime control act of I 968, as 
amended. 

At least 30 days before action by 
the legislative advisory commit
tee, the commission shall sub
mit the individual project re
quests to the appropriate stand
ing committees of the legislature 
for review. 

The appropriations in this sec
tion shall be expended with the 
approval of the governor after 
consultation with the legislative 
advisory committee. 

1976 

300,000 

50,000 

1,620,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 
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Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year from 
the appropriations made in this 
section shall not cancel but shall 
be available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

Sec. 1 !. GOVERNOR 

Subdivision I. Salaries, Supplies. 
and Expense ...... . 

For 1975-$48,000 

lf the commissioner of public 
safety assigns a highway patrol 
officer as a personal aide to the 
governor below the rank of ser
geant, such officer shall receive 
the rank and pay of a sergeant 
while on such assignment. 

Subd. 2. Personal Expenses Con-
nected with Office ........... . 

Subd. 3. Official Governor's 
Portrait ................. .. 

Subd. 4. National Governors 
Conference ............... . 

Subd. 5. Education Council .. . 
For 1975-$3,000 

Subd. 6. Upper Great Lakes Re
gional Commission-State Share 
This appropriation shall cancel 
if the federal support for the re
gional commission is withdrawn. 

Subd. 7. Great Lakes Basin 
Commission-State Share ..... 

For 1975-$4,300 

Subd. 8. Upper Mississippi Bas
in Commission-State Share ... 

Subd. 9. Missouri River Basin 
Commission-State Share ..... 
For 1975-$2,025 

Subd. 10. Governor's Bicenten-
nial Commission ........... . 

Sec. 12. LIEUTENANT GOV-
ERNOR 

$ 

1976 

697,047 

15,000 

16,150 

20,000 

71,000 

22,300 

35,200 

12,000 

157,900 

$ 

1789 

1977 

755,618 

15,000 

2,500 

16,150 

20,000 

71,000 

22,300 

35,200 

12,000 

78,950 
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Subdivision 1. Salaries, Supplies, 
and Expense ............. .. 

Approved Complement-9 

Subd. 2. Personal Expenses Con
nected wtih Office . . . . . . . . .... 

Sec. 13. ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL 

Subdivision I. Salaries ...... , 

Approved Complement-64 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense. 

Subd. 3. Special Contingent. ... 

This appropriation shall not be 
available for paying the costs of 
special, legal, accounting, and 
investigative personnel retained 
in cases arising under Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 501.12, here
after filed unless the attorney 
general shall decide in such a 
case that all the beneficiaries are 
not adequately represented, or 
that there is a likelihood that the 
purpose of the trust may be frus
trated without his intervention 
and that the state has a substan
tial interest in carrying out the 
purpose of the trust. 

Subd. 4. Antitrust .......... . 

This appropriation is for costs 
and expenses incurred by the at
torney general in enforcing and 
making claims under state and 
federal antitrust laws. 

The attorney general shall report 
the purpose for which the mon
eys appropriated by this subdivi
sion are utilized. Such reports 
shall be made to the committee 
on finance of the senate and the 
committee on appropriations of 
the house of representatives at 
the end of each fiscal year. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year from 

$ 

1976 

161,469 

2,000 

1,146,196 

262,100 

50,000 

200,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

162,069 

2,000 

1,146,196 

253,338 
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the appropriations made in sub
divisions 3 or 4 shall not cancel 
but shall be available for the sec
ond year of the biennium. 

Subd. 5. Minnesota Peace Offi
cers Training Board 

( a) Salaries .............. . 

Approved Complement-3 

(b) Supplies and Expense ..... 

(c) Reimbursements to Local 
Governments .............. . 

Reimbursement for costs of sub
stitute locaJ protection while of
ficers attend regular training 
courses. 

Any unexpended balance remain
ing in the first year shall not 
cancel but shall be available for 
the second year of the biennium. 

Sec. 14. STATE AUDITOR 

$ 

1976 

38,469 

19,591 

300,000 

Subdivision 1. Salaries . . . . . . 127,210 

Approved Complement-8 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 34,647 
Sec. 15. SECRETARY OF 

STATE 
There is appropriated to the 
secretary of state the follow
ing amounts for the purposes 
so stipulated in this section 
and as indicated in the work
papers of the committee on fi
nance for the senate and the 
committee on appropriations 
for the house of representa
tives. 
General Operations and Man-
agement ............ , . . . . . 456,524 

Approved Complement-27 

The amounts that may be ex-
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 
Administration $125,625 $122,848 

$ 

1791 

1977 

38,469 

20,539 

300,000 

127,210 

41,212 

737,953 
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Elections and 
Publications 

Corporations 

Uniform Commer-

$126,051 

$165,910 

cial Code $ 38,938 

$ 

$407,831 

$166,542 

$ 40,732 

The secretary of state, with 
the approval of the commis
sioner of administration, may 
transfer unexpended balances 
among the above programs. 
Such transfers shall be report
ed forthwith to the committee 
on finance of the senate and 
the committee on appropria
tions of the house of repre
sentatives. 

Sec. 16. STATE TREASURER 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement-24 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Sec. 17. ETHICS COMMIS-
SION ...................... . 

Approved Complement-7 

This appropriation contains 
sufficient moneys to microfilm 
the records which the commis
sion is required to retain. 

Sec. 18. ADMINISTRATION 

There is appropriated to the 
commissioner of administra
tion the following amounts for 
the purposes so stipulated in 
this section and as indicated 
in the workpapers of the com
mittee on finance for the sen
ate and the coll\mittee on ap
propriations of the house of 
representatives. 

Subdivision 1. General Opera-

1976 

267,737 

102,427 

120,705 

tions and Management ..... . 10,846,770 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

267,737 

104,159 

119,055 

10,937,445 
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Program Manage
ment and Budget 

$ 

Coordination $ 478,294 $ 491,294 

Management 
Information 
Services $ 585,151 $ 571,090 

General 
Services $8,831,952 $8,945,217 

General 
Support $ 951,373 $ 929,844 

The commissioner of adminis
tration may transfer unex
pended balances among the 
above programs. Such trans-
fers shall be reported forth-
with to the committee on fi-
nance for the senate and the 
committee on appropriations 
for the house of representa-
tives. 

Notwithstanding the provi
sions of any law to the con
trary, the commissioner of 
administration shall sell the 
state-owned property compris
ing the St. Croix Camp in the 
manner which will realize the 
greatest return to the state. 
Such a sale, however, shall be 
made only after advertising 
the sale of the property and 
inviting sealed bids which 
shall be opened at the time 
specified and read aloud. The 
sale shall be made to the best 
bidder. The advertisement of 
such sale shall be made in lo
cal and national publications 
including but not limited to 
such publications as the Wall 
Street Journal and the New 
York Times. The state re
serves the right to reject any 
and all bids. 

Subd. 2. Improvement of the 
state EIS System ......... . 

1976 

510,000 

$ 

1793 

1977 
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This appropriation may be 
used to pay the costs of addi
tional hearings officers, legal 
assistance, and other costs as 
the commissioner deems ap
propriate. These moneys may 
be transferred to other state 
agencies when the commis
sioner has determined that 
sufficient resources are not 
available within the appropri
ations of those agencies to car
ry out the duties assigned to 
them relative to the improve
ment of the environmental im
pact statement system. Any 
unexpended balance remaining 
in the first year shall not can
cel, but shall be available for 
the second year of the bienni
um. 

Sec. 19. FINANCE 

There is appropriated to the 
commissioner of finance the 
following amounts for the pur
poses so stipulated in this sec
tion and as indicated in the 
workpapers of the committee 
on finance for the senate and 
the committee on appropria
tions of the house of represen
tatives. 

General Operations Manage-
ment ....................... . 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Financial Operations 
Management $2,446,444 $2,513,320 

Financial Control, 
Analysis, 
Research, and 
Development $ 622,391 $ 635,906 

General Support $ 347,838 $ 356,888 

The commissioner of finance 
with the approval of the com-

1976 

3,416,673 

[46THDAY 

1977 

3,506,114 
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1976 

$ 

m1ss10ner of administration, 
may transfer unexpended bal
ances among the above pro
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com
mittee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appro
priations of the house of rep
resentatives. 

In the case of payrolls which 
are financed in whole or in 
part with federal funds, that 
portion of the cost of payroll 
preparation which is charge
able to federal funds shall be 
reimbursed to the department 
of finance from such federal 
funds, and such amounts as 
are necessary are hereby ap
propriated from such funds for 
that purpose. The cost of pre
paring payrolls for state de
partments, agencies, and insti. 
tutions whose salaries are 
provided by open, standing, 
continuing, or revolving ap
propriations or so-called dedi
cated receipt accounts shall be 
reimbursed to the department 
of administration from such 
appropriations or dedicated 
receipt accounts and such 
amounts as are necessary are 
hereby appropriated from such 
appropriations and accounts 
for that purpose. 

In the case of state depart
ments, agencies, and institu
tions which are financed in 
whole or in part with federal 
funds, that portion of the cost 
of collecting social security 
contributions which is charge
able to federal funds shall be 
reimbursed from federal funds, 
and such amounts as are nec
essary are appropriated from 
such funds for that purpose. 
The cost of collecting employ
ees' social security contribu-

1795 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

tions and the state's matching 
share for reimbursement to 
the U.S. Secretary of the 
Treasury for state depart
ments, agencies, and institu
tions whose salaries are pro
vided by open, standing, 
continuing, or revolving appro
priations or so-called dedicated 
receipt accounts shall be reim
bursed to the state agency re
volving fund from such appro
priations or dedicated receipt 
accounts, and such amounts as 
are necessary are appropriated 
from such appropriations and 
accounts for that purpose. 

Sec. 20. PERSONNEL 

There is appropriated to the 
commissioner of personnel the 
following amounts for the pur
poses so stipulated in this sec
tion and as indicated in the 
workpapers of the committee 
on finance for the senate and 
the committee on appropria
tions of the house of represen
tatives. 

General Operations and Man-
agement ................. . 

Approved Complement-92 
The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Human Resource 

1,697,336 

Acquisition $355,417 $349,458 

Human Resource 
Development $269,097 $258,062 

Human Resource 
Management $567,548 $565,823 

General Support $475,238 $461,494 

Local Government 
Services $ 30,036 $ 30,036 

The commissioner of personnel 
with the approval of the com-

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

1,664,873 
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1976 

$ 

m1ss10ner of administration, 
may transfer unexpended bal
ances among the above pro
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com
mittee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appro
priations of the house of repre
sentatives. 

Sec. 21. PERSONNEL BOARD 

Sec. 22. STATE PLANNING 
AGENCY 

There is appropriated to the di
rector of the state planning agen
cy the following amounts for the 
purposes so stipulated in the 
workpapers of the committee on 
finance for the senate and the 
committee on appropriations for 
the house of representatives. 

Subdivision I. General Opera-

44,450 

tions ..................... . 2,407,009 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for each 
program are as follows: 

State Planning 
and 
Development .$ 217,028 $ 217,028 

Functional Area 
Planning ..... $ 694,884 $ 687,784 

Regional and 
Local 
Assistance ... $1,189,010 $1,189,010 

General Support.$ 306,087 $ 306,087 

The director of the state planning 
agency with the approval of the 
commissioner of administration, 
may transfer unexpended bal-
ances among the above pro-
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com-
mittee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appropri-
ations of the house of represen-
tatives. 

$ 

1797 

1977 

59,200 

2,399,909 
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1976 

$ 

Subd. 2. Commission on Min-
nesota's Future ............ . 

Subd. 3. Environmental Quality 
Council .................. . 

(a) Administration ......... . 

( b) Citizens Advisory Council. 

Of the amounts appropriated by 
subdivision 3 (a) of this section, 
not more than ten percent shall 
be expended for costs incurred 
by the citizens advisory commit
tee. The amount available for the 
citizens advisory committee shall 
be expended only for per-diem 
and expenses of members in
curred by attendance at official 
meetings of the advisory com
mittee and the environmental 
quality council. 

( c) Environmental Impact State-
ments-General ............ . 

( d) Copper-Nickel Regional En
vironmental Impact Statement .. 

Any unexpended balance remain
ing the first year shall not can
cel, but shall be available for the 
second year of the biennium. 

( e) Critical Areas Planning ... . 

( f) Power Plant Studies ..... . 

(g) State and Regional Environ
mental Education Councils .... 

Sec. 23. CAPITAL AREA AR-
CHITECTURAL AND PLAN-
NING COMMISSION ......... . 

Sec. 24. MUNICIPAL COM-
MISSION ................... . 

Approved Complement-4 

Sec. 25. COMMISSION ON 
THE HANDICAPPED ........ . 

Sec. 26. HUMAN RIGHTS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ....... . 

80,000 

71,900 

127,400 

920,000 

44,500 

217,550 

217,000 

62,556 

108,208 

142,906 

390,799 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

80,000 

71,900 

127,400 

44,500 

217,550 

217,000 

62,207 

108,527 

142,906 

407,199 
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1976 
$ 

Approved Complement-

1976-30 
1977-31 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense .. 

Sec. 27. INDIAN AFFAIRS 
COMMISSION .............. . 

Approved Complement-4 

This appropriation includes funds 
for payment of the expenses of 
the delegate to the Indian coun
cil meeting. 

Prior to January 1, 1976, the com
mission shall cease operation of 
its current offices and establish 
a single state office in the city of 
Bemidji from which it will carry 
out its responsibilities under Min
nesota Statutes, Section 3.922, 
Subdivision 6. 

On or before February 29, 1976, 
the commission shall prepare and 
present to the legislature a plan 
for the future operation of the 
commission and its staff. The 
plan shall include the specific 
goals, and the activities and 
methods which will be employed 
by the commission to achieve the 
stated goals. 

Sec. 28. VETERANS AFFAIRS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement-41 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 
Subd. 3. Veterans Relief Ac-
count ............... , .... . 

The Minnesota public relief 
advisory committee is hereby 
continued for the purposes of 
this subdivision. 

None of the funds appropriat
ed in this subdivision shall be 
transferred for the use of vet
erans' rest camps. 

102,743 

100,000 

438,971 

99,731 

1,010,000 

$ 

1799 

1977 

101,922 

438,971 

104,153 

1,010,000 
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1976 
$ 

Subd. 4. War Veterans and 
War Orphans Education Aid. 

To be expended pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 
197.75. 

Subd. 5. Headstones, Markers, 
and Sockets for Soldiers and 
Sailors Graves ............ . 

Any unexpended balances re
maining in subdivision 3 
through 5 the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
Subd. 6. Veterans Preference. 

Sec. 29. MILITARY AFFAIRS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 
Approved Complement-178 

Plus such additional personnel 
as may be financed entirely 
from federal funds for the pe
riod federal funds are avail
able. 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 
Notwithstanding any other 
provision of this act or any 
other law, the portion of ap
propriations made in this sec
tion which relate to armory 
maintenance and repairs shall 
be available for allotment, en
cumbrance and expenditure 
upon passage of this act, for 
the purpose of financing fed
eral reimbursement contracts. 

Sec. 30. COMMISSION ON 
CRIME PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL ................. . 

Approved Complement-35 

Sec. 31. PUBLIC SAFETY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement-

52,000 

6,000 

5,000 

1,549,312 

996,324 

60,000 

19,565,619 

[46THDAY 

1977 
$ 

52,000 

6,000 

5,000 

1,543,015 

1,042,230 

63,254 

19,561,266 
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1976-1475 
1977-1484 

TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1975 

1976 
$ 

Of the amounts provided in 
subdivision 1, $14,668,810 for 
the first year and $14,617,006 
for the second year is appro
priated from the trunk high
way fund for traffic safety 
programs. $1,758,217 for the 
first year and $1,752,302 for 
the second year is appropriat
ed from the highway user tax 
distribution fund for the ad
ministration of motor vehicle 
laws. 

Of the amount provided in 
subdivision 1, $3,138,592 for 
the first year and $3,191,958 
for the second year is appro
priated from the general fund. 

The above approved comple
ment includes a total of 504 
for all unclassified patrol of
ficers and supervisors of the 
highway patrol. This comple
ment shall not be exceeded 
during the biennium. Nothing 
in this provision is intended to 
limit the authority of the 
commissioner of public safety 
to transfer personnel, with the 
approval of the commissioner 
of administration, between 
the various units and divisions 
within this subdivision, pro
viding that the above comple
ment restriction is not ex
ceeded. If the personnel in the 
above restricted complement 
are transferred to other units 
or divisions of the department, 
the above complement shall be 
reduced accordingly. 

No new highway patrol super
visory positions shall be estab
lished, with the exception of· 
special duty assigned .. ranks 
for the length of assignment 
only. 

$ 

1801 

1977 
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1976 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Of the amounts provided in 
subdivision 2, $7,330,312 for 
the first year and $6,905,124 
for the second year are appro
priated from the trunk high
way fund for traffic safety 
programs. 

Of the amounts provided in 
subdivision 2, $1,853,507 for 
the first year and $2,034,6\)2 
for the second year are appro
priated from the highway us
er tax distribution fund for 
administration of motor ve
hicle laws. 

Of the amount provided in 
subdivision 2, $1,064,314 for 
the first year and $1,208,883 
for the second year is appro
priated from the general fund. 

The commissioner is directed 
to sell or otherwise dispose of 
all fixed wing aircraft oper
ated by the department of pub
lic safety prior to January 1, 
1976. The commissioner is fur
ther directed to sell such num
bers of helicopter type airplanes 
as required to reduce the total 
retained in flight condition to 
three by January 1, 1976. The 
three units which the depart
ment is authorized to retain 
shall be located in and for 
primary use in the seven coun
ty metropolitan area. As the 
number of aircraft units is re
duced as herein directed, the 
number of highway patrol of
ficer pilots shall be reduced 
accordingly and those officers 
reassigned to road patrol duty. 
Once returned to road patrol 
duty, highway patrol officers 
shall not continue to receive 
flight status compensation in 
addition to their regular 
salaries. All moneys received 

10,248,133 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
10,148,659 
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from the sale of aircraft shall 
be deposited as non-dedicated 
receipts to the trunk highway 
fund. 

Subd. 3. Weight Scale and 
Motor Vehicle Inspection .... 

For 1975-$10,000 

The personnel involved in the 
support of the weight scale and 
spot motor vehicle inspection 
programs shall be provided by 
the department of highways. 
This appropriation is from the 
trunk highway fund. 

This appropriation provides 
sufficient moneys to operate 
the mobile truck weighing 
prot:ram on a twelve-month 
basis. 

The commissioner of finance is 
directed to transfer on a 
quarterly basis the appropri
ation made from the trunk 
highway fund in subdivision 1, 
2, and 3. 

Subd. 4. Minnesota Crime in
formation System Planning 
and Development ......... . 

Approved Complement--5 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel, but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 5. Sheriff's Communica-
tion Network ............. . 

Approved Complement--14 

Subd. 6. Police Schools 

Supplies and Expense ...... . 

Subd. 7. License Plates 

(a) Salaries .............. . 

Approved Complement--13 

1976 

$ 

491,375 

60,000 

1,232,314 

143,213 

280,850 

$ 

1803 

1977 

491,375 

1,286,979 

145,724 

280,237, 
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1976 

$ 

(b) Supplies and Expense ... 

The amounts provided in sub
division 7, clauses (a) and (b) 
are appropriated from the 
highway user tax distribution 
fund. 

Subd. 8. Crime Victims Re-
para tion Board ........... . 

Approved Complement-2 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel, but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 9. Civil Air Patrol .... 

Subd. 10. State Aids for Air 
Warning ................. . 

The department of public 
safety is authorized to make 
grants-in-aid to local political 
subdivisions, to provide for up 
to 25 percent of the cost of air 
warning systems. 

Subd. 11. Private Detective 
Licensing Board .......... . 

Sec. 32. COMMERCE 
There is appropriated to the 
commerce commission the fol
lowing amounts for the pur
poses so stipulated in this sec
tion and as indicated in the 
workpapers of the committee 
on finance for the senate and 
the committee on appropri
ations of the house of rep
resentatives. 

General Operations and Man-
agement ................. . 

Approved Complement-212 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Supervision of State Char-

2,444,665 

200,000 

30,000 

30,000 

3,000 

3,461,882 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

2,496,225 

200,000 

30,000 

30,000 

3,000 

3,411,919 
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tered Financial Institutions 
$1,216,457 $1,212,432 

Investment Protection 
$ 554,547 $ 551,866 

Consumer Services 
$ 309,790 $ 308,497 

Regulation of Insurance Com
panies 

$ 837,733 $ 831,099 

General Support 
$ 543,355 $ 508,025 

The commission with the ap
proval of the commissioner of 
administration, may transfer un~ 
expended balances among the 
above programs. Such transfers 
shall be reported forthwith to 
the committee on finance of the 
senate and the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives. 

Sec. 33. BOARD OF ABSTRAC-
TORS ....................... . 

Sec. 34. BOARD OF ACCOUN-
TANCY ...................... . 

Sec. 35. BOARD OF ARCHI
TECTS, ENGINEERS, AND SUR-
VEYORS ..................... . 

Sec. 36. BOARD OF BARBERS 

Sec. 37. BOARD OF COSMET-
OLOGY ...................... . 

Approved Complement-15 

Sec. 38. BOARD OF ELEC-
TRICITY .................... . 

Approved Complement-IS 

Sec. 39. BOARD OF WATCH-
MAKING .................... . 

Sec. 40. STATE BOXING COM-
MISSION .................... . 

Sec. 41. LABOR AND INDUS
TRY 

1976 

$ 

28,897 

$ 

1805 

1977 

2,185 

73,000 

170,159 

64,185 

265,863 

1,243,535 

11,381 

29,151 
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1976 

$ 

Subdivision I. Salaries ....... . 

Approved Complement-248 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense .. 

Sec. 42. MEDIATION SER-
\'ICES 

Subdivision I. Salaries ..... 

Approved Complement-26 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense .. 

Sec. 43. PUBLIC SERVICE 

There is appropriated to the 
public service commission the 
following amounts for the pur
poses so stipulated in this sec
tion and as indicated in the 
workpapers of the committee on 
finance for the senate and the 
committee on appropriations of 
the house of representatives. 

General Operations and Man-
agement .................... . 

Approved Complement-I 976-I 5 7 
1977-164 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for each 
program are as follows: 

Utilities 
Regulation $1.001,206 $859,049 

Warehouse and 
Transportation 
Regulation $ 522,829 $536,573 

Weights and Measures 
Regulation $ 767,311 $791,528 

General 
Support $ 885,163 $940,657 

The executive director with the 
approval of the commissioner of 
administration, may transfer un
expended balances among the 
above programs. Such transfers 
shall be reported forthwith to 
the committee on finance of the 
senate and the committee on ap-

2,815,784 

546,662 

430,000 

124,000 

3,176,509 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

2,804,322 

527,175 

430,000 

130,000 

3,127,807 
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propriations of the house of 
representatives. 

If at any time during the bi
ennium ending June 30, 1975, 
the workload of the utilities 
regulation program falls below 
that which is anticipated and 
the executive director determines 
that the appropriated resources 
are in excess of that program's 
needs, he shall notify the com
missioner of administration. The 
commissioner of administration 
may transfer any resources so 
deemed to be in excess to the 
state department of energy if 
that department can demonstrate 
sufficient need, and provided 
that no employee of the state 
shall lose any accrued rights or 
benefits. 

Sec. 44. ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT 

Subdivision I. Salaries, supplies, 
and expense ................ . 

Approved Complement-43 

The appropriation for 1976 in
cludes sufficient moneys for the 
development and publication of 
a statewide pictorial guide and a 
statewide vacation guide. 

No more than one research pro
ject may be undertaken. The 
commissioner shalJ report to the 
next legislative session specific 
requests for research projects for 
the next biennium. 

Subd. 2. Advertising and Publi-
cations. ..................... . 

None of these funds shall be ex
pended for promotional expense. 

Subd. 'S. Matching Grants for 
Regional or Local Tourist De-
velopment .................. . 

The commi-ssioner of economic 
development may enter into con-

1976 

1,289,630 

300,000 

250,000 

1807 

1977 

1,192,294 

300,000 

100,000 
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tractual project agreements with 
organizations or corporations for 
the purpose of developing the 
tourism potential of the state. 

If in the judgement of the com
missioner, a project will make 
a meaningful contribution to 
the tourism development of 
the state, he may enter into 
local or regional agreements. 
No agreement shall be for 
more than 50 percent of the 
total annual project cost. 

Sec. 45. AERONAUTICS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement-33 

Subd 2. Supplies and Ex-
pense ...................... . 

Subd. 3. Aeronautics Proceed-
ings ........................ . 

This amount is available for 
the employment of consultants, 
expert witness fees, prepara
tion of exhibits and other costs 
pertaining to aeronautics pro
ceedings. 

Subd 4. Aeronautics Safety 
and Education .............. . 

Subd. 5. Airport Construction 
and Improvements 

(a) Key system airports ..... 

(b) Intermediate system air-
ports .................. . 

(c) State landing strips ..... . 

The appropriations made in 
this subdivision shall be ex
pended only for grant-in-aid 
programs for airports which 
are not state owned. 

These appropriations are to be 
expended in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 

$ 

1976 

478,044 

130,858 

9,000 

22,100 

2,915,085 

800,635 

803,295 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

480,344 

130,965 

9,000 

21,100 

3,217,401 

858,977 

872,902 
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1976 
$ 

360.305, Subdivision 4 (1), (2), 
(4), and (5). 

The commissioner of aeronau
tics may transfer unexpended 
balances between the above 
items with the approval of the 
governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee. 

Subd. 6. Navigational Aids .•. 

Subd. 7. Striping airport run-
ways ....................... . 

Reimbursements from munici
palities for striping runways 
shall be deposited in the state 
airport fund. 

Subd. 8. Operation and Main
tenance of State-Owned Air-
ports ..................... .. 

Not more than the indicated 
amounts shall be expended for 
each of the following: 

Orr $21,300 
Thief River Falls $74,300 
Pine Creek $22,500 

Provided that all operating in
come which is received from 
the operation of these airports 
shall be deposited as non-de
dicated receipts to the state 
airport fund so long as the 
ownership is retained by the 
state. 

Notwithstanding the provi
sions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 360.021, Subdivision 1, 
or any other law to the con
trary, the commissioner of 
aeronautics shall acquire no 
additional state-owned air
ports during the biennium. 

No moneys shall be expended 
by the commissioner of aero
nautics under the appropria
tions made by subdivisions 5, 

638,700 

29,500 

118,100 

$ 

1809 

1977 

607,000 

22,500 
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6, and 7, or any other law, for 
land acquisition, or for the con
struction, improvement, or 
maintenance of airports or for 
air navigation facilities for an 
airport, unless the govern
mental unit involved has or is 
establishing a zoning authority 
for that airport, and such au
thority has made a good faith 
showing that it is in the pro
cess of and will complete with 
due diligence, an airport zon
ing ordinance in accordance 
with Minnesota Statutes 360.-
061 to 360.074. 

The commissioner of aeronau
tics is directed to make maxi
mum use of zoning and ease
ments to eliminate runway 
and other potential airport 
hazards rather than land ac
quisition in fee. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in subdivisions 5 
through 7 the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

The amounts appropriated by 
this section are from the state 
airport fund. 

Sec. 46. AGRICULTURE 

There is appropriated to the 
commissioner of agriculture 
the following amounts for the 
purposes so stipulated in this 
section and as indicated in the 
workpapers of the committee 
on finance for the senate and 
the committee on appropria
tions of the house of represen
tatives. 

Subdivision 1. General Opera-
tions and Management ...... . 

Approved Complement-540 

1976 

$ 

6,078,363 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

6,150,409 
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The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Marketing Services 
and Market 
Development 

$ 489,821 $ 493,198 

Food Products and 
Poultry Regulation 
and Supervision 

$ 851,872 $ 848,873 

Development and 
Protection of 
Agricultural 
Resources 

$4,033,896 $4,086,885 

General Support 
$ 702,774 $ 721,453 

The commissioner of agricul
ture with the approval of the 
commissioner of administra
tion, may transfer unexpended 
balances among the above pro
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com
mittee on finance of the sen
ate and the committee on ap
propriations of the house of 
representatives. 

All moneys coJlected by au
thority of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 21.53, and all balooces 
now on hand received from 
such source are appropriated 
for the purpose ,of .carrying 
out the provisions of Minne
sota Statutes, Section :21.47 to 
21.58. All mon11ys collected by 
authority of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 27.07, for ser
vicesTenderedpursuant to writ
ten contracts are appropriated 
for the 11urpose of carrying 
out the provisions of Minne
sota Statutes, ·Chapter 27, and 
the moneys so collected and 
appropriated shall be in addi-

1976 

1811 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

tion to and not in substitution 
for the sums appropriated in 
this section. 

The fees charged for grain in
spection and weighing shall be 
in accordance with section 68 
of this act. 

Sub<!. 2. Agricultural Grants 
and Aids ................. . 

These moneys to be expended 
in the same manner and with 
the same provisions as des
cribed in Laws 1973, Chapter 
592, Section 4, and in the 
amounts listed in the work
sheets of the committee on 
finance of the senate. Provid
ed that the $2,000 minimum 
premium list provision shall be 
waived for the biennium end
ing June 30, 1977. 

Sub<!. 3. County Fair Bicenten
nial Exhibits and Projects .... 

Provided that these funds 
shall be used to reimburse 
county fairs who received 
funds under Laws 1973, Chap
ter 592, Section 4, Subdivision 
2(a). 

The payment to each county 
fair from this appropriation 
shall not exceed 20 percent of 
its total premiums paid in 
1974. 

The funds appropriated by 
this sub<livision shall be used 
solely for bicentennial exhibits 
or projects and shall not be 
available to augment the state 
share of other premiums. 

See. 47. LIVESTOCK SANI-
TARY BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement--46 

269,625 

100,000 

602,646 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

269,725 

602,646 
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Subd. 2. Supplies and Ex-
pense .................... . 

Subd. 3. Indemnities ....... . 

No payment for less than $1 for 
indemnities may be made. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 4. Field Laboratories ... 

For the operation of field lab
oratories for the testing of 
poultry, including turkeys, for 
pullorum and other diseases. 

Subd. 5. Contingent Account .. 

The funds appropriated in sub
division 5 shall be transferred 
to the various accounts of the 
livestock sanitary board at the 
request of the executive secre
tary of the board. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Sec. 48. REVENUE 

Subdivision 1. Salaries 

Approved Complement-925 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

The above appropriation in
cludes expenses for collection 
of rural cooperative electric 
taxes. Taxes retained by the 
department are to be deposited 
in the general fund. 

The appropriations made by 
this section include sufficient 
moneys to carry out the ore 
estimate and classification 
functions previously per-

$ 

1976 

253,800 

80,000 

67,000 

100,000 

10,822,892 

4,749,625 

$ 

1813 

1977 

249,000 

67,000 

10,816,852 

4,900,447 
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$ 

formed by the university of 
Minnesota. 

Subd. 3. Assessors Tuition .. , 

Sec. 49. INVESTMENT 
:BOARD ................... . 

Approved Complement-27 

The appropriations in this 
section are from the funds and 
in the amounts as follows: 

General Fund 
Direct $240,790 $249,520 

Teacher's Retire-
ment Fund $162,532 $168,425 

Public Employee 
Retirement Fund $140,123 $145,203 

Minnesota State Re-
tirement Fund $ 72,577 $ 75,208 

Trunk Highway 
Fund $ 30,767 $ 31,883 

County State Aid 
Fund $ 14,047 $ 14,556 

Municipal State 
Aid Fund $ 8,027 $ 8,318 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary, the board 
of investment may lease or 
purchase a duplicating ma-
chine. 

Sec. 50. ENERGY ......... . 

Sec. 5L NATURAL RE-
SOURCES 

There is appropriated to the 
commissioner of natural re
sources the following amounts 
for the purposes so stipulated 
in this section and as indicat
ed in the workpapers of the 
committee on finance for the 
senate and the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives. 

1976 

60,000 

668,863 

550,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

60,000 

693,113 

550,000 
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1976 

Subdivision 1. General Opera-
tions and Management ..... . 
Approved Complement-1269 
The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Administrative 
Management 

29,240,953 

Services $3,520,980 $3,320,980 

Regional Ad-
ministration $1,708,559 $1,708,559 

Field Services 
Support $2,547,923 $2,547,923 

Water Resources 
Management $1,134,758 $1,054,758 

Minerals 
Resources 
Management $ 906,830 $ 906,830 

Forest 
Management $3,746,208 $3,738,808 

Fish 
Management $3,843,807 $3,393,807 

Wildlife 
Management $2,980,434 $2,980,434 

Ecological Sur-
veys and 
Services $ 371,681 $ 371,681 

Parks and 
Recreation 
Management $4,467,558 $4,467,558 

Soil and Water 
Conservation 
Commission $ 471,428 $ 471,428 

Enforcement of 
Natural 
Resource Laws, 
Rules and 
Regulations $3,540,787 $3,380,787 

The commissioner of natural 
resources with the approval of 
the commissioner of adminis
tration, may transfer unex-

1815 

1977 

28,343,553 
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pended balances among the 
above programs. Such trans
fers shall be reported forth
with to the committee on fi. 
nance of the senate and the 
committee on appropriations 
of the house of representa
tives. 

Of the amounts herein provid
ed, $18,296,915 for the first 
year and $18,008,810 for the 
second year are appropriated 
from the general fund; $10,-
344,038 for the first year and 
$9,734,743 for the second year 
are appropriated from the 
game and fish fund; and 
$600,000 each year is appro
priated from the wildlife ac
quisition account. 

In addition to the amounts 
herein appropriated, all mon
eys credited to the game and 
fish fund under Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 296.421, Sub
division 4, are appropriated to 
the commissioner of natural 
resources for the acquisition, 
improvement, development 
and maintenance of sites for 
public access to public waters 
and for lake improvement. 

This appropriation provides addi
tional personnel to staff regional 
administration offices so that 
certain functions now performed 
in St. Paul will be assigned to 
regional administration offices. 
Positions in the central office 
which are vacated or whose du
ties have been transferred are 
abolished no later than June 30, 
1976. The positions designated 
for elimination shall total seven 
as indicated in the workpapers 
of the committee on finance of , 
the senate and the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives. 

1976 

[46THDAY 

1977 
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1976 
$ 

Of the amounts appropriated for 
water resources management, 
$80,000 the first year is intended 
for a continuation of the sand 
plains area groundwater study as 
authorized by Laws 1973, Chap
ter 720, Section 43. 

The department is authorized to 
implement a commissioner's or
der for a two dollar additional 
fee or license surcharge to take 
lake trout, brook trout, salmon, 
and other trout from the public 
waters of the state. 

Of the amounts appropriated for 
fish management, the commis
sioner of finance is directed to 
cancel $352,785 from the 1976 
appropriation and $102,785 from 
the 1977 appropriation on Oc
tober 1, 1975, if prior to that 
date the commissioner of natural 
resources has not issued a com
missioner's order to implement 
a license surcharge on 1976 and 
1977 fishing licenses as autho
rized by this subdivision. 

Should the commissioner imple
ment a license surcharge, up to 
$260,000 of the 1976 appropri
ation may be used for additional 
construction at the French River 
hatchery facility and the amount 
designated for this purpose shall 
not cancel the first year but shall 
be available until the project is 
completed or abandoned. 

Of the amount appropriated for 
the enforcement and safety train
ing for the first year, $160,000 
is designated for upgrading of 
radio communication equipment. 
The department is directed to 
seek federal assistance in the 
completion of this project. Any 
reimbursements or grants re
ceived which are in excess of 
the financial resources necessary 

$ 

1817 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

for the completion of this project 
shall be deposited as non-dedi
cated receipts as follows: 60 
percent to the game and fish 
fund and 40 percent to the gen
eral fund. 

Subd. 2. Forest Inventory Sup-
plemental ................. . 

For the costs of employing tem
porary staff and other costs re
lating to the first stage of a forest 
growth inventory. 

Subd. 3. Environmental Impact 
Statement-Reserve Mining 
Company Disposal Sites ...... . 

This appropriation shall be for 
analysis of all proposed on-land 
sites for tailings disposal. Should 
this appropriation prove to be 
insufficient, the commissioner 
shall inform the commissioner of 
administration and request that 
additional moneys be made 
available from whatever sources 
are appropriate. 

Any balance remaining in sub
divisions 2 and 3 the first year 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 4. Minneapolis Environ
mental Conservation Library-
Grant-in-aid ............... . 

Sec. 52. WATER RESOURCES 
BOARD 

Approved Complement-2 

All hearings of the water re
sources board shall be solely in 
the performance of expressed 
statutory duties. 

Sec. 53. POLLUTION CON
TROL AGENCY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries, Supplies, 
and Expense .............. . 

792,000 

200,000 

50,000 

61,013 

3,573,879 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

50,000 

61,213 

3,480,796 



TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1975 

Approved Complement-

1976-194 
1977-197 

The department of health shall 
continue to render such staff ser
vices as the agency may require 
through the division of environ
mental health. The department 
of health is to be reimbursed, 
from this appropriation, for all 
costs of services rendered. 

Subd. 2. Additional Special Stud-
ies ...................... . 

This appropriation includes funds 
for groundwater analysis. 

The agency is authorized and di
rected to negotiate with the fed
eral government or any agency, 
bureau, or department thereof, 
for the purpose of securing and 
obtaining any grants of assistance 
in the completion of these stud
ies. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall not 
cancel but shall be available for 
the second year of the biennium. 

Subd. 3. Automobile Recycling .. 

The agency shall report to the 
1977 session of the legislature 
the extent of the problem re
maining and the necessity to con
tinue this program at the current 
level. 

Subd. 4. Recycle Solid Waste-
Grants-in-Aid ............... . 

This appropriation shall be ex
pended only for feasibility 
studies and construction as pro
vided in Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 116F.03, and not for ad
ministrative costs of the agency. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be available 

46THDAYJ 

1976 

240,000 

800,000 

700,000 

1819 

1977 

800,000 
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for the second year of the bi
ennium. 

Sec. 54. ZOOLOGICAL BOARD 

For operation and pre-opening 
costs of the state zoological gar
den. 

Sec. 55. NATURAL RE-
SOURCES ACCELERATION 

Subdivision I. Minnesota Re
sources Commission together 
with any sums received as grants
in-aid from federal sources and 
any sums granted by private 
sources to carry out the purposes 
of the commission. . .......... . 

The commission shall, during the 
biennium ending June 30, 1977, 
review the work programs and 
progress reports required under 
subdivision 10 of this section 
and report its findings and 
recommendations to the commit
tee on finance for the senate and 
the committee on appropriations 
for the house of representatives 
and other appropriate commit
tees. The commission shall re
port to the 70th session of the 
legislature its findings and rec
ommendations regarding pay
ments in lieu of taxes on state 
and federally owned land. The 
commission shall report its 
recommendations regarding re
codification and reclassification 
of the laws pertaining to the 
Minnesota outdoor recreation 
resources commission and the 
Minnesota resources commission. 

The commission shall continue 
to monitor the activities regard
ing establishment and develop
ment of Voyageurs National 
Park, and will cooperate and 
coordinate with the citizens ad
visory committee if established 
and all appropriate state, fed
eral and local agencies and shall 

1976 

$ 

900,000 

299,750 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 

2,000,000 
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1976 

$ 

advise the legislature on matters 
affecting state policy related 
thereto. The commission shall 
study the question of the state 
role in the use of abandoned 
railroad lands and report its 
recommendations to the legis
lature. 

Natural resources acceleration 
appropriations to state agencies 
that receive programmatic ap
propriations shall be added to 
ancf disbursed from those re
spective programmatic appro
priations. Those agencies will 
identify the source and disburse
ment of all moneys contained 
within the activities financed all 
or in part by programmatic ap
propriations and/or natural re
sources acceleration appropria
tions. 

Subd. 2. Department of Adminis
tration 

(a) Acquisition of state recrea-
tion lands and trails ......... . 

To be expended in accordance 
with the purposes and criteria 
of the outdoor recreation act of 
1975 if enacted, and according 
to the priorities established in 
project 80. These funds may only 
be expended for lands within 
the authorized or designated 
boundaries of state parks, state 
recreation areas, state monu
ments, state waysides, state trails, 
state wild, scenic and recreation• 
al rivers, canoe and boating 
route riversites and state scientif• 
ic and natural areas. 

}~lest~~q~is'.ti~~- . of .. l~~d~~t~te 

(c) Acquisition of land-histori-
cal interpretive centers ....... . 

For land acquisition as neces
sary for the interpretive centers 

3,725,000 

350,000 

100,000 

$ 

1821 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

listed in subdivision 5 of this 
section 

(d) Acquisition of land-wildlife 
habitat ..................... . 

(e) Acquisition of scenic ease, 
ments-St. Croix riverway 

Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, the amount appro
priated in Laws 197 3, Chapter 
720, Section 43, Subdivision 2 
(c), but not expended due to 
administrative delays, is hereby 
reappropriated for the biennium 
ending June 30, 1977. 

(f) Voyageurs National Park Ad-
visory Committee ........... . 

(g) Grants-in-aid for local rec• 
reation and natural areas ..... . 

This appropriation is to pay up 
to 50 percent of the total cost 
or 50 percent of the local share 
if federal matching funds are 
used, of long term lease, acquisi
tion and development for recrea
tional projects for the purpose, 
described in Laws I 965, Chapter 
810, Section 23, as amended by 
Laws I 969, Chapter II 39, Section 
48, Subdivision 7 (g). 

$2,000,000 of this appropri
ation shall be reserved for 
projects outside the metropoli
tan area as defined in Minne
sota Statutes, Section 4 73B.-
011, Subdivision 2. 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary these 
grants are not contingent upon 
the matching of federal grants. 

The state planning agency 
shall administer the natural 
resources and land and water 
conservation fund grants-in
aid to local units of govern
ment. 

250,000 

35,000 

4,000,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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This appropriation shall be ex
pended with the approval of 
the governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee. The Minnesota re
sources commission shall make 
recommendations to the legis
lative advisory committee re
garding such expenditures. 

(h) Grants-in-aid for regional 
recreation and natural areas .. 

The state planning agency 
shall administer the natural 
resources and land and water 
grants-in-aid program, 

$2,000,000 of the appropriation 
shall be reserved for projects 
outside the metropolitan area 
as defined in Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 473B.0ll, Subdi
vision 2, 
The amount needed, but not 
to exceed $2,000,000 of this ap
propriation shall be transferred 
to the metropolitan council to 
pay principal and interest com
ing due in fiscal year 1976 on 
bonds issued pursuant to Laws 
1974, Chapter 563, Section 7, 
Subdivision 2; none of this 
amount may be expended for 
professional services. 
This appropriation is available 
to pay up to 100 percent of 
the local share for Jong term 
lease, acquisition and major 
development for recreation 
projects, natural areas and open 
space serving a regional need 
to counties, local units of gov
ernment, special units of gov
ernment and public educa
tional institutions authorized 
to acquire, maintain and oper
ate recreational and natural 
areas; provided that the state 
share shall not exceed 75 per
cent of the total acquisition 
for any project, 

1976 

$ 

4,000,000 

$ 

1823 

1977 
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1976 

Priorities for use of funds 
provided in this subdivision 
will be given to projects eligible 
for federal funding and which 
are consistent with priorities 
established by regional recrea
tion and open space plans. 

This appropriation shall be ex
pended with the approval of 
the governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee. The Minnesota 
resources comm,ss1on shall 
make recommendations to the 
legislative advisory committee 
regarding such expenditures. 

(i) Acquire land-Helmer 
Myre State Park ......... . 

This appropriation shall be 
available only if expansion of 
the present statutory boun
daries of the current state park 
is enacted. 
(j) City of St. Paul ....... . 
For acquisition of the property 
known as the Crosby farm. 
The commissioner of adminis
tration shall transfer this 
amount to the city contingent 
upon proof that at least an 
equal amount of other than 
state funds is provided for the 
same purpose by local govern
ment. 
(k) If legislation is enacted 
which authorizes the issuance 
of state bonds to provide 
money for acquisition of land 
or interest in land for natural 
resource programs, the appro
priations made in this section 
for state land acquisition, for 
wild, scenic and recreational 
rivers, state parks, state trails, 
state forests, and fish and wild
life habitat purposes, shall be 
null and void. In that instance, 
the appropriations made in 

350,000 

500,000 

[46THDAY 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

subdivision 2, (a), (b), (d), 
and (i) of this section remain 
available for expenditure, pro
vided that no moneys shall be 
expended until the Minnesota 
resources commission estab
lishes an expenditure program 
except that $400,000 of the 
appropriations specified shall 
be appropriated to the com
missioner of natural resources 
for implementation of the out
door recreation act of 1975 if 
enacted. Allocations from the 
account shall be made by the 
governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee. The Minnesota re
sources commission shall make 
recommendations regarding 
such allocations. 

Subd. 3. Department of Edu
cation 

(a) FF A stocking of upland 
game birds ............... . 

(b) Matching funds for 
weather gauge program ..... 

This appropriation is available 
to pay 50 percent of the cost 
of weather gauges to be sup
plied to local FF A chapters. 
The state FF A supervisor shall 
recommend distribution of 
these moneys. 

Subd. 4. Department of Health 

For evaluation of problems re
lating to water pollution re
sulting from abandoned wells 
in southeast Minnesota. 

Subd. 5. Minnesota Historical 
Society 

(a) Fort Snelling restoration-
final appropriation ......... . 

(b) Historic trails study .... . 

75,000 

15,000 

11,000 

1,250,000 

20,000 

$ 

1825 

1977 
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1976 
$ 

(c) Feasibility study-Fort 
Ridgely .................... . 

The study undertaken shall 
utilize all previous studies of 
the area and/or subject matter 
and shall demonstrate the con
sideration of previous conclu
sions, projects, development or 
other activities relating to the 
Fort Ridgely complex. 

(d) Feasibility study-Native 
American Interpretive Center, 
Pipestone .................. . 

The study undertaken shall 
utilize all previous studies of 
the area and/or subject matter 
and shall demonstrate the con
sideration of previous conclu
sions, projects, development or 
other activities relating to the 
Pipestone national monument. 

This study shall explain the 
relationship of any proposed 
developments to the existing 
national monument and facili
ties related thereto. The study 
shall also document the effects 
and benefits of any proposed 
additional development relat
ing to the preservation of na
tive American culture, includ
ing but not limited to the 
effects on local land use, local 
transportation and demand for 
government services. 

(e) Restore state map collec-
tion ........................ . 

(f) Grants-in-aid for restora
tion of major historical struc-
tures ...................... .. 

Of the amount appropriated, 
not more than $900,000 shall be 
available to Minnesota Land
marks Inc., and the city of St. 
Paul for restoration of the old 
federal courts building, con
tingent upon proof that at least 

25,000 

25,000 

30,000 

1,120,000 
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1976 

an equal amount is provided 
by other than state sources, 
after July 1, 1975. 

Of the amount appropriated 
not more than $200,000 shall be 
available for the restoration of 
the old Washington county 
courthouse contingent upon 
proof that at least an equal 
amount is provided by other 
than state sources, after July 
1, 1975. 

Of the amount appropriated, 
not more than $20,000 shall be 
available for the restoration of 
the old Hinckley depot. 

(g) Historic interpretive cen-
ters ....................... .. 

For the establishment of a for
est history center, Grand Rap
ids; voyageur history center, 
Koochiching county; St. Croix 
history center. Money for site 
acquisition is provided in sub
division 2 of this section. No 
land acquisition is authorized 
for the forest history center, 
Grand Rapids. Up to $65,000 
may be expended for the oper
ation of these centers for the 
biennium ending June 30, 1977, 
with the approval of the gov
ernor after consultation with 
the legislative advisory com
mittee. The Minnesota re
sources commission shall make 
recommendations to the legis
lative advisory committee re
garding this expenditure. Op
eration costs after July 1, 1977, 
shall not be provided from this 
account. 

Land shall be acquired by the 
department of administration. 
Title to the centers shall be 
vested in the state of Minne
sota. Professional service ex
penses for acquisition are pro-

865,000 
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1977 
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vided in subdivision 9 of this 
section. 

(h) Study of grist mills ..... . 

The study shall include docu
mentary evidence, field sur
veys and shall explain the 
need for preservation and the 
long range costs and benefits 
associated with restoration. 

(i) Preservation and restora
tion-officers row, Fort Snell-
ing historic district ......... . 

This appropriation shall be 
used only for major mechan
ical and structural renovation 
of the houses on Taylor Ave
nue and the annex in Fort 
Snelling. Non-profit organiza
tions and agencies may refur
bish and utilize the structures 
by agreement with the Minne
sota historical society and at 
no expense to the state. 

Demolition of the structures 
may only occur with the ap
proval of the governor after 
consultation with the legisla
tive advisory committee. The 
Minnesota resources commis
sion shall make recommenda
tions to the legislative ad
visory committee regarding 
such action. 

(j) The Minnesota historical 
society is hereby authorized to 
establish and collect such fees 
as it may deem reasonable for 
admission to the state-owned 
sites which are under its con
trol. All such fees that are 
collected from the operation of 
these state-owned sites shall 
be deposited in the general 
fund. 

For the purposes of this subdi
vision, the Minnesota histori
cal society is exempted from 

1976 

$ 

25,000 

150,000 
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the competitive bidding pro
cedures of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 16.07, except for the 
construction projects in (g) 
and (i). 

Subd. 6. Department of Natu
ral Resources 
(a) State land recreation de-
velopment .. ,. ............ . 

To be expended in accordance 
with the provisions of the 
Minnesota outdoor recreation 
act of 1975 if enacted and in 
accordance with the recom
mendations of project 80. 
These funds shall only be ex
pended for development with
in the authorized or designat
ed boundaries of state parks, 
state recreation areas, state 
monuments and state way
sides, state trails, state wild, 
scenic and recreational rivers, 
state scientific and natural 
areas. Of the above amount, 
$1,800,000 is appropriated 
from the state parks develop
ment account. 

The commissioner of natural 
resources shall describe the 
proposed expenditures from 
this appropriation to the com
mittee on finance of the sen
ate, the committee on appro
priations of the house of 
representatives and the Min
nesota resources commission. 
Of the above amount, $1,536,-
000 shall be expended only up
on projects which are eligible 
for federal land and water 
reimbursements. 

(b) Level B study of the Mis-
sissippi river ............. . 

This appropriation provides 
staff and related expenses re
quired to maintain state input 

3,336,000 

50,000 
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1976 

$ 

to a state-federal study of the 
upper Mississippi river. The 
appropriation is available for 
the department of natural re
sources, $32,000; for the pol
lution control agency, $8,000; 
and the water resources couns 
ell, $10,000. The state input 
will be coordinated by the 
commissioner of natural re
sources. 

(c) Acceleration project
game lake management ..... 

For construction of two small 
dams, repair of outlet dam 
and channel excavation to 
manage water levels on Heron 
Lake in Jackson county. 

(d) Management-Upper St. 
Croix ................... .. 

This appropriation provides 
staff and related expenses to 
coordinate the state portion of 
acquisition and related activi
ties for the upper St. Croix 
national scenic Riverway. 

(e) Planning for wild, scenic 
and recreational rivers ..... . 

This appropriation provides 
expenses related to data gath
ering, planning, public hear
ings and other activities neces
sary prior to official designa
tion of rivers or river seg
ments as wild, scenic or recre
ational. 

(f) State soil and water con
servation commission, grant
in-aid program for sediment 
and erosion control, demon-
stration project ........... . 

This appropriation is available 
to provide funds for a demon
stration grant-in-aid program 
to assist local units of govern
ment or local soil and water 

200,000 

93,900 

300,000 

300,000 
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conservation districts in solv
ing sediment and erosion con
trol problems by providing 
matching funds not to exceed, 
50 percent of the local share if 
federal funds are used. Guide
lines for program operation 
and grant distribution shall be 
subject to appproval by the 
Minnesota resources commis
sion. Of the amount provided, 
not less than 85 percent shall 
be distributed as grants-in
aid. 

The state soil and water con
servation commission shall ad
minister the grant-in-aid pro
gram. Priority for distribution 
of funds shall be given to 
projects eligible for federal 
matching funds. Projects de
signed to solve streambank 
and roadside erosion shall be 
given first priority. 

(g) Dam repair and recon-
struction ...............••• 

For the city of Grand Meadow 
as state participation in the 
repair and reconstruction in
cluding siltation removal of 
the dam at Pine Lawn Park, 
provided that the plan for re
construction is approved by 
the commissioner of natural 
resources. 

(h) Dam repair and recon
strucfion 

The unexpended balance
amounting to $79,611 of the 
appropriation made in Laws 
1969, Chapter 1139, Section 
48, Subdivision 7 (h), to the 
commissioner of natural re
sources for the city of Anoka 
to repair a dam on the Rum 
river is hereby reappropriated. 
The commissioner of natural 

1976 

$ 

60,000 
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resources is directed to reim
burse the city of Anoka to ful
fill the intent of the original 
grant. 

(i) Nursery modification .... 

To modify General Andrews 
nursery cold storage opera
tions to facilitate timely trans
fer of nursery stock to various 
areas of the state consistent 
with variations in planting 
seasons. 

Subd. 7. State Planning Agen
cy 

(a) Develop air photo plan ... 

The state planning agency 
shall coordinate the efforts of 
the various state agencies in 
developing a plan for acquir
ing aerial photography. The 
plan shall adequately address 
the needs of the user agencies 
and shall insure that there is a 
mm1mum, but sufficient, 
amount of photography and 
related mapping activity con
ducted by the state. This plan 
shall be completed and pre
sented to the Minnesota re
sources commission prior to 
the expenditure of any money 
in (b). 

(b) Small scale air photo maps 
The state planning agency 
shall coordinate the efforts of 
the various user agencies such 
that the maps produced pro
vide a logical, consistent set 
of information for state agen
cy use. 

( c) Develop uniform general
ized forest map for the entire 
state ................ • .. • • 

The state planning agency 
shall coordinate the efforts of 
the various state agencies to 

1976 

$ 

75,000 

10,000 

150,000 

8,000 
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secure the information neces
sary and produce a map of 
forested lands in the state 
which is uniform and general
ized. 

Subd. 8. Regents of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota ....... . 

For acceleration of detailed 
county soil surveys. The costs 
of the program shall be shared 
between local, state, and fed
eral units of government. 

Subd. 9. Professional Services 

(a) Department of natural re
sources 

Of the amounts appropriated 
to the commissioner of natural 
resources in this section, not 
more than $1,026,300 may be 
expended for professional ser
vices. 

(b) Department of adminis
tration 
Of the amount appropriated to 
the commissioner of adminis
tration, not more than $620,-
750 may be expended for pro
fessional services related to 
land acquisition. 

(c) State planning agency 

Of the amounts appropriated 
in Subdivision 2 (g) and (h) 
of this section, the commis
sioner of administration shall 
transfer $196,000 to the state 
planning agency for adminis
tration of the grants-in-aid 
programs specified therein. 

Subd. 10. It shall be a condi
tion of acceptance of the aP
propriations made by this sec
tion that the agency or entity 
receiving the appropriation 
shall submit work programs 
and semi-annual progress re-

1976 

100,000 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

ports in such form as may be 
determined by the Minnesota 
resources commission. None of 
the moneys provided in this 
section may be expended un
less the commission has ap
proved the pertinent work 
program. 

Subd. 11. Natural Resources 
Federal Reimbursement Ac
count 

Reimbursements and match
ing monies received from the 
federal government for the 
purposes described in Minne
sota Statutes, Chapter 86, re
gardless of the source of state 
match, credit or value used to 
earn the reimbursement or 
matching funds, shall in the 
first instance be credited to a 
federal receipt account by the 
state agency receiving such 
reimbursements or matching 
moneys. 

Any state department or agen
cy, including the Minnesota 
historical society and the uni
versity of Minnesota, which 
receives reimbursements or 
matching moneys as described 
above shall transfer those 
amounts to the natural re
sources federal reimburse
ment acconnt. Of the amounts 
transferred, $1,000,000 is ap
propriated for the purposes of 
that account. The balance of 
funds so transferred shall be 
deposited in the general fund. 
The provision for transfer 
shall not apply to federal aid 
reimbursements received un
der Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 16A.68. 

Any Land and Water Conser
vation fund moneys received 
over and above the normal state 
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apportionment from that fund 
are also appropriated for the 
purposes of the natural re
sources federal reimbursement 
account. This appropriation 
shall be considered as addi
tional to the specific amount 
appropriated from the amounts 
transferred in this subdivision. 

Any and all federal reimburse
ments earned under expen
ditures made from appropri
ations for natural resources 
acceleration for the period from 
July 1, 1963, through June 30, 
1969, shall be deposited to the 
general fund, provided that the 
state appropriation was used 
initially to finance the federal 
share of project costs. 
These appropriations are avail
able for the purposes of state 
land acquisition and develop
ment as described in this sec
tion, when such acquisition 
and development is deemed to 
be of an emergency or critical 
nature. In addition these 
moneys shall be available for 
studies initiated by the Minne
sota resources commission 
which are found to be proper 
in order for the commission to 
carry out its legislative charge. 

All requests for allocation 
from the account for acquisi
tion of development must be 
accompanied by a certificate 
signed jointly by the state 
planning officer and the bureau 
of planning of the department 
of natural resources, showing a 
review of the application 
against the state outdoor rec
reation act of 1975, if enacted, 
the state recreation plan and 
project 80. Copies of such 
certification must be submitted 
to the appropriate legislative 
committees and commissions. 

1976 

$ $ 
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The appropriations made un
der the above paragraphs shall 
be expended with the approval 
of the governor after consul
tation with the legislative ad
visory committee. The Minne
sota resources commission shall 
make recommends tions to the 
legislative advisory committee 
regarding such expenditures. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year from 
appropriation made in this sec
tion shall not cancel but shall 
be available for the second 
year of the biennium. 

Sec. 56. WORKMEN'S COM-
PENSATION 

For 1975-$273,765.72 

To be transferred by the com
missioner of finance to the de
partment of labor and indus
try compensation revolving 
fund, in payment of obligations 
incurred by the following 
agencies in the amounts as in
dicated: 

$ 

Agriculture 35,977.80 

Economic Development 933.83 

Judicial-District Court 
Judges 2,312.90 

Military Affairs 22,743.49 

Natural Resources 126,098.64 

Legslatiye _Audit 
omm1ss1on 4,568.68 

Public Safety 26,805.94 

Public Service 4,849.25 

Revenue 33,062.68 

Governor 3,932.15 

Livestock Sanitary Board 11,782.45 

Tax Court 697.91 

1976 
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Sec. 57. UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION 

For 1975-$614,341.91 

Agriculture 

Indian Affairs 

Natural Resources 
Minnesota Legislative 

Building Commission 

Military Affairs 

Minnesota Commission for 
the Handicapped 

Attorney General 

Labor and Industry 

Governor 

17,023.58 

1,039.68 

581,709.81 

1,280.00 

4,090.05 

2,210.00 

2,207.46 

3,044.24 

1,737.09 

Of tbe amount appropriated, $159,090 
1s from the game and fish fund. 

1976 

$ 

1837 

1977 

Sec. 58. TRANSFER OF FUNDS. The commissioner of finance 
is hereby directed to make the following transfers: 

Subdivision 1. There is hereby transferred to the general fund 
the sum of $1,337,419.72 to reimburse the general fund for the 
cost of collecting the tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes and 
the cost of bond premiums during the 1973-75 biennium from the 
highway user tax distribution fund. 

Subd. 2. There is hereby transferred from the general fund 
the sum of $1,228.50 to correct an overestimate in the cost of 
collecting the tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes during the 
1971-73 biennium, the sum to be transferred to the highway user 
tax distribution fund. 

Subd. 3. There is hereby transferred from the general fund the 
sum of $137.54 to correct an overestimate in the cost of mailing gas 
tax refunds during the 1971-73 biennium, the sum to be transferred 
to the highway user tax distribution fund. 

Subd. 4. There is hereby transferred to the general fund the fol
lowing sums to reimburse the general fund for amounts transferred 
out of the general contingent account for the following purposes: 

(a) From the state airports fund for the department of aeronautics, 
supplies and expense, for the year ending June 30, 1975 ... $15,000.00 

(b) From the trunk highway fund for the Mississippi river parkway 
commission, for the year ending June 30, 1975 ......... $ 7,337.51 

Sec. 59. Any moneys made available to any state department or 
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agency by this act of appropriation, transfer or otherwise for the 
payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such department or 
agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes·, Sections 355.50 
and 352.04, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 60. OPEN APPROPRIATION FOR EMPLOYEE COMPEN
SATION INCREASES. 

Subdivision I. There is appropriated to the commissioner of admin
istration from the appropriate funds in the state treasury such sums 
as may be necessary to pay increases in compensation and other eco
nomic benefits of classified and unclassified officers and employees 
of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of state government, 
members of the state highway patrol, and employees of the Minnesota 
historical society and non-academic employees of the university of 
Minnesota who are paid from state funds, if such increases are autho
rized by law during the 1975 session of the legislature or if such 
increases are authorized by appropriate resolution for employees of 
the legislature. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner shall certify the amounts necessary per 
subdivision I of this section to the commissioner of finance, who shall 
uansfer such amounts to the appropriate accounts. Sums so certified 
and transferred are hereby appropriated. The appropriations made 
by this section are for the biennium beginning July 1, 1975. 

Subd. 3. Any sums certified and transferred to the university of 
Minnesota under the provisions of this section or Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 43.50, 352.04, Subdivision 5, and 355.50 shall only be used 
for the purpose certified. Any sum transferred that exceeds the in
creased cost above the amount appropriated for that purpose shall 
be returned and deposited in the state treasury. 

Subd. 4. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the appro
priations made to the commissioner of administration in Laws 1973, 
Chapter 720, Section 58, shall continue to be available for the pur
poses specified until June 30, 1977, unless those purposes are amended 
or modified during the 1975 session of the legislature. 

Sec. 61. Any balance remaining on June 30, I 975, of the appro
priation made to the public service commission by Laws 1973, Chap
ter 209, for passenger railroad service is hereby reappropriated for 
the biennium ending June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 62. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 4.11, Subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. The governor may direct any state department or 
other agency of the state government to furnish the state planning 
agency with such personnel, equipment, and services as are neces
sary to enable it to carry out its powers and duties, and prescribe 
the terms thereof, iBel11ding reimbursement ef eests thc,cel. ARY 
IB9Bey6 paid te a state El8flar-tmem; 81' ethel' agcRey ef the ~ 
g8','Cl'RIRCRt JllllllllllRt te thie B1Hl!W,<isi8R fti'e illlPeily ftRRUBl'y ap
ppepriated te saeh <l8fl&r t. ent 81' ageeey fei' the 8&iRe pUPpes~s fei' 
whieli: its ftlads we,e e!fPeRtieEI in 1-emiehing peeonnel, eEt;eipm'eBt, 
&£Ml sePYices te the state pltHHliRg ageeey. When requested by the 
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state planning agency to perform planning work, state agencies 
will be expected to use existing staff. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 5.08, Subdivision 2, is 
amended as follows: 

Subd. 2. [DISTRIBUTION.] 15,000 copies of the legislative manual 
shall be printed and distributed as follows: 

#1- W e8fjies te the presieeet ef the Seeate; 

~ (1) 25 copies shall be available to each member of the legis-
lature on request; 

~ (2) 50 copies to the state historical society; 

f4-r (3) 25 copies to the state university; 

~ ( 4) 60 copies to the state library; 

~ (5) Two copies each to the library of Congress, the Min
nesota Veterans home, the state colleges, the state high schools, 
the public academies, seminaries, and colleges of the state, and 
the free public libraries of the state; 

m (6) One copy each to the state institutions not herein
before mentioned, the elective state officials, the appointed heads 
of departments, the officers and employees of the legislature, 
the justices of the supreme court, the judges of the district court, 
the senators and representatives in Congress from this state, and 
the county auditors; 

~ (7) One copy to each public school, to be distributed through 
the county superintendent of schools; and 

~ (8) The remainder may be disposed of as the secretary of 
state deems best , and at a price the secretary of state shall estab
lish. All receipts from the sale of the legislative manual shall be 
deposited to the general fund. 

Sec. 64. MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS. It shall be illegal 
for any state officer or head of any state department or any 
employees thereof to use moneys appropriated by this act, or 
fees collected, for any other purpose than the purpose for which 
such moneys have been appropriated and any such act by any 
such person shall be cause for immediate removal from the office 
or position he holds with the government of the state, provided 
however, that funds may be transferred to the credit of the state 
employees retirement fund and used for the purposes thereof as 
provided by law. 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 12.21, Subdivision 3, 
is amended as follows: 

Subd. 3. In performing his duties under this chapter and to 
effect its policy and purpose, the governor is further authorized 
and empowered: 

(1) To make, amend, and rescind the necessary orders, rules, 
and regulations to carry out the provisions of this chapter within 
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the limits of the authority conferred upon him herein, with due 
consideration of the plans of the federal government and without 
complying with sections 15.0411 to 15.049, inclusive, but no 
order, rule or regulation shall have the force and effect of law 
except as provided by section 12.32; 

(2) To prepare a comprehensive plan and program for the 
civil defense of this state, such plan and program to be integrated 
into and coordinated with the civil defense plans of the federal 
government and of other states to the fullest possible extent, and 
to coordinate the preparation of plans and programs for civil 
defense by the political subdivisions of this state, such plans to 
be integrated into and coordinated with the civil defense plan and 
program of this state to the fullest possible extent; 

(3) In accordance with such plan and program for the civil 
defense of this state, to procure supplies and equipment, to insti
tute training programs and public information programs, and to 
take all other preparatory steps, including the partial or full 
mobilization of civil defense organizations in advance of actual 
disaster, to insure the furnishing of adequately trained and 
equipped forces of civil defense personnel in time of need; 

( 4) To make such studies and surveys of the industries, re
sources, and facilities in this state as may be necessary to ascer
tain the capabilities of the state for civil defense, and to plan 
for the most efficient emergency use thereof; 

(5) On behalf of this state, to enter into mutual aid arrange
ments with other states and to coordinate mutual aid plans be
tween political subdivisions of this state; 

(6) To delegate any administrative authority vested in him 
under this chapter, except the power to make rules and regula
tions, to provide for the subdelegation of any such authority; 

(7) To appoint, in cooperation with local authorities, metro
politan area directors when practicable; 

(8) To cooperate with the president and the heads of the armed 
forces, the civil defense agency of the United States and other 
appropriate federal officers and agencies, and with the officers 
and agencies of other states in matters pertainin~ to the civil 
defense of the state and nation, including the direction or control 
of 

( a) blackouts and practice blackouts, air raid drills, mobiliza
tion of civil defense forces, and other tests and exercises; 

(b) warnings and signals for drills or attacks and the mechan
ical devices to be used in connection therewith; 

(c) the effective screening or extinguishing of all lights and 
lighting devices and appliances; 

(d) shutting off water mains, gas mains, electric po~er con
nections and the suspension of all other utility services; ' 

( e) the conduct of civilians and the movement and cessation 
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of movement of pedestrians and vehicular traffic during, prior, 
and subsequent to drills or attack; 

(f) public meetings or gatherings; and 

(g) the evacuation, reception, and sheltering of the civilian 
population; 

(9) To contribute; wita .the app~evel ei ilie e11ee11*i,,,e e011neil, to 
a political subdivision, within the limits of the appropriation 
therefor, not more than 25 percent of the cost of acquiring orga
nizational equipment which meets standards established by him; 

(10) To formulate and execute, with the approval of the ex
ecutive council, plans and regulations for the control of traffic in 
order to provide for the rapid and safe movement over public 
highways and streets of troops, vehicles of a military nature, ma
terials for national defense and war or for use in any war indus
try, for the conservation of critical materials or for civil defense 
purposes, and to coordinate the activities of the departments or 
agencies of the state and of the political subdivisions thereof con
cerned directly or indirectly with public highways and streets, 
in a manner which will best effectuate such plans. 

Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 16, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[16. ] [REIMBURSEMENTS TO THE STATE BY EM
PLOYEES.] By October 1, 1975, the commissioner of administra
tion shall develop and implement reimbursement rates and neces
sary operating policies regarding state-owned vehicles assigned 
to individual employees for extended use in the performance of 
their assigned duties. Reimbursement to the state by employee, 
shall be made for the full cost to the state of the commuting bene
fits to the employee for travel to and from his place of residence 
and other mileage incurred for purposes outside the employee'• 
normal work assignment. The operating policies shall include rule$ 
pertaining to storage, use in car pooling and other matters. AU 
monies received under this provision shall be deposited as non
dedicated receipts to the credit of the fund from which the costs 
of operating the individual vehicles are paid. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16.012, is amended to 
read: 

16.012 [LEASE OF SPACE IN CERTAIN STATE BUILD
INGS TO STATE DEPARTMENTS.] The commissioner of ad
ministration may lease portions of the state owned ellil:J 
leeateEI at W Weoi; TJm,;e~ty },venue, S;, Pelll; MiMesel;a, 
tile state eWBeEl ~ kBewn as tile eentenmal ellilding build
ings in the capitol complex, the capitol square building, the health 
building, and the building at 1246 University Avenue, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, to state departments and agencies and charge rent 
therefor on the basis of space occupied. Notwithstanding the pro
visions of any law to the contrary, all moneys collected as rent 
pursuant to the terms of this section shall be deposited in the state 
treasury ane e~dited te tae aeeellftt sewn ae ilie general fua4. 
Moneys collected as rent for the purpose of recovering depreciation 
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costs of buildings built with dedicated funds shall be credited to the 
dedicated funds which funded the original acquisition or construc
tion. All other moneys received shall be credited to the general 
fund. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 17B.15, is amended to 
read: 

17B.15 [FEES FOR INSPECTION AND WEIGHING.] Subdi. 
vision 1. The fees for inspection and weighing shall be fixed by the 
commissioner and be a lien upon the grain. If the grain is in transit, 
such fees shall be paid by the carrier and treated as advance 
charges, and, if received for storage, such fees shall be paid by the 
warehouseman, and added to the storage charges. All moneys so 
collected and all fines and penalties for violation of any provision 
of this chapter shall be paid into the state treasury. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner is directed to adjust his schedule of 
fees before the end of each fiscal year to provide that the initial charge 
made for services to be rendered during the next fiscal year shall be 
sufficient to provide an income during the latter fiscal year equal to 
the amount of the expenditures for that year for salaries, overtime, 
expenses, which shall include without limitation, an amount for stale 
retirement and social security contributions. If the income from the 
fees provided for herein during any fiscal year is more than 103 
percent of the expenditures for that year, the commissioner in adjust
ing his schedule of fees for use in the next fiscal year shall fix the 
fees to produce income in the amount of that expenditure less the 
amount of the excess over 103 percent of the expenditures first re
ferred to herein. lf the income from the fees provided for herein 
during any fiscal year is less than the expenditures for that year, the 
commissioner in adjusting his schedule of fees for use in the next 
fiscal year shall fix the fees to produce income in the amount of such 
expenditure for the latter year plus the amount of the difference 
between the expenditure for the year first referred to herein and 
the total income from the fees during that year, and plus three per
cent of the total expenditure for both the latter and the first year 
referred to herein. The schedule of fees shall provide that any ele
vator, mill, or other business requesting a weighing or inspection 
service, shall pay a minimum charge per hour for each employee 
requested or assigned. Any fees earned by the employee shall be 
credited against the charge made therefor. The minimum charge shall 
be assessed only after taking into consideration all fees earned and 
all hours charged. Excess fees earned over hours charged shall be 
carried forward from month to month during any one fiscal year. 
When deemed necessary by the commissioner, a charge for actual 
overtime costs may be made. 

Sec. 69. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 29.021, is amended to 
read: 

29.021 [ POWERS AND DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER OF 
AGRICULTURE.] The commissioner of agriculture shall have the 
power to employ such persons as are necessary to carry out the pro
visions of sections 29.021 to 29.091, and to fix all salaries and pro
vide for expenses generally not inconsistent with law. The commis
sioner is authorized and directed to formulate and adopt plans whereby 
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owners of poultry flocks and poultry breeding flocks may, upon 
application, have their flocks culled, inspected, and supervised, to 
the end that these flocks may be accredited and certified for standard 
type and egg quality and production; and likewise, poultry hatcheries 
and dealers may be accredited and certified as hatching and selling 
products produced only from accredited and certified flocks. The 
commissioner is authorized to make, publish, and enforce rules and 
regulations to these ends, not inconsistent with law, and to define, 
prescribe, and authorize the use of uniform terminology to apply to 
varying degrees of accreditation and certification. The commissioner 
is authorized to adopt the "standard breeding plan" of accreditation and 
certification sponsored by the United States department of agricul
ture, or any other plan, and to cooperate with that department in 
matters of poultry improvement, egg quality and production. The 
commissioner is authorized to prescribe and collect fees for inspec
tion and supervision, and to prescribe and furnish labels, leg bands, 
and certificates of accreditation and certification and such other sup
plies as may be necessary, and to prescribe and collect fees for the 
same. Fees shall be fixed by the commissioner at the beginning of 
each fiscal year and reviewed and adjusted, if necessary, at the end 
of each six month period in order that the fees prescribed shall, in
sofar as practicable, cover the cost of all services rendered. The com
missioner is authorized to do such other things as he may deem need
ful and expedient to improve poultry breeding and practices and egg 
quality and production and to give effect to sections 29.021 to 29.091, 
in connection with those parties who wish to comply with the pro
grams promulgated in accordance with this section. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 30.20, is amended to 
read: 

30.20 [FEES.) Fees for inspection shall be determined by the com
missioner. Fees shall be reviewed and, if necessary, adjusted each six 
months to the end that such fees shall, insofar as it is practicable, 
cover the cost of the services rendered. 

Sec. 71. [REPEALER.) Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 33.17, 
is repealed. 

Sec. 72. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 201.34, 
is repealed. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 299D, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[299D.06] [INSPECTIONS; WEIGHING.] Personnel to en
force the Jaws relating to motor vehicle equipment, school bus 
equipment, drivers license, motor vehicle registration, motor ve
hicle size and weight, and motor vehicle petroleum tax to enforce 
public service commission regulations relating to motor carriers, 
and to enforce pollution control agency regulations relating to 
motor vehicle noise abatement shall be classified employees of the 
commissioner of public safety assigned to the division of highway 
patrol. Employees engaged in these duties, while actually on the 
job during their working hours only, shall have power to arrest 
and prepare notices to appear in court for violation of these Jaws 
and regulations, in the manner provided in section 169.91. They 
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shall not be armed and shall have none of the other powers and 
privileges reserved to peace officers. 

Sec. 74. [REPORT ON FEES.] The commissioner of adminis
tration shall review and analyze fees collected by state depart
ments and agencies. The commissioner shall prepare a report on 
those fees in which the cost of collections of the fee and the 
service provided for the fee appear excessive in relation to the 
amount of the fee collected. The report shall be submitted by 
November 15, 1976, to the committee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appropriations of the house of representa
tives. 

Sec. 75. The balance of the appropriation made by Laws 1973, 
Chapter 7 48, Section 9 which has been encumbered for contracts 
with regions, municipalities, and public institutions for the pur
poses of Minnesota Statutes 116F.03 shall not cancel on June 
30, 1975, but shall remain available until expended. 

Sec. 76. Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, Subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In the furtherance of public safety in the Soudan State 
Park, the commissioner of the department of eensef\'MiBR natural 
resources shall utilize any available services of the safet3, Elwisiea 
el tile state iRE!astl'ial eeRHRissieR department of labor and industry 
and sliall may contract with the county of St. Louis iR a SQIR Ref 
e!leeeEling $600 anm1&1ly f-e, payment ef all for reasonable and 
necessary inspections of said mine and all equipment used therein, 
as provided by the rules and regulations of the safety dMSieR 
el -tlie state inElustl'ial eeRHRission department of labor and in
dustry. !l!hel'e sliall he appropl'iareEI te tile e01R1Rissiener ef 88R
sep,'fttien ff8IR -tlie general Fe\'eRUe HIRd ef tile state ef MiRReseta 
tile SQIR ef $600 &RR\ffl°b'. * e&ffY 8\K -tile JIIIFJ19Si ef tms ft4 
Cost of inspections shall e paid from appropriations made to the 
department of natural resources. 

Sec. 77. Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, Subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

SuM. 3. If at any time the state iRElustl'ial e0R11Bissien com
missioner of the department of labor and industry deems that said 
mine or its equipment is not safe for public use, the eelRIRissien 
commissioner shall issue an order that said mine shall be closed, 
and the public shall be barred therefrom until further order of the 
e9IRHlieeieR commissioner authorizing the reopening of said mine. 

Sec. 78. When any state agency or department proposes to 
contract with a person, other than a state employee, for informa
tion relating to whether or not an activity should be undertaken, 
that agency or department shall consult with the state planning 
agency prior to entering into any contract. The state planning 
agency shall advise as to whether the information to be obtained 
tlirough the proposed contract can be obtained more economically 
in another way, such as through the services of another state 
agency or department. If a consulting contract is entered into by 
the state, a copy of the contract shall be immediately filed with 
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the state planning agency, which shall continuously monitor work 
performed under the contract. The contracting agency shall also 
continuously monitor work performed under the contract." 

Further amend the title by striking it in its entirety and insert
ing: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of 
state government; appropriating money therefor and limiting the 
use tliereof; providing for the transfer of certain moneys in the 
state treasury; authorizing land acquisition in certain cases; au
thorizing, fixing and limiting the amount of fees to be collected 
in certain cases; authorizing the disposal of certain property; re
quiring certain reports to be prepared; authorizing certain grants
in-aid; providing penalties for misusing appropriated moneys; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 4.11, Subdivision 5; 
5.08, Subdivision 2; 12.21, Subdivision 3; Chapter 16 by adding a 
section; 16.012; 17B.15; 29.021; 30.20; Chapter 299D by adding a 
section; Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 33.17 and 201.34." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adoJ>ted. 
Report adopted 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1058, 1519 and 1129 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House Files were found not 
identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No . 
• 

1058 929 
1519 1463 
1129 1157 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H.F. No. 1058 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, delete lines 5 to 7 and insert 

"Sec. 2. Acquisition may be by eminent domain." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1058 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 929 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1058 be given its 
-ond reading and substituted for S. F. No. 929 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1519 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, delete "$6,000,000" and insert "$7,600,000" 

Page 1, line 18, strike "four" and insert "two" 

Page 2, after line 5, insert the following: 
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"Sec. 2. Laws 1971, Chapter 773, Section 3, is amended to read: 

Sec. 3. The council of said city shall by ordinance provide for the 
preparation and adoption, by resolution, of an annual capital 
budget for said city for each year ef ~ afe,emenaanea feQ!' yeap 
pel'ieEl , and no funds of said city, from whatever source derived, 
shall be expended for any capital improvement other than acquisi
tion of office or mechanical equipment, or for minor remodeling 
or repairs of existing structures, except in accordance with said 
capital budget, which may, however, be from time to time amended 
as the council may by ordinance prescribe. Sums appropriated in 
the capital budget may be expended regardless of the amounts 
appropriated to the various budget funds of the city pursuant to 
the charter thereof. The council of said city may carry out the 
capital improvements program authorized by this act under and 
pursuant to an ordinance adopted by it subsequent to the passage 
of tiiis act or it may carry out such program under and pursuant to 
the provisions of the ordinance presently in effect, adopted pur
suant to the provisions of Laws 1967, Chapter 460, and such amend
ments thereto as the council may hereafter adopt. 

Sec. 3. Laws 1971, Chapter 773, Section 4, is amended to read: 

Sec. 4. No proceeds of any bonds issued pursuant to section 1 
hereof shall be expended for the construction or equipment of any 
portion of the St. Paul auditorium or civic center connected there
to ; nor shall any such proceeds be expended for the acquisition or 
betterment of the building known as the Lowry Medical Arts 
Annex. All bonds issued under this act shall mature at any time 
or times within 10 years from the date of issue. 

Sec. 4. Subdivision 1. [CITY COUNCIL AS COMMISSIONERS 
OF PORT AUTHORITY.] Notwithstanding any provision of Min• 
nesota Statutes, Section 458.10 or any other law or the charter of 
the city of St. Paul to the contrary, the St. Paul port authority shall 
consist of the members of the city council of the city of St. Paul. 

Subd. 2. [IMPAIRMENT OF EXISTING OBLIGATIONS.] No 
existing obligation, contract, agreement or covenant made or en
tered into by the St. Paul port authority shall be in any manner 
impaired by the adoption of this act. 

Subd. 3. The establishment of the St. Paul city council as the 
commissioners of the St. Paul authority shall not affect the rights 
of any employees of the port authority, including but not limited 
to any rights pursuant to an existing collective bargaining agree• 
ment or fringe benefit plan. The emplo:,,eeR shall remain as em
ployees of the port authority and shall not be employees of the 
city of St. Paul. 

Sec. 5. Subdivision 1. [CITY COUNCIL AS COMMISSIONERS 
OF HOUSING AND REDEVEWPMENT AUTHORITY.] Not
withstanding the provisions of Laws 1963, Chapter 514, Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 462.425, or any other law or the charter of the 
city of St. Paul to the contrary, the housing and redevelopment 
authority of the City of St. Paul shall consist of the members of the 
city council of the city of St. Paul. 
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Subd. 2. [IMPAIRMENT OF EXISTING OBLIGATIONS.] No 
existing obligation, contract, agreement or covenant made or en
tered into by the housing and redevelopment authority of the 
city of St. Paul shall be in any manner impaired by the adoption 
of this act. 

Subd. 3. The establishment of the St. Paul city council as the 
commissioners of the St. Paul housing and redevelopment authority 
shall not affect rights of any employees of the housing and rede
velopment authority, including but not limited to any rights pur
suant to an e::cisiting collective bargaining agreement or fringe bene
fit plan. The employees shall remain as employees of the housing 
and redevelopment authority and shall not be employees of the 
city of St. Paul. " 

Renumber the remaining section 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Delete lines 5 and 6 and insert: 

"providing that the St. Paul port authority and the housing and 
redevelopment authority of the city of St. Paul shall consist of 
the members of the city council; amending Laws 1971, Chapter 
773, Section 1, as amended, and Sections 3 and 4. " 

And when so amended, H.F. No. 1519 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1463 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1519 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1463 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H.F. No. 1129 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, delete "cities" and insert "city" 

Page 1, lines 13 and 14, delete "and South St. Paul" 

Page 1, line 15, before "some" insert "some of which need to 
be destroyed, and" 

Page l, delete lines 16 and 17 

Page 1, line 18, delete "these cities" and insert "replace hous
ing which is destroyed" 

Page 2, line 4, delete "cities" and insert "city" 

Page 2, lines 4 and 5, delete "and South St. Paul each may" 
and insert "is authorized to" 

Page 2, line 13, delete "for rehabilitation and new construc
tion" 

Page 2, line 21, delete "or" and insert "and" 

Page 2, lines 21 and 22 delete "and instrumentalities thereof;" 
and insert "; and" 

Page 2, line 26, delete "; and" and insert a period 
Page 2, delete lines 27 to 29 
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Page 2, lines 30 and 31, delete "councils of the cities of Bloom
ington and South St. Paul each" and insert "council" 

Page 3, lines 6 and 7, delete "city councils of the cities of 
Bloomington and South St. Paul each" and insert "governing body 
of the city of Bloomington" 

Page 3, line 8, after "city" insert "of Bloomington" 
Page 3, line 9, after "475" delete the comma 

Page 3, delete line 10 

Page 3, line 11, delete "obligation is not required" 
Page 3, line 13, delete "in each city" 
Page 3, line 14, delete "not" 

Page 3, line 23, delete "cities" and insert "city" 

Page 3, lines 23 and 24, delete "and South St. Paul each may" 
and insert "is authorized to" 

Page 4, line 3, delete "councils" and insert "council" 
Page 4, line 3, delete "cities" and insert "city" 

Page 4, line 4, delete "and South St. Paul each" 

Page 4, line 12, delete "cities" and insert "city" 
Page 4, line 12, delete "and South St. Paul each" 

Page 4, line 19, delete "shall" and insert "may covenant and 
agree" 

Page 4, line 19, after "not" insert "to" 
Page 4, delete lines 23 to 26 and insert 
"Sec. 5. This act takes effect when approved by a majority of 

the city council of the city of Bloomington and upon compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.021." 

Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 2, delete "cities" and insert "city" 
Page 1, line 2, delete "in Hennepin" and insert a semicolon 

Page 1, delete line 3 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1129 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1157 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1129 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1157 and that 
the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred H.F. Nos. 925 and 1050 for proper refer-
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ence, recommends the above House Files be re-referred to their 
respective Committees as follows: 

H. F. No. 1050 to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 925 to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agri
culture. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 177, pursuant 
to the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. North, Milton and Kowalczyk. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 100, pursuant to 
the request of the House: 

Messrs. Borden, Olhoft, Dunn, Schrom and Bernhagen. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 911, pursuant to 
the request of the House: 

Messrs. Borden, McCutcheon, Humphrey, Nelson and Jensen. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H.F.Nos. 1494,503,661, 1, 1674, 1758, 1741, 1743, 1058, 1519, 
1759 and 1129 were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Davies moved that H. F. No. 1146 be withdrawn from the 
Committee on Judiciary and re-referred to the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies moved that H. F. No. 1456 be withdrawn from the 
Committee on Judiciary and re-referred to the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Gearty moved that H. F. No. 525 be withdrawn from the 
Committee on Governmental Operations and re-referred to the 
Committee on Rules and Administration. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 11:30 
o'clock a.m., Wednesday, May 7, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FORTY-SEVENTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Wednesday, May 7, 1975 

The Senate met at 11:30 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Myron E. Nysether. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Kirchner 
Doty Kleinbaum 
Dunn Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe,J. North 
Keefe, S. Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Fitzsimons was excused from the early part of today's 
Session. 

EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

Mr. Patrick Flahaven 
Secretary of the Senate 

Sir: 

May 6, 1975 

Upon your request dated May 6, 1975, I am hereby returning 
S. F. No. 1183. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 
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INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time and referred to the 
committee indicated. 

Mr. Anderson introduced-
$. F. No. 1732: A bill for an act creating a legislative commis

sion to study public telecommunications; appropriating money 
therefor. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following Senate File, herewith returned: S. F. No. 605. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 6, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H.F. Nos. 369, 1007, 
1180, 1331, 607, 610, 746, 1247, 1286, 1721, 61, 721, 1147, 1169 
and 1436. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 6, 1975 

FmST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 369: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; pro
viding for the filing of state documents with the legislature; estab
lishing duties of legislative reference library; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 3.195; and 3.302, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1007: A bill for an act relating to employment; exclud
ing conservation officers from the operation of the fair labor stand
ards act; repealing certain job application requirements; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 177.23, Subdivision 7; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.16. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 1180: A bill for an act relating to Blue Earth county; 
authorizing the county of Blue Earth to contract for the comple
tion of the improvement of county ditch no. 27; setting limits for 
the expenditure of money for the improvement thereof; authorizing 
the issuance of bonds and levying of special assessments for the 
payment thereof. 
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Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture. 

H. F. No. 1331: A bill for an act relating to the soil and water 
conservation commission; providing for the membership of the 
commission; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 40.03, 
Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

H. F. No. 61: A bill for an act relating to highways; directing 
the department of highways to utilize a certain corridor in Wash
ington county for the construction of interstate highway marked 
No. 1-94. 

Referred to the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs. 

H. F. No. 721: A bill for an act relating to liens; changing cer
tain notice requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tion 514.011, Subdivisions 1 and 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1147: A bill for an act relating to human rights; pro
hibiting discrimination on the basis of criminal record; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 363.01, Subdivision 24, and by 
adding subdivisions; 363.02, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 363.03, Subdt
visions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8; 363.05, Subdivision 1; 363.11; 363.115; 
and 363.12, Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1169: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; inspec
tion; licensing; fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Secti()ns 
17.35, Subdivision 6; 18.032, Subdivision 6; 18.53; 18.54, Subdivi
sion 1; lSA.02, Subdivision 3; 21.54, Subdivision 2; 24.072, Subdi
visions 2 and 4; 28A.03; 28A.04; 28A.05; 28A.08; 28A.15, Subdi
vision 5; 31.101; 31.102, Subdivision 1; 31.103, Subdivision 1; 
31.104; 31.31; 31.39; 32.075; 32.394, Subdivision 8, and by adding 
subdivisions; 32.59; and 34.05, Subdivisions 1 and 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1436: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
authorizing the department of natural resources to make a grant 
to the city of Duluth for the construction of a dam at Hartley 
Pond on Tischer Creek. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 607: A bill for an act relating to commerce; duties of 
the attorney general; providing a penalty for violation of an assur
ance of discontinuance; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 325.907, Subdivision 2b. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 610: A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern-
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ment; _providing for election of council members; amending Laws 
1975, Chapter 13, Section 3, Subdivisions 2 and 3, and by adding 
subdivisions; and Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections l0A.01, Sub
division 5; l0A.17, Subdivision 3; l0A.20, Subdivisions 3 and 5; 
l0A.21, Subdivision l; lOA.22, Subdivision 5; and l0A.25, Subdivi
sions 2 and 6 . 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 746: A bill for an act relating to commerce; requiring 
prices on certain retail food packages. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

H. F. No. 1247: A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting 
endurance contests without rest periods; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 624.66, Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1286: A bill for an act relating to crimes and criminals; 
providing penalties for certain acts relating to livestock; providing 
for the collection of damages; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 609, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. No. 1721: A bill for an act relating to education; voca
tional-technical institutes; providing for student associations. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMrrrEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk be 
now adopted, with the exception of the reports on S. F. Nos. 1097 
and 1475. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Conzemius from the Committee on Health, Welfare and 
Corrections, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1097: A bill for an act relating to health; providing for 
a program of dental care for senior citizens; establishing means of 
administration; subsidizing premiums to cover cost of services; 
appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 1, strike lines 7 through 23 and insert: 

"Section 1. [ESTABLISHMENT OF PILOT PROGRAMS.] There 
are established two pilot programs to provide dental care for senior 
citizens. One pilot program shall be established in the metropolitan 
area, composed of Hennepin, Ramsey, Anoka, Washington, Dakota, 
Scott, and Carver counties; and one pilot program shall be established 
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in a rural area of the state. Both pilot programs shall serve as models 
for a future statewide program. 

Sec. 2. [ADMINISTRATION.] The programs shall be under the 
administration and supervision of the state board of health, which 
shall select an organization of senior citizens in each of the areas to 
be served. Each organization selected shall hereinafter be referred to 
as a senior organization. Each senior organization shall perform 
advisory functions, including screening, and routine administrative 
functions for the pilot program. Each organization selected must be 
a non profit service corporation representing and operating for the 
benefit of senior citizens and having a base in the area to be served 
by the pilot program. 

Sec. 3. [DELIVERY OF SERVICES.] Subdivision I. [CONTRACT 
FOR DENTAL SERVICES.] The state board of health, after ob
taining the advice of each senior organization, shall contract for the 
delivery of dental services according to the terms of sections I to 7 
with an insurance company regulated under chapter 62A and offering 
a policy or plan of health, medical, hospitalization, or accident and 
sickness insurance, or a nonprofit health service plan corporation 
regulated under chapter 62C, or a health maintenance organization 
established and operated pursuant to chapter 62D. Any entity with 
which the state board of health contracts pursuant to this section 
shall be referred to as the dental carrier. 

Subd. 2. [REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE.] The state board of 
health, in conjunction with the senior organizations, shall monitor 
each program, and in cooperation with the dental carrier shall make 
a comprehensive evaluation of each pilot program including, but not 
limited to, the following elements: extent of dental service delivered, 
number of participants in each program, and cost effectiveness of each 
program." 

Page 2, strike lines I through 32 

Page 3, strike lines I through 3 

Page 3, line 5, strike "The" and insert "Each" 

Page 3, line 7, strike "determine" and insert "recommend to the 
state board of health" 

Page 3, line 7, after Hwhether" strike "the" and insert "each" 

Page 3, line 10, strike "program" and insert "programs" 

Page 3, line I 0, strike "senior" and insert "state board of health" 

Page 3, Jine 11, strike "organization" 

Page 3, line 15, after the period and before 'These" insert "Net 
income shall be the amount of income shown on the tax return filed 
by the applicant pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 290.0601 
to 290.0617 for the year immediately preceding the year in which 
application is made." 

Page 3, line 15, after "be" insert "annually" 

Page 3, line 17, strike "as the program continues" 
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Page 3, line 20, after "the" and before "senior" insert "appro
priate" 

Page 3, line 21, after "organization" and before the comma 
insert "and with the consent of the state board of health" 

Page 3, line 25, after "the" and before "senior" insert "appro-
priate" 

Page 3, line 27, after "of" strike "the" and insert "a" 

Page 3, line 27, strike "corporation" and insert "carrier" 

Page 3, after line 27, insert: 

"Subd. 5. [ANNUAL FEE.] An annual fee of not more than 
12 percent of the total premium dollar shall be collected by each 
semor organization from all participants and transmitted to the 
state board of health. 

Subd. 6. [NURSING HOME RESIDENTS.] Special effort 
shall be made to include in each pilot program residents of 
nursing homes located in each pilot program area." 

Page 4, strike line 1 

Page 4, line 2, strike "(d)" and insert "(c)" 

Page 4, line 3, strike "(e)" and insert "(d)" 

Page 4, line 4, strike "(f)" and insert "(e)" 

Page 4, line 6, strike "(g)" and insert "(f)" 

Page 4, line 7, strike "(h)" and insert "(g)" 

Page 4, line 9, strike "(i)" and insert "(h)" 

Page 4, line 10, strike "full" 

Page 4, line 11, strike "70" and insert "at least 80" 

Page 4, line 11, strike "listed" and insert "usual and customary" 

Page 4, line 12, strike "will" and insert "shall" 

Page 4, line 12, strike "corporation," and insert "carrier and 
shall not be subject to any" 

Page 4, line 13, strike "with no" 

Page 4, line 13, after the period insert "Participants in the pro-
gram shall be responsible for any remaining balance." 

Page 4, line 15, strike "corporation" and insert "carrier" 

Page 4, line 16, strike "$600" and insert "$500" 

Page 4, line 18, strike "dental college, the senior" and insert 
"state board of health" 

Page 4, line 19, strike "organization," 

Page 4, line 19, strike "corporation" and insert "carrier'' 
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Page 4, line 19, strike "share" and insert "each have" 
Page 4, line 20, strike "program" and insert "programs" 

Page 4, line 22, strike "program" and insert "programs" 

Page 4, strike lines 24 to 30 
Page 4, line 31, strike "3" and insert "2" 

Page 4, line 32, strike "monthly" and insert "annual" 
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Page 4, line 32, after "premiums" insert ", after payment of 
claims, cost of administration, and withholding of necessary re
serves," 

Page 5, line 1, strike "corporation" and insert "carrier" 

Page 5, line 1, strike "used to" and insert "returned to the 
state board of health for the purposes of this act." 

Page 5, strike line 2 

Page 5, line 3, strike "organization" and insert "organizations" 

Page 5, line 4, strike "dental corporation" and insert "state 
board of health" 

Page 5, line 5, after "from" insert "public or private" 

Page 5, line 5, after "sources" insert a comma 

Page 5, line 5, after "III" insert "of the" 

Page 5, line 6, after "Act" insert a comma 

Page 5, line 8, strike "dental college" and insert "state board 
of health" 

Page 5, line 9, strike "organization" and insert "organizations" 

Page 5, line 10, strike "program" and insert "programs" 

Page 5, line 11, strike "these or" 
Page 5, line 11, strike "other" 
Page 5, line 12, strike "sources" and insert "source" 

Page 5, line 15, strike "dental college of the university of 
Minnesota" and insert "state board of health" 

Page 5, line 15, after "for" insert "the biennium ending June 
30, 1977, for" 

Page 5, line 16, strike "Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes," 

Page 5, strike lines 17 to 19 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "a" and insert "pilot" 

Page 1, line 2, strike "program" and insert "programs" 
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Page 1, line 2, strike "of" and insert "for" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill 
was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 47: A bill for an act relating to the city of Mound; 
firemen's service pensions; amending Laws 1973, Chapter 175, 
Section 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 155: A bill for an act relating to the city of Min
netonka; volunteer firemen's pensions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 254: A bill for an act relating to the city of Roseville; 
firemen's relief association service pensions; amending Laws 1973, 
Chapter 464, Section 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 588: A bill for an act relating to the city of Butterfield 
firemen's relief association; authorizing payment of certain disabil
ity benefits to certain members. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 113: A bill for an act relating to Clay county; probate 
judge's service and retirement contributions; appropriating money 
for refunds. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 
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Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 939: A bill for an act relating to retirement; increas
ing firemen's service pensions payable to members of the Lake 
Johanna Volunteer Firemen's Benefit Association. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 13, insert a new section to read as follows: 
"Sec. 2. This act is effective upon approval by the governing 

bodies of the cities of Arden Hills, North Oaks, and Shoreview, 
and upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.021." 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No, 351: A bill for an act relating to the city of Moorhead; 
firemen's relief funds and pensions therein; amending Laws 1955, 
Chapter 75, Sections 14, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 6; and 16; as 
amended, added, and renumbered. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 590: A bill for an act relating to retirement; police 
pensions in the city of Eveleth; amending Laws 1965, Chapter 636, 
as amended, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, strike "of this act" and insert a comma 

Page 1, line 10, after "section 5" insert", of Laws 1965, Chapter 
636, as amended," 

Page 1, line 10, after "1975" strike "or" and insert a coTQma 

Page 1, line 11, strike "thereafter" 
And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 

Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1008: A bill for an act relating to retirement; invest
ment and redemption of shares in the supplemental retirement 
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fund by Hennepin county employees; amending Laws 1969, Chap
ter 950, Sections 3 and 4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 944: A bill for an act relating to the city of Lakeville; 
authorizing an increase in firemen's relief association lump sum 
service pensions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, strike "$1,000" and insert "$500" 

Page 1, line 14, strike "without approval on the" and insert 
"upon approval of the governing body of the city of Lakeville, and 
upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.021." 

Page 1, strike line 15 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 110: A bill for an act relating to retirement; authoriz
ing purchase of service credit by certain members of the Minne
sota state retirement system. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "his or" 

Page 1, line 12, strike "her" and insert "the member's" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1136: A bill for an act relating to the city of Duluth; 
firemen's service pensions and survivor benefits; amending Laws 
1965, Chapter 179, Section 1; repealing Laws 1955, Chapter 188, 
Section 8. 

Reports the same back with the recolllinendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 
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Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 586: A bill for an act relating to the housing agency; 
providing for certain powers relating to low income housing; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 462A.07, Subdivision 
13. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do paas. Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 530: A bill for an act relating to retirement; redefin
ing membership and allowing the purchase of prior service credit 
by members of the Bloomington police relief association. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do paas and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

S. F. No. 14 75: A bill for an act relating to the soil and water 
conservation commiasion; providing for the membership of the 
commission; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 40.03, 
Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, strike "either" 

Page 1, line 15, strike "or past" 

Page 1, line 16, strike "supervisors" 

Page 2, line 18, strike "either" 

Page 2, line 18, strike "or past supervisors" 

Page 2, line 26, after "region" and before the period insert 
"except that two members shall be appointed from region number 
one" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Admin
istration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1254: A bill for an act relating to the city of New 
Brighton; firemen's relief pensions; amending Laws 1967, Chap
ter 742, Section 1, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 
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Page 1, line 13, strike "$120" and insert "$100" 

Page 2, line 7, strike "$6" and insert "$5" 

Page 2, line 11, strike "$180" and insert "$150" 
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And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operl!tions, 
to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1527: A bill for an act relating to the American 
revolution bicentennial; creating a commission; appropriating 
money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Finance. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H.F. Nos. 332, 1488, 474 and 184 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House Files were found not 
identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
332 

1488 
474 
184 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
400 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

1516 
854 
503 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 332 be amended as follows: 

Page 4, line 31, delete "subdivisions" and insert "subdivision" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 332 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 400 and further recommends that H. F. No. 332 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S F. No. 400 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Adminisa 
tration recommends that H. F. No. 1488 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert in lieu 
thereof the following: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 123.36, Sub
division 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. The board may authorize the use of any schoolhouses 
in the district for divine worship, Sunday schools, public meet
ings, elections, and such other community or other purposes 
as, in its judgment, will not interfere with their use iei' by the 
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school pu,peses district ; but before permitting such use, the board 
may require a cash or corporate surety bond in a reasonable 
amount conditioned for the proper use of such schoolhouse, 
the payment of all rent and the repair of all damage occasioned 
by such use, and it may charge and collect for the use of the 
district from the persons using such schoolhouse such reasonable 
compensation as it may fix. 

It may authorize the use of any schoolhouses or buildings in 
and of the district for the holding of primaries, elections, regis
trations, and all action in connection therewith in such manner 
as in its judgment, will not interfere with their use for school 
purposes. It may impose such reasonable regulations and condi
tions upon such use as may seem meet and proper. 

Sec. 2. This act shall be effective the day following its final 
enactment." 

Further strike the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to education; school districts; 
authorizing the leasing of schoolhouses; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 197 4, Section 123.36, Subdivision 5." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1488 wiil be identical to 
S. F. No. 1516 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1488 be 
given its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1516 and 
that the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Adminis
tration recommends that H. F. No. 474 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, delete "shall be" and insert "is" 

Page 1, line 13, insert a comma after "interest" and delete 
"and" 

Page 1, line 14, after "depreciation" insert ", taxes, trade or 
business expenses, expenses for production of income or other 
deductions otherwise" 

Page 1, lines 16 and 17, delete "other than buildings used for 
agricultural purposes" 

Page 1, line 21, delete "state or the" 

Page 1, line 23, delete "violate a provision or" 

Page 2, delete line 1 

Page 2, line 2, delete "when the violation" 

Page 2, line 2, delete "endangers" and insert "endanger" 

Page 2, lines 7 and 8, delete "or within the time prescribed by 
the agency in the notice" 

Page 2, line 9, after "ordinance," insert "or the time prescribed 
by the agency in the notice," 

Page 2, lines 17 and 18, delete "contain the particulars of the 
noncompliance and shall" 
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Page 2, line 18, delete "such" and insert "the" 

Page 2, line 19, after "commissioner," delete "and" 

Page 3, line 7, delete "taxable" and insert "income" 

Page 7, line 2, reinsert the stricken "&BG" 

Page 7, lines 6 and 7 delete "; and" and insert a period 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 474 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 854 and further recommends that H. F. No. 474 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 854 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 184 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 9, strike "section" and insert "sections 1 and" 

Page 2, line 10, strike "8" and insert "13" 

Page 2, line 14, after "state" insert "or federal" 

Page 2, line 15, delete "because of race, color, creed, religion" 

Page 2, delete lines 1 6 to 18 

Page 2, delete lines 21 to 23 and insert "IIBEl or, in the case of the 
riolation stated in clause (1) of this subdivision, upon the procedure 
provided in this section and section 124.19, subdivision 3 ." 

Page 2, lines 28 and 29, delete "in conformance with Minnesota 
Statutes Chapter I 5" 

Page 2, line 30, before "education" insert "human rights and of" 

Page 2, line 30, after "education" insert a comma 

Page 3, line I, delete "The commissioner of education shall" 

Page 3, delete line 2 

Page 3, line 3, delete "information to the commissioner of human 
r,'ghts." 

Page 3, delete lines 12 to 24 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4~ after "state" insert "or federal" 

Page 1, line 8, delete "Subdivisions 2 and 3," and insert "Subdivi
iion 2" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 184 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 503 and further recommends that H. F. No. 184 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 503 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 
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Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 610 for proper reference, recommends the above House 
File be re-referred to its respective Committee as follows: 

H. F. No. 610 to the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. Report adopted. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 235, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Anderson, Hughes, Humphrey, O'Neill and Sillers. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 47, 155, 254, 588, 351, 113, 939, 590, 1008, 944, 110, 
1136, 586, 530, 1254, 332, 1488, 474 and 184 were read the second 
time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Borden moved that the names of Messrs. Olhoft and Weg
ener be added as co-authors to S. F. No. 1316. The motion pre
vailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on Ed
ucation, reported May 5, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be 
taken from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Hughes moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May 5, 1975, the Senate, 
having advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appoint
ment of: 

MINNESOTA IDGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Vladimir Shipka, 513 South Pokegama Avenue, Grand Rapids, 
Itasca County, appointed effective February 15, 1975, for a term 
expiring February 15, 1979. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointment was confirmed. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on E'du
cation, reported May 5, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be 
taken from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Hughes moved that in acoordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May 5, 1975, the Senate, hav
ing advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appointment 
of: 

MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

David Lebedolf, 17 South First Street, Minneapolis, Hennepin 
County, appointed effective January 10, 1975, for a term expiring 
February 15, 1977. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointment was confirmed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on Edu
cation, reported May 5, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be taken 
from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Hughes moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May 5, 1975, the Senate, hav
ing advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appointments of: 

MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Mrs. Barbara Clark, Northfield, Rice County, appointed effec
tive February 15, 1975, for a term expiring February 15, 1979. 

Donald Hamerlinck, Wadena, Wadena County, appointed ef
fective February 15, 1975, for a term expiring February 15, 1979. 

Mrs. Judy Hamilton, 11309 Timberline Road, Minnetonka, 
Hennepin County, appointed effective February 15, 1975, for a 
term expiring February 15, 1979. 

Jack Lynch, 618 West 10th Street, Willmar, Kandiyohi County, 
appointed effective February 15, 1975, for a term expiring Febru
ary 15, 1979. 
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Harding C. Noblitt, 2014 South 4th Street, Moorhead, Clay 
County, appointed effective February 15, 1975, for a term expiring 
February 15, 1979. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointments were confirmed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Remaining on the Order of Business of Motions and Resolutions, 
Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate take up the Calendar of Ordi
nary Matters and that the rules be so far suspended as to waive the 
lie-over requirement. The motion prevailed. 

CALENDAR OF ORDINARY MATTERS 

H. F. No. 428: A bill for an act relating to education; teachers; 
providing time for consideration of contract; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 125 .12, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Keefe, S. North 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Ogdahl 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bang Fl'ederick Knutson Olson, A.G. 
Bera, Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Borden Hanson, R Lewis Patton 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Jensen Milton Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Josefson Moe Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe,J. Nelson Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1175: A bill for an act relating to education; school 
districts; data processing services; authorizing joint boards to hold 
title to property. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn Humphrey 
Frederick Jensen 
Gearty Josefson 
Hansen, Baldy Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Mel Keefe, S. 
Hanson, R. Kirchner 
Hughes Kleinbaum 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
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Milton Olson, A.G. Perpich, G. Schrom 
Moe Olson, H. D. Pillsbury Sillers 
Nelson Olson, J. L. Purfeerst Solon 
North O'Neill Renneke Stassen 
Ogdahl Patton Schasf Stokowski 
Schmitz Olhoft Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
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Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 535: A bill for an act relating to the department of pub
lic welfare; eliminating the duty of the commissioner of public welfare 
to appoint directors of community mental health services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 245.69. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 61 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andenon 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kleinbaum 
Dunn Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Geart:ir Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Mccutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 
Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Kirchner Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpicb,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 774: A bill for an act relating to the city of Minne
apolis; retirement for city officials and employees; retirement al
lowance, deferred compensation, combined service annuity, dis
ability allowances; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
422A.16, Subdivision 8, and by adding a subdivision; 422A.18, 
Subdivision 3; and 422A.25; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 422A.18, Subdivision 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Brown Gearty Keefe, J. 
Arnold Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Keefe, S. 
Ashbach Chmielewski Hansen, Mel Kirchner 
Bang Coleman Hanson, R. Kleinbaum 
Be111 Conzemius Hughes Knutson 
Bernhagen Davies Humphrey Kowalczyk 
Blatz Doty Jensen Larson 
Brataas Dunn Josefson Laufenburger 

McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
OJ<dahl 
Ofhoft 
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Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

WEDNESDAY.MAY 7,1975 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

1869 

H. F. No. 1049: A bill for an act relating to highways; duties 
of the commissioner of highways; providing that the commis
sioner shall publish a highway map periodically; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 161.31, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Jensen 
Conzemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R Laufenburger 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 

Merriam 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Milton Olson, H. D. Schaaf Schrom Spear 
Ogdahl 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

H. F. No. 540: A bill for an act relating to courts; providing 
for transfer of filing fee when venue is changed in civil actions; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 542.10. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 

Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn Jensen 
Frederick Josefson 
Gearty Keefe,J. 
Hansen, Baldy Keefe, S. 
Hansen.Mel Kirchner 
Hanson, R. Kleinbaum 
Hughes Knutson 
Humphrey Kowalczyk 

Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdah) 
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Olhoft Patton Renneke Solon 
Olson, AJ' Perpich, A. J. Schaaf Spear 
Olson, H. D. Perpich, G. Schmitz Stassen 
Olson, J. L. Pillsbury Schrom Stokowski 
O'Neill Purfeerst Sillers Stumpf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

[47THDAY 

Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1494: A bill for an act relating to insurance; providing 
for use of life insurance mortality tables and interest rates by 
fraternal beneficiary associations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 64A.21; 64A.24, Subdivision 1; 64A.25, Subdivision 
4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen. Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson. R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 
Keefe.J. Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the vote whereby S. F. No. 
1251 failed to pass the Senate on May 5, 1975, be now reconsidered. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Tennessen moved that S. F. No. 1251 be re-referred to 
the Committee on Labor and Commerce. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1741, No. 180 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. Mr. Arnold moved 
that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended as to waive the lie
over requirement. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1741: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for the conser-
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vation and development of the state's natural resources; providing for 
maintenance of the Minnesota historical society; for the horticultural 
society; for maintenance of the Sibley house; for maintenance of 
various semi-state activities; for aids to local subdivisions of govern
ment; for maintenance of the uniform laws commission; for the Port 
Authority of Duluth; and for other purposes. 

CALL OF THE SENATB 

Mr. Arnold imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 

Anderson Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Frederick Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Gesrty Larson Olson. J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Lewis Patton 
Borden Hanson, R McCutcheon Perpich, A J. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Perpich. G. 
Brown Humphrey Milton Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Purfeerst 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schrom 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent members. 

H. F. No. 1741 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 3, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 
Gesrty 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 

Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpicb, A J. 
Perpicb,G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy; Hansen, Mel and Pillsbury voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee oa 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1743, No. 182 on the General Orders 
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Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. Mr. Arnold moved 
that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended as to waive the lie
over requirement. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of the state government; appropriating moneys therefor, 
permitting transfers in certain cases and limiting the use thereof, in
cluding appropriations for the departments of public welfare, correc
tions, health, corrections ombudsman, various health related boards, 
public assistance programs, aid to dependent children, Minnesota sup
plemental assistance, ;md public relief. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Perpich, G. imposed a call of the Senate for the proceedings 
on the next two bills. The following Senators answered to their names: 

Anderson Davies Keefe, J. North Sillers 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. Ogdabl Solon 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olhoft Spear 
Bang Frederick Kleinbaum O'Neill Stokowski 
Bernhagen Gearty Knutson Patton Stumpf 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Perpich, G. Tennessen 
Borden Hansen, Mel Larson Pillsbury Ueland 
Brataas Hanson, R. Laufenburger Purfeerst 
Brown Hughes Merriam Henneke 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Schaaf 
Conzemius Jensen Moe Schmitz 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent members. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2, subd. 11, strike "921,412" and "949,944" and insert 
"1,118,300" and "1,160,700" 

Strike "42" and insert "45" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Brown then moved to amend the amendment placed on 
H. F. No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the 
Senate May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2 of the committee amendment, Subd. 11, at the end of the 
last paragraph, insert: 

"State Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped, a unit 
of the department of public welfare, shall be operated and main
tained in a manner consistent with all federal regulations as the 
state Agency for the Blind and Visually Handicapped. Staff line 
items previously borrowed by the department from State Services 
for the Blind and Visually Handicapped provided by the legisla
ture shall be returned no later than December 31, 1975.'' 

Mr. North requested division of the amendment as follows: 

First portion: 
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Sec. 2 of the committee amendment, Sub<!. 11, at the end of 
the last paragraph, insert: 

"State Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped, a 
unit of the department of public welfare, shall be operated and 
maintained in a manner consistent with all federal regulations 
as the state Agency for the Blind and Visually Handicapped." 

Second portion: 
"Staff line items previously borrowed by the department from 

State Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped provided 
by the legislature shall be returned no later than December 31, 
1975." 

The question being taken on the first portion of the Brown 
amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 30 and nays 33, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Brown Keefe, J. Nelson 
Bang Dunn Knutson North 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Ogdahl 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hanson, R. Merriam Patton 
Brataas Josefson Milton Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Borden Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Jensen Olhoft Schmitz 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

Schrom 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the first portion of the amend
ment was not adopted. 

The question being taken on the second portion of the Brown 
amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 21 and nays 38, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Berg Doty Milton Renneke 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Nelson Schmitz 
Blatz Hughes North Sillers 
Brataas Keefe, J. O'Neill Spear 
Brown Kowalczyk Patton Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Kleinbaum 
Dunn Knutson 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Humphrey Lewis 
Jensen Merriam 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbwy 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 

Ueland 

Schrom 
Solon 
Stokowaki 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 
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The motion did not prevail. So the second portion of the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Stassen moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2 of the committee amendment, Subd. 18, strike the four 
paragraphs pertaining t.o the Hastings state hospital 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 16 and nays 44, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Frederick 

Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
O'Neill 

Patton 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were; 
Anderson Dunn Kowalczyk Ogdahl 
Arnold Gearty Larson Olhoft 
Ashbach Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, A. G. 
Berg Humphrey Lewis Olson, H. D. 
Blatz Jensen McCutcheon Olson, J. L. 
Borden Keefe, S. Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Kirchner Milton Perpich, G. 
Coleman Kleinbaum Moe Pillsbury 
Doty Knutson North Schaaf 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Conzemius moved t.o amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows; 

Sec. 2 of the committee amendment, Subd. 18, strike the third 
paragraph pertaining to the. Hastings state hospital and insert: 

"The Minnesota veterans home shall draft and implement plans 
to phase in utilization of the Hastings state hospital facilities for 
geriatric and nursing home care. Beginning with the use of a single 
building, the Minnesota veterans home shall utilize additional 
buildings as necessary and as they become available. The Minne
sota veterans home shall study the feasibility of contracting with 
Hastings state hospital for food services for the Minnesota veterans 
home in Minneapolis. 

The Minnesota veterans home shall contract with the Hastinp 
state hospital for all staff, utilities, laundry, food and miscellaneoua 
services prior to the closing of Hastings state hospital and shall at 
that date transfer as many staff and facilities as is necessary to 
serve the Minnesota veterans home after July 1, 1976. 

The Minnesota veterans home shall report to the 1976 legisla-
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ture on the progress and future plans for the use of Hastings state 
hospital. The report shall include a breakdown of the current and 
projected population served and shall also detail the funding re
quirements of the future use of the Hastings state hospital. 

In addition to providing for veterans home use of the Hastings 
state hospital, the Dakota county detoxification facilities shall be 
allowed to continue utilization of the Hastings campus and Dakota 
county shall receive priority in the choice of facilities for a proposed 
Dakota county chemical dependency treatment program." 

Sec. 2, Subd. 18, in the fourth paragraph pertaining to the 
Hastings state hospital, after "Notwithstanclirig any other law 
to the contrary, funds appropriated to the department of public 
welfare for any purpose may be used for the demolition of build
ings on the Hastings state hospital campus, subject to the written 
recommendation of the senate finance committee and the house ap
propriations committee." insert "Buildings selected by the Minne
&0ta veterans home for use as geriatric and nursing home facilities 
may not be demolished by the department of public welfare." 

In the next paragraph, after "Fergus Falls to Brainerd," insert 
"and" and strike ", and Hastings to Faribault, if Hastings con
tinues as a state hospital" 

Mr. Kirchner moved to amend the Conzemius amendment to the 
Finance Committee amendment on H.F. 1743 as follows: 

First paragraph, first line, strike "and implement" 

First paragraph, third line, after the period insert "Subject to 
written recommendation of the Senate Finance Committee and the 
House Appropriations Committee," 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the Conzemius 
amendment was adopted. 

The question recurred on the Conzemius amendment. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 35, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Chenoweth 
Conzemius 
Dunn 
Frederick 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Hughes 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Knutson 
Lewis 
Merriam 

Milton 
Nelson 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst· 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Borden 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty Kleinbaum 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Humphrey Laufenburger 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson.A. G. 
Olson,J. L. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Schaaf 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 
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The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Renneke moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Section 2, Subd. 16, strike "220,000" and "242,000" and insert 
"250,000" and "250,000" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 30, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 

Brown 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Knutson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Milton 
Nelson 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Renneke 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Anderson Humphrey Merriam Olson, J. L. Solon 
Arnold Jensen Moe Perpich, G. Spear 
Borden Kirchner North Pillsbury Stokowski 
Coleman Kleinbaum Ogdahl Purfeerst Stumpf 
Gearty Larson Olhoft Schmitz Tonnessen 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Schrom Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Renneke then moved to amend the amendment placed on 
H. F. No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 3, Subdivision 1, clause (d), fourth paragraph, strike all the 
language folowing "a." and insert "The placement of inmates in the 
Minnesota security hospital which are under the exclusive control of 
corrections." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 31 and nays 29, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Josefson Nelson 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson O'Neill 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen.Mel Lewis Pillsbury 
Blatz Hanson,R. Merriam Renneke 
Brown Jensen Milton Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty Laufenburger 
Gearty McCutcheon 
Hansen, Baldy Moe 
Humphrey North 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Larson Olson, A.G. 

Olson, H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Schaaf 
Schrom 
Solon 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 
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The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Mr. Lewis moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
1743 by the Committee on Finance adopted by the Senate May 6, 
I 975, as follows: 

Sec. 3 of the committee amendment, after Subd. 3, insert: 

"The commissioner of corrections shall establish a health advisory 
committee whose duty shall be to provide advice and expertise con
cerning the physical, emotional, occupational, and environmental well
being of the clients of the department of corrections. The committee 
shall be composed of 15 members who are broadly representative of 
all pertinent areas of health care. 

Eight members shall be appointed whose terms shall expire the 
first Monday in January, 1979, and seven members shall be appointed 
whose terms expire the first Monday in January, 1980. Thereafter, 
the terms shall be four years. Each member shall be eligible for re
appointment for not more than one four year term. Members may 
serve until their successors are appointed and qualify. If a successor 
has not been appointed by the July I after the scheduled end of a 
member's term, the term of the member for whom a successor has 
not been appointed shall be extended until the first Monday in January 
four years after the scheduled end of the term. 

Members of the advisory committee shall be compensated at the 
rate of $25 per day spent on committee activities plus expenses in 
the same manner and amount as state employees. Members who are 
state employees or employees of political subdivisions shall not receive 
the $25 per day, but they shall suffer no loss in compensation from 
the state or political subdivision as a result of their service on the 
committee. Members who are state employees or employees of politi
cal subdivisions may receive the expenses provided for in this section 
unless the expenses are reimbursed by another source. 

A member may be removed by the appointing authority at any time 
( 1 ) for cause after notice and hearing, or ( 2) after missing three 
consecutive meetings. The chairman of the advisory committee shall 
inform the appointing authority of a member missing three consecutive 
meetings. After the second consecutive missed meeting and before the 
next meeting, the secretary of the committee shall notify the member 
in writing that he may be removed if he misses the next meeting. 

The advisory committee shall organize and elect a chairman and 
other officers as may be deemed necessary to the efficient discharge 
of its duties. The committee may also adopt bylaws and operating 
procedures, including the formation of subcommittees to facilitate 
the work of the full committee. The full committee shall meet at the 
times and in the places as the commissioner of corrections or the 
chairman of the committee may determine. 

The committee shall plan, evaluate, and coordinate comprehensive 
health policies and service programs for the department of corrections. 
The committee shall also review department plans and make recom
mendations as necessary, and advise on matters as requested by the 
commissioner, the governor, or the legislature. The committee shall 
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initiate and present to the commissioner, the governor, and the legis
lature recommendations regarding policy, programs, facilities and any 
other matters related to all phases of the health system for the depart
ment of corrections. 

Through the office of the health care administrator for the depart
ment of corrections the committee shall be provided with administra
tive and staff services, supplies and equipment." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 16 and nays 40, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Conzemius 
Kleinbaum 
Lewis 

Milton 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Renneke Stassen 
Sillers Ueland 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Dunn Keefe, J. Merriam 
Arnold Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Moe 
Bang Gearty Kirchner North 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Knutson Ogdahl 
Chmielewski Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Coleman Humphrey Larson Olson, A.G. 
Davies Jensen Laufenburger Olson,J. L. 
Doty Josefson McCutcheon Perpich, G. 

Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate May 6, 
1975, as follows: 

Sec. 3, subdivision 1, strike all of clause "(d)" 

Reletter the clauses in sequence 

Sec. 3, subdivision 1, clause (e), after "corrections" insert a 
period and strike "to" 

Strike the next two lines of the paragraph, and also the next 
lix lines through the figure "$50,000" 

Sec. 3, subdivision 1, clause (e), last paragraph, strike "and 
(e)" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 22 and nays 36, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Brataas Hansen, Mel Knutson 
Bang Brown Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Berg Conzemius Hughes Nelson 
Bernhagen Dunn Jensen Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Josefson Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Gearty Lewis O'Neill 
Arnold Humphrey Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Keefe,J. Milton Perpich,G. 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst 
Coleman Kirchner Ogdahl Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Doty Larson Olson, H. D. Solon 
Fitzsimons Laufenburger Olson, J. L. Spear 

Stassen 
Ueland 
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Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Olhoft moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate May 6, 
197 5, as follows: 

Sec. 2, Subd. 18, next to the last paragraph, strike "Fergus 
Falls to Brainerd," 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 12 and nays 40, u 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Berg 
Brown 

Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Kleinbaum 

Merriam 
Milton 

Olhoft 
Patton 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Stumpf 
Willet 

Arnold Conzemius Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, J. Nelson Henneke 
Bernhagen Doty Kirchner Ogdahl Schmitz 
Blatz Dunn Knutson Olson, A. G. Schrom 
Borden Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. Solon 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill Stokowski 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, G. Tennessen 
Chmielewski Hughes Lewis Pillsbury Ueland 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted 

Mr. Milton moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
1743 by the Committee on Finance adopted by the Senate May 6, 
1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2 of the committee amendment, after the last paragraph 
in subdivision 1 insert: 

"The standard of need for Minnesota supJilemental aid shall be 
adjusted semi-annually by the percentage change in the cost of 
living. In January and July of each year, the commissioner shall 
effect adjustment of each item in the standard of need by the per-
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centage established by the Consumer Price Index of the United 
States Department of Labor for the months of April through Sep
tember and October through March. If regionally adjusted data is 
not available, the national average shall be applied. Adjustments to 
items in the standard of need shall reflect the full percentage of 
increases and one-half the percentage of decreases in the cost of 
living. In no event shall the commissioner decrease the amounts 
payable for any item below the dollar amounts in effect on the ef
fective date of this section. If the adjusted dollar amounts are not 
a multiple of $1, the amount shall be rounded to the next highest 
dollar. The standard of need computed under this provision shall 
govern all supplemental aid benefit amounts payable after July 1, 
1975." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 12 and nays 38, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Brataas 
Conzemius 
Josefson 

Kowalczyk 
Milton 
Nelson 

O'Neill 
Patton 

Spear 
Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Coleman Humphrey Olhoft 
Arnold Davies Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Bang Doty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Dunn Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Fitzsimons Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Gearty Moe Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy North Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes Ogdahl Purfeerst 

Stumpf 
Ueland 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Milton then moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2 of the committee amendment, after the last paragraph in 
Subdivision 1 insert: 

"After July 1, 1975, the real and personal property eligibility 
criteria for supplemental aid for the aged and the disabled shall be 
the same as the real and personal property eligibility criteria set forth 
in Chapter 256B for the medical assistance program." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 14 and nays 44, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Berg 
Blatz 
Conzemius 

Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hughes Lewis 
Josefson Milton 

Patton 
Purfeerst 
Spear 

Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Chmielewski Humphrey Ogdahl 
Arnold Coleman Jensen Olhoft 
Ashbach Davies Keefe,J. Olson,A.G. 
Bang Doty Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Dunn Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Borden Fitzsimons Merriam O'Neill 
Brataas Frederick Moe Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Gearty Nelson Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel North Pillsbury 
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Renneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Mr. Milton then moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2, subdivision 12, the sixth paragraph, strike ", except that a 
transfer of a surplus in the welfare fund may be" and insert a period 
and strike all except the last sentence of the paragraph 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 12 and nays 42, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Brown 
Conzemius 
Hansen,Mel 

Hughes 
Humphrey 
Lewis 

Merriam 
Milton 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Davies Kirchner 
Arnold Doty Knutson 
Ashbach Dunn Larson 
Berg Fitzsimons Laufenburger 
Bernhagen Frederick Moe 
Borden Gearty Ogdahl 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Olhoft 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. Olson, A.G. 
Coleman Josefson Olson,H.D. 

Nelson 
North 

Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Spear 
Stumpf 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Mr. Milton then moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

Section 2, subdivision 1, strike "6,658,729" and "6,934,552" and 
insert "6,730,996" and "7,005,589" 

Section 2, subdivision 1, after "Approved Complement-" strike 
"307.3" and insert "310.3" 

Sec. 2, subdivision 1, after the last paragraph, insert "This ap
propriation includes $72,269 in fiscal 1976 and $71,037 in fiscal 
l 977 for food stamp outreach." 
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The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 20, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 

Conzemius Kirchner 
Doty Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson. R. Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Keefe, S. Nelson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Coleman 

Davies 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Josefson 

Larson 
Laufenburger 
Moe 
Ogdahl 

North 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L 
Perpich, A. J. 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Mr. Knutson moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

Section 3, Subd. 3, strike "1,137,000" and "1,175,000" and insert 
~900,000" and "900,000" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amendment 
'lfas not adopted. 

Mr. Renneke moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Section 2, Subd. 18, strike 

"Patients in the Minnesota security hospital who are under the 
jurisdiction of the commissioner of public welfare shall be trans
ferred to the Rochester state hospital. Funds available in any ap
propriations for the department of public welfare shall be avail
able for demolition of the Minnesota security hospital building." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 35, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Davies 
Dunn 
Frederick 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R 

Hughes 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Gearty Laufenburger Olhoft 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy Lewis Olson, A.G. 
Berg Humphrey Merriam Olson, J. L. 
Borden Keefe, S. Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Kirchner Moe Perpicb, G. 
Chenoweth Kleinbaum North Purfeerst 
Conzemius Larson Ogdahl Schmitz 
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Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mrs. Brataas moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 1743 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 2, Subd. 18, after the last paragraph of the subdivision, 
insert: 

"Before the transfer of any patients from the Minnesota se
curity hospital shall take place, a comprehensive plan shall be 
presented to the appropriate finance committees of the legislature 
in 1976 outlining the provisions for security at the Rochester state 
hospital. The necessary appropriations for remodeling shall be 
requested in the comprehensive plan.'' 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

H.F. No. 1743 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 10, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Keefe,J. Moe 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bernhagen 
Brown 

Conzemius Jensen 
Hansen, Mel Milton 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Nelson 
Patton 

Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Willet 

Spear 
Stassen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 
9:00 o'clock a.m., Thursday, May 8, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FORTY-EIGHTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Thursday, May 8, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Duane J. Lunemann. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty, Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpicb, G. 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Renneke 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schmitz 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Nelson was excused from the Session of today. Mr. Ueland 
was excused from the Session of today from 10:30 o'clock a.m. 
until 11:30 o'clock a.m. 

EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

May 7, 1975 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the 
following Senate Files: 
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S. F. No. 38, An act relating to education; requiring each 
school district to make reports concerning the consumption of 
energy. 

S. F. No. 146, An act relating to health; licensing of physicians, 
surgeons and osteopaths licensed to practice in other states. 

S. F. No. 157, An act relating to health professions; authorizing 
the board of medical examiners to require an examination in 
the basic sciences. 

S. F. No. 182, An act relating to counties; eliminating payment 
of certain fees to county sheriffs; requiring county boards to 
furnish board and other services for prisoners in county jails. 

S. F. No. 236, An act relating to public welfare; permitting 
county welfare boards to charge fees for social services. 

S. F. No. 565, An act relating to school districts; investment 
of school district funds. 

S. F. No. 1302, An act relating to veterans; providing a Vietnam 
veterans bonus to the next to kin of those veterans missing in 
action; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 197.971, Sub
division 2 and by adding subdivisions; 197.972; 197.973; and 
197.976, Subdivision 2. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to 
the committees indicated. 

Messrs. Knutson, Moe and Renneke introduced-

S. F. No. 1733: A bill for an act relating to welfare; creating 
an interagency task force to study proposals to deinstitutionalize 
the treatment of the mentally retarded, mentally ill, physically 
handicapped, and chemically dependent; appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Messrs. McCutcheon, Coleman and Ashbach introduced-

S. F. No. 1734: A bill for an act relating to courts; second 
judicial district in Ramsey county; Ramsey county municipal 
court; authorizing Ramsey county to supplement salaries of 
municipal and district court judges. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Messrs. Perpich, A. J. and Gearty introduced-

S. F. No. 1735: A bill for an act creating a legislative com-
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mission to study regional development commissions; appropriating 
money therefor. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

Messrs. Olson, A. G.; Dunn and Willet introduced-

S. F. No. 1736: A bill for an act relating to counties; authoriz
ing the establishment of subordinate service districts in order 
to provide and finance governmental services. 

Referred to the Committee on Local Government. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 665, 
765, 1131, 1451 and 1697. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 7, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded 
to the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 177: A bill for an act relating to public health; 
changing requirements and procedures for obtaining certificates 
of need for health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 145.72, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 145.76; 145.78; 145.80; 
145.82; Chapter 145, by adding sections; and repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 145.81. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Carlson, L.; Kaley and Swanson. 

Senate File No. 177 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 7, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in 
which amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully 
requested: 

S. F. No. 571: A bill for an act relating to Wright county; 
requiring, with certain exceptions, the approval of the county 
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board before any lands within the county are acquired for park 
purposes. 

Senate File No. 571 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 7, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Dunn moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 571 and that the bill be placed on its re
passage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 571 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Klein ha um 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. North 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 185, 352, 533, 
757, 837, 257, 685, 872 and 1531. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 7, 1975 

FIRST READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 185: A bill for an act relating to education; appropri
ating money to the department of education for deficiencies in 
shared time foundation aids and to implement a uniform financial 
reporting system for local school districts. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 
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H, F. No. 352: A bill for an act relating to state hospitals; 
authorizing the commissioner of welfare to reimburse physicians 
at state hospitals for the cost of malpractice insurance; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 246.01. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

H. F. No. 533: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; Red 
Lake Indian reservation; state payments; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 256, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 757: A bill for an act relating to health care; directing 
the commissioner of insurance to prescribe certain health insur
ance claim forms. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H.F. No. 837: A bill for an act providing for the identification 
of donors by the designation "donor" on the driver's license or 
nonqualification certificate; appropriating money; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 171.07, by adding a subdivision; 
171.12, by adding a subdivision; 525.924, by adding a subdivi
sion; and 525.927, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 257: A bill for an act relating to education; creating 
a senior citizens higher education program for certain resident 
senior citizens. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 685: A bill for an act relating to daytime activities 
centers; providing for the transportation of handicapped persons 
to licensed daytime activity centers attended by these persons; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.39, by adding 
a subdivision; 252.24, Subdivision 4; and 252.26. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 872: A bill for an act relating to welfare; requiring 
the commissioner of public welfare to negotiate an agreement 
transferring the Lake Owasso Children's Home from the state 
to Ramsey county; appropriating money; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 252.025, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 1531 : A bill for an act relating to appropriations; 
providing funds for repair of the security hospital at St. Peter; 
appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk be 
now adopted, with the exception of reports on S. F. Nos. 1695, 727, 
1292, 1717, 1659, 1711, 866, 1161 and 1689 and reports pertaining 
10 appointments. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. from the Committee on Local Government, to 
which wasj"eferred 

H. F. No. 432: A bill for an act relating to statutory cities; 
park boards; permitting park boards of three, five, seven or nine 
members; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 412.501. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 21, after "taken" insert "except upon a two-thirds vote 
o/ all the members o/ the city council, and no such action shall be 
taken" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the Cal
endar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. from the Committee on Local Government, to 
which was referred 

S. F. No. 1695: A bill for act relating to municipalities; indus
trial development; authorizing municipalities to enter into certain 
loan agreements and sale contracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 474.01, Subdivisions 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8; 474.02, Sub
divisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 474.03; 474.04; 
474.05; 474.06; 474.08; 474.09; 474.10, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 
474.11; 474.12; and 474.13; Chapter 474, by adding sections; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 474.02, Subdivisions 
la and lb. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 19, strike lines 15 through 22 and renumber the follow-
ing sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "sections" and insert "a section" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 1145: A bill for an act relating to landlords and ten
ants; retaliatory evictions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 566.03. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 580: A bill for an act relating to retirement; firemen's 
relief benefits in the city of Owatonna; amending Laws 1971, Chap
ter 200, Section 1, as amended. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 46: A bill for an act relating to the firemen's relief 
association of the city of Tyler; computation of years of service 
for volunteer firemen. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re-
port adopted. · 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1499: A bill for an act relating to the firemen's relief 
association in the city of Columbia Heights; membership of cer
tain fire personnel in the public employees police and fire fund; 
benefits and contributions; amending Laws 1965, Chapter 605, Sec
tions 21, 22, and 25; repealing Laws 1965, Chapter 605, Section 12. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, after "all" insert "full time" 

Page 2, line 26, strike "each" and insert "the" 

Page 4, line 4, after "thereof" insert a period and strike the 
balance of the line 

Page 4, strike lines 5 and 6 
Page 6, line 15, after "herewith" insert a period and strike the 

balance of the line 

Page 6, strike lines 16 and 1 7 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 
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H. F. No. 1551: A bill for an act relating to the city of Minne
apolis; policemen's pension fund uses; amending Laws 1949, Chap
ter 406, Section 7, as amended. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 1448: A bill for an act relating to retirement; survivor 
benefits payable by the firemen's relief association of the city of 
St. Paul; amending Laws 1955, Chapter 375, Section 25, as 
amended. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1073: A bill for an act relating to retirement; restrict
ing establishment of local pension plans; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 69. 79. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 778: A bill for an act relating to retirement; survivor's 
benefits payable by the firemen's relief association. of the city of 
Faribault; amending Laws 1947, Chapter 43, Section 23, aa 
amended. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
t.o which was referred 

H. F. No. 643: A bill for an act relating to the city of Brooklyn 
Park; firemen's relief association benefits. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 
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H. F. No. 519: A bill for an act relating to the city of Edina; 
firemen's retirement, disability, and survivors benefits; amending 
Laws 1965, Chapter 592, Sections 1, Subdivision 1, as amended; 
and 3 and 4, as added. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Conzemius from the Committee on Health, Welfare and Cor
rections, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1292: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; pro
viding for grants of state and local funds to nonprofit legal assis
tance corporations; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, after "authorized" insert "to establish criteria 
for grants and" 

Page 1, line 10, strike "whose economic status renders them" 
and insert "who are" 

Page 1, line 10, strike "program" 

Page 1, line 11, strike "of" and insert "federal, state or local" 

Page 1, line 11, after "assistance" and before the period insert 
''prograni" 

Page 1, line 12, strike "Counties" and insert "Any city or coun-
ty" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "them" and insert "it" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "any legal assistance corporation to" 

Page 1, line 14, strike "the corporation" and insert "nonprofit 
legal assistance corporations" 

Page 1, line 14, strike "to its residents the" and insert "legal 
services and representation to city or county residents" 

Page 1, line 15, strike "services" 

Page 1, line 15, strike "Cities may also make" 

Page 1, strike line 16 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the hilt 
was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Conzemius from the Committee on Health, Welfare and 
Corrections, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 197: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
hospitalization and commitment; providing review for the admis-
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sion and retention of mental patients in federal hospitals; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 253A.16, Subdivisions 1, 
2, 3, and 4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "and" 

Page 1, line 12, strike "federal hospital within the state" 

Page 1, line 17, strike ''and" and insert ". The commissioner 
may, upon written request from the appropriate federal authority, 
establish a review panel for any federal hospital within the state 
to review the admission and retention of patients hospitalized 
under chapter 253A. For any review board established for a federal 
hospital," 

Page 1, line 17, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 1, line 18, after "persons" insert "appointed by the 
commissioner'' 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Conzemius from the Committee on Health, Welfare and Cor
rections, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 727: A bill for an act relating to health and welfare; 
providing for the maintenance of service levels under the nutrition 
for the elderly program; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, after "to" insert "the governor's citizens council 
on aging through" 

Page 1, line 8, after "welfare" insert "for the biennium ending 
June 30, 1977" 

Page 1, line 9, strike ''maintaining" and insert "increasing" 

Page 1, line 10, strike "by" and insert "under Title 7 of" 

Page 1, line 10, strike the quotation marks 

Page 1, line 10, strike "American" and insert "Americans" 

Page 1, line 10, strike ", Title 7" and insert a period 

Page 1, strike line 11 

Page 1, line 12, strike "commissioner of" 

Page 1, strike lines 13 through 19 and insert "governor's 
citizens council on aging is authorized to expend this sum to 
supplement nutrition programs for the elderly. The governor's 
citizens council on aging may make grants for the provision of 
nutritionally sound meals and supportive social services to any 
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public or private nonprofit organization, institution, agency or 
Indian tribal organization. Policies and procedures for the award
ing of grants shall be determined by the governor's citizens council 
on aging in accordance with federal and state regulations." 

Page 1, strike lines 20 through 22 

Page 2, strike line 1 

Page 2, line 2, strike "3" and insert "2" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "maintenance" and insert "increase" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was 
re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1717: A bill for an act relating to the firemen's relief 
association and firemen's pensions in the city of Hibbing; amend
ing Laws 1935, Chapter 192, Section 1, as amended. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 10, after "be" insert "not less than $300 per month 
and shall be" 

Page 2, line 10, after "increased" delete the balance of the line 
and insert "from time to time after the effective date of this act by 
the same amount and in the same manner as if the member had re
tired after the effective date of Laws 1971, Chapter 614." 

Page 2, delete lines 11 to 14 

Page 2, lines 15 and 16, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 2, lines 29 to 32, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 3, lines 1 to 31, reinstate the stricken language and delete 
the new language 

Page 4, after line 27, insert a new section to read: 

"Sec. 2. From and after the effective date of this act, neither the 
city of Hibbing nor the firemen's relief association in the city of Hib
bing shall qualify for state fire aid pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 69, nor shall the commissioner of insurance certify such 
association to the county auditor as provided in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 69.021, unless the provisions of Laws 1971, Chapter 614, 
Section 2, are complied with. Such compliance shall be determined 
by the commissioner of insurance, and the association shall include 
the information needed for such determination with its annual finan
cial report required by Minnesota Statutes, Section 69.051 ." 

Renumber the remaining section 
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And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the Cal
endar of Ordinary Matters. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re-
1eferred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Chenoweth from the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban 
Affairs, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1207: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
providing for two additional commissioners for the St. Paul housing 
and redevelopment authority; requiring representation of low and 
moderate income areas; amending Laws 1963, Chapter 514, Section 
1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do pass. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 1187: A bill for an act relating to the operation of state 
government; providing for implementation of a state register for of
ficial notices by state departments; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 15.0412, Subdivision 4; and Laws 1974, Chapter 
344, Section 9. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 779: A bill for an act relating to retirement; including 
employees of the metropolitan inter-county council in membership 
in the public employees retirement association; amending Minne
BOta Statutes 197 4, Chapter 353, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, after 0 become" insert "coordinated'' 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the Cal
endar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1500: A bill for an act relating to the city of Buhl; 
police retirement and survivor benefits. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Report 
adopted. 
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Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1596: A bill for an act relating to the city of Farming
ton; authorizing an increase in firemen's relief association lump 
sum service pensions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1315: A bill for an act relating to the city of Red Wing; 
retirement and survivors benefits payable by the Red Wing fire
men's relief association. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 1428: A bill for an act relating to economic develop
ment, including Indian organizations in the definition of a rede
velopment area to provide eligibility for certain economic loans; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 4 72.03, Subdivision 3, 
and by adding subdivisions; and 472.11, by adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 447: A bill for an act relating to real estate brokers 
and salespersons; authorizing establishment of special licenses ap
plicable solely to the rental or management of real estate; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 82.20, Subdivision 1; and 82.22, 
Subdivision 6. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, strike "or management" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, strike "or management" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1335: A bill for an act relating to Aitkin county; 
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authorizing issuance of additional on-sale intoxicating liquor 
licenses. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 576: A bill for an act relating to commerce; authoriz
ing limited trust powers for commercial banks; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Chapter 48, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 339: A bill for an act relating to butter substitutes; 
identification of oleomargarine served in public places; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 33.111. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 16, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 33.095 and 33.096 
are repealed." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after "33.111" insert "; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Sections 33.095 and 33.096" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 638: A bill for an act relating to boxing; amending 
certain boxing commission rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 341.04; 341.05, Subdivision 1; 341.10; and 341.11. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, strike "athletic" and insert "boxing" 

Page 1, line 15, after the period insert "Notwithstanding the 
provisions of section 43.064,'' 

Page 1, line 15, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 1, line 16, reinstate "by the" 

Page 1, line 16, after the reinstated "by the" insert "commis
sioner of personnel" 
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Page 1, line 16, reinstate "at a sum not to exceed $6,000 per 
annum," 

Page 1, reinstate the stricken language in lines 17 and 18 

Page 3, line 3, strike "$350" and insert "$50" 

Page 3, line 5, strike "$200" and insert "$50" 

Page 3, line 7, strike "$50" and insert "$10" 

Page 3, line 9, strike "$75" and insert "$10" 

Page 3, line 9, after "in" insert "all other" 
Page 3, line 10, strike everything after "municipalities" 

Page 3, strike Jines 11 and 12 

Page 3, line 13, strike "municipalities of Jess than 2,500 
population" 

Page 3, after line 31, insert: 

"The commission shall not promulgate any rules which, if 
followed by a participant, would adversely affect his amateur 
status in states other than Minnesota." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 696: A bill for an act relating to small Joan com
panies; application and license fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Sections 56.02 and 56.08. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 218: A bill for an act relating to labor; regulating 
the powers, duties and procedures of the department of labor 
and industry; regulating the divisions of the department of labor 
and industry; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 175.08; 
175.16; 175.171; 175.20; and 175.27; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 175.18; 175.19; 175.21; 175.22; 175.23; 175.28; 
175.29; 175.30; 175.31; and 175.32. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Com
merce, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1659: A bill for an act relating to state banks; 
authorizing state banks to take second liens on real estate; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 48.19, Subdivision 1, and 
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by adding a subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 48.19, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 19, after "lien" insert "and is required to do so by 
federal statutes or regulations" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, 
the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Commerce, 
to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1711: A bill for an act relating to commerce; industrial 
loan and thrift companies; permitting loans on real estate, ex
tending the period of maturity, permitting certain charges on real 
estate loans, increasing the size of loans in ratio to committed 
reserves; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 53.04; and 
53.05. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page I, line 21, strike ", real estate if the loan is at" 

Page I, line 22, strike "least $2,000" 

Page 1, line 22, restore the stricken language 

Page 3, lines 8 to 15, strike the new language 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "permitting loans on real estate," 

Page 1, line 4, strike ", permitting" and insert "and" 

Page I, line 5, strike "certain charges on real estate loans," 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, 
the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy from the Committee on Labor and Commerce, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 858: A bill for an act relating to credit unions; per
mitting Minnesota central credit union to purchase shares of and 
make deposits in U.S. central credit union; permitting credit 
unions to deposit the reserve in balances due from U.S. central 
credit union; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 52.04 
and 52.17. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 1167: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
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registration and taxation; authorizing the transfer of number plates 
issued to a vehicle used in driver education courses in public 
schools to another vehicle used for the same purposes; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 168.12, Subdivision 1, as amend
ed. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 109: A bill for an act relating to the organization of 
state government; providing that heads of certain departments 
and other governmental units of the state shall serve at the plea
sure of the governor; eliminating obsolete language; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 16.01; 16A.0l, Subdivision 2; 
17.01; 45.02; 45.15; 84.01, Subdivision 2; 116.03, Subdivision 1; 
161.03, Subdivision 1; 175.001, Subdivision 1; 179.02; 196.02, Sub
division 1; 216A.06; 241.01, Subdivision 1; 245.03; 268.12, Subdivi
sion 1; 270.02, Subdivision 2; 298.22, Subdivision 1; 299A.0l, Sub
division 1; 360.014, Subdivision 2; 362.09, Subdivision 1; and 
363.04, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the fol
lowing: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 15.06, is amended 
to read: 

15.06 [APPOINTMENT OF DEPARTMENT HEADS; 
TERMS; DEPUTIES.] Subdivision I. [APPLICABILITY.] This 
section applies to the following departments or agencies: the 
departments of administration, aeronautics, agriculture, correc
tions, economic development, education, employment services, 
finance, health, highways, human rights, labor and industry, nat
ural resources, personnel, public safety, public welfare, revenue, 
and veterans affairs; the banking, insurance and securities divi
sions and the consumer services section of the department of 
commerce; the energy, housing finance and pollution control 
agencies; the office of director of the department of public service; 
the office of commissioner of iron range resources and rehabilita
tion; and the bureau of mediation services. The heads of the 
foregoing departments or agencies are referred to in this section as 
"commissioners". 

Subd. 2. [ASSUMPTION OF OFFICE.] The appointing author
ity shall submit to the president of the senate the name of an. 
appointee as commissioner within 90 days after the end of the 
term of a commissioner as defined in subdivision 3 and within 90 
days after the occurrence of a vacancy as defined in section 351.02. 
The commissioner shall take office when the senate notifies the 
appointing authority that it has advised and consented to the 
appointment. Prior to the advice and consent of the senate, the 
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appointing authority may designate the appointee as "acting com
missioner", and upon this designation the appointee shall immedi
ately have all the powers and emoluments and perform all the 
duties of the office. No person shall serve as acting commissioner 
after the senate has voted to refuse to advise and consent to his 
appointment. 

Subd. 3. [TERM.] The term of a commissioner shall end with 
the term of the governor. A commissioner other than the commis
sioner of personnel shall serve at the pleasure of the appointing 
authority. 

Subd. 4. [END OF TERM; VACANCY; ACTING COMMIS
SIONER.] At the end of the term of a commissioner, the incum
bent commissioner may at the discretion of the appointing author
ity serve as acting commissioner until his successor is appointed 
and qualifies. If at the end of a term of a commissioner the 
incumbent commissioner is not designated as acting commissioner, 
or if a vacancy as defined in section 351.02 occurs in the office of a 
commissioner, the deputy commissioner as defined in subdivision 6 
shall immediately become temporary commissioner without fur
ther official action. If there is more than one deputy commis
sioner, the appointing authority of the commissioner shall desig
nate which of the deputies shall be temporary commissioner. If 
there is no deputy commissioner, the appointing authority of the 
commissioner shall designate an acting commissioner. Upon the 
appointment of a commissioner and the designation of the appoin
tee as acting commissioner, the appointee shall immediately take 
the place of any other acting or temporary commissioner. Notice 
of the designation of an acting commissioner or assumption of 
office by a temporary commissioner shall be filed with the presi
dent of the senate with a copy delivered to the secretary of state. 

Subd. 5. [GENERAL POWERS OF COMMISSIONERS.] 
Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, the a commissioner 
.,.. heed ef aay sta~ dei,ariment e,, ageney shall have the follow
ing powers: 

fB-~ designate a di'lisien directer e,, ether sulle,dinate as his 
deyu~, ta serve as sueh at his 111-easure, with full autheri~ ta aet 
fer him; hut sulljeet te his eoobel; ood in ooee ef a •,aeaney in the 
aUiee ef BU-eh eemmiss;ener e,, lread, sueh Ei0!lut:t shall disehaFge 
the neeessary duties ef the effiee ....til the vaeaney be filledt 

W (1) To delegate to any of his subordinate effieers or 
employees the exercise ef sueh of his specified statutory powers or 
duties as he may deem advisable, subject to his control; provided, 
that every suelt delegation shall be made by written order, filed 
with the secretary of state; and further provided that only a 
deputy commissioner may have all the powers or duties of the 
commissioner; 

43-t (2) To appoint all subordinate effieers and employees in his 
d"l'9rtment er egeney and to prescribe their duties and m< their 
eeffl!lensatien ; provided, that all departments and agencies here
undet' shall be subject to the provisions of aay e¼Yil sel'Yiee law 
R8W m l,m,eafter enaeted, oe fm, 86 ft!l!llieaille chapter 43 ; 
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-f4t (3) With the approval of the commissioner of administra
tion, to establish withlll organize Hs department or agency Slleh 
ln1reaue 81' suhdi>,isie11s as he ma - advisable in the interest 
of economy and efficiency; and · 

-f&t ( 4) To prescribe l'lfles llfld reg.alati911S, 11et me011sietem 
with law; procedures for the ee11Eiuet internal management of his 
department or agency ~ ethei' BlftttePB WHhffi the 868p8 ei the 
fu11eti011s tae,eei, i11eluEiieg the eusteEly ~ presel'Yftti011 ef 
~e; ,eee,Eis, papePB, Eleeumeete; &M eiheP prepeP½', ftllQ the 
eertifieatie11 ef eepies ef papers ftllQ EieeUR1ents; pre•JiEieEI, taM 
SYeP¥ Nle 81' regulatie11 &Ueetillg ~ pere8R 81' 11ge11ey, eiheP ta&a 
a memBeP ef .tee ~epa,tment ep agenoy eeneeffl'eel, shall he ~ 
with the eeeretary el state to the extent that the procedures do 
not directly affect the rights of or procedure available to the public. 

Subd. 6. [DEPUTY COMMISSIONER.] For purposes of this 
section, a "deputy commissioner" shall also include a "deputy 
director" when the department head bears the title "director". A 
deputy commissioner of a department or agency specified in sub
division. 1 shall be in the unclassified civil service and shall be 
immediately subordinate to the commissioner. He shall have aU 
the powers and authority of the commissioner unless the commis
sioner directs otherwise, and he shall speak for the commissioner 
within and without the department or agency. The primary duty 
of a deputy shall be to assist the commissioner in the general 
management of the entire department or agency or of major parts 
thereof, and shall not consist of operating single functional areas. 
A deputy commissioner serves at the pleasure of the commis
sioner. 

Subd. 7. [NUMBER OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS.) Un
less specifically prescribed by statute, no department or agency 
specified in subdivision 1 shall have more than one deputy com
missioner. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, none of 
the departments or agencies shall have more than two deputy 
commissioners. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16.01, is amended to 
read: 

16.01 [COMMISSIONER OF ADMINISTRATION.] The 
department of administration shall be under the supervision and 
control of a commissioner of administration, in ooetiellS 16.01 te 
~ chapter 16 also referred to as the commissioner, wile shall 
be M effieie the state huEiget Eii,eete, IIR4 state pureheei11g ageet • 

The commissioner ef 11Eillllnistratie11, wile shall be m U11el11esi 
fieEi eePYiee, shall be appointed by the governor ; h3' ftllQ with the 
llElYiee ftllQ ee11&ellt ef the S8llde ieP a feur year teRB wllieh shall 
eeiDeiEle ~ ;&e teRB ef -the geyeme• QRQ until his 81:lseeseeP ie 
'1uly appemteEI ftllQ hae lfUIIHfieEI. !pita g~,emer ~ ,eme•Je tile 
enmm'ssie11er at ~ time ieP eause afte, ~ aRtl hearing. In 
ease ef a vaeaae-y, ~ g~iemer IBft3' appeint a ermminsieee, WM 
llRll11 immed½tely take effiee ftllQ shall 811RY en allef the duties ef 
the effiee Ulltil the ReH sessie11 ef the legislature, wlieB liie ap-
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pointmeet shall he S111lmitted te the sellftte fer app,e ,,al under the 
provisions of section 1 . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16A.0l, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of finance is a~~inted by the gov
ernor lly an4 with the &aYiee aREl eoRSeRt of seR&te under the 
provisions of section 1 • The commissioner oo appointed shall have 
broad experience as an executive financial manager. ~ co:rmis 
oieR0I' shall S0i'Ye et the pleasare ol the ge,,emoF. A vaeaBey iR the 
effiee el ;he eammissioner shall ee filreEi lly the go, emoF, with the 
adviee aaEI eoesent ef tee senate, 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16A.0l, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The commissioner may appoint two deputy commis
sioners, and a confidential secretary, each of whom shall serve at 
the pleasure of the commissioner in the unclassified service. E!i
eept as BlQY 9'e athePWise 13•01,ide& ieP ~ law; ~ eeRH&iesiene, 
shall mt the eompensatiee ef eaeh deputy. A deputy B1113' perioFm 
&BEl elfel'&ise II pewep; ~ 81" Fespeesillility imposed lly law 811 
tae semnHoeieeer wlleR authorize& 80 te El&~ ;he oommiesiese,. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 17.01, is amended to 
read: 

17.01 [CREATION OF DEPARTMENT; COMMISSIONER; 
DEPUTY.] There is heresy created a department of agriculture, 
which shall be in the charge of a commissioner ; wile shall ee iR 
lHlela:ssi!:e& sePViee, te he lmewn as .tee eommiesieeeP of agricul
ture, in chapter 17 called the commissioner ; wile • He shall be 
appointed by the governor ; lly an4 with the adYiee &BEl eensent el 
the senate feF ft feaF ye&F term whieh shall eoiReide with the term 
ef the go,•emor and QRtil his saeoessor is ~ appointed aREl has 
~ ~ gerlCHtOF Hlft3' l!efAOVC -the eommiseiOR'el' &t ~ time 
feF e&lilSe after Retiee aREl hearieg. Gn J&Blilftry i; ~ the term ef 
the iRelilRllleet eommissioner ef agriealtare shall 8lfllire. IR ease el 
a vaeaney, ;1:ie gor,1emeP ~ atJ}39inf; a eeB'IR\issioneF whe shaH 
immediately take effiee aREl shall earry 811 all ef the daties ef the 
effiee QRtil the ReKt sessioe ef the legislatare, when his u:J.ll eint 
meet shall ee Slilllmitted w the seeate feF appre•J&I er the 
provisions of section 1 . Before entering upon the duties of his 
office, he shall take aREl Slilllseriee the oath required of state of
ficials aREl give his llend te the state ef MiRneset&, t& ee &flpPo,•ed 
hY; &RG ales ~ the seereta.ry ef state; feF the S1HR ef $li,0QO, 
eeeelitieeed feF -the faithfal perfermaeee ef his daties . He may 
appoint a deputy wile shall Ire iR the nnei&ssified sel'Yiee, commis
sioner &BEl saeh ether IISSistants, clerks; aREl empleyeee as oeeesiee 
fRftY P8Ef1HPC • 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 43.001, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of personnel is appointed by the 
governor lly aRd with the adYiee aREl eeRSent ef the seeate feF ft 
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teRB whlell seinoides with the teRB el the ge,,emeP llft6 'llllffl his 
eaeeesseF ie &Illy 111111eimea aRQ qaalifies under the provisions of 
section 1 . He shall have broad experience in a managerial position 
including about five years as an executive personnel manager in 
one or more organizations essentially similar in complexity to 
state government. The governor may remove the commissioner 
only for cause, and after a public hearing. A vaellftey in the effiee 
el the eemmiesieneF slwill Ile filled BY the 111111eiming aatheFity 19P 
il=le u!mKpireEl ten& 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.001, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The commissioner may appoint two deputy: commis
sioners and a confidential secretary, each of whom shall serve at 
the pleasure of the commissioner in the unclassified service. &l
eept ae ma,y Ile etherwiee prewled 19P BY law, the eemmiesieneF 
shall Hlf the eempensaaen el eaeh aep1H3· ermmisdenel\ A llepaty 
eemmiosiower may- peff8RB aBQ e:1:ePeiee a ~ ~ a, ~ 
opeasil>i)Hy impeseEI ~ law en tile eo:lllffHssieeel' WReR' MKAori55ed 
ee te 48 BY the eemmiosieneF. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 45.02, is amended to 
read: 

45.02 [COMMISSIONERS; APPOINTMENT, TERMS, 
VACANCIES.] The governor; BY ana WKh the aw,,iee llfili eea
sem el the senal;e, shall appoint the members of the commission 
under the provisions of section 1 . !l%a teF!R el eaeh memeeF shall 
Ile m ye&FS, IB ease el a vaellftey K shall Ile filled 19P the IIRelffliPe• 
peFaeR el the teFHh Each member of the commission, before enter
ing upon the discharge of his duties, shall take ; s110oel'ihe, and file 
with the secretary of state ; the oath of office prescribed by the 
constitution ; llft6 shall gwe e8REl te the el;a-te, the rrmmiesioneF ef 
NRfiS in ,tl=ie amount ei $80,000, ~ eommiosiE>Rer ef HlsuPH:ee ia 
the ame11Rt ef $S!i,999, llfi'1 the eemmissieneF ef se011Fiaes in the 
ameant ef $19,999, oenditiened lei' the fllithml disehapge ef a 
QQQes ERIFiBg his eentinallfiee in effiee llfi'1 feF the payment with
eat aeley te the. effieeF 8F pel'S&R entitled hy law thel'ete el all 
meneys 'l\<hieh shall eeme ¼Rte his hllBlle BY 'l'iPtae theFeef. 

A majority of the commission shall constitute a quorum. 

Eaeh eemmiosioneP shaD reeeive a ~ iB a& ameYBt set; h¥ 
the legiGffltllFe pay-ejile semi menthly, llfi'1 ~ shall ae<Jete his 
entiPe ame te the QQQes e1 his~ · 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 45.15, is amended to 
read: 

45.15 [ESTABLISHMENT OF CONSUMER SERVICES SEC
TION.] A section of consumer services is established in the de
partment of commerce under the supervision and control of a 
director of consumer services. The director of consumer service$ is 
appointed by the governor ; BY IIB'1 with the aw,,iee an4 eeBSellt ef 
the senate, fel' a feap ye&F 4leRB whieh eeall eemeille ~the~ 
ef tile ge¥eFBer anEl IIRtil a eaeeeeseF is Elaly 111111eiBted llfi'1 qaali-
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fies, A ve.eaaey in the effiee ef Em"eete• shall 9'e filleEi fel the 
unapired te¼'IR under the provisions of section 1 . 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 84.01, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of natural resources is appointed by 
the governor , BY and with the adviee and eeRSeat ei the ee!laie 
fel a feQI' year teRB whieh shall eeiReide WHh the term ei tile 
geYemeP and until his saeeesse• ie duly ftflf18iRted and ftll&lifiee. 
A vaeimay in the eifiee ei the ermmieoiener shall ~ filled fel tile 
a&ffifpired pol'4;ien e~ tire term under the provisions of section 1 . 
The commissioner may appoint a deputy whe shall - at tile 
pleas\lfe &f .the eemmiseioner in .the \Utelassifieel eeA'iee. ~ 
eaJa.,y a! aael> deJ'?ty is fiired BY -the eemmissiener e,,eeyt whea 
othePWiee elft:IPesely pPoir.ideEl .fer ~ fflW; ~ deputy RHlY PN
felm and e1,ereise eyery fl8Wet'; duty, and re6f1ensihility imt)esed 
BY law Qfl8D the eemmissiener when aatheri111ed se te ae BY tile 
eommiesiener commissioner . 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116.03, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

116.03 [DIRECTOR.] Subdivision 1. (a) The office of director 
of the pollution control agency is created and is under the super
vision and control of the director, who is appointed by the gover
nor BY and with the eensent ei the eenat,,e fel' a ieur year teRB; 
whieh shall eeineide with the term ei the gw, erner, and until llis 
eueeeseer is~ ftf:Jpoi&tcd &REI (fQ&lifies. !Ale g01.iemer IBft¼' e
meve the direeter at any time at IHo pleasQl'e. A ·J&ea1ley in the 
effiee &f Eli•eeter shall 9'e filleEi BY the ge·,erner BY and witlt 
the eensent M the 8ell8.f;e; fel the ane1,pired periien ei the term 
under the provisions of section 1 . 

W ~ &rder -ta e!ifledite the estaelishing nRd funetieniRg et the 
polluti:oR eenffel ageRey, -tile go,r,1eme• shall iorthwHh a,peiBfi aa 
aetiRg direeter, whe shall !lave all the f18'11'0PB aREl duties ei the 
direeter es pre·lided iD seetieRB m te 116,08, ~ eetiDg diree
ter may ~ a persen in the serviee &I the state at tire time el Iii& 
ftflf18intment, and whe wliile serving ae aetiDg Elireeter is en I.eave 
ef ahsenee fr&m his regular effiee &r pesitien in the stalie sef'Yiee, 
~ aetiDg Elireeter shall - ae 6lleh until the Em"eeta• iG &fl-
11eCnted and E1aalifies os sue!> Elireeter, pending the ahelishment el 
~ WMeP pollaties eeeti:el eammiseien as spee:fiett in seetiea 
ll~.02, salul-MSien 5; the direeter &r aeting Em"eeter, a& the ease 
may: &e;- is .;he seeEet&Py el SQeR eommiesiee in lieu el~ eea:etary 
aRE1 e1,eeati'.'e effieer ei tire Mate &&&rd ef health, 

-fet (b) The director may appoint a deputy director and an 
assistant director who shall be in the unclassified service. ~ 
direetar 1DftY desigRSte the dBfluty Eli-reeter t& the ageney t& aet in 
his steaEi as a memser, with all his rigftte and privil~ taerein, &I 
~ ageeey, l3eHQ; eommittee; w eemmission teM EHl'eeter is 
made a memher &I BY law, ~e designatie~ shall ~ file4I witlt 
eeeretary &I Mate. !l!he salary el the ~~l&ulll·~~ flireeta!' and el the 
assiMaat EliPeet0Peliell~1n•er/ideQ 9¥J.awi. 
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Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116H.03, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The agency shall be under the supervision of the direc
tor who shall organize the agency &00 emIJloy oaeh e4Jiel, offieem, 
agents &Bd e!BIJloyees as are neeessary t0 OOffY &\It the Nmetions 
&f the ageney. l)uties &f eueh effieem, agents aRd emIJley>ees shall 
be oo SIJcoified by the d.i,,eet,,i,. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116H.03, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The director shall be appointed by the governor with 
the ad¥iee &Bd eonseat &f the seaate, te a four year term whieh 
shall eoineide with the term a! the go,•eFBor &Bd rm-til his sueeessor 
is duly ftfJl!Ointed lllHl qualmed under tire provisions of section 1 . 
In appointing the director the governor should give due considera
tion to the listing of names submitted by the commission pursuant 
to section 1168.04. ~ direetor shall serve at the IJieasure af the 
go•,eFBOF. 

A , ... eaney iR the &ffiee ef direetor shall be filled by the ge¥eFBor 
&Bd the ReW 0flll0ffitee skall i1R1Redi<>tcly -laake &ffiee &Bd earry &\It 
ell duties rm-til the Relit session af the legislature when his ftl'" 
JK)intmeat shall be submitted te the seRflte ~ eonfiF!Bation. 

The director may appoint a deputy wile shall ser¥e at his pleas
ure . The salaries of the director and the deputy shall be fixed by 
the governor until otherwise expressly provided for by law. ~ 
deIJuty may be authorised by the direetor ta fJeffOFIB every duty, 
pew8I' and resIJonsibiEty imposed 8R the di,eeter URlese ""l'PeBsly 
ferbie.aea by law, The director and his deputy shall serve in the 
unclassified service and shall be members of the Minnesota state 
retirement system. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.03, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

161.03 [COMMISSIONER OF HIGHWAYS.] Subdivision 1. 
[OFFICE CREATED.] The office of commissioner of highways is 
created. He shall be appointed by the governor , by and with the 
adYiee 8RG eenseat ef the 8€llate feF a faur-year term whieh ehell 
eeinside with the term af the ge•leFBer wMl until hil; sueeessor is 
duly 0IJll8inted w>d 11ualifies. ~ go•,eFBer may remo•le ftRY OOIB
missioner at ftRY time feF eeuse after ....tiee aRd hearing. Ia ease &f 
a •,aeaRey, the goYeFBer may aIJIJOint a eommissioner, wile shall 
immediately telre effiee aRd skall OOffY 8R ell af the duties af the 
~ uRtil the Rat sessiOR af the legislature, wheH his ftfJl!Oint 
meat shall be submitted te the 8eR8te for &flflFO','lll. ~ eommis 
sioRer shall be iR URelassWed serviee. 9B January 4, -1911-; the 
term af the iReumbent eammissioner af highways shall eEpire 
under the provisions of section 1 . 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.03, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEPUTY COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner 
may appoint a deputy wile shall serve in the elassified serviee af 
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the state commissioner . The de1mty may 11erlerm ,md .,..e,cise 
evepY f}9WeF; QQty, ftBd ,es11ensibility im11oseli ey law 'llf!0D the 
ee miosi0Bcr wheB se Htheri2ed by the e(lrom;ssieaer. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 175.001, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

175.001 [DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY.] 
Subdivision 1. [CREATION AND ORGANIZATION.] The de
partment of labor and industry is created under the supervision 
and control of the commissioner of labor and industry which office 
is hereby established. The commissioner of labor and industry , 
who shall be in aeelassHieli s0l"Y-iee, shall be appointed by the 
governor lly ,md with the a<!Yiee ,md eoeseet ef the eeeate fel' a 
fem,.~ t8l'rn whiai shall eomeilie with the t8l'rn ef the go•.>emeF 
,md ae-til his saeecssor is lialy ftl'l'Oieteli nna has 11aalifieli, ,g,,, 
gevemo• IR8Y Pemo•,e the eamrnisoioR81' at aey time fel' eaaee afteF 
R8tise ,md hcaFiBg. le ease ~ a vaeaeey, the go•. emor may ap
peiet a rmrrn'ssioee,, who shall iteHreliiately take offiee aed shall 
e8ffY ee all ef the daties ef the offiee aetil the ee..t sessiee ef the 
Iegislatare, whee his 81'!19ietrneet shall lie sabrnitteli to the eeaate 
fer Qjljll'{l"!al. 9a Janaary 4, 19'1+; tire term ef the inearnbeet 
eomrnissioe81' shall eltflH'8 under the provisions of section 1 . 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 179.02, is amended to 
read: 

179.02 [BUREAU OF MEDIATION SERVICES.] Subdivision 
1. There is hereby established in the li0jl8Ftrneet ef lab8l' awl 
inliast.y a bureau of mediation services , bat em ie aey way 
sabjeet to the eeetrol ef the !10j18rtrneet. ~ bareaa shall be 
under the supervision and control of a director. !:l'he offiee ef 
lii,ect0F shall, as ~ the effeetive date ef this &et, be filled lly the 
JICrEee thea helmng the effiee ef lab8l' eoec;iiato, nna his term 
shall e,,pire as ef the date his term ft6 lab8l' eoeeiliato, weald ruwe 
el<jlireli. Thepea!te• The director shall be appointed by the gover
nor with the adviee ,md eoeseet of the seeate. lie shall hoM offiee 
fel' a t8l'rn ef fear yeaFS under the provisions of section 1 . 

Subd. 2. The governor may, from time to time, appoint special 
mediators to aid in the settlement of particular labor disputes or 
controversies who shall have the same power and authority as the 
director with respect to such digpute and such appointment shall 
be for the duration only of the particular dispute. Such special 
mediators shall be paid a per diem of $75 per day while so engaged 
and their necessary expenses. The director shall prepare a roster 
of persons qualified to act as such special mediators and keep the 
same revised at all times and available to the governor and the 
public. 

Subd. 3. The director may employ and discharge meliiatoFS, 
elerks mt4 ethel' employees as needed, mt their e81Pjleesat;oe, and 
assign them their duties. AB el the effective !late el this set the 
,li,,isioe of eeeeiliatioe, OOl'etofo,e establiske!I, shall be abolisheli, 
mt4 all el its po"·ers nna daties traesf81're!I to the bareaa el 
meliiatioe sel'viees. Aey mattcFS pee<!ieg in eF lly the ,li,,qsioe ef 
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eonoiliation as ei S\¼eh date shall ~ BREI taereaner he eanied en 
!n the name ei the b>1Pea>1 of mediation se!'Yiees. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 196.02, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

196.02 [COMMISSIONER OF VETERANS AFFAIRS.] Sub
division 1. [APPOINTMENT; QUALIFICATIONS.] The depart
ment shall be under the supervision and control of a commissioner 
of Veterans' Affairs who shall be appointed by the governor ey 
BBQ with the adYiee ftRft eeru;en; ei tlle 8SRflte fer a fem'~ teHR 
wllieil shall eoinside with the term ei the !IO'rerno• ftRft tiRtil his 
oueeessor is ~ appaiBted and has t=tualified, ~ gor;emor m&¥ 
rema•,e tl,e eolRHliseiener at ~ time fer ea>l88 after netiee ane 
hearing. ~ eomz"Bissioner sh&H he iB unslassiH:ed seMee under 
the provisions of section 1 . No person shall be eligible to receive 
appointment as commissioner unless he has the following qualifi
cations: 

( 1) Residence in the state of Minnesota for at least five years 
prior to his appointment; 

(2) Citizenship in the United States; 

(3) Veteran of the armed forces of the United States as defined 
in section 197.447. 1B ease ei a •,aeaney, tac go•,emor ~ &Jl!lBint 
a eomrni,sioner, wile shall ffl!TD.ediately take effiee ftRft shall e8ffY 
en all ei the Ekltie& ei tae effiee tiRtil the R8l<t seseion ei the 
legislat>1re, WAeft hls aiiiiointmORt shall be s>lbmitted te ;Ire SCR8te 
fer aiiii•o•,'111. en Jan..a,y 4; ~ the term ei the inelHRbORt 
f!8RlR!issienel shall~ 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 216A.06, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

216A.06 [DIRECTOR.] Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT OF 
OFFICE, APPOINTMENT; TERM.] The office of director ei 
the administra~ive division of the department of public service is 
hereby established. He shall be appointed by the governor with 
the aEWiee and eensent ei the senate, fer a fo>1r yeaP term &Rd the 
iRi-tial term te elfflff8 8R the first Meneay iR Jan>1ary, W!7+ under 
the provisions of section 1 . 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 241.01, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

241.01 [CREATION OF DEPARTMENT.] Subdivision 1. 
[COMMISSIONER.] The department of corrections fo aereby 
created under the control and supervision of the commissioner of 
corrections which office is hereby established. The commissioner 
of corrections ; wile shall he iR >1nelassifieEI sel'Yiee, shall be select
ed without regard to. political affiliation and shall have wide and 
successful administrative experience in correctional programs 
embodying rehabilitative concepts. The commissioner shall be ap
pointed by the governor ; ey ftRft with the aEWiee &BEi eonsent of 
the 89Rate fer a fem'~ term wllieil shall eoineiEle wit!\ the term 
ef the g9';emor ane tiRtil his e>1eeessor is d..ly ll!l!l eiRteEI BBQ has 
1111:aBfieEl. !Rle got.i:cmor ~ ,emor;e tee eemmissiener M ftR¥ t;ime 
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lei' eaaee ~ ~ &Ba he~ !B ease &f II vaeeaey, the 
gevemer ~ appoiet a eommissianer, whe slMtH immediately tHe 
effiee IIBQ shell ellff:',' 8R ell ef -the &mies &f the effiee URtil -the 
Relit S'eSSi8R &f -the legislat,ne, wk,98 ftis eppeiatFAeat ohell ee 
s1:18mitted -ta -the senate fflr approval. GB January 4; ~ .the 
~ ef -the iae1mlileat eeFAFAissieaer shell ei;pire under the provi
sions of section 1 . 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 241.01, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DIVISIONS; DEPUTIES.] The commissioner of cor• 
rections may appoint and employ no more than ielH' two deputy 
commissioners whe shell eerYe e-t -the pleesare &f '61¼e eeFARl¼ssieaer 
iR -the aaelessi!ied serYiee &f the stete eiYil eeFYiee . Eaeh depaty 
FAIi:',' perfoFFA IIRd e!fePeise eYeF:'f ~ pewer eRd respeasi.hility 
i~esefl ~ law upen ;he eemmissioRe:F when 1¼1:lthePised -te se &e 
&y the seFAmissieaer. AppeiRtFAeBts ta e!fePeise e.elegated pewer 
llfillli ee ey writtea 6l'Q8i' filea with -the seeretery &f state, Eeeh 
eep1,1-ty FAIi:',' f'eH&FFA 11Rd e..ereise eYeF:'f ~ pewer, IIBa f861'8R· 
sihil4ty impeB'E!El ~ law QP8H the eommissioner waeB auth0Fi2ed Ge 
ie ae &y -the ee!BFAlssleRer, The commissioner may also appoint a 
personal secretary, who shall serve at his pleasure in the unclassi
fied civil service &f -the steAe; llBQ filf -the ~ &f Sflffl seere~ary 
eofflII¼ensuPate with salaries fei: similar senrioes ¼R tae elassifieel 
service. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 245.03, is amended to 
read: 

245.03 [DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE ESTA
BLISHED; COMMISSIONER.] There is hereey created IIBa 
est&hlishea a department of public welfare. A commissioner of 
public welfare shall be appointed by the governor with -the ll6Yiee 
IIBa eeRSem &f -the seRe-te fer a ie!H'-year teFFA whleh llfillli eeiaeide 
with the t'eFFA &f -the ge,,ei'fieP IIBa aRtil hie saeeesser ie daly 
eppeiatee! llBQ hes Ej:aalifled. ~ ge,,erR81' FAIi:',' reFAe,,e the eeFA· 
FAissieaer e-t IIR:'f -tiFAe fer 8IIQ88 IHtei' R9tiee eRd l!eariag, !B ease ef 
a r;aeancy, .tRe ge•remer Rla-¥ &pf)oint a eommissioner, wh& &Bftll 
hamedietely take effiee IIBa shell ellff:',' 8R ell ef -the d..ties ei -the 
effiee aRtil the R6<t sessiea el '6A8 legislatare, wl!eR l!is appeiat 
~ shell ee saeFAitted ie tl!e seRMe fer appre,;al under the 
provisions of section 1 . The commissioner ; whe sl!ell ee iR 
QR8fllssiliea seFYiee, shall be selected on the basis of ability and 
experience in welfare and without regard to political affiliations. 
Saejeet te tire pre,,isisas &f seetieas 24a,.Q3 te ~ &Re &t1!er 
ftl',f,llieaele law 1 ReW er liereiaafter eaaeted, The commissioner 
shall l!aYe -the pewer te erg11Ri2e l!is departFAeRt iR SQM FA&RRer 11G 
lie FAIi:',' aeeFA ll'8eessary, IIBa te appoint a deputy commissioner iR 
aaelessifled eeFYiee • He sl!all else appoiRt llQM &tl!er s1H10rdiaate 
omeel'B, eFAployees 11Ba ageRts as lie FAIi:',' aeeFA ll'8eessary te dis
el!arge -the faaetieas of t1iE, e!epartFAeat ; llBQ aefiRe -the d..ties ei 
llQeA effleers, eFApleyees IIBa ageRts IIBa to delegate te '6AeFA IIR:'f &f 
l!le pe,.,;ers 81' d..ties saejeet ie ftis eeatrel 11Ba QRQeP llQeA eeaei
Q8RS as lie !'Ally preseriee, At>f,&iatFAeRts ie e!fereise delegated 
pewere sl!ell ee writtea ere!ere filea with -the seeretary of state. 
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~ eemmissieee~ shell gwe ileBa iB the SIHB ef $Hl,QQQ. 9R Jea. 
~ 4; ~ ~ -tena ei tae ineambent oommisoiene, saaD eQire, 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 268.12, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

268.12 [CREATION.] Subdivision 1. [DEPARTMENT OF EM
PLOYMENT SERVICES; COMMISSIONER.] -fl+ There is 
herell::r created aBd estelllished a department of employment ee-
81H'ity whleh shell Ile the -- -te ;he di'lis!ee ef eRlJlleymeet 
&Ba see1uit::r, whiM saiol Eii¥isiee is herell::r ellelished as a EiMSien 
ef the dejlartmeet ef eeeial seeurit::r ao este131ished ey l,aws ~ 
Artiele ¥H; Seetiee 1~ services under the control of~ a commis
sioner ef emjlleymest seearity who shall be appointed by the 
governor with the &dYiee arul eeeseet ef the seeate fer a fOIH-;Yl!IK' 
term whieh shell eeieeide with the term ef ;he ge,;ereer &Ba ue;il 
his saseeoser is Eluly appe:eted &Ba has EtYBli~ied, -ta administer 
this eaajlter as ihe eame may herea~r !rem -time -te time ee 
araendeB. ~ eemmissieaer, We& shall Be iR l¼Belessified eeniee, 
m&;Y Ile :removed lly the gevereer at QR;Y time fer 0Qll88 !liter R&tiee 
&Ba hearmg under the provisions of section I . The commissioner 
shall be selected on the basis of ability and experience and without 
regard to political affiliations. le ease ef a •;ae&e;Y, the ge,;ereer 
m&;Y ~iRt e eemmiseieeer, wh& shell imm:Eiiately ~ effiee 
ae4 eMry 8R ell ef the eu¥.es ef the effiee ue-al the Re!ft 
sessiee ef ;ke legislata,e, wl:lea ms ftt3pointme11t shell 98 olHlmitteEI 
-te the eeRate fer &jljlrevat 9R Jeeua~ 4, ~ the term~ the 
ieeambent eominissieee, sllaD ~4>jeet ;& iae p,01.ieiens el 
B'l!etiees ~ -te 268M &Ba ethe!' &fltH-ieellle laws R9W OF here
&Uei' eeaeted, the eemmissieeer shell he¥e the jl8Wel' -te OFgMme 
his Qejl!INmeB; iR sueh maRRet' as he may aeem eeeessary, 
A!l!l8intmeete te eJ<er:ise delegated !)ewers shall Ile writtes Off!em 
filed with ;he se0f:':ary ~ state, ~ salM;Y ~ the eemrmss:eeer 
shell Ile jlreserillea lly the legislature aBd he 6fiall gwe ll8ft& iR the 
- ef $1Q,QQQ, 

43+ Ali J)Poeeeelmgs, ~ aeiions, preseeutiens el! e;eef lN@i. 
ReSS 11ederted.ee OF eemmeeeea prier -te Ajll'4l 2-1; -We3; lly the 
Eiwioiae of emjlle:.rmeet aBd oe:urity aBd QR;Y ether matte,s ef the 
ai,;isien ~ emjlleymest aREl seeal'ity jleREiiRg ~ the time ef the 
jl&ssage ef ;his ae; may Ile eeedueted &BEl eemjll:ted l,y the eew 
aejlartmeet ~ emjllaymeet seearit::r iR the same m&RRer aBd 
\!Raef the same terms aBd eeBElitieRs aR4 wi;h the same effeet as 
taoYgh. it ~ \Hlecrtali8R, eommensed 8f eondueteel er eompleteel 
lly eai& fil¥iaien ~ emjlieymeet aREl seeurity prier ~ Slleh eh&ge, 
All kmetiees, 1)8\\'ers aREl Ei-uties ef sueh Ei..4'isi8R ef eRlJlieymem; 
IIRQ Beelli'ity are l,y this aet aseigRed !IBa traeeferred te the 
depart moat ei emplo~"meet security. 

+4+ All the !)ewers &Ba Ei-utiee R9W yeeteEi iR 81' iRlJleeed Ujl8R the 
Eiireeter ef the EIW:SiOR of emjl!e::rmeet !IBQ s:::r as fl Eii•/4eiaR ol 
the Ei~r;meet ef &aeial seeu!'ity !lfe herlly in aBd im~osed 
Ujl8R eemmiseieeer of eRlJlleymeet seeurit::r. 

All ~ the emjlleyeee ef eaid Eii,;isiee ef em!)leymeet aBEl seelffity 
Mil herelly trS:Rsierrea te ;he aejlartmeet ef emjlleymeet seeurit::r 
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e1eateel ~ ~ seetioe, ftBQ saie eommissioner ehaR talie ~ el 
saiEI empleyeee anti shell em13ley them m the eKePeise of the re
BJleet:ve iuaotioas, ~Fe &Rd tiaties tfaasfeFFeEl as af01esai• 
witho1:1t reflaetion &f eempeesatiee 9' eMI seMee ~ eeje~• 
ey saia em13leyeeo a; the time of 8\leR tF&Rsfep, BIHljeet, hewe•;ep, 
ie Mange ef teH&ination ei employment, eompenoation e, eiw 
sePJ4ee statas as may be etherwiee 1310•,ided ey law, 

~ All Gthe,, ~ 8i' f38ffS a! aets ROW m effeot iReensisteat wit1t 
tho 131e•Ae:eas of this s:etiea are he1eey 1e13ealed, BY13epeede4l, 
medif¼ea 8i' amea4ea se f&l' as aeeessa,y t& eeafe,m -to &Rd giff 
fall~ &Rd~ t& the 13Pe\isieas ef ;his seetiea. 

-fGt I,aws rn, Cha13te• c03, shall take ~ &Rd be m f8N8 
fFem &Rd af~ as f3&S8&!let fli'0','iaea, that RO t•&Rsfe, of fHaetiens, 
PigM&, 13ewa,s, ElYties, 8i' ~ me4e thereey shall take effeai 
..mil the eemmissieae, of #le aeya,tmeat ta WB{lfR the same ape 
tfaaefeRee shell ha-Ye beeR a1313eiated, takes hie oath of offioe aR4 
fileEl oath &Rd eeR4 m the affi.ee of the see,eta,y ei ~tat aR4 URtil 
then .the former ai'lioioa er agency yest;ea therew4th. sliaD eontieYe 
t& eKe,eise &Rd 13e1feom sl¼eh fyaetieas, ,½gh-ts, 13e·vePS, &Rd ElYties, 
aR4-tohaYe~ofsY8hiuRae, 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 270.02, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TERM.] The commissioner of revenue shall be ap
pointed by the governor ey &Rd with the a4Y:-ee &Rd eeaseat of tile 
Bellftte fOP a rea, yeM te,m whieh shall eeiaeide with the te,m of 
tile g&Yem&I' umil his sYeeessep is EMI½' a1313eiated &Rd 11:ualifiel. 
under the provisions of section 1 . The commissioner ; who shell ee 
in uaelaoeifiee! ser,,iee, shall be selected on the basis of ability and 
experience in the field of tMatioR aR4 tax administration and 
without regard to political affiliations. ~e ge•}eme, may ,eme•.re 
the eommiesioRN at &R3' time ~ -, al;ei, ROtiee &Rd heaPiRg. 
kl ease ei a vaeancy, .the ~ovemor ~ appoint a eemn:rissioner, 
who shall tal.e offiee immediately &Rd shell e&ffY eR the au-ties oI 
the offioe u&ti1 the ReKt sessiea of the legislaty,e, wheR MIi 
a1313eiatmeat is suemitted ~ the &eRa-te fol' a1313Pe'Jal. ~ eom
mlssieae, shall gwe &OR& -to the state m the sum of $2QQ,QQQ. ~ 
pei'SOR eeeu13yiag tile 13esitioa of eommissieae, of taxatiea SB Jilly 
1; ~ shall &e e!esigaated ae eemmissieael of reveaue, OBd hie 
teP!B of offi% shall eeiaeiee with the ,t,e,m of the offi€e ef ge•;emeP. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 298.22, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

298.22 [IRON RANGE RESOURCES AND REHABILITA
TION.] Subdivision 1. GB aR4 &#er Ju½' 1; ±969; (1) There is 
heleey appropriated from the general fund for the purposes here
inafter set forth. five percent of all amounts oaid and crP,Htetl to 
said fund from the proceeds of taxes paid under the provisions of 
sections 298.01 to 298.21. 

(2) The office of commissioner of iron range resources and 
rehabilitation is he,eey created. The commissioner shall be ap
pointed by the governor ; with the &EMee flRa eeaseat of tile 
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seMte ffif a feur yea., tem, whieh shall eeiBeide wi-th the tem, 8f 
the ~ rmtil his Sll€eessffi' is GH!y appeiated aad has (l\IBH
fied. 'I'he g<WCffl9l' mey ,emo•,e the e0mmissi0aer at aay time fer 
eause afwi, ....tiee aad a~ariag. -m ease 8f a ,•aeaacy, the ge>,eraer 
may appeiat a eemmi£lli-, wile shall ;ake {#.lee immediately 
aad shall earry OD tire ~ 8f the effiee ..mil the -~ sessiOD 8f 
the leg::-slature, wlaea his awlliatmoot shall l,e submitted ta the 
seaate fer appro,,al under the provisions of section 1 . 

(3) The salary of the commissioner, wae shall l,e ia uaclassified 
service, shall be paid from the amounts appropriated by this sec
tion; provided, that such salary shall be reduced by such amount 
as he may receive from other funds, and the commissioner may 
hold such other positions or appointments as are not incompatible 
with his duties as commissioner of iron range resources and reha
bilitation. The commissioner may appoint a deputy commissioner 
whe shall setve ia the uaclessifiecl smvice a~ the pleaSIH'e ~ the 
eemm.Cssieacr . All expenses of the commissioner, including the 
payment of such assistance as may be necessary, shall be paid out 
of the amounts appropriated by this section. 

( 4) When the commissioner shall determine that distress and 
unemployment exists or may exist in the future in any county by 
reason of the removal of natural resources of a possibly limited use 
thereof in the future and the decrease in employment resulting 
therefrom, now or hereafter, he may use such amounts of the 
appropriation made to him in this section as he may determine to 
be necessary and proper in the development of the remaining 
resources of said county and in the vocational training and rehabil
itation of its residents. For the purposes of this section, "develop
ment of remaining resources" includes, but is not limited to, the 
promotion of tourism. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 299A.01, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

299A.01 [DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY; CREATION 
AND ORGANIZATION.] Subdivision 1. -m 6l'eel' that the Hme
ti,,..s aad serviees 8f the state 8f Mir.neseto. relatiai: te the safety 
aR4 eea¥caiew,e 8f its el1;iuens mig!:t 1,e eeercliaakcl aad aireeted 
ffi an 11ccessil,lc, iaeati§ahle ma-, ,ma te premete aad iaSIH'e 
the e1<istiai: pul,lie safety eperatie!IB 8f that i:0•,ernmeat, The de
partment of public safety is created under the supervision and 
control of the commissioner of public safety, which office is esta
blished. The commissioner of public safety is appointed by the 
governor , l,y a,,d with the aaviee aaa eeaoont 8f the eeI¥.Ee fa,, 
feur year ~ !I%e gevernor may ,eme•,e the cemmissieae, ORiy 
fer ~ alre, "' f>Ul:,li4 !,ce.riag. A vaeaaey iR the ef~Cce 8f the 
eemmiseirne, shall he fill.eel fer the nac1<pirea fl8!!~ 8f the tem, 
under the provisions of section 1 . The commissioner may appoint 
a deputy commissioner whe shall setve at the plee51H'e 8f the 
cem-,,isoiePer ia tac unclass;£ie4 se•,foe . 'I'he selary 8f BHeh doo
uty is fu<"'1 hy the eemmissiener C!<Cept wheH etherwioc eltflressly 
J'l"9"4iecl ro,, hy law. 'I'he cl0 aHt'I may aede,m and e,rercise every 
fl8WCl'; au-ty, aRa P€8fl9RBihility imacsea 1,y Jaw HflOD the ecmmis 

• --L-- th . -~ ·- ~-l-. .. LL- •• 8l0BeF ~ au~-~Sl'lZt'tt sa ~ ~ -,:;,-y 'bttt: eemHH□srnee,. 
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Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 299A.0l, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The duties of the deputy commissioner shall include , 
in aedi'ion ta ooeh ~ fanctiaas aBEI respoesibilities as may be 
eelegatee 0P aesigned by the eommissioeer or imposee hy law; the 
following: (a) The coordination, development and maintenance of 
services contracts with existing state departments and agencies 
assuring the efficient and economic use of advanced business 
machinery including computers; 

(b) The execution of contracts and agreements with existing 
state departments for the maintenance and servicing of vehicles 
and communications equipment, and the use of related buildings 
and grounds; 

(c) The development of integrated fiscal services for all di
visions, and the preparation of an integrated budget for the de
partment; 

(d) The establishment of a planning bureau within the depart
ment, which bureau shall consult and coordinate its activities with 
the state planning director. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 360.014, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. There is hereby created the office of commissioner of 
aeronautics , the ieeumbeet of whieh shall htwe the powePS t¼Bft 
auties aBEI fl'WHege;s hereie Be!; ffil'th . The governor , hy aBEi with 
the ...W:-ee am! eoescet of the seeate, shall appoint 11 suitable 
:persen, ta eePie ia t:1Rdassified serviee, a commissioner having e: 
knowledge of aeronautics ta said effiee, ta sewe fa,, a faHP ye&l' 
iePm whieh shall eoieeiec w:--th the teFm of tho go'leraor rmtil his 
mueeessor is ~ appoiete:! an,l hae €j-H8AHied. 'l'he go•,<eraer may 
remo•,•e the esrnmissioeer nt aey time f0P eimse ffireF Hetiee aed 
hea,-iffg, IR ease ef a """aeey, the go•,<eraor may appoiet a eommi8 
Bi-, whe shall immeeiately take effiee aBEi shall earry SH the 
duties of the effiee rmtil the ee..t SllSsioe of the legisla~ure, whee 
his appoietmcnt ohall be SHbmictted ta the seeate fer appre•,<al. Qe 
Jaeuary f; ±9'7-±; t1'e term ef the ieeumbee~ eommissioeer of aeFO
eauties shall e,,i,¼re under the provisions of section 1 . 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 362.09, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

362.09 [COMMISSIONER; ADVISORY COMMISSION.] Sub
division 1. The department shall be under the supervision and 
control of a commissioner of economic development, iR ueelassi 
fled seFVice, who shall be appointed by the governor , hy aBEi with 
the t¼fil'ioo aed eoeseet ef the seea-te fa,, a term ef fffiH' yeaPS ta 
eeieeiee with that ef the gs,;emer aBEi rmtil his sueeesser ¼s ~ 
appeCetee ,ma has €j-H8AHied. 'l'he go¥eraor may remove the eem
missiseer at aey time fer eimse after ru,;iee aed hearieg under the 
provisions of section 1 . He shall be chosen with regard to his 
knowledge, training, experience, and ability in administering the 
functions of the department. IR ease ef a vaeaeey, the geverB0P 
may appoiet a eemmissioHer whe shall thereupon !mmeeiately 
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take effiee QRa shall ~ - all the Eiati€5 el -the effiee until -the 
~ sessieR ef -the legisla~11Pe, when his appeiRtment shall ee 
&119RritteEI ta the seRtKe fer llflfJPewil. ~ eeRHRiasieReP shall e
eeive a~ as pro,•iEleEI ~ law, He shall~ a e0BEl te the state 
iB the S\HR * $Hl,OOO. Ga Januazy 4; WH-; the term el -the iR011R1 
heBt eemmissieneFsllall spi,e. 

The commissioner shall appoint a deputy ; M his ~ uRless 
etheA•;ise preserihed hy law aREl 4efiRe his El11tiee. !phe Eleputy 
shall ~ a eenfiElcntial ~tionehlp with .the eeramissiener 
aREl is iR the 11nele ssifieEI 9ei'Y¼ee * -the state commissioner . 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 363.04, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

363.04 [DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS.] Subdivision 
1. [CREATION; COMMISSIONER.] There is hePehy established 
at -the seat of ge•.•ePRmeRt an e!feeutj,;e a department te he kReWR 
as th.a lrej)artment of human rights T !phepe shall he at the heaEI el 
-the departmee~ under the direction and supervision of a commis
sioner of hllRlaR i'ighte; who shall be appointed by the governor ; 
hy aREl with the aEi¥iee aREl eensent ef -the seRate fel' a {eQp.yeap 
ie¼'!R whieh shall eeiReide with -the term el the ge•:emeP aREI until 
h;o sue-sap is auly llflflBiRteEI aR€l has 1111alifieEI. ~ ge,•emer 
~ ~emo,,e ~ eemmiosieneF at ~ time m e&YSe aftep ~iee 
aREl hea.ing. IR ease el a ,,aeaney, the ge•:emeP may appeiRt a 
eeRlRliseieReP, whe shall iRlRlediately toke effiee aREl shall ~ 8R 
all el -the Eiaties * -the elf.- URtil -the RelEt seesieB el the legisla 
Wl'8; WReR his llflfl8iRtlReRt shall Be sllhlRi~teEI te the seR&;e fep 
llflflP8'lah en Jan11apy 4; WH-; ;he term el -the inell!Rhent ee!RIRis 
sieRel: shall e!ipiPe. !f-lle def)artmem shall ee adlRiBiste,eEl IIRdeP 
the supePVieies aBEI direetien el the eemmissioncr, wile saall 98 Hl 
11eelassified sePYiee, aREl shall Peeewe ee!RfJeesatieR at -the PMe 
pres:rilred hy law under the provisions of section I . 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.02, is amended to 
read: 

144.02 [MEETINGS; OFFICERS.] The state board of health 
shall held an aRRall! meet.Rg El~ the first 1!114ff8P el every yea, 
at a ~ aREl plaee designateEI hy the h9'H'EI at whieh time it shall 
annually elect from its members a president. Regula, 1Reetings, 
eBe el whieh shall ieel11Ele the aRRYa! ~mg; shall ee held net 
less ~an f&IIP times a ye&i'T At lea~ eRe SQe]i ,egalap ~mg shall 
he held eaeh flU~ The time and place of all sueh regular 
meetings shall be determined by the board, and all board members 
shall be notified thereof by mail seven days in advance. Special 
meetings may be held at sueh t.mes &REI plaees as on the request 
of the 5e:,etazy commissioner or any two members of the board 
shall llflfJOiRt upon three days' notice to the members by mail. ~ 
kare shall eleet a S8Si'etaPy te BeP¥e EiaPiRg its pleaslll'e, whe may 
8P may Reli ee eBe ~ its 1Rc!Rhers, A majority shall be a quorum 
and any meeting may be adjourned from time to time. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 144, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[144.031] [COMMISSIONER.] Subdivision I. [APPOINT-
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MENT.] The department of health shall be under the administra
tive control of the commissioner of health which office is establish
ed. He shall be appointed by the governor under the provisions of 
section 1. 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES.] The commissioner shall be the chief admin
istrative officer of the department and shall be responsible for the 
enforcement of all appropriate laws, the rules of the board, and for 
the management of the department. He shall appoint employees 
as he deems necessary to perform the functions mandated by law 
or rule of the board. He shall serve ex-officio without vote llll 
secretary of the board. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.04, is amended to 
read: 

144.04 [EXPENSES.] The members of the board shall receive 
compensation of the sum ef $35 per day for attendance at board 
meetings and aM:Bazy aacl. aeeessazy expenses in the same amount 
and manner as state employees. Saejeet te tee pre'lieieas ef l,awe 
±939; Chapter 441; tee 9881'8 may empley, aBEl at pleamue di-iss, 
SQeR ageats, e!f!)'erts, aaEi ~ assi&t.aats as ;g may aeem aeees
eary aae ff!< their eam!leasati0B, p,eoerihe their Elatieo, aaEi allew 
iaeH neeess&fo/ ~eases. AD 8B8h salHies, eelBf)ensatien, and e.
fl0BOOS shall ea pai4 &y the sl;ete Ufl8B •;auehePB; k; the tetal flll' 
aay y,>...M ehall Bat aeee4 tho apprepriatieB ef the~ therefer. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 121.09, is amended to 
read: 

121.09 [ADMINISTRATION; EXCEPTIONS.] The state 
ee&ffi commissioner shall administer all laws and rules promul
gated by the board relating to the eammisoieaeP; libraries ; and 
other public educational institutions, except such laws as may 
relate to the state university and to the state colleges. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.16, is amended t.o 
read: 

121.16 [COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.] Sae!lk'-isi9B h 
~ ~ e8ftl'8 saall eleet a The department shall be under the 
administrative control of the commissioner whe of education 
which office is established. The commissioner shall be the e,,eeu. 
aYe effieer aae secretary of the state board aae wheoe tePm ef 
effiee shall ea feur years. He shall be appointed by the board with 
the approval of the governor under the provisions of section 1 . For 
purposes of section 1, the board of education shall be the appoint
ing authority. 

He The commissioner shall be a person who possesses educa
tional attainment and breadth of experience in the administration 
of public education and of the finances pertaining thereto com
mensurate with the spirit and intent of this eeae chapter . The 
commissioner shall have authari~ ta aaB!lllate, flll' QJ)flre¥ai &y 
the state 9881'8; sueh affieials aad appoint employees as may be 
necessary ta pePieet aBEI ta maiataiR for the organization of the 
department as ,eeammeaded &y him aae as adapted &y tee state 
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eeaffi . He shall perform such duties as the law and the rules of 
the state board may provide and be held responsible for the effi. 
cient administration and discipline of the val'iem effiees 8Rd ewi
einn iB the efg8Ri..a~ien et the department. He shall ~ ~ t& 
make recommendations to the state board whiM shell ~ ell 
et the W8i'fi et ihe state e88l'Ei , and he shall be charged with the 
execution of powers and duties which the state board may pre
scribe, from time to time, to promote public education in the state, 
to safeguard the finances pertaining thereto, and to enable the 
state board to carry out the 11•o~·isiees ef tilie eeee its duties . 

S..W. ll, ~ seotiee shell ~ ~ the 8JIJl8iRtmeet ~ the 
ee1RHHssiaRel' ~ eeQeft;iee ee the apiretiee ef the :tei'IR ef the 
eeRllBiss!oner eeeapying the ef.fiee ea ~ cf.festive date ef ihie 
Mtiele, 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 462A.04, Subdivision 
8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. The agency shall E!IRJlley aR aeeutwe eireete,, legal 
8Rd teehRieel ape.ts aREl sueh ethef effieel'9, ageRts 8Rd ellljlley 
ee&, pcrr SRPRt 8Rd t-emperezy, as it may 1equi1e, 8Rd shall eetel.'
mifte theil> quelifieetieRS, Eiuties 8Rd 081RjleRsatiee be under the 
administrative control of an executive director which office is es
tablished. He shall be appointed by the governor under the provi
sions of section 1 . 

The executive director may appoint a deputy director. The ex
ecutive director may further appoint such permanent and tem
porary employees as he deems necessary subject to the approval of 
the commissioner of personnel. '!'he ageney IRfl3' delegate t& en-e 41' 
IR8i'e ef its ageRts 81" elRJlleyees sueh pe,.,·ePS e, eutjes as it RHgh; 
Eleem flP8JleP. All permanent employees of the agency, except the 
executive director, and deputy director are in the classified civil 
service et the state . 

Sec. 37. [TEMPORARY PROVISIONS.] The term of any de• 
partment head or commissioner dealt with in this act shall expire 
the first Monday in January 1979, unless Minnesota Statutes 
provide for an earlier expiration date. In this event, the new ap
pointment shall be made so as to expire the first Monday of 
January 1979. 

Any department head or commissioner dealt with in this act 
and serving on the effective date of this act is deemed to have 
been appointed in compliance with the provisions of this act. 

If any position which currently bears the title of deputy loses 
this title pursuant to section 1, subdivision 6, or any other provi
sion of this act, the commissioner of personnel shall assign a new 
title under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 15A.071. 
If the position is currently in the unclassified civil service, it shall 
remain in the unclassified civil service. In the event that author
ized, unclassified deputy positions are not filled, the department 
head or commissioner may fill these positions but only as permit
ted by applicable personnel complement limitatwns. 
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Sec. 38. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] The revisor of stat
utes shall eliminate from the statutes any reference to the "sec
retary" or "executive officer" of the board of health or any similar 
title with this meaning, and shall substitute "commissioner" or 
"commissioner of health" as appropriate. 

Sec. 39. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
121.07, 121.08, 121.10, 175.003, Subdivision 4, 216A.06, Subdivi
sion 2, and 144.03, are repealed. 

Sec. 40. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act shall be effective the 
day following its final enactment. " 

Further amend the title by striking it in its entirety and insert
ing: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization of state govern
ment; providing that heads of certain departments and other 
governmental units of the state shall be appointed by and shall 
serve at the pleasure of the governor; providing for the succession 
of commissioners; defining position and duties of deputy depart
ment heads; eliminating obsolete language; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 15.06; 16.01; 16A.01, Subdivision 2 and 3; 
17.01; 43.001, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 45.02; 45.15; 84.01, Subdivi
sion 2; 116.03, Subdivision 1; 116H.03, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 
121.09; 121.16; 144.02; 144.04; 161.03, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 
175.001, Subdivision 1; 179.02; 196.02, Subdivision 1; 216A.06, 
Subdivision 1; 241.01, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 245.03; 268.12, Sub
division 1; 270.02, Subdivision 2; 298.22, Subdivision 1; 299A.0l, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 360.014, Subdivision 2; 362.09, Subdivision 
1; and 363.04, Subdivision 1; 462A.04, Subdivision 8; and Chapter 
144, by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tions 121.07; 121.08; 121.10; 175.003, Subdivision 4; 216A.06, Sub
division 2; and 144.03." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report Adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

S. F. No. 866: A bill for an act relating to liquor; abolishing the 
office of liquor control commissioner and transferring the powers 
and duties thereof to the departments of public safety and reve
nue; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 299A, by adding 
a section; Sections 340.08, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 340.09, Subdi
vision 1; 340.44; 340.47, Subdivision 2; 340.485, Subdivision 1; and 
340.492; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 340.08, Sub
division 3; 340.401, Subdivision 7; 340.485, Subdivision 4; and 
340.491. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Pages 1 to 3, strike sections 1 to 4 and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 299A.Ol, Sub
division 3, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 3. Subjeet -te the 11m•fisions of l,aws -l9G9; Che11ter ~ 
an<I -te other &J!pliool,le laws the eommiseioner shall ol'gllllize the 
department and employ sueh o;her offieers, employees, and agents 
88 he may G'eem neaessary ~ diseherge the fane!Cons of his depart
ment; eefine the duties of sueh offieere, employees, an<I agents and 
to delegote -te them any of his powers, m>ties, and respensil,ilities 
sul,jeet -te his eontml and under sueh eondi'ions as he may pre
serihe-, AppoiBtments to e.rer.eisc delega!~d power shell ee l,y ffi'it.. 
ien order filed wilJl the seeretary of state-. No sash delegation or 
assignment of a power or duty by the commissioner to an employ
ee of the department shall be made in respect to, or in a manner 
resulting in a reenactment of, the powers, duties or responsibilities 
contained in section 299C.03, and acts amendatory thereof, except 
to the division of the bureau of criminal apprehension. Offieere ; 
Employees , an<I agents of the department of public safety are in 
the classified sel'Yiee of the state civil service except where other
wise specifically provided for by law. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 299A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[299A.02] [COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY; LIQUOR 
CONTROL FUNCTIONS.] Subdivision 1. [DIRECTOR OF DI
VISION OF LIQUOR CONTROL.] No employee of the depart
ment of public safety having any responsibility for the administra• 
tion or enforcement of chapter 340 shall have a direct or indirect 
interest in the manufacture, transportation or sale of intoxicating 
liquor or any malt or vinous beverages, intoxicating, non-intoxicat. 
ing, or commercial or industrial alcohol. The commissioner shall 
remove an employee of the department in the unclassified civil 
service for any violation of sections 340.02, 340.031 to 340.036, 
340.11 to 340.19, 340.355 to 340.357, 340.402 to 340.408, 340.44 to 
340.493, 340.53 to 340.56, 340.601 to 340.62, or 340.70 to 340.983. 
Violation of the preceding sections by a classified employee of the 
department shall be grounds for removal of that employee pursu
ant to section 43.24. 

Subd. 2. [GENERAL POWERS.] The commissioner shall 
administer and enforce the provisions of chapter 340 except for 
those provisions thereof for which administration and enforcement 
fl1'e reserved to the commissioner of revenue. 

Subd. 3. [REPORTS; RULES.] The commissioner shall have 
power to require periodic factual reports from all licensed import• 
ers, manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers of intoxicating 
liquors and to make all reasonable rules to effect the object of 
chapter 340. The rules shall include provisions for assuring the 
purity of intoxicating liquors and the true statement of its con
tents and proper labeling thereof with regard to all forms of sale. 

Subd. 4. [SUBPOENAS.] In all matters relating to his official 
duties, the commissioner shall have the powers possessed by 
courts of law to issue subpoenas and cause them to be served and 
enforced. All public officials, and their respective deputies and 
employees, and all individuals, partnerships, firms, corporations, 
incorporated and unincorporated associations, and others who 
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manufacture, transport, or sell intoxicating liquor, or are con
nected therewith in any manner, shall at all times attend and 
answer under oath the commissioner's lawful inquiries, produce 
and exhibit such books, accounts, documents and property as he 
may desire to inspect, and in all things aid him in the performance 
of his duties." 

Page 4, line 1, reinsert the stricken " ( 4) "Commissioner" means 
the" 

Page 4, line 2, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 4, line 2, after the reinserted "commissioner" insert "of 
public safety" 

Page 4, line 3, reinsert the stricken old language and strike the 
new language 

Page 6, line 19, strike "department and the position of the" 

Page 6, line 20, strike "commissioner" and insert "office'' 

Page 6, line 20, after "control" insert "commissioner" 

Page 6, line 20, strike "are" and insert "is" 

Page 6, line 23, strike "and" and insert "except for the duties 
specified in sections 4 to 6 which are transferred to" 

Page 6, line 24, strike "except by sections 6, 7, and 8" 

Page 6, line 26, strike "commissioner and the" 

Page 6, line 27, strike "department of' 

Page 6, line 27, after "control:' insert "commissioner'' 

Page 6, line 28, strike "and department" 

Page 7, line 1, after "revenue" insert "as appropriate" 

Page 7, line 12, strike "finance" and insert "administration" 

Page 7, line 12, strike "the" and insert "each" 

Page 7, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 11. [REVISOR'S INSTRUCTIONS.] In the next and 
subsequent editions of Minnesota Statutes, the Revisor shall 
change the references from the department of liquor control and 
the liquor control commissioner to the commissioner of public 
safety or, in the case of the transfers of functions under sections 4 
to 6, to the commissioner of revenue consistent with this act." 

Page 7, line 25, after "Sections" insert "299A.01, Subdivision 
4;" 

Page 7, line 25, strike the comma after "340.08" 
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Page 7, line 26, strike "Subdivision 3; 340.401, Subdivision 7" 
and insert"; 340.09" 

Renumber the sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, strike "departments" and insert "commissioners" 

Page 1, line 7, strike "340.08, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 340.09," 

Page 1, line 8, strike "Subdivision 1" and insert "299A.01, Sub-
division 3" 

Page 1, line 10, after "Sections" insert "299A.0l, Subdivision 
4·'' 
' 
Page 1, line 10, strike the comma after "340.08" 

Page 1, line 11, strike "Subdivision 3; 340.401, Subdivision 7" 
and insert "; 340.09" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 784: A bill for an act relating to nursing; providing 
for continuing education; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 148.191, Subdivision 2; and 148.231. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 1, after "shall" insert "by rule" 

Page 2, line 1, strike ", evaluate" 

Page 2, line 1, after "revise" insert ", as necessary," 

Page 2, line 26, after "board'' insert "by rule" 

Page 3, line 10, after "board" insert "by rule" 

Page 3, line 12, after "board" insert "by rule" 

Page 3, line 20, strike "council" and insert "task force" .. 
Page 3, line 21, strike "not more than" 

Page 3, line 22, strike "nurses of completion of specified" 

Page 3, line 24, strike "and regulations" 

Page 3, line 25, strike "advisory council" and insert "task force" 
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Page 3, line 26, strike "implementing the procedures and require-
ments," 

Page 4, line 1, strike "a list" and insert "lists" 

Page 4, line 1, strike "the Minnesota nurses" 

Page 4, strike lines 2 to 7 

Page 4, line 8, strike "employees" and insert "professional nurs
ing organizations in the state. Members of the task force shall be 
entitled to expenses in the same manner and amount as received 
by state employees. The task force shall expire January 1, 1978." 

Page 4, line 10, strike "establish" and insert "by rule promul-
gate" 

Page 4, line 12, strike "and regulations" 

Page 4, line 18, strike "and regulations" 

Page 5, line 1, after "board" insert "by rule" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

S. F. No. 1161: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; creating a state office of human services; 
providing for the development of a unified state plan and budget 
for human services; creating a human services task force; ap
propriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 5, strike "The salary of the director" 

Page 2, strike line 6 

Page 2, line 7, strike "of Minnesota Statutes, Section 43.064." 

Page 2, line 10, after the period insert "Persons filling" 

Page 2, line 17, strike "office" and insert "director'' 

Page 2, line 18, strike "departments" and insert "commissioners" 

Page 2, line 19, after the comma insert "the director or' 

Page 2, line 21, after "and" insert "heads or' 

Page 2, line 24, strike "regulations" and insert "rules" 

Page 2, line 26, strike"; it" and insert". He" 

Page 2, line 28, strike "it" and insert "he" 
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Page 2, line 30, strike "office" and insert "director" 

Page 2, line 32, strike "It" and insert "He" 

Page 3, line 7, strike "units" and insert "activities" 

Page 3, line 11, strike "office" and insert "director" 

Page 3, line 14, strike"; it" and insert". The director" 

Page 3, line 15, strike "their" and insert "the" 

Page 3, line 18, strike "office" and insert "director" 

Page 4, line 20, strike "state" and insert "human services" 

Page 4, line 21, strike "defined in section 4" 

1923 

Page 4, line 28, strike "state departments" and insert "commis-
sioners" 

Page 4, line 29, after "the" insert "director of the" 

Page 4, line 30, strike "office" and insert "director" 

Page 4, line 30, strike "its" and insert "his" 
Page 5, line 2, strike "office" and insert "director" 

Page 5, line 3, strike "its" and insert "his" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re
referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations. 
to which was referred 

H.F. No. 1501: A bill for an act relating to the city of Eveleth; 
firemen's pensions therein; amending Laws 1935, Chapter 208, 
as amended by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page I, line IO, strike "this act" and insert "Laws 1935, Chapter 208. 
as amended," 

Page I, line 10, strike "or thereafter" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations. 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1311: A bill for an act relating to certain officers 
and employees of the state and their dependents; providing op
tional insurance coverage for certain officers and employees; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.491, Subdivision 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
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pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 416: A bill for an act relating to the city of Robbins
dale; firemen's service pensions; amending Laws 1969, Chapter 
1105, Sections 1, 2, and 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 6, add a new section to read: 

"Sec. 3. Section 1 applies to pensions payable in respect to periods 
commencing after June JO, 1975, and applies to persons who retire 
before the effective date of this act as well as to those who retire on 
or after that date." 

Page 2, strike lines 7 to 13 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Line 4, after "I" strike the comma and insert "and" 

Line 4, strike", and 3" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the Calen
dar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which 
was referred 

H. F. No. 1057: A bill for an act relating to education; school 
districts; Independent School District No. 518; powers and duties; 
requiring a public hearing and providing for an election before 
closing a schoolhouse; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 123.36, by adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page I, line 21, strike "After a public hearing as provided" 

Page I, strike lines 22 to 24 

Strike page 2 

Strike page 3 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Pa_ge I, line 3, strike "Independent School District No. 518;" 

Page I, line 4, strike "and providing" 

Page I, line 5, strike "for an election" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 
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Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which was 
referred 

S. F. No. 1689: A bill for an act relating to education; voca
tional-technical institutes; providing for student associations. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re-referred to the 
Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which was 
referred the following appointment as reported in the Journal for 
May 1, 1975: 

MINNESOTA fflGBER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Gerald Vizenor 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the ap
pointment be confirmed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing committee report be laid 
on the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred H. F. No. 1169 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House File was found not iden
tical with its companion Senate File as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. 
1169 1009 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1169 be amended as follows: 

Page 5, line 28, strike "location which is identified by a separate" 

Page 5, line 29, strike "address, at which one or more" and insert 
before "vending" "coin actuated" 

Page 5, line 29, strike "machines" and insert "machine" 

Page 5, line 29, strike "process" and insert "processes" 

Page 5, line 30, strike "dispense" and insert "dispenses" 

Page 5, line 30, strike "are located" 

Page 5, line 31, strike "place of business" and insert "unit" 
Page 5, line 31, strike "this section" and insert "establishing a 

license fee under section 28A.09" 
Page 9, line 30, delete "$30" and insert "$50" and delete "$10'' 

and insert "$15" 
Page 10, after line 6 insert the following: 
"Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 28A.09, is amended 

to read: 
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28A.09 [INSPECTION FEES FOR VENDING MACHINES.] 
The following eemili.Ree lieeBSe fee schedule , except as provided 
in section 28A.15, subdivision 6, shall be applied lei' 8B lllJJIHe&m's 
plaee (s) ef hasiRess to a coin actuated vending machine whel'e 
from which food is sold and dispensed selely tlu•eagh the Q8e ef 
YeRa..ing maehiRes , and the fees charged hereunder shall be in 
lieu ef addition to eey etheP fees the single retail food handler's 
license fee which may he appliee ta 6lleA plaee (s) ef husi.Ress is 
required of a vendor under seetieR sections 28A.04 and 28A.08: 

(a) $2 for each of the first 100 6lleA plaees ef husiRess vending 
machines of a vendor ; 

(b) $1 for each S11eA plaee ef husiness the•eafter additional 
vending machine of a vendor ; 

-(-et Pre ... ieee that R8 lllJJIH08Rt shall he re111liree ta ~ & t.i 
ef mere -thaB $400 l!REie. .fat &R8 ~ ah8YC pegardless ef the 
IRHRl3er ef ftl:'ttliean~'s plaees el BueiReos Beremuler; 

Provided that the minimum additional fee under this section 
shall be $26. 

-(4+ (c) A plaee ef husiRess wlHeh eeRBists oelely ef vending 
maeh!Bes machine dispensing only bottled or canned soft drinks, 
prepackaged confections, and similar dry, nonperishable items, 
such as ball gum, nuts, and panned candies, shall not be counted 
for the purpose of determining applicant's lieeRs>e fees hereunder. 

( d) In addition to identification required by the commissioner, 
each vending machine for which inspection fees are provided in this 
section shall be identified with the name and telephone number of 
the owner or operator of said machine. Nothing in this section is 
intended to permit enactment of an ordinance regulating an ac
tivity where the state has pre-empted the field." 

Page 10, line 19, delete the apostrophe after "HEARINGS" 
and insert a semicolon 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title in line 7, after "28A.08;" insert 
"28A.09 ;" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1169 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1009 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1169 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1009 and that 
the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 432, 1145, 580, 46, 1499, 1551, 1448, 1073, 778, 643, 
519, 197, 1207, 1187, 779, 1500, 1596, 1315, 1428, 447, 1335, 576, 
339, 638, 696, 218, 858, 1167, 109, 784, 1501, 1311, 416, 1057 and 
1169 were read the second time. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Stokowski moved that S. F. No. 476 be taken from the 
table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Stokowski moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 476 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on Com
mittees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Conference 
Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The mo
tion prevailed. 

Mr. Gearty moved that H. F. No. 1331 be withdrawn from 
the Committee on Governmental Operations and re-referred to 
the Committee on Rules and Administration. The motion pre
vailed. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that S. F. No. 1442 be taken from 
the table. The motion prevailed. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 1442 and that the bill be 
placed on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1442: A bill for an act relating to real estate; chang
ing certain procedure involving mortgage discharges and release 
of attachment; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
507.40 and 507.11. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hanson. R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Humphrey Milton Pillsbury 
Coleman Jensen Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Josefson North Renneke 
Davies Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schaaf 
Doty Keefe, S. Olhoft Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Davies moved that H. F. No. 718 be withdrawn from the 
Committee on Judiciary and re-referred to the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. The motion prevailed. 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Remaining on the Order of Business of Motions and Resolu
tions, Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate take up the Calendar 
of Ordinary Matters and that the rules be so far suspended as to 
waive the lie-over requirement. The motion prevailed. 

CALENDAR OF ORDINARY MATTERS 

H. F. No. 47: A bill for an act relating to the city of Mound; 
firemen's service pensions; amending Laws 1973, Chapter 175, 
Section 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 0, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Doty Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Knutson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, G, 
Brown Hanson, R., McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Renneke 
Conzemius Jensen North Schaaf 
Davies Josefson Ogdahl Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 155: A bill for an act relating to the city of Minne-
tonka; volunteer firemen's pensions. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Amo Id Doty Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olaon, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olaon. J, L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenhurger Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Pillsbury 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Jensen North Renneke 
Davies Josef son Ogdsbl Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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H. F. No. 254: A bill for an act relating to the city of Rose
ville; firemen's relief association service pensions; amending 
Laws 1973, Chapter 464, Section 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knot.son Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburi,er Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpicb, G. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brown Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey Moe Henneke 
Coleman Jensen North Schaaf 
Conzemius Josefson Ogdahl Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, J. Olhoft Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 351: A bill for an act relating to the city of Moor
head; firemen's relief funds and pensions therein; amending 
Laws 1955, Chapter 75, Sections 14, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 6; and 
16; as amended, added, and renumbered. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Hughes Moe 
Humphrey North 
Jensen Ogdahl 
Josef son Olhoft 

Mr. Keefe, J. voted in the negative. 

Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 113: A bill for an act relating to Clay county; 
probate judge's service and retirement contributions; appropriat
ing money for refunds. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, GJ 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Jensen Moe Henneke 
Conzemius Josefson North Schaaf 
Davies Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 939: A bill for an act relating to retirement; in
creasing firemen's service pensions payable to members of the 
Lake Johanna Volunteer Firemen's Benefit Association. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Amo Id Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Bang Frederick Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Conzemius Josefson Moe Renneke 
Davies Keefe, J. North Schaaf 
Doty Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneseen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H.F. No. 590: A bill for an act relating to retirement; police 
pensions in the city of Eveleth; amending Laws 1965, Chapter 
636, as amended, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, 118 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst 
Coleman Jensen Milton Henneke 
Conzemius Josefson Moe Schaaf 
Davies Keefe, J. North Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

1931 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1008: A bill for an act relating to retirement; in
vestment and redemption of shares in the supplemental retire
ment fund by Hennepin county employees; amending Laws 
1969, Chapter 950, Sections 3 and 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Coleman Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Conzemius Josef son Moe Renneke 
Davies Keefe, J. North Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 944: A bill for an act relating to the city of Lake
ville; authorizing an increase in firemen's relief association lump 
sum service pensions. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 

Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen, Baldy 
Hansen, Mel 
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Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
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Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
OlhoU 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 

Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sill,,rs 
Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

[48THDAY 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No, 110: A bill for an act relating to retirement; autho
rizing purchase of service credit by certain members of the 
Minnesota state retirement system. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage, 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Dot}' Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinhaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes Mccutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe. J. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No, 1136: A bill for an act relating to the city of Duluth; 
firemen's service pensions and survivor benefits; amending Laws 
1965, Chapter 179, Section 1; repealing Laws 1955, Chapter 188, 
Section 8. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 66 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick Keefe, J. 
Gearty Keefe, S. 
Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Hansen, Mel Kleinbaum 
Hanson, R. Knutson 
Hughes Kowalczyk 
Humphrey Larson 
Jensen Laufenburger 
Josefson Lewis 

McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
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Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpicb,G. 

THURSDAY, MAY 8, 1975 

Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

1933 

Willet 

H.F. No. 530: A bill for an act relating to retirement; redefin
ing membership and allowing the purchase of prior service credit 
by members of the Bloomington police relief association. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Geart~ Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury' 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1254: A bill for an act relating to the city of New 
Brighton; firemen's relief pensions; amending Laws 1967, Chap
ter 742, Section 1, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe,J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the 
Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H. F. No. 1674, 
No. 179 on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be 
heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1674: A bill for an act relating to taxation; pro
viding state relief to homeowners and renters for extraordinary 
property tax burdens; prohibiting certain escrow arrangements 
for tax payments; requiring interest payment on money re
ceived for payment of real estate taxes and insurance coverage; 
increasing market value of homesteads eligible for lower rate 
of assessment; providing for a four year rotation for reassess
ment of real property with increases in assessed valuation to be 
made in equal increments over the four year period; increasing 
and changing the calculation of local government aid to be paid 
for extended period; distributing certain gross earnings taxes 
to local governments; redefining special levies; altering means 
@f calculation of property tax levy limitations for governmental 
subdivisions; providing for increases in levy limit bases of govern
mental subdivisions; exempting certain governmental subdivisions 
from levy limits; providing for reimbursement by the state to tax
ing district for tax reduction granted to certain property; increas
ing the taconite production tax; creating a northeast Minne
rota economic development and environment council; creating 
a northeast Minnesota economic protection fund; imposing a 
surtax on taconite producers which fail to meet standards for 
disposal of waste; creating a budget protection fund to hold ex
cess money from the general fund and providing for transfers of 
money from that fund; exempting federal income tax rebates 
from state income taxation; modifying duties of the tax study 
rommission; requiring payment of interest by corporations on un
paid estimated taxes; providing penalties; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 270.16; 273.01; 
273.011, Subdivision 6; 273.012, by adding a subdivision; 273.03, 
Subdivision 1; 273.061, by adding a subdivision; 273.08; 273.11, 
Subdivisions 1, 2 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 273.121; 
273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 273.135, Subdivision 2; 273.17, 
Subdivision 1; 275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, Subdivisions 1 and 
4, and by adding subdivisions; 275.52, by adding a subdivision; 
275.53, Subdivision 3; 275.59; 276.01 ; 276.04; 294.26; 298.03; 
298.24, Subdivision 1; 298.27; 298.28, Subdivisions 1 and la, and 
by adding a subdivision; 298.282, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 477 A.01, 
Subdivisions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 16; Chapters 
273, by adding sections; and 477A, by adding a section; and Laws 
1973, Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 3; 273.13, 
Subdivisions 14a, 15a, and 18; 275.51, Subdivisions 3 and 3a; 
298.24, Subdivision 2; 298.241; 298.242; 298.281 ; 298.32; and 
477 A.01, Subdivision 13. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 
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Anderson 
· Arnold 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

THURSDAY, MAY 8, 1975 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson.A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 

193& 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Un-
official Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 24, line 15, delete "federal" and insert "Minnesota" 

Page 24, line 15, after "the" insert "taxable" 

Page 24, line 16, after "made" insert "; provided that a tax
payer who was a qualified home owner according to the provisions 
of this subdivision in one year but who in the following year 
had a household income in excess of $15,000 may retain during 
the first taxable year in which his income increased above the 
maximum for eligibility the same base tax which he had during 
the year in which he was a qualified home owner" 

Page 25, line 24, after "preceding the" insert "first" 

Page 25, line 25, after "payable" insert "and the person claims 
the credit" 

Page 26, after line 24, insert 

"Subd. 2. By January 31 of each year, the county auditor 
shall send to each person who had submitted a claim the preceding 
year, a form on which the claimant shall give his name and social 
security number and indicate whether his income for the year 
is below the maximum for eligibility stated in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 273.011, Subdivision 2. The claimant shall also indicate 
on the annual form any changes in information previously given 
to determine eligibility for the credit in prior years. The form 
shall clearly state that each claimant must submit the required 
information by March 1 in each year for which he intends to 
claim the credit and that copies of the completed forms will be 
sent to the commissioner of revenue who may audit them for 
accuracy and consistency with income tax returns." 

Renumber remaining subdivisions 

Page 27, after line 15, insert 

"Subd. 6. [AUDIT OF CLAIM.] Whenever on the audit of 
any claim filed under Minnesota Statutes, Sections 273.011 and 
273.012 and sections 6 and 7 of this article, the department of 
revenue or the county auditor determines the amount thereof 
to have been incorrectly determined the claimant shall be assessed 
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in the manner in which income taxes are assessed for the amount 
paid by the state to the local taxing unit to compensate for 
the reduced tax on the claimant's property, together with interest 
at a nine percent annual rate from the date of the state's pay
ment. In any case in which it is determined that a claim is or was 
excessive and was filed with fraudulent intent, the amount paid 
by the state to the local taxing unit may be recovered by assess
ment as income taxes are assessed. A penalty of 25 percent shall 
be imposed and the assessment shall bear interest from the date 
of payment by the state at the rate of nine percent per annum. 
The claimant shall be guilty of a misdemeanor." 

Page 30, after line 2, insert 
"Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective 

for taxes levied in 1975 and payable in 1976." 

Page 33, line 28, strike "45 percent" and insert "100 percent 
of the first $100 and 45 percent of the remainder" 

Page 33, line 29, strike "said" and insert "the total" 

Page 33, line 30, strike "$325" and insert "$375" 

Page 34, delete lines 10 to 13 

Page 35, line 18, delete "section 1" and insert "subdivision 2" 

Page 36, line 18, delete "act" and insert "article" 

Page 36, line 32, delete "3" and insert "2" 

Page 37, delete lines 1 to 13 and insert 

"Subd. 2. The levy limit base per capita, as adjusted for pre
vious increases pursuant to this section, may be increased each 
year by the governing body of the governmental subdivision af
fected thereby in the amount not to exceed six percent of the 
previous year's levy limit base per capita. The levy limit base per 
capita as adjusted for previous increases pursuant to this section 
may be increased for taxes payable in the year 1976 by an amount 
not to exceed 11 percent." 

Page 38, after line 7, insert 

"Sec. 4. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
275.52, Subdivision 3, is repealed." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Page 42, delete lines 27 to 29 

Renumber the remaining section 

Page 44, delete lines 14 to 32 and insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 4 77 A.01, Sub
division 1, is amended to read: 

4 77 A.01 [LOCAL GOVERNMENT AID.] Subdivision 1. Ell;eept 
m the eennties &f f.eeka, CaF\~, Daketa, lleBBepiB, Ramsey, 
Seett aB<I Washieg-tee, The state shall distribute $3& local aid 
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for each flel'88R FesiEliBg in the temtapY eampl'ismg eaeh ee .. nty 
of f8l' the calendar ~ 1™ aR4 $aS f8l' the ealendaF yeM ~ 
years 1976 and 1977 to ~e se,,•eml taxing authorities, except school 
districts, with authority to HRfl8Be -tBll€S tax on property leeate4 
in the ea .. nty's temtepY state . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. !file Every county government except that of a county 
containing a city of the first class shall receive 86 pePeeRt ef -the 
same J)el!8eRtage el ihe flietMutioas pureY&Rt ie suluilktision 4. 
that a distribution equal to the distribution it was entitled to 
receive in -WH ef the tetal Elistl'illBtiens t& the se,,•01'8l tffmt 
llBthal'ities in -the eeBnty'g temtapY 1975 pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes ·-W69; Seetians ~ aR4 29'1,'\.,al t& 29'1A,60, e!feept 
that Eiistl'illBtiaRs te eeheel 4isbiets rmtleP these laws shall he 
dis,egai.-aed in making the ealealatien 197 4, Section 477 A.07 . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Each taxing authority in each county, other than the 
county, the school districts and the cities and towns, shall receive 
in 1™ 8R6 -19'16 1976 and 1977 a distribution equal to the distri
bution it was entitled to receive in 1971 pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1969, Section 273.69. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The balance of the distributions in ~ 1976 pursuant 
to subdivision 1, shall be di>.<ided ameRg -the sweml cities aR4 
tewRs iR the eoBRty's temtepY iR the p,opemen that the~ 
amannt ef the leyY llw~atioR 8R6 speeial leYies ef eaeh eity aR4 
teWR lei' iHes payal,le iR ¼9'13 Be8f9 ta the tetal 4ella~ amaBRt el 
the leyY llmitatiens aR4 spesial leyies ef all the eities 8R6 tewM 
f8l' tMea payahle iR 19!13. 

!l!ae 13alanee ef ~ distRlnl4Yioe in~ pul'Sa&Jlt t;e s&bdwision 
-l-; shall he di>.<ided 8fR8Rg the BO\ eml oities aBE1 teWAs iR the 
eeBRty's temtepY iR the p,apa,tieR that the 4ellaF ameBRt ef the 
leyY limitatieR 8RQ speeial leYies ef eaeh eity 8RQ teWR lei' tees 
p&¥$1e iR 1™ se&i'8 -t& the tetal 4ellai- 81R8BBt ef the leyY limita
ti9Rs &Rd speeial le¥¼es ef all eities 8BQ tewRs lei' -tBll€S payahle in 
19-'1+. 

¥el' the pBFJleses el the s1H1dwisi0R, the leyY llwtatien ef a eity 
81' teWR with stat..t&pY eit;y pe'l'l•ers lei' tea.es payaille iR ¼9'13 e. 
1™ shall Ile the llmitatien estailllsaed i8f Slleli. g9\ efRIBental BRit 
pBl'BB8Rt te seetieRS m..eG t& 2'1!i.!i6, as deteFRHRed ily the de
pa-.. ttnmt ef PEWeaae. ~ ~ pa,poses el taie S\lbdivioioe, iRe 
spesial leYies ef a eity e. teWR with stat .. teey eity pewers f8l' ta3feS 
payaille iR ¼9'13 81' ~ shall Ile the IIIR9BRts of the g8'1'efRIB8Rtal 
BBWs tH le¥¥ payahle iR ¼9'13 e. 19'74 whleh .tile dep&. tmcat el 
,eveeae deteRBines ta he 4JQ&lifie4 special leYiee purs1:umt W see
tien 2'1!i.!i0, SBb:!i-AsieR S; ilef8l'e the PedBetieR pBl'SY&Rt t& Min-
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~ Slatutes 1™; See&e11 477} •. 00, CJe..aee ~ p!e,tbenaore, 
eitie& tmEl ;ewns with statmazy f:t!iwere rmael' eOO papwatiaR; 
eeee,ding te the !&test state el' eeRSQS; tmEl i8WR8 withe11, 
stetmazy eity pewere, saaR ,eeei>.•e Elistl'illmiens iB 19!14 tmEl ~ 
)lW'Suant te this subdi•Jisien, baseEI .,.. the leYies payable ill 19!13 
ana m4; ,espeetj,,e!y distributed to each of the cities and towns 
in the proportion that the product of the city or town's 1910 
federal census population times its average mill rate payable in 
1916 times its city or town 1914 aggregate sales ratio as deter
mined by the commissioner of revenue bears to the sum of the 
product of that calculation for all cities and towns. 

The balance of the distributions in 1977 pursuant to subdivision 
1 shall be distributed to each of the cities and towns in the propor
tion that the product of the city or town's 1910 federal census 
population times its average mill rate payable in 1916 times it, 
city OT town 1916 aggregate sales ratio as determined br the 
commissio(ieT of revenue bears to the sum of the product o that 
calculation for all cities and towns • 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. If the amount distributed to a city or town pursuant 
to subdivision 4 is less than the aids the city or town received in 
1916, before corrections for prior year aid payments, pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes 1914, Section 411A.0l, the amount distribu
ted to it shall be raised to the amount the city or town received in 
1916, before corrections for prior year aid payments, and the dis
tributions to the other cities and towns shall be proportionately 
reduced as necessary to supply the difference. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4b. The commissioner of revenue shall make all necessary 
calculations and make payments directly to the affected tmcing 
authorities in four equal parts on March 15, July 15, September 
15, and November 15 in 1976 and 1977." 

Page 45, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 46, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 4 7, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 48, delete lines 1 to 17 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Page 48, line 22, delete" 1, 2, 3, 4," 

Page 48, line 27, after " 94-12" delete "of " and insert a comma 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 24, after the semicolon insert "providing a penalty; 
appropriating money;" 

Page 1, line 38, delete "275.51, Subdivision 3;" 
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Page 2, line 1, after "Subdivision l;" insert "477A.0l, Subdi-
visions 1, 2, 3, 4;" 

Page 2, line 4, after "5;" insert "275.53, Subdivision 3;" 

Page 2, line 6, delete "l, 2, 3, 4," 

Mr. Jensen moved to amend the Perpich, A. J. amendment to H. F. 
No. 1674, the Unofficial Engrossment, as follows: 

In the amendment to page 24, line 16, strike "according to" and in-
sert "whose real estate taxes are in excess of $2,000 shall not be frozen" 

Strike the balance of the amendment to page 24 

Strike all amendments to pages 25, 26, 27 and 30 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment to the 
Perpich, A. J. amendment; 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 34, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knot.son 
Kowalczyk 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Larson 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Anderson Davies Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Doty Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Merriam Schaaf 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Schmitz 
Coleman Humphrey North Schrom 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Olson, A.G. Solon 

Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Perpich, A. J. amendment. 

Mr. Jensen requested division of the amendment as follows: 

First portion: 

Page 24, line 15, delete "federaf' and insert "Minnesota" 

Page 24, line 15, after "the" insert "taxable" 

Page 24, line 16, after "made" insert "; provided that a taxpayer 
who was a qualified home owner according 10 the provisions of this 
mbdivision in one year but who in the following year had a house
hold income in excess of $15,000 may retain during the first taxable 
year in which his income increased above the maximum for eligibility 
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the same base tax which he had during the year in which he was a 
qualified owner" 

Page 25, line 24, after "preceding the" insert "first" 

Page 25, line 25, after "payable" insert "and the person claims 
ihe credit" 

Page 26, after line 24, insert 

"Subd. 2. By January 31 of each year, the county auditor shall 
send to each person who had submitted a claim the preceding year, 
a form on which the claimant shall give his name and social security 
number and indicate whether his income for the year is below the 
maximum for eligibility stated in Minnesota Statutes, Section 273.01 I, 
Subdivision 2. The claimant shall also indicate on the annual form 
any changes in information previously given to determine eligibility 
for the credit in prior years. The form shall clearly state that each 
claimant must submit the required information by March I in each 
year for which he intends to claim the credit and that copies of the 
completed forms will be sent to the commissioner of revenue who 
may audit them for accuracy and consistency with income tax returns." 

Renumber remaining subdivisions 

Page 27, after line 15, insert 

"Subd. 6. [AUDIT OF CLAIM.] Whenever on the audit of any 
claim filed under Minnesota Statutes, Sections 273.011 and 273.012 
and sections 6 and 7 of this article, the department of revenue or 
the county auditor determines the amount thereof to have been incor
rectly determined the claimant shall be assessed in the manner in 
which income taxes are assessed for the amount paid by the stale 
lo the local taxing unit to compensate for the reduced tax on the 
claimant's property, together with interest at a nine percent annual 
rate from the date of the state's payment. In any case In which it is 
determined that a claim is or was excessive and was filed with fraudu
lent intent, the amount paid by the state to the local taxing unit may 
be recovered by assessment as income taxes are assessed. A penalty 
oj 2 5 percent shall be imposed and the assessment shall bear interest 
from the date of payment by the state at the rate of nine percent per 
annum. The claimant shall be gu11ty of a misdemeanor." 

Page 30, after line 2, insert 

"Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective for 
taxes levied in 1975 and payable in 1976." 

Second portion: 

Page 33, line 28, strike "45 percent" and insert " 100 percent of 

the first $100 and 45 percent of the remainder " 

Page 33, line 29, strike "said" and insert " the total" 

Page 33, line 30, strike "$325" and insert" $375 " 

Page 34, delete lines 10 to 13 
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Page 35, line 18, delete " section 1 " and insert" subdwision 2" 

Page 36, line 18, delete" act " and insert " article " 

Page 36, line 32, delete "3" and insert "2" 

Page 37, delete lines 1 to 13 and insert 

"Subd. 2. The levy limit base per capita, as adjusted for pre
vious increases pursuant to this section, may be increased each 
year by the governing body of the governmental subdivision af
fected thereby in the amount not to exceed six percent of the 
previous year's levy limit base per capita. The levy limit base per 
capita as adjusted for previous increases pursuant to this section 
may be increased for taxes payable in the year 197 6 by an amount 
not to exceed 11 percent. " 

Page 38, after line 7, insert 

"Sec. 4. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
275.52, Subdivision 3, is repealed." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Page 42, delete lines 27 to 29 

Renumber the remaining section 

Page 44, delete lines 14 to 32 and insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdi
vision 1, is amended to read: 

477A.01 [LOCAL GOVERNMENT AID.] Subdivision 1. EHept 
m tile e011nties ef Aneka, C&l"le11, Daketa, Hennepin, Ramsey, 
8eett &Rd Washmgtan, The state shall distribute $36 local aid for 
each pemen resiEling ln tile ~el'ritory eam~eh e011nty of fel' 
the calendar yea,, ~ and $36 fel' tile e&e1-ll<lelllB---iEllEIMH yea,, ~ years 
1976 and 1977 to t!,e seYeml taxing authorities, except school 
districts, with authority to impese tees tax on property loeateil in 
the eaunty' o teffitery state . 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. !file Every county government except that of a county 
containing a city of the first class shall receive 86 pereent el the 
MIRe pe~eeetage el ;he ttietrihutieR6 paPSu&Bt ff eul>divieien I; 
that a distribution equal to the distribution it was entitled to 
receive in ~ el the Wal ElistrilnttieBO te the se,,"el'ftl tHiBg 
authorities iB tile eeYBty's territery 1975 pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1009-, 8eetieBO m.s9 &Rd 29!7A.!il ta 29'71' •. 60, e!ieept 
that Elistrib11tiens ta seheel. aistrieto IIIMler ihese laws shall he 
ilisregarileil iB makiBg the s&le11lati0R 197 4, Section 477 A.OJ • 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Each taxing authority in each county, other than the 
county, the school districts and the cities and towns, shall receive 
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in 19!14 alMi 19!7& 1976 and 1977 a distribution equal to the distri• 
bution it was entitled to receive in 1971 pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1969, Section 273.69. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The balance of the distributions in 19!141976 pursuant 
to subdivision 1, shall be dwiEleEI amoag the se¥eral eities ea 
ieWR8 iR the eoaaiy's teRitopY iR the proporiioa tRa4; the aellaio 
ameaat el the ieyY limitatioa alKl speelal leYiee el eaeh eity aM 
ieWR fel' t&!les payable iR 1973 heaPS to the total Ei&!lar amoaai el 
tlte ieyY liRHtatioas &REI speeial ieYies el all the eities &REI towRs 
101' tees payable in~ 

!l!he haiaRee el the Elietrihatioa iR ~ plHSY&Rt to s\lhdi,Jisioa 
¼; sl!aU he Eli'liEleEI ameRg the sE>\·eral c-4-tie& &REI teWRO iB the 
eeaaty's tenitopY iR the propoftioa taat the aellaio amoaat of the 
levy limitatioa &REI speeial ieYies el eaeh eity &REI tewR fel' t&!EeS 
payahle iR 19!14 heaPS to the total delw amoYRt el the ieyY limi• 
tatiORS &Rd speeial le.<ies el all ei-ties &REI teWRO {el' tHes payable 
iR~ 

~ the JIYl'JIOBes ef -this s\lhdi,Jisioa, the ieyY limitatioa at a eity 
M tewR wi~ statatopY city powel'S fM ta,,es payahle ift 1973 81' 
19!14 shall he the Ymitatioa estahlielied f8l' SYek go\•eRHReatal rmit 
pmeaaat to seetioas ~ to 276,66, ao Eletefmiaed hy the 
aeparimeRt el 1'0YemJe, ~ the pYl'flOSee el this s\lhdi,Jisioa, the 
llJleeial le.<ies el a eity M towB with statatoP3· eity pewCl'S fol' taft8 
payable iR 1973 M 19!14 shall he the amoaais oi the go•;emmeatal 
URit!e ;a ieyY payahle iR 1973 &I' 19!14 whieh the Elepaftmeat el 
i'e\'emre Eietefmiaes to he qaalifieEI special leYies JlYPBY&Rt to eee
tiea 276.60, eahdi\<ieioa 6; hefel'e the redaetioa pYrSaaat to MiR
aeeeta Statateo 19!1¼; Seetioa 477A.Q2, Claase (8*, FYriaermoPO, 
eitieo ea ;ewaa wita etatY;epY eity powePS nnEleP 600 popalatioR, 
aeeordiag to the latest state M fedeml eeRSas, &REI towRs witaoat 
sta-tYtory eity powePB, shall POeei\<e Elietrihatioas ia 19!14 ea W76; 
pYPSY&Rt te this s\lhEli•JieioR, basee ea tlieiP 1eYie1; payahle iR 1973 
&REI J974; respee~i¥ely distributed to each of the cities and towns 
in the proportion that the product of the city or town's 1970 
federal census population times its average mill rate payable in 
1975 times its city or town 197 4 aggregate sales ratio as deter
mined by the commissioner of revenue bears to the sum of the 
product of that calculation for all cities and towns. 

The balance of the distributions in 1977 pursuant to subdivision 
1 shall be distributed to each of the cities and towns in the propor• 
tion that the product of the city or town's 1970 federal census 
population times its average mill rate payable in 1976 times its 
city or town 1975 aggregate sales ratio as determined by the 
commissioner of revenue bears to the sum of the product of that 
calculation for all cities and towns • 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0I, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. If the amount distributed to a city or town pursuant to 
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subdivision 4 is less than the aids the city or town received in 1975, 
before corrections for prior year aid payments, pursuant to Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, the amount distributed to it shall 
be raised to the amount the city or town received in 1975, before 
corrections for prior year aid payments, and the distributions to the 
other cities and to.wns shall be proportionately reduced as necessary 
to supply the difference. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4b. The commissioner of revenue shall make all necessary 
calculations and make payments directly to the affected taxing 
authorities in four equal parts on March 15, July 15, September 15, 
and November 15 in 1976 and 1977." 

Page 45, delete lines I to 32 

Page 46, delete lines I to 32 

Page 47, delete lines I to 32 

Page 48, delete lines I to 17 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Page 48, line 22, delete " 1, 2, 3, 4, " 

Page 48, line 27, after "94-12" delete "of" and insert a comma 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 24, after the semicolon insert "providing a penalty; 
appropriating money;" 

Page I, line 38, delete "275.51, Subdivision 3;" 

Page 2, line I, after "Subdivision I;" insert "477A.01, Subdivisions 
l, 2, 3, and 4;" 

Page 2, line 4, after "5;" insert "275.53, Subdivision 3;" 

Page 2, line 6, delete "I, 2, 3, 4," 

The question being taken on the adoption of the first portion of 
the Perpich, A. J. amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 28, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Kleinhaum Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Doty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Borden Gearty Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hansen, Mel Merriam Pillsbury 
Coleman Hughes Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Humphrey North Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ashbach Brown Josefson 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson 
Blatz Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Brataas Jensen Larson 

Milton 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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The motion prevailed. So the first portion of the Perpich, A. J. 
amendment was adopted. 

The question being taken on the second portion of the Perpich, 
A. J. amendment, 

The motion prevailed. So the second portion of the Perpich, A. J. 
amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. then moved to amend the Perpich, A. J. amend
ment to H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial Engrossment, adopted by the 
Senate May 8, 1975, as follows: 

Section 477A.01, subdivision I, before "local" insert "$159,000,000 
in" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Mr. Blatz moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 
Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 12, line 14 strike "90" and insert "70" 

Page 12, line 28 strike "90" and insert "70" 

Page 14, line 22 strike "ten" and insert "30" 

Page 15, line 20 strike "Ninety" and insert "Seventy" 

Page 16, line 2 strike "ten" and insert "thirty" 

Page 16, line 7 strike "90" and insert "70" 

Page 17, line 27 strike "90" and insert "70" 

Page 17, line 28 strike "ten" and insert "thirty" 

Page 18, line 25 strike "90" and insert "70" 

Page 18, line 26 strike "ten" and insert "thirty" 

Page 30, delete lines 30 to 32 

Page 31, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 32, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 33, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 34, delete lines 1 to 13 and insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 273, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[273.139] [HOMESTEAD PROPERTY AND AGRICUL
TURAL LAND TAX RELIEF.] Subdivision 1. The property ten 
to be paid with respect to all real property and class 2a property 
11$ed for purposes of a homestead and all agricultural land shaU 
be reduced by an amount equal to ten percent of the tax, com• 
mencing with the taxes payable in 1976. 

Subd. 2 Each county auditor shall certify not later than May 
1 of each year to the commissioner of revenue the amount of 
reduction resulting from this section in each taxing district in 
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his county. This certification shall be submitted to the commis
sioner of revenue as part of the abstracts of tax lists required 
to be filed with the commissioner under the provisions of Minne
sota Statutes, Section 275.29. Any prior year adjustments shall 
also be certified in the abstracts of tax lists. The commissioner 
of revenue shall review the certifications to determine their ac
curacy. He may make changes in the certification he may deem 
necessary or return a certification to the county auditor for 
corrections. 

Subd. 3. Based on current year ta:,; data reported in the ab
stracts of ta:,; lists, the commissioner of revenue shall annually 
determine each taxing district's distribution of the amounts 
certified under subdivision 2. On or before July 15, 1976, and 
each year thereafter, the commissioner of revenue shall pay to 
each taxing district one half of its distribution. The remaining 
one half shall be paid on or before November 15, 1976 and each 
year thereafter. 

Subd. 4. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund 
the amounts necessary to make the payments required by this 
section. " 

Page 44, delete lines 14 to 32 and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Sub
division 1, is amended to read: 

477A.01 [LOCAL GOVERNMENT AID.] Subdivision 1. Ex
cept in the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, 
Scott and Washington, the state shall distribute $36 $38 for 
each person residing in the territory comprising each county for 
the calendar ~ ~ years 1976 and $36 fal' '"1e ealemlar ~ 
191& 1977 to the several taxing authorities, except school districts, 
with authority to impose taxes on property located in the county's 
territory. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Each taxing authority in each county, other than the 
county, the school districts and the cities and towns, shall receive 
in 19'741976 and~ 1977 a distribution equal to the distribution 
it was entitled to receive in 1971 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 
1969, Section 273.69. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The balance of the distributions in~ 1976 pursuant 
to subdivision 1, shall be divided among the several cities and 
towns in the county's territory in the proportion that the dollar 
amount of the levy limitation and special levies of each city and 
town for taxes payable in ~ 197 5 bears to the total dollar 
amount of the levy limitations and special levies of all the cities 
and towns for taxes payable in~ 1975. 

The balance of the distribution in ~ 1977 pursuant to subdi
vision 1, shall be divided among the several cities and towns in the 
county's territory in the proportion that the dollar amount of the 
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levy limitation and special levies of each city and town for taxes 
payable in 19'74 1976 bears to the total dollar amount of the levy 
limitations and special levies of all cities and towns for taxes 
payable in 19'74 1976. 

For the purposes of this subdivision, the levy limitation of a city 
or town with statutory city powers for taxes payable in W'73 1975 
or 19'74 1976 shall be the limitation established for such govern
mental unit pursuant to sections 275.50 to 275.56, as determined 
by the department of revenue. For the purposes of this subdivi
sion, the special levies of a city or town with statutory city powers 
for taxes payable in W'73 1975 or 19'74 1976 shall be the amounts 
of the governmental unit's tax levy payable in W'73 1975 or 19'74 
1976 which the department of revenue determines to be qualified 
special levies pursuant to section 275.50, subdivision 5, before the 
reduction pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 477A.02, 
Clause (c). Furthermore, cities and towns with statutory city 
powers under 500 population, according to the latest state or 
federal census, and towns without statutory city powers, shall 
receive distributions in 19'74 1976 and !9'ffl 1977 , pursuant to this 
subdivision, based on their levies payable in W'73 1975 and 19'74 
1976 , respectively. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. W ~ deflar~ment &f re•,.en11e shell eale11late the 
aggregate af the fellowing aids (eefere adjustments f&r priar yefH' 
aie fl&YIBl'Rts-t f&r eaeh sit¥; taWR; and eo11nty go'lemment within 
e&eh eo11nty sllbjeet ta the fl•o•,isiens af s11hdi"lision ±; .., within 
the terri~ory sf)ecified iB sllbdi>lision '1+ 

+» W'13 le-eal ge...emment aids fluFS11ant ta Minnesota Statutes 
mi, Section 477A.0l; 

~ W'13 eigarette tax distrillution aids flUFSaant ta Minnesota 
Statutes l-9'7l--; Se~tion 29'7.13; 

{3t W'73 Hfill&F tali distrilmtion aid£ flllFSllaRt ta Minnesota 
S~:1tutes W7+; Section 340.S0; 

-f# !I'he No,•cmher W; 1™ aoo May 3±; W'73 distril,11tions af 
bank aeise tali a;d,; pu,s11ruat te Mnmeoota StatHtes 197-±; Section 
290.361; 

-ftB- Faty fle•eent af the W'73 inHe,it!lflce ta.. distrillutioa te 
eeaaties flUFSUEIBt ts MiRResota Statutes l-9'7l--; Seeeoa 291.33; 

(~) 8~· percen; ef the ame11at ceuaty governments were 
entitled ta recei,.i and !00 percent af the amoant city and tewn 
go,•ernmeats ,:.,ere eatitled t& ,eeeive iB W'73 1:mro11ant ta MiRRe
sata Sta,tates l-9'7l--; Seetioa 20'7.12; 

f7-t W'73 gres& eamiBgs aid ti> eilies, tewns and counties pursu
!lflt ;a Minaesota Statutes mi, Sectioas 2'76,1,; ta 276.18; 3eS-.39 
te3~an4™'20ta373.24. 

~ If the total amount distributed to the several taxing author
ities within a county pursuant to subdivision 1 or to the territory 
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specified in subdivision 7 is less than the agg,egate of aids to the 
several taxing authorities within such county or territory, except 
school districts, as calculated by the department of revenue f)IHBQ
oo; w elause W for calendar year 1975 , the state shall supply 
and distribute the difference from the general fund which shall be 
distributed as part of the distribution to the several taxing author
ities within the territory specified in subdivision 7. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. W '.l!he def)artme11t ef re•,enue shall eaiGulate the 
aggregate af the ~allaw'.ng ai,ls (befere adjost111e11ts fer fJff8I' yee, 
aid flllYllleHts) fGr eaeh ei-ty, tewn and eaunty gaYernment within 
eaeh eaunty 6\Jhjeet ta the ,,.a,.,isians ef eobdi'lisian tt 

-fl+ -l973 leeal ga•,ernment aids l'umu&Rt ta Minnesata Statutes 
W'H, Seeti81l 477A.(H; 

~)- -l973 eiga•~tte ;a" distl'ibutian aids i"'FSoant ta Minnesata 
Statutes m, Seetian 297 .13; 

-f3+ -l973 ~ ta,, :!istrilmtian aido i"'FSuant te Minnesota 
Statutes m, Seetian 340.60; 

-(-# 'I'he NoYcmber W, 1-972 and May 31-; -1973 dishibutian of 
baRk aeise ta.. aids l"'FBoant ta Minnesota Statutes -1971, Seetian 
290.3'.:l; 

~ W73 gF86G earnings aids te eties, tawns and eounties fllHSll
&Rt ta Minnese~:i Sta~tes 1971, Seetians 27€-.-ll; ta 27'.:.18; 368.39 
to 368.42; 373,20 to 373.2~ 

( '.:) Fifty i'CFeent af the !-973 inhel'it&Ree ta,, distl'ibotian te 
eeon~Ces 1""6\l&Rt ta Minnesata Statutes m, Seetian 291.33; 

f'1+ Sc,,,en~y l'e•e~nt of the 11111011Rt eaORty g8\ ern111e11ts were 
entitled te reeeive and 100 !'Cfflcnt of the amaunt eity and teWft 
ga•1ern111ents were entitled te ,eeewe in 1973 l'Umuant ta Min
Re60ta Stato~-lll!H; Seetian 287.12. 

W If the amount distributed to a city, town or county govern
ment pursuant to subdivision 2 or subdivision 4 is less than the 
aggregate af aids for such county government, city, or town as 
calculated by the department of revenue l'llm11ant ta elaase +at 
for calendar year 1975 , the amount distributed to it shall be 
raised to the amount for such county, city, or township as calcu
lated by the department of revenue 1'Um11ant ta eleuee W for 
cakndar year 1975 , and the distributions to each of the other 
cities and towns and the county government shall be proportion
ately reduced as necessary to supply the difference. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. In the territory comprising the counties of Anoka, 
Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott and Washington, the 
state shall distribute $36 $39 for each person residing in the terri
tory for the calendar yea, 1974 years 1976 and $37 f8I' the ealen-
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Ela!, yeftl' lW6 1977 to the several taxing authorities, except school 
districts, with authority to impose taxes on property located in the 
territory. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
8, is amended to read: 

Snbd. 8. The seven county governments shall receive in total, in 
19'74,-¥-; pe,,eent ef $&6 times the pepulatien of the seven eeORtiee, 
and, m lW6 1976 and 1977 , 16 percent of $31 $39 times the 
population of the seven counties. That distribution in -W!M 1976 
shall be divided among the seven county governments in the pro
portion that the levy of each payable in ~ 1975 bears to the 
total levy of the seven. That distribution in lWl> 1977 shall be 
iivided among the seven county governments in the proportion 
that the levy of each payable in -19'74 1976 bears to the total levy 
of the seven. For the purposes of this subdivision the levy of a 
county payable in ~ 1975 and l9',4 1976 shall exclude that 
portion of the levy which was subject to the penalty provisions of 
section 275.51, subdivision 4, as amended, and shall be before the 
reduction pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 477A.02, 
Clause ( c). If any county government would receive less pursuant 
to this subdivision than it was entitled to receive in 1971 pursuant 
to Minnesota Statutes 1969, Sections 273.69 and 297A.51 to 
297 A.60 it shall receive an amount equal to the amount to which it 
was entitled in 1971 and the distribution to other counties shall be 
proportionately reduced. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 4 77 A.01, Subdivision 
9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. Each taxing authority in the counties named in subdi
vision 7, other than the counties, the school districts and the cities 
and towns, shall receive in -WU 1976 and lWl> 1977 , a distrib
ution equal to the distribution to which it was entitled in 1971 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1969, Section 273.69. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. In WM $3G 1976 and 1977 $39 shall be multiplied 
times the population of the seven counties named in subdivision 7. 
The distributions pursuant to subdivisions 8 and 9 shall be sub
tracted from the product of that calculation. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. In the calendar year 197 6, the balance remaining after 
the calculation provided by subdivision 10 shall be divided among 
the cities and towns in the proportion that the dollar amount of 
the levy limitation and special levies of each for taxes payable in 
W'73 1975 bears to the dollar amount of the levy limitations and 
special levies of all cities and towns in the seven named counties. 
For the purposes of this subdivision limitation of a city or town 
with statutory city powers for taxes payable in ~ 1975 shall be 
the limitation established for such governmental unit pursuant ro 
sections 275.50 to 275.56, as determined by the department of 
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revenue. For the purposes of this subdivision, the special levies of 
a city or town with statutory city powers for taxes payable in m3 
1975 shall be the amounts of the governmental unit's tax levy 
payable in -19!73 1975 which the department of revenue determines 
to be qualified special levies pursuant to section 275.50, subdivi
sion 5, before the reduction pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, 
Section 4 77 A.02, Clause ( c). Furthermore, cities and towns with 
statutory city powers under 500 population, according to the 
latest state or federal census, and towns without statutory city 
powers, shall receive distributions in -19!74 1976 , pursuant to this 
subdivision, based on their levies payable in m31975. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statute3 197 4, Section 4 77 A.01, Subdivision 
14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. In the calendar year 1977, the balance remaining after 
the calculation provided by subdivision ,l 10 shall be divided 
among the cities and towns in the proportion that the dollar 
amount of the levy limitation and special levies of each for taxes 
payable in -19!74 1976 bears to the dollar amount of the levy limita
tions and special levies of all cities and towns in the seven named 
counties. For purposes of this subdivision the levy limitation of a 
city or town with statutory city powers for taxes payable in t9!14 
1976 shall be the limitation established for such governmental unit 
pursuant to sections 275.50 to 275.56, as determined by the de
partment of revenue. For the purposes of this subdivision, the 
special levies of a city or town with statutory city powers for taxes 
payable in -19!74 1976 shall be the amounts of the governmental 
unit's tax levy payable in ±9'14 1976 which the department of 
revenue determines to be qualified special levies pursuant to sec
tion 275.50, subdivision 5, before the reduction pursuant to Min
nesota Statutes 1971, Section 477A.02, Clause (c). Furthermore, 
cities and towns with statutory city powers under 500 population, 
according to the latest state or federal census, and towns without 
statutory city powers, shall receive distributions in ~ 1977 , 
pursuant to this subdivision, based on their levies payable in -19!74 
1976. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. -fa-} !fhe dllflal'tment ef 1ooe1K1e shall eol81Hftte the 
~ ef the fellewing aiao (l!efere adjaetments fel' Jlr----ei' yeM 
a«I payments) fei' eaeh eity; tewR; anEl eeaRty gevel'Rfllent ~ 
-thetermezy speeified in sal!EIMsieB 7:-

+» m3 leeal ge~ eRlflleRt aid& fllil'S\lt!Bt ta Mmneseta Stamtes 
19!71, Seetien 177A,01; 

-(-lit 1978 eiga,ette tH Eiishil!atien aide pa,saant ~ MiRReseta 
Stft-ta;es 1971; Seetien 297.13; 

f&t ~ BflW tH ElistributieR aiEls JHHPUSPt -te Mfaraee~ 
SR!ta:tes 1971; SeetieB 3 f:0.QO; 

#1- !;Phe :!'!e~·emhe, ~ -1-972 anEl May 31; 19!73 distl'illlltien et 
hllBk el!eise tH aitls plH'SIIIIBt ~ MiRneseta Statatee 19!11, Seetien 
l!W.861-t 
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#t ~ pereent ei the l9!7a inheri!anee tu mstrillatiea ~e 
eeaaties parsaaat te Mimleseta Statates 19!11; Scetien 291,33; 

f9t Se•,•eRty pcreent ei the araeaRt eeaRty ge,;emmeRts were 
eatitleEl te reee;·,c &REI IQQ perecat ei the ameaat eity &REI ~ 
go¥cmmeats were eRtitleEl te reeei•,e iR -19!13 parsll&RI; te Mia
~ Sta~ates 19H; Seetiea 287.HI; 

f7+ -19!13 gi'9SS camiago aias te eities; teWBS aaEI eoaaties par
llllllm te Mimlesota Statatea -19!1-l; Seeti&Ro a;6,le te 276.18; 
368,3&'9368.12; 3~te 373.21. 

W If the amount distributed to a city, town, or county in 19;4, 
1976 or W7e 1977 in the seven named counties pursuant to this 
section is less than the &ggl'Cg&tc el aids for such county, city, or 
town as calculated by the department of revenue ll1H'SlHIRt te 
clause -{at for calendar year 1976 , the amount distributed to it 
shall be raised to the amount for such county, city, or town as 
calculated by the department of revenue parsaaat ta elause +ah 
and the distributions to each of the other counties, cities and 
towns shall be proportionately reduced as necessary to supply the 
difference. 

Sec. 13. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
477A.01, Subdivision 13, is repealed." 

Page 45, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 46, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 4 7, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 48, delete lines 1 to 23 

Further, amend the title as folllows: 

Page 1, line 9, after the colon insert: "providing for a decrease in 
property taxes with the state to compensate the counties for lost 
revenue;" 

Page 1, line 37, delete "273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7;" 

Page 1, line 38, delete "275.51, Subdivision 3;" 

Page 2, line 1, after "3;" insert "and" 

Page 2, line 1, after "1;" delete "and" 

Page 2, line 2, delete "510.02;'' 

Page 2, line 5, after "290.921;" insert "and" 

Page 2, line 5, delete"; and 477A.0l," and insert a period 

Page 2, delete lines 6 and 7 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 36, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

THURSDAY,MAY8, 1975 

Brataas 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 

Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Nelson 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Doty Lewis Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Schmitz 
Coleman Humphrey North Schrom 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Olhoft Solon 
Davies Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Stokowski 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Billers 
Stassen 

1951 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. O'Neill moved to amend H. F. No. 1674 the Unofficial En
grossment, as follows: 

Page 48 after line 29 add a new article as follows: 

"Article XVII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, Subdivision 
3c, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3c. [CREDITS AGAINST TAX.] Notwithstanding the 
provisions of subdivision 3a for taxable years which begin after 
December 31, 1974, the taxes due under the computation in ac
cordance with section 290.06 shall be credited with the following 
amounts: 

(1) In the case of an unmarried individual, and, except as pro
vided in paragraph 6, in the case of the estate of a decedent, $21 
$25, and in the case of a trust, $5; 

(2) In the case of a married individual, living with husband or 
wife, and in the case of a head of a household, $43 $50. If such 
husband and wife make separate returns the personal exemption 
may be taken by either or divided between them; 

(3) In the case of an individual, $U $25 for each person ( other 
than husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief 
support from the taxpayer. One taxpayer only shall be allowed 
lhis credit with respect to any given dependent. In the case of 
the head of a household, a credit for one dependent shall be dis
allowed. A payment to a divorced or separated wife, other than a 
payment of the kind referred to in section 290.072, subdivision 3, 
shall not be considered a payment by the husband for the support 
.,f any dependent. 

(4) (a) In the case of an unmarried individual who has attain
ed the age of 65 before the close of his taxable year, an additional 
$21$25; 

(b) In the case of an unmarried individual who is blind at the 
close of the taxable year, an additional $U $25; 

(c) In the case of a married individual, living with husband or 
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wife, an additional $lHc $25 for each spouse who has attained the 
age of 65 before the close of the individual's taxable year, and an 
additional $25 for each spouse who is blind at the close of the in
dividual's taxable year. If such husband and wife make separate 
returns, these credits may be taken by either or divided between 
them; 

(d) For the purposes of sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of para
graph (4), an individual is blind if his central visual acuity does 
not exceed 20/200 in the better eye with correcting lenses, or if 
his visual acuity is greater than 20/200 but is accompanied by a 
Jimitation in the fields of vision such that the widest diameter of 
the visual field subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees. 

(5) In the case of an insurance company, it shall receive a credit 
on the tax computed as above equal in amount to any taxes based on 
premiums paid by it during the period for which the tax under 
Extra Session Laws 1967, Chapter 32, is imposed by virtue of any 
law of this state, other than the surcharge on premiums imposed 
by Extra Session Laws 1933, Chapter 53, as amended; 

(6) If the status of a taxpayer, insofar as it affects the credits 
allowed under paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall change during the tax
able year, or if the taxpayer shall either become or cease to be a 
resident of the state during such taxable year, such credit shall 
be apportioned, in accordance with the number of months before 
and after such change. For the purpose of such apportionment, a 
fractional part of a month shall be disregarded unless more than 
one-half of the month, in which case it shall be considered as a 
month. In case of death during a taxable year, a credit shall be 
allowed to the decedent, in proportion to the number of months 
before his death, and to his estate, in proportion to the number of 
months after his death, and in any event a minimum credit of $5 
shall be allowed to the decedent and his estate, respectively; 

(7) In the case of a non-resident individual, credits under para
graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall be apportioned in the proportion of the 
gross income from sources in Minnesota to the gross income from 
all sources, and in any event a minimum credit of $5 shall be 
allowed. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. For taxabk years beginning after December 31, 1974, 
the income taxes imposed by chapter 290 upon individuals, estates 
and trusts, other than those taxabk as corporations, shall be re
duced by a credit equal to 5 percent of the income tax so comput
ed. 

Sec. 3. This article is effective for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1974." 

Further amend the title accordingly. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 30 and nays 33, as 
lollows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen. Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Doty Merriam 
Arnold Gearty Milton 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Moe 
Chmielewski Hughes North 
Coleman Humphrey Olhoft 
Conzemius Kleinbaum. Olson, A.G. 
Davies McCutcheon Olson, H. D. 

Larson 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 
Willet 

1958 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

The motion did not prevail. So 
adopted. 

the amendment was not 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 
Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 38, after line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 290.06, Subdivision 
2c, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2c. [SCHEDULE OF RATES FOR INDIVIDUALS, 
ESTATES AND TRUSTS.] (a) For taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1971, the income taxes imposed by chapter 290 
upon individuals, estates and trusts, other than those taxable as 
corporations, shall be computed by applying to their taxable net 
income in excess of the applicable credits allowed by section 
290.21, the following schedule of rates: 

( 1) On the first $500, one aREI SHE tenths percent; 

(2) On the second $500, two aREI twe tentl!s percent; 

(3) On the Befi ~ third $500 , three aREl tiYe tentl!s per
cent; 

(4) On the ReH ~ fourth $500, tiYe aREl eigl!t tORths four 
percent; 

( 5) On the next $1,000, se¥eR aREl ;l!,ee tenths five percent; 

(6) On the next $1,000, eigMaREI e¼gl!t-teR-tl!& six percent; 

(7) On the next~ $1,000, ;en !IREI we tenths seven per
cent; 

(8) On the next ~ $1,000 , eleYeR aREl tiYe teRtl!s eight 
percent; 

(9) On the next $3;eQQ $1,000 , wewe aREl eigl!t tenths nine 
percent; 

(10) On all 8¥ei' $H!,eQQ, &Rd Ret 8¥ei' $l!Q,QQQ the next $1,000 , 
fe11l'teOR ten percent; 
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(11) On the next $1,000, eleven percent; 

(12) On the next $1,000, twelve percent; 

(13) On the next $2,500, thirteen percent; 

(14) On the next $2,500, fourteen percent; 

+Ht ( 15) On the remainder, fifteen percent. 

[48THDAY 

(b) In lieu of a tax computed according to the rates set forth in 
clause (a) of this subdivision, the tax of any individual taxpayer 
whose adjusted gross income for the taxable year is less than 
$10,000, at his election shall be computed in accordance with 
tables prepared and issued by the commissioner of revenue. Such 
tables shall be prepared upon the same basis as the tables con
tained in Minnesota Statutes 1961, Section 290.06, taking into 
account, however, the increase in rates provided by clause (a) of 
this section. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 290.06, Subdivision 3c, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3c. [CREDITS AGAINST TAX.] Notwithstanding the 
provisions of subdivision 3a for taxable years which begin after 
December 31, 1971, the taxes due under the computation in ac
~ordance with section 290.06 shall be credited with the following 
amounts: 

(1) In the case of an unmarried individual, and, except as pro
vided in paragraph 6, in the case of the estate of a decedent, $2-1-
$25 , and in the case of a trust, $5; 

(2) In the case of a married individual, living with husband or 
wife, and in the case of a head of a household, $42. If such hus
band and wife make separate returns the personal exemption may 
be taken by either or divided between them; 

(3) In the case of an individual, $2-1- $25 for each person ( other 
than husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief 
support from the taxpayer. One taxpayer only shall be allowed 
this credit with respect to any given dependent. In the case of the 
head of a household, a credit for one dependent shall be disallow
ed. A payment to a divorced or separated wife, other than a pay
ment of the kind referred to in section 290.072, subdivision 3, shall 
not be considered a payment by the husband for the support of 
any dependent. 

(4) (a) In the case of an unmarried individual who has attain
ed the age of 65 before the close of his taxable year, an additional 
ffl$25; 

(b) In the case of an unmarried individual who is blind at the 
dose of the taxable year, an additional $2-1- $25 ; 

(c) In the case of a married individual, living with husband or 
wife, an additional $2-1- $25 for each spouse who has attained the 
age of 65 before the close of the individual's taxable year, and an 
additional $25 for each spouse who is blind at the close of the in-
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dividual's taxable year. If such husband and wife make separate 
returns, these credits may be taken by either or divided between 
them; 

(d) For the purposes of sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of para
graph (4), an individual is blind if his central visual acuity does 
not exceed 20/200 in the better eye with correcting lenses, or if 
his visual acuity is greater than 20/200 but is accompanied by a 
limitation in the fields of vision such that the widest diameter 
of the visual field subtends an angle no greater than 20 degrees. 

(5) In the case of an insurance company, it shall receive a 
credit on the tax computed as above equal in amount to any taxes 
based on premiums paid by it during the period for which the tax 
under Extra Session Laws 1967, Chapter 32, is imposed by virtue 
of any law of this state, other than the surcharge on premiums 
imposed by Extra Session Laws 1933, Chapter 53, as amended; 

(6) If the status of a taxpayer, insofar as it affects the credits 
allowed under paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall change during the tax
able year, or if the taxpayer shall either become or cease to be a 
resident of the state during such taxable year, such credit shall be 
apportioned, in accordance with the number of months before and 
after such change. For the purpose of such apportionment, a frac
tional part of a month shall be disregarded unless more than one
half of the month, in which case it shall be considered as a month. 
In case of death during a taxable year, a credit shall be allowed 
to the decedent, in proportion to the number of months before his 
death, and to his estate, in proportion to the number of months 
after his death, and in any event a minimum credit of $5 shall be 
allowed to the decedent and his estate, respectively; 

(7) In the case of a non-resident individual, credits under 
paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall be apportioned in the proportion of 
the gross income from sources in Minnesota to the gross income 
from all sources, and in any event a minimum credit of $5 shall 
be allowed. 

Sec. 3. Sections 1 and 2 are effective for taxable years commenc-
ing after December 31, 1974." 

Renumber the sections in the article in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, after "individuals;" insert "changing the tax 
rates and credits for individuals;" 

Page 1, line 40, after "Subdivisions" and before "3d" insert 
"2c, 3c," 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Brown moved that those not voting be excused from voting 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 31 and nays 35, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Chmielewski Josefson Nelson 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Larson Pillsbury 
Brown Jensen Milton Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

[48TRDAY 

Stassen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Anderson Doty Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Schrom 
Arnold Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. Solon 
Borden Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. Stokowslrl 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst Stumpf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schaaf Tennessen 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz Wegener 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Stassen moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 
Engrossment, as follows: 

Pages 28 to 30, strike Article V and renumber the succeeding 
articles accordingly 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, strike everything after the semicolon 

Strike line 7 

Page 2, line 4, strike everything before "290.031" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 36, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Chmielewski Kirchner 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson 
Berg Frederick Larson 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Milton 
Brataas Josefson Nelson 
Brown Keefe, J. Ogdabl 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Arnold Gearty Laufenburger 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Coleman Hughes Merriam 
Conzemius Humphrey Moe 
Davies Keefe, S. North 
Doty Kleinbawn Olhoft 
Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, A.G. 

The motion did not prevail. So 
adopted 

Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schrom 

Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

the amendment was not 

Mr. Berg moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial En
grossment, as follows: 
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Page 30, strike lines 1 and 2 and insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In the case of property described in section 273.13, 
subdivisions 6, 7, 7B, 10, 12, 17, 17b, and 19, plus all agricultural 
property and all real estate devoted to temporary and seasonal 
residential occupancy for recreational purposes, the assessor after 
determining the value of any such property shall compare the 
value with that determined in the preceding assessment. If the 
increase exceeds five ten percent of the preceding valuation, the 
amount of the increase entered in the current assessment shall not 
not exceed five ten percent; the excess -fnel; e!feeeding Ii¥<, Jle,een\ 
9f the latest aasesse,s mal'ket vtlitill.tien+ may be entered in the fol
lowing years assessment, notwithstanding the provisions of section 
273.17, according to the following schedule: (a) twenty percent in 
the next assessment year (b) forty percent in the next assessment 
year ( c) the remainder in the next assessment year. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. In the e¥eB-t that; fffi' the assessment yea, l9't3; ;he 
asscsse, has ine,easeEI the ¥lliUe 9f saeh JlPeperty BY EIB ameHBt itt 
""8eSS 9f the m,e Jle•eent limitatien p,a,,ideEI m in subdivisien 2, 
he shall mail ,imaeEI statement netiees aEkising the p,epe,ty 
0WBel' 9f -the ,eaYetiaa roEflliPee BY this seetien. 'I%e ,imseEI netise 
shall ~ tRM ti.e ,eEIYetiea is made pllrBll&Ht te a statute en
aeted BY the W'73 legislatY,e. 

The provisions of subdivision 2 shall apply only to excess assess
ments which pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, 273.11 were 
not included in the assessors market valuation prior to the 1976 
assessment year. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the 
contrary, the limitation contained in subdivisions 1 to 3 shall also 
apply to the authority of the local board of review as provided in 
section 274.01, the county board of equalization as provided in 
section 274.13, the state board of equalization and the commis
sioner of taxation as provided in sections 270.11, 270.12 and 
270.16, and any increase effected by these boards, the cumulative 
effect of which may increase property above the fi¥e jle,eent per
missible increase shall be invalid." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Pagel, line 6, strike "eliminating" and insert "changing" 

Page 1, line 37, strike "Subdivision l" and insert "Subdivisions 
1, 2c, 3, and 5" 

Page 2, line 4, strike everything before "290.031" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
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Mr. Berg moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 26 and nays 39, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson, R. 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 

Kirchner 
Knutson 
Larson 
Nelson 
North 
Olson, J. L. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Blatz 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Kowalczyk 
Doty Laufenburger 
Gearty Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schrom 
Billers 

Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Stassen 
Ueland 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not 
adopted. 

Mr. Knutson moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial En
grossment, as follows: 

Page 30, after line I, insert a new section 2 to read: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. The five percent limitation imposed by subdivision 2, 
as amended by Laws 1974, Chapter 556, Section 14, shall also apply 
to assessments for 1973. if application of this subdivision reduces a 
taxpayer's property tax bill for any year In which he has already paid 
the tax, he shall be entitled to a refund of the overpayment. A refund 
application shall be submitted to the taxpayer's county treasurer. The 
property tax levy limitation computed pursuant to chapter 275 shall 
not be reduced by application of this subdivision." 

Renumber the remaining subdivisions accordingly. 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 37, after "subdivision 1" insert "and by adding a sub
division" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Knutson moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 37, as fol
lows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Larson 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Anderson Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, G. 
Borden Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Davies Laufenburger Olson. A.G. Solon 
Doty Lewis Olson, H. D. Spear 

Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

1959 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Knutson then moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 
Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 37, after line 13, insert a new subdivision 4 to read: 

Subd. 4. If the population of any city or town has increased or 
increases from one year to the next, the levy limit base per capita 
may be increased by an additional amount not to exceed three per
cent for each one percent increase in population. The provisions of 
this subdivision are retroactive to population increases occurring on 
or after January I, 1971. Cumulative increases may be added to the 
levy limit base per capita calculated for levy year I 97 5 taxes payable 
1976. 

Renumber the remaining subdivisions accordingly 

Further amend the· title accordingly 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 34, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R .. 
Jensen 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Arnold Hansen, Baldy Mccutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hughes Merriam Perpich. G. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe, S, North Schaaf 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz 
Davies Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Schrom 
Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. Solon 

Renneke 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 
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Mr. Larson moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial En
grossment, as follows: 

Page 48, after line 29, insert: 

"ARTICLE XVII 

Section I. Subdivision 1. The following words and phrases when 
used in this article, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, 
shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this section. 

Subd. 2. "Railroad company" means any company which as a 
,ommon carrier operates a railroad or a line or lines of railway situat
<'d within or partly within Minnesota. 

Subd. J. "Operating property" means and includes franchises, 
tights of way, bridges, trestles, shops, docks, wharves, buildings and 
Jlructures used by a railroad company in the performance of transpor
tation services. 

Subd. 4. "Nonoperating property" means and includes all prop
erty other than property defined in subdivision J. Nonoperating 
property shall include real property which is leased or rented or avail
able for lease or rent to a nonrailroad company. Vacant land shall be 
presumed to be available for lease or rent if it has not been used as 
operating property for a period of one year preceding the assessment 
date. The provisions of this subdivision shall be strictly construed in 
!avor of the taxing authority. 

Subd. 5. "Commissioner" means the commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 2. Subdivision I. The operating property of every railroad 
company doing business in Minnesota shall be assessed by the com
missioner in the manner prescribed herein. 

Subd. 2. The nonoperating property of every railroad company 
doing business in Minnesota shall be assessed as otherwise provided 
by law. 

Subd. J. The commissioner shall have exclusive primary jurisdic
tion to determine what is operating property and what is nonoperat
ing property. 

Subd. 4. Every railroad company doing business in Minnesota shall 
annually file with the commissioner on or before April JO a report 
under oath setting forth the information prescribed by the commis
sioner to enable him to make the assessment herein provided. 

Sec. 3. Subdivision I. The commissioner shall annually make an 
assessment of the operating property of every railroad company doing 
business in this state, and between April JO and July JI shall prepare 
an assessment roll on which he shall enter and assess the market value 
of the operating property of each railroad company as of January 2 
of the year in which the assessment is made. In the case of a railroad 
company which owns or operates lines or roads lying partly within 
and partly without this state, the commissioner shall only value and 
assess the operating property within this state. In determining the 
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market value of the portion within this state, the commissioner shall 
use established taxing procedures so that this state shall receive its 
fair, equitable and reasonable proportion of the railroad company's 
operating property values. 

Subd. 2. After the commissioner has prepared the assessment roll 
and entered thereon the market value of the operating property of 
each railroad company, he shall give notice by certified mail to the 
railroad company of such assessed valuation. 

Subd. J. A railroad company ;may within 15 days of receipt of the 
notice of assessed valuation file a written request for a hearit.g before 
the commissioner relating to the value of its operating property. The 
commissioner shall thereupon designate a time and place for the 
hearing which he shall conduct, the same to be on the commissioner's 
entire files and records and such further evidence as may be offered 
to provide for the fair and equitable taxation of railroad operating 
property in this state. Said hearing shall be held no later than JO days 
after mailing of the commissioner's assessment notice. 

Subd. 4. Upon determination of the market value of the operating 
property of each railroad company as above provided, the commis
sioner shall determine the amount of ad valorem property taxes 
payable thereon, assessing said market value at the same ratio as the 
ratio of assessed to actual value of commercial and industrial property 
in the state and applying to said assessed value the state-wide average 
mill rate of ad valorem taxes levied in all counties for all purposes. 
No railroad company shall be entitled to relief from the commis
sioner's determination unless the assessment ratio applied pursuant 
to this subdivision exceeds by at least five percent the ratio percentage 
applied to all other commercial and industrial property within the 
state. 

Subd. 5. The ad valorem property taxes herein before levied and 
assessed shall be paid by each railroad company to the commissioner 
in equal installments on or before May JI and October JI. 

Subd. 6. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no adminis
trative proceeding held in Minnesota shall allow the payment of ad 
valorem property taxes levied pursuant to this act to be used as evi
dence to establish possible savings out of pocket expense or part of 
the savings to a railroad company so that such payment shall be 11 
reason to authorize abandonment of service upon railroad branch 
lines, and all such proceedings shall only be determined upon the 
basis of public need and public convenience and necessity. Further, in 
order to review the effect of this act upon railroad transportation in 
Minnesota, it is the policy of the state of Minnesota to request the 
interstate commerce commission to impose a t,wo year moratorium 
on abandonment of branch lines from the effective date of this act. 

Sec. 4. Subdivision I. A special account is created in the general 
fund to be known as the railroad Property revenue account. The taxes, 
interest and penalties accruing thereon shall be deposited in the ac
count. 

Subd. 2. Revenues in the railroad property revenue account shall be 
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distributed by the commissioner pursuant to the provisions of section 
477 A .OJ as additional local government aid. 

Subd. 3. The distributions in this section provided shall be made 
in two equal installments on or before July I and December 31 each 
year, commencing in 1976, or as shall be determined as hereinafte1· 
provided. 

Sec. 5. In 1975 only, the railroad company shall file the report 
prescribed by section 2, subdivision 4, on or before August 31, 1975. 
The commissioner shall make the assessment prescribed by section J 
on or before November 30, 1975, and the same shall constitute the ad 
valorem property taxes for the year 1975 due and payable in 1976. 

Sec. 26. A commission is hereby created to study and consider 
a fair and equitable basis for future distribution of railroad ad 
valorem taxes. The commission shall consist of three members 
of the house of representatives appointed by the speaker, three 
members of the senate appointed by the president and three 
interested citizens, including the chairman, appointed by the gover
nor. The commissioner shall be an ex officio member of the com
mission. The commission shall report its findings and recommen
dations to the legisT,ature not later than January 15, 1977. There 
is appropriated from the general fund the sum of $25,000, or as 
much thereof as may be necessary, to pay the expenses incurred 
by the commission. Expenses of the commission shall be approved 
by the chairman or another member as the rules of the commis
swn provide and paid in the same manner that other expenses 
are paid. 

Sec. 7. Subdivision 1. The provisions of other 1,aws to the con
trary notwithstanding, railroad companies, effective January 1, 
1975, shall be subject to the annual excise tax measured by 
corporations' taxable net income as provided in Minnesota Stat
utes, Chapter 290. 

Subd. 2. The railroad companies subject to this act shall 
continue to be exempt from payment of the sales and use tax 
to the extent provided in section 297 A.25, subdivision 1, clause 
(1). 

Subd. 3. This act shall not relieve the railroad companies sub
ject to this act from liability for the payment of taxes on gross 
earnings for the period January I through June 30, 1975, as 
provided in section 295.02, the provisions of section 8 hereof 
notwithstanding. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 295.01, Subdivisions 
2 and 3; 295.02; 295.03; 295.04; 295.05; 295.12; 295.13; and 
295.14 are repealed. 

Sec. 9. This act shall be in effect for all yean beginning after 
December 31, 1974." 

Amend the title accordingly. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
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Mr. Conzemius moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 35, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe,J. Nelson 
Bang Fitzsimons Kirchner Ogdabl 
Bembagen Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, J .. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Knutson O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Patton 
Brown Jensen Larson Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Renneke 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Ueland 

Anderson Doty Lewis Olson, A.G. Solon 
Arnold Gearty McCutcheon Olson, H. D. Spear 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, A. J. Stokowski 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Perpich, G. Stumpf 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst Tennessen 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schaaf We:gener 
Davies Lsufenburger Olhoft Schmitz Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 
Mr. Frederick moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 

Engrossment, by adding Article XVII as follows: 

"ARTICLE XVII 
Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 290.09 is amended by adding 

a subdivision to read: 
Subd. 30. [POST SECONDARY SCHOOL EXPENSE.] Fifty 

percent of the amount paid to others for tuition and textbooks 
(as defined in section 290.09, subdivision 22) of each dependent 
attending an accredited post secondary school; provided that 
the deduction for each dependent shall not exceed $1,000 per 
year or a cumulative total of $4,000. For the purposes of this 
subdivision any grant or scholarship received by a dependent 
shall be deemed to be for tuition and textbooks." 

Further amend the title accordingly. 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 36, 

as follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Brown Jensen Nelson 
Bang Dunn Josef son Ogdabl 
Berg Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Larson Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Gearty McCutcheon 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Keefe, S. North 
Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Laufenburger Olson, A.G. 
Lewis Olson, H. D. 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G, 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 

Renneke 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Un
official Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 15, line 14, after "assistance" insert "or medical costs 
paid for indigents" 

Page 15, line 14, after "county" insert "or municipality" 

Page 15, line 16, after "county" insert "or municipality" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Ashbach moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial En-
l!JOssment, as follows: 

Page 48, after line 29, add a new Article XVII to read: 

"Article XVII 

Section I. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. [INVESTMENT CREDIT.] Effective for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 197 4, there shall be allowed a credit 
against the Minnesota tax an amount that is equal to fifty percent of 
1he amount of the credit not to exceed $100,000 that is allowed under 
Section 38 and Section 46 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
as amended through December 31, 197 4, and as amended by Public 
Law 94-12, in the year the federal credit arises. 

If any portion of the credit exceeds the taxpayer's Minnesota in
come tax liability for that year the excess credit shall be carried back 
in chronological order to the three taxable years immediately preced
ing and shall be carried forward in chronological order to the five 
subsequent years and applied against the liability of those years. 

However, such credit shall be allowed only to the extent that the 
credit is connected with or allocable against the production or receipt 
of income included in the measure of the tax imposed by this chapter. 
The credits provided by section 290.06, subdivision 9 or subdivision 
9a, shall not be applicable to property eligible for credit under this 
subdivision. 

In the case of property disposed of on or after January l, 1975, 
which results in an increase in the taxpayer's federal tax liability 
under Section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended 
through December 31, 197 4, and as amended by Public Law 94-12, 
in the year such increase occurs, there shall be added to the tax
payer's Minnesota tax liability an amount equal to fifty percent of 
such increase not exceeding the amount of the credit which was 
previously allowed to reduce the taxpayer's Minnesota income tax 
liability. 

Sec. 2. The provisions of section 290.01, subdivision 20(a) (9), 
section 290.01, subdivision 20(b) (9) and section 290.09, subdivision 
24 shall not be applicable to property which is acquired on or after 
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January l, 1975, 10 the extent that the credit is allowed under this 
section." 

Further amend the title accordingly 
The qnestion being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 31 and nays 34, as fol

lows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen. Mel 
Hanson,R, 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Doty Laufenburger Olson, A.G. 
Arnold Gearty Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhon Solon 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. O'Neil moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial En-
grossment, as follows: 

Pages 20 to 23, strike Article III in its entirety 

Renumber the articles 
Further, amend the title as follows: 
Page l, line 33, strike "272.02, Subdivision 1 ;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 26 and nays 36, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Brown Keefe,J. Olson,J.L. Stassen 
Bang Dunn Kirchner O'Neill Ueland 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson Patton 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Blatz Hansen,Mel Larson Renneke 
Brataas Hanson,R,1. Ogdabl Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpicb, A. J. Stumpf 
Arnold Hughes Milton Perpicb,G. Tennessen 
Borden Humphrey Moe Purfeerst Wegener 
Chenoweth Keefe, S. Nelsoa Schaaf Willet 
Coleman Kleinbaum North Schmitz 
Conzemius Laufenburger Olhoft Solon 
Davies Lewis Olson, A.G. Spear 
Gearty McCutcbeon Olson, H. D. Stokowski 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 
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Mr. Nelson moved to amend H.F. No. 1674, the Unofficial Engross
ment, as follows: 

Page 48, following line 29, insert: 

"Article XVII 

Section I. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.328, Subdivision I, is 
amended to read: 

43.328 [MILEAGE ALLOWANCES.] Subdivision I. Except as pro
vided in subdivision 3, the maximum amount which shall he paid by 
ahe state, any department or bureau thereof, or any county, city, town, 
or school district, to any officer or employee as compensation or 
reimbursement for the use by such officer of his own automobile in 
1he performance of his duties shall not exceed 15 cents a mile, except 
as hereafter provided. Notwithstanding the foregoing limitation, mile
oge allowances shall be adjusted from time to time to reflect changes 
in the price of gasoline in the manner prescribed by Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 290.09, Subdivision 2. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.09, Subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TRADE OR BUSINESS EXPENSES; EXPENSES FOR 
PRODUCTION OF INCOME.] (a) In General. There shall be al
lowed as a deduction all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or 
incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, 
including 

(I) A reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for 
personal services actually rendered; 

(2) Traveling expenses (including the entire amount expended for 
meals and lodging) while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or 
business; &IHI the mileage portion of which shall be adjusted to com
pensate for fluctuation in gasoline prices as follows: The commis
sioner shall establish a "base rate" gasoline price, which shall repre
sent the average retail selling or pump price for regular gasoline 
statewide as of June 30, 1975. A "new rate" shall be calculated in the 
same .manner at the end of each calendar quarter thereafter. Effective 
upon computation of each "new rate", the per mile deduction for 
mileage traveled in carrying on the trade or business of the taxpayer 
.,hall be increased or decreased by one cent for each full ten cents 
increase or decrease in the price of gasoline above or below the "base 
rate"; and 

(3) Rentals or other payments required to be made as a condition 
to the continued use or possession, for purposes of the trade or busi
ness, of property to which the taxl?ayer has not taken or is not taking 
title or in which he has no equity. For purposes of the preceding 
.,ntence, the place of residence of a member of congress within the 
>tate shall be considered his home, but amounts expended by such 
members within each taxable year for living expenses shall not be 
deductible for income tax purposes in excess of $3,000. 

(b) Expenses for Production of Income. In the case of an individ-
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ual, there shall be allowed as a deduction all the ordinary and neces
sary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year. 

(I) For the production or collection of income; 

(2) For the management, conservation, or maintenance of property 
held for the production of income; or 

(3) In connection with the determination, collection, or refund of 
any tax. 

(c) Campaign expenditures in an amount not to exceed the limits 
set out in Mmnesota Statutes, Section 211.06, not subsequently re
imbursed, which have been personally paid by a candidate for public 
office if the candidate has complied with the expenditure limitations 
set out in Minnesota Statutes, Section 211.06: 

(No deduction shall be allowed under this clause for any contribu
tion or gilt which would be allowable as a credit under section 290.21 
were it not for the percentage limitations set forth in such section): 

(d) All expense money paid by the legislature to legislators. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 357.09, Subdivision 2, i, 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. When mileage is allowed the sheriff it shall •be computed 
from the place where the court is usually held and, except as otherwise 
specially fixed, shall be at the rate of 15 cents per mile except as hereaf
ter provided • When two or more witnesses subpoenaed in the same 
action live in the same general direction, mileage shall be charged 
only for the subpoenaing the most remote. When court is usuan, 
held at one or more places, other than the county seat of a county. 
such mileage shall be computed from the place from which the 
sheriff or deputy sheriff travels in performing any service. N otwith
standing the forgoing limitation, mileage allowances shall be adjusted 
from time to time to reflect changes in the price of gasoline in the 
manner prescribed by Minnesota Statutes, Section 290.09, Subdivisio1t 
2. 

Sec. 4. This Article is effective June 30, 1975. •· 
Further, amend the title on page 1 in line 35 after the semicolon by 

inserting "income tax mileage deduction and reimbursement;" in line 
37 after "Sections" by inserting "43.328, Subdivision l;" and on page 
2 in line 5 after "276.04;" by inserting "290.09, Subdivision 2;" and 
in line 8 alter "I and 2;" by inserting "357.09, Subdivision 2;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Conzemius moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. · 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 35, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 

Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. Solon 
A mold Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Borden Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. Stokowski 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Purfeerst Stumpf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schaaf Tennessen 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz Wegener 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Schrom Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 
Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 48, after line 29, add a new Article XVII to read: 

"ARTICLE XVII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297A.14, is amend
ed to read: 

297A.14 [USING, STORING OR CONSUMING TANGIBLE 
PERSONAL PROPERTY; ADMISSIONS; UTILITIES.] For 
the privilege of using, storing or consuming in Minnesota tangible 
personal property, tickets or admissions to places of amusement 
and athletic events, electricity, gas, and local exchange telephone 
service purchased for use, storage or consumption in this state, 
there is hereb{ imposed on every person in this state a use tax 
at the rate o four percent of the sales price of sales at retail 
of any of the aforementioned items made to such person after 
October 31, 1971, unless the tax imposed by section 297A.02 was 
paid on said sales price. 

Motor vehicles subject to tax under this section shall he 
taxed at the fair market value at the time of transport into Minne
sota if such motor vehicles were acquired more than three months 
prior to its transport into this state. 

Nof;wi.thst,aaEUBg ~ ~ 13Fo1Jisiono el eeotione 29!h~.91 ie 
297.' •. 44 te tee eentmry, tee eeet el papep aREI iRI. predl!ete e!f
eeellmg $Hl0,000 in any ealenElar year; usea er eellS\HBeEI m 
~ a pahlieatieft as Elefin.eEI m. seetien 29'Y .. 21i, sallEIM 
Bien ~ ~ -(# is SIHl:ieet te the taat impeseEI ~ tma seetien. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297A.25, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

297A.25 [EXEMPTIONS.] Subdivision 1. The following are 
specifically exempted from the taxes imposed by sections 297 A.01 
to 297A.44: 

(a) The gross receipts from the sale of food products in
cluding but not limited to cereal and cereal products, butter, 
cheese, milk and milk products, oleomargarine, meat and meat 
products, fish and fish products, eggs and egg products, vegetables 
and vegetable products, fruit and fruit products, spices and salt, 
sugar and sugar products, coffee and coffee substitutes, tea, 
cocoa and cocoa products; 
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(b) The gross receipts from the sale of prescribed drugs and 
medicine intended for use, internal or external, in the cure, 
mitigation, treatment or prevention of illness or disease in human 
beings and products consumed by humans for the preservation 
of health, including prescription glasses, therapeutic and prosthetic 
devices, but not including cosmetics or toilet articles notwith
standing the presence of medicinal ingredients therein; 

( c) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage, 
use of other consumption in Minnesota of tangible personal 
property, tickets, or admissions, electricity, gas, or local exchange 
telephone service, which under the Constitution or laws of the 
United States or under the Constitution of Minnesota, the state 
of Minnesota is prohibited from trucing; 

( d) The gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal 
property (i) which, without intermediate use, is shipped or trans
ported outside Minnesota and thereafter used in a trade or busi
ness or is stored, processed, fabricated or manufactured into, 
attached to or incorporated into other tangible person property 
transported or shipped outside Minnesota and thereafter used 
in a trade or business outside Minnesota, and which is not there
after returned to a point within Minnesota, except in the course 
of interstate commerce ( Storage shall not constitute intermediate 
use); or (ii) which the seller delivers to a common carrier for 
delivery outside Minnesota, places in the United States mail or 
parcel post directed to the purchaser outside Minnesota, or 
delivers to the purchaser outside Minnesota by means of the 
seller's own delivery vehicles, and which is not thereafter returned 
to a point within Minnesota, except in the course of interstate 
commerce; 

( e) The gross receipts from the sale of packing materials used 
to pack and ship household goods, the ultimate destination of 
which is outside the state of Minnesota and which are not there
after returned to a point within Minnesota, except in the course 
of interstate commerce; 

( f) The gross receipts from the sale of and storage, use or 
consumption of petroleum products upon which a tax has been 
imposed under the provisions of chapter 296, whether or not any 
part of said tax may be subsequently refunded; 

(g) The gross receipts from the sale of clothing and wearing 
apparel except the following: 

(i) all articles commonly or commercially known as jewelry, 
whether real or imitation; pearls, precious and semi-precious stones, 
and imitations thereof; articles made of, or ornamented, mounted 
or fitted with precious metals or imitations thereof; watches; 
clocks; cases and movements for watches and clocks; .gold, gold
plated, silver or sterling flatware or hollow ware and silver-plated 
hollow ware; opera glasses; lorgnettes; marine glasses; field glasses 
and binoculars. 

(ii) articles made of fur on the hide or pelt, and articles of which 
such fur is the component material or chief value, but only if such 
value is more than three times the value of the next most valuable 
component material. 
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(iii) perfume, essences, extracts, toilet waters, cosmetics, petrol• 
eum jellies, hair oils, pomades, hair dressings, hair restoratives, hair 
dyes, aromatic cachous and toilet powders. The tax imposed by this 
act shall not apply to lotion, oil, powder, or other article intended 
to be used or applied only in the case of babies. 

(iv) trunks, valises, traveling bags, suitcases, satchels, overnight 
bags, hat boxes for use by travelers, beach bags, bathing suit bags, 
brief cases made of leather or imitation leather, salesmen's samJ)le 
and display cases, purses, handbags, pocketbooks, wallets, billfolds, 
card, pass, and key cases and t.oilet cases. 

(h) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage, use, or 
consumption of all materials, including chemicals, fuels, petroleum 
products, lubricants, packaging materials, including returnable 
containers used in packaging food and beverage proilucts, feed., 
seeds, fertilizers, electricity, gas and steam, used or consumed in 
agricultural or industrial production of personal property intended 
to be sold ultimately at retail, whether or not the item so used 
becomes an ingredient or constituent part of the property produced. 
Such production shall include, but is not limited to, research, de
velopment, design or production of any tangible personal property, 
manufacturing, processing ( other than by restaurants and con
sumers) of agricultural products whether vegetable or animal, com
mercial fishing, refining

1 
smelting, reducing, brewing, distilling, 

printing, mining, quarrymg, lumbering, generating electricity and 
the production of road building materials. Such production shall 
not include painting, cleaning, repairing or similar processing _of 
property except as part of the original manufacturing process. Ma
chinery, equipment, implements, tools, accessories, appliances, con
trivances, furniture and fixtures, used in such production and fuel, 
electricity, gas or steam used for space heating or lighting, are not 
included within this exemption; however, accessory tools, equip
ment and other short lived items, which are separate detachable 
units used in producing a direct effect upon the product, where suclt 
items have an ordinary useful life of less than 12 months, are in
cluded within the exemption provided herein; 

(i) The gross receipts from the sale of and storage, use or 
other consumption in Minnesota of tangible personal property 
(Mee~ M pFe'l'iEled in seeaen 29'7.¼..H) which is used or con
sumed in JIFSelaeing or becomes an ingredient or component part 
of any publication regularly issued at average intervals not ·ex
ceeding three months, and any such publication. For purposes of 
this subsection, "publication" as used herein shall include, without 
limiting the foregoing, a legal newspaper as defined by Minnesota 
Statutes 1965, Section 331.02, and any supplements or enclosures 
with or part of said newspaper; and the gross receipts of any ad
vertising contained therein or therewith shall be exempt. For this 
purpose, advertising in any such publication shall be deemed to be 
a service and not tangible personal property, and persons or their 
agents who publish or sell such newspapers shall be deemed to be 
engaging in a service with respect to gross receipts realized from 
such newsgatbering or publishing activities by them, including the 
sale of advertising. Machinery, equipment, implements, tools, ac-
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cessories, appliances, contrivances, furniture and fixtures used in 
wch publication and fuel, electricity, gas or steam used for space 
heating or lighting, are not exempt; 

(j) The gross receipts from all sales of tangible personal prop
erty to, and all storage, use or consumption of such property by, 
the United States and its agencies and instrumentalities or a state 
and its agencies, instrumentalities and eolitical subdivisions; 

(k) The gross receipts from the isolated or occasional sale of 
tangible personal property in Minnesota not made in the normal 
course of business of selling that kind of property, and the storage, 
use, or consumption of property acquired as a result of such a sale; 

(I) The gross receipts from sales of rolling stock and the storage, 
use or other consumption of such property by railroads, freight line 
companies, sleeping car companies and express companies taxed on 
the gross earnings basis in lieu of ad valorem taxes. For purposes of 
this clause "rolling stock" is defined as the portable or moving 
apparatus and machinery of any such company which moves on 
the road, and includes, but is not limited to engines, cars, tenders, 
coaches, sleeping cars and parts necessary for the repair and main
tenance of such rolling stock. 

(m) The gross receipts from sales of air flight equipment and 
the storage, use or other consumption of such property by airline 
companies taxed under the provisions of sections 270.071 to 270.-
079. For purposes of this clause, "airflight equipment" includes 
airplanes and parts necessary for the repair and maintenance of 
BUch airflight equipment, and flight simulators. 

( n) The gross receipts from the sale of telephone central office 
telephone equipment used in furnishing intrastate and interstate 
telephone service to the public. 

( o) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage, use or 
other consumption by persons taxed under the in lieu provisions of 
chapter 298, of mill liners, grinding rods and grinding balls which 
are substantially consumed in the production of !aconite, the material 
of which primarily is added to and becomes a part of the material 
being processed. 

( p) The gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal prop
erty to, and the storage, use or other consumption of such property 
by, and corporation, society, association, foundation, or institution 
organized and operated exclusively for charitable, religious or educa
tional purposes ii the property purchased is to be used in the per
formance of charitable, religious or educational functions, or any 
senior citizen group organized and operated exclusively for pleasure, 
recreation and other nonprofit purposes, no part of the net earnings 
of which innures to the benefit of any private shareholders; 

( q) The gross receipts from the sale of caskets and burial vaults; 

( r) The gross receipts from the sale of cigarettes. 

( s) The gross receipts from the sale of an automobile or other 
conveyance if the purchaser is assisted by a grant from the United 
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States in accordance with 38 United States Code, Section 1901, as 
amended. 

(t) The gross receipts from the sale to the licensed aircraft· dealer 
of an aircraft for which a commercial use permit has been issued 
pursuant to section 360.654, if the aircraft is resold while the per
mit is in effect. 

( u) The gross receipts from the sale of building materials to be 
used in the construction or remodeling of a residence when the con
struction or remodeling is financed in whole or in part by the United 
States in accordance with 38 United States Code, Sections 801 to 
805, as amended. This exemption shall not be effective at time of 
sale of the materials to contractors, subcontractors, builders or own
ers, but shall be applicable only upon a claim for refund to the 
commissioner of revenue filed by recipients of the benefits provided 
in Title 38 United States Code, Chapter 21, as amended. The com
missioner shall provide by regulation for the refund of taxes paid 
on sales exempt in accordance with this paragraph. 

( v) The gross receipts from the sale of textbooks which are pre
scribed for use in conjunction with a course of study in a public or 
private school, college, university and business or trade school to 
students who are regularly enrolled at such institutions. For purposes 
of this clause a "public school" is defined as one that furnishes course 
of study, enrollment and staff that meets standards of the state board 
of education and a private school is one which under the standards 
of the state board of education, provides an education substantially 
equivalent to that furnished at a public school. Business and trade 
schools shall mean such schools licensed pursuant to section 141.25. 

( w) The gross receipts from the sale of and the storage of material 
designed to advertise and promote the sale of merchandise or ser
vices, which material is purchased and stored for the purpose of sub
sequently shipping or otherwise transferring outside the state by the 
purchaser for use thereafter solely outside the state of Minnesota." 

Further, amend the title accordingly. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 24 and nays 34, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
11,ing 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 

Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Nelson 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn McCutcheon 
Gearty Merriam 
Hansen, Baldy Moe 
Hughes North 
Humphrey Ogdahl 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Kleinbaurn Olson, H. D. 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich.G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Frederick then moved to amend H. F. No. 1674, the Unofficial 
Engrossment, as follows: 

Page 38, line 16, strike "not" 

Page 38, line 17, after "compensation" and before the comma 
insert "to the extent that such unemployment compensation benefits 
are attributable to employers contributions from the fund established 
by Minnesota Statutes, Section 268.06" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 35, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Brown Jeru,en Larson 
Bang Dunn Josef son Nelson 
Berg Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Ogdabl 
Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Knutson O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Patton 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Doty Lewis Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Gearty McCutcheon Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Perpich, G. 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 
Ueland 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. I 674 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 23, as fol• 
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Arnold Doty Larson Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Frederick Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Borden Gearty Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon O'Neill 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Ogdahl Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bang Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Nelson 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Kirchner North 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Knutson Patton 
Brown Jensen Kowalczyk Henneke 
Dunn Josefson Milton Schrom 

Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Business 
of Messages From the House and First Reading of House Bills. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 923, 1114 and 
1169. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 8, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 78, 1292, 343 
and 1074. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 574, 719, 744, 
1277, 1107, 619, 629, 1020, 216 and 654. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 7, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur in 
the Senate amendments to House File No. 17 41 : 

H. F. No. 17 41 : A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating money for the conserva
tion and development of the state's natural resources; providing for 
maintenance of the Minnesota historical society; for the horticultural 
society; for maintenance of the Sibley house; for maintenance of 
various semi-state activities; for aids to local subdivisions of govern
ment; for maintenance of the uniform laws commission; for the Port 
Authority of Duluth; and for other purposes. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Committee 
of five members be appointed thereon: 

Eckstein, Swanson, Erickson, Kahn and Arlandson have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 
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House File No. 1741 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. Arnold moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1741, and that a 
Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Commit
tee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Con
ference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur in 
the Senate amendments to House File No. 1743: 

H. F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of the state government; appropriating moneys therefor, 
permitting transfers in certain cases and limiting the use thereof, in
cluding appropriations for the departments of public weHare, cor
rections, health, corrections ombudsman, various health related boards, 
public assistance programs, aid to dependent children, Minnesota 
supplemental assistance, and public relief. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Committee 
of five members be appointed thereon: 

Samuelson, Mccarron, Forsythe, Hanson and Corbid have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1743 is herewith transmitted to the Senate widl 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. Arnold moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1743, and that a 
Conference Committee of S members be appointed by the Committee 
on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Confer
ence Committee appointed on the part of the House. The motion 
prevailed. 

FIRST BEADING OF BOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred t.o 
the committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 78: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; requiring departments, agencies and institutions 
of the state to procure products and services from sheltered 
workshops and work activity programs. 
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Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1292: A bill for an act relating to crime prevention; 
increasing the compensation for dependents of peace officers 
killed in the line of duty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 352E.04. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 343: A bill for an act relating to outdoor recreation; 
establishing an outdoor recreation system; classifying units of 
the outdoor recreation system and specifying the purposes and 
administration of each class of units; providing for authorization, 
acquisition, and establishment of units; requiring master plans 
for all units; establishing an outdoor recreation advisory council; 
requiring a registry of units and reports on existinJ units and 
new units; providing for review of present classifications; chang• 
ing names; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 84.029, 
Subdivision 1; 84.03; 84.033; 97.48, Subdivisions 13, 15 and 
25; 97.481; 99.251; 104.35, Subdivision 3; 104.37; 138.09; 138.52, 
Subdivision 1; 138.53, Subdivision 49, and by adding subdivisions; 
138.56, Subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 138.585, Sub
division 1, and by adding subdivisions; 138.60, Subdivision 2; 
161.10; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 85.013, 
Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5b, 6, 7, 11, 17, 18, 25, 25a, and 27; 85.20, 
Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 92.46, Subdivision 2; 138.08; 138.52, 
Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; 138.53, Subdivisions 4, 11, 12, 17, 
30, 48, and 61; 138.54; 138.55, Subdivisions 18 and 19; 138.57, 
Subdivisions 6 and 7; 138.60, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 1074: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
medical assistance for the needy; establishing a department lien 
on certain causes of action accruing to the needy; authorizing the 
assignment of insurance proceeds and the subrogation to the 
department of the rights of any recipient of medical assistance 
having private health care coverage; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Chapters 62A, by adding a section; and 256B, by 
adding sections; Sections 256B.02, by adding a subdivision; 
256B.06, Subdivision l; and 393.10, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 574: A bill for an act relating to pollution control; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 115.03, Subdivision 
2; 115.05, by adding a subdivision; 115.071, Subdivision 2; 116.07, 
by adding a subdivision; 116.16, by adding a subdivision; 648.39, 
Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 115.05, 
Subdivisions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 

Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agri• 
culture. 

H. F. No. 719: A bill for an act relating to real estate; providing 
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for the extent of a lien; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 514.03, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 744: A bill for an act relating to public utilities; 
prohibiting certain discounts and rate reductions based on volume; 
providing for refund of overcharges if certain rates become effec
tive before approval by the public service commission; removing 
construction in progress from rate bases; prohibiting approval 
of rates which make allowances for certain advertising expenses; 
delaying implementation of certain rate schedules; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 216B.07; 216B.16, Subdivision 2, 
3 and 6, and by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1277: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; 
prescribing powers and duties of the joint coordinating committee; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 3, by adding a 
section; Section 3.304, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5; and Chapter 
482, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 3.304, Subdivisions 4, 6 and 7. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1107: A bill for an act relating to railroads; requiring 
certain railroad locomotives to have certain equipment; requiring 
certain records to be kept thereof; and prescribing certain duties 
of the department of public service in relation thereto. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 619: A bill for an act relating to commerce; providing 
disclosure obligations in personal solicitation of sales; providing 
penalties. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 629: A bill for an act relating to commerce; industrial 
Joan and thrift companies; extending the period of maturity and 
increasing the size of loans in ratio to committed reserves; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 53.04; and 53.05. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1020: A bill for an act relating to Hennepin county; 
city of Minneapolis; granting authority to acquire, operate and 
maintain a correctional facility, work farm, or detention facilities. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 216: A bill for an act relating to estates; affairs 
of decedents, missing persons, protected persons, minors, in
capacitated persons and certain others; revising aspects of the 
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law relating t.o wills, intestacy, administration and distribution 
of estates; ordering the powers and proceedings of the court 
and certain officials concerned with the administration of estates 
of decedents and others; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Sections 287.22; 291.07, Subdivision 2; 502.71; 508.68; 508.69; 
524.1-102; 524.1-107; 524.1-108; 524.1-201; 524.1-301; 524.1-302; 
524.1-303; 524.1-307; 524.1-401; 524.1-403; 524.3-101; 524.3-102; 
524.3-104; 524.3-105; 524.3-108; 524.3-109; 524.3-203; 524.3-204; 
524.3-301; 524.3-303; 524.3-305; 524.3-306; 524.3-310; 524.3-311; 
524.3-401; 524.3-402; 524.3-403; 524.3-406; 524.3-409; 524.3-412; 
524.3-413; 524.3-502; 524.3-601; 524.3-602; 524.3-603; 524.3-604; 
524.3-605; 524.3-606; 524.3-609; 524.3-703; 524.3-706; 524.3-711; 
524.3-715; 524.3-717; 524.3-720; 524.3-901; 524.3-906; 524.3-910; 
524.3-913; 524.3-914; 524.3-915; 524.3-1001; 524.3-1008; 524.3-
1101; 524.3-1203; 524.03-1204; 524.4-201; 524.4-202; 524.4-203; 
524.4-204; 524.4-205; 524.4-206; 524.4-301; 524.4-803; 524.8-101; 
525.02; 525.03; 525.07; 525.08; 525.091, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 
4; 525.112; 525.12; 525.122; 525.15; 525.161; 525.202; 525.212, 
525.215; 525.223, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 525.253, Subdivision l; 
525.393; 525.48; 525.484; 525.491; 525.51; 525.515; 525.532, 
Subdivisions 4 and 5; 525.551; 525.591; 525.62; 525.63; 525.64; 
525.641; 525.642; 525.65; 525.652; 525.66; 525.661; 525.662; 
525.67; 525.68; 525.69; 525.691; 525.692; 525.70; 525.702; 525.71; 
525.83; 525.84; 525.841; 541.16; 576.142, Subdivision 5; 576.16; 
amending Chapter 507 by adding a section and Chapters 524 
and 525, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 524.1-105; 524.1-304; 524.1-305; 524.3-304; 524.3-705; 
525.18; 525.181; 525.182; 525.183; 525.184; 525.19; 525.191; 
525.203; 525.211; 525.26; 525.261; 525.262; 525.27; 525.271; 
525.272; 525.33; 525.39; 525.41; 525.411; 525.412; 525.413; 
525.42; 525.421; 525.43; 525.431; 525.44; 525.441; 525.442; 
525.45; 525.46; 525.475; 525.521; 525.522; 525.523; 525.524; 
525.525; 525.526; 525.527; 525.53; 525.531; 525.701; 525.86; and 
525.87. 

Referred t.o the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 654: A bill for an act relating to crimes; specifying 
the acts constituting sexual offenses; admissibility of evidence 
in sex offense prosecutions; providing penalties; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 609.185; Chapter 609, by adding 
sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 609.29; 
609.291; 609.292; 609.293; 609.295; and 609.296. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 3: IO o·• 
dock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 3: IO o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President called 
the Senate to order. 
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CALL OF THE SENATE 

1979 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Humphrey 
Davies J osefson 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Moe 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Peroich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent mem
bers. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule IO, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1758, No. 180 on the General Order, 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; imposing regulations for community 
college operations; appropriating moneys with certain conditions for 
education and related purposes, including the university of Minne
sota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to libraries, community col~ 
leges, higher education coordinating commission, and moneys {Ol' 
medical education. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Ashbach imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senator. 
answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutch-eon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 
Keefe, S. Nelson 
Kirchner North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent mem
bers. 

Mr. Kowalczyk moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F, 
No. 1758 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Section 3, Subdivision 1, strike "$52,034,856" and "$53,099,194" 
and insert "$53,522,856" and "$55,817,194" 
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Section 3, Subdivision 1, after the last paragraph insert "Resi
dent tuition rates will remain at the present level for the bi
ennium ending June 30, 1977 ." 

Section 4, Subdivision 1, strike "$115,769,904" and "$119,091,-
870" and insert "$116,743,904" and "$122,973,870" 

Section 4, Subdivision 1, after the last paragraph insert "Resi
dent tuition rates will remain at the present levels for the bi
ennium ending June 30, 1977." 

Section 9, Subdivision 2, strike "$5,000,000" and "$6,000,000" 
and insert "$4,885,000" and "$5,467,000" 

Section 9, Subdivision 3, strike "$8,500,000" and "$10,500,000" 
and insert "$5,304,000" and "$5,900,000" 

Section 9, strike Subdivision 4 and renumber the subdivisions 
in sequence 

Section 10, Subdivision 1, strike "$22,839,747" and "$23,258,-
459" and insert "$23,520,447" and "$24,489,459" 

Section 10, Subdivision 1, after the last paragraph insert "Resi
dent tuition rates will remain at the present levels for the bi
ennium ending June 30, 1977." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 30 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Chmielewski 
Dunn 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Keefe,J. 

Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Milton 
Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Olson, A., G. 
Arnold Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Davies Humphrey Moe Schrom 
Doty Josefson Olhoft Stokowski 

Schmitz 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Ueland moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
1758 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate on May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

After Section 3, insert a new section to read: 
"Sec. 4. Subdivision 1. The State College Board shall designate 

the state colleges as defined in Minnesota Statutes, Section 136.01, 
as state universities. 

Subd. 2. The designation of a state college as a state university 
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as provided in subdivision 1 shall in no manner affect the manage
ment or control of the state college board of the college and obliga
tions or bonds heretofore issued by the state college board which 
may apply to the college. 

Subd. 3. When the state college board has designated the state 
colleges as state universities as provided in subdivision 1, the name 
of the state college board shall be changed to the state university 
board. 

Subd. 4. The state college board shall obtain the concurrence of 
each institution in designating the name of that institution and 
may use only the community or regional name, in conjunction with 
the phrase "state university", in the name of each institution. 

Subd. 5. The state college board when it designates the state 
colleges as state universities as provided in subd. 1 shall give writ
ten notice to the revisor of statutes to that effect and the revisor 
of statutes in preparing the next and subsequent editions of Min
nesota Statutes shall change the name of the "state college board'' 
where it appears in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 136, or any other 
law to "state university board", and change the name of the in
dividual colleges to the name designated pursuant to subdivision 
~ l 

Renumber the sections accordingly. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 24, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen,Mel 
HaMOn,R. 
Humphrey 
Jensen 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Laufenburger 
Merriam 
Milton 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 

Davies Moe 
Gearty Nelson 
Hansen, Baldy North 
Hughes Olhoft 
Keefe, S. Olson, A.G. 

Olson,J. L. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G, 
Schmitz 
Spear 

Schaaf 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 1758 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 61 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bang Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Schaaf 
Chenoweth Jensen Moe Schmitz 
Chmielewski Josefson Nelson Schrom 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Sillers 

[48THDAY 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1759, No. 181 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating and reappropriating 
money therefor and limiting the use thereof; providing for the trans
fer of certain moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land acquisi
tion in certain cases; fixing and limiting the amount of fees to be 
collected in certain cases; providing penalties for misusing appropriated 
moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 12.21, Subdi
vision 3; 16.012; 16A.125, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 17A.ll; 17B.15; 
30.20; 116C.05; 116D.04, Subdivision 3; 144.61; 149.04; 176.611. 
Subdivision 6A; 181A.07; 308.905; 326.44; 326.64; 308.905; 347.33, 
Subdivision 3; 484.54; and Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section I, Sub
divisions 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 33.17: 
88.063, Subdivision 2; and 246.32. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Stassen imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hanson. R. Merriam 
Hughes Moe 
Humphrey Nelson 
Josefson North 
Keefe, S. Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J, 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent members. 

Mr. Kleinbaum moved to amend H. F. No. 1759, as amended bv 
the Committee on Finance and adopted by the Senate May 6, 1975, 
as follows: 
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Sec. 31, Subd. 2, strike the last paragraph of the subdivision begin
ning with "The commissioner is directed" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 33, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
llerg 
llemhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Dunn Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen?Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Keefe, J. Olson, H. D. 
Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Davies Kirchner Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Lewis Olhoft 
Blatz Fitzsimons Merriam Olson,A.G. 
Borden Gearty Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Jensen Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe,S. North Spear 

Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H. F. No. 1759, as amended by the 
Committee on Finance and adopted by the Senate May 6, 1975, as 
follows: 

Sec. 18, before Subd. 2, insert the following paragraph: 

"None of the appropriations in this section shall be used for the 
monitoring of the state legislature or any of its committees without 
ihe consent of the committee on tules and administration of the 
Senate as to the Senate and Senate committees, and the committee 
on rules and legislative administration of the House of Representa
tives as to the House and House committees." 

Mr. Davies moved to amend the Brown amendment to H. F. No. 
1759, as amended by the Committee on Finance, as follows: 

The second line of the Brown amendment, after "monitoring" in
sert "or examining of waste basket notes" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the Brown amendment 
was adopted. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Brown amend
ment as amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 23, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Coleman Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Amold Conzemius Jensen Lewis 
Ashbach Doty Josef son McCutcheon 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. Merriam 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Milton 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum Nelson 
Blatz Gearty Knutson North 
Brataas Hansen,Baldy Kowalczyk Olson,J.L. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Larson O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Davies 
Humphrey 

Keefe,S. 
Moe 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 

Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Stassen 
Tennessen 
Ueland 

Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Brown then moved to amend H. F. No. 1759, as amended by 
the Committee on Finance and adopted by the Senate May 6, 1975, 
as follows: 

After section 64, insert: 

"Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section lOA.07, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. A person who has been an officer or employee of the 
executive branch of this state or an independent agency of this state, 
after his employment has ceased, shall not knowingly act as agent 
,,, attorney for anyone other than this state in connection with any 
judicial or other proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other 
determination, contract, claim, controversy, charge, accusation, a"est, 
or other particular matter involving a specific party or parties in 
which the state is a party or has a direct and substantial interest 
and in which he participated personally and substantially as an officer 
or employee, through decision, approval, disapproval, recommenda
tion, the rendering of advice, investigation, or otherwise, while so 
employed. A person so employed, within one year after his employ
ment has ceased, shall not appear personally before any court or 
department or agency of the state as agent, or attorney for anyone 
other than the state in connection with any proceeding, application, 
request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim, contro
versy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter involving 
a specific party or parties in which the state is a party or directly 
and substantially interested, and which was under his official re
sponsibility as an officer or employee of the state at any time within 
a period of one year prior to the termination of such responsibility. 
This subdivision does not prohibit a former officer or employee, 
including a former special state employee, with outstanding scien
tific or technological qualifications from acting as attorney or agent 
or appearing personally in connection with a particular matter in a 
scientific or technological field if the head of the department or 
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agency concerned with the matter shall make a certification in writ
ing, published in the state register, that the state interest would be 
served by such action or appearance by the former officer or em
ployee. A person who violates the provisions of this subdivision is 
guilty of a felony and shall be fined not more than $10,000 or im
prisoned for not more than two years or both. 

Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section !OA.07, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. A person who is a partner of an officer or employee of 
the executive branch of the state, or any independent agency of the 
state, shall not act as agent or attorney for anyone other than the 
state, in connection with any judicial or other proceeding, applica
tion, request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim, 
controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter in 
which the state is a party or has a direct and substantial interest and 
in which such officer or employee of the state participates or has 
participated personally and substantially as a state employee through 
decision, approval, disapproval, recommendatlon, the rendering of 
advice, investigation or otherwise, or which is the subject of his 
official responsibility. A person who violates the provisions of this 
subdivision is gullty of a gross misdemeanor and shall be fined not 
more than $5,000, or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title amendment as follows: 

Tenth line of the title amendment, after "Subdivision 2;" insert 
"!OA.07, by adding subdivisions;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 30 and nays 34, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Brown Hansen.Mel Kirchner Patton 
Bang Dunn Hanson,R. Larson Pillsbury 
Berg Fitzsimons Jensen Milton Renneke 
Bernhagen Frederick Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Blatz Gearty Keefe, J. North ~ear 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. eland 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Doty Lewis O'Neill Solon 
Arnold Hughes Merriam Perpich, A., J. Stokowski 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Perpich.G. Stumpf 
Chmielewski Kleinbaum Ogdahl Purfeerst Tennessen 
Coleman Knutson Olhoft Schmitz Wegener 
Conzemius Kowalczyk Olson,A.G. Schrom Willet 
Davies Laufenburger Olson,H.D. Billers 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend H.F. No. 1759, as amended by the 
Committee on Finance and adopted by the Senate May 6, 1975, as 
follows: 
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Sec. 11, Subdivision 1, strike "697,047" and "755,618" and in
sert "539,500" and "542,500" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called. there were yeas 17 and nays 42, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R, 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe,J. 
Knutson 
Larson 
Nelson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson FitzsimoM Lewis O'Neill 
Arnold Gearty Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Milton Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Hughes Moe Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey North Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schaaf 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz 
Davies Kowalczyk Olson, A, G. Solon 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. Spear 

Ueland 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H.F. No. 1759 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
O!hoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Berg Brown Jensen Knutson Stassen 
Bernhagen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Remaining on the Order of Business of Motions and Resolutions, 
Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate revert to the Order of Business 
of Messages From the House. The motion prevailed. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

1987 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1674: 

H. F. No. 1674: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
state relief to homeowners and renters for extraordinary property 
tax burdens; prohibiting certain escrow arrangements for tax pay
ments; requiring interest payment on money received for payment 
of real estate taxes and insurance coverage; increasing market value 
of homesteads eligible for lower rate of assessment; providing for a 
four year rotation for reassessmet of real property with increases 
in assessed valuation to be made in equal increments over the four 
year period; increasing and changing the calcuJation of local govern
ment aid to be paid for extended period; distributing certain gross 
earnings taxes to local governments; redefining special levies; alter
ing means of calculation of property tax levy limitations for govern
mental subdivisions; providing for increases in levy limit bases of 
governmental subdivisions; exempting certain governmental sub
divisions from levy limits; providing for reimbursement by the state 
to taxing districts for tax reduction granted to certain property; 
increasing the taconite production tax; creating a northeast Min
nesota economic development and environment council; creating a 
northeast Minnesota economic protection fund; imposing a surtax 
on taconite producers which fail to meet standards for disposal of 
waste; creating a budget protection fund to hold excess money from 
the general fund and providing for transfers of money from that 
fund; exempting federal income tax rebates from state income taxa
tion; modifying duties of the tax study commission; requiring pay
ment of interest by corporations on unpaid estimated taxes; provid
ing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 270.16; 273.01; 273.011, Subdivision 6; 273.012, by 
adding a subdivision; 273.03, Subdivision 1; 273.061, by adding a 
subdivision; 273.08; 273.11, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 5, and by adding 
a subdivision; 273.121; 273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 273.135, Sub
division 2; 273.17, Subdivision 1; 275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, 
Subdivisions 1 and 4, and by adding subdivisions; 275.52, by add
ing a subdivision; 275.53, Subdivision 3: 275.59; 276.01; 276.04; 
294.26; 298.03: 298.24, Subdivision 1; 298.27; 298.28, Subdivisions 
1 and la, and by adding a subdivision; 298.282, Subdivisions 1 and 
2; 477A.01, Subdivisions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 16; 
Chapters 273, by adding sections; and 477A, by adding a section; 
and Laws 1973, Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 3; 
273.13, Subdivisions 14a, 15a, and 18; 275.51, Subdivisions 3 and 
3a; 298.24, Subdivision 2; 298.241; 298.242; 298.281; 298.32; and 
477A.0l, Subdivision 13. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Conunittee 
of five members be appointed thereon: 

Kelly, W.; Sabo; Anderson, I.; Johnson, D. and Vanasek have 
been appointed as such committee on the part of the House. 
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House File No. 1674 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1674, and that 
a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Conzemius moved that H. F. No. 1009 be withdrawn from 
the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections and re-referred 
to the Committee on Rules and Administration. The motion prevailed. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed 
as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 476, pursuant to the request 
of the Senate: 

Messrs. Stokowski, Keefe, J. and Keefe, S. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed 
as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1741, pursuant to the re
quest of the House: 

Messrs. Purfeerst, Willet, Merriam, Kirchner and Ogdahl. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 10:00 
o'clock a.m., Friday, May 9, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FORTY-NINTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Friday, May 9, 1975 

The Senate met at 10:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Myron E. Nysether. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Keefe, J. 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hugh es Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
J osefson Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeer.st 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tenn-es.sen 
Uelarul 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Schaaf and Stokowski were excused from the Session 
of today. Messrs. Frederick; Jensen; Knutson; Perpich, A. J. and 
Perpich, G. were excused from this morning's Session. Mr. Patton 
was excused from the Session of today from 1:30 o'clock p.m. until 
4:30 o'clock p.m. Mr. Solon was excused from the Session of today 
at 4:00 o'clock p.m. 

EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
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from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

38 91 May7 May7 
146 92 May7 May7 
157 93 May7 May7 
182 94 May7 May7 
236 95 May 7 May7 
565 96 May7 May7 

1302 97 May7 May7 
259 98 May7 May7 

Sincerely, 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time and referred to the 
committee indicated. 

Mr. Moe introduced-

S. F. No. 1737: A bill for an act relating to retirement; 
survivor benefits to certain surviving spouses of deceased members 
of the public employees retirement association. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 476: A bill for an act relating to pensions; invalidating 
provisions limiting pension or profit sharing rights if the employee 
joins a competing employer; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 181B, by adding a section. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Patton, Faricy and Moe. 

Senate File No. 476 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 8, 1975 
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Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 

the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1183: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
powers of the registrar of motor vehicles; providing that a county 
or city officer appointed as a deputy registrar need not give bond 
to the state; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 168.33, 
Subdivision 2. 

Senate File No. 1183 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 8, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Bernhagen moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S.F. No. 1183 and that the bill be placed 
on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1183 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Hanson\ R. North Renneke 
Arnold Coleman Hughes Ogdahl Schmitz 
Ashbach Conzemius Humphrey Olhoft Schrom 
Berg Davies Kirchner Olson, A. G. Solon 
Bernhagen Doty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. Spear 
Blatz Fitzsimons Larson Olson, J. L. Stumpf 
Borden Gearty Lewis O'Neill Ueland 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Milton Patton Wegener 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel Moe Pillsbury Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1758: 

H. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; imposing regulations for 
community college operations; appropriating moneys with certain 
conditions for education and related purposes, including the uni
versity of Minnesota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to 
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hbraries, community colleges, higher education coordinating com
mission, and moneys for medical education. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Smith, Farley, Searle, Enebo and Fugina have been appointed 
as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1758 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. Arnold moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1758, and that a 
Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur in 
the Senate amendments to House File No. 1759: 

H. F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating and reappropriating 
money therefor and limiting the use thereof; providing for the trans
fer of certain moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land acqui
sition in certain cases; fixing and limiting the amount of the fees to be 
collected in certain cases; providing penalties for misusing appropri
ated moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 12.21, 
Subdivision 3; 16.012; 16A.125, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 17A.11; 
17B.15; 30.20; 116C.05; 116D.04, Subdivision 3; 144.61; 149.04; 
176.611, Subdivision 6A; 181A.07; 308.905; 326.44; 326.64; 308.-
905; 347.33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; and Laws 1965, Chapter 415, 
Section 1, Subdivision 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 33.17; 88.063, Subdivision 2; and 246.32. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Commmit
•ee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Haugerud, Eken, Voss, Knickerbocker and Norton have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1759 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
1he request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. Arnold moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1759, and that a 
Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
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like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 557, 831 
and 1476. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 404, 
534, 581, 7 49, 951, 929 and 1304. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 8, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 557: A bill for an act relating to commerce; consumer 
fraud; providing an exclusion for mass media; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 325.774, Subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision; and 325.79, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 831: A bill for an act relating to crimes; prescribing 
penalties for certain acts relating to the crime of prostitution; pre
scribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.32, 
Subdivisions 2, 3, and 4, and by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1476: A bill for an act relating to highways; municipal 
state-aid street system; payment of contract price; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 162.10. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 404: A bill for an act relating to banks; cash re
serves of banks and trust companies; recordkeeping of savings 
associations; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 48.22; 
and 51A.19, Subdivision 4. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 534: A bill for an act relating to chiropractic; fur-
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ther defining the term "chiropractic" ; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 148.01, by adding a subdivision; and 148.08, 
Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 581: A bill for an act relating to retirement; provid
ing a combined service annuity for public employees who have 
allowable service credit in more than one Minnesota retirement 
fund; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 356, by adding 
a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 749: A bill for an act relating to controlled sub
stances; providing medical and educational intervention, evalua
tion, and treatment of persons in possession of small amounts of 
marijuana; providing penalties for possession of small amounts 
of marijuana; and prohibiting municipalities from enacting ordi
nances imposing greater civil or criminal penalties than provided 
by state law for the possession, sale or distribution of small 
amounts of marijuana; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 152.15, Subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 951: A bill for an act relating to education; state 
colleges; authorizing the state college board to enter into reci
procity agreements with foreign institutions; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 136.111, Subdivisions 1 and 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 929: A bill for an act relating to banks, savings 
banks and credit unions; authorizing consumer banking facili
ties; providing penalties. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1304: A bill for an act relating to banks and savings 
banks; providing for installment and open end loans; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 48, by adding a section; Sec
tions 48.153; 48.154; 48.155; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 50.161; 50.162; 50.163; 50.164 and 50.165. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted, with the exception of the reports on S. F. Nos. 
1390, 1220, 1177, 1647, 1171, 1642, 1041, 685 and 1700. The 
motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1390: A bill for an act relating to landlords and ten
ants; providing additional remedies for landlords and tenants; pro
viding penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 487.17; 
488A.01, Subdivision 5; 488A.18, Subdivision 6; Chapter 504, by 
adding sections; Chapter 566, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, strike "may bring an action" and insert "has 
a claim" 

Page 1, line 18, after "sell" insert "or otherwise dispose of' 

Page 1, line 20, after "appears" insert "to the landlord" 

Page 1, line 21, after "premises" insert "whichever occurs last" 

Page 1, line 24, after the period insert "Any remaining proceeds 
of the sale shall be paid to the tenant upon written demand." 

Page 2, line 2, after "sale" insert "at least 14 days prior to the 
sale," 

Page 2, line 2, strike "including" and insert "by personal 
service in writing or" 

Page 2, line 10, strike "return or" 

Page 2, line 19, strike "may" and insert "shall" 

Page 2, line 19, strike "of" and insert "not to exceed" 

Page 2, line 21, after the period insert "In determining the 
amount of punitive damages the Court shall consider (a) the 
nature and value of the property; (b) the effect the deprivation 
of the property has had on the tenant; ( c) if the landlord, his 
agent or person acting under the landlord's direction or control 
unlawfully took possession of the tenant's property; and ( d) if 
the landlord, his agent or person under the landlord's direction 
or control acted in bad faith in failing to allow the tenant to 
retake possession of the property. The provisions of this sub
division shall not apply to personal property which has been 
sold or otherwise disposed of by the landlord in accordance with 
subdivision I. 

Subd. 3. If the landlord, his agent or person acting under the 
landlord's direction or control has unlawfully taken possession 
of a tenant's personal property the landlord shall be responsible 
for paying the cost and expenses relating to the removal, storage 
or care of the property." 

Page 3, line 1, after "person" insert "acting under the landlord's 
direction or control" 

Page 3, line 19, strike the second "the" and insert "tf' 

Page 4, line 17, after "other" insert "rights or" 

Page 4, after line 17, insert "Any provision, whether oral or 
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written, of any lease or other agreement, whereby any provision 
of sections 1 to 4 is waived by a tenant is contrary to public 
policy and void." 

Page 5, line 17, strike "may" and insert "shall" 

Page 5, line 32, after "premises" strike ", breaking in if neces-
sary," 

Page 6, line 7, after "served" insert "by mail or personally" 

Page 6, line 8, strike "and in the manner as" 

Page 6, line 9, strike "a summons is required to be served under 
section 566.06" 

Page 6, line 15, after "566.17" insert "or where otherwise 
provided by law" 

Page 8, after line 11 insert: 

"Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 504.20, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7a. No tenant may withhold payment of all or any portion 
of rent for the last payment period of a residential rental agree
ment on the grounds that such deposit should serve as payment 
for the rent. Withholding all or any portion of rent for the last 
payment period of a residential rental agreement creates a re
buttable presumption that the tenant withheld the last payment 
on the grounds that such deposit should serve as payment for 
the rent. Violation of this subdivision after written demand and 
notice of this subdivision shall subject the tenant to damages 
of twice the deposit and forfeiture of any interest due on the de
posit in addition to any actual damages." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "tenants;" insert "security deposits; with
holding rent for last payment period;" 

Page 1, line 6, after "Subdivision 6;" insert "504.20, by adding 
a subdivision;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint 
Rule 20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. 

Mr. Chenoweth from the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban 
Affairs, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1220: A bill for an act relating to highways; directing 
the department of highways to utilize a certain corridor in Washing
ton county for the construction of interstate highway marked No. 
1 94. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Putsuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re-referred to the Commit
iee on Rules and Administration. 
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Mr. Conzemius from the Committee on Health, Welfare and 
Corrections, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 354: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; pro
viding for the licensing of facilities and services for the handicap
ped and children; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 252.28; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 245.78; 245.79; 245.80; 245.81; 245.82; 257.081; 257.082; 257.-
091; 257.101; 257.102; 257.111; 257.123; and 257.124. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page I, line 13, after "agencies for" insert "air' 

Page I, line 15, strike "and children" 

Page I, line 19, strike "15" and insert "14" 

Page I, line 22, strike "15" and insert "14" 

Page 2, line 3, strike "the" and insert "his" 

Page 2, line 8, after "homes" insert a comma 

Page 2, line 11, strike "county" and insert "local" 

Page 2, line 11, strike "department" and insert "agency" 

Page 2, line 13, strike "Minnesota Statutes," 

Page 2, line 27, strike "the" 

Page 2, line 30, strike "their" and insert "the person's" 

Page 2, line 30, strike "homes" and insert "home" 

Page 3, lines 5 and 6, strike all the semicolons and insert commas 

Page 3, strike lines 9 through 11 

Renumber the subdivisions in sequence 

Page 3, line 26, after "specified" insert "period of' 

Page 3, line 28, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 3, line 32, after "specified'' insert "period of' 

Page 4, line 2, strike "department, although" and insert "commis-
sioner. A provisional license may be issued if' 

Page 4, line 8, strike "overall" 

Page 4, line 8, strike ~'one" and insert "aH 

Page 4, line 14, strike "department, provided that operation of a 
day" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 4, strike lines 15 and 16 

Page 4, line 17, strike "is made for one" 

Page 4, line 18, strike "placing out" and insert "placement" 
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Page 4, line 19, strike "in any way" 

Page 4, line 20, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 4, Jine 22, strike "department" and insert Hcommissioner" 

Page 4, line 22, strike Hit" and insert "he" 

Page 4, line 23, after "offer" insert "'consultation," 

Page 4, line 27, strike "affecting" and insert "which affect" 

Page 4, line 27, after "applicant" and before the period insert 
", and shall assist applicants and operators to meet and maintain 
requirements for licensure" 

Page 4, line 28, strike ''department" and insert ''commissioner" 

Page 4, line 29, after the period insert 

"The commissioner shall coordinate the licensure and inspection 
responsibilities contained herein with other state agencies and depart
ments which have specific statutory responsibility relating to the 
investigation and review of facilities and agencies required to be 
licensed pursuant to this act." 

Page 4, strike lines 30 through 32 

Page 5, strike lines I through 12 

Page 5, line 14, strike Hdepartment" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 5, line 15, strike "proposed program of care for persons and 
for" and insert "the agency or" 

Page 5, line 16, strike "operating" 

Page 5, line I 6, strike "or agency" 

Page 5, line 17, strike "results of the study satisfy the department" 
and insert ''commissioner is satisfied"' 

Page 5, line 19, strike "the department" and insert "him" 

Page 5, line 19, strike "being" 

Page 5, line 21, strike "show to the department" and insen "in-
.Jicate" 

Page 5, line 22, after "applicable" insert "laws," 

Page 5, line 24, strike "human" 

Page 5, line 25, after "persons" and before the comma insert "to 
be served" 

Page 5, line 28, after "the facility" and before "or" insen ", agency," 

Page 5, line 28, after "similar facility" and before "or" insert 
" agency," 

Page 5, line 31, strike "When" 

Page 5, line 31, strike "is being issued to" 
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Page 5, line 32, strike "any day care or residential facility or 
agency, it" 

Page 6, line 1, strike "When" 

Page 6, line 1, after "a" insert "renewaf' 

Page 6, line 1, strike "is being" 

Page 6, line 2, strike "renewed, it" 

Page 6, line 4, strike "day care and residential facillty" 

Page 6, line 5, after "license" insert "issued to a day care or resi-
dential facility" 

Page 6, strike lines 14 to 16 

Page 6, line 17, strike "15" and insert "14" 

Page 6, line 20, strike ", or by a legally appointed guardian." and 
insert a semicolon 

Page 6, line 23, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 6, line 24, strike "one" and insert "a single" 

Page 6, line 25, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 6, line 28, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 6, line 30, strike "department" and insert "state board" 

Page 6, line 30, strike "caring for fewer thart' and insert "except 
that an iaentifiable unit of such a facility which regularly providu 
care for more than five handicapped persons must be licensed under 
sections 2 to 14;'' 

Page 6, strike line 31 

Page 7, line 1, strike". Thi$" and insert a semicolon 

Page 7, line 2, strike "includes any" and insert ''(7) A" 

Page 7, line 3, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Renumber the clauses in sequence 
Page 7, line 5, strike "departmenf' and insert "state board" 

Page 7, line 5, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 7, line 7, strike "department" and insert "state board" 

Page 7, line 7, strike the period and insert a semicolon 
Page 7, line 9, strike "the" and insert "hi$'' 

Page 7, line 11, strike the period and insert a semicolo.n 

Page 7, line 13, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 7, line 16, strike "department." and insert "commissioner;" 

Page 7, line 18, strike "parents or'' and insert "his" 
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Page 7, line 19, strike "of persons" 

Page 7, line 20, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 7, line 26, after "meet the" insert "applicable" 

Page 7, line 26, strike "department" and insert "commissioner'' 

Page 7, line 27, after "state" insert "board of" 
Page 7, line 27, strike "department" 

Page 8, line 2, strike "that there is a" and insert "of his" 

Page 8, line 3, strike ", in writing,'' and insert ". Written notice 
of appeal must be mailed" 

Page 8, line 3, strike "the" and insert "receipt" 
Page 8, line 4, strike "mailing" 

Page 8, line 7, strike "On the basis of the" 

Page 8, line 8, strike "evidence adduced at the hearing,'' 
Page 8, line 9, strike "final" 

Page 8, line 10, after "be" insert "denied or'' 

Page 8, line 10, strike the comma 

Page 8, line 11, strike "for" 

Page 8, line 11, strike ", or denied" 

Page 8, line 11, after the period insert "The commissioner shall 
not be bound by the recommendation of the hearing examiner. The 
final decision of the commissioner shall be sent to the applicant by 
certified or registered mail, and shall inform ·the applicant of his 
rights under chapter 15." 

Page 8, line 12, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 8, line 15, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 
Page 8, line 16, after "with" insert "applicable laws or" 

Page 8, line 17, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 8, line 18, strike "is about to be" and insert "the commis-
sioner proposes to" 

Page 8, line 19, strike "suspended" and insert "suspend" 

Page 8, line 19, strike "revoked" and insert "revoke" 

Page 8, line 19, strike "made" and insert "make" 

Page 8, line 23, strike "that there is a" and insert "of his" 

Page 8, line 25, strike "the mailing" and insert "receipt" 

Page 8, line 29, stnlte "On the basis of the evidence adduced at 
the hearing,'' 
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Page 8, line 30, strike "final" 

Page 9, line 1, after "health" strike "or" and insert a comma 

Page 9, line 1, strike "human" 

Page 9, line 1, after "of" insert "the" 

Page 9, line 1, after "persons" insert "served by the facility or 
agency are in imminent danger" 

Page 9, line 2, strike "requires" 

Page 9, line 6, strike "that there is a" and insert "of his" 

Page 9, line 7, strike "to reconsider" and insert "for reconsider-
ation of" 

Page 9, line 13, strike "On the basis of the" 

Page 9, line 14, strike "evidence adduced at the hearing," 

Page 9, line 15, strike "the final" and insert "a" 

Page 9, line 17, after the period insert "The commissioner shaU 
not be bound by the recommendation of the hearing examiner. The 
final decision of the commissioner shall be served on the operator 
by personal service, and shall inform the applicant of his right, 
under chapter 15." 

Page 9, line 22, after "of" strike "the" and insert "any party" 

Page 9, line 23, strike "appellant or department" 

Page 9, line 23, after the period insert "Each decision of a" 

Page 9, line 23, strike "decisions" 

Page 9, line 25, after "parties" strike "to the" 

Page 9, line 26, strike "proceedings" 

Page 9, line 27, strike ", or otherwise" 

Page 9, line 29, after "with" insert "applicable laws, or" 

Page 9, line 30, strike "make" and insert "be granted a" 

Page 9, line 30, strike "application for" 

Page 9, line 31, after "years" and before the period insert "follow-
ing the revocation or denial of renewal" . 

Page 9, line 31, strike "An applicant whose application for license 
has" 

Page 9, strike line 32 

Page 10, strike line 1 
Page 10, line 3, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 10, line 8, strike "the department" and insert "he" 

Page 10, line 10, strike the first "department" and insert "state 
board" 
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Page 10, line 10, strike the second "department" and insert 
"state board" 

Page 10, line 11, after the comma insert "and" 

Page 10, line 11, strike "and the attorney general" 

Page 10, line 11, strike "The" and insert "Any" 
Page 10, line 12, strike "agencies" and insert "agency" 

Page 10, line 12, strike "are'' and insert "is" 

Page 10, line 13, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 10, line 15, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 10, line 16, strike ", or the parents, guardians," and 
insert "and the" 

Page 10, line 16, strike ", or" 

Page 10, line 17, strike "custodians of those" and insert "of the" 

Page 10, line 17, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 10, line 18, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 10, line 20, strike the period and insert a semicolon 

Page 10, line 21, strike "the various" and insert "relevant'' 
Page 10, line 21, strike "as are" 

Page 10, line 22, strike "relevant" 

Page 10, strike lines 23 to 32 

Page 11, strike lines 1 to 13 

Page 11, line 14, strike "3" and insert "2" 

Page 11, line 14, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 11, line 15, strike "its licensing" and insert "the" 

Page 11, line 15, after "regulations" insert "promulgated under 
sections 2 to 14" 

Page 11, line 19, strike "15" and insert ".14" 
Page 11, line 21, strike "department'' and insert "commissioner" 

Page 11, line 24, strike "When there is a" and insert "If the 
facility or agency is in" 

Page 11, line 24, strike "15" and insert "14" 

Page 11, line 25, strike "department" and insert "commissioner 
and the operator has failed to correct the violation within 30 days 
of receipt of a written order to do so" 

Page 11, line 26, strike "When" and insert ''If' 

Page 11, line 29, after "by the" insert "appropriate" 
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Page 11, line 29, strike "of the" and insert a period 

Page 11, strike lines 30 and 31 

Page 11, line 32, strike "offers or'' 

Page 12, line 2, strike "15" and insert "14" 

Page 12, line 3, strike "application of the foregoing" 
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Page 12, line 3, after "sanctions" insert "provided in sections 
2 to 14 are cumulative, and shall not be construed as restricting 
any sanctions otherwise available." 

Page 12, strike lines 4 and 5 

Page 12, line 8, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 12, line 10, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 12, line 14, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 12, line 18, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 12, line 20, after "the" insert "applicant or'' 

Page 12, line 25, strike "department" and insert "commissioner'' 

Page 12, line 26, strike "a ground" and insert "cause" 

Page 13, line 2, strike "a duly authorized" 

Page 13, line 3, strike "representative of the department" and 
insert "the commissioner'' 

Page 13, line 5, after "applicable" insert "law or'' 

Page 13, line 5, after "regulation" insert a comma 

Page 13, line 7, after "specific" insert "law or" 

Page 13, line 8, strike "A" 

Page 13, strike lines 9 and 10 

Page 13, line 15, after the period insert "A forfeiture order may 
be appealed in accordance with the procedures set forth in section 
6." 

Page 13, strike lines 18 to 23 

Page 13, line 32, strike "such a" and insert "the" 

Page 14, line 10, strike "Except as specified in Minnesota" 

Page 14, line 11, strike "Statutes 252.28," 

Page 14, line 16, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 14, line 17, strike "The commissioner shall establish rules" 

Page 14, strike line 18 

Page 14, line 30, strike "such" 

Page 14, line 31, strike "such" and insert "the" 
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Page 15, line 5, strike "such" 

Page 15, line 10, after "notice" insert "from the commissioner" 

Page 15, line 15, strike "and subdivision 6," 

Page 15, line 22, strike "shall" and insert "may" 

Page 15, line 22, strike "Minnesota Statutes, Sections" and 
insert "section" 

Page 15, line 23, strike "or 609.231" 

Page 15, after line 23, insert: 

"It shall be the responsibility of any operator of a facility or 
agency required to be licensed to provide living conditiom, pro
grams, policies and procedures to safeguard the well-being and 
safety of any person in the care of that facility or agency. Any 
operator who permits conditions to exist which result in the 
physical or sexual abuse or willful neglect of any person in the 
care of that agency or facility may be charged pursuant to section 
609.23." 

Page 15, line 29, after "facility" insert "or agency" 

Page 15, line 31, after "facility" insert "or agency" 

Page 15, line 32, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 16, line 1, strike "appropriate" and insert "local welfare 
agency or" 

Page 16, line 2, strike "local" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 16, line 3, strike "welfare agency" 

Page 16, line 7, after "the" insert "commissioner, the" 

Page 16, line 10, after "facility" insert "or agency" 

Page 16, line 12, after "facility" and before the period insert "or 
agency" 

Page 16, line 12, after "The" insert "local welfare agency or'' 

Page 16, line 13, strike "local welfare agency" and insert "com• 
mi.ssioner" 

Page 16, line 23, after "court" and before the period insert "or 
jury'' 

Page 16, line 32, after "the" strike "department" and insert 
"commissioner'' 

Page 17, line 2, after "facility" insert "or agency" 

Page 17, line 5, after "department" insert "or local welfare 
agency" 

Page 17, line 6, strike "local welfare agency" and insert "com
missioner'' 

Page 17, line 10, after "of" insert "neglect or'' 
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Page 17, line 12, strike ", instead of the local welfare agency 
or'' 

Page 17, line 13, strike "police department" 

Page 17, line 14, strike "department" and insert "commis-
sioner" 

Page 17, line 16, after "of' insert "neglect or" 

Page 17, line 19, after "authorities" insert", the commissioner," 

Page 17, line 20, strike "agencies" and insert "agency" 

Page 17, line 20, insert: 

"Subd. 8. [INVESTIGATION.] The commissioner shall imme
diately investigate any report received under this section. The 
commissioner shall arrange for the transmittal of reports received 
by local agencies to him, and may delegate to any local welfare 
agency the duty to investigate reports. 

Subd. 9. [RECORDS.] All records maintained by the com
missioner or a local welfare agency under this section, including 
any written reports filed under subdivision 6, shall be private. 
The records shall be collected and maintained in accordance with 
the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sections 15.162 to 15.168, 
and an individual subject of a record shall have access to the 
record in accordance with those sections except that the name 
of the reporter shall be disclosed only ( a) by the commissioner 
or the local welfare agency if the report is unsubstantiated and 
(b) upon court order if the report is substantiated, 

Records maintained by the commissioner or local welfare 
agencies under this section must be destroyed as follows: 

( a) All records relating to reports which, upon investigation, 
are found to be unsubstantiated shall be destroyed immediately; 

(b) All records relating to reports which, upon investigation, 
are found to be substantiated shall be destroyed 7 years after the 
date of the final entry in the case record; and 

( c) All records of reports which, upon initial investigation, 
cannot be substantiated to the satisfaction of the commissioner 
or the local agency may be kept for a period of one year. If the 
commissioner or the local agency is unable to substantiate the 
report within that period, all records relating to the report shall 
be destroyed immediately." 

Page 17, strike lines 21 to 32 

Page 18, strike line 1 

Page 19, line 12, strike "continuously effective and shall be" and 
insert "in effect until expressly superseded by the rules and regula
tions promulgated" 

Page 19, line 13, strike "prospectively effective" 

Page 19, line 13, strike "15 enacted by" and insert "14" 
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Page 19, line 14, strike "this act" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

[49THDAY 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Moe from the Committee on Natural Resources and Agri• 
culture, to which was re-referred 

S. F. No. 1177: A bill for an act relating to Blue Earth county; 
authorizing the county of Blue Earth to contract for the comple
tion of the improvement of county ditch no. 27; setting limits for 
the expenditure of money for the improvement thereof; authoriz
ing the issuance of bonds and levying of special assessments for 
the payment thereof. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re-referred to 
the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Moe from the Committee on Natural Resources and Agri
culture, to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 1003: A bill for an act relating to animals; providing 
for admission of the public to establishments having custody of 
stray animals seized by public authority; requiring public notice 
of seized animals prior to sale or destruction; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 35.71, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 2, strike "two years'' and insert Hsix months,, 

Page 2, line 14, strike "Prior" 

Page 2, strike lines 15 through 19 

Page 2, line 20, strike "the county in which the animal was seized." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, strike line 5 

Page 1, line 6, strike "sale or destruction;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Moe from the Committee on Natural Resources and Agri
culture, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1647: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
powers of the commissioner; forest pest control; expanding volun
teer programs; public access; commercial fishing on Lake Supe
rior; decoys and erection of blinds on public lands; prescribing 
penalties for certain violations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
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1974, Sections 18.341, Subdivision 3; 18.391, Subdivision 1; 85.041, 
Subdivision 1; 97.48, Subdivision 15; 97.55, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 
4; 98.46, Subdivision 12; 98.47, Subdivision 9; 100.29, Subdivision 
18; and 102.28, Subdivisions 2, 3 and 4; repealing Laws 1963, Chap. 
ter 70, Section 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 3, lines 8 and 9, strike "from the game and fish fund," 

Page 3, line 9, reinstate the stricken "of not to exceed" 

Page 3, line 9, after "iwe" insert "seven" 

Page 3, line 10, reinstate the stricken "acres," 

Page 3, lines 31 and 32, strike "from the game and fish fund" 

Page 6, line 9, strike "$100" and insert "$50" 

Page 6, line 13, strike "$100" and insert "$50" 

Page 8, line 3, strike "The" 

Page 8, strike lines 4 through 7 

Amend the title as follows: 

Lines 2 and 3, strike "powers of the commissioner;" 

Line 3, before "forest" insert "transferring" 

Line 3, after "control' insert "jurisdiction from the commissioner 
of agriculture to commissioner of natural resources" 

Line 4, before "public" insert "eliminating certain restrictions oa 
acquisition of' 

Line 4, before "commercial" insert "changing license fees for" 

Line 5, before "decoys" insert "prohibiting" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, 
the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental OperatioDS,, 
to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 532: A bill for an act relating to public health; Min
nesota board of nursing; nursing schools; providing for register
ing, licensing and discip~ registered and practical nurses; 
unauthorized practice of nursmg; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 148.181, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 148.191; 148.211, Sub
divisions 1 and 3; 148.231, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 148.251; 148.261; 
148.271; 148.281, Subdivision 1; 148.286, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 148.-
29, Subdivision 2; 148.291, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 148.292; 148.293, 
Subdivision l; 148.294, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 148.296, Subdivision 
1; 148.297; Chapter 148, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 148.282; and 148.291, Subdivision 5. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 17, strike "such" 

Page 3, line 17, strike "and regulations" 

Page 3, line 20, after "prescribe" insert "by rule" 

Page 3, line 26, strike "of the" 

Page 3, line 26, after "board" insert "rules" 

Page 3, line 31, after "shalr' insert "by rule" 

Page 4, line 1, after "hearings" insert "pursuant to the adminis-
trative procedure act" 

Page 4, line 13, strike "fix" 

Page 4, line 13, strike "compensation and" 

Page 4, line 14, strike "appoint" and insert "as necessary from 
time to time secure the services of' 

Page 4, line 15, strike "and fix the" 

Page 4, line 16, strike everything before the period and insert "con-
sistent with chapters 15 and 43" 

Page 4, line 18, strike "The treasurer or any other" 

Page 4, strike Jines 19 to 20 

Page 5, line 15, strike "nof' 

Page 5, line 16, strike "more than $50 to the board" and insert 
"an amount determined by rule by the board so that total fees col
lected by the board will as closely as possible equal anticipated ex
penditures" 

Page 5, line 19, strike "not more than $40" and insert "an amount 
determined in the same manner" 

Page 6, line 18, after "board" insert "by rule" 

Page 7, line 25, after "power" insert "pursuant to procedures speci
fied in the administrative procedure act, unless otherwise permitted 
in this section," 

Page 8, line 30, strike "60" and insert "30" 

Page 8, line 32, strike "alleged by the executive director to be" 

Page 9, line 1, after "board" and before "and" insert "a citation 
has been issued by the board pursuant to this subdivision," 

Page 9, line 1, strike "determines" and insert "has determineif' 

Page 9, line 3, after the period insert "The board must schedule 
a hearing on a temporary suspension within ten days after the date 
of suspension. At any hearing under this section," 

Page 9, line 5, strike "employed by the board shall" and insert 
"may" 
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Page 9, line 9, strike "at the election of the licensee by a writ" 

Page 9, line 10, strike "of certiorari brought" 

Page 9, line 10, strike "the" 

Page 9, line 10, strike "of Ramsey" and insert "pursuant to sections 
15.0424 to 15.0426." 

Page 9, strike lines 11 to 15 

Page 11, lines 10 to 17, reinsert the stricken language 

Page 11, line 10, strike the reinserted "(8)" and insert "(6)" 

Page 11, line 18, strike "(6)" and insert "(7)" 

Page 15, line 29, after "prescribe" insert "by rule" 

Page 16, line S, strike "not more than $45 to the board" and insert 
"an amount determined by rule by the board so that total fees col
lected by the board will as closely as possible equal anticipated ex
penditures" 

Page 16, line 6, strike "not more than $35" and insert "an amount 
determined in the same manner" 

Page 16, line 11, after "shall" insert "by rule" 

Page 16, line 15, after "may" insert "by rule" 

Page 16, line 23, strike "of the" 

Page 16, line 23, after "board" insert "rules" 

Page 18, line 26, after "board" insert "by rule" 

Page 19, line 28, after "power" insert "pursuant to procedures 
specified in the administrative procedure act, unless otherwise per
mitted in this section," 

Page 20, line 31, strike "60" and insert "30" 

Page 21, line I, strike "alleged by the executive" 

Page 21, line 2, strike "director to be" 

Page 21, line 2, after "board" insert ", a citation has been issued 
l>y the board pursuant to this subdivision," 

Page 21, line 3, strike "determines" and insert "has determined'' 

Page 21, line 4, after the period insert "The board must schedule, 
a hearing on a temporary suspension within ten days after the date 
of suspension. At any hearing under this section," 

Page 21, line 6, strike "employed by the board shalr' and insert 
••may" 

Page 21, line 10, after "court" insert "pursuant to sections 15.0424 
to I 5.0426" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 
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Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1133: A bill for an act relating to police pensions in 
the city of Duluth; amending Laws 1953, Chapter 91, Section 1, 
Subdivisions 7 and 8, as amended; Section 7; and Section 11, 
Subdivisions 1, as amended; and 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page I, line 10, strike "his or her" and insert "the member's" 

Page I, line 13, strike "his or her" and insert "the member's" 

Page I, line I 3, strike "him or her" and insert "the member'' 

Page I, line 14, strike "his or her'' and insert "the member's" 

Page 2, line 17, strike "his or her" and insert "the member's" 

Page 2, line 19, strike "his or her'' and insert "the member's" 

Page 2, line 27, strike "he or she" and insert "the member" 

Page 2, line 28, strike "his or her" and insert "the member's" 

Page 2, line 29, strike "his" 

Page 2, line 30, strike "or her" and insert "the member's" 

Page 3, line 5, strike "him or her" and insert "the ,member" 

Page 3, line 7, strike "his or her'' and insert "the member's" 

Page 3, line 17, strike "him or her" and insert "the member'' 

Page 3, line 24, strike "his or her'' and insert "the member's' 

Page 3, line 29, strike "his or her'' and insert "the member's" 

Page 4, line 13, strike "remarry, his or her" and insert "remarries, 
the spouse's'' 

Page 4, line 31, strike "he or she" and insert "such person" 

Page 4, line 32, strike "his" 

Page 4, line 32, strike "or her'' and insert "such person's" 

And when so amended the bill do pas, and be placed on the Calen
dar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Hughes from the Committee on Education, to which was 
referred 

S. F. No. 863: A bill for an act relating to education; chang
ing the time for the annual meeting of boards of independent 
11chool districts; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
123.34, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill do 
pass. Report adopted. 
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Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

S. F. No. 1171: A bill for an act relating to forcible entry 
and unlawful detainer; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 566.06. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 24 insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 566.09, is amended to 
read: 

566.09 [JUDGMENT; FINE; EXECUTION,) If, upon the trial, 
the justice or jury find for the plaintiff, the jusuce shall immediatel)' 
thereupon enter judgment that the plaintiff have restitution of the 
premises, and tax the costs for him. The justice shall issue execution 
in favor of the plaintiff for such costs, and also immediately issue 
a writ of restitution. No stay of the writ of restitution may be granted 
except upon a showing by the defendant that the restitution would 
work a substantial hardship upon the defendant. Upon a proper show
ing by the defendant of substantial hardship, the justice may stay 
the ,writ of restitution for a reasonable period not to exceed seven 
days, except that no stay of the writ of restitution shall extend later 
than three days prior to the date the rent is next due. If the justice or 
jury shall find for the defendant, he shall enter judgment for the 
defendant, tax the costs against the plaintiff, and issue execution 
therefor.'' 

Amend the ti tie as follows: 

Page I, line 2, after "detainer;" insert "providing for stay of writ 
of restitution;" 

Page I, line 3, strike "Section" and insert "Sections" 

Page I, line 3, after "566.06" insert "and 566.09" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. 

Mr. Laufenburger from the Committee on Transportation 
and General Legislation, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 142: A bill for an act adding a new route to the 
trunk highway system. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, strike "and" and insert "and/or" 

Page 1, line 16, strike "and" 

Page 1, line 17, strike "municipalities" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted, 
Report adopted. 
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Mr. Laufenburger from the Committee on Transportation and 
General Legislation, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1127: A bill for an act relating to veterans; author
izing the apportionment of Vietnam veterans bonus payments 
between surviving parents and person in loco parentis in certain 
instances; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 197.971, 
Subdivision 4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Opera
tions, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 1642: A bill for an act relating to state employees; 
providing for transfers, relocation expenses, early retirement 
and the maintenance of benefits for state employees who have 
lost their positions because of the closing or phasing out of state 
institutions or facilities. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. As used in this 
act, the following terms shall have the meanings given. 

Subd. 2. "Closing" means the termination of service opera
tions at a state institution or an identifiable unit of the institu
tion which employs 10 or more either for fiscal reasons, changes 
in service modes, or obsolescence of programs or facilities. 

Subd. 3. "State institution" means any hospital, home, or 
school operated by the commissioner of public welfare and any 
correctional institution operated by the commissioner of correc
tions. 

Subd. 4. "Employee" means a full-time employee in the classi
fied civil service of the state currently employed at a state insti
tution scheduled for closing who will have at least six months 
service in any state institution at the scheduled time of closing. 

Subd. 5. "Affected employee" is an employee who will suffer 
unemployment as a result of the closing of a state institution. 

Sec. 2. [ANNOUNCEMENT OF CLOSING; PLAN.] The head 
of the state agency or department operating a state institution 
scheduled for closing shall announce the scheduled closing to the 
public and the employees of the institution at least six months 
prior to the scheduled closing date. No institution may be closed 
without this prior announcement. Within 20 days after the an
nouncement, the head of the agency or department shall, after 
consultation with the commissioners of administration and per
sonnel issue a written plan which shall provide for the rights of 
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affected employees pursuant to sections 3 to 9. Copies of the plan 
shall be made available to affected employees. 

Sec. 3. [PREFERENCE FOR AFFECTED EMPLOYEES.] An 
affected employee shall be given preference over new hires for 
same or similar positions in all state departments or agencies. 
The preference given in this section shall expire upon acceptance 
of a job offer or the tender of a second job offer pursuant to this 
section, or the expiration of one year after the date of closing. 
whichever occurs first. If after a year an employee has not re
ceived at least two job offers pursuant to this section he may 
elect retraining under section 4. An affected employee re-em
ployed pursuant to section 43.23 shall not be reduced in compen
sation or benefits except that he shall receive no compensation or 
be entitled to no benefits from the state for the periods, if any. 
not working for the state, except as provided in this section, an 
affected employee who does not waive the rights given by this 
section prior to the date of closing shall not be entitled to any 
of the rights given by sections 4, 5 and 8. 

Sec. 4. [ALTERNATIVE RIGHT; RETRAINING.] In lieu of 
the preference given by sections 3, 5, 8 and 9, an affected em
ployee may elect prior to the date of closing to waive other 
preference rights and to undergo retraining. This option is avail
able upon certification by the commissioner of personnel that 
other positions are available in state departments or agencies, or 
in succeeding institutions to which section 9 is applicable, for 
which the employee would be qualified if retrained. The head of 
the department or agency which operated the state institution 
shall provide to the affected employee during the period of re
training the employee's wage or salary at the time of closing. In 
addition, during the period of retraining the department hea<I 
shall pay any tuition and any other expenses reasonably neces
sary to the employee's completion of the retraining program. 
Payments to or for the benefit of the affected employee for 
compensation, tuition and expenses shall not exceed $250 per 
week during the period of retraining. The determination of 
when training is appropriate and the approval of any specific 
training program shall be made by the commissioner of person
nel who shall have a continuing responsibility to supervise and 
evaluate any approved training. The period of re-training shall 
not exceed twelve months. 

Sec. 5. [ALTERNATIVE RIGHT; EARLY RETIREMENT.] 
In lieu of the rights granted by sections 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9, an affected 
employee of a state institution scheduled for closing who does not 
continue public employment and who is or will be at least age 55 
at the scheduled time of closing, if not otherwise entitled to re
ceive an immediate full normal annuity, may elect upon applica
tion to the appropriate retirement fund or funds in which the 
employee has allowable service credit to receive a retirement annu
ity based upon all credited service at the time of closing or the 
value of the monies credited to his account as the case may be. 
The election by the Bffected employee must be made prior to the 
date of closing. The benefit shall be computed as if the employee 
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were age 65 or normal retirement age and shall not be reduced for 
retirement prior to normal retirement age. If an employee has less 
than 10 years of service or is otherwise not vested, his retirement 
annuity shall be computed on a pro-rata basis. Provisions in the 
law governing the retirement funds in respect to benefits based on 
service in more than one fund shall be applicable where not incon
sistent herewith. The employee may select an actuarially equiva
lent joint and survivor annuity in lieu of the full normal annuity if 
available under the laws of the respective retirement fund. 

The department or agency which operated the closed institution 
shall semi-annually reimburse the retirement fund for the full 
amount of benefits paid to the retired employee receiving benefits 
under this act until the employee reaches age 65 or normal retire
ment age if normal retirement age for the employee would be less 
than age 65 considering the employee's length of service. 

Sec. 6. [DEFERRED ANNUITY; COMBINED SERVICE.] 
Subdivision 1. In the event that any employee does not continue 
in public service covered by a public pension fund and does not 
qualify for a service annuity, a deferred annuity or a combined 
service annuity, the employee shall qualify for a pro rata deferred 
service annuity upon reaching normal retirement age, which defer
red annuity shall be augmented at the rate specified under the law 
of the retirement fund in effect when the employee last terminates 
public service. 

Subd. 2. For any employee who transfers to other public 
employment covered by a public pension fund, that employee shall 
qualify for a combined service annuity or an augmented deferred 
annuity based on service in more than one fund pursuant to the 
law in effect when the employee last terminates public service. 
notwithstanding any law to the contrary. 

Sec. 7. [RELOCATION EXPENSES.] Any employee who ac
cepts employment under the provisions of sections 3 or 9 or after 
completion of re-training pursuant to section 4 or who accepts 
private or public employment elsewhere within 12 months of the 
closure of the state institution shall be entitled to relocation ex
penses in the manner provided in an existing collective bargaining 
agreement in section 43.327. The expenses shall be charged 
against the department or agency which operated the closed insti
tution. 

Sec. 8. [ALTERNATIVE RIGHT; SEVERANCE PAY.] In lieu 
of the rights given by sections 3 through 7, an affected employee 
may prior to the date of closing elect to be paid severance pay in 
the amount of five percent of the employee's last annual salary or 
wage, not to exceed $1,000, multiplied by the number of years of 
state service and fraction thereof, but in no case shall the amount 
of severance pay receivable under this section exceed $5,000. Sev
erance pay paid pursuant to this section shall be charged against 
the department or agency which operated the institution at the 
time of closing and shall be in lieu of any severance pay otherwise 
available to the employee pursuant to other law. 

Sec. 9. [SUCCESSOR OPERATI:tJG AGENCIES.] Any institu-
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tion or facility which succeeds in whole or in part to the functions 
of a state institution upon its closing shall, as a condition of its 
receiving any state funds, observe the preference hiring right 
g,ranted affected employees in section 3 to the extent that grant• 
ing the preference would not be inconsistent with any duly enact
ed merit or civil service system and laws or rules enacted pursuant 
thereto. 

Sec. 10. [PROCEDURES.] Any elections of rights which may be 
made pursuant to sections 3 to 9 shall be pursuant to procedures 
and on forms adopted by the commissioner of personnel. The 
commissioner of personnel may promulgate rules necessary to 
implement the provisions of sections 1 to 9. The commissioner 
shall annually report to the legislature pursuant to section 3.195 
on the benefits given to affected employees pursuant to this act 
and his suggestions on legislation needed to insure equitable treat
ment for all state employees in connection with the closing of a 
state institution." 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was 
re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

S. F. No. 1041: A bill for an act relating to crimes; specifying 
the acts constituting sexual offenses; admissibility of evidence 
in sex offense prosecutions; providing penalties; amending Minne
sota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 609, by adding sections; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 609.29; 609.291; 609.292; 
609.293; 609.294; 609.295; and 609.296. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.185 is amend
ed to read: 

609.185 [MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE.] Whoever does 
either of the following is guilty of murder in the first degree and 
shall be sentenced to imprisonment for life: 

(1) Causes the death of a human being with premeditation and 
with intent to effect the death of such person or of another; or 

(2) Causes the death of a human being while committing or 
attempting to commit i'llfle er seoomy criminal sexual conduct in 
the first or second degree with force or violence, either upon or 
affecting such person or another. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609 is amended by 
adding a section to read: 
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[609.29] [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the purposes of 
sections 2 to 12, the terms in this section have the meanings given 
them: 

Subd. 2. "Actor" means a person accused of criminal sexual 
conduct. 

Subd. 3. "Force" means commission or threat by the actor of an 
assault, as defined in section 609.22, or commission or threat of 
an.y other crime by the actor against the complainant or another, 
which causes the complainant to reasonably believe that the actor 
has the present ability to execute the threat, and also causes the 
complainant to submit. 

Subd. 4. "Consent" means a voluntary uncoerced manifestation 
of a present agreement to perform a particular sexual act. 

Subd. 5. "Intimate parts" includes the primary genital area, 
1roin, inner thigh, buttocks, or breast of a human being. 

Subd. 6. "Mentally defective" means that a person suffers from 
a mental disease or defect which renders that person temporarily 
or permanently incapable of appraising the nature of his conduct. 

Subd. 7. "Mentally incapacitated" means that a person is ren
dered temporarily incapable of appraising or controlling his con
duct due to the influence of alcohol, a narcotic, anesthetic, or any 
other substance administered to that person without his agree
ment, or due to any other act committed upon that person without 
his agreement. 

Subd. 8. "Physically helpless" means that a person is uncon-
1cious, asleep, or for any other reason is physically unable to 
communicate unwillingness to act and the condition is known or 
reasonably should have been known to the actor. 

Subd. 9. "Position of authority" includes but is not limited to 
any person acting in the place of a parent and charged with any of 
a parent's rights, duties or responsibilities to a child, or a person 
who is charged with any duty or responsibility for the health, 
welfare, or supervision of a child, either independently or through 
another, no matter how brief, at the time of the act. 

Subd. 10. "Sexual contact" includes any of the following acts 
committed without the compl.ainant's consent, if the acts can rea
sonably be construed as being for the purpose of satisfying the 
actor's sexual or aggressive impulses, except in those cases where 
consent is not a defense: 

(i) the intentional touching by the actor of the complainant's 
intimate parts, or 

(ii) the coerced touching by the complainant of the actor's, the 
complainant's, or another's intimate parts, or 
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(iii) the coerced touching by another of the complainant's inti
mate parts, or 

(iv) in any of the cases above, of the clothing covering the 
immediate area of the intimate parts. 

Subd. 11. "Sexual penetration" means sexual intercourse, cun
nilingus, fellatio, anal intercourse, or any intrusion however slight 
into the genital or anal openings of the complainant's body of any 
part of the actor's body or any object used by the actor for this 
purpose, where the act is committed without the complainant's 
consent, except in those cases where consent is not a defense. 
Emission of semen is not necessary. 

Subd. 12. "Complainant" means a person alleging to have been 
subjected to criminal sexual conduct. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.291] [CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE FIRST 
DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in the 
first degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
than 20 years, if he engages in sexual penetration with another 
person and if any of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The compl,ainant is under I 3 years of age and the actor is 
more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mistake 
as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the com
plainant is a defense; or 

(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age 
and the actor is more than 48 months older than the complainant 
and in a position of authority over the comp/,ainant, and uses this 
authority to coerce the complainant to submit. Neither mistake as 
to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the compl,ain
ant is a defense; or 

( c) Circumstances existing at the time of the act cause the 
complainant to have a reasonable fear of imminent great bodily 
harm to the complainant or another; or 

( d) The actor is armed with a dangerous weapon or any article 
used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant to reason
ably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or threatens to 
use the weapon or article to cause the complainant to submit; or 

( e) The actor causes bodily harm to the complainant, as defined 
in section 609.02, subdivision 7, and either of the following circum
stances exists: 

( i) the actor uses force or coercion to accomplish sexual pen
etration; or 

( ii) the actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant 
is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically help
less; or 

(f) The actor is aided or abetted by one or more accomplices 
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within the meaning of section 609.05, and either of the following 
circumstances exists: 

(i) an accomplice uses force or coercion to cause the complain• 
ant to submit; or 

(ii) an accomplice is armed with a dangerous weapon or any 
article used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant 
reasonably to believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or 
threatens to use the weapon or article to cause the complainant to 
submit. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.292] [CRIM I NA L SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE 
SECOND DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual con• 
duct in the second degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment 
/or not more than 15 years if he engages in sexual contact with 
another person and if any of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor is 
more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mistake 
as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the com
plainant is a defense; or 

(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age 
and the actor is more than 48 months older than the complainant 
and in a position of authority over the complainant, and uses this 
authority to coerce the complainant to submit. Neither mistake as 
to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complain
ant is a defense; or 

( c) Circumstances existing at the time of the act cause the 
complainant to have a reasonable fear of imminent great bodily 
harm to the complainant or another; or 

(d) The actor is armed with a dangerous weapon or any article 
used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant to reason• 
ably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or threatens to 
use the dangerous weapon to cause the complainant to submit; or 

( e) The actor causes bodily harm to the complainant, as defined 
in section 609.02, subdivision 1, and either of the following circum• 
stances exists: 

(i) the actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the sexual 
contact; or 

(ii) the actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant 
is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically help• 
less; or 

( f} The actor is aided or abetted by one or more accomplices 
within the meaning of section 609.05, and either of the following 
circumstances exists: 

(i) an accomplice uses force or coercion to cause the complain• 
ant to submit; or 
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(ii) an accomplice is armed with a dangerous weapon or any 
article used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant to 
reasonably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or threat
ens to use the weapon or article to cause the complainant to submit. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.293] [CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE THIRD 
DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in the 
third degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
than ten years, if he engages in sexual penetration with another 
person and any of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor is no 
more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mistake 
as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the com
plainant shall be a defense; or 

(b} The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age 
and the actor is more than 24 months older than the complainant 
and not in a position of authority over the complainant. In any 
such case it shall be an affirmative defense, which must be proved 
by a preponderance of the evidence, that the actor believes the 
complainant to be 16 years of age or older. If the actor in such a 
case is no more than 48 months but more than 24 months older 
than the complainant, he may be sentenced to imprisonment for 
not more than 5 years. Consent by the complainant is not a 
defense; or 

( c) The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the penetra
tion; or 

( d) The actor knows or has reason to know that the com
plainant is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physi
cally helpless. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.294] [CRIM IN AL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE 
FOURTH DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual con
duct in the fourth degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment 
for not more than 5 years, if he engages in sexual contact with 
another person and if any of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor is 
more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mistake 
as to the complainant's age or consent to the act by the com
plainant is a defense; or 

(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age 
and the actor is more than 48 months older than the complainant 
or in a position of authority over the complainant and uses this 
authority to coerce the complainant to submit. In any such case, it 
shall be an affirmative defense which must be proved by a pre• 
ponderance of the evidence that the actor reasonably believes the 
complainant to be 16 years of age or older; or 
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( c) The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the sexual 
contact; or 

( d) The actor knows or has reason to know that the complain
ant is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically 
helpless. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.295] [SUBSEQUENT OFFENSES.] Subdivision 1. If a 
person is convicted of a second or subsequent offense under sections 
3 to 7 within 15 years of the prior conviction, the court shall com
mit the defendant to the commissioner of corrections for imprison
ment for a term of not less than three years, nor more than the maxi
mum sentence provided by law for the offense for which convicted; 
provided, however, that the court may invoke the provisions of 
section 609.135, if a specific condition of the probationary term 
under section 609.135 includes the successful completion of a 
treatment program for anti-social sexual behavior, and such per
son shall not be eligible for parole from imprisonment until he 
shall either have served the full minimum sentence herein pro
vided, or until he shall have successfuly completed a treatment 
program for anti-social sexual behavior as herein provided not
withstanding the provisions of sections 242.19, 243.05, 609.11, 
609.12 and 609.135. 

Subd. 2. For the purposes of this section, an offense is con
sidered a second or subsequent offense if, prior to conviction of the 
second or subsequent offense, the actor has been at any time 
convicted under sections 3 to 7 or under any similar statute of the 
United States, or this or any other state. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.296] [EVIDENCE.] Subdivision 1. In a prosecution under 
sections 3 to 7, the testimony of a complainant need not be corro
borated. 

Subd. 2. In a prosecution under sections 3 to 7, there is no need 
to show that the complainant resisted the actor. 

Subd. 3. In a prosecution under sections 3 to 7, evidence of the 
complainant's previous sexual conduct shall not be admitted nor 
shall any reference to such conduct be made in the presence of the 
jury, except by court order under the procedure provided in subdi
vision 4, and only to the extent that the court finds that any of the 
following proposed evidence is material to the fact at issue in the 
case and that its inflammatory or prejudicial nature does not 
outweigh its probative value: 

(a) When consent or fabrication by the complainant is the 
defense in the case, evidence of such conduct tends to establish a 
common scheme or plan of similar conduct on the part of the 
complainant, relevant to the issue of consent or fabrication. Evi
dence of such conduct engaged in more than one year prior to the 
date of alleged offense is inadmissible; 
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(b) Evidence of specific instances of sexual activity showing the 
source of semen, pregnancy, or disease at the time of the incident 
or, in the case of pregnancy, between the time of the incident and 
trial; 

( c) Evidence of the complainant's past sexual conduct with the 
defendant; 

( d) For purposes of impeachment, when such evidence is offer
ed to rebut specific testimony of the complainant. 

Subd. 4. The defendant may not offer evidence described in 
subdivision 3 except pursuant to the following procedure: 

( a) A motion shall be made by the defendant prior to trial, 
unless later for good cause shown, stating to the court and pro
secutor that the defendant has an ofter of proof of the relevancy 
of the evidence of the sexual conduct of the complainant which is 
proposed to be presented; 

(b) If the court finds that the offer of proof is sufficient, the 
court shall order a hearing out of the presence of the jury, if any, 
and in such hearing shall allow the defendant to make a fuU 
presentation of his offer of proof; 

( c) At the conclusion of the hearing, if the court finds that the 
evidence proposed to be offered by the defendant regarding the 
sexual conduct of the complainant is relevant and material to the 
fact of consent. and is not so prejudicial as to be inadmissible, the 
court shall make an order stating the extent to which evidence is 
admissible under subdivision 3 and prescribing the nature of ques
tions to be permitted at trial. The defendant may then offer evi
dence pursuant to the order of the court; 

( d) If new information is discovered after the date of the hear
ing or during the course of trial. which may make evidence de
scribed in subdivision 3 admissible, the defendant shall make the 
disclosures under clause ( a) of this subdivision and the court shall 
order an in camera hearing to determine whether the proposed 
evidence is admissible by the standards herein. 

Subd. ,5, In a prosecution under sections 3 to 7, the court shall 
not instruct the jury to the effect that: 

( a) It may be inferred that a complainant who has previously 
consented to sexual intercourse with persons other than the de
fendant would be therefore more likely to consent to sexual inter
course again; or 

(b) The complainant's previous or subsequent sexual conduct in 
and of itself may be considered in determining the credibility of 
the complainant; or 

( c) Criminal sexual conduct is a crime easily charged by a 
complainant but very difficult to disprove by a defendant because 
of the heinous nature of the crime; or 

(d) The jury should scrutinize the testimony of the complain-
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ant any more closely than it should scrutinize the testimony of 
any witness in any felony prosecution. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.297] This act shall not apply to sexual penetration or sexual 
contact when done for a bona fide medical purpose. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609,298] A person does not commit criminal sexual conduct 
under this act if the actor and the complainant were cohabiting at 
the time of the alleged offense, or if the complainant is the actor's 
legal spouse, unless the couple is living apart and one of them has 
filed for separate maintenance or dissolution of the marriage. 
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit or restrain 
the prosecution for any other offense committed by any person 
against his legal spouse. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.299] [COSTS OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION.] No costs 
incurred by a county, city, or private hospital or other emergency 
medical facility or by a private physician for the examination of a 
complainant of criminal sexual conduct, when the examination is 
performed for the purpose of gathering evidence for possible prose
cution, shall be charged directly or indirectly to the complainant. 
The reasonable costs of such examination shall be paid by the 
county in which the alleged offense was committed. Nothing in 
this section shall be construed to limit the duties, responsibilities, 
or liabilities of any insurer, whether public or private. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.2911] [APPLICABILITY TO PAST AND PRESENT 
PROSECUTIONS.] Except for section 8 of this act, crimes com
mitted prior to the effective date of this act are not affected by its 
provisions. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 609.29; 609.291; 
609.292; 609.293; 609.295; 609.296; 609.34; and 609.36 are re
pealed." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5 after "1974," insert "Section 609.185; and" 

Page 1, line 8, strike "609.294;" 

Page 1, line 8 after "609.295;" strike "and 609.296" and insert 
"609.296; 609.34; and 609.36 " 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration. 
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Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 1330: A bill for an act relating to labor; directing 
the commissioner of labor and industry to enforce the prohibition 
against administering polygraph tests to employees; prescribing 
penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 181. 75; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 181.77. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, after "employee" insert "nor shall any person 
knowingly sell to or interpret for an employer or agent thereof 
such a test" 

Page 1, line 18, after "person" insert "knowingly" 

Page 1, line 19, strike "such" 

Page 1, line 23, strike "such" and insert "any" 

Page 1, line 23, strike "as is" 

Page 2, line 19, strike "and" and insert "to" 

Page 2, line 20, after "recover" insert "any and all" 

Page 2, line 20, after "damages" insert "recoverable at law" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 597: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota 
society for the prevention of cruelty; eliminating jurisdiction of 
society over matters of cruelty to children; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 343.01, Subdivision 1; 343.04; 343.05; 
343.06; 343.07; 343.08; 343.10; 343.11; and 343.12. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, strike "Pursuant to chapter 15," 

Page 1, line 19, strike "and regulations" 

Page 2, line 5, strike "in prosecuting" and insert "lawfully em• 
powered officials in the prosecution of' 

Page 3, line 5, strike "dumb" 

Page 3, line 10, strike "dumb" 

Page 3, line 12, strike "dumb" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 
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H. F. No. 1328: A bill for an act relating to real estate; 
abstract.era; increasing fees and amount of bonds; changing en
forcement procedures; providing for greater access to public 
records; changing registration requirement; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 386.62; 386.66; 386.68; 386. 70; 386. 71; 
and Chapter 386, by adding sections. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 789: A bill for an act relating to real estate; instru
ments of conveyance; recording requirements; providing that in
struments of conveyance include name and address of grantee 
to whom tax statement should be sent; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 507.092, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass and be placed on the Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 795: A bill for an act relating to Chisago county; 
requiring the Chisago county attorney to prosecute misdemeanors 
occurring within municipalities in Chisago county; providing for 
the disposition of fines. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 1423: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota Stat
utes; providing for publication thereof; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 648.31, Subdivisions 1 and 3; and 648.45, Subdi
vision 4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, strike "annual" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be placed on the 
Calendar of Ordinary Matters. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 720: A bill for an act relating to district courts; pro
viding for the appointment and compensation of law clerks. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, strike "Notwithstanding" 

Page 1, line 8, strike "any other law to the contrary," 

Page 1, line 12, strike "two" and insert "a" 

Page 1, line 12, strike "clerks to hold office" and insert "clerk 
for every three judges and additional fraction of three judges of the 
judicial district" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "during the pleasure of the judges" 

Page 1, line 14, strike "with the approval of the county" 

Page 1, line 15, strike "board of each of the counties involved," 

Page 1, line 19, after "clerk" insert "not to exceed $15,000 per 
year without the approval of the county board of each of the coun
ties involved" 

Page 2, after line 11, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [SUPERSEDED LAWS.] Any other law not repealed 
by section 3 that provides for the employment of law clerks by 
district judges in judicial districts other than the second and fourth 
is superseded only to the extent it provides fewer clerks than 
provided by section 1. 

Sec. 3. [REPEALER.] Laws 1967, Chapter 355, Section 1 ,u 
amended by Laws 1974, Chapter 189, Section 1, is repealed." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, before the period insert "; providing for the 
sharing of such costs among the several counties of the district; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 484, by adding a 
section; repealing Laws 1967, Chapter 365, Section 1, as amended" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

H.F. No. 605: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic regula
tions; driving under the influence of drugs or alcoholic beverages; 
prohibiting driving under the influence of a controlled substance; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
169.121, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 19, strike ", or" 

Page 1, line 20, strike "any drug or other substance" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 
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Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

S. F. No. 685: A bill for an act relating to real estate; providing 
for the extent of a lien; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 514.03, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, strike "40" and insert "80" 

Page 1, lines 10 to 11, strike the new language 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

S. F. No. 1700: A bill for an act relating to crimes; prescribing 
penalties for certain acts relating to the crime of prostitution; 
providing minimum sentences for certain felonies relating to 
soliciting another to practice prostitution; prescribing penalties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 609.11, by adding a 
subdivision; and 609.32, Subdivisions 2, 3, and 4, and by adding a 
subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 17, after "and" insert "if the defendant has been 
previously convicted of this crime" 

Page 3, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act is effective on the 
day following its final enactment." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1309: A bill for an act relating to the operation of state 
government; authorizing the commissioner of administration to 
establish on a demonstration basis a regional service center com
prising selected state agencies and to enter into a lease for pur
poses of acquiring suitable space for the center. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 
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H. F. Nos. 1020, 1107, 619 and 216 for comparison to com
panion Senate Files, reports the following House Files were found 
not identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTl!RS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 

1020 
1107 
619 
216 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 

986 
1115 
881 
134 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1020 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, after "1." insert "Subdivision 1." 

Page 1, line 8, strike "acquire by" and insert "lease for $1 per 
year and operate" 

Page 1, strike lines 9 to 21 

Page 1, line 22, strike "to the acquisition or lease of" 

Page 1, line 23, strike "by the county of Hennepin, such" and 
insert a period 

Page 2, line 1, strike "negotiation shall include" and insert "The 
lease shall run until July 1, 1977 and" 

Page 2, line 1, strike "as to" and insert "between the county 
and the city of Minneapolis shall be entered into which states" 

Page 3, line 14, strike "2" and insert ''l" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "acquire" and insert "lease" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1020 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 986 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1020 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 986 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H.F. No. 1107 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 16, after "Statutes" insert "1974" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1107 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1115 and further recommends that H.F. No. 1107 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1115 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 619 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, delete "directly or indirectly" 
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Page 2, lines 6 and 7 delete "At the time of initial contact or 
communication and" 

Page 2, line 8, delete "of the potential buyer," and after "shall" 
insert ", at the time of initial contact or communication with the 
potential buyer," 

Page 2, line 13, after "sell the" insert "identified" 

Page 2, line 18, after the period insert "Non-profit organizations 
are exempt from the requirement of showing identification cards." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 619 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 881 and further recommends that H. F. No. 619 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 881 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H.F. No. 216 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, delete lines 33 and 34 and insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 291.005, is amended 
to read: 

291.005 [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. Unless the context 
otherwise clearly requires, the following terms used in this chapter 
shall have the following meanings: 

B+ "Represeal;ative" meaRB .....I inelades all ""ee,,t91'1; of tl,e 
will of n deeellent flR4I ell admiaistratafs of ,my des!!Pipfam, 
whe!:reml a.- specie!, of a aeeeoont's estate te whem lettem 
are · l,y a pl'eba~e oem4 of this st&te.. 

-fl!} (1) "Probate Assets" means and includes ell property af 
owned by a decedent at the time of his death required by ehapter 
b2& section 524.3-706 to be listed on a personal representative's 
inventory in a ease where admiaistratien is te be had in a prebate 
eF.Urt of this stete and appraisement . 

{3+ (2) "Non-Probate Assets" means and includes all property 
of every kind transferred from a decedent or at or by reason of the 
decedent's death which is subject to the inheritance tax imposed 
by this chapter ( without regard to deductions or exemptions) and 
which does not consist of probate assets. 

-(4+ (3) "Commissioner" means and refers to the commissioner 
of revenue of this state or any person or body within the state 
department of revenue to whom he may have delegated his func
tions under this chapter. 

W ( 4) "Dependent child" means a natural child of the dece
dent , or a child adopted by the decedent who is incapable of 
furnishing his own support by reason of a physical or mental 
ailment, illness or deformity. The commissioner may request veri
fication of the physical or mental condition of the child before 
allowing the exemptions and rates applicable to a dependent child 
under this chapter. 

"™ (5) "Stepchild" means a child who is not the decooent's 
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natural or adopted child but is the natural or adopted child of the 
decedent's surviving or deceased spouse. 

Subd. 2. The definitions set forth in section 524.1-201, wherever 
appropriate to the administration of the provisions of chapter 291 
are incorporated by reference. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 291.07, is amended to 
read: 

291.07 [DEDUCTIONS.] Subdivision 1. In determining the tax 
imposed by section 291.01, where the estate has been submitted to 
the jurisdiction of the pieliate court, the following deductions 
shall be allowed if approved by the court in a formal proceeding : 

( 1) funeral expenses 

(2) probate administration expenses, including but not limited 
to expenses incurred during administration in converting real and 
personal property held by the estate into cash 

(3) expenses of last illness unpaid at death 

( 4) valid claims against the decedent which have been properly 
filea llfld alleweEi as saeh li¥ the pialiate 88Uff aBEl ~ paid 

( 5) family maintenance to the extent provided by section 
291.10 

(6) value of personal property to the extent of the amount 
allowed under the provisions of section 525.15 

(7) federal estate taxes determined as follows: 

(a) the value of the net estate taxable in Minnesota reduced by 
the deduction allowable for transfer for public, charitable and 
religious use as prescribed by Internal Revenue Code, Section 
2055 and by the marital deduction as prescribed by Internal Reve
nue Code, Section 2056, shall be the numerator of a fraction; 

(b) the denominator of the fraction shall be the value of the net 
estate everywhere reduced by the same class of deductions allow
able in subparagraph (a) above; 

( c) the ratio of the fraction so derived shall be multiplied by the 
federal estate tax due and payable to the United States Treasury. 

(d) for purposes of this clause, the net estate is defined as the 
gross value of the estate on the applicable valuation date reduced 
by any unpaid mortgages on, or any indebtedness in respect of, 
property where the decedent's interest therein, undiminished by 
such mortgage or indebtedness, is included in the value of the 
gross estate. 

(8) other taxes which have accrued and are a lien on property 
in the estate at the time of death 

(9) reasonable fees for legal or fiduciary services incident to 
non-probate assets 

(10) Minnesota and federal income taxes on "income in respect 
of a decedent," as computed under subdivision 3." 
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Page 4, delete Jines 16 to 22 and insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 291.07, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. Subject to approval by the commissioner, the deduc
tions set forth in subdivision 1 of this section shall be allowed 
where the estate has been submitted to the jurisdiction of the 
court and the deductions taken have not been approved by the 
court in a formal proceeding. The deductions taken shall be sub
mitted to the commissioner prior to the c/,osing of the estate. The 
deductions so claimed thereafter shall be allowed unless the com
missioner objects to any deduction so claimed in the manner pro
vided by section 291.09, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 291.09, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

291.09 [DETERMINATION OF TAX.] Subdivision 1. (a) 
Every personal representative at the ame ef ming with the fll'&
lla-te ~ a ·,•erifiea iw.·eatory aaEi appraisal ef the p,ohate tl58ets 
of the Eieeeaeftt as preseriaea ia ehepter ~ shall s11hmit ~ the 
e&>1E; shall submit to the commissioner a copy of the inventory 
and appraisal prepared by him in accordance with sections 524.3-
706 to 524.3-708 relating to such inventory and appraisal, and a 
true and complete schedule of non-probate assets, on a form pre
scribed by the commissioner. 

(b) Every personal representative shall file with the commis
sioner, on a form prescribed by the commissioner, an inheritance 
tax return showing the values contained in the inventory and 
appraisal and schedule of non-probate assets and deductions and 
exemptions claimed by the representative, and containing a com
putation of the inheritance tax due under the provisions of this 
chapter.~ represeatat:,•c shell file a tN!e eepy ef SHeh ~ 
With the proaate eeHff, 

~ Elieept as hereiaafter preYiaea, saek iaheritaaee tali ~ 
eaall Ile eeaeluswe as ~ ~ ¥ahie;ieB ei beth prehate QBQ fteft· 
preilate ~ ~ all~ matters relati~~ the j;aliftilility of 
probate El5S€t6; aaEl ;e the eeRIJ)Q.;a.tiea ef :I;&§, 11aless, withm 
00 aays after eaeh fi!mg, the eemmissioner, or any other person 
from whom any portion of such tax is due, has filed with the 
personal representative 8i' any ether pefSen ffeR! wham any 1)8i'· 
tien ef 8llah ta"' ls aae has filed w#h the probate ~ written 
eb;ieetieas te any eHM matter refleetea in 6'108 Pet11rn. Ypen the 
filing ef saeh eh;eetirns; the pPobete 08ffl shell Hli the time aaEi 
'flaee ef a hearing thefeen aaEi shell gi¥e 3G days mailea ne;iee 
thereof te the ~ ~ the ,epreseatetwe aaEi ~ eaoa 
peP88II from wham any portion ef SHeh tali ¼s dae,. At &Hela hearing 
the e8Qff shell hear eueh ebjeetions aaEi shell make its 0P88i' 
&etePR!ining the matter se objeetea ~ and with the commissioner 
if the person objecting is one other than a personal representative, 
written objections to any such matter. Except as provided in 
clause (f) of this subdivision, upon objection the commissioner 
shall fix the time and place of a hearing thereon no earlier than ten 
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days subsequent to the date of such filing of objection and no later 
than 30 days subsequent thereto. At such hearing the commis
sioner shall consider all available material submitted by the per
sonal representative for the purpose of substantiating or verifying 
the matters subject to the objections. Not later than 30 days after 
such hearing, the commissioner shall issue an order indicating the 
adjustment, if any, of the computation of the inheritance tax due. 

( d) If the fll'8&ate court upon a hearing on a representative's 
account allows a deduction different in amount than that used in 
the determination of the inheritance tax return as provided in the 
preceding subparagraph (b), or if the f)l'8il&te court in it& dearee 
aesigeiBg the flPOfleffY determines : 

(i) assigBs such property passes to a person or persons other 
than the person or persons reported on the inheritance tax return; 
or 

(ii) Ellstrilllll;ee such property passes to the person or persons 
reported on the inheritance tax return in amounts or shares differ
ent than those reported thereon; or 

(iii) d€tenRines the relationship between the decedent and any 
person to whom property is assigeee as passes is other than the 
relationship reported on the inheritance tax return, 

the commissioner not later than 90 days after receipt of a copy 
of the court's order or decree aejYBting, settli11g er allowi11g the 
aeeeunt 81' aesigeing the fll'8fl81'ty may issue an order adjusting the 
computation of the inheritance tax due in accordance therewith. 

( e) The pPoll&te court may waive the filing of any inheritance 
tax return required by subparagraph (b) where it appears that no 
inheritance tax is due, but such waiver shall not limit the right of 
the commissioner to file a return pursuant to subdivision 3 hereof. 

(f) In the event objections have been filed as provided in clause 
( c) of this subdivision, the personal representative or any other 
objector, in lieu of the hearing prescribed in said clause ( c) or 
subsequent to such hearing, may elect to have a formal proceeding 
under chapter 524 to determine the disputed matters. 

( R) Any determination made by the commissioner may be ap
pealed to the Minnesota tax court as provided in section271.09. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 291.14, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

291.14 [INHERITANCE TAX A LIEN UPON PROPERTY.) 
Subdivision 1. Every tax imposed by this chapter shall be a lien 
upon the property embraced in any inheritance, devise, bequest, 
legacy, or gift until paid, and the person to whom such property is 
transferred shall be personally liable for such tax, until its pay
ment, to the extent of the value of such property. No such lien 
shall be enforced against real property, included in the probate 
estate, unless the state shall assert the same by filing a statement 
of its lien in the office of the register of deeds or registrar of titles 
in the county wherein such real estate may be situated, within ten 
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years after the date of any final decree or order of distribution 
which may be entered in the estate involved. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 291.14, is amended by 
adding subdivisions to read: 

Subd. 3. (1) Where an order approving distribution of property 
is not issued by the court, any tax due on the transfer of such 
property or interest to a devisee or to heirs who are entitl.ed under 
the statutes of intestate succession shall be a lien upon such pro
perty until the tax imposed by chapter 291 is paid. 

(2) No such lien shall be enforced against real property subject 
to the provisions of clause (1) of this subdivision unl.ess the state 
shall assert the same by filing a statement of such lien in the office 
of the register of deeds or the registrar of titl.es in the county 
wherein such real estate may be situated within ten years from the 
date of recording a copy of the death record of the testate or 
intestate decedent, as the case may be, together with a statement 
by the commissioner acknowledging receipt of an inventory and 
appraisal listing such real property. 

(3) Where the tax on property subject to the provisions of this 
subdivision has been paid, or if there be deposited with the com
missioner a sum of money in an amount equal to the tax which, in 
the judgment of the commissioner may be due upon the transfer 
of such property, or if there be no tax required to be paid, the 
commissioner shall certify on an affidavit prescribed by him or 
instrument of conveyance that the lien for inheritance tax has 
been satisfied or has been waived, as the case may be. The affi
davit or instrument of conveyance so certified may be recorded as 
are other instruments affecting the title to real estate. 

Subd. 4. The lien of the state for inheritance taxes payable by a 
personal representative shall not extend to any right acquired by a 
bona fide purchaser, mortgagee, or lessee through any conveyance 
made by such personal representative, provided that such personal 
representative delivers to the register of deeds or registrar of 
titles, as the case may be, a declaration that the property describ
ed therein has been sold to a bona fide purchaser, or has been 
mortgaged or leased, as the case may be. The declaration so sub
mitted shall have attached thereto a certified copy of letters evi
dencing the appointment of such personal representative. The 
register of deeds or registrar of titles shall submit a copy of 
such declaration to the commissioner at his office in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, without any requirement that the statements made 
therein by such personal representative have been verified. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 502.71, is amended to 
read: 

502.71 [EFFECT OF DEED.] When the donee of a power of 
appointment makes a deed 81' a will purporting to transfer all of 
his property, the property covered by the power is included in such 
transfer unless it be shown that the donee did not so intend." 

Page 4, line 25, enclose "507.42" in brackets 
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Page 5, after line 6 insert: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 508.22, is amended 
to read: 

508.22 [DECREE OF REGISTRATION; EFFECT.] If, after 
hearing, the court finds the applicant has a title proper for reg
istration, whether as stated in his application or otherwise, it shall 
make and file its decree therein, confirming the title of the appli
cant and ordering the registration thereof. Except as herein other
wise provided, every decree of registration shall bind the land 
described therein, forever quiet the title thereto, and be forever 
binding and conclusive upon all persons, whether mentioned by 
name in the summons, or included in the phrase, "all other persons 
or parties unknown claiming any right, title, estate, lien, or inter
est in the real estate described in the application herein," and such 
decree shall not be opened, vacated, or set aside by reason of the 
absence, infancy, or other disability of any person affected there
by, nor by any proceeding at law or in equity for opening, vacat
ing, setting aside, or reversing judgments and decrees, except as 
herein especially provided. The decree shall forever determine, 
bind, and conclude all the right, title, interest, estate, or lien in the 
land described therein of the husband or wife of any defendant 
acquired or growing out of the marriage relation in like manner as 
if such husband or wife had been expressly named in the decree. 

No decree of registration to property wherein the title is based 
upon a transfer from a decedent whose death occurred after Jan
uary 1, 1976 shall be entered until the commissioner of revenue 
has been duly notified thereof and has been granted an opportun
ity to appear in such action, unless the tax imposed by chapter 291 
has been paid, or the lien prescribed by section 291.14 has been 
duly waived." 

Page 15, line 11, strike "applies" and insert "and chapter 525 
apply" 

Page 15, line 13, restore the stricken language and delete "non-
resident" 

Page 15, line 14, delete "decedents" 

Page 17, delete lines 14 to 17 and insert: 

"by publishing ai leaet once ft week f8i' taree eeRSealHR'e weeks; 
a copy thereof in a legal newspaper ha,Jieg geBel'al eireuifttiee in 
the county where the hearing is to be held, the -last publication of 
which is to be at least 10 days" 

Page 22, line 1 delete "A beneficial devise made in a will" 
Page 22, delete lines 2 to 8 
Page 37, lines 2 and 3 reinstate the stricken "to which the de

mand relates" 
Page 37, line 5, delete "for an order or filing to which the 

demand relates" 
Page 43, lines 9 and 10, delete "a week for three successive 

weeks" 
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Page 43, line 25, delete "a week for three successive weeks" 

Page 43, delete lines 29 to 31 

Page 4 7, line 26, delete "a week for three consecutive weeks" 

Page 47, line 29, the words "If the decedent was" should begin a 
new paragraph 

Page 58, line 27, delete the new language 

Page 58, line 28, delete the new language 

Page 60, line 13, delete "registrar and" 

Page 60, line 23, after "and" insert "in a supervised administra
tion" and restore the stricken language 

Page 60, line 25, delete "or registrar" 

Page 81, line 32, before "UNCLAIMED" insert "DISPOSI
TION OF" 

Page 85, line 5, delete "inheritance" and insert "state estate'' 
and delete "imposed" and insert "determined" 

Page 89, line 30, delete "(a)" 

Page 90, line 10, delete "(a)" 

Page 90, line 16, delete" ( a)" 

Page 95, lines 23 and 24, delete "a week for three successive 
weeks" 

Page 100, line 9, before "PROVISIONS" insert "TIME OF 
TAKING EFFECT;" and restore the stricken language 

Page 100, line 10, restore the stricken "takes effect on" and after 
"~" insert "January 1, 1976" 

Page 100, line 11, restore the stricken language 

Page 101, restore the stricken lines 7 to 12 

Page 103, line 21, delete "conservatorship or" 

Page 105, lines 26 and 27, delete the new language 

Page 106, line 2, delete "or conservatorships" 

Page 108, line 22, restore the stricken language and delete the 
comma 

Page 110, line 1, after "in" insert "a lump sum not e:cceedint1 
$6,000 if the estate is insolvent or $9,000 is the estate is solvent, 
or'' 

Page 115, line 15, delete the semicolon and insert a period 

Page 115, line 23, delete the semicolon and insert a period 

Page 122, line 3, delete "descretion" and insert "discretion" 
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Page 123, line 14, delete the comma after "name" 

Page 126, line 2, delete the new language 

2035 

Page 126, line 3, delete the new language and insert in lieu 
thereof "Part 4 of section 524.3" 

Page 130, delete lines 12 to 32 

Page 131, delete lines 1 to 5 

Page 138, line 9, restore the stricken language 
Page 143, line 23, strike "interlocutory decree" and insert 

"order" 
Page 143, line 24, strike "525.481" and insert "576.142" 
Page 144, line 6, strike the semicolon and insert a period 
Page 144, delete line 8 
Page 144, line 13, delete the comma after "representatives" 
Page 147, after line 15 insert the following: 
"Sec. 142. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 559.013, is amend

ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. No decree to determine adverse claims to property 
wherein the title is based upon a transfer from a decedent whose 
death occurred after January I, 197 6 shall be entered until the 
commissioner of revenue has been duly notified thereof and has 
been granted an opportunity to appear in such action, unless the 
tax imposed by chapter 291 has been paid, or the lien prescribed 
by section 291.14 has been duly waived." 

Page 148, line 18, delete "515.182;" and insert "525.182;" 
Page 148, line 23, after "525.531 ;" insert "525.693;" 
Renumber the sections in sequence 
Further amend the title as follows: 

Line 6, after "estates," insert "taxation of inheritances;" 
Line 11, before "291.07,'' insert "291.005;" and after "291.07,'' 

delete "Subdivision 2" and insert "and by adding a subdivision" 

Line 11, before "502.71;" insert "291.09, Subdivision 1; 291.14, 
Subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions;" 

Line 11, after "502. 71;" insert "508.22;" 
Line 34, delete "525.551;" 
Line 38, after "541.16;" insert "559.013, by adding a subdivi

sion;" 
Line 39, delete "Chapter" and insert "Chapters" and insert a 

comma after "507" 
Line 39, insert a semicolon after "section" and delete "and" 

Line 40, delete "Chapters" 
Page 2, line 9, after "525.531;" insert "525.693;" 
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And when so amended, H. F. No. 216 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 134 and further recommends that H. F. No. 216 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 134 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred 

H. F. Nos. 78 and 1277 for comparison to companion Senate 
Files, reports the following House Files were found identical and 
recommends the House Files be given their Second Readings and 
substituted for their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. 
78 26 

1277 1610 

and that the above Senate Files be indefinitely postponed. 
Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 

by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as 
a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1674, pursuant to the request 
of the House: 

Messrs. Perpich, A. J.; Olson, A.G.; Conzemius; Coleman and Blatz. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 

The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 863 was read the second time. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 1003, 532, 1133, 142, 1127, 1330, 597, 1328, 789, 
795, 1423, 720, 605, 1309, 1277, 619, 1107, 1020, 78 and 216 
were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 
Messrs. Schrom and McCutcheon introduced-
Senate Resolution No. 23: A senate resolution providing an 

interim committee to investigate the constitutionality of Federal 
and State metro regional government. 

Referred to the Committee on Local Government. 

Mr. Anderson moved that S. F. No. 637 be taken from the table. 
The motion prevailed. 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Anderson moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 637 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 637: A bill for an act relating to county courts; estab
lishing the manner of disposition of fines, fees and other moneys; 
amending Minnesota Statutes I 974, Section 487.33, Subdivision 5, 
and by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed on 
its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55, and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewskj 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 

Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
'K.leinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Hughes moved that the report from the Committee on Educa
tion, reported May 8, 1975, pertaining to appointments, be taken 
from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. The 
motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Hughes moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Education, reported May 8, 1975, the Senate, having 
advised with, do now consent to and confirm the appointment of: 

MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

Gerald Vizenor, 810 Thornton S. E., Minneapolis, Hennepin Coun
ty, appointed effective February 15, 1975, for a term expiring Feb
ruary 15, 1979. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointment was confirmed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that General Orders be made a Special 
Orders Calendar for intmediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 587: A bill for an act relating to the department of 
administration; directing the release of certain lands and the con
veyance of certain lands in Aitkin county. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe,S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanse~ Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson. R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Milton 
Josef son Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 308: A bill for an act relating to health, defining and 
authorizing regulation of mass gatherings by the state board of health; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.12. 

Mr. Tennessen moved to amend H. F. No. 308, as amended pursu-
ant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate April 14, 1975, as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, before "The" insert "Subdivision I." 

Page 4, line 7, restore the stricken language 

Page 4, line 10, restore the stricken period and strike "; and" 

Page 4, line 11, strike "(16) The" and insert "Subd. 2. The board 
may regulate the" 

Page 4, line 11, after "gatherings" insert "by the promulgation of 
rules" 

Page 4, line 18, after the period insert "No permit, license, or other 
prior approval shall be required of the board for a mass gathering." 

Page 4, line 24, strike "section," and insert "subdivision" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

R F. No. 308 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 16, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 

Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe, S. 
Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 

Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Dunn 

HanBen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Olhoft 
Josef son Olson, A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
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Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Henneke 
Schrom 
Stassen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 899: A bill for an act relating to highways; county 
state-aid highway system; allocations; authorizing money credited 
to the municipal account to be used, under certain conditions, on 
other county state-aid highways outside the limits of cities having 
a population of less than 5,000; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 162.08, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 57 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Humphrey 
Conzemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe,J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegen-er 
Willet 

H.F. No. 264: A bill for an act relating to regional development 
commissioners; authorizing per diem compensation for members; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 462.388, Subdivision 5. 

Mr. Moe moved to amend H. F. No. 264 as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, strike "shall" and insert "may" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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H. F. No. 264 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 57 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Josefson Moe 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Nelson 
Bang Doty Keele, S. North 
Berg Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Frederick Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Borden Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Brown Hansen, Mel Laufe.nhurger Patton 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Lewis Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Henneke 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 666: A bill for an act relating to·the city of Minneapolis; 
authorizing housing finance program; providing for the issuance of 
limited general obligation bonds. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 3, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Chmielewski Hughes Lewis Henneke 
Bang Coleman Humphrey McCutcheon Schmitz 
Berg Conzemius J osefson N elaon Schrom 
Bernhagen Doty Keefe, S. N ortb Spear 
Blatz Fitzsimons Kirchner Ogdahl Stassen 
Borden Gearty Kleinbaum Olhoft Stumpf 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Knutson Olson, J. L. Ueland 
Brown Hansen, Mel Larson O'Neill Wegener 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Laufenburger Patton Willet 

Messrs. Davies, Pillsbury and Tennessen voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1156: A bill for an act authorizing the city of Duluth to 
negotiate contracts for maintenance of city parks and public work. 
under terms and conditions as will promote the employment of 
needy elderly citizens; limiting the amount of total annual compensa
tion for individuals under such contracts. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Amold Coleman Humphrey Nelson 
Ashbach Conzemius Josefson North 
Bang Davies Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Berg Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum. Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Gearty Knutson O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Brown Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hanso~ R. Lewis Renneke 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 281: A bill for an act relating to teachers; availability of 
teacher evaluations and files; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 125.12, Subdivision 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Amold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Joseison 

Keefe,J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Billers 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1422: A bill for an act relating to highways; adding an 
,idditional leg or alternative route to the highway route designated as 
the Voyageur highway; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
161.14, Subdivision 18. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 3, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 

Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Davies 

Dunn Hansen, Mel 
Fitzsimons Hanson, R. 
Frederick Hughes 
Hansen, Baldy Humphrey 
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Josefson Larson Nelson Renneke 
Keefe, J. Laufenburger North Schmitz 
Keefe, S. Lewis Olhoft Schrom 
Kirchner McCutcheon Olson, H. D. Sillers 
Kleinbaum Merriam Olson, J. L. Spear 
Knutson Milton O'Neill Stassen 
Kowalczyk Moe Patton Stumpf 

[49THDAY 

Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Ashbach; Olson, A. G. and Pillsbury voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 276: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; dairy 
industry unfair trade practices; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 32A.05, Subdivision 4; 32A.06, Subdivision 1; 
32A.07; and 32A.09, Subdivision 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 8, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Chmielewski Hughes Laufenburger 
Ashbach Coleman Humphrey Moe 
Bang Conzemius J osefson North 
Berg Dunn Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
:Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kirchner Olhoft 
Blatz Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Borden Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hanson, R. Larson O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Davies Lewis Merriam Stumpf 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
SPECIAL ORDER 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Tennessen 

H. F. No. 1160: A bill for an act relating to bicentennial pro
jects; authorizing governmental units to furnish services, property 
and money in connection with bicentennial projects; validating 
prior expenditures. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved to amend H. F. No. 1160, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate April 19, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 2, line 4, strike "in excess of" and insert "within" 
Page 2, line 5, strike "any" 
The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt

ed. 
H. F. No. 1160 was read the third time and placed on its final 

passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 15, as 

follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Chmielewski Josefson Ogdahl Schm.it.z 
Arnold Dunn Keefe,J. Olhoft Schrom 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson,H.D. Sillers 
Bang Frederick Knutson Olson,J. L. Solon 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk O'Neill Stassen 
Bernhagen Hansen.Mel Laufenburger Patton Ueland 
Blatz Hanson,R. Lewis Pillsbury 
Brataas Hughes Nelson Purfeerst 
Brown Humphrey North Henneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Kirchner 
McCutcheon 
Milton 

Olson,A.G. 
Spear 
Stumpf 

Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 434: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; local pest 
control; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 18.022, Sub
division 1, and by adding a subdivision; and Chapter 18 by adding 
a section. 

Mr. Conzemius moved to amend H. F. No. 434 as follows: 
Page 2, after line 15, insert: 
"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 18.55, Subdivision 2, 

is amended to read: 
Subd. 2. [FILING OUT-OF-STATE CERTIFICATES OF IN

SPECTION.] Each out-of-state nurseryman or dealer whose nur
sery stock is sold, offered for sale, or distributed within this state 
shall file a certified current copy of his out-of-state certificate in 
the office of the commissioner. Saeh fileEi ee,tifieete is Y8iEl if eai4 
Jlel'88B has •,ialated 11ffY Jll'6¥ff'S8RS el the plaHt pest &et, The 
commissioner may accept, in lieu of such individual certificates, a 
certified list of current certified nurserymen or dealers from the 
regulatory agency having jurisdiction in the state of origin, and 
may distribute such lists to persons in the state of Minnesota 
requesting them. The commissioner also may supply certified lists 
of certified Minnesota nurserymen and dealers offering nursery 
stock for sale in Minnesota and other states on request of any 
person. If any certified nurseryman or dealer has violated any 
provisions of the plant pest act, his filed certificate will be voided 
or his name will be stricken from the appropriate certified list." 

Page 2, line 16, after "sec." strike "4" and insert "5" 
Further amend the title as follows: 

Line 2, after "control;" insert "regulating the sale of nursery 
stock by out-of-state nurserymen; requiring certificates of inspec
tion; providing reciprocity with other states;" 

Line 3, strike "Section" and insert "Sections'' 

Line 4, after "subdivision;" insert "18.55, Subdivision 2;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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H. F. No. 434 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Knutson Olson. H. D. 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Lewis Patton 
Blatz Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Renneke 
Chmielewski Josefson Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schrom 
Davies Keefe, S. Ogdabl Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 886: A bill for an act relating to commerce; interest 
rates on money; requiring a forfeiture of interest on usurious 
contracts; providing for recovery of an amount equal to twice the 
amount of interest paid on an usurious contract; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 334.02; 334.03; and 334.05. 

Mr. Har.sen, Baldy moved to amend S. F. No. 886 as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 334, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[334.055] [FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS USURIOUS IN
TEREST; RECOVERY.] Any financial institution as defined in 
section 47.015, subdivision 1, or a mortgage bank who directly OT 

indirectly takes or receives interest on any loan or forbearance 
of money, goods, or things in action, in excess of what is permitted 
by law, shall forfeit the entire interest which the loan or for
bearance carries with it and shall be liable to the debtor for an 
amount equal to twice the amount of interest paid by the debtor. 
This section shall not apply to bona fide purchasers of negotiable 
paper. Any loan or forbearance which is subject to this section 
is not subject to the provisions of sections 334.02, 334.03 and 
334.05." 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "interest rates on money;" 

Page 1, strike line 3 

Page 1, line 4, strike "contracts;" 

Page 1, line 6, after "contract" insert "held by financial in• 
stitutions" 
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Page 1, line 7, strike "Sections 334.02; 334.03; and 334.05" 
and insert "Chapter 334, by adding a section" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No 886: A bill for an act relating to commerce; providing 

for recovery of an amount equal to twice the amount of interest 
paid on an usurious contract held by financial institutions; amend
mg Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 334, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final pas
sage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 20, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Hughes Moe 
Arnold Doty Humphrey Nelson 
Bang Fitzsimons Josef son North 
Berg Frederick Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Bernhagen Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hanson, R. Laufenburger O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Deland 
Wegener 

Ashbach Davies Kowalczyk Milton Spear 
Blatz Dunn Lewis Olhoft Stumpf 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Olson, A.G. Tennessen 
Chenoweth Knutson Merriam Billers Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 864: A bill for an act relating to retirement; actuarial 
valuations and experience studies of various public retirement 
funds; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 356, by adding 
a section; and Sections 356.20, Subdivisions 2 and 4; 356.22, 
Subdivisions 1 and 3; and 356.23; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 356.21; 356.211; and 356.212. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Davies Keefe,J. Moe Renneke 
Ashbach Doty Kirchner Nelson Schmitz 
Bang Dunn Kleinbaum North Schrom 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson O~hl Billers 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk 0 hoft Spear 
Blatz Gearty Larson Olson,A. G. Stassen 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Olson,J. L. Stumpf 
Brataas Hanson,R. Lewis O'Neill Tennessen 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Patton Deland 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury Wegener 
Chmielewski Josefson Milton Purfeerst Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

as 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 927: A bill for an act relating to fiduciaries; authoriz
ing deposit of certain securities with the federal reserve bank un
der certain conditions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chap
ter 520, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, ail 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hugh es McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Josef son Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1238: A bill for an act relating to Lincoln county; au
thorizing Lincoln county to perform or contract for the perform
ance of weather modification activities. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 16, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 

Klein.baum 
Knutson 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Merriam 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Purfeerst 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 

Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 

Milton 
Pillsbury 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Spear 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 840: A bill for an act relating to the department of 
human rights; creating a private right of action to enforce the 
provisions of the human rights act in certain cases; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 363.06, Subdivision 1; and Chap
ter 363, by adding a section. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Tennessen imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
lllatz 
.Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Conzemius Hugh es 
Davies Humphrey 
Doty Josef son 
Dunn Keefe, J. 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, MeJ Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Mil ton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

S. F. No. 840 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 15, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 

Humphrey 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 

Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Pillshury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Josefson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Olson, A. G. Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Olson, H. D. Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Renneke 
Schrom 
Willet 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 1 :35 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 1:35 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President call
ed the Senate to order. 
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CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Conzemius imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 

Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson. R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 493: A bill for an act relating to commerce; franchises; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 80C.0l, by adding 
subdivisions; S0C.04, by adding a subdivision; S0C.13, by adding 
subdivisions; and S0C.14. 

Mr. Doty moved to amend H. F. No. 493, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate April 24, 1975, as follows: 

Page 9, line 20, after "therefrom" insert "; provided, however, 
that a supplier may sell motor vehicle fuel at a lower price to dealers 
if the lower price is necessary to meet retail price competition 
in the particular geographic area " 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Doty then moved to amend H. F. No. 493, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate April 24, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 9, after the last line of the bill, insert: 

"Sec. 10. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act is effective the 
day following its final enactment." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Doty imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Omzemius 

Davies Josef son 
Doty Keele, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Olholt 
0lson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 

members. 

H.F. No. 493 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 13 and nays 40, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Coleman 
Davies 
Doty 

Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Keefe, S. 

Merriam 
North 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Arnold Chmielewski Kleinbaum 
Ashbach Dunn Knutson 
Berg Fitzsimon.s Kowalczyk 
Bernhagen Frederick Larson 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lauferuburger 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis 
Brataas Josefson Moe 
Brown Keefe, J. Nelson 

So the bill failed to pass. 

Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Ueland 

Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renn-eke 
Schrom 
Billers 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 490: A bill for an act relating to hearing aids; providing 
a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 145, by adding 
a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 145.43, Sub
division 3. 

Mr. Spear moved to amend H. F. No. 490 as follows: 

Page I, line 15, before the period insert", subdivision 1" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 490 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 12, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Bang 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Cona:emius 
Davies 

Dunn 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson) R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe, S. 
Kleinbau.m 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Laufeniburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Ne!Son 
North 

Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Spear 

Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were; 

Berg Hansen, Baldy Knutson Patton Schrom 
Bernhagen Josefson Olson, J. L. Henneke Billers 
Frederick Keefe, J. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 
H. F. No. 593: A bill for an act relating to retirement; computation 

of legislative annuities; mandatory age for legislative employees; 
miscellaneous changes in the Minnesota state retirement system law; 
3mending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapters 3A; 352; and 352B, by 
adding sections; Sections 3A.OJ, Subdivisions 2 and 4; 3A.02, Subdivi
sions I, 3, and 4; 3A.03, Subdivision 2; 3A.04, Subdivisions I and 2; 
3A.05; and 3A.IO, Subdivision I; 43.051, Subdivision I; 352.01, Sub
,iivision 17; 352.03, Subdivisions 4, JI, and by adding a subdivision; 
.'352.113, Subdivisions I, 5, and 12; 352.115, Subdivisions 2, IO, and 11; 
:)52.12, Subdivisions I, 2, 6, 7, 8, and 11; 352.15; 352.22, Subdivisions 
:I and 8; 352.72, Subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 352.91, 
by adding a subdivision; 352.93, Subdivision I; 352B.03, Subdivisions 
I and 2; 352D".OJ5, Subdivision 9; 352D.02, Subdivisions I and 3; 
352D.05, Subdivision 3; 352D.06, Subdivisions I and 2; 352D.065, 
Subdivisions 2 and 3; and 352D.075, Subdivisions 2 and 3; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 352.28; 352.32; 352.38; 352.715; 
352B.OJ, Subdivision 5; 352B.021; 352B.04; 352D.0!5, Subdivision JO; 
,\52D.05, Subdivision 2; 352D.065, Subdivision I; 352D.075, Subdivi
.,ion I; and 352D.085, Subdivision 2. 

Mr, Chenoweth moved to amend H. F. No. 593 as follows: 

Page 32, line 30, strike "and" 
Page 32, line 31, after "Subdivision 2;" insert "and 355.301;" 

Page 33, after line 22, insert: 

"Sec. 53. ( 1) The board of trustees of the public employees retire
ment association may study the feasibility of purchasing or leasing land 
dnd constructing a building thereon or of acquiring such land or 
building pursuant to a lease-purchase agreement for its occupancy and 
ro lease space to other public agencies as an investment of association 
funds. To this end the board is authorized to retain the services of 
11rchitectural, real estate, investment and other experts to aid in 
,arrying out the study. 

(2) The corn missioner of administration is authorized to cooperate 
-..•ith the board of trustees in carrying out the study. 

(3) The board of trustees is authorized to expend not more than 
:J,25,000 to carry out the purposes of this act and such sum is hereby 
.. ppropriated from the funds of the association, provided such authori• 
wtion shall terminate May 31, 1976. 

Sec. 54. Laws 1969, Chapter 641, Section 1, is amended by adding 
.- subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. "Member" shall not include any person who is employed 
l>y the City of Rochester as a member of the bicycle patrol and who is 
onployed on a seasonal basis." 
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Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

2051 

Page 1, line 5, after "law;" insert "authorizing the public em
ployees retirement association to make a feasibility study;" 

Page 1, line 22, before the word "repealing" insert "Laws 1969, 
Chapter 611, Section 1, by adding a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 27, strike "and" 

Page 1, line 27, after "Subdivision 2" insert"; and 355.301" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 593 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 1, a9 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Conzemius Josef son 
Ashbach Doty Kirchner 
Bang Dunn Kleinbaum 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk 
Borden Gearty Larson 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Brown Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam 
Coleman Humphrey Milton 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Ols'ln, A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Mr. Keefe, J. voted in the negative. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1518: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. 
Paul; providing for the abolition of the power of the city to levy 
and raise truces for the payment of severance pay obligations ot 
the board of education of said city; amending certain provision~ 
pertaining to the method of computing severance pay for city of 
St. Paul employees; increasing the mill rate levy for payment of 
severance pay obligations of the city; amending Laws 1959, Chap
ter 690, Sections 2, as amended, and 3, as amended. 

Mr. O'Neill moved to amend H. F. No. 1518, as follows: 

Page 4, line 11, delete "3" and insert "4" 

Page 4, line 11, delete "This act" and insert "Sections 1 to 3'' 

Page 4, line 11, delete "its" 

Page 4, after line 14, insert the following: 

"Sec. 5. Laws 1965, Chapter 705, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 
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Sec. 6. The school board, for the purpose of providing moneys 
for the payment of its severance pay obligations under a plan 
approved by resolution of the district, in addition to all other 
powers possessed by the school district and in addition to and 
in excess of any existing limitation upon the amount it is other
wise authorized by law to levy as taxes, is authorized to levy 
taxes annually not exceeding in any one year an amount equal 
to two-tenths of one mill upon each dollar of the assessed valuation 
thereof upon all taxable property within the school district which 
taxes as levied shall be spread upon the tax rolls, and all correc
tions thereof shall be held by the school district, and allocated 
therefor to be disbursed and expended by the school district in 
payment of any public school severance pay obligations and for 
no other purpose. Disbursements and expenditures previously 
autlwrized on behalf of the school district for payment of severance 
pay obligations shall not be deemed to constitute any part of the 
cost of the operation and maintenance of the school district within 
the meaning of any statutory limitation of any school district 
expenditures. 

The amount of such severance pay allowable or to become 
payable in respect of any such employment or to any such em
ployee shall not exceed $4,000. 

Sec. 6. Section 5 shall become effective only after approval by 
a majority of the governing body of Independent School District 
No. 625 and upon compli.ance with the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 645.021 ." 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after "St. Paul" insert "and Independent School 
District No. 625" 

Page 1, line 6, after "city;" insert "providing for severance pay 
and the authority to levy and raise taxes for the payment of 
severance pay obligations of the school district board;" 

Page 1, line 11, after "and 3, as amended" insert "; and Laws 
1965, Chapter 705, by adding a section" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. O'Neill then moved to amend H. F. No. 1518 as follows: 

Page 4, after line 10, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Laws 1973, Chapter 691, Section 4, Subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Sec. 4. [ST. PAUL, CITY OF; OFFICERS' COMPENSA
TION.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding any provision of law or 
the St. Paul city charter to the contrary, the city of St. Paul 
shall have the power, from and after the effective date of this 
section, to fix in term and refix from time to time the compensa
tion of all duly elected officers under its charter. Such compensa
tion shall be fixed by ordinance passed upon in the manner pro
vided for by the charter of the city of St. Paul, provided that no 
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ordinance increasing compensation of elected officials may be 
passed during the last three months of any term of office. Except 
feF the HHaal ffi<iBg &f e0m13easatiea aath0rized as provided 
herein, no subsequent fixing of compensation shall be prescribed 
to take effect during the term of office for which the elected of
ficials shall have been elected. The city of St. Paul is authorized 
to provide by ordinance passed upon in the manner provided for 
by the charter of the city of St. Paul that compensation of all 
duly ekcted officers under its charter may be increased by an 
amount not to exceed $2,000, such ordinance to be enacted and to 
become effective prior to December 31, 1975." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, after the semicolon, insert "providing for ordi
nance for increased limited compensation for officers;" 

Page 1, line 11, before the period, insert " ; and Laws 1973, 
Chapter 691, Section 4, Subdivision 1" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 1518 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Conzemius Keefe, J. North 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brown Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Pill.sbury 
Chenoweth Hanoon, R. Milton Ren.neke 
Chmielewski Hugh es Moe Schmitz 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Josefson and Knutson voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1054: A bill for an act relating to insurance; legal 
expense insurance; authorizing the use of closed panel insurance 
plans; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 60A.08, Sub
division 10. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 
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Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
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Conzemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe,S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

[49THDAY 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

S. F. No. 1054 was read the third time and placed on its 
final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 25, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Laufenburger Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Lewis Olhoft 
Borden Dunn McCutcheon Olson,A.G. 
Brown Fitzsimons Merriam Olson,H.D. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Milton Perpich,G. 
Coleman Hughes Moe Pillsbury 
Conzemius Keefe,S. North Purfeerst 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ashbach Chmielewski Humphrey Kowalczyk 
Bang Frederick Josef son Larson 
Bernhagen Gearty Keefe, J. Nelson 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Knutson O'Neill 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Patton 
Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Deland 

Mr. Olson, H. D. moved that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended that the lie-over requirement be waived on H. F. No. 
1169. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1169: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; in
spection; licensing; fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tions 17.35, Subdivision 6; 18.032, Subdivision 6; 18.53; 18.54, 
Subdivision 1; 18A.02, Subdivision 3; 21.54, Subdivision 2; 24.072, 
Subdivisions 2 and 4; 28A.03; 28A.04; 28A.05; 28A.08; 28A.09; 
28A.15, Subdivision 5; 31.101; 31.102, Subdivision 1; 31.103, Sub
division 1; 31.104; 31.31; 31.39; 32.075; 32.394, Subdivision 8, 
and by adding subdivisions; 32.59; and 34.05, Subdivisions 1 and 2. 
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Mr. Olson, H. D. moved that the amendment made to H. F. 
No. 1169 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the 
report adopted May 8, 197 5, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 1169 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 30 and nays 21, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Hanson, R. 
Doty Humphrey 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hansen, Mel Moe 

North 
Olson,A. G. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Brataas 
Brown 
Dunn 

Frederick 
Josefson 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 

So the bill failed to pass. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Ueland 

S. F. No. 454: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
licensing of bottle clubs; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 340.119, Subdivision 3. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend S. F. No. 454, as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.119, Sub
division 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. It is unlawful for any bottle club or for any business 
establishment, directly or indirectly, or upon any pretense or by 
any device, to allow the consumption or display of intoxicating 
liquor or the serving of any liquid for the purpose of mixing 
of intoxicating liquor without having first obtained a permit there
for. Such permit shell may be issued by the liquor control com
missioner after approval by the governing body of the county 
or city, for a period of one year to expire on July 1, next follow
ing issuance of such license, upon the payment of $100 and must 
be renewed annually on July 1. Application for such permit shall 
be made to the liquor control commissioner. There is hereby 
conferred upon the governing body of each county and city in 
the state the authority to impose, in addition to the fee provided 
by this subdivision, aa aaditioaal a local license fee not exceed-
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ing $300 per year , S...!h ::dai!;ieeal fee , which shall be payable 
to the county and city imposing the fee. 

Sec. 2. This act is effective July 1, 1975." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674: 

Messrs. Blatz; Coleman; Conzemius; Olson, A. G. and Perpich, 
A. J. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 454 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Davies 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Geart.y Kn,utson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nels on 
Kirchner North 

Ogdahl 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H.F. No. 1217: A bill for an act relating to Waseca county; autho-
rizing issuance of an on-sale license for the sale of intoxicating liquor. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 5, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Davies 

Fitzsimons Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
SiUers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Doty Dunn Kirchner Olson, J. L. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Solon 
Spear 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Stumpf 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 558: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
suspension or revocation of licenses to sell; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 340.135. 

Mr. Kleinbaum moved to amend H. F. No. 558 as follows: 

Page 2, line 2, before "The" insert "No suspension or revocation 
shall take effect untif' 

Page 2, line 3, strike "shall be" and insert "has been" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. SS8 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas SO and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Josefson Milton Purfeerst 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, J. Moe Schmitz 
Bang Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Nelson Schrom 
Berg Frederick Kirchner North Sillers 
Bernhagen Gearty Kleinbaum Ogdabl Solon 
Borden Hanaen, Baldy Knutson Olhoft Spear 
Brataas Hansell\ Mel Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. Stassen 
Brown Hanson, R. Larson O'Neill Stumpf 
Chenoweth Hughes Lewis Patton Ueland 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1575: A bill for an act relating to certain counties; autho
rizing the expenditure of county and federal revenue sharing funds 
for certain purposes. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Davies 

Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes Merriam 
Josef sen Milton 
Keefe,J. Moe 
Keefe, S. Nelson 
Kirchner North 

Ogdahl 
Olboft 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 982: A bill for an act relating to the personnel system 
in Hennepin county; increasing the number of members on the 
personnel board and prescribing certain duties of the board; 
amending Laws 1965, Chapter 855, Sections 3, Subdivision 1; 4, 
Subdivision 2; 13; and 16. 

Mr. Ogdahl moved to amend S. F. No. 982 as follows: 

Page 7, line 20, strike "or mental" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 982 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Kleinbaum North 
Arnold Fitzsimons Knutson Ogdahl 
Ashbach Gearty Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Bang Hansen, Mel Larson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hanson, R. Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Hughes Lewis Patton 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbury 
Davies Keefe. S. Moe Purfeerst 
Doty Kirchner Nelson Renneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy and Josefson voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1047: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; providing for membership terms, 
compensation, removal of members, and filling of membership 
vacancies of certain state boards, commissions, committees, coun
cils, authorities, the housing finance agency and the tax court; 
changing procedures of the corrections authority; eliminating 
obsolete language; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
3.922, Subdivision 2; 3.924; 3.927; l0A.02, Subdivision 2; 15.50 Sub
division 1, and by adding a subdivision; 15A.081, Subdivision 1; 
16.71, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 16.823, Subdi
visions 2 and 3; 35.02; 40.03, Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding 
a subdivision; 43.03, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
85A.01, Subdivisions 1 and 4, and by adding a subdivision; 105. 71, 
Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 116.02, Subdi
visions 1, 2 and 4; 116C.03, Subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 116E.02, Subdivisions 1 and 4, and by adding a subdivision; 
121.02, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 136.12; 136.61, 
Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.02, Subdivision 1, 
and by adding a subdivision; 136A.26; 139.01; 139.02; 144.01; 144.04; 
175.006, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 179.72, Su~ 
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divisions 1 and 2, and by adding a subdivision; 182.664, Subdivision 
1, and by adding a subdivision; 216A.03, Subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; 238.04, Subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 241.045, Subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
250.05, Subdivisions 2 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 256.975, 
Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 271.01, Subdivision 2, 
and by adding a subdivision; 275.551; 299B.05, Subdivision 3, and 
by adding a subdivision; 352.03, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3, and by 
adding a subdivision; 363.04, Subdivision 4, and by adding a sub
division; 414.01, Subdivisions 3 and 6a, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 462A.04, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 490.15; 
626.842; Chapter 15, by adding a section; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 3.922, Subdivision 3; lOA.02, Subdivision 6; 
16.823, Subdivision 5; 43.03, Subdivision 3; 121.02, Subdivision 2; 
136.16; 136.61, Subdivisions 2 and 4; 136A.02, Subdivision 4; 175.-
006, Subdivision 3; 216A.03, Subdivision 2; 238.04, Subdivisions 4 
and 5; 241.045, Subdivision 5; 271.01, Subdivision 3; 299B.05, Sub
division 2; 363.04, Subdivision 6; 462A.04, Subdivisions 2, 3 and 5. 

Mr. North moved to amend S. F. No. 1047 as follows: 

Page 2, line 17, strike "15.012" and insert "15.059" 

Page 3, line 4, strike the first "the" and insert "a" 
Page 3, line 11, after "activities" insert ", when authorized 

by the board," 

Page 10, line 19, restore the sticken language 
Page 10, strike lines 20 and 21 
Page 12, line 32, after "governor" insert "with the advice and 

consent of the senate" 
Page 15, line 24, reinsert the stricken period 
Page 23, line 15, strike "terms" and insert "term" 
Page 23, line 16, strike "the members of the" and insert "a 

member of a" 
Page 23, line 17, strike "councils" and insert "council" 

Page 23, line 19, strike "or elected, as the case may be," 
Page 23, line 21, strike "governor" and insert "chairman of 

the state council with approval of the state council" 
Page 24, line 20, strike "by and with the approval" and insert 

"with the advice and consent" 

Page 47, line 1, strike "on the first Monday in" and insert 
"in the month of" 

Page 47, line 2, strike "on the first Monday in" and insert "in 
the month of" 

Page 47, line 32, strike "59 and" and insert "58 to" 
Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, strike line 8 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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Mr. Nelson moved to amend S. F. No. 1047 as follows: 

Page 36, after line 5, insert 

"Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 243.05, is amended to 
read: 

243.05 [AUTHORITY; POWERS, LIMITATIONS.] Subdivision 
I. The Minnesota corrections authority may parole any person 
sentenced to confinement in the state prison, the state reforma
tory, or the Minnesota correctional institution for women, pro
vided that no convict serving a life sentence for murder other 
than murder committed in violation of clause (1) of section 609.-
185 who has not been previously convicted of a felony shall be 
paroled until he has served 20 years, less the diminution which 
he would have been allowed for good conduct had his sentence 
been for 20 years; and provided further than no convict serving a 
life sentence for murder who has been previously convicted of a 
felony or though not previously convicted of a felony is serving 
a life sentence for murder in the first degree committed in vio
lation of clause (1) of section 609.185 shall be paroled until he has 
served 25 years, less the diminution which would have been al
lowed for good conduct had his sentence been for 25 years; pro
vided further that any convict sentenced prior to September 1, 
1963 who would be eligible for parole had he been sentenced after 
September 1, 1963, shall be eligible for parole; provided further, 
in all cases where a convict is serving a life sentence for murder, 
unanimous consent of the Minnesota corrections authority shall 
be required for parole of such convict. Upon being paroled and 
released, such convicts shall be and remain in the legal custody 
and under the control of the Minnesota corrections authority, 
subject at any time to be returned to the state prison, the state 
reformatory, the Minnesota correctional institution for women, 
or other facility of the department of corrections established by 
law for the confinement or treatment of convicted persons and 
the parole rescinded by such authority, when the legal custody of 
such convict shall revert to the commissioner of corrections. The 
written order of the Minnesota corrections authority, certified by 
the chairman of the authority, shall be sufficient to any peace 
officer or state parole and probation agent to retake and place in 
actual custody any person on parole to the Minnesota corrections 
authority, but any state parole and probation agent may, without 
order of warrant, when it appears to him necessary in order to 
prevent escape or enforce discipline, take and detain a parolee to 
the Minnesota corrections authority for its action. The written 
order of the commissioner of corrections shall be sufficient to any 
peace officer or state parole and probation agent to retake and 
place in actual custody any person on probation under the su
pervision of the commissioner pursuant to section 609.135, but any 
state parole and probation agent may, without such order, when 
it appears to him necessary in order to prevent escape or enforce 
discipline, retake and detain such probationer and bring him be
fore the court for further proceedings under section 609.14. Pa
roled persons, and those on probation under the supervision of 
the commissioner of corrections pursuant to section 609.135 may 
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be placed within or without the boundaries of the state at the 
discretion of the authority or of the commissioner of corrections, 
and the limits fixed for such persons may be enlarged or reduced 
according to their conduct. 

In considering applications for parole or final release, the au
thority shall not be required to hear oral argument from any 
attorney or other person not connected with the prison or the 
reformatory in favor of or against the parole or release of any 
prisoners, but it may institute inquiries by correspondence, taking 
testimony or otherwise, as to the previous history, physical or 
mental condition, and character of such prisoner, and to that end 
shall have authority to require the attendance of the warden of 
the state prison or the superintendent of the state reformatory 
or the Minnesota correctional institution for women and the pro
duction of the records of these institutions, and to compel the at
tendance of witnesses, and each member of the authority is hereby 
authorized to administer oaths to witnesess for every such pur
pose. 

Subd. 2. The authority shall make parole proceeding records 
available for public inspection. 

Subd. 3. The authority shall open parole proceedings to the 
public to receive and consider relevant evidence and testimony. 

Subd. 4. The authority shall establish procedural rules for the 
public parole proceeding by rule in accordance with chapter 15. 

Subd. 5. At least 30 days prior to a prisoner's appearance 
before the authority, the authority shall notify and institute in
quiries of ( a) the chief law enforcement officers of the county 
and of the city, if any, where the prisoner resided prior to con
viction if the prisoner resided in the state; and (b) the prosecutor 
of the county in which the prisoner was convicted; and (c) the 
judge who presided over the trial of the prisoner; and (d) the 
victim, if any, of the crime for which the prisoner was incarcerated. 
The notification shall specify the time and place of hearing and 
that the authority will receive and consider evidence and testimony 
relevant to the prisoner's potential release." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Line 34, after "subdivision;" insert "243.05;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 21 and nays 31, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brown 

Dunn 
Hansen.Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Merriam 
Nelson 

O'Neill 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 

Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Davies 
Doty 

Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen. Baldy Lewis 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Keefe, S. North 
Kirchner Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 

[49THDAY 

Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Nelson then moved to amend S. F. No. 1047 as follows: 

Page 36, after line 5, insert: 

"Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 243, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[243.051] [RELEASE.] Before releasing a prisoner into the com
munity, the Minnesota corrections authority shall make a finding 
that the prisoner is capable of managing himself and his affairs in 
the community without direct supervision, and file the same together 
with its reasons for said finding." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 2, line 3, strike uchapter" and insert "Chapters" 

Page 2, line 4, after "section;" insert "and 243, by adding a section;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called there were yeas 24 and nays 26, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 

Brown Hansen. Mel 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. 
Dunn Josef son 
Fitzsimons Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Merriam 
Nelson 
O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Pillsbury 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Arnold Hughes Milton Perpich, G. Wegener 
Borden Humphrey North Purfeerst Willet 
Chenoweth Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schmitz 
Davies Kirchner Olhoft Schrom 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. Spear 
Gearty Lewis Olson, J. L. Stumpf 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 1047: A bill for an act relating to the organization and op
eration of state government; providing for membership terms, compen
sation, removal of members, and filling of membership vacancies of cer
tain state boards, commissions, committees, councils, authorities, the 
housing finance agency and the tax court; eliminating obsolete language; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.922, Subdivision 2; 
3.924; 3.927; lOA.02, Subdivision 2; 15.50, Subdivision 1, and by add-
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ing a subdivision; 15A.081, Subdivision I; 16.71, Subdivision I, and 
by adding a subdivision; 16.823, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 35.02; 40.03, 
Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 43.03, Subdivision 
1, and by adding a subdivision; 85A.01, Subdivisions 1 and 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 105.71, Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 116.02, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 4; 116C.03, Subdivision 2, 
and by adding a subdivision; ll 6E.02, Subdivisions I and 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 121.02, Subdivision I, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 136.12; 136.61, Subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 
136A.02, Subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.26; 139.01; 
139.02; 144.01; 144.04; 175.006, Subdivision 1, and by adding a sub
division; 179. 72, Subdivisions I and 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
182.664, Subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 216A.03, Subdi
vision I, and by adding a subdivision; 238.04, Subdivision 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 241.045, Subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 250.05, Subdivisions 2 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
256.975, Subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 271.01, Subdivi
sion 2, and by adding a subdivision; 275.551; 299B.05, Subdivision 3, 
and by adding a subdivision; 352.03, Subdivisions I, 2 and 3, and by 
adding a subdivision; 363.04, Subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 414.01, Subdivisions 3 and 6a, and by adding a subdivision; 
462A.04, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 490.15; 626.842; 
Chapter 15, by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 3.922, Subdivision 3; IOA.02, Subdivision 6; 16.823, Subdivi
sion 5; 43.03, Subdivision 3; 121.02, Subdivision 2; 136.16; 136.61. 
Subdivisions 2 and 4; 136A.02, Subdivision 4; 175.006, Subdivision 3; 
216A.03, Subdivision 2; 238.04, Subdivisions 4 and 5; 241.045, Subdi
vision 5; 271.01, Subdivision 3; 299B.05, Subdivision 2; 363.04, Sub
division 6; 462A.04, Subdivisions 2, 3 and 5. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bemha,r:en 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum. 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel ·Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Hughes Laufenburger 
Humphrey Lewis 
Josef son Merriam 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Oleon,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 498: A bill for an act relating to education; providing 
a June 30 date for resignation of teachers; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 125.12, Subdivision 4. 

Mr. Lewis moved to amend S. F. No. 498 as follows: 

Page 2, line 9, strike "lune 30" and insert "July JS' 
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Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "June 30" and insert "July 15" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 498: A bill for an act relating to education; providing 
a July 15 date for resignation of teachers; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 125.12, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 1, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Kirchner Ogdahl Schrom 
Arnold Doty Kleinbaum Olboft Sillers 
Ashbach Dunn Knutson Olson,H.D. Spear 
Bang Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson,J. L. Stassen 
Berg Gearty Larson O'Neill Stumpf 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton Uelarid 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich,G. wea;ener 
Brataas Hughes Milton PillsburY Wi et 
Brown Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Josefson Nelson Renneke 
Chmielewski Keefe,J. North Schmitz 

Mr. Keefe, S. voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 360: A bill for an act relating to education; directing 
the higher education coordinating commission to sp0nsor a quar
terly meeting for representatives of certain boards and agencies 
dealing with higher education; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 136A, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 11, as 
_follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Fitzsimons Lewis Patton 
Bang Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Berg Hughes Milton PillsburY 
Bernhagen Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Brataas Keefe, J. Olhoft Renneke 
Chenoweth Kirchner Olson, H. D. Schmitz 
Chmielewski Lar.:J>n Olson, J. L. Schrom 
Dunn Lautenburger O'Neill Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden 
Brown 
Davies 

Frederick 
Gearty 

Josefson 
Keefe,S. 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

North 
Ogdahl 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 494: A bill for an act relating to commerce; requiring 
notice to consumers of right to cancel buyer's club contract; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 325.962, Subdivision 
2, and by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Moe 
Bang Dunn Kirchner North 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Blatz Frederick Knutson Olhoft 
Borden Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hanson., R. Laufenburger O'Neill 
Chenoweth Hughes Lewis Patton 
Chmielewski Humphrey McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Coleman Josefson Merriam Purfeerst 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Milton Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1628: A bill for an act relating to state parks; autho
rizing acquisition of a parcel of land in Afton State park by 
eminent domain with the consent of the owner. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 16, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Merriam 
Arnold Gearty Kirchner Milton 
Bang Hansen, Mel Kleinbaum Moe 
Berg Hanson, R. Knutson Nelson 
Bernhagen Hughes Larson Olhoft 
Blatz Humphrey Laufenburger Patton 
Brown Josefson Lewis Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Keefe, J. McCutcheon Purfeerst 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Conzemius North Olson, J. L. 
Borden Davies Ogdahl O'Neill 
Chmielewski Frederick Olson, A. G. Schrom 
Coleman 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Spear 
Stassen 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1506: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
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education coordinating commission; providing procedure for reg
istration and approval of private post-secondary institutions. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner Nelson 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinbaum North 
Bang Gearty Knutson Ogdahl 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hanson, R Laufenburger O'Neill 
Borden Hughes Lewis Patton 
Brown Humphrey McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Josefson Merriam Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Milton Renneke 
Davies Keefe, S. Moe Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1488: A bill for an act relating to education; sch.:iol 
districts; authorizing the leasing of schoolhouses; providing for 
termination of tax exempt status of schoolhouses leased for non
public purposes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.-
36, by adding a subdivision; and 272.02, Subdivision 2. 

Mr. Bang moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 1488 by 
the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report adopted 
May 6, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The motion pre
vailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 1488 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Keefe, S. Milton Purfeerst 
Arnold Davies Kirchner Moe Renneke 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Nelson Schmitz 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson North Schrom 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk Ogdahl Sillers 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Larson Olhoft Spear 
Blatz Hanson, R. Laufenburger Olson, J. L. Stassen 
Brataas Hughes Lewis O'Neill Stumpf 
Chenoweth Humphrey McCutcheon Patton Ueland 
Coleman Keefe, J. Merriam Perpich, G. Wegener 

Messrs. Chmielewski; Hansen, Baldy; Josefson and Willet voted 
in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 
S. F. No. 1584: A bill for an act relating to public safety; pro

viding for the reporting of malicious false fire alarms and estab
lishing procedures for partial deactivations of fire alarm systems 
in educational facilities; providing penalties. 

Mr. Davies moved to amend S. F. No. 1584 as follows: 
Page 1, line 10, strike "shall" 
Page 1, strike lines 16 and 17 
Page 1, strike lines 22 and 23 
Page 2, strike lines 1 through 4 
Page 2, line 15, strike "PARTIAL" 
Page 2, line 18, after "repeated" insert "malicious" 
Page 2, line 19, strike "partial" 
Page 2, line 20, after "the" insert "malicious" 
Page 2, line 22, strike "partially" 
Page 2, line 26, before "alarms" insert "malicious false" 
Page 2, line 32, strike "partial" 
Page 3, line 3, strike "partial" 
Page 3, line 5, strike "partial" 
Page 3, line 7, strike ", issuing" and insert "and issue" 
Page 3, line 7, after "conditions" insert "and limitations" 
Page 3, line 8, strike the comma after "request" 
Page 3, line 14, strike "partial" 
Page 3, line 14, after "of" insert "a" 
Page 3, line 18, strike "excessive" 
Page 3, line 18, before "false" insert "malicious" 
Page 3, line 22, strike "partial" 
Page 3, line 22, strike "alarms" and insert "alarm systems" 
Page 3, line 24, strike "partial" 
Page 3, strike lines 28 through 32 
Renumber the subdivisions in sequence 
Page 4, strike sections 5 and 6 
Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 4, strike "partial" 
Page 1, line 5, strike the semicolon and insert a period 
Strike line 6 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1584: A bill for an act relating to public safety; pro
viding for the reporting of malicious false fire alarms and establish· 
ing procedures for deactivations of fire alann gystems in educa-
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tional facilities. 
Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 

passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend

ed, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Keefe, J. North 
Arnold Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Bang Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Renneke 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton Schmitz 
Conzemius Josefson Nelson Schrom 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
Mr. Mccutcheon moved that S. F. No. 1601 be laid on the ta

ble. The motion prevailed. 
SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 345 : A bill for an act relating to insurance ; providing 
for indemnification and subrogation in certain cases; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 65B.53 ; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 65B.62. 

Mr. Davies moved to amend S. F. No. 345 as follows: 
Page 1, line 12, strike the new language and reinstate old 

language 
Page 1, lines 16 to 18, strike new language 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No. 345 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 

on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend

ed, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 1, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Omzemius Josef son Nelson 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. North 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Bang Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kleinbaum Olson. J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Knutaon O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
C..lernan Humphrey Milton Renneke 

Mr. Laufenburger voted in the negative. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
We_gener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1424: A bill for an act relating to retirement; finan
cing teachers retirement in Independent School District No. 625; 
amending Laws 1965, Chapter 705, Section 1, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being caJled, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn Keefe, S. Nelson 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kirchner North 
Ashbach Frederick Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Berg Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Renneke 
Coleman Josef son Milton Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, J. Moe Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1262: A bill for an act relating to anatomicaJ gifts; 
requiring morticians and certain other designated persons to ob
tain a written release prior to performing an eye enucleation 
procedure; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 595.924, 
by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 2, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Josefson Merriam Perpich, G. 
Arnold Conzemius Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbury 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst 
Bang Dunn Kirchner Nelson Henneke 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum North Schmitz 
Bernhagen Gearty Knutson Olhoft Sillers 
Borden Hansen, Mel Larson Olson, H. D. Spear 
Brataas Hanson, R. Laufenburger Olson, J. L. Stum.pf 
Brown Hughes Lewis O'Neill Wegener 
Chenoweth Humphrey McCutcheon Patton Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy and Schrom voted in the negative. 
So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1439: A bill for an act ;relating to agriculture; divid
ing the state into two regions for purposes of the potato indus
try promotion act; reducing the number of regions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 30.464, Subdivision 1. 
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Mr. Wegener moved to amend S. F. No. 1439 as follows: 
Page 1, line 12, reinstate the stricken "four" and strike "two" 
Page 1, line 16, after "Clearwater," insert "Hubbard, Wadena, 

Todd, Douglas, Pope and Kandiyohi. Area number two includes 
the counties of' 

Page 1, lines 17 and 18, reinstate the stricken language and 
strike the new language 

Page 1, line 19, reinstate "Big Stone,'' 

Page 1, line 19, strike "Pope, Hubbard, Cass," 
Page 1, strike lines 20 and 21 
Page 1, line 22, strike "counties of Big Stone,'' 
Page 1, line 22, strike "Kandiyohi,'' 

Page 1, line 23, strike "Meeker," 
Page 2, lines 1 and 2, strike the new language 
Page 2, line 7, reinstate all the stricken language except "Hub-

bard," 
Page 2, line 8, reinstate "Cass, Aitkin,'' 
Page 2, line 8, reinstate "Crow Wing,'' 
Page 2, line 8, reinstate "Pine, Morrison, Mille" 
Page 2, lines 9 and 10, reinstate the stricken language 
Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 3, strike, "two" and insert "four" 

Page 1, line 4, strike "reducing the number of regions;" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No. 1439: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; dividing 

the state into four regions for purposes of the potato industry pro
motion act; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 30.464, 
Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Josefson Milton 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Moe 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, S. Nelson 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum North 
Bernhagen Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
llorden Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis Patton 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 

Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1501: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
regulating entry on agricultural lands for taking big game; pro
viding a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sectioa 
100.273. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 0, M 

follows: 
Those who voted in the allirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Josef son Milton 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Moe 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, S. Nelson 
Bang Fitzsimons Kiirchner North 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Borden Gearty Knutson Olson, A. G. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, H. D. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Lewis O'Neill 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Perpi~ G. 
Coleman Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pudeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 775: A bill for an act relating to retirement benefits 
of certain legislative employees; authorizing payment of contri
butions for intermittent service during regular and special ses
sions. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved to amend H.F. No. 775 as follows: 
Page 1, line 21, after the first "and" insert "legislative" 
Page 1, line 22, strike "legislative" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
H.F. No. 775 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 

on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend

ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nay 0, M 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Keefe, J. Moe 
Arnold Davies Keefe, S. Nelson 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner North 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Berg Gearty Knutson Olson, A. G. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Olson. J. L. 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis O'Neill 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcbeon Patton 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Coleman Josefson Milton Pillsbury 

Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 7:15 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 7 :16 o'clock p.m. having arrived. the President 
called the Senate to order. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Doty and Larson were excused from this evening's 
Session. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Kirchner Olhoft 
Arnold Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, G. 
Borden Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Humphrey North Henneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1334: A bill for an act relating to private detectives 
and protective agents; providing for licensing requirements; 
specifying the qualifications of employees; permitting transpor
tation of firearms; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
326.333; 326.334, Subdivision 2; 326.336, Subdivision 1; and 
326.337, Subdivision 4. 

Mr. Lewis moved to amend S. F. 1334 as follows: 
Page 4, after line 7, insert: 
"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 326, is amended by 

adding a section to read : 
[326.340] [SECURITY GUARD UNIFORMS.] The peace offi

cer training board shall, after consultation with interested parties 
and governmental agencies, prescribe a standard uniform for per
sons employed as security guards in the protection or safeguard
ing of real or personal property. Such uniform shall, to the e:,:
tent practicable, enable an observer to distinguish such security 
guards from other types of uniformed police or sheriffs officers 
and shall be worn by all security guards in the course of their 
employment on and after January I, 1976." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 
Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 6, after "1974," insert "Chapter 326, by adding a 

section; and" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No. 1334: A bill for an act relating to private detectives 
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and protective agents; providing for licensing requirements; 
specifying the qualifications of employees; permitting transpor
tation of firearms; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
326, by adding a section; and Sections 326.333; 326.334, Subdivi
sion 1; and 326.337, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Gearty Laufenburger Perpich. G. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Lewis Pillsbury 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Purfeerst 
Brown Hanson. R. Moe Renneke 
Chenoweth Hughes North Schmitz 
Chmielewski Humphrey Olhoft Schrom 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 596: A bill for an act relating to retirement; service 
eredit for certain members of the public employees retirement 
association. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 0, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Keefe. S. North 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Mccutcheon Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey Moe Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 2: A bill for an act relating to crimes and criminals; 
assault upon a child; specifying penalties therefor; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ande"'°n 
Arnold 
Ashbach 

l:~en 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
C.Onzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 

Moe 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

[49THDAY 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 583: A bill for an act relating to retirement; provid
ing that in the event a surviving spouse is remarried and such 
marriage terminates, monthly sul'Vlvor benefits shall be rein
stated; providing for proportionate annuities in certain cases; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 356, by adding 
sections. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Kleinbaum 
C.Onzemius Kowalczyk 
Davies Laufenburger 
Fitzsimons Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Hu,:bes Moe 
Kirchner 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Mr. Tennessen voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 271: A bill for an act relating to counties; commu
nity based correctional programs; providing for the designation 
of planning counties; expanding the composition of corrections 
advisory boards; permitting prospective payment of subsidies; 
changing the subsidy formula; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Sections 401.02; 401.08; 401.10; 401.11; 401.14; and 401.15, Sub
division 1. 

Mr. North moved to amend S. F. No. 271 as follows: 

Page 5, line 9, strike "will" and insert "may" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 271 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 4 7 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum. 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Schmitz 
Billers 
Spesr 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Brown Keefe, J. Purfeerst Schrom Willet 
Hansen, Baldy 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 578: A bill for an act relating to public health; au
thorizing the state board of health to establish mobile health 
clinics; prescribe fees and requirements for licenses, inspections, 
and permits; receive funds; enter into agreements for performance 
of duties by local agents; inspect, license, and regulate hotels 
and restaurants; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 62D.21; 144.076; 144.12; 144.121; 144.122; 
144.53; 144.653, Subdivision 6; 144.802; 145.866; 149.02; 149.03, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 149.08; 156A.07, Subdivisions 5, 6 and 7; 
157.01; 157.02; 157.03; 157.04; 157.05, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3; 
157.08; 157.09; 157.12; 157.13; 157.14; 326.42; 326.62; 327.15; 
327.16, Subdivision 3; Chapters 144 and 145, by adding sections; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 157.05, Subdivisions 
4, 5, 6 and 7; 157.06; 157.07; and 157.11; and Laws 1974, Chap
ter 205. 

Mr. North moved to amend S. F. No. 578 as follows: 

Page 6, line 30, after "promulgate" insert "by rule and regula
tion" 

Page 34, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.653, Subdi
vision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [HEARINGS.] A licensee of a facility required to be 
licensed under the provisions of sections 144.50 to 144.58 is en
titled to a hearing on any ear,,eetiaR 8i'Qel' notice of noncompliance 
with a correction order issued to him as a result of a reinspec
tion , provided that he makes a written request therefor within 
15 days of receipt by him of the eaHeetiaR 8i'Gel' notice of non
compliance with a correction order. Failure to request a hearing 
shall result in the forfeiture of a penalty as determined by the 
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board in accordance with subdivision 6. A request for a hearing 
saeh ~e11aest shall operate as a stay during the hearing and re
view process of the payment of any forfeiture provided for in this 
section. Upon receipt of the request for a hearing, a hearing officer, 
who shall not be an employee of the state board of health , shall 
be appointed by the state board of health, and the hearing 
officer shall promptly schedule a hearing on the matter, giving 
at least ten days notice of the date, time, and place of 8lleft the 
hearing to the licensee. Upon determining that the licensee of a 
facility required to be licensed under sections 144.50 to 144.58 
has not corrected the deficiency specified in the correction order, 
the hearing officer shall impose a penalty as determined by the 
board in accordance with subdivision 6. The hearing and review 
thereof shall be in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 
administrative procedures act." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "Subdivision 6" and insert "Subdivisions 
6 and 8" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. North then moved to amend S. F. No. 578 as follows: 

Page 34, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 144, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[144.011) [DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, CREATION, 
COMMISSIONER.] The department of health is hereby created 
under the control of the commissioner of health. He shall be 
appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of the 
senate for a four year term which shall coincide with the term 
of the governor and until his successor is appointed and qualifies. 
The governor may remove the commissioner at any time fol' 
cause after notice and hearing. In case of a vacancy, the governor 
may appoint a commissioner, who shall immediately take office 
and shall carry on all duties of the office until the next session 
of the legislature, when his appointment shall be submitted to 
the senate for approval. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 144, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[144.021) [POWERS OF COMMISSIONER, DEPUTY.] Thf' 
commissioner shall be accountable for the operation and adminis
tration of the department of health and shall enforce all laws 
relating to the public health of the state. He may appoint « 
deputy commissioner and a personal secretary who shall serve 
at his pleasure in the unclassified civil service. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 144, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[144.031) [HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL.] Subdivision I. 
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[TERMS.] There is hereby created a health advisory council of 
16 members who shall be appointed by the governor as follows: 

The terms of the members shall be four years. The terms of 
eight of the members shall be coterminus with the governor and 
the terms of the remaining eight members shall end one year 
after the terms of the other members. Members shall serve until 
their successors are appointed. If a successor has not been appoint
ed by the July 1 after the scheduled end of a member's term, the 
term of the member for whom a successor has not been appointed 
shall be extended until the first Monday in January four years 
after the scheduled end of the term. The governor shall fill 
vacancies for the unexpired terms. 

Subd. 2. [COMPOSITION OF COUNCIL.] The membership 
of the council shall consist of eight public members as defined 
by Laws 1973, Chapter 638, and eight members broadly represent
ing licensed health professions. Four of the public members and 
four of the professional members shall be appointed to a term 
similar to the one of the governor. The remaining public and pro
fessional members shall be appointed for a term expiring one 
year thereafter. 

Subd. 3. [COMPENSATION.] Members of the council shall 
receive $25 per day spent on council activities plus expenses as 
provided by section 43.329. 

Subd. 4. [REMOVAL.] A member may be removed by the 
governor at any time (1) for cause after notice and hearing or 
(2) after missing three consecutive meetings. The chairman of 
the advisory council shall inform the governor of a member miss
ing three consecutive meetings. After the second consecutive missed 
meeting and before the next meeting, the secretary of the council 
shall notify the member in writing that he may be removed if 
he misses the next meeting. 

Subd. 5. [CHAIRMAN, STAFF.] The council shall elect a 
chairman from its members. The commissioner of health shall 
provide staff help as necessary. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 144, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[144.041] [DUTIES, POWERS OF ADVISORY COUNCIL.] 
The health advisory council shall advise the commissioner on 
any matter concerning public health rules and the enforcement 
of any law or rule as the council deems appropriate. The council 
shall further advise the commissioner on any matter which the 
commissioner brings before the council. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 144, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[144.045] [PRINCIPAL DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] 
Subdivision 1. [STAFF.] The commissioner shall organize the 
department as he deems most appropriate for the administration 
of public health and shall appoint employees as he deems neces
sary within the limits provided in Chapter 16, 16A, and 43. AU 
employees appointed under this section shall be in the classified 
civil service. 
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Subd. 2. [RULES.] The commissioner may promulgate rules un
der the provisions of Chapter 15 which shall be known as "Public 
health rule number " followed by a consecutive number. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.05 is amended to 
read: 

144.05 [GENERAL DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] The 
state eeei'Q commissioner of health aeaAg tmeagi> its seere
tm,y shall haYe general aatheri.ty as ~ staWe effieial heaUil 
ageney aR4 shall be responsible for the development and mainte
nance of an organized system of programs and services for pro
tecting, maintaining, and improving the health of the citizens. 
This authority shall include but not be limited to the following: 

(a) Conduct studies and investigations, collect and analyze 
health and vital data, and identify and describe health problems; 

(b) Plan, facilitate, coordinate, provide, and support the or
ganization of services for the prevention and control of illness and 
disease and the limitation of disabilities resulting therefrom; 

( c) Establish and enforce health standards for the protection 
and the promotion of the public's health such as quality of health 
services, reporting of disease, regulation of health facilities, en
vironmental health hazards and manpower; 

(d) Affect the quality of public health and general health care 
services by providing consultation and technical training for health 
professionals and paraprofessionals; 

( e) Promote personal health by conducting general health edu
cation programs and disseminating health information; 

(f) Coordinate and integrate local, state and federal programs 
and services affecting the public's health; 

(g) Continually assess and evaluate the effectiveness and ef
ficiency of health service systems and public health programming 
efforts in the state; and 

(h) Advise the governor and legislature on matters relating to 
the public's health. 

Sec. 41. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] The revisor of stat
utes is directed to delete throughout the Minnesota Statutes any 
reference to the "board of health" and substitute the terms "com
missioner" or "commissioner of health" as appropriate. The revisor 
is further instructed to make the necessary changes in the statute!! 
to transfer any power, duty, and authority of the former board of 
health to the commissioner of health. The revisor shall further 
delete any reference to the secretary and executive officer of the 
board. 

Sec. 42. [TEMPORARY PROVISIONS.] The board of health 
is hereby abolished. All powers, duties and authorities of the pre
vious board are hereby transferred to the commissioner of health. 

The governor shall as soon as possible after the effective date of 
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this act appoint the 16 members of the health advisory council for 
terms provided by section 37, subdivision 2." 

Page 34, line 32, after "Sections" insert "144.01; 144.02; 144.03; 
144.04;" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, after "penalties;" insert "transferring the duties 
and powers of the board of health to the commissioner of health; 
abolishing the board of health and creating a health advisory coun
cil;" 

Page 1, line 9, after "62D.21;" insert "144.05;" 

Page 1, line 18, before "157.05;" insert "144.01; 144.02; 144.03; 
144.04;" 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Lewis imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Ballg 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Hughes Moe 
Humphrey Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schmitz 
Sohrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Mr. Lewis moved a substitute amendment to the North amend
ment to S. F. No. 578 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.01, is amended 
to read: 

144.01 [MEMBERSHIP.] The department of health as creat
ed and constituted under Laws of Minnesota 1925, Chapter 426, 
is hereby continued under the supervision and control of the 
state board of health. The state board of health shall consist of 
15 members, BHle six of whom shall be broadly representative of 
the licensed health professions and m nine of whom shall be 
public members as defined for purposes of Laws 1973, Chapter 
638. The members of the board of health shall be appointed by 
the governor with the advice and consent of the senate. The 
licensed health professionals shall be appointed by the governor 
so that the initial terms of three members will end the first Mon
day in January of each second year. Thereafter the terms shall 
be four years. The public members shall be appointed by the 
governor for like terms. Vacancies on the board shall be filled 
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by like appointment for the unexpired term. Each member shall 
serve until his successor qualifies." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, after "62D.21;" insert "144.01;" 

The motion prevailed. So the substitute amendment to the 
North amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Milton moved to amend S. F. No. 578 as follows: 

Page 6, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.653, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PERIODIC INSPECTION.] All facilities required 
to be licensed under the provisions of sections 144.50 to 144.58 
shall be periodically inspected by the state board of health to 
insure compliance with its rules, regulations and standards. In
spections shall occur at different times throughout the calendar 
year. The state board of health may enter into agreements with 
political subdivisions providing for the inspection of such facilities 
by locally employed inspectors. The board of commissioners of 
any county may appoint citizen visitation teams to report to the 
board of county commissioners on conditions in any licensed 
/acility located in the county." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "Subdivision" and insert "Subdivisions 
2 and" 

Mr. Nelson requested division of the amendment as follows: 

First portion: 

Page 6, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.653, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PERIODIC INSPECTION.] All facilities required 
to be licensed under the provisions of sections 144.50 to 144.58 
shall be periodically inspected by the state board of health to 
insure compliance with its rules, regulations and standards. In
spections shall occur at different times throughout the calendar 
year. The state board of health may enter into agreements with 
political subdivisions providing for the inspection of such facilities 
by locally employed inspectors. 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "Subdivision" and insert "Subdivisions 2 
and" 
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Second portion: 

"The board of commissioners of any county may appoint citizen 
visitation teams to report to the board of county commissioners 
on conditions in any licensed facility located in the county." 

The question being taken on the first portion of the Milton 
amendment, 

The motion prevailed. So the first portion of the amendment 
was adopted. 

Mr. Milton withdrew the second portion of the amendment. 

Mr. Conzemius moved to amend S. F. No. 578 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 
"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.02, is amended 

to read: 
144.02 [MEETINGS; OFFICERS; QUORUM.] The state board 

of health shall hold an annual meeting during the first quarter 
of every year at a time and place designated by the board at 
which time it shall elect from its members a president. Regular 
meetings, one of which shall include the annual meeting, shall be 
held not less than four times a year. At least one such regular 
meeting shall be held each quarter. The time and place of all 
such meetings shall be determined by the board, and all board 
members shall be notified thereof by mail seven days in advance. 
Special meetings may be held at such times and places as the 
secretary or any two members of the board shall appoint upon 
three days' notice to the members by mail. The board shall elect 
a secretary, with the advice and consent of the senate, to serve 
during its pleasure, who may or may not be one of its members. 
A majority shall be a quorum and any meeting may be adjourned 
from time to time." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 
Further, amend the title: 
Page 1, line 9, after "62D.21;" insert "144.02;" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No. 578: A bill for an act relating to public health; autho-

rizing the state board of health to establish mobile health clinics; 
prescribe fees and requirements for licenses, inspections, and per
mits; receive funds; enter into agreements for performance of du
ties by local agents; inspect, license, and regulate hotels and res
taurants; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Sections 62D.21; 144.01; 144.02; 144.076; 144.12; 144.121; 
144.122; 144.53; 144.653, Subdivisions 2, 6 and 8; 144.802; 
145.866; 149.02; 149.03, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 149.08; 156A.07, 
Subdivisions 5, 6 and 7; 157.01; 157.02; 157.03; 157.04; 157.05, 
Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3; 157.08; 157.09; 157.12; 157.13; 157.14; 
326.42; 326.62; 327.15; 327.16, Subdivision 3; Chapters 144 and 
145, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 157.05, Subdivisions 4, 5, 6 and 7; 157.06; 157.07; and 157.11; 
and Laws 1974, Chapter 205. 
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Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 19, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were; 

Arnold 
Bang 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
G,nzemius 
Davies 
Fitzsimons 

Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson, R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe, J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 

Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
o•Neill 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were; 

Anderson Chmielewski Josefson Patton 
Ashbach Dunn Laufenburger Purfeerst 
Berg Frederick McCutcheon Renneke 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Olson, J. L. Schrom 

Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 
' H. F. No. 184: A bill for an act relating to education; providing 

lor a reduction of state aid to school districts permitting violation 
of state laws prohibiting discrimination; directing the filing of assur
ances of compliance with state and federal law; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 124.15, Subdivisions 2 and 3, and by adding 
a subdivision. 

Mr. Stumpf moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 184 
by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report adopted 
May 7, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The motion pre
•ailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend H. F. No. 184 as follows: 

Page 3, line 4, strike the comma and insert "and" 

Page 3, line 4, strike "and any" 

Page 3, strike line 5 

Page 3, line 6, strike "require," 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Stumpf imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 

Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Hanson, R. 
Frederick Hughes 
Gearty Humphrey 
Hansen, Baldy Josefson 
Hansen, Mel Keefe, S. 
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Kirchner Merriam Olson, H. D. Renneke 
Kleinbaum Milton Olson, J. L. Schmitz 
Knutson Moe O'Neill Schrom 
Kowalczyk Nelson Patton Spear 
Laufenburger North Perpich, G. Stassen 
Lewis Olhoft Pillsbury Stokowski 
McCutcheon Olson, A.G. Purfeerst Stumpf 
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Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent members. 

H. F. No. 184 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 15, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Keefe, S. 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner 
Bang Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam 
Coleman Humphrey Milton 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Moe 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brown 

Chmielewski Josefson 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhofl 
Olson,A.G. 
O'Neill 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 

Nelson 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Patton 
Renneke 
Schrom 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1353: A bill for an act relating to elections; providing: 
certain precinct caucus requirements; amending Laws 1975, Chapter 
5, Sections 5, Subdivisions I and 3; 6, Subdivision I; and 9, Subdi
vision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays I, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Davies 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen.Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Humphrey 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 

Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Nelson 
North 

Olholt 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

[49THDAY 

S. F. No. 234: A bill for an act relating to eminent domain; provid
ing for payments and benefits in negotiated acquisitions under no 
threat of eminent domain; waiver of benefits; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 117, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 5 I and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Dunn Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen,Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Josefson Milton 
Keefe, J. Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 

Olholt 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. I 125: A bill for an act relating to Anoka county; providing 
for the establishment of scenic areas; amending Laws 1961, Chapter 
209, Sections I and 2. 

Mr. Anderson moved to amend S. F. No. 1125 as follows: 

Page I, line 16, strike "or its tributaries" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1125 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe. J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson. R. McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Josef son M ii ton 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1553: A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; author
izing the board of county commissioners to issue general obligation 
bonds for the costs of construction, including land acquisition, archi• 
tectural, and other professional fees in the construction of an adult 
detention center, and a juvenile center; amending Laws 1974, Chapter 
435, by adding a section. ' 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 8, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Mccutcheon 
HUl(hes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Keefe. S. Nelson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson, H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 

Brown Josef son Schrom Stumpf 
Frederick Kowalczyk Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Willet 

H. F. No. 1129: A bill for an act relating to the city of Bloomington: 
authorizing housing finance program; providing for the issuance of 
limited general obligation bonds. 

Mr. Stassen moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 1129 
by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report ador.ted 
May 6, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The motion prevailed. 
So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 1129 was rea_d the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 7, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Mccutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Keefe, J. Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Borden Olholt Olson, H. D. Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Olson, A. G. 

Tennessen 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi
ness of Messages from the House, First Reading of House Bills, 
and Reports of Committees. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 93, 307. 
426, 523, 935, 1391, 332, 876 and 1057. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 9, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H, F. Nos, 379, 
1288, 17,884, 1525, 1526, 1569,907, 1140, 1638,344,396,717 and 
1798. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 9, 1975 

FffiST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 379: A bill for an act relating to taxation; reducing 
the period of redemption for certain land sold or bid in for the 
state at a tax judgment sale; allowing certain fees to discharge 
cancelled special assessments; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 281.17. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

H. F. No. 1288: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
shade tree disease control programs by local governments; pro
viding funds for the control of shade tree disease; establishing 
a grant-in-aid program under the department of agriculture; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 18.022, by adding a subdivision; 18.023, Subdivision 1 and 
3, and by adding subdivisions. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H.F. No. 17: A bill for an act relating to appropriations; ap-
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propriating money to the commissioner of public welfare for the 
purpose of making grants for mental health purposes. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 884: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
a homestead exemption for certain stockholders of a family farm 
corporation and partners of a partnership; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1525: A bill for an act relating to taxation; defining 
"common carrier" for certain purposes in connection with the 
sales and use tax; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
297 A.01, by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

H. F. No. 1526: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; establishing the city's tax levy limits as that levy limit 
established by general and special state law; repealing Laws 
1971, Chapter 762. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1569: A bill for an act relating to the city of Shore
view; authorizing the city of Shoreview to defer special assess
ments previously levied on property owned by senior citizens. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 907: A bill for an act relating to charitable trusts 
and trustees; authorizing the secretary of state to establish and 
maintain a register of charitable trusts; authorizing the attor
ney general to take appropriate actions to protect and enforce 
the proper administration of charitable trusts; authorizing in
vestigations; authorizing fees. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H.F. No. 1140: A bill for an act relating to health; providing 
for a program of treatment for adults having cystic fibrosis; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chap
ter 144, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H.F. No. 1638: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; work-study program for 
post-secondary students; defining eligibility and setting guide
lines for payments; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
136A.231; 136A.232; and 136A.233. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 
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H. F. No. 344: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for activities in connection with motor vehicle and 
other waste; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 168B.-
02, by adding a subdivision; 168B.09, Subdivision 1; 168B.10, 
Subdivision 1; and Chapter 168B, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 396: A bill for an act relating to education; estab
lishing pilot bilingual and native American language and culture 
education programs; granting certain powers and duties to the 
state board of education; establishing a state bilingual and native 
American language and culture education advisory council; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
120.095, by adding a subdivision; 120.10, Subdivision 2; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 126.07. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F, No. 717: A bill for an act relating to optometric educa
tion; higher education coordinating commission; providing for a 
study of the availability of educational opportunities in optom
etry for Minnesota students. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H.F. No. 1798: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operations of the state government; appropriating money to 
the department of highways and for other purposes; amending 
)iinneseota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdivision 
i>a; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 161.355, Sub
division 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which was referred H. F. No. 1798 for proper reference, 
recommends the above House File be re-referred to its respective 
Committee as follows: 

H.F. No. 1798 to the Committee on Finance. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Coleman moved the foregoing Committee report be adopt. 
id. The motion prevailed. Report adopted. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Merriam moved that S. F. No. 226 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference Com
•nittee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion prevailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 226 

A bill for an act relating to employment services; unemployment 
compensation; administrative expense; amending Minnesota Statute. 
1974, Section 268.05, Subdivision 5. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 9, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 226 report that we have 
agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate accede to the House amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) Gene Merriam, Steve Keefe, Roger Hanson, 

House Conferees: (Signed) David Beauchamp, Gordon 0, Voss, John 
S. Biersdorf. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Moe moved that H.F. No. 1180 ·be withdrawn from the Com
mittee on Natural Resources and Agriculture and re-referred to the 
Committee on Rules and Administration. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 9:30 
o'clock a.m., Saturday, May IO, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTIETH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Saturday, May 10, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:30 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Duane J. Lunemann. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olson. A. G. 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriaiu Pillsbury 
Brown Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Ivtoe Renneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Nelson Schaaf 
Coleman Josefson North Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schrom 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Larson was excused from the Session of today. Mr. Josefson 
was excused from the Session of today at 1:00 o'clock p.m. 
Messrs. Brown and Schmitz were excused from the Session of 
today at 12:45 o'clock p.m. Mr. Berg was excused from the Ses
sion of today at 1:15 o'clock p.m. Mr. Olson, J. L. was excused 
from the Session of today at 2:30 o'clock p.m. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The followin(: bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

Messrs. Conzemius, Kowalczyk and Lewis introduced-

$. F. No. 1738: A bill for an act relating to medical malpractice; 
prescribing limits on malpractice liabilities, recoveries, and attorney 
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fees; requiring certain health care providers to carry malpractice 
insurance; providing a residual risk plan for health care providers 
otherwise unable to obtain malpractice insurance; creating an ex
cess awards account to reimburse certain persons whose malpractice 
recoveries are limited by law; imposing certain fees on malpractice 
insurers; prescribing penalties. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 
Mr. Davies questioned the reference thereon and, under Rule 35, 
the bill was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. 

Messrs. Keefe. J.; Lewis and Hanson, R. introduced-

S. F. No. 1739: A bill for an act relating to municipalities; autho
rizing creation of storm sewer reserve funds within storm sewer im
provement districts; authorizing special levies in anticipation of 
capital improvements and bond retirement in storm sewer improve
ment districts; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 444, by 
adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Local Government. 

Messrs. Olhoft, Dunn and Willet introduced-

S. F. No. 17 40: A bill for an act relating to counties; authorizing 
a county board to establish a personnel department; providing for 
county personnel administration on an integrated, merit basis. 

Referred to the Committee on Local Government. 

Messrs. Dunn, Coleman and Ashbach introduced-

S. F. No. 1741: A bill for an act proposing an amendment to the 
Minnesota Constitution, Article XIII, Section 3; providing that 
the university of Minnesota regents be appointed by the governor 
from the several congressional districts. 

Referred to the Committee on Education. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully reque!jt
ed: 

S. F. No. 114: A bill for an act relating to no-fault automobile 
insurance; requiring that a plan of reparation security be maintain
ed for certain motor vehicles only during the period of their con-
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templated operation or use; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 65B.48, Subdivision 1. 

Senate File No. 114 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Davies moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 114 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 114: A bill for an act relating to no-fault automobile 
insurance; requiring that a plan of reparation security be main
tained for certain motor vehicles only during the period of their 
contemplated operation or use; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 65B.48, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 65B, by adding 
a new section. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Joseh!on Olhoft 
Arnold Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Bang Frederick Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Patton 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brown Hanaon, R. Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Renneke 
Coleman Humphrey North Schmitz 
Davies Jensen Ogdahl Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the Ho~
1 

in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respecttlllly request
ed: 

S. F. No. 1015: A bill for an act relating to commeree; providing 
qualifications for legal newspapers; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 331.02, Subdivision 1. 

Senate File No. 1015 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Anderson moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F, No. 1015 and that the bill be 
placed on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1015 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Jensen North 
Arnold Davies Josefson Ogdahl 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, J, Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Patton 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpicb, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Henneke 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 1196: A bill for an act relating to energy; defining 
terms; requiring certain reports to be filed with the director of the 
Minnesota energy agency at specified times; providing that no large 
energy facility be constructed or sited in this state after a certain 
date without a certificate of need issued therefor; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 116H.02, Subdivision 5; 116H.10, 
Subdivision 2; and 116H.13, Subdivisions 1 and 2. 

Senate File No. 1196 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Humphrey moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. U96 and iiliat the bill lbe placed 
on its repassage as amended, The motion prevailed. 
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S, F. No. 1196 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 12, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 

Keefe, J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson.A. G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Doty 

Frederick Josefson 
Hansen, Baldy Patton 
Hansen, Mel 

Pillsbury 
Henneke 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Schrom 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 

S. F. No. 303: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing use of portable fish houses within the boundary waters canoe 
area. 

Senate File No. 303 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr, Perpich, A, J, moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S .. F. No, 303 and that the bill be placed 
on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F, No. 303 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage, 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 16, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Coleman Humphrey Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Davies Jensen Olson, J. L. 
Bang Doty Josefson O'Neill 
Berg Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Patton 
Blatz Frederick Kleinbaum Perpich, A .. J. 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Nelson Purfeerst 
Brown Hanson, R. North Renneke 
Chmielewski Hughes Ogdahl Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Bernhagen 
Chenoweth 
Conzemius 

Dunn Kirchner Milton 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Moe 
Keefe, S. McCutcheon Olhoft 
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Schrom 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom

mendation and report of the Conference Conunittee on House File 
No. 100, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of th<l 
Conunittee, so adopted: 

H. F. No. 100: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing the conunissioner of natural resources to establish limitation, 
on fishing contests and to issue special permits for fishing contests; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 101.42, by adding a 
subdivision. 

House File No. 100 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representative$ 

Transmitted May 9, 1975 

Mr. Borden moved that H. F. No. 100 and the Conference 
Committee Report thereon be laid on the table. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 
Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee on House File 
No. 249, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted: 

H. F. No. 249: A bill for an act relating to eminent domain; ap• 
praisal fees in acquisition by direct purchase; filing of final certifi
cate; amendini: Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 117.205; and 
117.232, Subdivision 1. 

House File No. 249 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representative. 

Transmitted May 9, 1975 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON B. F. NO. Z49 

A bill for an act relating to eminent domain; appraisal fees in 
acquisition by direct purchase; filing of final certificate; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 117.205; and 117.232, Sub
division 1. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
May 7, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 249 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: 

That the senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
249 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, delete lines 21 to 23 

Page 2 delete lines 1 to 6 and insert 

"117.232 [DIRECT PURCHASE.] Subdivision 1. When ac
quisition of private property is accomplished by the state depart
ment of highways by direct purchase the owner shall be entitled 
to reimbursement for appraisal fees, not to exceed a total of $300. 
When acquisition of private property is accomplished by any 
other acquiring authority, the owner is entitled to reimburse
ment for appraisal fees, not to exceed $300, if the owner is other
wise entitled to reimbursement under sections 117.50 to 117.56. 
The purchaser in all instances shall inform the owner of his right , 
if any, to reimbursement for appraisal fees reasonably incurred, 
in an amount not to exceed $300 , together with relocation costs, 
moving costs and all any other related expenses to which an owner 
is entitled by law sections 117.50 to 117.56. This subdivision does 
not apply to acquisition for utility purposes made by a public 
service corporation organized pursuant to section 300.03 or 
electric cooperative associations organized pursuant to section 
308.05 ." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Stanley J. Fudro, William H. Schrei
ber. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Robert J. Tennessen, Roger Laufen
burger, Earl W. Renneke. 

Mr. Tennessen moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 249 be now adopt
ed, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference 
Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 249: A bill for an act relating to eminent domain; 
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appraisal fees in acquisition by direct purchase; filing of final 
certificate; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 117.205, 
and 117.232, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 8, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Andenon Dunn Keefe,S. Olhoft Spear 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson\A. G. Stassen 
Ashbach Frederick Kleinbaum O'Nei I Stokowski 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk Patton Stumpf 
Berg Hansen.Mel Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. Tennessen 
Bernhagen Hanson,R. McCutcbeon Pillsbury Wegener 
Borden Hughes Milton Renneke Willet 
Brataas Humphrey Moe Schmitz 
Brown Jensen Nelson Schrom 
Chenoweth Josefson North Sillers 
Davies Keefe,J. Ogdahl Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Blatz Conzemius Haneen, Baldy Purfeerst Ueland 
Chmielewski Doty Olson, J. L. 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 

S. F. No. 1098: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
clarifying the authority of the commissioner of natural resources to 
designate and manage certain waters for wildlife use; reporting ot 
game taken; providing certain limitations on the taking of fox; and 
altering certain seasons for the taking of deer; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 97.48, Subdivision 11; 98.Sl, Subdivision l; 
100.26, Subdivision 1; and 100.27, Subdivision 2. 

Senate File No. 1098 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, Honse of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Merriam moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 1098 and that the bill be placed on itfll 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 
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S. F. No. 1098 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 22, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimom 
Gearty 
Hanson,R. 
Humphrey 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 

Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Schaaf 
Solon 
Spear 
Sta$sen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Ashbach Frederick Josefson Perpich, G. Schrom 
Bang Hansen, Baldy Olson, A.G. Pillsbury Sillers 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Olson, H. D. Purfeerst 
Brataas Hughes Patton Rennek!e 
Chmielewski Jensen Perpich, A. J. Schmitz 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, iu which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 

S. F. No. 66: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing certain handicapped hunters to transport uncased but unloaded 
fire arms; providing permanent permits for handicapped hunters; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 98.48, Subdivision 12. 

Senate File No. 66 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 66 and that a Conferen~ 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Confer
ence Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF COMMITrEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
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be now adopted, with the exception of the reports on S. F. Nos. 
719 and 595, and H. F. No. 1527. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Laufenburger from the Committee on Transportation and 
General Legislation, to which was re-referred 

H. F. No. 1527: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for licensing and taxation; providing penalties; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes, 1973 Supplement, Section 168.013, Sub
divisions le and le, and lg, as amended; and Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 168.012, Subdivision 7; 168.09, Subdivision 3; and 
168.31, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 8, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 169.81, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LENGTH OF COMBINATIONS AND SEMI
TRAILERS AND TRACTORS.] (a) No combination of vehicles 
coupled together unladen or with load, including truck tractor 
and semitrailers, shall consist of more than two units unless such 
combination consists of a tmek tmd sem.itraileF 0F a truck-tractor 
and semitrailer drawing one additional semitrailer equipped with 
an auxiliary dolly, and no combination of vehicles shall exceed 
a total length of alt 60 feet except as provided by section 169.861, 
provided that this limitation shall not apply to the transporta
tion of telegraph poles, telephone poles, electric light and power 
poles, piling, or pole length pulpwood, and subject to the follow
ing further exceptions: Said length limitations shall not apply 
to vehicles when transporting pipe, or other objects by a public 
utility when required for emergency or repair of public service 
facilities or when operated under special permits as provided in 
this subdivision, but in respect to night transportation every 
such vehicle and the load thereon shall be equipped with a suf
ficient number of clearance lamps and marker lamps on both 
sides and upon the extreme ends of any projecting load to clearly 
mark the dimensions of such load. Mount combinations may be 
drawn but such combinations may not exceed alt 60 feet in length. 
Said !irnitatiee OR -the numheF af HBi-ta shall net &fll'fj' ta «ehielee 
ueed fel' traBsJJeFtieg min. m,rn ~ sf J>l'<)dueti0R ta ~ af 
Erst fJPoeessieg1 iR whieh ease 119 eembinatiee ef vehieles eoupled 
tegethel- urJmlm OF with leaa; iReludiBg tmek a,eeteF tmd serni
miilem, shall eeesiet af mere than thFee UPH8 &Rd oo sueh eern
l!matiOR af ¥ehielee shall aeeed a tetel leegth af el> feet, For the 
purpose of registration, trailers coupled with a truck-tractor, 
semi-trailer combination shall be considered the same as semi
trailers. The state, as to state trunk highways, and any city or 
town, as to roads or streets located therein, may issue permits 
authorizing the transportation of combinations of vehicles ex
ceeding the limitations herein contained over highways, roads or 
streets within their boundaries and further provided that the 
commissioner of highways shall have the authority to restrict 
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from such segments of the state highway system as he shall so 
designate on the basis of safety considerations, combinations of 
vehicles that exceed 55 feet in length not otherwise exempted 
in this section. (b) No single semitrailer or trailer shall have an 
overall length, exclusive of rear protective bumpers which do not 
increase the overall length by more than six inches and further 
exclusive of any accessory equipment mounted or located on the 
end of the semitrailer or trailer adjacent to the truck or truck
tractor, in excess of 45 feet, except for those semitrailers governed 
by subdivisions 3a and 7 of this section ." 

Renumber remaining section 

Further, amend the ti tie as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "penalties;" insert "providing for increased 
lengths on certain combinations of trucks;" 

Page 1, line 7, strike "and" 

Page 1, line 8, after "Subdivision 3" insert "; and 169.81, Sub
division 3" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Mr. Solon questioned 
the reference thereon and, under Rule 35, the bill was referred to 
the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1007: A bill for an act relating to employment; ex
cluding conservation officers from the operation of the fair labor 
standards act; repealing certain job application requirements; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 177.23, Subdivision 
7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.16. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 32, strike ", formerly" and insert a semicolon 

Page 2, after line 32, add the following: 

"(14) any individual in a position with respect to which the 
U.S. Department of Transportation has power to establish 
qualifications and maximum hours of service pursuant to the pro
visions of 49 U.S. Code, Section 304" 

Page 3, line 1, strike "game wardens" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

S. F. No. 719: A bill for an act relating to state government; 
creating a department of transportation; prescribing its duties 
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and responsibilities; transferring the functions of some state de
partments; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Sections 43.09, Subdivision 2a; and 360.017, Subdivision 1; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 4.20; 161.02; 161.03; 
and 360.014. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, strike "an adequate, economical, safe, efficient" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "and convenient" and insert "a" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "including" and insert "which includes" 

Page 1, line 14, strike "conveyances" 

Page 1, line 15, strike "for the general welfare of all the citizens 
of" 

Page 1, line 16, strike "Minnesota, the" and insert "a" 

Page 1, line 16, strike "state" 

Page 2, line 10, strike "such" 

Page 2, strike lines 12 to 18 

Page 2, line 19, strike everything before the period 

Page 3, line 13, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 3, line 18, strike the comma 

Page 3, line 23, after "Develop" insert "statewide" 

Page 3, line 23, after "priorities" insert a semicolon and strike 
the balance of the line 

Page 3, strike lines 24 and 25 

Page 3, line 31, after "and" and before "provide" insert "may" 

Page 4, line 2, after "process" insert "in accordance with mutual-
ly agreed upon terms and conditions" 

Page 4, line 12, after ".]" insert "The metropolitan council, 
pursuant to Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 9, and the regional 
development commissions shall develop regional long-range com
prehensive transportation policy plans" 

Page 4, line 13, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 4, line 14, strike", regional deve/,opment commissions and 
the" 

Page 4, strike line 15 

Page 4, line 16, strike everything before the period 

Page 4, line 22, strike "department" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 4, after line 26, insert a new subdivision to read: 
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"Subd. 4. [ENERGY CONSERVATION.] The commissioner, 
in cooperation with the energy agency, shall evaluate all modes of 
transportation in terms of their levels of energy consumption. The 
results of this evaluation shall receive appropriate consideration 
in the design and implementation of transportation plans and 
priorities." 

Renumber the remaining subdivision 

Page 4, line 28, after "expenses" insert "of the department relat-
ing to highway purposes" 

Page 4, line 28, strike "only" 

Page 4, line 28, strike "such moneys as are" 

Page 4, line 29, strike "permitted by law" and insert "moneys 
available in the trunk highway fund" 

Page 5, line 6, strike "Any" and insert "A" 

Page 5, line 8, strike the comma 

Page 5, line 10, after "expenditures" strike the comma 

Page 5, line 13, strike "state policies, plans and programs" 
and insert "the transportation pri.orities pursuant to section 3, 
subdivision 1" 

Page 5, line 31, strike "recision" and insert "repeal" 

Page 5, line 31, strike "regulations" and insert "rules" 

Page 6, line 5, after the second "the" insert "director of the" 
Page 6, line 12, strike "transportation" 

Page 6, line 12, after "rule" insert "concerning transportation" 

Page 6, line 20, strike "transportation" 

Page 6, line 20, after "rule" insert "concerning transportation" 

Page 7, strike lines 5 to 8 

Page 7, strike lines 19 to 22 

Page 10, line 10, after "the" insert "transfers of" 

Page 10, line 11, strike "transferred" and insert "provided" 

Page 12, after line 5, insert: 

"Sec. 10. [TEMPORARY PROVISION.] By January 1, 1976, 
the commissioner of transportation, the public service commission 
and the director of the administrative division of the department 
of public service shall prepare and submit to the legislature a 
report recommending which, if any, of the current powers of the 
eommission or director should be transferred to the commissioner 
of transportation in order to accomplish the policy as stated in 
section 1 of this act. The report shall include specific suggestions 
relating to amendments of Minnesota Statutes necessary in order 
to accomplish the transfers recommended in the report." 
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Renumber the remaining sections 

Page 12, line 15, after the headnote insert "Section 2, sub
division 1, of this act is effective July 1, 1975. The remaining 
provisions of" 

Page 12, line 15, strike "is" and insert ", except as provided 
in this section, are" 

Page 12, line 21, after "operation." add a new sentence to read: 

"In the initial organization of the department the commissioner 
shall designate an organizational steering committee consisting of 
representatives from the departments of administration, aeronau
tics, highways, public service and the state planning agency t;, 
assist him in the initial organization of the department." 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill 
was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which wu 
referred 

S. F. No. 595: A bill for an act relating to human rights; 
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual 
preference; providing definitions; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 363.01, by adding a subdivision; 363.03, Subdivi
sions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8; and 363.12, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "or sexual" 

Page 1, line 23, strike "or sexual" 

Page 2, line 13, strike "or sexual" 

Page 2, line 24, strike "or sexual" 

Page 3, line 6, strike "or sexual" 

Page 3, line 16, strike "or sexual" 

Page 3, line 23, strike "or sexual" 

Page 4, line 5, strike "or sexual" 

Page 4, line 10, strike "or sexual'' 

Page 4, line 25, strike "or sexual" 

Page 5, line 3, strike "or sexual" 

Page 5, line 10, strike "or sexual" 

Page 5, line 15, strike "or sexual" 

Page 5, line 28, strike "or sexual" 

Page 6, line 7, strike "or sexual" 
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Page 6, line 20, strike "or sexual" 

Page 7, line 7, strike "or sexual" 

Page 7, line 21, before "To" insert "(1)" 

[50THDAY 

Page 7, line 24, reinstate the stricken language and strike"," 

Page 7, line 24, strike ", or" 

Page 7, line 25, strike "affectional or sexual preference" 

Page 7, after line 28, insert: 

"(2) To deny any person the full and equal enjoyment of the 
goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommoda
tions of a place of public lodging, refreshment, entertainment, 01· 
recreation, or of a public transportation facility because of affec
tional preference," 

Page 8, line 1, before "To" insert "(1)" 

Page 8, line 4, strike "affectional or sexual preference," 

Page 8, after line 5, insert: 

"(2) To discriminate against any person in the access to, admis
sion to, full utilization of or benefit from any public service, except 
those public services whose primary function is to create or faciU
tate the creation of the legal relationships defined in sections 259,-
29 and 517.01, because of affectional preference." 

Page 8, line 14, strike "or sexual" 

Page 8, line 20, strike "or sexual" 

Page 8, line 26, strike "or sexual" 

Page 9, line 10, strike "or sexual" 

Page 9, line 15, strike "or sexual" 

Page 9, line 24, strike "or sexual" 

Page 9, line 28, strike "or sexual" 

Page 9, line 31, strike "or" 

Page 9, line 32, strike "sexual" 

Page 10, line 3, strike "or sexual" 

Page 10, line 7, strike "or sexual" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "or" 

Page 1, line 4, strike "sexual" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. 
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Pursuant to Rule 60, a roll call was taken on the motion of 
:Mr. Blatz on the recommendation to pass S. F. No. 595: 

There were yeas 7 and nays 5 as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Davies; Doty; Keefe, J.; Merriam; Schaaf; Spear and Tennes-
:een. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, Blatz, Humphrey, Jensen and Sillers. 

The bill was recommended to pass as amended. 

Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re-referred to the Com
mittee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. from the Committee on Taxes and Tax 
Laws, to which was referred 

S. F. No. 973: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for a reduction of ad valorem taxes paid by certain persons; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
273.011, Subdivision 5; 273.012, Subdivision 2; Minnesota Stat
utes 197 4, Chapter 273, by adding sections; and repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 290.066. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
he amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.012, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. The county auditor shall notify the county assessor 
of each qualified property for which the credit provided for in 
this section is claimed. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.061, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC DUTIES.] The county 
assessor shall notify the county auditor when qualified property, as 
defined in section 273.011, for which the credit provided for in 
section 273.012 is claimed l.oses its status as qualified property." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Page 3, line 15, strike "from his records of taxes" and insert 
0 determine" 

Page 3, line 16, strike "previously paid, ascertain" 

Page 3, line 16, after "applicant" insert "in the manner pro
vided by the commissioner of revenue" 

Page 4, line 21, strike "1975" and insert "1976" 

Page 5, line 6, after"refund" insert "with.'' 
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Page 5, line 13, strike "I 97 5" and insert "197 6" 

Amend the ti tie as follows: 

[50THDAY 

Page 1, line 6, after "2" strike the semicolon and insert ", and 
by adding a subdivision; 273.061, by adding a subdivision;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1476, 404, 1569 and 1526 for comparison to com
panion Senate Files, reports the following House Files were found 
identical and recommends the House Files be given their Second 
Reading and substituted for their companion Senate Files as 
follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
1476 
404 

1569 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1426 1526 
1316 
1517 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1461 

S.F.No. 

and that the above Senate Files be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred H. F. Nos. 884 and 717 for comparison to 
companion Senate Files, reports the following House Files were 
found not identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
884 
717 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
763 

1322 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H.F. No. 884 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 16, delete "actively engaged in farming of the land 
owned by" and insert "who derives his principal income from the 
farming activities of" 

Page 2, line 5, delete "are actively engaged in farming on behalf' 
and insert "derive their principal income from the farming activi
ties" 

Page 2, line 6, after "partnership" insert a comma 

Page 2, line 7, delete the comma after "property" 
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And when so amended, H. F. No. 884 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 763 and further recommends that H. F. No. 884 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 763 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H.F. No. 717 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 6, insert: 
"Section 1. [POLICY.] The legislature finds there is a shortage 

of optometrists in this state and that doctors of optometry provide 
a major part of the delivery of vision care and related health care 
services to citizens of this state. There are no colleges of optometry 
located in Minnesota. The high cost and restrictive admissions 
policies of out of state optometry colleges have made it impossible 
for a sufficient number of Minnesota students to become optome
trists. It is in the public interest that opportunity be provided for 
Minnesota students to become doctors of optometry." 

Page 1, line 7, delete "Section 1." and insert "Sec. 2." 
And when so amended, H. F. No. 717 will be identical to S. F. 

No. 1322 and further recommends that H.F. No. 717 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1322 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 749, 929, 557, 951, 1304, 534 and 581 for com
parison to companion Senate Files, reports the following House 
Files were found not identical with their companion Senate Files 
as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
749 
929 
557 
951 

1304 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. H.F.No. S.F.No. 

534 
581 

505 
1000 
1366 
1436 
1211 
979 
471 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H. F. No. 749 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 16, delete "or both" 
Page 2, line 20, delete "or both" 
Page 2, line 22, restore the stricken language and delete "shall" 
Page 2, line 23, delete the new language 
Page 2, delete lines 24 to 30 
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Page 3, line 30, after "3." insert "Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 152, is amended by adding a section to read:" 

Page 3, line 30, the bracketed number, "[152.151]" should 
begin a new paragraph 

Further amend the title in line 13, after "subdivision" insert 
"and Chapter 152, by adding a section" 

And when so amended, H. F, No. 749 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 505 and further recommends that H. F. No. 749 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 505 and that 
the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H.F. No. 929 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, delete "10" and insert ".5" 

Page 1, line 9, delete "or savings bank" 

Page 1, line 11, delete "47.02" and insert "47.01" and befor~ 
0 or" insert "Subdivision 2," 

Page 2, line 20, delete "facility" and insert "facilities" 

Page 3, line 3, delete "facility" and insert "facilities" 

Page 3, line 3, delete "The" 

Page 3, delete lines 4 to 6 

Page 4, line 9, delete "10" and insert "5" 

Page 4, line 12, delete "10" and insert "5" 

Page 4, line 20, delete "approved by the commissioner of" 

Page 4, line 21, delete "banks," 

Page 4, line 23, delete "expenditure" and insert "expenditures'·' 

Page 4, line 23, delete "that" and insert "establishing and 
maintaining" 

Page 4, line 24, delete "facility" and insert "facilities" 

Page 4, line 25, delete "10" and insert "5" 

Page 5, line 6, "Provided," should not begin a new paragraph 
but continue after "prohibited." in the preceding line 

Page 5, line 18, delete "10" and insert "5" 

Page 6, line 8, delete "this act" and insert "the chapter" and 
after "Statutes" insert "1974" 

Page 6, line 12, delete "to 10" and insert "through 5" 

Page 6, line 12, delete "binding" 

Page 6, line 13, after "by a" insert "Minnesota" and after "fed
eral" insert "district" 

Page 6, line 13, delete ", department or agency" 
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Page 6, line 14, delete "to 10" and insert "through 5" 
Page 6, line 23, delete "10" and insert "5" 
Page 6, line 25, delete "10" and insert "5" 
Page 6, delete lines 27 to 32 
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Page 7, delete Jines 1 to 17; and renumber the remaining sec-
tion 

Renumber section 5 as section 7 
Renumber section 6 as section 9 
Renumber section 7 as section 8 
Renumber section 8 as section 10 
Renumber section 9 as section 6 
Renumber section 10 as section 5 
Further, amend the title as follows: 
Line 3, delete the comma after "banks" and insert a semicolon 
Lines 3 and 4, delete "savings banks and credit unions;" 
And when so amended, H. F. No. 929 will be identical to S. F .. 

No. 1000 and further recommends that H. F. No. 929 be given it~ 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1000 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H.F. No. 557 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, delete "Subdivision 1,'' 
Page 1, delete lines 20 and 21 
Page 1, line 22, delete "la" and insert ''2" 

Page 2, after line 5, insert 
"Subd. 2 3. Section 325.772, subdivision 1, clauses (2) and 

(3) do not apply to the use of a service mark, trademark, certi
fication mark, collective mark, trade name, or other trade identi
fication that was used and not abandoned before July 1, 1973, if 
the use was in good faith and is otherwise lawful except foi· 
sections 325.771 to 325.776.'' 

Page 2, line 6, delete "Sec. 3.'' and insert "Sec. 2.'' 
Further, amend the title as follows: 
Line 4, delete ", Subdivision 1," 
Line 5, delete "and by adding a subdivision" 
And when so amended, H. F. No. 557 will be identical to S. F, 

No. 1366 and further recommends that H.F. No. 557 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1366 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H.F. No. 951 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, restore the stricken language and delete "other" 

Page 2, line 1, restore the stricken language 
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Page 2, line 2, delete "other" 

Page 2, lines 17 to 19, delete the underscored language 

And when so amended, H. F, No. 951 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1436 and further recommends that H.F. No. 951 be given it!< 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1436 and that th., 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 1304 be amended as follows: 

Page I, delete lines 9 to 24 

Delete pages 2, 3, and 4 

Page 5, delete lines I to 4 

Page 5, line 5, delete "Sec. 4." and insert "Section l.'' 

Page 5, line 11, after "Statutes" insert "1974" 

Page 5, line 32, delete "If the billing cycle is other than monthly," 

Page 6, delete lines I to 3 

Page 6, line 7, delete "annual charges, not" and insert a colon 

Page 6, delete lines 8 to 14 and insert 

"(a) Annual charges, not to exceed $15 per annum, payable in 
advance, for the privilege of using a bank credit card which entitles 
the debtor to purchase goods or services from merchants, under an 
arrangement pursuant to which the debts resulting from the purchases 
are paid or satisfied by the bank or savings bank and charged to the 
debtor's open end loan account with the bank or savings bank. 

(b) Charges for premiums on credit life and credit accident and 
health insurance if: 

(i) the insurance is not required by the bank or savings bank and 
this fact is clearly disclosed in writing to the debtor and 

(ii) the debtor is notified in writing of the cost of such insurance 
and affirmatively elects, in writing, to purchase such insurance." 

Page 6, delete lines 22 and 23 

In the title, strike lines 2 to 7 and insert 

"relating to banks; permitting open end credit arrangements; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 48, by adding a section." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1304 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1211 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1304 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1211 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 534 be amended as follows: 

Page I, line 11 after "measures" delete the comma and after "skele
ton" delete the comma 
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Page 1, line 20, delete "the device" and insert "it" 

Page 1, lines 20 and 21, delete "United States" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, delete "Section" and insert "Sections" 
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And when so amended, H. F. No. 534 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 979 and further recommends that H. F. No. 534 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 979 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 581 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, after "1975." insert 
"For the purpose of computing benefits under this section the 

_lormula percentages used by any covered fund shall in no event 
exceed two and one-half percent per year of service for any year of 
,ervice or fraction thereof." 

Page 2, delete lines 22 to 24 

Page 2, line 25, delete all the language except "Any" 

Page 3, line 5, after "other" insert "of" 
Page 3, line 10, delete "FUNDS TO WffiCH THIS SECTION 

APPLIES" and insert "COVERED FUNDS" 

Page 4, line 7, after "2." insert "[EFFECTIVE DATE.]" 

Page 4, line 7, delete "is" and insert ''shall be" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 581 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 471 and further recommends that H. F. No. 581 be given its 
,econd reading and substituted for S. F. No. 471 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
pursuant to Rule 40 and on request of Mr. Keefe, S., first author 
of H. F. No. 522, recommends that H. F. No. 522 be withdrawn 
from the Committee on Labor and Commerce and be placed on 
General Orders, and that pursuant to Rule 10 H. F. No. 522 be 
made a special order for immediate consideration at a time de
signated by the Chairman of the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration. 

Pursuant to Rule 60, a roll call was taken on the motion of Mr. 
Laufenburger that H. F. No. 522 be withdrawn from the Com
mittee on Labor and Commerce and placed on General Orders, 
and that pursuant to Rule 10 H. F. No. 522 be made a special 
order for immediate consideration at a time designated by the 
Chairman of the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

There were yeas 12 and nays 4 as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Coleman, Conzemius, Arnold, Borden, Chenoweth, Davies, 
Gearty, Hughes, Laufenburger, Moe, Ogdahl and Olson, A. G. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ashbach; Blatz; Hansen, Baldy and O'Neill. 

The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 60, a roll call was taken on the motion of 
Mr. Davies that pursuant to Rule 40 H. F. No. 522 be withdrawn 
from the Committee on Labor and Commerce and re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. 

There were yeas 2 and nays 13 as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Davies and Olson, A.G. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Coleman; Conzemius; Arnold; Blatz; Borden; Chenoweth; 
Gearty; Hansen, Baldy; Hughes; Laufenburger; Moe; Ogdahl 
and O'Neill. 

The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Ashbach requested that the foregoing committee report 
))e divided out. 

Mr. Ashbach requested division of the committee report as 
follows: 

First portion: 

Pursuant to Rule 40 and on request of Mr. Keefe, S., first au
thor of H. F. No. 522, recommends that H. F. No. 522 be with
drawn from the Committee on Labor and Commerce and be 
placed on General Orders, 

Second portion: 

And that pursuant to Rule 10 H. F. No. 522 be made a special 
order for immediate consideration at a time designated by the 
Chairman of the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Ashbach moved a substitute motion to indefinitely post
pone the committee report. 

The Chair was asked to rule on whether or not Mr. Ashbach's 
motion was in order. 
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CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Olson, J. L., imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 
Josefson North 
Keefe, J. Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

The Chair ruled Mr. Ashbach's motion was out of order. 

Mr. Jensen appealed the decision of the Chair. 

The question being taken on the decision of the Chair, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 28, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Gearty 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe, S. 
Kleinbaum 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 

McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Dunn Jensen 
Fitzsimons Josef son 
Frederick Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Hansen, Mel Knutson 
Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

The decision of the Chair was sustained. 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

The question being taken on the adoption of the first portion 
of the committee report, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 27, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson Doty McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Arnold Gearty Merriam Perpich, G. 
Borden Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Coleman Kleinbaum Olhoft Solon 
Conzemius Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Spear 
Davies Lewis Olson, H. D. Stokowski 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Dunn Jensen 
Fitzsimons Josefson 
Frederick Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Hansen, Mel Knutson 
Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 

Nelson 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renn.eke 
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Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

The motion prevailed. So the first portion of the committee re
J!)Ort was adopted. 

Mr. Coleman moved that the second portion of the committee 
l'eport be laid on the table. The motion prevailed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 973 was read the second time. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H.F. Nos. 1007, 1476, 404, 1569, 1526, 884, 717, 749, 929, 557, 
951, 1304, 534, 581 and 522 were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Anderson moved that the name of Mr. Ogdahl be added as 
to-author to S. F. No. 1393. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Conzemius moved that the name of Mr. Stassen be added 
as co-author to S. F. No. 1198. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that H. F. No. 61 be withdrawn from 
the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs and re-referred 
to the Committee on Rules and Administration. The motion pre
vailed. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Olson, H. D., moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 1169 
failed to pass the Senate on May 9, 1975, be now reconsidered. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Olson, H. D., moved that. H. F. No. 1169 be returned to 
General Orders. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman moved that General Orders be made a Special 
Orders Calendar for immediate consideration. The motion pre
vailed. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 119: A bill for an act relating to the practice of 
medicine; physicians, surgeons and osteopaths; suspension of 
licenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 147.021. 
Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 0, a,i 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Bang 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 
Davies 
Do1y 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Moe 
Hughes Nelson 
Jensen North 
Josefson Ogdahl 
Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Kleinbaum Olson, A G. 
Knutson Olson, J. L. 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1261; A bill for an act relating to St. Louis county; 
creating a study commission and providing an election to deter
mine whether to divide St. Louis county. 

Mr. Perpich, G., moved to amend S. F. No. 1261 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 2, insert: 

"Sec. 3. This act is effective on the day following final enact
ment." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1261 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 14, as 
folJows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang 
Chmielewski 
Gearty 

Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hansen, Mel Ogdahl 
K1einbaum Olson, H. D. 

O'Neill 
SiUers 
Solon 

[50THDAY 

Stokowski 
Tennessen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 795: A bill for an act relating to Special School 
district No. 1; extending bonding authority; amending Laws 1959, 
Chapter 462, Section 3, Subdivision 7, as amended. 

Mr. Stokowski moved to amend S. F. No. 795 as follows: 

Page 2, line 10, after "exceed" insert "75 percent of" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 795 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were : 

Arnold Fitzsimons Knutson 
Ashbach Frederick Kowalczyk 
Bang Gearty Lauf.enhurger 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Brataas Hanso111, R. Merriam 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton 
Chmielewski Humphrey Moe 
Coleman Jensen North 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 

Mr. Davies voted in the negative. 

Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpicb, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Staesen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 370: A bill for an act relating to solemnization of 
marriage; authorizing solemnization of marriage among Native 
Americans by Indian holy men; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Section 517 .18. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kleinbaum 
Dunn Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen. Baldy Lewis 
Hansen. Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson. R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 
Kirchner North 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Ohion,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 
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Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 459: A bill for an act relating to elections; fair cam
paign practices; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
211.23. 

Mr. Stassen moved to amend S. F. No. 459 as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, before "no" insert "Subdivision 1." 

Page 1, lines 8 through 10 strike the new language 

Page 1, line 12, strike "any person, or" and insert a comma 

Page 1, line 13, after "securing" insert ", or prevent or promise 
to prevent" 

Page 1, lines 15 through 18 strike the new language 

Page 2, after line 4, insert 

"Subd. 2. No public employee shall in order to aid or promote 
a person's nomination or election, appoint or promise to appoint. 
secure or promise to secure or aid in securing, or prevent or prom
ise to prevent the appointment, nomination, or election of any 
person to any public or private position or employment, or to any 
position of honor, trust, or emolument." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Bernhagen moved to amend S. F. No. 459 as follows: 

Page 1, after line 4, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 211.01, is amend
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. "Association" means business, corporation, firm, 
partnership, committee, labor organization, club, or any other 
group of two or more persons, which includes more than an im
mediate family, acting in concert, other than a political com
mittee." 

Page 2, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 211.27, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 
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211.27 [CORPORATIONS NOT TO CONTRIBUTE TO PO
LITICAL CAMPAIGN.] Subdivision 1. No eel'flora-tioa deiag 
hasinees m ~ ~ association shall pay or contribute, or offer, 
consent, or agree to pay or contribute, directly or indirectly, any 
money, property, free service of its officers or employees or thing 
of value to any political party, organization, committee, or indi
vidual for any political purpose whatsoever, or to promote or 
defeat the candidacy of any person for nomination, election, or 
appointment to any political office. If any eel'JIOlftQeB association 
shall be convicted of violating any of the provisions of this 
chapter, it shall be subject to a penalty in the amount not exceed
ing $10,000 to be collected as other claims or demands for money 
are collected; and, if a domestic eel'fleretioa association, in 
addition to that penalty, it may be dissolved; and, if a foreign or 
non-resident eel'fleratieR association, in addition to that penalty, 
its right to do business in this state may be declared forfeited." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "Section 211.23" and insert "Sections 
211.01, by adding a subdivision; 211.23; and 211.27, Subdivi
sion 1" 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Davies imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sena
tors answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum. 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 24 and nays 36, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 

Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Doty Lewis Perpich, G. 
Arnold Gearty Merriam Purfeerst 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Milton Schaaf 
Chenoweth Hughes North Schrom 
Chmielewski Humphrey Ogdahl Solon 
Coleman Keefe, S. 01hoft Spear 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. Stassen 
Davies Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. Stokowski 

2119 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 459 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Davies Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Ashbach Doty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Lewis Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Mel McCut.cbeon Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Brataas Humphrey Moe Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Jensen Nelson Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. North Henneke 
Coleman Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schaaf 
Conzemius Kirchner Olhoft Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy and Stokowski voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1422: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
authorizing the city of St. Paul to impose reasonable charges for 
emergency or paramedic ambulance services; amending Laws 
1974, Chapter 435, by adding a section. 

Mr. North moved to amend S. F. No. 1422 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 15, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, Section 1.0207, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 1.0207. [HEALTH.] (a) [ADDITION TO ST. PAUL
RAMSEY HOSPITAL; PLANNING.] Ramsey county may issue 
and sell general obligation bonds of the county in an amount not 
to exceed $400,000 to plan and design an addition to St. Paul
Ramsey hospital in conjunction with the Gillette hospital au
thority. The county shall pledge its full faith and credit and taxing 
powers for the payment of the bonds in accordance with Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 475, except that no election shall be required 
and these bonds shall not be included in computing the net debt 
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of the county under any laws; and taxes required to be levied for 
the payment of the bonds shall not be subject to any limitation 
of rate or amount. 

(b) [MORGUE.] (1) [DUTY TO PROVIDE.] Ramsey county 
shall provide and equip a public morgue at the county seat for the 
receipt and proper disposition of all dead bodies, which are by law 
subject to a postmortem or coroner's inquest, without charge to 
anyone. 

(2) [MAINTENANCE.] The morgue shall be under the control 
of the county, be maintained in a suitable building, separate from 
any other business, and equipped with the best modern approved 
appliances for the handling and disposition of dead bodies. It 
may not be connected in any manner with an undertaking estab
lishment; no person may be employed in or about the morgue 
who is in any manner connected with or interested in the under
taking business. 

(c) [HEALTH DEPARTMENT.] (1) [HEALTH DEPART
MENT; PURPOSE.] It is the purpose of this subsection to pro
vide enabling authority for Ramsey county to establish a com
prehensive health department and to provide coordinated public 
and mental health services to the residents of Ramsey county. 
The term "department" means the comprehensive health de
partment established in Ramsey county. This subsection is in 
addition to any statutory authority now existing for the estab
lishment of a health department for Ramsey county. 

(2) [CREATION OF DEPARTMENT.] Ramsey county may 
create a county health department which is under the super
vision and control of the county board. 

(3) [POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES.] (A) The respon
sibilities assigned to the department shall include but not be 
limited to all or some of the responsibilities as set forth in the 
following subparagraphs. 

(B) The powers and duties vested in or imposed upon a local 
health board as provided in Minnesota Statutes 1969, Chapter 
145, for the area of all of Ramsey county. 

(C) The powers and duties imposed upon a board of county 
commissioners to employ public health nurses as provided in Min
nesota Statutes 1969, Chapter 145. 

(D) Health services for school children vested in or imposed 
upon a school district when the board of education of the school 
district petitions the county to provide the services by contract 
or otherwise for its district. 

(E) The powers and duties vested in or imposed upon the 
health officer of a city inside the county of Ramsey who has 
elected to maintain local registration of vital statistics and the 
powers and duties of the clerk of the district court of Ramsey 
county as local registrar of vital statistics. 

(F) The county may authorize the health department to oper-
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ate a mental health program and may utilize the authorities of 
the community mental health boards as set forth in Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 245.61 to 245.68. When so authorized, the 
county board shall suffice to function in lieu of the community 
mental health board provided for in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
245.66. 

(G) Prepare and have published an annual report of the work 
of the health department. 

(H) Recommend to the governing body of a governmental unit 
inside the county of Ramsey local legislation pertaining to public 
health. 

(I) The department may be authorized to provide other health 
services as may be directed by the county board if the service& 
are authorized by law to be provided by the county or by any 
agency or department thereof. 

(J) The department may be authorized to buy services from 
other agencies, public or private, that are providing services con
sistent with health department purposes. 

(K) The department may be authorized to establish fee sched
ules based on ability to pay for services rendered. 

(L) The county shall have the authority to adopt and enforce 
regulations for the preservation of public health applicable to 
the whole or a part of the county, but no county regulation may 
supersede higher standards established by statute, the regula
tions of the state board of health, or provisions of the charter 
or ordinances of a municipality inside the county pertaining to 
the same subject. Nothing in this subparagraph shall prohibit a 
municipality from adopting ordinances or resolutions for the 
regulation of the public health setting higher standards than 
those of the state board of health, the county board, or state law. 

(M) The health department shall cause all laws and regulations 
relating to public health to be obeyed and enforced inside ita 
jurisdictional area. 

( 4) [FUNDING.] (A) The health department shall be operated 
and maintained from funds appropriated for and fees collected 
by the department together with the state, federal, and private 
grants that are made available to it or to any of the local govern
mental units in the county of Ramsey for health purposes. 

(B) The county shall annually prepare and approve a budget of 
the department's proposed expenditures for the ensuing fiscal 
year. 

(5) [TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS.] Upon assignment by the 
county board of the responsibilities under paragraph (3), the 
powers and duties of a department, board, agency, governmental 
subdivision, or bureau whose powers and duties have been placed 
in the health department shall end and its records and personnel 
relating to the powers and duties are transferred to the health 
department. 
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(6) [PERSONNEL.] (A) [HEALTH OFFICER.] The county 
shall appoint a health officer who shall be designated the director 
of public health and who shall be responsible for the operation of 
the department. The county shall fix his salary. 

(B) [QUALIFICATIONS OF HEALTH OFFICER.] The health 
officer must be a licensed physician experienced or trained in pub
lic health administration, or instead a person, other than a physi
cian with training or experience in public health administration. 
If the appointee is not a physician, the county board shall pro
vide, in addition, the services of a licensed physician that are 
necessary on either a part time or full time basis and provide 
reasonable compensation therefor. The director of the depart
ment shall select subordinate personnel subject to the approval 
of the county board. 

(C) [EMPLOYEES.] (i) Each person transferred to the health 
department by this paragraph and each employee under a merit 
system governing public employees is considered to have qualified 
for a permanent position of similar class and grade in the classified 
civil service of Ramsey county, without reduction in pay or senior
ity, and without examination. Each other person so transferred who 
is a full time officer or employee shall take, within six months after 
the organization of the health department, and subject to civil ser
vice rules of Ramsey county, a noncompetitive, practical, qualifying 
examination. The qualifying examination may involve only the 
duties of the position occupied immediately prior to the organiza
tion of the health department or the position occupied on the date 
the examination is given, whichever examination the officer or em
ployee elects to take. If a person taking the qualifying examination 
possesses the ability and capacity that enables him to perform the 
duties of the position for which he is examined, in a reasonably ef
ficient manner, he shall be given a permanent civil service status in 
the Ramsey county civil service. A person who willfully refuses to 
take the examination when offered without reasonable excuse shall 
be removed from his position immediately. A person taking the ex
amination who fails to pass shall be removed from his position at the 
end of 60 days after receipt of notice of failure to pass. A person 
required to take a qualifying examination shall not be laid off, sus
pended, discharged, or reduced in pay or position except in accor
dance with the provisions of laws applicable to members of the 
classified Ramsey county civil service having civil service status 
until he has completed the qualifying examination and has been 
notified of the result thereof. 

(ii) A part time officer or employee of a department, board, 
agency, governmental subdivision or bureau whose powers and 
duties are placed in the health department may be transferred upon 
the organization of the health department and may become officers 
or employees thereof. 

(7) [RESOLUTION, APPROVAL.] No resolution adopted by 
the board of county commissioners of Ramsey county establishing a 
county health department is effective inside each of the following 
governmental units unless approved by the governing bod,Y. of the 
particular unit, namely: city of Saint Paul; city of White Bear 
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Lake; villages of Arden Hills, Blaine, Falcon Heights, Gem Lake, 
Little Canada, Lauderdale, Maplewood, Mounds View, New 
Brighton, North Oaks, North Saint Paui Roseville, Saint Anthony, 
Shoreview, Spring Lake Park, Vadnais Heights; town of White 
Bear. The resolution is effective in a unit upon the approval of that 
unit's governing body. 

(8) [COUNTY NURSING SERVICE.] The Ramsey county 
nursing service presently existing shall not be discontinued unless 
the discontinuance is approved by two-thirds of the governing 
bodies of the governmental units listed in paragraph ( 7) of this 
subsection. 

(9) [PAYMENT FOR SERVICES.] No governmental unit 
listed in paragraph (7) shall pay for any services provided by this 
subsection until its governing body has approved the resolution as 
provided in paragraph (7). 

(10) [CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENTS; FUNCTIONS.] None 
of the functions of the presently-existing city health departments 
in the county of Ramsey may be abandoned by the county health 
department without proper provision for the exercise of the func
tion by some agency of government. 

(d) [AMBULANCE SERVICE.] (1) [LIMITED TO RE
QUESTING MUNICIPALITIES.] If the county of Ramsey, or an 
agency or department thereof, establishes an emergency ambulance 
service, the cost of operating and maintaining the service shall be 
a charge only against the real and personal property located inside 
those villages, cities or towns inside the county which by resolution 
of its governing body request the service. 

(2) [SERVICE CHARGE.] If an emergency ambulance service as 
provided under the above paragraph is provided in a village, city or 
town in which the real and personal property is not charged for the 
cost thereof, then a reasonable charge for the service shall be made of 
the benefited person. 

(e) [PARAMEDICS.] (1) [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this article, 
"physician's trained mobile intensive care paramedic" means a per~ 
son who: 

(A) Is an employee of the county of Ramsey or the city of St. 
Paul; 

(B) Has been specially trained in emergency cardiac and noncar
diac care by a licensed physician in a training program certified by 
the state board of health or the state board of medical examiners and 
is certified as qualified to render the emergency livesaving services 
enumerated herein. 

(2) The city of St. Paul and the county of Ramsey are hereby 
authorized to maintain a staff of physician's trained mobile intensive 
care paramedics. 

(3) (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, physician's 
trained mobile intensive care paramedics may do any of the following, 

(i) Regular rescue, first aid and resuscitation services; 
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(ii) During training may administer parenteral medications under 
rhe direct supervision of a licensed physician or a registered nurse; 

(iii) Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation and defibrillation in a 
pulseless, nonbreathing patient; 

(iv) Administer intravenous saline or glucose solutions; 

( v) Administer parenteral injections in any of the following classes 
of drugs: 

(a) antiarrythmic agents; 
( b) vagolytic agents; 
(c) chronotropic agents; 
(d) analgesic agents; 

( e) alkalinizing agents; 
(f) vasopressor agents; 
(g) diuretics; 

( vi) Administer, perform and apply all other procedures, drugs 
and skills in which they have heen trained and are certified to give, 
apply and dispense. 

(B) But at all times before undertaking the actions authorized by 
clauses (iii), (iv), ( v) and (vi) , paramedics shall make and continue 
to make, during the course of an emergency, attempts to establish 
voice communications with and receive instructions from a licensed 
physician who has been associated with the dispensing of emergency 
cardiac and noncardiac medical care. Additionally, the paramedics 
shall make and continue to make, during the course of what they be
lieve to be a cardiac emergency, attempts to telemeter to a licensed 
physician, who has been associated with the dispensing of cardiac 
medical care, and electrocardiogram of the person being treated. 

(C) Nothing contained in this subsection shall be construed to 
change existing law as it relates to delegation by a licensed physician 
of acts, tasks or functions to persons other than physician's trained 
mobile intensive care paramedics. 

( 4) No licensed physician or registered nurse, who in good faith 
and in the exercise of reasonable care gives emergency instructions 
to a certified physician's trained mobile intensive care paramedic 
at the scene of an emergency, or while in transit to and from 
the scene of such emergency, shall be liable for any civil damages 
as a result of issuing such instructions. 

( 5) No certified physician's trained mobile intensive care para
medic, who in good faith and in the exercise of reasonable care 
renders emergency lifesaving care and treatment as set forth in 
this subsection, shall be liable for any civil damages because of 
rendering such care and treatment. 

(f) [AIR QUALITY.] (1) [APPROPRIATION.] Ramsey coun
ty may appropriate and spend money in each year for the improve
ment and preservation of the purity and quality of the air. 

(2) [JOINT POWERS.] Ramsey county may enter into con
tractual agreements with another governmental unit, body or 
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group of bodies inside or outside the county without regard to 
whether the other governmental unit, body or group of bodies be 
a unit of state, county or municipal government or a school dis
trict, authority, or special district to perform on behalf of that 
unit, body or group of bodies the improvement and preservation 
of the purity and quality of the air. 

(3) [ORDINANCE.] Ramsey county may, by ordinance, enact 
and enforce rules and regulations controlling the purity and quality 
of the air. No regulation adopted by the county pursuant hereto 
is effective within a governmental unit until ratified by the govern
ing body of the governmental unit affected. 

Renumber the sections in order 

Amend the title, Page I, line 5, after "435," insert "Section 
1.0207, and" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. McCutcheon moved to amend S. F. No.1422 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 15, add a section to read: 

"Sec. 2. The prouisions of Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 
1 .0207 ( e) and section 1 of this act shall also apply to the city of 
Maplewood." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 
Page 2, line 16, before "This" insert: "Subdivision 1. Section 1 

of' 
Page 2, after line 19, insert a subdivision to read: 
"Subd. 2. Section 3 of this act shall become effectiue only after 

the approual of a majority of the gouerning body of the city of 
Maplewood and upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 645.021." 

Further amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 2, strike "city" and insert "cities" 
Page 1, line 2, after "St. Paul" insert "and Maplewood; au

thorizing the city of Maplewood to establish a physician's trained 
intensive care paramedic program" 

Page 1, line 3, strike "city" and insert "cities" 
Page 1, line 3, after "St. Paul" insert "and Maplewood" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No. 1422: A bill for an act relating to the cities of St. Paul 

and Maplewood; authorizing the city of Maplewood to establish a 
physician's trained intensive care paramedic program; authorizing 
the cities of St. Paul and Maplewood to impose reasonable charges 
for emergency or paramedic ambulance services; amending Laws 
1974, Chapter 435, Section 1.0207, and by adding a section. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Kirchner North 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olhoft 
Bernhagen Gearty Laufenburger Olson, A. G. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lewis Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam O'Neill 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Perpich, G. 
Coleman Keefe, J. Nelson Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

H. F, No. 133: A bill for an act relating to taxation; eliminat
ing assessor's function of obtaining agricultural statistics and 
information; appointment of special boards of review and equali
zation; providing for certification of assessor; reclassification 
procedures for certain property ; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 17.03, Subdivision 2; 270.11, by adding a subdivi
~ion; 270.48; 273.17, Subdivision 1; 274.01; 274.13; 274.14. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H. F. No. 133, as amended by 
the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws, adopted by the Senate 
April 23, 1975 as follows: 

In the committee amendment to page 10, after the last line of Sec. 
,, insert: 

"'Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 16, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [HOMESTEAD ESTABLISHED AFTER ASSESSMENT 
DATE.] (1) Any property which was not used for the purpose of a 
homestead on the assessment date, but which was used for the pur
pose of a homestead on June 1 of such year, shall constitute class 
3b, class 3c or class 3cc, as the case may be, to the extent of one
lmll of the valuation which would have been includible in such class 
and one-half the homestead tax credit to which it would have been 
t'ntitled had the property been used as a homestead on both such 
dates. 

(2) Any taxpayer meeting the requirements of clause (1) must 
shall notify the county assessor, or the assessor who has the powers 
of the county assessor pursuant to section 273.063, in writing, prior 
to June 15 of such year in order to qualify thereunder. 

The county assessor and the county auditor are hereby empowered 
to make the necessary changes on their assessment and tax records 
to provide for proper homestead classification and credit as provided 
in clauses (I) and (2). 

(3) The owner of any property qualifying under this subdivision, 
which has not been accorded the benefits of this subdivision, regard
less of whether or not the notification required in clause (2) has been 
time/) filed, may be entitled to recel've such benefits by proper app/i-
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cation as provided in Minnesota Statutes, Section 270.07, or Minne• 
sota Statutes, Section 375.192. 

( 4) Clause 3 shall be effective for the assessment year 1973 and 
subsequent years." 

Further amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 10, after "270.48;" insert "273.13, Subdivision 16" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 133 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend• 
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hughe11 Merriam Pillsbury 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Henneke 
Conzemius Jensen Nelson Schaaf 
Davies Keefe, J. North Schrom 
Doty Keefe, S. Olhoft Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 749: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
investigation of certain license applicants; amending MinnesotA 
Statutes 1974, Section 340.13, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, u 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Coleman Jensen North 
Arnold Conzemius Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ashbach Davies Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bang Doty Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk Perpich, G. 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Henneke 
Brown Hansen, Mel Merriam Schaaf 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Milton Schrom 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr, Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 
11:00 o'clock a.m., Monday, May 12, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTY-FIRST DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Monday, May 12, 1975 

The Senate met at 11:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sena
tors answered to their names: 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl Schmitz 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson. A. G. Schrom 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. Spear 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton Stokowski 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
Coleman Hughes Lewis Perpich, G. Tennessen 
Conzemius Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury Deland 
Davies Josefson Milton Purfeerst Wegener 
Doty Keefe, S. North Schaaf Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Ronald C. Peterson. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Mccutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to 
the committees indicated. 
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Mr. Arnold introduced-

S. F. No. 17 42: A bill for an act relating to insurance; provid
ing for more competition in compensation insurance rate setting; 
abolishing minimum rates for compensation insurance; amend
ing Minnesota: Statutes 197 4, Sections 79.07 and 79.21. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Arnold introduced-

S. F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to insurance; providing 
for competition in workmen's compensation insurance rate setting; 
abolishing minimum rates for workmen's compensation insurance; 
abolishing the rate making functions of the workmen's compen
sation rating bureau; renaming the bureau and clarifying its func
tions; directing the commissioner of insurance to make certain 
information available to the public; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 79.07; 79.08; 79.11; 79.17; 79.21; 79.22; 79.24; 
79.25; 79.28; 79.29; 79.30; and 79.31. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Borden introduced-

$. F. No. 17 44: A bill for an act relating to financial institu
tions; establishing procedures for issuance of cease and desist 
orders and removal of officers in the event of violation of law 
or sound financial practices; providing penalties. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Borden introduced-

S. F. No. 17 45: A bill for an act relating to industrial loan 
and thrift companies; requiring approval of name by commis
sioner of banks; regulating renewals of loans and refunds of in• 
terest or discounts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
53.03, by adding a subdivision; 53.04; and 53.07. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1142: A bill for an act relating to state parks; prohibit-
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ing littering; providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 85.20, by adding a subdivision. 

Senate File No. 1142 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward ·A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 9, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Arnold moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 1142 and that the bill be placed on its re
passage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1142 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, A. G. 
Bang Gearty Larson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Lewis O'Neill 
Blatz Hanson, R. McCutcheon Patton 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Pillsbury 
Conzemius Josefson Moe Purfeerst 
Davi"" Keefe, S. North Schaaf 
Doty Kirchner Ogdahl Schmitz 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed t.o. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk be 
now adopted, with the exception of the reports on S. F. Nos. 596, 
486, 1540 and 466 and reports pertaining to appointments. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which was re-referred 

S. F. No. 596: A bill for an act relating to teachers; appointing 
two vocational teachers to the teacher standards and certification 
commission; providing for an executive director of the teacher 
standsrds and certification commission; budget of teacher stan
dards and certification commission; appropriating money; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 125.183, Subdivisions 1 
and 3; 125.184, Subdivision 2; and 125.185, Subdivisions 4 and 6; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 125.185, Subdivision 8. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows : 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 125.184, Subdivi
sion 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of education shall seNe ae seeretary 
m the eanm1iSuiea IHlQ, m his dlsere-aea; may assigH BUeh 13erseas 
as may be reflwred ta 13erform eler.eal aHG appoint an executive 
secretary whose primary responsibility shall be to provide profes
sional assistance to the commission and coordinate clerical as
sistance as may be provided by the department of education. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 125.185, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The commission shall develop and create criteria, rules, 
and regulations for the certification of public school teachers and 
interns, which shall be submitted to the state board of education 
for approval, and from time to time the commission shall revise or 
supplement the criteria for certification of public school teachers 
subject to approval by the state board. It shall be the duty of the 
commission to establish criteria for the approval of teacher educa
tion programs subject to approval by the board. Subject to criteria, 
rules, and regulations approved by the state board of education, 
the commission shall also grant certificates to interns and to can
didates for original certificates and receive recommendations from 
local committees as established by the commission for the renewal 
of teaching certificates, to grant life certificates to those who qual
ify according to requirements established by the commission, and 
suspend or revoke certificates pursuant to section 125.09. With r!'
gard to vocational education teachers the commission shall adopt 
and maintain as its criteria the state plan for vocational education. 

In the event the state board of education disapproves any pro
posal from the commission, it shall give written notice of such 
disapproval within ±00 60 days after the receipt of the proposal 
including its reasons. Any proposal disapproved by the state 
board may be resubmitted by the commission at any time after 
the expiration of DO 45 days after the date of disapproval. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 125.185, Subdivision 8, 
is repealed." 

Further, amend the title by striking it in its entirety and insert
ing: 

"A bill for an act relating to teachers; providing for an execu
tive secretary of the teacher standards and certification commis
sion; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 125.184, Subdi
vision 2; and 125.185, Subdivision 4; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Section 125.185, Subdivision 8." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Pursuant to Joint Rule 
20, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Admin
istration. 
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Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 

S. F. No. 486: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic regu
lations; requiring counties to establish presentence investigation 
and counseling alcohol safety programs and alcohol safety enforce
ment programs; requiring presentence investigation reports forcer
tain driving offenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
169.121, by adding a subdivision; and Chapter 169, by adding sec
tions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section I. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 169, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[169.124] [ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM; FINANCING.] 
Subdivision 1. The county board of every county shall establish an 
alcohol safety program designed to provide presentence investiga
tion and evaluation of persons convicted of one of the offenses 
enumerated in section 4, subdivision 1, of this act. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of public safety shall promulgate 
rules, setting forth uniform standards for alcohol safety programs 
which are necessary for the proper presentence investigation and 
assurance of the accuracy of preliminary screening devices. In the 
preparation of standards the commissioner shall consult with the 
alcohol and other drug abuse section in the department of public 
welfare and with local community mental health boards. 

Subd. 3. The cost of presentence investigation outlined in section 
1 shall be borne by the county. Upon application by the county to 
the commissioner of public safety, the commissioner shall reimburse 
the county 50 percent of the cost of each presentence investigation 
not to exceed $25 in each case. 

Subd. 4. The commissioner of public safety is hereby authorized 
to reimburse local units of government in an amount equal to 25 
percent of the total cost of purchase of preliminary screening de
vices approved by him for the purpose of this section. This subdi
vision shall apply to those preliminary screening devices purchased 
under the provisions of the highway safety act of 1966. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 169.121, Subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The court may stay imposition or execution of any sen
tence authorized by subdivision 3 a,, 4 Qf}8I¼ a meElieal ,eeammen 
datsan and on the condition that the convicted person submit to 
meaieal treatment in a swtahle by a public or private institution 
or facility providing rehabilitation for chemical dependency licensed 
by the department of public welfare . A stay of imposition or ex
ecution shall be in the manner provided in section 609.135. The 
court shall report to the commissioner of public safety any stay of 
imposition or execution of sentence granted under the provisions of 
this section. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 169, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[169.125] [COUNTY COOPERATION.] County boards may 
enter into an agreement to establish a regional presentence investi
gation a/,cohol safety program. Any agreement entered into pur
suant to this section shall be governed by rules promulgated by the 
commissioner of public safety and section 471.59. County boards 
may contract with other counties and agencies for presentence in
vestigation services. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 169, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[169.126] [PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION.] Subdivision 
1. A presentence investigation shall be conducted and a report 
submitted to the court by the county agency administering the 
alcohol safety counseling program when: 

( a) The defendant is convicted of an offense described in sec
tion 169.121; or 

(b) The defendant is arrested for committing an offense de
scribed in section 169.121, is not convicted therefor, but is con
victed of another offense arising out of the circumstances surround
ing such arrest. 

Subd. 2. The report shall contain an evaluation of the convicted 
defendant concerning his characteristics, circumstances, needs, 
prior traffic record, prior record of alcohol problems, and amen
ability to rehabilitation through the alcohol safety program. The 
report shall include a recommendation as to a treatment or 
rehabilitation program for the defendant. 

Subd. 3. The report required by this section shall be prepared 
by a person knowledgeable in diagnosis of chemical dependency. 

Subd. 4. The court before imposing sentence after conviction 
for one of the offenses described in subdivision 1 shall give due 
consideration to the agency's report. 

Sec. 5. [APPROPRIATIONS.] There is hereby appropriated 
from the general fund to the commissioner of public safety such 
amounts as are necessary to administer the provisions of this 
act, not to exceed $500,000." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, after "offenses;" insert "appropriating money;" 

Page 1, line 8, after "169.121," strike "by adding a subdivision" 
and insert "Subdivision 6" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill 
was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 
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S. F. No. 1540: A bill for an act relating to charitable trusts and 
trustees; authorizing the attorney general to establish and maintain 
a register of charitable trusts; to adopt and promulgate rules and 
regulations necessary to carry out the purposes of the act and to 
take appropriate actions to protect and enforce the proper admin
istration of charitable trusts; authorizing investigations; providing 
for assessment of expenses and proceedings; authorizing fees; pro
viding penalties. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CITATION.] Sections 1 to 12 shall be known and 
may be cited as the supervision of charitable trusts and trustees 
act. 

Sec. 2. [CHARITABLE TRUSTS; SUPERVISION BY AT
TORNEY GENERAL.] Sections 1 to 12 shall apply to all charita
ble trusts and all trustees holding property for charitable pur
poses. The attorney general shall have and exercise, in addition 
to all the common law and statutory rights, duties and powers 
of the attorney general in connection with the supervision, ad
ministration and enforcement of charitable trusts, the rights, 
duties and powers set forth in sections 1 to 12. 

Sec. 3. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the purposes of 
sections 1 to 12, the terms defined in this section have the mean
inJ!'s ascribed to them. 

Subd. 2. "Charitable purpose" means any charitable, benevo
lent, philanthropic, religious, social service, educational, eleemos
ynary or other public use or purpose, either actual or purported. 

Subd. 3. "Trustee" means a person or group of persons either 
in an individual or a joint capacity, or a director, officer or other 
agent of an association, foundation, trustee corporation, corpora
tion or other legal entity who is vested with the control or re
sponsibility of administering property held for any charitable 
purpose. 

Subd. 4. "Charitable trust" means any fiduciary relationship 
with respect to property arising as a result of a manifestation 
of an intention to create it and subjecting the trustee by whom 
the property is held to fiduciary duties to deal with the property 
for charitable purposes. 

Subd. 5. The definition of the terms "trustee" and "charitable 
trust" contained in this section are for the purposes of sectio])s 
1 to 12 and shall not be construed to modify or abridge any law 
or rule respecting the nature of any charitable trust or the na
ture and extent of the duties of any trustee except such duties 
as may be imposed by sections 1 to 12. 

Sec. 4. [EXCLUSIONS.] The registration and reporting provi
sions of sections 5 and 6 shall not apply to 

(a) A charitable trust administered by the United States, any 
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state, territory or possession of the United States, the District 
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or to any of 
their agencies or subdivisions. 

(b) An educational institution which is under the general 
supervision of the state board of education, the state college 
board, the state board for community colleges, or the university 
of Minnesota or the north central association of colleges and 
secondary schools, or by any other national or regional accredit
ing association, and an charitable trusts organized and operated 
exclusively for educational purposes which are administered by 
any such institution. 

(c) Religious associations organized pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapters 315 and 317 and an charitable trusts or
ganized and operated exclusively for religious purposes which 
are administered by any such religious association. 

( d) Institutions and corporations organized and operated as 
hospitals or as medical centers engaged in medical care, educa
tion and research. 

(e) An organization described in section 509(a) (3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which is operated, supervised or 
controned by or in connection with one or more organizations 
described in clauses (b) through ( d) of this section, a pooled 
income fund as defined in section 642 (c) (5) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 which is maintained by an organization 
described in clauses (b) through ( d) of this section, and a 
charitable remainder annuity trust or unitrust, as defined in sec
tion 664 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, of which the 
trustee is an organization described in clauses (b) through ( d) 
of this section. 

(f) A trust in which the only charitable interest is a contin
gent interest for which no charitable deduction has been anowed 
for Minnesota income, inheritance or gift tax purposes and a 
tr11st not an of the unexpired interests in which are devoted to 
one or more charitable purposes and in which the only charitable 
interest is an annuity or an income interest with respect to 
which a charitable deduction is anowed the trust under applica
ble Minnesota income tax laws. 

(g) An organization which does not have at least $5,000 of 
gross assets at any time during a taxable year and which nor
many receives more than two-thirds of its sunport each year 
from the general public or from the United States, any state, 
territory or possession of the United States, the District of 
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or any of their 
agencies or subdivisions. 

Sec. 5. [REGISTER OF TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.] Subdivi
sion 1. The secretary of state shall establish and maintain a 
register of charitable trusts and trustees subject to the provi
sions of sections 1 to 12. 

Subd. 2. Every charitable trust subject to the provisions of 
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sections 1 to 12 shall register and file with the secretary of state 
a copy of the instrument creating the charitable trust including 
any amendments thereto within three months after the charita
ble trust first rec(lives possession or control of any property au
thorized or required to be applied, either at present or in the 
future, for charitable purposes. If a trustee holds any property 
at the time sections 1 to 12 take effect, which is authorized or 
required to be applied, either at present or in the future, for 
charitable purposes, the filing and registration shall be made 
within three months after the effective date of sections 1 to 12. 

Sec. 6. [FILING OF ANNUAL REPORTS.] Subdivision 1. 
Every charitable trust subject to the provisions of sections 1 to 
12 shall, in addition to filing copies of the instruments previously 
required, file with the secretary of state annual written reports 
setting forth information as described in section 6056 (b) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954. These reports shall be filed 
annually on or before the fifteenth day of the fifth month follow
ing the close of the charitable trust's taxable year as established 
for federal tax purposes. The time for filing may be extended 
by application to the secretary of state; but no such extension 
shall be for more than six months. 

Subd. 2. The secretary of state may suspend the filing of re
ports as to a particular charitable trust for a reasonable, specifical
ly designated time upon written application of the trustee filed 
with the secretary of state and after the attorney general has 
filed in the register of charitable trusts a written statement that 
the interests of the beneficiaries will not be prejudiced thereby 
and that annual reports are not required for proper supervision 
by his office. 

Sec. 7. [PUBLIC INSPECTION OF RECORDS.] The register, 
copies of instruments, and the reports filed with the secretary of 
state shall be open to public inspection. 

Sec. 8. [INVESTIGATORY POWERS OF THE ATTORNEY 
GENERAL; CUSTODIANS TO FURNISH COPIES OF 
RECORDS.] Subdivision 1. The attorney general may conduct 
investigations reasonably necessary for the administration of 
sections 1 to 12 and for the purpose of determining whether the 
property held for charitable purposes is properly administered. He 
may require any agent, trustee, fiduciary, beneficiary, institution, 
association, or corporation or other person, to answer written 
interrogatories reasonably related to the administration of a 
charitable trust, or to appear, at a reasonable time and place as 
the attorney general may designate, to give information under 
oath and to produce books, memoranda, papers, documents of 
title, and evidence of assets, liabilities, receipts or disbursements 
in the possession or control of the person ordered to appear. 

Subd. 2. When the attorney general requires the attendance of any 
person, as provided in subdivision 1 of this section, he shall issue 
an order setting forth the time when and the place where attendance 
is required and shall cause the same to be delivered to or sent by 
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registered mail to the person at least 14 days before the date fixed 
for attendance. The order shall have the same force and effect as a 
subpoena and, upon application of the attorney general, obedience 
to the order may be enforced by any court having jurisdiction of 
charitable trusts in the county where the person receiving it resides 
or is found, in the same manner as though the notice were a sub
poena. The court, after hearing, for cause, and upon application of 
any person aggrieved by the order, shall have the right to alter, amend, 
revise, suspend or postpone all or any part of its provisions. 

Subd. 3. The custodians of the records of a court having jurisdic
tion of probate matters or of charitable trusts, and any custodian of 
records of any department, agency or political subdivision of this state 
shall furnish free of charge copies of papers, records and files of his 
office relating to the subject of sections I to 12 as the attorney gen
eral requires. 

Subd. 4. Every officer, agency, board or commission of this state 
receiving applications for exemption from taxation of any charitable 
trust subject to sections I to 12 shall annually file with the secretary 
of state a list of all applications received during the year and shall 
notify the secretary of state of any suspension or revocation of a tax 
exempt status previously granted. 

Sec. 9. [POWERS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL; BREACH OF 
TRUST; PROCEEDINGS TO SECURE COMPLIANCE.] Subdivision 
I. The attorney general may institute appropriate proceedings to secure 
compliance with the provisions of sections I to I 2 and to secure the 
proper administration of any charitable trust. The powers and duties 
of the attorney general provided herein are in addition to his existing 
powers and duties. 

Subd. 2. The attorney general shall be notified of and has the right 
to participate as a party in all court proceedings: 

( a) To terminate a charitable trust or to liquidate or distribute 
its assets, or 

(b) To modify or depart from the objects or purposes of a chari
table trust as are set forth in the instrument governmg the trust, in
cluding any proceeding for the application of the doctrine of cy 
pres, or 

( c) To construe the provisions of an instrument with respect to 
a charitable trust, or 

( d) To review an accounting of a charitable trust submitted by a 
trustee, or 

( e) Any other proceeding involving a charitable trust when the 
interests of the uncertain or indefinite charitable beneficiaries may 
be affected. 

Subd. 3. A judgment or order rendered in proceedings without ser
vice of process and pleadings upon the attorney general, are voidable, 
unenforceable, and may be set aside at the option of the attorney 
general upon his motion seeking relief. With respect to those pro
ceedings, no compromise, settlement agreement, contract or judgment 
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agreed to by any or all of the parties having or claiming to have an 
interest in any charitable trust is valid unless the attorney general was 
made a party to the proceedings and joined in the compromise, set
tlement agreement, contract or judgment, or unless the attorney gen
eral, in writing waives his right to participate. The attorney general 
is expressly authorized to enter into a compromise, settlement agree
ment, contract or judgment as in his opinion may be in the best 
interests of the people of the state and the uncertain or indefinite 
beneficiaries. 

Subd. 4. Whenever a will provides for a bequest or devise 
to a charitable trust, the personal representative shall send to 
the attorney general a copy of the petition or application for 
probate together with a copy of the last will and testament, includ
ing any codicils which have been admitted to probate. Whenever 
objections are filed to any will or codicil containing any bequest 
or devise to a charitable trust, the person filing such objections, 
at least 14 days prior to the hearing thereon, shall send to the 
attorney general a copy of such objections, together with a copy 
of the petition or application for probate and a copy of the will, 
together with any codicils thereto which have been offered for 
probate. Any notice or documents required to be sent to the 
attorney general pursuant to this section shall be served by 
certified mail, return receipt requested. Upon receiving any such 
notice or documents the attorney general may become a party 
in the estate proceedings. 

Subd. 5. The failure of a trustee to register as required by 
section 5, or to file annual reports as required by section 6, 
or to administer and manage property held for charitable purposes 
in accordance with law or consistent with his fiduciary obligations 
constitutes a breach of trust. 

Subd. 6. The attorney general may institute a civil action in 
order to remedy and redress a breach of trust, as described in 
subdivision 5 of this section or as otherwise provided by law, 
committed by a trustee subject to the provisions of sections 1 
to 12. Whenever it appears to the attorney general that a breach 
of trust has been committed, he is entitled to sue for and have: 

(a) Injunctive relief in any court of competent jurisdiction 
against the breach of trust or threatened breach of trust; 

(b) The removal of a trustee who has committed or is com-
mitting a breach of trust; 

(c) The recovery of damages; and 

( d) Any other appropriate remedies. 

Sec. 10. [CONTRARY PROVISIONS OF INSTRUMENT 
INVALID.] Sections 1 to 12 apply regardless of any contrary 
provisions of any instrument. 

Sec. 11. [COST OF INVESTIGATIONS AND PROCEED
INGS; REGISTRATION AND FILING FEES.] Subdivision 1. 
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The secretary of state shall collect a fee of $10 upon the registra
tion of a charitable trust as required by section 5. 

Subd. 2. The secretary of state shall collect the following 
fees upon the filing of an annual report by a charitable trust as 
required by section 6: 

(a) $10, if the assets of the charitable trust are less then 
$5,000; 

(b) $25, if the assets of the charitable trust are $5,000 or more 
but less than $100,000; 

(c) $50, if the assets of the charitable trust are $100,000 or 
more but less than $500,000; 

( d) $100, if the assets of the charitable trust are $500,000 or 
more. For the purposes of this section, "assets" means the total 
fair market value of the charitable trust's assets at the end of 
that trust's taxable year as stated in the annual report required 
by section 6. 

Subd. 3. In any proceeding brought by the attorney general, or in 
which the attorney general intervenes, pursuant to sections I to 12, 
the judgment or order may provide that the trustee shall pay the rea
sonable expenses necessarily incurred by the attorney general in the 
investigation and prosecution of such action, including attorneys' fees. 
if it shall also be determined in proceeding that the trustee has been 
guilty of an intentional or grossly negligent breach of trust as defined 
in subdivision 5 of section IO or as otherwise provided by law. 

Subd. 4. All moneys received by the attorney general and the sec
retary of state pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the state 
treasury and shall be credited to the general fund." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 3, strike "attorney general" and insert "secretary ot 
state" 

Page I, line 4, strike "to adopt" 

Page I, strike line 5 

Page I, line 6, strike "carry out the purposes of the act" 

Page I, line 6, strike "and" and insert "; authorizing the attorney 
general" 

Page I, line 9, strike "providing for" 

Page I, strike line I 0 

Page 1, line 11, strike "; providing penalties" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re
referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Davies from the Committee on Judiciary, to which was re
ferred 
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S. F. No. 466: A bill for an act relating to corporations; requiring 
domestic corporations to file an annual report with the secretary 
of state; requiring the secretary of state to perform certain duties; 
authorizing the secretary of state to seek certain information by 
written interrogatories; establishing filing fees. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 301, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[301.511] [ANNUAL REPORTS.] Subdivision 1. Every cor
poration shall file with the secretary of state, within the time pre
scribed in this section, an annual report setting forth: 

( a) The name of the corporation; 

(b) The address of its registered office in this state; 

( c) The address of its principal office or business headquarters 
in this state; and 

. ( d) The names and addresses of the corporation's current di
rectors and officers, or if the corporation is in the hands of a re
ceiver or trustee, the name and address of such receiver or trustee. 

The annual report shall be made on forms prescribed and fur
nished by the secretary of state, and the information therein con
tained shall be given as of the date of the execution of the report. 
The report shall be signed and acknowledged by an officer of the 
corporation on its behalf or, if the corporation is in the hands of 
a trustee or receiver, by such trustee or receiver. 

Subd. 2. The annual report of each corporation shall be due for 
filing during a month designated by the secretary of state. Each 
corporation, except inactive corporations, shall be notified of its 
designated filing month and furnished an annual report form by 
the secretary of state at least 30 days prior to the first day of its 
designated filing month. Such notification and furnishing of forms 
shall be complete upon mailing of same to a corporation at its 
registered office. Filing shall not be complete until the annual 
report is received by the secretary of state accompanied by all filing 
fees then due. No annual report shall be due prior to July 1, 
1976 and no annual report shall be due after June 30, 1981. 

Subd. 3. Each annual report filed with the secretary of state 
shall be accompanied by a filing fee in the amount prescribed 
in section 301.071. Each annual report re-filed with the secretary 
of state pursuant to subdivision 4 of this section shall be accom
panied by, in addition to other fees due, a fee for re-filing as 
prescribed in section 301.071. Each annual report filed or re-filed 
after the date on which such report was due for filing or re
filing shall be accompanied by, in addition to other fees due, 
a late filing fee as prescribed in section 301.071. No annual report 
shall be deemed to conform to the requirements of this chapter 
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unless accompanied by all fees prescribed by this section and 
section 301.071. 

Subd. 4. If an annual report submitted to the secretary of state 
does not conform to the requirements of this chapter, it shall be 
returned by mail to the corporation at its registered office. If such a 
report is not made to conform to the requirements of this chapter 
and re-filed with the secretary of state within 30 days of such return 
of the report by the secretary of state to the corporation, it shall be 
deemed not to have been filed. 

Subd. 5. The secretary of state shall maintain in his or her office 
the most recent annual report of each corporation and shall prepare 
an alphabetical index thereof, which reports and index shall be avail
able for public inspection at regular business hours. 

Subd. 6. If any corporation has failed, for three consecutive years 
or for three of the immediately preceding five years, to file the annual 
report required by this section, the secretary of state shall give writ
ten notice of such failure to the corporation by certified mail at its 
registered office. If, within 30 days after the mailing of such notice, 
the corporation has not filed an annual report for each year in which 
it had previously failed to file in accordance with this section, and 
paid all fees payable in connection therewith, such corporation shall 
be deemed to be inactive under this chapter. An inactive corporation 
shall not engage in the active conduct of a trade or business, but the 
shareholders of the corporation may hold their annual or special meet
ings for the election of directors and the corporation may take such 
action as shall be required to reinstate it to active status. An inactive 
corporation may hold, mortgage, lease, sell or convey its real estate 
and personal property associated therewith, and may make and file 
reports and file tax returns required by the laws of the United States 
and any state. An inactive corporation may be dissolved or terminated 
in any manner provided by law. 

Subd. 7. An inactive corporation may be reinstated to active status 
by filing with the secretary of state all annual reports previously due 
but not filed and by payment of all fees prescribed by this section and 
section 301 .071 in connection therewith. 

Subd. 8. An inactive corporation shall lose its exclusive right to its 
corporate name. If the name of such Inactive corporation has, since 
the date of its being rendered inactive, been adopted by another cor
poration pursuant to this chapter, or if a person, an unincorporated 
association, or a foreign corporation has signified its intent to procure 
incorporation in this state under such name in accordance with sec
tion 301 .05, subdivision 3 or 4, and if such other domestic corpora
tion, foreign corporation, person or unincorporated association does 
not release such name or consent to its use by said inactive corpo
ration, then it shall be a condition to the reinstatement of such inactive 
corporation that it adopt a new corporate name which shall not be 
the same as, nor deceptively similar to, the name adopted by or pro
posed to be adopted by any such domestic corporation, foreign cor
poration, person or unincorporated association and which shall comply 
with the provisions of section 301 .05. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 301.02, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [INACTIVE CORPORATION.] "Inactive corporation" 
means a corporation which has failed to file annual reports required 
by this chapter and has been deemed inactive pursuant to section I. 
subdivision 6. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 301.05, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [USE OF SIMILAR NAME FORBIDDEN.] The 
corporate name shall not be the same as, nor deceptively similar 
to, the name of any other domestic corporation, except an inactive 
corporation as defined in section 301.02, or of any foreign cor
poration authorized to do business in this state unless 

(I) such domestic or foreign corporation is about to change its 
name, or to cease to do business, or is being wound up, or such 
foreign corporation is about to withdraw from doing business 
in this state, and 

(2) the written consent of such other domestic or foreign 
corporation to the adoption of its name or a deceptively similar 
name has been given and is filed with the articles of incorporation. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 301.071, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In addition to the fees prescribed in subdivision 1, 
fees shall be paid to the secretary of state according to the follow
ing schedule, at the time the service is performed: 

(a) Filing articles of incorporation and issuing a certificate 
of incorporation, $12.50; 

(b) Filing articles of amendment superseding original articles 
of incorporation as provided in section 301.37, subdivision 2, $12.50; 

( c) Filing articles of amendment, including the reduction of 
stated capital pursuant to section 301.39, as provided in section 
301.37, subdivision 4, $6.50; 

( d) Filing an agreement of consolidation, an agreement of 
merger, or a certificate of ownership, and issuing a certificate of 
incorporation or merger as provided in section 301.42 or 301.421. 
$25; 

(e) Filing a certificate of resolution instituting voluntary pro
ceedings for dissolution and appointing a trustee as provided in 
section 301.47, $4; 

(f) Filing a certificate of trustee in voluntary proceedings for 
dissolution as provided in section 301.56, $4; 

(g) Filing an order of dissolution as provided in section 301.56, 
$6.50; 
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(h) Filing a certificate of change of registered office as provided 
in section 301.33, $6.50; 

(i) Filing a certificate of resolution fixing equality of shares as 
provided in section 301.14, $6.50; 

(j) Filing a consent to use of name or a notice of intention to 
procure incorporation as provided in section 301.05, $4; 

(k) Filing a certificate of resolution electing to accept or reject 
the provisions of Laws 1933, Chapter 300 and laws amendatory 
thereto, $12.50; 

(I) ~ &BY ethff iastl'Hraeat fllllGllftat te f)re•,isieRS el 
eh&Jiter 301;-~ Filing an annual report as provided in section 
1, $10.00; re-filing an annual report as provided in section 1, sub
division 4, $10.00; late filing or re-filing of an annual report, $10.00; 

(m) Filing any other instrument pursuant to the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 301, $6.50. 

Sec. 5. The sum of $ . ........ is appropriated to the secretary 
of state for the purpose of effectuating the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 6. This act is effective qpon final enactment." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, strike "authorizing the" and insert "providing 
that corporations that fail to file reports are inactive; permitting 
oorporat1ons and others to utilize the names of inactive corpora
tions" 

Page 1, strike line 6 

Page 1, line 7, strike "written interrogatories" 

Page 1, line 7, after "fees" insert"; appropriating money; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 301 by adding a section; 
Sections 301.02, by adding a subdivision; 301.05, Subdivision 2; 
and 301.071, Subdivision 2" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill was re
referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
t-0 which was referred the following appointment as reported in 
the Journal for May 1, 1975: 

MINNESOTA STATE ETWCS COMMISSION 

Mrs. Elizabeth Ebbott 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the ap
pointment be confirmed. 

Mr. Gearty moved that the foregoing Committee Report be 
laid on the table. The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, 
to which were referred the following appointments as reported in 
the Journal for April 19, 1975: 

STATE BOARD OF BUMAN RIGHTS 

Cathy Clardy 

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD 

Edna Schwartz 
Mr. C. E. Sheehy, Jr. 

Cornell Moore 
Robert Bruce 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the ap
pointments be confirmed. 

Mr. Gearty moved that the foregoing Committee Report be 
laid on the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration 
to which were re-referred under Joint Rule 20, together with the 
Committee Reports thereon, S. F. Nos. 1303, 788, 677, 1097, 1475, 
1508, 1711, 1695, 1161, 866, 727, and 1659 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bills 
receive the action of the previous referring committees. Amend
ments adopted. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1303, 1475, 1508, 1711, 1695, 866 and 1659 were 
read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Milton moved that his name be stricken as chief author to 
S. F. No. 540 and that the name of Mr. Anderson be shown as 
chief author. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Arnold moved that the names of Messrs. Hanson, R. and 
Laufenburger be added as co-authors to S. F. Nos. 1742 and 
17 43. The motion prevailed. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Tennessen moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 493 
failed to pass the Senate on May 9, 1975, be now reconsidered. 
The motion prevailed. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Doty moved that H. F. No. 493 be returned to General 
Orders. The motion prevailed. 

Remaining on the Order of Business of Motions and Resolutions, 
Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate take up the Calendar of 
Ordinary Matters. The motion prevailed. 

CALENDAR OF ORDINARY MATTERS 

H. F. No. 588: A bill for an act relating to the city of Butterfield 
firemen's relief association; authorizing payment of certain disability 
benefits to certain members. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, J. North 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Ashbach Dwm Kirchner Olhoft 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Josef son Moe Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 432: A bill for an act relating to statutory cities; park 
boards; permitting park boards of three, five, seven or nine members; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 412.501. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dwm Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knut.son 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 

North 
()gdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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H. F. No. 580: A bill for an act relating to retirement; firemen's 
relief benefits in the city of Owatonna; amending Laws 1971, Chap
ter 200, Section I, as amended. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
C-Onzemius 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,A.J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowsk:i 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 46: A bill for an act relating to the firemen's relief asso
ciation of the city of Tyler; computation of years of service for volun
teer firemen. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Pucfeerst 
Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1499: A bill for an act relating to the firemen's 
relief association in the city of Columbia Heights; membership of 
certain fire personnel in the public employees police and fire fund; 
benefits and contributions; amending Laws 1965, Chapter 605, 
Sections 21, 22, and 25; repealing Laws 1965, Chapter 605, Sec
tion 12. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1551: A bill for an act relating to the city of Minnea
polis; policemen's pension fund uses; amending Laws 1949, Chap
ter 406, Section 7, as amended. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bemhag,en 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Josefson 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenhurger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich., G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1448: A bill for an act relating to retirement; sur
vivor benefits payable by the firemen's relief association of the 
city of St. Paul; amending Laws 1955, Chapter 375, Section 25, 
as amended. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 61 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Doty Kleinbaum Olson,A.G. 
Ashbach Dunn Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Lsrson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey Moe Renneke 
Coleman Jensen Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Josefson North Schrom 
Davies Keefe, J. Ogdshl Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

[5ISTDAY 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Te1U1essen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1073: A bill for an act relating to retirement; re
stricting establishment of local pension plans; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 69.79. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Davies Keefe,S. Ogdahl Schmitz 
Ashbach Doty Kirchner Olhoft Schrom 
Bang Dnnn Klein-baum Olson,A.G. Sillers 
Berg Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson,, H. D. Solon 
Bernhagen Frederick Larson Olson, J. L. Spear 
Blatz Hansen,Mel Laufenburger O'Neill Stassen 
Borden Hanson,R. Lewis Patton Stokowski 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Perpich,G. TennESSen 
Chenoweth Jensen Milton Pillsbury Ueland 
Chmielewski Josefson Nelson Purfeerst Wegener 
Coleman Keefe,J. North Renneke Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

H. F. No. 778: A bill for an act relating to retirement; survivor's 
benefits payable by the firemen's relief association of the city of 
Faribault; amending Laws 1947, Chapter 43, Section 23, as amend
ed. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passsge of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick Hughes 
Gearty Humphrey 
Hansen, Baldy Jensen 
Hansen, Mel Josefson 
Hanson, R. Keefe, J. 
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Keefe, S. McCutcheon Olson, H. D. Renneke 
Kirchner Merriam Olson, J. L. Schmitz 
Kleinbaum Milton O'Neill Schrom 
Knutson Moe Patton Billers 
Kowalczyk Nelson Perpich, A. J. Solon 
Larson North Perpich, G. Spear 
Laufenburger Ogdahl Pillsbury Stassen 
Lewis Olson, A.G. Purfeerst Stokowski 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

2149 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 643: A bill for an act relating to the city of Brooklyn 
Park; firemen's relief association benefits. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, llS 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Keefe, J. Nelson 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. North 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Ogdah! 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olso~ A.G. 
Berg Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Larson O'Neill 
Borden Hanson, R. Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hughes Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Jensen Milton Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Josefson Moe Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 519: A bill for an act relating to the city of Edina; fire
men's retirement, disability, and survivors benefits; amending Laws 
1965, Chapter 592, Sections 1, Subdivision 1, as amended; and 3 
and 4, as added. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, lls 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olson, A. G. 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson. Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hanson, R. Mccutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Jensen Moe Renneke 
ChmieletNski Josefson Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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H. F. No. 779: A bill for an act relating to retirement; includ
ing employees of the metropolitan inter-county council in member
ship in the public emplo1ees retirement association; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 353, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Kirchner Ogdahl 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Josefson Moe Renneke 
C.Onzemius Keefe, J. Nelson Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, S. North Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 197: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
hospitalization and commitment; providing review for the admis
sion and retention of mental patients in federal hospitals; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 253A.16, Subdivisions 1, 2, 
3, and 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson., R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 
Keele, S. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
PW..bury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1500: A bill for an act relating to the city of Buhl; 
police retirement and survivor benefits. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes Mccutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeers:t 
Renn.eke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1596: A bill for an act relating to the city of Farming
ton; authorizing an increase in firemen's relief association lump 
sum service pensions. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Keefe, S. North 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, A. G. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D, 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis Patton 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merri.am Perpich, G. 
Coleman J enaen Milton Pillsbury 
Conzemius Josefson Moe Purfeerst 
Davies Keefe, J, Nelson Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1501: A bill for an act relating to the city of Eveleth; 
firemen's pensions therein; amending Laws 1935, Chapter 208, 
as amended by adding a section, 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 66 and nays 0, 
as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalc~yk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes Merniam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Renn.eke 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

[5!STDAY 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennesaen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1311: A bill for an act relating to certain officers and 
employees of the state and their dependents; providing optional insur
ance coverage for certain officers and employees; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 43.491, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

C.Onzemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum. 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanso~ R. Lewis 
Hughes Mccutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 

Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

H. F. No. 416: A bill for an act relating to the city of Robbinsdale; 
firemen's service pensions; amending Laws 1969, Chapter 1105, Sec
tions 1, 2, and 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Blatz 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Gearty Jensen 
Hansen, Baldy Josefson 
Hansen, Mel Keefe, J. 
Hanson, R. Keefe, S. 
Hughes Kirchner 
Humphrey Kleinbaum 
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Knutson Moe Olson, J. L. Renneke 
Kowalczyk Nelson O'Neill Schmitz 
Laufenburger North Patton Schrom 
Lewis OKdahl Perpich, A. J. Billers 
McCutcheon Olhoft Perpich, G. Solon 
Merriam Olson, A.G. Pillsbury Spear 
Milton Olson, H. D. Purfeerst Stassen 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
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Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1133: A bill for an act relating to police pensions in the 
city of Duluth; amending Laws 1953, Chapter 91, Section 1, Subdi
visions 7; and 8, as amended; Section 7; and Section 11, Subdivisions 
1, as amended; and 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius J osefson Moe 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Nelson 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, S. Nort.h 
Bang Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Coleman Jensen Milton Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1127: A bill for an act relating to veterans; authorizing 
the apportionment of Vietnam veterans bonus payments between sur
viving parents and person in loco parentis in certain instances; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 197.971, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Josef son Moe 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Nelson 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, S. North 
Bang Dwm Kirchner Ogdahl 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson Olson, A. G. 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson. J. L. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis Patton 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
C.Oleman Jensen Milton Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 
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H. F. No. 789: A bill for an act relating to real estate; instru
ments of conveyance; recording requirements; providing that 
instruments of conveyance include name and address of grantee 
to whom tax statement should be sent; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 507.092, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneasen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman, from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, offered the following resolution: 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Senate, that the following named 
persons be and are hereby appointed to the position hereinafter 
stated and at the salary heretofore fixed. 

Rev. Myron E. Nysether, Chaplain, effective May 6, 1975 

Rev. Duane J. Lunemann, Chaplain, effective May 8, 1975 

Mr. Coleman moved adoption of the foregoing resolution. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the Com
mittee on Taxes and Tax Laws designated H. F. No. 674, No. 6 
on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard 
immediately. 

H. F. No. 67 4: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for additional powers to commissioner of revenue for collection of 
unpaid tax; creating lien on real and personal property for taxes 
due; providing for third party liability for withholding tax; chang
ing rates of penalty and interest; providing that contractors 
shall give bond for certain unpaid taxes; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapters 270; 291; 292, by adding sections; Sec-
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tion 270.07, Subdivisions 1 and 5; 270.075, Subdivision 2; 270.076, 
Subdivision 2; 273.41; 290.087, Subdivisions 4 and 5; 290.45, Sub
division 2; 290.53, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 290.92, Subdivision 15, 
and by adding a subdivision; 290.93, Subdivision 10; 290.934, 
Subdivision 1; 290.988, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 291.11, Subdivision 
5; 291.15; 291.18; 291.35; 291.46; 292.12, Subdivision 1; 294.03, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 296.15, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 297.07, Sub
division 4; 297.35, Subdivision 5; 297A.35, Subdivision 1; 297A.39, 
Subdivision 7; 298.09, Subdivision 4; 574.26; 574.261, Subdivision 
1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 292.11. 

Mr. Perpich A. J. moved to amend H. F. No. 674, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate April 19, 1975, 
as follows: 

Page 2, line 31, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 4, line 22, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 4, line 22, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Pages 5 to 8, strike all of section 5 

Page 8, line 21, strike "said" and insert "that" 

Page 8, line 22, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 8, line 23, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 8, line 25, strike "said" and insert "the" 

Page 8, line 26, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 9, line 1, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 9, line 2, strike "said" and insert "the" 

Page 9, line 3, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 9, line 12, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 9, line 14, strike "such" and insert "that" 

Page 10, line 13, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 10, line 17, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 10, line 19, strike "such'' and insert "that" 

Page 10, line 21, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 10, line 23, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 11, line 16, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 11, line 31, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 12, line 14, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 12, line 26, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 13, line 16, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 13, line 20, strike "9" and insert "7" 
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Page 14, line 15, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 14, line 26, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 15, line 16, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 16, line 7, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 16, line 11, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 19, line 13, strike "such an" and insert "that'' 

Page 19, line 15, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 17, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 18, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 21, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 22, strike "such" and insert "the" 

[51STDAY 

Page 19, line 25, after "by" strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 25, after "from" strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 25, after "wages," strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 28, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 19, line 29, strike "such" and insert "those" 

Page 19, line 32, strike "such" and insert "that" 

Page 20, line 2, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 20, line 3, before "fact" strike "such" and insert "that" 

Page 20, line 3, before "individual's" strike "such" and insert 
°"the" 

Page 20, line 10, strike "such" and insert "that" 

Page 20, line 25, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 23, line 13, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 23, line 28, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 24, line 11, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 25, line 15, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 25, line 19, strike "such" and insert "the'' 

Page 25, line 27, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 26, line 2, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 26, line 6, strike "emplayer'' and insert "employee" 

Page 26, line 7, strike "such" and insert "an" 

Page 26, line 16, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 26, line 17, strike "such" and insert "the" 
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Page 26, line 26, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 26, line 27, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 26, line 28, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 27, line 3, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 28, line 18, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 28, line 18, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 29, line 7, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 29, line 11, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 29, line 19, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 29, line 26, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 29, line 31, strike "such" and insert "an" 

Page 30, line 8, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 30, line 9, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 30, line 18, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 30, line 19, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 30, line 20, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 31, line 32, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 32, line 18, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 33, line 6, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 33, line 14, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 34, line 7, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 34, line 17, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 35, line 8, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 36, line 28, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 37, line 19, strike "9" and insert "7" 

Page 39, line 19, strike "6, 7, 8" and insert "5, 6, 7" 

Page 39, line 20, strike "17" and insert "16" 
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Page 39, line 21, strike "5, 41 and 42" and insert "40 and 41" 

Page 39, line 23, strike "16" and insert "15" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 674 was then progressed. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that General Orders be made a Special 
Orders Calendar for immediate consideration. The motion pre
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1231: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
authorizing extension of Sunday sales hours; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 340.14, Subdivision 5. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 23, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Arnold Gearty Lewis Purfeerst 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Mccutcheon Schaaf 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriam Schmitz 
Brown Humphrey Milton Schrom 
Chenoweth Jensen Nelson Sillers 
Coleman Keefe, J. Ogdahl Solon 
Conri:emiUB Kleinbaum Perpich, A. J. Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Chmielewski 

Davies 
Doty 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Josefson 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Moe 
North 
Olooft 

Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Reruteke 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

S. F. No. 976: A bill for an act relating to Winona and Olmsted 
counties; authorizing issuance of an on-sale license for the sale 
· of intoxicating liquor. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved to amend S. F. No. 976 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 5. [GOODHUE COUNTY; ON-SALE LIQUOR LI
CENSE.] Notwithstanding any provision of Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 340, or any other law to the contrary, the county board 
of Goodhue county may issue a license for the on-sale of intoxi
cating liquor to a country club located within Florence township 
in Goodhue county. The fee for such license shall be determined 
by the county board. 

Sec. 6. Section 5 of this act is effective upon approval by the 
county board of Goodhue county and upon compliance with Min
nesota Statutes, Section 645.021." 
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Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 2, after uwinona" insert ", Goodhue" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 976: A bill for an act relating to Winona, Goodhue 
and Olmsted counties; authorizing issuance of an on-sale license 
for the sale of intoxicating liquor. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 10, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Kleinbaum 0~ 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Frederick Larson O'Neill 
Bang Gearty Laufenburger Perpicb, A. J. 
Berg Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Blatz Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst 
Brataa., Jensen Milton Schaaf 
Brown Josef son Moe Schmitz 
Chenoweth Keefe, J. Nelson Schrom 
Coleman Kirchner North Billers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Chmielewski Dwm. Knutson Olson, J. L. Renn.eke 
Doty Hansen, Mel Olboft Patton Stumpf 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 159: A bill for an act relating to health professions; 
authorizing the board of medical examiners to reprimand, cen
sure, place on probation, apply for cease and desist orders for a 
person adjudged unqualified to practice medicine; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 147.021, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Amold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 

Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Doty 
Davies 

Dunn Humphrey 
Fi1tzsimons Jensen 
Frederick J o.sefson 
Ge arty Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Baldy Keefe, S. 
Hanson, R. Kirchner 
Hughes Kleinbaum 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcbeon 
Merriam 
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Milton Olson, A. G. Pillsbury Sillers 
Moe Olson, J. L. Purfeerst Solon 
Nelson O'Neill Renneke Spear 
North Patton Schaaf Stasaen 
Ogdahl Perpich, A. J. Schmitz Stokowski 
Olholt Perpich, G. Schrom Stumpf 

Mr. Olson, H. D. voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

[51STDAY 

Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1105: A bill for an act relating to crimes; specifying 
the acts constituting the offense of tampering with a witness; 
prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
609.42, Subdivision 1. 

Mr. Mccutcheon moved to amend S. F. No. 1105 as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, after "1.'' insert "[TAMPERING WITH A WIT
NESS IN THE FIRST DEGREE.]" 

Page 1, line 11, strike "or by means of a threatening letter or 
communication,'' 

Page 1, line 14, after "witness" insert "in the first degree" 

Page 1, line 17, after "2.'' insert "[TAMPERING WITH A 
WITNESS IN THE SECOND DEGREE.]" 

Page 1, line 23, after "witness" insert "in.the second degree" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1105 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Ber,g 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius J osefson 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum. 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olaon, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 1 :30 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 
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The hour of 1 :30 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sena
tors answered to their names: 
Arnold Doty Jensen Olholt 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kirchner O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Kleinbaum Patton 
Chenoweth Hansen> Mel Laufenburger Perpich. A. J. 
Coleman Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Davies Humphrey Ogdahl Renneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended that H. F. No. 749, No. 8 on General Orders, be made 
a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion pre
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 749: A bill for an act relating to controlled sub
stances; providing medical and educational intervention, evalua
tion, and treatment of persons in possession of small amounts of 
marijuana; providing penalties for possession of small amounts 
of marijuana; and prohibiting municipalities from enacting ordi
nances imposing greater civil or criminal penalties than provided 
by state law for the possession, sale or distribution of small 
amounts of marijuana; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tion 152.15, Subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; and 
Chapter 152, by adding a section. 

Mr. Tennessen moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 
7 49 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report 
adopted May 10, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The 
motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

Mr. Doty moved to amend H.F. No. 749 as follows: 

Page 1, line 24, strike "except small amounts of marijuana," 

Page 2, line 9, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 2, strike lines 12 to 30 and insert: 

"(5) A small amount of marijuana is guilty of a misdemeanor 
and, in addition, must participate in a drug education program 
sponsored by an area mental health board with a curriculum pro
vided by the state alcohol and drug abuse authority." 

Page 3, strike lines 12 to 19 
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CALL OF THE SENATE 

[51STDAY 

Mr. Tennessen imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson. R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 
Josef son North 
Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Kirchner Olhoft 

Olson.A. G. 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renn.eke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneseen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Mr. Jensen moved to amend the Doty amendment to H. F, 
No. 7 49 as follows: 

At the end of the Doty amendment add the following: 

Page 4, after line 3, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.13, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. Notwithstanding that a conviction is for a misdemean
or, the conviction is deemed to be for a petty misdemeanor if the 
sentence is within the limits provided by law for a petty misde
meanor which may include participation in an education pro
gram." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, strike "Section" and insert "Sections" 

Page 1, line 13, before the period insert "and 609.13, by adding 
a subdivision" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment to 
the Doty amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 28, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Doty Humphrey 
Dunn Jensen 
Fitzsimons Josef son 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Moe 
Hughes Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson, H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 

Perpich,G. 
Renn<>ke 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
C4nzemius 
Davies 

Frederick 
Gearty 
Keefe, J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 

Knutson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 

Olson,A. G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schrom 
Spear 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Willet 
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The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the Doty amend
ment was adopted. 

Mr. Olhoft moved that the vote on the Jensen amendment be 
reconsidered. The motion did not prevail. 

The question recurred on the Doty amendment as amended. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 27, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 

Brataas Hanson, R. 
Brown Hughes 
Chmielewski Jensen 
Doty Josef son 
Dunn Kowalczyk 
Fit7.simons Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Moe 
Hansen, Mel North 

Olhoft 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Henneke 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Chenoweth Humphrey Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Coleman Keefe, J. Lewis Pillsbury 
Conzemius Keefe, S. McCutcheon Schaaf 
Davies Kirchner Merriam Spear 
Frederick Kleinbaum Milton Stokowski 
Gearty Knutson Nelson Stumpf 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Willet 

Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Olson, J. L. moved to amend H.F. No. 749 as follows: 

Page 3, strike Sec. 2. 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, strike "and" 

Page 1, strike Jines 7 to 10 

Page 1, line 11, strike "of marijuana;" 

Page 1, Jines 12 and 13, strike", and by adding a subdivision" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 33, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Chmielewski Jensen Olson. H. D. 
Bang Doty Josefson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Fitzsimo~ Knutson Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Renneke 
Brown Hanson, R. Larson Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were; 
Arnold Frederick Lewis Olson, A.G. 
Brataas Gearty Merriam O'Neill 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Keefe, J. Moe Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Nelson Pillsbury 
Davies Kirchner North Schaaf 
Dunn Kleinbaum Olhoft Sillers 

[51STDAY 

Schrom 
Solon 
Ueland 
WEi,gener 
Willet 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt
ed. 

H.F. No. 749 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 17, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunm. 
Fib:simons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe,J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Moe 
Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Brown Larson Perpich, A. J~ 
Arnold Chmielewski Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Milton Purfeerst 
Borden Kowalczyk 

Schmitz 
Sill,ers 
Solon 
Staseen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegeru,r 
Willet 

Schaaf 
Schrom 
Spear 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended that S. F. No.1653, No.14 on General Orders, be made 
a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion pre
vailed. ,. · 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1653: A bill for an act relating to land planning in 
the metropolitan area; requiring local adoption of minimum plans 
and controls; providing for limited council review and acceptance 
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prior to the adoption of such plans and controls; providing for an 
advisory metropolitan land planning committee; providing for 
the enforcement of adopted local plans and controls; including 
certain expenses in the definition of special levy; providing for 
interim zoning; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 462.-
355, by adding a subdivision; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 
19, and by adding sections. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved to amend S. F. No. 1653 as follows: 

Page 2, line 4, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 2, line 16, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 4, line 1, strike "273.11" and insert "273.111" 

Page 4, line 12, strike "Laws 1975, Chapter 13," 

Page 4, line 21, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 4, line 24, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 5, line 30, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 6, line 1, after "9" insert "of this act" 

Page 6, line 1, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 6, line 14, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 6, line 22, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 6, line 30, after "and" insert "JMy extend" 

Page 7, line 9, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 7, line 20, strike "Laws 1975, Chapter 13," 

Page 8, line 25, after "2" insert "of this act" 

Page 8, line 28, after "3" insert "of this act" 

Page 10, line 7, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 11, line 8, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 11, line 9, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 11, line 32, after "9" insert "of this act" 

Page 12, line 24, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 12, line 27, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 13, line 29, after "17" insert "of this act" 

Page 16, line 7, strike "to" and insert "in" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

CALL OF TIIB SJ!NATB 

Mr. Ashbach imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 
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Anderson Conzemius Kirchner Olson,A. G. Spear 
Arnold Davies Knutson Olson,J. L. Stassen 
Ashbach Doty Kowalczyk O'Neill Stokowski 
Bang Dunn Larson Patton Stumpf 
Berg GeartY Lewis Perpich, A. J. Tennessen 
Bernhagen Hansen~ Baldy Merriam Pillsbury Ueland 
Blatz Hansen.Mel Milton Renneke Willet 
Borden Hanson,R. Moe Schaaf 
Brataas Hughes Nelson Schmitz 
Chenowetll Humphrey Oli,dahl Schrom 
Coleman Josefson 0 oft Sillers 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Mr. Conzemius moved that S. F. No. 1653 be re-referred to the 
Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 33 and nays 33, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Brown Jensen Nelson 
Arnold Con.zemius Josefson Olson,J. L 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe,J. O'Neill 
Bang Fitzsimons Kirchner Patton 
Bel'g Frederick Knutson Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Haneen, Baldy Kowalczyk Purfeerst 
Blatz Hanson, R. Larson Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden GeartY Lewis 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcbeon 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton 
Coleman Keefe, S. Moe 
Davies Klembaum Nortll 
Dozy Laufenburger Ogdahl 

The motion did not prevail. 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpleh,G. 
Schaaf 
Solon 
Spear 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Chmielewski moved that the vote on Mr. Conzemius' mo
tion to re-refer be reconsidered. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 31, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Brown Hansen,Mel Kowalczyk Renneke 
Ashbach Chmielewski Hanson,R. Larson Schmitz 
Bang Conzemius Jensen Nelson Schrom 
Berg Dunn Josefson Olson,J.L. Sillers 
Bernhagen Fitzounons Keefe, J. O'Neill Stassen 
Blatz Frederick Kirchner Patton Ueland 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Knutson Pillsbury 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden Humphrey Moe Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Keefe, S. North Purfeerst 
Coleman Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schaaf 
Davies Lewis Olhoft Solon 
Doty McCutcheon Olson, A. G. Spear 
Gearty Merriam Olson, H. D. Stokowski 
Hughes Milton Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
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Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion prevailed. So the vote was reconsidered. S. F. No. 
1653 was then progressed. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess subject to 
the call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1743, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Doty; Moe; Henneke and Olson, J. L. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap

proved. The motion prevailed. 
Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 

that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 66, pursuant to 
the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Moe and Patton. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap

proved. The motion prevailed. 
Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 

that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1758, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Davies, Arnold, Tennessen, Ashbach and Hansen, Mel 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap

proved. The motion prevailed. 
Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 

that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1759, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Willet, Chenoweth, Borden, Fitzsimons and Josefson. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap

proved. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 9 :00 
o'clock a.m., Tuesday, May 13, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFl'Y-SECOND DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Tuesday, May 13, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate for this morning's 
proceedings. The following Senators answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewsloi 

Coleman Jensen 
Conzemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 

Merriam 
Moe 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Ronald C. Peterson. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knut.son 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 
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MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Laufenburger was excused from this morning's Session. Mr. 
Doty was excused from the Session of today from 1:30 o'clock p.m. 
until 4:00 o'clock p.m. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

Mr. Gearty introduced-

S. F. No. 1746: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; com
pensation and expenses of members; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 3.099; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
3.101; 3.102; and 3.103. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

Mr. Milton and Mrs. Brataas introduced-

S. F. No. 1747: A bill for an act relating to public health; re
quiring inspection of nursing home facilities before renewal of license; 
prohibiting payment of federal funds to unlicensed nursing homes; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.55. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Messrs. Milton; Keefe, J. and Conzemius introduced-

S. F. No. 1748: A bill for an act relating to public health; re
quiring disclosure of fees, income, ownership, and certain transactions 
of nursing homes; prohibiting transactions between nursing homes and 
owners. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Mr. Milton introduced-

S. F. No. 1749: A bill for an act relating to public health; state 
board of health inspections of certain health facilities; providing for 
varied inspection times; permitting counties to appoint citizen visita
tion teams; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.653, Sub
division 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 
Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 244, 336, 874, 
1168, 230, 488, 921, 1305, 1184, 199, 318, 892 and 987. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 

S. F. No. 413: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; autho
rizing acquisition of perpetual conservation restrictions by the com
missioner of natural resources and certain nonprofit corporations; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 84.64, Subdivision 1; 
and 84.65, Subdivisions 1 and 3. 

Senate File No. 413 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Willet moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 413 and that the bill be placed on its re
passage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 413 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies JeD1Sen 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 

Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Olhoft 
O1.son,A.G. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed w. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in 
which amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully 
requested: 

S. F. No. 458: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
removing the raccoon from the unprotected list and authorizing 
the commissioner of natural resources to prescribe a season there-
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on; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 100.26, Sub
division 1; and 100.27, Subdivision 3. 

Senate File No. 458 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Larson moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 458 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 458 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 

Davies Josefson 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Lewis, Schrom, Stassen and Stumpf voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its-title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 903: A bill for an act relating to counties; providing for 
the filling of vacancies in the office of county commissioner; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 375, by adding a section; 
Section 375.03; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 375.10. 

Senate File No. 903 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Willet moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 903 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 903 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Josefson 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM TUE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 1166: A bill for an act relating to public health; in
creasing and extending payments of per diems to members of coun
ty public health nursing committees; enlarging the community 
mental health boards formed by four or less political subdivisions; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 145.12, Subdivision 
1; and 245.66. 

Senate File No. 1166 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Moe moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 1166 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 
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S. F. No. 1166: A bill for an act relating to public health; 
authorizing county board to determine amount of per diems 
to members of county public health nursing committees; authoriz
ing county board to determine amount to be allocated to such 
committees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 145.12, 
Subdivision 1; and 245.66. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 61 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Keefe, J. 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hanson. R. McCutcbeon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowslti 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 1466: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
removing the general limitation on the number of county on-sale 
licenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, Sub
division 10. 

Senate File No. 1466 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 12, 1975 

Mr. Arnold moved that the Senate do not concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 1466 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Con
ference Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 1446: A bill for an act relating to Dodge and Olmsted 
counties; authorizing a judge of the county court district of Dodge. 
Olmsted to take a leave of absence for purposes of study and re
search. 

Senate File No. 1446 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

Mr. Frederick moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 1446 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Conference 
Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 1055: A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
authorizing and regulating face amount certificate investment com
panies; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 54, by adding 
sections; and Sections 49.01, Subdivision 2; 54.26; and 54.27; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 59, and Sections 54.28; 
54.29; and 54.293. 

Senate File No. 1055 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Stokowski moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 1055 and that the bill be 
placed on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1055 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Arnold Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ashbach Doty Kirchner Olson,, H. D. 
Banc Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk Patton 
Blatz Gearty Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brown Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Renneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Nelson Schmitz 
Coleman Josef son North Schrom 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneesen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur in 

th~ Senate amendments to House File No. 1518: 

H. F. No. 1518: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
providing for the abolition of the power of the city to levy and raise 
taxes for the payment of severance pay obligations of the board of 
education of said city; amending certain provisions pertaining to the 
method of computing severance pay for city of St. Paul employees; 
increasing the mill rate levy for payment of severance pay obligations 
of the city; amending Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Sections 2, as amend
ed, and 3, as amended. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Committee 
of three members be appointed thereon: 

Vento, Hanson and Kostohryz have been appointed as such commit
tee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1518 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 12, 1975 

Mr. O'Neill moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1518, and 
that a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with 
a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 
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S. F. No. 102: A bill for an act relating to aeronautics; technical 
services to municipalities; authorizing a reasonable charge by the 
department for such services; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 360.015, Subdivision 7. 

Senate File No. I 02 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND JtEPASSAGE 

Mr. North moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 102 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 102 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
-amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Keefe, S. 
Davies Kirchner 
Doty Kleinbaum 
Dwm Knutson 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpicb, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 741: A bill for an act relating to the department of 
public service; confidentiality of accident reports submitted by 
common carriers; railroad crossings; subjecting accommodation 
transportion to regulation; fees; permitting the department to 
grant extension of authority ex parte; identification cards; enforce-
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ment powers; offenses; registration; warehouses; warehousemen; 
weights and measures; providing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 218.031, Subdivision 2; 219.39; 219.40; 
221.011, Subdivisions 16 and 22; 221.061; 221.071; 221.121; 
221.131; 221.141; 221.151, Subdivision 1, and by adding a sub
division; 221.221; 221.291; 221.293; 221.296, Subdivisions 4, 5 
and 8; 221.64; 231.01, Subdivision 5; 231.02; 231.16; and 239.38; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 239.39; 239.40; 
239.41; 239.42; and 239.43. 

Senate File No. 741 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. North moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 741 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 741 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chnrielewski 
Coleman 

Con12:emius Keefe, J. 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hanson, R. Mccutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
J osefson Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Oloon,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Pur.feerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 

the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 753: A bill for an act relating to state government; 
regulating advisory councils, boards and commissions; amending 
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Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 15, by adding a section; Sec
tions 16.853; 16.91; 16.911, Subdivision 1; 31.60, Subdivisions 
2 and 3; 52.061; 82.30, Subdivision 1; 116C.05; 121.87, Subdivi
sions 1 and 3; 145.865, Subdivision 1; 156A.06, Subdivision 1; 
175.007, Subdivision 1; 182.656, Subdivision 3; 184.23, Subdivi
sions 1 and 3; 254A.04; 256.482, Subdivision 1; 268.12, Subdivision 
6; 299C.47; 299F.55; 362.09, Subdivision 3; and 483.02; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 82.30, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 
145.865, Subdivision 2; 175.007, Subdivision 3; 182.656, Subdivi
sion 2; 184.23, Subdivision 2; 254A.05, Subdivision 2; 256.482, 
Subdivision 6; 483.03; and 483.04. 

Senate File No. 753 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. North moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 753 and that the bill be placed on its re
passage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 753 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josefson Moe 

Nelson 
North 
OgdahJ 
O!hoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purneerst 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 593: 

H. F. No. 593: A bill for an act relating to retitement; computa
tion of legislative annuities; mandatory age for legislative employ
ees; miscellaneous changes in the Minnesota state retirement sys-
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tern law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapters 3A; 352; 
and 352B, by adding sections; Sections 3A.01, Subdivisions 2 and 
4; 3A.02, Subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 3A.03, Subdivision 2; 3A.04, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 3A.05; and 3A.10, Subdivision 1; 43.051, 
Subdivision 1; 352.01, Subdivision 17; 352.03, Subdivisions 4, 11, 
and by adding a subdivision; 352.113, Subdivisions 1, 5, and 12; 
352.115, Subdivisions 2, 10, and 11; 352.12, Subdivisions 1, 2, 6, 
7, 8, and 11; 352.15; 352.22, Subdivisions 3 and 8; 352.72, Subdi
vision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 352.91, by adding a subdivi
sion; 352.93, Subdivision 1; 352B.03, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 352D.-
015, Subdivision 9; 352D.02, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 352D.05, 
Subdivision 3; 352D.06, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 352D.065, Subdivi
sions 2 and 3; and 352D.075, Subdivisions 2 and 3; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 352.28; 352.32; 352.38; 352.715; 
352B.01, Subdivision 5; 352B.021; 352B.04; 352D.015, Subdivision 
10; 352D.05, Subdivision 2; 352D.065, Subdivision 1; 352D.075, 
Subdivision 1; and 352D.085, Subdivision 2. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Commit
tee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Patton, Parish, Moe, Biersdorf and Beauchamp have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 593 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 12, 1975 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 593, and that 
a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 469: A bill for an act relating to retirement; miscellan
eous changes in various provisions of the teachers retirement act; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 354.05, Subdivisions 
13, 25, 26, and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Subdivision 1; 354.-
07, by adding subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.43, Subdivisions 
1 and 3; 354.44, Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by adding a subdivision; 
354.46, Subdivision 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3 and 10; 354.49, Sub
division 5; 354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, Subdivisions 3, 11, 16, 
and 19; and 354.62, Subdivision 5. 

Senate File No. 469 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 
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Mr. Chenoweth moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 469 and that a Confer• 
ence Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Confer
ence Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing House File, herewith transmitted: H. F. No. 1441. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 12, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time and referred to the com· 
mittee indicated. 

H. F. No. 1441: A bill for an act relating to municipalities; indus· 
trial development; authorizing municipalities to enter into certain loan 
agreements and sale contracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 474.01, Subdivisions 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8; 474.02, Subdivisions 
2, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 474.03; 474.04; 474.05; 474.06; 
474.08; 474.09; 474.10; 474.11; 474.12; and 474.13; Chapter 474, 
by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
474.02, subdivisions 1 a and 1 b. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration, 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted, with the exception of the reports on S. F. Nos. 
1715 and 1220. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Gearty from the Committee on Governmental Operations, to 
which was referred 

S. F. No. 1715: A bill for an act relating to the operation of state 
government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and other terms and 
conditions of employment in the state civil service; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.12, Subdivi
sions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.122, Subdi
visions 1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.17, Subdivision 
2; 43.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivisions I and 4; 43.21; 43.23, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision I; 43.50, Subdivision I; 
and 299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 
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Page 4, line 17, strike "equals or" 

Page 4, line 17, strike "new" 

2181 

Page 4, line 23, strike the period and insert ", except for those 
employees whose adjustment in their current moximum rate of pay 
would be $12.25 or less. The amount of the lump sum payment for 
those employees whose adjustment would be $12.25 or less shall be 
equal to the difference between $300 and the product of the em
ployee' s monthly adjustment multiplied by 24." 

Page 6, line 16, strike "equals or" 

Page 6, line 16, strike "new" 

Page 6, line 18, strike the period and insert ", except for those 
employees whose adjustment in their current maximum rate of pay 
would be $12.25 or less. The amount of the lump sum payment for 
those employees whose adjustment would be $12.25 or less shall 
be equal to the difference between $300 and the product of th~ 
employee's monthly adjustment multiplied by 24." 

Page 6, line 28, strike "27" and insert "28" 

Page 7, line 1, strike "$1,210" and insert "$1,250" 

Page 7, line 13, strike "equals or" 

Page 7, line 13, strike "new" 

Page 7, line 19, strike the period and insert ", except for those 
employees whose adjustment in their current maximum rate of 
pay would be $12.25 or less. The amount of the lump sum pay
ment for those employees whose adjustment would be $12.25 or 
less shall be equal to the difference between $300 and the product 
of the employee's monthly adjustment multiplied by 24." 

Page 8, line 4, after "the" insert "percentage" 

Page 11, line 3, strike "and" and insert a comma 

Page 11, line 3, after the stricken "compensation" insert "and 
special teachers" 

Page 11, line 17, after "retirement," insert "retirement under t1 
state retirement program after ten years of state emplayment," 

Page 11, line 27, strike "clause" and insert "subdivision" 

Page 11, line 28, after "unclassified" insert "faculty" 

Page 22, line 2, strike "fist" and insert "first" 

Page 25, lines 10 and 11, strike the new language 

Page 25, line 14, after the period insert "Seniority in length 
of service shall also be one of the factors in an appointment in 
the manner as provided by personnel rule." 

Pages 25 and 26, strike section 15 

Page 26, lines 22 and 23, strike the new language 
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Page 26, line 27, after the period insert "Seniority in length of 
service shall also be one of the factors in an appointment in the 
manner as provided by personnel rule." 

Page 27, lines 27 to 30, strike the new language 

Page 28, line 2, strike "within" 

Page 28, line 3, strike "the department and class" 

Page 29, line 13, after "dependents" insert "in hospital-medical 
coverage' ► 

Page 29, line 18, after "apply" insert "to eligible members of 
the legislature who have eligible dependents" 

Renumber the sections 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, strike "Subdivisions 1 and" and insert "Sub
division" 

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
the Committee on Finance. Pursuant to Joint Rule 20, the bill 
was re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration. 
to which were re-referred under Joint Rule 20, together with the com
mittee reports thereon, 

S. F. Nos. 466, 1540, 486, 596, 595, 719, 1177, 1642, 1647, 1390. 
1041, 1171, 1220, 1700, 685 and 1292. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bills 
receive the action of the previous referring committees. Amend
ments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Purfeerst questioned the reference of S. F. No. 1220 and, 
under Rule 35, the bill was re-referred to the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 629 and 1247 for comparison to companion Senate 
Files, reports the following House Files were found identical and 
recommends the House Files be given their Second Reading and 
substituted for their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
629 

1247 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1711 
1303 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 

and that the above Senate Files be indefinitely postponed. 

S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 
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Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1456, 999 and 1331 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House Files were found not 
identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F. No. 
1456 
999 

1331 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1508 
1659 
1475 

S.F. No. H.F. No. SF.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 1456 be amended as follows: 

Page 3, delete lines 16 to 22 

Page 4, delete lines 7 to 9 and insert: 

"( 4) One member learned in the law appointed by the chief judge 
of the second judicial district." 

Page 4, line 23, before "When" insert "(a)" 

Page 4, line 24, delete "shall appear" and insert "appears" 

Page 5, line 3, delete the semicolon and insert a period 

Page 5, line 4, delete "(4)" and insert "(b) The public defender" 

Page 5, line 4, after "may" insert "also" 

Page 5, line 5, after "Minnesota" insert", if the client was repre
sented by the Ramsey county public defender in the matter giving 
rise to the appellate relief being sought" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title 

In line 2, delete "and particularly to courts" 

Line 9, delete "and" 

Line 10, delete "508.74, Subdivision 2;" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1456 will be identical to S. F, 
No. 1508 and further recommends that H.F. No. 1456 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1508 and that tl).e 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 999 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 19, after "lien" insert "and is required to do so by 
federal statutes or regulations" 

Page 2, line 28, delete "Except for home" 

Page 2, delete lines 29 to 32 
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And when so amended, H. F. No. 999 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1659 and further recommends that H. F. No. 999 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1659 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1331 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, strike "either" 

Page 1, lines 15 and 16, strike "or past supervisors" 

Page 2, line 17, restore the stricken "shall" and delete "may" 

Page 2, line 18, strike "either" 

Page 2, line 18, strike "or past supervisors" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1331 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1475 and further recommends that H.F. No. 1331 be given its 
Becond reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1475 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred H.F. Nos. 525, 744, 907 and 1009 for proper 
reference, recommends the above House Files be re-referred to their 
1espective Committees as follows: 

H. F. Nos. 525, 907 and 1009 to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 744 to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 596, 595, 1177, 1647, 1390, 1041, 1171, 1700 and 685 
were read the second time. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 629, 1247, 1456, 999 and 1331 were read the second 
time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Messrs. Deland, Moe and Knutson introduced-

Senate Resolution No. 24: A resolution commemorating the Nor
wegian American Sesquicentennial. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 
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Messrs. Lewis, O'Neill and Blatz introduced--

Senate Resolution No. 25: Resolusjon I Anledning Feiringen av 
det Norsk-Amerikanske Hundre og Femti Aars Jubileum. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

Mr. Milton moved that the name of Mr. Stumpf be added as co
author to S. F. Nos. 1747 and 1749. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Gearty moved that the report from the Committee on 
Governmental Operations, reported May 12, 1975, pertaining to 
appointments, be taken from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Gearty moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Gearty moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Governmental Operations, reported May 12, 1976, 
the Senate, having advised with, do now consent to and confirm 
the appointment of: 

MINNESOTA STATE ETHICS COMMISSION 

Mrs. Elizabeth Ebbott, 509 Birchwood Avenue, Birchwood, 
Washington County, effective April 29, 1975, for a term expiring 
April 29, 1979. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointment was confirmed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Gearty moved that the report from the Committee on 
Governmental Operations, reported May 12, 1975, pertaining to 
appointments, be taken from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Gearty moved that the foregoing report be now adopted. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONFIRMATION 

Mr. Gearty moved that in accordance with the report from the 
Committee on Governmental Operations, reported May 12, 1975. 
the Senate, having advised with, do now consent to and confinn 
the appointments of: 

STATE BOARD OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Cathy Clardy, 116 Circle High Drive, Burnsville, Dakota Coun
ty, effective April 15, 1975, for a term expiring January 1, 1976. 

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD 

Edna Schwartz, P. 0. Box 4042, St. Paul, Ramsey County, ef
fective January 1, 1975, for a term expiring January 1, 1977. 
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C. E. Sheehy, Jr., 1505 Edgewater, St. Paul, Ramsey Coun
ty, effective January 1, 1975, for a term expiring January 1, 
1977. 

Cornell Moore, 2727 Dean Boulevard, Minneapolis, Hennepin 
County, effective January 1, 1975, for a term expiring January 
1, 1977. 

Robert Bruce, 1106 Cedar, Albert Lea, Freeborn County, ef
fective January 1, 1975, for a term expiring January 1, 1977. 

The motion prevailed. So the appointments were confirmed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Merriam moved that S. F. No. 226 and the Conference 
Committee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. Merriam moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 9, 1975 on S. F. 
No. 226 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amend
ed by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the 
recommendations and Conference Committee Report were adopt
ed. 

S. F. No. 226: A bill for an act relating to employment ser
vices; unemployment compensation; administrative expense; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 268.05, Subdivision 5. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 57 and nays 1, a 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dwm- Knutson Olboft 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 01.son, A.G. 
Ashbach Frederick Larson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Gearty Laufenburger Olson,, J. L. 
Bemharen Hansen, Baldy Lewis O'Neill 
Borden Hanson, R. McCutcheon Patton 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pe11pich.A.J. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Perpich, G. 
Coleman Jensen Moe Pillsbury 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Nelson Henneke 
Davies Kirehner North Schmitz 
Doty Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schrom 

Mr. Berg voted in the negative. 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

Mr. Borden moved that H. F. No. 100 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion pre
vailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 100 

A bill for an act relating to game and fish; authorizing the com
missioner of natural resources to establish limitations on fishing 
contests and to issue special permits for fishing contests; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 101.42, by adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Mays, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 100 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
100 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, after "fees" insert "over $10 per person or total 
prizes valued over $2,000" 

Page 2, line 2, after "2." delete "[EFFECTIVE DATE.]" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Glen A. Sherwood, William Luther, 
Wesley J. Skoglund, John S. Biersdorf, Gene Wenstrom. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Winston W. Borden, Wayne Ollioft, 
Robert G. Dunn, Ed Schrom, John Bernhagen. 

Mr. Borden moved that the foregoing recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report on H. F. No. 100 be now adopted, and 
that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. 
The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 100: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing the commissioner of natural resources to establish limitations 
on fishing contests and to issue special permits for fishing contests; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 101.42, by adding a 
subdivision. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed, by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies 
Doty 
Donn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Gearty Jenoen 
Hanseni, Baldy Keefe, S. 
Hamon, R. Kirchner 
Hughes Kleinbaum 
Humphrey Kowalczyk 
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Larson 
Laufenl>urger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
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Moe 
Nelson 
Norilt 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,, H. D. 

Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Per,pich, A. J. 
Pilhal,ury 
Pudeerst 
Henneke 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
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Stumpf 
Tenneesen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Messrs. Knutson; Olson, A. G.; O'Neill and Schrom voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the 
Committee on Truces and True Laws, designated H. F. No. 981, 
No. 2 on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be 
heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 981: A bill for an act relating to sales and use true; 
providing for seizure of certain property; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 297A.0l, Subdivision 8; and 297A.15. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that the amendment made to H. F. 
No. 981 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in 
the report adopted April 19, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be 
8tricken. The motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 981 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn 
A mold Fitzsimons 
Berg Gearty 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel 
Borden Hanson, R. 
Brataas Hughes 
Brown Humphrey 
Ulen owe th Jensen 
Coleman Josefson 
Conzemius Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 

Kleinbaum 
'Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
Norilt 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

~ Frederick Hansen, Baldy Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

Sillers 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended that S. F. No. 546, No. 36 on General Orders, be 
made a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion 
prevailed. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 546: A bill for an act relating to Hennepin county; 
establishing the salaries of certain officials. 

Mr. Tennessen moved to amend S. F. No. 546 as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, before "Notwithstanding" insert "Subdivision 1." 

Page 1, line 9, after "salaries" insert "as provided in this sub-
division until changed as authorized in Laws 1971, Chapter 744, 
Sections 1 and 2, and subject to the provisions of subdivisions 2, 
3 and 4 of this section." 

Page 1, line 9, strike "in" 

Page 1, strike line 10 

Page 1, after line 15, insert: 

"Subd. 2. After the effective date of this act, any change in 
the annual salaries of the county commissioners shall be made 
only by a resolution adopted and published in the even-numbered 
year not less than 30 days prior to the date of opening of filings 
for the office of county commissioner, and the salaries shall not 
be effective until January 1, of the next odd-numbered year. 

Subd. 3. After the effective date of this act, the salaries of 
the county attorney and county sheriff shall not be increased 
during the term of office for which they are elected. 

Subd. 4. The salaries of the district court administrator and 
the municipal court administrator may not be changed until after 
July 1, 1976." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend S. F. No. 546 as follows: 

Page 1, strike lines 14 and 15 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 546 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 32, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Aahbach Chmielewski Hanson,R. Larson Olson,H.D. 
Bang Conzemius Jensen Laufenburger Patton 
Berg Davies Josefaon Milton Renneke 
Bernhagen Dunn Keefe, J. Nelson Schmitz 
Blatz Fitzsimons Kirchner North Schrom 
Brataas Frederick Knutson Olhoft Staasen 
Brown Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Olson,A.G. 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Hansen, Baldy Merriam Pillsbury 
Arnold Hughes Moe Purfeerst 
Borden Humphrey Ogdahl Schaaf 
Ohenoweth Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. Billers 
Coleman Kleinbaum O'Neill Solon 
Doty Lewis Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, G. Stokowski 
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Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended that H. F. No. 929, No. 33 on General Orders, be made 
a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 929: A bill for an act relating to banks; authorizing 
consumer banking facilities. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved to amend H. F. No. 929, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 10, 1975, 
as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, strike "5" and insert "10" 

Page 4, line 5, strike "5" and insert "10" 

Page 4, line 8, strike "5" and insert "10" 

Page 4, line 19, strike "5" and insert "10" 

Page 5, line 14, strike "5" and insert "10" 

Page 5, line 16, strike "5" and insert "1 O" 

Page 5, line 20, strike "5" and insert "10" 

Page 5, line 22, strike "5" and insert "10" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved to amend H.F. No. 929, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 10, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 3, line 10, strike "deposits and" 

Page 3, line 11, after "but" insert "deposits in person's own 
account may not be made and" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 929 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 3, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Kirchner Olhoft 
Arnold Davies K111Utson Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Larson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Lewis Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpicb. A. J. 
Borden Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes Milton Pillsbury 
Brown H=hrey Moe Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Jensen Nelson Renneke 
Coleman Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
S~f 
Ueland 
Willet 
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Messrs. Chmielewski; Hansen, Baldy; and Josefson voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended that H. F. No. 522, No. 143 on General Orders, be 
made a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion 
prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 522: A bill for an act relating to workmen's com
pensation; extending coverage; increasing benefit levels; providing 
for attorney's fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
79.28; 176.011, Subdivisions 9, and 16, and by adding subdivisions; 
176.041; 176.051; 176.081, and by adding subdivisions; 176.101; 
176.111, Subdivisions 1, 5 and 11; 176.131, Subdivision 10; 176.132, 
Subdivision 2; 176.133; 176.141; 176.151; 176.191; 176.461; 
176.511, Subdivision 3; and Chapters 175, by adding a section; 
and Chapter 176, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
19, 20 and 21. 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved to amend H. F. No. 522 as follows: 

Page 2, strike lines 30 to 32 

Page 3, strike lines 1 to 32 

Page 4, strike lines 1 to 32 

Page 5, strike lines 1 to 32 

Page 6, strike lines 1 to 3 

Page 7, lines 3 to 10, strike the new language 

Page 8, line 12, after "permanent" insert "and the employee's 
primary duties do not require extensive travel out of the state 
into which the employee is transferred" 

Page 8, line 30, restore the stricken "if the" 

Page 9, line 9, after the stricken "herein" insert "employee 
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chooses to forego any worker compensation claim resulting from 
the injury that he may have a right to pursue in some other state" 

Page 10, line 2, before "commissioner" insert "deputy" and 
after "industry" insert "in charge of workers' compensation" 

Page 10, line 7, after the period insert "A compensation judge 
shall in matters before him have authority to approve a fee of 
up to 25 percent of the first $4,000 of compensation awarded to 
the employee and 20 percent of the next $20,000 of compensation 
awarded to employee. The workers' compensation commissioner 
shall have authority only to approve fees in settlements upon 
appeal before them up to 25 percent of the first $4,000 of com
pensation awarded to the employee and 20 percent of the next 
$20,000 of compensation awarded to the employee." 

Page 10, after line 12, insert: 
"Subd. 2. Any application for attorney fees in excess of the 

amount which a compensation judge or the workers' compensation 
commission may authorize shall be made to the deputy com
missioner of the department of labor and industry in charge of 
workers' compensation. The application shall set forth the fee 
requested and the basis for such request and whether or not a 
hearing is requested. The application, with affidavit of service 
upon the employee, shall be filed by the attorney requesting 
the fee. If a hearing is requested by an interested party, a hearing 
shall be set with notice of such hearing served upon known 
interested parties. In all cases the employee shall be served with 
notice of hearing. 

Subd. 3. An employee who is dissatisfied with his attorney fees, 
may file an application for review by the deputy commissioner 
of the department of labor and industry in charge of workers' 
compensation. Such application shall state the basis for the need 
of review and whether or not a hearing is requested. A copy of 
such application shall be served upon the attorney for the em
ployee by the deputy and if a hearing is requested by either 
party, the matter shall be set for hearing. The notice of hearing 
shall be served upon known interested parties. The attorney for 
the employee shall be served with a notice of the hearing. The 
deputy commissioner of the department of labor and industry 
in charge of workers' compensation shall have the authority to 
raise the question of the issue of the attorney fees at any time 
upon his own motion and shall have continuing jurisdiction over 
attorney fees. 

Subd. 4. The review of a determination by the deputy com
missioner of the department of labor and industry · in charge of 
workers' compensation shall be only by supreme court by certiorari 
upon the ground that it is arbitrary and unwarranted by the evi
dence. There shall be no review under Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tions 176.421 and 176.442. 

Subd. 5. In the determination of the reasonable value of attorney 
fees arising out of a claim or proceeding under this chapter, the 
following principles are to be applied: 
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(a) The fee in each individual case must be a reasonable one. 

(b) There is no set standard fee to be awarded in any workers' 
compensation matter. 

( c) No attorney-client fee contract or arrangement is bindin1 
in any workers' compensation matter. 

( d) In determining a reasonable attorney fee, important fac
tors to be taken into account are: the amount involved, the time 
and expense necessary to prepare for trial, the responsibility as
sumed by counsel, the difficulties of the issues involved, the na
ture of proof needed to be adduced and the results obtained. The 
amount of money involved shall not be the controlling factor. 

( e) The determination of the fee in each specific workers' com
pensation matter must be done with the same care as the deter
mination of any other fact question in the matter. 

(f) The determiner of the attorney fee in each matter must as
certain whether or not a retainer fee has been paid to the attorney 
and if so, the amount of the retainer fee. 

( g) The determiner of attorney fees in each case must personat
ly see that the workers' compensation file contains fully adequate 
information to justify the fee that is determined. 

Subd. 6. The deputy commissioner of the department of 1.abor 
and industry in charge of workers' compensation may prescribe 
reasonable and proper rules and regul.ations to effect his and the 
division's obligations under this section without regard to the 
joint prescription required under Minnesota Statutes, Section 
175.17; Subdivision 3." 

Page 10, line 13, strike "2" and insert "7" 

Page 10, line 23, strike "a reasonable attorney fee, costs" 
Page 10, line 24, strike "and disbursements" 

Page 10, line 26, after "employee" insert", an amount equal to 25 
percent of that portion of the attorney's fee which has been award
ed pursuant to this section that is in excess of $250" 

Page 10, line 27, strike "3" and insert "8" 

Page 11, strike line 12 except "(1)" 

Page 11, line 13, strike "September 30, 1976," 

Page 11, line 14, after "shall" strike "not be less than" and in
sert "be equal to 80 percent of" 

Page 11, line 14, after "wage" strike "for" and insert "or $150 
whichever is less." 

Page 11, strike lines 15 to 28 

Page 11, line 29, strike "(5)" and insert "(2)" 

Page 11, line 30, after "be" strike "not less than 50" and insert 
''20" 
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Page 11, line 31, strike "or 75 percent of the" and insert ape-
riod 

Page 11, strike line 32 

Page 12, strike lines 1 to 2 

Page 12, line 15, after "to" insert "80 percent of" 

Page 12, line 16, after "wage" insert "or $150 whichever is less" 

Page 12, line 31, after "to" insert "80 percent of" 

Page 12, line 32, after "wage" insert "or $150 whichever is less" 

Page 20, line 3, strike "the limitations imposed in subdivision 
1" and insert "a maximum weekly compensation equal to the maxi
mum weekly compensation for a temporary total disability and a 
minimum weekly compensation equal to the minimum weekly com
pensation for a temporary total disability" 

Page 20, line 8, restore the stricken "disability" 

Page 20, lines 9 to 12, restore the stricken language 

Page 20, line 13, strike "governmentar' 

Page 22, line 16, restore the stricken "up to" and after the strick-
en "104" insert ''156" 

Page 22, line 17, restore the stricken "weeks of" 

Page 23, line 5, strike "25" and insert "21" 

Page 23, after line 8 insert: 

"Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivi
sion 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [WIDOW, NO DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the de
ceased employee leave a widow and no dependent child, there 
shall be paid to the widow 4G 50 percent of the daily wage at the 
time of the injury of the deceased. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [SPOUSE, ONE DEPENDENT CHILD.] If the de
ceased employee leave a surviving spouse and one dependent 
child, there shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the benefit of 
such spouse and child W 60 percent of the daily wage at the time 
of the injury of the deceased. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivision 
8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [SPOUSE, TWO DEPENDENT CHILDREN.] If the 
deceased employee leave a surviving spouse and two dependent 
children, there shall be paid to the surviving spouse for the bene
fit of such spouse and such children 6Q 66 % percent of the daily 
wage at the time of the injury of the deceased." 

Page 23, strike lines 9 to 20 
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Page 23, line 24, strike "widow" and insert "surviving spouse" 

Page 23, line 24, strike "she" and insert "the surviving spouse" 

Page 23, line 28, strike "widow" and insert "surviving spouse" 

Page 23, line 30, strike "her" and insert "the surviving spouse's" 

Page 23, line 30, strike "mother" and insert "parent" 

Page 24, line 4, strike "mother's" and insert "parent's" 

Page 24, line 6, strike "mother" and insert "parent" 

Page 24, line 10, strike "widow" and insert "surviving spouse" 

Page 24, line 11, strike "widow" and insert "surviving spouse" 

Page 24, after line 12, insert: 

"Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivi• 
aion 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ORPHANS.] U the deceased employee leave a de
pendent orphan, there shall be paid 4& 55 percent of the daily wage 
at the time of the injury of the deceased, with 10 pe1>eent 1Kkti
ti8R&I f@ eaeh addiiienal erph&R, wi~ a me:rirnQIB ef ~ pep
eent ef eueh wages for two or more orphans there shall be paid 
66¾ percent of the wages. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivision 
20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [ACTUAL DEPENDENTS, COMPENSATION.] Ac
tual dependents are entitled to take compensation in the order 
named in subdivision 3 during dependency until 66% percent of 
the daily wage of the deceased at the time of injury is exhausted. 
~ eempensatiea shall Ra$ aeeed $4Q,ggg iR ease ef a depen-
4ent w',fe, ehiW; a.. erph!IR er eBRl;inQe heyend :WO weeks iR ease 
ef 8113' atkeF def)enelent. The total weekly compensation to be 
paid to full actual dependents of a deceased employee shall not 
exceed in the aggregate $100 Jlel' week an amount equal to the 
maximum weekly compensation for a temporary total disability . 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.111, Subdivision 
21, is amended to read: 

Subd. 21. [DEATH, BENEFITS,;__sOORDINATION WITH 
GOVERNMENTAL SURVIVOR BEN.15FITS.] The following pro
visions shall apply to any dependent entitled to receive weekly 
compensation benefits under sahdiwiiaRB 19 9Rfl 00 this section 
as the result of the death of an employee, and who is also receiv
ing or entitled to receive benefits under any government survivor 
program: 

(a) The combined total of weekly government survivor bene
fits and workmen's compensation death benefits provided under 
this section shall not exceed 100 percent of the weekly wage being 
earned by the deceased employee at the time of the injury causing 
his death; provided, however, that no state workmen's compensa• 
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tion death benefit shall be paid for any week in which the survivor 
benefits paid under the federal program, by themselves, exceed 
100 percent of such weekly wage; and 

(b) In the event that weekly workmen's compensation bene
fits payable as the result of an employee's death are reduced be
low the maximum benefit to which a dependent is otherwise en
titled under this section, the 300 week limit on compensation pay
ments p,rovided in SlfflEWl'isians 19 aRG ~ this section shall not ap
ply." 

Page 28, line 2, strike "55" and insert "50" 

Page 28, line 10, strike "55" and insert "50" 

Page 28, line 29, strike "55" and insert "50" 

Page 29, line 11, strike "they" and insert "an amount equal to 
25 percent of that portion of the fee which is in excess of $250" 

Page 29, line 13, after the period insert "The fees shall be sub-
ject to the limitations contained in section 176.081." 

Page 32, strike lines 15 to 32 

Page 33, strike lines 1 to 32 

Page 34, strike line 1 

Page 34, line 28, strike "they" and insert "an amount equal to 25 
percent of that portion of the fee which is in excess of $250" 

Page 34, line 30, after the period insert "The fees shall be sub
ject to the limitations contained in section 176.081." 

Page 35, line 22, strike "workmen's" and insert "workers' " 

Page 35, line 23, after "section" insert ''including costs and reas
onable attorney fees, and for punitive damages not to exceed three 
times the amount of any compensation benefit to which the em
ployee is entitled" 

Page 35, line 28, after "Subdivisions" strike "6, 7, 8," and after 
"9" strike", 12, 13, 14, 15," and insert "and" and strike "20 and" 

Page 35, line 29, strike "21," 

Page 36, line 10, strike" 12" 

Page 36, line 10, after "13," insert ''15," 

Page 36, line 10, strike "25" and insert "30" 

Renumber the sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page l, line 5, strike "Subdivisions 9, and 16" 

Page 1, line 6, strike "and" 
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Page 1, line 7, strike", and by adding subdivisions" 

Page 1, line 8, strike "5 and" and insert "6, 7, 8," and after "11" 
insert ", 12, 20 and 21" 

Page 1, line 10, strike "176.191;" 

Page 1, line 12, strike "Chapter" 

Page 1, line 12, strike "sections" and insert "a section" 

Page 1, line 14, after "Subdivisions" strike "6, 7, 8," and after 
"9" strike", 12, 13, 14, 15," and insert "and" 

Page 1, line 15, after "19" strike", 20 and 21" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Keefe, S. then moved to amend H. F. No. 522 as follows: 

Pages 29 and 30, strike all of Section 17 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 10, strike "176.141;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Pillsbury moved to amend H. F. No. 522 as follows: 

Strike the Keefe, S. amendment to page 11, line 14, adopted 
May 13, 1975 

Page 11, strike lines 14 and 15 and insert "shall be $135." 

Strike the Keefe, S. amendment to page 12, line 15 
Page 12, line 15, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 12, line 15, strike "$100" and insert "$135" 

Page 12, line 15, strike the new language 

Strike the Keefe, S. amendment to page 12, line 16 

Page 12, line 16, strike the new language 

Page 12, line 31, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 12, line 31, strike "$100" and insert "$135" 

Page 12, line 31, strike the new language 

Strike the Keefe, S. amendment to page 12, line 31 

Page 12, line 32, strike the new language 

Strike the Keefe, S. amendment to page 12, line 32 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 28, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Arnold Davies Laufenburger Ogdahl 
Borden Doty Lewis Olson, A. G. 
Chenoweth Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewaki Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Spear 
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Re'lllleke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. O'Neill moved to amend H. F. No. 522 as follows: 

Page 7, line 23, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 7, line 24, reinstate "for hire" 

Page 7, line 25, reinstate "are not subject" 

Page 7, line 25, after the stricken "thereto" insert "to this chap-
ter" 

Page 7, line 25, reinstate "if a" 

Page 7, reinstate line 26 
Page 7, line 27, reinstate "professional athlete and the employer" 

Page 7, line 28, reinstate "is filed with the commission" and 
after "commission" insert a period 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 522 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

Mr. Ashbach moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion did not prevail. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 21, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Gearty 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Keefe, S. 
Kleinbaum 
Laufenburger 

Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olson,A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Solon 
Spear 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
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Those who vored in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Larson 
Frederick Olholt 
Hansen, Baldy Olson, J. L. 
J osefson Patton 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that S. F. No. 1653, No. 13 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1653: A bill for an act relating to land planning in the 
metropolitan area; requiring local adoption of minimum plaDII 
and controls; providing for limited council review and acceptance 
prior to the adoption of such plans and controls; providing for an 
advisory metropolitan land planning committee; providing for 
the enforcement of adopted local plans and controls; including 
certain expenses in the definition of special levy; providing for 
interim zoning; amending Minnesota Statures 197 4, Section 462.-
355, by adding a subdivision; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 
19, and by adding sections. 

The question recurred on Mr. Conzemius' motion of May 12 to 
re-refer S. F. No. 1653 to the Committee on Metropolitan and 
Urban Affairs. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Amold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 

Chmielewski Jensen 
Conzemius Joeefson 
Dunn Keele, J. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederiek KnuUN>n 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 

Nelson 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Punfeersl 
Henneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Davies 
Doty 
Gearty 

Hanse111, Mel 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keele,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 

The motion prevailed .. 

McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olholt 

Olson.A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Schaal 
Solon 
Spear 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
TADD en 
Willet 
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RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 1 :30 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 1 :30 p.m. having arrived, the President called the 
Senate to order. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate for the balance of 
today's Session. The following Senators answered to their names: 
Arnold Conzemius Josef son Memimn Pillsbury 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, S. Nelson Renneke 
Berg Dunn Kirchner North Schmitz 
Borden Fitzsimons Knutson Olhoft Schrom 
Brataas Gearty Kowalczyk Olsoni, A.G. Stassen 
Brown HalllSell\ Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. Stumpf 
Chmielewski Haruren, Mel Laufenburger Patton Tennessen 
Coleman Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess subject to 
the call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Willet moved that S. F. No. 460 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference 
Committee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion pre
vailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 460 

A bill for an act relating to pollution; prohibiting sale of bev
erage containers having detachable parts; providing a penalty. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 12, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 460 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: 

That the Senate accede to the House amendment and that 
S. F. No. 460 be further amended as follows : 
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Page 2, line 2, delete "July 1, 1976" and insert "January 1, 
1977" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Gerald L. Willet, Myrton 0. Weg
ener, Roger Hanson. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Neil S. Haugerud, Willard M. Mun
ger, Ken Nelson. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Jensen moved that H. F. No. 522 be recalled from the 
House of Representatives for further consideration. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. 

The question being taken on adoption of the motion of Mr. 
Coleman, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 14, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
C<>leman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Keefe, S. Milton 
Kleinbaum Moe 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Brown Keefe, J. 
Jensen Kirchner 
Josefson Kowalczyk 

The motion prevailed. 

Nelson 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 

Patton 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokow•ki 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
W~gener 
Willet 

Sillers 
Ueland 

The question recurred on the adoption of the motion of Mr. 
Jensen, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 27 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, J. North 
Bang Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Knutson O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Patton 
Brown Jensen Larson Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Josefson Nelson Renneke 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
C.Onzemius 
Davies 

Gearty Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kleinbaum Olhofl 
Laufenburger Olson, A.G. 

The motion did not prevail. 

Olson,H. D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
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Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1758: 

Messrs. Arnold; Ashbach; Davies; Hansen, Mel and Tennes
sen. The motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H. F. No. 1, No. 112 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1: A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
unemployment compensation; defining unemployment and wages; 
eliminating seasonal employment; eliminating collection of con
tributions of less than $1; experience rating; deleting obsolete 
language; joint account; establishing a weekly maximum for 
benefits; charging of benefits to an employer not a party to a 
strike; payment of benefits to an employee who refuses to accept 
reemployment during a strike; appeals; notice of hearing in
ueasing fees of appeal tribunal members and of advisory council 
members; benefits paid through error or fraud; records; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 268.04, Subdivisions 10, 
12, 23, 25 and 26; 268.06, Subdivisions 1, 6, 21 and 22, and by 
adding a subdivision; 268.07, Subdivision 2; 268.071, Subdivision 
1; 268.08, Subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 268.09, Subdivision 1; 268.10, 
Subdivisions 2, 4 and 5; 268.12, Subdivisions 6, 8 and 13; 268.16, 
Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 268.18, by adding a 
subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
268.07, Subdivision 5. 

Mr. Merriam moved to amend H.F. No. 1 as follows: 

Page 28, line 9, strike "July 6" and insert "June 30" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Merriam then moved to amend H.F. No. 1 as amended by 
the Committee on Labor and Commerce, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 
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Strike the committee amendment to pages 32 and 33 and 
further amend H.F. No. 1 as follows: 

Page 33, line 10, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 33, line 12, strike "full time" 

Page 33, strike lines 17 to 32 

Strike the committee amendment to the title, page 1, lines 18 
and 19, and amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, strike ", 3," 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Merriam then moved to amend H. F. No. 1 as follows: 

Page 46, strike lines 6 to 28 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, strike "and of advisory" 

Page 1, line 13, strike "council members" 

Page 1, line 20, strike "6,'' 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Kowalczyk moved to amend H.F. No. 1 as follows: 

Page 19, line 8, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 19, line 9, reinstate "equal to" 

Page 19, line 9, after the stricken "$4,800" insert "$6,200" 

Page 19, line 9, reinstate "has been" 

Page 19, lines 9 through 12, strike the new language 

Page 19, line 15, reinstate the stricken language 

Page 19, line 19, after the stricken "$4,800" insert "$6,200" 

Page 19, line 19, reinstate stricken "paid" 

Page 19, line 20, strike the new language 

Page 21, lines 6 through 18, strike the new language 

Also strike the amendment to page 19, line 9, made by th~ 
Committee on Labor and Commerce adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt
ed. 

Mr. Josefson moved to amend H.F. No. 1 as follows: 

Page 36, line 25, after "occurs" insert "because of a voluntary 
separation as described in this clause or'' 
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Page 36, strike Jines 27 to 29 

Page 36, line 30, strike "(c)" and insert "(b)" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Josefson then moved to amend H.F. No. 1, as amended by 
the Committee on Labor and Commerce, adopted by the Senate 
May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Page 54, after line 31, insert: 

"Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.01, Subdivision 
20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [GROSS INCOME.] Except as otherwise provided 
in this chapter, the term "gross income," as applied to corporations 
includes every kind of compensation for labor or personal services 
of every kind from any private or public employment, office, 
position or services; income derived from the ownership or use of 
property; gains or profits derived from every kind of disposition 
of, or every kind of dealing in, property; income derived from 
the transaction of any trade or business; and income derived from 
any source. 

For each of the taxable years beginning after December 31, 
1960 and prior to January 1, 1971, the term "gross income" in 
its application to individuals, estates, and trusts, shall mean the 
adjll!lted gross income as computed for federal income tax purposes 
as defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended 
through December 31, 1970 for the applicable taxable year, with 
the modifications specified in this section. 

For each of the taxable years beginning after December 31, 
1970, the term "gross income" in its application to individuals, 
estates, and trusts shall mean the adjusted gross income as com
puted for federal income tax purposes as defined in the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through the date specified 
herein for the applicable taxable year, with the modifications 
specified in this section. 

(i) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1970, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1970 and prior to January 1, 1973. 

(ii) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1972, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1972. 

(iii) The Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended through 
December 31, 1973, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1973. 

References to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 in clauses 
(a), (b) and (c) following shall mean the code in effect for the 
purpose of defining gross income for the applicable taxable year. 

(a) Modifies tions increasing federal adjusted gross income. 
There shall be added to federal adjusted gross income: 
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(1) Interest income on obligations of any state other than 
Minnesota or a political subdivision of any such other state exempt 
from federal income taxes under the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954; 

(2) Interest income on obligations of any authority, commis
sion, or instrumentality of the United States, which the laws of 
the United States exempt from federal income tax, but not from 
state income taxes; 

(3) Income taxes imposed by this state or any other taxing 
jurisdiction, to the extent deductible in determining federal ad
justed gross income and not credited against federal income tax; 

( 4) Interest on indebtedness incurred or continued to pur
chase or carry securities the income from which is exempt from 
tax under chapter 290, to the extent deductible in determining 
federal adjusted gross income; 

( 5) Amounts received as reimbursement for an expense of sick
ness or injury which was deducte-:1 in a prior taxable year to the 
extent that the deduction for such reimbursed expenditure resulted 
in a tax benefit; 

( 6) Losses which do not arise from events or transactions 
which are assignable to Minnesota under the provisions of sections 
290.17 to 290.20, including any capital loss or net operating loss 
carryforwards or carrybacks resulting from such losses, and in
cluding any such nonassignable losses which occur prior to the time 
the individual becomes a resident of the state of Minnesota; 

(7) The amount of any federal income tax overpayment for 
any previous taxable year, received as refund or credited to an
other taxable year's income tax liability, proportionate to the 
percentage of federal income tax that was claimed as a deduction 
in determining Minnesota income tax for such previous taxable 
year. 

The overpayment refund or credit, determined with respect to 
a husband and wife on a joint federal income tax return for a 
previous taxable year, shall be reported on joint or separate Min
nesota income tax returns. In the case of separate Minnesota 
returns, the overpayment shall be reported by each spouse pro
portionately according to the relative amounts of federal income 
tax claimed as a deduction on his or her separate Minnesota 
income tax return for such previou_s taxable year; 

( 8) In the case of a change of residence from Minnesota to 
another state or nation, the amount of moving expenses which 
exceed total reimbursements and which were therefore deducted 
in arriving at federal adjusted gross income; 

(9) In the case of property disposed of on or after January 1, 
1973, the amount of any increase in the taxpayer's federal tax 
liability under section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
as amended through December 31, 1972, to the extent of the 
credit under section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
as amended through December 31, 1972, that was previously 
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allowed as a deduction either under section 290.01, subdivis:on 
20 (b) (9) or under section 290.09, subdivision 24; aaa 

(10) Expenses and losses arising from a farm which are not 
allowable under section 290.09, subdivision 29 ; and 

(11) Benefits received from the fund established by Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 268.06, but only to the extent that such benefits 
are attributable to employers and only to the extent that the 
total of benefits and federal adjusted gross income exceeds $12,000. 

(b) Modifications reducing federal adjusted gross income. 
There shall be subtracted from federal adjusted gross income: 

( 1) Interest income on obligations of any authority, commis
sion or instrumentality of the United States to the extent in
cludible in gross income for federal income tax purposes but exempt 
from state income tax under the laws of the United States; 

(2) The portion of any gain, from the sale or other disposition 
of property having a higher adjusted basis for Minnesota income 
tax purposes than for federal income tax purposes, that does 
not exceed such difference in basis; but if such gain is con
sidered a long-term capital gain for federal income tax purposes, 
the modification shall be limited to fifty per centum of such 
portion of the gain; 

(3) Interest or dividend income on securities to the extent 
exempt from income tax under the laws of this state authorizing 
the issuance of such securities but includible in gross income 
for federal income tax purposes; 

( 4) Income which does not arise from events or transactions 
which are assignable to Minnesota under the provisions of sections 
290.17 to 290.20; 

( 5) Losses, not otherwise reducing federal adjusted gross income 
assignable to Minnesota, arising from events or transactions which 
are assignable to Minnesota under the provisions of sections 290.17 
to 290.20, including any capital loss or net operating loss carry
forwards or carrybacks resulting from such losses; 

( 6) If included in federal adjusted gross income, the amount 
of any overpayment of income tax to Minnesota, or any other 
state, for any previous taxable year, whether such amount is 
received as a refund or credited to another taxable year's income 
tax liability; 

(7) The amount of any pension or benefit which is excluded 
from gross income under the provisions of section 290.08, sub
division 6; and 

(8) The amount of compensation for personal services in the 
armed forces of the United States or the United Nations which 
is excluded from gross income under the provisions of section 
290.65; and 

(9) In the case of property acquired on or after January 1, 
1973, the amount of any credit to the taxpayer's federal tax 
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liability under section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
as amended through December 31, 1972. 

(c) Modifications affecting shareholders of electing small busi
ness corporations under section 1372 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954, or section 290.972 of this chapter. 

( 1) Shareholders in a small business corporation, which has 
elected to be so taxed under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 
but has not made an election under section 290.972 of this chapter, 
shall deduct from federal adjusted gross income the amount of 
any imputed income from such corporation and shall add to 
federal adjusted gross income the amount of any loss claimed as 
a result of such stock ownership. Also there shall be added to 
federal adjusted gross income the amount of any distributions in 
cash or property made by said corporation to its shareholders 
during the taxable year. 

(2) In cases where the small business corporation has made 
an election under section 1372 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954, but has not elected under section 290.972 of this chapter 
and said corporation is liquidated or the individual shareholder 
disposes of his stock and there is no capital loss reflected in 
federal adjusted gross income because of the fact that corporate 
losses have exhausted the shareholders basis for federal purposes, 
such shareholders shall be entitled, nevertheless, to a capital loss 
commensurate to their Minnesota basis for the stock. 

(3) In cases where the election under section 1372 of the Inter
nal Revenue Code of 1954 antedates the election under section 
290.972 of this chapter and at the close of the taxable year 
immediately preceding the effective election under section 290.972 
the corporation has a reserve of undistributed taxable income pre
viously taxed to shareholders under the provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, in the event and to the extent that such re
serve is distributed to shareholders such distribution shall be 
taxed as a dividend for purposes of this act. 

Items of gross income includible within these definitions shall 
be deemed such regardless of the form in which received. Items 
of gross income shall be included in gross income of the taxable 
year in which received by a taxpayer unless properly to be ac
counted for as of a different taxable year under methods of 
accounting permitted by section 290.07, except that (1) amounts 
transferred from a reserve or other account, if in effect transfers 
to surplus, shall, to the extent that such amounts were accumu
lated through deductions from gross income or entered into the 
computation of taxable net income during any taxable year, be 
treated as gross income for the year in which the transfer occurs, 
but only to the extent that such amounts resulted in a reduction 
of the tax imposed by this act, and (2) amounts received as re
funds on account of taxes deducted from gross income during any 
taxable year shall be treated as gross income for the year in 
which actually received, but only to the extent that such amounts 
resulted in a reduction of the tax imposed by this act. 
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(d) Modification in computing taxable income of the estate of 
a decedent. Amounts allowable under section 291.07, subdivision 
1 (2) in computing Minnesota inheritance tax liability shall not 
be allowed as a deduction in computing the taxable income of the 
estate unless there is filed within the time and in the manner and 
form prescribed by the commissioner a statement that the 
amounts have not been allowed as a deduction under section 
291.07 and a waiver of the right to have such amounts allowed 
at any time as deductions under section 291.07. The provisions 
of this paragraph shall not apply with respect to deductions al
lowed under section 290.077. (relating to income in respect of 
decedents). In the event that the election made for federal tax 
purposes under section 642 (g) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954 differs from the election made under this paragraph appro
priate modification of the estate's federal taxable income shall 
be made to implement the election made under this paragraph 
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the commissioner." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 22, before "and" insert "290.01, Subdivision 20 ;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mrs. Brataas moved to amend H.F. No. 1 as amended by the 
Committee on Labor and Commerce, adopted by the Senate May 
6, 1975, as follows: 

Strike the amendment to page 35, lines 19 and 20 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Comiemius Keefe, S. 
Davies Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty La1SOn 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Josefson Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 

Schmit.z 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Bernhagen, Jensen, Patton and Renneke voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that General Orders be made a Special 
Orders Calendar for immediate consideraion. The motion pre
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1135: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating and 
non-intoxicating liquor; age for licensing, sale, purchase, con
sumption, possession and furnishing; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 340.02, Subdivision 8; 340.035, Subdivision 1; 
340.119, Subdivision 2; 340.13, Subdivision 12; 340.355; 340.403, 
Subdivision 3; 340.73, Subdivision 1; 340.731; 340.78; 340.79; 
340.80; and 340.81. 

Mr. Mccutcheon moved to amend S. F. No. 1135 as follows: 

Page 2, line 2, after "premises" strike the remainder of the 
line and insert a semicolon 

Page 2, strike lines 3 to 5 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Bernhagen moved to amend S. F. No. 1135 as follows: 

Page 3, line 21, strike "over" 

Page 3, line 21, after "age" insert "or over" 
Page 5, line 7, strike "over'' 

Page 5, line 8, after "age" insert "or over" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1135 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

Mr. Bernhagen moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 4 7 and nays 16, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Andemon 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski Jensen 
Davies Josef son 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty McCutcheon 
Hansen, Baldy Moe 
Hansen, Mel Nelson 
Hanson, R. Ogdahl 
Hughes Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Sillen 
Solon 
SlaSlen 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Blatz Keefe, S. Lewis N orlh 
Coleman Kleinbaum Merriam Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Laufenburger Milton Schrom 
Humphrey 

[52NDDAY 

Spear 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1743: 

Messrs. Doty; Moe; Olson, J. L.; Renneke and Perpich, G. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 819: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for public financing in political campaigns; increasing the tax credit 
for political contributions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 290.06, Subdivision 11. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Jiang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdabl 
Olson,A.G. 

Olson,H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy and Knutson voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 932: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; per
mitting the commissioner of public welfare to establish maximum 
fees for congregate living care under the income maintenance pro
grams; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 256.01, Subdi
vision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Berg Hanson, R. Larson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Hugh es Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Humphrey Merriam Patton 
Brovvn Jensen Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Josefson ·Moe Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Nelson Pillsbury 
Fitzsimons Kirchner North Henneke 
Frederick Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schaaf 
Gearty Knutson Olson, A.G. Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

2211 

S. F. No. 689: A bill for an act relating to local government; 
providing for the creation and operation of community councils in 
the city of Minneapolis. 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved to amend S. F. No. 689 as follows: 
Page 1, line 18, strike "to participate" 

Page 2, line 25, strike "recognized neighborhood" and insert 
"proposed community service" 

Page 2, line 26, strike "a" and insert "the" 

Page 3, line 2, strike "to" and insert "in" 

Page 3, line 7, after "provided" insert "by the state agency, gov
ernmental subdivision, or agency of a subdivision" 

Page 3, line 7, strike "city council" and insert "governing bodv 
of the city" • 

Page 3, lines 10 and 11, strike "any governmental subdivision of 
the state" and insert "Hennepin county" 

Page 3, line 12, strike "substantive" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Knutson moved to amend S. F. No. 689 as follows: 

Page 2, line 8, strike "may" and insert "shall" 

Page 2, line 10, strike "or be selected in any other" 

Page 2, strike line 11 

Page 2, line 12, strike "Minneapolis" 

Page 2, line 14, strike "or selective" 

Page 2, line 16, strike everything after "council" 

Page 2, strike line 17 

Page 2, line 18, strike "Members so appointed shall serve" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 689 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Borden Laufenburger Olhoft Schmitz 
Brataas Merriam Olson, H. D. Solon 
Davies Milton O'Neill Spear 
Hanson, R. Nelson Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
Humphrey North Schaaf Tennessen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Hughes 
Dunn Jensen 
Fitzsimons Josef son 
Frederick Keefe, S. 
Gearty Kirchner 
Hansen, Baldy Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Mel Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,A.G. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill failed to pass. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Schrom 
Billers 
Stassen 
Stokowski 

Mr. Milton was excused for the balance of this afternoon's Ses
sion. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the Com
mittee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H. F. No. 669, No. 91 on 
the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immedi
ately. 

H. F. No. 669: A bill for an act relating to taxation; assessment 
and collection of personal property taxes on mobile homes; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 3; and 
Chapter 27 4, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Bang Frederick Knutson 
Borden Gearty Kowalczyk 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Chmielewski Hughes Laufenburger 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson 
Conzemius Jensen North 
Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 

Mr. Merriam voted in the negative. 

Olson,A. G. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1124: A bill for an act relating to Anoka county; 
creating a housing and redevelopment authority in Anoka coun
ty; applying the provisions of the municipal housing and rede
velopment act to Anoka county. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 2, all 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ander.son Fitzoimoll8 Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Ban,g Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Gearty Knutson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Patton 
Borden Hanson, R. Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Nelson Purfeerst 
Conzemius Jenaen Ogdahl Schaaf 
Dunn Josef son Olhoft Schmitz 

Messrs. North and Stumpf voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Ueland 
Willet 

S. F. No. 1077: A bill for an act relating to taxation; income 
tax credit; defining homestead; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 290.0601, Subdivision 5. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend S. F. No. 1077 as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after "spouse," insert "unless it is not so occu
pied by the claimant due to circumstances beyond his control," 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1077 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hans<>n, Baldy Knutson 
Hanson, R Kowalczyk 
Hughes Larson 
Humphrey Laufenburger 
Jens.en Merriam 
Josefson Milton 

Nelson 
North 
Olboft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Stokowslci 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1126: A bill for an act relating to plats and surveys 
in Anoka county; providing for verification by the county sur
veyor and providing for a fee. 

Mrs. Brataas moved to amend S. F. No. 1126 as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CHECKING PLATS AND SURVEYS IN CER
TAIN COUNTIES.] In any county in which the office of the 
county surveyor is a full time position and the surveyor has an 
office in a building maintained by the county for county purposes, 
the county board may, by ordinance adopted in accordance with 
section 375.51, require that each subdivision plat or registered 
land survey plat shall be approved by the county surveyor be
fore recording. The proprietor of the plat shall be charged a fee 
for the service in accordance with a schedule established by the 
board of commissioners of the county. 

Sec. 2. This act is effective upon approval by a majority of the 
governing body of the county, and upon compliance with the 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.021." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, strike lines 2 to 4 and insert: 

"relating to counties; providing for the approval of plats and 
surveys by the county surveyor in certain counties; providing 
for a fee." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1126: A bill for an act relating to counties; providing 
for the approval of plats and surveys by the county surveyor in 
certain counties; providing for a fee. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Berg Frederick Kirchner 
Blatz Gearty Kleinbaum 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Chenoweth Hughes Larson 
Chmielewski Humphrey Laufenburger 
Coleman Jensen Merriam 
Dunn Josefson Nelson 

Mr. Schrom voted in the negative. 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1551: A bill for an act relating to highways; desig
nating and describing the route of the Viking Trail; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.14, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. North 
Berg Frederick Kirchner Olhoft 
Blatz Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Knutson O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes Larson Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Laufenburger Purfeerst 
Coleman Jensen Merriam Schaaf 
Dunn Josef son Nelson Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

S. F. No. 45: A bill for an act relating to taxation; exempting 
from sales and use tax certain sand and gravel; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 297A.25, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 16 and nays 29, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 

Fitzsimons Jensen 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 

O'Neill 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Gearty Kowalczyk Olson,A.G. 
Borden Humphrey Lewis Olson,H. D. 
Chenoweth Josefson McCutcheon Patton 
Coleman Keefe,S. Nelson Perpich, A. J. 
Doty Kirchner North Purfeerst 
Dunn Knutson Olhoft Schaaf 

So the bill failed to pass. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the Com
mittee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H.F. No. 229, No. 106 
on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard im
mediately. 
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H. F. No. 229: A bill for an act relating to taxes on or mea
sured by net income; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, 
Subdivisions 8, 20, 21, and 22; and by adding subdivisions; 290.-
02; 290.06, Subdivisions 2c and 11; 290.0601, Subdivisions 6 and 
9; 290.061; 290.086, Subdivision 7; 290.09, Subdivisions 4 and 
15; 290.16, by adding a subdivision; 290.21, Subdivision 4; 290.-
26; 290.50, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5; 290.92, Subdivisions 6 and 
19; 290.931, Subdivision 1; 290.933, Subdivision 1; 290.972, Sub
division 2; 290.983, Subdivision 1; 290.985; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 290.072; 290.08, Subdivisions 9, 10, 11, 
15, 16, 17, 18 and 22; 290.0801; and 290.931, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the Toll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Laufenburger Perpich. A. J. 
llrown Hughes Lewis Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey McCutcheon Purfeerst 
Coleman Jensen Merriam Schaaf 
Conzemius Josef son Nelson Schmitz 
Doty Keefe, S. North Schrom 
Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

Solon 
Spear 
Stsssen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 7 :00 
11'elock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 7 :00 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Stassen was excused from the evening's Session at 7 :00 
.-,' clock p.m. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Coleman moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674 at 7:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Blatz; Coleman; Conzemius; Olson, A.G. and Perpich, 
A. J. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Coleman moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
235 at 7 :00 p.m.: 
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Messrs. Anderson, Hughes, Humphrey, O'Neill and Sillers. The 
motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Coleman moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1759 at 8 :00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Borden, Chenoweth, Fitzsimons, J osefson and Willet. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 863: A bill for an act relating to education; chang
ing the time for the annual meeting of boards of independent 
school districts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
123.34, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang Dunn Kirchner North 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Bernhagen Gearty Knutson Olhoft 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Larson Olson, J. L. 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. Laufenburger Patton 
Conzemius Jensen McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Davies Josef son Merriam Henneke 
Doty Keefe, S. Moe Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Weiener 
Willet 

H.F. No. 628: A bill for an act relating to Voyageurs National 
Park; establishing and empowering an advisory committee thereon. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays I, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Josef son Merriam 

Mr. Schrom voted in the negative. 

Milton 
Moe 
Ogdah) 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 661: A bill for an act relating to labor; occupational 
safety and health; defining terms; requiring minimum posting 
time of citations; enforcement; notice to employee representative; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 182.651, Subdivision 
12; 182.66, Subdivision 2; and 182.661, Subdivisions 1 and 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Davies Kirchner Nelson 
Ashbach Doty Kleinbaum North 
Bang Dunn Knutson Olhoft 
Berg Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Lewis Pillsbury 
Brown Hanson, R. McCutcheon Renneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Merriam Schaaf 
Coleman Josef son Milton Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Moe Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

S. F. No. 973: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for a reduction of ad valorem taxes paid by certain persons; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
273.011, Subdivision 5; 273.012, Subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 273.061, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Chapter 273, by adding sections; and repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 290.066. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 
Josef son Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 866: A bill for an act relating to liquor; abolishing 
the office of liquor control commissioner and transferring the 
powers and duties thereof to the commissioners of public safety 
and revenue; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 299A, 
by adding a section; Sections 299A.0l, Subdivision 3; 340.44; 
340.47, Subdivision 2; 340.485, Subdivision 1; and 340.492; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 299A.0l, Subdivision 
4; 340.08; 340.09; 340.485, Subdivision 4; and 340.491. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 4 7 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Doty Knutson 
Dwm Kowalczyk 
Fitzsimons Larson 
Frederick Laufenburger 
Gearty McCutcheon 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

Olboft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbuey 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1169: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; inspec
tion; licensing; fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
17.35, Subdivision 6; 18.032, Subdivision 6; 18.53; 18.54, Subdivi
sion 1; 18A.02, Subdivision 3; 21.54, Subdivision 2; 24.072, Subdi
visions 2 and 4; 28A.03; 28A.04; 28A.05; 28A.08; 28A.09; 28A.15, 
Subdivision 5; 31.101; 31.102, Subdivision 1; 31.103, Subdivision 1; 
31.104; 31.31; 31.39; 32.075; 32.394, Subdivision 8, and by adding 
subdivisions; 32.59; and 34.05, Subdivisions 1 and 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

Mr. Olson, H. D. moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 19, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, J. 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 

Moe 
North 
Olboft 
Olson,H.D. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Jensen McCutcheon O'Neill 
Brataas Kirchner Nelson Patton 
Brown Knutson Ogdahl Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

[52NDDAY 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Ueland 

Mr. Nelson was excused from the balance of this evening's Ses
J5ion. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 745: A bill for an act relating to charitable organiza
tions; solicitation; limitations and prohibitions; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 309.55, Subdivision 5; and by adding a 
subdivision. 

Mr. Milton moved to amend H.F. No. 745 as follows: 

Page I, line 16, strike "which unfairly tend" and insert "design
ed" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 745 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 5, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Hansen, Baldy Larson Olhoft 
Berg Hanson, R. Lsufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Jensen Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Brown Keefe, J. McCutcheon Patton 
Chenoweth Kirchner Milton Pillsbury 
Doty Kleinbaum Moe Purfeerst 
Gearty Knutson North Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Borden Chmielewski Merriam Schrom 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 557: A bill for an act relating to commerce; consumer 
fraud; providing an exclusion for mass media; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Sections 325. 77 4; and 325. 79, Subdivision 3. 

Mr. Olhoft moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 557 
by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report 
adopted May 10, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The mo
tion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 
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H. F. No. 557 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 

Dunn Knutson 
Frederick Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Jensen Moe 
Kirchner North 
Kleinbaum Olhoft 

Mr. Schrom voted in the negative. 

Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 534: A bill for an act relating to chiropractic; further 
defining the term "chiropractic"; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 148.01, by adding a subdivision; and 148.08, Sub
division 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 

Dunn Kirchner 
Frederick f{.leinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Jensen Laufenburger 
Josef son Merriam 
Keefe. S. Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpicb,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Henneke 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H.F. No. 1252: A bill for an act relating to the sale of state 
owned lands to the city of Owatonna; providing for valuation at 
current fair market value; amending Laws 1965, Chapter 216, 
Sections 2, as amended; and 3, Subdivision 1, as amended. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage o.f the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen. Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Keefe, S. Merriam 
Kirchner Moe 
Kleinbaum North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

(52NDDAY 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 1107: A bill for an act relating to railroads; requiring 
certain railroad locomotives to have certain equipment; requiring 
certain records to be kept thereof; and prescribing certain duties 
of the department of public service in relation thereto. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Keefe, S. Merriam 
Kirchner Moe 
Kleinbaum North 
Knutson Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H.F. No. 1476: A bill for an act relating to highways; munici
pal state-aid street system; payment of contract price; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 162.10. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 
Keefe, S. Milton 
Kirclmer Ogdahl 
Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 

Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Solon 

Messrs. Knutson and North voted in the negative. 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
Mr. Schmitz moved that S. F. No. 1293 be stricken from the 

Special Orders Calendar and returned to its author. The motion 
prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 49: A bill for an act relating to the city of Duluth; 
authorizing the rendering of emergency service by physician's 
trained mobile intensive care paramedic; granting limited im
munity from civil liability for paramedics and physicians advising 
or instructing paramedics. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang Hanson,R. Laufenburger Olson,J. L. 
Berg Jensen McCutcheon Patton 
Bernhagen Keefe, S. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Brown Kirchner Milton Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Kleinbaum. North Purfeerst 
Doty Knut.son Ogdahl Henneke 
Gearty Kowalczyk Olhoft Schmitz 
Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, H. D. Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 332: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for filing and disclosure requirements for certain tax exempt 
property; providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 272.02, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 272, by adding a 
section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Gearty 
Hanson,R. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knnt.son 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Laufenburger 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy; Patton; Renneke and Schrom voted 
in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 715: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
clarifying the definition of vendor of medical assistance to cover 
public health nurses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
256B.02, Subdivision 7. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 
Keefe, S. Milton 
Kirchner Moe 
Kleinbaum North 
Knutson Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 209: A bill for an act relating to adoptions; annul
ment of decree after discovery of defect; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 259.30. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson, R McCutcheon 
Keefe, S. Merriam 
Kirchner Milton 
Kleinbaum Moe 
Knutson North 

Ogdahl 
Olholt 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Messrs. Jensen and Renneke voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 884: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
a homestead exemption for certain stockholders of a family farm 
corporation and partners of a partnership; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, by adding a subdivision. 

Mr. Berg moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 884 
by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report 
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adopted May 10, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The 
motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 884 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
Mr. Perpich, G. moved that those not voting be excused from 

voting. The motion did not prevail. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 10, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Doty Jensen Merriam 
Bang Dunn Josef son Moe 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Ogdab] 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Borden Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hansen. Mel Larson Patton 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. Laufenburger Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Keefe, S. Milton Perpich, G. Spear 
McCutcheon North Solon Stumpf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Stokowski 
Ueland 

Tennessen 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 78: A bill for an act relating to the operation of state 
government; requiring departments, agencies and institutions of 
the state to procure products and services from sheltered work
shops and work activity programs. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Kirchner Moe 
Kleinbaum North 
Knutson Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 1058: A bill for an act relating to state parks; adding 
land to Helmer Myre state park. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Doty 

Dunn Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson. R. Laufenburger 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Keefe, S. Merriam 
Kirchner Milton 
Kleinbaum Moe 

Mr. Perpich, G. voted in the negative. 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 1569: A bill for an act relating to the city of Shore
view; authorizing the city of Shoreview to defer special assess
ments previously levied on property owned by senior citizens. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk Ogdahl 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson Olhoft 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Jensen McCutcheon Olson, J. L. 
Brown Keefe, S. Merriam Patton 
Chmielewski Kirchner Milton Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Moe Purfeerst 
Doty Knutson North Renn eke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 866: A bill for an act relating to courts; setting the 
salaries for certain court reporters; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 197 4, Section 486.05. 

Mr. Kleinbaum moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 
866 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the re
port adopted May 5, 197 5, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The 
motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 866 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 9, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Berg Doty Kleinbaum O,,dahl 
Bernhagen Dunn Knutson Ofson, H. D. 
Brown Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. Larson Patton 
Coleman Jensen Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Merriam Renneke 
Davies Kirchner Milton Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang Hansen, Baldy North Perpich, G. 
Brataas Moe Olhoft Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Schrom 

H. F. No. 1277: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; 
prescribing powers and duties of the joint coordinating committee; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 3, by adding a sec• 
tion; Section 3.304, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5; and Chapter 
482, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 3.304, Subdivisions 4, 6 and 7. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Frederick Larson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Gearty Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Jensen Milton Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Moe Pillsbury 
Coleman Kirchner North Purfeerst 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Ogdahl Renn eke 
Doty Knutson Ofhoft Schmitz 
Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, A.G. Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

S. F. No. 1552: A bill for an act relating to public weHare; 
pertaining to the development of community based residential 
care facilities for the mentally ill, mentally deficient and drug 
dependent through the housing finance agency; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 462A.02, by adding a subdivision; 
462A.03, Subdivision 7, and by adding subdivisions. 

Mr. Perpich G. moved to amend S. F. No. 1552 as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, strike "found and" 
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Page 1, line 20, strike "remodeling" and insert "rehabilitation" 

Page 1, line 22, strike "attendant thereto" 

Page 2, line 5, strike "undertaken" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1552 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
ConzemiU8 
Doty 
Dunn 

Frederick Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Knutson Olhoft 
Kowalczyk Olson, A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpioh, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stmnpf 
Deland 
Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 146: A bill for an act relating to commerce; requiring 
that tents and sleeping bags be flame resistant; providing a penalty. 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved that the amendments to H. F. No. 146 
made by the Committee on Labor and Commerce, adopted by the 
Senate April 28, 1975 be stricken. 

The motion prevailed. So the amendments were stricken. 

H. F. No. 146 was then progressed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 161: A bill for an act relating to occupational safety 
and health; authorizing certain actions against an employer to be 
brought by the commissin1'er in the district court; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 182.669, Subdivision 1; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 182.669, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Dunn Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Berg Frederick Larson Olson, A.G. 
Bernhagen Gearty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Merriam Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Nelson Perpich, G. 
Coleman Kleinbaum North Purfeerst 
Doty Knutson Ogdahl Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

2229 

H. F. No. 794: A bill for an act relating to labor; providing for 
the determination of prevailing wage rates for state financed proj
ects and highway construction; providing penalties; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 177.41; 177.42, Subdivision 2; 177.-
43, Subdivisions 4 and 5; and 177.44, Subdivisions 4 and 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
C.Onzemius 

Doty Knutson 
Dunn Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Keefe, S. Nelson 
Kleinbaum North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J.L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 232: A bill for an act relating to commerce; removing 
certain responsibilities for bedding from the department of labor 
and industry; providing penalties for mislabeling of bedding; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 325.30; 325.32; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 325.28; and 325.29. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Coleman Gearty Kleinbaum 
Bernhagen Conzemius Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Brataas Doty Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Brown Dunn Jensen Larson 
Chmielewski Frederick Keefe, S. Laufenburger 

Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
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Ogdahl Olson, J. L. Purfeerst Solon 
Olhoft Patton Renn eke Spear 
Olson, A.G. Perpich, A. J. Schmitz Stokowski 
Olson, H. D. Perpich, G. Schrom Stumpf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

[52NDDAY 

Deland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 486: A bill for an act relating to franchises; provid
ing exceptions as to certain motor vehicle and motor fuel fran
chises; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 80C.01, Sub
division 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Dunn Kowalc,:yk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Larson Patton 
Bernhagen Gearty Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Merriam Purfeerst 
Brown Hanson. R. Milton Renneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Nelson Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Oi{dabl Schrom 
Doty Knutson Olhoft Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 1513: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; providing for and authorizing said city to issue its general 
obligation bonds for housing and rehabilitation loan and grant 
programs; removing certain bonding authority for rehabilitation 
loans for urban renewal development and code enforcement 
areas; amending Laws 1963, Chapter 881, Section 1, Sub
division 1, as amended, and by adding a subdivision; Laws 
1974, Chapter 351, Section 4; repealing Laws 1963, Chapter 881, 
Sections 4 and 5, as added by Laws 1973, Chapter 395, Section 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 12, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Hughes Merriam Olson,J. L. Solon 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton O'Neill Spear 
Coleman Keefe,J. Moe Perpich, A. J. Stokowski 
Conzemius Keefe,S. Nelson Perpich,G. Stumpf 
Doty Kleinbaum North Purfeerst Deland 
Dunn Larson Olhoft Schaaf Wegener 
Gearty Laufenburger Olson,A.G. Schmitz 
Hanson,R. McCutcheon Olson,H.D. Sillers 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bern.hagen 

Brataas 
Brown 
Frederick 

Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Jensen Patton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Renneke 
Schrom 
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H. F. No. 703: A bill for an act relating to state government; 
revising the personnel laws; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Chapter 43, by adding sections; Sections 15A.083, Subdivision 
1; 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.09, Subdivision 7; 43.20, Subdivision 
4; 43.22, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.30; 43.42; 43.43; 43.47; 84.14, 
Subdivision 1; 487.02, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 15A.071; 16.027, Subdivision 8. 

Mr. Stokowski moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 703 by the Committee on Governmental Operations, adopted 
by the Senate May 5, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 4, strike all of subdivision 1 
5th line, Sec. 4, strike "Subd. 2. [TEST RECORDS.]" 

Sec. 13, third line, strike "state officers" 

Sec. 13, 4th line, strike "or" 

Sec. 13, 7th line, strike "state officers or" 

Sec. 13, 8th line, strike "public officer" and insert "state em
ployee'' 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment 
was adopted. 

H. F. No. 703 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 14, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Doty 
Dunn 
Gearty 

Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Laufenburger 

Mccutcheon 
M-erriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Olhoft 
Olson, A. G. 
Olson, H. D. 
O'Neill 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Ashbach Bernhagen Jensen Nelson Rellilleke 
Bang Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L. Sillers 
Berg Han-sen, Baldy Kowalczyk Patton 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. McCutcheon moved that H. F. No. 1526 be stricken from 
the Calendar of Ordinary Matters and returned to General Orders. 
The motion prevailed. 

Without objection the Senate reverted to the Order of Business 
of Messages From the House and Reports of Committees. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to the 
request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference Com
mittee, consisting of three members of the House, on the amend
ments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 66: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing certain handicapped hunters to transport uncased but un
loaded firearms; providing permanent permits for handicapped 
hunters; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 98.48, Subdi
vision 12. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of the 
House: 

McEachern, Begich and Biersdorf. 

Senate File No. 66 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 13, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1160. 

H. F. No. 1160: A bill for an act relating to bicentennial projects; 
authorizing governmental units to furnish services, property and 
money in connection with bicentennial projects; validating prior 
expenditures. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Commit
tee of five members be appointed thereon: 

McCauley, Pehler, McCollar, Brinkman and Jaros have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1160 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 13, 1975 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1160, and 
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that a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with 
a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 522: 

H. F. No. 522: A bill for an act relating to workmen's compensa
tion; extending coverage; increasing benefit levels; providing for 
attorney's fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 79.28; 
176.011, Subdivisions 9, and 16, and by adding subdivisions; 'I. 76.-
041; 176.051; 176.081, and by adding subdivisions; 176.101; 176.-
111, Subdivisions 1, 5 and 11; 176.131, Subdivision 10; 176.132, 
Subdivision 2; 176.133; 176.141; 176.151; 176.191; 176.461; 176.-
511, Subdivision 3; and Chapters 175, by adding a section; and 
Chapter 176, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 176.111, Subdivisions 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 and 21. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Commit
tee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Moe; Beauchamp; Adams, L.; Sarns and Dean have been ap
pointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 522 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 13, 1975 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 522, and 
that a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by 
the Committee on Committees on the part of the Senste, to act 
with a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of 
the House. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 

in the Senate amendments to House File No. 749: 
H. F. No. 7 49: A bill for an act relsting to controlled sub

stances; providinf medical and educations! intervention, evaluation, 
and treatment o persons in possession of small amounts of mari
juans; providing penalties for possession of small amounts of 
marijuana; and prohibiting municipalities from enacting ordinances 
imposing greater civil or criminal penalties than provided by 
state lsw for the possession, sale or distribution of small amounts 
of marijuans; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 152.15, 
Subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 
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Knoll, Moe, Eckstein, Farley and Searle have been appointed 
as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 7 49 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 13, 1975 

Mr. Tennessen moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 749, 
and that a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed 
by the Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to 
act with a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of 
the House. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1: 

H. F. No. 1: A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
unemployment compensation; defining unemployment and wages; 
eliminating seasonal employment; eliminating collection of con
tributions of less than $1; experience rating; deleting obsolete 
language; joint account; establishing a weekly maximum for bene
fits; charging of benefits to an employer not a party to a strike; 
payment of benefits to an employee who refuses to accept re
employment during a strike; appeals; notice of hearing; increasing 
fees of appeal tribunal members and of advisory council members; 
benefits paid through error or fraud; records; amending Minne
sota Statutes 197 4, Sections 268.04, Subdivisions 10, 12, 23, 25 
and 26; 268.06, Subdivisions 1, 6, 21 and 22, and by adding a 
subdivision; 268.07, Subdivision 2; 268.071, Subdivision 1; 268.08, 
Subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 268.09, Subdivision 1; 268.10, Sub
divisions 2, 4 and 5; 268.12, Subdivisions 6, 8 and 13; 268.16, 
Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 268.18, by adding a 
subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
268.07, Subdivision 5. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Sieben, H.; Enebo; Adams, L.; Carlson, A. and Osthoff have 
been appointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 13, 1975 

Mr. Merriam moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1, and 
that a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by 
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the Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to 
act with a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of 
the House. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was re-referred under Joint Rule 20, together with the 
committee report thereon, 

S. F. No. 1715: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and 
other terms and conditions of employment in the state civil service; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 43.05, Subdivision 
2; 43.12, Subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions l 
and 2; 43.122, Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 
and 3; 43.17, Subdivision 2; 43.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Sub
divisions 1 and 4; 43.21; 43.23, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.328, 
Subdivision l; 43.50, Subdivision 1; and 299D.03, Subdivision.• 
2 and 9. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the 
bill receive the action of the previous referring committee. 

Mr. Coleman moved the adoption of the foregoing commit
tee report. The motion prevailed. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 
9:00 o'clock a.m., Wednesday, May 14, 1975. The motion pre
vailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTY-THIRD DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Wednesday, May 14, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Ronald C. Peterson. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josef son North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Sookowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Chenoweth, Knutson and Nelson were excused from this 
morning's Session. Mr. McCutcheon was excused from the Session 
of today at 3:00 o'clock p.m. 

EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Act 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature has been received 
from the Office of the Governor and is deposited in the Office of 
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the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved 
1975 

May9 
No. No. Chapter No. 

110 99 

Sincerely, 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

Date Filed 
1975 

May9 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicsted. 

Messrs. Anderson, Kirchner and Milton introduced-

S. F. No. 1750: A bill for an act relating to health; establishing 
a program of comprehensive school health services to be adminis
tered by the department of educstion; appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Mr. Keefe, S. introduced-

S. F. No. 1751: A bill for an act relating to taxation; taxes upon 
real property; establishing a deduction from gross income for the 
cost of improvements to certain homesteads to meet building 
code standards. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

Messrs. Perpich, A. J.; Blatz and Conzemius introduced-

S. F. No. 1752: A bill for an act relating to taxation; establish
ing an investment tax credit for the promotion of commuter vans; 
exempting sales of motor vehicles used in commuter van programs 
from sales and use taxation; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 290.06, by adding a subdivision; and 297 A.25, Subdi
vision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

Mr. Keefe, S. introduced-

S. F. No. 1753: A bill for an act relating to financial institutions; 
requiring insurance for accounts in credit unions and savings as
sociations; requiring a certificate of approval; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 51A.23 by adding subdivisions; and 
Chapter 52 by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 
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I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, herewith returned: S. F. No. 220. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 12, 1975 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1026: A bill for an act relating to agricultural lands; 
regulating the ownership of such lands by certain corporations; 
exempting lands acquired for growing asparagus; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 500.24, Subdivision 2. 

Senate File No. 1026 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

Mr. Frederick moved that S. F. No. 1026 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 711: A bill for an act relating to taxation; sales and 
use tax; definitions; excluding from term sale and purchase meals 
and drinks delivered or served to senior citizens or the handi
capped by governmental or nonprofit organizations; amending 
Mmnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297 A.01, Subdivision 3, and 
by adding subdivisions. 

Senate File No. 711 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 13, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Moe moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 711 and that the bill be placed on its re
passage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 711: A bill for an act relating to taxation; sales and 
use tax; definitions; excluding from term sale and purchase meals 
and drinks delivered or served to individuals who are 60 years of 
age or over, and their spouses or the handicapped by governmen
tal or nonprofit organizations; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 297A.0l, Subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivi
sion. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Drmn Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Berg Frederick Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Renneke 
C.Onzemius Jensen North Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
St,umpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 39: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing ex
emptions from the motor vehicle excise tax; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 297B.03. 

Senate File No. 39 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 13, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Fitzsimons moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 39 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 39 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 

Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 

Chmielewski 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick Hughes 
Gearty Humphrey 
Hansen, Baldy Jen sen 
Hansen, Mel J osefson 
Hanson, R. Kirchner 
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Kleinbaum Moe Perpich, A. J. Billers 
Larson North Perpich. G. Solon 
Laufenburger Ogdahl Pillsbury Spear 
Lewis. Olson, A. G. Purfeerst Stassen 
McCutcheon Olson, H. D. Renneke Stokowski 
Merriam Olson, J. L. Schmitz Stumpf 
Milton Patton Schrom Tennessen 

[53RDDAY 

Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
~d: 

S. F. No. 782: A bill for an act relating to courts; providing com
pensation and mileage allowance for jurors; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 357.26, Subdivision 1. 

Senate File No. 782 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 12, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 782 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 782: A bill for an act relating to courts; providing com
pensation and mileage allowance for jurors: amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 357.26, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 593.18. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bilJ, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 3, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blat• 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Ogdahl 
Keefe, J. Olson, A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Messrs. North; Perpich, A. J. and Perpich, G. voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 210, 649, 
1199 and 1722. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 13, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 210: A bill for an act relating to public health; pro
viding nutritional supplements to high risk women and children; 
appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 649: A bill for an act relating to human services; sup
porting the operation of human services boards; creating a state of
fice of human services; providing for the development of a unified 
state plan and budget for human services; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 402.01, Subdivision 1; 
402.02, Subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding subdivisions; 402.04, 
Subdivision 1; 402.05, Subdivisions 1 and 2; and 402.08; and re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 402.05, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

H. F. No. 1199: A bill for an act relating to treatment for alcohol 
and drug abuse; providing for programs of intervention and treat
ment for employees and underserved groups; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 254A.02, by adding 
subdivisions; and Chapter 254A, by adding sections. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1722: A bill for an act relating to transportation; in
creasing the excise tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes; de
creasing tax levies authorized for the metropolitan transit commis
sion; providing for a redefinition of the transit taxing district and 
authorizing contract service beyond the boundaries thereof; provid
ing for public transportation improvements throughout the state 
and providing for public transit demonstration projects; creating 
the Minnesota state transportation fund, and authorizing the issu
ance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation to state 
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agencies and subdivisions to finance public lands, buildings and 
capital improvements needed for a balanced state transportation 
system; amending a route on the interstate system; adding addi
tional routes to the trunk highway system; providing for the con
struction of certain acoustical barriers along certain interstate 
highways; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 161.12; and 296.02, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 296, 
by adding a section; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Sub
divisions 1, 2 and 4. 

Mr. Coleman moved that H. F. No. 1722 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 1292: A bill for an act relating to crime prevention; 
increasing the compensation for dependents of peace officers killed 
in the line of duty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
352E.04. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1308: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
clarifying procedures for acquisition of wildlife lands; modifying 
the definition of beneficial public use; requiring a substantial 
beneficial public use to be served in order to classify waters as 
public; establishing an accelerated program of inventorying, classify
mg and designating state waters; prescribing the powers and duties 
of the commissioner of natural resources and counties in connec
tion therewith; prescribing interim rules and regulations; specify
ing certain restrictions on drainage; eliminating the duty of the 
commissioner of natural resources to promulgate certain criteria 
relating to drainage systems; clarifying the criteria which county 
boards or district courts must consider concerning drainage sys
tems; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Sections 97.481; 105.37, Subdivision 6, and by adding subdivisions; 
105.38; 105.42, Subdivision 1; 106.021, Subdivisions 2 and 6; 
106.031, Subdivision 1; 106.081, Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 106.091, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 106.101, Subdivisions 4 and 5; 106.111, 
Subdivision 1; 106.121, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 106.131; 106.201, 
Subdivisions l and 2; and Chapter 105, by adding sections. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 24, line 18, strike "$1,160,000" and insert "$840,000" 
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Page 24, line 19, after "fund" insert "for the biennium ending 
June 30, 1977," 

Page 24, line 24, after the period strike "Notwithstanding the" 

Page 24, strike lines 25 through 28 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 804: A bill for an act relating to land use planning; 
establishing a land use planning assistance program of grants 
for local government units to be administered by the state planning 
agency; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 11, strike "90" and insert "75" 

Page 4, line 3, after "cancel" insert "the first year" 

Page 4, line 4, strike "expended" and insert "June 30, 1977" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1393: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
creating the natural resource land fund and authorizing the is
suance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation from 
the fund for acquisition of public lands and interests in land 
needed for natural resource programs; appropriating money from 
the fund for this purpose; appropriating money from the general 
fund for payment of bonds. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1165: A bill for an act relating to the pollution 
control agency; authorizing the issuance of bonds; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116.18, Sub
divisions 1 and 4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the 
bill do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 1288: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
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shade tree disease control programs by local governments; pro
viding funds for the control of shade tree disease; establishing a 
grant-in-aid program under the department of agriculture; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
18.022, by adding a subdivision; 18.023, Subdivisions 1 and 3, and 
by adding subdivisions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 1436: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
authorizing the department of natural resources to make a grant 
to the city of Duluth for the construction of a dam at Hartley 
Pond on Tischer Creek. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the 
bill do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 872: A bill for an act relating to welfare; requiring 
the commissioner of public welfare to negotiate an agreement 
transferring the Lake Owasso Children's Home from the state 
to Ramsey county; appropriating money; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 252.025, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 21, strike "The sum needed to continue" 

Page 1, strike lines 22 through 24 

Page 2, strike lines 1 and 2 and insert: "The sum of $300,000 is 
appropriated to the deparhnent of public welfare from the general 
fund for the purpose of operating and maintaining the Lake Owas
so Children's Home. This appropriation shall not cancel but re
main available until expended." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1030: A bill for an act relating to pollution control; 
authorizing a county solid waste grants-in-aid program; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
116.06, Subdivision 1; and 400.03, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 
116, by adding sections. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 
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Page 1, line 16, after "400.161" insert ", and Laws 1975, Chap
ter 13, Sections 11 and 138 to 144" 

Page 2, after line 18 insert a new subdivision to read: 

"Subd. 4. The agency shall submit any rules proposed under 
this section to the senate committee on finance and the house 
committee on appropriations for review.'' 

Page 3, line 3, strike "period" and insert "biennium" 

Page 3, line 4, strike "beginning July 1, 1975, and" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1062: A bill for an act relating to retirement; mis
cellaneous amendments to the judges retirement act; amendim: 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 490, by adding a section; and 
Section 490.124, Subdivisions 2 and 9. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, strike "receiving" and insert "entitled to receive" 

Page 1, line 15, strike "of" and insert "allotted" 

Page 1, line 16, following "1975" strike the semicolon and insert 
"and in the same proportion of such salary as the proportion to 
which he was entitled upon retirement" 

Page 1, line 19, strike "his" and insert "the" 

Page 1, line 19, after "if any" insert "and provided spouse is oth-
erwise entitled thereto" 

Page 2, strike line 7 

Page 2, line 8, strike "required herein are hereby appropriated!' 

Page 2, line 10, strike "and the" 

Page 2, strike line 11 

Page 2, line 12, strike "appropriated from the general fund" 

Page 2, line 22, after "retirement" insert "and for life" 

Page 2, line 22, after "on" insert "a salary not greater than" 

Page 3, line 2, after "if any" insert "and provided the spouse is 
otherwise entitled thereto" 

Page 3, line 12, strike "widow" and insert "surviving spouse" 

Page 3, line 13, strike "her" and insert "the spouse" 

Page 3, line 16, strike "June 30" and insert "July 1" 
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Page 3, line 18, strike all the language after "account" 

Page 3, strike line 19 

Page 3, line 20, strike "appropriated from the general fund" 

Page 3, line 25, strike "(3)" 

Page 3, line 26, strike "section" and insert "clause" 

Page 3, line 32, strike "(4)" and insert "(3)" 

Page 4, strike lines 7 and 8 

Page 5, after line 16, insert: 

"Sec. 4. [APPROPRIATION.] There is appropriated from the 
general fund in the state treasury to the executive director of the 
Minnesota state retirement system the amounts specified in this 
section for the purposes indicated, to be available for the fiscal 
years ending June 30, 1975, 1976, and 1977. 

Supreme and district court judges' retirement benefits $1,454,500 

Supreme and district court judges' survivars' benefits $ 568,200 

Sec. 5. [NON-SEVERABILITY.] If any provision of this act is 
declared unconstitutional, the entire act is void." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "act;" insert "appropriating money;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 107 4: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
medical assistance for the needy; establishing a department lien on 
certain causes of action accruing to the needy; authorizing the as
signment of insurance proceeds and the subrogation to the de
partment of the rights of any recipient of medical assistance 
having private health care coverage; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Chapters 62A, by adding a section; and 256B, by adding 
sections; Sections 256B.02, by adding a subdivision; 256B.06, Sub
division 1; and 393.10, Subdivision 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike evezy,thing after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 62A, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[62A.045] [PAYMENTS TO WELFARE RECIPIENTS.] No 
policy of accident and sickness insurance issued or renewed after 
August 1, 1975, shall contain any provision denying or reducing 
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benefits because services are rendered to an insured or dependent 
who is eligible for or receiving medical assistance pursuant to 
chapter 256B. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 62C, is amended by 
adding a section to read : 

[62C.141] [PAYMENTS TO WELFARE RECIPIENTS.] 
After August 1, 1975, no service plan corporation shall deliver, 
issue for delivery, or renew anr subscriber's contract which con
tains any provision denying or reducing benefits because services 
are rendered to a subscriber or dependent who is eligible for or 
receiving medical assistance pursuant to chapter 256B. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 64A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[64A.221] [PAYMENT TO WELFARE RECIPIENTS.] After 
August 1, 1975, no association authorized to do business in this 
state which provides or pays for any health care benefits shall 
issue any certificate which contains any provision denying or re
ducing benefits because services are rendered to a certificate hold
er or beneficiary who is eligible for or receiving medical assistance 
pursuant to chapter 256B. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 64A.23, is amended 
to read: 

64A.23 [BENEFITS NOT ATTACHABLE.] Except as pro
vided in chapter 256B, the money or other benefits, charity, re
lief, or aid to be paid, provided, or rendered by any association 
authorized to do business under this chapter shall, neither before 
nor after being paid, be liable to attachment, garnishment, or other 
process and shall not be seized, taken, appropriated, or applied 
by any legal or equitable process or operation of laws to pay any 
debt or liability of a certificate holder or of any beneficiary named 
in a certificate, or of any person who may have any right there
under. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 393.10, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PUBLIC WELFARE; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
LIEN.] Suell The county board or county welfare board may per
fect and enforce its lien by following the procedures set forth in 
sections 514.69, 514.70 and 514.71, except that it shall have 180 
days from the date when the last item of medical, surgical or 
hospital care was furnished in which to file its lien. P-18"AEieEI, 
Ml"''ever, that R& lien 111ll'&W1Rt ta this seet.iea shall he e«eeti,<e 
est& QB¥ 11aymeBt maee fM'i8I' ta the time tea,;the Ilea is filed. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 256B, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[256B.042] [THIRD PARTY LIABILITY.] Subdivision 1. 
When the state agency provides, pays for or becomes liable for 
medical care, it shall have a lien for the cost of the care upon any 
and all causes of action which accrue to the person to whom the 
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care was furnished, or to his legal representatives, as a result of 
the injuries which necessitated the medical care. 

Subd. 2. The state agency may perfect and enforce its Uen by 
lo/lowing the procedures set forth in sections 514.69, 514.70 and 
514.71, except that it shall have one year from the date when the 
last item of medical care was furnished in which to file its verified 
lien statement, and the statement shall be filed with the appro
priate clerk of court in the county of financial responsibiUty. The 
verified lien statement shall contain the following: the name and 
address of the person to whom medical care was furnished, the 
date of injury, the name and address of the vendor or vendors 
lurnishing medical care, the dates of the service, the amount 
claimed to be due for the care, and, to the best of the state 
agency's knowledge, the names and addresses of all persons, firms 
<>r corporations claimed to be liable for damages arising from the 
injuries. This section shall not affect the priority of any attorney's 
lien. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 256B, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[256B.37] [PRIVATE INSURANCE POLICIES.] Subdivision 
1. Upon furnishing medical assistance to any person having pri
vate health care coverage, the state agency shall be subrogated, to 
the extent of the cost of medical care furnished, to any rights the 
person may have under the terms of any private health care cover
age. The right of subrogation does not attach to benefits paid or 
provided under private health care coverage prior to the receipt of 
written notice of the exercise of subrogation rights by the carrier 
issuing the health care coverage. 

Subd. 2. To recover under this section, the attorney general, or 
the appropriate county attorney, acting upon direction from the 
attorney general, may institute or join a civil action against the 
tarrier of the private health care coverage. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 256B, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[256B.39] [AVOIDANCE OF DUPLICATE PAYMENTS.] 
Billing statements forwarded to recipients of medical assistance by 
vendors seeking payment for medical care rendered shall clearly 
ltate that reimbursement from the state agency is contemplated. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.02, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. "Private health care coverage" means any plan regu
lated by chapters 62A, 62C or 64A. Private health care coverage 
also includes any self-insurance plan providing health care bene
lits. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.06, Subdivision 
l, is amended to read: 

256B.06 [ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.] Subdivision 1. 
Medical assistance may be paid for any person: 
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( 1) Who is eligible for or receiving public assistance under the 
aid to families with dependent children program; or 

(2) Who is eligible for or receiving supplemental security in
come for the aged, blind and disabled; or 

(3) Who except for the amount of income or resources would 
qualify for supplemental security income for the aged, blind and 
disabled, or aid to families with dependent children and is in need 
of medical assistance; or 

( 4) Who is under 21 years of age and in need of medical care 
that neither he nor his relatives responsible under sectioll8 
256B.0l to 256B.26 are financially able to provide; or 

(5) Who is residing in a hospital for treatment of mental disease 
or tuberculosis and is 65 years of age or older and without meaM 
sufficient to pay the per capita hospital charge; and 

(6) Who resides in Minnesota, or, if absent from the state, ia 
deemed to be a resident of Minnesota in accordance with the 
regulations of the state agency; and 

(7) Who alone, or together with his spouse, does not have 
equity in real property in excess of $15,000; and 

(8) Who, if single, does not have more than $750 in cash or 
liquid assets or, if married, whose cash or liquid assets do not 
exceed $1,000 plus $150 for each additional legal dependent; and 

(9) Who has or anticipates receiving an annual income not in 
excess of $2,600 for a single person, or $3,250 for two family 
members (man and wife, parent and child, or two siblings), plus 
$625 for each additional legal dependent, or who has income in 
excess of these maxima and in the month of application ( or during 
the three months prior to the month of application) incurs 
expenses for medical care that total more than one-half of the 
annual excess income in accordance with the regulations of the 
state agency. In such excess income cases, eligibility shall be 
limited to a period of six months beginning with the first of the 
month in which these medical obligations are first incurred. 

Who has continuing monthly expenses for medical care that are 
more than the amount of his excess income, computed on a 
monthly basis, in which case eligibility may be established before 
the total income obligation referred to in the preceding paragraph 
is incurred, and medical assistance payments may be made to 
cover the monthly unmet medical need. In licensed nursing home 
and state hospital cases, both excess income and income over and 
above that required for justified needs are to be applied to the cost 
of institutional care; and 

( 10) Who has applied or agrees to apply all proceeds received or 
receivable by him or his spouse from health SRd aeeiEleat mBIH'IIRee 
pelieies private health care coverage ea to the costs of medical 
care for himself, his spouse, and children. The state agency may 
require from any applicant or recipient of medical assistance the 
assignment of any rights accruing under private health care cover-
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age. Any ri[!.hts or amounts so assigned shall be applied against the 
cost of medical care paid for under this chapter. Any assignment 
shall not be effective as to benefits paid or provided under private 
health care coverage prior to receipt of the assignment by the 
person or organization providing the benefits." 

Further amend the title in its entirety and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to public welfare; establishing a lien on 
certain causes of action accruing to recipients of medical assist
ance; authorizing the assignment of insurance proceeds and the 
subrogation to the commissioner of public welfare of the rights of 
any recipient of medical assistance having private health care cov
erage; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapters 62A, by add
ing a section; 62C, by adding a section; 64A, by adding a section; 
256B, by adding sections; and Sections 64A.23; 256B.02, by add
ing a subdivision; 256B.06, Subdivision 1; and 393.10, Subdivi
sion 2." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 343: A bill for an act relating to outdoor recreation; 
establishing an outdoor recreation system; classifying units of the 
outdoor recreation system and specifying the purposes and admin
istration of each class of units; J?roviding for authorization, acquisi
tion, and establishment of umts; requiring master plans for all 
units; establishing an outdoor recreation advisory council; requir
ing a registry of units and reports on existing units and new units; 
providing for review of present classifications; changing names; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 84.029, Subdivision 1; 
84.03; 84.033; 97.48, Subdivisions 13, 15 and 25; 97.481; 99.251; 
104.35, Subdivision 3; 104.37; 138.09; 138.52, Subdivision 1; 138.-
53, Subdivision 49, and by adding subdivisions; 138.56, Subdivision 
1, and by adding subdivisions; 138.585, Subdivision 1, and by add
ing subdivisions; 138.60, Subdivision 2; 161.10; and repealing Min
nesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 85.013, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5b, 6, 7, 
11, 17, 18, 25, 25a, and 27; 85.20, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 92.46, 
Subdivision 2; 138.08; 138.52, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; 138.53; 
Subdivisions 4, 11, 12, 17, 30, 48, and 61; 138.54; 138.55, Subdi
visions 18 and 19; 138.57, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 138.60, Subdivision 
3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 16, strike "and equitable" 

Page 2, line 19, strike "12" and insert "11" 

Page 2, line 26, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 2, line 28, strike "12" and insert "11" 

Page 3, line 6, after "class" insert "of units" 
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Page 4, line 18, after "individual" insert "natural" 

Page 4, line 18, strike "recreation area" and insert "recreational 
state park" 

Page 4, line 23, strike "such" 

Page 5, line 2, after "a" insert "natural" 

Page 5, line 15, after "and'' begin a new paragraph and insert 
"(3)" before "is" 

Page 6, line 24, strike "state recreation areas" and insert "recre
ational state parks" 

Page 7, line 26, strike "that mode" and insert "a particular man-
ner of travel" 

Page 8, line 2, strike "act" and insert "subdivision" 

Page 8, line 7, after "pass," insert "and" 

Page 8, strike line 32 

Page 9, strike line 1 

Page 9, line 5, strike "a" and insert "an undisturbed'' 

Page 11, line 21, after "traffic." insert "Motorized traffic shall 
not be allowed." 

Page 11, line 22, strike "Motorized traffic shall not be allowed" 
Page 11, strike line 23 

Page 11, line 24, strike "purposes." 

Page 11, line 32, strike "such" 

Page 12, line 1, strike "such" and insert "a" 

Page 12, line 1, strike "as is" 

Page 14, line 16, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 16, line 17, strike "said" and insert "the" 

Page 16, line 27, strike "may" and insert "shall" 

Page 17, line 26, strike "said" and insert "the" 

Page 17, line 31, strike "said" and insert "the" 

Page 18, line 1, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 18, line 7, strike "such" and insert "the" 

Page 18, line 11, before "state" insert "natural" 

Page 19, line 11, strike "agrreement" and insert "agreement" 

Page 19, line 16, strike "shall have" and insert "has" 

Page 19, line 18, strike "shall have" and insert "has" 

Page 19, line 30, after "present" strike "such" and insert "the" 
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Page 19, line 30, after "in" strike "such" 

Page 19, line 31, strike "in such" 

[53RDDAY 

Page 19, line 31, strike "as may be" and insert "that is" 

Page 22, line 8, strike "schedu/,es" and insert "schedukd" 

Page 23, line 13, strike" [86A.12]" 

Page 23, line 24, after "before" insert "Jarmary 1, 1976 and" 

Page 24, line 6, after "before" insert "January 1, 1976 and" 

Page 28, line 9, restore the stricken language and strike the new 
language 

Page 30, line 31, strike "establish" and insert "designate" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1415: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; au
thorizing an experimental program for the cost of home care of 
mentally retarded and cerebral palsied children; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 252,27, by 
adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back wth the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, after "retarded" strike "or cerebral palsied" 

Page 2, line 1, strike "the costs of room and board," 

Page 2, line 2, strike "as well as" 

Page 2, line 2, strike "additional needed services including," 

Page 2, line 3, strike "but not limited to," 

Page 2, line 6, strike "daytime activity center costs," 

Page 2, line 8, after "costs" insert "not to exceed $250 per 
month per family" 

Page 2, strike section 2 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, strike "and cerebral palsied" 

Page 1, line 5, strike "appropriating money;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance to which was re
referred 
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S. F. No. 429: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota zoo• 
logical garden; providing a means of public access to the garden at 
the time of its opening; directing the department of highways to 
improve a certain road to provide such public access; and appro
priating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 31, after "enactment." insert "The appropriation 
made in section 4 shall not cancel on June 30, 1975, but shall re
main available until June 30, 1977." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1347: A bill for an act relating to public transit; pro
viding for public transportation improvements throughout the state 
and public transit demonstration projects as provided for in Laws 
1974, Chapter 534; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, after "assistance" insert "or demonstration 
projects" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re-
referred 

S. F. No. 175: A bill for an act relating to corrections; increasing 
the scope of the jurisdiction and power of the ombudsman; pre• 
serving the rights of complainants; providing a penalty for persons 
hindering the ombudsman; removing an expiration date; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 241.42, Subdivision 2; 
241.44, Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; and 
Chapter 241, by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Section 241.42, Subdivision 4; and Laws 1973, Chapter 
553, Section 7. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 19, after "and" strike "municipal," 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 243: A bill for an act relating to corrections; provid• 
ing for the retention of funds received for use of facilities and 
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provision of services to juvenile courts; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 241.01, Subdivision 7; and 260.161, Sub
division 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 521: A bill for an act relating to retirement; man
datory retirement for corrections department employees; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.051, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 2: A bill for an act relatinf to employment services; 
authorizing the summer employment o young persons for state 
and local service; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 231: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
authorizing the issuance of special license plates to physically 
handicapped persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tion 168.021. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1206: A bill for an act relating to state parks; exempt
ing senior citizens from payment of certain fees; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 85.05, Subdivision 1. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1167: A bill for an act relating to treatment for alco
hol and drug abuse; providing for programs of intervention and 
treatment for employees, native Americans, and underserved 
lf()Ups; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 254A.02, Subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 
and Chapter 254A, by adding sections. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 12, after the period insert "The method of evalua
tion shall be one approved by the alcohol and drug abuse evalua
tion consortium." 

Page 2, after line 12, insert: 

"Subd. 18. "Alcohol and drug abuse evaluation consortium'" 
means a collaborative agency working within the state authority 
and comprised of individuals employed at the state authority 
and the university of Minnesota. The agency shall develop guide
lines and criteria for effective evaluation of all activitf funded 
through the state authority. The evaluation shall be directed at 
determining the degree to which funded activitks attain their 
pre-stated objectives, whether existent and proposed activitks 
are the most appropriate programmatic response to predetermined 
needs and whether they are the most cost effective." 

Page 3, line 25, strike "Subdivision 1." 

Page 4, strike lines 1 through 6 

Page 4, line 19, after the period insert "In evaluating or provid
ing for the evaluation of programs, he shall consult with the alcohol 
and drug abuse evaluation consortium." 

Page 6, line 15, after the period insert "Reallocations under 
this provision may only be made after consultation with the al
cohol and drug abuse evaluation consortium." 

Page 6, line 19, strike "$5,000,000" and insert "$2,360,000" 

Page 6, line 25, strike "$250,000" and insert "$125,000" 

Page 6, line 32, strike "$2,700,000" and insert "$1,400,000" 

Page 6, line 32, strike "For the purposes of section 6," 

Page 7, strike lines 1 and 2 

Page 7, line 14, strike "$100,000" and insert "$50,000" 

Page 7, line 18, strike "$225,000." and insert "$125,000; and 
there is appropriated to the Board of Regents of the University 
of Minnesota for the biennium ending June 30, 1977, the sum of 
$150,000." 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, after "groups;" insert "creating an alcohol and 
dmg abuse evaluation consortium, and prescribing its duties;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 982: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
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authorizing the issuance of personalized license plates; prescrib
ing additional charges therefor; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 168.12, by adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, strike "$30" and insert "$75" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 837: A bill for an act providing for the identifica• 
tion of donors by the designation "donor" on the driver's license 
or nonqualification certificate; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 171.07, by adding a subdivi
sion; 171.12, by adding a subdivision; 525.924, by adding a subdi
vision; and 525.927, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 12, strike "shall" and insert "may" 

Page 3, line 6, strike "$44,000" and insert "$35,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 533: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
Red Lake Indian reservation; state payments; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Chapter 256, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "100" and insert "90" 

Page 2, line 7, strike "the day following final" 

Page 2, line 8, strike "enactment" and insert "July 1, 1975" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 685: A bill for an act relating to daytime activities 
centers; providing for the transportation of handicapped per
sons to licensed daytime activity centers attended by these per
sons; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 123.39, by 
adding a subdivision; 252.24, Subdivision 4; and 252.26. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1096: A bill for an act relating to public safety; 
telephone companies; providing for local emergency telephone 
service; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, strike "in every county" and insert "to serve 
throughout each of the seven counties in the metropolitan area, 
and similar systems shall be established on or before December 
15, 1984, to serve throughout every remaining county in the state" 

Page 1, line 10, after the period insert "Determination of non
compatibility may be made only by the department of admini&
tration." 

Page 1, line 12, strike "or" and insert "and" 

Page 1, line 17, strike "Every system may" and insert "Planning 
for every system shall" 

Page 1, line 18, after "include" insert the "the study of" 

Page 1, line 19, after "and" insert "emergency" 

Page 2, line 6, strike "1980" and insert "1984, where tech
nologically feasible. Determination of non-feasibility may be made 
only by the department of administration" 

Page 2, line 15, after "number" insert ", dispatch zone identifi
cation," 

Page 2, line 19, strike "develop an overall plan" and insert "co
ordinate" 

Page 2, line 20, strike "for" 

Pa~e 2, line 21, strike "December 15, 1980" and insert "the 
deadline established in section 1" 

Page 2, line 27, after "increase" insert "911 systems' " 

Page 2, line 30, strike "technical and operational" 

Page 3, line 17, after "date" insert "and a description of changes 
planned during the reporting period" 

Page 3, line 18, after "2" insert "or changes planned pursuant 
to subdivision 3" 

Page 3, line 22, strike "shall" and insert "may" 

Page 3, line 27, strike "shall" and insert "may" 

Page 3, line 32, before "In" insert "Subdivision 1." 

Page 4, line 7, strike "Copies of the" 
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Page 4, strike lines 8 and 9 

Page 4, strike line 10 and insert 

[53RDDAY 

"Subcl. 2. Public safety agencies with jurisdictional responsibili
ties shall in all cases be notified by the digpatch center of a re
quest for service in their jurisdiction." 

Page 4, line 12, strike "December 1, 1975 and December 1, 
1976," and insert "January 1, 1976 to January 1, 1977,'' 

Page 4, line 24, strike "$35,000" and insert "$40,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1379: A bill for an act relating to economic develop
ment; participation in federal programs by the area redevelopment 
agency; authorizing the state agency to make certain loans and 
guarantees and to expend funds for certain purposes; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 472.13, by 
adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, after line 11, insert: 
"There shall be designated $250,000 from this appropriation, 

for the development of pilot community development corporation 
projects; areas to be designated by the commissioner of economic 
development with approval from the state executive council. At 
least one will be in the metropolitan area and one in outstate 
Minnesota. Up to $50,000 may be used for administration." 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after "purposes;" insert "authorizing community 
development corporation projects;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 50: A bill for an act relating to public health; providing 
nutritional supplements to high risk women and children; appro
priating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, strike lines 6 through 20 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Page 5, line 16, strike "$3,000,000" and insert "$1,000,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 
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Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 916: A bill for an act relating to historic sites; providing 
for acquisition, administration and control of additional sites by 
the Minnesota historical society; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 138.0251 Subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; and 138.53, Subdivision 50; repealing Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 85.012, Subdivision 7; and 138.025, 
Subdivisions 7 and 8. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 27, strike "$260,000" and insert "$200,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1339: A bill for an act relating to appropriations; ap
propriating funds for development of a comprehensive plan for the 
development of irrigation and specialty crops. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, strike "$226,835" and insert "$175,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1299: A bill for an act relating to education; fluctuating 
school enrollments; providing for study by an advisory commission; 
appropriating money; repealing Laws 197 4, Chapter 355, Section 
68, Subdivision 4. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, after the dollar sign insert "60,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 250: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; creating 
an advisory on the Minnesota legislature; prescribing powers and 
duties; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 
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Page 1, line 9, strike "17" and insert "12" 
Page 1, line 12, after the comma insert "and" 
Page 1, line 13, strike ", and five by the governor" 

[53RDDAY 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

H. F. No. 48: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
providing a coordinated approach to the supervision, protection 
and habilitation of mentally retarded persons· amending Minne
sota Statutes 197 4, Sections 253A.02, Subdivision 5, and by 
adding a subdivision; 253A.04, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 253A.07, 
Subdivision 17, 19, and 21; 253A.15, Subdivision l; 256.93, Sub
divisions 1 and 2; 259.24, Subdivision 1; and 517.03; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 253A.07, Subdivision 18; 
253A.13; and 256.07. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which was re-referred for proper reference under Rule 35, 
together with the committee report thereon, 

H. F. No. 1527: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for licensing and taxation; providing penalties; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes, 1973 Supplement, Section 168.013, Subdi
visions le and le, and lg, as amended; and Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 168.012, Subdivision 7; 168.09, Subdivision 3; and 
168.31, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the report 
from the Committee on Transportation and General Legislation 
shown in the Journal for May 10, 1975 that "when so amended the 
bill do pass" be adopted. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1180 and 719 for comparison to companion Senate 
Files, reports the following House Files were found identical and 
recommends the House Files be given their Second Reading and 
substituted for their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
1180 
719 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1177 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

685 
and that the above Senate Files be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 
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Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 654, 831, 718, 1146 and 1441 for comparison to 
companion Senate Files, reports the following House Files were 
found not identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
654 
831 
718 

1146 
1441 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1041 
1700 
1171 
1390 
1695 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, the Committee on Rules and Administra• 
tion recommends that H. F. No. 654 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.185, is 
amended to read: 

609.185 [MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE.] Whoever does 
either of the following is guilty of murder in the first degree and 
shall be sentenced to imprisonment for life: 

( 1) Causes the death of a human being with premeditation and 
with intent to effect the death of such person or of another; or 

(2) Causes the death of a human being while committing or 
attempting to commit Hf18 &P seElemy criminal sexual conduct in 
the first or second degree with force or violence, either upon or 
affecting such person or another. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.29] [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the purposes of 
sections 2 to 12, the terms in this section have the meanings given 
them: 

Subd. 2. "Actor" means a person accused of criminal sexual 
conduct. 

Subd. 3. "Force" means commission or threat by the actor of an 
assault, as defined in section 609.22, or commission or threat of 
any other crime by the actor against the complainant or another, 
which causes the complainant to reasonably believe that the actor 
has the present ability to execute the threat, and also causes the 
complainant to submit. 

Subd. 4. "Consent" means a voluntary uncoerced manifestation 
of a present agreement to perform a particular sexual act. 

Subd. 5. "Intimate parts" includes the primary genital area, 
groin, inner thigh, buttocks, or breast of a human being. 
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Subd. 6. "Mentally defective" means that a person suffers from 
a mental disease or defect which renders that person temporarily 
or permanently incapable of appraising the nature of his conduct. 

Subd. 7. "Mentally incapacitated" means that a person is 
rendered temporarily incapable of appraising or controlling his 
conduct due to the influence of alcohol, a narcotic, anesthetic, 
or any other substance administered to that person without his 
agreement, or due to any other act committed upon that person 
without his agreement. 

Subd. 8. "Physically helpless" means that a person is uncon
scious, asleep, or for any other reason is physically unable to 
communicate unwillingness to act and the condition is known or 
reasonably should have been known to the actor. 

Subd. 9. "Position of authority" includes but is not limited 
to any person acting in the place of a parent and charged with 
any of a parent's rights, duties or responsibilities to a child, or 
a person who is charged with any duty or responsibility for the 
health, welfare, or supervision of a child, either independently 
or through another, no matter how brief, at the time of the act. 

Subd. 1 O. "Sexual contact" includes any of the following acts 
committed without the complainant's consent, if the acts can 
reasonably be construed as being for the purpose of satisfying the 
actor's sexual or aggressive impulses, except in those cases where 
consent is not a defense: 

(i) The intentional touching by the actor of the complain
ant's intimate parts, or 

(ii) The coerced touching by the complainant of the actor's, the 
complainant's, or another's intimate parts, or 

(iii) The coerced touching by another of the complainant's 
intimate parts, or 

(iv) In any of the cases above, of the clothing covering the 
immediate area of the intimate parts. 

Subd. 11. "Sexual penetration" means sexual intercourse, cun
nilingus, fellatio, anal intercourse, or any intrusion however slight 
into the genital or anal openings of the complainant's body of 
any part of the actor's body or any object used by the actor for 
this purpose, where the act is committed without the complain
ant's consent, except in those cases where consent is not a de
fense. Emission of semen is not necessary. 

Subd. 12. "Complainant" means a person alleging to have been 
subjected to criminal sexual conduct. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.291) [CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE FIRST 
DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in the 
first degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
than 20 years, if he engages in sexual penetration with another 
person and if any of the following circumstances exists: 
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( a) The complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor 
is more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mis
take as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the 
complainant is a defense; or 

(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of 
age and the actor is more than 48 months older than the com
plainant and in a position of authority over the complainant, 
and uses this authority to coerce the complainant to submit. 
Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the 
act by the complainant is a defense; or 

( c) Circumstances existing at the time of the act cause the 
complainant to have a reasonable fear of imminent great bodily 
harm to the complainant or another; or 

(d) The actor is armed with a dangerous weapon or any ar
ticle used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant to 
reasonably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or 
threatens to use the weapon or article to cause the complainant 
to submit; or 

( e) The actor causes bodily harm to the complainant, M 
defined in section 609.02, subdivision 7, and either of the follow
ing circumstances exists: 

(i) The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish sexual 
penetration; or 

(ii)The actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant 
is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically help.. 
less; or 

(f) The actor is aided or abetted by one or more accomplice$ 
within the meaning of section 609.05, and either of the following 
circumstances exists: 

(i) An accomplice uses force or coercion to cause the com
plainant to submit; or 

(ii) An accomplice is armed with a dangerous weapon or any 
article used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant 
reasonably to believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or 
threatens to use the weapon or article to cause the complainant 
to submit. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

(609.292] [CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE 
SECOND DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual con
duct in the second degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment 
for not more than 15 years if he engages in sexual contact with 
another person and if any of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor 
is more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither 
mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by 
the complainant is a defense; or 
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(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of 
age and the actor is more than 48 months older than the com
plainant and in a position of authority over the complainant, 
and uses this authority to coerce the complainant to submit. 
Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the 
act by the complainant is a defense; or 

( c) Circumstances existing at the time of the act cause the 
complainant to have a reasonable fear of imminent great bodily 
harm to the complainant or another; or 

( d) The actor is armed with a dangerous weapon or any article 
used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant to reason
ably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or threatens 
to use the dangerous weapon to cause the complainant to submit; 
or 

(e) The actor causes bodily harm to the complainant, as defined 
in section 609.02, subdivision 1, and either of the following circum
stances exists: 

(i) The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the sexual con
tact; or 

(ii) The actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant 
is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically helpless; or 

(f) The actor is aided or abetted by one or more accomplices within 
the meaning of section 609.05, and either of the following circum
stances exists: 

(IJ An accomplice uses force or coercion to cause the complainant 
to submit; or 

(ii) An accomplice is armed with a dangerous weapon or any arti
cle used or fashioned in a manner to lead the complainant to reason
ably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and uses or threatens to use 
the weapon or article to cause the complainant to submit. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by add
ing a section to read: 

[609.293] [CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE THIRD 
DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in the third 
degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than ten 
years, if he engages in sexual penetration with another person and 
any of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor is no 
more than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mistake 
as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complainant 
shall be a defense; or 

(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age 
and the actor is more than 2 4 months older than the complainant 
and not in a position of authority over the complainant. In any such 
case it shall be an affirmative defense, which must be proved by a 
preponderance of the evidence, that the actor believes the complainant 
to be 16 years of age or older. If lhe actor in such a case is no more 
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than 48 months but more than 24 months older than the complainant, 
he may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years. 
Consent by the complainant is not a defense; or 

(c) The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the penetration; 
or 

(d) The actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant 
is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically helpless. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by add
ing a section to read: 

(609.294] [CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT IN THE FOURTH 
DEGREE.] A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in the fourth 
degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not mare than five 
years, if he engages in sexual contact with another person and if any 
of the following circumstances exists: 

( a) The complainant is under I 3 years of age and the actor is more 
than 36 months older than the complainant. Neither mistake as to 
the complainant's age or consent to the act by the complainant is a 
defense; or 

(b) The complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age 
and the actor is more than 48 months older than the complainant or 
in a position of authority over the complainant and uses this au
thority to coerce the complainant to submit. In any such case, it 
,hall be an affirmative defense which must be proved by a pre
ponderance of the evidence that the actor reasonably believes the 
complainant to be 16 years of age or older; or 

( c) The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the sexual 
contact; or 

( d) The actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant 
is mentally defective, mentally incapacitated, or physically help
kss. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.295) [SUBSEQUENT OFFENSES.] Subdivision 1. If a 
person is convicted of a second or subsequent offense under sec
tions 3 to 7 within 15 years of the prior conviction, the court shall 
eommit the defendant to the commissioner of corrections for im
prisonment for a term of not less than three years, nor more than 
the maximum sentence provided by law for the offense for which 
convicted; provided, however, that the court may invoke the pro
visions of section 609.135, if a specific condition of the probation
ary term under section 609.135 includes the successful completion 
of a treatment program for anti-social sexual behavior, and such 
person shall not be eligible for parole from imprisonment until he 
shall either have served the full minimum sentence herein provided, 
or until he shall have successfully completed a treatment program 
for anti-social sexual behavior as herein provided notwithstanding 
the provisions of sections 242.19, 243.05, 609.11, 609.12 and 609.-
135. 
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Subd. 2. For the purposes of this section, an offense is considered 
a second or subsequent offense if, prior to conviction of the second 
or subsequent offense, the actor has been at any time convicted 
under sections 3 to 7 or under any similar statute of the United 
States, or this or any other state. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.296] [EVIDENCE.] Subdivision 1. In a prosecution under 
•ections 3 to 7, the testimony of a complainant need not be cor• 
roborated. 

Subd. 2. In a prosecution under sections 3 to 7, there is no need 
to show that the complainant resisted the actor. 

Subd. 3. In a prosecution under sections 3 to 7, evidence of the 
eomplainant's previous sexual conduct shall not be admitted nor 
shall any reference to such conduct be made in the presence of the 
jury, except by court order under the procedure P.rovided in sub
division 4, and only to the extent that the court finds that any of 
the following proposed evidence is material to the fact at issue in 
the case and that its inflammatory or prejudicial nature does not 
outweigh its probative value: 

( a) When consent or fabrication by the comp/,ainant is the de
tense in the case, evidence of such conduct tends to establish a 
eommon scheme or plan of similar conduct on the part of the com
plainant, relevant to the issue of consent or fabrication. Evidence 
of such conduct engaged in more than one year prior to the date 
of alleged offense is inadmissible; 

(b) Evidence of specific instances of sexual activity showing 
the source of semen, pregnancy, or disease at the time of the in
ti dent or, in the case of pregnancy, between the time of the incident 
and trial; 

( c) Evidence of the complainant's past sexual conduct with the 
defendant; 

( d) For purposes of impeachment, when such evidence is of• 
tered to rebut specific testimony of the complainant. 

Subd. 4. The defendant may not offer evidence described in sub• 
division 3 except pursuant to the following procedure: 

( a) A motion shall be made by the defendant prior to trial, 
unless later for good cause shown, stating to the court and prosecu
tor that the defendant has an offer of proof of the relevancy of 
the evidence of the sexual conduct of the complainant which is 
proposed to be presented; 

(b} If the court finds that the offer of proof is sufficient, the 
court shall order a hearing out of the presence of the jury, if any, 
and in such hearing shall allow the defendant to make a full presen
tation of his offer of proof; 

( c) At the conclusion of the hearing, if the court finds that 
the evidence proposed to be offered by the defendant regarding the 
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sexual conduct of the complainant is relevant and material to the 
fact of consent, and is not so prejudicial as to be inadmissible, the 
court shall make an order stating the extent to which evidence is 
admissible under subdivision 3 and prescribing the nature of ques
tions to be permitted at trial. The defendant may then offer 
evidence pursuant to the order of the court; 

( d) If new information is discovered after the date of the hear
ing or during the course of trial, which may make evidence des
cribed in subdivision 3 admissible, the defendant shall make the 
disclosures under clause (a) of this subdivision and the court 
shall order an in camera hearing to determine whether the pro
posed evidence is admissible by the standards herein. 

Subd. 5. In a prosecution under sections 3 to 7, the court shall 
not instruct the jury to the effect that: 

(a) It may be inferred that a complainant who has previously 
consented to sexual intercourse with persons other than the defen
dant would be therefore more likely to consent to sexual inter• 
course again; or 

(b) The complainant's previous or subsequent sexual conduct 
in and of itself may be considered in determining the credibility of 
the complainant; or 

( c) Criminal sexual conduct is a crime easily charged by a com
plainant but very difficult to disprove by a defendant because of 
the heinous nature of the crime; or 

( d) The jury should scrutinize the testimony of the complainant 
any more closely than it should scrutinize the testimony of any 
witness in any felony prosecution. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.297] This act shall not apply to sexual penetration or sex
ual contact when done for a bona fide medical purpose. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[609.298] A person does not commit criminal sexual conduct 
under this act if the actor and complainant were cohabiting at the 
time of the alleged offense, or if the complainant is the actor's legal 
spouse, unless the couple is living apart and one of them has filed 
for separate maintenance or dissolution of the marriage. Nothing 
in this section shall be construed to prohibit or restrain the prose
cution for any other offense committed by any person against his 
legal spouse. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by add
ing a section to read: 

[609.299] [COSTS OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION.] No costs 
incurred by a county, city, or private hospital or other emergency 
medical facility or by a private physician for the examination of a 
complainant of criminal sexual conduct, when the examination is per-
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formed for the purpose of gathering evidence for possible prosecution, 
shall be charged directly or indirectly to the complainant. The reason
able costs of such examination shall be paid by the county in which 
the alleged offense was committed. Nothing in this section shall be 
construed to limit the duties, responsibilities, or liabilities of any 
insurer, whether public or private. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

(609.2911] [APPLICABILITY TO PAST AND PRESENT PROS
ECUTIONS.] Except for section 8 of this act, crimes committed prior 
to the effective date of this act are not affected by its provisions. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 609.29; 609.291; 609.-
292; 609.293; 609.295; 609.296; 609.34; and 609.36 are repealed." 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Line 6, after "609.185;" insert "and" 

Line 8, delete "and" 

Line 9, after "609.296" insert "; 609.34; and 609.36" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 654 will be identical to S. F. No. 
1041 and further recommends that H. F. No. 654 be given its second 
reading and substituted for S. F. No. I 041 and that the Senate File 
be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 831 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 8, insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.11, is amend
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. A defendant convicted of soliciting or inducing another 
to practice prostitution within the meaning of section 609.32, sub
division 2, shall be committed to the commissioner of corrections 
or the Minnesota corrections authority for a term of not less than 
one year and if the defendant has been previously convicted of 
this crime the defendant shall not be eligible for stay of imposition 
of sentence, stay of execution of sentence, nor for probation by 
the court, nor shall he be conditionally released by parole until 
the expiration of the one year term, notwithstanding the provisions 
of sections 242.19, 243.05, 609.12 and 609.135." 

Page 1, line 13, restore the stricken "or to payment of" and 
delete the underscored period 

Page 1, line 14, restore the stricken ", or both:" and delete 
"may also be" 

Page 1, delete line 15 

Page 3, after line 13, insert 

"Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act is effective on the 
day following its final enactment." 
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Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 
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Page 1, line 4, after "prostitution;" insert "providing minimum 
sentences for certain felonies relating to soliciting another to prac
tice prostitution;" 

Page 1, line 5, delete "Section" and insert "Sections 609.11, by 
adding a subdivision; and" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 831 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1700 and further recommends that H. F. No. 831 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1700 and that 
the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 718 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 3, strike "has no usual place of abode and" 

Page 2, lines 9 and 10, strike "no person is actually occupying 
the premises and that" 

Page 2, strike line 23 

Page 2, line 24, strike "his appearance and defend therein'' 
and insert "proceed" 

Page 2, after line 24 insert 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 566.09, is amended 
to read: 

566.09 [JUDGMENT; FINE; EXECUTION.] If, upon the 
trial, the justice or jury find for the plaintiff, the justice shall 
immediately thereupon enter judgment that the plaintiff have 
restitution of the premises, and tax the costs for him. The justice 
shall issue execution in favor of the plaintiff for such costs, and 
also immediately issue a writ of restitution. No stay of the writ 
of restitution may be granted except upon a showing by the de
fendant that the restitution would work a substantial hardship 
upon the defendant. Upon a proper showing by the defendant 
of substantial hardship, the justice may stay the writ of res
titution for a reasonable period not to exceed seven days, except 
that no stay of the writ of restitution shall extend later than three 
days prior to the date the rent is next due. If the justice or 
jury shall find for the defendant, he shall enter judgment for 
the defendant, tax the costs against the plaintiff, and issue execu
tion therefor." 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, before "amending" insert "providing for stay of 
writ of restitution;" 

Page 1, line 3, delete "Section 566.06" and insert "SectioM 
566.06; and 566.09" 

And when so amended, H.F. No. 718 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1171 and further recommends that H.F. No. 718 be given its 
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second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1171 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1146 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 15, delete "may bring an action" and insert "has a 
claim" 

Page 2, line 5, after "sale" insert a comma 

Page 4, line 8, delete the second "the" and insert "a" 

Page 5, line 10, after "void." delete the remainder of the line 

Page 5, delete lines 11 to 13 

Page 7, line 3, delete "personally or" 

Page 7, line 3, after "mail" delete the comma and insert "or 
personally" 

Page 8, delete lines 5 to 8 

Page 9, after line 11, insert 

"Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 504.20, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7a. No tenant may withhold payment of all or any portion 
of rent for the last payment period of a residential rental agree
ment on the grounds that such deposit should serve as payment 
for the rent. Withholding all or any portion of rent for the last 
payment period of the residential rental agreement creates a re
buttable presumption that the tenant withheld the last payment 
on the grounds that such deposit should serve as paymentJor the 
rent. Violation of this subdivision after written demand an notice 
of this subdivision shall subject the tenant to damages of twice the 
deposit and forfeiture of any interest due on the deposit in addi
tion to any actual damages." 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, before "providing" insert "security deposits; 
withholding rent for last payment period;" 

Page 1, line 6, after "6;" insert "504.20, by adding a subdi
vision;" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1146 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1390 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1146 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1390 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H.F. No. 1441 be amended as follows: 

Page 4, after line 1, insert 

"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 474.02, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 
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474.02 [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. ~ -teRn "Project" as 
used in seetiaas 4!74M ta~ chapter 474, unless a different 
meaning clearly appears from the context, means any properties, 
real or personal, used or useful in connection with : 

( a) a revenue producing enterprise, or any combination of two 
or more such enterprises engaged or to be engaged in : 

( 1) generating, transmitting, or distributing electricity,; 

(2) assembly, fabricating, manufacturing, mixing, processing, 
storing, warehousing, or distributing any products of agriculture, 
forestry, mining, or manufacture, 0f iR; 

(3) research and development activity in 4;liis field, !!!he -teRn 
"prajeet" shall also iRelude ftRY praperties, real er pers8H8l, used 
et useful in fields enumerated in paragraphs ( a) (1) and (2) of 
this subdivision; and 

( 4) any other business or profession, whether or not for profit, 
including but not limited to hospitals, nursing homes, clinics and 
other health care facilities; 

lb) the abatement or control of noise, air or water pollution, or 
._ the disposal of solid wastes, in connection with a revenue pro

d,.i-. ing enterprise, or any combination of two or more such enter
puses engaged or to be engaged in any business or industry , ~ 
iel'Hl "project" shall aleo meftH ~- praperties, real er persanal, 
-BBed <ff useM HI eoRRectioe with ; 

( c) the business of telephonic communications, conducted or to 
be conducted by a telephone company, including, without limita
tion, toll lines, poles, cables, switching and other electronic equip
inent and administrative, data processing, garage and research 
and development facilities." 

Page 8, lines 21 to 27, delete the underscored language 

Page 15, delete lines 22 to 32 

Page 16, delete lines 1 to 20 and insert 

"Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 474.10, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read:" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, before "2," insert "1," 

Page 1, line 9, after "474.10" insert", Subdivisions 1 and 4" 

And when so amended, H.F. No. 1441 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1695 and further recommends that H.F. No. 1441 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1695 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 
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Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which were re-referred for proper reference under Rule 
35: 

S. F. Nos. 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1668, 1738 and 1363, reports 
the same back with the recommendation that the bills be re
referred as follows: 

S. F. Nos. 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724 and 1738 to the Committee 
on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

S. F. No. 1668 to the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban 
Affairs. 

S. F. No. 1363 to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1308, 804, 1393, 1165, 1030, 1062, 1415, 429, 1347, 
175, 243, 1206, 1167, 1096, 1379, 50, 916, 1339, 1299 and 250 
1\'ere read the second time. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H.F. Nos. 1292, 1288, 1436, 872, 1074, 343, 521, 2, 231,982,837, 
533, 685, 48, 1527, 1180, 719, 654, 831, 718, 1146 and 1441 were 
read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Merriam moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Minne
~ota, with respect to H. F. No. 1292 and that the rules of the 
Senate be so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 1292, now on 
General Orders, its third reading and place it on its final passage. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1292: A bill for an act relating to crime prevention; 
increasing the compensation for dependents of peace officers 
lilied in the line of duty; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 352E.04. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
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Dunn Keefe,J. 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Gearty Kirchner 
Hansen, Baldy Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Hughes Laufenburger 
Humphrey Lewis 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Josefson Merriam 

Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeent 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
~mers 
Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
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Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that General Orders be made a Special Or
ders Calendar for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 511: A bill for an act relating to commerce; interest 
rates on money; continuing the exemption of certain losns from 
maximum interest rates; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 334.01, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 238, Sec
tion 2. 

Mr. Borden moved to amend H. F. No. 511 as follows: 

Page 1, after line 21, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 334.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. Notwithstanding subdivisions 1 and 2, a financial in
stitution, as defined in section 47.015, subdivision 1, or a mortgage 
bank may contract for the loan or forebearance of money (a) at a 
rate of interest not exceeding the lesser of nine percent or three
quarters of one pre cent above the federal reserve discount rate on 
90 day commercial paper in effect for national banking associations 
in the ninth federal reserve district or (b) at an interest rate that is 
otherwise permitted by law. This subdivision expires July 1, 1976. 
A contract for a loan or forebearance of money made before July 
1, 1976 at a rate of interest authorized by this subdivision shall 
continue to be enforceable in accordance with its terms until the 
indebtedness is fully satisfied." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after "rates;" insert "permitting financial institu
tions to charge an interest rate based upon the federal reserve dis
count rate on short term commercial paper in the ninth federal 
reserve district;" 

Page 1, line 5, after "Subdivision 2" insert ", and by adding a 
subdivision" 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend the Borden amendment to H. F. 
No. 511, as follows: 
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Line 2 of the underlined language in the Borden amendment, 
fitrike "or" 

Line 3, after "bank" insert ", an insurance company as defined 
in section 60A.02, subdivision 4, or any agricultural credit corpo
ration organized to lend money for agricultural purposes," 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the Borden amend
ment was adopted. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate for the balance of 
today's proceedings. The following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson Conzemius Jensen Milton Henneke 
Arnold Davies Josef son Moe Schaaf 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schmitz 
llang Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft Schrom 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, A.G. Billers 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. Spear 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. Stassen 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill Stumpf 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton Tennessen 
Brown Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. Ueland 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury Wegener 
Coleman Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Borden 
amendment, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 15, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
llorden 
Brataas 
Brown 

Coleman Humphrey 
Conzemius Jensen 
Davies Josef son 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Milton 
Hanson, R. Moe 

Ogdahl 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Chmielewski Keefe, S. Merriam Olson, A.G. Stumpf 
Gearty Lewis North Perpich, A.,J. Tennessen 
Hughes McCutcheon Olhoft Spea, Willet 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 511 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
en its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 13, ag 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blab 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 

Coleman Humphrey 
Conzemius Jensen 
Davies Josef son 
Doty Keefe,J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Chmielewski Keefe, S. North Spear Willet 
Gearty McCutcheon Olson, A.G. Stokowski 
Hughes Merriam Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that H. F. No. 1722 be taken from thl." 
table and referred to the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 135: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for confiscation of vehicles, trailers and airplanes used to trans
port illegally untaxed cigarettes; amending Minnesota Statute!! 
197 4, Section 297.08, Subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding a sub
division. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 8, a.;< 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Laufenburger 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 

Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaal 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang 
Coleman 

Dunn Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 

Milton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Solon 
Spear 
St.assen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Ueland 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the Com
mittee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H. F. No. 674, No. 5 on 
the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immedi
ately. 

H. F. No. 674: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for additional powers to commissioner of revenue for collection of 
unpaid tax; creating lien on real and personal property for taxes 
due; providing for third party liability for withholding tax; chang
ing rates of penalty and interest; providing that contractors shall 
give bond for certain unpaid taxes; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Chapters 270; 291; 292; by adding sections; Section 270.07, 
Subdivisions 1 and 5; 270.075, Subdivision 2; 270.076, Subdivi
sion 2; 273.41; 290.087, Subdivisions 4 and 5; 290.45, Subdivision 
2; 290.53, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 290.92, Subdivision 15, and by 
adding a subdivision; 290.93, Subdivision 10; 290.934, Subdivision 
1; 290.988, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 291.11, Subdivision 5; 291.15; 
291.18; 291.35; 291.46; 292.12, Subdivision 1; 294.03, Sub
divisions 1 and 2; 296.15, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 297.07, Subdivi
sion 4; 297.35, Subdivision 5; 297A.35, Subdivision 1; 297A.39, 
Subdivision 7; 298.09, Subdivision 4; 574.26; 574.261, Subdivision 
1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 292.11. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that the amendment made to H. F. 
No. 674 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the 
report adopted April 19, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved to amend H.F. No. 674 as follows: 

Strike the amendment adopted May 12, 1975, to H. F. No. 674 
as amended pursuant to Rule 49, and further amend H. F. No. 
67 4 as follows: 

Page 4, line 22, strike "8" and insert "7" 
Pages 5 to 8, strike section 5 
Page 14, lines 5 and 20, strike "8" and insert "7" 
Page 15, lines 1 and 15, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 16, lines 5 and 9, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 17, lines 4 and 15, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 18, lines 5, 28, and 32, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 23, line 14, strike ''8" and insert "7" 

Page 26, line 2, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 26, lines 17 and 32, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 29, lines 3, 13, and 22, strike ''8" and insert "7" 

Page 31, line 6, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 32, line 26, strike ''8" and insert "7" 

Page 33, line 4, strike "8" and insert "7" 
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Page 34, line 18, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 35, lines 4, 24, and 32, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 36, line 25, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 37, lines 3 and 26, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 39, line 14, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 40, line 5, strike "8" and insert "7" 

Page 42, line 5, strike "6, and 7" and insert "5, and 6" 

Page 42, line 7, strike "5, 40, and 41" and insert "39 and 40" 

Page 42, line 9, strike "15'' and insert" 14" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 
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Page 1, lines 4 and 5, strike "creating lien on real and personal 
property for taxes due;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 674 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 3, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Josefson Nelson Schmitz 
Arnold Doty Keefe, J. North Schrom 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. Ogdahl Solon 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Olhoft Spear 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. Stassen 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. Stokowski 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Larson O'Neill Stumpf 
Brown Hanson, R.. Lewis Perpich, A. J. Tennessen 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury Ueland 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst Wegener 
Coleman Jensen Milton Henneke Willet 

Messrs. Ashbach; Hansen, Baldy and Knutson voted in the nega
tive. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 69: A bill for an act relating to athletics; providing for 
equal opportunity for members of both sexes to participate in 
athletics; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 126, by add
ing a section; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 355, Section 68, Subdi
vision 4. 

Mr. Milton moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. No. 
69 by the Committee on Judiciary, adopted by the Senate May 1, 
197 5, as follows: 
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Page 2, line 7, strike the period inserted in the committee amend
ment and insert "; provided, if a membership restriction on the 
basis of sex results in the operation of two ·teams in the same sport 
which are separated or substantially separated according to sex, the 
two" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Mr. Chmielewski moved to amend H. F. No. 69 as follows: 

Page 3, after line 9, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Laws 1973, Resolution No. 1, is repealed." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after "repealing" insert "Laws 1973, Resolution 
No. 1; and" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Chmielewski moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 33 and nays 33, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Dunn Josefson 
Fitzsimons Keefe, J. 
Gearty Kirchner 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Jensen Nelson 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Davies Lewis Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Doty McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Frederick Merriam Perpich. G. 
Brataas Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, S. North Sillers 
Conzemius Laufenburger Ogdahl Solon 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Ueland 
Wf:!:gener 
Willet 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Willet moved to amend H. F. No. 69 as follows: 

Page 1, strike all of subdivision 1 

Renumber the subdivisions in sequence 

Page 2, line 29, strike "2" and insert "1" 

Page 3, line 1, strike "2" and insert "1" 

Page 3, line 3, strike "2" and insert "1" 

Page 3, line 9, strike "2" and insert "1" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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H. F. No. 69 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Bang 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R.
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Berg and Hansen, Baldy voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 251: A bill for an act relating to eminent domain; 
possession; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 117.042. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 57 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 

Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josef son Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 
Kirchner Ogdahl 
Knutson Olhoft 

Mr. Doty voted in the negative. 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 68: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; ju
veniles; guardian ad !item; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 260.155, Subdivision 4. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Kirchner Ogdahl 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J ~ L.: 
Berg Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hanson. R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Milton Renneke 
Chenoweth Jensen Moe Schmitz 
Coleman Josef son Nelson Schrom 
Davies Keefe, S. North Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 409: A bill for an act relating to veterans affairs; 
the transfer of the personal property a deceased resident leaves 
&t the Minnesota veterans home; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 198.23. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 
Keefe. S. North 

Ogdshl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ue1and 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 79: A bill for an act regulating smoking at public 
places and in public meetings; providing a penalty. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H. F. No. 79, as amended by the 
Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections, adopted by the 
Senate May 1, 1975, as follows: 
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Page 2, line 12, after "public" insert ", except that the depart
ment of labor and industry shall, in consultation with the state 
board of health, establish rules to restrict or prohibit smoking 
in those places of work where the close proximity of workers or 
the inadequacy of ventilation causes smoke pollution detrimental 
to the health and comfort of nonsmoking employees" 

Page 3, line 2, after "act" insert ", except as provided for in 
section 4" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 79 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 28, aa 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Doty 
Dunn 

Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 

Kowalczyk 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Perpicb, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Chenoweth Kleinbaum Patton 
Ashbach Davies Larson Pere,ich, G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Laufenburger Purfeerst 
Berg Frederick Lewis Henneke 
Blatz Hanson, R. Olson, A. G. Schrom 
Borden Jensen Olson, H. D. Solon 

Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 177: A bill for an act relating to public health; pro
hibiting pay toilets and urinals in public places; providing a pen
alty; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 145, by adding 
a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 20, aa 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Fitzsimons 

Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Josefson 

Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 

Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
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Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
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Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Pillsbury 

Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brataas Kirchner O'Neill 
Bang Dunn Kleinbaum Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Larson Henneke 
Blatz Jensen Ogdahl Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

[53RDDAY 

Stokowski 
Stmnpf 
Willet 

Stassen 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 1 :00 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 1 :00 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1020: A bill for an act relating to Hennepin county; 
city of Minneapolis; granting authority to lease, operate and 
maintain a correctional facility, work farm, or detention facili
ties. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Amo Id Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olboft 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, A.G. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hanson, R. Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Hughes Lewis Patton 
Brown Humphrey McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Conzemius Jensen Merriam Pillsbury 
Davies Josef son Moe Henneke 
Doty Keefe, J. North Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stmnpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as 
a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1160, pursuant to the request 
of the House: 

Messrs. Laufenburger; Olhoft; Hansen, Baldy; Frederick and Larson. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as a 
Conference Committee on H. F. No. I, pursuant to the request of 
the House: 

Messrs. Merriam; Keefe, S.; Laufenburger; Hanson, R. and Mrs. 
Brataas. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as a 
Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1466, pursuant to the request of 
the Senate: 

Messrs. Arnold, Solon and Bang. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as a 
Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1446, pursuant to the request 
of the Senate: 

Mr. Frederick, Mrs. Brataas and Mr. Humphrey. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as a 
Conference Committee on S. F. No. 469, pursuant to the request of 
the Senate: 

Messrs. Chenoweth, Stokowski and Ogdahl. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended that 
the following named Senators be and they hereby are appointed as a 
Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1518, pursuant to the request of 
the House: 

Messrs. O'Neill, North and Stumpf. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 864: A bill for an act relating to hospitalization and com
mitment; providing for notice to attending physician or next of kin 
of patient before discharge; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 253A.15, by adding a subdivision. 
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Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved to amend S. F. No. 864 as follows; 

Page I, line 13, strike "next of kin and the" 

Page I, line 14, after "physician" insert "and the spouse or, if there 
be none, an adult child or, if there be none, the next of kin" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 864 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 7, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas: 
Brown 
Comemius: 

Dunn J osefson 
Frederick Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Hanse11y Mel Kleinbaum 
Hanson. R Knutson 
Hughes Larson 
Humphrey Laufenburger 
Jensen Moe 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 

Davies Lewis Spear Stumpf 
Doty Merriam 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Tennessen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Doty moved that the following members 
be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 177: 

Messrs. North, Kowalczyk and Milton. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 986: A bill for an act relating to crime victims repara
tions; authorizing the crime victims reparations board to limit the 
fees charged by an attorney representing a claimant before the board; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 299B.03, Subdivision 1; 
and Chapter 299B, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Conzemi118 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen. Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Jensen Moe 
Josef son Ogdahl 

Olholt 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Te:rmessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1444: A bill for an act relating to metropolitan govern
ment; prohibiting membership in more than one commission; amend
ing Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 7, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 15, as fol

lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Doty Kirchner Olson,J~L. Solon 
Bang Dunn K!ednbaum Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson Perpich,G. Stumpf 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger Pillsbury Ueland 
Brown Hansen,Mel McCutcheon Purfeerst Wegener 
Coleman Hughes Olhoft Schaaf 
Conzemius Jensen Olson,A.G. Schmitz 
Davies Keefe,J. Olson,H. D. Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bernhagen Hanson,R. Larson Patton Stassen 
Brataas Humphrey O~dahl Henneke Tennessen 
Chenoweth Josefson o· eill Sillers Willet 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the vote whereby S. F. No. 864 
was passed by the Senate on May 14, 1975, be now reconsidered. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 864: A bill for an act relating to hospitalization and com
mitment; providing for notice to attending physician or next of kin 
of patient before discharge; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 253A.15, by adding a subdivision. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved to amend S. F. No. 864 as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, after the period insert "The next of kin or the 
attending physician may, within five days of receipt of the notice, 
request that a hearing on the discharge be held and that the request
ing party be able to testify at the hearing. The discharging authority 
shall hold the hearing and accept the testimony of the next of kin or 
attending physician as soon as possible after receipt of the request, 
and before discharge of the patient." 

Further amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 3, after "to" insert "and hearing on request of" 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
S. F. No. 864: A bill for an act relating to hospitalization and 

commitment; providing for notice to and hearing on request of 
attending physician or next of kin of patient before discharge; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 253A.15, by adding a 
subdivision. 
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Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 7, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies J osefson 
Dunn Keefe, J. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson. R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Mccutcheon 
Jensen Ogdahl 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Olhoft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Wilkt 

Chenoweth Merriam Spear Stumpf Tennessen 
Doty Perpich, G. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1743: 

Messrs. Olson, J. L.; Renneke; Moe; Perpich, G. and Doty. The 
motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following mem
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1758: 

Messrs. Ashbach; Arnold; Hansen, Mel; Davies and Tennessen. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 581: A bill for an act relating to retirement; providing 
a combined service annuity for public employees who have allow
able service credit in more than one Minnesota retirement fund; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 356, by adding a sec• 
tion. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Davies Jensen Merriam 
Berg Dunn Josefson Nelson 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kirchner Ogdahl 
Blatz Frederick Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Brataas Gearty Knutson Patton 
Brown Hansen, Baldy Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Conzemius Hughes McCutcheon Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1526: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; establishing the city's tax levy limits as that levy limit estab
lished by general and special state law; repealing Laws 1971, 
Chapter 762. 

Mr. McCutcheon moved to amend H. F. No. 1526 as follows: 
Page 1, lines 8 to 12, underline the language 

Page 1, strike lines 13 to 17 and insert: 

"Sec. 2. Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, is amended by adding a sec
tion to read: 

[1.02072] [PAYMENT FOR PARAMEDIC SERVICE.] Sub
division 1. The governing body of the city of Saint Paul, in con
junction with the operation of its emergency or paramedic ambu
lance program, may impose reasonable charges for the emergency 
or paramedic ambulance services in order to finance its costs. 

Subd. 2. The following persons shall not be subject to such 
charges: 

(i) Any person who is eligible for or receiving public assistanc~ 
under the aid to families with dependent children program, but /.$ 
not eligible for any federally, state or locally funded public assis
tance program which would pay for such charges nor has medical. 
health or accident insurance policies which would pay for such 
charges; or 

( ii) Any person who, except for the amount of income or re
sources, would qualify for aid to families with dependent chil
dren, is in need of medical assistance but is not eligible for any 
federally, state or locally funded public assistance program which 
would pay for such charges nor has medical, health or accident 
insurance policies which would pay for such charges; or 

(iii) Any person over 18 years of age, in need of medical care 
that neither he nor his relatives responsible under Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 256B.0l to 256B.26 are financially able to pro
vide, is not eligible for any federally, state or locally funded 
public assistance program which would pay for such charges 
and has no medical, health or accident insurance policies which. 
would pay for such charges. 

Sec. 3. Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 1.0207, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 1.0207. [HEALTH.] (a) [ADDITION TO ST. PAUL
RAMSEY HOSPITAL; PLANNING.] Ramsey county may issue 
and sell general obligation bonds of the county in an amount 
not. to exceed $400.000 to plan and design an addition to St. 
Paul-Ramsey hospital in conjunction with the Gillette hospital au
thority. The county shall pledge its full faith and credit and 
taxing powers for the payment of the bonds in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475, except that no election shall 
be required and these bonds shall not be included in comJ>uting 
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the net debt of the county under any laws; and taxes required 
to be levied for the payment of the bonds shall not be subject 
to any limitation of rate or amount. 

(b) [MORGUE.] (1) [DUTY TO PROVIDE.] Ramsey coun
ty shall provide and equip a public morgue at the county seat for 
the receipt and proper disposition of all dead bodies, which are 
by law subject to a postmortem or coroner's inquest, without 
charge to anyone. 

(2) [MAINTENANCE.] The morgue shall be under the con
trol of the county, be maintained in a suitable building, separate 
from any other business, and equipped with the best modem 
approved appliances for the handling and clisposition of dead 
bodies. It may not be connected in any manner with an under
taking establishment; no person may be employed in or about 
the morgue who is in any manner connected with or interested 
in the undertaking business. 

(c) [HEALTH DEPARTMENT.] (1) [HEALTH DEPART
MENT; PURPOSE.] It is the purpose of this subsection to pro
vide enabling authority for Ramsey county to establish a com
prehensive health department and to provide coordinated public 
and mental health services to the residents of Ramsey county. 
The term "department" means the comprehensive health depart
ment established in Ramsey county. This subsection is in addition 
to any statutory authority now existing for the establishment of 
a health department for Ramsey county. 

(2) [CREATION OF DEPARTMENT.] Ramsey county may 
create a county health department which is under the supervision 
and control of the county board. 

(3) [POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES.] (A) The re
sponsibilities assigned to the department shall include but not 
be limited to all or some of the responsibilities as set forth in 
the following subparagraphs. 

(B) The powers and duties vested in or imposed upon a local 
health board as provided in Minnesota Statutes 1969, Chapter 
145, for the area of all of Ramsey county. 

( C) The powers and duties imposed upon a board of county 
commissioners to employ public health nurses as provided in 
Minnesota Statutes 1969, Chapter 145. 

(D) Health services for school children vested in or imposed 
upon a school district when the board of education of the school 
district petitions the county to provide the services by contract 
or otherwise for its district. 

(E) The powers and duties vested in or imposed upon the 
health officer of a city inside the county of Ramsey who has elected 
to maintain local registration of vital statistics and the powers 
and duties of the clerk of the district court of Ramsey county 
as local registrar of vital statistics. 

(F) The county may authorize the health department to operate 
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a mental health program and may utilize the authorities of the 
community mental health boards as set forth in Minnesota Stat
utes, Sections 245.61 to 245.68. When so authorized, the county 
board shall suffice to function in lieu of the community mental 
health board provided for in Minnesota Statutes, Section 245.66. 

( G) Prepare and have published an annual report of the work 
of the health department. 

(H) Recommend to the governing body of a governmental unit 
inside the county of Ramsey local legislation pertaining to public 
health. 

(I) The department may be authorized to provide other health 
services as may be directed by the county board if the services 
are authorized by law to be provided by the county or by any 
agency or department thereof. 

( J) The department may be authorized to buy services from 
other agencies, public or private, that are providing services con
sistent with health department purposes. 

(K) The department may be authorized to establish fee 
schedules based on ability to pay for services rendered. 

(L) The county shall have the authority to adopt and enforce 
regulations for the preservation of public health applicable to 
the whole or a part of the county, but no county regulation may 
supersede higher standards established by statute, the regula
tions of the state board of health, or provisions of the charter 
or ordinances of a municipality inside the county pertaining to 
the same subject. Nothing in this subparagraph shall prohibit a 
municipality from adopting ordinances or resolutions for the 
regulation of the public health setting higher standards than 
those of the state board of health, the county board, or state law. 

(M) The health department shall cause all laws and regula
tions relating to public health to be obeyed and enforced inside 
its jurisdictional area. 

( 4) [FUNDING.] (A) The health department shall be oper
ated and maintained from funds appropriated for and fees col
lected by the department together with the state, federal, and 
private grants that are made available to it or to any of the local 
governmental units in the county of Ramsey for health purposes. 

(B) The county shall annually prepare and approve a budget 
of the department's proposed expenditures for the ensuing fiscal 
year. 

(5) [TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS.] Upon assignment by the 
county board of the responsibilities under paragraph (3), the 
powers and duties of a department, board, agency, governmental 
subdivision, or bureau whose powers and duties have been placed 
in the health department shall end and its records and personnel 
relating to the powers and duties are transferred to the health 
department. 
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(6) [PERSONNEL.] (A) [HEALTH OFFICER.] The county 
shall appoint a health officer who shall be designated the director 
of public health and who shall be responsible for the operation of 
the department. The county shall fix his salary. 

(B) [QUALIFICATIONS OF HEALTH OFFICER.] The 
health officer must be a licensed physician experienced or trained 
in public health administration, or instead a person, other than a 
physician with training or experience in public health adminis
tration. If the appointee is not a physician, the county board 
shall provide, in addition, the services of a licensed physician 
that are necessary on either a part time or full time basis and 
provide reasonable compensation therefor. The director of the 
department shall select subordinate personnel subject to the ap
proval of the county board. 

(C) fEMPLOYEES.] (i) Each person transferred to the 
health department by this paragraph and each employee under 
a m,,.·it sy seem governing public employees is considered to have 
qualified for a permanent position of similar class and grade in 
the classified civil service of Ramsey county, without reduction 
in pay or seniority, and without examination. Each other person 
so transferred who is a full time officer or employee shall take, 
within six months after the organization of the health depart
ment, and subject to civil service rules of Ramsey county, a non
competitive, practical, qualifying examination. The qualifying 
examination may involve only the duties of the position occupied 
immediately prior to the organization of the health department or 
the position occupied on the date the examination is given, which
ever examination the officer or employee elects to take. If a person 
taking the qualifying examination possesses the ability and ca
pacity that enables him to perform the duties of the position for 
which he is examined, in a reasonably efficient manner, he shall 
be given a permanent civil service status in the Ramsey county 
civil service. A person who willfully refuses to take the examina
tion when offered without reasonable excuse shall be removed 
from his position immediately. A person taking the examination 
who fails to pass shall be removed from his position at the end of 
60 days after receipt of notice of failure to pass. A person re
quired to take a qualifying examination shall not be laid off, sus
pended, discharged, or reduced in pay or position except in ac
cordance with the provision of laws applicable to members of the 
classified Ramsey county civil service having civil service status 
until he has completed the qualifying examination and has been 
notified of the result thereof. 

(ii) A part time officer or employee of a department, board, 
agency, governmental subdivision or bureau whose powers and 
duties are placed in the health department may be transferred 
upon the organization of the health department and may become 
officers or employees thereof. 

(7) [RESOLUTION, APPROVAL.] No resolution adopted by 
the board of county commissioners of Ramsey county establish
ing a county health department is effective inside each of the 
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folJowing governmental units unless approved by the governing 
body of the particular unit, namely: city of Saint Paul; city of 
White Bear Lake; villages of Arden Hills, Blaine, Falcon Heights, 
Gem Lake, Little Canada, Lauderdale, Maplewood, Mounds View, 
New Brighton, North Oaks, North Saint Paul, Roseville, Saint 
Anthony, Shoreview, Spring Lake Park, Vadnais Heights; town 
of White Bear. The resolution is effective in a unit upon the ap. 
proval of that unit's governing body. 

(8) [COUNTY NURSING SERVICE.] The Ramsey county 
nursing service presently existing shall not be discontinued unless 
the discontinuance is approved by two-thirds of the governing 
bodies of the governmental units listed in paragraph (7) of this 
subsection. 

(9) [PAYMENT FOR SERVICES.] No governmental unit list
ed in paragraph ( 7) shall pay for any services provided by this 
subsection until its governing body has approved the resolution as 
provided in paragraph (7) 

(10) [CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENTS; FUNCTIONS.] 
None of the functions of the presently-existing city health depart. 
ments in the county of Ramsey may be abandoned by the county 
health department without proper provision for the exercise of the 
function by some agency of government. 

(d) [AMBULANCE SERVICE.] (1) [LIMITED TO 
REQUESTING MUNICIPALITIES.] If the county of Ramsey, 
or an agency or department thereof, establishes an emergency 
ambulance service, the cost of operating and maintaining the serv
ice shall be a charge only against the real and personal property 
located inside those villages, cities or towns inside the county 
which by resolution of its governing body request the service. 

(2) [SERVICE CHARGE.] If an emergency ambulance service 
as provided under the above paragraph is provided in a village, 
city or town in which the real and personal property is not charged 
for the cost thereof, then a reasonable charge for the service shall 
be made of the benefited person. 

(e) [PARAMEDICS.] (1) [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this 
article, "physician's trained mobile intensive care paramedic" 
means a person who: 

(A) Is an employee of the county of Ramsey or the city of St. 
Paul; 

(B) Has been specialJy trained in emergency cardiac and non
cardiac care by a licensed physician in a training program certified 
by the state board of health or the state board of medical exam
iners and is certified as qualified to render the emergency lifesav
ing services enumerated herein. 

(2) The city of St. Paul and the county of Ramsey are hereby 
authorized to maintain a staff of physician's trained mobile inten
sive care paramedics. 

(3) (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, physi-
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clan's trained mobile intensive care paramedics may do any of the 
following: 

(i) Regular rescue, first aid and resuscitation services; 

(ii) During training may administer parenteral medications 
under the direct supervision of a licensed physician or a registered 
nurse; 

(iii) Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation and defibrillation in 
a pulseless, nonbreathing patient; 

(iv) Administer intravenous saline or glucose solutions; 

( v) Administer parenteral injections in any of the following 
classes of drugs: 

(a) antiarrythmic agents; 

(b) vagolytic agents; 

(c) chronotropicagents; 

( d) analgesic agents; 

( e) alkalinizing agents; 

(f) vasopressor agents; 

(g) diuretics; 

(vi) Administer, perform and apply all other procedures, drugs 
and skills in which they have been trained and are certified to 
give, apply and dispense. 

(B) But at all times before undertaking the actions authorized 
by clauses (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), yaramedics shall make and 
continue to make, during the course o an emergency, attempts to 
establish voice communications with and receive instructions from 
a licensed physician who has been associated with the dispensing 
of emergency cardiac and noncardiac medical care. Additionally, 
the paramedics shall make and continue to make, during the 
course of what they believe to be a cardiac emergency, attem_pts to 
telemeter to a licensed physician, who has been associated with 
the dispensing of cardiac medical care, an electrocardiogram of 
the person being treated. 

(C) Nothing contained in this subsection shall be construed to 
change existing law as it relates to delegation by a licensed physi
cian of acts, tasks or functions to persons other than physician's 
trained mobile intensive care paramedics. 

(4) No licensed physician or registered nurse, who in good faith 
and in the exercise of reasonable care gives emergency instructions 
to a certified physician's trained mobile intensive care paramedic 
at the scene of an emergency, or while in transit to and from the 
scene of such emergency, shall be liable for any civil damages as a 
result of issuing such instructions. 

(5) No certified physician's trained mobile intensive care para• 
medic, who in good faith and in the exercise of reasonable care 
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renders emergency lifesaving care and treatment as set forth in 
this subsection, shall be liable for any civil damages because of 
rendering such care and treatment. 

(f) [AIR QUALITY.] (1) [APPROPRIATION.] Ramsey 
county may appropriate and spend money in each year for the 
improvement and preservation of the purity and quality of the air. 

(2) [JOINT POWERS.] Ramsey county may enter into con
tractual agreements with another governmental unit, body or 
group of bodies inside or outside the county without regard to 
whether the other governmental unit, body or group of bodies be a 
unit of state, county or municipal government or a school district, 
authority, or special district to perform on behalf of that unit, 
body or group of bodies the improvement and preservation of the 
purity and quality of the air. 

(3) [ORDINANCE.] Ramsey county may, by ordinance, enact 
and enforce rules and regulations controlling the purity and 
quality of the air. No regulation adopted by the county pursuant 
hereto is effective within a governmental unit until ratified by the 
governing body of the governmental unit affected. 

Sec. 4. The provisions of Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 
1.0207 ( e) and section 2 of this act shall also apply to the city of 
Maplewood. 

Sec. 5. Laws 1971, Chapter 762, is repealed. 

Sec. 6. Sections 1 and 2 of this act shall become effective only 
after their approval by a majority of the governing body of the 
city of Saint Paul and upon compliance with Section 645.021. 

Section 4 of this act shall become effective only after the ap
proval of a majority of the governing body of the city of Maple
wood and upon compliance with Section 645.021." 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to the cities of St. Paul and Maple
wood; establishing the St. Paul levy limit as that levy limit estab
lished by general and special state law; authorizing the city of 
Maplewood to establish a physician's trained intensive care para• 
medic program; authorizing the cities of St. Paul and Maplewood 
to impose reasonable charges for emergency or paramedic ambu• 
lance services; amending Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 1.0207, 
and by adding a section; repealing Laws 1971, Chapter 762." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Coleman moved to amend H. F. No. 1526 as follows: 

Page 1, after line 12, insert 

Sec. 2. Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 1.0209, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 1.0209. [HIGHWAYS.] (a) [POWER TO APPROPRIATE 
FOR SAINT PAUL STREETS.] (1) [APPROPRIATION.] 
Ramsey county may a,prepl'iate the re1169Rll9le OYIR8 ef ~ 
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that i~ eaesiElers Jll'6P0i' shall annually appropriate to the city of 
Saint Paul an amount of money which shall be not less than the 
equivalent of a levy of one and one-quarter mills against all ta%• 
able property within the county to assist in the construction, 
improvement and maintenance of roads and streets, and bridges 
thereon, inside the limits of the city of Saint Paul where the roads 
and streets, and bridges thereon, connect with, and are extensions 
of, roads in the county outside of the city, but leading into the 
city. 

(2) [CITY TO CONTROL EXPENDITURE.] Moneys soap
propriated shall he spent under the direction of the city. 

(b) [DUTY TO APPROPRIATE FOR MUNICIPAL 
STREETS.] ( 1) [FORMULA FOR APPROPRIATION.] Ramsey 
county shall appropriate $60,000 annually and pay it to the muni
cipalities in the county, outside the city of St. Paul, to aid the 
municipalities in the construction and maintenance of municipal 
roads, streets or bridges, and this appropriation shall be appor
tioned in the following manner: 

(A) 70 percent to be prorated to the municipalities in propor
tion as the number of miles of roads inside, and maintained exclu
sively by each municipality bears to the total number of miles of 
roads inside the county and maintained exclusively by all the 
municipalities; and 

(B) 30 percent thereof to the municipalities, proportionately, 
according to the assessed valuation of all property for taxation in 
the municipalities, and shall be spent on municipal roads, streets, 
or bridges by the governing body of each municipality. 

(2) [CERTIFICATE.] On or before March 15 of each year, the 
county engineer shall certify the actual number of miles of roads in
side and maintained exclusively by the municipalities outside the city 
of St. Paul. The mileage so certified shall not include undeveloped 
roads, even though the plat thereof may have been filed for record. 

(c) [COUNTY MAY DO MUNICIPAL WORK.] (1) [MUNICI
PAL AUTHORITY.] In Ramsey county, the governing body of a 
city, village or town therein may authorize the county to construct 
and maintain any or all of its highways without advertising for bids. 

(2) {COST, LIMITATION.] The construction that is referred to 
in the above paragraph is only to be performed as part of a mainte
nance job, and, the cost of the construction shall not exceed $2,500 
for a project. 

(d) [LEXINGTON AVENUE; OLD TRUNK HIGHWAY NO. 
10.] That part of Lexington avenue in Ramsey county from Larpen
leur avenue to the northerly boundary of county road E and that part 
of county road E from Lexington avenue to trunk highway marked 
No. 51, are a part of the county state-aid system of highways. Minne
sota Statutes, Section 161.082, applies to this section of highway." 

Underline all new language in the bill. 

Renumber the sections in sequence. 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "the city of Saint Paul" and insert "local gov
ernment in Ramsey County" 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon insert "requiring Ramsey county 
to appropriate money to the city of St. Paul for certain purposes; 
amending Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 1.0209;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1526 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Dunn Knutson 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Nelson 
Kirchner North 

Olhoft 
Olson, H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 176: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
issuance of licenses by cities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 340.11, Subdivisions 7a and 18, and by adding a subdivision; 
340.13, Subdivision 4; and 340.353, Subdivision 5; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, Subdivisions 6 and 7. 

Mr. Coleman moved to amend H. F. No. 176 as follows: 

Page 3, after line 27, insert: 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 20. [ON-SALE WINE LICENSES.] (a) "On-sale wine li
censes" shall mean licenses authorizing the sale of wine not exceedinf 
14 percent alcohol by volume, for consumption on the licensed prem
ises only, in conjunction with the sale of food. 

(b) For purposes of this subdivision "restaurant" shall mean an 
establishment, under the control of a single proprietor or manager, 
having appropriate facilities for serving meals, and where, in con
sideration of payment therefor, meals are regularly served at tables 
to the general public, and which employs an adequate staff to provuk 
the usual and suitable service to its guests. 

( c) Any municipality which maintains a municipal liquor store or 
any municipality or county authorized to issue "on-salen licenses for 
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the sale of intoxicating liquor may issue on-sale wine licenses to any 
restaurant having facilities for seating not fewer than 25 guests at 
one time. The licenses shall be in addition to the number of on-sale 
licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquor authorized by the intoxi
cating liquors act. The fee for on-sale wine licenses shall be set by 
the issuing authority, but shall not exceed one half of the license fu 
charged by the municipality for an on-sale license, or $2,000, which
ever is less. Licenses issued pursuant to this subdivision shall not ht: 
effective until approved by the commissioner. The licenses shall autho
rize the sale of wine as herein provided on all days of the week unless 
the issuing authority restricts the license's authorization to the sale 
of wine on all days other than Sunday." 

Renumber the sections in sequence. 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 8, before the period insert ", and by adding a subdi
vision" 

Mr. Larson moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No. 176, as follows: 

Clause ( c) of the Coleman amendment, line 8, after "exceed" 
insert "the price normally paid for any liquor license" 

Lines 8 to 10, strike "one half of the license fee charged by the 
municipality for an on-sale license, or $2,000, whichever is less" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment 
to the Coleman amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 21 and nays 31, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Blatz Humphrey 
Chmielewski Jensen 
Gearty Keeie,J. 
Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Hanson, R, Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Lewis 
Mc<.,utcheon 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Schrom 
Stukowski 
Wegener 

Anderson Chenoweth Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Bang Coleman Knutson O'Neill 
Berg Conzemius Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Bernhagen Dunn Merriam Purfeerst 
Borden Fitzsimons Milton Schaaf 
Brataas Frederick Nelson Schmitz 
Brown Josefson North Sillers 

Willet 

Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Schrom moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No.176asfollows: 

The fourth line of clause (c), strike "25" and insert "JOO" 
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The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Schrom moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No. 176 as follows: 

The eighth line of clause ( c), strike "not exceed" and insert 
"be equal to" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No. 176 as follows: 

The ninth line of clause (c), strike "municipality" and insert 
•• issuing authority" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Coleman 
amendment, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 31 and nays 20, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andemon 
Berg 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hanson•,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 

Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Perpich, A. J. 
Purf.eerat 
Schaaf 
Schmi:tz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 

Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner McCutcheon Schrom 
Blat,, Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olhoft Stassen 
Chmielewaki Jensen Lan,on Olson, H. D. Stokowski 
Dunn Josefson Laufenhurger Patton Willet 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 176 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 24, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Kleinbaum O'Neill Spear 
Amold Davies Lewis Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 

t"Jen 
Fitzsimons Merriam Pillsbury Tennessen 
Hanson,R.. Milton Purfeerst Ueland 

Brataas Hughes Nelson Schaaf 
Brown Humphrey North Schmitz 
Chenoweth Keefe, J. Ogdahl Sitlers 
Coleman Keefe, S. Olson, A.G. Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Frederick Josefson Laufenburger Staaen 
Bernhagen Gearty Kirchner Olhoft Stokowski 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Knutson Olson,H.D. Wegener 
Chmielewski Hansen.Mel Kowalczyk Patton Willet 
Dunn Jensen Larson Schrom 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich A. J., Chairman of the Com
mittee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H. F. No. 439, No. 34 
on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard im
mediately. 

H.F. No. 439: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
an income tax credit to deaf individuals and increasing the tax 
credit to certain blind persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Section 290.06, Subdivision 3c. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 4 7 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, A.G. 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Blatz Hanson, R. Laufenburger Perpicb, A. J. 
Borden Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. 
Brataas Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Brown Jensen Nelson Schaaf 
Chmielewski Josefson North Schmitz 
Coleman Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schrom 
Dunn Kirchner Olhoft Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Staaen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1304: A bill for an act relating to banks; permitting 
open end credit arrangements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 48, by adding a section. 

Mr. Merriam moved to amend H. F. No. 1304, as amended pur-
1!11ant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 10, 1975, as follows: 
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Strike the Rule 49 amendments to pages 1, 2, 3, and 4; to page 5, 
lines 1 to 5 and line 11; and to page 6, Jines 22 and 23, and further 
amend H. F. No. 1304 as follows: 

Page 2, line 19, after "estate" insert "constituting a primary 
residence" 

Page 2, line 29, after "estate" insert "constituting a primary 
residence" 

The motion did not preV'ail. So the amendment was not adopted. 
H. F. No. 1304 was then progressed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 619: A bill for an act relating to commerce; providing 
disclosure obligations and personal solicitation of sales; providing 
penalties. 

Mr. Spear moved to amend H. F. No. 619 as follows: 
Page 2, lines 15 and 16, strike "with the information required 

by this section" and insert "which clearly states the seller's name 
and the name of the business or organization he represents" 

In the amendment to page 2, line 18, adopted by the Senate 
May 9, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, strike "requirement of showing 
identification cards" and insert "requirements of this section" 

Page 2, line 20, strike "sections 1 or 2" and insert "section 2" 

Page 2, strike lines 23 to 27 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend H. F. No. 619 as follows: 

Page 1, line 22, strike the period and insert "; or " 
Page 1, after line 22, insert: 
" ( c) An attempted sale of a newspaper subscription in which 

the seller is a minor child engaged in both the delivery and sale of 
the newspaper." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 619 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 15, u 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Kirchner North Schaaf 
Borden Gearty Kleinbaum Ogdabl Sillers 
Brataas Hanson.R. Kowalczyk Olhoft Solon 
Brown Hughes Lewis Olson,A.G. Spear 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Olson,H.D. Stokowski 
Coleman Keefe,J. Milton Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
Conzemius Keefe,S. Nelson Purfeerst Wegener 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang Dunn Larson Patton Schrom 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Laufenburger Pillsbury Ueland 
Chmielewski Hansen, Baldy O'Neill Schmitz Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J., Chairman of the 
Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H. F. No. 474, No. 
4 7 on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard 
immediately. 

H. F. No. 474: A bill for an act relating to taxation; denying 
tax deductions relating to substandard rental housing; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sec
tions 290.01, Subdivision 20; and 290.12, Subdivision 2. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved to amend H. F. No. 474, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 13, after "interest" strike the comma and insert 
"and" 

Page 1, line 14, after "depreciation" strike ", taxes, trade or 
business expenses, expenses" 

Page 1, strike line 15 

Page 1, line 18, after "building" insert "other than buildings 
used for agricultural purposes" 

Page 2, line 6, after "notice" insert "or within the time pre
scribed by the agency in the notice" 

Page 2, line 7, strike "or the time prescribed by the agency in 
the" 

Page 2, line 8, strike "notice," 

Page 2, line 16, after "and shall" insert "contain the particulars 
of the noncompliance and shalf' 

Page 3, line 5 strike "income" and insert "taxable" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Tennessen moved that H. F. No. 474 be re-referred to 
the Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that those not voting be excused 
from voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 33, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Davies Josefson Olson, J. L. 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. O'Neill 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Patton 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson Pillsbury 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Henneke 
Brown Hansen, Mel Nelson Schaaf 
Coleman Hanson, R. Ogdahl Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Gearty Laufenburger Olson, A.G. 
Arnold Hughes Lewis Olson H. D. 
Brataas Humphrey Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Jensen Milton Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst 
Conzemius Kleinbaum North Schmitz 
Doty Larson Olhoft Schrom 
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Stassen 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. H. F. No. 474 was then progressed. 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Business 
of Messages from the House and First Reading of House Bills. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1425: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; authorizing the city to directly negotiate and enter into 
contracts for solid waste collection and disposal; e-xempting such 
contracts from the Minnesota antitrust law of 1971. 

Senate File No. 1425 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. North moved that the Senate do not concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 1425 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Con
ference Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 211: A bill for an act relating to counties; altering 
compensation of county officers; amending Minnesota Statutes 
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1974, Sections 38.38; 106.431, Subdivision 1; 123.56, Subdivision 
9; 273.061, Subdivision 6; 282.09, Subdivision 1; 282.19; 344.19; 
375.055, Subdivisions 1 and 5; 375.06, Subdivision 1; 375.47; 
Chapter 375, by adding a section; 376.58, Subdivision 2; 393.03; 
and 394.30, Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 274.15; 375.055, Subdivision 3; 375.43; 384.151, Subdi
vision 2; 385.373, Subdivision 2; 386.015, Subdivision 3; 387.20, 
Subdivision 3; 388.18, Subdivision 3; and 485.018, Subdivision 3. 

Senate File No. 211 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. Wegener moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 211 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on Com
mittees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Conference 
Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 917: A bill for an act relating to waters and water
craft safety; modifying the hours of operation of a watercraft 
towing a person; authorizing counties to expend moneys received 
from watercraft license fees for watercraft and swimming safety 
instructions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 361.09, 
Subdivision 2; and 361.27, Subdivision 1. 

Senate File No. 917 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Willet moved that the Senate concur in the amendment& 
by the House to S. F. No. 917 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 917: A bill for an act relating to waters and watercraft 
safety; modifying the hours of operation of a watercraft towing 
a person; authorizing counties to expend moneys received from 
watercraft license fees for watercraft and swimming safety in
structions; removing operator's permit exception for certain non
residents; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 361.041, 
Subdivfaion 2; 361.09, Subdivision 2; and 361.27, Subdivision 1. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 5, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Dunn Knutson Olhoft 
Blatz Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, A. G. 
Brataas Gearty Larson Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Lewis Patton 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Perpich, A~J. 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Jensen Moe Pillsbury 
Davies Keefe, J. Nelson Purfeerst 
Doty Keefe, S. North Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

;\shbach Berg Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Ueland 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 954: A bill for an act relating to elections; rearrang
ing the laws regulating campaign practices and penalties; pro
viding penalties; amending Laws 1975, Chapter 5, by adding a 
section; and Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.015; 290.09, 
Subdivision 2; and 290.21, Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 210.01 to 210.22 and 211.01 to 211.41. 

Senate File No. 954 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 954 and that the bill be placed on its repassage 
as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 954: A bill for an act relating to elections; rearranging the 
laws regulating campaign practices and penalties; providing penalties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.015; 290.09, Subdivi
sion 2; and 290.21, Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974. 
Sections 210.01 to 210.21 and 21 I.OJ to 211.41. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed on 
its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Jensen Nelson Schaaf 
Amold Davies Josefson North Schmitz 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, J. Olhoft Sillers 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. Solon 
Jlerg Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, J. L. Spear 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk O'Neill Stassen 
Blatz Gearty Larson Patton Stokowski 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, A_ J. Stumpf 
Brown Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich~ G. Tennessen 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury Ueland 
c::lmtielewski Hughes Milton Purfeerst Wegener 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Renneke Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which amend
ments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested: 

S. F. No. 963: A bill for an act relating to insurance; prohibiting 
offsets in certain contracts for disability benefits received or receiv
able under the federal Social Security Act; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Chapter 62A, by adding a section; Sections 62B.06, Sub
division 2; 62C.14, by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, by adding a 
subdivision; and 64A.3 l, by adding a subdivision. 

Senate File No. 963 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Patton moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 963 and that the bill be placed on its repassage 
as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 963: A bill for an act relating to insurance; prohibiting 
offsets in certain contracts for disability benefits received or receiv
able under the federal Social Security Act; the Railroad Retirement 
Act, any Veteran's Disability Compensation and Survivor Benefits 
Act, Worker's Compensation or any similar federal or state Jaw; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 62A, by adding a section; Sec
tions 62B.06, Subdivision 2; 62C.14, by adding a subdivision; 62D.12, 
by adding a subdivision; and 64A.3 l, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed on 
i1s repassage. 
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The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Conzemius Jensen North 
Arnold Davies Josefson Olhoft 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, J. Olson, H. D. 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk Patton 
Blatz Gearty Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Lewis Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Henneke 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the fol
lowing House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 398, 787 and 
914. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 14, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 398: A bill for an act relating to the pollution control 
agency; authorizing the issuance of bonds; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116.18, Subdivisions 1 
and 4. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 787: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; prescribing additional duties 
for the commission; authorization of reciprocity agreements; 
authorizing contracts with private colleges; providing for increas
ing scholarships and grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for 
student loans; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 136A.04; 136A.05; 136A.08; 136A.101, Subdi
vision 4; 136A.121, Subdivision 3; 136A.l 71; 136A.20; 147.30; and 
147.31. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 914: A bill for an act relating to education; children 
attending nonpublic schools; providing auxiliary services, text-
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books, instructional materials and equipment; appropriating 
money. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Willet moved that S. F. No. 460 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion pre
vailed. 

Mr. Willet moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 13, 1975 on S. F. 
No. 460 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the rec
ommendations and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 460: A bill for an act relating to pollution; prohibiting 
sale of beverage containers having detachable parts; providing a 
penalty. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 60 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Josef son 
Doty Keefe,J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 

Mr. Renneke voted in the negative. 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L., 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A .. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Frederick moved that S. F. No. 1026 be taken from the 
table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Frederick moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 1026 and that a Con
ference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Committee 
on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 
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RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 7:30 
o'clock p. m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 7:30 o'clock p. m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Borden, Milton and Larson were excused from this 
evening's Session. Mr. Nelson was excused from this evening's 
Session at 8:30 o'clock p.m. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Keefe S. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1 at 
8:00p.m.: 

Mrs. Brataas, Messrs. Hanson, R; Keefe, S.; Laufenburger and 
Merriam. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 1554: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
additional duties and powers for the state board of equalization; 
providing for tax equalization when one taxing jurisdiction in
cludes two or more counties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 270.12. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Kleinbaum Olson. A. G. 
Arnold Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Lewis Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Josef son Moe Renneke 
Davies Keefe, S. North Schaaf 
Doty Kirchner Olhoft Schmitz 

Mr. Chmielewski voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Wegener moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674: 

Messrs. Blatz; Coleman; Conzemius; Olson, A. G. and Perpich, 
A. J. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Willet moved that the following mem
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1759: 
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Messrs. Borden; Fitzsimons; Chenoweth; Josefson and Willet. 
The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Arnold moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1758: 

Messrs. Arnold; Ashbach; Davies; Hansen, Mel and Tennessen. 
The motion prevailed. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1425, pursuant to 
the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Chenoweth, North, Stumpf. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approv
ed. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 211, pursuant to 
the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Wegener, Olson, A.G. and Kowalczyk. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approv
ed. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are 
appointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 749, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Tennessen; Doty; Olson, J. L.; North and Frederick. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approv
ed. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 80: A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing 
certain governing student associations of institutions of higher 
learning to expend money for the purpose of funding a legal coun
seling and services program. 

Mr. Hughes moved to amend H. F. No. 80 as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, before the period insert "and derived solely from 
fees received from students" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 80 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Hughes Lewis Olson. H. D. 
Brataas Jensen McCutcheon O'Neill 
Chenoweth Josefson Merriam Patton 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Milton Perpich, G. 
Doty Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst 
Dunn Kirchner Nelson Henneke 
Frederick Kleinbaum North Schmitz 
Gearty Knutson Ogdahl Schrom 
Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Olhoft Billers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Solon 
Spear 
Staasen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Berg Brown Hansen, Baldy Olson, J. L. Pillsbury 
Bernhagen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 599: A bill for an act relating to health; practice of 
healing; increasing the annual registration fee; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 146.13. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hanson, R. Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hughes Lewis Patton 
Brataas Humphrey McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Jensen Merriam Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Milton Henneke 
Doty Keefe, S. Moe Schmitz 
Dunn Kirchner North Schrom 
Frederick Kleinbaum Ogdahl Sillers 
Gearty Knutson Olhoft Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 600: A bill for an act relating to public health; provid
ing for representation of the state examining committee for physical 
therapists on the advisory committee on allied health manpower 
credentialing of the state board of health; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 145.865, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Gearty Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bang Hansen, Baldy Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Brataas Hughes Laufenburger Patton 
Brown Humphrey Lewis Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Jensen Merriam Pillsbury 
Doty Keefe, J. Moe Purfeerst 
Dunn Keefe, S. North Renneke 
Frederick Kirchner Ogdahl Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

[53RDDAY 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 562: A bill for an act relating to school districts; 
lowering the age of retired employees for whom a school board 
may purchase medical insurance; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 123.72. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Gearty 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum. 
Kowalczyk 

Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olholt 

Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Berg Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy 

Olson, H. D. Patton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Perpich,G. 

H. F. No. 739: A bill for an act relating to the department of 
administration; powers of the commissioner; air navigation 
facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16.02, Sub
division 2a. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Anderson Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Lewis Patton 
Bernhagen Hughes Moe Perpich, G. 
Brown Humphrey North Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Ogdahl Purfeerst 
Doty Kirchner Olhoft Renneke 
Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

2311 

H.F. No. 306: A bill for an act relating to children; requiring 
reports of maltreatment of minors to be filed by certain indi
viduals; authorizing reports to be filed by citizens under certain 
circumstances; prescribing penalties for failing to report or falsi
fying reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 626, 
by adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
626.554. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Keefe, J. North 
Kirchner Ogdahl 
Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Knutson Olson, H. D. 

Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 481: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; regu
lating wholesale produce dealers by requiring licensing, bonding, 
and assurance of financial responsibility; removing requirement 
of publication of information concerning commercial feed, ferti
lizer, and soil conditioners; removing restrictions on unofficial 
grain inspection certificates; providing a penalty; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 27.001; 27.01, Subdivisions 2, 
5 and 8; 27.03; 27.04; 27.06; 27.19; and Chapter 27, by adding a 
section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 17.724; 17B.-
19; and 25.45. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Humphrey Moe Pillsbury 
Bang Kirclmer North Pur!eerst 
J!rown Kleinhaum Ogdahl Renneke 
Chmielewski Knutson Olhoft Schmitz 
Doty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. Schrom 
Gearty Lewis Olson, J. L. Billers 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon O'Neill Solon 
Hughes Milton Perpich, G. Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

[53RDDAY 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved the Senate do now adjourn. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

Mr. O'Neill moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of Mr. 
O'Neill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 15 and nays 9, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Kirchner 
J!rown Kleinhaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Lewis 
North 

Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Moe Olson, J. L. Pur!eerst 
Olson, H .. D. Perpich, G. Schmitz 

The motion did not prevail. 

Schrom 
Tennessen 

Renneke 
Billers 
Ueland 

Wegener 

Mr. Mccutcheon moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion did not prevail. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Hansen, Baldy to adjourn, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 13 and nays 26, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Brown Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Kirchner Ogdahl 

Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 

Renneke 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Humphrey Milton 
Arnold Keefe, S. Moe 
Chmielewski Kleinbaum North 
Davies Laufenburger Olhoft 
Gearty McCutcheon Olson, H. D. 
Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. 

The motion did not prevail. 

Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 

Ueland 

Tennessen 
Wegener 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No, 556: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic 
regulations; speed restrictions; authorizing local authorities to 
reduce speed limits on certain portions of highways and streets 
during school hours; amending Minnesota Sta.tutes 197 4, Section 
169.14, Subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that those not voting be excused 

from voting. The motion did not prevail. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 8, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Frederick Knutson Olhoft 
Arnold Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bang Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brown Hughes Lewis Patton 
Chmielewski Humphrey Mccutcheon Pillsbury 
Colemen Keefe, J. Merriam Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, S. Milton Schrom 
Doty Kirchner Moe Billers 
Dunn Kleinbaum North Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Perpich, G. Renneke 
Bern.hagen Olson, J. L. Purfeerst 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

=wski Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Ueland 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 9:00 
o'clock a.m., Thursday, May 15, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTY-FOURTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Thursday, May 15, 1975 

The Senate met at 9 :00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order 
by the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 
Anderson Dunn Kirchner Olson, H. D. Schmitz 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. Billers 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk O'Neill Spear 
Berg Gearty Laufenhurger Patton Stokowski 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich. A. J. Stumpf 
Borden Hansen, Mel Milton Perpich, G. Tennessen 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. Moe Pillsbury Ueland 
Davies Hughes Ogdahl Purfeerst Wegener 
Doty Keefe, S. Olhoft Renneke Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Ronald C. Peterson. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes Mccutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A.. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stsssen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegen.er 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Olson, A. G. and Schaaf were excused from the Ses
sion of today. 
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EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

2315 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the 
following Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 287, An act relating to natural resources; changing 
the name of Minnesota Memorial Hardwood State Forest; pre
scribing certain duties for the revisor of statutes. 

S. F. No. 311, An act relating to unemployment compensation; 
allowing applicants to receive benefits in weeks they receive 
holiday pay. 

S. F. No. 421, An act relating to natural resources; eliminating 
duplicate, previously repealed language. 

S. F. No. 451, An act relating to natural resources; raising 
limitations on values of timber which may be sold by informal 
sale; reducing the value of timber which may be sold at auction; 
altering certain sale procedures. 

S. F. No. 452, An act relating to game and fish; affording 
protection to turtles and regulating the taking thereof. 

S. F. No. 590, An act relating to unemployment compensation; 
requiring reports to the department of employment services be in 
the same name as appears on the employer's payroll checks. 

S. F. No. 778, An act relating to the city of Medford, authorizing 
the issuance of certain general obligation bonds in excess of the 
debt limit of the city. 

S. F. No. 845, An act relating to Itasca County; increasing 
the permissible per capita expenditure on tourist agricultural 
and industrial promotion. 

S. F. No. 871, An act relating to St. Louis County; providing 
for the donation of Mesabi nursing home to range hospital 
corporation, a nonprofit corporation. 

S. F. No. 1038, An act relating to certain counties; providing 
for the filing of surveys with the county surveyor. 

S. F. No. 1088, An act relating to natural resources; authorizing 
the establishment of additional state trails. 

S. F. No. 1210, An act relating to the city of Ely; authorizing 
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the governing body thereof to consolidate the offices of city clerk 
and city treasurer. 

S. F. No. 1441, An act relating to real estate; changing recording 
functions of the register of deeds. 

S. F. No. 1443, An act relating to real estate; liens; eliminating 
the required margin notation by register of deeds. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to 
the committees indicated. 

Mr. Purfeerst introduced-

$. F. No. 1754: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; requiring 
persons purchasing corn or soybeans to pay a premium for dry 
corn or soybeans. 

Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agricul
ture. 

Mr. Keefe, S. introduced-

8. F. No. 1755: A bill for an act relating to public health; alter
ing requirements and procedures for the issuance of certificates 
of need for health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 145.72, Subdivisions 2, 3, and 5, and by adding 
subdivisions; 145.75; 145.76; 145.77; 145.78; 145.79; 145.80; and 
145.82. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Messrs. Olson, H. D.; Ueland and Borden introduced-

8. F. No. 1756: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor, 
restrictions upon places of sale; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 340.07, Subdivision 13; and 340.353, Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Hughes and Fitzsimons introduced-

$. F. No. 1757: A bill for an act relating to recreation; environ
mental preservation and energy conservation; conserving human 
and natural resources by promoting health and recreation and 
abating environmental pollution b>' encouraging the use of bicycles; 
providing for a bicycle registration system, and prescribing the 
powers and duties of the commissioner of public safety in relation 
thereto; regulating the use of bicycles on streets, highways, bicycle 
ways and oicycle lanes; providing for bicycle safety education in 
schools; prescribing a model bicycle ordinsnce for political sub
divisions; directing the commissioner of natural resources to de-
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velop a plan for an interconnecting system of bicycle trails; pre
scribing penalties; and appropriating money; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 169.221. 

Referred to the Committee on Transportation and General 
Legislation. 

Mr. Conzemius introduced-

S. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the establishment 
of an environmental education center; authorizing the state to 
receive a gift of property; authorizing the commissioner of natural 
resources to administer the environmental education center; ap
propriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Education. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 143, 
624, 949, 1102, 282, 912, 977, 1558, 1577, 51, 366, 757, 1113, 167, 
306 and 1119. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted 
the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee 
on Senate File No. 226, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 226: A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
unemployment compensation; administrative expense; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 268.05, Subdivision 5. 

Senate File No. 226 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded 
to the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 469: A bill for an act relating to retirement; misce~
laneous changes in various provisions of the teachers retirement 
act; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 354.05, Sub-
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divisions 13, 25, 26, and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Sub
division 1; 354.07, by adding subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.43, 
Subdivisions 1, and 3; 354.44, Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by adding 
a subdivision; 354.46, Subdivision 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3, and 
10; 354.49, Subdivision 5; 354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, Sub
divisions 3, 11, 16, and 19; and 354.62, Subdivision 5. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Patton, Parish and Biersdorf. 

Senate File No. 469 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1446: A bill for an act relating to Dodge and Olmsted 
counties; authorizing a judge of the county court district of Dodge
Olmsted to take a leave of absence for purposes of study and 
research. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Friedrich, Lemke and Dieterich. 

Senate File No. 1446 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1466: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
removing the general limitation on the number of county on-sale 
licenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, Sub
division 10. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Prahl; Anderson, I. and Begich. 

Senate File No. 1466 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 
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Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 

in the Senate amendments to House File No. 229: 
H.F. No. 229: A bill for an act relating to taxes on or measured 

by net income; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 197 4, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, Sub
divisions 8, 20, 21, and 22; and by adding subdivisions; 290.02; 
290.06, Subdivisions 2c and 11; 290.0601, Subdivisions 6 and 9; 
290.061; 290.086, Subdivision 7; 290.09, Subdivisions 4 and 15; 
290.16, by adding a subdivision; 290.21, Subdivision 4; 290.26; 
290.50, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5; 290.92, Subdivisions 6 
and 19; 290.931, Subdivision 1; 290.933, Subdivision l; 290.972, 
Subdivision 2; 290.983, Subdivision 1; 290.985; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 290.072; 290.08, Subdivisions 9, 10, 
11, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 22; 290.0801; and 290.931, Subdivision 2. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Dietrich, Casserly, Jaros, Tomlinson and Jacobs have been 
appointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 229 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 14, 1975 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 229, and 
that a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with 
a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 

in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1526: 

H. F. No. 1526: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; establishing the city's tax levy limits as that levy limit 
established by general and special state law; repealing Laws 1971, 
Chapter 762. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Dieterich, Hanson and Kostohryz have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1526 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 14, 1975 
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Mr. Mccutcheon moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1526, and 
that a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with 
a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 133: 

H. F. No. 133: A bill for an act relating to taxation; eliminating 
assessor's function of obtaining agricultural statistics and informa
tion; appointment of special boards of review and equalization; 
providing for certification of assessor; reclassification procedures 
for certain property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
17.03, Subdivision 2; 270.11, by adding a subdivision; 270.48; 
273.17, Subdivision 1; 274.01; 274.13; 274.14. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Pehler, Tomlinson, McCollar, DeGroat and White have been 
appointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 133 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 14, 1975 

Mr. Coleman moved that H. F. No. 138 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 929: 

H. F. No. 929: A bill for an act relating to banks, savings banks 
and credit unions; authorizing consumer banking facilities; pro
viding penalties. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Hanson, Eken and Kelly, R. have been appointed as such com
mittee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 929 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 14, 1975 
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Mr. Coleman moved that H. F. No. 929 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 

the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in 
which amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully 
requested: 

S. F. No. 1428: A bill for an act relating to the capitol area 
architectural and planning commission; authorizing the city of 
St. Paul to expend moneys held by it in accordance with the city 
capital improvement budget; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 15.50, Subdivision 3. 

Senate File No. 1428 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. Stumpf moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 1428 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Con
ference Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1221: A bill for an act relating to courts; Hennepin 
county conciliation court; providing for compensation for referees; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 488A.13, Subdivi• 
sion 1. 

Senate File No. 1221 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Gearty moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 1221 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1221 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 

Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J.,L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy voted in the negative. 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Tennessen moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 749: 
Messrs. Tennessen; North; Olson, J. L.; Doty and Frederick. 
The motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1222: A bill for an act relating to courts; Hennepin 
county municipal court; providing for assignment of retired judges 
to hear certain causes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 488A.021, by adding a subdivision. 

Senate File No. 1222 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Gearty moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 1222 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1222 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, 
as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Kirchner Olhoft 
Arnold Doty Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Dwm Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bang Fitzsimons Larson Patton 
Berg Gearty Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, G. 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brataas Hanson, R. Milton Purfeerst 
Brown Hughes Moe Henneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Ogdahl Sillers 
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Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE ROUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 

the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 126: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; 
methods of taking bear; providing a penalty; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 100.29, by adding a subdivision. 

Senate File No. 126 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr, Willet moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 126 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 126 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Conrzem.iue 

Davies Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitz&imons Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen. Me) Lewis 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Hughes Moe 
Jen9en Nelson 
Josefson O~dahl 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 

Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
We_gener 
Willet 
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So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 

the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 747: A bill for an act relating to crimes; specifying 
the acts constituting the offense of possession of shoplifting devices 
or gear; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 609, by adding a section. 

Senate File No. 747 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Willet moved that the Senate concur in the amendments by 
the House to S. F. No. 747 and that the bill be placed on its re
passage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 747: A bill for an act relating to crimes; specifying 
the acts constituting the offense of possession of shoplifting 
devices or gear; prescribing penalties; providing penalties for 
certain acts relating to livestock; providing for the collection of 
damages; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, by 
adding sections. 

S. F. No. 747 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage, 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
B.rataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Comemius Josef son 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaurn 
Hansen. Baldy Kowalczyk 
HanBen, Mel Larson 
Hanson. R. Lewis 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Billers 
Solon 
Speer 
StaBSen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
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I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in 
which amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully 
requested: 

S. F. No. 242: A bill for an act relating to corrections; defining 
powers and duties of the commissioner of corrections; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 241.01, Subdivision 5a, and by 
adding a subdivision; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
241.01, Subdivision 3. 

Senate File No. 242 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 14, 1975 

Mr. Lewis moved that S. F. No. 242 be laid on the table. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 46: A bill for an ad relating to courts; jurisdictional 
amount in conciliation court actions; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 487.30; 491.03, Subdivision 4; and 491.04, 
Subdivision 1. 

Senate File No. 46 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 14, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Ueland moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 46 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 46: A bill for an act relating to courts; jurisdictional 
amount in conciliation court actions; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 487.27, Subdivision 1; 487.30; 491.03, Subdivision 
4; and 491.04, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 3, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Keefe, S. Nelson 
Arnold Davies Kirchner Ogdahl 
Ashbach Dunn Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Bang Fitzsimons Larson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Gearty Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Lewio Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Josefson Moe Schrom 

[54THDAY 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Jensen, Patton and Schmitz voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that, pursuant to Joint Rule No. 

14, the House has receded from the action taken by the House 
on May 13, 1975, when it refused to concur in the Senate amend
ments to H. F. No. 522 and appointed a Conference Committee 
of five members. The House requests the return of H. F. No. 522 
for further consideration. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

May 14, 1975 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for the recall of H.F. No. 522 for further consideration. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House wishes to recall 
for purpose of further consideration House File No. 593: 

H. F. No. 593: A bill for an act relating to retirement; com
putation of legislative annuities; mandatorr age for legislative 
employees; miscellaneous changes in the Minnesota state retire
ment system law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapters 
3A; 352; and 352B, by adding sections; Sections 3A.01, Sub
divisions 2 and 4; 3A.02, Subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 3A.03, Sub
division 2; 3A.04, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 3A.05; and 3A.10, Sub
division 1; 43.051, Subdivision 1; 352.01, Subdivision 17; 352.03, 
Subdivisions 4, 11, and by adding a subdivision; 352.113, Sub
divisions 1, 5, and 12; 352.115, Subdivisions 2, 10, and 11; 352.12, 
Subdivisions 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, and 11; 352.15; 352.22, Subdivisions 
3 and 8; 352.72, Subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
352.91, by adding a subdivision; 352.93, Subdivision 1; 352B.03, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 352D.015, Subdivision 9; 352D.02, Sub
divisions 1 and 3; 352D.05, Subdivision 3; 352D.06, Subdivisions 
1 and 2; 352D.065, Subdivisions 2 and 3; and 352D.075, Sub
divisions 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
352.28; 352.32; 352.38; 852.715; 352B.01, Subdivision 5; 352B.021; 
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352B.04; 352D.015, Subdivision 10; 352D.05, Subdivision 2; 
352D.065, Subdivision 1; 352D.075, Subdivision 1; and 352D.085, 
Subdivision 2. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

May 14, 1975 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for the recall of H. F. No. 593 for further consideration. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House File, herewith transmitted: H. F. No. 943. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 14, 1975 

FIRST READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time and referred to the 
committee indicated. 

H. F. No. 943: A bill for an act relating to cable communica
tions; making the cable communications commission a permanent 
part of the department of administration; authorizing the com
mission to promulgate a line extension policy; interconnection; 
orders; municipal cable systems; information gathering; per
mitting counties to establish translator systems; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 238.02, Subdivision 11; 238.04, 
Subdivision 1; 238.05, Subdivisions 2, 6, 7, 12, and by adding a 
subdivision; 238.06, Subdivision 1; 238.08, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 
3; 238.09, Subdivisions 3 and 6, and by adding subdivisions; 
238.13; and 375.164; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
238.05, Subdivisions 8 and 16; and 238.09, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1530: A bill for an act relating to wild animals; 
establishing the expiration date of all game and fish licenses u 
the last day of February; authorizing the commissioner of natural 
resources to provide for the issuance of more than one game or 
fish license to a person during any licensing year; providing for 
distribution of game and fish licenses on consignment; establish
ing an issuing fee for such licenses; requiring sub-agents to be 
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bonded; authorizing county auditors to retain a four percent 
commission on all license fees including surcharges; authorizing 
the commissioner of natural resources to issue regulations regu
lating to sub-agencies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 98.45, Subdivision 1; and 98.50, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 5, line 21, after the period insert "AU licenses issued for the 
calendar year 1975 shall be deemed to have been issued for a period 
ending on the last day of February, 1976." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 483: A bill for an act relating to livestock; registration 
and publication of livestock brands or marks; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 35.824; 35.826; 35.827; 35.828; 35.829; 
and 35.830; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 35.823. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 777: A bill for an act relating to aeronautics; joint 
operations; authorizing agreements for joint operations between 
the state and the Dominion of Canada or its governmental sub
divisions subject to the approval of the United States; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 360.021, Subdivision 3; and 
360.042, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 806: A bill for an act relating to control of noxious 
weeds; authorizing towns to control noxious weed growth on 
state lands; providing reimbursement of certain expenses incurred 
to control weeds on state lands. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1035: A bill for an act relating to railroad safety; 
appropriating money to the department of public service for 
the purpose of enforcing certain railroad track safety standards. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 798: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; prescribing additional duties 
for the commission; authorization of reciprocity agreements; 
authorizing contracts with private colleges; providing for increas
ing scholarships and grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for 
student loans; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 136A.04; 136A.05; 136A.08; 136A.101, Subdivision 
4; 136A.121, Subdivision 3; 136A.171; 136A.20; 147.30; and 
147.31. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, strike lines 16 through 21 and insert: 

"(e) Develop, in cooperation with the postsecondary systems, 
legislative staff and the departments of administration and finance 
a compatible budgetary reporting format designed to provide data 
of a nature to facilitate systematic review of the budget sub
missions of the university of Minnesota, the state college gystem, 
the state community college system and the public vocational 
technical schools; and which includes the relating of dollars to 
program output," 

Page 3, line 1, delete "t" and insert"." 

Page 3, strike lines 2 through 7 

Page 3, line 13, strike "shall" 

Page 6, line 28, strike "$1,200" and reinstate "$1,000" 

Page 7, line 3, strike "$1,200" and reinstate "$1,000" 

Page 9, line 15, strike "without regard to the number" 

Page 9, strike line 16 except the period 

Page 9, line 25, after "and" insert "$120,000 per year" 

Page 9, line 25, after "for" and before "loans" insert "new" 

Page 9, line 26, strike ", for up to maximum of' 

Page 9, line 27, strike "20" 

Page 9, line 28, strike "recipients" 

Page 9, line 28, strike "per year of the biennium" 

Page 11, line 5, strike "$6,000" and insert "$4,000" 

Page 11, line 8, strike "$24,000" and insert "$16,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 
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Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1715: A bill for an act relating to the operation 
of state government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and 
other terms and conditions of employment in the state civil 
service; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 43.05, Sub
division 2; 43.12, Subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 
1 and 2; 43.122, Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 
and 3; 43.17, Subdivision 2; 43.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Sub
division 4; 43.21; 43.23, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision 
1; 43.50, Subdivision 1; and 299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re-
ferred ,.; 

H. F. No. 757: A bill for an act relating to health care; di
recting the commissioner of insurance to prescribe certain health 
insurance claim forms. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. The commissioner of insurance shall prescribe uni
form health insurance claim forms for each class of provider 
which shall be used by all insurers issuing in this state policies 
of accident and sickness insurance, all service plan corporations 
issuing in this state subscriber contracts, and all state agencies 
that require health insurance claims for their records. The forms 
,shall be scannable where required and provide information as 
required to insure maximum federal participation in program and 
administrative costs. Whenever feasible, the commissioner shall 
utilize the standardized claim form of the provider or an associa
tion to which the provider belongs." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 1009: A bill for an act relating to health and welfare; 
providing for increasing service levels under the nutrition for the 
elderly program; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1120: A bill for an act relating to flood plain manage
ment; providing for a program of grants to local government 
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units for the construction of floodwater retention and retarding 
structures; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Chapter 104, by adding sections. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 12, strike "75" and insert "50" 

Page 2, line 16, strike "75" and insert "50" 

Page 6, line 11, strike "annually" 

Page 6, line 18, strike" 16.17" and insert" 16A.28" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 257: A bill for an act relating to education; creating 
a senior citizens higher education program for certain resident 
senior citizens. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 661: A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring 
the secretary of state to train all election officials; appropriating 
money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, strike lines 6 through 8 

Renumber the remaining section 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike the semicolon 

Page 1, line 4, strike "appropriating money" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 1140: A bill for an act relating to health; providing 
for a program of treatment for adults having cystic fibrosis; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
144, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 
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Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 344: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for activities in connection with motor vehicle and 
other waste; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 168B.02, 
by adding a subdivision; 168B.09, Subdivision 1; 168B.10, Subdi
vision 1; and Chapter 168B, by adding a section. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1313: A bill for an act relating to family planning 
services; providing for the establishment of a comprehensive 
state family planning services plan; appropriating funds. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 4, strike lines 11 through 14 and insert: 

"Sec. 6. [APPROPRIATION.] The sum of $300,000 is appro
priated for the purposes of this act from the general fund to · the 
state board of health for the period beginning July 1, 1975, ancl 
ending January 1, 1977. Funds available shall not cancel until June 
30, 1977. Funds appropriated under this act shall not be used to 
establish family planning clinics in primary and secondary schools." 

And when -so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adoptecl. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 907: A bill for an act relating to charitable trusts 
and trustees; authorizing the secretary of state to establish ancl 
maintain a register of charitable trusts; authorizing the attorney 
general to take appropriate actions to protect and enforce the 
proper administration of charitable trusts; authorizing investi
gations; authorizing fees. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1527: A bill for an act relating to the American 
revolution bicentennial; creating a commission; appropriating 
money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows : 

Page 2, strike line 32 
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Page 3, strike lines 1 through 3 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "; appropriating money" 

2333 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 677: A bill for an act relating to state procurement; 
requiring the commissioner of administration to set aside certain 
state procurement from normal bidding procedures for first offer
ing to small businesses; requiring the commissioners of adminis
tration and economic development to publicize the set-asides and 
assist small businesses; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 7, line 17, strike "$25,000" and insert "$40,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1437: A bill for an act creating a legislative com
mission to study the Minnesota usury law; appropriating money 
therefor. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 755: A bill for an act relating to state administrative 
procedures; redefining certain terms; prescribing a method for 
the adoption, amendment, suspension or repeal of rules; providing 
for the publication of a manual of state agency rules; providing for 
the publication of the state register; creating an office of hearing 
examiners; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 15.0411; 15.0412; 15.0413, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 
3; 15.0415; 15.0421; 15.046; 15.047, Subdivision 1; 15.048; 15.049; 
15.051, Subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding a subdivision; 16.80, 
Subdivision 1; Laws 1974, Chapter 344, Section 9; Chapters 5, 
by adding a section; and 15, by adding sections; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 15.0413, Subdivisions 4, 5 and 6. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 20, line 17, strike "Subdivision I." 

Page 20, line 19, after the dollar sign insert "167,600" 
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Page 20, strike lines 24 through 27 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 398 for comparison to companion Senate Files, re
ports the following House File was found identical and recom
mends the House File be given its Second Reading and sub
stituted for its companion Senate File as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATI'ERS CALENDAR 

H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No, 
398 1165 

And that the above Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which were referred H. F. Nos. 1722, 210 and 1199 for 
comparison to companion Senate Files, reports the following 
House Files were found not identical with their companion Sen
ate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATI'ERS CALENDAR 

H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No, H.F. No. S.F. No. 
1722 79 
210 50 

1199 1167 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Adminis
tration recommends that H.F. No. 1722 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the acting clause and insert 

"Section I. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.081, is 
amended to read: 

161.081 [HIGHWAY USER TAX, DISTRIBUTION OF POR
TION OF PROCEEDS.] Pursuant to article ~ XIV , section 
5, of the constitution, five percent of the net highway user tax 
distribution fund is set aside, and apportioned as follows: 

( 1) '1{} 60 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) 21 31 percent to a separate account in the county state
aid highway fund to be known as the county tumback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created; 

(3) 9 percent to a separate account in the municipal state-aid 
street fund to be known as the municipal tumback account, which 
account in the state treasury is hereby created. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.082, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. An amount equal to 32 percent of the county turn
back account shall be expended, within counties having two or 
more towns, on town road bridge structures that are 20 feet or 
more in length. The expenditures on such bridge structures shall 
be on a matching basis, and not more than 50 percent of the cost 
of any such bridge structure shall be paid from the county turn
back account. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 296.02, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

296.02 [GASOLINE, EXCISE TAX.] Subdivision 1. [TAX 
IMPOSED FOR MOTOR VEHICLE USE.] There is hereby im
posed an excise tax of BeYeR nine cents per gallon on all gasoline 
used in producing and generating power for propelling motor 
vehicles used on the public highways of this state. This tax shaJl 
be payable at the times, in the manner, and by persons specified 
in this chapter. 

Sec. 4. [PROVISIONS OF SECTIONS 1 AND 2 NOT SEVER
.-.BLE.] The provisions of sections 1 and 2 are not severable, 
and if any provision of sections 1 and 2 is found unconstitutional, 
all of the provisions of sections 1 and 2 are unconstitutional. 
Section 3 is severable in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 645.20. 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act is effective July 1, 
1975. The increase in gasoline tax imposed by section 3 applies 
to all gasoline in distributor storage on July 1, 1975." 

Further, strike the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to taxation; reapportioning the five 
percent of the net highway user tax distribution fund set aside 
pursuant to Article XIV, Section 5, of the Minnesota Constitution; 
allocating a portion of the apportionment to the county state-aid 
highway fund for use on town road bridge structures on a matching 
basis; increasing the excise tax on gasoline used in motor vehicles 
using public highways; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tions 161.081; 161.082, by adding a subdivision; and 296.02, Sub
division 1." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1722 will be identical to 
S. F. No. 79 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1722 be 
given its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 79 and 
that the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H. F. No. 210 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 4, after "individual" insert "age" 

Page 2, line 8, delete the semicolon and insert a colon 

Page 2, line 14, delete the semicolon and insert a colon 

Page 4, line 31, delete "nonsugar coated" 
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And when so amended, H. F. No. 210 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 50 and further recommends that H. F. No. 210 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 50 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1199 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 254A.02, Subdivi
sion 1, is amended to read: 

254A.02 [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the purposes of 
I.awe ~ GhaJ,teF m chapter 254A , unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise, the terms defined in this section have the 
meanings given them. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 254A.02, is amended 
by adding subdivisions to read: 

Subd. 12. "Area mental health board" means a board established 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 245.61 to 245.69. 

Subd. 13. "Commissioner" means the commissioner of public 
welfare. 

Subd. 14. "Youth" means any person 17 years of age or under. 

Subd. 15. "Underserved population" means those popul,ation 
croups not receiving services in proportion to identified problem or 
need levels. 

Subd. 16. "Affected employee" means an employee whose job 
performance is substantially affected by chemical dependency. 

Subd. 17. "Purchase of service agreement" means a contract be
lween a contractor and service provider for the provision of services, 
which specifies the services to be provided, the method of delivery, 
lhe type of staff to be employed, and a method of evaluation of the 
services to be provided. The method of evaluation shall be one ap
proved by the alcohol and drug abuse evaluatwn consortium. 

Subd. 18. "Alcohol and drug abuse evaluation consortium" means 
a col/,aborative agency working within Jhe state authority and com
prised of individuals employed at the state authority and the uni
versity of Minnesota. The agency shall develop guidelines and cri
leria for effective evaluation of all activity funded through the state 
authority. The evaluatwn shall be directed at determining the de
tree to which funded activities attain their prestated objectives, 
whether existent and proposed activities are the most appropriate 
programmatic response to predetermined needs and whether they 
are the most cost effective. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 254A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[254A.031] [NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS.] The com
missioner shall enter into one or more purchase of service agree
ments to provide programs for native Americans. The agreements 
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shall provide for residential and aftercare treatment programs, pro
grams relating to prevention, education, and community awareness, 
and training programs. All programs shall be designed to meet the 
needs identified by the native American community relating to 
alcohol and other drug dependence and abuse. The commissioner 
shall enter into the agreements after consultation with the special 
assistant for native American programs or the alcohol and drug 
abuse section of the department of public welfare, and the agree
ments shall be reviewed pursuant to section 254A.03. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 254A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[254A.12] [AFFECTED EMPLOYEES.] Participating area 
boards shall enter into one or more purchase of service agreements 
to provide services to employers to develop personnel practices for 
prevention of alcoholism and other chemical dependency, and to 
assist affected employees in gaining access to care through identifi
cation and referral services. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 254A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[254A.13] [STATE AS A MODEL EMPLOYER.] The commis-
8ioner of per8onnel 8hall enter into one or more purchase of service 
agreement8 to provide services to the agencies and departments of 
8tate government to develop personnel practices for prevention of 
alcoholism and other chemical dependency and to assist affected 
employees in gaining access to care through identification and re
ferral services. 

The commisisoner of personnel shall, in consultation with tlJ,e 
commissioner, develop uniform personnel rules for state empl.oyees 
which shall provide assurance of continued employment and sup
port for an affected employee if treatment for alcoholism or other 
chemically related problems is obtained. All agencies and depart
ments of state government shall cooperate with the commissioner 
of personnel in the implementation of this program. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 254A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[254A.14] [SERVICES TO YOUTH AND OTHER UNDER
SERVED POPULATIONS.] Participating area boards shall enter 
into one or more purchase of service agreements to provide services 
related to the prevention of chemical dependency to persons and 
groups which have responsibility for, and access to, youth and other 
underserved populations. The board8 shall also enter into purchase 
of service agreements to assist those populations in gaining access 
to care. 

Sec. 7. [AFFIRMATIVE OUTREACH.] The commissioner 
8hall design and implement a plan of affirmative outreach to en
courage utilization of the services authorized in sections 3 to 6 of 
this act. The plan may include purchase of services by the commis
sioner to carry out the plan. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 254A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 
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[254A.16] [RESPONSIBILITY OF THE COMMISSIONER.] 
The commissioner shall provide program guidelines and technical 
assistance to the area boards in carrying out their responsibilities 
under sections 4 and 6. The commissioner shall also evaluate or 
provide for the evaluation of all the programs authorized by this 
act. In evaluating or providing for the evaluation of programs, he 
shall consult with the alcohol and drug abuse evaluation consor
tium. The commissioner shall recommend to the governor and to 
the legislature means of making programs wholly or partially self 
sustaining. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 254A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[254A.17] [ALLOCATION OF FUNDS BY COMMISSIONER 
OF PUBLIC WELFARE.] The funds appropriated for sections 
3 to 7 to the commissioner of public welfare shall be allocated 
by him subject to the following provisions: 

( a) For the purposes of section 4, the allocation of funds 
shall be to each participating area board on the basis of total 
numbers of persons in the work force in counties served by the 
area board. For the purposes of section 6, subdivision 1, the 
allocation of funds shall be to each participating area board on 
the basis of the elementary, middle and secondary school popula
tions and the most current United States census data in counties 
served by the area board. Area boards shall ensure that services 
are provided in each county in proportion to the population to 
be served. 

(b) Funds in section 4 to assist affected employees in gaining 
access to care may be used for private employers or employee 
groups of under 200 persons, or public employer or employee 
groups of any number and shall be paid on the following cost 
sharing basis: During the first year of the biennium, the participat
ing area board shall meet 90 percent of the cost of the program, 
the emplayer or employee group shall meet 10 percent of the 
cost. During the second year of the biennium, each party shall 
pay 50 percent of the cost of a program. Private employer groups 
of over 200 may participate in programs authorized under section 
4, but shall not be eligible for receipt of public funds under this 
act. The area board and employer and employee groups must 
work towards a financially self-sustaining system for each program. 

( c) Funds shall not be used to supplant or reduce in any way 
present local, state, federal, or private expenditure levels sup
porting existing resources. 

( d) Existing program resources shall be fully utilized before 
new programs are developed. 

( e) Allocation of funds to area mental health boards shall be 
contingent upon the demonstrated capability of the boards to 
adequately plan and coordinate chemical dependency programs. 

(f) Area boards shall be encouraged to plan jointly to develop 
needed program resources on a multiarea basis. 
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( g) Programs developed by funds allocated under sections 3 
to 6 shall comply with the guidelines established by the commis
sioner. 

(h) No more than five percent of the total allocation to an 
area mental health board may be used for purposes of administer
ing and monitoring purchased services. 

(i) Purchase of service agreements under section 3 shall be 
contingent on the demonstrated capability of service providers 
to adequately fulfill the terms of the agreement. 

( j) During the biennium, the commissioner may review the 
unexpended balance of funds allocated to each area board and 
service provider under sections 4 and 6 and may reallocate unex
pended funds within the program categories established by sections 
4 and 6 based upon demand for services. Reallocations under this 
provision may only be made after consultation with the alcohol 
and drug abuse evaluation consortium. 

Sec. 10. [APPROPRIATION.] Subdivision 1. For purposes 
of section 4 there is appropriated to the commissioner of public 
welfare for the biennium ending June 30, 1977, from the general 
fund, the sum of $2,360,000. Not more than $120,000 shall be 
used by the commissioner for the administration of the program. 
The approved complement of the department of public welfare 
shall be enlarged by two positions. 

Subd. 2. For purposes of section 5 there is appropriated the 
sum of $125,000 from the general fund to the commissioner of 
personnel. The approved complement of the department of per
sonnel shall be enlarged by one position. 

Subd. 3. For the purposes of section 6, subdivision 1, there is 
appropriated to the commissioner of public welfare for the bien
nium ending June 30, 1977, from the general fund, the sum of 
$1,400,000. 

Subd. 4. For the purposes of section 3, there is appropriated 
from the general fund to the commissioner of public welfare for 
the biennium ending June 30, 1977, the sum of $1,000,000. Of this 
sum, $500,000 shall be used for residential treatment programs; 
$450,000 shall be used for prevention, education, community 
awareness, and training programs; and $50,000 shall be used for 
the development of a plan to implement the provisions of section 3. 

Subd. 5. For purposes of section 7, there is appropriated to 
the commissioner of public welfare for the biennium ending June 
30, 1977, from the general fund, the sum of $50,000. 

Subd. 6. For purposes of section 8, there is appropriated to 
the commissioner of public welfare for the biennium ending June 
30, 1977, from the general fund the sum of $125,000; and there 
is appropriated to the board of regents of the university of Min
nesota for the biennium ending June 30, 1977, the sum of 
$150,000. 

Sec. 11. This act shall be effective July 1, 1975." 
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Further, strike the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to treatment for alcohol and drug 
abuse; providing for programs of intervention and treatment for 
employees, native Americans, and underserved groups; creating 
an alcohol and drug abuse evaluation consortium, and prescribing 
its duties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 254A.02, Subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 
and Chapter 254A, by adding sections." 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1199 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1167 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1199 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1167 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1530, 777, 806, 1035, 798
1

1715, 1120, 661, 1313, 1527, 
677, 1437 and 755 were read the secona time. 

SECOND READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 483, 757, 1009, 257, 1140, 344, 907, 398, 1722, 210 
and 1199 were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. McCutcheon moved that the name of Mr. Fitzsimons be 
added as second author and the name of Mr. Stassen be stricken 
as co-author to S. F. No. 100. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that S. F. No. 1290 be taken from the 
table. The motion prevailed. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 1290 and that the bill be placed 
on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1290: A bill for an act relating to architects, engi
neers, surveyors and landscape architects; providing for registra
tion and regulation of landscape architects; changing the number 
of board members required to revoke, suspend or reissue a certifi
cation of registration; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 326.02, Subdivisions 1 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 
326.03, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 326.04; 326.05; 326.06; 326.07; 
326.08, Subdivision 2; 326.09; 326.10; 326.11, Subdivisions 1, 2, 4 
and 5; 326.12; 326.13; and 326.14. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Keefe, S. Nelson 
Arnold Conzemius Kirchner Ogdahl 
Ashbach Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Berg Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Moe Henneke 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy and Josefson voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate for the balance of to
day's proceedings. The following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson Coleman Jensen NeJJton 
Arnold Conzemius Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey Moe Renneke 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1743 at 10:00 a.m.: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Moe; Doty; Olson, J. L. and Renneke. The 
motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Willet moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1759 at 10 :00 a.m.: 

Messrs. Willet, Borden, Chenoweth, Fitzsimons and Josefson. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1167, No. 57 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 
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H. F. No. 1167: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
registration and taxation; authorizing the transfer of number 
plates issued to a vehicle used in driver education courses in 
public schools to another vehicle used for the same purposes; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 168.12, Subdivision 
1, as amended. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 

Davies Josefson 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinhaum 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Millon 
Humphrey Nelson 
Jensen Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Slokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1308, No. 89 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1308: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
clarifying procedures for acquisition of wildlife lands; modifying 
the definition of beneficial public use; requiring a substantial 
beneficial public use to be served in order to classify waters as 
public; establishing an accelerated program of inventorying, 
classifying and designating state waters; prescribing the powers 
and duties of the commissioner of natural resources and counties 
in connection therewith; prescribing interim rules and regula
tions; specifying certain restrictions on drainage; eliminating 
the duty of the commissioner of natural resources to promulgate 
certain criteria relating to drainage systems; clarifying the cri
teria which county boards or district courts must consider con
cerning drainage systems; appropriating money; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 97.481; 105.37, Subdivision 6, and 
by adding subdivisions; 105.38; 105.42, Subdivision 1; 106.021, 
Subdivisions 2 and 6; 106.031, Subdivision 1; 106.081, Subdivi
sions 2 and 6; 106.031, Subdivision 1; 106.081, Subdivisions 1, 
3 and 4; 106.091, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 106.101, Subdivisions 4 
and 5; 106.111, Subdivision 1; 106.121, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 
106.131; 106.201, Subdivisions 1 and 2; and Chapter 105, by add
ing sections. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

Mr. Olson, H. D. moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Hughes Laufenburger 
Humphrey Lewis 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Josefson Merriam 
Keefe, J. Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner Nelson 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
W43:gener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 804, No. 90 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 804: A bill for an act relating to land use planning; 
establishing a land use planning assistance program of grants for 
local government units to be administered by the state planning 
agency; appropriating money. 

Mr. Moe moved to amend S. F. No. 804 as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, after "municipalities" insert "or federally recog
nized Indian tribes, bands or communities located within the terri
torial boundaries of the state" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 804 was then progressed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1288, No. 93 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1288: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
shade tree disease control programs by local governments; provid
ing funds for the control of shade tree disease; establishing a grant
in-aid program under the department of agriculture; appropriat
ing money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 18.022, 
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by adding a subdivision; 18.023, Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by ad
ding subdivisions. 

Mr. Humphrey moved to amend H. F. No. 1288 as follows: 

Page 6, strike all of section 7 

Renumber the remaining section 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1288 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hanson, R. Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hughes Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Conzemius Kirchner Ogdahl Schrom 
Dunn Knutson Olhoft Sillers 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy voted in the negative. 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Merriam was excused for the balance of this morning's Ses
sion. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 804, No. 90 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No 804: A bill for an act relating to land use planning; 
establishing a land use planning assistance program of grants for 
local government units to be administered by the state planning 
agency; appropriating money. 

Mr. Schaaf moved to amend S. F. No. 804 as follows: 

Page 1, after line 6, insert: 

"Section 1. [LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.] 
The legis/,ature finds and declares that the local governmental 
units within the metropolitan area are interdependent, that the 
growth and patterns of urbanization within the area create the 
need for additional state, metropolitan and local public services 
and facilities and increase the danger of air and water pollution, 
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and that devewpments in one local governmental unit may have 
an impact on the provision of regional capital improvements for 
sewers, transportation, airports and regional recreation open space. 
Since problems of urbanization and devewpment transcend local 
governmental boundaries, there is a need for the adoption of 
coordinated plans, programs and controls by all weal governmental 
units and school districts in order to protect the health, safety 
and welfare of the residents of the metropolitan area and to ensure 
coordinated, orderly and economic development. Therefore, it is 
the purpose of sections 1 to 17 of this act to (1) establish require
ments and procedures to accomplish comprehensive local pLinnint 
with land use controls consistent with planned, orderly and staged 
development and the metropolitan system plans, and (2) to 
provide assistance to weal governmental units and school dis
tricts within the metropolitan area for the preparation of pla,u 
and official controls appropriate for their areas and consistent 
with metropolitan system plans. 

Sec. 2. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 144A. [473.901] [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. As 
used in sections 1 to 17 of this act, the following terms shaU 
have the meanings given them. 

Subd. 2. "Advisory metropolitan land use committee" or "ad
visory committee" means an advisory committee established by 
the metropolitan council pursuant to section 3 of this act. 

Subd. 3. "Applicable planning statute" means Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 394.21 to 394.37 for counties and Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 462.351 to 462.364 for cities and towns. 

Subd. 4. "Capital improvement program" means an itemized 
program for a five year prospective period, subject to at least 
biennial review, setting forth the schedule, timing, and detaifs 
of specific contemplated capital improvements by year, together 
with their estimated cost, the need for each improvement, financial 
sources, and the impact that the improvements will have on the 
current operating expense of the local governmental unit or school 
district. 

Subd. 5. "Comprehensive plan" means the comprehensive plan 
of each local governmental unit described in sections 6 and 7 of 
this act. 

Subd. 6. "Local governmemal unif' or "unit" means all cities, 
coumies and towns lying in whole or in part within the metropolitil# 
area, but does not include school districts. 

Subd. 7. "School districf' has the meaning given it by Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 120.02, Subdivisions 14 and 15, and includes a11y 
independent or special school district wholly or partly within th,e 
metropolitan area. 

Subd. 8. "Metropolitan s,stem plans" means the airports portion 
of the metropolitan development guide, and the policy plans, dnei
opment programs and capital budgets for metropolitan waste controi,, 
transportation, and regional recreation open space. 
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Subd. 9. "Official controls" or "controls" means ordinances and 
regulations which control the physical development of a city, town 
or any part thereof or any detail thereof and implement the general 
objectives of the comprehensive plan. Official controls may include 
ordinances establishing zoning, subdivision controls, site plan regula• 
tions, sanitary codes, building codes and official maps. 

Subd. JO. "Private sewer facility" means a single lot, multiple lot 
or other sewage collection or treatment facility owned, constructed 
or operated by any person other than a local governmental unit or 
the metropolitan waste control commission. 

Subd. 11. "Fiscal devices" means the valuation of property pursu
ant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 273.11 I, the designation of urban 
and rural service districts, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 
272 .67, and the establishment of development districts pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 472A.01 to 472A.13 and any other stat
utes authorizing the creation of districts in which the use of tax in
crement bonding is authorized. 

Sec. 3. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 144B. (473.903] [ADVISORY COMMITIEB.J The council 
may establish an advisory metropolitan land use committee pursuant 
to section 4, comprised of 16 officials of local governmental units, 
one from each council district, and as many additional members a. 
are necessary to provide representation from each metropolitan coun
ty, plus a chairman. 

Sec. 4. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 144C. (473.904] [GUIDELINES.] The council shall prepare 
and adopt guidelines and procedures relating to the requirements and 
provisions of sections 1 to 17 of this act which will provide assistance 
to local governmental units and school districts in accomplishing the 
provisions of sections 1 to 17 of this act. 

Sec. 5, Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section tc, 
read: 

Sec. 144D. (473.906] [METROPOLITAN SYSTEMS STATE
MENT.] Subdivision I. By April I, 1976, the council shall transmit 
to each local governmental unit a metropolitan SYStems statement. 
In the preparation of metropolitan sYstems statements, the council 
shall consult with appropriate commissions and of/idals of the unii. 
The statement shall contain information relating to the unit and ap
propriate surrounding territory that the council determines necessary 
for the unit to consider in preparing its comprehensive plan, including 
the following: 

(a) The timing, character, function, location, projected capacity 
and conditions on use as appropriate, for existing or planned public 
facilities specified in metropolitan sYstem plans, including at least in
terceptor sewers, highways, transit systems, airports, and regional rec~ 
reation open space; 
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Information shall also be specified for state and federal public 
facilities to the extent known to the council; 

(b) Population, employment and housing need projections which 
lulVe been used by the council as a basis for its metropolitan systems 
plans. 

Subd. 2. Any local governmental unit may, within 45 days after 
<eceipt of its metropolitan system statement, request the council to 
conduct a hearing at which the unit may present its views on the 
information provided in the statement. Not later than 30 days, after 
the hearing, the council shall notify the unit o.f any changes in the 
metropolitan systems statement. 

Sec. 6. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
10 read: 

Sec. 144E. (473.908] [COMPREHENSNE PLANS; LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS.] Subdivision L Within three years fol
lowing the receipt of the metropolitan systems statement, every local 
iovemmental 1Jnit shall have prepared a comprehensive plan in ac
cordance with sections I to 17 of this act and the applicable plan• 
ning statute and shall have submitted the plan to the metropolitan 
,·ouncil for review pursuant to section 9 of this act. The provisions 
'Of sections 1 to 17 of this act shall supersede the provisions of the 
applicable planning statute wherever a conflict may exists 

Subd. 2. Local governmental units shall submit their proposed 
wmprehensive plans to adjacent governmental units and affected 
school districts for review and comment at least six months prior to 
,ubmission of the plan to the council. 

Subd. 3. The comprehensive plans shall be sub,mitted to the council 
following approval by the planning commission of the unit, if any, 
and after consideration but before final approval by the governing 
body of the unit. 

Subd. 4. Prior to the adoption of comprehensive plans pursuant 
to sections 1 to 17 of this act, existing comprehensive plans, capital 
improvement programs, sewer policy plans and official controls of 
local governmental units shall remain in force and effect. Existing 
comprehensive plans, capital improve,ment programs, sewer policy 
plans, and official controls may be amended as appropriate and new 
capital improvements programs and official controls may be pre
pared and adopted prior to the submission to the council of com• 
prehensive plans required by sections 1 to 17 of this act 

Sec. 7. Laws I 97 5, Chapter I 3, is amended by adding a section to 
read: 

Sec. 144F. [473.910] [COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CONTENT.] Sub
division 1. The comprehensive plan shall contain objectives, policies, 
standards and programs to guide public and private land use, de• 
velopment, redevelopment and preservation for all lands and waters 
within the jurisdiction of the local governmental unit through 1990 
and may extend through any year thereafter which is evenly divisible 
by five. Each plan shall specify expected industrial and commercial 
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development, planned population distribution, and local public fa
,,ility capacities upon which the plan is based. Each plan shall contain 
11 discussion of the use of the public facilities specified in the metro
politan system statement and the effect of the plan on adjacent local 
governmental units and affected school districts. Existing plans and 
<>fficial controls may be used in whole or in part following modifica
tion, as necessary, to satisfy the requirements of sections .J to 17 of 
1his act. The comprehensive plan may contain any additional matter 
which may be included in a comprehensive plan of the applicable 
local governmental unit pursuant to the applicable planning statute. 

Subd. 2 [LAND USE PLAN.] A land use plan shall designate the 
,xisting and proposed location, intensity and extent of use of land 
und water for agricultural, residential, commercial, industrial and 
•>ther public and private purposes, or any combination of such pur
poses. The land use plan shall also contain a protection element, as 
,ippropriate, for historic sites and the matters listed in section 28. 

Subd. 3. [PUBLIC FACILITIES PLAN.] A public facilities plan 
.,hall describe the character, location, timing, sequence, function, use 
11nd capacity of existing and future public facilities of the local 
r.overnmental unit, and contain at least the following parts: 

(a) A transportation plan describing, designating and scheduling 
lhe location, extent, function and capacity of existing and proposed 
public and private transportation services and facilities; 

(b) A sewer policy plan describing, designating and scheduling the 
ureas to be sewered by the public system, the existing and planned 
rapacities of the public system, the standards and conditions under 
which the installation of private sewer systems will be permitted, 
and to the extent practicable, the areas not suitable for public or 
private systems because of public health, safety and welfare con
siderations; 

( c) A parks and open space plan describing, designating and sche
duling the existing and proposed parks and recreation open spaces 
within the jurisdiction. 

Subd. 4. [IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM.] An implementa
tion program shall describe the types of public programs, fiscal de
·11ices and other actions to be undertaken in stated sequence to imple
ment the comprehensive plan. The program shall contain a general 
description of and schedule for the preparation, adoption, and ad
ministration of official controls including controls regarding zoning 
und subdivt'sion ordinances, private sewer systems, and a capital im
provements program for transportation, sewers, parks and open space 
facilities. ' 

Sec. 8. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is aµ,ended by adding a section to 
read: 

Sec. 144G. [473.912] (COUNTIES.] Subdivision 1. Comprehensive 
plans of counties shall contain at least the following: 

(aj Except for the counties of Hennepin and Ramsey, a land use 
plan as specified in section 7, subdivision 2 of this act, for all unin
corporated territory within the county; 
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(b) A public facilities plan which shall include all ap/}Topriate 
matters specified in section 7, subdivision 3 of this act, including al 
least a transportation plan, and a description of existing and pro
;ected solid waste disposal sites and facilities; 

(c) An implementation program, as specified in section 7, subdi
vision 4. 

Subd. 2. Each county other than Hennepin and Ramsey shall 
prepare, with the participation and assistance of the town, the com
prehensive plan for any town within the county which fails by 
December 31, 1975, to take action by resolution indicating its in
tention to prepare the comprehensive plan. 

Subd. 3. Each county other than Hennepin and Ramsey shall 
prepare, with the participation and assistance of the town, the 
comprehensive plan for each town within the county not autho
rized to plan under Minnesota Statutes, Sections 462.351 through 
462.364, or under special law. 

Sec. 9. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 19, is amended to read: 

Sec. 19. [473.175] [COUNCIL REVIEW; COMPREHEN
SIVE PLANS.] Eaell eity, t&wa, aBd celHlty all 61' fNH'I; ef whieh 
lies within the metroflelitan -, shall submit ta the metro
floliten eeaBeil fol' wntten cemm<im arul ree=rnendatien there
en its fll'8f18Bed Ieng tam cemflrehenaP.'e fllans; inelulling but 
Bet limited ta plane lei' land use, ~e fll'8flOBed plane sltall 1,e 
submitted ta the eoUBeil aftel, theiF llflfl•""·'ftl lay the fllanning 
eernrniooinn ef the leeal gevemment unit and before final &fl
fll'O¥&i lay the gw;eming body ef the fflY; town 81' eoUBl;y. !l'he 
eoUBeil shall maintain sueh plans in KS files IP,'ftilel,le fet, in-
8J!eetien 1,y membel'S a~ the f'Ublic. 

Subdivision 1. The council shall review the comprehensive plans 
of local governmental units and subsequent amendments thereto to 
determine their compatibility with each other and conformity with 
metropolitan system plans. The council may review and comment 
on the consistency of the comprehensive plans with other adopted 
chapters of the metropolitan development guide. The council may 
require the local governmental unit to modify any comprehensive 
plan or part thereof, solely to ensure conformity with metropolitpn 
system plans. 

Subd. 2. Within 90 days following receipt of a comprehensive 
plan, or plan amendment prepared in accordance with sections 1 
to 17 of this act, the council shall return a statement containing 
its comments and required modifications, if any, to the local 
governmental unit. No laeal gm eum1ent action shall be taken 
by any local government unit to place any sueh submitted com
prehensive plan or plan amendment or part thereof into effect 
until 00 days htwe elaflsed aftel, its submission t& the council 
has returned the comments and required modifi!:ations to t},e
unit and until the unit has incorporated the modifications in the 
plan . Promptly after submission, the council shaft notify each 
city, town, county, or special district which may be affected by 
the plans submitted, of the general nature of the plan, the date 
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of submission, and the identity of the submitting unit. Political 
subdivisions contiguous to or within the submitting unit shall 
be notified in all cases. Within 30 days after receipt of such notice 
any governmental unit so notified or the local governmental 
unit submitting the plan may request the council to conduct a 
hearing at which the submitting unit and any other governmental 
unit or subdivision may present its views. The council may at
tempt to mediate and resolve differences of opinion which exist 
among the participants in the hearing with respect to the plans 
submitted. If within 90 days the council fails to complete its 
written comments and recommendations the plans shall be 
deemed approved and may be placed into effect. Any maj0F al
tel'ati9R amendment to a plan subsequent to the council's review 
shall be submitted to and acted upon by the council in the same 
manner as the original plan. The written comments 8Hd ,eeam 
meadat:aas of the council shall be filed with the plan of the local 
government unit at all places where the plan is required by law to 
be kept on file. 

Subd. 3. If a local governmental unit fails to adopt or amend a 
comprehensive plan in accordance with sections I ·to 17 of this act 
the council may commence proceedings to enforce the provisions 
of sections I to 17 of this act by appropriate legal action in the 
district court where the local governmental unit is located. 

Subd. 4. Local governmental units shall be required to consider 
in their initial comprehensive plans submitted to the council any 
amendments or modifications to metropolitan system plans which 
were made by the council and transmitted to the local government
al unit prior to January 1, 1977. Thereafter, within nine months 
after receiving an amendment to a metropolitan system plan, each 
affected local governmental unit shall review its comprehensive plan 
to determine if an amendment is necessary to ensure continued 
conformity with metropolitan system plans. If an amendment is 
necessary, the governmental unit shall prepare the amendment and 
submit it to the counc,1 for review pursuant to this section. 

Sec. 10. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 144H. [473.914] [PLANS AND PROGRAMS; ADOP
TION; AMENDMENT.] Subdivision I. Each local governmental 
unit shall adopt its comprehensive plan with required modifications 
within six months following receipt of the council's comments and 
required modifications under section 9 of this act. 

Subd. 2. Amendments to plans of local governmental units shall 
be prepared and submitted in the same manner as the original plan. 

Sec. 11. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 1441. [473.917] [IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPRE
HENSIVE PLANS.] Subdivision I. Each local governmental unit 
shali adopt official controls as described in its adopted comprehen
sive plan and shall file copies of the official controls with the coun
cil within 30 days following adoption thereof. 
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Subd. 2. A local governmental unit shall not adopt any official 
control in conflict with its comprehensive plan. 

Subd. 3. If an official control conflicts with a comprehensive plan 
as the result of an amendment to the plan, the official control shall 
be amended by the unit within six months following the amend
ment to the plan so as to not conflict with the amended compre
hensive plan. 

Sec. 12. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 21A. [473.192) [PLANNING ASSISTANCE, WANS, 
GRANTS.] Subdivision I. On the request of a local governmental 
unit, the council may provide assistance to accomplish the require
ments of sections 1 to 17 of this act. It shall assemble and provide 
advisory materials and prepare model plan provisions and official 
controls to assist in accomplishing the provisions of sections 1 ta 
17 of this act. 

Subd. 2. The council shall establish a planning assistance fund as 
a separate bookkeeping account in its general fund for the purpose 
of making grants and loans to local governmental units under this 
section. The council shall adopt uniform procedures for the award, 
disbursement and repayment of grants and loans. 

Subd. 3. Applications for grants and loans shall be submitted to 
the council describing the activities for which the grant or loan 
funds will be used; the persons which the grantee or borrower plans 
to use in performing the grant contract; services and activities 
which will be paid for by funds of the grantee or borrower; the 
grantee or borrower's need and ability to pay for the contract ser
vices; and other information as the council may reasonably request. 
Grants and loans shall be made subject to contracts between the 
council and the recipient specifying the use and disbursement of 
the funds and, for loans, the terms and conditions of repayment. 
and other appropriate matters. 

Subd. 4. The total amount of money which may be awarded by 
any grant shall not exceed 7 5 percent of the total costs and expense& 
of the project, service or activity for which the grant is awarded. 

Subd. 5. [LOAN TERMS.] Loans made by the council shall 
carry an interest rate not to exceed five percent per annum and 
shall be payable on terms and conditions as the council determine, 
appropriate. No loan shall be for a term in excess of five years. 
Funds received in payment of loans shall be credited to the plan
ning assistance fund and shall be used for additional loans or grants 
under this section. 

Sec. 13. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 144J. [ 473.919) [EXTENSION.] A local governmental unit 
may by resolution request that the council extend the time for ful· 
filling the requirements of sections 1 to 17 of this act. A request fo,, 
extension shall be accompanied by a description of the activities 
previously undertaken by a local governmental unit in fulfillmenr 
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of the requirements of this act, and an explanation of the reasons 
necessitating and justifying the request. Upon a finding of excep
tional circumstances or undue hardship, the council may, in its dis
cretion, grant by resolution a request for extension and may attach 
reasonable requirements or conditions to the extension. 

Sec. 14. [EXEMPTION FROM LEVY LIMIT.] Subdivision 1. 
The increased costs to a municipality of implementing section 6, 
subdivisions 1 to 3 of this act, and sections 7 to 10 of this act shall 
be deemed a "special levy" under Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 275.50, Subdivision 5. 

Subd. 2. The proceeds of any tax levied under this section shall 
be deposited in the municipal treasury in a separate fund and ex
pended only for the purposes authorized by this section. 

Sec. 15. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, is amended by adding a section 
to read: 

Sec. 144K. [473.923] [SCHOOL DISTRICTS; CAPITAL IM
PROVEMENT PROGRAMS.] Subdivision 1. By January 1, 1978, 
each school district lying in whole or in part within the metropoli
tan area shall prepare and submit to the metropolitan council for 
review pursuant to this section a capital improvements program 
for proposed new school sites, buildings, and building additions 
with a cost of more than $200,000, including a description of the 
projected population of the district, facility needs and the effect of 
the program on affected local governmental units. 

Subd. 2. Each school district shall submit its program for review 
and comment to the local governmental units lying in whole or in 
part within the district at least nine months prior to the submission 
of the program to the council. The local governmental units shall 
review the program and provide comments to the school districts, 
and the council within 90 days on the compatibility of the program 
with the proposed comprehensive plan of the local governmental 
unit. 

Subd. 3. The council shall review the capital improvement pro• 
grams of school districts and subsequent amendments thereto. The 
council may review and comment on the apparent consistency of 
the capital improvement programs with the metropolitan system 
plans. Failure of the council to comment on the school districts 
program within 90 days after its submission shall be deemed coun
cil comment on the program. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 462.355, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. [INTERIM ORDINANCE.] If a municipality is con• 
ducting or in good faith intends to conduct studies within a rea
sonable time or has held or has scheduled a hearing for the purpose 
of considering adoption or amendment of a comprehensive plan or 
official controls as defined in section 2 of this act, or if new terri
tory for which no plan or controls have been adopted is annexed 
to a municipality, the governing body of the municipality may 
adopt an interim ordinance applicable to all or part of its jurisdic
tion for the purpose of protecting the planning process and the 
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health, safety and welfare of its citizens. The interim ordinanc;, 
may regulate, restrict or prohibit any use or development within tM 
jurisdiction for a period not to exceed one year from the date it is 
created, and may be renewed for one additional year. 

Sec. 17. [NEW MUNICIPAL SEWER SYSTEMS.] Notwith• 
standing the provisions of sections 1 to 16 of this act, the council 
shall have no authority under Laws 1975, Chapter 13 Jo require 
a local governmental unit to construct a new sewer system to serve 
structures or buildings for which a building permit was issued prior 
to the effective date of this act. 

Sec. 18. Unless the context indicates otherwise, references to 
section numbers in this act refer to Laws 1975, Chapter 13. 

Sec. 19. Sections 1 to 18 of this act apply in the counties of 
Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott and Washing
ton." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Underline all new language in the bill 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the semicolon, insert "requiring local adop
tion of minimum plans and controls; providing for limited council 
review and acceptance prior to the adoption of such plans and con
trols; providing for an advisory metropolitan land planning com
mittee; providing for the enforcement of adopted local plans and 
controls; including certain expenses in the definition of gpecial 
levy; providing for interim zoning;" 

Page 1, line 5, before the period, insert "; amending Laws 1975, 
Chapter 13, Section 19, and by adding sections; and Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 462.355, by adding a subdivision" 

Mr. Conzemius raised a point of order on whether or not the 
Schaaf amendment was in order. 

The Chair ruled that the amendment was in order. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 1:30 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 1:30 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President call
ed the Senate to order. 

The question recurred on the Schaaf amendment to S. F. No. 
804. 

S. F. No. 804 was then progressed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H. F. No. 679, No. 6 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 679: A bill for an act relating to crime; regulating the 
transfer, possession, and use of pistols; requiring licenses to sell 
pistols; requiring permits to acquire and carry pistols; prohibiting 
the sale or transfer to or carrying by certain persons of pistols; pre
scribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
609.11, Subdivision 1. 

Mr. Coleman moved to amend H. F. No. 679, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate April 26, 1975, as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
"Section I. [CITATION.] Sections 1 to 15 may be cited as the 

Minnesota pistol regulation act. 

Sec. 2. [PURPOSE; DECLARATION OF POLICY.] It is the 
purpose of sections 1 to 15 to permit and regulate the possession,, 
transfer and carrying of pistols. It is not the intent of the legisla
ture to regulate shotguns, rifles and other longguns of the type com
monly used for hunting and not defined as pistols, or to place the 
cost of administration upon those citizens who wish to possess or 
carry pistols lawfully, or to confiscate or otherwise restrict the use 
of pistols by law-abiding citizens. 

Sec. 3. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. As used in sections 1 
to 15, the terms defined in this section shall have the meanings 
given them. 

Subd. 2. "Pistof' includes a weapon designed to be fired by the 
use of a single hand and with an overall length less than 26 inches, 
or having a barrel or barrels of a length less than 18 inches in the 
case of a shotgun or having a barrel of a length less than 16 inches 
in the case of a rifle ( a) from which may be fired or ejected one or 
more solid projectiles by means of a cartridge or shell or by the 
action of an explosive or the igniting of flammable or expwsive 
substances; or (b) for which the propelling force is a spring, elastie 
band, carbon dioxide, air or other gas, or vapor. "Pistol" does not 
include a device firing or ejecting a shot measuring .18 of an inch. 
or less, in diameter and commonly known as a "BB gun," a 11cub;,, 
gun, a stud gun or nail gun used in the construction industry or 
children's pop guns or toys. 

Subd. 3. "Person" includes an individual, corporation, partner
ship, firm or association. As applied to partnerships or associations 
the word "person" includes the partners or members; as applied to 
corporations, it includes the officers, agents or employees who are 
responsible for the act referred to. 

Subd. 4. "Transferor" means any person who sells, gives, furnish
es, loans, assigns or transfers, whether or not for a consideration, a 
pistol or the frame or receiver of a pistol to another. 

"Transferee" means a person to whom a pistol or the frame or 
receiver of a pistol is sold, given, furnished, loaned, assigned or 
transferred, whether or not for a consideration. 

Subd. 5. "Transfer" means a sale, gift, wan assignment, or other 
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/urrnshing, whether or not for a consideration, of a pistol or the 
frame or receiver of a pistol to another. 

The terms defined in this subdivision shall not apply to the fol
lowing loans made for temporary use: 

( a) Between relatives who reside with the owner of the pistol 
if the loan was intended to be for a period less than 14 days; 

(b) Between an owner of a pistol and a prospective buyer if the 
loan to the prospective buyer does not exceed 24 hours; 

( c) Between the owner of the pistol and a person for the pur
pose of repairing the pistol; 

( d) Between teachers and students enrolled in a course designed 
to teach marksmanship and safety with a pistol and approved by 
·the commissioner of natural resources; 

( e) Between persons at a pistol or firearm collector's exhibition 
if the exchange was intended to be for a period of less than one 
hour; 

(f) Between persons lawfully engaged in hunting or target 
shooting if the loan was intended to be for a period less than 12 
hours; 

( g) Between law enforcement officers who have the power to 
make arrests other than citizen arrests; or 

(h) Between employees and between the employer and employ
ees o/ a corporation when the employee is required to carry a pistol 
by reason of his employment and has applied for and received a 
permit to carry. 

Subd. 6. "Crime of violence" includes murder in the first degree, 
murder in the second degree, murder in the third degree, man
slaughter in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree, 
aiding suicide, aiding attempted suicide, aggravated assault, use 
of drugs to injure or to facilitate crime, simple robbery, aggravated 
robbery, kidnapping, false imprisonment, aggravated rape, rape, 
aggravated sodomy, felonious theft, aggravated arson, riot, bur
glary, reckless use of a gun or dangerous weapon, intentionally 
pointing a gun at or towards a human being, setting a spring 
gun, and unlawfully owning, possessing, or operating a machine 
gun, and an attempt to commit any of these offenses, as each 
of those offenses is defined in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 609. 

Sec. 4. [CERTAIN PERSONS NOT TO HAVE PISTOLS.] 
Subdivision I. The following persons shall not be entitled to 
carry, hold or possess a pistol: 

( a) A person under the age of 18 years except that a person 
under 18 may carry, hold, possess or use a pistol (i) in the 
actual presence or under the direct supervision of his parent or 
guardian, (ii) for the purpose of military drill under the auspices 
of a legally recognized military organization and under competent 
supervision, (iii) for the purpose of instruction, competition or 
target practice on a firing range approved by the chief of police 
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or county sheriff in whose jurisdiction the range is located and 
under direct supervision; or (iv) if the person has successfully 
completed a course designed to teach marksmanship and safety 
with a pistol and approved by the commissioner of natural re
sources; 

(b) A person who has been convicted in this state or elsewhere 
of a crime of violence unless ten years have elapsed since the 
person has been restored his civil rights or the sentence has ex
pired, whichever occurs first, and during that time he has not 
been convicted of any other crime of violence. For purposes of 
this section, crime of violence includes crimes in other states or 
jurisdictions which would have been crimes of violence as herein 
defined if they had been committed in this state; 

( c) A person who is or has ever been confined or committed 
in Minnesota or elsewhere as a "mentally ill," "mentally deficient" 
or "dangerous to the public" person as those terms are defined 
in Minnesota Statutes Section 253A.02, to a hospital, mental 
institution or sanitarium, unless he possesses a certificate of a 
medical doctor or psychiatrist licensed in Minnesota, or other 
satisfactory proof that he is no longer suffering from this dis
ability; 

(d)A person who has been convicted in Minnesota or elsewhere 
for the unlawful use, possession or sale of a controlled substance 
other than conviction for possession of a small amount of mari
juana, as defined in section 152.01, subdivision 16, or a person 
who is or has ever been hospitalized or committed for treatment 
for the habitual use of a controlled substance or marijuana, as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 152.01 and 152.02, unless 
he possesses a certificate of a medical doctor or psychiatrist li
censed in Minnesota, or other satisfactory proof, that he has 
not abused a controlled substance or marijuana during the previ
ous two years; or 

( e) A person who has been confined or committed to a hospital, 
mental institution or sanitarium in Minnesota or elsewhere as 
an "inebriate person" as that term is defined in Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 253A.02, or for alcoholic problems, unless he pos
sesses a certificate of a medical doctor or psychiatrist licensed 
in Minnesota, or other satisfactory proof, that he has not abused 
alcohol during the previous two years. A person who issues a 
certificate pursuant to this subdivision in good faith shall not 
be liable for damages in an action arising out of the issuance. 

Subd. 2. A person who knowingly transfers a pistol to a person 
named in this section is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 3. A person named in this section who carries, holds, 
possesses or becomes a transferee of a pistol is guilty of a gross 
misdemeanor. 

Sec. 5. [REPORT OF TRANSFER.] Subdivision I. Every 
person who agrees to transfer a pistol shall within two days, ex
cept weekends and holidays, report in writing to the chief of police 
of an organized full-time police department of the municipality 
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where the agreement is made or to the county sheriff where there 
is no such local chief of police the folwwing information: 

(a) Name, address and telephone number of the transferee; 

(b) Driver's license or other identification number of transferee; 

(c) Description of transferee, including sex, date of birth, height, 
weight, cowr of eyes and hair and other distinguishing characteristics. 
If any; and 

(d) Name, address and telephone number of the transferor. The 
,eport shall be signed by the transferor and transferee. The local 
police authority shall make report forms easily available throughout 
the community without charge. 

Subd. 2. [INVESTIGATION.] The chief of police or sheriff shall 
rheck criminal histories, records and warrant information on each 
transferee through the Minnesota Crime Information System. The 
police authority within three days, except weekends and holidays, 
,l{ter receipt of a report of transfer shall notify the transferor in writ• 
Ing either that the authority has or has not determined the transferee 
is a person prohibited by section 4 from possessing a pistol. The 
notification shall specify the disqualification of the transferee. 

Subd. 3. [DELIVERY OF PISTOLS.] No person shall deliver a 
pistol until receipt of notification that the chief of police or sheriffl 
has not determined the transferee is a prohibited person or until seven 
Jays, except weekends and holidays, after the agreement to trans/et 
is made, whichever occurs first. No person shall deliver a pistol lllllil 
•t least three days after an agreement to transfer, except weekends 
•nd holidays, and no person shall deliver a pistol after receipt of 
notification that the police authority has determined the transferee is 
prohibited by section 4 from possessing a pistol. 

Subd. 4. [IMMEDIATE TRANSFER.] The local police authority 
in an individual case may permit an immediate transfer of a pistol 
without a report or notification. 

Subd. 5. [TRANSFER OF PISTOLS.] A person who does any of 
1he following is guilty of a misdemeanor: 

( a) Transfers a pistol to a person who does not either present 
evidence of his identity or is personally known to the transferor; or 

(b) Transfers a pistol which is not unloaded and securely wrapped. 

Subd. 6. [PENALTIES.] A person who does any of the following 
h guilty of a gross misdemeanor; 

( 1) Transfers a pistol in violation of subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 

(2) Transfers a pistol to a person who has made a false statement 
to become a transferee of a pistol, knowing or having reason to know 
that the transferee has made the false statement; 

(3) Knowingly becomes a transferee of a pistol in violation of sub
divisions 1, 3 and 4; or 

( 4) Makes a false statement to become a transferee of a pistol. 
knowing or having reason to know the statement is false. 
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Sec. 6. [EXCEPTIONS.] Section 5 shall not apply lo the passing 
<>f a pistol upon the death of an owner to his heir or legatee. If the 
lieir or legatee of the pistol does not qualify lo possess the pistol or 
pistols pursuant to section 4, the pistol or pistols may be possessed by 
liim for the purpose of sale for a period not exceeding 180 days, or 
for such further limited period as may be approved by the chief law 
enforcement officer of the municipality in which the heir or legatee 
resides or the county sheriff if there is no local chief of police where 
1he heir or legatee resides. Section 5 shall not apply lo receipt, pos
ression or transfer of a pistol by a personal representative pursuant 
to this section. 

Sec. 7. [CARRYING WEAPONS WITHOUT PERMIT.] Subdi
vision L [PENALTY.] A person, other than a law enforcement officer 
who has authority to make arrests other than citizens arrests, who 
~arries, holds or possesses a pistol in a motor vehicle, snowmobile 
1>r boat, or on or about his clothes or person, or otherwise in his pos: 
,ession or control in a public place or public area without first hav
ing obtained a permit to carry the pistol is guilty of a gross misde
meanor. A person who has been issued a permit and who engages in 
activities other than those for which the permit has been issued, is 
11uilty of a misdemeanor. 

Subd. 2. [WHERE APPLICATION MADE.] Applications for per
mits to carry shall be made to the chief of police of an organized 
full-time police department of the municipality where the applicaM 
l!esides or to the county sheriff where there is M such local chief of 
police where the applicant resides. At the time of application, the 
1'>cal police authority shall provide the applicant with a dated receipf 
for the application. 

Subd. 3. [CONTENTS.] Applications for permits to carry shall 
set forth the name, residence, date of birth, height, weight, color of 
~yes and hair, sex and distinguishing physical characteristics, if any, 
c,f the applicant. The application shall be signed by the applicant. 

Subd. 4. [INVESTIGATION.] The application authority shall 
check criminal records, histories, and warrant information on each 
applicant through the Minnesota Crime Information System. 

Subd. 5. [GRANTING OF PERMITS.] No permit to carry shall 
be granted to a person unless the applicant: 

(a) ls not a person prohibited by section 4 from possessing a 
pistol; 

(b) Provides a firearms safety certificate recognized by the depart• 
ment of natural resources, evidence of successful completion of a 
lest of ability to use a firearm supervised by the chief of police Of' 

,heriff or other satisfactory proof of ability to use a pistol ,afely; and 

( c) Has an occupation or personal safety hazard requiring a per
mit to carry. 

Subd. 6. [FAILURE TO GRANT PERMITS.] Failure of the 
chief police officer or the county sheriff to deny the application Of' 

issue a permit to carry a pistol within 21 days of the date of appli
cation shall be deemed to be a grant thereof. The local police au-
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thority shall provide an applicant with written notification of " 
denial and the specific reason for the denial. The permits and their 
renewal shall be granted free of charge. The permit shall specif)' 
the activities for which it shall be valid. 

Subd. 7. [RENEWAL.] Permits to carry a pistol issued pursuant to 
this section shall expire after two years and shall thereafter be re
newed in the same manner and subject to the same provisions b)' 
which the original permit was obtained. 

Subd. 8. [PERMIT TO CARRY VOIDED.] The permit to carry 
shall be void at the time that the holder becomes prohibited from 
possessing a pistol under section 4, in which event the holder shall 
return the permit within five days to the application authority. 
Failure of the holder to return the permit within the five days is a 
gross misdemeanor, unless the court finds that the circumstances or 
the physical or mental condition of the permit holder prevented the 
holder from complying with the return requirement. 

Subd. 9. [CARRYING PISTOLS ABOUT ONE'S PREMISES OR 
FOR PURPOSES OF REPAIR, TARGET PRACTICE.] A permit 
to carry is not required of a person: 

(a) To keep or carry about his place of business, dwelling house, 
premises or on land possessed by him a pistol; 

(b) To carry a pistol from a place of purchase to his dwelling 
house or place of business, or from his dwelling house or place of 
business to or from a place where repairing is done, to have the 
pistol repaired; 

(c) To carry a pistol between his dwelling house and his place 
of business; 

( d) To carry a pistol in the woods or fields or upon the water, 
of this state for the purpose of hunting other than protected wild 
animals or of target shooting in a safe area; or 

( e) To transport a pistol in a motor vehicle, snowmobile or boat 
if the pistol is unloaded, contained in a closed and fastened case, 
gunbox, or securely tied package and kept in some area not normally 
occupied by the driver or passengers. If a motor vehicle, snowmobile 
or boat does not have an enclosed area other than the driver or 
passenger area, a pistol may be carried in the driver or passenger 
area as long as the pistol is unloaded and contained in a closed anti 
fastened case, gunbox, or securely tied package. A utility compart• 
ment or glove compartment shall be deemed to be within the area 
occupied by the driver and passengers. 

Subd. JO. [FALSE REPRESENTATIONS IN APPLICATIONS.] 
A person who gives or causes to be given any false information in 
applying for a permit to carry, knowing or having reason to know 
the information is false, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 8. [NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF PISTOLS.] A person shall 
not be restricted as to the number of pistols he may acquire or carry. 

Sec. 9. [NOT PUBLIC RECORDS.] Reports of transfer, applica-
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tions for permits to carry and permits to carry shall not be publi< 
records within the meaning of Minnesota Statutes, Section 15.17. 

Sec. IO. [HEARING UPON DENIAL.] Any person aggrieved by 
notification that a police authority has determined a transferee ii 
prohibited by section 4 from possessing a pistol or by denial of a 
permit to carry may appeal the denial to the county court having 
jurisdiction over the county or municipality wherein the notification 
or denial occurred. The matter shall be heard de novo without a jury, 

Sec. I I. [EXEMPTIONS; ANTIQUES AND ORNAMENTS.] 
Sections 4 to 7 shall not apply to antique pistols or replicas thereof 
which are incapable of being fired, which do not fire fixed ammuni
tion, or for wnich ammunition is not commercially available, and 
,which are possessed as curiosities or for their historical significance 
or value. 

Sec. 12. [ALTERING SERIAL NUMBER OF PISTOL; SALE; 
PENALTY.] Subdivision 1. A person who intentionally alters, 
changes, removes, disfigures, obliterates, or defaces the name of 
the maker, model, manufacturer's serial number, or other mark 
of identification of a pistol is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 2. A person who possesses a pistol with a serial number 
which has been altered, changed, disfigured or defaced with intent 
to prevent identification or tracing of the pistol is guilty of 4 
gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 13. [INFERIOR QUALITY PISTOLS.] Subdiviswn 1. 
An inferior quality pistol is a pistol manufactured or assembled 
after 1969 having a barrel, slide, frame or receiver which is die 
casting of zinc alloy or other nonhomogenous metal which will 
melt or deform at a temperature of less than 800 degrees Fahren
heit. 

Subd. 2. Any person who knowingly transfers or becomes trans
feree of an inferior quality pistol and any person who manufactures 
or assembles an inferior quality pistol in whole or in part shall 
be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 14. [LOCAL REGULATION.] Sections 1 to 13 shall be 
construed to prohibit more restrictive municipal or county regula
tion of the transfer, carrying, or possession of pistols except in 
cities of the first class. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.11, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

609.11 [MINIMUM TERMS OF IMPRISONMENT.] Sub
division 1. All commitments to the commissioner of correctiona 
for imprisonment of the defendant are without minimum terms 
except when sentence is to life imprisonment as required by law 
and except that any commitment following the defendant's first 
conviction of an offense wherein the EleieeEl&Bt he had in his pos
session a firearm or used a dangerous weapon at the time of the 
offense shall be for a term of not less than 4;hree ~ one year 
plus one day , nor more than the maximum sentence provided by 
law for the offense for which convicted, and except that any 
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commitment following defendant's second or subsequent conviction 
of an offense wherein he had in his possession a firearm or 
used a dangerous weapon at the time of the offense shall be for a 
term not less than three years, nor more than the maximum 
sentence provided by law for the offense for which convicted, and 
811Ch person shall not be eligible for parole until he shall have 
served the full minimum sentence herein provided, notwithstand
ing the provisions of sections 242.19, 243.05 anti , 609.12 and 609.-
135. The offenses for which mandatory minimum sentences shall 
be served as herein provided are: aggravated assault, burglary, 
kidnapping, manslaughter, murder in the second or third degree, 
rape, robbery, sodomy, escape while under charge or conviction of 
a felony, or discharge of an explosive or incendiary device. 

:PPe,AileEI, BOWC"JeP, the eeul't Bley ilweke the Pf&\<isions ef eee
aen 609,136, if the aeenaallt hoe Bo; ppe,,,iously eeen eon,AeteEI 
of 8B¥ erime @ el'din&Ree iw,tolvi-Rg peeoessieR ef a f.iPe&RB, e:Ute,: 
tl!tiB a game law ~,¼elation, 8f use of a Elimge,eas weapon, 8f ~ 
defenEl&Rt has Bo; ~ eeen eon,AeteEI of aggp&Y&teEI as
~ lmr=glary, ~apping, manslaughter, muPder is .the seeend 
8f ~ Elegree, rape; reililery, soEl01n¥, eBe&flO while UREieP ehapge 
e. e8RYietieR of a feleny, 8f Elis:hapge of an 8!1piesi'l0 or meenEliMY 
ae,Ace, 

Sec. 16. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act is effective October 
1, 1975." 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "requiring" insert "reports of transfers and" 

Page 1, line 4, strike "acquire and" 

Page 1, line 6, after "penalties" insert "amending Minnesota 
Statutes, 1974, Section 609.11, Subdivision 1" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
Mr. Jensen moved to amend H. F. No. 679, as amended by 

the Coleman amendment, as follows: 
Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CITATION.] Sections 1 to 18 may be cited as the 
Minnesota handgun regulation act. 

Sec. 2. [PURPOSE; DECLARATION OF POLICY.] It is the 
purpose of Sections 1 to 18 to regulate the possession, sale, pur
chase and transfer of handguns. Nothing in Sections 1 to 18 
shall be construed to regulate shotguns, rifles and other longguns 
of the type commonly used for hunting and not defined as hand
guns nor to place the cost of administration upon those citizens 
who wish to lawfully possess or carry handguns. 

Sec. 3. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. As used in sections 1 
to 18 the terms defined in this section have the meanings given 
them. 

Subd. 2. "Handgun" includes a weapon originally designed to 
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be fired by the use of a single hand and with an overall length 
less than 26 inches, or with a barrel or barrels less than 18 
inches in length (a) from which may be fired or ejected one or 
more solid projectiles by means of a cartridge or shell or by the 
action of an explosive or the igniting of flammable or explosive 
substances; or (b) for which the propelling force is a spring, 
elastic band, carbon dioxide, air or other gas, or vapor. "Hand
gun" does not include children's pop-guns or toys. 

Slibd. 3. "Commissioner" means the commissioner of public 
safety. 

Subd. 4. "Transferor" means a person who sells, gives, fur
nishes, loans, assigns or transfers, whether or not for a consid
eration, a handgun or the frame or receiver of a handgun to 
another. 

Subd. 5. "Transferee" means a person to whom a handgun or 
the frame or receiver of a handgun is sold, given, furnished, 
loaned, assigned or transferred, whether or not for a considera
tion. 

Subd. 6. "Transfer" means a sale, gift, loan, assignment, or 
other furnishing, whether or not for a consideration, of a hand
gun or the frame or receiver of a handgun to another. 

Sec. 4. [CERTAIN PERSONS NOT TO HAVE HANDGUNS.] 
Subdivision 1. No person who has been convicted of a gross mis
demeanor or a felony within the preceding ten years or who has 
been adjudicated mentally ill, mentally deficient, or an inebriate 
person as provided in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 253A and not 
restored to full legal capacity shall carry, hold, possess, or own 
a handgun. 

Subd. 2. A person who knowingly or with reason to know 
transfers a handgun to a person named in this section is guilty 
of a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 3. A person named in this section who carries, holds, 
possesses or becomes a transferee or owner of a handgun is 
guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 5. [CARRYING HANDGUNS WITHOUT PERMIT PRO
HIBITED; PENALTY.] A person who carries, holds or possesses 
a handgun in a motor vehicle or snowmobile, or on or about his 
clothes or person, or otherwise has in his possession or control a 
handgun in a city or a town having the power of a statutory city 
without first obtaining a permit to carry the handgun is guilty 
of a gross misdemeanor. Failure to have the permit in possession 
when carrying a handgun is a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 6. [EXCEPTIONS TO PERMIT REQUIREMENTS.] A 
permit as required by section 5 is not required of a person: 

(a) To keep or carry a handgun about his place of business, 
dwelling house, premises or on land possessed by him; 

(b) To transport a handgun from a place of purchase to his 
dwelling house or place of business, or from his dwelling house 
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or place of business to and from a place where repairing is done, 
to have the handgun repaired; 

(c) To transport a handgun from his dwelling house to his 
place of business ; 

(d) To transport a handgun while traveling to or from hunting, 
fishing, a target range or an authorized place for the purpose of 
practice, match, target, trap or skeet shooting or shooting exhibi
tions. 

A permit as required by section 5 is not required of a person 
who is a law enforcement officer with authority to make arrests 
other than citizens arrests. 

Rec. 7. [TRANSPORTATION OF HANDGUNS; PENALTY 
FOR VIOLATION.] A handgun while being transported pursuant 
to section 6 shall be unloaded and contained in a closed and fastened 
case, gun box or securely tied package and, if transported in a 
motor vehicle, locked in the trunk of the vehicle, or, if the motor 
vehicle is not equipped with a trunk, in some other area of the 
vehicle not normally occupied by the driver or passengers. If 
the handgun is transported in a snowmobile or boat, it shall be 
unloaded. A violation of this section is a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 8. [PERMIT APPLICATIONS.] Subdivision 1. An applica
tion for a permit to carry a handgun shall be made to the chief 
of police of the municipality in which the applicant resides if 
the municipality has an organized full-time police department or 
if the municipality has no organized full-tinte police department 
to the sheriff of the county in which the applicant resides. If the 
applicant is not a resident of the state of Minnesota he shall apply 
to the commissioner. Applications shall not be public records 
within the meaning of Minnesota Statutes, Section 15.17. 

Subd. 2. Applications shall be in the form prescribed by the 
commissioner containing the name, residence, place of business, 
age, date of birth, occupation, sex and physical description in
cluding distinguishing physical characteristics, if any, of the 
applicant and whether or not the applicant is disqualified for a 
permit by section 4. The application shall be signed by the appli
cant under oath. 

Subd. 3. The chief of police or sheriff shall obtain the finger
prints of the applicant and shall have them compared with avail
able records of fingerprints. 

Subd. 4. The permit shall be granted unless the applicant is 
not entitled to carry, hold, possess, or own a handgun as pro
vided in section 4. Permits shall be granted or denied not less 
than 60 days from the date of receipt of the application. Failure 
of the chief of police or county sheriff to deny the application or 
issue a permit within 60 days of the date of application shall be 
deemed to be a grant thereof. The permits shall be issued free 
of charge. 

Subd. 5. Permits issued pursuant to this section shall be valid 
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until the holder of the permit becomes disqualified under Section 
4, Subdivision 1. 

Subd. 6. A permit shall be void at the time that the holder be
comes prohibited from possessing a handgun under section 4, 
in which event the holder shall return the permit within five 
days to the commissioner who shall then advise the office that 
granted the permit. Failure of the holder to return the permit 
to the commissioner within the five days is a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 7. The permit shall be in the form prescribed by the com
missioner and shall be issued in triplicate. The issuing officer 
shall forward the original copy to the commissioner, the second 
copy to the applicant and he shall retain the third copy. 

Sec. 9. [TRANSFER OF HANDGUNS.] A person who trans
fers a handgun to a person who either does not present evidence 
of his identity or is not personally known to the transferor is 
guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 10. [PERMIT VALID FOR ANY HANDGUN.] A person 
having a permit may carry ,any handgun in any city or town 
having the powers of a statutory city subject to any ordinances 
of said city or town. 

Sec. 11. [FALSE REPRESENTATIONS IN APPLICATIONS 
OR IN PURCHASES.] A person who gives or causes to be given 
false information or signs a fictitious name or address in applying 
for a permit to carry a handgun is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 12. [REVOCATION.] A person may apply to the commis
sioner for the revocation of a permit issued pursuant to sections 
1 to 18 to another person or the commissioner may revoke a 
permit on his own initiative if a permit holder becomes disquali
fied under section 4, subdivision 1. A permit shall be revoked by 
the commissioner after written notice to the holder, a hearing 
and a finding that the holder no longer qualifies. 

Sec. 13. [HEARING UPON DENIAL.] A person aggrieved by 
the denial of a permit to carry a handgun may request a hearing 
before the commissioner and obtain judicial review of the com
missioner's decision pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
15.0418 to 15.0426. The request for a hearing shall be made in 
writing within 30 days of the denial of the application. The ap
plicant shall serve a copy of his request for a hearing upon the 
chief of police or sheriff to whom the application was made and 
upon the commissioner. The hearing shall be held within 30 days 
of the receipt of the application for the hearing. 

Sec. 14. [ALTERING SERIAL NUMBER OF HANDGUN; 
SALE; PENALTY.] Subdivision 1. A person who intentionally 
alters, changes, removes, disfigures, obliterates, or defaces the 
name of the maker, model, manufacturer's serial number, or 
other mark of identification of a handgun is guilty of a gross 
misdemeanor. 

Subd. 2. A person who possesses a handgun with a serial nuD_l-
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her which has been altered, changed, disfigured or defaced is 
guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 15. [FORFEITURE OF HANDGUNS.] Handguns carried 
within a municipality without a permit except as provided in 
section 6, shall be confiscated and after conviction the handguns 
are declared to be nuisances and forfeited to the state. Forfeited 
handguns may be sold, destroyed or otherwise lawfully disposed 
of when they are no longer needed for evidentiary purposes and 
after they have been inventoried and their disposition witnessed 
and recorded by the head of the agency having possession Ql' 
his representative designated for this purpose. If the handguM 
are found to be the property of an innocent owner prior to their 
disposition, they shall be returned to him when no longer needed 
for evidentiary purposes. A person aggrieved by the operation 
of this section may, no later than 30 days after the forfeiture of 
a handgun, request a hearing before the commissioner and Qb
tain judicial review of the commissioner's decision pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 15.0418 to 15.0426. A copy of the 
request for hearing shall be served upon the law enforceme11t 
officer to whom the handgun was originally forfeited. He shall 
immediately notify the custodian of the handgun of the request 
for hearing. No handgun which is the subject of a hearing shall 
be disposed of until the proceedings are completed by final order 
of the commissioner or judicial order when the commissioner's 
order is appealed. 

Sec. 16. [CONVICTION OF ALIENS.] Whenever a person not 
a citizen of the United States is convicted under a provision of 
sections 1 to 18, the clerk of the court in which the conviction is 
secured shall certify the fact of the conviction to the proper of
ficer of the United States government having supervision of the 
deportation of aliens. 

Sec. 17. [LOCAL REGULATIONS.] Sections 1 to 15 shall not 
be construed to prohibit more restrictive municipal or county 
regulation of handguns or to restrict existing police power in 
this regard. 

Sec. 18. [ADDITIONAL SENTENCE FOR ARMED CRIMI
NALS.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of any 
other law, a person who commits or attempts to commit a crime 
of violence or who is a fugitive from justice, when armed with 
or having in his possession any handgun, as defined in section 2, 
whether or not capable of being discharged, may, in addition to 
the punishment provided for the crime, be punished on a first 
conviction by imprisonment for not less than three nor more 
than ten years; upon a second conviction by imprisonment for 
not less than four nor more than 15 years; upon a third convic
tion by imprisonment for not less than five nor more than 20 
years; and upon a fourth or subsequent conviction, by imprison
ment for not less than ten years nor more than for life. 

Subd. 2. For purposes of determining the number of convic
tions under this section, a prior conviction includes a conviction: 

(a) in this state; 
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(b) in another state for a crime which would have been ~ 
crime of violence if committed in this state; or 

(c) in a federal court. 

Sec. 19. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act is effective October l, 
1975." 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to crimes and criminals; regulating 
the transfer, possession and use of handguns; requiring permit!< 
to carry handguns; prohibiting the sale or transfer to or carry
ing by certain persons of handguns; prescribing penalties; in
creasing penalties for crimes of violence involving handguns." 

Mr. Kirchner moved to amend the Jensen amendment to H. F. 
No. 679, as follows: 

Section 6 of the Jen sen amendment, after clause (a) insert 

"(b) To keep or carry a handgun in a motor home, camper, 
house trailer, or mobile home;11 

Reletter the remaining clauses in sequence 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the Jensen amend
ment was adopted. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the. Jensen 
amendment to the Coleman amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 18 and nays 42, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Borden 
Brataas 
Dunn 

Those 

Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 

who voted in 

Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Nelson. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 

the negative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons McCutcheon Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Merriam O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen. Baldy Milton Perpich, G. 
Blatz Hughes Moe Purfeerst 
Brown Humphrey North Schaaf 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schmitz 
Coleman Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Conzemius Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Sillers 
Doty Lewis Olson, H. D. Solon 

Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved to amend the Coleman amendment 
to H. F. No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as 
follows: 

Sec. 3 of the amendment, after Subd. 2, insert: 

"Subd. 3. "Antique firearm" means any firearm, including any 
pistol, with a matchlock, flintlock, percussion cap, or similar type 
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r,f ignition system, manufactured before 1899, and any replica 
of any firearm described herein if such replica is not designed or 
redesigned, made or remade, or intended to fire conventional rim
fire or conventional centerfire ammunition, or uses conventional 
rimfire or conventional centerfire ammunition which is not readily 
available in the ordinary channels of commercial trade. 

Subd. 4. "Saturday Night Special Pistol" means a pistol other 
than an antique firearm or a pistol for which the propelling force 
is carbon dioxide, air or other vapor, or children's pop guns or 
toys, having a frame, barrel, cylinder, slide or breechblock: 

( a) of any material having a melting point (liquidus) of less 
than 1000 degrees Fahrenheit, or 

(b) of any material having an ultimate tensile strength of less 
than 55,000 pounds per square inch, or 

( c) of any powdered metal having a density of less than 7.5 
grams per cubic centimeter." 

Renumber the subdivisions in sequence 

Sec. 11, second line, strike "pistols or replicas thereof" and insert 
·1irearms'' 

.:lee. 11, strike the third and fourth lines 

Before Sec. 14, insert: 

"Sec. 14. [SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIALS PROHIBITED.] 
Any dealer who transfers a Saturday Night Special Pistol, or any 
y,rrson who manufactures or assembles a Saturday Night Special 
Pistol in whole or in part, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor." 

Renumber the sections in sequence. 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment 
was adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel then moved to amend the Coleman amendment 
ro H. F. No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as 
follows: 

Sec. 4, Subd. 3, after "in" insert "subdivision 1, clause (b) of" 

Sec. 4, Subd. 3, strike "gross misdemeanor" and insert "felony. 
A person named in any other clause of subdivision 1 of this sec-
1'on who carries, holds, possesses or becomes a transferee of a 
pistol is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. A sentence imposed on 
n person convicted under subdivision 1, clause (b) shall not run 
concurrently with any other sentence." 

Mr. McCutcheon requested division of the amendment as fol-
lows: 

First portion: 

Sec. 4, Subd. 3, after ''in" insert "subdivision 1, clause (b) of" 

Sec. 4, Subd. 3, strike "gross misdemeanor" and insert "felony. 
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A person named in any other clause of subdivision 1 of this sec
tion who carries, holds, possesses or becomes a transferee of a 
pistol is guilty of a gross misdemeanor." 

Second portion: 

Sec. 4, Subd. 3, after the period insert: 

"A sentence imposed on a person convicted under subdivision 1, 
clause (b) shall not run concurrently with any other sentence." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the first portion 
of the Hansen, Mel amendment to the Coleman amendment, 

The motion prevailed. So the first portion of the amendment 
to the amendment was adopted. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the second portion 
of the Hansen, Mel amendment to the Coleman amendment, 

The motion did not prevail. So the second portion of the 
amendment to the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 15, 18th line of the section, after "person" insert "on both 
the first and second offense" 

And after "eligible for" insert "stay of imposition of sentence, 
stay of execution of sentence, nor for probation by the court, nor 
shall he be conditionally released by" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Nelson 
amendment to the Coleman amendment, 

Mr. Nelson moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 23 and nays 33, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Banig Brown Jensen Kowalczyk 
Berg Dunn Josefson Larson 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Merriam 
Borden Frederick Kirchner Neleon 
Brataas Hanson., R. Knutson Olson, H. D. 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Humphrey Moe Perpich. G. 
Blatz Keefe, S. Ogdahl Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Kleinbaum Olhoft Schaaf 
Coleman Laufenburger Olson, A. G. Schmitz 
Conzemius Lewis Olson, J. L. Schrom 
Gearty McCutcheon O'Neill Billers 
Hughes Milton Perpich, A. J. Solon 

Patton 
Henneke 
Stassen 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend the Coleman amendment to 
H. F. No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 
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Sec. 14 of the amendment, third and fourth lines, strike "except 
in cities of the first class" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the Cole
man amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 

Before Sec. 16, insert: 
"Sec. 16. In those instances in which a prisoner had in his 

possession a firearm or used a dangerous weapon at the time of the 
offense for which he was imprisoned, the Minnesota corrections 
authority shall: 

(a) Make parole proceeding records available for public inspec
tion; 

(b) Open parole proceedings to the public to receive and consider 
relevant evidence and testimony; 

( c) Establish procedural rules for the public parole proceeding 
by rule in accordance with chapter 15; 

( d) At least 30 days prior to a prisoner's appearance before the 
authority, notify and institute inquiries of (a) the chief law en
forcement officers of the county and of the city, if any, where the 
prisoner resided prior to conviction if the prisoner resided in the 
state; and (b) the prosecutor of the county in which the prisoner 
was convicted; and ( c) the judge who presided over the trial of the 
prisoner; and (d) the victim, if any, of the crime for which the 
prisoner was incarcerated. The notification shall specify the time 
and place of hearing and that the authority will receive and con
sider evidence and testimony relevant to the prisoner's potential 
release." 

Renumber the remaining section 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Nelson amend
ment to the Coleman amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 11 and nays 38, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Brataas 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe, J. 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk Nelson Patton 
Mccutcheon Olson, H. D. Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Merriam Perpich. A. J. 
Blatz Gearty Milton Perpich, G. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Moe Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hughes North Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schaaf 
Coleman Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz 
Conzemius Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Sillers 
Doty Lewis O'Neill Solon 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 
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Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1743: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Moe; Doty; Olson, J. L. and Renneke, The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Willet moved to amend the Coleman amendment to H. F. 
No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 

Before Sec. 16, insert: 

"Sec. 16. This act shall apply only to the metropoUtan area, as 
defined in Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 1, Subdivision 2." 

Renumber the remaining section 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the Coleman 
amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 679 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from vot-

ing. The motion prevailed. · 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 41, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Ogdabl 
Conzemius Humphrey Merriam Olson, A. G. 
Davies Keefe, S. Milton O'Neill 
Gearty Laufenburger Moe Pillsbury 
Hansen, Mel Lewis North Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Brown Jensen 
Arnold Chmielewski Josefson 
Ashbach Coleman Kirchner 
Bang Doty Kleinbaum 
Berg Dunn Knutson 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Blatz Frederick Larson 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Nelson 
Brataas Hanson, R. Olhoft 

So the bill failed to pass. 

Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Billers 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

Solon 
Stassen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. North moved that S. F. No. 177 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference Com, 
mittee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO, 177 

A bill for an act relating to public health; changing requirements 
and procedures for obtaining certificates of need for health care 
facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 145.72, Sub. 
divisions 2 and 3; 145.76; 145.78; 145.80; 145.82; Chapter 145, by 
adding sections; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
145.81. 
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The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

2371 

May 14, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 177 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the house recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 177 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, Jine 13, after "a" insert "licensed medical" 

Page 2, line 14, after "group of" insert "licensed medical" 

Page 2, line 15, before "doctors" insert "licensed medical" 

Page 2, line 18, after "or" insert "$200,000 for two or more items of 
equipment; and 

(2) is determined by the state board of health to be designed to 
circumvent the provisions of sections 14 5 .71 to 14 5 .8J ." 

Page 2, delete Jines I 9 and 20 and insert 

"Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 145.72, Subdivision 5, i, 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. "Area wide comprehensive health planning agency" mean, 
an agency established to meet the requirements of the Partnershil' 
for Health Act, P.L. 89-749, as amended, and designated as such b} 
the Minnesota state planning agency , or a successor agency designated 
pursuant to the National Health Planning and Resources Develop., 
ment Act. P.L. 9J-641 ; provided that in the metropolitan area th,. 
area wide comprehensive health planning agency shall be the metro. 
politan council, if it has appointed a health board to advise it 
meeting the requirements of section 145.74. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 145.74, is amended to read· 

145.74 [HEALTH PLANNING AGENCIES; MEMBERSHIP 
REGULATIONS.] The state planning agency shall, subject to char•· 
ter 15, after consulting with the state board of health promulga,,
regulations concerning the membership of area wide comprehensive 
health planning agencies, The regulations shall include, but not h,
limited to, the following factors. The regulations shall: 

(1) comply with the provisions of the Partnership for Health Act. 
P.L. 89-749, as amended , and with the National Health Plannini: 
and Resources Development Act, P.L. 93-641; 

(2) provide that a majority of the membership be composed ot 
consumers; 

(3) provide for representation of providers of each of the follow
ing: hospital, nursing home and boarding care; 

(4) provide for representation of licensed medical doctors an,l 
other health professionals; 
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(5) provide for a fixed term of membership; and 

(6) provide that members of an area wide comprehensive health 
planning agency shall not select their successors. 

No existing area wide comprehensive health planning agency shall 
exercise the functions provided in sections 145.71 to 145.83 until 
it is in compliance with regulations issued pursuant to this section. 

If there is no area wide comprehensive health planning agency in 
a designated area of the state in compliance with sections 145.71 to 
145.83, the Minnesota state planning agency shall perform the 
functions and duties of an area wide comprehensive health planning 
agency for that area." 

Page 2, delete lines 24 to 32 and insert "agency shall conduct a 
comprehensive study in its jurisdiction to: 

(a) determine the needs for health care services or facilities which 
are not met by existing services or facilities; 

(b) identify health care services and facilities which are duplica
tive; and 

(c) develop guidelines for the sharing of costly technical equipmenr 
and services by health care facilities. 

The areawide comprehensive health planning agency shall an
nually review and amend the conclusions of the study. " 

Page 3, delete lines I to 7 

Page 3, line 10, before "No" insert "Subdivision 1. Except as pro
vided in subdivision 2/' 

Page 4, after line 10, insert 

"Subd. 2. A licensed medical doctor, a group of licensed medical 
doctors, or a professional corporation of licensed medical doctors 
proposing to purchase or acquire one or more items of diagnostic 
or therapeutic equipment which require capital expenditure in ex
cess of $100,000 for a single item or $200,000 for two or more items 
shall, prior to purchasing or acquiring the equipment, notify the 
areawide comprehensive health planning agency and the state 
board of health of the proposed acquisition or purchase. The state 
board of health shall, within 60 days of receipt of the notice, de
termine whether or not the proposed acquisition or purchase is de
signed to circumvent the provisions of sections 145.71 to 145.83. 
A hearing shall be held if requested by the applicant or the area
wide comprehensive health planning agency. The board of health 
shall notify the applicant and the areawide comprehensive health 
planning agency in writing of its determination. If the state board 
of health determines that the proposed acquisition or purchase is 
not designed to circumvent the provisions of sections 145.71 to 
145.83, no certificate of need shall be required of the applicant. If 
the state board of health determines that the proposed acquisition 
or purchase is designed to circumvent the provisions of sections 
145.71 to 145.83, the applicant must obtain a certificate of need." 
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Renumber the sections in sequence 
Further amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 5, delete "and" and insert a comma 
Page 1, line 6, after "3" insert "and 5" 
Page 1, line 6, before "145.76;" insert "145.74;" 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Robert D. North, John Milton, Al 
Kowalczyk. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Lyndon Carlson, J. R. Kaley, James 
Swanson. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 
Mr. Olson, A.G. moved that H. F. No. 929 be taken from the 

table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 929, and 
that a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, t.o act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that H.F. No. 133 be taken from the 
tsble. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 133, and 
that a: Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, t.o act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 7 :45 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 7 :45 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

Pursuant t.o Rule 21, Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the fol
lowing members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. 
No.1674: 

Messrs. Coleman; Conzemius; Blatz; Olson, A. G. and Perpich. 
A. J. The motion prevailed. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Solon was excused from this evening's Session at 10:00 
o'clock p.m. Mr. Stassen was excused from this evening's Session. 
Mr. Nelson was excused from this evening's Session at 9:40 o'
clock p.m. Mr. Mccutcheon was excused from this evening's 
Session until 9 :00 o'clock p.m. 
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APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 929, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Olson, A.G.; Kowalczyk and Laufenburger. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1026 pursuant to 
the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Frederick; Bernhagen; Schrom; Olson, H. D. and 
Hansen, Baldy. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1526, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. McCutcheon, Milton and O'Neill. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1428, pursuant 
to the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Stumpf, North and Knutson. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No 133, pursuant to 
the request of the House : 

Messrs. Olson, A. G.; O'Neill; Perpich, A. J.; Kleinbaum and 
Bang. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 229, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 
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Messrs. Gearty, Kleinbaum, Bang, Conzemius, and Larson 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Olhoft moved that the following mem
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 235: 

Messrs. Anderson, Hughes, Humphrey, O'Neill and Sillers. The mo
tion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following mem
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1759: 

Messrs. Willet, Chenoweth, Borden, Fitzsimons and Josefson. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1436, No. 94 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1436: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
authorizing the department of natural resources to make a grant to 
the city of Duluth for the construction of a dam at Hartley Pond on 
Tischer Creek. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 1, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Dunn Knutson 
Bang Frederick Laufenburger 
Berg Gearty Lewis 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Moe 
Davies Kirchner Nelson 
Doty Kleinbaum Olhoft 

Mr. North voted in the negative. 

Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
'f'ennessen 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated S. F. No. 1030, No. 96 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately, 

S. Po No. 1030: A bill for an act relating to pollution control; 
authorizing a county solid waste grants-in-aid program; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 116.06, Subdi• 
vision 1; and 400.03, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 116, by adding sec
tions. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Laufenburger Patton 
Ashbach Gearty Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Bang Hansen, Baldy Milton Perpich, G. 
Berg Hansen, Mel Moe Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Nelson Purfeerst 
B,rown Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Conzemius Kirchner Olhoft Schrom 
Davies Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. Solon 
Doty Larson Olson, J. L. Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER. 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1074, No. 98 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1074: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
medical assistance for the needy; establishing a department lien 
on certain causes of action accruing to the needy; authorizing 
the assignm~nt of insurance proceeds and the subrogation to the 
department of the rights of any recipient of medical assistance 
having private health care coverage; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Chapters 62A, by adding a section; and 256B, by adding 
sections; Sections 256B.02, by adding a subdivision; 256B.06, 
Subdivision 1; and 393.10, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Amold Hansen, Baldy Milton Patton 
Bang Hansen, Mel Moe Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Hanson, R. Nelson Perp-ich, G. 
Bernhagen Keefe, S. North Pillsbury 
Brown Kirchner Ogdahl Purfeerst 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Renrieke 
Doty Larson Olson, A. G. Schmitz 
Dunn Laufenburger Olson, H. D. Schrom 
Gearty Lewis Olson, Z. L. Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1415, No. 100 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 
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S. F. No. 1415: A bill for an act relating to public weliare; 
authorizing an experimental program for the cost of home care of 
mentally retarded children; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 252.27, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Frederick Kowalczyk North 
Bang Gearty Larson Olhoft 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Brataas Hanson. R. McCutcheon Patton 
Brown Keefe, J. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Davies Kirchner Milton Pillsbury 
Doty Kleinbaum Moe Purfeerst 
Dunn Knutson Nelson Renn eke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDElt 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 872, No. 95 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 872: A bill for an act relating to weHare; requiring 
the commissioner of public welfare to negotiate an agreement 
transferring the Lake Owasso Children's Home from the state to 
Ramsey county; appropriating money; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 197 4, Section 252.025, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Frederick Lsufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Gearty Lewis Patton 
Bang Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Berg Hansen, Mel Merriam Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Milton Purfeerst 
Brataas Keefe, J. Moe Henneke 
Brown Kirchner Nelson Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum North Schrom 
Doty Knutson Olhoft Solon 
Dunn Larson Olson, H. D. Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 521, No. 105 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 
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H. F. No. 521: A bill for an act relating to retirement; man
datory retirement for corrections department employees; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.051, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
A mold Dunn Knutson North 
Ashbach Frederick Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Bang Gesrty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brstaas Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Keefe, J. Milton Purfeerst 
Davies Keefe, S. Moe Renn.eke 
Doty Kleinbaum Nelson Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committ.ee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 231, No. 107 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 231: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
authorizing the issuance of special license plates to physically 
handicapped persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 168.021. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gesrty Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Lewis Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Merriam Purfeerst 
Brataas Hanson, R. Milton Schmitz 
Brown Keefe, S. Nelson Schrom 
Davies Kirchner North Solon 
Doty Kleinbaum Olhoft Spesr 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stokowaki 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committ.ee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1206, No. 108 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. 1206: A bill for an act relating to state parks; exempting 
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senior citizens from payment of certain fees; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 85.05, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Dunn Laufenburger Olso111, H. D. 
Ashbach Frederick Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Berg Hansen; Baldy Merriam Pillobucy 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Milton Purfeem 
Brataas Keefe, S. Moe Schmitz 
Brown, Kirchner Nelson Schrom 
Davies Kleinbaum Nor1h Solon 
Doty Knutson Olhoft Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 982, No. 110 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 982: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
authorizing the issuance of personalized license plates; prescribing 
additional charges therefor; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 168.12, by adding a subdivision. 

Mr. Ashbach moved to amend the amendment placed on H. F. 
No. 982 by the Committee on Finance, adopted by the Senate 
May 14, 1975, as follows: 

In the committee amendment to page 1, line 13, strike "$75" 
and insert "$50" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment 
was adopted. 

H. F. No. 982 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 6, as 
follows; 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Amold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 

Frederick Knutson 
Hansen; Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen,, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Jensen Lewis 
Keefe, J. Merriam 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirohner Nelson 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olsom,J. L 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillshucy 
Pumeemt 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowslti 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Gearty 
McCutcheon 

Milton North Stumpf 

[54THDAY 

TemM!OSen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 837, No. 111 on the General Orders 
C.alendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 837: A bill for an act providing for the identification 
.,f donors by the designation "donor' on the driver's license or non
qualification certificate; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 171.07, by adding a subdivision; 171.12, by 
adding a subdivision; 525.924, by adding a subdivision; and 525.927, 
Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll •being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as. follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Frederick Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Gearty Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Bang Hansen, Mel McCutcbeon Patton 
Berg Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbury 
Brataas Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst 
Brown Kirchner Nelson Renn.eke 
Davies Kleinbaum North Schmitz 
Doty Knutson Ogdahl Schrom 
Dunn Kowalczyk Olhoft Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
l'inance, designated S. F. No. 1096, No. 114 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1096: A bill for an act relating to public safety; tele
phone companies; providing for local emergency telephone service; 
appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
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Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Hanson, R. Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner N el.son 
Kleinbaum North 

Ol9<m,H.D. 
01.son,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Renn.eke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Mr. McCutcheon voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Pursuant to Rule IO, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 533. No. 112 on the General Orders 
Calendar. a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 533: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; Red 
Lake Indian reservation; state payments; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974. Chapter 256. by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being take11 on the passage of the bill. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Frederick Knut.son 
Gearty Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Keefe, J. Merriam 
Keefe. S. Milton 
Kirchner Moe 
Kleinbaum Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
01.son,H.D. 
01.son,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich.G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Termessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule IO, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance. designated S. F. No. 1339, No. 118 on the General Orders 
Calendar. a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1339: A bill for an act relating to appropriations; appro
priating funds for development of a comprehensive plan for the 
development of irrigation and specialty crops. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 

Dwm Laufenburger 
Frederick Lewis 
Gearty McCutcheon 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hansen, Mel Milton 
Hanson, R. Moe 
Keefe, S. North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Knutson Olhoft 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

[54THDAY 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1299, No. 119 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1299: A bill for an act relating to education; fluctuat
ing school enrollments; providing for study by an advisory com
mission; appropriating money; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 
355, Section 68, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Amo]d Dunn Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Frederick Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gearty McCutcheon Patton 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, G. 
Brataas Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe, S. Moe Renneke 
Davies Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schmitz 
Doty Knutson Olholt Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Berg 
Brown 

Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk North 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 

Pillsbury 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 250, No. 120 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 250: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; 
creating an advisory on the Minnesota legislature; prescribing 
powers and duties; appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 11, M 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Brown 
Coleman 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Gearty Knutson 
Hans.en, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Keefe, J. Merriam 
Keefe, S. Milton 
Kirchner Moe 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the pegative were: 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 

Frederick 
Jensen 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 

North 
Patton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Renneke 
Tennessen 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 48, No. 121 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 48: A bill for an act relating to public welf~re; pro
viding a coordinated approach to the supervision, protection and 
habilitation of mentally retarded persons; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 253A.02, Subdivision 5, and by adding a 
subdivision; 253A.04, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 253A.07, Subdivision& 
17, 19 and 21; 253A.15, Subdivision 1; 256.93, Subdivisions 1 and 
2; 259.24, Subdivision 1; and 17.03; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 253A.07, Subdivision 18; 253A.13; and 256.-
07. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 0, 1111 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Knutaon Olhoft 
Ashbach Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bang Gearty Larson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Jensen Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Keefe, J. Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe, S. Moe Renneke 
Davies Kirchner North Schaaf 
Doty Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H. F. No. 1456, No. 74 on General Orders, be made 
a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion pr~
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1456: A bill for an act relating to courts in Ramsey 
county; providing for fees and charges; providing for changes in 
the office of the court commissioner, in the office of the publi.c 
defender, and in the composition of law library trustees; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 140.21; 140.24, i?i.tbdivi
sion 1; 260.311, by adding a subdivision; 486.06; 489.04; repeal
ing Laws 1923, Chapter 77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 
1969, Chapter 838, Sections 1 to 6, as amended. 

Mr. Hughes moved to amend H. F. No. 1456, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 13, 197 5, as follows: 

Page 5, after line 25, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, is amended by adding a sec
tion to read: 

[1.02064] [RAMSEY COUNTY.] Subdivision 1. [ADULT DE
TENTION CENTER; BONDS.] The board of county commission
ers of Ramsey county is authorized to sell general obligation bonds 
of the county in an amount not to exceed $7,900,000 for the costs of 
construction, including land acquisition, architectural, and other 
professional fees, of an adult detention center. 

Subd. 2. [JUVENILE CENTER; BONDS.] The board of coun
ty commissioners of Ramsey county is authorized to sell general 
obligation bonds of the county in an amount not to exceed $3,700,-
000 for the costs of construction, including land acquisition, arch
itectural, and other professional fees, of a juvenile center. 

Subd. 3. [FULL FAITH AND CREDIT; NO ELECTION.] The 
full faith and credit and taxing powers of the county shall be 
pledged for the payment of such bonds and interest thereon, and 
they may be issued in one or more series and shall be secured in 
accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475, except that no 
election shall be required. 

Subd. 4. [INTEREST ON BOND PROCEEDS.] Any other law 
to the contrary notwithstanding, interest earned from the invest
ment of proceeds of these obligations as the term is defined in 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 475.51, Subdivision 3, may, at 
the discretion of the governing body of Ramsey county, be used 
either to pay any costs payable from the proceeds from which the 
interest is derived or, if the proceeds are not held in a sinking fund 
account established for the obligations, to pay any costs payable 
from the sinking fund account; provided the use is consistent with 
the covenants made with the holders of the obligations to secure 
payment. 
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Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section shall take effect 
upon its approval by the board of county commissioners of Ramsey 
county, and upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 
645.021." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, after "trustees;" insert "authorizing the board of 
county commissioners of Ramsey county to issue general obligation 
bonds for the costs of construction, including land acquisition and 
fees in the construction of an adult detention center and a juvenile 
center;" 

Page 1, line 10, after the semicolon, insert "and Laws 1974, Chap
ter 435, by adding a section;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 1456 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn Keefe, S. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson. R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Jensen Milton 
Keefe, J. Moe 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Messrs. Spear and Stumpf voted in the negative. 

Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee oa 
Finance, designated S. F. No. 429, No. 101 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 429: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota zoological 
garden; providing a means of public access to the garden at the time 
of its opening; directing the department of highways to improve a 
certain road to provide such public access; and appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays I, as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Davies Keefe, J. 
Ashbach Doty Keefe, S. 
Bang Dunn Kirchner 
Berg Frederick Kleinbaum 
Bern.hagen Ge arty Knutson 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Brown Hanson, R. Moe 
Conzemius Hughes North 

Mr. Schrom voted in the negative. 

Olholt 
Olson,H.D. 
01.son,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

[54THDAY 

Schaal 
Schmitz 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended 
that H. F. No. 1315, No. 47 on General Orders, be made a Special 
Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 1315: A bill for an act relating to the city of Red Wing; 
retirement and survivors benefits payable by the Red Wing firemen';; 
relief association. 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved to amend H. F. No. 1315 as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after "by" insert "sections 1 to 4 of' 

Page 2, line 8, after "by" insert "sections 1 to 4 of' 

Pages 1 and 2, underline the language in sections 1 to 4 

Page 2, after line 11, insert: 

"Sec. 5. Laws 1935, Chapter 192, Section 1, as amended by LaM 
1951, Chapter 48, Section 1, Laws 1955, Chapter 294, Section t, 
Laws 1959, Chapter 208, Section 1, Laws 1967, Chapter 816, Sec
tion 1, Laws 1969, Chapter 686, Section 1, and Laws 1971, Chap
ter 614, Section 1, is amended to read: 

Section 1. [HIBBING, CITY OF; FIREMEN'S RELIEF ASSO
CIATION.] Subdivision 1. [SERVICE PENSIONS.] The lhobing 
firemen's relief association shall pay to each of its members who has 
retired after 20 years or more of active service as a member of the 
fire department of the wl&ge city of Hibbing and who has attaine4 
the age of 55 years a monthly service pension for the remainder of. 
his life equal to one-half of his average monthly earnings as a mem• 
ber of the fire department during his last six months of service; pro
vided that the amount of any service pension payable to a retired 
member shall be increased from time to time by one-half of the 
amount of any salary increase granted subsequent to passage of this 
act to an active member of the fire department of a rank equivalent 
to the rank held by the retired member at the time of his retirement. 
The monthly payments may be increased by adding thereto an amount 
not to exceed $10 per month for each year of active service over 20 
years of service before retirement, not to exceed five years for the 
purpose of pension computation. 
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The service pension of an already retired member, from and after 
January 1, 1975, shall be not less than $300 per month and shall be 
increased from time to time after the effective date of this act by the 
.Mme amount and in the same manner as if the member had retired 
11/ter the effective date of Laws 1971, Chapter 614. 

Subd. 2. [DEPENDENCY PENSIONS.] When a pensioned 
and retired or active member of the association dies leaving 

( 1) A widow who was his legally married wife, residing with 
him, and who was married to him while or prior to the time he 
was on the payroll of the fire department; and who, in case the 
deceased member was a service pensioner, was legally married 
to the member at least three years before his retirement from 
the fire department; or 

(2) A child or children who were living while the deceased was 
on the payroll of the fire department, or born within nine months 
after the decedent was withdrawn from the payroll of the fire 
department, the widow and the child or children shall be entitled 
to a pension or pensions, as follows: 

(a) To the widow, not to exceed the sum of $150 per month, 
as the bylaws of the association provide, for her natural life 
which amount may be applicable to widows already receiving 
pension payments before the effective date of the most recent 
amendment hereto which affects the amount if the bylaws should 
so provide; provided, that if she shall remarry then the pension 
shall cease and terminate as of the date of her remarriage; 

(b) To the child or children, if their mother be living, a 
pension of not to exceed $25 per month for each child up to the 
time each child reaches the age of 18 years; provided, the total 
pensions hereunder for the widow and children of the deceased 
member shall not exceed the sum of $180 per month; 

( c) A child or children of a deceased member receiving a pension 
or pensions hereunder shall, after the death of their mother, be 
entitled to receive a pension or pensions in such amount as the 
board of trustees of the association shall deem necessary to proper
ly support the child or children until they reach the age of 18 
years; but the total amount of the pension or pensions hereunder 
for any child or children shall not exceed the sum of $180 per 
month. 

Subd. 3. [DISABILITY PENSIONS.] A member of the asso
ciation who is totally disabled by injury or sickness while an 
active member of the fire department of the Y¾llage city but 
is ineligible for a service pension under subdivision 1 shall be 
paid a monthly disability pension for the duration of his disability 
in such amount as would be payable for the same disability under 
the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 176, if within the 
scope of those provisions. 

Subd. 4. [APPLICABILITY OF AMENDMENTS.] No amend
ment to Lsws 1935, Chapter 192, Section 1, which affects the 
amount of any pension or other benefit authorized or required 
to be paid by the association or which provides for the payment 
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of a kind of pension or other benefit not previously authorized or 
required to be paid by the association shall apply to any member 
or dependent of a member who qualifies to receive such pension or 
other benefit by reason of death, retirement, or disability which 
occurs before the effective date of the amendment unless another 
provision of this section provides to the contrary. In the absence 
of such a provision to the contrary, such person shall contiune 
to receive pensions or other benefits in accordance with the law 
as it exists before the amendment takes effect. 

SuM 6T All paym8Bte ef 11ensiena maEle to meml9el'S whe haYe 
,ea,ed flR8l' te ~ eeaetmeat at l.awa 19ee, CllatiteP l394; net 
iR - el ameW1te thefeiB 1U1theri11ed, are ae,e&y ·,alidated . 
and legalieeil. 

Sec. 6. From and after January 1, 1976, neither the city of 
Hibbing nor the firemen's relief association in the city of Hibbing 
shall qualify for state fire aid pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 69, nor shall the commissioner of insurance certify such 
association to the county auditor as provided in Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 69.021, unless the provisions of Laws 1971, Chapter 
614, Section 2, are complied with. Such compliance shall be deter
mined by the commissioner of insurance, and the association shall 
include the information needed for such determination with its 
annual financial report required by Minnesota Statutes, Section 
69.051." 

Page 2, lines 12 to 14, underline the language 

Page 2, line 12, after "5." insert "Sections 1 to 4 of' 

Page 2, line 12, strike "is" and insert "are" 

Page 2, line 14, after the period insert "Sections 5 and 6 of 
this act shall be elf ective upon its approval by the governing 
body of the city of Hibbing and upon compliance with section 
645.021." 

Renumber the remaining section 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to firemen's relief; pensions; retire
ment and survivors benefits payable by the firemen's relief asso
ciations of the cities of Red Wing and Hibbing; amending Laws 
1935, Chapter 192, Section 1, as amended." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1315: A bill for an act relating to the city of Red 
Wing; retirement and survivors benefits payable by the Red Wing 
firemen's relief association. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Doty Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Dunn Larson Patton 
Bang Gearty Laufenburgec Perpich, G. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Lewis Pillsbucy 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Milton Henneke 
Brataas Keefe, J. Moe Schaaf 
Brown Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Conzemius Kirchner Olhoft Schrom 
Davies Kleinbaum. Olson, H. D. Spear 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended 
that S. F. No. 553, No. 23 on General Orders, be made a Special 
Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 553: A bill for an act relating to the jurisdiction of the 
Minnesota corrections authority; abolishing the classification of youth
ful offender; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 241.045, 
Subdivision 6; 242.02; 242.09; 242.12; 242.16; 242.17; 242.18; 242.19; 
242.22; 242.26; 242.31; 242.34; and 242.37; repealing Minnesota Stat• 
utes 1974, Sections 242.03; 242.JO; 242.13; 242.20; 242.23; 242.24; 
242.27; 242.28; 242.29; 242.30; 242.33; 242.35; 242.36; and 242.38. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

AmoW Frederick Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gearty Lewis Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbucy 
Brown Keefe,S. Moe ReDJ1eke 
Davies Kleinbaum North Schaaf 
Doty Knutson Olltoft Schmitz 
Dmm Larson Olson~ H. D. Spear 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Messrs. Hansen, Mel and Schrom voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended 
that H. F. No. 638, No. 53 on General Orders, be made a Special 
Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 638: A bill for an act relating to boxing; amending 
t:ertain boxing commission rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 341.04; 341.05, Subdivision I; 341.I0; and 341.II. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bilL 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Jiang 
B.rataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Frederick 

Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen. Mel Merriam 
Keefe, J. Milton 
Keefe. S. Moe 
Kleimaum North 
Knutson Ogdahl 
Larson Olhoft 

Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegenel' 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Arnold moved that S. F. No. 1466 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference Com
mittee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMI'ITEE REPORT ON S. F. 1466 

A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; removing the 
general limitation on the number of county on-sale licenses; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, Subdivision 10. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 15, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1466, report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that the bill 
be amended as follows:' 

Page I, line 14, strike "as" and insert "or to a club., 

Page I, line 15, strike "defined in section 340.07, subdivision 14" 

Page 2, after line 22, insert: 

"No license may be issued by the county board of any county 
pursuant to this section to any person who directly or indirectly has 
been issued an intoxicating liquor license by the county board or by 
the governing body of any city located within the county. Nothing 
in this paragraph shall be construed to prohibit the re-issuance of 
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any intoxicating liquor license already issued pursuant to law as of 
the effective date of this act. 

Sec. 2. This act shall be effective the day following final enactment." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) Norbert Arnold, Sam G. Solon, Otto T. 

Bang, Jr. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Norman Prahl, Irvin N. Anderson. 
Joseph Begich. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H. F. No. 339, No. 52 on General Orders, be made ll 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 339: A bill for an act relating to butter substitutes; 
identification of oleomargarine served in public places; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 33Jlll. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Larson Olhoft Schmitz 
Bang Frederick Laufenburger Olson, H. D., Schrom 
Berg Gearty Lewis Olson, J. L. Spear 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Merriam Patton Stokowski 
Brataas Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbury Stumpf 
Brown Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst Tennessen 
Davies Kleinhaum North Renneke Ueland 
Doty Knutson Ogdahl Schaaf Wegener 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy and Perpich, G. voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H.F. No. 1007, No. 71 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1007: A bill for an act relating to employment; ex
cluding conservation officers from the operation of the fair labor 
standards act; repealing certain job application requirements; 
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amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 177.23, Subdivision 
7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 43.16. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 27 and nays 14, u 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Keefe, S. Milton Pillsbury 
Brataas Kleinbaum Moe Schaaf 
Brown Knutson North Schmitz 
Davies Kowalczyk Ogdahl Spear 
Doty Lewis Olson, H. D. Stokowski 
Gearty Merriam Perpich, G. Stumpf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
l'lang Dunn Hansen, Mel Olholt 
Berg Frederick Jensen Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Laulenburger Purfeerst 

So the bill failed to pass. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Henneke 
Schrom 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H. F. No. 1247, No. 72 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 1247: A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibitins 
endurance contests without rest periods; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 624.66, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 2, aa 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Gearty Laulenburger Olson, H. D. 
Bang Hansen, Mel Lewis Patton 
Bernhagen Jensen Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Keele, J. Milton Perpich, G. 
Davies Keefe, S. Nelson Pillsbury 
Doty Kleinbaum North Purfeerst 
Dunn Knutson Ogdahl Renneke 
Frederick Kowalczyk Olhoft Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Messrs. Brown and Schrom voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to: 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sua-
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pended that H. F. No. 1180, No. 81 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1180: A bill for an act relating to Blue Earth county; 
authorizing the county of Blue Earth to contract for the comple
tion of the improvement of county ditch no. 27; setting limits 
for the expenditure of money for the improvement thereof; au
thorizing the issuance of bonds and levying of special assess
ments for the payment thereof. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Gearty Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Jiang Hansen, Mel Milton Perpich, G. 
&rg Jensen Moe Pillsbury 
&rnbagen Keefe, S. Nelson Purfeerst 
Brataas Kleinbaum North Henneke 
Brown Knutson Ogdahl Schaaf 
Davies Kowalczyk Olhoft Schmitz 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. Schrom 
Dunn Lewis Patton Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi
ness of Messages From the House, First Reading of House Bills, 
Reports of Committees and Second Reading of Senate and House 
Bills. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1425: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; authorizing the city to directly negotiate and enter into 
contracts for solid waste collection and disposal; exempting such 
contracts from the Minnesota antitrust law of 1971. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Hanson, Casserly and Sieloff. 
Senate File No. 1425 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Returned May 15, 1975 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 211: A bill for an act relating to counties; altering 
compensation of county officers; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 38.38; 106.431, Subdivision 1; 123.56, Subdivision 
9; 273.061, Subdivision 6; 282.09, Subdivision 1; 282.19; 344.19; 
875,055, Subdivisions 1 and 5; 375.06, Subdivision 1; 375.47; 
Chapter 375, by adding a section; 376.58, Subdivision 2; 393.03; 
and 394.30, Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 274.15; 375.055, Subdivision 3; 375.43; 384.151, Subdivi
sion 2; 385.373, Subdivision 2; 386.015, Subdivision 3; 387.20, 
Subdivision 3; 388.18, Subdivision 3; and 485.018, Subdivision 3. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of the 
House: 

Meier, McEachern and Carlson, A. 

Senate File No. 211 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 15, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, herewith returned: S. F. No. 1554 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 15, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. No. 710, 1241 
and 1769 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 15, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
~ommittees indicated. 

H. F. No. 710: A bill for an act relating to state procurement, 
requiring the commissioner of administration to set aside certain state 
J>rocurement from normal bidding procedures for first offering to 
small businesses; requiring the commissioners of administration and 
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economic development to publicize the set-asides ;md assist small 
businesses; appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1241: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
creating the natural resource land fund and authorizing the issuance 
of state bonds to provide money for appropriation from the fund 
for acquisition and betterment of public lands and interests in land 
needed for natural resource programs for which the commission« 
of natural resources and the metropolitan council are responsible. 
including the provision of funds sufficient for the payment and re
demption of outstanding bonds issued by the council for this pur
pose; appropriating money from the fund for this purpose; requiring 
the approval of the board of county commissioners for land in the 
county the department of natural resources proposes to acquire.; ap
propriating money from the general fund for payment of bonds. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1769: A bill for an act relating to the operation of state 
government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and other tenm 
and conditions of employment in the state civil service; providing 
salaries for department heads and certain judicial positions; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, Subdivision 1; lSA.-
083; 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.062, Subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 43.067; 43.069, Subdivision l; 43.12, Subdivisions 2., 
2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 43.122, Subdivisionj 
1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.17, Subdivision 2; 43.18, 
Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivisions l and 4; 43.21; 43.23, Subdivi
sions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision l; 43.50, Subdivision I; and 
299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974. 
Sections 15A.081, Subdivisions la and 4; 487.05; and 526.18. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Davies moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk be 
now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 919: A bill for an act relating to the environment; direct
ing creation of an environmental permits coordinating unit within the 
environmental quality council; authorizing an optional consolidated 
application and hearing procedure for certain permits; directing estab
lishment of permit information centers; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 6, Jine 17, strike "once in" 

Page 6, line 18, strike "the Minnesota Register and" 
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Page 7, line 7, after "interest" insert "and are not required by any 
other law or rule" 

Page 8, line 10, strike the comma 

Page 8, line 11, after "council" insert a comma 

Page 8, line 11, strike "; however," and insert a period 

Page 11, line 20, strike "expenditiously" and insert "expeditiously" 

Page 12, line 8, strike "in the manner" 

Page 12, line 9, strike "provided by Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15," 

Page 14, line 17, strike "$245,000" and insert $185,000" 

Page 14, line 20, strike $120,000" and insert "$60,000" 

Page 14, line 21, strike "$10,000" and insert "$5,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted, Ri!
port adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was rt'
referred 

S. F. No. 1217: A bill for an act relating to education; children 
attending nonpublic schools; providing auxiliary services, text
books, instructional materials and equipment; appropriating 
money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 9, after "the" insert "state" 

Page 3, line 32, before "Each" insert "The state board ~ edu
cation shall promulgate rules under the provisions of Minnesott! 
Statutes, Chapter 15, requiring that in" 

Page 4, line 2, strike "commissioner of education, directly or 
through the" 

Page 4, line 3, strike the comma 

Page 4, line 16, strike "or the state" 

Page 4, line 26, after the period insert "The comm1ss1one1· 
shall allot to the school districts or intermediary service areas'' 

Page 4, line 28, after "school" insert ", which" 

Page 5, line 1, before "Each" insert ''The state board of edu
cation shall promulgate rules under the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 15, requiring that in" 

Page 5, line 3, strike "commissioner of education, directly or 
through the" 

Page 5, line 4, strike the comma 

Page 5, line 11, after "and" insert "January 1 of" 
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Page 5, line 16, strike "or the state" 

Page 5, line 20, after the period insert "The comm1ss1oner 
shall allot to the school districts or intermediary service areas" 

Page 5, line 22, after "school" insert ", which" 

Page 6, line 3, after "school" insert "whenever possible" 

Page 6, line 12, strike "kindergarten" and insert "9" 

Page 6, line 12, strike "8" and insert "12" 

Page 6, line 13, strike "grades 9" and insert "kindergarten'' 

Page 6, line 13, strike "12" and insert "grade 8," 

Page 6, after line 14, insert: 

"Sec. 6. In every event the commissioner shall make such pay
ments to school districts or intermediary service areas pursuant 
to this act as are needed to meet contractual obligations incurred 
for the provision of benefits to nonpublic school students pursu
ant to section 3, 4 or 5 of this act." 

Renumber succeeding sections accordingly 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
referred 

H. F. No. 1043: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for redemption of forfeited property under certain conditions. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Subdivision 1. For the purposes of this act, unless 
the language or context clearly indicates that a different meaning 
is intended, the following terms and phrases shall be given the 
meanings ascribed to them. 

Subd. 2. "Person" includes individuals, fiduciaries, estates, 
trusts, partnerships, corporations, or associations. 

Sub<l. 3. "Delinquent taxes" means special assessments, required 
to be paid to the county treasurer pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 276, and which are unpaid on the first Monday in January 
of the year next following the year in which the taxes are due and 
payable. 

Subd. 4. "Special assessments" means local assessments made 
or levied by any city, town, or other political subdivision of the 
state, hereinafter called special assessment district, for local im
provements pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 429 t.o 
435, and subsequently certified to the county treasurer by the 
appropriate authority against any specific district or parcel of 
land. 
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Subd. 5. "Special state redemption account property" means 
the combined property owned or controlled by any corporation, 
located in a special assessment district of the state where special 
assessments levied by the special assessment district against the 
property equal or exceed $1,000,000, and represent at least 50 per
cent of the total special assessments due and owing to the special 
assessment district, as of the effective date of this act, without 
regard to whether the levies are required to be satisfied by a 
single payment or by a series of payments over a designated period 
of time, and there are delinquent taxes against the property. 

Sec. 2. The county auditor, upon a petition of the appropriate 
authority of a special assessment district wherein is located speci
al state redemption account property which has forfeited to the 
state shall prepare notices directed to the commissioner of finance 
and to the person or persons under whose name or control such 
property is assessed, specifying each separately assessed parcel, 
the amount of delinquent taxes on each such parcel, the amount 
required to redeem the same and stating that the redemption 
period will expire at the expiration of a period of two years be
ginning with the date of the notice. No petition by the appropriate 
local authority may be presented to the county auditor prior to 
the second Monday in May of the year in which the county 
treasurer is required to return the tax lists in his hands to the 
county auditor pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 279.02. 
The auditor shall deliver the notice directed to the person or 
persons under whose name or control the property is assessed to 
such appropriate local authority, who shall deliver it to the sheriff 
or other competent law enforcement official of the county for 
service. Within 10 days after its receipt by him, the sheriff or 
such other designated official shall serve such notice upon the 
persons to whom it is directed, if they be found in his county, in 
the manner prescribed for serving a summons in a civil action; if 
not so found, then upon the person in possession of the land, and 
making return thereof to the auditor. In the case of such land 
held in the name of a corporation, the notice may be served upon 
an officer of such corporation or upon the secretary of state if an 
officer cannot be located, or if such corporation is a foreign cor
poration. under Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 303. In the case of 
Jami held in joint tenancy, the notice shall be served upon each 
.ioint tenant. If one or more of the persons to whom the notice is 
directed cannot be found in the county and there is no one in 
possession of the land, the return of the sheriff or other designa
ted official shall so specify and shall be prima facie evidence of 
such facts, service shall be made upon those persons that can be 
found and by three weeks published notice. Proof of publication 
shall be filed with the auditor. 

When the records in the office of the register of deeds show that 
any lot or tract of land is encumbered by an unsatisfied mortgage 
or other lien, and show the post office address of the mortgagee or 
Iienee, or if the same has been assigned, the post office address 
of the assignee, the appropriate local authorities which requested 
the petition shall serve a copy of such notice upon such mortgagee, 
lienee, or assignee by registered mail addressed to such mortgagee, 
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lienee, or assignee as disclosed by the records in the office of the 
register of deeds within 60 days after the date of the notice, 

Such notice shall be sufficient if substantially in the fonn as set 
forth in section 281.23, subdivision 2. As soon as practicable after 
notice has been prepared by the county auditor, he shall cause to 
be published for three successive weeks in the official newspaper of 
the county a notice in substantially the fonn provided by section 
281.23, subdivision 3. Proof of publication shall be substantially 
in the manner prescribed by section 281.23, subdivision 4, and the 
cost of giving such notice shall be paid by the county. 

The period of redemption herein specified shall be absolute and 
final, notwithstanding the provisions of any law of this state to the 
contrary, and such land thereafter may be sold only in accordance 
with the provisions of chapter 282, relating to tax forfeited land 
sales. 

Sec. 3. Each separately assessed parcel constituting a part of 
the accelerated redemption period property may be redeemed sepa
rately and independently of any other parcel and shall not require 
)he redemption of any other parcel. Any parcel on which the taxes 
:,,e delinquent pursuant to section 1, subdivision 3, and which de
linquent taxes have been paid prior to May 12, 1975, shall not be 
~ubject to the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 4. Upon certification by the county auditor that the pro
visions of section 2 have been complied with, the auditor may ap
))ly to the commissioner of finance for payment from the special 
state redemption acount of an amount equal to the special assess
ments on special state redemption fund property which have been 
levied but are unpaid for the previous taxable year. If the commis
sioner is satisfied that the provisions of section 2 have been com
plied with and that the application for payment is correct, he shall 
pay to the county auditor the amount requested. 

Sec. 5. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this act, the 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1974 relating to delinquent real 
estate taxes, tax judgment sales, redemption, and tax-forfeited land 
sales shall apply to special state redemption account property. 
However, upon the sale or redemption of any special state redemp
tion account property, a sum sufficient to repay the special state 
redemption account the amount paid to the county audit,or1 to
gether with ten percent interest per year on that amount, snrul be 
paid to the commissioner of finance within 30 days of the sale or 
redemption and credited to the special state redemption account 
to any other apportionment of the proceeds as may otherwise be 
provided by law. 

Sec. 6. There is hereby created the special state redemption 
account. 

Sec. 7. There is hereby appropriated for the biennium ending 
June 30, 1977, from the general fund of the state treasury to the 
special state redemption account $825,000 to make the payments 
provided for in section 4. 
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Sec. 8. This act shall be effective the day following its final en
actment." 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "conditions" insert "; creating a special 
state redemption account; apDropriating money" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

H. F. No. 704: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota zoo
logical garden; enabling the state zoological board to acquire lands; 
authorizing the director to add to and promote the operation; 
establishing the Minnesota zoological garden operating receipts in
vestment account; authorizing the investment of its assets; assign. 
ing income to the Minnesota zoolo¢cal garden general account; 
defining "matching funds"; amendmg Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 11, by adding a section; Sections 85A.02, Subdivision 12, 
and by adding subdivisions; 85A.03, Subdivisions 4, 4a, and by 
adding a subdivision; 85A.04, Subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; and 85A.05, Subdivisions 4 and 6. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 11, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[11.28] [MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN OPERAT
ING RECEIPTS INVESTMENT ACCOUNT.] Subdivision 1. 
The Minnesota zoological garden operating receipts investment 
account shall be administered by the state board of investment. 
The assets of the account shall be invested in those securities au
thorized in section 11. IO, subdivision 1. 

Subd. 2. When the Minnesota zoological garden board certifies 
that any funds so invested are needed for current purposes, the 
date board of investment shall order the sale or conversion into 
fash of investments to the amount so certified, and transfer the 
funds to the Minnesota zoological garden general account. 

Subd. 3. All interest and profit accruing from the investments 
shall be credited to, and be a part of, the Minnesota zoological 
garden general account, and any loss incurred in the principal of 
the investment shall be borne by the Minnesota zoological garden 
general account. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.02, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The board shall acquire, construct, equip, operate and 
maintain the Minnesota zoological garden at a site te he seleeted 
l!y 4;he ~ huclc WRieh must he leeatea withiR 4;he Me& eemprised 
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ef the eeHRties ef AB9ka, Carver, in Dakota , HCRnl)flm, Ramsey,, 
Soot{; anG Wasliingten county legally described in section 12 . 
Pi'i8I' ta seleetion ef the site the beam shall flPBl'ftre a CBmfl•ehcn 
siYe fllan for eite le~ation ana de,.<eleflmCRt whieh shall he submit 
too ta the mekeflelitan ceuneil fe.- eensidel'&tien ulMfer f1Pe•lisiens 
in section 173B.0'.:, subdi·Asien G, Any of tee abeve named eeun
ties may ae11.ui•e by gift; f1Urehase, er eendemnatien a site ffil' the 
Minne~a ~oelogieal gardCR if -t!le sire has been designsted by the 
beard flt! the site for the Minneseta zoolegieal gar!ICR, alte,, review 
by the aw•eflria~ legislafu,e eommittee, and shall emwey, with
eut eenside,atien any sueh site ta the state ef Minnesota fe,, Z8G
legieal gardCR flUPflOSes. The zoological garden shall consist of 
adequate facilities and structures for the collection, habitation

1 preservation, care, exhibition, examination or study of wild anq 
domestic animals, including, but not limited to mammals, birds, 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, crustaceans and mollusks. The board 
may provide such lands, buildings and equipment as it deems 
necessary for parking, transportation, entertainment, education 
or instruction of the public in connection with such zoological 
garden. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.02, is amended 
by adding subdivisions to read: 

Subd. 13. The board may acquire by gift, purchase, or condem
nation any real estate, not previously acquired and conveyed to 
the state by the county of Dakota, necessary to complete the zoo 
site as described in section 12 or to meet United States depart
ment of agriculture certification requirements. Funds from the 
Minnesota zoological garden building account may be expended 
for the acquisitions. 

Subd. 14. The board may sell or exchange animals determined 
by it to be superfluous to zoo operations, subject to all state and 
federal regulations. 

Subd. 15. The board may provide for promotional and advertis
ing programs which may be developed and implemented either by 
zoological garden personnel or by contract with outside personnel 
and which shall be paid for out of funds other than bond revenues. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.03, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. As directed by the board, the director may : 

( a) Establish a schedule of charges for admission to or the 
use of the Minnesota zoological garden or any related facility,. 

(b) Provide for the purchase, reproduction. and sale of gifts, 
souvenirs, publications, informational materials, food and bever
ages, and grant concessions for the sale of such items. Revenues 
received from the sale of gifts, souvenirs, publications, information
al materials, food and beverages shall be deposited to the credit 
of the Minnesota zoological garden general account. The purchase 
of materials and commodities for resale and the granting of any 
concession relative to food, beverages, and transit shall not be 
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subject to the competitive bidding procedures of sections 16.06, 
16.07, and 16.28 but shall remain subject to all other provisions 
of chapter 16. In other areas of concessions the commissioner of 
administration may determine that it is not feasible and not in 
the public interest to award a contract for the operation of such 
concession to the highest responsible bidder. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.03, Subdivision 
4a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4a. In the purchasing of such materials and commodities 
and the granting of such concessions, a contract for such pur
chases or concessions shall be made either upon sealed bids or by 
direct negotiation, by obtaining two or more quotations for the 
service when possible. At least 30 days before awarding a directly 
negotiated contract, the zoological board shall, by written pub
lished notice, request quotations for the service or materi,a/s for 
resale to be provided. All quotations obtained shall be kept on 
file for a period of at least one year after receipt thereof. If a 
contract is made upon sealed bids, the procedure for advertising 
and awarding bids shall conform to the provisions of chapter 16. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.04, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

85A.04 [ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN ACCOUNTS IN THE 
GENERAL FUND.] Subdivision 1. [MINNESOTA ZOOLOGI
CAL GARDEN GENERAL ACCOUNT.] A Minnesota zoologi
cal garden general account is created in the general fund. All 
receipts from the operation of the Minnesota zoological garden 
shall be deposited to the credit of such account and are hereby 
appropriated annually to the state zoological board to carry out 
the terms and provisions of this chapter. Money in this account 
may be expended for operation, capital improvements, and equip
ment of the Minnesota zoological garden , including lease rentals 
and for acquisition of wild and domestic animals therefor and for 
payment of the principal of and interest on Minnesota state zoo
logical garden bonds. F,,em OBd afte,, the eo!BjlletioR of ~ MiBR
eeeta "oologiool gameR aRd related fa~ilities, the halaRee, if aRY; 
eR htm4 iH this aeeermt OR :November l iH eaeh yea!'; iH eireeae of 
the amo11Rt detemHRed by the OOftFd to be Reeded fer the IBIHB· 
teRaRee of aR adeq11ate werkiag OOJJit&I aR<I fer OOIRflBaRee with 
the terms of 9RY gifts of Rl0Rey thee Hl the QOOOYRt, shall De traRB
feff04 to !he state "oologieal ga,dea bead aeearmt iR the state 
l!eRd fuRd; .:& the a1Bo11Rt ,equired far eo1BpliaRee with seetioa 
85A.05, s11hdivisioR 4-. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.04, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN OPERAT
ING RECEIPTS INVESTMENT ACCOUNT.] A Minnesota 
zoological garden operating receipts investment account is created. 
As determined by the board, funds credited to the Minnesota 
zoological garden general account over and above those currently 
needed may be transferred to the operating receipts investment 
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account to be invested by the state board of investment, pursuant 
to section 1, and are appropriated annually for the investment. 
When it appears to the board that funds so transferred are needed 
for current purposes, the board shall so certify to the state board 
of investment, and the funds will be transferred back into the 
zoological garden general account. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.04, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [TRANSFER OF EXCESS FUNDS TO MINNE
SOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN BOND ACCOUNT.] After the 
completion of the Minnesota zoological garden and related facili
ties, the balance, if any, on hand on November 1 in each year, in 
both the Minnesota zoological garden general account and opera
ting receipts investment account in excess of the amount deter
mined by the board to be needed for the maintenance of adequate 
working capital and for compliance with the terms of any gifts of 
money then in the account, shall be transferred to the state zoo
logical garden bond account in the state bond fund, to t!Je extent 
that the transfer is necessary to meet the requirements of section 
85A.05, subdivision 4. The portion of the funds to be retained in 
the zoological garden accounts in the general fund and deter
mined by the board not to be needed for current purposes may 
remain invested in the operating receipts investment account. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.04, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN BUILD
ING ACCOUNT.] A Minnesota zoological garden building ac
count is also created in the general fund, for the purpose of pro
viding money to the state zoological board for the acquisition and 
betterment of public land, buildings, and improvements of a capital 
nature needed for the Minnesota zoological garden; including but 
not limited to interest to accrue during the period of the con
struction thereof on money borrowed by the state for such con
struction. On November 1 in each year prior to the completion 
of the Minnesota zoological garden and related facilities the balance, 
if any, on hand in this account in excess of the amount determined 
by the board to be needed for the payment of claims then due 
and payable , encumbrances, and projected expenditures for neces
sary expenses of such completion shall be transferred to the 
state zoological garden bond account in the state bond fund, 
to the amount required for compliance with section 85A.05, sub
division 4. Proceeds of state bonds and income from investment 
of that money credited to this fund are appropriated for land 
acquisition, animal acquisition, construction , and other permanent 
improvement and shall be available until the purposes for which 
thP- APpropriatirm was made have been accomplished or abandoned, 
and none of such money shall be canceled. Income from investment 
of such money shall be credited to this account in each fiscal 
year. When the purpose of any such appropriation has been ac
complished or abandoned, the state zoological board shall so 
certify to the commissioner of finance. Thereupon the unexpended 
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balance of such appropriation, unless transferred under authority 
of the appropriation act to another purpose therein designated, 
shall be transferred and credited to the state bond fund. Amounts 
so transferred and credited are appropriated for the purpose of 
reducing the amount of tax otherwise required to be levied for 
the state bond fund by Article IX, Section 6, Subdivision 4 of 
the Constitution, or for reimbursing the bond fund for amounts 
previously transferred to the state zoological garden bond account 
so as to eliminate any prior deficiency covered by the state bond 
fund, the general fund in the state treasury, or through a tax levy. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.05, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MINNESOTA STATE ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN 
BOND ACCOUNT IN THE STATE BOND FUND.] The com• 
missioner of finance shall maintain in the state bond fund a 
separate bookkeeping account which shall be designated as the 
state zoological garden bond account, to record receipts and dis• 
bursements of money transferred to the fund to pay Minnesota 
zoological garden bonds and income from the investment of such 
money, which income shall be credited to the account in each 
fiscal year. The amounts directed by section 85A.04, subdivisions 
± 1 b and 2 to be transferred annually to this bond account are ap
propriated thereto, and the legislature may also appropriate to 
the bond account any other money in the state treasury not 
otherwise appropriated. On November 1 of each year there shall 
be transferred to the bond account all of the money then avail
able under any such appropriation or such lesser sum as will be 
sufficient, with all money previously transferred to the account 
and all income from the investment of such money, to pay all 
principal and interest then and theretofore due and all principal 
and interest to become due to and including July 1 in the second 
ensuing year on Minnesota zoological garden bonds. All money 
so transferred and all income from the investment thereof shall 
be available for the payment of such bonds and interest thereon, 
and so much thereof as may be necessary is appropriated for 
such payments. The state auditor and treasurer are directed to 
make the appropriate entries in the accounts of the respective 
funds. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 85A.05, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [BOND AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATIONS.] 
For the purpose of providing money for the acquisition and better• 
ment of public land, buildings, and improvements of a capital nature 
needed for the Minnesota zoological garden in accordance with the 
comprehensive plan of the state zoological board adopted in ac• 
cordance with section 85A.02, subdivision 2, the commissioner of 
finance is directed to sell and issue Minnesota zoological garden 
bonds in the amount of $23,025,000 in the manner and upon the 
conditions provided in subdivisions I to 5. The commissioner of 
finance may sell or issue an additional $2,350,000 of bonds, but no 
part thereof shall be expended unless equally matched by other than 
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state appropriations. Any gifts, grants, or contributions accepted pur
suant to section 85A.02, subdivision 5, other than contribution of 
lands by governmental entities, for the establishment or operation of 
the Minnesota zoological garden, whether in cash or in kind, shalt 
be considered as matching funds. Non-cash items shall be tangibk. 
real or personal property and shall be attributed as matching funds 
according to their fair market value at the time of receipt. The bonds 
may include a sum represeuting interest to accrue on the bonds from 
and after its date of issue through the anticipated period of con
struction and development of the zoological garden, which sum is 
needed for the paymeut and security of the iuterest payments during 
that period, but in no eveut shall the bonds exceed the maximum 
amount stated above. The bonds shall be sold, issued, and secured 
as provided in subdivisions I to 5 and in Article IX, Section 6, Sub
division 4 of the Constitution, except that none of the bonds of any 
series issued pursuaut to this authorization shall mature earlier than 
one year after the date of completion of the Minnesota zoological 
garden and related facilities as estimated by the state zoological 
board at the time of the issuance of such series. The proceeds of the 
bonds, except premium and accrued interest, are appropriated to the 
Minnesota zoological garden building account in the general fund. 
for expenditure by the state zoological board for the purpose for 
which the bonds are authorized in accordance with the provision, 
of section 85A.04, subdivision 2. In order to reduce the amount of 
taxes otherwise required by the Constitution to be levied for the 
payment of interest and principal on the bonds, there is also appro
priated annually to the Minnesota state zoological bond account in 
the state bond fund from the general fund a sum of money sufficient 
in amount, when added to the balance on hand on November I in 
each year in the bond account, to pay all principal and interest due 
and to become due on the bonds to and including July I in the 
second ensuing year. The money received and on hand pursuant t<> 
this annual appropriation is available in the state bond fund prior t<> 
the levy of the tax in any year required by the Constitution and bl 
subdivision 5 and shall be used to reduce the amount of the tax 
otherwise required to be levied. 

Sec. 12. The site of the Minnesota zoological garden is legally 
described as follows: 

The Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 115, Range 21), 
together with Government Lot 2, Section II, Township 115, Range 
20, together with the north one-half of the Southwest Quarter of 
Section 14, Township 115, Range 20, together .with that part of 
Government Lot 1, Section 10, Township 115, Range 20, lying 
easterly of the centerline of Galaxie Avenue as traveled, together with 
that part of the Northeast Quarter of section 15, Township JU, 
Range 20, lying easterly of the centerline of Galaxie Avenue as 
traveled, together with that part of the north one-half of the South
east Quarter of Section 15, Township 115, Range 20, lying easterly 
of the centerline of Galaxie Avenue as traveled, all in Dakota County, 
Minnesota and containing 478.5 acres, more or less. 

Sec. 13. This act takes effect the day following its final enactment." 
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Amend the title by striking it and inserting 

"A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota zoological garden; 
enabling the state zoological board to acquire lands; defining the 
zoological garden site; authorizing the board to add to and 
promote the operation; establishing the Minnesota zoological 
prden operating receipts investment account; authorizing the 
mvestment of its assets; assigning income to the Minnesota zoo
logical garden general account; defining "matching funds"; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 11, by adding a sec
tion; Sections 85A.02, Subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 
85A.03, Subdivisions 4 and 4a; 85A.04, Subdivisions 1 and 2, 
and by adding subdivisions; and 85A.05, Subdivisions 4 and 6." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1314: A bill for an act relating to housing; increasing 
range of eligibility for assistance from housing finance agency; 
providing for revolving loan funds and direct subsidies; appro
priating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
462A.03, Subdivision 13; 462A.05, Subdivisions 21 14 and 15; 
462A.07, by adding a subdivision; 462A.21, by aading subdivi
sions; and 462A.22, Subdivision 9. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 9, strike "Laws 1974, Chapter 441" and insert 
"this chapter" 

Page 6, line 16, strike "462A.21, subdivision 4d" and insert "7 
of this act" 

Page 7, line 14, strike "$45,000,000" and insert "$35,000,000" 

Page 8, line 2, strike "462A.21, subdivision 4d" and insert "7 
of this act" 

Page 8, strike lines 15 and 16 

Page 8, line 17, strike "(e)" and insert "(d)" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 1550: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
authorizing payments to county welfare departments for former 
institutionalized persons placed in community residential and day 
programs; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.01, 
Subdivision 2. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 5, line 12, strike "all" 

Page 5, line 28, after "246.54." insert "The cost of care liability 
of relatives for any payments made under this section shall be 
the same as for persons in state institutions as provided in sections 
246.50 to 246.55." 

Page 5, line 22, strike "commission" and insert "commissioner" 

Page 5, line 32, after "made." insert "Payments authorized un
der this section shall be made to the extent of appropriations 
available." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1474: A bill for an act relating to appropriations; 
appropriating money to the department of education for the op
eration of the environmental learning center at Isabella. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, strike "$100,000" and insert "$50,000" 

Page 1, line 10, strike "July 1, 1977" and insert "June 30, 1n~ -
And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 

Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 783: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; pro
viding for a state farm census; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 17.03, Subdivision 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 6, strike "$29,800" and insert "$50,000" 

Page 2, line 8, strike "fiscal" and insert "first" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 407: A bill for an act relating to education; providing 
for kindergarten and pilot second level preschool assessment pro
grams; appropriating money. 
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Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 17, after the dollar sign insert "300,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1411: A bill for an act relating to education; agree
ments when school district has insufficient funds to pay orders; 
increasing the maximum permissible interest rate to eight per
cent per year; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.-
06. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re-re
ferred 

S. F. No. 275: A bill for an act relating to commerce; creating a 
commission on small business; describing its duties; appropriating 
funds for its operation. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, strike "commission" and insert "advisory task force" 

Page 1, line 8, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 1, line 10, after "any" insert "sole proprietorship, partner
Jhip, or corporation, with gross receipts of less than $4,000,000 in 
!he preceding calendar year." 

Page 1, line 10, strike "owner-operated enterprise," 

Page 1, strike line 11 

Page 1, line 12, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 1, line 20, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 5, strike "commission" and Insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 7, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 11, after "replaced" insert " for the remainder of the 
unexpired term" 

Page 2, after line 11 insert: 

"Subd. 6. Members appointed by the governor may be removed at 
any time by the governor ( 1) for cause after notice and hearing or 
(2) after missing three consecutive-scheduled meetings. The chair
man shall notify the governor of a member missing the three meetings. 
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The secretary shall inform a member in writing after the second con
secutive missed meeting and before the next meeting that be may bo 
removed if be misses the next meeting." 

Page 2, line 12, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 14, strike "$50" and insert "$25" 

Page 2, line 15, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 15, strike "actual and necessary" 

Page 2, line 16, strike everything after "expenses" 

Page 2, line 17, strike "to rates prevailing" and insert "in the samo 
manner and amount as" 

Page 2, line 18, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 26, strike 4'commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 2, line 31, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 3, line 6, strike "commission" and insert "task force" 

Page 3, line 12, strike "1975-1977" and insert "ending June 30, 
1977" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, strike "a commission" and insert "an advisory tast 
force" 

Page 1, line 4, strike "funds" and insert "money" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re-re
ferred 

S. F. No. 22: A bill for an act relating to education; the estab
lishment of educational cooperative service units to provide educa· 
tional services and programs ou a regional basis; appropriating money 
therefor. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Page 4, line 19, strike ~"an" and insert "that" 

Page 4, line 19, after "ECSU" insert "whose boundaries coincide 
with those of development region 11" 

Page 4, line 20, strike "appoint" and insert "form" 

Page 4, line 21, strike "to elect the members" 

Page 4, line 22, strike "of the ECSU board of directors" 

Page 4, line 22, after the period insert "The care, management, 
and control of that ECSU shall be vested in the representative 
assembly if one is formed. The representative assembly shall elect 
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an executive committee of not less than 6 nor more than 15 mem
bers to terms as provided in clause (b) to have those powers and 
to carry out those duties delegated to it by the representative 
assembly. In the election of its executive committee," 

Page 4, line 23, strike "may" and insert "shall" 

Page 4, line 25, after the period insert "The provisions of 
clauses (d), (e), (f) and (g) of this subdivision shall apply to 
the executive committee of this ECSU." 

Page 6, line 18, strike "by" and insert "of" 

Page 10, line 1, after "private" insert a comma 

Page 10, line 8, after "ECSU" strike the comma 

Page 10, strike lines 14 through 19 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re-
referred 

S. F. No. 486: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic regu
lations; requiring counties to establish presentence investigation 
and counseling alcohol safety programs and alcohol safety en
forcement programs; requiring presentence investigation reports 
for certain driving offenses; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 169.121, Subdivision 6; and 
Chapter 169, by adding sections. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 5, after "county" insert "up to" 

Page 2, line 9, strike "in an" 

Page 2, line 10, strike "amount equal" and insert "up" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H.F. No. 1638: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; work-study program for 
post-secondary students; defining eligibility and setting guide
lines for payments; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
136A.231; 136A.232; and 136A.233. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 
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S. F. No. 90: A bill for an act relating to corrections; providing 
for participation in educational programs in the community by 
selected inmates of state correctional institutions; providing for 
the payment of room and board charges by inmates; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 241.26, Subdivisions 1, 5, and 7. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1281: A bill for an act relating to public health; es
tablishing a dental health education program to be administered 
by the board of health; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 4, strike "each of eight school districts" 

Page 2, line 5, strike "representing the eight" and insert 
••four0 

Page 2, line 27, strike "each year of" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 942: A bill for an act relating to the collection, se
curity and dissemination of data on individuals by the state and 
its political subdivisions; clarifying necessary definitions; chang
ing reporting requirements; restructuring the duties of responsi
ble authorities and the rights of subjects of data; providing for 
issuance of rules relating to the implementation of the act by the 
commissioner of administration; providing for the establishment 
of a privacy study commission; providing penalties; appropriat
ing money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15. 162; 
15.163; 15.165; 15.166; 15.167; and Chapter 15, by adding sec
tions; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15.164 and 
15.168. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 11, line 31, strike "four" and insert "six" 

Page 11, line 31, strike "two" and insert "three" 

Page 11, line 32, strike "two" and insert "three'' 

Page 15, line 21, strike "$20,000" and insert "$25,000 for the bi
ennium ending June 30, 1977," 

Page 15, after line 27, insert a section to read: 
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"Sec. 10. This act is effective the day following final enactment." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 919, 1217, 1314, 1550, 1474, 788, 407, 1411, 275, 22, 
486, 90, 1281 and 942 were read the second time. 

SECOND READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 1043, 704 and 1638 were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Davies moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 9:00 
o'clock a.m., Friday, May 16, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTY-FIFl'H DAY 
St. Paul, Minnesota, Friday, May 16, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

CALL OF TBB SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 
Arnold Doty Jensen North 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Borden Gearty Kleinbaum Olboft 
Brown Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, A.G. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel Lewis Olson, J. L. 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, A.J. 
Coleman Hughes Milton Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Humphrey Moe Schmitz 

Schrom 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Ronald C. Peterson. 
The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 

names: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson,A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H,D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gesrty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpicb, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Renneke 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schmitz 

The President declared a quoroum present. 

Schrom 
Sillen 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 
Sir: 

May 15, 1975 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved; 
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signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the fol
lowing Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 72, An act relating to elections; permitting the use of a 
petition in lieu of filing fees; amending Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Sec
tion 15, by adding a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 426, An act relating to foods; requiring eating places 
that serve meat containing meat substitutes for consumption to in
dicate the same on its menu or bill of fare; prescribing penalties. 

S. F. No. 523, An act relating to the joint exercise of powers be
tween governmental units; providing for the inclusion of instru
mentalities of governmental units; providing for the negotiation of 
the costs of services or functions as part of the agreement. 

S. F. No. 571, An act relating to Wright county; requiring, with 
certain exceptions, the approval of the county board before any 
lands within the county are acquired for park purposes. 

S. F. No. 637, An act relating to county courts; establishing the 
manner of disposition of fines, fees and other moneys. 

S. F. No. 665, An act relating to the town of Taylor; restoring 
state payments lost because of failure of county auditor to forward 
report. 

S. F. No. 765, An act relating to insurance; defining certain un
fair discriminatory practices. 

S. F. No. 876, An act relating to Lincoln county; ratifying cer
tain salary increases voted to the Lincoln county board of commis
sioners. 

S. F. No. 923, An act relating to insurance; increasing the 
amount of admitted assets that may be invested in certificates of 
deposit. 

S. F. No. 935, An act relating to conciliation courts in St. Louis 
county; providing that the conciliation courts of St. Louis county 
may conduct personal receiverships. 

S. F. No. 1057, An act relating to unemployment compensation; 
defining the term employment; excluding certain legislative em
ployees from coverage. 

S. F. No. 1101, An act relating to acquisition of land for natural 
resources purposes; specifying procedure to be followed. 

S. F. No. 1131, An act relating to insurance; authorizing do
mestic stock insurance companies to declare and pay dividends 
quarterly. 

S. F. No. 1183, An act relatin~ to motor vehicles; powers of the 
registrar of motor vehicles; providing that a county or city officer 
appointed as a deputy registrar need not give bond to the state. 

S. F. No. 1391, An act relating to water and related land re
sources management. 

S. F. No. 1442, An act relating to real estate; changing certain 
procedure involving mortgage discharges and release attachment. 
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S. F. No. 1451, An act relating to the counties of Pennington and 
Marshall and their respective interests in a certain nursing home; 
providing for the withdrawal of the interest of Marshall County 
therein. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Govemor 

The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 
Sir: 

May 15, 1975 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved. 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the fol
lowing Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 93, An act relating to juvenile court; providing for pay
ment of the costs of foster care for delinquent children. 

S. F. No. 307, An act relating to the practice of podiatry; allow
ing the board of podiatry examiners and registration to create cer
tain registration standards by rule and regulation. 

S. F. No. 605, An act relating to licensing boards and agencies; 
redefining health related licensing board and non-health related li
censing board; providing certain uniform provisions and require
ments. 

Sincerely, 

Wendell R. Anderson, Govemor 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled 
Acts of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been 
received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in 
the Office of the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to 
the State Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. SessionLaws DateApproved 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 

287 
311 
421 
451 
452 
590 
778 
845 
871 

11 100 Mayl4 
278 101 May 14 
584 102 May 14 

103 May14 
104 May14 
105 May14 
106 May14 
107 May14 
108 May14 
109 May14 
110 May14 
111 May14 

Date Filed 
1975 

May14 
May14 
May 14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 
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1038 
1088 
1210 
1441 
1443 

JOURNALOFTHESENATE 

112 
113 
114 
115 
116 

May14 
May14 
Mayl4 
May14 
May14 

Sincerely, 

[55THDAY 

Mayl4 
May14 
May14 
May14 
May14 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Coleman moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674: 

Messrs. Coleman; Conzemius; Blatz; Olson, A. G. and Perpich, 
A. J. The motion prevailed. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to 
the committees indicated. 

Messrs. O'Neill, McCutcheon and Borden introduced-

$. F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to health care; re
quiring certain insurance policies, health care plans and group 
subscriber contracts to provide certain benefits for out-patient 
treatment of alcoholism, chemical dependency or drug addiction; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 62A.149. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Davies, O'Neill and Borden introduced-

$. F. No. 1760: A bill for an act relating to real estate; provid
ing a comprehensive law to govern real estate transactions; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 334.01, Subdivision 1; 
334.02; 334.03; 507.08; 507.32; 513.01; 541.01; 582.01; 582.03; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 386.01; 386.03; 386.04; 
386.30; 386.39; 507.021; 507.07; 507.09; 507.10; 507.13; 507.14; 
507.16; 507.24; 507.26; 507.27; 507.28; 507.29; 507.34; 507.36; 
513.04; 513.05; 514.01 to 514.17; 541.02; 541.023; 541.03; 548.09; 
548.11; 557.02; 557.021; 557.022; 557.023; 559.17; 559.21; 559.213; 
559.214; 581.01 to 581.11; 582.02; 582.04 to 582.10; 582.14; 582.15; 
and Chapters 515 and 580. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Messrs. Arnold, Laufenburger and Hanson, R. introduced-

$. F. No. 1761: A bill for an act relating to workmen's com
pensation insurance; renaming the Minnesota workmen's com
pensation rating bureau and removing certain of its functions; 
creating a rate control and risk investigation bureau in the in
surance division of the department of commerce; prescribing its 
duties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 79.01, by 
adding subdivisions; 79.10; 79.11; 79.12; 79.13; 79.14; 79.15; 
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79.16; 79.17; 79.23; 79.24; 79.25; 79.27; 79.28; 79.29; 79.30; 79.31; 
79.32; and chapter 79 by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted 
the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 911, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 911: A bill for an act relating to crime; prohibiting 
removing, altering or obliterating identifying marks on property; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
609.52, Subdivision 2. 

House File No. 911 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 15, 1975 

Mr. Davies moved that H. F. No. 911 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Davies moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 1241, 1769, 710, 943 and 787 for comparison to 
companion Senate Files, reports the following House Files were 
found not identical with their companion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F. No. 

1241 1393 
1769 1715 
710 677 
943 1187 
787 798 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
tration recommends that H. F. No. 1241 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 8, delete "within the metropolitan area defined inn 

Page 2, delete lines 9 to 12 

Page 2, line 13, delete "parks and open space commission." 
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Page 2, line 16, delete "and betterment" 

Page 2, lines 16 and 17, delete "and local government units" 

Page 2, line 24, delete "and betterment" 

Page 3, line 18, after "85.32;" insert "and" 

Page 3, line 23, delete "; and" and insert a period 

Page 3, delete lines 24 to 30 

Renumber the remaining subdivisions 

Page 4, line 19, delete "and betterment" 

Page 7, delete lines 30 to 32 

Page 8, delete lines 1 to 4 

Page 8, line 14, delete ", provided" and insert a semicolon 

Page 8, delete lines 15 to 19 

Page 8, delete lines 31 and 32 

Page 9, delete lines 1 to 32 

Page 10, delete lines 1 to 7 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 5 and 6, delete "and betterment" 

Page 1, line 7, delete "for which the" 

Page 1, delete lines 8 to 11 
Page 1, line 12, delete "council for this purpose" 

Page 1, line 13, delete "requiring the approval" 

Page 1, delete lines 14 and 15 

Page 1, line 16, delete "proposes to acquire;" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1241 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1393 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1241 be given 
its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1393 and that 
the Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 1769 be amended as follows: 

Page 6, line 4, delete "cent" and insert "dollar" 

Page 6, lines 4 and 5, delete "journeyman skilled trade classes" 

Page 8, line 22, after the period insert "Faculty employees In the 
community college system shall also receive the percentage ad/iut~ 
ments prescribed by this subdivision." 

Page 10, line 1, delete "and section 8" 
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Page 12, line 7, after "percent" insert ", except for community col
lege faculty employees who shall receive 25 percent," 

Page 12, line 11, before "of' insert ", except for community col-
lege faculty employees who shall receive 30 percent," 

Page 12, lines 14 and 15, delete "and community college system" 

Page 20, delete lines 6 to 32 

Page 21, delete lines I to 10 

Page 26, line 32, delete the underscored language 

Page 27, delete line 1 

Page 27, line 4, after "43.23." insert "Seniority in length of service 
shall also be one of the factors in an appointment in the manner as 
provided by personnel rule." 

Page 27, delete lines 8 to 32 

Page 28, delete lines 1 to 4 

Page 28, lines 12 and 13, delete the underscored language 

Page 28, line 17, after "agency!' insert "Seniority in length of 
Jervice shall also be one of the factors in an appointment in the man~ 
ner as provided by personnel rule." 

Page 29, lines 17 to 20, delete the underscored language 

Page 29, lines 24 and 25, strike "within the department and class" 

Page 36, delete lines 29 to 32 

Delete pages 37 to 44 and insert 

"Sec. 23. This act is effective July 1, 1975." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, delete "providing salaries for department" 

Page 1, line 6, delete "heads and certain judicial positions;" 

Page 1, line 7, delete "15A.081," 

Page 1, line 8, delete "Subdivision 1; 15A.083;" 

Page 1, delete lines 9 and 10, and insert "43.12,'' 

Page 1, line 12, delete "1, 2, and 3" and insert "l and 2" 

Page 1, line 14, delete "Subdivisions 1 and" and insert "Subdivision" 

Page 1, line 17, delete "; repealing Minnesota Statutes" and insert 
a period 

Page 1, delete lines 18 and 19 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1769 will be identical to S. E 
No. 1715 and further recommends that H. E No. 1769 be given its 
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.econd reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1715 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Comittee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 710 be amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 5, after "commerce" insert a comma 

Page 4, line 23, delete "Minnesota Statutes," 

Page 6, line 1, delete "Minnesota Statutes," and after "3.195" delete 
lhe comma 

Page 7, line I, delete "Minnesota Statutes," and after "3.195" delete 
lhe comma 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 710 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 677 and further recommends that H. F. No. 710 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 677 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion recommends that H.F. No. 943 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 17 insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 238.01, is amend
ed to read: 

238.01 [DECLARATION OF LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS AND 
INTENT.] Upon investigation of the public interest associated 
with cable communications, the legislature of the state of Minne
sota has determined that while cable communications serve in 
part as an extension of interstate broadcasting, that their opera
tions also involve public rights-of-way, municipal franchising, 
and vital business and community service, which are of state 
concern; that while said operations must be subject to state over
sight, they also must be protected from undue restraint and regu
lation so as to assure development of cable systems with optimum 
technology and maximum penetration in this state as rapidly as 
economically and technically feasible; that the municipalities and 
the state would benefit from valuable educational and public servi
ces through cable communications systems; that the cable com
munications industry must provide the opportunity for minority 
participation and benefit which its diversity promises; that the 
public and the business community would benefit if served by 
cable channels sufficient to meet the needs of producers and 
distributors of program and other communication content servi
ces; that the cable communications industry is in a period of 
rapid growth and corporate consolidation and should proceed in 
accord with regional and statewide service objectives and plans ; 
that these objectives should encourage area-wide service where 
consistent with the public interest and discourage concentration 
of control and ownership when not in the public interest; and 
that many municipalities lack the necessary resources and ex
pertise to plan for and secure these benefits and to protect sub
scribers and other parties to the public interest in franchise 
negotiations. 
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There is, therefore, a need for a state agency to develop a state 
cable communications policy; to promote the Hpi<i development 
of the cable communications industry responsive to community 
and public interest and consonant with policies, regulations and 
statutes of the federal government; to assure that cable communi
cations companies provide adequate, economical and efficient ser
vice to their subscribers, the municipalities within which they are 
franchised and other parties to the public interest; to encourage 
the endeavors of public and private institutions, municipalities, 
associations and organizations in developing programming for 
public interest; and to provide minorities with the fullest oppor
tunity to make effective use of the medium. 

It is the intent of the legislature in the provisions of Laws 
1973, Chapter 568 to vest authority in a commission to oversee 
development of the cable communications industry in Minnesota 
in accordance with the statewide service plan; to review the 
suitability to practices for franchising cable communications 
rompanies to protect the public interest; to set standards for 
cable communications systems and franchise practices; to assure 
channel availability for municipal services, educational television, 
program diversity, local expression and other program and com
munications content services; to assure that municipal franchis
ing results in communication across metropolitan areas and in 
neighborhood communities in larger municipalities; to provide 
consultant services to community organizations and municipali
ties in franchise negotiations; and, to stimulate the development 
of diverse instructional, educational, community interest and pub
lic affairs programming with full access thereto by cable com
munications companies, educational broadcasters and public and 
private institutions operating closed circuit television systems 
and instructional television fixed services." 

Page 1, line 28, restore the stricken language 

Page 2, line 1, restore the stricken "of Administration" 

Page 2, line 2, after the stricken "1973" insert "until July 1, 
1977" and restore the stricken period 

Page 2, after line 5 insert 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.05, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

238.05 [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.] Subdivision 1. 
!file eemmie!liea shall •ilooelep aaa 1RaiataiR a s*atew4de plan f0l' Ele
~~epmeRt el eele eeRURYnie&aens set=liees-, setmlg leliA 4;he eejee-
4i¥88 whieh ~ eelBRlissiea dee!Ra wee el l.'egienal aR4I smte eeR
- The commission, by January 1, 1977, shall adopt, after appro
priate study and such public hearings as may be necessary, a 
comprehensive plan for the development of cable communications 
services in the state. The plan shall consist of a compilation of 
policy statements, goals, standards, programs, and maps prescrib
ing guides for the orderly development and utilization of cable 
communication systems, public and private, of the state. The plan 
shall recognize and encompass the socwl and economic needs of 
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the state and those future developments which will have an impact 
on the state, including but not limited to such matters as health, 
education, law enforcement, transportation and governmental in
lormation. The commission shall continually assess the state of 
technology, encourage such research as may be necessary toward 
that end, and update from time to time its comprehensive plan to 
reflect changing needs, revising its standards, terms or conditions 
accordingly." 

Page 2, line 16, restore the stricken language 

Page 2, line 17, restore the stricken "priorities" and before the 
semicolon insert "the municipality has developed to review fran
chise applications" 

Page 3, line 1, restore the stricken language "(c) prescribe a list 
of" and after the stricken "inclusion" insert "topics to be 
addressed" and restore the stricken "in" 

Page 3, line 2, restore the stricken language 
Page 3, line 3, restore the stricken language and delete the new 

language 

Page 3, line 4, strike "twin cities" and after "area" insert "as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 473B.011, Subdi
vision 2," 

Page 3, line 5, after "public" insert "or private" 

Page 3, line 6, after "interconnection" insert "and compat
ability" 

Page 3, line 9, delete "(d)" and insert "(e)" in both places it 
appears 

Page 3, line 10, delete ", provided," 

Page 3, lines 11 to 14, delete all the new language 
Page 3, line 31, after "from" insert "a municipality or" 

Page 3, line 32, strike "consultation with" and insert "a maxi
mum 90 day period of review and comment by" 

Page 4, line 2, before the period insert "and if the affected 
planning commission is the metropolitan council, after a period 
of review and comment by the metropolitan council not to exceed 
90days" 

Page 4, line 8, delete "the rulemaking provisions of" 

Page 4, line 29, delete "the rulemaking provisions of' 

Page 6, line 4, strike "ten" and insert" 15" 

Page 6, after line 4 insert 

"Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.09, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. Any renewal of a certificate of confirmation shall be 
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for a period of five ten years. A renewal of certificate of confirma
tion may be issued prior to the expiration of any existing cert
ificate." 

Page 6, line 14, delete the second "any" and insert "a" 

Page 6, delete line 16 

Page 6, line 17, delete "whichever condition occurs, a" and insert 
"every" 

Page 6, line 18, delete "a" and insert "every" 

Page 6, line 19, after "subsequent" insert "cable communica
tions" 

Page 6, line 20, after "rules" insert "and regulations" and 
delete the colon and insert "either upon" 

Page 6, lines 21 and 22, delete "; the granting of a new fran-
chise;" 

Page 6, line 22, after "or" insert "upon" 

Page 6, line 23, delete the comma after "5" 

Page 6, line 24, delete "of this section" 

Page 6, line 25, after "municipality" insert ", whichever condi
tion first occurs" 

Page 7, after line 2, insert 

"Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.15, is amended 
to read: 

238.15 [FINANCIAL INTEREST OF MEMBERS AND EM
PLOYEES.] No member of the commission aRd ne empleyee of 
the eommissioa or person appointed pursuant to section 238.04, 
subdivision 7 shall be employed by, or shall knowingly have any 
financial interest in any cable communications company 1!.oldiag 
a mmel!.ise iR the state , tl!.eH or its subsidiaries, major equipment 
or programming suppliers, or in any broadcasting company hold
ing an operating license issued by the federal communications 
commission; tl!.eiio or its subsidiaries; ~ eE1Qipmem; 81' PM
gramming s11ppliera. Members of any elected body granting fran
chises and employees of any franchising body who would be di
rectly involved in the granting or administration of franchises for 
cable communications and who are employed by or who knowingly 
have any financial interest in any cable communications company 
l!.o!EliRg n fmnel!.ise iB the state; bidding on such franchise, or the 
cable communications company granted the franchise, or their 
subsidiaries, major equipment or program suppliers shall abstain 
from praticipation in the franchising of a cable communications 
eompaaiee company or the administration of such franchise." 

Page 7, line 3, delete usections'' and insert "Section" 

Page 7, line 4, delete "2J8.05, Subdivisions 8 and 16; and" 

Page 7, line 5, delete "are,, and insert "is" 
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Page 7, delete lines 6 to 32 

Page 8, delete Jines I to I 0 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title as follows: 
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Line I, delete "making" and insert "extending the residence of" 

Line 2, delete "a permanent part or• and insert "in" 

Lines 7 and 8, delete "permitting counties to establish translator 
systems;" 

Line 9, after "Sections" insen "238.01;" 

Line 10, after "Subdivisions" insert "I," 

Line 13, delete "3 and" and after "6" insert "and 7" 

Line 14, delete "375.164" and insert "238.15" 

Lines 15 and 16, delete "Sections 238.05, Subdivisions 8 and Hi; 
and" and insert "Section" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 943 will be identical to S. F. No. 
1187 and further recommends that H. F. No. 943 be given its second 
reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1187 and that the Senate File 
be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administration 
recommends that H. F. No. 787 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, delete lines 17 and 18 and insert "systems, legislative staff 
and the" 

Page 5, line 5, after "is" insert "annually" 

Page 5, line 7, delete "$Um of $1,200,000'' and insert "amounts 
necessaryu 

Page 5, line 8, delete "Any unexpended" 

Page 5, delete line 9 

Page 5, line 10, delete "shall be available for the second year of 
the biennium.>' 

Page 5, line 14, after "annually." insert "All provisions in this sub
division pertaining to North Dakota shall also be applied to South 
Dakota and all authority and conditions granted for fiigher education 
reciprocity with North Dakota are also granted for higher educa
tion reciprocity with South Dakota." 

Page 6, line 23, restore the stricken language and delete the under
scored language 

Page 6, line 30, restore the stricken language and delete the under
scored language 

Page 9, lines 10 and ll, strike "without regard to the number of 
students previously enrolled" 
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Page 9, line 19, delete "and" 

Page 9, line 20, delete "osteopathic" and after "and" insert "$120,000 
per year" 

Page 9, line 20, before "loans" insert "new" 

Page 9, line 21, strike", for up to" 
Page 9, strike lines 22 and 23 
Page 9, line 24, strike "biennium" 

Page 10, lines IO to 13, delete the underscored language 

Page IO, line 26, strike "three years" and insert "a period of 
iighteen months for each initial or renewal period of the loan" 

Page II, line 2, strike "$6,000" and insert "$4,000" 

Page 11, line 5, strike "$24,000" and insert "$16,000" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 787 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 798 and further recommends that H. F. No. 787 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 798 and that the Senate 
File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 1241, 1769, 710, 943 and 787 were read the second 
time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Lewis moved that S. F. No. 242 be taken from the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Lewis moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 242 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 242: A bill for an act relating to corrections; defining 
powers and duties of the commissioner of corrections; authorizing 
the appointment of an employee of the department of corrections 
to serve as a voting member of the Minnesota Corrections Author
ity on a temporary basis; authorizing the purchase of parole and 
probation services from public and private agencies; expanding 
provisions for the establishment of private industry on grounds of 
correctional institutions; providing for the employment of inmates 
at certain wages; providing for the designation of community cor
rections planning counties; providing employment for state correc
tional officers; expanding the composition of corrections advisory 
boards; permitting prospective payment of subsidies; changing the 
subsidy formula; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
241.01, Subdivision 5a, and by adding a subdivision; 241.045, Suh-
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division 7; 243.09, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 243.88, Subdivisions 1 
and 2; 401.02, by adding a subdivision; 401.04; 401.08; 401.10; 
401.11; 401.14; 401.15, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 241.01, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Jiang 
Bembagen 
Brataas 
»rown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hansen.Mel 
Hanson,R~ 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Sillers 
Spear 
StaBBen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Frederick Jensen Josefson Olson, J. L. Schrom 
Hansen, Baldy 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 
Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus

pended that H. F. No. 784, No. 53 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 784: A bill for an act relating to nursing; providing 
for continuing education; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 148.191, Subdivision 2; and 148.231. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 11, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Gearty Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Ashbach Hansen, Mel Lewis Purfeerst 
Bernhagen Hanson, R, Mccutcheon Renneke 
Borden Hughes Merriam Schaaf 
Brataas Humphrey Milton Schmitz 
Brown Josefson Nelson Sillers 
Chenoweth Keefe, J. North Solon 
Davies KleinDaum Ogdahl Spear 
Doty Knutson O'Neill Stassen 
Frederick Kowalczyk Perpich, G. Stokowski 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang Dunn 
Berg Fitzsimons 
Chmielewski 

Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Jensen Olson,J. L. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Schrom 
Willet 
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Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far sus
pended that H. F. No. 210, No. 91 on General Orders, be made a 
Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 210: A bill for an act relating to public health; pro
viding nutritional supplements to high risk women and children; 
appropriating money. 

Mr. Lewis moved to amend H.F. No. 210 as follows: 

Page 2, line 4, strike "age" 
Page 4, line 24, after "shall" insert "the" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
H.F. No. 210 was read the third time, as amended and placed on it> 

final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 57 and nays 0, a• 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Purfeerst 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Renneke 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Schaaf 
Chmielewski Jensen Nelson Schmitz 
Davies J osefson North Schrom 
Doty Keefe, J. Ogdahl Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1759: 

Messrs. Willet, Borden, Chenoweth, Fitzsimons and Josefson, 
The motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended 
that S. F. No. 243, No. 86 on General Orders, be made a Special 
Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 
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S. F. No. 243: A bill for an act relating to corrections; providing 
for the retention of funds received for use of facilities and provision 
of services to juvenile courts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974. 
Section 241.01, Subdivision 7; and 260.161, Subdivision I. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Gearty Kirchner O'Neill 
Bang Hansen, Baldy K.leinbaum Patton 
Berg Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Brown Hughes Lewis Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Renneke 
Davies Jensen Milton Schaaf 
Doty Josefson North Schmitz 
Dunn Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schrom 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Olson, H. D. Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Solon 
Spear 
St.assen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended 
that H. F. No. 483, No. 94 on General Orders, be made a Special 
Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 483: A bill for an act relating to livestock; registration 
and publication of livestock brands or marks; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 35.824; 35.826; 35.827; 35.828; 35.829; and 
35.830; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 35.823. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, a, 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Wegener 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Davies moved that the rules of the Senate be so far suspended 
that H. F. No. 1722, No. 4 on General Orders, be made a Special 
Order for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1722: A hill for an act relating to taxation; reapportion• 
ing the five percent of the net highway user tax distribution fund set 
aside pursuant to Article XIV, Section 5, of the Minnesota Constitu
tion; allocating a portion of the apportionment to the county state
aid highway fund for use on town road bridge structures on a 
matching basis; increasing the excise tax on gasoline used in motor 
vehicles using public highways; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974. 
Sections 161.081; 161.082, by adding a subdivision; and 296.02, Sub
division I. 

Mr. Purfeerst moved to amend H. F. No. 1722, as amended pur• 
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section I. [SUPPLEMENTAL PUBLIC TRANSIT AID PRO· 
GRAM.] There is app.-opriated to the state planning agency from the 
general fund the sum of $8,000,000 for the purpose of carrying out 
the supplemental public transit aid program provided for in I.a.w, 
1974, Chapter 534, Section 4. Six million dollars of the appropriated 
funds shall be used by the metropolitan transit commission estab
lished by Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 473A, for operating assistance. 
An eligible recipient shall treat any financial assistance received 
from any agency of the federal government for the operation of tt 
public transit system as revenue for the purposes of determining it• 
total operating deficit. None of the moneys hereby appropriated sha/1 
cancel but shall be available until expended. 

Sec. 2. [PUBLIC TRANSIT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM.j 
There is hereby appropriated to the state planning agency from the 
general fund the sum of $1,000,000 for the purpose of carrying out 
the public transit demonstration program provided for in I.aws 1971. 
Chapter 534, Section 5. None of the moneys hereby appropriated 
shall cancel but shall be available until expended. 

Sec. 3. [ADMINISTRATION.] There is hereby appropriated ta 
the state planning agency the sum of $85,000 from the general fund 
for the purposes of administering the supplemental public transit aid 
program and the public transit demonstration program as provided in 
Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Sections 1 to 7. None of the moneys here~ 
appropriated shall cancel but shall be available until expended. 

Sec. 4. During the second year of the biennium, funds remaining 
unobligated under the supplemental public transit aid program and 
the public transit demonstration program described in sections 1 
and 2 of this act, may be allocated by the commissioner of adminis
tration for either of the purposes described in sections 1 and 2. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 296.02, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 
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296.02 [GASOLINE, EXCISE TAX.] Subdivision 1. [TAX IM
POSED FOR MOTOR VEHICLE USE.] There is hereby imposed 
an excise tax of aeveB nine cents per gallon on all gasoline used 
in producing and generating power for propelling motor vehicles 
used on the public highways of this state. This tax shall be payable 
at the times, in the manner, and by persons specified in this chap
ter. 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Sections 1 to 4 of this act are 
effective July 1, 1975. Section 5 of this act is effective June 1, 1975. 
The increase in gasoline tax imposed by section 5 applies to all 
gasoline and special fuels as defined in section 296.01, subdivision 
6, in distributor storage on June 1, 1975." 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing for public 
transportation improvements and public transit demonstration 
projects; increasing the excise tax on gasoline used in motor ve
hicles using public highways; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 296.02, Subdivision 1." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Davies 

Doty Josefson 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H.F. No. 1722 as follows: 

Strike the Purfeerst amendment in its entirety and insert: 

"Section 1. [ADDITIONAL EXCISE TAX IMPOSED.] There 
is hereby imposed an excise tax of one cent per gallon, in addition, 
to the excise tax imposed by Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, 
Subdivision 1, and 296.025, Subdivision 1, on all gasoline and spe
cial fuel used in producing and generating power for propelling 
motor vehicles used on the public highways of this state. This tax 
shall be payable at the times, in the manner, and by the persons 
specified in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, Subdivision 1, 
and 296.025, Subdivision 1. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Collection of the tax imposed by 
section 1 shall commence on July 1, 1975. 
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Sec. 3. [ADDITIONAL EXCISE TAX IMPOSED.] There is 
hereby imposed an excise tax of one cent per gallon, in addition to 
the excise tax imposed by Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, 
Subdivisions 1, 296.025, Subdivision 1, and section 1 of this act on 
all gasoline and special fuel used in producing and generating power 
for propelling motor vehicles used on the public highways of this 
state. This tax shall be payable at the times, in the manner, and by 
the persons specified in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, Sub
division 1, and 296.025, Subdivision 1. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Collection of the tax imposed by 
section 3 shall commence on January 1, 1977. 

Sec. 5. [SOURCE OF NEW REVENUE FOR HIGHWAY CON
STRUCTION.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 297B.09 fifty percent of the proceeds of 
lhe excise tax imposed on motor vehicles by Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 297B.02 are hereby appropriated annually as follows: 

( 1) 62 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) 29 percent to the county state aid highway fund; 

(3) 9 percent to the municipal state aid street fund. 

Sec. 6. Section 5 is effective for revenues collected on and after 
July 1, 1975. 

Sec. 7. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to the 
metropolitan transit commission the sum of $9,000,000. The payment 
of this appropriation shall be made prior to June 30, 1975. 

Sec. 8. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to the 
Jtate planning agency the sum of $2,000,000.00 for the purposes 
,pecified in Laws 1974, Chapter 534. No money appropriated by this 
Jection shall be expended in the area of the state under the juris
diction of the metropolitan council. The payment of this appropria
tion shall be made prior to June 30, 1975. 

Sec. 9. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to the 
metropolitan transit commission the sum of $20,000,000. The appro
priation shall be used to finance pilot mass transit projects developed 
by the metropolitan transit commission subject to the review and 
approval of the metropolitan council. The appropriation shall be paid 
on1y upon the order of the Governor who shall prior to issuing such 
an order consult with and receive the written approval of a majority 
of the members of the legislative advisory committee meeting as a 
committee subject to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
lion 471.705. 

Sec. IO. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 162.08, Subdivision .'I, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [AID TO TOWNS AND UNORGANIZED TERRI
TORY.] Any- Notwithstanding subdivision 1, each county l!lwing 
within Us l!e11nEl<laes eFganieefl tewn ge\<el'Rments except those 
counties in which less than 25 percent of the land area is composed 
of towns or unorganized territory mey .shall, by resolution, allocate 
to the towns and unorganized territory within its boundaries 88 
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mueh one-fiftieth of the money apportioned to it under the pro
visions of sections 162.01 to 162.19, tilal; it Eleems neeessary to 
aid the townships towns or unorganized territory in the construc
tion or maintenance of teWJI roads. The resolution shall set forth 
the amount of money el' tae pel'eentage ef NS appel.'tienm~ that 
the county has allocated to the towns or unorganized territory. 
A certified copy of the resolution shall be forwarded to the com
missioner on or before the second Tuesday of January of each 
year. Upon receipt of such resolution and as soon as he has deter
mined the amount of money to be apportioned to the county, the 
commissioner shall certify to the state auditor the amount of 
money, as set forth in the resolution, that is to be paid out of the 
county's apportionment for distribution to the towns or unor
ganized territory. The state auditor shall thereupon issue a war
rant in that amount payable to the county treasurer; &Rd . The 
proceeds thereof shall be distributed by the county to the towns 
and to a special account each county having unorganized territory 
,hall establish solely for funds distributed to the county pursuant 
to this "section for construction and maintenance of roads in 
unorganized territory. All money so allocated and distributed 
&hall be used by the tewns solely for the construction of ~ 
roads under the supervision of organized towns or for roads in 
unorganized territory that are not a part of the county state-aid 
highway system. Eaeh eeURty he&i'El se alloeating sueh t.mas IRE!¼' 
In determining the amount to be allocated to the towns and 
the unorganized territory road account the board shall devise a 
formula taking into account eaea toWJlls leyY fel' l'Oad &Rd ei'¼llge 
JIIH'POOes, its the mileage of town roads &Rd , roads in unorganized 
territory not a part of the county state-aid highway system, 
population outsiEie the oorpor&te liHli-ts ef all villages witl>iR the 
toWRShip, of towns or unorganized territory and such other factors 
as the county board shall deem advisable as a me&RS ef EIMEliRg 
the alloeatien ElllleRg the several towns iR 8MCi' tilal; sueh Eii•lisien 
ElllleRg tae tewns he as ~table as peesible , except the levy for 
road and bridge purposes in order that an equitable distribution 
may be made. Ne part ef the m&Rey alleeateEI fel' ~ 
t!8lely within e!ties, •Jillages aBd hoPouglis lwf.ng a population al 
less ;hen &;GOO shall he alloe:-.teEI &P aistfibuteEl ta ~ ~ 
~ eemmissieB$ e.f aig~iays shall Hl&intain a f}ermQBeet ~ 
el the ailee&tioRo ef eounty state aiEI hlgl>w&y fuBQ6 ta the tewn
&hif}S iR eaeh eeaety, Is mak-ieg the annual apfJeffieBHl:eMs el 
eeuRty eta;e-aiEI higk,ay flmas; ~ shall reEluee the money neeEls 
el said eoUBties H> tlte ameuRts neeeSB&,y ta equali2e tBeiP status 
with theae eounties ne.; making sueh to'l'.<nship alleaent& 

Sec. l I. Except as provided in sections 2, 4 and 6, the provisions of 
this act are effective ihe day following final enactment." 

Further, amend the title amendment by striking it in its entirety 
and inserting: " 

"'A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation 
of state government; taxation for highways and bridges; appropriating 
money for highways, bridges and mass transit; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 162.01, Subdivision 3." 
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The question being taken on the adoption of the Frederick 
amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 38, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Brown Josef son Nelson 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Larson Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Mccutcheon Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Laufenburger 
Gearty Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jen sen North 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 

Olson,H. D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Renneke 
Rillers 
Stassen 
Deland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the fol
lowing members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. 
No.1743: 

Messrs. Moe; Doty; Perpich, G.; Renneke and Olson, J. L. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved to amend the Purfeerst amendment to 
H. F. No. 1722, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

After Section 5, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 473A.111, Subdivi
sion 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [USE OF PROCEEDS.] (1) A portion of the proceeds 
of the tax described in this section shall be used to provide transit 
services, at no cost, between the hours of 9 :00 AM and 3 :30 PM, 
and from 6 :30 PM until the last bus on Monday through Friday 
of each week, and all day Saturday and Sunday to all those per
sons 65 years of age or over holding a medicare card or a special 
golden age identification card issued by the commission, and 
at specific hours and at a reduced fare as established by the 
commissioner, to all those persons under the age of 18. 

(2) Establish an express bus system to those areas within the 
transit taxing district at the earliest practicable time over exist
ing highways and streets in conjunction with the federal highway 
administration, the urban mass transportation administration, 
the Minnesota highway department, the metropolitan council, and 
other highway agencies.'' 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title amendment as follows: 
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Fourth line of the title amendment, after the semicolon, insert 
"providing for a reduced transit fare at specific hours for persons 
under 18;" 

Fifth line, strike "Section" and insert "Sections" 

Fifth line, before the period, insert "; and 473A.111, Subdivi
sion 4" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Schaaf moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Milton moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 33 and nays 34, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach Chmielewski Hanson, R. 
Bang Dunn Jensen 
Berg Fitzsimons Josef son 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Brown Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe, J. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 

Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Olhoft 

Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Tennessen 
Ueland 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 

Mr. Schaaf moved to amend the Purfeerst amendment to H. F. 
No. 1722, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

After section 5, insert: 

"Sec. 6. The following amendment to the Minnesota Constitu
tion, Article XIV, is proposed to the people of the state. If the 
amendment is adopted, the Article shall read: 

ARTICLE XIV 
PUBLIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

Section 1. The state may construct, improve and maintain public 
highways, may assist political subdivisions in this work and by law 
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may authorize any political subdivision to aid in highway work 
within its boundaries. 

Sec. 2. There is hereby created a trunk highway system which 
shall be constructed, improved and maintained as public highways 
by the state. The highways shall extend as nearly as possible along 
the routes number 1 through 70 described in the constitutional 
amendment adopted November 2, 1920, and the routes described 
in any act of the legislature which has made or hereafter makes 
a route a part of the trunk highway system. 

The legislature may add by law new routes to the trunk highway 
system. The trunk highway system may not exceed 12,200 miles 
in extent, except the legislature may add trunk highways in 
excess of the mileage limitation as necessary or expedient to 
take advantage of any federal aid made available by the United 
States to the state of Minnesota. 

Any route added by the legislature to the trunk highway system 
may be relocated or removed from the system as provided by law. 
The definite location of trunk highways numbered 1 through 70 
may be relocated as provided by law but no relocation shall cause 
a deviation from the starting points or terminals nor cause any 
deviation from the various villages and cities through which the 
routes are to pass under the constitutional amendment adopted 
November 2, 1920. The location of routes may be determined by 
boards, officers or tribunals in the manner prescribed by law. 

Sec. 3. A county state-aid highway system shall be constructed, 
improved and maintained by the counties as public highways in 
the manner provided by law. The system shall include streets in 
municipalities of less than 5,000 population where necessary to 
provide an integrated and coordinated highway system and may 
include similar streets in larger municipalities. 

Sec. 4. A municipal state-aid street system shall be constructed, 
improved and maintained as public highways by municipalities 
having a population of 5,000 or more in the manner provided by 
law. 

Sec. 5. There is hereby created a highway user tax distribution 
fund to be used solely for highway purposes as specified in this 
article. The fund consists of the proceeds of any taxes authorized 
by sections 9 and 10 of this article up to an amount derived as 
a result of tax rates in effect on November 2, 1976. The Bel; 
p,oeeeElo el the ta'f88 highway user tax distribution fund shall 
be apportioned: 62 percent to the trunk highway fund; 29 
percent to the county state-aid highway fund; nine percent to 
the municipal state-aid street fund. Five percent of the net pro
ceeds of the highway user tax distribution fund may be set aside 
and apportioned by law to one or more of the three foregoing 
funds. The balance of the highway user tax distribution fund 
shall be transfened to the trunk highway fund, the county state
aid highway fund, and the municipal state-aid street fund in 
accordance with the percentages set forth in this section. No 
change in the apportionment of the five percent may be made with
in six years of the last previous change. 
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Sec. 6. There is hereby created a trunk highway fund which 
shall be used solely for the purposes specified in section 2 of 
this article and the payment of principal and interest of any bonds 
issued under the authority of section 11 of this article and any 
bonds issued for trunk highway purposes prior to July 1, 1957. 
All payments of principal and interest on bonds issued shall be 
a first charge on money coming into this fund during the year 
in which the principal or interest is payable. 

Sec. 7. There is hereby created a county state-aid highway 
fund. The county state-aid highway fund shall be apportioned 
among the counties as provided by law. The funds apportioned 
shall be used by the counties as provided by law for aid in the 
construction, improvement and maintenance of county state-aid 
highways. The legislature may authorize the counties by law to 
use a part of the funds apportioned to them to aid in the con
struction, improvement and maintenance of other county high
ways, township roads, municipal streets and any other public 
highways, including but not limited to trunk highways and 
municipal state-aid streets within the respective counties. 

Sec. 8. There is hereby created a municipal state-aid street 
fund to be apportioned as provided by law among municipalities 
having a population of 5,000 or more. The fund shall be used by 
municipalities as provided by law for the construction, improve
ment and maintenance of municipal state-aid streets. The legis
lature may authorize municipalities to use a part of the fund in 
the construction, improvement and maintenance of other muni
cipal streets, trunk highways, and count}' state-aid highways 
within the counties in which the municipahty is located. 

Sec. 9. The legislature by law may tax motor vehicles using 
the public streets and highways on a more onerous basis than 
other personal property. Any such tax on motor vehicles shall be 
in lieu of all other taxes thereon, except wheelage taxes imposed 
by political subdivisions solely for highway purposes. The legis
lature may impose this tax on motor vehicles of companies paying 
taxes under the gross earnings system of taxation notwithstanding 
that earnings from the vehicles may be included in the earnings 
on which gross earnings taxes are computed. The proceeds of 
the tax shall be paid into the hig~1Way .,8$ ~ 4istri!mtion flH>6 
state treasury in accordance with section 5 of this article and 
other law . The law may exempt from taxation any motor ve
hicle by a nonresident of the state properly licensed in another 
state and transiently or temporarily using the streets and high
ways of the state. 

Sec. 10. The legislature may levy an excise tax on any means 
or substance used for propelling vehicles on the public highways 
of this state or on the business of selling it. The proceeds of the 
tax shall be paid into the highway YSei' tu 4is~Mation flffi6 
state treasury in accordance with section 5 of this article and 
other law. 

Sec. 11. The legislature may provide by law for the sale of bonds 
to carry out the provisions of section 2. BeREis issaee and URJMHEl 
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shall Bet a!; iey tim~ 6l<ee£-cl ~Hi0,000,000 J'M value, The proceeds 
shall be paid into the trunk highway fund. Any benas 6R6R Hlfttlife 
sefl;¼)ly 8¥ef a l;erm ae~ -4lag 00 ye&!&, eh&ll eat ae sekl lei' 
less ;him Pftf aBEl aeel'lled iatet'est aBEI shall eat heal' iatefest et & 
grea~er m!e !~aa fwe f'0l"leBt per aam1a. If the trunk highway 
fund is not adequate to pay principal and interest of these bonds 
when due, the legislature may levy on all taxable property of the 
state in an amount sufficient to meet the deficiency or it may 
appropriate to the fund money in the s~te treasury not otherwise 
appropriated. 

Sec. 5. The proposed amendment shall be submitted to the 
people at the 1976 general election. The question proposed shall 
read: 

"Shall Article XIV of the Constitution of the State of Minne
sota be amended to permit proceeds resulting from future in
creases in highway user taxes to be deposited in the state treasury 
without limitation and to remove restrictions on the total out
standing value, maturity term and interest on highway bonds? 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title amendment as follows: 

Yes ____ _ 

No " ,, 

Fourth line of the title amendment, after the semicolon, insert 
"proposing an amendment to the Minnesota Constitution, Article 
XIV to permit proceeds from future increases in highway user 
taxes to be deposited in the state treasury without limitation and 
to remove restrictions on the total outstanding value, maturity 
term and interest on highway bonds;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Schaaf 
amendment to the Purfeerst amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 15 and nays 41 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton O'Neill Stassen 
Gearty Keefe, S, North Purfeerst Stokowski 
Hughes Merriam Ogdahl Schaaf Stumpf 

Thos2 who voted in the negative were: 

Amold Chmielewski Josefson Olson,J. L. Solon 
Ashbach Davies Keefe,J. Patton Spear 
Bang Doty Kowakzyk Perpich, A. J. Tennessen 
Berg Dunn Larson Perpich,G. Ueland 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Laufenburger Pillsbury Willet 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Moe Renneke 
Borden Hansen, Mel Olhoft Schmitz 
Brataas Hanson,R. Olson,A.G. Schrom 
Brown Jensen Olson, H.D. Sillers 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amend
ment was not adopted. 
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Mr. Chmielewski moved to amend the Purfeerst amendment to 
H. F. No. 1722, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

After section 5, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.081, is amended 
to read: 

161.081 [HIGHWAY USER TAX, DISTRIBUTION OF 
PORTION OF PROCEEDS.] Pursuant to article ~ XIV, 
section 5, of the constitution, five percent of the net highway user 
tax distribution fund is set aside, and apportioned as follows: 

(1) '7Q 60 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) U 31 percent to a separate account in the county state-aid 
highway fund to be known as the county turnback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created; 

(3) 9 percent to a separate account in the municipal state
aid street fund to be known as the municipal turnback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.082, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. An amount equal to 32 percent of the county turn
back account shall be expended, within counties having two or 
more towns, on town road bridge structures that are 20 feet or 
more in length. The expenditures on such bridge structures shall 
be on a matching basis, and not more than 50 percent of the 
cost of any such bridge structure shall be paid from the county 
turnback account. " 

Amend the title amendment as follows: 

Fourth line, after the semicolon, insert "reapportioning five percent 
of the highway user tax; allocating part of the tax proceeds for bridge 
uses;" 

Fifth line strike "Section" and insert "Sections 161.081; 161.082. 
by adding a subdivision; and" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the amendment was 
adopted. 

Mr. Schaaf moved to amend the Purfeerst amendment to H. F. 
No. 1722, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

Strike Sections I to 4 of the amendment and insert: 

"Sec. 4. Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 4, Subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ORGANIZATION.] The state planning agency shall 
administer this supplemental public transit aid program m Me&S 
ethei' thllft ¼he ~ tMRSit area and shall have all the 
powers necessary and convenient to implement the program, in
cluding the following: 
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(a) Adopt rules and regulations necessary to carry out the purpose 
of this section. 

(b) Receive applications for aid under this section and prescribe 
the form and nature and extent of the information which shall be 
contained in the application. 

(c) Make and execute contracts with any eligible recipients to in
sure the continuance and improvement of public transit service at 
reasonable fares. Payments under such contracts to eligible recipients 
shall not exceed two-thirds nor be less than one half of the total 
operating deficit of the public transit system involved. In allocating 
these funds, the state planning agency may consider population, 
transit ridership, relative need for public transit, new developments 
and other factors. Grants to the metropolitan transit commission 
under this section prior to December 31, 1975, shall not exceed 
$3,190,000. 

(d) Determine the operating deficit of any public transit system 
in accordance with the general accepted accounting principles and 
practices. In determining such total operating deficits, the agency 
shall consider all increases and expenses and reductions in revenue 
in the public transit system after the effective date of this section 
and may disallow portions or all or any such increase or reductions. 
Where legislatively established public transit authorities or commis
sions do not exist, and if more than one county or municipality 
contributes assistance to the operation of a public transit system, the 
aid distributable under this section shall be allocated among con
tributors in proportion to their contribution. 

(e) Apply for, receive and accept federal funds made available for 
the purpose of this section, if requested, on behalf of eligible re
cipients. 

Sec. 5. Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 3, is amend
ed to read: 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBILITY.] Eligible recipients of the financial 
assistance through the public transit demonstration program in
clude counties, municipalities, legislatively established public 
transit authorities or commissions, or combinations of such units 
m areae ethe3, thftB the metref)sli~an transit ™ cle::necl in Min-
11€58ta Statlites, Chaf)ter 4+AA. Applications for financial assist
ance shall be made through the regional development commissions 
or the metropolitan council. 

Sec. 6. Beginning ,with the levy in 1975 payable in 1976, the levy 
for the metropolitan transit commission for the purposes of Laws 
1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision 1, Paragraph (a), shall be 
limited to an amount not to exceed 1.44 mills times the assessed value 
of all taxable property within the metropolitan transit taxing district. 

Sec. 7. [APPROPRIATION.] Subdivision 1. There is hereby ap
propriated from the general fund the sum of $29,000,000 to the state 
planning agency for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of 
section 4 of this act. 
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Subd. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to 
the state planning agency the sum of $2,000,000 for the purposes of 
rarrying out the provisions of section 5. 

Subd. J. None of the moneys hereby appropriated shall cancel but 
shall be available until expended. 

Sec. 7. [REPEALER.] Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdi-
1,ision 4 ~ is repealed." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title amendment by striking it in its entirety 
and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing for public 
transportation improvements and assistance throughout the state and 
providing for public transit demonstration projects; setting tax levies 
authorized for the metropolitan transit commission; appropriating 
money; increasing the excise tax on gasoline used in motor vehicles 
using public highways; amending Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Sections 
4, Subdivision 4, and 5, Subdivision 3; and Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 296.02, Subdivision 1; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 534, 
Section 5, Subdivision 4." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Schaaf amend
ment to the Purfeerst amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 19 and nays 35, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam 
Davies Keefe, S. Milton 
Gearty Kleinbaum North 
Hughes Lewis Ogdahl 

O'Neill 
Schaaf 
Spear 
Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 

Brown Hanson, R. 
Chmielewski Jensen 
Doty J osefson 
Dunn Knutson 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 

Moe 
Olhoft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 

Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Ueland 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

Mr. Stassen moved to amend the Purfeerst amendment to H. F. 
No. 1722, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

After Section 4, insert the following: 

"Sec. 5. Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, 
any person engaged in transportation for hire of tangible personal 
property by motor vehicle, limited to ( 1) a person possessing a cer
tificate or permit authorizing for hire transportation of property from 
the interstate commerce commission or the Minnesota public service 
commission; or (2) any person transporting commodities defined as 
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"exempt" in for hire transportation; or (3) any person who pursuant 
to a contract with a person described in Clauses (I) or (2) above 
transports tangible personal property is entitled to a refund of any 
excise tax in excess of seven cents per gallon on gasoline or special 
fuels that he has paid on such gasoline and special fuels actually 
consumed in for hire transportation of tangible personal property, 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, Subdivision I, and 
296.025, Subdivision 1. Applications for refunds and refunds there
for as provided in this section shall be governed by the applicable 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 296.18, Subdivision I. 

Subd. 2. There is appropriated to the persons entitled to such re
fund under this section, from the fund or account in the state treasury 
to which the money was credited, an amount sufficient to make the 
refund and payment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title amendment as follows: 

Fourth line, after the semicolon, insert "providing a refund of excise 
tax in certain cases for persons engaged in transportation for hire; 
appropriating money;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Stassen amend
ment to the Purfeerst amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 8 and nays 45, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Brataas 
Frederick 

Josefson 
Knutson 

Larson 
O'Neill 

Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ueland 

Anderson Coleman Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Arnold Davies Jensen Nelson Schaaf 
Bang Doty Keefe, J. North Schrom 
Berg Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, A~G. Solon 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. Spear 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger Olson, J. L. Stokowski 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich,. G. Wegener 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Pillsbury Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment to the amendment 
was not adopted. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 1 :20 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 1:20 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

The question recored on H.F. No. 1722. 

H. F. No. 1722 was read the third time, as amended, and placecl 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
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Mr. Schaaf moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion did not prevail. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 35, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Berg 
BonJen 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Fitzsimons 

Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 

Larson 
Laufenburger 
Merriam 
Moe 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 

Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Chenoweth Hansen, Mel 
Davies Humphrey 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 

So the bill failed to pass. 

RECESS 

Milton 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 

Solon 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Schaaf 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 2:30 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 2:30 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President called 
the Senate to order. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Stassen was excused from today's Session at 3:00 o'clock 
p.m. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate for the balance of to
day's proceedings. The following Senators answered to their names: 
Anderson Doty 
Arnold Dunn 
Ashbach Frederick 
Borden Gearty 
Chmielewski Hansen. Mel 
Coleman Hanson, R. 
Davies Hughes 

The Sergeant-at-Arms 
members. 

Humphrey 
Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 

Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Olhoft 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

was instructed to bring in the absent 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Business 
of Reports of Committees and Second Reading of House Bills. 

REPORTS OF COMMITI'EES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted. The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred H. F. No. 914 for comparison to companion 
Senate File, reports the following House File was found not iden
tical with its companion Senate File as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATl'ERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
914 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1217 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H. F. No. 914 be amended as follows: 

Page 3, line 2, delete "gifted," 
Page 3, line 2, delete "and exceptional" 

Page 5, line 28, after "school" insert a comma 

Page 6, line 3, after "date" insert "by" 

Page 6, line 23, delete "any" and insert "every" 
Page 6, line 27, delete "sections" and insert "section" 

Page 6, after line 28, insert 
"Sec. 7. The provisions of this act shall be severable, and if any 

provision thereof, or the application of any such provision under 
any circumstances is held invalid, it shall not affect any other pro
vision of this act or the application of any provision thereof under 
different circumstances." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 914 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1217 and further recommends that H.F. No. 914 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1217 and that the 
Senate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendment adopted. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

H. F. No. 914 was read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Amold moved that S. F. No. 1466 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion pre
vailed. 

Mr. Arnold moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 15, 1975, on 
S. F. No. 1466 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 
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So the recommendations and Conference Committee Report were 
adopted. 

S. F. 1466: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
removing the general limitation on the number of county on-sale 
licenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, Sub
division 10. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Arnold Gearty Kowalczyk Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Borden Humphrey Milton Schaaf · 
Brown Jensen Moe Schmitz 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. North Schrom 
Coleman Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. Billers 

Messrs. Doty and Stumpf voted in the negative. 

Spear 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 916, No. 92 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 916: A bill for an act relating to historic sites; pro
viding for acquisition, administration and control of additional 
sites by the Minnesota historical society; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 138.025; Subdivi
sion 1, and by adding subdivisions; and 138.53, Subdivision 50; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 85.012, Subdivision 
7; and 138.025, Subdivisions 7 and 8. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 

Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

FiU&Dlons Jensen 
Gearty Josefson 
Hansen, Baldy Keefe, J. 
Hanson, R. Keefe, S. 
Hughes Kirchner 
Humphrey Kleinbaum 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
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Milton 
North 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
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Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich G. 

Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 
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Pursuant to Rule IO, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated S. F. No. 1379, No. 90 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1379: A bill for an act relating to economic development; 
participation in federal programs by the area redevelopment agency; 
authorizing the state agency to make certain loans and guarantees 
and to expend funds for certain purposes; authorizing community 
development corporation projects; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 472.13, by adding a subdivision. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved to amend S. F. No. 1379 as follows: 

Page 2, line 18, strike "$50,000" and insert "$20,000" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1379 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Hughes Larson 
Humphrey Lewis 
Jensen Merriam 
Josefson Milton 
Keefe, J. Moe 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
St.okowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 

Messrs. Coleman and McCutcheon voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule IO, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated S. F. No. 1474, No. 119 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1474: A bill for an act relating to appropriations; appro
priating money to the department of education for the operation of 
the environmental learning center at Isabella. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 
lollows: 

Those who voted in the aflirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 
Kirchner Olhoft 

Olson,A. G. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committtee on 
finance, designated S. F. No. 1035, No. 97 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1035: A bill for an act relating to railroad safety; ap
propriating money to the department of public service for the pur
pose of enlorcing certain railroad track safety standards. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson-, R. Lewis 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 
Kirchner North 
Kleinhaum Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Frederick; .Josefson; Olson, J. L. and Renneke voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Mr Hansen, Baldy moved that S. F. No. 1437 be stricken from 
General Orders and re-referred to the Committee on Rules and Ad
ministration. The motion prevailed. 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated S. F. No. 783, No. 120 on the General Order. 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 783: A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing 
for a state farm census; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 17 .03, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbau.m 
Ge arty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hugh es Lewis 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Anderson moved that an urgency be declared within the mean
ing of Article N, Section 19, of the Constitution of Minnesota, with 
respect to H. F. No. 1241 and that the rules of the Senate be so far 
suspended as to give H. F. No. 1241, now on General Orders, iti 
third reading and and place it on its final passage. The motion pre
vailed. 

H. F. No. 1241: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
creating the natural resource land fund and authorizing the issuance 
of state bonds to provide money for appropriation from the fund 
for acquisition of public lands and interests in land needed for nat
ural resource programs; appropriating money from the fund for this 
purpose; appropriating money from the general fund for payment of 
bonds. 

Mr. Dunn moved to amend H. F. No. 1241, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [APPROPRIATION FOR LAND ACQUISITION.) 
Subdivision 1. There is appropriated from the general fund in the slate 
treasury to the commissioner of natural resources, except as other
wise indicated, the sums of money set forth in this section, for the 
acquisition of outdoor recreation lands and other purposes as mor6 
specifically described in subdivisions 2 to 11, to be available for the 
biennium ending lune 30, 1977. 
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All acquisition shall be in accordance with the policies established 
in the outdoor recreation act of 1975, if enacted. Lands acquired for 
a unit of the outdoor recreation system shall be suited to accomplish 
the purposes for which the unit is established and suited to be man
aged in accordance with the management principles applicable to the 
unit. Lands shall be acquired by the commissioner of administration 
for the commissioner of natural resources where provided by law. 

[TOTAL APPROPRIATED: $24,132,060] 

Subd. 2. State parks and recreation areas, as listed 
and described in sections 85.012 and 85.013 $ 9,000,000 

First priority for acquisition shall be given to land 
within existing statutory boundaries where the property 
is needed for Immediate development in order to ac
complish the purposes for which the unit is authorized, 
or where the anticipated use of the property is incom
patible with the purposes for which the unit is autho
rized, or where the market value of comparable prop
erty in the vicinity of the property to be acquired has 
risen more than ten percent in each of the previous two 
years. 

Subd. 3. State trails, as listed and described in sec-
tion 85.015 1,750,000 

Subd. 4. State scientific and natural areas, acquired 
pursuant to section 84.033 1,000,000 

Subd. 5. State forests, as listed and described in sec-
tion 85.021 2,000,000 

Priority shall first be given to acquiring the remain
ing lands in Sand Dunes state forest and then to lands 
particularly suited for use as state forest campgrounds 
or day use areas and to lands within state forests that 
possess outstanding natural or scenic values, forest 
growth, lake or river shore/and, or rare and distinctive 
species of flora and fauna native to the area, that should 
be preserved for the benefit of the public. 

Subd. 6. Fishing management lands, comprising 
lands and riparian rights and other interests therein 
needed for management of waters for primary wildlife 
use and benefit and for access to fishing waters pursu-
ant to section 97.48, subdivisions 8, 11 and I 5. J ,000 ,000 

Subd. 7. State wildlife management areas, acquired 
pursuant to section 97.48, subdivision 13; and 97.481 5,000,000 

Acquisition shall be limited to wildlife lands and 
waters that are of high priority because they are criti
cal to the functioning of a unit already in public own
ership, or are threatened with development that Is in
compatible with preservation of the area for wildlife 
management, or the market value of comparable prop
erty in the vicinity of the property to be acquired has 
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risen more than ten percent in each of the previous two 
years, and that can be acquired from a willing seller. 

None of this appropriation shall be encumbered or 
expended for the purchase of wildlife management areas 
until 60 days after the commissioner of natural re• 
sources has submitted to the legislature in the manner 
provided in section 3.195 a long-range plan of acqui
sition of wildlife management areas. The plan shall 
list each parcel proposed for acquisition, showing its 
general location, its approximate acreage, and the esti• 
mated cost of acquisition. The list shall be ranked in 
order of priority and shall be divided into parcels that 
are (I) critical, (2) highly desirable but not critical, 
and (3) those eventually to be acquired. The division 
shall be made so that approximately one-third of the 
total estimated cost of acquisiti'on is allocated to each 
category. 

This appropriation shall be available to acquire only 
those parcels included in the "critical" category. 

Subd. 8. Wetlands outside of designated wildlife 

2449 

management areas 1,250,000 

This appropriation is aval/able primarily for the 
acquisition of conservation restrictions, perpetual ease
ments, and long-term leases. No more than half may 
be spent for acquisition of fee title. First priority shall 
be given to acquisition of wetland areas for which an 
application for a permit to drain pursuant to section 
105.42 has been denied. 

Subd. 9. Wild, scenic, and recreational rivers, desig
nated pursuant to sections 104.25 to 104.40, and canoe 
and boating routes, portages, and camp sites, as listed 
and described in section 85.32 500,00/J 

Subd. 10. State historic sites, as listed and described 
in sections 138.53 to 138.585 500,000 

This appropriation is to the Minnesota historical so-
ciety. 

Subd. 11. Preparation of recommendations for re
classification of units of the outdoor recreation system 
and preparing master plans for authorized units as 
required by the outdoor recreation act of 197 5, if 
enacted 

a. By the commissioner of natural resources 
State parks, recreation areas, monuments, and 
waysides 
Wildlife management areas 

b. By the Minnesota historical society 
State historic sites 

1,019,5/JlfJ 
962,500 

150,000 
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These appropriations are to the Minnesota resources 
commission. 

Subd. 12. Of the amounts appropriated by this act, 
not more than $3,000,000 may be expended by the 
commissioners of administration and natural resources 
for professional services. 

[55THDAY 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 297.02, Subdivision I. 
is amended to read: 

297.02. [TAX ON CIGARETTES.] Subdivision L [RATES.] A 
tax is hereby imposed upon the sale of cigarettes in this state or haw
ing cigarettes in possession in this state with intent to sell and upon 
any person engaged in business as a distributor thereof, at the follow
ing rates, subject to the discount provided in section 297.03: 

( 1) On cigarettes weighing not more than three pounds per 
thousand, Riae 10.5 mills on each such cigarette; 

(2) On cigarettes weighing more than three pounds per 
thousand, -±8 21 mills on each such cigarette. 

Sec. 3. This act is effective July 1, 1975." 

Strike the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to outdoor recreation; appropriating 
money for acquisition of parks, trails, wildlife lands and other 
outdoor recreation lands and for other purposes; increasing the 
tax on cigarettes; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
297.02, Subdivision 1." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 26 and nays 35, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Dunn Kirchner Olson, J. L. 
Berg Fitzsimons Knutson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk Patton 
Blatz Hanson, R. Larson Pillsbury 
Brataas Josefson Nelson Renneke 
Brown Keefe, J. Ogdahl Billers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Stassen 
Ueland 

Anderson Doty Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Schrom 
Arnold Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. Solon 
Borden Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. Stokowski 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton Purfeerst Stumpf 
Coleman Keefe, S. Moe Schaaf Wegener 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 1241 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 28, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Laufenburger 
Gearty Lewis 
Hansen-, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kleinbaum North 
Larson Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson-, H. D. 
Oison,J.L. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Jensen 
Bang Dunn Josef son 
Berg Fitzsimons Keefe, J. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Knutson 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 

So the bill failed to pass. 

Nelson 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Borden moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674: 

Messrs. Coleman; Conzemius; Blatz; Olson, A. G. and Perpich, 
A. J. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 398, No. 81 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 398: A bill for an act relating to the pollution control 
agency; authorizing the issuance of bonds; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116.18, Subdivisions 
l and 4. 

Mr. Kirchner moved to amend H. F. No. 398 as follows: 

Page 3, line 4, after "fund" insert "to be used as matching 
funds with the recently released federal moneys appropriated to 
implement the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended, 
for" 

Page 3, line 4, strike "through" 

Page 3, strike line 8 

Page 3, line 9, strike "fund for this purpose," 

Page 3, line 12, strike "$142,000,000" and insert "$96,000,000" 

Page 3, line 24, after the period insert "All moneys appropriated 
and credited to the Minnesota state water pollution control fund 
after June 30, 1977, shall be from the general fund. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974. Section 116.18 is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

"Subd. 7. [APPROPRIATION FROM GENERAL FUND; 
REIMBURSEMENT.] The sum of $46,000,000, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated from the general 
fund to the Minnesota state water pollution control fund, for 
the purpose of providing money appropriated in subdivision 1 
for expenditure from that fund for the purpose therein stated, 
provided that no amount shall be credited at any time to the 
water pollution control fund, pursuant to this appropriation, which 
would cause the balance then on hand in the fund to exceed 
the aggregate amount of grants approved and not theretofore 
disbursed by the pollution control agency, as certified by its di
rector." 

Amend the title on line 5 after "4" by inserting ", and by 
adding a subdivision" 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Stokowski moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 
469: 

Messrs. Chenoweth, Ogdahl and Stokowski. The motion pre
vailed. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the Kirchner 
amendment to H. F. No. 398, 

Mr. Kirchner moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. North moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion did not prevail. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 34, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Davies Jensen Nelson 
Bang Dunn Josef son Ogdahl 
Berg Fit.zsimons Keefe, J. Olson. J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Knutson Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Larson Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Doty, 
Gearty 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Keefe, S. 
Kleinbaum 
Laufenburger 

Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt
ed. 

H. F. No. 398 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

Mr. Patton moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 31, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe. S. North Schmitz 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Doty Laufenburger Olson, A .. G. Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 

Davies Jensen 
Dunn J osefson 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Nelson 

So the bill failed to pass. 

Ogdahl 
Olson,J.,L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Spear 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi
ness of Messages from the House and First Reading of House 
Bills. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1456: 

H.F. No. 1456: A bill for an act relating to courts and particu
larly to courts in Ramsey county; providing for fees and charg
es; providing for changes in the office of the court commission
er, in the office of the public defender, and in the composition of 
Jaw library trustees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 140.21; 140.24, Subdivision 1; 260.311, by adding a subdi
vision; 486.06; 489.04; and 508.7 4, Subdivision 2; repealing 
Laws 1923, Chapter 77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 1969, 
Chapter 838, Sections 1 to 6, as amended. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Dieterich, Hanson and Kostohryz have been appointed as such 
·:ommittee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1456 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Represenatives 

Transmitted May 16, 1975 
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Mr. Hughes moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1456, and that a 
Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the Hou~e. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Sen
ate File No. 460, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 460: A bill for an act relating to pollution; prohibit
ing sale of beverage containers having detachable parts; provid
ing a penalty. 

Senate File No. 460 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1428: A bill for an act relating to the capitol area 
architectural and planning commission; authorizing the city of 
St. Paul to expend moneys held by it in accordance with the city 
capital improvement budget; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 15.50, Subdivision 3. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Faricy, Moe and Hanson. 

Senate File No. 1428 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of five members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1026: A bill for an act relating to agricultural lands; 
regulating the ownership of such lands by certain corporations; 
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exempting lands acquired for growing asparagus; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 500.24, Subdivision 2. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the Honse: 

Mann; Biersdorf; Stanton; Anderson, G. and Menning. 

Senate File No. 1026 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House File, herewith transmitted: H. F. No. 1313. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 16, 1975 

FmST READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time and referred to the 
committee indicated. 

H.F. No. 1313: A bill for an act relating to retirement; miscel
laneous amendments to the judges retirement act; declaring 
legislative policy and intent; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 490, by adding a section; and 
Section 490.124, Subdivisions 2 and 9. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Frederick moved that S. F. No. 1446 and the Conference 
Committee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference 
Committee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion pre
vailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1446 

A bill for an act relating to Dodge and Olmsted counties; autho
rizing a judge of the county court district of Dodge-Olmsted to take 
a leave of absence for purposes of study and research. 

May 15, 1975 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1446 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) Mel Frederick, Nancy Brataas, H. H. 
Humphrey III. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Donald Friedrich, Richard Lemke, Neil 
Dieterich. 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved that S. F. No. 66 and the Conference 
Committee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference 
Committee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 66 

A bill for an act relating to game and fish; authorizing certain 
handicapped hunters to transport uncased but unloaded firearms; 
providing permanent permits for handicapped hunters; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 98.48, Subdivision 12. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 14, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 66 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the house recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 
66 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, lines 11 to 13, delete the underscored language 

Page 1, line 13, reinstate "licensed hunters who" 

Page 1,- line 13, after "who" insert "are" 

Page 1, line 15, delete "persons" 

Page 1, line 16, before the semicolon insert "because of a perman-
ent disability" 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, delete "authorizing certain" 

Page 1, delete line 3 

Page 1, line 4, delete "unloaded firearms;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) George F. Perpich, Roger D. Moe, 
John M. Patton. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Bob McEachern, Joseph R. Begicb, 
John S. Biersdorf. 

Mr. Wegener moved that S. F. No. 211 and the Conference 
Committee Report thereon be laid on the table and the Conference 
Committee Report be printed in the Journal. The motion prevailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 211 

A bill for an act relating to counties; altering compensation 
of county officers; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
38.38; 106.431, Subdivision 1; 123.56, Subdivision 9; 273.061, Sub
division 6; 282.09, Subdivision 1; 282.19; 344.19; 375.055, Sub
divisions 1 and 5; 375.06, Subdivision 1; 375.47; Chapter 375, 
by adding a section; 376.58, Subdivision 2; 393.03; and 394.30, 
Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 274.15; 
375.055, Subdivision 3; 375.43; 384.151, Subdivision 2; 385.373, 
Subdivision 2; 386.015, Subdivision 3; 387.20, Subdivision 3; 
388.18, Subdivision 3; and 485.018, Subdivision 3. 

May 16, 1975 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 211 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S.F. No. 
211 be further amended as follows: 

Pages 3 and 4, strike all of Section 3 

Page 15, line 10, strike "15" and insert "14" 

Page 15, line 19, strike "17" and insert "16" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, strike "123.56," 

Page 1, line 5, strike "Subdivision 9;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Myrton 0. Wegener, Alec G. Olson. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Claudia Meier, Bob McEachem. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 8:00 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 8:00 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Messrs. Chmielewski and Keefe, J. were excused from this 
evening's Session. Messrs. Pillsbury and Nelson were excused 
from the early part of this evening's Session. 
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CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 
Anderson Chmielewski Josefson Olson, J. L. 
A mold Coleman Kirchner Patton 
Ashbach Davies Kowalczyk Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Gearty Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Lewis Pillsbury 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Merriam Purfeerst 
Borden Hanson, R. Moe Renneke 
Brown Hughes North Schmitz 

Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the follow
ing members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 1743: 

Messrs. Moe; Doty; Perpich, G.; Renneke and Olson, J. L. 
The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Coleman moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674: 

Messrs. Perpich, A. J.; Coleman; Conzemius; Blatz and Olson, 
A. G. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Willet moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1759: 

Messrs. Willet, Borden, Chenoweth, Fitzsimons and Josefson. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess subject to 
the call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Fmance, designated H. F. No. 2, No. 87 on the General Orders Cal
tndar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 2: A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
authorizing the summer employment of young persons for state and 
local service; appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Frederick Knutson Olson, J. L 
Ashbach Gearty Kowalczyk Patton 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman ,Jensen Moe Henneke 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Olhoft Schmitz 
Davies Kirchner Olson, A. G. Sillers 
Doty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

2459 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1199, No. 88 on the General Order;, 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1199: A bill for an act relating to treatment for alcohol 
and drug abuse; providing for programs of intervention and treat
ment for employees, native Americans, and underserved groups; cre
ating an alcohol and drug abuse evaluation consortium, and prescrib
ing its duties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutei 
1974, Section 254A.02, Subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions: 
and Chapter 254A, by adding sections. 

Mr. Moe moved to amend H. F. No. 1199, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 

Page 3, line 6, strike "or" and insert "of" 

Page 5, line 21, after the comma insert "and" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved to amend H. F. No. 1199, as amended pur-
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 15, 1975, as follows: 

Page 2, line 28, before "The" insert "Subdivision 1 ." 

Page 2, line 31, strike "and aftercare" 

Page 2, line 32, after "education," insert "after care," 

Page 3, line 7, after "and the" insert "Native American Advisory 
Council, and the" 

Page 3, after line 8, insert: 

"Subd. 2. For purposes of the consultation and review required bJ 
subdivision 1, the commissioner shall designate the Native American 
Council to: 

(a) Assist in the formulation of policies and guidelines in the im
plementation of the commissioner's responsibilities under subdivision 
1 of this section; 

(b) Advise the commissioner on policies, goals, and the operation 
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uf alcohol and drug abuse programs and services for Native Ameri
cans in the state; and 

(c) Make recommendations to the commissioner regarding contracts 
and agreements entered into under the provisions of subdivision 1 of 
this section." 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 1199 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final pasage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44, and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Frederick Kirchner Olhoft 
Bang Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Knutson Patton 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Larson Pillsbury 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Purfeerst 
Brown Hughes Merriam Renneke 
Davies Humphrey Milton Schaaf 
Doty Jensen Moe Schmitz 
Dunn Keefe, S. North Schrom 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1530, No. 93 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1530: A bill for an act relating to wild animals; estab
lishing the expiration date of all game and fish licenses as the last 
day of February; authorizing the commissioner of natural resources 
to provide for the issuance of more than one game or fish license to 
a person during any licensing year; providing for distribution of 
game and fish licenses on consignment; establishing an issuin~ fee 
for such licenses; requiring sub-agents to be bonded; authorizing 
county auditors to retain a four percent commission on all license 
fees including surcharges; authorizing the commissioner of natural 
resources to issue regulations regulating to sub-agencies; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 98.45, Subdivision 1; and 98.50, 
Subdivisions 1, 2, 3 and 5. 

Mr. Bernhagen moved to amend S. F. No. 1530 as follows: 

Page 4, line 3, reinstate "be entitled to" 
Page 4, line 4, strike "collect" and insert "retain" 

Page 4, line 14, strike "In addition to the basic" 

Page 4, line 15, strike "license fee" 

Page 4, line 15, reinstate "be entitled to" 

Page 4, line 17, strike "collect" and insert "retain" 
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The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 16 and nays 25, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Brown Jensen 
Frederick Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 

Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Deland 

Anderson Humphrey Merriam Olson, H. D. Spear 
Davies Keefe, S. Milton Perpich, G. Stokowski 
Gearty Kleinbaum Moe Schmitz Stumpf 
HaI1Bon, R. Laufenburger North Schrom Tennessen 
Hughes McCutcheon Olhoft Solon Wegener 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

S. F. No. 1530 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 10, 811 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Borden 
Brataas 
Davies 
Dunn 
Gearty 

Hansen, Baldy Kleinbaum 
Han.sen, Mel Knutson 
Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Hugh es Larson 
Humphrey Laufenburger 
Jensen Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner North 

Olhoft 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Berg 
Bernhagen 

Brown 
Doty 

Frederick Merriam 
McCutcheon Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Teimessen 
Wegener 

Sillers 
Deland 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H.F. No. 685, No. 89 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 685: A bill for an act relating to daytime activitie& 
centers; providing for the transportation of handicapped persons 
to licensed daytime activity centers attended by these persons; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.39, by adding a 
subdivision; 252.24, Subdivision 4; and 252.26. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Frederick Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Haneen, Baldy Knutson O'Neill 
Bang Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Patton 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Brataas Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Davies Humphrey Moe Renneke 
Doty Jensen North Schmitz 
Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 806, No. 96 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 806: A bill for an act relating to control of noxious 
weeds; authorizing towns to control noxious weed growth on state 
lands; providing reimbursement of certain expenses incurred to 
control weeds on state lands. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final pasasge. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Arnold Frederick Kirchner 
Bang Ge arty Kleinbaum 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Brataas Hanson, R. Moe 
Brown Hughes North 
Doty Humphrey Olhoft 
Dunn Jensen Olson, H. D. 

Mr. Davies voted in the negative. 

Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1281, No. 128 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1281: A bill for an act relating to public health; estab
lishing a dental health education program to be administered by 
the board of health; appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanse~ Mel Merriam 
Hanson, R. North 
Hughes Olhoft 
Humphrey Olson~ H. D. 
Jensen Olson, J. L. 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Mr. Schaaf moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 1722 failed 
lo pass the Senate on May 16, 1975, be now reconsidered. The mo
rion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1722: A bill for an act relating to taxation; reappor
tioning the five percent of the net highway user tax distribution 
fund set aside pursuant to Article XIV, Section 5, of the Minnesota 
Constitution; allocating a portion of the apportionment to the 
rounty state-aid highway fund for use on town road bridge struc
tures on a matching basis; increasing the excise tax on gasoline 
used in motor vehicles using public highways; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 161.081; 161.082, by adding a subdivision; 
and 296.02, Subdivision 1. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved to amend the Purfeerst amendment to 
H.F. No. 1722 adopted by the Senate on May 16, 1975 as follows: 

Strike everythlng after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Laws 197 4, Chapter 534, Section 4, Subdivjsion 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ORGANIZATION.] The state planning agency shall 
administer thls supplemental public transit aid program in areas 
~ than the me~tan ;i,ans!t fH'eft and shall have all the 
powers necessary and convenient to implement the program, 
including the following: 

(a) Adopt rules and regulations necessary to carry out the 
purpose of this section. 

(b) Receive applications for aid under thls section and prescribe 
the form and nature and extent of the information which shall be 
contained in the application. 

(c) Make and execute contracts with any eligible recipients 
to insure the continuance and improvement of public transit 
eemce at reasonable fares. Payments under such contracts to 
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eligible recipients shall Ret e..eee<l two-third& ef the tstal ej>el'atmg 
detieit ef the ~ transit cys~em in•,ol,,ed be based upon the 
proportion of the operating expenses of the recipient to the total 
operating expenses of all eligible recipients in the state. In allocat
ing these funds, the state planning agency may consider population, 
transit ridership, relative need for public transit, new developments 
and other factors. Grants to the metropolitan transit commission 
under this section prior to December 31, 1975, shall not exceed 
$3,190,000. 

( d) Determine the operating defieit expenses of any public tran
sit system in accordance with the general accepted accounting 
principles and practices. In determining such total operating de
fieite; expenses the agency shall consider all increases and expenses 
and reelYe-t""1ls in revemre in the public transit system after the 
effective date of this section and may disallow portions or all 
or any such increase e,, rea11cti0ns. Where legislatively established 
public transit authorities or commissions do not exist, and if more 
than one county or municipality contributes assistance to the oper
ation of a public transit system, the aid distributable under this 
section shall be allocated among contributors in proportion to their 
contribution. 

(e) Apply for, receive and accept federal funds made available 
for the purpose of this section, if requested, on behalf of eligible 
recipients. 

Sec. 2. Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBILITY.] Eligible recipients of the financial 
assistance through the public transit demonstration program in
clude counties, municipalities, legislatively established public 
transit authorities or commissions, or combinations of such units 
in areas ether thaR the metro1mlitan transit area defined in 
Minnesota Statates, Chajlter rn. Applications for financial 
assistance shall be made through the regional development com
missions or the metropolitan council. 

Sec. 3. Beginning with the levy in 1975 payable in 1976, the levy 
for the metropolitan transit commission for the purposes of Laws 
1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision 1, Paragraph (a), shall 
be limited to an amount not to exceed 2.33 mills times the assessed 
value of all taxable property within the metropolitan transit taxing 
district. 

Sec. 4. [APPROPRIATION.] Subdivision 1. There is hereby 
appropriated from the general fund the sum of $19,000,000 to the 
state planning agency for the purposes of carrying out the pro
visions of section 1 of this act. 

Subd. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to 
the state planning agency the sum of $2,000,000 for the purposes 
of mrrying out the provisions of section 2. 

Subd. 3. None of the moneys hereby appropriated shall cancel 
but .shall be available until expended. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.081, is amended 
to read: 

161.081 [HIGHWAY USER TAX, DISTRIBUTION OF 
PORTION OF PROCEEDS.] Pursuant to article ~ XIV , 
section 5, of the constitution, five percent of the net highway 
user tax distribution fund is set aside, and apportioned as follows: 

( 1) 'l-0 60 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) 2± 31 percent to a separate account in the county state
aid highway fund to be known as the county turnback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created; 

( 3) 9 percent to a separate account in the municipal state
aid street fund to be known as the municipal turnback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.082, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. An amount equal to 32 percent of the county tumback 
account shall be expended, within counties having two or more 
towns, on town road bridge structures that are 20 feet or more 
in length. The expenditures on such bridge structures shall be 
on a matching basis, and not more than 50 percent of the cost 
of any such bridge structure shall be paid from the county tum
back account. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 296.02, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

296.02 [GASOLINE, EXCISE TAX.] Subdivision 1. [TAX 
IMPOSED FOR MO'1'OR VEHICLE USE.] There is hereby 
imposed an excise tax of seveB nine cents per gallon on all gasoline 
used in producing and generating power for propelling motor 
vehicles used on the public highways of this state. This tax 
shall be payable at the times, in the manner, and by persons 
specified in this chapter. 

Sec. 8. The following amendment to the Minnesota Constitution, 
Article XIV, is proposed to the people of the state. If the amend
ment is adopted, the Article shall read: 

ARTICLE XIV 
PUBLIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

Section 1. The state may construct, improve and maintain 
public highways, may assist political subdivisions in this work 
and by law may authorize any political subdivision to aid in 
highway work within its boundaries. 

Sec. 2. There is hereby created a trunk highway system which 
shall be constructed, improved and maintained as public high
ways by the state. The highways shall extend as nearly as pos
sible along the routes number 1 through 70 described in the con
stitutional amendment adopted November 2, 1920, and the routes 
described in any act of the legislature which has made or here
after makes a route a part of the trunk highway system. 
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The legislature may add by law new routes to the trunk high
way system. The trunk highway system may not exceed 12,200 
miles in extent, except the legislature may add trunk highways 
in excess of the mileage limitation as necessary or expedient 
to take advantage of any federal aid made available by the United 
States to the state of Minnesota. 

Any route added by the legislature to the trunk highway system 
may be relocated or removed from the system as provided by 
law. The definite location of trunk highways numbered 1 through 
70 may be relocated as provided by law but no relocation shall 
cause a deviation from the starting points or terminals nor cause 
any deviation from the various villages and cities through which 
the routes are to pass under the constitutional amendment adopted 
November 2, 1920. The location of routes may be determined 
by boards, officers or tribunals in the manner prescribed by law. 

Sec. 3. A county state-aid highway system shall be constructed, 
improved and maintained by the counties as public highways in 
the manner provided by law. The system shall include streets 
in municipalities of less than 5,000 population where necessary 
to provide an integrated and coordinated highway system and 
may include similar streets in larger municipalities. 

Sec. 4. A municipal state-aid street system shall be constructed, 
improved and maintained as public highways by municipalities 
having a population of 5,000 or more in the manner provided by 
law. 

Sec. 5. There is hereby created a highway user tax distribution 
fund to be used solely for highway purposes as specified in this 
article. The fund consists of the proceeds of any taxes authorized 
by sections 9 and 10 of this article up to an amount derived as 
a result of tax rates in effect on November 2, 1976. The net '!lf9· 
(l8eQS ef the ta,res highway user tax distribution fund shall be 
apportioned: 62 percent to the trunk highway fund; 29 percent 
to the county state-aid highway fund; nine percent to the muni
cipal state-aid street fund. Five percent of the net proceeds of 
the highway user tax distribution fund may be set aside arul 
apportioned by law to one or more of the three foregoing funds. 
The balance of the highway user tax distribution fund shall be 
transferred to the trunk highway fund, the county state-aid high
way fund, and the municipal state-aid street fund in accordance 
with the percentages set forth in this section. No change in the ap
portionment of the five percent may be made within six years 
of the last previous change. 

Sec. 6. There is hereby created a trunk highway fund which 
shall be used solely for the purposes specified in section 2 of this 
article and the payment of principal and interest of any bonds 
issued under the authority of section 11 of this article and any 
bonds issued for trunk highway purposes prior to July 1, 1957. 
All payments of principal and interest on bonds issued shall be 
a first charge on money coming into this fund during the year in 
which the principal or interest is payable. 
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Sec. 7. There is hereby created a county state-aid highway 
fund. The county state-aid highway fund shall be apportioned 
among the counties as provided by law. The funds apportioned 
shall be used by the counties as provided by law for aid in the 
construction, improvement and maintenance of county state-aid 
highways. The legislature may authorize the counties by law to 
use a part of the funds apportioned to them to aid in the con
struction, improvement and maintenance of other county high
ways, township roads, municipal streets and any other public 
highways, including but not limited to trunk highways and muni
cipal state-aid streets within the respective counties. 

Sec. 8. There is hereby created a municipal state-aid street 
fund to be apportioned as provided by law among municipalities 
having a population of 5,000 or more. The fund shall be used 
by municipalities as provided by law for the construction, im
provement and maintenance of municipal state-aid streets. The 
legislature may authorize municipalities to use a part of the fund 
in the construction, improvement and maintenance of other muni
cipal streets, trunk highways, and county state-aid highways with
in the counties in which the municipality is located. 

Sec. 9. The legislature by law may tax motor vehicles using the 
public streets and highways on a more onerous basis than other 
personal property. Any such tax on motor vehicles shall be in 
lieu of all other taxes thereon, except wheelage taxes imposed by 
political subdivisions solely for highway pufPoses. The legisla
ture may impose this tax on motor vehicles of companies paying 
taxes under the gross earnings system of taxation notwithstanding 
that earnings from the vehicles may be included in the earnings 
on which gross earnings taxes are computed. The proceeds of the 
tax shall be paid into the high\\•ay liSel' tH ai&trieutioa ffllHI 
state treasury in accordance with section 5 . The law may exempt 
from taxation any motor vehicle owned by a nonresident of the 
state properly licensed in another state and transiently or tem
porarily using the streets and highways of the state. 

Sec. 10. The legislature may levy an excise tax on any means 
or substance used for propelling vehicles on the public highways 
of this state or on the business of selling it. The proceeds of the 
tax shall be paid into the hi~awe.y ...- tH ellotrieutioa ffllHI 
state treasury in accordance with section 5 . 

Sec. 11. The legislature may provide by law for the sale of 
bonds to carry out the provisions of section 2. ~ lilSQ0Q aR4 
\ID!)aiEI shall Mt at aay time 0ifeeed $Hi0,000,000 jl&I' YIHli0T The 
proceeds shall be paid into the trunk highway fund. -Awj- e8R$ 
shall mature aerially OYel' a tel'HI aet e!feeeellag 2Q ¼'0aFS; shall 
Ret ee &OM felo leoe ~ par aaa aecrueEI :aterest aREl shall Bet 
BeM iaterest at a greater rate -thaa ff"8 pereeat !l0l' aRRl!l'A, If 
the trunk highway fund is not adequate to pay principal and 
interest of these bonds when due, the legislature may levy on all 
taxable property of the state in an amount sufficient to meet 
the deficiency or it may appropriate to the fund money in the 
state treasury not otherwise appropriated. 
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Sec. 9. The proposed amendment shall be submitted to the 
people at the 1976 general election. The question proposed shall 
read: 

"Shall Article XIV of the Constitution of the State of Minne
sota be amended to permit proceeds resulting from future increases 
in highway user taxes to be deposited in the state treasury without 
limitation and to remove restrictions on the total outstanding 
value, maturity term and interest on highway bonds? 

Yes ____ _ 

No " ,, -----
Sec. 10. Lawa 197 4, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 4, is 

repealed. 

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Sections 1 to 4 of this act 
are effective July 1, 1975. Section 7 of this act is effective June 
1, 1975. The increase in gasoline tax imposed by section 7 applies 
to all gasoline and special fuels as defined in section 296.01, 
subdivision 6, in distributor storage on June 1, 1975." 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing for public 
transportation improvements and assistance throughout the state 
and providing for public transit demonstration projects, reap
portioning five percent of the highway user tax; allocating part 
of the tax proceeds for bridge uses; increasing the excise tax on 
gasoline and fuels; proposing an amendment to the Minnesota 
Constitution, Article XIV to permit proceeds from future in
creases in highway user taxes to be deposited in the state treasury 
without limitation; removing certain restrictions on highway 
bonds; appropriating money; amending Laws 1974, Chapter 534, 
Sections 4, Subdivision 4; and 5, Subdivision 3; Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 161.081, 161.082, 296.02, Subdivision 1; re
pealing Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 4." 

The motion prevailed. So amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H.F. No. 1722, as amended, as 
follows: 

Strike all of pages 4, 5 and 6 

Further, amend the title by striking it in its entirety and 
inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing for 
public transportation improvements and assistance throughout 
the state and providing for public transit demonstration pro
jects; reapportioning five percent of the highway user tax; 
allocating part of the tax proceeds for bridge uses; increasing 
the excise tax on gasoline and fuels; appropriating money; 
amending Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Sections 4, Subdivision 4; 
5, Subdivision 3; and Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.081: 
161.082, by adding a subdivision; and 296.02, Subdivision 1." 
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The question being tsken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that those not voting be excused 
from voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 24, and nays 37, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Brataas 
Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Hanson,R. 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Nelson 
Olson,J.L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Hughes Merriam O'Neill 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Keefe, S. Moe Perpicb, G. 
Conzemius Kirchner North Purfeerst 
Doty Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schaaf 
Gearty Laufenburger Olhoft Schmitz 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis Olson, A.G. Schrom 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Olson, H. D. Solon 

Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Frederick then moved to amend H.F. No. 1722, as amended, 
as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [ADDITIONAL EXCISE TAX IMPOSED.] There 
is hereby imposed an excise tax of one cent per gallon, in addi
tion to the excise tax imposed by Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
296.02, Subdivision 1, and 296.025, Subdivision 1, on all gasoline 
and special fuel used in producing and generating power for 
propelling motor vehicles used on the public highways of this 
state. This tax shall be payable at the times, in the manner, and 
by the persons specified in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, 
Subdivision 1, and 296.025, Subdivision 1. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Collection of the tax imposed by 
section 1 shall commence on July 1, 1975. 

Sec. 3. [ADDITIONAL EXCISE TAX IMPOSED.] There is 
hereby imposed an excise tax on one cent per gallon, in addition to 
the excise tax imposed by Minnesota Statutes, Sections 296.02, 
Subdivision 1, 296.025, Subdivision 1, and section 1 of this act 
on all gasoline and special fuel used in producing and generating 
power for propelling motor vehicles used on the public highways 
of this state. This tax shall be payable at the times, in the man
ner, and by the persons specified in Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tions 296.02, Subdivision 1, and 296.025, Subdivision 1. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Collection of the tax imposed by 
section 3 shall commence on January 1, 1977. 

Sec. 5. [SOURCE OF NEW REVENUE FOR HIGHWAY 
CONSTRUCTION.] Subdivision 1. There is hereby appropriated 
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from the general fund $20,000,000 per year to the highway user 
tax distribution fund. Funds appropriated under the provisions 
of this section shall be distributed annually as follows: 

(1) 62 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) 29 percent to the county state aid highway fund; 

(3) 9 percent to the municipal state aid street fund. 

Sec. 6. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to 
the metropolitan transit commission the sum of $19,000,000. The 
payment of this appropriation shall be made prior to June 30, 
1975. 

Sec. 7. [PUBLIC TRANSIT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM.] 
There is hereby appropriated to the state planning agency from 
the general fund the sum of $1,000,000 for the purpose of carry
ing out the public transit demonstration program provided for 
in Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5. None of the moneys hereby 
appropriated shall cancel but shall be available until expended. 

Sec. 8. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to 
the state planning agency the sum of $2,000,000 for the purposes 
specified in Laws 1974, Chapter 534. No money appropriated by 
this section shall be expended in the area of the state under the 
jurisdiction of the metropolitan council. The payment of this 
appropriation shall be made prior to June 30, 1975. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.081, is amended 
to read: 

161.081 [HIGHWAY USER TAX, DISTRIBUTION OF POR
TION OF PROCEEDS.] Pursuant to article~ XIV, section 5 
of the constitution, five percent of the net highway user tax 
distribution fund is set aside, and apportioned as follows: 

(1) !7Q 60 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) U 31 percent to a separate account in the county state
aid highway fund to be known as the county tumback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created; 

(3) 9 percent to a separate account in the municipal state
aid street fund to be known as the municipal tumback account, 
which account in the state treasury is hereby created. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.082, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. An amount equal to 32 percent of the county tum
back account shall be expended, within counties having two or 
more towns, on town road bridge structures that are 20 feet 
or more in length. The expenditures on such bridge structures 
shall be on a matching basis, and not more than 50 percent of 
the cost of any such bridge structure shall be paid from the 
county tumback account. 

Sec. 11. Except as provided in sections 2, 4 and 6, the provisions 
of this act are effective the day following final enactment." 
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Further, amend the title by striking it in its entirety and insert 
the following: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation 
of state government; taxation for highways and bridges, ap
propriating money for highways, bridges and mass transit; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.081; and 161.082, 
by adding a subdivision." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 27 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Brown Jensen Ogdahl 
Bang Dunn Josefson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner O'Neill 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Larson Pillsbury 
Brataas Hanson, R. Nelson Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Arnold Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
C.Onzemius Keefe, S. Moe Schaaf 
Davies Kleinbaum North Schmitz 
Doty Laufenburger Olhoft Solon 
Gearty Lewis Olson, H. D. Spear 

Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 1722 was read the third time, as amended, and 
placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as 
amended, 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 18, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Gearty 
Arnold Hanson, R. 
Borden Hugh es 
Brataas Humphrey 
Chenoweth Jensen 
Chmielewski Josefson 
Coleman Keefe, S. 
Conzemius Kirchner 
Davies Klein.baum 
Doty Larson 

Those who voted in 

Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 

Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

the negative were: 

Spear 
Sta•sen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Ashbach Brown Hansen, Baldy Nelson Ueland 
Bang Dunn Hansen, Mel O'Neill Willet 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Knutson Pillsbury 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk Billers 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Coleman moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 679 
failed to pass the Senate on May 15, 1975, be now reconsidered. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. Ko. G79: A bill for an act relating to crimes; regulating 
the transfer, possession, and use of pistols; requiring licenses to 
sell pistols; requiring permits to acquire and carry pistols; pro
hibiting the sale or transfer to or carrying by certain persons 
of pistols, prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 609.11, Subdivision 1. 

Mr. Coleman moved to amend H. F. No. 679, as amended by Rule 
49, as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [DECLARATION OF POLICY.] It is not the intent 
of the legislature to regulate shotguns, rifles and other longguns of 
the type commonly used for hunting and not defined as pistols, or 
to place costs of administration upon those citizens who wish to pos-
1ess or carry pistols lawfully, or to confiscate or otherwise restrict 
the use of pistols by law-abiding citizens. 

Sec. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. As used in sections 1 to 
7, the terms defined in this section shall have the meanings given them. 

Subd. 2. "Pistol" includes a weapon designed to be fired by the 
wse of a single hand and with an overall length less than 26 inches, 
or having a barrel or barrels of a length less than 18 inches in the 
case of a shotgun or having a barrel of a length less than 16 inches 
in the case of a rifle ( a) from which may be fired or ejected one or 
more solid projectiles by means of a cartridge or shell or by the 
action of an explosive or the igniting of flammable or explosive sub
•tances; or (b) for which the propelling force is a spring, elastic band, 
carbon dioxide, air or other gas, or vapor. "Pistol" does not include 
a device firing or ejecting a shot measuring .18 of an inch, or less, 
in diameter and commonly known as a "BB gun," a scuba gun, a 
1tud gun or nail gun used in the construction industry or children's 
pop guns or toys. 

Subd. 3. "Antique firearm" means any firearm including any pistol, 
with a matchlock, flintlock, percussion cap, or similar type of ignition 
system, manufactured before 1899 and any replica of any firearm 
described herein if such replica is not designed or redesigned, made 
or remade, or intended to fire conventional rim/ire or conventional 
center/ire ammunition, or uses conventional rim/ire or conventional 
center/ire ammunition which is not readily available in the ordinary 
channels of commercial trade. 

Subd. 4. "Saturday Night Special Pistol" means a pistol other than 
an antique firearm or a pistol for which the propelling force is car
bon dioxide, air or other vapor, or children's pop guns or toys, having 
a frame, barrel, cylinder, slide or breechblock: 

(a) of any material having a melting point (liquidus) of less than 
1000 degrees Fahrenheit, or 
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(b) of any material having an ultimate tensile strength of less 
than 55,000 pounds per square inch, or 

(c) of any powdered metal having a density of less than 7.5 grams 
per cubic centimeter. 

Subd. 5. "Crime of violence" includes murder in the first degree, 
murder in the second degree, murder in the third degree, manslaughter 
in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree, aiding suicide, 
aiding attempted suicide, aggravated assault, use of drugs to injure 
or to facilitate crime, simple robbery, aggravated robbery, kidnap
ping, false imprisonment, aggravated rape, rape, aggravated sodomy, 
felonious theft, aggravated arson, riot, burglary, reckless use of o 
gun or dangerous weapon, intentionally pointing a gun at or toward6 
a human being, setting a spring gun, and unlawfully owning, pos
sessing, or operating a machine gun, and an attempt to commit any 
of these offenses, as each of those offenses is defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 609. 

Sec. 3. [CERTAIN PERSONS NOT TO HAVE PISTOLS.) Sub
division 1. The following persons shall not be entitled to possess o 
pistol: 

(a) A person under the age of 18 years except that a person under 
18 may carry or possess a pistol (i) in the actual presence or under 
the direct supervision of his parent or guardian, (ii) for the purpose of 
military drill under the auspices of a legally recognized military organi
zation and under competent supervision, (iii) for the purpose of in
struction, competition or target practice on a firing range approved by 
the chief of police or county sheriff in whose jurisdiction the range 
is located and under direct supervision; or (iv) if the person has suc
cessfully completed a course designed to teach marksmanship an4 
safety with a pistol and approved by the commissioner of natural 
resources,· 

(b) A person who has been convicted in this state or elsewhere 
of a crime of violence unless ten years have elapsed since the person 
has been restored his civil rights or the sentence has expired, which
ever occurs first, and during that time he has not been convicted of 
any other crime of violence. For purposes of this section, crime of 
violence includes crimes in other states or jurisdictions which would 
have been crimes of violence as herein defined if they had been com
mitted in this state; 

( c) A person who is or has ever been confined or committed in 
Minnesota or elsewhere as a "mentally ill," "mentally deficienf' or 
"dangerous to the public" person as those terms are defined in Min
nesota Statutes, Section 253A.02, to a hospital, mental institution 
or sanitarium, unless he possesses a certificate of a medical doctor 
or psychiatrist licensed in Minnesota, or other satisfactory proof that 
he is no longer suffering from this disability; 

(d) A person who has been convicted in Minnesota or elsewhere 
for the unlawful use, possession or sale of a controlled substance 
other than conviction for possession of a small amount of marijuna, 
as defined in section 152.01, subdivision 16, or a person who is or 
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has ever been hospitalized or committed for treatment for the habitual 
use of a controlled substance or marijuana, as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 152.01 and 152.02, unless he possesses a certificate 
of a medical doctor or psychiatrist licensed in Minnesota, or other 
satisfactory proof, that he has not abused a controlled substance or 
marijuana during the previous two years; or 

(e) A person who has been confined or committed to a hospital, 
mental institution or sanitarium in Minnesota or elsewhere as an 
"inebriate person" as that term is defined in Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 253A.02, or for alcoholic problems, unless he possesses a cer
tificate of a medical doctor or psychiatrist licensed in Minnesota, or 
other satisfactory proof, that he has not abused alcohol during the 
previous two years. A person who issues a certificate pursuant to this 
subdivision in good faith shall not be liable for damages in an action 
arising out of the issuance. 

Subd. 2. A person named in subdivision 1, clause (b) of this sec
tion who possesses a pistol is guilty of a felony. A person named in 
any other clause of subdivision 1 of this section who possesses a 
pistol is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 4. [CARRYING OF WEAPONS WITHOUT PERMIT.] Sub
division 1. [PENALTY.] A person, other than a law enforcement 
officer who has authority to make arrests other than citizens arrests, 
who carries, holds or possesses a pistol In a motor vehicle, snowmo
bile or boat, or on or about his clothes or person, or otherwise in 
his possession or control in a public place or public area without first 
having obtained a permit to carry the pistol is guilty of a gross mis
demeanor. A person who has been issued a permit and who engages 
in activities other than those for which the permit has been issued, 
is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Subd. 2. [WHERE APPLICATION MADE.] Applications for per
mits to carry shall be made to the chief of police of an organized 
full-time police department of the municipality where the applicant 
resides or to the county sheriff where there is no such local chief of 
police where the applicant resides. At the time of application, the 
local police authority shall provide the applicant with a dated receipt 
for the application. 

Subd. 3. [CONTENTS.] Applications for permits to carry shall set 
forth the name, residence, date of birth, height, weight, color of eyes 
and hair, sex and distinguishing physical characteristics, if any, of 
the applicant. The application shall be signed by the applicant. 

Subd. 4. [INVESTIGATION.] The application authority shall 
check criminal records, histories, and warrant information on 
each applicant through the Minnesota Crime Information System. 

Subd. 5. [GRANTING OF PERMITS.] No permit to carry 
shall be granted to a person unless the applicant: 

( a) Is not a person prohibited by section 3 from possessing a 
pistol; 
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(b) Provides a firearms safety certificate recognized by the 
department of natural resources, evidence of successful comple
tion of a test of ability to use a firearm supervised by the chief 
of police or sheriff or other satisfactory proof of ability to use 
a pistol safely; and 

( c) Has an occupation or personal safety hazard requiring a 
permit to carry. 

Subd. 6. [FAILURE TO GRANT PERMITS.] Failure of 
the chief police officer or the county sheriff to deny the applica
tion or issue a permit to carry a pistol within 21 days of the 
date of application shall b z deemed to be a grant thereof. The 
local police authority shall provide an applicant with written 
notification of a denial and the specific reason for the denial. 
The permits and their renewal shall be granted free of charge. 
The permit shall specify the activities for which it shall be valid. 

Subd. 7. [RENEWAL.] Permits to carry a pistol issued pur
suant to this section shall expire after one year and shall there
after be renewed in the same manner and subject to the same pro
visions by which the original permit was obtained. 

Subd. 8. [PERMIT TO CARRY VOIDED.] The permit to 
carry shall be void at the time that the holder becomes pro• 
hibited from possessing a pistol under section 3, in which event 
the holder shall return the permit within five days to the appli
cation authority. Failure of the holder to return the permit 
within the five days is a gross misdemeanor, unless the court 
finds that the circumstances or the physical or mental condition 
of the permit holder prevented the holder from complying with 
the return requirement. 

Subd. 9. [CARRYING PISTOLS ABOUT ONE'S PREMISES 
OR FOR PURPOSES OF REPAIR, TARGET PRACTICE.] A 
permit to carry is not required of a person: 

(a) To keep or carry about his place of business, dwelling 
house, premises or on land possessed by him a pistol; 

(b) To carry a pistol from a place of purchase to his dwelling 
house or place of business, or from his dwelling house or place of 
business to or from a place where repairing is done, to have the 
pistol repaired; 

( c) To carry a pistol between his dwelling house and his place 
of business; 

(d) To carry a pistol in the woods or fields or upon the waters 
of this state for the purpose of hunting other than protected 
wild animals or of target shooting in a safe area; or 

( e) To transport a pistol in a motor vehicle, snowmobile or 
boat if the pistol is unloaded, contained in a closed and fastened 
case, gunbo:ic, or securely tied package and kept in some area 
not normally occupied by the driver or passengers. If a motor 
vehicle, snowmobile or boat does not have an enclosed area 
other than the driver or passenger area, a pistol may be carried 
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in the driver or passenger area as long as the pistol is unloaded 
and contained in a closed and fastened case, gunbox, or securely 
tied package. A utility compartment or glove compartment shall 
be deemed to be within the area occupied by the driver and 
passengers. 

Subd. 10. [FALSE REPRESENTATIONS.] A person who 
gives or causes to be given any false information in applying for 
a permit to carry, knowing or having reason to know the informa
tion is false, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 11. [NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF PISTOLS.] A per
son shall not be restricted as to the number of pistols he may 
carry. 

Subd. 12. [HEARING UPON DENIAL.] Any person aggrieved 
by denial of a permit to carry may appeal the denial to the county 
court having jurisdiction over the county or municipality wherein 
the notification or denial occurred. The matter shall be heard 
de novo without a jury. 

Sec. 5. [EXEMPTIONS; ANTIQUES AND ORNAMENTS.] 
Sections 3 and 4 shall not apply to antique firearms which are 
carried or possessed as curiosities or for their historical signific
ance or value. 

Sec. 6. [SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIALS PROHIBITED.] 
Any federally licensed firearms dealer who sells a Saturday Night 
Special Pistol, or any person who manufactures or assembles a 
Saturday Night Special Pistol in whole or in part, shall be guilty 
of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 7. [LOCAL REGULATION.] Sections 1 to 6 shall be con
strued to supersede municipal or county regulation of the carry
ing or possessing of pistols and the regulation of Saturday Night 
Special Pistols except more restrictive regulation in cities of the 
first class. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.11, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

609.11 [MINIMUM TERMS OF IMPRISONMENT.] Subdi
division 1. All commitments to the commissioner of corrections 
for imprisonment of the defendant are without minimum terms 
except when sentence is to life imprisonment as required by law 
and except that any commitment following the defendant's first 
conviction of an offense wherein ;lie EieieREiaat he had in his 
possession a firearm or used a dangerous weapon at the time of 
the offense shall be for a term of not less than tmee ~ one 
year plus one day , nor more than the maximum sentence pro
vided by law for the offense for which convicted, and except that 
any commitment following defendant's second or subsequent 
conviction of an offense wherein he had in his possession a firearm 
or used a dangerous weapon at the time of the offense shall be for 
a term not less than three years, nor more than the maximum 
sentence provided by law for the offense for which convicted, and 
such person shall not be eligible for parole until he shall have 
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served the full minimum sentence herein provided, notwithstanding 
the provisions of sections 242.19, 243.05 and , 609.12 and 609.135. 
The offenses for which mandatory minimum sentences shall be 
served as herein provided are: aggravated assault, burglary, kid
napping, manslaughter, murder in the second or third degree, 
rape, robbery, sodomy, escape while under charge or conviction 
of a felony, or discharge of an explosive or incendiary device. 

~et.ided, hawe•.1e,, ihe ee\lH may HW8ke :tile p,evisiens ef eee
QM S09,131l, if the EiefeeEiaat has net pre-Jiously seen eeBVieteEi 
ef &A¥ el'ime 8i' orEiinaaee iw.•ol>Jing possession ef a firCftl'IR, etke. 
~ a game law 11iolatiea, ~ aee ef a daegereve weftl)OR, e1 ~ 
EiefenEiant has net p•e'Jieusly seen eOIWieteEi of ai:gra,,ateEi as
eatilt; hurglMy; kiEiRapping, IRftnelaugltter, IBllrEier m the seeonEi 
w -tAiffl Eiegree, Paf18; pel;ihery, aea0Rl3', eseape while UREier eharge 
er eon~etiea el a feleny, e, diseh&l'ge el an eJEploeive e, iaeendiuy 
dffiee." 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Strike the title in its entirety and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to crimes; regulating the possession 
and carrying of pistols; requiring permits to carry pistols; provid
ing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.11, 
Subdivision 1." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Kirchner moved to amend the Coleman amendment to. H. F. 
No. 679, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

Sec. 4. Subd. 9, Clause (e) of the amendment, line 3, strike 
"and kept in some area" and insert a period 

Sec. 4. Subd. 9, Clause (e) strike line 4 through the period 

Sec. 4. Subd. 9, Clause ( e) line 6, strike "other than the driver 
or passenger area" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment to the Coleman 
amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 679 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 34 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Bang Gearty Laufenburger Ogdahl 
Brataas Haneen, Mel Lewis Olhoft 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Olson, A.G. 
Coleman Humphrey Merriam O'Neill 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbury 
Davies Keefe, S. Moe Purfeerst 
Doty Kirchner North Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Brown Josefson Olson, J. L. 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Patton 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Knutson Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Renneke 
Blatz Hanson, R. Nelson Schmitz 
Borden Jensen Olson, H. D. Schrom 
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Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 

Solon 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi
ness of Messages from the House, First Reading of House Bills, 
Reports of Committees and Second Reading of Senate and House 
Bills. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 1308: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
clarifying procedures for acquisition of wildlife lands; modifying 
the definition of beneficial public use; requiring a substantial 
beneficial public use to be served in order to classify waters as 
public; establishing an accelerated program of inventorying, 
classifying, and designating state waters; prescribing the pow. 
ers and duties of the commissioner of natural resources and 
counties in connection therewith; prescribing interim rules and 
regulations; specifying certain restrictions on drainage; elim
nating the duty of the commissioner of natural resources to 
promulgate certain criteria relating to drainage systems; clari
fying the criteria which county boards or district courts must 
consider concerning drainage systems; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 97.481; 105.37, Sub
division 6, and by adding subdivisions; 105.38; 105.42, Subdivi. 
sion 1; 106.021, Subdivisions 2 and 6; 106.031, Subdivision 1; 
106.081, Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 106.091, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 
106.101, Subdivisions 4 and 5; 106.111, Subdivision 1; 106.121, 
Subdivisions 1 and 4; 106.131; 106.201, Subdivisions 1 and 2; and 
Chapter 105, by adding sections. 

Senate File No. 1308 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 
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Mr. Olson, H. D. moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 1308 and that a Confer
ence Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Con
ference Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 511: 

H. F. No. 511: A bill for an act relating to commerce; interest 
rates on money; continuing the exemption of certain loans from 
maximum interest rates; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 334.01, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 238. 
Section 2. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Brinkman, Heinitz, George, Suss and McCauley have been 
appointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 511 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 16, 1975 

Mr. Borden moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H. F, No. 511, and that a 
Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, herewith returned: S. F. No. 867. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 533: 
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H. F. No. 533: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; Red 
Lake Indian reservation; state payments; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 256, by adding a section. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

St. Onge, Samuelson and Anderson, I. have been appointed as 
such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 533 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 16, 1975 

Mr. Willet moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 533, and that a 
Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 638: 

H. F. No. 638: A bill for an act relating to boxing; amending 
certain boxing commission rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 341.04; 341.05, Subdivision 1; 341.10; and 341.11. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Sieben, H.; Biersdorf and Reding have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 638 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 16, 1975 

Mr. Stokowski moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 638, and that 
a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
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following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. No. 175, 382, 
1137, 1014, 1293 and 1810. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 16, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House bills were read the first time and referred 
to the committees indicated: 

H. F. No. 175: A bill for an act relating to commerce; creating 
an advisory task force on small business ; describing its duties; 
appropriating funds for its operation. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 382: A bill for an act relating to aeronautics; joint 
operations; authorizing agreements for joint operations between 
the state and the Dominion of Canada or its governmental sub
divisions subject to the approval of the United States; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 360.021, Subdivision 3; and 
360.042, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1293: A bill for an act relating to educational tele
vision; providing grants for instructional television stations 
serving Minnesota; providing for local supervision of grant ex
penditures. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H.F. No. 1137: A bill for an act relating to housing; increas
ing range of eligibility for assistance from housing finance 
agency; providing for revolving loan funds and direct subsidies; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 462A.03, Subdivision 13; 462A.05, Subdivisions 2 and 14; 
462A.07, by adding a subdivision; 462A.19, Subdivision 1; 462A.-
21, by adding subdivisions; and 462A.22, Subdivision 9. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1014: A bill for an act relating to the collection, se
curity and dissemination of data on individuals by the state and 
its political subdivisions; clarifying necessary definitions; chang. 
ing reporting requirements; restructuring the duties of responsi
ble authorities and the rights of subjects of data; providing for 
issuance of rules relating to the implementation of the act by 
the commissioner of administration; providing for the establish
ment of a privacy study commission; providing penalties; ap. 
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
15.162; 15.163; 15.165; 15.166; 15.167; and Chapter 15, by 
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adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 15.-
164 and 15.168. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

H. F. No. 1810: A bill for an act relating to public improve
ments; authorizing issuance of state building bonds for constru~
tion and equipping of a law school building at the university of 
Minnesota for the construction or alteration of school buildings 
related to desegregation and for the acquisition and preparation 
of land for the expansion of metropolitan community college; 
creating the vocational-technical building fund and authorizing 
the issuance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation 
therefrom for grants to school districts for the acquisition and 
betterment of public land, buildings, and capital improvements 
needed for the area vocational-technical education program; 
appropriating money from the general fund for payment of the 
bonds; providing for the acquisition of certain property by St. 
Cloud state college; appropriating money. 

Mr. Tennessen moved that H. F. No. 1810 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Davies moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk be 
now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 1253: A bill for an act relating to public improve
ments; authorizing issuance of state building bonds for con
struction and equipping of a law school building at the university 
of Minnesota; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 18, strike "$12,500,000" and insert "$12,880,000" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 100: A bill for an act relating to cities and towns; pro
viding for negotiation of contracts between cities

1 
towns, and state 

departments and agencies for provision of fire ana police protection 
services for state institutions, land and other property. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Page 4, after line 7, insert a section to read: 

"Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] There is appropriated to the 
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commissioner of administration the sum of $25,000 for the bi
ennium ending June 30, 1977, to carry out the provisions of this act 
for purposes of planning only." 

Amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 6, after "property" insert"; and appropriating mon

ey" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
ferred 

H. F. No. 525: A bill for an act relating to state government; 
creating a department of transportstion; prescribing its duties and 
responsibilities; transferring the functions of some state depart
ments; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 43.09, Subdivision 2a; and 360.017, Subdivision 1; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 4.20; 161.03; and 360.014. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; POL
ICY.] In order to provide a transportation system, which includes 
aeronautics, highways, ports, public transit, raUroads and pipe
lines, a department of transportation is created. The department 
shall be the principal agency of the state for development, imple
mentation, administration, consolidation, and coordination of state 
transportation policies, plans and programs. 

Sec. 2. [COMMISSIONER OF TRANSPORTATION; POW
ERS; DUTIES.] Subdivision J. [APPOINTMENT.] The depart
ment is under the supervision and control of the commissioner of 
transportation, who shall be appointed by the governor with the 
advice and consent of the senate, for a four year term which shall 
coincide with the term of the governor and until his successor is 
appointed and qualified. 

Subd. 2. [UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS.] The commissioner 
may establish four positions in the unclassified service. Such posi
tions shall be limited to the deputy and assistant commissioner or 
director levels. 

Subd. 3. [DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION.] The com
missioner shall organize the department, giving full consideration 
to all modes of transportation, and employ employees as he deems 
necessary to discharge the functions of the department. 

Subd. 4. [APPEARANCES IN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
MATTERS.] The commissioner may appear as a party_ on behalf 
of the public in any proceeding or matter before the public service 
commission, the interstate commerce commission, the civil aeronau
tics board or any other agency or instrumentality of government 
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which regulates public services and rates to be charged concerning 
transportation and other matters related to the powers and re
sponsibilities of the commissioner as defined in this act. 

Subd. 5. [COOPERATION.] To facilitate the development of 
/I unified and coordinated intrastate and interstate transportation 
system: 

( a) The commissioner shall maintain close liaison, coordination 
and cooperation with the private sectors of transportation, the upper 
great lakes seawa>' development commission corporation, and any 
multi-state orgamzation involved in transportation issues affecting 
the state; 

(b) The commissioner shall participate in the planning, regula
tion and development of the port authorities of the state; and 

( c) The commissioner or his designee shall be a nonvoting, ex 
officio member of the metropolitan airports commission, as organ
ized and established under Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Sections 94 to 
125. 

Sec. 3. [DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; DUTIES.] 
Subdivision 1. [DUTIES.] The commissioner shall: 

( a) In cooperation with the metropolitan council, regional de
velopment commissions and local units of government, develop, 
revise and monitor a state comprehensive multi-modal transporta
tion plan giving full consideration to all relevant factors including 
existing and planned transportation systems, transportation safety, 
existing and planned land use, transportation funding and the 
social, economic and environmental effects of these factors; 

(b) Develop statewide transportation priorities; 

( c) Program authorized capital improvement and other autho
rized transportation expenditures, based upon priorities established 
in subdivision 1 (b); 

( d) Construct and maintain transportation facilities as autho
rized; 

( e) Cooperate with, and may provide technical and financial 
assistance to, the metropolitan council and regional development 
commissions in the regional transportation planning process in ac
cordance with mutually agreed upon terms and conditions; 

(/) Provide flanning and technical assistance upon the request 
of any politica subdivision or other governmental agency in ac
cordance with mutually agreed upon terms and conditions; and 

(g) Report to the governor and the legislature on January 1, 
1977, with recommendations concerning the advisability of a state 
financial aid program desigmd to preserve railroad service. If a 
state financial aid program is recommended, an implementation 
process shall be included. 

Subd. 2. [REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING.] 
The metropolitan council, pursuant to Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Sec
tum 9, and the regional development commissions shall develop 
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regional long-range comprehensive transportation policy plans in 
cooperation with the commissioner and local units of government. 

Subd. 3. [ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS.] The department shall, in the performance of its re
sponsibilities, consider the social, economic and environmental ef
fects resulting from existing and proposed transportation facilities 
and make continuing efforts to mitigate any adverse effects. The 
commissioner shall utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach 
which shall insure the integrated use of the natural, social and 
physical sciences and the environmental design arts in plans and 
decisions which may affect the environment. 

Subd. 4. [ENERGY CONSERVATION.] The commissioner, in 
cooperation with the energy agency, shall evaluate all modes of 
transportation in terms of their levels of energy consumption. The 
results of this evaluation shall receive appropriate consideration 
in the design and implementation of transportation plans and 
priorities. 

Subd. 5. [SALARIES AND EXPENSES.] The department 
shall pay salaries and expenses of the department relating to high
way purposes from moneys available in the trunk highway fund. 
The funds provided in Minnesota Statutes, Sections 360.011 to 
360.076 and 360.301 to 360.91 shall be expended by the commis
sioner of transportation in accordance with the purposes prescribed 
in those sections. The funds appropriated pursuant to the authority 
of any constitutional article shall be expended in conformity with 
the purposes and uses authorized thereby. 

Sec. 4. [FEDERAL ASSISTANCE; APPLICATION; DIS
BURSEMENT.] Subdivision I. [APPROVAL OF APPLICA
TION.] A regional development commission, metropolitan council, 
public transit commission, airport commission, port authority or 
other political subdivision of the state submitting an application 
for financial assistance for transportaion planning, capital ex
·penditures or operations to any federal transportation agency, 
shall first submit the application to the commissioner for review 
and comment, to assure conformity with the transportation prior
ities pursuant to section 3, subdivision I. 

Subd. 2. [DESIGNATED AGENT.] A regional development 
commission, metropolitan council, public transit commission, air
port commission, port authority, or any other political subdivision 
of the state may designate the commissioner as its agent to receive 
and disburse the funds as described in subdivision I by entering 
into an agreement with the commissioner prescribing the terms and 
conditions of the receipt and expenditure of the funds in accordance 
with federal laws and regulations and applicable state laws. 

Subd. 3. The provisions of this section shall not be construed 
as altering or amending in any way the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 360.016, 360.0161 or 161.36. 

Sec. 5. [POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY; REGULATIONS 
AND STANDARDS.] Subdivision 1. [NOTIFICATION BY 
POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY.] The director of the pollu
tion control agency shall inform the commissioner of all activities 
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of the pollution control agency which relate to the adoption, re
vision or repeal of any standards or rules concerning transportation, 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 116.07. Upon notification 
the commissioner shall participate in those activities. Participation 
may include, but is not limited to, access to all pertinent informa
tion collected or compiled by the pollution control agency and the 
provision to the director of the pollution control agency of informa
tion and expert opinions concerning the ability of affected modes 
of transportation to accomplish the desired objectives and the im
pact that alternative methods of attaining those objectives would 
have on present or planned transportation systems in the state. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER TO SUBMIT REVIEW OF PRO
POSED RULES.] Prior to public hearings on any rule concerning 
transportation proposed by the pollution control agency, the com
missioner shall submit a written review of those rules, including an 
analysis of their impact upon the state's transportation systems, 
and may propose alternative regulations or standards. This report 
shall be made part of the record of the hearing. 

Subd. 3. [REPORT BY POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY.] 
Upon the adoption, revision or repeal of a rule concerning trans
portation the director of the pollution control agency shall publish 
a written report of the manner in which the adopted rule reflects 
consideration of the factors required by Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 116.07, Subdivision 6, and the specific issues raised in the 
commissioner's report. 

Sec. 6. [TRANSFER OF POWERS.] Subdivision 1. [DEPART
MENT OF HIGHWAYS.] All powers, duties and functions now 
vested in or imposed upon the commissioner of highways or the 
department of highways by Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 160, 161, 
162, 163, 164, 165, 167, 169, 173, and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Sec
tions 52 to 75 and any other laws relating to the duties and powers 
of the commissioner of highways are transferred to, vested in, and 
imposed upon the commissioner of transportation. The position of 
the commissioner of highways and the department of highways as 
heretofore constituted are abolished. 

Subd. 2. [DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS.] AU powers, 
duties, and functions now vested in or imposed upon the commis
sioner of aeronautics or the department of aeronautics by Minne
sota Statutes, Sections 360.011 to 360.076 and 360.301 to 360.73 
and 360.81 to 360.91 and any other laws relating to the duties 
and powers of the commissioner of aeronautics are transferred to, 
vested in, and imposed upon the commissioner of transportation. 
The position of the commissioner of aeronautics and the depart
ment of aeronautics as heretofore constituted are abolished. 

Subd. 3. [DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE.] All pow
ers, duties and functions now vested in or imposed upon the de
partment of public service, the public service commission or the 
director of the department of public service by Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 216A.10 to 216A.13 are transferred to, vested in, and 
imposed upon the commissioner of transportation. 

Subd. 4. [STATE PUBLIC TRANSIT FINANCIAL ASSIST-
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ANCE.] All duties and responsibilities assigned to the state plan
ning agency under Laws 1974, Chapter 534, are transferred to the 
department of transportation. 

Subd. 5. [TRANSFER APPROVAL OF COMMISSIONER OF 
ADMINISTRATION.] Any and all transfers of departments of 
public service personnel, records and funds to the department of 
transportation, pursuant to the provisions of this act, shall be sub
ject to the approval of the commissioner of administration. 

Subd. 6. [EFFECT OF TRANSFERS TO THE DEPART
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION.] (a) The department of trans
portation shall be deemed a continuation of the former department 
or agency as to matters within the jurisdiction of the former de
partment or agency, which are assigned or transferred to the de
partment by this act, with the same force and effect as though the 
functions, powers and duties had not been assigned or transferred, 
and shall not be held to constitute a new authority for the purpose 
of succession to all rights, powers, duties and obligations of the 
former department or agency, as constituted at the time of the 
assignment or transfer. 

(b) Any proceeding, court action, prosecution, or other business 
or matter undertaken or commenced prior to, and pending at the 
time of, the passage of this act by a department or agency, whose 
functions, powers and duties are transferred to the department of 
transportation by this act, may be conducted and completed by the 
department of transportation in the same manner, under the same 
terms and conditions, and with the same effect as though it were 
undertaken or commenced and conducted or completed by the 
former department or agency prior to the transfer. 

( c) Except as otherwise provided in this act, the head of a 
department or agency whose functions, powers and duties are 
transferred to the department of transportation by this act shall 
transfer all contracts, books, maps, plans, papers, records, and 
property of every description within his jurisdiction or control to 
the commissioner of transportation. The commissioner shall receive 
from the public service department all documents, records and /19· 
pers necessary to perform his duties. The interdepartmental tasi 
force of transportation shall also be governed by this provision. 

( d) All unexpended funds appropriated to any department, or 
agency for the purposes of any of its functions, powers, or duties 
which are transferred by this act to the department of transport4-
tion are hereby transferred to the department of transportation. 
When the functions, powers and duties that are affected by this act 
are the responsibility of the department of transportation and an• 
other department or agency, the commissioner of administration 
shall allocate any unexpended appropriation to the department or 
agency between the department of transportation and the other 
departments or agencies affected. 

( e) Except as otherwise provided in this act, all persons employ
ed in the classified service by a department or agency to perform 
any of the functions, powers or duties, which are transferred by thi8 
act to the department of transportation, are transferred to the de-
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partment. The positions of all persons who are employed in the 
unclassified service by a department or agency to perform any of 
the functions, powers or duties, which are transferred by this act 
to the department, are abolished. Any person in the unclassified 
civil service whose employment position is abolished by this act 
and who is not appointed to an unclassified position authorized by 
this act may be otherwise continued in the unclassified service in 
the department of transportation, but for a period not to exceed 12 
months from the date on which the department commences oper
ation. Any unclassified position created for such purpose shall not 
be included in those authorized by section 2, subdivision 2, or sec
tion 8 of this act. 

Sec. 7. [REVISOR OF STATUTES; TERMINOLOGY 
CHANGES.] In the next and subsequent editions of Minnesota 
Statutes, the revisor of statutes shall make the necessary change;, 
in terminology to record the transfers of functions, powers and 
duties which are provided by this act from a department or agency 
to the department of transportation. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.09, Subdivision 2a, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [ADDITIONAL UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS.] Not
withstanding any other law to the contrary, the J?Crsonnel board, 
upon the request of the governor, is hereby authorized to establish 
permanent unclassified positions, or to unclassify previously classified 
positions, provided that: 

( 1) Positions so established involve only deputy or assistant heads 
of departments or agencies, or director level positions which are not 
specifically established by law, and who are appointed by and report 
directly to a head of a department or agency who is required by law 
to be appointed by the governor, or by a gubematorially appointed 
board; as well as one position for a personal secretary of any head 
of a department or agency listed in clause (3). 

(2) Classified incumbents of such positions, if any, are not removed 
from that position for a period of one year except under applicable 
provisions of rules and laws governing classified state employees. 

( 3) If an employee in the classified civil service accepts a newly 
created unclassified position, he shall retain an inactive civil servico 
status and, upon his request, the commissioner of personnel shall 
reafJ?Oint him to his previous classified position, or to a comparable 
position. 

( 4) Positions so established are limited in number to six in 
the departments of administration, corrections, finance, highways, 
natural resources, public safety, public welfare, and revenue; to 
five in the departments of commerce, education, health, labor 
and industry, and personnel; to four in the departments of agri
culture, economic development, transportation, and employment 
services; to three in the Elep~ department of aereR&aH, 
public service, aBEl the planning agency , and pollution control 
agency; and to two in the departments of human rights and 
veterans affairs. Departments or agencies not enumerated in 
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this clause shall not be authorized to establish additional un
classified positions under the provisions of this subdivision. 

(5) Funds are available. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 360.017, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

360.017 [STATE AIRPORTS FUND.] Subdivision 1. [CREA
TION.] There is hereby created a fund to be known as the state 
airports fund. Such fund shall consist of all moneys appropriated to 
it, or directed to be paid into it, by the legislature. The state airports 
fund shall be paid out on authorization of the commissioner and shall 
be used to acquire, construct, improve, maintain, and operate air
ports and other air navigation facilities and to assist municipalities 
in the acquisition, construction, improvement, and maintenance of 
airports and other air navigation facilities. The state airports fund 
$hall also be used to pay salaries and expenses in the department of 
transportation related to aeronautic planning, administration and 
operation. 

Sec. 10. [TEMPORARY PROVISIONS.] By January 1, 1976, the 
commissioner of transportation, the public service commission and the 
director of the administrative division of the department of public 
service shall prepare and submit to the legislature a report recom
mending which, if any, of the current powers of the commission or 
director should be transferred to the commissioner of transportation 
in order to accomplish the policy as stated in section 1 of this act. 
The report shall include specific suggestions relating to amendments 
of Minnesota Statutes necessary in order to accomplish the transfers 
recommended in the report. 

Sec. 11. [APPROPRIATION.] There is hereby appropriated $150,-
000 from the general fund to the commissioner of transportation to 
be available to him upon appointment to organize the department 
and to initiate the study as defined in section 3, subdivision 1 (g). 
This appropriation shall not cancel at the end of the first year but is 
reappropriated for the next fiscal year. 

Sec. 12. [REPEAL.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 4.20; 
161.02; 161.03; and 360.014 are repealed. 

Sec. 13. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Section 2, subdivision I, of this 
act is effective July 1, 1975. The remaining provisions of this act, 
except as provided in this section, are effective upon the appointment 
of the commissioner. Former departments or agencies shall continue 
to exercise their functions, powers and duties which are transferred 
by this act until the commissioner notifies the commissioner of admin
istration that the department of transportation is ready to commence 
operation. ln the initial organization of the department the commis
sioner shall designate an organizational steering committee consisting 
of representatives from the departments of administration, aero
nautics, highways, public service and the state planning agency to 
assist him in the initial organization of the department." 

Further amend the title as follows: 
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Page 1, line 8, after "4.20;" insert "161.02;" 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. Re
port adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred 

H. F. No. 369: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; pro
viding for the filing of state documents with the legislature; es
tablishing duties of legislative reference library; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.195; and 3.302, Subdivision 3. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
do pass. Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was re
referred 

S. F. No. 540: A bill for an act relating to health ; community 
health services; authorizing a state subsidy to local units of 
government for providing community health services; prescrib
ing the powers of the state board of health; appropriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [PURPOSE; CITATION.] Subdivision 1. [PUR
POSE.] The purpose of this act is to develop and maintain an 
integrated system of community health services under local ad
ministration with a system of state guidelines and standards. 

Subd. 2. [CITATION.] Sections 1 through 12 of this act may 
be cited as the "community health services act". 

Sec. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the purposes of 
this act, the following terms shall have the meanings here given 
them. 

Subd. 2. "Human services" means correctional, educational, em
ployment, health, mental health, and social services. 

Subd. 3. "Health services" means those personal health services 
provided to individuals by licensed health professionals engaged 
in private practice, institutional health services and community 
health services. 

Subd. 4. "Institutional health services" means the services pro• 
vided in hospitals, nursing homes and other licensed health facili
ties. 

Subd. 5. "Community health services" means those services 
designed to protect and improve the people's health within a geo
graphically defined community by emphasizing services to pre
vent illness, disease, and disability, by promoting effective coordi
nation and use of community resources, and by extending health 
services into the community. These services include community 
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nursing services, home health services, disease prevention and 
control services, family planning services, nutritional services, 
dental public health services, emergency medical services, health 
education, and environmental health services. 

Subd. 6. "Community nursing services" means public health 
nursing services that emphasize prevention by providing family 
centered nursing, including prenatal, well child, crippled child, 
school health, family planning, and nutritional services as well as 
individual and family health appraisal, screening, follow up, and 
referral for personal health services. 

Subd. 7. "Home health services" means home nursing, physical 
therapy, nutrition, occupational therapy, homemakers, and home 
health aide services, which are provided under medical supervi
sion. 

Subd. 8. "Disease prevention and control services" means epi
demiology, immunization, case finding and follow up, continuing 
surveillance, detection, and prevention of communicable diseases 
and chronic diseases including referrals for personal health ser
vices. 

Subd. 9. "Family planning services" means birth control and in
fertility services which include education, counseling, and medical 
appraisal. 

Subd. 10. "Nutritional services" means those activities designed 
to provide information about food substances which will alleviate 
dietary deficiencies and resulting health complications. 

Subd. 11. "Dental public health services" means those organized 
community activities that are intended to prevent dental disease 
and promote dental hffl.lth, including information, education and 
demonstration of actions that individuals and families can take 
to prevent dental disease and maintain dental health. 

Subd. 12. "Emergency medical services" means those services 
which provide rapid and effective medical treatment to persons 
beset by a life threatening situation, at the scene of the emergen
cy, enroute to a treatment center, and in the emergency depart
ment of that treatment center. 

Subd. 13. "Health education" means those activities which de
velop each individual's awareness and sense of responsibility for 
for his own health, the health of the family, and the health of the 
community, including basic information concerning the availa
bility of health services in the community. 

Subd. 14. "Environmental health services" means those ser
vices designed to achieve an environment conducive to man's 
health, comfort, safety, and well being. These services include 
food protection, hazardous substances and product safety, water 
supply sanitation, septic tank and soil absorption type sewage 
disposal, water pollution control, occupational health and safety, 
radiation control, air pollution control, noise pollution control. 
vector control, institutional sanitation, recreational sanitation in-
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eluding swimming pool sanitation and safety, housing code en
forcement for health and safety purposes, and general nuisance 
control. 

Subd. 15. "Population" means the total resident population as 
enumerated during the most recent federal census or, the annual 
population estimate prepared by the state planning agency in 
cooperation with the bureau of the census shall be used in order 
to have the most current data available. 

Subd. 16. "Taxable value" means the adjusted assessed valua
tion of a county which shall be certified annually to the state 
board of health by the equalized assessment review committee. 

Subd. 17. "Local expenditure" means the total annual expendi
tures financed from all sources by counties and other local units 
of government within a county for community health services. 
The county auditor shall annually certify to the state board of 
health the total amount of such community health services ex
penditures on forms and in such detail as may be prescribed by 
the state board of health. 

Subd. 18. "Per capita income" means the average income of 
the residents of a particular jurisdiction as calculated by the 
most recent federal census. 

Subd. 19. "County board" means a county board of commis
sioners. 

Subd. 20. "Board of health" means a local board of health or
ganized under the provisions of section 3. 

Sec. 3. [LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH; ORGANIZATION.] 
Subdivision 1. [COUNTIES.] A county may by resolution or
ganize a board of health under the provisions of this section ex
ercising one of the following options, and assign the responsibili
ties of this act accordingly : 

(a) Human Services Board-The county board of a county 
that has or hereafter establishes an operational human services 
board pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 402 or Laws 
1974, Chapter 293 shall assign the responsibilities of this act to 
the human services board. 

(b) County Board-The county board may assume the respon
sibilities of the board of health pursuant to this act. 

(c) Board of Health-The county board may assign the re
sponsibilities of a board of health under this act to the board of 
health of said county organized under Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 145.47 to 145.55, or Laws 1969, Chapter 235. 

(d) Board of Health-The county board may organize a board 
of health and assign the responsibilities of this act to such 
board of health. The board of health for a single county shall 
consist of five members appointed by the county board. When 
two or more counties combine to form a board of health, each 
county board shall appoint two members to the board of health. 
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except that the county board having the largest population shall 
appoint three such members. At least two members of the board 
of health shall be providers of health services. The remaining 
members shall be laymen representative of the people in the 
community and shall include at least one person who is not a 
member of the county board. Continuity of membership shall be 
assured by having approximately one third of the members 
terms expire each year. First appointments may be for less than 
three years, thereafter all terms shall be three years. No mem
ber shall serve more than three consecutive terms. The board 
shall elect a chairman and vice-chairman with terms of one year. 

Subd. 2. [CITIES.] A city, located in a county with a popula
tion of 300,000 or more persons, or any city which is located in 
three counties, may by resolution organize a board of health 
under the provisions of this section exercising one of the follow
ing options, and assign the responsibilities of this act according
ly: 

(a) City Council-The city council may assume the responsi
bilities of the board of health pursuant to this act. 

(b) Board of Health-The city council may assign the responsi
bilities of the board to the board of health of said city organized 
under Minnesota Statutes, Section 145.01. 

(c) Board of Health-The city council may organize a board 
of health and assign the responsibilities of this act to such board 
of health. The board of health for a single city shall consist of 
five members appointed by the city council. When two or more 
cities combine to form a board of health, each city council shall 
appoint two members to the board of health, except that the city 
council of the city having the largest population shaJl appoint 
thre" such members. At least two members of the board of health 
shall be providers of health services. The remaining members shaJI 
be laymen representative of the people in the community and 
shall include at least one person who is not a member of the city 
council. Continuity of membership shall be assured by having 
approximately one-third of the members' terms expire each 
year. First appointments may be for less than three years, there
after all terms shall be three years. No member shaJl serve 
more than three consecutive terms. The board shall elect a chair
man and a vice-chairman with terms of one year. 

Subd. 3. [ADVISORY COMMITl'EE.] In each case where a 
board of health has been assigned the responsibilities of this act 
a local community health services advisory committee shall be 
established by the respective county board or city council to 
advise, consult with, or make recommendations to the board of 
health on matters relating to the development, maintenance, 
funding, and evaluation of community health services. The com
mittee shall consist of not less than nine members and no more 
than twenty-one members, all appointed by the governing body 
of the respective jurisdiction. The membership of the advisory 
committee shall be as follows: at least one-third providers of 
health services, including at least one physician, one registered 
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nurse, and one dentist; and at least one-third consumers selected 
to represent consumers organizations or constituencies within the 
community, provided, however, that the advisory committee to 
a county board of health for a county with 300,000 or more 
persons shall be as follows: at least 51 percent local government 
officials and the remainder divided equally between providers 
of health services and consumers. Continuity of membership of 
each advisory committee shall be assured by having an approxi
mately equal number of terms expire each year. First appoint
ments may be for less than two years, thereafter all terms 
shall be two years and no member shall serve more than three 
consecutive terms. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary. 
members may receive a per diem and be reimbursed for travel 
and other necessary expenses while engaged in their official 
duties, as determined by the appointing authority. The committee 
shall elect officers including a chairman and vice-chairman with 
terms of one year. The committee shall meet at least six times 
a year and at the call of the chairman or a majority of the 
members. 

Sec. 4. [LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH; AUTHORITY.] Sub
division 1. [GENERAL DUTIES.] The board of health shall 
have general authority and responsibility for the development 
and maintenance of an integrated system of community health 
services. 

Subd. 2. [POWERS.] In addition to any other powers assigned 
to a board of health by sections 1 to 11, the board of health for 
a county shall possess all the powers and duties now assigned by 
law to local boards of health pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 145.01 and to public health nursing and home health 
services agencies pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
145.08 to 145.125, provided, however, that this subdivision shall 
not remove or otherwise change the powers and duties of any 
city or township eligible for the subsidy under the provisions 
of section 7 of this act, or of any city of the first or second class 
with an existing program of community health services located 
within a county with a population of 300,000 or more persons 
until the city council of said city shall take action to allow the 
county to pre-empt the powers and duties of said city. Not later 
than 365 days after the approval of the community health services 
plan by the state board of health, any county or city board, com
mittee or commission having authorities or duties in any area 
designated in sections 1 to 11 other than the board of health 
designated and acting pursuant to sections 1 to 11, shall cease 
its operation and no per diem or reimbursement of expenses shall 
be paid to any member of the board, committee, or commission. 

Subd. 3. [EMPLOYEES.] The board of health may employ 
administrators, officers, employees, and agents as necessary to 
carry out the provisions of this act. Employees of the board of 
health shall be subject to any personnel administration rules 
adopted by the county board or boards or the city council or 
councils unless by law the employees or a class of employees 
shall be within the scope of a statewide personnel administration 
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system. All persons employed by a county, city or the state, 
whose functions and duties are assumed by the board of health 
shall become employees of the board of health without loss in 
benefits, salaries or rights. 

Subd. 4. The board of health by any lawful means, including 
gifts, purchase, lease, or transfer of custodial control, may acquire 
and hold in the name of the county or city the lands, buildings, 
and equipment necessary and incident to the accomplishment 
of the purposes of this act and accept gifts, grants, and subsidies 
from any lawful source, apply for and accept state and federal 
funds, request and accept local tax funds, establish and collect 
reasonable fees for community health services provided. 

Subd. 5. The board of health may contract for services from 
private firms, non-profit corporations, primary and secondary 
schools, state and local governmental agencies, or other com
munity agencies to avoid unnecessary duplication of services and 
realize cost advantages. The contracts shall be employed to im
prove efficiency and the quality and effectiveness of services and 
shall give preferential consideration to existing municipal pro
i;rams. Contracts shall be awarded on the basis of cost benefit 
comparisons and considerations. 

Subd. 6. The board of health shall coordinate community health 
services with the delivery of personal health services, institutional 
health services, and related human services in the community; 
ensure responsible medical consultation and direction by employ
ing a public health physician or by contracting with a local prac
ticing physician; and coordinate community health services with 
health related environmental control services in the community. 
The board of health shall coordinate local, state, and federal 
services and funding for community health services. 

Subd. 7. The board of health shall evaluate the effectiveness 
and efficiency of community health services gystems and programs 
and as a condition of qualifying for the community health services 
subsidy, prepare the annual community health services plan and 
budget, as provided in section 10. 

Subd. 8. The board of health shall identify community health 
needs and set priorities among the needs for the broad range of 
community health services including the health needs of minorities 
and nonresidents, including tourists and migrants, and ensure 
that services are accessible to all persons on the basis of need 
and that no one is denied services because of race, color, sex, 
age, language, religion, nationality, economic status, political 
persuasion or place of residence. 

Subd. 9. The board of health shall recommend appropriate 
local legislation pertaining to {:(Immunity health services to the 
county board or city council and shall advise the state board of 
health on matters relating to public health that require assistance 
from the state, or that may be of more than local interest. 

Subd. 10. The board of health shall publish for distribution 
an annual report of the activities of the board of health. 
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Subd. 11. When the board of health determines that there is 
an acute shortage of medical or other health manpower, or that 
there is a significant problem in providing access to health care 
in the area, the board of health shall address itself to the resolution 
of those problems. The solution may involve providing assistance 
to recruit medical or other health personnel to the area, or the 
development of suitable linkages between area medical and allied 
health personnel that will make more effective use of existing 
private, non-profit and community resources and extend health 
care into the community. 

Sec. 5. [DUTIES OF COUNTY BOARD.] Subdivision 1. A 
county board of any county having a board of health organized 
under this act shall review and approve the community health 
services plan prior to the submission of the plan to the state 
board of health. The plan submitted by the county board shall 
incorporate the plans developed by any city organized under the 
provisions of section 3 that has established eligibility under the 
provisions of section 7. Upon receipt of the community health 
services plan, or any proposed revision, from a city, the county 
board shall review and act on the plan or the proposed revision 
within 30 days. The county board may approve the plan as 
written or refer the plan back to the city with comments and 
instructions for further consideration. The city or the county 
may appeal to the state board of health for resolution of dif
ferences regarding the community health services plan. A failure 
to act within the specified time shall constitute approval of the 
plan. 

Subd. 2. A county board of any county having a board of 
health organized under this act may by ordinance adopt and 
enforce reasonable regulations related to the implementation and 
administration of sections 1 to 11, provided, however, that no 
county regulations shall conflict with state legislation or with 
higher standards established either by regulation of an agency 
of state government or by the provisions of the charter or 
ordinances of any city organized under the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 6. [BUDGET; FUNDS.] Subdivision 1. On or before 
July 1 of each year the board of health, if other than the county 
board, or the joint board of two or more county boards, or the 
city council or councils, shall submit to the county board or 
boards or the city council or councils an estimate of the amount 
needed by the board of health to perform its duties including 
costs of administration for the ensuing year. The proposed plan 
and budget shall set forth the expected source and amounts of 
funds which are expected to be available to the board of health 
and its proposed plan of expenditures to perform its duties and 
responsibilities. The county board or boards or the city council 
or councils shall consider the estimates of income and the plan 
for expenditures and as the estimates and plan are approved 
or approved as modified, shall levy a tax within the levy limits 
provided by law for the purpose. 

If two or more counties or cities have agreed as provided in 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 471.59 to a joint or multi-county 
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or multi-city or multi-city-county activity, the county boards or 
city councils party to the agreement shall determine the pro
portional financial responsibility of each county or city to sup
port the programs and services of the board of health if the 
agreement had not provided for the division of costs or other 
arrangements pursuant to the agreement. 

Sec. 7. [ELIGIBILITY; WITHDRAWAL.] Subdivision 1. 
[ELIGIBILITY OF COUNTIES.] A county or two or more con
tiguous counties combined under the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 471.59, shall be eligible for the community health 
services subsidy provided in section 11 under the following con
ditions: 

(a) There shall be an aggregate population of 30,000 or more 
persons in the county or multi-county area located within a reg
ion designated pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 462.381 
to 462.396, or Chapter 473B. However, when three or more coun
ties combine for the purposes of this act, the 30,000 minimum 
population shall not be required. When two or more counties com
bine for the purposes of this act, the state board of health with 
the approval of the regional development commissions directly 
involved, may waive the requirements that all counties be within 
a single development region; provided however, that if a single 
county has received an exemption for formation of a human 
services board pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 402.01 the 
population base of 30,000 is waived and such county shall be 
eligible for participation in this act; 

(b) There shall be a board of health organized under the provi
sions of section 3 ; 

(c) There shall be substantial compliance with the require
ments of the state board of health established under the provi
sions of section 8; 

( d) There shall be local matching funds provided to support 
the community health services as provided in section 11; 

(e) The plan developed under the provisions of section 10 shall 
be approved by both the county board and the state board of 
health. 

Failure of a county or group of counties to elect to come within 
the provisions of sections 1 to 11 shall not affect their eligibility 
for any other state subsidy. 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBILITY OF CITIES.] A city having a city 
health department organized under the provisions of Chapter 145 
and located in a county having a population of 300,000 or more 
persons, or two or more contiguous cities combined under the 
provisions of section 471.59, having an aggregate population of 
65,000 or more persons and located in a county having a popu
lation of 300,000 or more persons, shall be eligible for the com
munity health services subsidy under the provisions of this act 
if: 
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(a) There is a board of health organized under. the provisions 
of section 3, subdivision 2; 

(b) There is substantial compliance with the requirements 
established by the state board of health under the provisions of 
section 8; 

(c) There are local matching funds provided to support the 
community health services as provided in section 11 ; 

(d) The plan developed under the provisions of section 10 shall 
be consistent with the plan developed by the county and shall be 
approved by both the city council and the county board. 

The city's proportionate share of the community health ser
vices subsidy shall be determined by calculating the proportion of 
local expenditures for community health services within the coun
ty that were expended by the city. In a county which has, or 
hereafter establishes, an operational human services board pursu
ant to section 3, subdivision 1, the subsidy payment shall be made 
to the human services board pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 402.02, Subdivision 4. The human services board shall 
enter into a purchase of service contract to provide a proportional 
share of the subsidy to those cities that establish eligibility under 
the provisions of this subdivision. 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBILITY OF CITIES.] A city located within 
three or more counties and any contiguous political subdivision 
or subdivisions shall have the authority to combine, for the pur
poses of this act, under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 471.59, and shall be eligible for a proportional share of 
the subsidy provided in section 11 for the counties under the fol
lowing conditions: 

(a) There shall be an aggregate population of 40,000 or more 
persons; 

(b) There is a board of health organized under the provisions of 
section 3; 

(c) There is substantial compliance with the requirements es
tablished by the state board of health under the provisions of 
section 8; 

(d) There are local matching funds provided to support the 
community health services as provided in section 11 ; 

(e) The plan developed under the provisions of section 10 shall 
be approved by the city council and the governing bodies of each 
of the political subdivisions and by the state board of health. 

The proportionate share of the subsidy for the city and any 
contiguous political subdivision combined with such city shall be 
determined by calculating the proportion of total county popula
tion that live in the city and the contiguous political subdivisions. 
When all three counties within which the city is located have com
bined under the provisions of this act, the subsidy payment shall 
be made to the multi-county board of health. The multi-county 
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board of health shall enter into a purchase of service contract to 
provide a proportional share of the subsidy to the city and any 
contiguous political subdivisions that establish eligibility under 
the provisions of this subdivision. 

Subd. 4. [WITHDRAWAL.] Any participating county or city, 
may by resolution of its governing body, indicate its intention 
to withdraw from the subsidy program established by this act. 
Notification shall be given to the state board of health and to 
each county or city in any multi-county or multi-city combina
tion, at least one year before the beginning of the fiscal year in 
which it takes effect. When two or more counties or cities have 
combined for the purposes of sections 1 to 11, the withdrawal 
provision shall not be applicable during the first two years fol
lowing the adoption of the initial agreement to combine. The 
withdrawal of a county or city from a group of two or more coun
ties or cities combined for the purposes of sections 1 to 11 shall 
not affect the eligibility for the community health services 
subsidy of the remaining counties or cities for at least one year 
following the withdrawal. 

Sec. 8. [DUTIES OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.) 
Subdivision 1. The state board of health shall: 

(a) Provide consultation and technical training to communities 
to assist them in the development and provisions of services, en
couraging multi-county configurations to ensure that a county 
will not be isolated geographically and thereby ineligible for the 
subsidy. 

(b) Develop guidelines and recommended administrative pro
cedures through a planning program with representation from 
local health boards. Adoption of these guidelines and adminis
trative procedures by the board of health shall not be a prerequi
site for plan approval. 

(c) Promulgate regulations in accordance with Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 15, for the purposes of establishing standards 
for: 

(1) Training, credentialing, and experience requirements for 
key personnel to ensure expertise in administration, planning. 
and in each services program included in the community health 
services plan; 

(2) A uniform reporting system that will permit an assess
ment of the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery pro
grams; and 

(3) A planning process that will encourage full community 
participation in the development of the community health ser
vices plan. 

(d) Review and act on the community health services plan and 
any proposed revision within 60 days after receiving the plan 
or revision. The state board of health may approve the plan as 
written or refer the plan back to the applicant with comment! 
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and instructions for further consideration. A failure to act with
in the specified time shall constitute approval of the plan. 

(e) Provide application forms and instructions for preparation 
and submission of applications for the community health ser
vices subsidy, in accordance with the provisions of section 10. 

Subd. 2. The state board of health may enter into an agree
ment as prescribed in Minnesota Statutes, Section 145.55, with 
any county or city or group of counties or cities organized under 
the provisions of section 8 to perform all or part of the licensing, 
inspection, and enforcement duties authorized under the pro
visions of Minnesota Statutes, Sections 144.075 and 144.12 and 
Chapter 157. 

Sec. 9. [SPECIAL GRANTS.] Subdivision 1. The board may 
make special grants to a city, a county, or group of cities or 
counties to establish, operate or subsidize clinic facilities and 
services, including mobile clinics, to furnish community health 
services for migrant agricultural workers and their families in 
areas of the state in which significant numbers of migrant work
ers are located. The community health services plan submitted 
by the local board must contain a proposal for the delivery of 
such services and documentation of input by affected segments 
of the community to the plan in order to qualify for a grant 
under this section. 

Subd. 2. The board may make special grants to a city, a county, 
or group of cities or counties to establish, operate, or subsidize 
clinic facilities and services to furnish community health services 
for native Americans who have no established county of resi
dence. The community health services plan submitted by the lo
cal board must contain a proposal for the delivery of such ser
vices and documentation of input by affected segments of the 
community to the plan in order to qualify for a grant under this 
section. 

Sec. 10. [COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE.] An advisory committee is established to advise, 
consult with, and make recommendations to the state board of 
health on matters relating to the development, maintenance, 
funding and evaluation of community health services. Each 
board of health, meeting the eligibility requirements of section 
7 of this act, may appoint a member to serve on the committee. 
The terms shall be two years and no member shall serve more 
than three consecutive terms. Continuity of membership shall be 
assured by having an approximately equal number of terms ex
pire each year. Members may receive a per diem and shall be 
reimbursed for travel and other necessary expenses while en
gaged in their official duties. The committee shall meet at least 
quarterly and special meetings may be called by the chairman or 
a majority of the members. 

Sec. 11. [COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES PLAN.] Sub
division 1. [PLAN CONTENT.] The community health services 
plan shall be a written plan for the development, implementation, 
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coordination, and operation of community heaJth services that 
meet the priority needs of the community. Financial constraints 
and differing priorities may resuJt in variations in levels of 
effort for different services. The plan shall include the follow
ing: 

(a) A description of the process used to encourage fuJl com
munity participation in the development of the plan; 

(b) An explanation of the extent to which the planning and 
service delivery systems have been integrated with the delivery 
of personal health services, institutionaJ health services, heaJth 
related environmental programs and services, and with related 
human services in the community. The plan shall include a 
statement of the priority needs of the community and an in
ventory of existing health related services in the community; 

(c) Descriptions of each service program including each of the 
following: community nursing services, home health services, 
disease prevention and control services including immunization, 
emergency medical services, health education, and environmental 
health services; 

( d) The projected amount and sources of funding for carrying 
out the plan; 

( e) A report and evaluation of the two preceding years com
munity health service programs. 

Subd. 2. [PLAN SUBMISSION.] The application for a com
munity health services subsidy and the plan and any proposed 
revision of the plan shaJl be submitted to the appropriate re
gionaJ development commission or to the metropolitan council 
and to the state board of health. The regional development 
commission or the metropolitan council shall review the plan to 
determine conformance with regional plans developed by the 
heaJth systems agency under the provisions of the National 
HeaJth Planning and Resource Development Act of 1974, and 
submit their findings and other comments and recommendations 
to the state board of heaJth within 40 days after receiving the 
plan. 

Sec. 12. [COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES SUBSIDY.] 
Subdivision 1. [PAYMENT.] When a city, county, or group of 
cities or counties meets the requirements prescribed in section 7, 
the state board of health shaJl pay the amount of subsidy to the 
city or county in accordance with applicable rules and regulations 
from the funds appropriated for the purpose. The state board of 
health may make an advancement of funds on a quarterly basis. 

Subd. 2. [FORMULA.] To determine the amount to be paid 
participating cities and counties, the state board of health shaJI 
apply the following formula using the most current data available: 

(a) All counties will be ranked in accordance with a formula 
involving three factors: 

( 1) Per capita income; 
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(2) Per capita taxable value, and; 

(3) Per capita local expenditure per 1,000 population for com
munity health services. 

(b) Each county is then ranked as follows: 

(1) On the basis of per capita income the ranking is from the 
lowest to the highest; 

(2) Per capita taxable value is ranged from lowest to highest; 

( 3) Per capita expenditure is ranged from highest to lowest. 

( c) The ranking given each county on each of the foregoing 
three factors is then totaled and the counties ranked in numerical 
order according to score. 

( d) The total score for each county thus determined is then 
divided into a median total score. The quotient thus obtained is 
then multiplied by $2.25 times the county population. The re
sulting p_roduct is the amount of subsidy to which the county 
is eligible under this formula, provided that no city or county 
shall receive less than $1. 75 or more than $2. 75 per capita. 

Subd. 3. [LOCAL MATCH.] The amount of local matching 
funds required to receive the full subsidy shall be determined 
by multiplying the population by $4.50 and subtracting the com
munity health services subsidy allocated under the provisions 
of this section. The local matching funds may include local tax 
levies, gifts, fees for services and revenues from contracts. When 
the amount of local matching funds is less than the amount 
specified, the state formula subsidy shall be reduced propor
tionally. When a participating city or county fails to expend the 
full amount of the subsidy to which it would be entitled in any 
one year under the provisions of this act, the state board of 
health may, at its discretion, retain the surplus, subject to dis
bursement in the following year to the city or county if it can 
demonstrate a need for and ability to expend the surplus for the 
purposes provided in section 8. A city organized under the pro
visions of this act that levies a tax for provision of community 
health services shall be exempted from any county levy for the 
same services to the extent of the levy imposed by the city. 

Sec. 13. [APPROPRIATION TRANSFER.] The commissioner 
of finance is authorized to transfer funds from any appropriation 
made to the state board of health to the appropriation provided 
in section 14 of this act. Such transfer shall occur after a re
quest by the commissioner of health identifying the specific 
amounts from each appropriation, and the programs effected by 
the requested transfer. The commissioner of health shall furnish 
copies of each request to the committee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appropriations of the house of representa
tives. 

Sec. 14. [APPROPRIATION.] Subdivision 1. The sum of 
$1,500,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the state 
board of health for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1976 and 
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ending June 30, 1977 for the purposes specified in sections 9 and 
11." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was 
re-referred 

S. F. No. 559: A bill for an act relating to public health; provid
ing state aid for purification of municipal water supplies; ap
propriating money. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. The Minnesota state board of health is directed to 
establish a grant program for the construction of water filtration 
and purification systems for those communities using Lake Sup
erior as a drinking water source. This program shall include the 
disbursement of funds hereinafter described for the construction 
of such facilities, the creation of guidelines designed to assure 
that such funds will be disbursed in accord with the purposes 
of this act, the continued surveillance of the effectiveness of 
constructed facilities in cooperation with other related state 
agencies, and such other duties of administration as may be neces
sary to accomplish the purposes of this act. 

Sec. 2. A Lake Superior water filtration and purification fund 
is created as a separate bookkeeping account in the general books 
of account of the state, to record receipts of the proceeds of 
monies appropriated to the account and disbursements of money 
appropriated from the account to municipalities for the acquisition 
and betterment of public land, buildings, and improvements of 
a capital nature needed for the prevention, control and abatement 
of water pollution. 

Sec. 3. Definitions for the purposes of this act are as follows: 

(1) "Agency" means the Minnesota state board of health. 
(2) "Municipality" means any city or any other governmental 

subdivision having the power or duty to provide drinking water 
to cities of this state and using Lake Superior as the source of 
such drinking water. 

( 3) "Eligible cost" as used by this act shall include all costs 
incurred by a municipality includin~ acquisition of necessary 
real and personal property, engineering, system cleaning, con
struction, alteration, improvements, inspection, supervision of con
struction and all other costs related to the construction and es
tablishment of a permanent water filtration or purification system. 
Such costs shall be eligible even if incurred prior to the effective 
date of this act. 

( 4) "Municipal water purification system" shall include all 
properties, real or personal, determined by a municipality and 
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the state to be necessary for the elimination of polluting or poten
tially injurious substances from water used for municipal water 
supply purposes. 

Sec. 4. The sum of $2,500,000 is appropriated from the state 
treasury general fund to the account created in section 2 of this 
act to be granted and disbursed to municipalities in accordance with 
the purposes of this act. Grants shall be made in accordance with 
the guidelines created under authority of section 1 of this act 
and shall not exceed 33 percent of the eligible project cost as 
hereinbefore defined. However, these grants shall not be made 
until matching funds are available. 

Sec. 5. Any recipient of financial assistance shall pursue its 
remedies under the permits granted to the discharges or subrogate 
to the state those remedies for purposes of obtaining reimburse
ment of the state funds expended for the purposes of this act. 
The board of health shall at the time of any disbursement of 
funds under this act enter into necessary agreements for such 
reimbursement. This agreement shall insure that the state receives 
reimbursement for expenditures under this act prior to any distri
bution to a plaintiff community, except that legal expenses in
curred by the community shall precede any distribution to the 
state. 

Sec. 6. The Minnesota state board of health is hereby authorized 
to expend up to 2 percent of the amount appropriated in section 
5 to administer grant programs created under the provisions of 
this law. 

Sec. 7. This act is effective upon final enactment." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
ReJ>Ort adopted. 

Mr. Arnold from the Committee on Finance, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1798: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operations of state government; appropriating money to the depart• 
ment of highways and for other purposes; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdivision Sa; and repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.355, Subdivision 2. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill be 
amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. The sums hereinafter set forth and designated 
"APPROPRIATIONS", or so much thereof as may be necessary, 
are hereby appropriated out of the trunk highway fund in the 
state treasury or any other fund herein designated, to the depart
ment of highways for the purposes specified in the following sec
tions of the act, to be available for the fiscal year indicated for 
each purpose. The figures "1975", "1976" and "1977" wherever 
used herein mean the appropriations listed thereunder to be avail
able for the year ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 
30, 1977, respectively. 
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Sec. 2 LEGAL DIVISION 
Subdivision 1. Salaries 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 
Sec. 3. ADMINISTRATIVE 

OPERATIONS 
Subdivision 1. Salaries 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Subd. 3. Port of Entry Study 

The department of highways, in 
cooperation with the depart
ment of public safety, shall de
velop a plan for a Port of En
try system. Such plan shall in
clude, but not be limited to: 
proper locations, cost for de
development, costs of opera
tions, amount of truck traffic, 
anticipated revenues resulting 
from a Port of Entry system, 
plan of operating and enforcing 
such system, and anticipated 
problems or difficulties. Infor
mation from other states hav
ing Port of Entry systems shall 
be utilized in developing this 
plan. The department of high
ways shall submit the plan on 
or before November 15, 1975. 

Sec. 4. MAINTENANCE, 
SALARIES, SUPPLIES AND 
EXPENSE 

Sec. 5. HIGHWAY DEVEL
OPMENT SUPPORT, SALAR
ms, SUPPLIES AND EX
PENSE 

Sec. 6. RESEARCH AND 
STANDARDS, SALARIES, 
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSE 

Sec. 7. STATE AID ADMIN
ISTRATION, SALARIES, SUP
PLIES AND EXPENSE 

Sec. 8. PLANNING AND 
PROGRAMMING SALARIES, 
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSE 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 
1976 1977 

400,000 

18,000 

2,700,000 

1,700,000 

10,000 

52,687,166 

35,000,000 

1,000,000 

237,916 

2,600,000 

400,000 

18,000 

2,700,000 

1,700,000 

51,922,446 

35,000,000 

1,000,000 

237,916 

2,600,000 
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Sec. 9. EQUIPMENT 

Sec. 10. BUILDINGS AND 
IMPROVEMENTS 

This includes funds for the 
construction of equipment 
storage buildings at Nopeming, 
Hibbing, Bagley, Karlstad, St. 
Peter, Cannon Falls and Wells; 
plus various remodeling and 
improvements. 

Sec. 11. INTERSTATE SAFE
TY REST AREAS 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

$ 
1976 1977 

4,253,120 

1,759,830 

299,805 

$ 

5,290,811 

Sec. 12. FEDERAL/STATE SAFETY ACCOUNT. The com
missioner of highways may continue the Federal/State Safety 
Account established by Laws 1973, Chapter 718, Section 14, 
within the trunk highway fund, and he may transfer unobligated 
appropriation balances from the appropriations in sections 3 
through 8 to said account if needed to advance state funds for 
approved federal highway safety projects; and may receive funds 
from state or local government agencies to be used for projects 
under the Federal Highway Safety Program. All federal reimburse
ments shall be deposited in the state treasury and are hereby ap
propriated to the Federal/State Account and will be available 
until June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 13. TRANSFER OF FUNDS. Authority is hereby granted 
to the commissioner of highways to transfer unobligated appro
priation balances between the various accounts and appropria
tions in sections 3 through 11. 

Sec. 14. Notwithstanding any provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 161.50, to the contrary, the standing appropria
tion authority for maintenance of trunk highways, for construc
tion operations, research, standards, state aid and planning and 
programming are hereby suspended and made inoperative. This 
section has no application to moneys for the actual construction 
or reconstruction of highways and for the actual payment to 
landowners for lands acquired for highway right of way and other 
costs necessary to construction and acquisition such as payments 
to leases, interest subsidies and relocation expenses. 

Sec. 15. APPROPRIATION CANCELLATIONS. The commis
sioner of highways may at any time cancel back to the trunk 
highway fund any unobligated balance of the appropriations 
made in sections 3 through 11 for the purpose of providing funds 
for highway land purchase and road and bridge construction. 
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Sec. 16. CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT. If any of the appropria
tions made in sections 3 through 8 are insufficient, the commis
sioner of highvays, with the approval of the Governor, may ex
pend any of the moneys in the trunk highway fund standing 
appropriation for purposes enumerated in these sections after 
consultation with the legislative advisory committee in the manner 
provided in Minnesota Statutes, Section 3.30. 

Sec. 17. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES ON HAND, CANCEL
LED INTO TRUNK HIGHWAY FUND. Except as otherwise 
provided in this act, any unexpended and unencumbered balances 
of the appropriations made hereby shall cancel into the trunk 
highway fund as of June 30 of any fiscal year. 

Sec. 18. Any moneys made available to any state department 
or agency by this act by appropriation, transfer or otherwise for 
the payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such depart
ment or agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tions 355.50 and 352.04, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.35, is amended 
to read: 

161.35 [EMPWYMENT OF CONSULTANTS.] ljetjJ July 
J, -l9'1li,- The commissioner , with prior approval of the commis
sioner of personnel, is authorized to employ and engage the services 
of registered professional engineers, engineering firms, and reg. 
istered land surveyors, to act as consultants in connection with 
and to prepare plans and specifications or to perform aerial pho
tography and survey work preliminary to the preparation of 
plans and specifications themselves or by their organizations and 
employees for the construction of trunk highways, and the com
missioner is authorized to negotiate for and agree upon the terms 
and compensation for such employment and services. If the com
missioner employs and engages an engineering firm, the person 
or persons in responsible charge of the work or service to be 
performed shall be registered professional engineers or land 
surveyors. 

Provided, however, that the commissioner shall make available 
to the legislature a list of such consultants, the tasks for which 
they were hired, and the amount of compensation which they 
received. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.39, Subdivision 
5a is amended to read: 

Subd. 5a. The trunk highway fund shall be reimbursed for 
moneys expended by the highway department in performing 
services for the public service commission. ~ reimlnHeelllellt 
shall net eueed $26,699 eaeh yeM k&m the geRel<lll fund; &Rd 
$21,100 eaeh YeftF hem the Milmes0t.a highway safety aeeoon,, 
eeetien 219.t0l. 

Sec. 21. PERSONNEL POLICY. The policy objective of this 
section is to develop improved productivity in the department of 
highways thereby reducing the number of full-time employees. 
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The appropriations in sections 2 through 8 are based upon a 
reduction of full-time employees during the period commencing 
with the department of highways' hiring freeze initiated on 
April 4, 1975, and ending June 30, 1977. During this period the 
commissioner of highways shall set staffing levels for each or
ganizational unit of the department as the work program re
quires, identify surplus positions and schedule personnel reduc
tions, first making use of reduction through transfers to other 
departments and normal attrition, and then shall use mandatory 
layoff procedure under the provisions of the department of per
,ronnel rules and regulations of the collective bargaining agree
ment, as applicable, in order to meet this objective. The commis-
8ioner shall report quarterly to the Governor and Legislative 
Advisory Committee on progress towards achieving this policy 
objective. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 161.355, Subdivision 
2, is repealed." 

And when so amended the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 
Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which was re-referred for proper reference under Rule 
35, together with the committee report thereon, 

S. F. No. 1220: A biJJ for an act relating to highways; direct
ing the department of highways to utilize a certain corridor in 
Washington county for the construction of interstate highway 
marked No. I 94. 

Reports the same back with the recommendation that the re
port from the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs 
shown in the Journal for May 9, 1975 that "the bill do pass" be 
adopted. Report adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. Nos. 1253, 100, 540, 1220 and 559 were read the second 
time. 

SECOND READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

H. F. Nos. 525, 369 and 1798 were read the second time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 9:00 
o'clock a.m., Saturday, May 17, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTY-SIXTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Saturday, May 17, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order 
by the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following 
Senators answered to their names: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Josefson 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fiu.eimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Moe 
Jensen Olhoft 

Olson,A. G. 
Olson,J.L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneesen 
Wegener 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Sen. Roger Hanson. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Frederick Kowalczyk 
Gearty Larson 
Hanoen, Baldy Laufenhurger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson,R. McCutcheon 
HUjjhes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson · Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 

81e1i' 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Rermeke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
S-n 
Stokowski 
Stump{ 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to 
the committees indicated. 
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Mr. Spear introduced-

S. F. No. 1762: A bill for an act relating to insurance; regula
tion of insurance premium finance companies; maintenance of 
records; charging examination fees; requiring reports; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 59A.06. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr.Spearintroduced-

S. F. No. 1763: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicle sales 
finance companies; establishing fees and permitting refunds of 
fees; requiring written agreements to extend, defer or renew con
tracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 168.67; and 
168.74. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Spear introdueed-

S. F. No. 1764: A bill for an act relating to safe deposit com
panies; exempting savings associations from licensing and bond
ing requirements; examination fees; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 55.06, Subdivision 1; and 55.095. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Merriamintroduced-

S. F. No. 1765: A bill for an act relating to commerce; collec
tion agencies; regulation and Ji censure of collection agencies; 
providing civil remedies under certain circumstances; prescribing 
penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 332.31, 
Subdivisions 3 and 4, and by adding subdivisions ; 332.33 ; 332.37 ; 
332.42; 332.43, Subdivision 1; 332.44; Chapter 332, by adding 
sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 332.31, 
Subdivision 5; 332.34; 332.35; 332.36; 332.40; 332.43, Subdivi
sions 2 and 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Josefson; Olson, J. L. and Laufenburger introduced

S. F. No. 1766: A bill for an act relating to insurance; requiring 
that exclusions under certain policies of casualty insurance be 
disclosed at the time of purchase; requiring disclosure of options 
available to provide coverage of excluded risks ; prescribing penal
ties. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Davies, Ueland and Hansen, Baldy introduced-

S. F. No. 1767: A bill for an act relating to public utilities; pro-
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hibiting use of certain equipment by telephone companies; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 237, by adding a section. 

Refe1Ted to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Anderson, O'NeiJI and Hughes introduced-

S. F. No. 1768: A bill for an act relating to education; school 
districts; indebtedness; authorizing districts to exceed levy limi
tations and issue bonds to retire a modified cash basis operatinc 
debt; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, by add
ing a subdivision. 

Refe1Ted to the Committee on Education. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 
Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 803, 1215 
and 1353. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1674: 

Messrs. Coleman; Conzemius; Blatz; Perpich, A. J. and Olson,. 
A. G. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Davies moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
229: 

Messrs. Gearty, Kleinbaum, Bang, Larson and Conzemius. The 
motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 
the following Senate File, AS AMENDED, by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 583: A bill for an act relating to towns; providinc 
for optional forms of town government and authorizing the combi
nation of certain offices in certain towns ; amending Minnesota 
Statues 1974, Sections 366.01, Subdivision 1; and 367.03, Sub
division 1. 

Senate File No. 583 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 16, 1975 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Wegener moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 583 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 583 was read the third time, as amended by the 
House, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Fitzsimons Lewis O'Neill 
Ashbach Frederick McCutcheon Patton 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Milton Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Brown Jensen North Renneke 
Chmielewski Josefson Olhoft Schaaf 
Davies Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. Schmitz 
Doty Kirchner Olson, H. D. Schrom 
Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. Solon 

Spesr 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
We,tener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed 
to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following House File, herewith transmitted: 

H. F. No. 645. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 16, 1975 

FIRST READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time and referred to the 
committee indicated: 

H. F. No. 645: A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing 
a state subsidy to local units of government for providing com
munity health services; prescribing the powers of the state 
board of health; appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 

REPORTS OF COMMJTrEES 

Mr. Davies moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which were referred H. F. Nos. 175 and 1014 for comparison 
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to companion Senate Files, reports the following House Files 
were found not identical with their companion Senate Files a.s 
follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MA'l"l'ERS 

H.F.No. 
175 

1014 

S.F.No. H.F.No. 
275 
942 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra• 
tion recommends that H. F. No. 175 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, delete "owner-operated enterprise," 

Page 1, line 11, delete "including farms and not excluding small 
cooperatives" and insert "sole proprietorship, partnership, or cor• 
poration, with gross receipts of less than $4,000,000 in the preced
ing calendar year" 

Page 2, line 32, delete "The" 

Page 3, delete lines 1 and 2 

Page 3, line 3, delete "Minnesota Statutes, Section 3.965." 

Page 3, line 5, delete ", with a" 
Page 3, delete line 6 

Page 3, line 7, delete "legislature on or before January, 1976" 

Page 3, line 24, delete "1975-1977" and insert "ending June 
30, 1977" 

Further, amend the title 
In line 4, delete "funds" and insert "money" 
And when so amended, H. F. No. 175 will be identical to S. F. No. 

275 and further recommends that H.F. No. 175 be given its second 
reading and substituted for S. F. No. 275 and that the Senate File 
be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra• 
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1014 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 22, delete the new language and restore the stricken 
language 

Page 2, line 6, after "agency" insert a semicolon 

Page 2, line 7, delete "medical or'' 

Page 2, line 10, delete the new comma 

Page 2, line 18, delete the second "individual" and insert 
" "individual" " 

Page 5 lines 25 and 26, delete ", 15.163, 15.165, 15.166 and 
15.167" and insert "to 15.168" 
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Page 10, line 8, restore the stricken "to" and delete the new 
language 

Page 10, line 9, delete the new language and insert "15.168" 

Page 10, line 11, restore the stricken comma 
Page 10, line 19, restore the stricken "to" and delete the new 

language 
Page 10, line 20, delete "15.167" and insert "15.168" 

Page 10, line 21, restore the stricken comma 

Page 10, line 23, restore the stricken "to" and delete the new 
language 

Page 10, line 24, delete the new language and insert "15.168" 

Page 10, line 27, restore the stricken "to" and delete the new 
language 

Page 10, line 28, delete the new language and insert "15.168" 

Page 11, line 5, restore the stricken ''to" and delete the new 
language 

Page 11, line 6 delete the new language and insert "15.168" 

Page 11, line 11, delete", 15.163, 15.165, 15.166 and" 

Page 11, line 12, delete "15.167" and insert "to 15.168" 

Page 11, line 23, delete ", 15.163, 15.165, 15.166 and 15.161" 
and insert "to 15.169" 

Page 12, line 5, delete "four" and insert "six" and delete "two" 
and insert "three" 

Page 12, line 6, delete "two" and insert "three" 

Page 14, line 22, before "appropriately" insert "to appear before 
it and offer testimony and compensate them" 

Page 15, line 14, delete the comma 

Page 15, line 24, delete "Sec. 9." and insert "Subd. 10." 

Page 15, line 25, delete "$20,000" and insert "$25,000 for the 
biennium ending June 30, 1977," 

Page 15, line 30, delete "10" and insert "9" and delete the 
headnote 

Page 15, line 32, delete "11" and insert "10" and delete the 
headnote and delete "shall be" and insert "is" 

Page 16, line 1, delete "on" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1014 will be identical t. 
S. F. No. 942 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1014 be 
given its second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 942 an4 
that the Senate Ft1e be indefinitely postponed. 
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Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report 
adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred H.F. No. 1313 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House File was found not iden
tical with its companion Senate File as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MAffBRS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
1313 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1062 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra-
tion recommends that H. F. No. 1313 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, delete lines 9 through 24 

Page 2, delete lines 1 through 16 

Page 2, line 17, delete "Sec. 2." and insert "Section 1." 

Page 2, line 28, delete "entitld" and insert "entitled" 

Page 2, line 28, after "retirement" delete the semicolon and 
insert a comma 

Page 3, line 5, after "1975" delete the comma 

Page 4, line 8, after "1975" delete the comma 
Page 4, line 16, delete "2" and insert "(2)" 

Page 4, line 18, after "197 5" delete the comma 
Page 4, line 22, after "8" delete the comma 

Page 4, line 25, delete "subdivision" and insert "clause" 

Page 4, line 30, delete "judges'" and insert "judges" 

Page 5, line 2, after "1967" delete the comma 

Page 5, line 4, after "1973" delete the comma 

Page 5, line 7, delete "Sec. 3." and insert "Sec. 2." 

Page 5, line 29, delete "Sec. 4." and insert "Sec. 3." 

Page 6, line 15, delete "Sec. 5." and insert "Sec. 4." 
Page 6, line 25, delete "Sec. 6." and insert "Sec. 5.'' 

Page 6, line 27, delete "Sec. 7 ." and insert "Sec. 6" 

Page 6, line 28, delete "4" and insert "3" 
Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 3 and 4, delete "declaring legislative policy and in• 
tent;" 
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And when so amended, H. F. No. 1313 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1062 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1313 be given its 
second readin2 and substituted for S. F. No. 1062 and that the Sen
ate File be inaefinitely postponed 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules 
and Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
to which was referred H. F. No. 1137 for comparison to companion 
Senate Files, reports the following House File was found not iden
tical with its companion Senate File as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
1137 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
1314 

S.F. No. H.F. No. S.F.No. 

Pursuant to rule 49 the Committee on Rules and Administra• 
ton recommends that H. F. No. 1137 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 24, after "loans" delete the comma 

Page 2, line 2, delete "other matters" 

Page 2, line 3, after "low" delete "and'' and insert "or" 

Page 2, line 4, delete "includin~" and insert ". The agency shaU 
require by rules that the owner give preference ·to those" 

Page 2, line 4, delete "occupy" and insert "occupied" 

Page 2, line 6, delete "loans" and insert "loan" 

Page 3, line 10, strike "Laws 1974, Chapter 441" and insert "this 
chapter" 

Page 3, after line 23, insert 

"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 462A.05, Subdivision 
15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. It may make grants to persons and families of low and 
moderate income to pay or to assist in paying a loan made pur
BUant to subdivision 14, or to rehabilitate or to assist in rehabili
Ulting existing residential housing owned or occupied by such per
llOIIS or families. For the purposes of this section, persons of low and 
moderate income include administrators appointed pursuant to 
section 566.25, clause (c). No such grant shall be made unless the 
agency determines that such grant will be used primarily to make 
the housing more desirable to live in, to increase the market value 
of the housing or for compliance with state, county or municipal 
building, housing maintenance, fire, health or similar codes and 
standards applicable to housing. In unincorporated areas and mu
nicipalities not having such codes and standards, the agency may, 
solely for the purpose of administering this provision, establish such 
codes and standards. No grant for rehabilitation of owner occupied 
residential housing shall be denied solely because the grant will 
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not be used for placing such residential housing in full compliance 
with all state, county or municipal building, housing maintenance, 
fire, health or similar codes and standards applicable to housing. 
The amount of any such grant shall not exceed the lesser of (a) 
$5,000, or (b) the actual cost of the work performed, or ( c) that 
portion of the cost of rehabilitation which the agency determines 
cannot otherwise be paid by such person or family without spend
ing an unreasonable portion of the income of such person or family 
thereon. In making such grants, the agency shall determine the 
circumstances under which and the terms and conditions under 
which all or any portion thereof will be repaid and shall determine 
the appropriate security should such repayment be required. 

The agency may also make grants to rehabilitate or to assist in 
rehabilitating housing under this subdivision to persons of low and 
moderate income for the purpose of qualifying as foster parents." 

Page 3, line 28, after "Statutes" insert "1974" 

Page 3, line 30, delete "Minnesota" 

Page 4, line 7, delete "matter" and insert "matters" 

Page 4, line 19, after "band" delete the comma 

Page 4, line 24, delete "Minnesota" 

Page 4, line 28, after '' of' insert "the" 

Page 4, line 29, delete "10" and insert "9" 

Page S, line 10, after "12" delete the comma 

Page S, line IS, after "management" insert a comma 

Page S, line 21, delete "the" and insert "this" 

Page 5, delete lines 28 to 32 

Page 6, delete lines 1 to 22 and insert 

"Subd. 4c. It may establish a revolving loan fund and may make 
,ligible loans, pursuant to subdivision 4b, to l<nv and moderate in
come native Americans as provided in section 462A.07, subdivision 
14, and may pay the costs and expenses necessary and incidental to 
the development and operation of such programs." 

Page 6, line 30, delete "$45,000,000" and insert "$35,000,000" 

Page 7, line 8, delete "$6,000,000 shall" and insert "$3,000,000 
may" 

Page 7, line 14, delete "Up to $12,500,000 of' 

Page 7, delete lines IS and 16 

Page 7, delete lines 17 to 32 

Page 8, delete lines 1 to 9 

Page 8, line 12, delete "4 and" 
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Page 8, line 13, before "for" insert "section 462A.07, subdivision 
14, and'' 

Page 8, delete lines 25 to 32 

Page 9, delete lines 1 and 2 

Page 9, line 3, delete "(e)" and insert "(d)" 

Page 9, line 7, after "to'' insert "the" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, delete "and 14" and insert ", 14 and IS" 

Page 1, lines 8 and 9, delete "462A.19, Subdivision l;" 

And when so amended, H. F. No. 1137 will be identical to S. F. 
No. 1314 and further recommends that H. F. No. 1137 be given its 
second reading and substituted for S. F. No. 1314 and that the Sen
ate File be indefinitely postponed. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by' 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. Amendments adopted. Report adopted. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administration, 
10 which were referred 

H. F. Nos. 382 and 61 for comparison to companion Senate Files, 
reports the following House Files were found identical and recommends 
the House Files be given their Second Reading and substituted for com
panion Senate Files as follows: 

CALENDAR OF 
GENERAL ORDERS ORDINARY MATTERS CALENDAR 

H.F.No. 
382 
61 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 
777 

1220 

S.F. No. H.F. No. 

and that the above Senate Files be indefinitely postponed. 

S.F. No. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted by 
the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on Rules and 
Administration. Report adopted 

SECOND READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

H.F. Nos. 175, 1014, 1313, 1137, 61 and 382 were read the second 
time. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Frederick moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 
1026 at 4:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Frederick; Bernhagen; Schrom; Olson, H. D. and Han
sen, Baldy. The motion prevailed. 
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Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Conzemius moved that the following 
members be excused for a meeting of the Ethics Committee from 
12:00-2:00 p.m. and 4:00-5:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Mccutcheon, Knutson, Conzemius and Kirchner. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Borden moved that H.F. No. 911 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion pre
vailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 911 

A bill for an act relating to crime; prohibiting removing, alter
ing or obliterating identifying marks on property; providing pen
alties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.52, Sub
division 2. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
May 12, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 911 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F, 
No. 911 be amended as follows: 

Page 4, line 10, delete "By one who is not the lawful owner who 
with the" 

Page 4, line 11, delete "intent to prevent identification" 

Page 4, line 14, after "thereof" insert "with the intent to pre
vent identification, if the person who alters, removes or obliter
ates the numbers or symbols is not the owner and does not have 
the permission of the owner to make the alteration, removal or 
obliteration" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
House Conferees: (Signed) Steve Novak, Paul Mccarron, Mary 
M. Forsythe, Mike Jaros, John J. Spanish. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Winston W. Borden, Bill Mccutch
eon, H. H. Humphrey III, Rolf Nelson, Carl A. Jensen. 

Mr. Borden moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 911 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 911: A bill for an act relating to crime; prohibiting 
removing, altering or obliterating identifying marks on proper-
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ty; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tion 609.52, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, a1 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 0, !Ill 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimone Lewis Patton 
Arnold Frederick McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Ashbach Hansen, Baldy Moe PilW>ury 
Bernhagen Haneen, Mel Nelson Pumeerst 
Borden Hanson, R. North Ren-neke 
Brown Humphrey Ogdahl Schaaf 
Chmielewski J eneen Olhoft Schmitz 
Davies Josefson Olson, H. D. Schrom 
Doty Keefe, S. Oloon, J. L. Sillers 
Dunn Kowalczyk O'Neill Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

Mr. North moved that S. F. No. 177 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion pre
vailed. 

Mr. North moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 15 on S. F. No. 
177 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recom
mendations and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 177: A bill for an act relating to public health; 
changing requirements and procedures for obtaining certificates 
of need for health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 145.72, Subdivisions 2 and 8; 145.76; 145.78; 
145.80; 145.82; Chapter 145, by adding sections; and repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 145.81. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, llll 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 19 and nays 37, as 
follows· 

' Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Borden 
Davies 
Gearty 
Hanson,R. 

Hughes 
Humphrey 
Joselson 
Keefe,J. 

Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kowalczyk 
Lewis 

Milion 
Olhoft 
Schaaf 
Spear 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennesaen 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Kleinbaum 
Arnold Doty Larson 
Ashbach Dunn Mccutcheon 
Bang Fitzsimons Nelson 
Berg Frederick North 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Ogdahl 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Olson, H. D. 
Brown Jensen Olson. J. L. 

So the bill failed to pass. 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Wegener 
Willet 

2521 

Mr. Fitzsimons moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Min
nesota, with respect to H. F. No. 382 and that the rules of the 
Senate be so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 382, now on 
General Orders, its third reading and place it on its final passage. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 382: A bill for an act relating to aeronautics; joint 
operations; authorizing agreements for joint operations between 
the state and the Dominion of Canada or its governmental sub
divisions subject to the approval of the United States; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 360.021, Subdivision 3; and 
360.042, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 0, as 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Daviff 
Doty 

Dulllll 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson, R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 

Kirchner 
Kleinhaum 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenhurger 
Lewis 
Mccutcheon 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,, H. D. 
Olson, J. L, 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to, 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1120, No. 87 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1120: A bill for an act relating to flood plain manage
ment; providing for a program of grants to local government 
units for the construction of floodwater retention and retarding 
structures; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Chapter 104, by adding a section. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays O, as 
folJows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Amold Fitzsimons Kirchner Olhoft 
Aahbach Frederick Klein!>aum Olson, H. D. 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Humphrey Milton Henneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Schaaf 
Davies Josef son Nelson Schmitz 
Doty Keefe, J. North Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wettener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule I 0, Mr .. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. E No. 907, No. 93 on the General Orders 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 907: A bill for an act relating to charitable trusts and 
lrustees; authorizing the secretary of state to establish and maintain 
a register of charitable trusts; authorizing the attorney general to take 
;,ppropriate actions to protect and enforce the proper administration 
i>f charitable trusts; authorizing investigations; authorizing fees. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 4, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Davies 
Doty 
Frederick 
Gearty 

Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Mccutcheon 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Josef son Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 
Kirchner Ogdahl 
Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 

Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Fitzsimons, Jensen, Merriam and Renneke voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 343, No. 79 on the General Orders 
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Calendar, a Special Order to be heard imediately. 

H. F. No. 343: A bill for an act relating to outdoor recreation; 
establishing an outdoor recreation system; classifying units of the 
outdoor recreation system and specifying the purposes and adminis
tration of each class of units; providing for authorization, acquisition, 
and establishment of units; requiring master plans for all units; estab
lishing an outdoor recreation advisory council; requiring a registry 
of units and reports on existing units and new units; providing for 
review of present classifications; changing names; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 84.029, Subdivision I; 84.03; 84.033; 
97.48, Subdivisions 13, 15 and 25; 97.481; 99.251; 104.35, Subdi
vision 3; 104.37; 138.09; 138.52, Subdivision I; 138.53, Subdivision 
49, and by adding subdivisions; 138.56, Subdivision 1, and by adding 
subdivisions; 138.585, Subdivision 1, an.d by adding subdivisions; 
138.60, Subdivision 2; 161.10; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 85.013, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5b, 6, 7, II, 17, 18, 25, 25a, 
and 27; 85.20, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5; 92.46, Subdivision 2; 
138.08; 138.52, Subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; 138.53, Subdivisions 
4, II, 12, 17, 30, 48, and 61; 138.54; 138.55, Subdivisions 18 and 
19; 138.57, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 138.60, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 3, as follows, 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Gearly Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Hanson, R. Lewis O'Neill 
Bang Hughes McCutcheon Patt.on 
Bernhagen Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski .Jensen Milton Pillsbury 
Davies Keefe, J. Moe Purfeerst 
Doty Keefe, S. Nelson Henneke 
Dunn Kirchner North Schmitz 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft Solon 

Messrs. Brown; Hansen, Baldy and Schrom voted 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

in the negative. 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee oo 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 787, No. 83 on the General Order. 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 787: A bill for an act relating to education; higher ed11< 
cation coordinating commission; prescribing additional duties for the 
commission; authorization of reciprocity agreements; authorizing con
tracts with private colleges; providing for increasing scholarships and 
grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for student loans; appropri0 

ating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 136A.04; 
136A.05; 136A.08; 136A.101, Subdivision 4; 136A.121, Subdivision 
3; 136A.171; 136A.20; 147.30; and 147.31. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47, and nays 0, as follows; 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Gearty Lewis O'Neill 
Ashbach Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Patton 
Bang Hansen, Mel Merriam Perpich, G. 
Berg Hughes Milton Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Humphrey Moe Purfeerst 
Brown Jensen Nelson Rerun.eke 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. North Schaaf 
Davies Kirchner Ogdahl Schmitz 
Doty Kleinbaum Olhoft Schrom 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson~ H. D. Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursnant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee on 
Finance, designated H. F. No. 1769, No. 84 on the General Orden 
Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1769: A bill for an act relating to the operation of stare 
government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and other terms 
and conditions of employment in the state civil service; amending Min
nesota Statntes 1974, Sections 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.12; Subdivi
sions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.122, Subdi
visions 1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.17, Subdivision 
2; 43.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivision 4; 43.21; 43.23, Subdi
visions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision 1; 43.50, Subdivision 1; and 
299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9. 

Mr. McCutcheon moved to amend H. F. No. 1769, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, aa 
follows: 

Page 9, line 31, after "10" insert "and section 8" 

Page 12, line 7, after "percent" insert "and except for un
classified faculty employees in the state college system who shalt 
receive 20 percent" 

Page 12, line 11, after "percent" insert "and except for un
classified faculty employees in the state college system who shall 
receive 20 percent" 

Page 12, lines 14 and 15, strike the new language 

Page 20, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.121, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the 
commissioner may assign the classes of employment which re
quire teaching in an established school program in the department 
of education and institutions of the state under the jurisdiction 
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of the department of public welfare and the department of 
corrections to salary ranges, which he is hereby authorized to 
establish. Whenever the commissioner assigns classes of employ
ment which require teaching in an established school program 
to any salary range which he is authorized to establish by this 
subdivision, he shall prepare schedules showing the salary ranges 
for each class, or group of positions in the class of positions as• 
signed by him and he shall also prepare schedules showing en
trance salaries and step increases based upon educational attain
ments and length of satisfactory service. The salary ranges shall 
include a minimum rate and not more than B¼lle 12 additional 
step increases. In assigning ranges of salaries for positions in this 
category the commissioner shall give consideration to the salary 
schedules for teachers which are in effect in other units of gov
ernment of the state. 

The basic salary for institutional administrators and super
visors shall be based upon the employee's qualifications and the 
appropriate academic level of the special teacher salary schedule. 
However, the commissioner is authorized to establish a percentage 
differential to compensate for administrative and supervisory re
sponsibilities. Annual length of satisfactory service salary adjust
ments shall be awarded beginning with the payroll period nearest 
the anniversary date of the special teacher's, institution educa
tional supervisor's or institution education administrator's original 
or promotional appointment to his present class, unless he is 
notified in writing by the appointing authority that his work baa 
been of a less than satisfactory level." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Amend the title as follows : 

Page 1 line 7, strike "and 2" and insert ", 2 and 3" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No, 
1743: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Moe; Doty; Renneke and Olson, J. L. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. McCutcheon moved to amend H.F. No. 1769, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, 1111 
follows: 

Page 6, line 2, strike "positions assigned to salary schedule "B"" 
and insert "journeyman skilled trade classes" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Davies imposed a call of the Senate for the balance of 
today's proceedings. The following Senators answered to their 
names: 
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Anderson Dunn Kirchner North 
Arnold Frederick Kleinbaum Oiidahl 
Ashbach Gearty Knutson Ofhoft 
Bang Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laroon O'Neill 
Brown HaDBOn, R. Laufenburger Pillobury 
Chmielewski Hughes McCutcheon Patton 
Davies Humphrey Merriam Purfeerst 
Doty Josef son Milton Schmitz 

[56THDAY 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Mr. Davies moved to amend H. F. No. 1769, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 8, lines 18 through 20, strike the new language 

Mr. Sillers moved a substitute amendment to H. F. No. 1769 
as amended pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 
16, 1975, as follows: 

Page 8, line 19, after "system" insert "and the state college 
system" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the substitute 
amendment, 

Mr. Sillers moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 39, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Berg Dunn J ooefson North 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Blatz Frederick Knutson O'Neill 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Larson Patt.on 
Brown Jenaen Laufenburger Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Arnold Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ashbach Doty Kirchner Olson, A. G. 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Schaal 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Nelson Solon 

Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the substitute amendment was 
not adopted. 

The question recurred on the Davies amendment. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 12 and nays 48, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Coleman Hughes North 
Conzemius McCutcheon Pullfeerst 

Schmit,: 
SllleN 

Davies Moe 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kleinhaum Olhoft 
Atohbach Frederick K11JUtson Olson, H. D. 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Patron 
Borden Hanson, R. Lewis Pe,pich, A. J. 
Brataas Josefson Merriam Perpich. G. 
Brown Keefe, J. Milton Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Keefe, S. Nelson Renneke 
Doty Kirchner Ogdahl Schaaf 
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Tennessen 
Ueland 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail, So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 1769 was read the third time, as amended, and 
placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 0, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies K~fe, J. 
Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Fl'ederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josefson Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich.G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schaaf 
Schmit,: 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1743: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Moe; Doty; Henneke and Olson, J. L. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 914, No. 98 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 914: A bill for an act relating to education; children 
attending nonpublic schools; providing auxiliary services; text
books, instructional materials and equipment; appropriating 
money. 

Mr. Schaaf moved to amend H. F. No. 914, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 
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Page 6, aft.er line 28, insert: 

"Sec. 7. In the event a resident of this state successfully chal
lenqes the constitutionality of this act, the court shall award the 
resident his costs and reasonable attorneys fees." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 11 and nays 38, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Lewis Nelson Olson, H. D. &ear 
Brataas Milton Not:th Schaaf TellM88en 
Davies 

Those who vot.ed in the negative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Patton 
Arnold Gearty Kleinbaum Perpich, G. 
Bernhagen Hanaen, Baldy Knutaon Pillsbury 
Borden Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Merriam Renneke 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Schmitz 
Doty Jensen Olhoft Schrom 
Du111n Joaelson O'Neill Sillers 

Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 
H. F. No. 914 was read the third time and placed on its final 

passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 11, as 
follows: 

Those who vot.ed in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Amold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bem·hagen 
Borden 
Brown 
Chenowetb 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 

Doty Josef eon 
Dunn Keefe, J. 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Gearty Kirchner 
Hansen, Baldy Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
J-,, Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeent 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schrom 
Sillera 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowskl 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Ashbach Knutson Lewis Olson, H. D. Spear 
Brataas Kowalczyk Ogdahl Schaaf Tennessen 
Davies 

So the bill pased and its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Moe moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 787 was 
passed by the Senate on May 17, 1975, be now reconsidered. 
The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 787: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; prescribing additional duties 
for the commission; authorization of reciprocity agreements; 
authorizing contracts with private colleges; providing for increasing 
scholarships and grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for stu
dent loans; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 136A.04; 136A.05; 136A.08; 136A.101, Subdivision 
4; 136A.121, Subdivision 3; 136A.171; 136A.20; 147.30; and 147.31. 

Mr. Moe moved to amend. H. F. No. 787, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

Pages 6 to 8, strike section 5 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 6 and 7, strike "providing for increasing scholar-
ships and grants-in-aid;" 

Page 1, line 11, strike "136A.121, Subdivision 3;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 787 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas SO and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Kowalczyk Olhoft Sillers 
Arnold Fitzsimons Larson Olson, H. D. Solon 
Bang Gearty Laufenburger Olson, J. L. Spear 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Lewis Patton Stassen 
Brataas Hansen. Mel Merriam Perpich, G. Stokowski 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton Pillsbury Stumpf 
Chenoweth Hughes Moe Purfeerst Tennessen 
Chmielewski Humphrey Nelson Renneke Ueland 
Davies Jensen North Schaaf Wegener 
Doty Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schrom Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Wegener moved that S. F. No. 211, and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Wegener moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 16, 197S on S. F. 
No. 211 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. 

Mr. Nelson moved that the Senate reject the Conference Commit
tee Report on S. F. No. 211 and the report be re-referred to the Con• 
ference Committee as formerly constituted for further consideration. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of Mr. 
Nelson, 
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Mr. Hughes moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion did not prevail 

Mr. Perpicb, G. moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 33, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Aohbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 

Chmielewski Josefson 
Fitzsimons Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Nelson 
Jensen North 

3t'o':.~J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillabury 
Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Dunn Laufenhurger Olson, H. D. 
Arnold Gearty Lewis Perpich, G. 
Borden Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Schaaf 
Coleman Keefe, S. Moe Schrom 
Davies Klei.nbaum Olhoft Solon 
Doty Lan,on Olson, A.G. Speer 

The motion did not prevail. 

Schmitz 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneesen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The question recurred on the motion of Mr. Wegener to adopt the 
recommendations and Conference Committee Report on S. F. No. 211. 
The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference Com
mittee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No, 211: A bill for an act relating to counties; altering com
pensation of county offJCers; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 38.38; 106.431, Subdivision 1; 123.56, Subdivision 9; 273.061, 
Subdivision 6; 282.09, Subdivision 1; 282.19; 344.19; 375.055, Sub
divisions 1 and S; 375.06, Subdivision 1; 375.47; Chapter 375, by 
adding a section; 376.58, Subdivision 2; 393.03; and 394.30, Subdi
-.ision 3; rep«;aling Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 274.15; 375.-
055, SubdiVJsion 3; 375.43; 384.151, Subdivision 2; 385.373, Subdi
mion 2; 386.015, Subdivision 3; 387.20, Subdivision 3; 388.18, Sub
mvision 3; and 485.018, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Commit-
1ee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being· called, there were yeas 47 and nays 10, as fol
lows: .. 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Keefe, S. Olson,, A. G. 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Bang Fitzsimons Larson O'Neill 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Lewis Pillsbury 
Brown Hansen, Mel Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Milton Schaaf 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe · Schmitz 
Coleman Humphrey North Schrom 
Davies Keefe, J. Olhoft Billers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bernhagen 

Jensen 
Josefson 

Kowalczyk 
Nelson 

Olson,J.L. 
Patton 

Henneke 
Ueland 
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So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved that S. F. No. 66 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion prevailed, 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 16, 1975 on S. F. 
No. 66 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommenda
tions and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 66: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing certain handicapped bunters to transport uncased but unloaded 
firearms; providing permanent permits for handicapped bunters; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 98.48, Subdivision 12. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee. 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, as follows; 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andel'90n 
Amold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Ber.g 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Josef.son 
Doty Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pe"Pich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Teimessen 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

Mr. Frederick moved that S. F. No. 1446 and the Conference Com
mittee Report thereon be taken from the table. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Frederick moved that the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report as printed in the Journal May 16, 1975 on S. F. 
No. 1446 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended 
by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recom
mendations and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 1446: A bill for an act relating to Dodge and Olmsted 
counties; authorizing a judge of the county court district of Dodge
Olmsted to take a leave of absence for purposes of study and research. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
and placed on its repassage. 
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The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 59 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Keefe~ J. Nelson 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner North 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinhaum Ogdahl 
Bang Frederick Knutson Olhoft 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk Oloon, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenhurger O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R Lewis Patton 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Conzemius Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Davies Josefson Moe Renn.eke 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 2:45 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 2:45 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President called 
the Senate to order. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Laufenburger moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1160: 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy; Frederick; Larson; Laufenburger and 
Olhoft. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1743 at 4:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Moe; Doty; Renneke and Olson, J.L. The 
motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Humphrey moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Minne
sota, with respect to H. F. No. 1137 and that the rules of the Sen
ate be so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 1137, now on General. 
Orders, it third reading and place it on its final passage. The mo
tion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1137: A bill for an act relating to housing; increasing 
range of eligibility for assistance from housing finance agency; pro
viding for revolving loan funds and direct subsidies; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 462A.03, Sub
division 13; 462A.05, Subdivisions 2, 14 and 15; 462A.07, by adding 
a subdivision; 462A.21, by adding subdivisions; and 462A.22, Sub
division 9. 

Mr. Humphrey moved to amend H.F. No. 1137, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as follows: 
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Page 7, line 30, after the period insert: 

"Up to $12,500,000 of this appropriation may be used for making 
rehabilitation grants. Grants made under terms of this appropria
tion shall contain a requirement that the grant be recovered by the 
agency in accordance with the following schedule: 

(1) If the property is sold, transferred, or otherwise conveyed 
within the first year after receipt of a grant, the recipient shall re
pay the full amount of the grant; or 

(2) If the property is sold, transferred, or otherwise conveyed 
within the second year after receipt of a grant, the recipient shall 
repay 80% of the amount of the grant; or 

(3) If the property is sold, transferred, or otherwise conveyed 
within the third year after receipt of a grant, the recipient shall re
pay 60% of the amount of the grant; or 

(4) If the property is sold, transferred, or otherwise conveyed 
within the fourth year after receipt of a grant, the recipient shall 
repay 40% of the amount of the grant; or 

(5) If the property is sold, transferred, or otherwise conveyed 
within the fifth year after receipt of a grant, the recipient shall re
pay 20 % of the amount of the grant; or 

(6) If the property is sold, transferred, or otherwise conveyed 
within the sixth year after receipt of the grant, or thereafter, there 
shall be no repayment requirement." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Olson, H. D. moved to amend H. F. No. 1137, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as fol
lows: 

Page 1, line 14, strike", limited profit entity or a builder," 

Page 1, line 15, strike "are" and insert uis" 

Page 2, line 9, strike "or builders" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Borden moved to amend H.F. No. 1137, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 10, insert: 
"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 334.01, Subdivision 

2, is amended to read: 
Subd. 2. Traasaetiens A contract for the loan or forbearance of 

money, goods, or things in action, in the amount of $100,000 or 
more, shall be exempt from the provisions of this section and the 
interest for such an indebtedness shall be at the rate of $6 upon 
$100 for a year, unless a different rate is contracted for in writing. 
This subdivision expires July 1, 1978. A contract for a loan or for
bearance made on or before July 1, 1978, at a rate of interest not 
in excess of the rate of interest authorized by this subdivision at 
the time the loan or forbearance was made shall continue to be 
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enforceable in accordance with its terms until the indebtedness is 
fully satisfied. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 334.01, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. Notwithstanding subdivisions 1 and 2, a financial in
stitution as defined in section 47.015, subdivision 1, or a mortgage 
bank, an insurance company as defined in section 60A.02, subdivi
sion 4, or any agricultural credit corporation organized to lend 
money for agricultural purposes, may contract for the loan or for
bearance of money (a) at a rate of interest not exceeding the lesser 
of nine percent or three-quarters of one percent above the federal 
reserve discount rate on 90 day commercial paper in effect for na
tional banking associations in the ninth federal reserve district or 
(b) at an interest rate that is otherwise permitted by law. This 
subdivision expires July 1, 1976. A contract for a loan or forbear
ance of money made before July 1, 1976 at a rate of interest au
thorized by this subdivision shall continue to be enforceable in 
accordance with its terms until the indebtedness is fully satisfied." 

Page 8, after line 20, insert: 

"Sec. 10. Laws 1974, Chapter 238, Section 2, is repealed." 

Page 8, line 21, before "This" insert "Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this 
act shall be effective the day following final enactment. The re
mainder of" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, before "housing" insert "commerce; rates of inter
est on money; continuing the exemption of certain loans from 
maximum interest rates; and permitting financial institutions to 
charge an interest rate based upon the federal reserve discount 
rate on short term commercial paper in the ninth federal reserve 
district; increase the availability of" 

Page 1, line 6, after "Sections" insert "334.01, Subdivision 2, 
and by adding a subdivision;" 

Page 1, line 9, after "Subdivision 9" insert "; repealing Laws 
197 4, Chapter 238, Section 2" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend H. F. No. 1137 as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 10, insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 290.06, is amend
ed by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. Any taxpayer who purchases or contracts for the con
struction of a single unit dwelling for use for the first time as a 
residence, or who remodels or rehabilitates a single unit dwelling 
at a cost exceeding one-fourth of its value, or in the case of a dwell
ing 40 years old or older, one-tenth of its value, before the remodel-
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ing or rehabilitation shall be eligible for a credit against his legally 
payable income tax in an amount equal to ten percent of the first 
$10,000 of the purchase price or the cost, five percent of the next 
$10,000 of the purchase price or cost, and three percent of the next 
$30,000 of the purchase price or cost. The provisions of this sub
division shall apply only to residences used as a homestead by the 
taxpayer. The credit may be carried forward and applied by ·the 
taxpayer against his tax legally payable over a period of three 
years. In no year may a credit of over $1,500 be claimed. No tax
payer may claim credit against the cost of more than one purchase 
or remodeling or rehabilitation. This subdivision applies to pur
chase agreements and contracts entered into and costs incurred 
after March 26, 1975, and before July 1, 1977." 

Page 7, strike lines 14 to 32 

Page 8, strike lines 1 to 20 

Renumber the sections in sequence 
Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after "housing;" insert "providing an income t.ax 
credit for t.axpayers who purchase certain dwelling units;" 

Page 1, line 5, strike "appropriating money;" 

Page 1, line 6, after "Sections" insert "290.06 by adding a sub
division;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Humphrey moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Coleman moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 34, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataaa 

Brown Josef son 
Fitzsimona Keefe, J. 
Frederick Kirchner 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Larson 
Jen sen McCutcheon 

Merriam 
Neleon 

8f!':!:1 J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillobury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Gearty 

'Huf},es 
Humphrey 
Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Laufenburger 

Lewis 
Milton 
Moe 
North 
Olhoft 
Oloon,A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 

Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowaki 
~f 
Tennessen 
W~gener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 
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Mr. Olson, H. D. moved to amend H.F. No. 1137, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 17, strike", except" and insert a period 

Page 1, strike lines 18 through 20 

Page 1, line 21, strike ''establish in its rules." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved to amend H. F. No. 1137, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 7, line 22, strike "$25,000,000" and insert "$15,000,000" 

Page 7, line 22, strike "rehabilitation grants and" 

Page 7, line 27, strike "shall" and insert "may" 

Page 7, line 27, strike "and grants" 

Page 7, line 28, after "or" insert "nonprofit" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 24 and nays 33, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
A•hbach Brown Jensen Nelson 
Bang Dunn Josefoon Olson, J. L. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Knutson Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Pillsbury 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Oienoweth 
C.Oleman 
Conzemius 
Davi .. 

Doty Laufenburger 
Gear.ty Lewis 
Han8en, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kleinbaum O!oon, A. G. 

Oloon,H.D. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 

Renneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr, Coleman moved to amend H. F. No. 1137, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 4, after line 28, insert: 

"Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 462A.07, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9a. It shall promulgate ruks as may be necessary to 
insure that priority for assistance by the agency will be given 
to a project located in a county or municipality that has zoning 
or land use codes or ordinances which do not unreasonably in-
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hibit the economical construction of housing units for persons 
and families of low and moderate income." 

Renumber the sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon insert "limiting assistance for 
areas with certain zoning code restrictions;" 

Page 1, line 8, strike "a subdivision" and insert "subdivisions" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1137 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 23, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Geatty Lewis P 190n, A. G. 
Amold Hughes McCutcbeon O'Neill 
Borden Humphrey Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Josefson Milton Perpicb, G. 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. Moe S..haaf 
Coleman Keefe, S. North Sr 'unitz 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Oi,dahl :;oJon 
Doty Laufenburger Olboft Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Hansen, Mel Larson 
Bang Davies Hanson, R. Nelson 
Berg Dunn Jenaen Olson, J. L. 
Blatz FitzsimoDB Knutson Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Pillsbury 

S.tokowaki 
Stumpf 
TenneNell 

~~· Willet 

Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Stassen 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi

ness of Messages from the House and First Reading of House 
Bills. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOU"E 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to con
cur in the Senate amendments to House File No.1722: 

H. F. No. 1722: A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
increasing the excise tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes; 
decreasing tax levies authorized for the metropolitan transit 
commission; providing for a redefinition of the transit taxing 
district and authorizing contract service beyond the boundaries 
thereof; providing for public transportation improvements 
throughout the state and providing for public transit demon
stration projects; creating the Minnesota state transportatioa 
fund, and authorizing the issuance of state bonds to provide 
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money for appropriation to state agencies and subdivisions to 
finance public lands, buildings and capital improvements needed 
for a balanced state transportation system; amending a route on 
the interstate system; adding additional routes to the trunk 
highway system; providing for the construction of certain acous
tical barriers along certain interstate highways; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 161.12; and 
296.02, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 296, by adding a section; and 
Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 4. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of five members be appointed thereon: 

Patton, Stanton, Berg, Tomlinson and Schreiber have been 
appointed as such committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1722 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Purfeerst moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1722, and 
that a Conference Committee of 5 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to ai:t with 
a like Conference Committee appointed on the part.of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to anounce that the Bouse refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1199: 

H. F. No. 1199: A bill for an act relating to treatment for 
alcohol and drug abuse; providing for programs of intervention 
and treatment for employees and underserved groups; appropri
ating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 254A.-
02, by adding subdivisions ; and Chapter 254A, by adding sec
tions. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Clawson, Berglin and Forsythe have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1199 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Davies moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for .a Conf.erence Committee on H. F. No. 1199, and that a 
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Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 829: A bill for an act relating to state colleges; requir
ing the state college board to designate certain colleges as state 
universities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 136.01. 

Senate File No. 829 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Kleinbaum moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 829 and that the bill be placed 
on its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 829 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 7, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andenon Dunn Kirchner Moe 
Arnold Fitzsimon,, Kleinbaum OgdabI 
Ashbach Hansen, Mel Knutson Olboft 
Bang Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hughes Larson O'Neill 
Brataas Humphrey Laufenl:nuger Patton 
Brown Jensen Lewis Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Josefaon McCutcheon Purfeerst 
<Jmuelewaki Keefe, J. Merriam Henneke 
Coleman Keefe, S. Milton Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Siller& 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Davies Han.en, Baldy North Olson, J. L. Spear 
Doty Nelson 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUIID 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
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following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully request
ed: 

S. F. No. 888: A bill for an act relating to counties; publication 
of financial statements; extending the time for publication and re
moving the requirement to publish certain detailed accounts; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 375.17. 

Senate File No. 888 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. Chmielewski moved that the Senate concur in the amend
ments by the House to S. F. No. 888 and that the bill be placed on 
its repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 888 was read the third time, as amended by the House, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderoon Doty Kirchner North 
Amo Id Fitzsimons Knutson Ogdahl 
Ashbach Gearty Kowalczyk Olson. J. L. 
Bang Hansen. Mel Larson O"Neill 
Berg Hanson, R. Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hughes Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Humphrey McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Jensen Mer:riam Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Josefson Milton Renneke 
Coleman Keefe. J. Moe Schaal 
Davies Keefe, S. Nelson Schmitz 

Messrs. Dunn and Olhoft voted in the negative. 

Schrom 
Sillem 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINlJED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to anounce the passage by the House of the 
following House File, herewith transmitted: H. F. No. 702. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

FIRST READING OF BOUSE BILLS 

The following bill was read the first time. 
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H. F. No. 702: A bill for an act relating to state administrative 
procedures; redefining certain terms; prescribing a method for 
the adoption, amendment, suspension or repeal of rules; providing 
for the publication of a manual of state agency rules; providing 
for the publication of the state register; creating an office of 
hearing examiners; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 15.0411; 15.0412; 15.0413, Subdivisions 
1, 2 and 3; 15.0415; 15.0421; 15.046; 15.047, Subdivision 1; 
15.048; 15.049; 15.051, Subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 16.80, Subdivision l; and Chapters 5, by adding a 
section; and 15, by adding sections; and Laws 1974, Chapter 344, 
Section 9; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 15.0413, 
Subdivisions 4, 5 and 6. 

Mr. Borden moved that H. F. No. 702 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 511, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Borden, Bang, Laufenburger, Moe and Ogdahl. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap• 
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 533, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Willet, Moe and Arnold. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 

The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 638, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Stokowski, Solon and Larson. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 

The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1456, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Hughes, North and O'Neill. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 

The motion prevailed. 
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RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 6:10 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 6: 10 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr .. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1722, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Purfeerst, Schaaf, Kirchner, Laufenburger and Cheno
weth. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1199, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Moe, Knutson and Tennessen. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, reco1IDDended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1308, pursuant 
to the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Olson, H. D.; Jensen and Wegener. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be approved. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1798, No. 117 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1798: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operations of state government; appropriating money to the 
department of highways and for other purposes; amending 1',fin
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdivision 5a; 
11!1~ repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.355, Subdi-
VISlon 2. . 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
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The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Keefe, S. North 
Arnold Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olhoft 
l.fflncBe Gearty Knutson Olson, A. G. 

rg Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Mel I.anon O'Neill 
Brataas Hamon, R. Laufenburger Patton 
Chenoweth Hughes Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Obmielewslti Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Coleman JeMen Moe Purfeerst 
Davies Josef son Nelson Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Brown Pillebury Spear Stumpf 
Milton 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schaaf 
Schmiu 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stioko..-slti 
TeDD<!saen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Perpich, A. J ., Chairman of the 
Committee on Taxes and Tax Laws, designated H.F. No. 474, No. 
30 on the General Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be hea,d 
immediately. 

H. F. No. 4 7 4: A bill for an act relating to taxation; denying 
tax deductions relating to substandard rental housing; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; 
Sections 290.01, Subdivision 20; and 290.12, Subdivision 2. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H.F. No. 474, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as follows: 

Page 2, line 2, after "occupants" insert "or, if unoccupied, is 
a hazardous building within the meaning of section 463.16, sub
division 3" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Brown then moved to amend H. F. No. 474, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as 
follows: 

In the page 1, line 18, amendment, after "agricultural purposes" 
insert "or owner-occupied buildings with four dwelling units or 
less" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Brown then moved to amend H. F. No. 474, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 2, after line 12, insert: 

"Subd. 3. The agency shall also, at the time of written notice 
of violation to the owner pursuant to subdivision 2, inform the 
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owner of federal, state, or local public or private housing rehabili
tation programs including but not limited to the Minnesota 
Housing Finance Agency rehabilitation loan and grant program, 
authorized pursuant to chapter 462A, and shall also refer owners 
to such programs." 

Renumber the subdivisions in sequence 
The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Brown then moved to amend H. F. No. 474, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 12, line 19, strike" 197 4" and insert" 1975" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved to amend H. F. No. 474, as amended 
punrnan.t to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 2, line 3, strike "of the violation" 

Page 2, line 4, after "owner," insert "which (1) contains the 
particulars of the violation; (2) informs the owner of where an 
appeal may be filed; and (3) contains a general description of the 
tax consequences, if the violations are not corrected," 

Page 2, line 29, after "ordinance" insert ", including but not 
limited to an appeal to the county or municipal court of the county 
in which the building is located, concerning the violation and de• 
termination of material endangerment or hazard made pursuant to 
subdivision 2" 

Page 3, line 10, after "year" insert ", and other information 
which is necessary for the commissioner to carry out his responsi
bilities as set forth in subdivision 9, on a form prescribed by the com
missioner" 

Page 3, line 23, strike "The provisions of this section do not 
apply." and insert "A notice of noncompliance shall not be mailed 
by the agency to the ta:,cpayer until after the time the state or the 
governing body of the appropriate political subdivision has rre• 
scribed by statute or ordinance the nature and types of violat10ns 
of codes referred to in subdivision 2, which would constitute a 
material endangerment to the health and safety of occupants of 
buildings or which would constitute a hazardous building within 
the meaning of section 463.J 5, subdivision 3." 

Page 3, strike lines 24 through 29 
Page 3, after line 29 insert: 

"Subd. 9. On or before March 15 of each year, the commissioner 
of revenue shall report to the ta:,c committees of both houses of the 
legislature information indicating: ( a) the number of written no
tices of violations issued by the agency pursuant to subdivision 2; 
(b) the number and types of substandard buildings found to be in 
noncompliance :under this act and the average time of such non-
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compliance; ( c) the number and types of buildings brought into a 
condition of compliance under this act; (d) a description of the 
types of violations found to endanger the health and safety of oc
cupants under this act; and ( e) the number and types of buildings 
abandoned, destroyed or no longer used for rental purposes after 
the service of a notice of noncompliance pursuant to subdivision 4." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend H. F. No. 474, as amended Plll'
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 7, 1975, as follows: 

Page 12, line 19, after "1975" insert "and shall, unless re-enact
ed, expire after the taxable year ending December 31, 1979" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 474 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 7, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Keefe, S. North 
Arnold Dunn Klei.nl>aum Ogdahl 
Berg Fitzoimons Knutson Olhofl 
Boroen Gearty Kowalczyk Olson,A.G. 
Bralaaa Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Brown Hansen, Mel Lewis O'Neill 
Chenoweth HaDSOn, R. McCulcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Pe,pich, G. 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Pillsbury 
Conzemius Jensen Moe Purfeerst 
Davies Keefe. J. Nelson Renneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Blatz Kirchner Patton 
Bang Josefaon 

Schaaf 
Schmillz 
Sillem 
Solon 
Spear 
StaMen 
Stokoww 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Wallet 

Schrom 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Dunn moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 1241 failed 
to pass the Senate on May 16, 1975, be now reconsidered. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. Dunn moved that H. F. No. 1241 be laid on the table. The 
motion prevailed. 

On the Order of Business of Motions and Resolutions, Mr. Cole
man moved that the Senate take up the Calendar of Ordinary Mat
ters. The motion prevailed. 

CALENDAR OF ORDINARY MATrEBS 

H. F. No. 1187: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
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state government; providing for implementation of a state regia. 
ter of official notices by state departments; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 15.0412, Subdivision 4; and Laws 197 4, 
Chapter 344, Section 9. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andenon Davies Keele, S. Og,clahl 
A mold Doty Kirchner Olholt 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum 018on, A. G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, J. L. 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Blatz Hamen, Baldy Laulenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brown Hughes Merriam Purleemt 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Henneke 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Schaal 
Coleman Josef son Ne18on Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stasaen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1423: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota 
Statutes; providing for publication thereof; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 648.31, Subdivisions 1 and 3; and 648.45, 
Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 62 and nays O, u 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andenon 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laulenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
Josef son Nelson 
Keele, J. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Olhoft moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 1007 failed 
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to pass the Senate on May 15, 1975, be now reconsidered. The 
motion prevailed. 

H.F. No. 1007: A bill for an act relating to employment; ex
eluding conservation officers from the operation of the fair labor 
standards act; repealing certain job application requirement&; 
amen~ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 177.23, Subdivision 
7; reJjealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 43.16. 

Mr. Bernhagen moved to amend H.F. No. 1007 as follows: 

Page 3, strike Section 2 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, lines 4 and 5, strike "repealing certain job application 
requirement&;" 

Page 1, lines 6 and 7, strike "; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 43.16" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 21 and nays 35, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach = Bernhagen 
Blatz 

Dunn Jensen 
Fitzsimons Joaefson 
Frederick Kirchner 
Hansen. Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 

Larson 
Olhoft 
Patton 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

Ueland 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Davies Lewis O'Neill Spear 
Arnold Doty Merriam Perpich,G. Staaen 
Borden Gearty Milton Purfeerst Stokowaki 
Brataas Hughes Moe Schaaf Stumpf 
Chenoweth Humphrey Nelson Schrom Tennesaen 
O,leman Keefe,S. North Sillers Wi\rener 
Conzemius Kleinbaum Ogdahl Solon Wi et 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt
ed. 

H. F. No. 1007 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 

J3ang 

~ 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski Doty 
O>nzemius Dunn 
Daviu Fitzaimona 
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Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jem,en 
Josefson 
Keefe, J. 

Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutaon 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 

Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 

O'Neill 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bernhagen Patton 
Hansen, Baldy 

Purfeerst Henneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

[56THDAY 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Schrom 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 8:46 
c' clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 8:46 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President 
called the Senate to order. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Purfeerst moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
1722: 

Messrs. Laufenburger, Schaaf, Chenoweth, Kirchner and Pur
feerst. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Frederick moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 
1026 at 9:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Frederick; Schrom; Olson, H. D.; Bernhagen and 
Hansen, Baldy. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Willet moved that the following mem
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1769: 

Messrs. Willet, Borden, Chenoweth, Fitzsimons and J osefson. 
The motion prevailed. 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi
ness of Messages from the House. 

MESSAGES FROM l'BE B01JSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 
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S. F. No. 733: A bill for an act relating to rates of interest; 
permitting lending institutions to charge interest rates on busi
ness and agricultural loans of up to five percent more than the 
federal discount rate at the time the loan was made. 

Senate File No. 733 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the Senate do not concur in th!) 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 733 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on Com
mittees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Conference 
Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The motion 
prevailed. 

:Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1769: 

H. F. No. 1769: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and 
other terms and conditions of employment in the state civil ser
vice; providing salaries for department heads and certain judicial 
positions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, 
Subdivision 1; 15A.083; 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.062, Subdivision 
S, and by adding a subdivision; 43.067; 43.069, Subdivision 1; 
43.12, Subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 
3; 43.122, Subdivisions 1, 8 and 4; 48.126, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 
43.17, Subdivision 2; 48.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivisions 1 
and 4; 43.21; 43~~• Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision 1; 
43.50, Subdivision 1; and 299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, Subdivisions la 
and 4; 487.05; and 526.18. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Lindstrom; Sieben, H. and Fugina have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1769 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Mccutcheon moved that the Senate accede to the request 
of the House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1769, and 
that a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with 
A like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 787: 

H. F. No. 787: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; prescribing additional du
ties for the commission; authorization of reciprocity agree
ments; authorizing contracts with private colleges; providing 
for increasing scholarships and grants-in-aid; authorizing rev
enue bonds for student loans; appropriating money; amending 
:Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 136A.04; 136A.05; 136A.08; 
136A.101, Subdivision 4; 136A.121, Subdivision 3; 136A.171; 
136A.20; 147.30; and 147.31. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Fugina, Searle and Kroening have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 787 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Moe moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 787, and that a 
Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1137: 

H. F. No. 1137: A bill for an act relating to housing; increas. 
ing range of eligibility for assistance from housing finance agen
cy; providing for revolving loan funds and direct subsidies; ap. 
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
462A.03, Subdivision 13; 462A.05, Subdivisions 2 and 14; 462A .• 
07, by adding a subdivision; 462A.19, Subdivision 1; 462A.21, 
by adding subdivisions; and 462A.22, Subdivision 9. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Knoll, Norton and Lindstrom have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1137 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 
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Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Davies moved that the Senate accede to the request of the 
House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1137, and that • 
Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a 
like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

Mr. Davies moved that the Senate do now recess subject to 
the call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

CALL OF TIIB SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The followinc 
Senators answered to their names: 
Anderson Conzemius Humphrey Olhofl 
Arnold Davies Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner O'Neill 
BeBo,g Fitzsimom Kowalczyk PerPich, G. 

rden Gearty Laufenburger Purfeerst 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Henneke 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam Schaaf 
Coleman Hughes Millon Schmitz 

Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Slokowaki 
Stumpf 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Anderson moved that H. F. No. 645 be withdrawn from 
the Committee on Rules and Administration. The motion pre
vailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Anderson moved that an urgency be declared within the 
the meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of 
Minnesota, with respect to H. F. No. 645 and that the rules of 
the Senate be so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 645 its 
second and third reading and place it on its finaJ passage. The 
motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 645 was read the second time. 

H. F. No. 645: A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing 
a state subsidy to local units of government for providing com
munity health services; prescribing the powers of the state ~ 
of health; appropriating money. 

Mr. Anderson moved to amend H.F. No. 645, as follows: 
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Page 1, line 12, delete "to" and insert "through" 

Page 2, line 32, delete "counseling" 

[56THDAY 

Page 3, delete lines 1 to 12 and insert "birth control and in
fertility services which include education, counseling, and medi
cal appraisal." 

Page 7, line 5, delete "members" and insert "members' " 

Page 7, line 11, delete "4" and insert "3" 

Page 7, line 26, after "provided" insert a comma and after 
"however" insert a comma 

Page 8, line 21, after "145.01" delete the comma 

Page 8, line 24, aftet "provided" insert a comma and after 
"however" insert a comma 

Page 10, line 2, delete "The board of health" 

Page 10, delete lines 3 and 4 

Page 10, line 5, delete "jurisdiction." 

Page 12, line 14, after "provided" insert a comma and after 
"however" insert a comma 

Page 13, line 1, after "tax" delete "as" and insert "within the 
levy limits" 

Page 14, delete lines 15 to 22 and insert 

"Subd. 2. [ELIGIBILITY OF CITIES.] A city having a city 
health department organized under the provisions of chapter 145 
and located in a county having a population of 300,000 or more 
persons, or two or more contiguous cities combined under the pro
visions of section 471.59, having an aggregate population of 65,000 
or more persons and located in a county having a population of 
300,000 or more persons, shall be eligible for the community 
health services subsidy under the provisions of this act if:" 

Page 14, line 23, delete "(b)" and insert "(a)" 

Page 14, line 24, after "3" insert", subdivision 2" 

Page 14, line 25, delete "(c)" and insert "(b)" 

Page 14, line 28, delete "(d)" and insert "(c)" 

Page 14, line 30, delete "(e)" and insert "(d)" 

Page 18, after line 10, insert 

"Sec. 9. [SPECIAL GRANTS.] Subdivision 1. The board may 
make special grants to a city, a county, or group of cities or coun
ties to establish, operate or subsidize clinic facilities and services, 
including mobile clinics, to furnish community health servces for 
migrant agricultural workers and their families in areas of the state 
in which significant numbers of migrant workers are located. The 
community health services plan submitted by the local board must 
contain a proposal for the delivery of such services and documenta-
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tion of input by affected segments of the community to the plan in 
order to qualify for a grant under this section. 

Subd. 2. The board may make special Jrants to a city, a county, 
or group of cities or counties to establish, operate, or subsidize 
clinic facilities and services to furnish community health services 
for native Americans who have no established county of residence. 
The community health services plan submitted by the local board 
must contain a proposal for the delivefY of such services and doc
umentation of input by affected segments of the community to the 
plan in order to qualify for a grant under this section." 

Page 18, line 16, after "health" insert a comma 

Page 18, line 17, after "act" insert a comma 

Page 20, line 16, delete"; and" and insert", and;" 

Page 21, line 3, delete ", provided that such computation shall" 
and insert a period 

Page 21, delete lines 4 and 5 

Page U, delete lines 26 to 32 

Page 22, delete lines 1 to 9 

Page 22, line 13, delete ''13" and insert "14" 

Page 22, line 21, delete "Subdivision 1." 

Page 22, line 22, delete "$3,700,000" and insert "$1,500,000" 

Page 22, line 23, delete "biennium" and insert "fiscal year begin-
ning July 1, 1976 and" 

Page 22, line 24, delete "section" and insert "sections 9 and" 

Page 22, delete lines 25 to 31 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after "health;" insert "community health pro
grams;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Chmielewski moved to amend H.F. No. 645, as amended by 
the Anderson amendment, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 3, after line 3, insert: 

"Prior to providing any drug, medical preparation, or contracep
tive device to any unmarried person under the age of 17 years, 
evefY agency, entity or individual providing family planing services 
and receiving funds through the provisions of this act shall notify 
such minor's parents or legal guardians of such action unless such 
minor is emancipated from the parents." 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
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Mr. Conzemius moved that those not voting be excused from 
voting. The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Anderson moved that those not voting be excused from vot
ing. The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 30, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Olson, H. D. 
J!ers Gearty Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Han.sen, Baldy Knutson O'Neill 
Blatz Hanson, R. Kowalczyk Patton 
Brown Jenaen Larson Henneke 
Olmrlelewsld Josefscn Olhoft Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Schrom 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Wegener 
Willet 

Anderson Conzemius Lewis North Billers 
Arnold Dunn McCutcheon Ogdahl Solon 
Ashbach Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. Spear 
Brataas Keefe, S. Milton Pillsbury Stumpf 
Chenoweth Kirchner Moe Purfeerst Tennessen 
Coleman Laufenburger Nelson Schaaf Ueland 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend H. F. No. 645, as amended by 
the Anderson amendment, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 4, line 30, after "county" and before ''may" insert ", ex-
cept Hennepin county," 

Page 8, line 19, strike "community" 

Page 8, strike line 20 

Page 8, line 21, strike "persons" 

Page 14, line 9, strike "65,000" and insert "40,000" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 645 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 4 7 and nays 6, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Aohbach 
Bang 
Bers 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
FitzsimonB 
Gearty 
Hansen.Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 

Josefson 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowsld 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Brown Hansen, Baldy Keefe, J. Schrom Stassen 
Chmielewski 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Co=ittee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 757, No. 85 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard i=ediately. 

H. F. No. 757: A bill for an act relating to health care; direct
ing the co=issioner of insurance to prescribe certain health in
surance claim forms. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called., there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ande1&0n Brown Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Arnold Coleman Hughes Merriam 
Ashbach Davies Humphrey Milion 
Banc Doty Josefson Nelson 
Berg Dunn Keefe, S. North 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Klembaum Ogdah! 
Blatz Geart:y Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Larson Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Lewis Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Co=ittee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1009, No. 86 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1009: A bill for an act relating to health and welfare; 
providing for increasing service levels under the nutrition for the 
elderly program; appropriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, the,e were yeas 40 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 

Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 

Coleman 
Davies 
DoliY 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Hanae1>, Mel 
Frederick Hanson, R. 
Gearty Hughee 
Hanaen, Baldy Humphrey 
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Josefson Merriam Olhoft Billers 
Keefe, S. Nelson Patton Solon 
Kleinbaum North Pillsbury Spear 
MoCutcheon Ogdahl Schmitz Stasoen 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

(56THDAY 

Stokowslti 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 257, No. 88 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 257: A bill for an act relating to education; creating 
a senior citizens higher education program for certain resident 
senior citizens. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Brown Hansen. Mel Nelson 
Arnold Coleman Hanson, R. North 
Ashbach Davies Hughes Olhoft 
Bang Doty Josef son O'Neill 
Berg Dunn Keefe, S. Patton 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Pillsbury 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk Schmitz 
Borden Gearty McCutcheon Schrom 
Brataao Hansen. Baldy Merriam Billers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Solon 
Spear 
sta ... n 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

Mr. Arnold moved that H. F. No. 1140 be stricken from Gen
eral Orders and re-referred to the Committee on Finance. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H.F. No. 344, No. 91 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 344: A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; 
providing for activities in connection with motor vehicle and 
other waste; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 168R, 
02, by adding a subdivision; 168B.09, Subdivision 1; 168B.10, 
Subdivision 1; and Chapter 168B, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 0, at 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
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Arnold Chmielewski Hansen, Mel Nelson 
Ashbach Coleman Hanson, R. North 
Bang Conzemius Hughes Olhoft 
Berg Davies Josefson O'Neill 
Bernhagen Doty Kleinbaum Patton 
Blatz Dunn Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Borden Fituimons Mccutcheon Schmitz 
Brataas Frederick Merriam Schrom 
Brown Gearty Milton Sillers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 
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Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 710, No. 95 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H.F. No. 710: A bill for an act relating to state procurement; 
requiring the commissioner of administration to set aside certain 
state procurement from normal bidding procedures for first of. 
fering to small businesses; requiring the commissioners of ad• 
ministration and economic development to publicize set-asides 
and assist small businesses ; appropriating money. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved to amend H. F. No. 710, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, aa 
follows: 

Page 3, line 25, after "or" insert ", where feasible," 
The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt

ed. 

H. F. No. 710 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 2, u 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Hughes North 
Arnold Davies Humphrey Olhoft 
Bang Doty Keefe, S. O'Neill 
Berg Dunn Kleinbaum Patton 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Lsrson Schmitz 
Blatz Gearty Lewis Schrom 
Borden Hanaen, Baldy Merriam Sillers 
Brataas Hanaen,, Mel Milton Solon 
Brown Hanson, R. Nelson Spear 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Teoneosen 
Willet 

Messrs. Josefson and Pillsbury voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Borden moved that H. F. No. 702 be taken from the table, 
The motion prevailed. 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Borden moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Minne
sota, with respect to H. F. No. 702 and that the rules of the 
Senate be so far suspended as to give H.F. No. 702 its second and 
third reading and place it on its final passage. The motion pre
vailed. 

H. F. No. 702 was read the second time. 

H.F. No. 702: A bill for an act relating to state administrative 
procedures; redefining certain terms; prescribing a method for 
the adoption, amendment, suspension or repeal of rules; provid
ing for the publication of a manual of state agency rules; provid
ing for the publication of the state register; creating an office of 
hearing examiners; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 15.0411; 15.0412; 15.0413, Subdivisions 1. 
2 and 3; 15.0415; 15.0421; 15.046; 15.047, Subdivision 1; 15.048; 
15.049; 15.051, Subdivisions 1 and 2, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 16.80, Subdivision 1; and Chapters 5, by adding a section; 
and 15, by adding sections; and Laws 1974, Chapter 344, Section 
9; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 15.0413, Subdivi
sions 4, 5 and 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Keefe, S. Olao111, H. D. 
Amold Fitzsimons Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Ashbach Gearty Mel'riam Pilh,bury 
Blatz Hanson, R. Milton Schmitz 
Borden Hughes Nelson Schrom 
BN>wn Humphrey North Billers 
Davies Josef son Ogdahl Spear 
Doty Keefe, J. Olhoft Stokowski 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

Messrs. Hansen, Mel and Stassen voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Mr. Tennessen moved that H. F. No. 1810 be taken from the 
table. The motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Tennessen moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Minne
sota1 with respect to H. F. No. 1810 and that the rules of the Sen
ate De so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 1810 its second and 
third reading and place it on its final passage. The motion pre
vailed. 

H.F. No. 1810 was read the second time. 

H. F. No. 1810: A bill for an act relating to public improvements; 
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authorizing issuance of state building bonds for construction and 
equipping of a law school building at the university of Minnesota 
for the construction or alteration of school buildings related to de
segregation and for the acquisition and preparation of land for the 
expansion of metropolitan community college; creating the voca
tional-technical building fund and authorizing the issuance of state 
bonds to provide money for appropriation therefrom for grants to 
school districts for the acquisition and betterment of public land, 
buildings, and capital improvements needed for the area vocational
technical education program; appropriating money from the gen
eral fund for payment of the bonds; providing for the acquisition 
of certain property by St. Cloud state college; appropriating mon
ey. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. North moved that the following mem-
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1769: 

Messrs. McCutcheon, Gearty and Ogdahl. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Sillers moved to amend H. F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Page 9, after line 18, insert: 

"Sec. 12. Subdivision 1. There is hereby appropriated from the 
general fund to the state college board the sum of $72,000 or so 
much thereof as may be necessary to reconstruct six tennis courts 
at Moorhead State College. 

Subd. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund 
to the state college board the sum of $115,000 or so much thereof 
as may be necessary to instaIJ an all-weather track at Moorhead 
State College." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 19, after the semicolon, insert "providing for the 
construction of tennis courts at Moorhead State College; providing 
for the installation of an all-weather track at. Moorhead State Col
lege;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

Mr. Sillers moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion did not prevail. 

Mr. Sillers moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 28 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Aahbach Fitzsimons Keefe, J. Olson, J. L. 
Bang Frederick Knuteon O'Neill 
Bernhagen Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Patton 
Blatz H81180n,, R. Larson Pillsbury 
Brataas Jensen Moe Renneke 
Brown Josef son Nelson Sillers 

Stassen 
Stokowaki 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anden,on Davies Kirchner Olboft 
Arnold Doty Kleinbaum Olson,, H. D. 
Boroen Dunn Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, G. 
Chmiel-.td Hul!hes Merriam Schmitz 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Schrom 
Conumius Keefe, S. North Solon 

[56THDAY 

~ 
Wegeiler 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Moe moved to amend H.F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Page 9, after line 18, insert: 
"Sec. 12. There is hereby appropriated from the Minnesota 

1tate building fund in the state treasury to the board of regents 
fJf the University of Minnesota the sum of $2,823,385, for the 
eonstruction of a classroom-food service building at the Univer
sity of Minnesota Crookston Campus." 

Renumber the remaining section 
Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 19, after the semicolon, insert "authorizing con
etruction of a classroom-food service building at the University 
fJf Minnesota.Crookston Campus;" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 16 and nays 23, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Aabbach Brataas Gearty Lewis 
llerg Brown Kleinbaum McCutcheon 
Blatz Fitzsimons Knutson Moe 
Borden 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Davies Hughes North 
Arnold Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Ohmielewaki Hansen, Baldv Kowalczvk Schmitz 
Coleman Hansen, Mel Merriam Solon 
CoDZffllius Haneon,, R. Nelson Spear 

O'Neill 
Billers 
Sta&B<ll 

Stumpf 
Tenneesen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopt
ed. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H.F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Pages 1 and 2, strike all of section 1 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "for construction" 

Page 1, strike line 4 
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Page 1, line 5, strike "university of Minnesota" and insert a 
semicolon 

Mr. Tennessen moved that H. F. No. 1810 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1043, No. 99 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1043: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
for redemption of forfeited property under certain conditions. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 

Chmielewski Hughes 
Coleman Humphrey 
Conzemius Keefe, J. 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Doty Kleinbaum 
Dunn Kowalczyk 
Fitzsimons Larson 
Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Hansen, Mel Milton 
Hanson, R. Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
O'Neil) 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wiilet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 22, No. 106 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 22: A bill for an act relating to education; the estab
lishment of educational cooperative service units to provide edu
cational services and programs on a regional basis; appropriating 
money therefor. 

Mr. Hughes moved to amend S. F. No. 22, as follows: 

Page 3, line 20, strike ", except that all school" and insert a 
period 

Page 3, strike lines 21 to 23 

Page 10, line 25, strike "$1,100,000" and insert "$500,000" 

Page 10, line 29, strike "$50,000" and insert "$30,000" 

Page 10, line 32, strike "$100,000" and insert "$55,000; pro
vided, however, that nQt more than five educational cooperative 
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service units, as selected by the state board of education, shall 
receive funding in the first year of the biennium" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 22 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Humphrey 
Conzemius Jensen 
Davies Keele, J. 
Dwm Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 

Nelson 
North 
Olholt 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
PillsburY 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed t.o. 

MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Doty was excused from this evening's Session at 12:30 
o'clock a.m. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1550, No. 102 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1550: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
authorizing payments to county welfare departments for former 
institutionalized persons placed in community residential and 
day programs; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.01, 
Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Coleman Hughes Milton 
Arnold Conzemius Humphrey Nelson 
Ashbach Davies Jensen North 
Bang Doty Keefe, J. Olholt 
Berg Dwm Keele, S. Olson, A. G. 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Blatz Frederick Knutson O'Neill 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Patton 
Brown Hansen, Mel Larson Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Hanson, R. Merriam Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 1411, No. 104 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 1411: A bill for an act relating to education; agree
ments when school district has insufficient funds to pay orders; 
increasing the maximum permissible interest rate to eight percent 
per year; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.06. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Chmielewski Hanson, R. Milt.>n 
Ashbach Coleman Hughes Nelson 
Bang Conzemius Humphrey North 
Berg Davies Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Bernhagen Dunn Keefe, S. O'Neill 
Blatz Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Patron 
Boni en Frederick Knutson Pillsbury 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Schmitz 
Brown Haneen, Mel Merriam Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Solon 
Spear 
St.>kowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Willet moved that an urgency be declared within the 
meaning of Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of Min
nesota, with respect to H. F. No. 175 and that the rules of the 
Senate be so far suspended as to give H. F. No. 175, now on 
General Orders, its third reading and place it on its final passage. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 175: A bill for an act relating to commerce; creating 
an advisory task force on small business; describing its duties; 
appropriating money for its operation. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays O, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Brown Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Amold Chmielewski Hansen. Mel Lewis 
Bang Coleman Hanson, R. Merriam 
Berg Conzemius Hughes Milton 
Bem,hagen Davies Humphrey Nelson 
Blatz Dunn Jensen North 
Bonien Fitzsimons Kleinhaum Olhoft 
Brataas Frederick Knutson Olson, A. G. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

O'Neill 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 
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MEMBERS EXCUSED 

Mr. Patton was excused from this evening's Session at 1:00 
o'clock a.m. 

SPECIAL ORDEB 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 486, No. 107 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 486: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic re~
lations; requiring counties to establish presentence investigation 
and counseling alcohol safety programs and alcohol safety enforce
ment programs; requiring presentence investigation reports for 
certain driving offenses; appropriating money; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 169.121, Subdivision 6; and Chapter 
169, by adding sections. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Brataas Hansen,, Mel Kowalczyk 
Arnold Brown Hanaon, R. Lewis 
Ashbach Chmielewski Hughes McCuwheon 
Bang Coleman Humph,ey Menriam 
Berg Conzemius Keefe, J. Nelson 
Bernhagen Davies Keefe, S. North 
Blatz FitzsimollB Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bonlen Hansen,, Baldy Knutson O'Neill 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Patton 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Srokowski 
Stumpf 
Willet 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that H. F. No. 216, No. 4 on General Orders 
be made a Special Order for immediate consideration. The motion 
prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDEB 

H. F. No. 216: A bill for an act relating to estates; affairs of 
decedents, missing persons, protected persons, minors, incapacitat
ed persons and certain others; revising aspects of the law relating 
to wills, intestacy, administration and distribution of estates; tax
ation of inheritances; ordering the powers and proceedings of the 
court and certain officials concerned with the administration of 
estates of decedents and others; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 287.22; 291.005; 291.07, and by adding a subdivi
sion; 291.09, Subdivision 1; 291.14, Subdivision 1, and by adding 
subdivisions; 502.71; 508.22; 508.68; 508.69; 524.1-102; 524.1-107; 
524.1-108; 524.1-201; 524.1-301; 524.1-302; 524.1-303; 524.1-307; 
524.1-401; 524.1-403; 524.3-101; 524.3-102; 524.3-104; 524.3-105; 
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524.3-108; 524.3-109; 524.3-203; 524.3-204; 524.3-301; 524.3-303; 
524.3-305; 524.3-306; 524.3-310; 524.3-311; 524.3-401; 524.J-402; 
524.3-403; 524.3-406; 524.3-409; 524.3-412; 524.3-413; 524.3-502; 
524.3-601; 524.3-602; 524.3-603; 524.3-604; 524.3-605; 524.3-606; 
524.3-609; 524.3-703; 524.3-706; 524.3-711; 524.3-715; 524.3-717; 
524.3-720; 524.3-901; 524.3-906; 524.3-910; 524.3-913; 524.3-914; 
524.3-915; 524.3-1001; 524.3-1008; 524.3-1101; 524.3-1203; 524.3-
1204; 524.4-201; 524.4-202; 524.4-203; 524.4-204; 524.4-205; 524.4-
206; 524.4-301; 524.4-303; 524.8-101; 525.02; 525.03; 525.07; 525.-
08; 525.091, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 525.112; 525.12; 525.122; 
525.15; 525.161; 525.202; 525.212; 525.215; 525.223, Subdivisions 
1 and 2; 525.253, Subdivision 1; 525.393; 525.48; 525.484; 525.491; 
525.51; 525.515; 525.532, Subdivisions 4 and 5; 525.591; 525.62; 
525.63; 525.64; 525.641; 525.642; 525.65; 525.652; 525.66; 525.661; 
525.662; 525.67; 525.68; 525.69; 525.691; 525.692; 525.70; 525.702; 
525.71; 525.83; 525.84; 525.841; 541.16; 559.013, by adding a subdi
vision; 576.142, Subdivision 5; 576.16; amending Chapters 507, by 
adding a section; 524 and 525, by adding sections; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 524.1-105; 524.1-304; 524.1-305; 
524.3-304; 524.3-705; 525.18; 525.181; 525.182; 525.183; 525.184; 
525.19; 525.191; 525.203; 525.211; 525.26; 525.261; 525.262; 525.27; 
525.271; 525.272; 525.33; 525.39; 525.41; 525.411; 525.412; 525.413; 
525.42; 525.421; 525.43; 525.431; 525.44; 525.441; 525.442; 525.45; 
525.46; 525.475; 525.521; 525.522; 525.523; 525.524; 525.525; 525.-
526; 525.527; 525.53; 525.531; 525.693; 525.701; 525.86; and 525.87. 

Mr. Davies moved to amend H. F. No. 216, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 9, 1975, as follows: 

Page 6, line 15, strike "sections 525.521 to 525.524" and insert 
"section 524.3-916" 

Page 7, line 8, delete "Subject to approval by the commissioner, 
the" and insert "The" 

Page 7, line 14, delete "so" 

Page 7, line 15, delete "claimed thereafter" 

Page 7, line 16, delete "so" 

Page 7, line 16, after "claimed" insert". The objection shall be 
made" 

Page 7, line 17, after "subdivision" delete "2" and insert "1" 

Page 7, line 27, delete "such" and insert "the" 

Page 8, line 12, after "commissioner" strike "," 

Page 8, line 23, before "and" insert "(" 

Page 8, line 24, delete"," and insert")" 

Page 8, line 25, delete "such" 

Page 8, line 28, delete "subsequent to the date of" 
Page 8, line 29, delete "such filing of objection" 
Page 8, line 30, delete "subsequent thereto" and Insert "after 

the date of the filing of the objection" 
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Page 8, line 31, delete "submitted" and insert "presented" 

Page 9, line 5, after the second "a" insert "personal" 

Page 9, line 31, delete "In the event" and insert "If" 

Page 10, line 2, delete "said" 

Page 10, line 2, delete "such" and insert "the" 

Page 10, line 21, strike "final decree" and insert "deed of dis-
tribution" 

Page 10, line 21, delete "order" and insert "decree" 

Page 10, line 25, after "Subd." delete "3" and insert "la" 

Page 10, line 31, delete "No such" and insert "The" 

Page 10, line 31, after "shall" insert "not" 

Page 11, line 1, delete "shall assert the same" and insert "as-
serts it" 

Page 11, line 2, delete "such" 

Page 11, line 3, delete "wherein such" and insert "where the" 

Page 11, line 4, delete "may be" and insert "is" 

Page 11, line 8, delete "such" and insert "the" 

Page 11, line 9, delete "Where" and insert "When" 

Page 11, line 13, delete "such" and insert "the" 
Page 11, line 13, delete "be" and insert "is" 

Page 12, line 3, after "." insert "The lien so extinguished with 
respect to such bona fide purchaser shall not be reinstated or 
challenged by the commissioner." 

Page 12, delete lines 27 through 32 

Page 13, delete lines 1 through 26 

Page 20, line 9, strike "a trust estate" 

Page 20, line 10, strike the first "or" 

Page 24, line 2, strike "nonresidents" and insert "nonresident 
decedents" 

Page 24, line 27, after "person," insert "conservatee," 

Page 26, line 2, reinstate the stricken "a week for" 

Page 26, line 2, after "for" insert "two" 

Page 26, line 2, reinstate the stricken "consecutive" 

Page 26, line 3, reinstate the stricken "weeks," 

Page 26, line 5, reinstate the stricken "last" 

Page 45, line 17, strike "to which the demand" 
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Page 45, line 18, strike "relates" 

Page 45, line 20, after "court" insert "for an order or filing to 
which the demand relates" 

Page 51, line 8, delete "Further, if the decedent was" 

Page 51, delete lines 9 through 18 

Page 51, line 19, delete "representative." 

Page 51, line 23, after "once" insert "a week for two consecutive 
weeks" 

Page 51, line 25, after the period insert "Further if the de
cedent was born in a foreign country or left heirs or devisees in any 
foreign country, notice shall be given to the consul or other 
representative of such country, if he resides in this state and has 
filed a copy of his appointment with the secretary of state, or to 
the nominee or nominees of such consul or representative. If no 
such consul or representative exists, then notice shall be given to 
the chief diplomatic representative of such country at Washing
ton, D.C. or to the secretary of state at St. Paul, Minnesota, who 
shall forward the same to such representative." 

Page 52, line 6, after "once" insert "a week for two consecutive 
weeks" 

Page 52, line 9, after "state" insert "that any heir, devisee or 
other interested person may be entitled to appointment as per
sonal representative or may object to the appointment of the 
personal representative and" 

Page 52, line 15, after the period insert "Further, if the de
cedent was born in a foreign country or left heirs or devisees in any 
foreign country, notice shall be given to the consul or other 
representative of such country, if he resides in this state and has 
filed a copy of his appointment with the secretary of state, or to 
the nominee or nominees of such consul or representative. If no 
such consul or representative exists, then notice shall be given to 
the chief diplomatic representative of such country at Washing
ton, D.C. or to the secretary of state at St. Paul, Minnesota, who 
shall forward the same to such representative." 

Page 56, line 4, after "once" insert " a week for two consecutive 
weeks" 

Page 56, line 5, after the second "the" insert "last" 

Page 68, line 21, after "or" insert "registrar and" 

Page 68, line 30, delete "in a supervised administration" 

Page 68, line 31, strike "the original of the inventory" 

Page 68, line 31, strike "and" 

Page 68, line 32, after "court" insert "or registrar" 
Page 75, line 25, delete "three" and insert ''two" 
Page 90, line 7, delete "DISPOSITION OF" 
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Page 93, line 12, delet.e "additionar• 

Page 93, line 13, aft.er "revenue" insert "pursuant to section 
291.34" 

Page 93, line 17, aft.er "will" insert "or other written instru
ment" 

Page 93, line 24, after "will" insert "or other written instru
ment" 

Page 93, line 26, aft.er "will" insert "or other written instru-
ment'' 

Page 95, line 3, delet.e "( c)" and insert" ( e)" 

Page 96, line 24, delet.e "state" and insert "estate" 
Page 103, line 30, aft.er "once" insert "a week for two consecu-

tive weeks" 
Page 108, line 15, delete "TIME OF TAKING EFFECT;" 

Page 108, line 16, strike "(a) This chapt.er takes effect on" 
Page 108, line 17, delete "January I, 1976" and strike the 

period 
Page 108, line 18, strike "(b)" 
Page 109, line 13, strike the semicolon and insert a period 

Page 109, strike lines 14 through 19 

Page 111, line 28, aft.er "of" insert ••conservatorship or" 

Page 113, line 32, aft.er "taxes;" insert "orders of distribution 
and general protection;" 

Page 114, line 7, after "guardianships" insert "or conservator
ships" 

Page 116, line 27, strike "or" and insert"," 

Page 118, line 6, delet.e "a lump sum not exceeding $6,000 if 
the estate" 

Page 118, line 7, delet.e "is insolvent or $9,000 if the estate is 
solvent, or" 

Page 134, line 9, delet.e "Part 4 of section" and insert •'sections 
524.3-401 to 524.3-413" 

Page 134, line 10, delete "524.3" 

Page 138, aft.er line 18, insert a section to read: 

"Sec. 115. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 525.551, is amend
ed to read: 

525.551 [HEARING; APPOINTMENT; BOND; PROSECU
TION; NOTICE.] Upon proof of the petition, the court shall 
appoint one or two persons suitable and competent to discharge 
the trust as general guardians or conservators of the person or 
estate or of both. Upon the filing of a bond in such amount as 
the court may direct and an oath according to law, or upon the 
filing of an acceptance of the trust pursuant to section 48.79, 
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letters of guardianship or conservatorship shall issue. If there be no 
personal property, the court may waive the filing of a bond, but if 
the guardian or conservator receives or becomes entitled to any 
such property he shall immediately file a report thereof and a 
bond in such amount as the court may direct. In case of breach 
of any condition of the bond an action thereon may be prosecuted 
by leave of the court by any interested person. If the ward or 
conservatee be a patient of a state hospital for the mentally ill, 
or committed to the guardianship or conservatorship of the com
missioner of public weliare as mentally retarded, epileptic, de
pendent and neglected or is under the temporary custod~· of the 
commissioner of public welfare, the court shall notify the com
missioner of public weliare of the appointment of a guardian or 
conservator or successor guardian or conservator of the estate 
of such ward or conservatee." 

Page 145, line 22, strike "probate" 
Page 154, delete lines 28 through 32 
Page 155, delete lines 1 through 5 
Renumber the sections in sequence 
Further amend the title as follows: 
Page 1, line 14, delete "508.22;" 

Page 1, line 37, before "525.591" insert "525.551;" 

Page 1, line 40, delete "559.013," 

Page 1, line 41, delete "by adding a subdivision;" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. McCutcheon moved to amend H. F. No. 216, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 9, 1975, as fol
lows: 

Page 62, line 27, strike "[BOND NOT REQUffiED WITH-
OUT COURT ORDER;" 

Page 62, strike lines 28 to 32 

Page 63, strike line 1 

Page 63, line 2, strike "section 524.3-605." 

Page 63, line 4, strike "No bond" 

Page 63, strike lines 5 to 8 

Page 63, line 11, strike "persons" 

Page 63, strike Jines 12 to 25 and insert: 

"[BOND REQUffiED; EXCEPTIONS.] Subdivision J. A bond 
is required of a personal representative unless either: 

(1) The will expressly waives the bond. 

(2) All of the heirs if no will has been probated, or all of the 
devisees under a will which does not provide for waiver of the 
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bond, file with the court a written waiver of the bond requirement. 
A duly appointed guardian or conservator may waive on behalf of 
his ward or protected person unless the guardian or conservator 
is the personal representative. 

Subd. 2. In any case where bond is not required under subdivi
sion I, the court may, upon petition of any interested person and 
upon reasonable proof that the interest of the petitioning person is 
in danger of being lost because of the administation of the estate, 
require a bond in such amount as the court may direct to protect 
the interest of the petitioner or of the petitioner and others. An 
heir or devisee who initially waived bond may be a petitioner under 
this subdivision." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 216 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Jensen North 
Arnold Conzemius Josef son Ogdahl 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, A.G. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Knutson Perpich. A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Brataas Hanson, R McCutcheon Schmitz 
Brown Hughes Merriam Sillers 
Chmielewski Humphrey Nelson Solon 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Wegener moved that the following 

members be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1308 
from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.: 

Messrs. Wegener; Olson, H. D. and Jensen. The motion pre
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 407, No. 103 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 407: A bill for an act relating to education; provid
ing for kindergarten and pilot second level preschool assessment 
programs; appropriating money. 

Mr. Keefe, J. moved to amend S. F. No. 407 as follows: 

Page 2, line 13, after the period, insert "Insofar as possible, 
the assessment shall be divided equally among the pilot prograil18 
provided for in this section." 
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The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 407 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski Hughes 
Coleman Jensen 
Davies Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe~ S. 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Stassen 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Anderson moved that S. F. No. 540 now on General Orders 
be indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Amold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1638, No. 108 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1638: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; work-study program for post
secondary students; defining eligibility and setting guidelines for 
payments; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 136A.-
231; 136A.232; and 136A.233. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Hughes North 
Arnold Coleman Jensen Ogdahl 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Berg Dunn Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Bernhal!@ll Fitzsimons Knutson Perpich, A. J. 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Borden Gearty McCutcheon Schaaf 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Merriam Schmitz 
Brown Hansen, Mel Milton Spear 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Nelson Stassen 

So the bill passed. and its title was agreed to. 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. '69 

A bill for an act relating to retirement; miscellaneous changes 
in various provisions of the teachers retirement act; amending 
:Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 354.05, Subdivisions 13, 25, 
26, and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Subdivision 1; 354.07, 
by adding subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.43, Subdivisions 1, 
and 3; 354.44, Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by adding a subdivision; 
354.46, Subdivision 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3, and 10; 31>4.49, 
Subdivision 5; 354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, Subdivisions 3, 11, 
16, and 19; and 354.62, Subdivision 5. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 17, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 469 report that we 
bave agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as fol
lows: 

That the house recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
469 be amended as follows: 

Page 7, after line 25, insert the following: 

"Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 354.41, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. Any person who is a former member and is presently_ 
employed by the Minnesota federation of teachers or its affiliated 
branches within the state, the Minnesota education association, 
the Minnesota association of school principals, the Minnesota 
association of secondary school principals or the Minnesota as
sociation of school administrators may elect to be a coordinated 
member in the fund based on such employment; provided, how
ever, that no person shall also be entitled to such membership if 
he is also a member of a teachers retirement association in a 
city of the first class organized pursuant to chapter 354A for 
the same period of service. For such persons so employed on 
June 30, 1975, the election must be made prior to July 1, 1976. 
For such persons so employed after June 30, 1975, the election 

. must be made upon commencing employment. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 354.41, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. For all members described in subdivision 4, the em
ployee, employer and additional employer contributions shall 
be the obligation of the employee who elects coverage herein; 
provided, however, that the employer organization enumerated in 
subdivision 4 emplofi" g such member may pay the employer 
and additional emp er contributions. The employer shall, in 
any event, deduct t e necessary contributions from the em
ployee's salary and remit all contributions to the teachers re
tirement association pursuant to section · 354.42, 'e,ccept that if 
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any such member is on leave of absence from a governmental 
employer unit, these contributions shall be forwarded by the em• 
ployer organization to the governmental employer unit for re• 
mittance to the fund as described in this chapter. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 354.41, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. Any such former member who elects membership in 
the fund as authorized by subdivision 4 shall be eligible to make 
payment for service which was rendered prior to July 1, 1975 
in any of the organizations enumerated in subdivision 4, pro
vided the organization makes satisfactory certificaton of such 
service as prescribed in section 354.05, subdivision 28. This pay
ment shall be limited to the most recent five years of allowable 
service credit and shall include all required employee and employer 
contributions as provided in section 354.42, subdivisions 2, 3 
and 5. Interest shall be paid on both the employee and employer 
contributions at the rate of six percent per annum from the end 
of the fiscal year during which such service was rendered to the 
date of payment. The payment described herein must be made in 
one lump sum prior to July 1, 1980 or prior to retirement, which
ever is earlier. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 354.41, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7. Members of the fund as described in subdivision 4 
shall not be eligible for election to the board of trustees." 

Page 9, line 2, st.rike "1975" and insert" 1976" 

Page 9, line 22, after "service" insert a comma 

Page 9, line 30, after "termination" insert a comma 

Page 10, line I, strike "will be" and insert "is" 

Page 10, line 19, after "in" insert "Minnesota Statutes 1971," 

Page 11, line 9, strike "will be" and insert "is" 

Page 22, after line 8, insert the following: 

"Sec. 28. [LUMP SUM PAYMENTS.] Subdivision I. Any 
person who is receiving as of November 30, 1975, a retirement 
annuity or a surviving spouse's annuity or benefit from the 
teachers retirement fund, the public employees retirement fund 
including the public employees police and fire fund, or the regular 
fund of the Minnesota state retirement system, and whose annuity 
or benefit was computed under laws in effect prior to July 1, 
1973, shall receive in addition to such annuity or benefit a lump 
sum payment of $50 if the annuity or benefit is coordinated with 
social security, or a lump sum payment of $100 if thl'c annuity or 
benefit is not coordinated with social security. 

Subd. 2. Any person who is receiving as of November 30, 1975, 
a retirement annuity or surviving spouse's annuity or benefit 
from the highway patrolmen's retirement fund and whose an-
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nuity or benefit was computed under laws in effect prior to 
June 1, 1973, shall receive in addition to such annuity or benefit 
a lump sum payment of $100. 

Subd. 3. Any person who is either a retired member of the Min
neapolis municipal employees retirement fund or the surviving 
spouse of a deceased retired member and who is receiving as of 
November 30, 1975, the "$2 bill and annuity'' provided for in Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 422A.15, Subdivision 3, shall receive 
in addition to such annuity a lump sum payment of $100. 

Subd. 4. The lump sum payments provided in this section for 
any person who is entitled to receive more than one such payment 
shall be reduced by dividing the amount of each such payment by 
the total number of such payments to which such person is en
titled. 

Subd. 5. Notwithstanding Minnesota Statues 197 4, Section 356.-
18, additional payments pursuant to this act will be made auto
matically unless the intended recipient files written notice with the 
retirement fund requesting that the additional payment not be 
made. Nothing in this act shall authorize payment to an estate. 
The additional payments provided in this section shall be payable 
December 1, 1975, and may be included in the regular monthly 
annuity payments for the month of November 1975. The amounts 
necessary to make such additional payments are hereby appro
priated from the retirement funds enumerated in this section. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 354A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

Notwithstanding any low to the contrary, for taxes levied in 
1975 payable in 1976 and thereafter, levies for teachers retirement 
fund associations in cities of the first closs, including levies for any 
employer social security taxes for teachers covered by a fully co
ordinated teachers retirement social security fund, are disallowed 
and the state shall assume the total employer obligation. Effective 
July 1, 1975 the state shall pay to said retirement fund association 
an employer contribution equal to the amount, expressed as a per
centage of payroll, that the state of Minnesota is required to pay 
for all contributing members of the state teachers retirement as
sociation including social security taxes, in accordance with the 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 354A.07, Subdivi
sions 3 and 4, except that: 

(1) employer contributions which are paid to the retirement 
fund associations pursuant to this section shall be appropriated 
and remitted directly to said retirement fund associations each 
month in accordance with the procedures described in sections 
354.43, subdivisions 1, 2, and 5; and 

(2) with respect to any city of the first closs having a fully co
ordinated teachers retirement fund association, employer social se
curity taxes on salaries paid after June 30, 1975 shall be paid by 
the state in accordance with the provisions of section 355.46, sub
division 3, clause (b), and employer contributions to said retire-
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ment fund association shall be reduced br. the amount of such 
taxes. Effective March 1, 1976, the contribution required to be 
paid by each member of a teachers retirement fund association in 
a city of the first class which does have a fully coordinated teacher, 
retirement social security fund shall not be less than four percent 
of total salary, and the contribution required to be paid by each 
member of a teachers retirement fund association in a city of the 
first class which does not have a fully coordinated teachers retire
ment social security fund shall not be less thaii eight percent of 
total salary. Provided, however, that the changes in the employee 
contribution to the teachers retirement fund are contingent upon 
a determination of benefit adjustment by the legislature before 
March 1, 1976, as provided in section 30. After April 1, 1975, no 
teachers retirement fund association in a city of the first class 
shall enact any amendment to the bylaws or articles of incorpora
tion; provided, however, that benefits for a teachers retirement 
fund association in a city of the first class may be increased by 
special law or general statute. 

Sec. 30. The legislative retirement study commission shall review 
and compare the retirement provisions of the bylaws and articks 
of incorporation of the teachers retirement fund associations in the 
cities of the first class, the laws governing the teachers retirement 
association and any other retirement benefit proposals. In its re
view, the commission shall recognize the differing benefit scheduks 
of various programs. The commission shall report its findings to 
the legislature by January 30, 1976. The legislature shall revieU1 
the findings of the commission and shall make a determination 
regarding teachers retirement benefit adjustment during the 1976 
legislative session. The commission shall include in its recommen
dations regarding any benefit changes retroactivity for any mem
ber retiring from a teachers retirement fund association in a city 
of the first class between May 1, 1974, and the effective date of 
the initial benefit change after May 1, 1974. Nothing in this sec
tion shall be construed to be enforceable against any other section 
of this act. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 354A, is amended by add
ing a section to read: 

[354A.21] [MANDATORY RETIREMENT; PROPORTION
ATE ANNUITY.] Notwithstanding the provisions of sectiom 
197.45 to 197.48 or 354A.05, a teacher subject to the provisions of 
this chapter shall terminate employment on August 31, 1976, or 
at the end of the academic year in which such teacher reaches the 
age of 65, whichever is later. For purposes of this section, an 
academic year shall be deemed to end August 31. A teacher who 
terminates employment at any time during the academic year at 
the end of which such person is required to terminate employment 
pursuant to this section and who has less than the minimum 
required number of years of service to otherwise qualify for a 
retirement annuity shall be entitled upon application to a propor
tionate retirement annuity based on service prior to termination. 

Sec. 32. Laws 1973, Chapter 182, Section 1, is amended to read: 
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Section 1. [NEW ULM, CITY OF; FIBEMEN'S RELIEF AS. 
SOCIATION.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 69.06, or any other law to the con
trary, the bylaws of the New Ulm Fire Department Relief Associa
tion may provide for the payment of a service pension to present 
and future retired members in an amount not exceeding ft& $100 
per month to each member who has performed 20 years of active 
service as a member of the volunteer fire department of the city 
plus an additional monthly amount of ~ $5 for each year of 
service over 20 years ; up t& ft JRnximum menthly ftlB91HN el 
$U2,liQ. 

Subd. 2. The bylaws may also provide for payment of a lump sum 
death benefit to the survivors of each active or retired member in 
an amount not exceeding $4,000. 

Subd. 3. The bylaws may also provide for payment of a disa
bi'lity benefit for temporary disability to each active member in 
an amount not exceeding $7.50 per day or $15 per day during con
finement in a hospital, for a period of disability not in excess of 
20 weeks. 

Subd. 4. This section is effective upon approval by the New Ulm 
city council and upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 645.021. 

Sec. 33. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
275.126, 354A.06, and 354A.07 are repealed." 

Page 22, line 10, strike " 14 " and insert " 17 " 

Page 22, line 10, strike " 15" and insert " 18" 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, after "act;" insert "employer contn'butions for 
teachers retirement fund associations in cities of the first class; 
firemen's relief benefits in the city of New Ulm; providing addi
tional lump sum payments to certain annuitants and benefi
ciaries of various retirement funds; appropriating money;" 

Page 1, line 7, after "354.10 ;" insert "354.41, by adding sub
divisions;" 

Page 1, line 12, delete the second "and" 

Page 1, line 13, after "Subdivision 5" insert "; Chapter 354A, 
by adding sections; and Laws 1973, Chapter 182, Section 1; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 275.126; 354A.06; and 
354A.07" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) John C. Chenoweth, Eugene Sto
kowski, Harmon Ogdahl. 
House Conferees: (Signed) Al Patton, Richard Parish, John 
Biersdorf. 
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Mr. Chenoweth moved that the foregoing reeommendatiolUI 
and Conference Committee Report on S. F. No. 469 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Confer
ence Committee. 

Mr. Hansen, Mel moved that the Senate reject the Conference 
Committee Report on S. F. No. 469 and the report be re-referred 
to the Conference Committee as formerly constituted for further 
consideration. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Hansen, Mel, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 21 and nays 24, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 

Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanaen,Mel 

Hanson,R 
Hughes 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
O'Neill 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Gearty 
Humphrey 

Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Lewis 
Milton 
North 

The motion did not prevail. 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Spear 

Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Ueland 

Stokowaki 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

The question recurred on the motion of Mr. Chenoweth to 
adopt the recommendations and Conference Committee Report on 
S. F. No. 469. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 469: A bill for an act relating to retirement; miscel
laneous changes in various provisions of the teachers retirement 
act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 354.05, Subdi
visions 13, 25, 26, and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Subdivi
sion 1; 354.07, by adding subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.43, 
Subdivisions l, and 3; 354.44, Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by add
ing a subdivision; 354.46, Subdivision 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3, 
and 10; 354.49, Subdivision 5; 354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, 
Subdivisions 3, 11, 16, and 19; and 354.62, Subdivision 5. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 16, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Keefe, S. Olson, A .G. 
Arnold Davies Kleinbaum Perpich, A. J. 
Berg Fitzsimons Laufenburger Pillsbury 
Borden Gearty Lewis Purfeemt 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton Schaaf 
Chenoweth Humphrey North Schmitz 
Chmielewski Jensen Ogdahl Solon 
Coleman Josefson Olhoft Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Dunn 

Frederick Keefe. J. 
Hansen, Mel Kirchner 
Hughes Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 

[56THDAY 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Nelson 
O'Neill 
Sillers 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Busi
ness of Messages from the House. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 

in the Senate amendments t<, House File No. 645: 

H. F. No. 645: A bill for an act relating to health; authorizing 
a state subsidy to local units of government for providing com
munity health services; prescribing the powers of the state 
board of health; appropriating money. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Samuelson, Meier and Wigley have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 645 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Anderson moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 645, and that 
a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 1798: 
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H. F. No. 1798: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operations of the state government; appropriating money to 
the department of highways and for other purposes; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdivision 
5a; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.355, Sub. 
division 2. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

Haugerud, Kahn and Eken have been appointed as such com
mittee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 1798 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 17, 1975 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 1798, and 
that a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the 
Committee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with 
a like Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 

following Senate File, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 250: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; 
creating an advisory on the Minnesota legislature; prescribing 
powers and duties; appropriating money. 

Senate File No. 250 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do not concur in the 
amendments by the House to S. F. No. 250 and that a Conference 
Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Committee on 
Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like Confer. 
ence Committee to be appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 

the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
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Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1308: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
clarifying procedures for acquisition of wildlife lands; modifying 
the definition of beneficial public use; requiring a substantial 
beneficial public use to be served in order to classify waters as 
public; establishing an accelerated program of inventorying, 
classifying, and designating state waters ; prescribing the powers 
and duties of the commissioner of natural resources and counties 
in connection therewith ; prescribing interim rules and regula
tions; specifying certain restrictions on drainage; eliminating 
the duty of the commissioner of natural resources to promulgate 
certain criteria relating to drainage systems; clarifying the cri
teria which county boards or district courts must consider con
cerning drainage systems; appropriating money; amending Min• 
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 97.481; 105.37, Subdivision 6, and 
by adding subdivisions; 105.38; 105.42, Subdivision 1; 106.021, 
Subdivisions 2 and 6; 106.031, Subdivision 1; 106.081, Subdivi
sions 1, 3 and 4; 106.091, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 106.101, Subdi
visions 4 and 5; 106.111, Subdivision 1; 106.121, Subdivisio~ 1 
and 4; 106.131; 106.201, Subdivisions 1 and 2; and Chapter 105, 
by adding sections. 

'l'here has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: 

Sherwood, Eken and Savelkoul. 

Senate File No. 1308 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess subject to 
the call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to ord.er. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Dunn moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 398 failed 
to pass the Senate on May 16, 1975, be now reconsidered. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. North moved that H. F. No. 398 be laid on the table. The 
motion prevailed. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H.F. No. 787, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 
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Messrs. Moe, Josefson and Davies. 
Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap. 

proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1769, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Mccutcheon, Ogdahl and Gearty. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1137, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Humphrey, Borden and Keefe, J. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap. 
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1798, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Purfeerst, Kirchner and Arnold. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 250, pursuant to 
the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Coleman, Ashbach and Conzemius. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap. 
pointed as a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 733, pursuant to 
the request of the Senate: 

Messrs. Hansen, Baldy; Larson and Lewis. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap-
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pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 645, pursuant to 
the request of the House: 

Messrs. Anderson, Kirchner and Milton. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Davies moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 216 was 
passed by the Senate on May 17, 1975, be now reconsidered. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLlJTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 9 
o.'clock a.m., Monday, May 19, 1975. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIFTY-SEVENTH DAY 

St. Paul, Minnesota, Monday, May 19, 1975 

The Senate met at 9:00 o'clock a.m. and was called to order by 
the President. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate. The following Sen
ators answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Comemius 
Davies 

Doty Kirebner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Laufenburger 
Gearty Lewis 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hansen, Mel Milton 
Hanson, R. Nelson 
Hughes North 
Josefson Ogdahl 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent 
members. 

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Rev. Nicholas J. Finn. 

The roll being called, the following Senators answered to their 
names: 
Anderson Davies Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kirchner Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes Merriam Pillsbuey 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Rem1eke 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schmitz 

The President declared a quorum present. 

Schrom 
Sillem 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneasen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

The reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal, 
as printed and corrected, was approved. 
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EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

May 16, 1975 
The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 
I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the 
following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1015, An Act relating to commerce; providing quali• 
fications for legal newspapers; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 331.02, Subdivision 1. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

May 16, 1975 
The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 
I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 

signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the 
following Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 1114, An Act relating to the operation of state govern
ment; providing for salary setting authority and classification 
for certain positions in the office of attorney general; amendinir 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 8.02; 15A.081, Subdivision l; 
and 43.064. 

S. F. No. 1169, An Act relating to school districts; providing 
for specifications for school bids; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 471.35. 

S. F. No. 1697, An Act relating to claims against the state; ap
propriating moneys for the payment thereof. 

The Honorable Alec Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

May 19, 1975 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the 
following Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 102, An act relating to aeronautics; technical services 
to municipalities; authorizing a reasonable charge by the depart
ment for such services. 
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S. F. No. 303, An act relating to game and fish; authorizing 
use of portable fish houses within the boundary waters canoe 
area. 

S. F. No. 114, An act relating to no-fault automobile insurance; 
requiring that a plan of reparation security be maintained for 
certain motor vehicles onJy during the period of their contempla
ted operation or use. 

S. F. No. 332, An act relating to education; correcting and 
eliminating certain obsolete provisions and text deaJing with school 
district organization, reporting and finance. 

S. F. No. 413, An act relating to natural resources; authorizing 
acquisition of perpetual conservation restrictions by the commis
sioner of natural resources and certain nonprofit corporations. 

S. F. No. 458, An act relating to game and fish; removing the 
raccoon from the unprotected list and authorizing the commis
sioner of natural resources to prescribe a season thereon. 

S. F. No. 987, An act relating to Hennepin county; reestablish
ing the jurisdiction of the Hennepin county personnel board as 
to court reporters in the fourth judicial district. 

S. F. No. 1055, An act relating to financial institutions; autho
rizing and regu]ating face amount certificate investment com
panies. 

S. F. No. 1098, An act relating to natural resources; clarifying 
the authority of the commissioner of natural resources to designate 
and manage certain waters for wildlife use; reporting of game 
taken; providing certain limitations on the taking of fox; and 
altering certain seasons for the taking of deer. 

S. F. No. 1142, An act relating to state parks; prohibiting litter
ing; providing a penalty. 

S. F. No. 1166, An act relating to public heaJth; authorizing 
county board to determine amount of per diems to members of 
county public health nursing committees. 

S. F. No. 1196, An act relating to energy; defining terms; re
quiring certain reports to be filed with the director of the Min
nesota energy agency at specified times; providing that no large 
energy facility be constructed or sited in this state after a certain 
date without a certificate of need issued therefor. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of 
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the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received from 
the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the 
Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Consti
tution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

47 117 May15 May16 
155 118 May15 May16 
254 119 May15 May16 
351 120 May15 May16 
530 121 May15 May16 
535 122 May15 May16 
540 123 May15 May16 
939 124 May15 M.ay16 
944 125 May15 May 16 

1049 126 May15 May 16 
1136 127 May15 May 16 
1292 128 May15 May 16 
1494 129 May15 May 16 

72 130 May15 May 16 
93 131 May15 May16 

307 132 May15 May16 
426 133 May15 May 16 
523 134 Mayl5 May 16 
571 135 May15 May 16 
605 136 May15 May 16 
637 137 May15 May 16 
665 138 May15 May 16 
765 139 May15 May 16 
876 140 May15 May 16 
923 141 May15 May16 
935 142 May15 May 16 

1057 143 May15 May16 
1101 144 May15 May16 

Sincerely, 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

l have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State 
Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 
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S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

1131 145 May15 May16 
1183 146 May15 May16 
1391 147 May15 May16 
1442 148 May15 May16 
1451 149 May15 May16 

113 150 May16 May16 
428 151 May16 May16 
774 152 May16 May16 

1008 153 May16 May16 
1175 154 May16 May16 

1015 155 May 16 May16 
1114 156 May16 May16 
1169 157 May16 May16 
1697 158 May16 May16 

Sincerely, 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

Messrs. Keefe, S.; Sillers and Spear introduced-

8. F. No. 1769: A bill for an act relating to banks and banking; 
authorizing branch banks in economically depressed areas; J>8l'· 
mitting certain consolidation of banks; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Chapter 48, by adding a section; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 48.34. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Anderson introduced-

8. F. No. 1770: A bill for an act relating to courts; changing 
the position of clerk of court to court administrator. 

Referred to the Committee on Judiciary, 

Messrs. Milton and Keefe, S. introduced-

$, F. No. 1771: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
eligibility for assistance; raising the allowable real estate equity; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.73, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Mr. Milton, Mrs. Brataas and Mr. Schmitz introduced-

$, F. No, 1772: A bill for an act relating to health; providing 
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for a statewide breast cancer screening and early detection net
work; appropriating money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Mr. Milton, Mrs. Brataas and Mr. Schmitz introduced-
S. F. No. 1773: A bill for an act relating to health insurance; 

requiring insurance companies to cover the cost of screening of 
persons for breast cancer; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 62A, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Hughes, Ashbach and Gearty introduced--

S. F. No. 1774: A bill for an act relating to building contractors; 
directing the commissioner of administration to promulgate cer
tain uniform statewide standards for the licensing of building 
contractors. 

Referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations. 

Messrs. Moe, Knutson and Borden introduced-

S. F. No. 1775: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
authorizing grants for chemical dependency care and treatment 
programs for special need populations and domiciliary care pro
grams for chronic chemically dependent populations; appropriat
ing money. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and Corrections. 

Mr. O'Neill introduced-

S. F. No. 1776: A bill for an act relating to workmen's com
pensation; providing that compensstion for injury to internal 
organs will be based on that injury's contribution to the indi
vidual's general physical disability; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 176.101, Subdivision 3. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. O'Neill introduced-

S. F. No. 1777: A bill for an act relating to unemployment com
pensation; providing that no person will be disqualified from 
benefits for failing to accept or seek employment requiring a 
~ter number of work hours per week than the individual work
ed in his previous employment; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 268.08, Subdivision 1; and 268.09, Subdivision 1. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 
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Messrs. O'Neill and Hansen, Baldy introduced-

S. F. No. 1778: A bill for an act relating to bonds and securi
ties; requiring sureties to pay for all materials supplied to the 
insured ; allowing coverage for collection costs and interest ac
crued; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 574.26 and 
57 4.29 ; and Chapter 57 4, by adding a section. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. O'Neill and Kleinbaum introduced-
S. F. No. 1779: A bill for an act relating to licensed premises 

and the operation of gambling devices; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 825.53, Subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; and 840.14, Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Messrs. Borden, Bang and Laufenburger introduced-
S. F. No. 1780: A bill for an act relating to credit unions; al

lowing credit unions to permit draft withdrawals by their mem
bers; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 52.04. 

Referred to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

Mr. Perpich, G. introduced-
S. F. No. 1781: A bill for an act relating to dentistry; autho

rizing continuing education requirements for dental assistants; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 150A.10, Subdivision 
2. 

Referred to the Committee on Health, Welfare and CorrectioM. 

Mr. Renneke introduced-

$. F. No. 1782: A bill for an act relating to metropolitan gov
ernment; defining the metropolitan area to exclude Belle Plaine 
in Scott county; amending Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 1, 
Subdivision 2. 

Referred to the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 
Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate Ftle, AS AMENDED by the House, in which 
amendments the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully re
quested: 

S. F. No. 578: A bill for an act relating to public health; 
authorizing the state board of health to establish mobile health 
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clinics; prescribe fees and requirements for licenses, inspections, 
and permits; receive funds; enter into agreements for perform
ance of duties by local agents; inspect, license, and regulate hotels 
and restaurants; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 62D.21; 144.01; 144.02; 144.076; 144.12; 
144.121; 144.122; 144.53; 144.653, Subdivisions 2, 6 and 8; 
144.802; 145.866; 149.02; 149.03, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 149.08; 
156A.07, Subdivisions 5, 6 and 7; 157.01; 157.02; 157.03; 157.04; 
157.05, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3; 157.08; 157.09; 157.12; 157.13; 
157.14; 326.42; 326.62; 327.15; 327.16, Subdivision 3; Chapters 
144 and 145, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 157.05, Subdivisions 4, 5, 6 and 7; 157.06; 157.07; 
and 157.11; and Laws 1974, Chapter 205. 

Senate File No. 578 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mr. North moved that the Senate concur in the amendments 
by the House to S. F. No. 578 and that the bill be placed on its 
repassage as amended. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 578: A bill for an act relating to public health; au
thorizing the state board of health to establish mobile health 
clinics; prescribe fees and requirements for licenses, inspections, 
and permits; receive funds; enter into agreements for performance 
of duties by local agents; inspect, license, and regulate hotels 
and restaurants; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 62D.21; 144.02; 144.076; 144.12; 144.121; 
144.122; 144.53; 144.653, Subdivisions 2, 6 and 8; 144.802; 145.866; 
149.02; 149.03, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 149.08; 156A.07, Subdi
visions 5, 6 and 7; 157.01; 157.02; 157.03; 157.04; 157.05, Sub
divisions 1, 2 and 3; 157.08; 157.09; 157.12; 157.13; 157.14; 326.42; 
326.62; 327.15; 327.16, Subdivision 3; Chapters 144 and 145, by 
adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
157.05, Subdivisions 4, 5, 6 and 7; 157.06; 157.07; and 157.11; and 
Laws 1974, Chapter 205. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the House, and placed 
on its repassage. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Wegener moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 
1308: 

Messrs. Wegener, Jensen and Olson, H. D. The motion pre
vailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the follow
ing members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. 
No. 1743: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Olson, J. L.; Renneke; Doty and Moe. 
The motion prevailed. 
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Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Anderson moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 
235: 

Messrs. Anderson, Hughes, Humphrey, O'Neill and Billers. The 
motion prevailed. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 10, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
C'-0nzemius 

Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 

Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Milton 
Neleon 
North 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

Bug Chmielewski Josefson Patton Schrom 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Olson, J. L. Renneke Willet 

So the bill, as amended, was repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 

recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
Senate File No. 1466, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 1466: A bill for an act relating to intoxicating liquor; 
nmoving the general !imitation on the number of county on-sale 
licenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, 
Subdivision 10. 

Senate File No. 1466 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Sen
ate File No. 1446, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 1446: A bill for an act relating to Dodge and Olmsted 
counties; authorizing a judge of the county court district of 
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Dodge-Olmsted to take a leave of absence for purposes of study 
and research. 

Senate File No. 1446 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Sen
ate File No. 211, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 211: A bill for an act relating to counties; altering 
eompensation of county officers; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 38.38; 106.431, Subdivision 1; 123.56, Subdivision 
9; 273.061, Subdivision 6; 282.09, Subdivision 1; 282.19; 344.19; 
375.055, Subdivisions 1 and 5; 375.06, Subdivision 1; 375.47; 
Chapter 375, by adding a section; 376.58, Subdivision 2 ; 393.03; 
and 394.30, Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 274.15; 375.055, Subdivision 3; 375.43; 384.151, Subdi
vision 2; 385.373, Subdivision 2; 386.015, Subdivision 3; 387.20, 
Subdivision 3; 388.18, Subdivision 3; and 485.018, Subdivision 8. 

Senate File No. 211 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 

recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Sen
ate File No. 66, and repassed said bill in accordance with the re
port of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 66: A bill for an act relating to game and fish; autho
rizing certain handicapped hunters to transport uncased but un
loaded firearms; providing permanent permits for handicapped 
hunters; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 98.48, Sub
division 12. 

Senate File No. 66 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
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following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 1415, 1299, 
767, 795, 869 and 1434. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 17, 1975 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of 

the following House Files, herewith transmitted: H. F. Nos. 92 
and 1026. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 17, 1975 

FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following bills were read the first time and referred to the 
committees indicated. 

H. F. No. 92: A bill for an act relatin~ to historic sites; Hinckley 
depot restoration committee; appropnating money to the com
mittee. 

Referred to the Committee on Natural Resources and Agricul
ture. 

H. F. No. 1026: A bill for an act relating to land use planning; 
establishing a land use planning assistance program of grants for 
local government units to be administered by the state planning 
agency and the metropolitan council; appropriating money; 
amending Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 18, Subdivision 2. 

Mr. Purfeerst moved that H. F. No. 1026 be laid on the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Committee Reports at the Desk 
be now adopted. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman from the Committee on Rules and Administra
tion, to which was referred 

H. F. No. 1293 for proper reference, recommends the above 
House File be re-referred to its respective Committee as follows: 

H. F. No. 1293 to the Committee on Finance. 

Pursuant to Rule 49, this report was prepared and submitted 
by the Secretary of the Senate on behalf of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration. Report Adopted. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. Doty moved that S. F. No. 1347, No. 77 on General Orders, 
be stricken and returned to the author. The motion prevailed. 
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Mr. Doty moved that S. F. No. 559, No. 91 on General Orders, 
be stricken and returned to the author. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Coleman moved that S. F. No. 595, No. 67 on General Or
ders, be stricken and returned to the Committee on Judiciary. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Milton moved that S. F. No. 1170, No. 8 on General Or
ders, be stricken and returned to the author. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Conzemius moved that S. F. No. 175, No. 78 on General 
Orders, be stricken and returned to the Committee on Finance. 
The motion prevailed. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that H. F. No. 525, No. 89 on Gen
eral Orders, be stricken and returned to the Committee on Fi
nance. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. McCutcheon moved that S. F. No. 100, No. 88 on General 
Orders, be stricken and returned to the Committee on Finance. 
The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 476 

A bill for an act relating to pensions; invalidating provisions 
limiting pension or profit sharing rights if the employee joins a 
competing employer; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chap
ter 181B, by adding a section. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 16, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 476 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment to S. F. No. 476 
and that S. F. No. 476 be adopted. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Eugene Stokowski, John Keefe, Steve 
Keefe. 
House Conferees: (Signed) Al Patton, Donald M. Moe. 

Mr. Stokowski moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on S. F. No. 476 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Con
ference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommenda
tions and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 476: A bill for an act relating to pensions; invalidat
ing provisions limiting pension or profit sharing rights if the 
employee joins a competing employer; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Chapter 181B, by adding a section. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Chmielewski Kirchner North 
Ashbach Conzemius Kowalczyk Ogdahl 
Bang Dunn Larson Olhoft 
Berg Fitzsimons Laufenburger Olson, A.G. 
Bernhagen Gearty McCutcheon Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Milton Pillsbury 
Brown Josef son Moe Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Keefe, S. Nelson Schmitz 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. H25 

A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint Paul; authorizing 
the city to directly negotiate and enter into contracts for solid 
waste collection and disposal; exempting such contracts from the 
Minnesota antitrust law of 1971. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 16, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1425 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as fol
lows: 

That the Senate accede to the House amendments and that S. 
F. No. 1425 be further amended by adding a section to follow the 
section added by Mr. Berg's amendment as follows: 

"Sec. 3. Before the city of St. Paul may commence any activi
ties or enter into any contract for the purposes described in sec
tion 1, the city of St. Paul shall submit the proposed contract or 
activities to the metropolitan council for review and approval. 
The metropolitan council shall review the proposed contract or 
activities to determine their consistency with the solid waste 
comprehensive plan of the council, the report of the metropolitan 
council to the 1975 session of the legislature on solid waste re
cycling, and proposed or existing projects of other cities, counties 
or metropolitan commissions. The council shall require that all 
costs of operation, administration, maintenance and debt service 
of the proposed solid waste management or resource recovery 
activities will be covered by reasonable rates and charges. In 
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addition, the metropolitan council shall not approve a contract 
involving the city of St. Paul for resource recovery activities un
less it determines that adequate markets exist for the materialll 
to be recycled." 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Further, amend the title as follows: 

Line 6, after "1971" insert "; requiring approval of such con
tracts by the metropolitan council" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) John C. Chenoweth, Robert D. 
North, Peter Stumpf. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Walter Hanson, James Casserly, Ron
ald Sielofl'. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on S. F. No. 1425 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Con
ference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommenda
tions and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 1425: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; authorizing the city to directly negotiate and enter into 
contracts for solid waste collection and disposal; exempting such 
contracts from the Minnesota antitrust law of 1971; requiring ap
proval of such contracts by the metropolitan council. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 
follows: . 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Chmielewski Keefe, S. Nelson 
Ashbach Conzemius Kirchner North 
Bang Doty Kleinbaum Ogdahl 
Berg Dunn Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Larson Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Josefson Milton Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Keefe, J. Moe. Pillsbury 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 919, No. 83 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 
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S. F. No. 919: A bill for an act relating to the environment; 
directing creation of an environmental permits coordination unit 
within the environmental quality council; authorizing an optional 
consolidated application and hearing procedure for certain per
mits; directing establishment of permit information centers; ap
propriating money. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dwm Kirchner North 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Knutson Ogdahl 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Berg Gearty Larson Olson, A.G. 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hughes McCutcheon O'Neill 
Brataao Humphrey Merriam Patton 
Brown Josefson Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Keefe, J. Moe Perpich. G. 
Doty Keele, S. Nelson Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Milton moved that the following mem
bers be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 645: 

Messrs. Milton, Anderson and Kirchner. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1313, No. 76 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1313: A bill for an act relating to retirement; mis
cellaneous amendments to the judges retirement act; appropriat• 
ing money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 490, by 
adding a section; and Section 490.124, Subdivisions 2 and 9. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 
1313 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the re
port adopted May 17, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The 
motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 1313 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 

Blatz 
Borden 
Brataao 
Brown 

Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Gearty 
Hanoon,R. 
Hughes 

'Humphrey 
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Josef son 
Keefe,J. 
Keele, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
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Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olholt 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 

Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 
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Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chainnan of the Committee 
on Finance, designated S. F. No. 90, No. 85 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

S. F. No. 90: A bill for an act relating to corrections; provid
ing for participation in educational programs in the community 
by selected inmates of state correctional institutions; providing 
for the payment of room and board charges by inmates; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 241.26, Subdivisions 1, 5, 
and 7. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend S. F. No. 90 as follows: 

Page 4, line 7, after the stricken word "auditor" insert "; pro
vided that the commissioner shall not waive the payment where 
it is demonstrated that the inmate is financially able to make 
the payment" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 90 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 
Bang Doty Keele. J. Ogdahl 
Berg Dunn Keele, S. Olholt 
B1::irnhagen Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Purfeerst 
Conzemius Josef son North Schmitz 

Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stas.sen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Purfeerst moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No, 
1741: 

Messrs. Kirchner, Ogdahl, Merriam, Willet and Purfeerst. The 
motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the follow-
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ing members be excused for a Conference Committee on S. F. No. 
733: 

Messrs. Larson, Lewis and Hansen, Baldy. The motion pre
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committ.ee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 1014, No. 86 on the General 
Orders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1014: A bill for an act relating to the collection, 
security and dissemination of data on individuals by the state 
and its political subdivisions; clarifying necessary definitions; 
changing reportin¥ requirements; restructuring the duties of 
responsible authonties and the rights of subjects of data; pro
viding for issuance of rules relating to the implementation of 
the act by the commissioner of administration; providing for the 
establishment of a privacy study commission; providing penal
ties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 15.162; 15.163; 15.165; 15.166; 15.167; and Chapter 15, 
by adding: sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
15.164 and 15.168. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 0, as 

follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Knutson Patton 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hanson, R. Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Nelson Henneke 
Conzemius Josefson North Schmitz 
Doty Keefe, J. Olhoft Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Humphrey moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committ.ee on H. F. No. 
1137: 

Messrs. Humphrey; Keefe, J. and Borden. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance, designated H. F. No. 704, No. 84 on the General Or
ders Calendar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 704: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota 
zoological garden; enabling the state zoological board to acquire 
lands; authorizing the director to add to and promote the opera-
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tlon; establishing the Minnesota zoological garden operating re
ceipts investment account; authorizing the investment of its 
assets ; assigning income to the Minnesota zoological garden 
general account ; defining "matching funds" ; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Chapter 11, by adding a section; Sections 
85A.02, Subdivision 12, and by adding subdivisions; 85A.03, Sub
divisions 4, 4a, and by adding a subdivision; 85A.04, Subdivi
sions 1 and 2, and by adding subdivisions; and 85A.05, Subdivi
sons 4 and 6. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Conzemius Josefson Olson, A.G. 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, J. Olson, J. L. 
Bang Doty Kleinbaum Patton 
llernhagen Fitzsimons Knutson Perpich, A. J. 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger Renneke 
Brataas Hanson, R. Nelson Schaaf 
Brown Hughes North Schmitz 
Chmielewski Jensen Olhoft Schrom 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that General Orders be made a Special 
Orders Calendar for immediate consideration. The motion pre
vailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 146: A bill for an act relating to commerce; requir
ing that tents and sleeping bags be flame resistant; providing a 
penalty. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Jensen 
Davies Josefson 
Fitzsimons Keefe, J. 
Frederick Keefe, S. 
Gearty Kleinbaum 
Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Lewis 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 4 70: A bill for an act relating to pharmacy and 
drugs; requiring certain information on labels affixed to contain
ers of certain drugs; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
151.212. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 37 and nays 26, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn Kowalczyk Olhoft 
Arnold Gearty Laufenburger Olson, A. G. 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis O'Neill 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Milton Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Moe Schmitz 
Davies Keefe, S. North Solon 
Doty Knutson Ogdahl Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Jensen Perpich, A. J. 
Bang Chmielewski Kirchner Perpicb, G. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Frederick Larson Renn eke 
Blatz Hansen, Bsldy Olson, J. L. Schrom 
Brstsas Hanson, R. Patton Billers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 
SPECIAL ORDER 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Stassen 
Ueland 

H. F. No. 52: A bill for an act relating to employment; pro
viding that employees shall be issued written statements of em
ployment benefits. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
Mr. Chenoweth moved that those not voting be excused from 

voting. The motion prevailed. 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 30, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Borden Keefe, S. Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Kleinbaum North Schaaf 
Conzemius Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Solon 
Gearty Lewis O'Neill Spear 
Hughes McCutcbeon Perpich, A. J. Stassen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Frederick 
Bang Chenoweth Hanson, R. 
Berg Chmielewski Jensen 
Bernhagen Doty Keefe, J. 
Blatz Dunn Kirchner 
Bratsas Fitzsimons Knutson 

So the bill failed to pass. 

Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Nelson 

8fiio~ 
Olson,J.L. 

Stokoweki 
Stumpf 
Tenneasen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Patton 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Scluom 
Sillers 
Ueland 
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RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Tennessen moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 1014 
was passed by the Senate on May 19, 1975, be now reconsidered. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1014: A bill for an act relating to the collection, 
security and dissemination of data on individuals by the state 
and its political subdivisions; clarifying necessary definitions; 
changing reporting requirements; restructuring the duties of 
responsible authorities and the rights of subjects of data; pro
viding for issuance of rules relating to the implementation of the 
act by the commissioner of administration; providing for the 
establishment of a privacy study commission; providing penal
ties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 15.162; 15.163; 15.165; 15.166; 15.167; and Chapter 15, 
by adding sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
15.164 and 15.168. 

Mr. Tennessen moved to amend H. F. No. 1014, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 17, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 2, line 7, after "the" insert "medical or" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1014 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Conzemius Jensen North Schmitz 
Ashbach Davies Keefe,J. Ogdahl Schrom 
Bang Doty Keefe,S. Olhoft Sillers 
Be,g Dunn Klei:ni>aum Olson,A.G. Solon 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kowalczyk O'Neill St.assen 
Blatz Frederick Lareon Patton Stokowski 
Brataas Geariy Laufenbu,ger Perpich, A. J. S""-f 
Bl'IOwn Haru,en., Mel Lewis Perpich,G. Tennessen 
Chenoweth Hanson.R. Mccutcheon PiJJsbury Ueland 
Chmielewski Hughes Merriam Renneke Wegener 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Schaaf Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 25: A bill for an act relating to housing; providing war
ranties on the sale of new housing upon the seller. 

Mr. Hanson, R. moved to amend H. F. No. 25 as follows: 

Page 1, line 14, after "habitation" insert "in the metropolitan area 
as defined in Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section I, Subdivision 2" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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Mr. Nelson moved to amend H. F. No. 25 as follows: 

Page 2, 1ine 14, after "constructs" insert "more than twenty" 

Page 2, line 14, after "dwellings" insert "in a calendar year" 

2603 

Mr. Tennessen moved that H. F. No. 25 be re-referred to the Com
mittee on Judiciary. The motion prevailed. 

RECONSIDERATION 

The question recurred on the motion of Mr. Davies that the vote 
whereby H. F. No. 216 was eassed by the Senate on May 17, 1975, 
be now reconsidered. The mouon prevailed. 

H. F. No. 216: A bill for an act relating to estates; affairs of de
cedents, missing persons, protected persons, minors, incapacitated per
sons and certain others; revising aspects of the law relating to wills, 
intestacy, administration and distribution of estates; taxation of in
heritances; ordering the powers and proceedin~ of the court and 
certain officials concerned with the administration of estates of de• 
cedents and others; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
287.22; 291.005; 291.07, and by adding a subdivision; 291.09, Subdi
vision l; 291.14, Subdivision I, and by adding subdivisions; 502.71; 
508.22; 508.68; 508.69; 524.1-102; 524.1-107; 524.1-108; 524.1-201; 
524.1-301; 524.1-302; 524.1-303; 524.1-307; 524.1-401; 524.1-403; 524.3-
101; 524.3-102; 524.3-104; 524.3-105; 524.3-108; 524.3-109; 524.3-203; 
524.3-204; 524.3-301; 524.3-303; 524.3-305; 524.3-306; 524.3-310; 524.3-
llll; 524.3-401; 524.3-402; 524.3-403; 524.3-406; 524.3-409; 524.3-412; 
524.3-413; 524.3-502; 524.3-601; 524.3-602; 524.3-603; 524.3-604; 524.3-
605; 524.3-606; 524.8-609; 524.3-703; 524.3-706; 524.3-7ll; 524.3-715; 
524.3-717; 524.3-720; 524.3-901; 524.3-906; 524.3-910; 524.3-913; 524.3-
914; 524.3-915; 524.3-1001; 524.3-1008; 524.3-1101; 524.3-1203; 524.3-
1204; 524.4-201; 524.4-202; 524.4-203; 524.4-204; 524.4-205; 524.4-206; 
524.4-301; 524.4-303; 524.8-101; 525.02; 525.03; 525.07; 525.08; 525.091, 
Subdivisions I, 2, and 4; 525.ll2; 525.12; 525.122; 525.15; 525.161; 
525.202; 525.212; 525.215; 525.223, Subdivisions l and 2; 525.253, Sub
division l; 525.393; 525.48; 525.484; 525.491; 525.51; 525.515; 525.582, 
Subdivisions 4 and 5; 525.591; 525.62; 525.63; 525.64; 525.641; 525.642; 
525.65; 525.652; 525.66; 525.661; 525.662; 525.67; 525.68; 525.69; 525.-
691; 525.692; 525.70; 525.702; 525.71; 525.83; 525.84; 525.841; 541.-
16; 559.013, by adding a subdivision; 576.142, Subdivision 5; 576.16; 
amending Chapters 507, by adding a section; 524 and 525, by adding 
sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 524.1-105; 524.1-
304; 524.1-305; 524.3-304; 524.3-705; 525.18; 525.181; 525.182; 525.-
183; 525.184; 525.19; 525.191; 525.203; 525.2ll; 525.26; 525.261; 525.-
262; 525.27; 525.271; 525.272; 525.33; 525.39; 525.41; 525.4ll; 525.-
412; 525.413; 525.42; 525.421; 525.43; 525.431; 525.44; 525.441; 
525.442; 525.45; 525.46; 525.475; 525.521; 525.522; 525.523; 525.524; 
525.525; 525.526; 525.527; 525.53; 525.531; 525.693; 525.701; 525.-
86; and 525.87. 

Mr. Ashbach moved that the vote whereby Mr. McCutcheon's 
amendment to H. F. No. 216 was adopted by the Senate on May 17, 
197 5 be now reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 
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The question being taken on the adoption of the McCutcheon 
amendment, 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 216 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Josefson Ogdahl 
Arnold Davies Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, S. Olson. A. G. 
Berg Fitzsimone Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Blatz Gesrty Larson Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Brown Hughes Milton Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Jensen Nelson Pillsbury 

Mr. McCutcheon voted in the negative. 

Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1536: A bill for an act relatin~ to crimes; permitting 
certain ticket sale service fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 609.805, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Conzemius Keefe.S. Olhoft Schmitz 
Arnold Davies Kleinbaum Olson.H.D. Schrom 
Ashbach Dunn Kowalczyk Olson,J. L. Sillers 
Bang Fitzsimons Larson O'Neill Stassen 
Berg Frederick Laufenburger Patton Stumpf 
Bernhagen Gesrty Lewis Perpich, A. J. Ueland 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich,G. Willet 
Brataas Haneon. R. Milton Pillsbury 
Brown Hughes Nelson Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Humphrey North Renneke 
Coleman Josefson Ogdahl Schsaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Conzemius moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1798 
from 12:00-1:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Kirchner, Arnold and Purfeerst. The motion prevailed. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Conzemius moved that the following 
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members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1741 
from 1:00-2:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Purfeerst, Kirchner, Merriam, OgdahJ and Willet. The 
motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 153: A bill for an act relating to elections; prohibiting 
interference with candidacy; permitting public officials tinle off to 
attend meetings of their public offices; prohibiting retaliatory action 
by employers; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 211.10. 

Was read the third tinle and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 38 and nays 8, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 
Fitzsimons 
&.arty 
Hansen.Mel 
Hughes 
Humphrey 

Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Millon 
North 

Olhofl 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Dunn Larson Patton 
Berg Jensen Nelson 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Uelaod 
Wegener 
Willet 

Renneke 

H. F. No. 618: A bill for an act relating to securities; providing 
for the inclusion of commodity contracts in the definition of a se
curity; providing an exemption from registration requirements for 
commodity contracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
80A.14 and 80A.15, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third tinle and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Amold 
Ashbach 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielew,w 
Davies 

Dunn 
Fitmi.mons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hanse111, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Jooefson 

Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kowalczyk 
Lauf.enhurger 
McCutcheon 
Meuiam 
Milton 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpi<:h, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Ren111eke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Schrom 
Sillen, 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H.F. No. 943: A bill for an act relating to cable communications; 
extending the residence of the cable communications commission in 
the department of administration; authorizing the commission to 
promulgate a line extension policy; interconnection; orders; mu
nicipal cable systems; information gathering; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 238.01; 238.02, Subdivision 11; 238.04, 
Subdivision 1; 238.05, Subdivisions 1, 2, 6, 7, 12, and by adding a 
subdivision; 238.06, Subdivision 1; 238.081 Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3; 
238.09, Subdivisions 6 and 7, and by adaing subdivisions; 238.13; 
and 238.15; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.09, 
Subdivision 2. 

Mr. Merriam moved to amend H. F. No. 943, as amended pur-
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 16, 1975, as follows: 

Page 6, line 26, reinstate "consultation with" 

Page 6, strike line 27 

Page 6, line 28, strike "metropolitan council or" 

Page 7, line 5, after "to" insert "the rule-making provisions of" 

Page 7, line 25, after "to" insert "the rule-making provisions of" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 943 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
lllatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewskoi 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Fitzsimons 
FredeJJick 
Gearty 
Hansen,, Mel 
Hal1S<)111. R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenhurg-er 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olsorn, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patron 
Perpicb, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Sookowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 4: A bill for an act relating to human rights; extending 
protection to disabled persons using public services and public ac
commodations; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 363.03, 
Subdivisions 3 and 4, and by adding a subdivision. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H. F. No. 4 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 10, insert: 
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"Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 363.03, Subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [CREDIT; SEX DISCRIMINATION.] It is an unfair 
discriminatory practice to discriminate in the extension of credit to 
a person because of sex or marital status." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 4, after the semicolon, insert "prohibiting discrimina-
tion in extension of credit because of marital status;" 

Page 1, line 5, strike "3 and 4" and insert "3, 4, and 8" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 4 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 an«j: nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andemon Chmielewski Keefe, J. 
Arnold Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Ashbach Frederick Kleinbaum 
Bang Gearty Kowalczyk 
Berg Hansen, Mel Lau!enburger 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Lewis 
Borden Hughes McCut.cheon 
Brataas Humphrey Merriam 
Brown Josefson Milton 

Mr. Davies voted in the negative. 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Sillem 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 67: A bill for an act relating to handicapped persons; 
providing an interpreter in all proceedings. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, 1111 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bemhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 

Chmielewski 
Davies 
Dunn 
Fituoimons 
G.earty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 

Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 
Kleinbaurn 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schnutz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Sillen 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowaki 
s..._f 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 
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SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1555: A bill for an act relating to Minnesota Statutes; 
providing for the correction of erroneous, ambiguous, omitted, un
constitutional and obsolete references and text; eliminating certain 
duplicitous and conflicting provisions superseded by or conflicting 
with other provisions of law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 28A, by adding a section; Sections 15.0411, Subdivision 
2; 15A.083, Subdivision 2; 16.80; 16A.129; 30.461; 30.462; 30.463, 
Subdivisions 1 and 5; 30.464, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 30.465; 
30.467; 30.468; 30.469; 30.47; 30.472; 30.473; 30.475; 30.476; 
32A.08, Subdivision 1; 34.05, Subdivision 2; 43.35; 43.09, Subdivi
sion 2a; 50.14, Subdivision 1; 59A.03, Subdivision 3; 60A.Oll, 
Subdivision 2; 65B.06, Subdivision 2; 65B.44, Subdivision 5; 
80A.15, Subdivision 2; 80C.03; 82.18; 82.30, Subdivision 2; 83.25, 
Subdivision 3; 84.87, Subdivision 1; 84A.07; 84A.26; 84A.36; 97.48, 
Subdivision 4; 111.80; 115.48, Subdivision 1; 115.51; 116.16, Sub
division 3; 116F.08; 116H.04, Subdivision 3; 121.02; 122.355, Sub
division 1; 123.78, Subdivision 1; 124.15, Subdivision 2; 124.17, 
Subdivision 2; 124.41, Subdivision 1; 124.803; 145.862, Subdivi
sion 4; 147.02; 147.22; 155.02, Subdivision 2; 179.74, Subdivision 
2; 181A.07, Subdivision 6; 192.40; 197.63, Subdivision 1; 205.10; 
205.11, Subdivision 1; 205.12; 205.16, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 205.17, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2; 243.88, Subdivision 3; 245.68; 245.77; 
246.23; 251.043, Subdivision 3; 256.01, Subdivision 2; 256D.02, 
Subdivision 4; 260.251, Subdivision 3; 268.04, Subdivision 12; 
268.115, Subdivision 2; 270.075, Subdivision 1; 273.11, Subdivision 
4; 273.111, Subdivisions 9 and 11; 273.13, Subdivision 7; 275.125, 
Subdivision 4; 275.161; 282.16; 285.11; 290.01, Subdivision 22; 
290.02; 290.06, Subdivision 2c; 290.086, Subdivision 1; 290.09, 
Subdivision 15; 290.21, Subdivision 3; 290.26, Subdivision 2a; 
290.92, Subdivision 2a; 291.05; 292.04; 297.13, Subdivision 1; 
297B.09; 298.026; 298.027; 298.51; 298.53; 298.63; 299.013; 
299B.03, Subdivision 1; 299F.77; 300.025; 301.77, Subdivision 1; 
308.06, Subdivision 3; 309.581; 318.03; 354A.05; 355.11, Subdivi
sion 2; 355.80; 362.17; 363.01, Subdivision 13; 375.471; 376.25; 
412.02, Subdivision 5; 412.251; 412.861, Subdivision 1; 441.15; 
463.152, Subdivision 1; 463.261; 465.19; 466.02; 488A.13, Subdivi
sion 1; 507.291; 525.213; 525.515; 550.041; 571.47, Subdivision 2; 
571.48, Subdivision 2; 609.375, Subdivision 4; 609. 75, Subdivision 
4; 611.14; 626.05, Subdivision 2; 631.50; 632.12; and 648.43; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15.13; 148.87; 171.12, 
Subdivision 4; 176.061, Subdivision 10; 309.583; 359.06; and 
380.24; 593.17; Laws 1969, Chapters 540, Section 5; 896, Section 
1; and 1126, Section 1; Laws 1971, Chapters 32, Section 1; 74, 
Section 6; 226, Section 1; and 427, Section 17; Laws 1973, Chap
ters 388, Sections 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, and 170; 
638, Sections 22 and 23; and 725, Sections 25 and 26; Laws 1974, 
Chapters 62, Section 1; 161, Section 10; and 205, Section 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on tbe passage of the bill, 

And tbe roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 0, as follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Patton 
Bang Frederick Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Bernhagen Gearty Lewis Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Brown Hansen, Mel Merriam Renneke 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Schaaf 
Chmielewski Humphrey North Schmitz 
Conzemius Josef son Olhoft Sillers 
Doty Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. Solon 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

2609 

H. F. No. 1428: A bill for an act relating to economic develop
ment, including Indian organizations in the definition of a redevelo 
opment area to provide eligibility for certain economic loans; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 472.03, Subdivision 3, and by 
adding subdivisions; and 472.11, by adding a subdivision. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Andemon Davies Humphrey Nelson 
Ashbach Doty Josefson North 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Berg Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Blatz Gearty Kowalczyk Patton 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hanson, R McCutcheon Pillsbury 
Conzemius Hughes Milton Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 447: A bill for an act relating to real estate brokea 
and salespersons; authorizing establishment of special licenses applic
able solely to the rental or management of real estate; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 82.20, Subdivision 1; and 82.22, Sub
division 6. 

Mr. Keefe, S. moved to amend H. F. No. 447 as follows: 

Strike the amendment to H. F. No. 447 placed on the bill by tho 
Committee on Labor and Commerce, adopted by the Senate May 3, 
1975 

Page 1, line 21, after the period insert: 

"This clause shall not be construed to require those owners o, 
managers or their agents or employees who are excluded by section 
82.18, clause (d) from the definition of real estate broker, to obtaht 
the special license." 
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The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
H. F. No. 447 was then progressed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 696: A bill for an act relating to small loan companie,; 
application and license fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 56.02 and 56.08. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Josefson Olson. J. L. 
Berg Davies Keele, J. O'Neill 
Bernhagen Doty Laulenburger Patton 
Blatz Dunn Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Gearty McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hanaen, Baldy Milton Pillsbury 
Brown Hansen, Mel Nelaon Renneke 
Chenoweth HaMon, R. North Schaaf 
Chmielewski Hughes Olson, A.G. Schntitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
We_gener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 576: A bill for an act relating to commerce; authorizing 
limited trust powers for commercial banks; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 48, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Joselson Olaon, H. D. 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, J. Olson, J. L 
Bang Doty Keefe, S. O'Neill 
Berg Dunn Kleinbaum Patton 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Laulenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Blatz Frederick Lewis Perpich, G. 
Borden Gearty McCutcheon Pillsbuey 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Nelson Henneke 
Brown Hanson, R. North Schaaf 
Chenoweth Hughes Ogdahl Schrom 
Chntielewski Humphrey Olson, A. G. Billers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 858: A bill fur an act relating to credit unions; per
mitting Minnesota central credit union to purchase shares of and 
make deposits in U.S. central credit union; permitting credit unions 
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to deposit the reserve in balances due from U.S. central credit 
union; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 52.04 and 
52.17. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bernhagen Frederick Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon P,.rpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam Pillsbury 
Chenoweth Hugh"8 Milton Renneke 
Chmielewski Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Coleman Jensen Nelson Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. North Schrom 
Davies Keefe, S. Olhoft Siller• 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 1003: A bill for an act relating to animals; providing 
for admission of the public to establishments having custody of 
stray animals seized by public authority; requiring public notice of 
seized animals prior to sale or destruction; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 35. 71, Subdivision 3. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 8, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Jensen Nelson 
Bang Dunn Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kowalczyk Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger Patton 
Brown Hansen, Mel Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. Mccutcheon Pillsbury 
Coleman Hughes Merriam Schaaf 
Conzemius Humphrey Milton Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Chmielewski Olson, J. L. Renn eke 
Berg Hansen, Baldy Perpich, G. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

Schrom 

H. F. No. 532: A bill for an act relating to public health; Minne
sota board of nursing; nursing schools; providing for registering, 
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licensing and disciplining registered and practical nurses; unautho
rized practice of nursing; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tions 148.181, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 148.191; 148.211, Subdivisions 
1 and 3; 148.231, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 148.251; 148.261; 148.271; 
148.281, Subdivision 1; 148.286, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 148.29, Sub
division 2; 148.291, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 148.292; 148.293, Subdi
vision 1; 148.294, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 148.296, Subdivision 1; 
148.297; Chapter 148, by adding sections; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 148.282; and 148.291, Subdivision 5. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 
The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 2, as 

follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Doty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Bang Fitzsimons Laufenburger O'Neill 
Bernhagen Frederick Lewis Patton 
Blatz Gearty Mccutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Merriam Pillsbury 
Brown Hanson, R. Milton Renneke 
Chenoweth Hughes Nelson Schaaf 
Chmielewski Humphrey North Schmitz 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Olhoft Billers 
Davies Keefe, S. Olson, A. G. Solon 

Messrs. Berg and Schrom voted in the negative. 
So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

H. F. No. 142: A bill for an act adding a new route to the trunk 
highway system. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved to amend H. F. No. 142 as follows: 
Page 1, strike line 21 and insert "designated by the commissioner 

of highways." 
Page 2, strike lines 1 through 3 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H.F. No. 142 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 9, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Keefe,J. 
Keefe,S. 

Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Berg Doty 
Chmielewski Josefson 

Olson, J. L. Perpich, G. Willet 
Patton Schmitz 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

S. F. No. 661: A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring 
the secretary of state to train all election officials. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend S. F. No. 661 as follows: 

Pages 1 and 2, underline all the new language 

Page 2, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION.] There 
shall be held on the first Tuesday in April of each year in which a 
president and vice-president of the United States are to be nomi
nated and elected a presidential primary election at which the 
voters shall express their popular choices for the party nomina
tions for president of the United States. 

Sec. 3. [CANDIDATES.] Subdivision 1. The name of every 
person who prior to 42 days before the date set for the presidential 
primary election has publicly declared himself to be a candidate 
for nomination for president of the United States from any poli
tical party as defined in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 200, shall 
be placed upon the ballot of his party. The determination and 
certification of the names of such candidates shall be the responsi
bility of the secretary of state and the chairman of each political 
party meeting together within three days after such date. No 
later than 35 days prior to the date set for the presidential pri
mary election the secretary of state shall notify each person so 
certified that his name shall be placed upon the ballot of his 
party unless no later than 28 days before such election he submits 
an affidavit stating that he is not a candidate for nomination for 
president of the United States and does not intend to seek such 
nomination. Any other person may have his name placed upon 
the ballot of a political party by filing an affidavit of candidacy 
no more than 42 days nor less than 28 days prior to the date set 
for the presidential primary election with the secretary of state, 
either in person or by proxy with his written authorization and 
paying a fee of $150. No person shall have his name placed upon 
the ballot of more than one political party. A candidate may 
withdraw after filing provided that his affidavit of withdrawal has 
been received by the secretary of state no later than 28 days prior 
to the primary election. 

Subd. 2. The state executive committee of any political party as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 200, may file with the sec
retary of state an affidavit of candidacy designated "Not commit
ted to any candidate" according to the procedure set forth in 
subdivision 1. Such designation shall be included on the presiden
tial primary election ballot as though it were the name of a can
ditlate. 
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Sec. 4. [PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY; HOW CONDUCTED.] 
E:tcept as otherwise provided in this act, the presidential primary 
erection shall be announced, held, conducted, and the results can
vassed and returned in the manner provided by law for other pri
mary erections and in accordance with the general erection laws of 
the state, insofar as they are applicabre. NothinR contained in this 
act shall alter or amend the e:-cisting primary election laws or the 
general erection laws e:tcept as herein specifically provided. Paper 
ballots may be used for the presidential primary election in any 
precinct in which for other elections mechanical voting machines 
are used. 

Sec. 5. [AUDITOR FURNISHED INFORMATION BY SEC
RETARY OF STATE.] Prior to February 1 of the year in which 
the presidential primary erection is to be held, the secretary of state 
shall cause to be de/i.vered to the auditor of each county a notice 
advising him of the date of the election. Each auditor, on receipt of 
the notice, shall cause a notice to be delivered to each town and 
city crerk in his county. 

Sec. 6. [BALLOTS; VOTING PROCEDURE.] Subdivision 1. 
E:teept for ballots used in mechanical voting machines and erec
tronic voting systems, the secretary of state shall prepare the 
ballots on white paper and voter's certificates for use in the presi
dential primary election. The ballots and voter's certificates for 
each political party shall bear on the face the name of the partr 
in three-eighths inch upper case boldface type, or as close to this 
as practicabre. On the back of the ballot below the signature of the 
erection officials shall be printed, as specified in this subdiv1Sion, 
the name of the political party, so as to be visibre when the ballot 
is properly folded for deposit. After verification of the voter's signa
ture, the voter shall be given a ballot of the same party as his voter's 
certificate and no other. 

Subd. 2. The provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 207, 
regulating ballotinfl by absent and disabred voters, shall apply to 
the presid~ntial primary e~ction, e:,ccept that the secretar-t of state 
shall modify the application for an absentee ballot to include a 
space for the voter to specify the political party for which he re
quests a ballot. 

Sec. 7. [SELECTION AND ALLOCATION OF NATIONAL 
CONVENTION DELEGATES.] Subdivision 1. The state e:tecu
tive committee of each p<>litical party as defined in Minnesota Stat
utes, Chapter 200, shall, at least 56 days prior to the date of the 
presidential primary erection, submit to the secretary of state the 
party's plan for the selection and allocation of national convention 
ileregates. The plan shall include the number of deregates and al
ternate deregates to be selected and the method of apportionment 
if any deregates are to be serected from districts smaller than the 
state. The plan shall include the method of re-allocating deregates 
in the event that a candidate withdraws from competition following 
the primary erection but before delegates are selected. The state 
e:,cecutive committee of the party shall provide for the allocation 
of deregates to candidates to reflect the result of the presidential 
primary election. 
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Subd. 2. Within three days after the state canvassing board 1uu 
certified the results of the presidential primary election, the secre
tary of state shall transmit to the state chairman of each political 
party for which at least one candidate was listed on the ballot the 
number of votes each presidential candidate received statewide and 
in each congressional district. 

Subd. 3. Within 21 days after the state canvassing board 1uu 
certified the results of the presidential primary election the chair
man of each political party as defined in Minnesota Statutes, Chap
ter 200, shall submit to the secretary of state the number of dele
gates and alternate delegates allocated to each candidate and the 
apportionment of such delegates and alternate delegates if they 
are to be selected from districts smaller than the state. 

Sec. 8. [ADDITIONAL JUDGES NOT REQUIRED.] The pro
visions of Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Section 78, Subdivision 3, requir
ing one judge for every 150 voters and additional qualified judge• 
to count the votes after the polls close shall not apply to elections 
held under this act. The secretary of state shall determine the num
ber of voters per judge required for this act. 

Sec. 9. [USE OF BALLOT BOXES, VOTING BOOTHS.] Sub
division 1. For purposes of this act, any school district using paper 
l>allots shall loan its ballot boxes and voting booths to any munici,. 
pality within its boundaries which for other elections uses mechan
ical or electronic voting systems. 

Subd. 2. For purposes of this act, any municipality which use, 
paper ballots may loan ballot boxes to any other municipality which 
for other elections uses mechanical or electronic voting systems. 

Sec. 10. No person shall use or threaten to use physical force, job 
discrimination or financial reprisal against any other person be
cause of the political party affiliation listed on his voter registratioR 
card, or to cause him to change the political party affiliation so list
ed. Any person violating this section shall, upon conviction thereof, 
be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 201.071, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read : 

201.071 [REGISTRATION CARDS.] Subdivision 1. Registra
tion cards shall be manila or cardboard cards of size and weight 
suitable for mailing, and shall be substantially in the following 
form: 
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VOTERS REGISTRATION CARD 

(Please print or type) 

[57THDAY 

Date: ........................... . 
1. Name: ........................................... , 

Last First Middle Initial 

2. Address: .. ' ...................................... . 
Street or Route No. (do not use P.O. Box) 

..................................... 
City ( or township) County Zip 

3. Birth Date ............... . 
3' 4. Telephone Number (optional): ........... . 

4, 5. Most Recent Prior Residence ..................... . 
Street or Route Number 

........................... 
City ( or Township) Zip 

a. 6. Most Recent Prior Registration .................. , , 
Street or Route Number 

........................... 
City ( or Township) Zip 

7. Political Party Affiliation: ........................ , .. 
6, 8. I certify that I will be at least 18 years old on elec

tion day and that the above facts are correct. I un
derstand that giving false information to procure a 
registration is a felony punishable by not more than 
five years imprisonment and a fine of not more than 
$5,000, or both. 

Signature of Voter 

For registration existing on the effective date of this act and for 
registration cards printed before the effective date of this act, it is 
sufficient for the election judge to enter the party affiliation of the 
voter on the card directly below the space marked OFFICE USE 
ONLY. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 201.071, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. No registration is faulty or defective if the registration 
card contains the voter's name, address, prior residence, prior regis
tration if any and signature, as in items 1, 2, 4; 5 , 6 and 6 8 of the 
registration card above. The absence of a zip code number does not 
cause the re~stration to be faulty or defective. A voter may list a., 
his party affiliation one of the major political parties as defined in 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 200, Independent, or one of the minor 
parties. A voter may vote only in the primary election of the party 
appearing on his registration card. A voter who does not indicate 
his political party affiliation shall not be permitted to vote in a pri-
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mary election of any political party. A voter may change his regis
tered party affiliation at any time except during the 20 days im
mediately preceding or on the day of a primary election, except that 
a voter who has voted in the presidential primary election of one 
political party may not vote in the September primary election of 
any other party in that year. The judges of election may request a 
voter to complete a registration card that is incomplete or illegible. 
No voter may be prevented from voting unless his registration is 
faulty or defective or he is duly and successfully challenged in ac
cordance with provisions of chapter 201. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 201.071, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. A voter who has not indicated his party affiliation on his 
registration card may vote in a presidential primary election by stat• 
ing to the judge of election on the presidential primary election day 
the party primary in which he wishes to vote. The judge of election 
shall enter the voter's party preference upon his registration card and 
shall transmit this information to the county auditor to be entered 
upon the voter's permanent registration card on file in the auditor's 
office. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 206.01, Subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. The term "primary lever" means the lever which the 
~ election judge must operate in a political party primary to 
unlock the voting levers assigned to the candidates of the political 
party in the primary of which the voter wishes to vote. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 206.07, Subdivision I, 
is amended to read: 

206.07 [CANDIDATES, ARRANGEMENT OF NAMES.] Sub
division 1. [PLACEMENT.] Where voting machines are author
ized and employed, the titles of offices may be arranged horizon
tally with the names of the candidates arranged vertically under 
the title of the office, or the titles of the offices may be arranged 
vertically with the names of the candidates arranged horizontally 
opposite the respective titles. On the "CeRSelidateEI PM!aiy 
Eleeaee Ballet" primary ballot p_repared for primary elections, 
and on the white ballot prepared for the general election, the order 
of the names of nominees, or names of candidates for election, as the 
case may be, shall be the same as is required for paper ballots. More 
than one column or row may be used for .the same office or party. 
Questions, constitutional amendments, or other propositions shall be 
placed on the machines in the space provided for that purpose and 
shall be arranged in the manner which the construction of the ma
chine requires. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 206.07, Subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [VOTING MACHINES.] The machine adopted or 
employed must be so constructed as to insure to every elector 
an opportunity to vote in secret; to permit him to vote once 
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and only once for all the candidates and upon all the propositions 
for whom or upon which he is legally entitled to vote; to permit 
him to vote by means of some devices connected with the mech
anism of the machine, for any person for any office elective by 
the voters of his precinct at such election, although such person 
has not been regularly nominated for such office by any political 
party, and his name does not appesr upon the ballot form on or 
in such machines as a candidate for such office; to prevent the 
elector from voting for more than one person for the same office, 
unless he is lawfully entitled to vote for more than one person 
therefor, and in that event to limit him to the number to be 
elected to that office; to prevent him at a primary election ; from 
voting for the nomination of candidates of mere thea 8Be any 
party not shown on his voter registration card or voter's certifi
cate , or for any person whose name is not on the official ballot 
at such election; to prevent him from voting for any candidate or 
upon any proposed amendment, question or proposition, for whom 
or upon which he is not lawfully entitled to vote; to permit him to 
change or retract any vote he has attempted to cast for any candi
date for any office or upon any proposition up to the time his vote 
has been completed, and his vote in favor of such person or proposi
tion has been registered thereon. No machine which does not comply 
with these requirements shall be approved, authorized or employed; 
except that machines may be used which ate not so constructed as 
10 permit a voter to change from one patty to another in a party 
primary or to retract a vote cast on the irregular ballot device. In 
such cases the voter shall be required to first return all voting levers 
to the unvoted position and remove, cross out or erase any vote 
recorded on the 1rregulat ballot device, as the case may be, and shall 
then call upon the election officials to witness that it has been done, 
and they shall then cause the voting machine to be returned to the 
original unvoted position and shall permit the voter to begin from 
the beginning once more. Such operation of the voting machine 
under such conditions as in this paragraph mentioned shall be 
designated as a spoiled voting machine &allot and the election 
officials present shall make out and sign a certificate stating the 
facts for each such case which shall be returned with the official re
turns of the election. 

Sec. 17. Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Section 51, Subdivision I, is amend
ed to read: 

Sec. 51. [203A.22] [BALLOTS.] Subdivision 1. [PARTISAN 
AND NONPARTISAN CANDIDATES.] All voting at the pri
mary election shall be by ballot. There shall be one ballot for all 
pa.tisan the candidates , g,aui,ea ~- i,ames of each party , and a 
separate ballot for all candidates to be nominated without party 
designation. 

Sec. 18. Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Section 52, Subdivision I, is amend
ed to read: 

Sec. 52. [203A.23] [PRIMARY BALLOTS, PREPARATION.] 
Subdivision 1. [FORM.] Except as provided in this section, the 
primary election ballots shall be printed in the same general 
manner as is provided for the general election ballots, so far as 
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practicable. The auditor of each county shall have printed a 
sufficient number of separate primary election ballots, varied as 
may be necessary for the several precincts and wards. The 
eeRselidateEI primary election eallet bal/,ots shall be on white 
paper, the nonpartisan primary ballot shall be on canary paper, and 
any municipal primary ballot shall be on light green paper. 

Sec. 19. Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Section 52, Subdivision 7, is amend
ed to read: 

Subd. 7. [PRIMARY PARTY BALLOT.] The part~ ballot 
shall be headed by the W8ffls; ~eEi Pr'..mary EleotieR 
l!aYet." name of the party in three-eighths inch upper case bold
face type, or as close to this as practicable. Each political party 
shall have a separate ~ 8B the eeRselidateEI ballot, under 
which the names of all the candidates of the political yarty shall 
be grouped. Eft8h peliseal ~ ~ shall ee headed hy the 
wei'QS; " .......... ~ Tieket," g:--¥ing the pMty - Belew 
the p&l'ty RaFAe eaall ee pril'ltea the W8i'8!!; !!¥e\l eaRR8t split 
~ eaYet, If Y8Q Y8te ~ eaReliilates of m8i'e thaR 8Re party, 
~ ballet will ee rejeeteil.'' Eeeh pMty t¼eliet shall ee sepa,atell 
ey e ~ peiRt seliEl i'lile liR~ QR the eenaelideted eallet The 
candidates for senator in congress shall be first, candidates for rep
resentatives in congress shall be second, candidates for senator in 
the legislature shall be third, and candidates for representative in the 
legislature shall be fourth. The candidates for state office shall fol
low the candidates for representative in the legislature. 

Sec. 20. Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Section 90, is amended by adding 
a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [VOTER'S CERTIFICATE, FORM FOR PRIMARY.) 
For primary elections only there shall be separate voter's certificates 
printed for the voters of each political party and for independent and 
minor party voters. The name of the party or the words "Independent 
or Minor Party" shall appear on the face of the certificates in three
eighths inch upper case bold face type, or as close to this as practi
cable. The certificates for independent or minor party voters shall 
also include a line on which the voter shall indicate his party. Unless 
the name of the party appearing on the voter's certificate is the same 
as that appearing on the voter's registration card, the voter shall not 
be permitted to vote in the primary of any party. 

Sec. 21. Laws 1975, Chapter 5, Section 52, Subdivision 8, and 
Section 93, Subdivision 2, are repealed. 

Sec. 22. [APPROPRIATION.] There is hereby appropriated from 
the general fund to the secretary of state for the purposes of this act 
the sum of $1,000,000 for the biennium ending June 30, 1977. This 
appropriation shall cover all of the administrative expenses incurred 
by the secretary of state in carrying out the purposes of this act; the 
reimbursement for salaries of election judges at a rate not to exceed 
$35 per judge; costs incurred by the secretary of state in training 
election judges; reimbursement for purchase of ballot boxes and vot
ing booths for precincts which for other elections use mechanical vot
ing systems and which cannot obtain such boxes and booths from any 
other source; costs incurred in converting mechanical voting machines 
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to comply with the provisions of this act; and reimbursement to coun
ties for the cost of registration in excess of the costs normally in
curred in the year of a presidential election. In the event that this 
appropriation is not sufficient to completely reimburse the local units 
of government, the secretary of state shall not request a deficiency 
appropriation, but the amounts reimbursed to the local units of gov
ernment shall be prorated on the basis of the number of votes cast 
in said election in the local units." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title by striking it in its entirety and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring the secretary of 
state to train all election officials; permitting public officials time off to 
attend meetings of their public offices; prohibiting retaliatory action by 
employers; providing for party registration; providing for a presidential 
primary election; regulating the selection of convention delegates; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 201.-
071, Subdivisions 1 and 3, and by adding a subdivision; 206.01, Sub
division 8; 206.07, Subdivisions 1 and 4; and Laws 1975, Chapter 5, 
Section SI, Subdivision l; Section S2, Subdivisions 1 and 7; and 
Section 90 by adding a subdivision; repealing Laws 197S, Chapter S, 
Section S2, Subdivision 8; and Section 93, Subdivision 2." 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Brown imposed a call of the Senate. The following Senators 
answered to their names: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielew•ki 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchnet 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburrger 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphtey Mer,iam 
Jensen Milton 
Josefson Moe 

Nelson 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H. D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbur,y 
Renneke 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokow&ki 
Stumpf 
Ueland 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring in the absent mem
bers. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 37, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 

Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Doty 
Dunn 
Gearty 

Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Hansen,Mel Kleinbaum 
Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 
Josef son Larson 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Olson,J.L. 
Perpich,G. 
Renneke 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson Fitzsimons McCutcheon O'Neill 
Arnold Hughes Merriam Patton 
Ashbach Humphrey Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Jensen Moe Pillsbury 
Brataas Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schaaf 
Chenoweth Knutson Olhoft Schmitz 
Coleman Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Schrom 
Davies Lewis Olson, H. D. Spear 
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Stassen 
Stokowsk.i 
Stumpf 
Tenneseen 
Ueland 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

~- F. No. 661 was then progressed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 597: A bill for an act relating to the Minnesota societr 
for the prevention of cruelty; eliminating jurisdiction of society over 
matters of cruelty to children; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 343.01, Subdivision I; 343.04; 343.05; 343.06: 343.07; 343.08: 
343.10; 343.11; and 343.12. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, •• 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Hansen, Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Josefson 

Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1328: A bill for an act relating to real estate; ab
stracters; increasing fees and amount of bonds; changing enforcement 
procedures; providing for greater access to public records; changing 
registration requirement; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
386.62; 386.66; 386.68; 386.70; 386.71; and Chapter 386, by adding 
sections. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 0, a. 
!follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Davies J osefson 
Doty Keefe. J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 

North 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Henneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

[57THDAY 

Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 795: A bill for an act relating to Chisago county; re
quiring the Chisago county attorney to prosecute misdemeanors oc
curring within municipalities in Chisago county; providing for the 
disposition of fines. 

Mr. Anderson moved to amend H. F. No. 795 as follows: 

Page I, after line I 9, insert 

"Sec. 3. The governing bodies of the city of Lindstrom, the county 
of Chisago and Independent School District No. 141 are hereby au
thorized to contract for the construction, installation, and mainte
nance by the city of sewer and water service lines extending from the 
city to school facilities located outside the city, and the manner of 
payment therefor shall not be subject to the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 475.51, Subdivision 3, and 475.58."' 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Page I, line 20, before "This" insert "Subdivision I. Sections I and 
2 of" 

Page 1, line 20, strike "is" and insert "are" 

Page I, after line 22, insert 

"Subd. 2. Section 3 of this act is effective upon its approval by the 
governing bodies of Chisago county, the city of Lindstrom, and !JI;.. 
dependent School District No. 141, and upon compliance with sec
tion 645.021." 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 2, after "to" insert "local government in" 

Page 1, line 5, after "fines" insert "; authorizing the city of Lind~ 
strom, the county of Chisago and Independent School District No. 
141 to contract for certain purposes" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 795 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 46 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Coleman Hanson, R. 
Arnold Conzemius Hughes 
Ashbach Davies Humphrey 
Bang Doty Josefson 
Berg Dunn Kirchner 
Bernhagen Fituimons Knutson 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk 
Brown Gearty Laufenburger 
Chenoweth Hansen, Baldy Merriam 
Chmielewski Hansen, Mel Milton 

Mr. Keefe, J. voted in the negative. 

Moe 
Nelson 
North 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schrom 

Billers 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 720: A bill for an act relating to district courts; pro
,·iding for the appointment and compensation of law clerks. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

_ And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 7, as 
lollows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
.Bang 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Gearty 
Hansen,Mel 
Hanson,R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Josefson 
Keefe, S. 

Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Knutson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Nelson 
North 

Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Berg Frederick Ogdahl Olson, J. L. 
Dunn Larson 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Billers 

H. F. No. 605: A bill for an act relating to highway traffic regula
tions; driving under the influence of drugs or alcoholic beverages; 
prohibiting driving under the influence of a controlled substance; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 169.· 
121, Subdivision I. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 50 and nays I, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Dunn Klein ha um 
Arnold Frederick Knutson 
Ashbach Gearty Laufenburger 
Bang Hansen. Baldy Lewis 
Berg Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Bernhagen Hanson. R. Milton 
Brataas Hughes Moe 
Conzemius Josef son Nelson 
Davies Keefe, S. North 
Doty Kirchner Ogdahl 

Mr. Chmielewski voted in the negative. 

Olhoft 
Olson.A.G. 
Olson.J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
We,tener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 218: A bill for an act relating to labor; regulating the 
powers, duties and procedures of the department of labor and in• 
ilustry; regulating the divisions of the department of labor and indus
try; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 175.08; 175.16; 
175.171; 175.20; and 175.27; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec• 
lions 175.18; 175.19; 175.21; 175.22; 175.23; 175.28; 175.29; 175.30; 
175.31; and 175.32. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H.F. No. 218 as follows: 

Page 4, line 7, strike "question employees and" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 218 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

Mr. Stumpf moved that those not voting be excused from voting. 
The motion prevailed. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 32 and nays 32, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Doty Laufenburger Olson,A.G. 
Borden Gearty Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hansen. Mel Merriam Perpich,G. 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe,S. North Schrom 
Davies Kleinbaum Olhoft Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ashbach Brataas Hansen, Baldy Kirchner 
Bang Brown Hanson, R. Knutson 
Berg Dunn Jensen Kowalczyk 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Josef son Larson 
Blatz Frederick Keefe, J. Mccutcheon 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
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Patton Renneke Sillers 
Pillsbury Schmitz 

Ueland Wegener 

So the bill failed to pass. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Frederick moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 218 failed 
to pass the Senate on May 19, 1975, be now reconsidered. The motion 
prevailed. 

Mr. Davies moved that the vote whereby the Frederick amendment 
to H. F. No. 218 was not adopted on May 19, 1975, be now reconsid
ered. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 218: A bill for an act relating to labor; regulating the 
powers, duties and procedures of the department of labor and in
dustry; regulating the divisions of the department of labor and indus
try; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 175.08; 175.16; 
175.171; 175.20; and 175.27; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 175.18; 175.19; 175.21; 175.22; 175.23; 175.28; 175.29; 175.30; 
175.31; and 175.32. 

Mr. Frederick moved to amend H. F. No. 218 as follows: 

Page 4, line 7, strike "question employees" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 218 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Dunn Keefe, S. North 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kirchner Ogdabl 
Bang Frederick Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Berg Gearty Knutoon Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. Lewis Patton 
Brown Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Davies Josefson Moe Renneke 
Doty Keefe, J. Nelson Schasf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1309: A bill for an act relating to the 03:,~~~on of state 
government; authorizing the commissioner of a · · stration to 
establish on a demonstration basis a regional service center com
prising selected state agencies and to enter into a lease for purposes 
of acquiring suitable space for the center. 
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Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Olhoft 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. 
Berg Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger O'Neill 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon Patton 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Conzemius Josef son Nelson Pillsbury 
Davies Keefe, J. North Renneke 
Doty Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1331: A bill for an act relating to the soil and water 
conservation commission; providing for the membership of the com
mission; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 40.03, Subdi
vision 1. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Laufenburger Olson, J. L. 
Arnold Gearty Lewis O'Neill 
Bang Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Patton 
Berg Hansen, Mel Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Bernhagen Hanson, R. Moe Perpich, G. 
Brataas Hughes Nelson Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Josefson North Purfeerst 
Conzemius Keefe, J. Ogdahl Renneke 
Davies Kirchner Olhoft Schmitz 
Doty Kleinbaum Olson, A. G. Schrom 
Dunn Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. Billers 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Willet 

H. F. No. 629: A bill for an act relating to commerce; industrial 
loan and thrift companies; extending the period of maturity and 
increasing the size of loans in ratio to committed reserves; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 53.04; and 53.05. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fitzsimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen. Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Josefson Milton 
Keefe, J. Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olson.H.D. 
Patton 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schrom 

Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Deland 
Willet 

Messrs. Davies and Olson, A. G. voted in the negative. 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1441: A bill for an act relating to municipalities; 
industrial development; authorizing municipalities to enter into 
certain loan agreements and sale contracts; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 474.01, Subdivisions 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8; 
474.02, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 474.03; 
474.04; 474.05; 474.08; 474.09; 474.10, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 
474.11; 474.12; 474.13; Chapter 474, by adding a section; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 474.02, Subdivisions la and lb. 

Mr. Milton moved to amend H. F. No. 1441, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 13, 1975, as fol
lows: 

Pages 4 and 5, strike all of section 6 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Page 9, line 26, after the semicolon insert "provided, no munici
pality or redevelopment agency shall enter into or perform any 
contract or agreement with any school district under which the 
municipality or redevelopment agency issues its revenue bonds 
or otherwise provides for the construction of school facilities and 
the school leases or otherwise acquires these facilities;'' 

Page 13, line 13, after the underlined comma insert "or la, or 
lb" 

Page 13, strike the new language in lines 14 to 16 

Page 20, strike lines 6 and 7 

Renumber the sections 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 7, strike "1," 

Page 1, line 11, strike "; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974," 

Page 1, line 12, strike "Section 474.02, Subdivisions la and lb" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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H. F. No. 1441 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 44 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Davies 

Doty Keefe. J. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Josefson Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Olson. A.G. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich.G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Deland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Knutson and Ogdahl voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 999: A bill for an act relating to state banks; authoriz
ing state banks to take second liens on real estate; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 48.19, Subdivision 1, and by 
adding a subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 48.19, Subdivision 3. 

Mr. Kirchner moved that the amendment made to H. F. No. 
999 by the Committee on Rules and Administration in the report 
adopted May 13, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49, be stricken. The 
motion prevailed. So the amendment was stricken. 

H. F. No. 999 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 3, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Davies 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Jensen Moe 
J osefson Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Doty, Spear and Tennessen voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 
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S. F. No. 1647: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
transferring forest pest control jurisdiction from the commissioner of 
agriculture to commissioner of natural resources; expanding volunteer 
programs; eliminating certain restrictions on acquisition of public 
access; changing license fees for commercial fishing on Lake Superior: 
prohibiting decoys and erection of blinds on public lands; prescrib
mg penalties for certain violations; amending Minnesota Statute• 
1974, Sections 18.341, Subdivision 3; 18.391, Subdivision I; 85.041. 
Subdivision I; 97.48, Subdivision 15; 97.55, Subdivisions I, 2, 3 and 
4; 98.46, Subdivision 12; 98.47, Subdivision 9; 100.29, Subdivision 18; 
and 102.28, Subdivisions 2, 3 and 4; repealing Laws 1963, Chapter 
70, Section I. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays I, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Conzemius Jensen 
Bang Davies Keefe, S. 
Berg Doty Kirchner 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Kleinhaum 
Blatz Frederick Knutson 
Bolden Gearty Kowalczyk 
Brataas Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Brown Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton 

Mr. Olson, H. D. voted in the negative. 

Nelson 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,J. L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Schrom 
Billers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

H. F. No. 1146: A bill for an act relating to landlords and tenants: 
providing additional remedies for landlords and tenants; securit}' 
deposits; withholding rent for last payment period; providing penal
ties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 487.17; 488A.0I. 
Subdivision 5; 488A.18, Subdivision 6; 504.20, by adding a subdivision: 
Chapter 504, by adding sections; Chapter 566, by adding a section. 

Mr. Doty moved to amend H. F. No. 1146, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 14, 1975, as follows: 

Page 3, line 3, before the period, insert ", or to landlords who are 
housing authorities, created or authorized to be created by sections 
462.415 to 462.711, and their agents and employees, in possession of 
a tenant's personal property, except that housing authorities must 
allow the tenant to retake possession of the property in accordance 
with this subdivi#on.'' 

Section 9. added by the amendment, pursuant to Rule 49, aftel' 
"agreement" insert ", except an oral or written month to month resi-
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dential rental agreement concerning which neither the tenant nor land
lord has served a notice to quit," 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Doty moved to amend H. F. No. 1146, as amended pursuant 
to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 14, 1975, as follows: 

Strike the amendments to pages 5 and 8, adopted by the Senate 
May 14, 1975, pursuant to Rule 49 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1146 was read the third time, as amended, and placed on 
its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold Gearty Knutson Patton Spear 
Bang Hansen,Mel Larson Perpich, A. J. Stokowski 
Bernhagen Hanson,R. Lewis Perpich,G. Stumpf 
Blatz Hughes Merriam Purfeerst Tennessen 
Borden Humphrey Milton Schaaf Ueland 
Brataas Keefe,J. Moe Schmitz Willet 
Chenoweth Keefe,S. Nelson Schrom 
Davies Kirchner Olhoft Solon 
Doty Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. Sillers 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 654: A bill for an act relating to crimes; specifying the 
acts constituting sexual offenses; admissibility of evidence in sex 
offense prosecutions; providing penalties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 609.185; and Chapter 609, by adding sec
tions; repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 609.29; 
609.291; 609.292; 609.293; 609.295; 609.296; 609.34; and 609.36. 

Mr. Davies moved to amend H. F. No. 654, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 14, 1975, as fol
lows: 

Page 2, after line 27, insert a new subdivision to read: 

"Subd. 8. "Personal injury" means bodily harm as defined in 
section 609.02, subdivision 7, or severe mental anguish or preg
nancy." 

Renumber the subdivisions in sequence 

Page 4, line 26, after "causes" strike "bodily harm" and insert 
"personal injury" 
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Page 4, line 26, after the comma strike "as" 

Page 4, line 27, strike "defined in section 609.02, subdivision 7," 

Page 6, line 7, after "causes" strike "bodily harm" and insert 
insert "personal injury" 

Page 6, line 7, after the comma strike "as" 

Page 6, line 8, strike "defined in section 609.02, subdivision 1," 

Page 7, line 30, after "is" strike "more" and insert "no less" 

Page 9, line 24, after "conduct" strike "tends" and insert 
"tending" 

Page 9, line 25, after "similar" insert "sexual" 

Page 9, line 25, after "conduct" insert "under circumstances 
similar to the case at issue" 

Page 9, line 26, after "relevant" insert "and material" 

Page 11, line 26, after "were" insert "adults" 

Page 11, line 27, after "cohabiting" insert "in an ongoing 
voluntary sexual relationship" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

Mr. Chmielewski moved to amend H. F. No. 654, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 14, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 12, line 23, strike "609.293;" 

Page 12, line 23, after "609.295;" insert "and" 

Page 12, line 23, strike "609.34; and" 

Page 12, line 24, strike "609.36" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 8, strike "609.293;" 

Page 1, line 9, after "609.295;" insert "and" 

Page 1, line 9, strike "609.34; and 609.36" 

The question being tsken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 15, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Doty Humphrey 
Fitzsimons Jensen 
Gearty Josefson 
Hansen, Baldy Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Mel Kirchner 
Hanson, R. Knutson 
Hughes Kowalczyk 

Larson 
North 
()gdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, H.D. 
Olson.J. L. 
O'Neill 

Patton 
Renneke 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Stassen 
Stokowaki 
Willet 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Arnold 
Borden 
Brataas 

Coleman 
Davies 
Keefe,S. 

Merriam 
Moe 
Olson,A. G. 

Perpich, A. J. Spear 
Pillsbury Stumpf 
Schaaf Tennessen 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 654 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 0, as 
iollows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
llerg 
llemhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Cbnzemius 
Davies 

Doty Kirchner 
Dunn Kowalczyk 
Fitzsimons Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 
Jensen Nelson 
Keefe, J. North 
Keefe, S. Olhoft 

Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J.L. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Billers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was .agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Arnold moved that H. F. No. 1140 be withdrawn from the 
Committee on Finance and placed on General Orders. The motion 
prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

Pursuant to Rule 10, Mr. Arnold, Chairman of the Committee 
on Finance designated H.F. No. 1140 on the General Orders CaJ. 
endar, a Special Order to be heard immediately. 

H. F. No. 1140: A bill for an act relating to health; providing 
for a program of treatment for adults having cystic fibrosis; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
144, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 63 and nays 0, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Co1eman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinhaum. 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 
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Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Sta.sen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess until 4:40 
o'clock p.m. The motion prevailed. 

The hour of 4:40 o'clock p.m. having arrived, the President called 
the Senate to order. 

CALL OF THE SENATE 

Mr. Coleman imposed a call of the Senate for the balance of this 
evening's proceedings. The following Senators answered to their 
names: 

Arnold Davies Kirchner Ogdahl 
Ashbach Doty Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bang Dunn Knutson Olson, A. G. 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Larson Olson, H. D. 
Blatz Gearty Laufenburger O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Patton 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon Perpich, G. 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam l'illsbury 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Spear 

The Sergeant-at-Arms was instructed to bring 
members. 

Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
W~gener 
Willet 

in the absent 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Tennessen moved that H. F. No. 1810 be taken from the 
table. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1810: A bill for an act relating to public improve
ments; authorizing issuance of state building bonds for construc
tion and equipping of a law school building at the university of 
Minnesota for the construction or alteration of school buildings 
related to desegregation and for the acquisition and preparation 
of land for the expansion of metropolitan community college; creat
ing the vocational-technical building fund and authorizing the is
suance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation there
from for grants to school districts for the acquisition and 
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betterment of public land, buildings, and capital improvements 
needed for the area vocational-technical education program; ap
propriating money from the general fund for payment of the bonds; 
providing for the acquisition of certain property by St. Cloud state 
college; appropriating money. 

The question recurred on the Brown amendment. Mr. Brown 
withdrew his amendment. 

Mr. Nelson moved to amend H. F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Page 2, strike lines 4 to 20 

Page 2, line 21, strike "sections" and insert "section" 

Page 2, line 22, strike ", 2 and 3" 

Page 2, line 23, strike "sections" and insert "section" 

Page 2, line 23, strike ", 2 and 3" 

Page 2, line 26, strike "$16,875,000" and insert "$12,300,000" 

Strike pages 3 to 8 
Page 9, strike lines 1 to 18 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 5, strike "for the construction or" 

Page 1, strike lines 6 to 18 

Page 1, line 19 strike "college" 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 17 and nays 39, as follows; 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chmielewski 
Doty 
Frederick 

Hansen.Mel 
Josefson 
Knutson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
Olhoft 

Anderson Davies Kirchner Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Dunn Kleinbaum Olson, J. L. 
Bang Gearty Larson O'Neill 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Merriam Patton 
Borden Hughes Milton Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Moe Perpich, G. 
Coleman Jensen North Purfeerst 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Ogdahl Henneke 

Pillsbury 
Sillers 
Wegener 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Sillers moved to amend H. F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Page 2, after line 20, insert: 

"Sec, 4, [MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE.] The sum of $2,593,800 
is appropriated from the Minnesota state building fund in the state 
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treasury to the commissioner of administration to correct certain 
deficiencies at the Moorhead state college campus. Included within 
the above appropriation is a sum of $70,000 to correct deficiencies 
in college tennis courts, a sum of $110,000 to correct deficiencies in 
college track facilities and a sum of $2,413,800 to provide for the 
expansion of the college arts center." 

Page 2, line 26, strike "$16,875,000" and insert "$19,968,800" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct the internal references in the bill 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 9, after "college" insert "and Moorhead state college" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Sillers then moved to amend H. F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Page 9, after line 18, insert: 

"Sec. 12. Subdivision 1. There is hereby appropriated from the 
general fund to the state college board the sum of $70,000 or so much 
thereof as may be necessary to reconstruct six tennis courts at 
Moorhead State College. 

Subd. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to the 
state college board the sum of $110,000 or so much thereof as may 
be necessary to install an all-weather track at Moorhead State College." 

Renumber the sections in seqUQnce 

Furthl'r, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 19, after the semicolon, insert "providing for the con
struction of tennis courts at Moorhead State College; providing for 
the installation of an all-weather track at Moorhead State College;" 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

Mr. Brown moved to amend H.F. No. 1810 as follows: 

Pages 1 and 2, strike all of section 1 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 3, strike "for construction" 

Page 1, strike line 4 

Page 1, line 5, strike "university of Minnesota" and insert a 
semicolon 

The question being taken on the adoption of the amendment, 

And the roll lleing called, there were yeas 23 and nays 40, as follows, 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Arnold 
Berg 
Bernhag_en 
Brataas 
Brown 

Comemius 
Davies 
Frederick 
Gearty 
Knutson 

Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Milton 
Moe 
North 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Blatz 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Hansen. Baldy Kirchner 
Hansen, Mel Kleinhaum 
Haruron, R. Kowalczyk 
Humphrey Larson 
Jensen McCutcheon 
Josefaon Merriam 
Keefe, J. Nelson 

Olhoft 
Olson., H. D. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 

Ogdahl 
Olson,, J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
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Schrom 
Sillers 
Wegener 
Willet 

Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tellllessen 
Ueland 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not adopted. 

H. F. No. 1810 was read the third time and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 

And the roll being ealled, there were yeas 41 and nays 25, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimono Kleinbaum 
Gearty Larson 
Hanoen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Merriam 
Hughes Moe 
Humphrey Ogdahl 
Jenoen Olson, A. G. 

Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich.G. 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schmitz 
Solon 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Bang 
Berg 
Brown 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Doty 
Frederick 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Knutson 

Kowalczyk 
Lewis 
McCutcheon 
MiUon 
Nelson 

North 
Olhoft 
Olson., H. D. 
Pillsbury 
Schaaf 

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to. 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Tennessen 
Ue!mid 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate revert to the Order of 
Business of Messages from the House. The motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House refuses to concur 
in the Senate amendments to House File No. 943: 

H. F. ~o. 943: A bill for an act relating to cable communica
tions; ~g the cable communications commission a permanent 
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part of the department of administration; authorizing the com
mission to promulgate a line extension policy; interconnection; 
orders; municipal cable systems; information gathering; permitting 
counties to establish translator systems; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 238.02, Subdivision 11; 238.04, Subdivision 
1; 238.05, Subdivisions 2, 6, 7, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 
238.06, Subdivision I; 238.08, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3; 238.09, 
Subdivisions 3 and 6, and by adding subdivisions; 238.13; and 
375.164; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 238.05, Sub
divisions 8 and 16; and 238.09, Subdivision 2. 

And the House respectfully requests that a Conference Com
mittee of three members be appointed thereon: 

McCarron, Kelly, W., and Osthoff have been appointed as such 
committee on the part of the House. 

House File No. 943 is herewith transmitted to the Senate with 
the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

Mr. Merriam moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 943, and that 
a Conference Committee of 3 members be appointed by the Com
mittee on Committees on the part of the Senate, to act with a like 
Conference Committee appointed on the part of the House. The 
motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to the 
request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference Com
mittee, consisting of three members of the House, on the amend
ments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 250: A bill for an act relating to the legislature; creat
ing an advisory on the Minnesota legislature; prescribing powers 
and duties; appropriating money. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: Voss; Anderson, I. and Sabo. 

Senate File No. 250 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has acceded to 
the request of the Senate for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee, consisting of three members of the House, on the 
amendments adopted by the House to the following Senate File: 
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S. F. No. 733: A bill for an act relating to rates of interest; per
mitting lending institutions to charge interest rates on business 
and agricultural loans of up to five percent more than the federal 
discount rate at the time the loan was made. 

There has been appointed as such committee on the part of 
the House: Brinkman, Mann, and McCauley. 

Senate File No. 733 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee on Senate File 
No. 476, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 476: A bill for an act relating to pensions; invalidating 
provisions limiting pension or profit sharing rights if the employee joins 
a competing employer; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
181B, by adding a section. 

Senate File No. 476 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee on Senate File No. 
1425, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 1425: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint Paul; 
authorizing the city to directly negotiate and enter into contracts for 
solid waste collection and disposal; exempting such contracts from 
ihe Minnesota antitrust law of 197L 

Senate File No. 1425 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee on Senate File 
No. 469, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 469: A bill for an act relating to retirement; miscellaneons 
changes in varions provisions of the teachers retirement act; amending 
Minnesota Statntes 1974, Sections 354.05, Snbdivisions 13, 25, 26, 
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and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Subdivision 1; 354.07, by adding 
subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.43, Subdivisions 1, and 3; 354.44. 
Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by adding a subdivision; 354.46, Sub
division 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3, and 10; 354.49, Subdivision S; 
354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, Subdivisions 3, 11, 16, and 19; and 
354.62, Subdivision 5. 

S. F. No. 469 is herewith returned to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom

mendation and report of the Conference Committee on House File 
No. 235, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 235: A bill for an act relating to the operation of govern
ment; providing for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribution 
of tax revenues; changing the funding of adult education, special 
education, post-secondary vocational-technical education, and com
munity school education to a current funding basis; granting certaill 
powers to school districts, the state board of education, and the state 
board for vocational education; providing state aid for extraordinary 
tax delinquency to Independent School District No. 272; providinJ 
penalties; appropriatin~ money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 3.9271, Subdivision 1; 120.03, Subdivision 3; 120.17, Sub
division 1 and by .a~ding a subdivision; 120.76; 120.80, Subdivision 
1; 121.21, Subd1vmons 2 and 6; 121.89; 123.80; 124.04; 124.11; 
124.14, Subdivision 1 and by adding a subdivision; 124.17, Sub
divisions 1, 2, and 2a; 124.18, Subdivision 2; 124.20; 124.212, Sub
divisions 1, 2, 3a, Sa, 11, and by adding subdivisions; 124.222, 
Subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 124.223; 124.26; 
124.32, Subdivisions 1 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 124.38, 
Subdivisions 4, 5, 7, and 8; 124.42, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 124.43, 
Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 124.45; 124.57; 128.04; 275.125, Sub
divisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 275.48; 475.54, 
Subdivision 2; Chapter 124, by adding sections; Laws 1967, Chapter 
822, Section 7, as amended; Laws 1969, Chapters 775, Section 4, 
Subdivision 2, as amended; 1060, Section 7; Laws 1971, Chapter 722, 
Section 1; Laws 1973, Chapter 683, Section 26, Subdivision 17; Laws 
1974, Chapter 521, Section 9; Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, 
Subdivision 1 and by adding a subdivision; Laws 1975, Chapter 13, 
Section 111; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 121.21, 
Subdivisions 5, 7, 9, and 10; 121.211; 124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 
7a; 124.222, Subdivision 2; 124.475; 124.50; 124.801; 124.802; 
124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 124.806; 275.125, Subdivision 2a; LaWi 
1919, Chapter 271; Laws 1951, Chapter 659; Laws 1969, Chapters 945. 
Section 3; and 1060, Section 8. 

House File No. 235 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F, NO. 235 

A bill for an act relating to the operation of government; providing 
for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribution of tax revenues; 
changing the funding of adult education, special education, post
secondary vocational-technical education, and community school educa
tion to a current funding basis; granting certain powers to school 
districts, the state board of education, and the state board for vocational 
education; providing state aid for extraordinary tax delinquency to 
Independent School District No. 272; providing penalties; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.9271, Sub
division 1; 120.03, Subdivision 3; 120.17, Subdivision 1 and by adding 
a subdivision; 120.76; 120.80, Subdivision 1; 121.21, Subdivisions 2 
and 6; 121.89; 123.80; 124.04; 124.11; 124.14, Subdivision 1 and 
by adding a subdivision; 124.17, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 2a; 124.18, 
Subdivision 2; 124.20; 124.212, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3a, Sa, 11, and by 
adding subdivisions; 124.222, Subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a sub
division; 124.223; 124.26; 124.32, Subdivisions 1 and 5, and by 
adding a subdivision; 124.38, Subdivisions 4, 5, 7, and 8; 124.42, 
Subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 124.43, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 124.45; 
124.57; 128.04; 275.125, Subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and by adding 
subdivisions; 275.48; 475.54, Subdivision 2; Chapter 124, by adding 
sections; Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as amended; Laws 1969, 
Chapters 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as amended; 1060, Section 7; 
Laws 1971, Chapter 722, Section 1; Laws 1973, Chapter 683, 
Section 26, Subdivision 17; Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 9; Laws 
1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, Subdivision 1 and by adding a sub
division; Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 111; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 7, 9, and 10; 121.211; 
124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 7a; 124.222, Subdivision 2; 124.475; 
124.50; 124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 124.806; 
275.125, Subdivision 2a; Laws 1919, Chapter 271; Laws 1951, 
Chapter 659; Laws 1969, Chapters 945, Section 3; and 1060, Section 8. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
May 16, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 235 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
235 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the following: 

"Section 1. Notwithstanding Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 33, 
districts qualifying for increased foundation aid calculated pursuant to 
the provisions of Laws 1974, Chapter 521, Section 18, shall be eligible 
to receive such foundation aid for the 1973-74 school year, and only 
pupil units in section 124.17, clauses (1) and (2) shall be used in 
computing adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit for the 1973-1974 
school year. 
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Sec. 2. Notwithstanding section 124.17, subdivision 2, pupils enrolled 
in the Minnesota National Guard junior enlistment program shall be 
construed to be in attendance for purposes of computing average daily 
membership during any period of the regular school year, but not to 
include summer school, during which the pupil is attending military 
active duty training pursuant to that program. During that period qj 
military active duty training, the pupil shall earn all aid for the distri<:t 
of residence or attendance which would be otherwise earned by his 
presence. This section shall expire October 15, 1975. 

Sec. 3. The commissioner of education shall gather and report to 
the committees on education of the senate and house of representatives 
from presendy available reports or from new reports it may require 
of school districts, the following types of information: the number of 
classroom teachers in every district at each training, experience and 
salary level; the ratio of pupils to full time equivalent certified class
room teachers in every district; and any other district staffing characteris
tics of fiscal import. This information shall be gathered in such « 
manner as to render it capable of district by district, regional and 
statewide comparison and analysis. 

Sec. 4. [STATE AID FOR EXTRAORDINARY TAX 
DELINQUENCY.] Subdivision 1. For any calendar year in which: 

(1) a school district's tax delinquency, which for purposes 
of this section shall equal the difference between 

(a) the amount the school district receives in real property tu 
proceeds of any kind, including interest, penalties and collections 
of delinquencies from previous years, resulting from levies certified 
pursuant to section 275.125, subdivision 2a, clause (1) or (2), 
and its predecessor and successor general school purpose levy 
authorization statutes, and 

(b) the amount certified in October of the preceding calendar 
year pursuant to section 275.125, subdivision 2a, clause (1) or 
(2), 

is greater than two and one half percent of the sum of the 
amounts authorized for the school district by Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 2a, Clause (I) or (2), and 
section 28 of this act for the 1975-1976 school year, and the 
successor statutory provisions for succeeding school years; 

(2) these receipts are less than this certified levy; and 

( 3) the maximum permissible amounts were certified in October 
of the preceding year pursuant to section 275.125, subdivision 2a, 
clause (1) or (2), and Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, 
Subdivision 3, Clause (5), or its successor excess levy authoriza
tion statutes; the school district may apply to the commissioner of 
education within 30 days after the end of the calendar year and 
the commissioner shall pay aid to the school district by the follow
ing February 28, in the amount by which the tax delinquency 
exceeds the two and one half percent figure. 

For purposes of the calculation of a district's tax delin<Juency 
in clause (I), if the assessed valuation of the school distnct wa, 
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reduced after the taxes were spread by the county auditor in 
October of the preceding calendar year, the amount certified 
in October of the preceding calendar year shall be reduced by 
any difference between the amount certified and the amount of 
taxes collected upon such reduced valuation, for which the district 
is authorized to make an additional levy pursuant to section 
275.48. If a district's adjusted assessed valuation is under contest 
and it is receiving foundation aid computed on the basis of tlie 
uncontested portion of its valuation, taxes levied against the con
tested portion of its valuation shall not be included in the 
amount certified in October of the preceding calendar year for 
purposes of the calculation of the tax delinquency in clause (1). 

Subd. 2. If the school district has received aid pursuant to 
subdivision 1 and in any subsequent calendar year its tax de• 
linquency is less than two and one half percent of the sum de
scribed in subdivision 1, clause (1), the foundation aid for the 
school district shall be reduced in the fiscal year which begins 
in that calendar year by the difference between such delinquency 
and two and one half percent of such sum or the amount of state 
aid previously paid pursuant to subdivision 1 and still outstanding, 
whichever is lesser. Any reduction in state aid shall be applied 
to the state aid paid earliest in time pursuant to subdivision 
1 and shall be made as equally as possible in the four aid in
stallments commencing in February. 

. Subd. 3. Any aid so paid shall constitute an advance to the 
<listrict without interest and in the fiscal year six years after the 
fiscal year in which state aid has been paid to the school district 
pursuant to subdivision 1, foundation aid for the school district 
shall be reduced by the amount of such state aid paid six years 
previous, to the extent the aid payment has not been offset by 
any prepayment made by the school district. 

Subd. 4. The application, aid payments, and repayments made 
pursuant to this section shall be based upon the best information 
available, subject to correction by the department of education 
in the next succeeding year. The provisions of subdivision 1 shall 
expire June 30, 1981, but shall be effective with respect to real 
property taxes received in calendar year 1975 and thereafter. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 3.924, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2. [COMPENSATION.] Members of the council on 
quality education shall be compensated at the rate of $35 per 
day spent at council meetings or other meetings authorized by 
the council, plus expenses in the same manner and amount as 
received by state emplo:yees. 

Sec. 6. Mmnesota Statutes 1974, Section 3.9271, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

3.9271 [EARLY CHILDHOOD IDENTIFICATION AND 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS.] Subdivision 1. For the 19'74 '15 
1975-76 and 1976-1977 school yeH years , the council on quality 
education shall make grants to no fewer than silf ten pilot early 
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childhood identification and education programs. Early childhood 
identification and education programs are programs for children 
before kindergarten and below age six which may include the 
following: identification of potential barriers to learning, education 
of parents on child development, libraries of educational materials, 
family services, education for parenthood programs in secondary 
schools, in-center activity, home-based programs, and referral 
services. 

Notwithstanding section 3.926, subdivision 2, every early child
hood identification and education program proposal shall be sub
mitted to the council on quality education not less than six weeks 
before the planned commencement of the program. These pro
grams or grants shall be as equally distributed as possible among 
districts in cities of the first class, in suburbs, and outside the 
seven county metropolitan area. Each pilot program shall serve 
one elementary school attendance area in the local school district. 

The council on quality education shall prescribe the form and 
manner of application and shall determine the participating pilot 
programs. In the determination of pilot programs, programs shall 
be given preference for their ability to coordinate their services 
with existing programs and other governmental agencies. The 
council on quality education shaJI report on the programs annuaJly 
to the committees on education of the senate and house of 
representatives. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 120.03, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Every child who by reason of an emotional disturbance 
, or a learning disability, or a special behavior problem needs 
special instruction and services, but who is educable, as determined 
by the standards of the state board is a handicapped child. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.17, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

120.17 [HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.] Subdivision 1. 
[SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR HANDICAPPED CHIL
DREN OF SCHOOL AGE.] Every district aREI 11Rergenieed teP
~ shall provide special instruction and services , either within 
the district or in another district, for handicapped children of 
school age who are residents of the district and who are handi
capped as set forth in section 120.03, subdivisions 1, 2 , IIR4 3, and 
after Jul¥ -l, JM2 f1F9c shall be f1F9'Aded ciiher withm ihe 
distf'i.el; 81' in anether ; · fei, ~ mentally reta,ded es 
defined m seeti9R ll!0,03, su~,ii,,isi9R 4 4 • When the provision 
of instruction, training, and services may result in hardship or 
injury to the child, the school board may appeal the mandatory 
provisions of Laws 1971, Chapter 689 to the commissioner of ed
ucation who shall determine what provisions shall be made by the 
district for the education of the child. Tme11gh hly I; ~ tlVel'Y 
eistriet and 1111ol'gllllii!ed temtoey may pFOYide Sfleeia,1 tMieiHg aREI 
eemees feF sehoel age residents oi ihe disbi&t 'l'\<M are handiell)ilped 
86 set feFth iR seetion 120.03, s~di--JisioR 4, School age means the 
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ages of four years to 21 years for children who are deaf, blind, 
crippled or have speech defects; and five years to 21 years for 
mentally retarded children; and shall not extend beyond secon
dary school or its equivaient. Every district aR4 \IR&rge;Rffled 
teffitaey may provide special instruction and services for handi
capped children who have not attained school age. Districts with 
less than the minimum number of eligible handicapped children 
as determined by the state board shall cooperate with other dis
tricts to maintain a full sequence of programs for education, train
ing and services for handicapped children as defined in section 
120.03, subdivisions 1 to 3. A district that decides to maintain 
programs for trainable handicapped children is encouraged to co
operate with other districts to maintain a full sequence of pro
grams. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.17, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. School districts may provide special instruction and 
services through the school year in which the pupil reaches age 
25 for trainable mentally retarded pupils as defined in section 
120.03, subdivision 4, who have attended public school less than 
nine years prior to September, 1975. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.17, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. Every district may provide summer programs for 
handicapped children living within the district, including non
resident children temporarily placed in the district pursuant to 
section 120.17, subdivisions 6 or 7. Prior to March 31, the providing 
district shall give notice to the district of residence of any non
resident children temporarily placed in the district pursuant to 
section 120.17, subdivisions 6 or 7, of its intention to provide 
these programs. Notwithstanding any contrary provisions in sub
divisions 6 and 7, the school district providing the special instruc
tion and services shall apply for all state aid for the summer pro
gram, including special state aid pursuant to section 124.32, 
foundation aid and transportation aid. For the purposes of com
puting foundation aid for these programs, all pupils enrolled in 
these programs shall be construed to be residents of the district 
providing the programs. The unreimbursed actual cost of providing 
the program for nonresident handicapped children may be billed 
to the district of the child's residence and shall be paid by the 
resident district. This section shall be effective March 1, 1976. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statues 1974, Section 120.76, is amended 
to read: 

120.76 [POST-SECONDARY INSTRUCTIONAL PRO
GRAMS.] Sections 120. 71 to 120. 76 shall not be construed to pro
hibit a school board fro~ charging reasonable fees for goods and 
services provided in connection with any post-secondary instruc
tional program, including but not limited to vocational-technical, 
ad&1t veteNllS, eentimling eclueation, eoBlllNl&ity sePJ:iees, eye. 
Bing eeaeel aR4 general edaeatieRal develepmeRt p~g,o-ms ·•et-
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eran farmer cooperative training, and community school programs, 
and continuing education and evening school programs other than 
those conducted pursuant to section 124.26 . 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 120.80, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

120.80 [EARLY GRADUATION.] Subdivision 1. Notwith
standing any law to the contrary, any secondary school student 
who has completed all required courses may, with the approval 
of the student, his parent or guardian, and local school officials, 
graduate prior to the completion of the school year. All aid which 
such student, had he not graduated, would have earned for the 
district pursuant to section 124.212, plus that portion of the 
amount raised by the local tax levy which results from such tran
sitional year students plus that portion of any excess levy allow
able under section 275.125, subl£"Asiea 3, ela\lSe #➔ 75, sub
division 6, of this act shall continue to be earned by the district. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.21, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Upon receipt of such petition, the state board shall 
examine the petition and any supporting evidence which it may 
require. The state board may shall conduct hearings, and may 
investigate school records and such other facts relating to voca
tional-technical training as it may deem appropriate. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.21, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. If the petition is approved, the school shall be estab
lished by the district and classified by the state board as an area 
vocational-technical school and conducted under the general super
vision of the state board in accordance with the rules and regula
tions of the state board. Notwithstanding the provisions of sub
division 3 and of this subdivision, after June 30, 1975 no area 
vocational-technical school shall be established unless specific 
legis/,ation has authorized its establishment. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 121.21, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. The eommissioae,, subj est t8 aw• o ,<al by the state 
board 1 for vocational education shall make promulgate, pursuant 
to chapter 15, such rules and regu/,ations governing the operation 
and maintenance of schools so classified as will afford the people 
of the state an equal opportunity to acquire public vocational 
and technical education. 

The rules shall provide for, but are not limited to, the follow
ing: 

(a) The area to be served by each school, which may include 
one or more districts or parts thereof, including unorganized 
territory' ; 

(b) Curriculum and standards of instruction and scholarship , ; 
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(c) Attendance requirements, age limits of trainees, Minnesota 
non-resident attendance, tuitioa payments by aon residents, 
the determination of the actual costs of providing individual pro
grams, and attendance for which no tuition shall be charged, all 
to be determined in accordance with the provisions of sections 63 
to 67 of this act; 

(d) The distribution and apportionment to the local districts of 
all funds, whether state or federal or other fonds, which may be 
made available to the state board for vocational education for 
carrying out the purposes of post-secondary vocational-technical 
education as pPa lided by tliis seetiaa, shall be appo,ti0Bed and 
distril111ted by the state l,oai'd fop VOOfl,HQBIH edueatian to the 
•,arious loeal sehool dietriets as additiaaal aid fop ..ae iB heljliag 
6'IOO loeal sshool distrieta iB dekeying the east ia¥o1'•ed in main
taimng and apemtiag app,wed •,oeatianal kaiRiag eourses OP 
depa.-tmen!s, subje~ to 6'IOO reasaaable rules aad regulatioas as 
may be preseribed by the state beam for •1oeational ed11eati0B aad 
in accordance with law and the approved state plan for vocational 
education, ; 

(e) Transportation requirements and payment of aid there
for;; 

(f) ;'.ttendanoo by gmdllates of seeaadary sehaals aad by adults, 
fop whieh BO tuitloB shall be eharged. If BO tui.-tioa ia eharged fap 
sueh ROB resident student, the dis!riet maiBtaiBiRg the sehool 
shall be eatitled to f1BY aid ealoulated OB a f'UPil basis fop slleh 
studeat, Payment by the state board of tuition to school districts 
or post-secondary vocational-technical schools in another state; 
and 

(g) General administrative matters. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 123.34, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

123.34 [OFFICERS OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DIS
TRICTS.] Subdivision 1. Within ten days after the election of 
the first board in independent districts and annually thereafter 
on the m'8t S&tllrday iR July 1 , or as soon thereafter as practi
cable, the board shall meet and organize by selecting a chairman, 
clerk, and a treasurer, who shall hold their offices for one year 
and until their successors are selected and qualify. The persons 
who perform the duties of the clerk and treasurer need not be 
members of the board and the board by resolution may combine 
the duties of the offices of clerk and treasurer in a single person 
in the office of business affairs. They may appoint a superintendent 
who shall be ex officio a member of the board, but not entitled 
to vote therein. In districts in which board members are elected 
at the general election in November, the annual meeting of the 
board shall be held on the first Monday of January or as soon 
thereafter as practicable. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 123.80, is amended 
to read: 
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123.80 [SAFETY EDUCATION FOR TRANSPORTED STU
DENTS.] Subdivision 1. Not later than January 1, 1975 the state 
board of education shall provide by rule or regulation a program 
of safety education for students who are transported to school 
Each district receiving aid under the provisions of section 124.222 
shall implement the program for the school year beginning in 
September 1975. In drafting said regulations, the board shall give 
particular attention to procedures for loading, unloading, vehicle 
lane crossing and emergency evacuation procedures as they affect 
school buses. 

Subd. 2. Not "later than January 1, 1976, the state board of 
education shall promulgate rules which will assure the safe and 
efficient transportation of handicapped pupils who because of their 
special handicapping conditions require special transportation ar
rangements. In drafting these rules, the board shall give particular 
attention to standards for vehicles used in transporting handi
capped pupils, equipment to assure the safety of these pupils, 
and the qualifications of the drivers and aides providing trans• 
portation services. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.04, is amended 
to read: 

124.04 [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE TAXING AUTHORITY.) 
In addition to the tax levy prescribed by law for general and 
special school purposes, the board of any district may levy 
annually an amount such that the sum of the levy and attached 
machinery aid for capital outlay purposes calculated pursuant to 
section 273.138, subdivision 3, clause (1), shall not exceed $65 
$70 per pupil unit or, in districts where the pupil unit count is 
increased pursuant to section 124.17, subdivision 1, clause (7), 
$75 per pupil unit . No levy under this section shall exceed 10 
mills on each dollar of assessed valuation of the taxable property 
in the district as adjusted for the preceding year by the equaliza
tion aid review committee notwithstanding the provisions of sec
tions 272.64 and 275.49, provided that said levy may not exceed 
by more than two mills ( three mills if the district adds units 
pursuant to section 124.17, subdivision 1, clause (7)) the levy 
under this section in the previous year and provided further that 
any district which did not levy pursuant to this section in 1972 
may certify a maximum levy of six mills not to exceed $65 per 
pupil unit in 1974. The tax so levied shall be collected in the 
manner provided by law for the collection of school taxes. The 
proceeds of the tax may be used only to acquire land, improve 
and repair school sites anEl , to equip, re-equip, repair and improve 
buildings and permanent attached fixtures , and to pay leasing 
fees for computers and computer services . Subject to the com
missioner's approval, the tax proceeds may also be used to rent 
or lease buildings for school purposes and to acquire or construct 
buildings. The board shall establish a fund in which the proceeds 
of this tax shall be accumulated until expended. 

The proceeds of the tax shall not be used for custodial or other 
maintenance services. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.11, is amended 
to read: 

124.11 [DATES OF AID PAYMENTS.] Except as may be other• 
wise authorized by the commissioner to accommodate a flexible school 
year program, ten percent of the estimated elementary and secondary 
foundation aids shall be paid to districts in each of the months from 
September through May based upon information available and the 
final distribution shall be made in the following August. Estimated 
post-secondary vocational foundation aid shall be paid to districts in 
12 equal monthly payments beginning July 15, 1976. The estimated 
post-secondary vocational foundation aid shall be paid on the basis 
of the prior year's average daily membership except that the average 
daily membership and the payments based thereon may be adjusted 
in September, December, March and lune to reflect any increases or 
decreases in enrollment. The September payment in each fiscal year 
shall be increased or decreased to reflect any deficit or excess in post
secondary vocational foundation aid received in the prior fiscal year. 
If any school district is unable to borrow necessary funds for the opera
tion of its facilities during any fiscal year, due to legal borrowing 
restrictions or the lack of reasonable credit facilities, the commissioner 
of finance and state treasurer may, upon certification of such conditions 
by the commissioner of administration, advance such education aidi 
as may be required to such district, with the condition that such aids 
be discounted by an amount equal to six percent or the current yield 
on U.S. treasury bills on the date of such payment to a maturity 
approximating the date on which aids are to be paid, whichever rate 
is higher, pursuant to the terms of this section. The amount of such 
discount shall be determined by the commissioner of finance, with the 
six percent discount or the "bid" price quoted on treasury bills of an 
appropriate maturity calculated after consultation with the staff of the 
state board of investment. 

Estimated elementary and secondary foundation aids shall be paid 
out on the basis of the prior year's pupil unit enrollment unless the 
October 1 enrollment is larger, in which case the October enrollment 
shall be used. Adjustment for final elementary and secondary final 
pupil unit figures shall be made in the August payment of aids. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.14, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

124.14 [DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL AIDS; APPROPRIA
TION.] Subdivision 1. The state board shall supervise distribution of 
the school aids in accordance with law. It may make rules and regula
tions consistent with law for such distribution which will enable 
districts to perform efficiently the services required by law and 
further education in the state, including reasonable requirements for 
such reports and accounts to it as will assure accurate and lawful 
apportionment of aids. It shall require that the pupil unit count of 11 
minimum of 25 school districts be audited each fiscal year. The 
audits shall be conducted al random throughout the stale with no 
prior notice to any district. Disparities between pupil unit coun/6 
reported by the school districts and those found by the auditors shall 
be reported to the commissioner who shall order an increase or 
reduction of foundation aids accordingly. A reduction of foundation 
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aid under this section may be appealed to the state board of education 
and its decision shall be final. Public schools shall at all times be 
open to the inspection of the state board, and the accounts and records 
of any district are open to inspection by the state auditor, or the 
state board. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.17, Subdivision I, 
is amended to read: 

124.17 [DEFINITION OF PUPIL UNITS.] Subdivision 1. Pupil 
units for each resident pupil in average daily membership shall be 
counted as follows: 

( 1) In an elementary school, for kindergarten and for handi
capped pre-kindergarten pupils as defined in section 120.03, and 
enrolled in one-half day sessions throughout the school year or 
the equivalent thereof, approved by the commissioner of education, 
one-half pupil unit and other elementary pupils, one pupil unit. 

(2) In secondary schools,~ iB j¼!Riel' high seheel 81' a siit
ye&i' seheel aaEl all ethe,, ~ iB seeeBaaey sehools, one and 
four-tenths pupil units. Pupils enrolled in the seventh and eighth 
grades of a mielelle any school shall be counted as secondary pupils. 

(3) In area vocational-technical schools one and one-half pupil 
units. This clause shall expire June 30, 1976. 

(4) To meet the problems of educational overburden caused 
by broken homes, poverty and low income, each pupil in clauses 
(1) and (2) from families receiving aid to families with dependent 
children or its successor program shall be counted as an additional 
five-tenths pupil unit, By May 1 of each year the department 
of public welfare is directed to furnish to the department of 
education , and to each school district to the extent the informa
tion pertains to it, that information concerning children from 
families with dependent children which is necessary to calculate 
pupil units. Additional aids to a district for such pupils may be 
distributed on a delayed basis until the department of education 
publicly certifies that the information needed for paying such 
aids is available on such a timely basis that such aids may be 
pa'd concurrently with other foundation aids. 

( 5) In every district where the number of pupils from families 
receiving aid to families with dependent children or its successor 
program exceeds BiRe five percent of the total actual pupil units 
in the district for the same year, as computed in clauses (1) and 
(2), each such pupil shall be counted as an additional 3i;,t100 
one-tenth of a pupil unit ; lei' these el¼otriets Wft8i'e the namher 
&f sueh pYpils is mere th&R eight f'Oreent em net - thaR Riffe 
f'BPBOR~ &f ;he Wal ~ URHS iB the el¼etriet fel' the - ~ 
as ~-teel in elauses (# aaEl ~ eaeh sueh ~ shall be 
89URteel 11s IIR 11delition11I two tenths of a ~ 'Him aaEl fer those 
Qistrie,ts Wftei'e the Ramhei, of SYeft -1).9 is at le!lff fwe f'ereeRt 
~ ne; - ;haR eight f'OFCCRt of the ~ ~ URits iB the 
el¼striet fop the B!lme y-, as ~~ iB elaases f-B- aaEl ~ 
eaeh sueh Jl'Hflil shall he eolimeel as ae 11elllitioeal one teeth of a 
JlUflil uRi-t for each percent of concentration over five percent of 
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such pupils in the district. The percent of concentration shall be 
rounded down to the nearest whole percent for purposes of this 
clause, provided that in districts where the percent of concentra• 
tion is less than six, no additional pupil units shall be counted 
under this clause for pupils from families receiving aid to de
pendent children or its successor program and provided further 
that no such pupil shall be counted as more than one and one-tenth 
additional pupil units pursuant to clauses ( 4) and (5) . Such 
weighieg weighting shall be in addition to the weighing weighting 
provided in clauses (1), (2), (3), and (4) of this section. School 
districts are encouraged to allocate a major portion of the aids 
that they receive on account of clauses ( 4) and ( 5) to primary 
grade programs and services, particularly to programs and services 
that involve participation of parents. Each district receiving aids 
on account of both clauses (4) and (5) shall establish and main
tain accounts separate from all other district accounts for the 
receipt and disbursement of all such aids received. 

(6) Where the total pupil units of a district are used as a multi
plier in determining foundation aids and spending and levy limi
tations and where the actual number of pupil units has decreased 
from the prior year, the number of pupil units fel' SQM eisbiet 
shall equal the average of actual pupil units for the prior and 
current years in a district with boundaries coterminous with 
the boundaries of a city of the first class and shall be increased by 
.6 times the difference between the actual pupil units for the two 
years in any other district. 

(7) Wh€i'e the ~IH RIIHl8eF ~ f'lli'll llni;s aftS ieereasee fF&H> 
ihe ~ :fe&r ~ mere thllfi three iiereeet, n Rllfll8er ei f'lli'll llllite 
~ w eRe•fearth Iii the B.Hrel'eeee eetweee the llnite as eem
p!¼tea iR ela11ses flt &Ra #t l8i' the tw& :l'8aFe shall ee aaEieEl w 
the etftei' llnits ffiF the eistriet In districts maintaining classified 
secondary schools where the actual number of pupil units has 
increased from the prior year by two percent or more, the addi
tional pupil units over the prior year, as computed in clauses 
(1) and (2), shall be multiplied times one-tenth for each percent 
of increase over the prior year and a number of pupil units equal 
to the product shall be added to the other units for the district. 
The percent of increase shall be rounded up to the next whole 
percent for purposes of this clause, provided that in districts where 
the percent of increase is less than two, no additional pupil units 
shall be added to the other units for the district and provided 
further that the number of pupil units of increase over the prior 
year shall under no circumstances be multiplied by more than 
five-tenths . 

(8) Only pupil units in clauses (1) and (2) shall be used in 
computing adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.17, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Membership for pupils in grades kindergarten through 
twelve ; f6' f'lli'lls iB 8i'e& ·,eeatieeal teehmeal eeheels and for 
handicapped prekindergarten pupils shall mean the number of 
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pupils on the current roll of the school, counted from the date of 
entry until withdrawal. The date of withdrawal shall mean the 
day the pupil permanently leaves the school or the date it is 
officially known that the pupil has left or has been legally ex
cused; provided that any pupil, regardless of age, who has been 
absent from school without a legally justifiable excuse for 15 
consecutive school days shall be dropped from the roll and classifi
ed as withdrawn. Nothing in Extra Session Laws 1971, Chapter 
31, shall be construed as waiving the compulsory attendance pro
visions cited in section 120.10. Average daily membership shall 
equ11l the sum for all pupils of the number of days of the school 
year each pupil is enrolled in the district's schools divided by the 
number of days said schools are in session. For districts operating 
12 months schools, days schools are in session shall mean the 
number of session days required by section 124.19, subdivision 1. 
The average daily membership of a pupil enrolled on a shared 
time basis shall equal the ratio of the total minutes for which 
such pupil is enrolled and the minimum minutes required during 
the year for a regularly enrolled public school pupil. Fo11nelation 
Ilia fei, eael\ ~ in Slleft sa&Fea i;ime elasses shaD ee paia Ma~ 
pPopo,tianate to ale paia fei, ethei- ,esielent ~ oi tile elistriet 
pPo'lieling inst.11etian. Foundation aid for shared time pupils shall 
equal the amount which would accrue if shared time pupil units, 
counted pursuant to this section, were added to the district's total 
pupil units used in determining its foundation aid. A district shall 
not be entitled to transportation aid under section 124.22 for 
pupils enrolled on a shared time basis unless the statutes specifi
cally provided for transportation aid to such student. This section 
of this act shall be effective July 1, 1975 as applied to share time 
foundation aid and July 1, 1976 as applied to pupils in area vo
cational-technical schools. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.18, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TUITION.] Every district which provides instruction 
in other districts and which receives foundation program aid ; im4 
iAc eo11nt~ whleh ~ tuition aid shall pay to the district furnish
ing this elementary and secondary 81' fH'eft ¥eeaaenai teeMieal 
school instruction on aa0011nt ef B\16R instruetion; the actual cost 
thereof chargeable to maintenance exclusive of transportation 
costs "" .;1,e kgal malfil'Allin p,esePieeel in seetion 124,211, sa&
eli¥is4on 2; elal!se fl+ . 

There shall also be paid for capital outlay and debt service to 
the district providing such instruction $10 per pupil unit in aver
age daily attenelanee membership for each non-resident pupil unit, 
except that every district educating non-resident pupils may charge 
and include in its tuition, for capital outlay and debt service, an 
amount per pupil unit in average daily eti;enaanee membership 
based on the amount that the average expenditure for capital out
lay and debt service determined by dividing such annual ex
penditure by the total number of pupil units in average daily 
attenelanee membership in the district exceeds $10 per pupil unit. 
If the district has no capital outlay or debt service the district 
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receiving such funds may use them for any purpose for which it is 
authorized to spend money. Provided further that , if a district 
invesi;s e&flital meeeys te 1emoeel e«iMieg faeillties eP te euil4 
eew !aeillties m ;he ~meaey flYl'fl0Se of flFO•>'iEliRg provides in
struction for nonresident handicapped and trainable children, 
tuition shall be as specified in Minnesota Statutes, ~. SeetioRB 
Section 120.17 aea ~ , Subdivision 4 saeh Elisbiet l'Bay eaaPgO 
ftBQ ineh:Ule Hi i.;e tuitien fefl eapital ~ aBEI aeet oerviee aR 
ameaet Jl0P ~ YRi; iB a,;eMge Elaily atteeEiaRee Eletera>H1eEi hy 
Elj,;i,lieg saeh eHfleReitare OYe¼' a ~ el yeaps mataally agree
ahle te ~ Eiistri~ts eeeeeme<l1 aREI hy a,!,;ieieg eael¼ aRRaal al'B0IHlt 
s& EleteHRieeEI hy the ~ RYmael' el ~ Y!mB HI a,;eMge daily 
atteeeaeee ORrolleEI iR -this area el haRaieaj, iestraetieft ie the 
Eiistriet. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.20, is amended 
to read: 

124.20 [EDUCATION; STATE AID; SUMMER SCHOOL 
AND FLEXIBLE SCHOOL YEAR CLASSES.] 8We Founda
tion aid for (1) summer school classes which are not a part of the 
regular school term in hospitals, sanatoriums, and home instruc
tion programs, aea (2) inter-session classes of flexible school year 
programs and summer school classes in elementary and secondary 
schools, and (3) summer school instruction in area \'8eatieeal 
S0800ls e, teachers college laboratory schools or in the university 
laboratory school , shall be paid at a proportionate rate for foun
dation aids paid ElariRg for the preceding regular school teml 
year , provided that no district shall receive aid for programs under 
this section in an amount greater than its actual expenditures for 
these programs. Payments of aid for summer classes at a pro
portionate rate to foundation aid pursuant to this section in 1972 
and preceding years are hereby sanctioned. The provision in this 
section for payment of aid for summer classes at a proportionate 
rate to foundation aid for the preceding school year shall apply 
to summer classes in 1973 and subsequent years. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

124.212 [FOUNDATION AID.] Subdivision 1. The foundation 
aid program for school districts for school years ~-W't4 197 5-
1976 and W't4~ 1976-1977 shall be governed by the terms and 
provisions of this section. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Except as may otherwise be provided in this section, 
the following words and phrases when used in this section shall 
have the meanings herein ascribed to them. 

( 1) "Adjusted maintenance cost" means the state and local 
current expense for pupils in elementary and secondary schools, 
exclusive of transportation, veterans training program, community 
services, and after reduction for receipts from the sale of etheP 
authorized items sold to the individual pupil by the school such 
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as lunches, papei'; ~ aaEi ethet' Hlftteaals aeetl in the iR
streetiaeal pragi'QIR items of personal use, or other items specifi
cally authorized by law or under the procedures set forth in 
sections 120.71 to 120.76 , and after reduction for receipts frOJll 
quasi-school activities when the school board has assumed di
rection and control of same. For purposes of determining the 
adjusted maintenance costs, the state department of education 
shall use only figures from the annual financial reports of the 
districts for the prior year and any supplementary documents re
ceived by it on or before August 1 of the current year ; (Ne\ em 
ea, ~ in m ~ . For any district which has not transmitted 
to the department of education before August 1, (Na•Jemiier ~ in 
m ~ its annual financial report for the prior year, the 
figures from the most recent financial report of that district 
received on or before August 1, (Ne•Jemiier ~ in m ~ shall 
be used for purposes of calculating its certified levy and founda
tion aid. 1ft ealeela•ing the a,ijestea lllftHltenBAee east in 1™
~ a aistl'ie; ~ ineleae fer eeleelating ite eertifiea 1cyY aaEi 
feenaatian aiEl nnEler this ariiele salfti'iee paiEl in '"1e m~ 
aelleal year whiell ara fel' serYiees renaerea in 1970 19?1, 

( 2) "Adjusted assessed valuation" shall mean the assessed 
valuation of the taxable property notwithstanding the provisions 
of section 275.49 of the school district as adjusted by the equali
zation aid review committee. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. Notwithstanding any of the other provisions of this 
section, for the 1973 1974 1975-1976 school year neither the sum 
nor the sum per pupil unit of the aggregate foundation aid earned 
by a district maintaining a classified secondary school and the 
amount raised by the maximum levy authorized by Minnesota 
Statutes m 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision i 2a , Clause 
(2) and for the 19H 1975 1976-1977 school year neither the sum 
nor the sum per pupil unit of the aggregate foundation aid earned 
by ·such a district and the amount raised by the maximum levy 
authorized for 19n 1975 by section 275.125, subdivision 2a, clause 
(1), shall be less than the sum or the sum per pupil unit re
spectively of the aggregate foundation aid earned for the 1972-197:l 
school year, any payments earned for 1972-1973 which but for 
the operation of Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 124.212, Sub
division 3, would not have been earned, and the amount raised by 
the levy authorized by Minnesota Statutes 1971, Section 275.125, 
Subdivision 2, Clause (1). Aggregate foundation aid includes foun
dation aid for all pupil units , except units computed in section 
124.17, subdivision 1, clause (3) . For purposes of this computa
tion pupil units used as a divisor shall include only those units 
identified in section 124.17, subdivision 1, clauses (1) ~ 431-
and (2). 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6b. For the 1975-1976 school year a district shall receive 
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in foundation aid the lesser of (1) $900 per pupil unit less 30 mills 
times the 1973 adjusted assessed valuation of the district, or (2) 
the amount that bears the same relation to the difference in (1) as 
the sum of the greater sum computed pursuant to Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 7a, Clause (2), and the 
greater of ( a) one half of the difference that results when such 
greater sum is subtracted from $900, or (b) $75, bears to $900. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7b. For the 1976-1977 school year a district shall receive 
in foundation aid the lesser of (l) $960 per pupil unit less 29 mills 
times the 1974 adjusted assessed valuation of the district, or 
(2) the amount that bears the same relation to the difference in 
(1) as the sum of the greater sum computed pursuant to section 
28, clause (2), of this act, and the greater of ( a) two-thirds of the 
difference that results when such greater sum is subtracted from 
$960, or (b) $60, bears to $960. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
Sa, is amended to read: 

Subd. Sa. Notwithstanding any provisions of any other law to 
the contrary, the ad,iusted assessed valuation used in calculating 
foundation aid shall include only that property which is currently 
taxable in the district. For districts reeewiRg which received pay
ments under sections ~ te 298.28; 29&3l!t 29&34 te 298.391 
298.391 ~ 298,39'.'.; 298.49!i; 298.!i± ~ 20!!.'.:7; 294-.21 te 204.2l!; 
124.215, subdivision 2a; 124.25; 124.30; 360.133; 360.135; and 
124.28; ~ lew ~Bg a UHE upen se•,•ereEl minel.'al •,alaes, 81' 
llftEffli' ~ etaeP law Elistriha~iRg praeeeEls iR liea 84 ad vala,em 
w assess1ReRts 8R eopper BP Rieke! ppepert:es; the foundation 
aid shall be reduced by: The previous year's payment to the dis
trict pursuant to said sections times the ratio of the maximum 
levy allowed the district under section 275.125, subdivision 2a1 to the total levy allowed by section 275.125, but not to exceea 
35 45 percent in ~4974 1975-1976 and 49 50 percent in ~ 
191& 1976-1977 of the previous year's payment. For districts which 
received payments under sections 294.21 to 294.28; 298.23 t(! 
298.28; 298.32; 298.34 to 298.39; 298.391 to 298.396; 298.405; 
298.51 to 298.67; any law imposing a tax upon severed mineral 
values, or under any other distributinf! proceeds in lieu of ad va
lorem tax assessments on copper or nickel properties; the founda
tion aid shall be reduced in the August adjustment payment by 
the previous fiscal year's payment to the district pursuant to said 
sections •times the ratio of the maximum levy allowed the district 
under section 275.125, subdivision 2a, to the total levy allowed by 
section 275.125 for collection in the calendar year ending during 
the aforementioned fiscal year, but not to exceed 40 percent in the 
Au,iust 1975 adjustment, 45 percent in the August 1976 adjust
ment, and 50 percent in the August 1977 adjustment of the previ
ous fiscal years payment. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
11, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 11. (a) The committee shall not increase the adjusted 
assessed valuation, exclusive of property valuation added, im
proved, reclassified, or reassessed since the prior assessment, of 
taxable property for 1962 or any subsequent year in any school 
district by more than eight percent over the certified valuation 
established for the year immediately preceding. 

W Wheee-.. e.- the adjYSted assessed 'l&meti8R of ftBY district 
is mere than eight f)er~eet less -thae the adjusted essessed wlua
tlen af the f)Peeedmg ye&fy the state aaMEI af edueetiee may, Uf18R 
llflfllieet:ee by the district JJB8f' ta JuBe 30 af sueh seheel ye-, 
eutheri;,e fllly>Heet af additieeal feuedatiae &id iH the August 
adjYStmeet folle"".ng sueh sehaai yea.- ie the IHH8YHt ~ 30 mills 
times the differeeee iH the said j;wa 0Yeeesaive adjusted assessed 
valuations. 

W (b) The sales ratio studies, or any part thereof, or any copy 
of the same, or records accumulated in preparation thereof, which 
are prepared by the commissioner of revenue for the equalization 
aid review committee for use in determining school aids pursuant 
to this section shall not be admissible in evidence in any proceed
ing, except actions for review of the determination of the school 
aids payable under this section. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.212, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 11a. If in any year the assessed value of any district is 
less than the assessed value of the immediate preceding year, the 
equalization aid review committee shall, upon notification by the 
county assessor prior to October 16 of that assessment year, rede
termine for all purposes the ad justed assessed value of the imme
diate preceding year taking into account the decrease in assessed 
value. On or before November 1 of the assessment year, the equali
zation aid review committee shall file the redetermined adjusted 
assessed value with the commissioner of education who shall there
upon certify to the county auditors and school districts affected 
the redetermined adjusted assessed value and the appropriate levy 
limits of the school districts affected pursuant to section 75, sub
division 10, of this act. Notwithstanding section 275.07, the dis
tricts affected may certify the taxes voted to the county auditor 
on or before December 1. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.212, Subdivision 
12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. Should any district within 60 days after receipt of 
a copy of a report filed with the commissioner of education made 
pursuant to subdivision -H; 61' nntiee af ,edetermiee.tioe mode 
flUl'BUaH~ te SYhdivisi8R 12 10 or section 32 of this act , be of the 
opinion that the equalization aid review committee has made an 
error in the determination of the school district's market value, 
it may appeal from the report or portion thereof relating to the 
school district to the tax court, as provided in subdivisions -14 ta 
14113 to18. 
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Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.215, Subdivision 
2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. In addition to regular foundation aid payments, there 
shall be paid from the appropriation for foundation aid to any 
district whose schools are attended by children residing upon non
taxable land under the control of the armed forces of the United 
States, an amount equal to the number of pupil units represented 
by such children times the dollar amount derived by dividing 
the total levy of the district as spread upon the property of the 
district by the number of its other resident pupil units in average 
daily membership. In fiscal year 1976, the district shall receive 
66¾ percent of the amount which it would otherwise be entitled 
to receive pursuant to this subdivision and in fiscal year 1977, 
33 ¼ percent of such amount. This subdivision shall expire on 
June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.222, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [COMPUTATION.] For the 1975-1976 school year 
the state shall pay to each school district for all school trans
portation and related services for which the district is authorized 
by law to receive state aid: 

(I) The lesser product of either: 

( a) The actual net operating cost per eligible pupil transported 
during the 1976 fiscal year times the number of eligible pupils 
transported during the 1976 fiscal year; or 

(b) One hundred eighteen percent of the actual net operating 
cost per eligible pupil transported during the 1974 fiscal year, 
times the number of eligible pupils transported during the 1976 
fiscal year; 

(2) Minus the amount raised by a levy of one mill times the 
adjusted assessed valuation which is used to compute the trans
portation levy limitation for the levy collected in calendar year 
1975; 

(3) Plus, the amount of depreciation for one year on the school 
bus fleet computed by the department of education on a straight 
line basis at the rate of 12 ½ percent per year of the cost of the 
fleet. The net cost after salvage of all equipment added to or 
installed in a school bus specifically to meet special needs of 
handicapped individuals shall be added to the remaining unde
preciated value of that bus and depreciated over the remainder 
of the depreciation term for that bus. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.222, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [COMPUTATION.] For the 1976-1977 school year 
the state shall pay to each school district for all school transpor
tation and related services for which the district is authorized by 
law to receive state aid: 
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(1) The lesser product of either: 

( a) The actual net operating cost per eligible pupil transported 
during the 1977 fiscal year times the number of eligible pupils 
transported during the 1977 fiscal year; or 

(b) One hundred twenty-four percent of the actual net operat
ing cost per eligible pupil transported during the 1974 fiscal year, 
times the number of eligible pupils transported during the 1977 
fiscal year; 

(2) Minus the amount raised by a levy of one mill times the 
adjusted assessed valuation which is used to compute the trans
portation levy limitation for the levy collected in calendar year 
1976; 

(3) Plus, the amount of depreciation for one year on the 
school bus fleet computed by the department of education on a 
straight line basis at the rate of 12 ½ percent per year of the 
cost of the fleet. The net cost after salvage of all equipment 
added to or installed in a school bus specifically to meet special 
needs of handicapped individuals shall be added to the remaining 
undepreciated value of that bus and depreciated over the remainder 
of the depreciation term for that bus. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.222, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. (1) In addition to the amounts authorized in section 
35; of this act, if the actual net operating cost per eligible handi
capped pupil transported during the 1976 fiscal year exceeds 128 
percent of the actual net operating cost per eligible handicapped 
pupil transported during the 197 4 fiscal year, the state shall pay 
to the district 80 percent of the cost for this handicapped trans
portation in excess of this 128 percent. 

(2) In addition to the amounts authorized in section 36, of 
this act, actual net operating cost per eligible handicapped pupil 
transported during the 1977 fiscal year exceeds 134 percent of 
the actual net operating cost per eligible handicapped pupil 
transported during the 197 4 fiscal year, the state shall pay to 
the district 80 percent of the costs for this handicapped trans
portation in excess of this 134 percent. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.222, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT SCHEDULE.] Except as may be other
wise authorized by the commissioner to accommodate a flexible 
school year program, the state shall pay to each school district 
30 percent of its estimated school transportation aid entitlement 
for the ~ fiscal year on or before each of the followinl! dates: 
September 30, December 31, and March 31. The actual balance 
due the district shall be paid on or before August 31 of the 
following fiscal year. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.222, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 5. The commissioner shall study the need to adjust the 
base cost per eligible pupil transported in the 1974 fiscal year 
for purposes of payment of transportation aids in 1976 and 1977 
fiscal years. The study shall be limited to adjustments needed 
as a consequence of alterations of district boundaries, changes 
in the ownership of the bus fleet, the use of other transportation 
facilities which receive public subsidy, changes in the number of 
school class shifts, and exceptional changes in the transportation 
of handicapped pupils. He shall report no later than January 15, 
1976, to the committees on education of the senate and house 
of representatives his suggestions for these adjustments on a dis
trict by district basis and his calculation of the amount needed 
to fund these changes for the school years 1975-1976 and 1976-
1977. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.223, is amended 
to read: 

124.223 [TRANSPORTATION AID AUTHORIZATION.] For 
the 1974-1975 school year and thereafter, school transportation 
and related services for which state transportation aid is authorized 
are: 

(1) Transportation or board of resident pupils who reside one 
mile or more from the public schools which they could attend, or 
transportation to, from, or between the schools they attend pur
suant to a program approved by the commissioner of education, 
or who reside one mile or more from a private school actually 
attended, but only to the extent permitted by sections 123. 76 to 
123. 79 with respect to private school pupils; pPav41led that state 
hanspe~tion aid is ootaari2e<I in aR ftlllaURt ~ t& ei.eeed 
$700,000 annually fop the tm1181)0rlatl0R of 11ftY elementai'Y f)Hllil; 
if -the eemmissiane, determines that-the tPaRsper.atl9R is neeessary 
l>eeause ef edrae,dinary tMffio aaearos; 

(2) Transportation to and from or board and lodging in another 
district, of resident pupils of a district without a secondary school; 
the pupils may attend a classified secondary school in another 
district and shall receive board and lodging in or transportation 
to and from a district havin,r a classified secondary school at the 
expense of the district of the pupil's residence; 

!~' 'l'•an°.,n··•'lt·o.., fo· residents to and from a state board 
approved secondary vocational center; 

( 4) Transportation or board and lodging of a handicapped 
pupil when he cannot be transported on a regular school bus, 
and the conveying of handicapped pupils between home and school 
and within the school plant; 

-(-St TPllMpar.atlon ef ,esident haRE!ieapped persoRs wl¼& Mfill 
-the eligillility reEtUi•emeR~ &! seetlen ug,23 flt t& lieensed ~ 
time t1eti•At¥ eentllf'S attended 93' ;l,esc pem0Re; 

-(-St (5) When necessary, board and lodging for nonresident 
handicapped pupils in a district maintaining special classes; 
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(6) Transportation for resident pupils to and from an instruc
tional community-based employment station which is part of an 
approved occupational experience secondary vocational program; 

(7) Transportation from one educational facility to another 
within the district for resident pupils enrolled on a shared time 
basis in educational programs approved by the commissioner of 
education; * (8) Services described in clauses (1) to 4&t (7) when pro
vided in conjunction with a state board approved summer school 
program. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.25, is amended 
to read: 

124.25 [AID TO DISTRICTS EDUCATING PERSONS RES
IDENT ON NONTAXABLE LAND.] When elementary ot 
secondary pupils living on land owned by the university of Minne
sota as a research center or as a housing project located outside 
a city of the first class attend school in a district in which such 
research center or housing project is located, the state shall pay 
state aid to such district at the same rate per pupil unit in average 
daily membership exclusive of transportation as is paid by a 
district for the education of its residents in another district on 
a non-resident basis. 

The state aid referred to in this section shall be paid from the 
special state aid fund based upon an annual application submitted 
to the commissioner. ln fiscal year 1976, the state shaU pay to the 
district 66% percent of the amount which it would otherwise be 
entitled to receive pursuant to this section and in fiscal year 1977, 
33 ½ percent of such amount. This section shaU expire on June 30, 
1977. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.26, is amended to 
read: 

124.26 [EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS.] Subdi
vision 1. For evening schools and continuing education programs 
for adults established for persons over 16 years of age and not 
in attendance upon regular day schools, the state shall compensate 
any district maintaining such programs in accordance with re
quirements established by the state board from funds appropriated 
for that purpose, or such funds combined with federal funds inso
far as federal funds are available. Beginning July 1, 1975, the 
state shall not reimburse expenditures from the 197 4-75 school 
year programs, but shall pay aids for the 1975-76 school year pro
grams and for each year thereafter on a current funding basis. 
The portion of such compensation from state appropriation shall 
Bet elf-eeeEl :tm,ec !earths be 90 percent of the compensation paid 
each teacher for his services in such programs up to ~ 
$8,000 per year based on the costs in that current year . All 
classes shall be tuition free when taught by teachers subsidized 
under this section ; hat this and there shall Rat pPeelade e?.&PgiRg 
a retlSe11alile be no charpe for registration , fee ftlld ehal'J!:i11g fal' 
11eeessary materials and supplies , or G.E.D. tests . Evening 
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school and continuing education programs are defined as those 
public day or evening school programs which are established 
for persons over 16 years of age not in attendance at the full time 
elementary or secondary schools and which qualify such persons 
for the high school diploma, the high school equivalency certifi
cate or for academic achievement at the secondary level. 

Subd. 2. Each district providing evening school and continuing 
education programs shall establish and maintain accounts separate 
from all other district accounts for the receipt and disbursement of 
all funds related to these programs. All aid received pursuant to 
this section shall be utilized solely for the purposes of evening 
school and continuing education programs. In no case shall a dis
trict pursuant to this section receive more than the actual cost of 
providing these programs. 

Subd. 3. The state department of education shall reimburse each 
G.E.D. testing center the sum of $10 for each battery of G.E.D. 
tests or $2 for each individual test administered by that center. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.271] [COMMUNITY SCHOOL PROGRAMS AID.] Sub
division 1. In fiscal year 1976, the state shall pay an amount which 
is equal to the greater of $5,000 or 25 cents per capita to each 
school district which is operating a community school program in 
compliance with the rules and regulations established by the state 
board of education and which has levied in 1974 the maximum per
missible amount for community services pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 3, Clause (8), for use 
in the 1975-1976 school year. In fiscal year 1976, the state shall 
not reimburse school districts for past expenditures for salaries of 
community school directors and coordinators employed by the dis
tricts in the 1974-1975 school year. 

Subd. 2. In fiscal year 1977 and each year thereafter, the state 
shall pay 50 cents per capita to each school district which is oper
ating a community school program in compliance with the rules 
and regulations established by the state board and which has 
levied at least $1 per capita for community services pursuant to 
section 75, subdivision 8, of this act, for use in that year. 

Subd. 3. The population of the district for purposes of this sec
tion is the population determined as provided in section 275.14 or 
as certified by the department of education from the most recent 
federal census. 

Subd. 4. Each district providing community school programs 
pursuant to sections 121.85 to 121.88 shall establish and maintain 
accounts separate from all other district accounts for the receipt 
and disbursement of all funds related to these community school 
programs. All funds received pursuant to this section and to the 
levy authorized in section 75, subdivision 8, of this act shall be 
utilized solely for the purposes of community school programs. 

Subd. 5. All community school programs aid shall be distributed 
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by the state aids, statistics and research section of the state de
partment of education. Aid shall be distributed prior to November 
1, 1976 and each year thereafter. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.28, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Any district entitled to a tax refund under the pro
visions of this section shall apply to the commissioner of fmaaee 
education on or before July 1 of each year for such a refund and 
the commissioner of fiaaaee education shall immediately secure 
the necessary information on the valuation of the railroad prop
erty located in such a district from the department of public 
service subject to taxation under the gross earnings tax act, 
except rolling stock and the main tracks, and the local school tax 
rate in such a district, and compute the amount of the refund. 
For the purposes of this section the railroad valuation shall be 
taken as of December 31 of the year preceding the application, 
the taxable valuation as of the first Monday of January of the 
year of the application, the tax rates of the year of the application 
and the enrollments as of June 1 of the year of application. The 
commissioner of fiaaaee education shall forthwith draw a warrant 
on the state treasurer for such a refund to be paid from the 
appropriation otherwise made for that purpose. Provided, how
ever, that for refunds receivable during fiscal 1974 and thereafter, 
no school district qualifying for a refund under this section shall 
receive more money than would be produced by a tax rate of 
e3-1/.;- 160 mills applied to the railroad property assessed at 30 
percent of its full value as reported by the department of public 
service; nor shall any school district receive a larger refund the 
second fiscal year of the biennium than it receives the first fiscal 
year of the biennium by reason of the school district raising its 
mill rate for school purposes by more than M,%- five mills. Pro
vided further, that payments made pursuant to this section during 
fiscal 197 4 and 197 5 are hereby sanctioned and deemed to have 
been made in accordance with the intent of this section. 

If the appropriation made for the purposes of this section is 
insufficient to pay all the school districts eligible for refund under 
this section the appropriation shall be prorated among the school 
districts entitled thereto. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.30, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. For purposes of this section, each county auditor 
shall supply certify to the commissioner of fiaaaee pWs with 
eReeJaags the,con indieating the leeation ftftQ deeeri13tion ei 
education such data as he may require concerning the tax exempt 
lands situated within the districts of the county. Payment of aid 
without receipt of plats for fiscal year 1973 and subsequent years 
is hereby authorized. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.30, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 
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Subd. 4. ~ is hereby -aJ!y app,apriateEI ff8fA the gen
eP&! fQBa 8!~ ta ee ait':PieateEI ey the ~emmiesieae, &f 
fiaaaee rmeel' the terms &f this see~iaa, aaa m the eyeat that saia 
eam If the amount appropriated shall be insufficient to pay the 
full amount to which said districts shall be entitled, the com
missioner of fiRimee education shall apportion said sum pro rata 
to each entitled district. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.30, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. In fiscal year 1976, each district shall receive 66% 
percent of the amount which it would otherwise be entitled to 
receive pursuant to this section and in fiscal year 1977, 33½ per
cent of such amount. This section shall expire on June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

124.32 [HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.] Subdivision 1. The 
state shall pay to any district and unorganized territory; (a) for 
the employment in its educational program for handica_pped chil
dren, Gil 65 percent of the salary of essential personnel, but this 
amount shall not exceed $&;GOO $10,000 for the normal school 
year for each full time person employed, or a pro rata amount 
for a part time person or a person employed for a limited time, 
including but not limited to summer school; (b) for the em
ployment of an individual jointly with another district or dis
tricts or unorganized territory in its educational program for 
handicapped children, W 65 percent of the salary of essential 
personnel, but this amount shall not exceed $&;§00 $10,000 for 
the normal school year for each full time person employed, or a 
pro rata amount for a part time person or a person employed for 
a limited time including but not limited to summer school. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. The purpose of this subdivision is to change the meth
od of funding of educational programs for handicapped children 
from reimbursement based on past expenditures to a current fund
ing basis. Beginning July 1, 1976, the state shall not reimburse 
expenditures from the 1975-1976 school year programs, including 
1976 summer school programs, but shall pay aids for the 1976-1977 
school year programs and for each year thereafter on a current 
funding basis. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.32, Subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. When a handicapped child is placed in a residential 
facility approved by the commissioner and established primarily 
to serve handicapped children and when the child's educational 
program is approved by the commissioner, the state shall pay to 
the resident district not to exceed BG 65 percent of instructional 
costs charged to the resident district, less the foundation aid per 
pupil unit payable to the resident district. Not more than $3QQ,ggg 
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$400,000 shall be spent annually for purposes of implementing 
this subdivision. If that amount does not suffice, the aid shall be 
pro rated among all qualifying districts. 

The following types of facilities may be approved by the com
missioner: 

(a) A residential facility operated by a public school district and 
designed to serve the low incidence handicapped, the multiple 
handicapped, or the most severely handicapped children, either 
within or outside of the state, or, a state residential school outside 
of the state. 

(b) A private, nonsectarian residential facility designed to pro
vide educational services for handicapped children either within 
or outside of the state. 

(c) A state hospital or private nonsectarian residential center 
designed to provide care and treatment for handicapped children. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. "SiRlang Debt service fund" means the aggregate of 
all funds maintained by a district which are appropriated to pay
ment of principal of and interest on its debts as required by 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 4 7 5. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. "Debt service leyy" means the levy for all e!nking 
debt service fund purposes in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 475. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 7, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. "Maximum effort debt service leyy" means a levy in a 
total dollar amount computed as M 20 mills on the marl,et 
adjusted assessed value; except that the maximum effort debt 
service leyy of any school district having received a debt service 
or capital loan from the state before January 1, 1965, shall be 
computed as~ 4.10 mills on the market value in each year, 
unless the district applies or has applied for an additional loan 
subsequent to January 1, 1965, or issues or has issued bonds on 
the public market, other than bonds refunding state loans, subse
quent to January 1, 1967; and except that the maximum effort 
debt service leyy of any school district granted a debt service or 
capital loan between January 1, 1965, and July 1, 1969, shall be 
computed as 5 ½ mills on the market value in each year, until 
and unless the district receives an additional loan ; and e:icept 
that the ma:timum effort debt service levy of any school district 
granted a debt service or capital loan between July 1, 1969 and 
July 1, 1975 shall be computed as 6.3 mills on market value in 
each year until and unless the district has received an additional 
loan. 
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Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.38, Subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. "Adjusted assessed valuation" means, as of any date, 
the valuation of all taxable property most recently determined by 
the equalization aid review committee in accordance with the pro
visions of 124.212. "Market value" means the value of all taxable 
property in the district on which its net debt limit is based as pro
vided in section 475.53, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.42, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

124.42 [DEBT SERVICE LOANS.] Subdivision 1. Any school 
district in which the required levy for debt service in any year 
will exceed its maximum effort debt service levy by ten percent or 
by $5,000, whichever is less, is qualified for a debt service loan 
hereunder in an amount not exceeding the amount applied for, 
and not exceeding one percent of the 8\IHl el the net debt of the 
district and the aggregate amauRt ~ ell state le&R9 .te the eisbiet 
eutet&REliRg 8R the ffilte graRteil , and not exceeding the difference 
between the required and the maximum effort debt service levy 
in such year. Applications shall be filed with the committee in 
each calendar year up to and including September 15. The com
mittee shall determine whether the applicant is entitled to such 
loan and the amount thereof, and on or before October 1 shall 
certify to each applicant district the amount granted and its due 
date. A copy of each such certificate shall be filed with the com
missioner. Upon receipt by the commissioner of a copy of the 
committee's certificate that the loan is granted, the commis
sioner shall notify the county auditor or county auditors in which 
the district is located that the amount so certified is available and 
appropriated for payment of principal and interest on its out
standing bonds and such auditors shall reduce by that amount the 
taxes otherwise leviable as the district's debt service levy on the 
tax rolls for such year , whieh ta,,es shall eevel'taelese 00 iR81'e&Seil 
tty the IIRMl\lBt Reeessaey .te ~ illtei,est 9R ~ and 8f1¥ etRei' 
•te lea-, as ReraR f'F<)Yi:!eil . Each debt service loan shall he fM 
e teaR el 3Q ~ prepayahle at fl&I' at 8f1¥ ffR1e; &Re shall bear 
interest from its date at a rate determined by the commissioner 
of finance , Bet Iese annually, at the multiple of one-tenth of one 
percent per annum next higher than the average annual rate pay
able on Minnesota state school loan bonds meet ,eeeRtly issue4 
pl'iep .te the ElishuroemeRt el the le&R t& tlte ElistPiet from time to 
time outstandinp, but in no event less than 3½ percent per annum 
on the principal amount from time to time remaining unpaid, 
payable on December 15 of the year next following that in which 
the loan is received and annually thereafter. 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.42, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Each debt service loan shall be evidenced by a note 
which shall be executed in behalf of the district by the signatures 
of its chairman or vice chairman and the school district clerk, 
shall be dated November 1 of the year in which executed, and 
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shall state its principal amount, aae Eiate, interest rate, and that 
it is payable at the commissioner's office. It shall have printed 
thereon, or the commissioner shall attach thereto, a grill for entry 
of the date and amount of each payment and allocations of each 
payment to accrued interest or principal, and a certificate to be 
executed by the county auditor of each county in which any 
portion of the school district is situated, prior to the delivery of the 
note, stating that such county auditor has entered the debt service 
loan evidenced thereby in his bond register. Such notes shall be 
delivered to the committee not later than November 15 of the 
year in which executed. The secretary shall cause a record to be 
made and preserved showing the.obligor district and the date; and 
principal amount; anEi Ellie eats of each note, and shall then deliver 
it to the commissioner who shall make suitable record thereof. 

Sec. 57. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.42, Subdivison 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Each district receiving a debt service loan shall levy 
ill .that yeM for debt service its 1'8fluifea aeet sel'Yiee 1eyy ae 
,eEl-aeeEi hy the &1Bell&t el the 1- in that year and each year 
thereafter iB whieB U SRall net lKwe ,eeei-,eEI a deht sel'Yiee lean , 
until all its debts to the fund are paid, the Elistriet ls l¼e,el,y 
obligated te ~ fel' Eieht sel'Yiee (a) the amount of its maximum 
effort debt service levy, or (b) the amount of its required debt 
service levy less the amount of any debt service loan in that year , 
whichever is greater. Whenever the maximum effort debt service 
levy is greater the district shall remit to the commissioner, within 
ten days after its receipt of the last regular tax distribution in the 
year in which it is collected, that portion of the maximum effort 
debt service tax collections, including penalties and interest, which 
e!!eeeEleEI exceeds the prineipal anEi inte,est payable en its bonEled 
~ iB the periea fel' whieft the ~ was maEie required debt 
service levy. JR aaEii~ien to the !e,egeing, the Elistfiet sl¼all ~ 
in e&eA ~ eaHUlleneing iB ~~a EleJ:lt eeMee lean is gNBte• 
and eontinumg until the entire 1- is f)aiEi; a 8IHB ellffieient te 
p10El11ee lull payment of ~e inte,eet payable in the ens11ing yeM 
en its deht sel'Yiee nete; anEi the pl'OeeeEls of S11eA ~ si>all iB eaell 
Y8lll' be ,emitteEI te the eonunlseioner feio payment of 8118h inte,est. 
On or before November 1 in each year the commissioner shall 
notify the county auditor of each county containing taxable 
property situated within the school district of the amount of the 
maximum effort debt service levy of the district for that year, 
anEi the aE!Elitienal ameant neeessal.'3· t& be leYieEI te pl'OEl11ee a S111R 

fiYe peroent in e!fee!l8 el the tetal amellftt of intef8st ts heeome 
aae ill the ensuing ~ en all deht serwee Rew and eapital leans 
el the Eiistriet; and said county auditor or auditors shall extend 
upon the tax rolls an ad valorem tax upon all taxable property 
within the district in the aggregate amount so certified. II any 
mtereet is Rei paie WAeB EHie; 4ihe eeBHBiesioner Sftftll aEl4 tee 
amount tae,eof te the ame11nt of interest so eeftifieEI in the fellEl'K· 
ing 3'8&l'; wiih ene yeff's inte,est en 8118h am011nt at the l'&te heme 
hythelean, 

Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.43, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 
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124.43 [CAPITAL LOANS.] Subdivision 1. To the extent 
moneys are from time to time available hereunder, the committee 
is authorized , after review and recommendation by the state 
board of education, to effect capital loans to school districts. 
Proceeds of such loans shall be used only for sites for school hauses 
buildings and for acquiring, bettering, furnishing, or equipping 
school hauses buildings under contracts to be entered into within 
12 months from and after the date on which each loan is granted. 
Applications with the accompanying data specified in subdivision 
2 shall be filed between October 1 of any year and June 1 next 
following. No application shall be approved unless the state board 
of education certifies that the loan is needed to replace facilities 
dangerous to the health and safety of pupils, or to provide for 
pupils for whom no adequate facilities exist; that such facilities 
could not be made available by consolidating the district with an 
adjacent district without substantially lowering the fiscal capacity 
of that district or so increasing its area that it would no longer 
be viable; and that existing institutions or facilities within the 
area could not be acquired or leased to provide the needed facilities 
safely and at a lower cost. The state board shall make recommenda
tions to the committee. No loan shall be approved for any district 
exceeding an amount computed as follows: 

(1) The amount voted by the district under subdivision 2; 

(2) Plus the aggregate principal amount of general obligation 
bonds of the district outstanding on the date of approval, not 
exceeding the limitation on net debt of the district in section 
475.53, subdivision 4; 

( 3) Less the maximum net debt permissible for the district 
on the date of approval, under the limitation in section 475.53, 
subdivision 4; and 

(4) Less any amount by which the amount voted exceeds the 
total cost of the facilities for which the loan is granted, as 
estimated in accordance with subdivision 4, provided that the 
loan may be approved in an amount computed as provided in 
clauses (1) to (3), subject to subsequent reduction in accordance 
with this clause (4). 

Sec. 59. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.43, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The school board of any district desiring a loan shall 
adopt a resolution stating the amount proposed to be borrowed, 
the purpose for which the debt is to be incurred, and an estimate 
of the dates when the facilities for which the loan is requested will 
be contracted for and completed. The question of authorizing the 
borrowing shall then be submitted to the voters of the district at a 
regular or special election. The question submitted shall state the 
entire amount to be borrowed and that application will be made 
for a loan from the maximum effort school loan fund of such 
amount as may be available and allowable to the district and the 
remainder will be borrowed on bonds sold at a public sale within 
the limitations prescribed by law. A majority of those voting on 
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the question shall be sufficient to authorize the district to effect 
the state loan and also to issue the bonds on public sale in accor
dance with chapter 475. Applications for loans shall be accompanied 
by (a) a copy of such resolution, (b) a certificate by the clerk 
showing the vote at the election, (c) a certificate by the clerk and 
treasurer showing the then outstanding indebtedness of the dis
trict, and ( d) a certificate by the county auditor of each county 
in which a portion of the district lies showing the information in 
his official records which is required to be used in computing the 
debt limit of the district under section 475.53, subdivision 4. The 
clerk's and treasurer's certificate shall show, as to each outstand
ing bond issue, the amount originally issued, the purpose for which 
issued, the date of issue, the amount remaining unpaid as of the 
date of the resolution, and the interest rates and due dates and 
amounts of principal thereon. Applications shall be in such form 
and accompanied by such additional data as the committee and 
state board of education shall prescribe, which may include a state
ment from the state department of education as to the district's 
need of the proposed schoolhouses in comparison with needs of 
other districts. When an application is received, the committee 
shall obtain from the commissioner of revenue, and from the public 
service commission when required, the information in their official 
records which is required to be used in computing the debt limit of 
the district under section 4 7 5.53, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 60. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.43, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The committee shall examine and consider all applica
tions for capital loans which have been recommended by the state 
board of education , and if any applicant district is found not qual
ified it shall be promptly notified thereof. On January 1 and July 
1 of each year, the committee shall make its determination on all 
pending applications which have been on file with it more than one 
month. If an applicant is qualified in the opinion of the committee 
and the aggregate of the amounts applied for does not exceed the 
amount available or which can be made available in the capital 
loan account, all loans so applied for shall be granted, subject to 
acceptance by the respective districts as specified below. If the ag
gregate exceeds the amount which is or can be made available, the 
committee shall allot the available amount among the qualified 
applicant districts, or any of them, according to the committee's 
judgment and discretion based upon their respective needs. The 
committee shall promptly certify to each qualified applicant dis
trict the amount, if any, of the capital loan granted to it, subject 
to adjustment under subdivision 1, clause ( 4). 

Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.43, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. Each capital loan shall be fe,, a teim af 3G ~ mHl 
evidenced by a contract between the school district and the state 
acting through the committee. It shall obligate the state to pay to 
the district, out of the maximum effort school. loan fund, an 
amount computed as provided in subdivision 1, upon receipt by 
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the committee of a certified resolution of the school board reciting 
that contracts for construction of the facilities for which the loan 
is granted have been awarded and that bonds of the district have 
been issued and sold in the amount necessary to pay all costs 
thereof in excess of the amount of the loan, and estimating such 
costs. It shall obligate the district 0B its full faith aad ered4t 
to repay the eBtire JlriH<lipal ef the state loan out of the excesses 
of its maximum effort debt service levy over its required debt 
service levy, aad ftti30 ta JlllY including interest at a rate deter
mined annually by the commissioner of finance, Bet less at the 
multiple of one-tenth of one percent per annum next higher than 
the average annual rate payable on Minnesota state school Joan 
bonds meet reeoo;ly iesaed jm6l' ta the aishu,semeat of the laan 
ta the aistriet, but in no event less than 3 ½ percent per annum 
on the principal amount from time to time unpaid. The district 
shall each year, as long as it is indebted to the state, levy for debt 
service (a) the amount of its maximum effort debt service levy 
or (b) the amount of its required debt service levy, whichever is 
greater, except as such required debt service levy may be reduced 
by a loan under section 124.42. Whenever the maximum effort 
debt service levy is greater, the district shall remit to the com
missioner within ten days after its receipt of the last regular tax 
distribution in each year, that portion of the debt service tax 
collections, including penalties and interest, which exceeded the 
required debt service levy. The commissioner shall supervise the 
collection of outstanding accounts due the fund and may, by 
notice to the proper county auditor require the maximum levy to 
be made as required hereunder. Interest on capital Joans shall be 
paid on December 15 of the year next following that in which the 
loan is granted and annually thereafter. lH addition ta the levies 
ethen•nse •e<tui,cd l,y this sua,li.v;-sieH; the aistriet shall leYy ia 
eeeh yea¼', eommeneing in ~ yea,, a ""f'ital laaa is g,anted and 
sentiauing until the entire !Gan is JllHG; a SIHH suffieient ta Jlf8-
8\lee full JlllYmea; ef the iate,est f)aYllhle ia the easuing yea,, 0ll 

its eaf)ital laaa eontmet, and the JlfOeeeds ef sueh leYy shall ia 
eaeh yea,, he ,emitted ta the eommisaionBf oo,, Jlayment ef sueh 
iate,est. On or before November 1 in each year the commissioner 
shall notify the county auditor of each county containing taxable 
property situated within the school district of the amount of the 
maximum effort debt service levy of the district for that year, 
aad the additional amount necessa,y ta he levied ta l'•oduee a 
SIHH five fleF8ell; ia e,,eesa ef the tetal amouat ef iaterest ta be
oome aue ia the easuiag y<llll' 0B all eaJlital aad deht eewiee loans 
ef the distriet; and said county auditor or auditors shall extend 
upon the tax rolls an ad valorem tax upon all taxable property 
within the district in the aggregate amount so certified. If any 
iaterest is Bet flllid when due, the eommissione, shall ruM the 
amount the,eof ta the amouat ef inte,est se ee,tified in the fellow 
iBg yell¼'; with 0lle yeaff iaterest 0B sueh amoant at the .ate 
heme l,y the lean. In the event that any capital loan is not paid 
within 30 years after it is granted from maximum effort debt 
service levies in excess of required debt service levies, the liability 
of the school district thereon shall be satisfied and discharged and 
interest thereon shall cease. After a district's capital loan has been 
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outstanding for 20 years, the district shall not issue bonds on the 
public market except for the purpose of refunding such a loan. 

Sec. 62. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 124.45, is amended 
to read: 

124.45 [APPLICATIONS OF PAYMENT.] The commissioner 
shall apply payments received from collections of maximum effort 
debt service levies in excess of required debt service levies of a 
district on its debt service notes and capital loan contracts as 
follows: First, to payment of interest accrued on its notes, if any; 
second, to interest on its contracts, if any; third, toward principal 
en of its notes, if any; and last, toward payment ef principal of its 
contracts, if any. While more than one note or more than one con
tract is held, priority of applieatioR payment of interest shall be 
given to the one of earliest date ef the iRsktimeRt , and after in
terest accrued on all notes is paid, similar priority shall be given 
in the -application of any remaining amount to the payment of 
principal. In any year when the receipts from a district are not 
sufficient to pay the interest accrued on any of its notes or con
tracts, the deficiency shall be added to the principal, and the 
commissioner shall notify the district and each county auditor 
concerned of the new amount of principal of the note or contract . 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[124.561] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL-TECHNI
CAL EDUCATION FUNDING.] Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE.] 
The purpose of sections 63 to 67 of this act is to change the 
funding of post-secondary vocational-technical education from re
imbursement of past expenditures to a current funding process. 

Subd. 2. [CURRENT AID.] Beginning July 1, 1975, the state 
board for vocational education shall not enter into agreements to 
pay reimbursements but shall be obligated for reimbursement pay
ments incurred in fiscal year 1975. Beginning July 1, 1976, all 
post-secondary vocational foundation aid and post-secondary voca
tional categorical, capital expenditure and debt service aid shall 
be paid for the current fiscal year in accordance with sections 
63 to 67 of this act. 

Subd. 3. [BUDGETS.] Before January 1, 1976, and before 
January 1 of each year thereafter post-secondary vocational
technical school budgets for the following fiscal year shall be sub
mitted to the state board for vocational education. The state board 
for vocational education shall approve the budgets for each dis
trict at a consolidated public hearing held pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 15, which shall be held prior to June 1 of each 
year and which shall continue until all interested persons, rep
resentatives, and organizations have had an opportunity to be 
heard. The total amount of reimbursement payments approved 
for fiscal year 1975 payable in fiscal year 1976 shall not exceed 
by more than 14 percent the amount appropriated for post
secondary vocational-technical education for payment in fiscal 
year 1975. No district shall increase its operating deficit during 
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fiscal year 1976 unless authorized to do so by the state board 
for vocational education. The state board for vocational education 
shall before September 1, 1975 promulgate rules and regulations 
which establish the approval criteria for budgets, including re
sponsiveness to current and projected manpower needs of popula
tion groups to be served in the various geographic areas and com
munities of the state, particularly disadvantaged and handicapped 
persons; adequacy of evaluation of programs; and other criteria 
set forth in the state plan for vocational education. The commis
sioner, in cooperation with the department of finance, shall estab
lish program budget standards by which area vocational-technical 
institutes shall submit financial requests. 

Subd. 4. [LOCAL DEFICITS.] The commissioner with the 
approval of the state board for vocational education shall establish 
a uniform auditing procedure for post-secondary vocational-techni
cal education. This procedure shall be used to determine the local 
operating deficit or surplus in each district as of July 1, 1975 and 
as of July 1 for each year thereafter. This deficit or surplus 
shall be certified to the commissioner before September 1, 1975 
and September 1 of each year thereafter. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[124.562] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL FOUNDA
TION AID.] Subdivision 1. For the 1976-77 school year a 
district shall receive post-secondary vocational foundation aid in 
the amount of $2,000 times the number of post-secondary voca
tional-technical pupils in average daily membership, as defined 
in subdivision 2, less the sum of (1) any amounts received as 
tuition and fees for post-secondary vocational-technical pupils, 
(2) the amount raised by the minimum levy required in 1975 by 
section 76 of this act, and (3) any amounts received for post
secondary vocational programs as federal vocational categorical aid 
and as special grants from state allocations of federal vocational 
funds, unless these grants are used to fund additional services 
beyond the normal program. 

Subd. 2. Membership for pupils in post-secondary vocational
technical schools shall mean the number of pupils on the current 
roll of the school, counted from the date of entry until withdrawal. 
The date of withdrawal shall mean the day the pupil permanently 
leaves the school or the date it is officially known that he has 
left or has been legally excused; provided that any pupil, regard
less of age, who has been absent from school without a legally 
justifiable excuse for 15 consecutive school days shall be dropped 
from the roll and classified as withdrawn. No pupil who is counted 
in average daily membership pursuant to this section shall be 
counted in average daily membership in any district pursuant 
to section 124.17, subdivision 2. Average daily membership shall 
equal the sum for all pupils of the number of days of the school 
year each pupil is enrolled in a post-secondary vocational-technical 
school in a district divided by 175. Average daily membership 
/or pupils who are enrolled on a part time basis, but not including 
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adult vocational pupils, shall equal ( a) the sum for all pupils 
of the number of days of the school year each pupil is enrolled 
in a post-secondary vocational-technical school in the district 
times the number of hours per day each student is enrolled divided 
by the number of hours the school is in session per day (b) 
divided by 175. For a post-secondary vocational-technical school, 
the normal school year shall be at least the number of session 
days required by Minnesota Statutes, Section 124.19, Subdivision 
1. In all post-secondary vocational-technical schools, the minimum 
length of the school day for each pupil, exclusive of the noon 
intermission, shall be six hours. Exceptions may be made by the 
local school administration for approved programs to meet in
dividual student needs. 

Subd. 3. All funds, whether state, federal, or from other sources, 
which may be made available to the department of education for 
carrying out the purposes of post-secondary vocational-technical 
education shall be apportioned by the state board for vocational 
education to the various school districts in accordance with law 
and shall be distributed by the state aids, statistics and research 
section of the state department of education. All post-secondary 
vocational foundation and categorical aids shall be paid to the 
school district where the pupil is in attendance. 

Subd. 4. Each district providing post-secondary vocational
technical education programs shall establish and maintain ac
counts separate from all other district accounts for the receipt 
and disbursement of all funds related to these post-secondary 
vocational-technical education programs. All post-secondary voca
tional foundation and categorical aids and all funds received pur
suant to the levy authorized by section 76 of this act, shall be 
utilized solely for the purposes of post-secondary vocational-techni
cal education programs. 

Subd. 5. None of the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
16, shall apply to appropriations enacted to carry out the provi
sions of this section. 

Subd. 6. This section shall be effective July 1, 1976. 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adcling a section to read: 

[124.563) [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL AND CAPI
TAL EXPENDITURE CATEGORICAL AID.] Subdivision 1. 
"Post-secondary vocational categorical aid" means all state and 
federal funds, exclusive of post-secondary vocational foundation, 
capital expenditure and debt service aid, apportioned by the state 
board for vocational education to local school districts for the 
purpose of assisting in the conduct of post-secondary vocational
technical training. No district shall qualify for post-secondary 
vocational categorical aid unless it has certified the minimum levy 
required by section 76 of this act. This aid shall be given to dis
tricts conducting high cost programs which require funds in addi
tion to the post-secondary vocational foundation aid provided. 
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Subd. 2. "Post-secondary vocational capital expenditure aid" 
means state and federal funds exclusive of post-secondary voca
tional foundation, categorical and debt service aid, apportioned by 
the state board for vocational education to local school districts 
for the purpose of improving or repairing school sites or equipping, 
re-equipping, repairing or improving buildings and permanent 
attached fixtures, as necessary for the conduct of post-secondary 
vocational-technical training. No district shall qualify for post
secondary vocational capital expenditure aid unless it has certified 
the minimum levy required by section 76 of this act. Post-secon
dary vocational capital expenditure aid shall be utilized solely for 
the purposes enumerated in this subdivision. 

Subd. 3. Post-secondary vocational categorical and capital expendi
ture aid shall be apportioned by the state board for vocational edu
cation at the consolidated public hearing held pursuant to section 63, 
subdivision 3, of this act. All post-secondary vocational categorical 
and capital expenditure aid approved at this public hearing shall be 
distributed to the districts on or before August I, December I, March 
I, and June I of each year. Additional post-secondary vocational 
categorical and capital expenditure aid may be distributed on or 
before March 1 and lune 1 if it is apportioned at a consolidated pub
lic hearing held in February pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
15. On the date of each post-secondary vocational categorical and 
capital expenditure aid payment, the state board shall report to the 
appropriate committees of the legislature on the distribution of post
secondary vocational categorical and capital expenditure aid. The 
report shall include (a) the recipient of the aid; (b) the amounts 
distributed, and (c) the reasons for these distributions. 

Subd. 4. This section shall be effective July 1, 1976. 

Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

(124.564] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL DEBT SER
VICE AID.] The state board for vocational education shall pay to 
qualifying districts post-secondary vocational debt service aid equal 
to the state portion of debt service costs. The state portion of debt 
service costs shall equal the amount necessary to make payments for 
bonds issued to finance post-secondary vocational facilities and for 
interest thereon multiplied by the average of the district's nonresident 
reimbursement percentage pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 121.21, subdivision 5, in fiscal years 1973, 1974 and 1975. The 
local portion of debt service costs shall equal the amount necessary to 
make these payments, less the state portion of debt service costs. No 
district shall qualify for this post-secondary vocational debt service 
aid unless it has certified a levy equal in amount to the local portion 
of debt service costs, pursuant to section 75, subdivision 4, of this 
act. Post-secondary vocational debt service aid shall be utilized solely 
for payments for bonds issued to finance post-secondary vocational 
facilities and for interest thereon, and these bond and interest pay
ments shall be made solely with proceeds from this aid and the local 
debt service levy, In addition, the state board for vocational education 
shall pay to districts which expended cash balances to finance the 
construction of new post-secondary vocational facilities and which 
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the state board prior to May 15, 1975 agreed to repay for these ex
penditures the amount of the repayment specified in the agreement. 
Funds received in repayment shall revert to the fund of origin in the 
district. This section shall be effective July l, 1976. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 124, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[124.565] [POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
TUITION.] Subdivision 1. Any Minnesota resident who is under 21 
years of age may attend a post-secondary vocational-technical school 
without tuition, provided that the individual meets the entrance re
quirements for the training course in which enrollment is sought an4 
the school has the room and the facility to receive him. 

Subd. 2. Any person who has attained his 21st birthday and who 
would, but for that fact, qualify under subdivision 1 to attend a post
secondary vocational-technical school without tuition, may attend the 
school without tuition subject to the other provisions of this subdivi
sion, if he entered active military service in any branch of the armed 
forces of the United States before his 21st birthday, and who has 
then been separated or discharged from active military service under 
conditions other than dishonorable, and if he applies for admission 
to the school before his 29th birthday. Time after separation or dis
charge from military service spent as an in-patient in a hospital or 
similar institution for treatment of an illness or disability or in re
covery from an illness or disability that prevents gainful occupation 
or study shall be added to the time allowed for application. 

Subd. 3. Tuition at a post-secondary vocational-technical school 
for a Minnesota resident pupil who does not come within the exemp
tions provided In subdivisions 1 and 2, shall be two dollars per day 
for each school day the pupil is enrolled. 

Subd. 4. Unless covered by a higher education reciprocity agree
ment relating lo nonresident tuition, entered into by the MinnesotlJ 
higher education coordinating commission and approved by the state 
board for vocational education, tuition at a post-secondary vocational
technical school for a pupil who is not a resident of Minnesota shall 
be five dollars per day for each school day the pupil is enrolled. 

Subd. 5. The state board for vocational education may pay a school 
district or post-secondary vocational-technical school in another state 
for tuition charges for Minnesota pupils who meet the qualificatioM 
of subdivisions 1 and 2 and who are enrolled in post-secondary voca
tional-technical schools in that state. This payment may not exceed the 
amount specified for post-secondary vocational foundation aid in sec
tion 64 of this act. This subdivision shall expire lune 30, 1976. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.57, is amended to 
read: 

124.57 [AID FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.] Whenever any 
district shall have established a vocational school, department, or 
classes in accordance with the rules and regulations established by 
the state board adopted by that board, and the plan for vocational 
education, and approved by the United States office of education or 
other federal agency to which its functions are assigned, the state 
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board shall reimburse such district or state tax supported institution 
for its expenditures for salaries and necessary travel of vocational 
teachers or other reimbursable expenditures from federal funds and 
may supplement such federal funds with such state aid as it may 
deem desirable under such rules as it may adopt, provided, however, 
that in the event of such funds not being sufficient to make such 
reimbursement in full, the state board shall prorate the respective 
amounts available to the various districts entitled to receive reim
bursement. All instruction may be given at the place of the abode of 
the pupils, and adults may be given instruction in adjoining or nearby 
districts. 

In like manner the state board shall have power to reimburse other 
governmental agencies for expenditures for salaries and necessary 
travel expenses of vocational teachers from federal funds, according 
to rules and regulations adopted by the state board. 

When local districts desire but cannot provide vocational instruction 
for the related training required by apprentices and other learners in 
the trade, industrial, and distributive fields, the state board is em• 
powered upon request of such local district or districts to employ 
itinerant vocational teachers to provide this service and pay the salary 
and necessary travel expense from authorized federal and state voca
tional aid funds under such rules as it may adopt. An itinerant voca
tional teacher in this section is defined as a vocational teacher em
ployed to give part-time or periodic vocational instruction in one or 
more districts. 

This section shall apply only to secondary and adult vocational 
education programs. Sections 63 to 67 of this act shall not apply 
to secondary and adult vocational education programs. This section 
of this act shall be effective July 1, 1976. 

Sec. 69. [124.611) [ELIGIBLE TEACHER PROGRAM.) Subdi
vision 1. Any teacher who has been or will be placed on unrequested 
leave of absence pursuant to section 125.12, subdivision 6a or 6b. 
as a result of a discontinued position, lack of pupils or financial limi
tations, may apply by May l, 1976, to the state board of education 
to be classified as an eligible teacher. The stale board shall approve 
applications of teachers on unrequested leave of absence from dis
tricts which, according to criteria established by the state board, are 
experiencing cost limitations because of severely declining enrollments. 
By June I, 1976, the state board shall issue a list of approved eligible 
teachers. 

Subd. 2. Any district which has not placed or will not place any 
teachers on unrequested leave of absence pursuant to section 125.12, 
subdivision 6a or 6b, may petition the state board of education by 
July 1, 1976 to be eligible to receive aid for hiring an eligible teacher.. 

The state board of education shall approve or disapprove each peti
tion by August 1, 1976, giving priority to districts which have a high 
proportion of inexperienced teachers, increasing enrollments and cost 
limitations which prevent the employment of experienced teachers. 
Eligible teacher aid shall be paid in the 1976-77 school year to the 
hiring school district in an amount equal to 80% of the differen<:€ 
between the B.A. minimum salary in the hiring district and the salary 
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which the teacher would receive in that year in the hiring district 
based upon his training, credits and experience. In the 1977-78 school 
year the hiring district shall receive eligible teacher aid equal to 60% of 
the amount calculated in the first year; in the 1978-79 school year 
the hiring district shall receive eligible teacher aid equal to 40% of 
the amount calculated for the first year, and in the 1979-80 school 
year and thereafter such aids shall terminate. 

Subd. 3. The state board shall approve petitions and pay aid 
pursuant to this section only to the extent that funds are avail
able. The amount appropriated for this purpose shall not be pro
rated. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 125.12, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [TERMINATION OF CONTRACT AFTER PRO
BATIONARY PERIOD.] A teacher who has completed his pro
bationary period in any school district, and who has not been 
discharged or advised of a refusal to renew his contract pursuant to 
subdivision 3, shall have a continuing contract with such district. 
Thereafter, the teacher's contract shall remain in full force and 
effect, except as modified by mutual consent of the board and the 
teacher, until terminated by a majority roll call vote of the full mem
bership of the board, upon one of the grounds specified in subdi
visions 6 or 6a or 6b, or until the teacher is discharged pursuant 
to subdivision 8, or by the written resignation of the teacher 
submitted prior to April 1; provided, however, that if an agree
ment as to the terms and conditions of employment for the suc
ceeding school year has not been adopted pursuant to the pro
visions of sections 179.61 to 179. 77 prior to March 1, the teacher's 
right of resignation shall be extended to the 30th calendar day 
following the adoption of said contract in compliance with section 
179. 70, subdivision 2. Such written resignation by the teacher 
shall be effective as of June 30 if submitted prior to that date 
-, U sllilmitted the-iteP, shall re effee~we August ~ and the 
teachers' right of resignation for the school year then beginning 
shall cease on Allgyst July 15. Before a teacher's contract is 
terminated by the board, the board shall notify the teacher in 
writing and state its ground for the proposed termination in rea
sonable detail together with a statement that the teacher may 
make a written request for a hearing before the board within 14 
days after receipt of such notification. Within 14 days after 
receipt of this notification the teacher may make a written request 
for a hearing before the board and it shall be granted before final 
action is taken. If no hearing is requested within such period, it 
shall be deemed acauiescence by the teacher to the board's action. 
Such termination shall take effect at the close of the school year 
in which the contract is terminated in the manner aforesaid. Such 
contract may be terminated at any time by mutual consent of the 
board and the teacher and this section shall not affect the powers 
of a board to suspend, discharge, or demote a teacher under and 
pursuant to other provisions of law. 

Sec. 71. [126.151] [VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS.] Any pupil enrolled in a vocational-technical 
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education program approved by the state board of education may 
belong to a vocational student organization which is operated as 
an integral part of the program. The commissioner of education 
may provide assistance and leadership to these organizations. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 128.04, is amended to 
read: 

128.04 [DUTIES OF BOARD.] It shall be the duty of the 
board to furnish school facilities to every child of school age resid
ing in any part of the county district, either by building school 
houses, leasing schoolrooms, transporting the children to the near
est school, boarding the children within convenient distance of 
school at the expense of the board, or otherwise, and to provide 
necessary supplies and text and library books. 

The annual meeting as held in ~ 81' mepe toWRships inde
pendent districts need not be held, but the clerk of the board 
shall publish once in a legal newspaper published in the county 
the annual report required by law to be made by the district 
treasurer. 

When not otherwise provided in sections 128.01 to 128.06, the 
school board of any such county district shall have and exercise 
all of the powers and be subject to the same laws and regulations 
as boards of ~ 81' mere toWRships independent districts, and all 
laws applicable to ~ 81' IR8l'8 toWRships independent districts ; 
8R4 all lawo ftfll!'tie&ille te state aiEl f8I' elfU&lii!ing edaeational 
opportanities m anorganeed temtoey shall apply te the eoanty 
di&tfiet inelading l.awo-W:H, Chaptep ~-

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.138, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Each school district shall receive reimbursement in 
1974 and subsequent years in an amount equal to the product of 
its 1972 assessed value of real property exempted from taxation by 
section 272.02, subdivision 1 times the sum of its mill rates for 
the following levies: 

(1) A levy for capital outlay, pursuant to section 124.04; 

( 2) A levy to pay the principal and interest on bonded indebted
ness, including the levy to pay the principal and interest on bonds 
issued pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, 
Subdivision 3 ~ (7) ( c) ; 

(3) A levy to pay the principal and interest on debt service 
loans, pursuant to section 124.42; 

(4) A levy to pay the principal and interest on capital loans, 
pursuant to section 124.43; 

( 5) A levy to pay amounts required in support of a teacher re
tirement fund, pursuant t!> section 422.13; 

(6) A levy for additional maintenance cost in excess of 30 mills 
times the adjusted assessed valuation of the school district, pur
suant to seetion 2'16,126, ~ 3 f4t section 75, subdivision 
6, of this act . 
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For the purpose of this subdivision, a school district mill rate 
for any of the forementioned levies which was not applied to the 
total taxable value of such school district shall be added to the 
forementioned sum of mill rates as if it had been applied to the 
entire taxable value of the school district. 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. (1) In 19!13 1975 , a school district may levy for all 
general and special school purposes, an amount equal to the 
amount raised by the~ 1974 adjusted assessed valuation of the 
district times the number of mills, not to exceed 3Q 29 , that bears 
the same relation to 3Q 29 , as the greater sum computed pursuant 
to section llH.lU2, saW~ 'l-& 29, clause (2), of this act, bears 
to$800$960. 

(2) In W't4 1976 , a school district may levy for all general and 
special school purposes, an amount equal to the amount raised 
by the 19!73 1975 adjusted assessed valuation of the district times 
the number of mills, not to exceed 3Q 29 , that bears the same rela
tion to 3Q 29 , as the sum of the greater sum computed pursuant 
to section 124,312, SIHIEW.•isieR 7fl 29 , clause (2), of this act, and 
the greater of (a) eRe half five-sixths of the difference that results 
when such greater sum is subtracted from $SU $1015, or (b) $60 
$55, bearsto$SU$1015. 

(3) For any district levying less than the maximum levy allow
able in clauses (1) and (2), beginning with the levy certified in 
1976, payable in 1977, the foundation aid to the district for the 
1977-78 and subsequent school years, calculated pursuant to sec
tion 124.212, shall be reduced by the amount of the difference be
tween the actual levy and the maximum levy allowable under 
clauses (1) and (2). In the application of this clause, the maxi
mum levy allowable under clauses (1) and (2) shall be reduced by 
any reduction of this levy which is required by section 75, subdivi
sion 9 of this act or any other law. 

~ (4) The levy authorized by clauses (1) or (2) may be 
increased in any amount which is approved by the voters of the 
district at a referendum called for the purpose. Such a referendum 
may be called by the school board or shall be called by the school 
board upon written petition of qualified voters of the district. The 
referendum shall be held on a date set by the school board. Only 
one such election may be held in a single school year. The.question 
on the ballot shall be whether a specific millage which will yield a 
specific amount based on the most recent assessed valuation may 
be added to that authorized by clauses (1) or (2). If approved, 
the amount provided by the millage applied to each year's 
assessed valuation shall be authorized for certification until re
voked by the voters of the district at a subsequent referendum, 
which may be called by the school board and which shall be called 
by the school board upon the written petition of qualified voters 
of the district unless the petition for revocation is submitted in 
the same year in which a levy has been increased by the voters 
pursuant to this clause. A petition authorized by this clause shall 
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be effective if signed by a number of qualified voters in excess 
of 15 percent, or 10 percent if the school board election is held in 
conjunction with a general election, of the average number of 
voters at the two most recent district wide school elections. A 
referendum invoked by petition shall be held within three months 
of submission of the petition to the school board unless the petition 
for revocation is submitted in the same year in which a levy has 
been increased by the voters pursuant to this clause. Notwith
standing any law to the contrary, the approval of 50 percent plus 
one of those voting on the question is required to pass a refer
endum. 

Sec. 75. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

.Subd. 3. In addition to the levy authorized by section 275.125, 
subdivision 2a, a qualifying district may levy additional amounts 
as fellal\<s: provided in subdivisions 3 to 14 of this section. 

+i+ Subd. 4. The amounts necessary to make payments for bonds 
issued and for interest thereon, including the bonds and interest 
thereon, issued as authorized by clause (7) (C) of tale S\HlEli<isian 
section 275.125, subdivision 3, as it read in Minnesota Statutes 
197 4 , and for repayment of debt service loans and capital loans, 
the amount authorized for capital expenditures pursuant to section 
124.04 , and the amount authorized for liabilities of dissolved 
districts pursuant to section 122.45 and the amounts necessary 
to pay the district's obligations under section 268.06, subdivision 
25. 

~ Subd. 5. For school transportation services, an amount not 
to exceed the amount raised by a levy of one mill times the ad
justed assessed valuation of the taxable property of the district 
for the preceding year l ppa•Jideoi that in ~ &Roi thereafter a 
diebiet ft&TJHl:g 99QRQMies eeteH.8ineYS wi~ ,tile houndariee ef 
aeityet-the~elass~leyYanamalmt~tee!feeeEIOOper
eem et itB easts ieF transpartatien IIRQ ,elated se!Yiees 4er whieh 
&tare aioi is aatheri2ed fe, -the 19!14-~ eeheel year &Roi -there
after; &Roi ppe•Jided further that . A district may levy under this 
el&uee subdivision for the annual cash payments to be made for the 
purchase of buses, but only for that portion of the payments not 
offset by state transportation aid received on account of deprecia
tion; and provided further that beginning with the levy certified 
in 19!14 1975 , a district may levy for that penien et transportation 
costs approved by the commissioner as (IQftlifying fe4' aioi necessary 
because of extraordinary traffic hazards hut 4er whieh R8 state ai4l 
is peeewable for the current fiscal year pursuant t& seetian 
}24.223, elaase +i+. 
~ ¥er purpaees et -the~ ~, eal.J,eetihle in ~ any oiis

wiet whieh qualifieoi fe, fHl e!ftra leyY URoieP MiRReeata Statutes 
ml-, Seetien 2\!6,}26, SuhE!Msien a, Glaase (#; shall he allal\,ed 
ta leyY -the same amaURt per pupil unit allaweoi ~ ;hat elaase. 
Plevided, llowc,re,, ~ e distnet ha-vmg heuElaFies eetef1Binm1s 
~ ~e baURElaries ei a eity ei tile ~ elass whieh was &fleeted 
h3' the lilllitatien ei flR e!ftra leyY ~ ta e!feeeEI 1-.& mills ti!Res the 
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aEijaateEI aeseeeeEI vaillatiaR ef the Eiismet shall he allawed ta le¥¥ 
~ mills, li!er p111J10eeo ef the W't3 ff!YY; ealleetillle iR ¼9-1-4, QR¥ 
Eiistl'iet whiea (fllftiiiied :lei' ftR e!fffft le¥¥ iR 19'1+; ealleetillle in 
~ YRE!ei' MinBeeata S;atates l9!7-l-, SeetiaR l!!t~ Saedi
'l'isiaR 3; Ciallse (3-t hat 8ffl R9t (fllalify fel' ftR e!fffft le¥¥ YREler 
MmReseta Statlltes 19!1-l, SeetioR 2'76.126, SYl!Eii•,isiaR 3; CiaYse 
f# in ~, eelleetihle in ~ shall ee allo,p,•ed te le¥¥ tho ame11Rt 
f'8l' f'llpil mm it was (fYalifieEI te le¥¥ YREiel' MiRReaeta Stata•es 
19'1+; SeetieR 2'76.126, SYl!Eii,,ioioR &, ClaYSe (-3h 

f# IR 19'73 9llly; f&P a &ismet whiea was &11then--1 te ~ 
f'YlSY&Rt ta MiRReeata Statllta; 19'71-, SeetioR 2'76,126, 8Yedi
'l'isiaR 3; Clallse (-3h em whieh was R9t &11thaMeEi te le¥¥ JIIH'
Sllftll4; te }.mmeseta Statlltes 1-9'1-¼ SeetieR 2'76.126, SYl!Eiw-isieR 3; 
Cl&Yee #t; ftR amel!Rt R9t te aeeea the aggregate 8Hl81HK 
alltl!en--1 ey MiRReaeta Statates 19!1-l, SeetieR 2'76,126, 8Yedi
'l'isiaR 3; ClaYSe -f3t, 

~ Subd. 6. Feio the 19!/-l ff!YY; ealleetihle ill 19%; 

(I) In 1975 any district ; in which the 1970-1971 adjusted 
maintenance cost per pupil unit in average daily membership 
was greater than $663 per pupil unit ; may levy an amount per 
pupil unit which is equal to or less than the difference between 
the 1970-1971 adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit in aver
age daily membership and $663 per pupil unit ; reEI.YeeEI ll¼' twe 
ftRQ eRe half pereeRt . Ne met,iet ~ le¥¥ UR68i' this elauee ftR 
amal!Rt wmeh e!feeeds the 5IHR ef the le¥¥ pel'Rlitted YREler see
tien 2'71i,121i, sYl!EiP,isiaR 3 -(3t aREi the amal!Rt l'ftisetl ll¼' 2 mills 
times the aEijasteEI aeeeeeeEI veillat.ieR el the tHe191e praperty el 
the t!istnet :lei' the preeeEliRg ye-. Provided, however, that a dis
trict with boundaries coterminous with the boundaries of a city of 
the first class which was affected by the limitation of an extra levy 
not to exceed 1.9 mills times the adjusted assessed valuation of 
the district shall be allowed to levy 2-.Q mills an amount per pupU 
unit which is equal to 2.0 mills times the 197 4 adjusted assessed 
valuation of the district, divided by the number of pupil units in 
the district in 1975-1976. 

(2) In 1976, any district which qualified in 1975 for an extra 
levy under clause (I) shall be allowed to levy the same amount 
per pupil unit allowed by that clause. 

(3) In 1977 and each year thereafter, any district which 
qualified in 1976 for an extra levy under clause (2) shall be al,. 
lowed to levy the same amount per pupil unit allowed by that 
clause, reduced by two and one half percent each year. 

( 4) For purposes of computing allowable levies under this sub
division, pupil units shall include only those units identified in 
section 124.17, subdivision 1, clauses (I), (2), (6) and (7). The 
provisions of this clause shall not affect or modify any district's 
1970-1971 adjusted maintenance cost per pupil unit in average 
daily membership. 

Subd. 7. (I) In addition to the excess levy authorized in sub
division 6, any district in Hennepin county or Ramsey county, 
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other than a district with boundaries coterminous with the boun
daries of a city of the first class, whose excess levy per pupil 
unit pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, 
Subdivision 3, Clause ( 5), was among the lowest 20 percent of 
these levies in such districts shall be allowed in 197 5 to make an 
excess levy if the district has had a decrease in actual pupil 
units for the previous three years. This additional permitted excess 
levy per pupil unit shall equal the difference between the excess 
levy per pupil unit for the district and the average excess levy 
per pupil uRit for the districts in Hennepin and Ramsey counties, 
other than districts with boundaries coterminous with the boun
daries of a city of the first class, allowed pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 3, Clause (5), or 2.0 
mills times the 1974 adjusted assessed valuation of the property 
in the district, whichever is less. 

(2) In 1976 any district which in 1975 qualified for an addi
tional levy under the provisions of clause (1) and which continue, 
to decline in enrollment may levy that same amount per pupil 
unit plus an amount equal to 2.0 mills times the 1975 adjusted 
assessed valuation of the taxable property in the district. 

(3) In 1977 and each year thereafter, any district which in 
197 6 qualified for an additional levy under the provisions of 
clause (2) and which continues to decline in enrollment may levy_ 
the same amount per pupil unit reduced by two and one half 
percent each year. 

-f6t Fer distr-ietB iB eities ef the &st el&eS; ~ ~ 
seeamlary \-esa4;ienal seheels, eBe half mills times tile ad;Justell 
assessed valuat¼en ef the ~a .. allle prepel'ty ef the distriet fop the 
ppeeeding yeM; &R4 fei' &thei' estr-iets H1&intainiBg peel; seeanda.y 
•;ee&QeR&I seheels, thi'ee mills times the ~ea asee88e& ¥&!ua
t¼en ef ~ ta,,allle preperty el the distrist f8l' the preeediBg year; 
pre'Jided that Etistriets iermed pul'8118Rt te I.aw& -l9e!1; Chapter 
82l!; IHMI !,awe 1W9; Chapters !f!l.& IHMI -1060; shall ee sul!jeet te 
the~ liHl¼ta~ impesed BYtheee law&; 8G amended. 

~ W 1R -1eP that the tmRBitien frem e!HSt1J!Ueme ef 
fiRaneing ~ seheels ta the system preserilled in Sessien 
I.aws -Wt!; Chapter 3+, .•,mele ~ may ee H18t1e m &R erderi,, 
iashien, a distriet may ~ &R additienal ~ rmaer the terms el 
thieee:~ieB, 

-fB-t ~ that part ei the ~ eertified BY the seheel distrist in 
~ l'eeeived m -Wt!; plus se muea ei the ~ &!lawed l!REler 
BUlJdi>JieiaRB a IHMI 3; seetiens 1 ta & ei this &et; te ee eertified in 
~, reeei>,,ed m ~ as will ee moewed lletween July -I; ~ 
11M June 3ll; ~ 11M when a4tlea -t& all &tiler sta-te aitls; leeal 
funds a•.<ailaale ana net eiestiRg leeal deats; e..eltisi¥e ei aendell 
aeat aw.! eiastiBg eapital leans will Mt ee suffieient te allew a 
distriet ta spena an ameunt pep pupil URit suffieient t& raise KS 
~19'H adjUBted H1&inteBanee c.8£4 pep pupil wlit BY $42 it may 
petitien the e8fRJRissiener ef edueatien f8l" autaerity ta ~ &R 
additienal IeYy, Befere 8U8R a ieY3' e&R ee Hl8'1e; the e9HIIIHseiener 
must autheri2e sueh a leYY, 8uea autheriEatieR saall speeify tee 
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IIRl8UBt el the leyY; Pf&Yieea ~; 8Q8ft leyY may R&t 8-4 ,e 
miDs m a ei;y el the ms; elass e,, M mills ill &BY etheP Elistriet 
ilmes the ~ aEljYOteEl assesseEl vahlal;ion el the Elistriet as 
lletennineEl hy the equaliMaon ai4 Fe¥iew oemmittee, 

-fGt H the allditienal leyy alleweEl iR -fBt is Hl811ftieient te 
Hise the alljysteEI maiRten&Ree east el a Elistriet te $4l! aeeve its 
~ ia 10!:JO 1971 it ~ petition the eemmiesionel' el eElueatioR 
leP &11taerity to isslle general ehligal;ien henas ef an 11mo11nt SYfi 
eie!K te meet the defie~ ~ eemmissioner nmst &lltael'ime 
tRieh a henEI isslle. ~ a11theri2ation shall speeify the &1Re11nt el 
the henEl. isslle p,aviE!eEl ~ the leyY a11tllol'i2ation te pay the 
principal nnd '.ntereot en the henEls may R&t aeeell ..e mills in a 
Elistriet wi~ a ei;y ef the mot elass; e,, M mills m &BY eti¼el' 
distRet, times ~ 19!1Q aeijueted assessed 1,alufte:011 el ,the EliotPiet 
es EleteimiBeEl by tac e11uali2atien aiEl Fe¥iew onmmittee, 'file l!eREls 
&11thel'i2eEl hy tais section ohall he sele anEl isSlleEi plll'S11ant te 
.the pPe ,iisioas ef ehapter 4%; ~ as otlietrwiee p,01.riEled herein. 
Saea eenas ohall R&t he ineillded in cempating &BY aeht limitQtion 
leP a .-Ii~ and no eleel;ien shall he Pelfai•ed f-81' theiF sale and 
issuanee, 

A disa-iet may ~ he aa~hori!'!ed an aElElitional leyY -4el' he;h 
-fBt and-fGt el tl!is seetion. 

-f8+ Subd. 8. In m3 1975, and each year thereafter, fep a dis-
trict with a population of more than 15,000 persons which has 
established a community school advisory council pursuant to sec
tion 121.88 ; v.<hether e,, R&t the Elistl'iet ,eeei>;es ,eiR'Hlarsement 
HOT the eta;e pYl'8ll&R-t te seol;ion ll!l.89, may levy an amount of 
money raised by the greater of (A) $1 per capita, or (B) the 
number of EARC mills not to exceed the number of EARC mills 
necessary in 1973 to raise $1 per capita in 1973. In 1975, and each 
year thereafter, a district with a popukttion of fewer than 15,000 
persons which has established a community school advisory council 
pursuant to section 121.88, may levy an amount of money raised 
by the greater of (A) $2 per capita, or (B) the number of EARC 
mills not to exceed the number of EARC mills necessary in 1975 
to raise $2 per capita in 1975. These levies shall be used for com
munity services including summer school, nonvocational adult 
programs, recreation programs, and programs contemplated by 
sections 121.85 to~ 121.88. 

A district which provides 95 percent or more of the cost of the 
recreation program for the municipalities and townships in which 
the district or any part thereof is located may, with the approval 
of the commissioner, levy an additional amount, not to exceed one 
mill times the ad justed assessed valuation of the district for the 
preceding year, to be used for the costs of the recreation program. 

A school district shall be authorized to make a levy pursua7Jt to 
this subdivision only after it has filed a certificate of compliance 
with the commissioner of education, certifying that members of the 
school board have met with members of the governing bodies of 
the county, municipality or township in which the school district, 
or any part thereof, is located, in order to discuss methods of in
creasing mutual cooperation between such bodies. 
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The population of the district for purposes of this elause subdi
vision is the population determined as provided in section 275.14 
or as certified by the department of education from the most 
recent federal census. 

~ Subd. 9. Districts which receive payments which result in 
deductions from foundation aid pursuant to section 124.212, 
subdivision Sa, shall reduce the permissible levies authorized by 
this BIHIEH',-isian subdivisions 3 to 14 of this section by 25 percent 
in 1973, 50 percent in 1974, 75 percent in 1975, and 100 percent 
for each year thereafter of that portion of the previous year's 
payment not deducted from foundation aid on account of the pay
ment, unless such a leyY reduction is otherwise required by law. 
The leyY reductions shall be made in the proportions that each 
permissible leyY bears to the sum of the permissible levies. 

Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, districts which 
Teceived payments pursuant to sections 294.21 to 294.28; 298.23 
to 298.28; 298.32; 298.34 to 298.39; 298.391 to 298.396; 298.405; 
298.51 to 298.67; and any law imposing a tax upon severed 
mineral values, or under any other law distributing proceeds in lieu 
of ad valorem tax assessments on copper or nickel properties; shall 
not include a portion of these aids in their permissible levies pur
suant to those sections, but instead shall reduce the permissible 
levies authorized by section 275J25 to be spread in the calendar 
year in which the deduction from foundation aid is made pursuant 
to section 124.212, subdivision Ba, by the portion of the previous 
fiscal year's payment which was not deducted from foundation aid 
in that calendar year pursuant to section 124.212, subdivision Ba. 

~ Subd. 10. The commissioner shall certify to the county 
auditors the leyY limits for all school districts headquartered in 
the respective counties together with adjustments for errors in 
levies not penalized pursuant to subdivision 4 15 as well as adjust
ments to final pupil unit counts. 

A school district shall have the right to require the commissioner 
to review his certification and to present evidence in support of 
modification of his certification. 

The county auditor shall reduce levies for any excess of levies 
over leyY limitations pursuant to section 275.16. Such reduction in 
excess levies may at the discretion of the school district be spread 
over not to exceed two calendar years. 

#B- Subd. 11. The commissioner of education shall certify 
to the county auditors any underlevies made in 1971 and 1972 
in the transportation leyY amounts. The 1971 underlevies shall be 
determined to be (1) the actual net costs of reimbursable trans
portation as reported to the department of education for the 1972-
1973 school year plus the amount expended by the district to 
acquire school buses in 1972-1973 used for reimbursable transpor
tation, less (2) the 1971 certified transportation levy as amended 
and state aids received in 1972-1973 for transportation including 
depreciation. Underlevies in the 1972 transportation leyY shall be 
computed in like manner using 1973-197 4 costs and state aids 
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received in the 1973-,974 school year. The 1974 levy shall be 
adjusted to correct for such underlevies, provided that upon written 
request of the affected school board to the commissioner, the ad
justment shall be prorated in the 1974 and 1975 transportation 
levies. No district may levy under this clause in any year an 
amount which exceeds the amount raised by a levy of two mills 
times the previous year's adjusted assessed valuation of the tax
able property of the district. 

~ Subd. 12. When a district finds it economically advan
tageous to rent or lease existing school buildings for instructional 
purposes, and the proceeds of the levy permitted under section 
124.04 are insufficient for this purpose, it may apply to the com
missioner for permission to make an additional capital expenditure 
levy for this purpose. An application for permission to levy under 
this clause shall contain financial justification for the proposed 
levy, the terms and conditions of the proposed lease, and a descrip
tion of the space to be leased and its proposed use. The criteria for 
approval of applications to levy under this clause shall include: 
the reasonableness of the price, the appropriateness of the space. 
to the proposed activity, the feasibility of transporting pupils to 
the leased building, conformity of the lease to the laws and rei,ila
tions of the state of Minnesota, and the appropriateness of the 
proposed lease to the space needs and the financial condition of 
the district. The commissioner shall not authorize a levy under 
this clause in an amount greater than the cost to the district of 
renting or leasing a school building for approved purposes. 

Sec. 76. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 275.125, ls amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 13. Districts maintaining a post-secondary vocational
technical school shall levy for post-secondary vocational-technical 
purposes as follows: 

(1) For districts in cities of the first class, a minimum of one
half mill up to a maximum of one mill, exclusive of debt service, 
times the adjusted assessed valuation of the taxable property of 
the district for the preceding year as determined by the equaliza
tion aid review committee. 

(2) For districts formed pursuant to Laws 1967, Chapter 822, 
as amended, and Laws 1969, Chapters 775 and 1060 as amended,« 
minimum of one-half mill up to a maximum of one mill, exclusive of 
debt service, times the adjusted assessed valuation of the taxabk 
property of the district for the preceding year as determined by the 
equalization aid review committee. 

(3) For other districts maintaining post-secondary vocationa.¥, 
schools, a minimum of one mill up to a maximum of three mills, 
exclusive of debt service, times the adjusted assessed valuation of 
the taxable property of the district for the preceding year as de
termined by the equalization aid review committee. 

Sec. 77. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 14. Districts maintaining a post-secondary vocational
technical school may levy additional amounts as follows: 

(1) A district maintaining a post-secondary vocational-technical 
school shall Cl8sume responsibility for a local share of the district 
post-secondary vocational deficit. The local share shall be 30 per
cent, or 15 percent in Independent School District Nos. 595 and 
793, of the district post-secondary vocational deficit Cl8 of July 1, 
197 5, as certified to the commissioner of education pursuant to sec
tion 63, subdivision 4 of this act. 

(2) For the purpose of eliminating the local share of its post• 
secondary vocational deficit, a district may petition the commissionet· 
of education for authority to make an additional levy. Before such 
a levy may be made, it must be approved by the commissioner. The 
approval shall specify the years in which the additional levy ma)' 
be made and shall specify its dollar amount. No levy so approved 
shall be made in more than four successive years, beginning with the 
levy certified in 1975, and shall not annually exceed .25 mills in « 
district in a city of the first class, 1.5 mills in districts formed pur
suant to Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, as amended; Laws 1969, Chapte,· 
775, as amended; or Laws 1967, Chapter 822, as amended, or three 
mills in any other district maintaining a post-secondary vocational
technical school times the adjusted assessed valuation of the district 
for the preceding year as determined by the equalization aid review 
committee. Under no circumstances may a district levy a total amount 
greater than the local share of its post-secondary vocational deficit as 
of July 1, 1975, as certified to the commissioner of education. 

( 3) If the additional levy allowed in clause (2) of this subdivision 
would be insufficient to eliminate the local share of the district's 
post-secondary vocational deficit as of July 1, 1975, as certified to the 
commissioner of education, it may petition the commissioner of 
education for authority to issue general obligation bonds in an amount 
sufficient to meet the deficiency. Before the bonds may be issued, they 
must be authorized by the commissioner. The authorization shalt 
specify a term not to exceed seven years and the amount of the bond 
issue provided that the levy authorization to pay the principal and 
interest on the bonds may not annually exceed .25 mills in a district 
in a city of the first class, .5 mills in districts formed pursuant to Laws 
1969, Chapter 1060, as amended; Laws 1969, Chapter 775, as amended; 
or Laws 1967, Chapter 822, as amended, or six mills in any othet· 
district maintaining a post-secondary vocational-technical school times 
the 1974 adjusted assessed valuation of the district as determined by 
the equalization aid review committee; provided, however, that the 
mill limitation is subject to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 475.74. The bond, authorized by this section shall be sold and 
issued pursuant to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475, 
except as otherwise provided herein. The bonds shall not be included 
in computing any debt limitation for a district and no election shalt 
be required for their sale and issuance. 

(4) A district may not be authorized an additional levy under both 
clauses (2) and (3) of this subdivision. 

(5) The state shall assume responsibility for 70 percent, or in In-
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dependent School District Nos. 595 and 793 for 85 percent, of a 
district's post-secondary vocational deficit as of July I, 1975, as certi
fied to the commissioner of education. The slate portion of the deficit 
shall be paid lo each district in fiscal years 1977 and 1978 in two 
equal payments, provided that the levy for the district's portion of the 
deficit has been approved by the commissioner and the required por
tion for the 1975 levy has been certified to the county auditor. 

Sec. 78. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. 15. Any district which in any year levies an amount 
which is greater than the amount allowed by eahEli'l'ioions 3 an4 3 
sections 7 4 to 77 of this act , shall lose an amount of state founda
tion aid equal to one-half of the excess in the levy, provided that 
any levy which is found to be excessive as a result of a decision 
of the tax court or a redetermination by the equalization aid 
review committee under section 124.212, subdivisions 11 to llO 18, 
shall not be compenssted for in the next levy of the district. The 
amount of aid lost shall be deducted from the aid which would 
otherwise have been received for the school year which commences 
in the calendar year during which the excessive levy is being col
lected. Any foundation aid so withheld shall be withheld in 
accordance with the procedures specified in section 124.15. A levy 
made in 1971 prior to the effective date of Extra Session Laws 
1971, Chapter 31, Article 20 shall be reviewed, and may be modi
fied, by the appropriate authority of the district for the purpose 
of reducing such levy to conform to the limitation imposed by 
Extra Session Laws 1971, Chapter 31, Article 20. Any reduction 
in such levy made prior to December 15, 1971 shall be given the 
ssme effect as though such reduction had been made prior to the 
expiration of the time allowed by law for making the levy. 

Sec. 79. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. l> 16. For the purposes of this section, the number Ii¥ of 
pupil units in average daily membership shall be computed in 
accordance with section 124.17, provided that the district may 
use an estimated average daily membership for the current school 
year. Any district which increased its pupil units, exclusive of 
consolidation, or merger of districts, or change of definition of 
pupil units by more than five percent from one year to another 
may use an estimated pupil unit count for the next succeeding 
school year for determining a levy certified in the current year. If 
as a result of such estimate the levy is different from the amount 
that could actually have been levied under this section had such 
levy been based upon the pupil units computed under section 
124.17 for that school year, then in that event the authorized 
levy for the following year shall be adjusted for the difference. 

Sec. 80. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. & 17. Notwithstanding any other charter provision, gen
eral or special laws to the contrary, every school district in the 
state shall abide by the terms and provisions of this section. 
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Sec. 81. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.125, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. ; 18. By November 1 of each year each district shall 
submit to the commissioner of education a certificate of compli
ance with the levy limitations of this section. The commissioner 
of education shall prescribe the form of this certificate. 

Sec. 82. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.48, is amended 
to read: 

275.48 [ADDITIONAL TAX LEVIES IN CERTAIN MU
NICIPALITIES.] Whenever by virtue of chapter 278, sections 
270.07, 375.192, or otherwise, the assessed valuation of any city, 
township or school district for any taxable year is reduced after the 
taxes for such year have been spread by the county auditor and 
whenever the mill rate as determined by the county auditor based 
upon the original assessed valuation is applied upon such reduced 
valuations and does not produce the full amount of taxes as ac
tually levied and certified for such taxable year upon the original 
assessed valuations, such city, township or school district may in
clude in its tax levy made following final determination and notice 
of such reduction in assessed valuation, an amount equal to the 
difference between the total amount of taxes actually levied and 
certified for such taxable year upon the original assessed valuation, 
not exceeding the maximum amount which could be raised upon 
such assessed valuation as reduced, within existing mill limitations, 
if any, and the amount of taxes collected for such taxable year upon 
such reduced valuations. 

The amount of taxes so included shall be levied separately and 
shall be levied in addition to all limitations permitted. liy seetien 
276.H, as ethel' applieal3!e laws limiting leYies iB eF-ies; ;eWBS 8i' 
sehe&l e!lsb:iets imposed by law; and further shall not result in any 
penalty in the nature of a reduction in state aid of any kind • 

Sec. 83. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 475.54, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. A serial maturity schedule conforming to subdivision 1 
may be established for each new issue of obligations of a municipal
ity, or the governing body may in its discretion adjust such schedule 
so that the combined maturities of the new issue and any other 
designated issue or issues will conform to subdivision 1, provided 
that all such issues are general obligations or all are payable from 
a common fund. Notwithstanding the provisions of any other gen
eral or special law, any school district having an outstanding state 
Joan or loans, if it issues and sells bonds on the public market for 
any purpose other than refunding such loans, or refunding out
standing bonds as provided in this subdivision shall adjust the 
schedule of the maturities thereof so that the total amount of prin
cipal and interest to become due on these bonds and on all other 
bonds of the school district, during each of the 30 fiscal or calendar 
years next following, will be as nearly equal as practicable, provided 
that the annual amounts of maturing principal may be fixed at 
multiples of $5,000. A school district which has an outstanding state 
loan or loans may refund outstanding bonds, provided that the 
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school loan committee established in section 124.41 approves such 
refunding. The committee shall approve refunding outstanding 
bonds only if such refunding results in lower annual debt service 
payments than the district made prior to the refunding. 

Sec. 84. Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as amended by Laws 
1969, Chapter 945, Section 2, is amended to read: 

Sec. 7. [TAX LEVIES.] If se '!)P8'1'¾EleEl i& ~ agpeemen~ The 
joint school board mey shall each year, for the purpose of paying 
any administrative, planning, operating, or capital expenses in
curred or to be incurred for area vocational-technical schools, 
certify to each participating school district a the tax levy whieh 
eh&ll - i& ~ ;\'e!H' aeeea ~ FA4lle - e&el¼ Ei&!la,, ef 
aeseseee ~4ea ef all '68Hhle Ji!PBJi!erty specified in section 76, 
clause (2) of this act . Additional tax levies may be certified 
which shall not in any year exceed tw& ,6 mills on each dollar of 
adjusted assessed valuation for expenses for the fellewmg+ special 
education and .7 mills on each dollar of adjusted assessed valua
tion for expensesJor secondary vocational education ; &BEi Elrwiag 
ef ~ vehieles. Qi ~ ameYBt se 18Yieel; hm¥eYeP, Bet .t;e 8ti8eQ 
eae hall ef eBe mm sh&II ae fei> ~ EirMRg ef 1R9ter •rehieles, it 
&eiag eeatemJi!lateEl that W '!)Cl'eeRt ef the eest thereef ae '!)&ia ay 
;he st11Elent. Each participating school district shall include such 
tax le¥y levies in the next tax roll which it shall certify to the 
county auditor or auditors, and shall remit the collections of such 
leYy levies to the board promptly when received. Such levies shall 
not be included in computing the limitations upon the levy of any 
district under Minnesota Statutes, Section ~ 275.125 . The 
board may, any time after such le¥y has levies have been certi
fied to the participating school districts, issue and sell certificates 
of indebtedness in anticipation of the collection of such le¥y 
levies , but in aggregate amounts such as will not exceed the por
tion of the ~ levies which is are then not collected and not 
delinquent. 

Sec. 85. Laws 1969, Chapter 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as 
amended by Laws 1971, Chapter 267, Section 3, is amended to 
read: 

Subd. 2. The intermediate school board may shall in each year 
for the purpose of paying any administrative, planning, operating, 
or capital expenses incurred or to be incurred certify to each 
county auditor of each county in which said intermediate school 
district shall lie, as a single taxing district, a the tax levy whieh 
eh&R Re¥er ea aay year elfeeee ii¥e mill&; aelllsi-ve ef aeat service, 
8B eaeR aeJlap ef esseesee ¥ftfliati8B ef all t&11aale JilP8JilePty withia 
eai~ ia:ermcElia-te s~ dis:::ie; specified in section 76, clause (2) 
of this act. Additional tax levies may be certified which shall not 
in any year exceed .6 mills on each dollar of adjusted assessed valu
ation for expenses for special education and .5 mills on each dollar 
of adjusted assessed valuation for expenses for secondary voca
tional education . Said annual tax leYy levies shall be certified 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 18;9 , Section 124.02. Upon such 
certification the county auditor or auditors and other appropriate 
county officials shall levy and collect such levies and remit the 
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proceeds of collection thereof to the intermediate school district 
as in the case with independent school districts. Such le,.,y levies 
shall not be included in computing the limitations, if any, upon 
the levy of the intermediate district or any of the participating 
districts under Minnesota Statutes~, Section~ 275.125. 
After such levies have been certified to the appropriate county 
officials the intermediate school board may issue and sell by 
negotiation or at public sale its certificates of indebtedness in 
anticipation of the collection of such levies, but in aggregate 
amount such as will not exceed the portion of such tax levy which 
is then not collected and not delinquent. 

Sec. 86. Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 7, is amended to read: 

Sec. 7. [TAX LEVIES.] Ii ee ppe•,ided ia the ag,eemeat, The 
joint school board m~ shall each year, for the purpose of paying 
any administrative, planning, operating, or capital expenses in
curred or to be incurred for area vocational-technical schools, 
certify to each participating school district a the tax levy waieh 
ehaHBe¥el'm~~&Pei.eeeale<H'IBHlseBe&el>4ellaPefai;sessea 
'l'&IYatieR &fall taJ1aele p,eperiy specified in section 76, clause (2) 
of this act. Additional tax levies may be certified which shall not 
in any year exceed .6 mills on each dollar of adjusted assessed 
valuation for expenses for special education and .5 mills on each 
dollar of adjusted assessed valuation for expenses for secondary 
vocational education . Each participating school district shall 
include such tax k¥y levies in the next tax roll which it shall 
certify to the county auditor or auditors, and shall remit the 
collections of such k¥y levies to the board promptly when re
ceived. Such levies shall not be included in computing the limita
tions upon the levy of any district under Minnesota Statutes, 
Section ~ 275.125 . The board may, any time after such 
levy hes levies have been certified to the participating school dis
tricts, issue and sell certificates of indebtedness in anticipation 
of the collection of such k¥y levies , but in aggregate amounts 
such as will not exceed the portion of the le¥y levies which is are 
then not collected and not delinquent. 

Sec. 87. Laws 1971, Chapter 722, Section 1, is amended to 
read: 

Section 1. [SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1; TAX 
LEVY.] To provide moneys to pay any administrative, opera
tional, planning or capital expenses of an area vocational-technical 
school established pursuant to the provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 121.21, the board of directors of special school dis
trict No. 1 of Minneapolis ~ shall levy aBRYally l>fleB all tal!ahle 
ii•eiie,ty m the Eli~ a the tax specified in section 76, clause 
( 1) of this act iR - ef the limitatiea eeataiaea ia Miaaeseta 
Statutes, SeetieA ~ . 

Sec. 88. Laws 1973, Chapter 683, Section 26, Subdivision 17, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 17. The provisions of this section shall expire July 1, 
~ 1979 . At any time the experimental school may be termi-
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oared upon unanimous vote of the officers of the committee and 
30 days notice to the board of District No. 309, whereupon the 
board of District No. 309 shall resume the care, management and 
control of the entire district on July 1 following. Prior to De
cember 1 of each year the committee shall submit to the legis
lature a report of the experimental school established by this 
section. Such report shall document the success or failure of the 
experimental school. 

Sec. 89. Laws 1974, Chaprer 521, Section 9, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 9. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, in Inde
pendent School Districts No. 93 and No. 99 where the adj11Sred 
assessed valuation is under cont.est in a Minnesota court as of 
February 1, 1974, foundation aid payments for the 1972-73 and 
1973-7 4 school years and for any future school years until such 
time as the valuation is finally decided shall be made on the 
basis of the uncontesred portion of the valuation of these dis
tricts. If as a result of the pending litigation these districts ex
perience an increase in the adjusred assessed value •as determined 
by the equalization aid review committee and recover tax revenues 
in excess of those which would have been raised on the uncon
t,est,ed adjusted assessed value as determined by the equaliza
tion aid review commitree, any excess in foundation aid pay
ments which resulted from the use of this unconrested adjusred 
assessed value in the aid derermination shall be returned to the 
state by these districts. 

Sec. 90. Laws 1974, Chapt,er 561, Section 7, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This act shall be effective on 
Ju½<~ August 25, 1975. 

Sec. 91. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, Subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Sec. 110. [473.633] [SCHOOL DISTRICTS, AID TO.] Sub
division 1. [ALLOCATION FROM PROCEEDS OF INCOME 
TAXES.] .",lleeatiea 3'8IB p1eeeeds ~ meeme tMes, When the 
properties of any school district in this state are detached from 
such school district because they comprise a part of or are locared 
on a major airport or if such properties are once detached or 
subsequently reattached to said district by resolution pursuant 
to Extra Session Laws, 1971, Chapter 31 , such district shall re
ceive annually an allocation from the proceeds of income taxes in 
the amount that would be produced by a tax on such detached 
properties at the current tax rate for school purposes in the 
school district. In fiscal year 1976, the district shall receive 66% 
percent of the amount that would be produced by a tax on such 
detached properties at the current tax rate for school purposes 
in the school district, and in fiscal year 1977, 33 ¼ percent of 
such amount. 

Sec. 92. Laws 1975, Chaprer 13, Section 110, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 6. This section shall expire on June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 93. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 111, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 111. [473.635] [APPROPRIATION IN LIEU OF TAXES 
ON AIRPORT PROPERTY.] In fiscal year 1976, there is aeiehy 
appropriated a1umally to Independent School District No. 16 of 
Anoka county the sum of $la,000 $10,000 , of which ~ 65 
percent of this amount is appropriated from the state airports 
account within the special revenue fund in the state treasury 
and $&;llW 35 percent of this amount is appropriated from the 
general fund in the state treasury, all as payment in lieu of 
taxes upon real property owned by the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
metropolitan airports commission. In fiscal year 1977, there is 
appropriated $5,000 to Independent School District No. 16 with 
the same percentages appropriated from the same funds. This 
section shall expire June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 94. There is appropriated to the department of education 
Jrom the general fund in the state treasury the sum of $190,000 
to be paid to Independent School District 381. If as a result of 
any litigation Independent School District No. 381 recovers tax 
revenues raised in 197 3 on that portion of Independent School 
District No. 381 which is situated outside of Lake county, the 
amount recovered shall be paid to the state by Independent 
School District No. 381. 

Sec. 95. [APPROPRIATIONS.] Subdivision 1. [SHARED 
TIME REIMBURSEMENT AID.] The sum of $170,000 is ap
propriated to the department of education from the general fund 
in the state treasury for payment of a deficiency in funds available 
for reimbursement aids to school districts for shared time instruc
tional programs for the biennium ending June 30, 1975. 

Subd. 2. [REPORTING SYSTEM AIDS.] The sum of $10,200 
is appropriated to the department of education for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1975 to complete the implementation of Laws 
1973, Chapter 683, Section 22. 

Sec. 96. [APPROPRIATION.] There is appropriated from the 
general fund of the state treasury to the department of education 
the following sums for the years and purposes indicated: 

(1) Foundation Aid 

The appropriation in (1) in
cludes not to exceed $300,000 
in 1976 for emergency aid. The 
appropriation in (1) also in
cludes $400,000 for 1976 to be 
expended pursuant to Laws 
1965, Chapter 719, as amend-

For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 

$600,400,000 $613,000,000 
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ed, and if the appropriation for 
this purpose is insufficient, the 
aid shall be prorated among all 
qualifying districts. 

(2) Transportation Aid ...... . 

The appropriation in (2) in
cludes not to exceed $125,000 
in each year indicated for 
transportation aid pursuant to 
section 40, clause (6) of this 
act. The appropriation in (2) 
also includes $125,000 for 1976 
and $150,000 for 1977 for trans
portation aid pursuant to sec
tion 40, clause (7) of this act. 
The appropriation in (2) also 
includes $200,000 for 1976 and 
$300,000 for 1977 for transpor
tation aid pursuant to section 
37 of this act. If the appropria
tion for any of these purposes 
in either year is insufficient, 
the aid for that purpose shall 
be prorated among all qualify
ing districts and the state shall 
not be obligated for any 
amount in excess of the appro
priation for that purpose. 

(3) Special Education Aid ..... . 

( 4) Secondary Vocational Aid .. 

(5) Adult Vocational Aid . .... . 

(6) Veteran Farmer Cooperative 
Training Programs ........ . 

(7) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Foundation Aid ........... . 

( 8) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Categorical Aid ........... . 

(9) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Debt Service Aid ......... . 

( 10) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Capital Expenditure Aid . .... 

( 11) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Deficit Payment .......... . 

For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 

$ 62,310,000 $ 67,173,000 

$ 38,600,000 $ 46,750,000 

$ 13,700,000 $ 16,300,000 

$ 3,625,000 $ 4,375,000 

$ 950,000 $ 1,050,000 

$ 0 $ 50,800,000 

$ 36,500,000 $ 10,800,000 

$ 0 $ 7,000,000 

$ 0 $ 6,000,000 

$ 0 $ 1,600,000 
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(12) Post-Secondary Vocational 
Construction ............. . 

The appropriation in (12) shall 
be expended for post-secondary 
vocational construction in the 
following school districts: Spe
cial School District No. 1; In
dependent School District No. 
11; Dakota County Area Voca
tional-Technical Institute Dis
trict No. 917; Independent 
School District Nos. 423; 701; 
535; 583; and 206. If a law en
acted at the 1975 session iden
tified as House File No. 1810 
or any other law enacted at 
this session provides any funds 
for post-secondary vocational 
construction or for vocational
technical building bonds, the 
amount of the funds provided 
in that law shall be subtracted 
from the appropriation in (12). 

(13) Adult Education Aid ..... 

(14) Eligible Teacher Program .. 

(15) G.E.D. Reimbursement Aid. 

If the appropriation for this 
purP,ose in either year is in
sufficient, the reimbursement 
shall be prorated among all 
qualifying testing centers. 

(16) Council on quality educa-
tion ..................... . 

The appropriation in (16) shall 
be used for funding no fewer 
than ten early childhood iden
tification and education pro
grams pursuant to sections 
3.9271 to 3.9275. No more than 
$30,000 may be expended each 
year for dissemination of infor
mation and administration of 
these programs by the council 
on quality education, of which 
no more than $15,000 may be 
expended each year for evalua
tion of these programs. 

For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 

$ 17,000,000 $ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

306,000 S 
0 $ 

60,000 $ 

500,000 $ 

0 

324,000 

150,000 

60,000 

500,000 
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(17) Community Education Aid. 

(18) Flexible School Year Plan-
ning Grants .............. . 

The appropriation in (18) may 
be used by the state board of 
education as planning grants 
for school districts which in
tend to begin operation of flexi
ble school year programs pur
suant to sections 120.59 to 
120.67, after July 1, 1975. 

Any unexpended balance remain
ing from the appropriations in 
(1) to (18) for 1976 shall not 
cancel but shall be available for 
the second year of the biennium, 
unless otherwise provided in (1) 
to (18) 

(19) Extraordinary Tax Delin
quency Advances to School 
Districts ................. . 

(20) For Gross Earnings Aid pur-
suant to section 124.28 ..... . 

(21) Exempt Land Special 
School Aid pursuant to section 
124.30 ................... . 

(22) For Aid to School Districts 
pursuant to Laws 1975, Chap-
ter 13, Section 110 ......... . 

(23) School Aid - Counties 
A/C of Non Tax Areas ..... . 

The amount appropriated in 
(23) shall be expended in 
1976 and 1977, as provided in 
Laws 1971, Chapter 966, Sec
tion 16, for 1971 and 1972. 

If any appropriation made in 
(19) to (23) in either year is 
insufficient, the aid shall be 
prorated among all qualifving 
districts and the state shall not 
be obligated for any amount in 
excess of the appropriation for 
that purpose. 

For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 

$ 1,200,000 $ 1,600,000 

$ 100,000 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

70,000 $ 

800,000 $ 

267,000 $ 

96,670 $ 

32,000 $ 

95,000 

700,000 

133,000 

48,330 

16,000 
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For the year ending June 30 

1976 1977 

None of the amounts appropri-
ated in (1) to (23) of this sec-
tion shall be expended for a 
purpose other than the pur-
pose indicated, unless other-
wise provided in (]} to (23). 

Sec. 97. [REPEALER.] Laws 1919, Chapter 271; Laws 1951, 
Chapter 659; Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 121.21, Subdivi
sions 7, 9 and 10; 121.211; 121.89; 124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 
7a; 124.222, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 124.475; and 190.31, are re
pealed. 

Sec. 98. [REPEALER.] Laws 1969, Chapter 945, Section 3; 
Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 8; Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 121.21, Subdivision 5; 124.50; 124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 
124.804; 124.805; and 124.806, are repealed. This section shall be 
effective June 30, 1976. 

Sec. 99. [REPEALER.] Laws 1971, Chapter 966, Section 16, 
is repealed. This section shall be effective June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 100. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Sections 1, 2, 16, 24, 44, 45, 
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 70, 71, 83, 89, 90, 
94 and 95 shall be effective the day following final enactment. 
Section 19 shall be effective July 1, 1976." 

Further, amend the title by striking it in its entirety and inserting: 

"A bill for an act relating to the operation of government; pro
viding for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribution of 
tax revenues; changing the funding of adult education, special 
education, post-secondary vocational-technical education, and 
community school education to a current funding basis; granting 
certain powers and duties to school districts, the commissioner of 
education, the state board of education, and the state board for 
vocational education; providing for ch:mges in the maximum effort 
school aid law; providing a July 15 date for resignation of teachers; 
providing state aid for extraordinary tax delinquency in certain 
school districts; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 3.924, by adding a subdivision; 3.9271, Sub
division l; 120.03, Subdivision 3; 120.17, Subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 120.76; 120.80, Subdivision l; 121.21, Subdi
visions 2, 4 and 6; 123.34, Subdivision l; 123.80; 124.04; 124.11; 
124.14, Subdivision l; 124.17, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 124.18, Sub
division 2; 124.20; 124.212, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3a, Sa, 11, 12, and 
by adding subdivisions; 124.215, Subdivision 2a; 124.222, Subdivi
sion 3, and by adding subdivisions; 124.223; 124.25; 124.26; 
124.28, Subdivision 2: 124.30, Subdivisions 3 and 4, and by 
adding a subdivision; 124.32, Subdivisions 1 and 5, and by adding 
a subdivision; 124.38, Subdivisions 4, 5, 7 and 8: 124.42, Subdivi
sions 1, 2 and 4; 124.43, Subdivisions l, 2, 3 and 4; 124.45; 
124.57; 125.12, Subdivision 4; 128.04; 273.138, Subdivision 3; 
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275.125, Subdivisions 2a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 
275.48; 475.54, Subdivision 2; Chapter 124, by adding sections; 
Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as amended; Laws 1969, Chap
ter 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as amended; Laws 1969, Chapter 
1060, Section 7; Laws 1971, Chapter 722, Section 1; Laws 1973, 
Chapter 683, Section 26, Subdivision 17; Laws 1974, Chapter 521, 
Section 9; Laws 1974, Chapter 561, Section 7; Laws 1975, Chapter 
13, Section 110, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; Laws 
1975, Chapter 13, Section 111; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 7, 9 and 10; 121.211; 121.89; 
124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 7a; 124.222, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 
124.475; 124.50; 124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 
124.806; 190.31; Laws 1919, Chapter 271; Laws 1951, Chapter 659; 
Laws 1969, Chapter 945, Section 3; Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Sec
tion 8; and Laws 1971, Chapter 966, Section 16." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Joseph P. Graba, Carl M. Johnson, 
Salisbury Adams, Tom K. Berg, Bruce F. Vento. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) Jerald C. Anderson, Jerome M. 
Hughes, H. H. Humphrey Ill, Joseph T. O'Neill, Douglas H. Sil
lers. 

Mr. Anderson moved that the foregoing recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report on H. F. No. 235 be now adopted, and 
that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. 
The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference Com
mittee Report were adopted. 

H. F No. 235: A bill for an act relating to the operation of govern
ment; providing for aids to education, tax levies, and the distribution of 
tax revenues; changing the funding of adult education, special 
education, post-secondary vocational-technical education, and com
munity school education to a current funding basis; granting certain 
powers and duties to school districts, the commissioner of education, 
the state board of education, and the state board for vocational educa
tion; providing for changes in the maximum effort school aid law; pro
viding a July 15 date for resignation of teachers; providing state aid for 
extraordinary tax delinquency in certain school districts; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.924, by adding 
a subdivision; 3.9271, Subdivision 1; 120.03, Subdivision 3; 120.17, 
Subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 120.76; 120.80, Subdivision 
1; 121.21, Subdivisions 2, 4 and 6; 123.34, Subdivision l; 123.80; 
124.04; 124.11; 124.14, Subdivision 1; 124.17, Subdivisions I and 2; 
124.18, Subdivision 2; 124.20; 124.212, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3a, Sa, 11, 
12, and by adding subdivisions; 124.215, Subdivision 2a; 124.222, Sub
division 3, and by adding subdivisions; 124.223; 124.25; 124.26; 
124.28, Subdivision 2; 124.30, Subdivisions 3 and 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 124.32, Subdivisions 1 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 
124.38, Subdivisions 4, 5, 7 and 8; 124.42, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 4; 
124.43, Subdivisions I, 2, 3 and 4; 124.45; 124.57; 125.12, Subdivision 
4; 128.04; 273.138, Subdivision 3; 275.125, Subdivisions 2a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, and by adding subdivisions; 275.48; 475.54, Subdivision 2; Chapter 
124, by adding sections; Laws 1967, Chapter 822, Section 7, as amend
ed; Laws 1969, Chapter 775, Section 4, Subdivision 2, as amended; 
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Laws 1969, Chapter l 060, Section 7; Laws 1971, Chapter 722, Section 
l; Laws 1973, Chapter 683, Section 26, Subdivision 17; Laws 1974, 
Chapter 521, Section 9; Laws 1974, Chapter 561, Section 7; Laws 
1975, Chapter 13, Section 110, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivi
sion; Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 111; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 121.21, Subdivisions 5, 7, 9 and 10; 121.211; 121.89; 
124.212, Subdivisions 6a and 7a; 124.222, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 
124.475; 124.50; 124.801; 124.802; 124.803; 124.804; 124.805; 
124.806; 190.31; Laws 1919, Chapter 271; Laws 1951, Chapter 659; 
Laws 1969, Chapter 945, Section 3; Laws 1969, Chapter 1060, Section 
8; and Laws 1971, Chapter 966, Section 16." 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 9, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson. R. Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 
Josefson Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner North 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J, L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 

Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Ashbach Berg Brataas Nelson Stassen 
Bang Blatz Keefe, J. Pillsbury 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 
Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee on House File 
No. 229, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 229: A bill for an act relating to taxes on or measured 
by net income; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, Subdivisions 
8, 20, 21, and 22; and by adding subdivisions; 290.02; 290.06, Sub
divisions 2c and 11; 290.0601, Subdivisions 6 and 9; 290.061; 290.-
086, Subdivision 7; 290.09, Subdivisions 4 and 15; 290.16, by adding 
a subdivision; 290.21, Subdivision 4; 290.26; 290.50, Subdivisions 
l, 2, 3 and 5; 290.92, Subdivisions 6 and 19; 290.931, Subdivision 1; 
290.933, Subdivision 1; 290.972, Subdivision 2; 290.983, Subdivision 
1; 290.985; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 290.072; 
290.08, Subdivisions 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 22; 290.0801; and 
290.931, Subdivision 2. 
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House File No. 229 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 17, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to 
the printing requirement for the Conference Committee rePort on 
H. F. No. 229. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITIEE REPORT ON B. F. NO. 2ll9 

A bill for an act relating to taxes on or measured by net income; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, Subdivisions 8, 20, 21, and 
22, and by adding subdivisions; 290.02; 290.06, Subdivisions 2c and 
II; 290.0601, Subdivisions 6 and 9; 290.061; 290.086, Subdivision 7: 
290.09, Subdivisions 4 and 15; 290.16, by adding a subdivision; 290.21, 
Subdivision 4; 290.26; 290.50, Subdivisions I, 2, 3 and 5; 290.92, Sub
divisions 6 and 19; 290.931, Subdivision I; 290.933, Subdivision I; 
290.972, Subdivision 2; 290.983, Subdivision I; 290.985; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 290.072; 290.08, Subdivisions 9, IO. 
11, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 22; 290.0801; and 290.931, Subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

May 16, 197!> 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 229 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments to H. F. No. 229 
and that H.F. No. 229 be amended as follows: 

Page 5, strike lines 17 through 22 
Page 7, strike lines 7 through 15 

Page 22, line 20, after "that the" insert "recipient" 

Page 28, strike line 32 

Page 29, strike lines I through 32 
Page 38, strike lines 14 through 32 

Page 39, strike lines I through 8 

Page 42, line 31, strike", 27 and 28" and insert "26" 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Further amend the title as follows: 
Line II, strike", 3 and 5" and insert "and 3" 
Line 14, strike "290.983, Subdivision I;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Neil B. Dieterich, James R. Casserly, Mik<, 
Jaros, John D. Tomlinson, Joel Jacobs. 
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Senate Conferees: (Signed) Edward J. Gearty, Jack I. Kleinbaum, Otto 
T. Bang, George R. Conzemius. 

Mr. Perpich, A. J. moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 229 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Commit
tee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference 
Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 229: A bill for an act relating to taxes on or measured 
by net income; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Chapter 290, by adding a section; Sections 290.01, Subdivisions 
8, 20, 21, and 22, and by adding subdivisions; 290.02; 290.06, Subdivi
sions 2c and II; 290.0601, Subdivisions 6 and 9; 290.061; 290.086, 
Subdivision 7; 290.09, Subdivisions 4 and 15; 290.16, by adding a sub
division; 290.21, Subdivision 4; 290.26; 290.50, Subdivisions I, 2 and 
3; 290.92, Subdivisions 6 and 19; 290.931, Subdivision I; 290.933, 
Subdivision I; 290.972, Subdivision 2; 290.985; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 290.072; 290.08, Subdivisions 9, IO, II, 15, 16, 
17, 18 and 22; 290.0801; and 290.931, Subdivision 2. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 45 and nays 13, as fol
lows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Jensen 
Arnold Doty Josef son 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, S. 
Bang Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Borden Frederick Kleinbaum 
Brown Gearty Laufenburger 
Chenoweth Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Chmielewski Hughe3 Milton 
Coleman Humphrey Moe 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Berg 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Knutson Merriam 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, H. D. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 

Nelson 
Olson,J. L. 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

Patton 
Pillsbury 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

Pursuant to Rule 21, Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the following 
members be excused for a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1743 
at 7:00 p.m.: 

Messrs. Perpich, G.; Olson, J. L.; Moe; Renneke and Doty. The 
motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the rec-
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ommendation and report of the Conference Committee on House File 
No. 1, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1 : A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
unemployment compensation; defining unemployment and wages; 
eliminating seasonal employment; eliminating collection of contribu
tions of less than $1; experience rating; deleting obsolete langua~e; 
joint account; establishing a weekly maximum for benefits; chargmg 
of benefits to an employer not a party to a strike; payment of benefits 
to an employee who refuses to accept reemployment during a strike; 
appeals; notice of hearing; increasing fees of appeal tribunal members 
and of advisory council members; benefits paid through error or fraud; 
records; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 268.04, Subdi
visions 10, 12, 23, 25 and 26; 268.06, Subdivisions 1, 6, 21 and 
22, and by adding a subdivision; 268.07, Subdivision 2; 268.071, Sub
division 1; 268.08, Subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 268.09, Subdivision 1; 
268.10, Subdivisions 2, 4 and 5; 268.12, Subdivisions 6, 8 and 13; 
268.16, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 268.18, by add
ing a subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
268.07, Subdivision 5. 

House File No. 1 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1 

A bill for an act relating to employment services; unemployment 
compensation; definin~ unemployment and wages; eliminating sea
sonal employment; ehminating collection of contributions of less 
than $1; experience rating; deleting obsolete language; joint ac
count; establishing a weekly maximum for benefits; charging of 
benefits to an employer not a party to a strike; payment of benefits 
to an employee who refuses to accept reemployment during a strike; 
appeals; notice of hearing; increasing fees of appeal tribunal mem
bers and of advisory council members; benefits paid through error 
or fraud; records; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
268.04, Subdivisions 10, 12, 23, 25 and 26; 268.06, Subdivisions 1, 
6, 21 and 22, and by adding a subdivision; 268.07, Subdivision 2; 
268.071, Subdivision 1; 268.08, Subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 268.09, 
Subdivision 1; 268.10, Subdivisions 2, 4 and 5; 268.12, Subdivisions 
6, 8 and 13; 268.16, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
268.18, by adding a subdivision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 268.07, Subdivision 5. 

May 16, 1975 
The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
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That the senate recede from its amendments and that H.F. No. 
1 be amended as follows: 

Page 19, line 9, after "exceeds" insert "the lesser of $6,500 or" 

Page 24, delete lines 6 to 21 and insert: 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 268.06, Subdivision 8, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [DETERMINATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES.] 
For the year m4 197 6 and for each calendar year thereafter the 
commissioner shall determine the contribution rate of each em
ployer by adding the 8!<!lerieaee r-etie ;a -the miaiiBam Mte mini
mum rate to the experience ratio, except that if the ratio for the 
current calendar year exceeds the experience ratio for the preceding 
calendar year by more than one and one half percentage points, the 
increase for the current year shall be limited to one and one 
half percentage points . The minimum rate for all employers 
shall be nine tenths of one percent if the amount in the unem
ployment compensation fund is less than $90,000,000 on June 30 
of the preceding calendar year; or eight tenths of one percent if 
the fund is more than $90,000,000 but less than $110,000,000; or 
seven tenths of one percent if the fund is more than $110,000,000 
but less than $130,000,000; or six tenths of one percent if the 
fund is more than $130,000,000 but less than $150,000,000; or 
five tenths of one percent if the fund is more than $150,000,000 
but less than $170,000,000; or three tenths of one percent if the 
fund is more than $170,000,000 but less than $200,000,000; or 
one tenth of one percent if the fund is $200,000,000 or more; 
provided that no employer shall have a contribution rate of more 
than five percent except that in the case of an employer whose 
experience ratio in each of the immediately preceding three 
calendar years was in excess of five percent, the maximum con
tribution rate shall be six percent." 

Page 27, line 6, strike "50 percent" and insert "60 percent of the 
first $85, 40 percent of the next $85 and 50 percent of the remain
der" 

Page 27, line 9, delete "66.666" and insert "the lesser of $116 or 
62" 

Page 28, )ine 9, restore the stricken "June 30," 

Page 28, line 9, delete "July 6," 

Page 33, line 10, after "unemployment" insert "in a benefit year" 

Page 33, line 12, strike "full time" 

Page 36, line 25, after "occurs" insert "because of a voluntary 
separation as described in this clause or" 

Page 36, strike lines 27 to 29 

Page 36, line 30, strike "(c)" and insert "(b)" 

Page 46, delete lines 6 to 28 

Renumber the remaining sections in sequence 
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Further, amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 16, delete "21" and insert "8" 

Page 1, line 20, delete "6," 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

2701 

House Conferees: (Signed) Harry Sieben, Stanley Enebo, Leo 
Adams, Arne Carlson, Thomas Osthoff. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Gene Merriam, Steve Keefe, Roger Lau
lenburger, Roger Hanson, Nancy Brataas. 

Mr. Merriam moved that the foregoing recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report on H. F. No. I be now adopted, and that 
the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The 
motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference Commit
tee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. I: A bill for an act relating to employment services; 
unemployment compensation; defining unemployment and wages; 
eliminating seasonal employment: eliminating collection of contribu
tions of less than $1; experience rating; deleting obsolete language; 
joint account; establishing a weekly maximum for benefits; charging 
of benefits to an employer not a party to a strike; payment of bene
fits to an employee who refuses to accept reemployment during a 
strike: appeals; notice of hearing; increasing fees of appeal tribunal 
members and of advisory council members; benefits paid through error 
or fraud; records; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 268.04, 
Subdivisions 10, 12, 23, 25 and 26; 268.06, Subdivisions I, 6, 8 and 22, 
and by adding a subdivision; 268.07, Subdivision 2; 268.071, Subdi
vision I; 268.08, Subdivisions I, 3, and 5; 268.09, Subdivision I; 268.10, 
Subdivisions 2, 4 and 5; 268.12, Subdivisions 8 and 13; 268.16, Sub
division I, and by adding a subdivision; 268.18, by adding a subdi
vision; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 268.07, Sub
division 5. 

Was read the third tiI:ne, as amended by the Conference Commit
tee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 55 and nays 4, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewsli 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Doty 

Dunn Kleinbaum 
Fituimons Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 
Hanson, R. Mccutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Josefson Moe 
Keefe, J. Nelson 
Keefe, S. North 

Ogdahl Schaaf 
Olhoft Schmitz 
Olson, A.G. Schrom 
Olson, H. D. Solon 
Olson, J. L. Spear 
O'Neill Stassen 
Patton Stokowski 
Perpich, A. J. Stumpf 
Perpich, G. Ueland 
Pillsbury Wegener 
Purfeerst Willet 

Messrs. Bang, Bernhagen, Jensen, 
tive. 

and Renneke voted in the nega-
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So the bill. as amended by the Conference Committee. was repassed 
and its ti tie was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on House 
File No. 929, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of 
the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 929: A bill for an act relating to banks, savings banks and 
uedit unions; authorizing consumer banking facilities; providing 
penalties. 

House File No. 929 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 929 

A bill for an act relating to banks; savings banks and credit unions; 
authorizing consumer banking facilities; providing penalties. 

May 16, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 929 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
!l29 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. For the purposes of 
,ections 1 to 10 the terms defined in this section have the meanings 
ascribed to them: 

Subd. 2. "Bank" means a bank or savings bank organized under 
the laws of this state as defined in Minnesota Statutes, Section 47.02, 
or any national banking association having its principal office in this 
state. 

Subd. 3. "Consumer banking facility" means any manned or un
manned device located separate and apart from a bank's principal 
office or detached facility as authorized by Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tions 47.51 to 47.57, which meets all of the following specifications. 

( a) A consumer banking facility shall perform only services which 
may legally be provided by banks for their customers. However, a 
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consumer banking facility located on the business premises of a per
son engaged in the sale of goods may be used to perform internal non
banking functions for such persons. 

( b) Banking services, when performed by a consumer banking 
facility, must be pursuant to the terms of an existing contractual ar
rangement between the bank providing its services and its customers. 

(c) The person maintaining a consumer banking facility shall make 
it available for use by a bank located in Minnesota on a fair, equit
able and non-discriminatory basis consistent with the provisions of 
this act. 

Subd. 4. "Municipality" means the geographical area within the 
legal boundaries of any city or organized town located in Minnesota. 

Sec. 2. [AUTHORIZATION.] Subdivision I. Thirty days after 
written notice has been filed with the commissioner of banks, any 
bank may establish and maintain at a specific location, one or more 
consumer banking facilities for use by its customers, or may provide 
for the use of such facility to its customers by entering into agree
ment with any person or persons maintaining one or more consumer 
banking facilities. The commissioner of banks shall adopt rules and 
regulations specifying the contents of such notice. Written notification 
shall not be deemed filed until all information required by the com
missioner of banks has been received by his office, which shall make 
such information available to any other bank requesting the use of 
any or all consumer banking facilities which are the subject of such 
notice~ 

Subd. 2. Subject to the notification procedures adopted by the 
commissioner of banks, a consumer banking facility may be estab
lished and maintained anywhere within a municipality in which M 
banks or detached facilities are located, or anywhere within a munici
pality in which at least one bank is located, provided a bank in that 
municipality, pursuant to the provisions of this section, has establishe4 
and maintains or provides the use of one or more consumer banking 
facilities located in one or more municipalities. The location an4 
placement of consumer banking facilities shall not be designed to giw, 
or promote an unfair competitive advantage to any bank In Minnesota. 

Sec. 3. [FUNCTIONS OF A CONSUMER BANKING FACILITY.I 
Subdivision I. Banking transactions which may be performed through 
the use of a consumer banking facility shall be limited to only 
lawful banking services, provided the services performed are pursuant 
to the terms of a preexisting contractual agreement between the bank 
and its customers. In particular and not in limitation of the foregoing, 
deposits and withdrawals may be made through the use of a consumer 
banking facility, but accounts may not be opened at such facilities. 

Subd. 2. The method by which a consumer banking facility perform,, 
banking transactions may include, but are not limited to, the utilization 
of electronic based systems. 

Subd. 3. A consumer banking facility may be operated exclusively 
by bank customers or it may perform banking transactions through 
the assistance of any person provided that person is not employed by 
any bank, bank holding company or subsidiary. Such assistance shall 
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not be deemed lo be engaging in the business of banking. Persons 
assisting bank customers at the site of a consumer banking facility may 
be trained by bank employees and nothing in this section shall be 
construed to prohibit periodic servicing of a consumer banking facility 
by a bank employee. 

Sec. 4. [ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF A CON
SUMER BANKING FACILITY.] Subdivision J. One or more con
sumer banking facilities may be established and maintained by a 
bank, or a group or combination of banks or by a third party if the 
party establishing and maintaining a consumer banking facility, ex
clusive of any supporting equipment:, Structure OT system, limits its 
use to the performance of banking transactions for customers of Min
nesota banks. 

Subd. 2. All banks shall comply with the notification procedures 
adopted by the commissioner of banks prior to providing the services 
of a consumer banking facility to its customers. Nothing in sections 
J to JO shall be construed to provide authority for a party, other than 
a bank, to engage in the business of banking. The activities of third 
parties referred to in sections J to JO are limited to the ownership, 
operation and maintenance of consumer banking facilities and any 
supporting equipment, structures or systems. 

Subd. J. A bank, group or combination of banks or third party 
establishing and maintaining a consumer banking facility shall, upon 
written request:, make the services available to any bank on a fair, 
equitable and nondiscriminatory basis approved by the commissioner 
of banks which includes a pricing structure limited to the owner's 
direct costs, including a reasonable return on the capital expenditures 
incurred by the owner in establishing and maintaining consumer 
banking facilities. 

Subd. 4. Sections J to JO shall be construed as per,nitting the use 
of a consumer banking facility only to facilitate, between a bank and 
a customer thereof, banking transactions deemed a part of the autho
rized business of such bank as conducted at its principal office. Con
tent, use and distribution of any information, advertising material, 
or the use of any other promotional effort" ta the contrary;, is pro. 
hibited. Consistent with the foregoing, any advertisement, either on or 
off a consumer banking facility, promoting the use or the location of 
a consumer banking facility which identifies any bank, group or com
bination of banks or any third parties owning or providing for the 
use of its services, is prohibited. Provided, however, the following 
shall be expressly permitted: 

(a) A simple directory listing placed at the site of a consumer bank
ing facility identifying the particular banks using its services; 

(b) The use and the name, either on or off the consu.mer banking 
facility, which does not promote or identify any particular bank, group 
or combination of banks or any third party; 

( c) A direct mailing of any information from a bank to its customers 
identifying the location and use of any consumer banking facility 
which said banks will provide, under the provisions of sections I to 10, 
for its customers. 
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Sec. 5. [VIOLATIONS; PENALTIES.] A violation of sections 1 to 
10 shall be subject to penalties applicable to violations of laws affect
ing banks. In addition, a violation of sections 1 to JO may be enjoined 
by a civil action for injunction by any aggrieved bank. 

Sec. 6. The authorization for banks to establish, maintain or use the 
services of a consumer banking facility granted in sections 1 to 10 is 
rescinded upon a ruling by a federal court that any of the restrictions 
contained in sections 1 to 10 which regulate consumer banking fa• 
cilities including the prohibition on opening new accounts at a con
sumer banking facility,, the prohibition on advertising a consumer 
banking facility in a manner .which identified it as belonging to a 
particular bank and the requirement that a consumer banking facility 
be available to all banks on a nondiscriminatory basis, do not apply to 
national banking associations. 

Sec. 7. [CONSUMER PRIVACY.] To protect the privacy of cus
tomers using consumer banking facilities, a consumer banking facility, 
financial institution,, or commercial business,, except as provided by 
law, rule of the commissioner of banks, or consent of a customer, shalt 
not provide any information about a customer transaction or a cus
tomer account to any unauthorized party. 

Sec. 8. [ANTI-TRUST.] No financial institution, bank or bank 
holding company or seroice corporation engaged in consumer banking 
facility activities shall contract,, combine or conspire to restrain trade 
in the market for consumer banking facilities or engage in anti-com
petitive practices to the detriment of the public interest. 

Sec. 9. [EXAMINATION.] A service corporation that provides any 
services to a consumer bank facility may be examined whenever the 
commissioner of banks deems it necessary. The service corporatior, 
shall pay examination fees as determined by the commissioner of 
banks. 

Sec. 10. [RULES AND REGULATIONS.] The commissioner 
of banks may promulgate such rules and regulations as are reason
ably necessary to carry out and make effective the provisions and 
purposes of this act pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
15. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 52, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[52.041] Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) A "credit union" 
means a cooperative association organized in accordance with the 
provisions of this chapter or Title 12 of the United States Code. 
(b) A "credit union consumer facility" means any manned or un
manned e/,ectronic based system, device or machine located separ
ate and apart from the credit union offices through which a credit 
union member may communicate and obtain from his credit union 
any authorized service pursuant to terms of an existing contrac
tual arrangement between a credit union and its member. The 
device may receive or dispense cash or transfer funds for a mem
ber's benefit, subject to verification of the credit union. 

Subd. 2. [CREDIT UNION CONSUMER FACILITY; AU-
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THORITY.] A credit union having its principal office in this state 
may own, establish, maintain or use one or more credit union con
sumer facilities. 

Subd. 3. [SHARED FACILITIES.] A credit union may partici
pate in the ownership, establishment, maintenance or use of one or 
more credit union consumer facilities with one or more credit un
ions. Approval to own, establish, maintain or use a credit union 
consumer facility shall be given by the commissioner of banks 
upon application of a credit union if it shall appear that the facili
ty will benefit the members of the credit union and is consistent 
with purposes of Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 52. 

Subd. 4. [RULES AND REGULATIONS.] Pursuant to Minne
sota Statutes, Chapter 15, the commissioner of banks shall promul
gate rules and regulations consistent with all applicable provisions 
of this act that are reasonably necessary to carry out and make 
effective the provisions and purposes of this section. 

Sec. 12. This act is effective the day following its final enact
ment." 

Further, strike the title in its entirety and insert the following: 

"A bill for an act relating to banks; authorizing consumer bank
ing facilities; credit union communication facilities; providing pen
alties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 52, by adding 
a section." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Walter Hanson, Willis Eken, Randy 
Kelly. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Alec G. Olson, Al Kowalczyk, Roger 
Laufenburger. 

Mr. Olson, A. G., moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 929 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Confer
ence Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 929: A bill for an act relating to banks; authorizing 
consumer banking facilities; credit union communication facilities; 
providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
52, by adding a section. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 43 and nays 4, as 
follows: 
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Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Coleman Keefe, S. 
Ashbach Conzemius Kirchner 
Bang Dunn Kleinbaum 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Knutson 
Borden Gearty Laufenburger 
Brataas Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Brown Hughes Merriam 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton 
Chmielewski Keefe, J. North 

Olson,A.G. 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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Messrs. Hansen, Baldy; Josefson; Olhoft and Willet voted in 
the negative. 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 511, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 511: A bill for an act relating to commerce; interest 
rates on money; continuing the exemption of certain loans from 
maximum interest rates; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 334.01, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 238, 
Section 2. 

H. F. No. 511 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.F. NO. 511 

A bill for an act relating to commerce; interest rates on money; 
continuing the exemption of certain loans from maximum interest 
rates; amendin¥ Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 334.01, Subdi
vision 2; repealing Laws 197 4, Chapter 238, Section 2. 

May 17, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable AJec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 511 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as fol
lows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments. 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Bernard Brinkman, 0. J. Heinitz, 
Michael George, Ted Suss, M. J. McCauley. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Winston Borden, Otto Bang, Roger 
Laufenburger, Roger D. Moe, Harmon T. Ogdahl. 

Mr. Borden moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 511 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 511: A bill for an act relating to commerce; interest 
rates on money; continuing the exemption of certain loans from 
maximum interest rates; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 334.01, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 238, Sec
tion 2. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Chmielewski Humphrey 
Arnold Coleman Josefson 
Ashbach Davies Keefe, J. 
Bang Dunn Keefe, S. 
Berg Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Bernhagen Gearty Kleinbaum 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Brataas Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam 

Mr. Willet voted in the negative. 

Milton 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 

Schrom 
Billers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announee that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1769, and repassed said bill in accordance .with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted: 

H. F. No. 1769: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state govemment; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and other 
terms and conditions of employment in the state civil service; pro
viding salaries for department heads and certain judicial positions; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, Subdivi-
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sion l; 15A.083; 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.062, Subdivision 3, and 
by adding a subdivision; 43.067; 43.069, Subdivision l; 43.12, Sub
divisions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 43.122, 
Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.17, Sub
division 2; 43.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 43.21; 
43.23, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision 1; 43.50, Subdivi
sion 1; and 299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, Subdivisions la and 4; 487.05; 
and 526.18. 

House File No. 1769 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. McCutcheon moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to 
the printing requirement for the Conference Committee report 
on H. F. No. 1769. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.F. NO.1769 

A bill for an act relating to the operation of state government; 
providing for salaries, fringe benefits and other terms and condi
tions of employment in the state civil service; providing salaries 
for department heads and certain judicial positions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, Subdivision 1; 15A.083; 
43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.062, Subdivision 3, and by adding a subdi
vision; 43.067; 43.069, Subdivision 1; 43.12, Subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b 
and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 43.122, Subdivisions 1, 3 
and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 43.17, Subdivision 2; 43.18, 
Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivisions 1 and 4; 43.21; 43.23, Subdivi
sions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision 1; 43.50, Subdivision 1; and 
299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 15A.081, Subdivisions la and 4; 487.05; and 526.18. 

May 19, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1769 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House accede to the Senate amendments and that 
H. F. No. 1769, as amended pursuant to Rule 49, be further 
amended as follows: 

Page 6, line 1, strike "dollar" and insert "cent" 

Page 6, line 2, of the McCutcheon amendment, after "classes" 
insert "assigned to salary schedule B" 
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Page 8, lines 18 to 20, strike the new language 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) J. Lindstrom, H. Sieben, P. Fugina. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) B. McCutcheon, H. Ogdahl, E. Gearty. 

Mr. Mccutcheon moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1769 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Con
ference Committee. 

Mr. Stassen moved that the Senate reject the Conference Com
mittee Report on H. F. No. 1769 and the report be re-referred to 
the Conference Committee as formerly constituted for further 
consideration. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Stassen, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 25 and nays 30, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Bang Brown Keefe, J. Nelson 
Berg Dunn Kirchner O'Neill 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Knutson Patton 
Blatz Frederick Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Brataas J osefson Milton Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey North 
Kleinbaum Ogdahl 

The motion did not prevail. 

Olhoft 
Olson,A. G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 

Sillers 
Spear 
Stassen 
Deland 
Wegener 

Schrom 
Solon 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Willet 

The question recurred on the motion of Mr. McCutcheon to 
adopt the recommendations and Conference Committee Report 
on H. F. No. 1769. The motion prevailed. So the recommenda
tions and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1769: A bill for an act relating to the operation of 
state government; providing for salaries, fringe benefits and other 
terms and conditions of employment in the state civil service; 
providing salaries for department heads and certain judicial 
positions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, 
Subdivision 1; 15A.083; 43.05, Subdivision 2; 43.062, Subdivision 
3, and by adding a subdivision; 43.067; 43.069, Subdivision 1; 
43.12, Subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b and 3; 43.121, Subdivisions 1, 2, 
and 3; 43.122, Subdivisions 1, 3 and 4; 43.126, Subdivisions 2 and 
3; 43.17, Subdivision 2; 43.18, Subdivision 2; 43.19, Subdivisions 
1 and 4; 43.21; 43.23, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 43.328, Subdivision 
1; 43.50, Subdivision 1; and 299D.03, Subdivisions 2 and 9; re
pealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15A.081, Subdivisions 
la and 4; 487.05; and 526.18. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blstz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Keefe, J. 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Josefson Nelson 

Mr. Milton voted in the negative. 

North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1758, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; imposing regulations for 
community college operations; appropriating moneys with certain 
conditions for education and related purposes, including the uni
versity of Minnesota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to Ji. 
braries, community colleges, higher education coordinating com
mission, and moneys for medical education. 

H. F. No. 1758 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RlJLES 

Mr. Davies moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to the 
printing requirement for the Conference Committee report on H. F. 
No. 1758. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr.Davies, 
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And the roll being called, there were yeas 29 and nays 25, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Arnold Gearty Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Merriam Purfeerst 
Chenoweth Hughes Milton Schaaf 
Chmielewski Humphrey North Schmitz 
Coleman Keefe, S. Olhoft Solon 
Davies Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. Spear 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brataas Hansen, Mel 
Bang Brown Hanson, R. 
Berg Dunn Jensen 
Bernhagen Fitzsimons Josefson 
Blatz Frederick Kirchner 

The motion did not prevail. 

Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Nelson 
O'Neill 
Patton 

Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Pillsbury 
Schrom 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Mr. Davies moved that H. F. No. 1758 and the Conference 
Committee report thereon be laid on the table. The motion pre
vailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 733 

A bill for an act relating to rates of interest; permitting lending 
institutions to charge interest rates on business and agricultural 
loans of up to five percent more than the federal discount rate 
at the time the loan was made. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 19, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 733 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the house recede from its amendment to page 1, line 17 
and that the house recede from its amendment to the title. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Baldy Hansen, Lew W. Larson, 
B. Robert Lewis. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Bernard J. Brinkman, M. J. McCauley. 

Mr. Hansen, Baldy moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on S. F. No. 733 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Con
ference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommenda
tions and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 733: A bill for an act relating to rates of interest; 
permitting lending institutions to charge interest rates on business 
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and agricultural loans of up to five percent more than the federal 
discount rate at the time the loan was made. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference 
Committee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 41 and nays 13, 
as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Jensen 
Davies Josef son 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kleinbaum. 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen. Baldy Larson 
Hansen. Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Humphrey Nelson 

North 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Solon 
Stsssen 
Stokowaki 
Ueland 
Wegener 

Chenoweth Merriam O]son, A. G. Spear Tennessen 
Hughes Milton Perpich, A. J. Stumpf Willet 
Keefe, S. Olhoft Schasf 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Frederick moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to 
the printing requirement for the Conference Committee report on 
S. F. No. 1026. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Frederick, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 3, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Andenron 
Arnold 
Aahbach 
Bang 
Blalz 
Borden 
Bratsas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Larson 
Gettrty Laufdurger 
Hansen, Bald(Y Lewis 
Hansen, Mel McCutcheon 
Hanson. R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Nelson 
Jensen North 
Keele, S. Ol!dahl 
Kirchner Olhoft 

Olso111A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmilz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spettr 
Stsseen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
T..,.,..,..., 
Ueland 
Wege. nier 
Willet 

Messrs. Berg, Bernhagen and Knutson voted in the negative. 

The motion prevailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITrEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1026 

A bill for an act relating to agricultural lands; regulating the 
ownership of such lands by certain corporations; exempting lands 
acquired for growing asparagus; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 500.24, Subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 17, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1026 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the house recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 
1026 be amended as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 500.24, is amended 
to read: 

500.24 [CORPORATE FARMING.] Subdivision 1. [DEFINI
TIONS.] For the purposes of this section, the terms defined in this 
subdivision have the meanings here given them: 

(a) "Farming" means the cultivation of land for the production 
of (1) agricult11ral crops; (2) livestock or livestock products; (3) 
poultry or poultry products; (4) milk or dairy products; or (5) 
fruit or other horticultural products. It shall not include the pro• 
duction of timber or forest products; nor shall it include a contract 
whereby a processor or distributor of farm products or supplies 
provides spraying, harvesting or other farm services. 

(b) "Family farm" means an unincorporated farming unit own
ed by one or more persons residing on the farm or actively en
gaging in farming. 

( c) "Family farm corporation" means a corporation founded 
for the purpose of farming and the ownership of agricultural 
land in which the majority of the voting stock is held by and the 
majority of the stockholders arc meme01.'!l of a family persons or 
the spouses of persons related to each other within the third de
gree of kindred according to the rules of the civil law, and at 
least one of whese stoekhoklers said related persons is a fl8l'88B 
residing on or actively opera ting the farm, and none of whose 
stockholders are corporations; provided that a family farm 
corporation shall not cease to qualify as such hereunder by rea
son of any devise or bequest of shares of voting stock. 

( d) "Authorized farm corporation" means a corporation meet
ing the following standards: 

( 1) I ts shareholders do not exceed te¼l 5 in number; 
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(2) All its shareholders, other than any estate are natural per
sons; 

(3) It does not have more than one class of shares; and 

( 4) Its revenues from rent, royalties, dividends, interest and 
annuities does not exceed 20 percent of its gross receipts , ; and 

(5) A majority of the shareholders must be residing on the farm 
or actively engaging in farming. 

( e) "Agricultural land" means land used for farming. 

Subd. 2. [FARMING AND OWNERSHIP OF AGRICUL
TURAL LAND BY CORPORATIONS RESTRICTED.] After 
May 20, 1973, no corporation shall engage in farming; nor shall 
any corporation, directly or indirectly, own, acquire, or otherwise 
obtain an interest, whether legal, beneficial or otherwise, in any 
title to real estate used for farming or capable of being used for 
farming in this state. Provided, however, that the restrictions 
provided in this subdivision shall not apply to the following: 

(a) A bona fide encumbrance taken for purposes of security; 

( b) A family farm corporation or an authorized farm corporation 
as defined in subdivision 1; 

(c) Agricultural land and land capable of being used for farm
ing owned by a corporation as of May 20, 1973 including the normal 
expansion of such ownership at a rate not to exceed 20 percent of 
the amount of land owned as of May 20, 1973, measured in acres, 
in any five year period, and including additional ownership reason
ably necessary to meet the requirements of pollution control regu
lations; 

( d) A flli'IB Agricultural land operated for research or experi
mental purposes, provided that any commercial sales from such 
farm shall be incidental to the research or experimental objec
tives of the corporation; 

( e) Agricultural land operated by a corporation for the purpose 
of raising breeding stock for resale to farmers or operated for the 
purpose of growing seed, wild rice, nursery plants or sod; 

(f) Agricultural land and land capable of being used for farming 
leased by a corporation in an amount, measured in acres, not to 
exceed the acreage under lease to such corporation as of May 20, 
1973 and the additional acreage required for normal expansion at a 
rate not to exceed 20 percent of the amount of land leased as af 
May 20, 1973 in any five year period, and the additional acreage 
reasonably necessary to meet the requirements of pollution control 
regulations; 

(g) Future inteEests, ineluding hut net liHlited ~ remainder 
in~cEests fellaw'.ng life estates, Agricultural land when acquired as 
a gift ( either by grant or a devise) by an educational, religious or 
charitable non-profit corporation; provided that all lands so ac
quired which are not operated for research or experimental pur
poses, or are not operated for the purpose of raising breeding stock 
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for resale to farmers or operated for the purpose of growing seed, 
wild rice, nursery plants or sod must be disposed of within ten 
years after acquiring title thereto; 

(h) Agricultural land acquired by a corporation other than a 
family farm corporation or authorized farm corporation, as de
fined in subdivision 1, !er immea.'-ate "" petential use iH -
farming JllH'Jl9Ses for which the corporation has documented 
plans to use and subsequently uses the land within six years 
from the date of purchase for a specific nonfarming purpose, or if 
the land is zoned nonagricultural, or if the land is located within 
an incorporated area . A corporation may hold such agricultural 
land in such acreage as may be necessary to its nonfarm business 
operation; provided, however, that pending the development of 
agricultural land for nonfarm purposes, such land may not be used 
for farming except under lease to a family farm unit, a family 
farm corporation or an authorized farm corporation, or except 
when controlled through ownership, options, leaseholds, or other 
agreements by a corporation which has entered into an agreement 
with the United States of America pursuant to the New Com
munity Act of 1968 (Title IV of the Housing and Urban De
velopment Act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. 3901-3914) as amended, or a 
subsidiary or assign of such a corporation; 81' 

(i) Agricultural lands acquired by a corporation by process ot 
law in the collection of debts, or by any procedure for the enforce
ment of a lien or claim thereon, whether created by mortgage Ol' 
otherwise; provided, however, that all lands so acquired be disposed 
of within ten years after acquiring the title thereto, and further 
provided that the land so acquired shall not be used for farming 
during the ten year period except under a lease to a family farm 
unit, a family farm corporation or an authorized farm corporation. 
The aforementioned ten year limitation period shall be deemed a 
covenant running with the title to the land against any corporat.e 
grantee or assignee or the successor of such corporation ; 

(j) Agricultural land acquired by a corporation regulated under 
the provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 216B, for pur
poses described in that chapter or by an electric generation or trans
mission cooperative for use in its business, provided, however, that 
such land may not be used for farming except under lease to a fam
ily farm unit, or a family farm corporation; 

(k) Agricultural land, either leased or owned, totaling no more 
than 2700 acres, acquired after May 20, 1973 for the purpose of 
replacing or expanding asparagus growing operations, provided that 
such corporation had established 2000 acres of asparagus produc
tion; 

(1) All agricultural land or land capable of being used for farm
ing which was owned or leased by an authorized farm corporation 
as defined in Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 500.24, Subdivi
sion 1, clause (d) but which does not qualify as an authorized 
farm corporation as defined in subdivision (1), clause (d); 

(m) A corporation formed primarily for religious purposes 
whose sole income is derived from agriculture; 
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(n) Agricultural land owned or leased by a corporation prior 
to the effective date of this act, which was exempted from the 
restriction of subdivision 2 under the provisions of Laws 1973, 
Chapter 427, including normal expansion of such ownership or lease
hold interest to be exercised at a rate not to exceed 20 percent 
of the amount of land owned or leased on the effective date of 
this act in any five year period and the additional ownership 
reasonably necessary to meet requirements of pollution control 
regulations . 

Subd. 3. [REPORTS.] (a) Every corporation which holds any 
interest in agricultural land or land used for the breeding, feeding, 
pasturing, growing, or raising of livestock, dairy or poultry, or 
products thereof, or land used for the production of agricultural 
crops or fruit or other horticultural products, other than a boM 
fide encumbrance taken for purposes of security, or which is 
engaged in farming or proposing to commence farming in this 
state after May 20, 1973 , shall file with the commissioner of 
agriculture a report containing the following information: 

( 1) The name of the corporation and its place of incorporation; 

(2) The address of the registered office of the corporation in 
this state, the name and address of its registered agent in this 
state and, in the case of a foreign corporation, the address of its 
principal office in its place of incorporation; 

(3) The acreage and location listed by quarter-quarter sec
tion, township and county of each lot or parcel of land in this 
state owned or leased by the corporation and used for the grow
ing of crops or the keeping or feeding of poultry or livestock; aB4 

( 4) The names and addresses of the officers , shareholders 
owning more than 10 percent of the stock, including the percent 
of stock owned by each such shareholder and the members of the 
board of directors of the corporation, ; and 

(5) The farm products which the corporation produces or in
tends to produce on its agricultural land. 

The report of a corporation seeking to qualify hereunder as a 
family farm corporation or an authorized farm corporation shall 
contain the following additional information: The number of shares 
owned by persons residing on the farm or actively engaged in 
farming, or their relatives within the third degree of kindred 
according to the ruJes of the civil law or their spouses ; the name, 
address and number of shares owned by each shareholder; and 
e statement as to percentage of gross receipts of the corporation 
derived from rent, royalties, dividends, interest and annuities. No 
corporation shall commence farming in this state until the 
enmmiseieR commissioner of agriculture has inspected the report 
and certified that its proposed operations comply with the pro
visions of this section. 

(b) Every corporation engaged iB fMming iB this ~ate as 
described in clause ( a) shall, prior to April 15 of each year, file 
with the commissioner of agriculture a report containing the infor-
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mation required in clause (a), based on its operations in the preced
ing calendar year and its status at the end of such year ; provided 
that every corporation not engaged in farming on the effective 
date of this act, but engaged in activities described in clause ( a) 
shall file the first required report prior to September 15, 1975 . 

( c) Failure to file a required report, or the willful filing of 
false information, shall constitute a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 4. [ENFORCEMENT.] If the attorney general has rea
son to believe that a corporation is violating subdivision 2 of 
this section, he shall commence an action in the district court 
in which any agricultural lands relative to such violation are 
situated, or if situated in two or more counties, in any county 
in which a substantial part of the lands are situated. The attorney 
general shall file for record with the register of deeds or the 
registrar of titles of each county in which any portion of said 
lands are located a notice of the pendency of the action as provided 
in section 557.02. If the court finds that the lands in question 
are being held in violation of subdivision 2 of this section, it shall 
enter an order so declaring. The attorney general shall file for 
record any such order with the register of deeds or the registrar 
of titles of each county in which any portion of said lands are 
located. Thereafter, the corporation owning such land shall have 
a period of five years from the date of such order to divest itself 
of such lands. The aforementioned five year limitation period shall 
be deemed a covenant running with the title to the land against 
any corporate grantee or assignee or the successor of such cor
poration. Any lands not so divested within the time prescribed 
shall be sold at public sale in the manner prescribed by law for 
the foreclosure of a mortgage by action. In addition, any prospec
tive or threatened violation may be enjoined by an action brought 
by the attorney general in the manner provided by law. " 

Further, strike the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to agriculture; clarifying restrictions 
upon farming bX corporation; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 500.24. ' 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Mel Frederick, John Bernhagen, Ed 
Schrom, Howard Olson, Baldy Hansen. 

House Conferees: (Signed) George Mann, John Biersdorf, Russell 
Stanton, Glen Anderson, Marion Menning. 

Mr. Frederick moved that the foregoing recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report on S. F. No. 1026 be now adopted, and 
that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. 
The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference Com
mittee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 1026: A bill for an act relating to agricultural lands; 
regulating the ownership of such lands by certain corporations; ex
empting lands acquired for growing asparagus; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 500.24, Subdivision 2. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Commit
tee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 2, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Davies Keefe, J. 
Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fi,tzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick Kle.inbaum 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hamen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen~ Mel Laufenburger 
Hanson, R. Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Mer:riam 
Jensen Milton 
Josef son Nelson 

Ogdah! 
Olhoft 
Ollwn, A.G. 
Olson, H. D. 
O'NeiiH 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Pillsbuey 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 

Messrs. Knutson and Sillers voted in the negative. 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
We:gener 
Willei 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
nd its title was agreed to. 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. North moved that the vote whereby S. F. No. 177 and the 
Comerence Committee Report thereon failed to pass the Senate on 
May 17, 1975, be now reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. North moved that the recommendations and Conference Com
mittee Report as printed in the Journal May 15, I 975 on S. F. No. 
f77 be now adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by 
lhe Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommen
dations and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

S. F. No. 1 77: A bill for an act relating to public health; changing 
1equirements and procedures for obtaining certificates of need for 
health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
145.72, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 145.76; 145.78; 145.80; 145.82; Chap
ter 145, by adding sections; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 145.8L 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 47 and nays 8, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Aohbach 
Bang 
Blatz 

Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Davies 
Dunn 
Fi:tzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearty 

Hansen~ Mel 
Hanson, R. 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Josefson 

Keefe, S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 
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Laufenbur,ger 
Lewis 
McCureheon 
Merri.am 
Milton 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
O'Neill 
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Pillsbury 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowsld 
Stumpf 
Tennessien 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

[57THDAY 

Wegener 
Willet 

Bernhagen Jensen Olson, H. D. Schrom Ueland 
Hansen, Baldy Keefe, J. Patton 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted 
the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee 
on House File No. 133, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H.F. No. 133: A bill for an act relating to taxation; eliminating 
assessor's function of obtaining agricultural statistics and informa
tion; appointment of special boards of review and equalization; 
providing for certification of assessor; reclassification procedures 
for certain property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
17.03, Subdivision 2; 270.11, by adding a subdivision; 270.48; 
273.17, Subdivision 1; 274.01; 274.13; 274.14. 

House File No. 133 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.F. NO. 133 

A bill for an act relating to taxation; eliminating assessor's 
function of obtaining agricultural statistics and information; ap
pointment of special boards of review and equalization; providing 
for certification of assessor; reclassification procedures for certain 
property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 17.03, 
Subdivision 2; 270.11, by adding a subdivision; 270.48; 273.17, 
Subdivision 1; 274.01; 274.13; 274.14. 

May 17, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 133 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: 
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That the senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. 
No. 133 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 15, after "property" insert", or that he can establish 
that he did not receive notice of his market value at least five 
days before the local board of review meeting" 

Page 5, line 23, after "273.01" insert", or that he can establish 
that he did not receive notice of his market value at least five days 
before the local board of review meeting" 

Page 6, line 6, delete "of the first class" 

Page 7, line 16, delete "provided that the board may" 

Page 7, delete lines 17 and 18 

Page 7, line 19, delete "equaliz-ation" 

Page 8, line 32, delete "over" 

Page 9, line 1, delete "100,000 population, according to the 
census of 1970," 

Page 10, after line 3, insert a new section to read: 

"Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 273.13, Subdivision 
16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [HOMESTEAD ESTABLISHED AFTER ASSESS
MENT DATE.] (1) Any property which was not used for the 
purpose of a homestead on the assessment date, but which was 
used for the purpose of a homestead on June 1 of such year, 
shall constitute class 3b, class 3c or class 3cc, as the case may 
be, to the extent of one-half of the valuation which would have 
been includible in such class and one-half the homestead tax 
credit to which it would have been entitled had the property 
been used as a homestead on both such dates. 

(2) Any taxpayer meeting the requirements of clause (1) must 
notify the county assessor, or the assessor who has the powers 
of the county assessor pursuant to section 273.063, in writing, 
prior to June 15 of such year in order to qualify thereunder. 

The county assessor and the county auditor are hereby em
powered to make the necessary changes on their assessment and 
tax records to provide for proper homestead classification and 
credit as provided in clauses (1) and (2). 

(3) The owner of any property qualifying under this subdivi
sion, which has not been accorded the benefits of this subdivision, 
regardless of whether or not the notification required in clause (2) 
has been timely filed, may be entitled to receive such benefits 
by proper application as provided in section 270.07, or section 
375.192." 

Renumber the sections accordingly 

Page 10, line 4, delete "and 7" and insert ", 7 and 9" 

Further, amend the title as follows: 
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Line 10, after "270.48;" insert "273.13, Subdivision 16;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) James Pehler, John D. Tomlinson, 
Maurice D. McCollar, Frank H. DeGroat, Jim F. White. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Alec G. Olson, Joseph T. O'Neill, 
A. J. Perpich, Jack I. Kleinbaum, Otto T. Bang. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 133 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. 
'fhe motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference Com
mittee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 133: A bill for an act relating to taxation; eliminating 
assessor's function of obtaining agricultural statistics and information; 
appointment of special boards of review and equalization; providing for 
certification of assessor; reclassification procedures for certain property; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 17.03, Subdivision 2; 
270.11, by adding a subdivision; 270.48; 273.13, Subdivision 16; 
273.17, Subdivision 1; 274.01; 274.13; 274.14. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 0, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Coleman Jensen Nelson 
Arnold Davies Josefson North 
Ashbach Dunn Keefe, J. Ogdahl 
Balllr Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Berg Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, A.G. 
Bemhagen Gearty Knutson Olson, H. D. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Brataas Hansen, Mel Larson Patton 
Brown Hanson, R. Laufenbur:ger Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutch<>on Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
SJ>"ar 
Stassen 
Sookowski 
Stumpf 
Termessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 
and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the recom
mendation and report of the Conference Committee on House File No. 
1518, and repassed said bill in accordance with the report of the 
Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1518: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
providing for the abolition of the power of the city to levy and raise 
taxes for the payment of severance pay obligations of the board of 
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education of said city; amending certain provisions pertaining to the 
method of computing severance pay for city of St. Paul employees; 
increasing the mill rate levy for payment of severance pay obligations 
of the city; amending Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Sections 2, as amended, 
and 3, as amended. 

House File No. 1518 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Represeutatives 

Transmitted May 17, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1518 

A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; providing for the 
abolition of the power of the city to levy and raise taxes for the payment 
of severance pay obligations of the board of educatiou of said city; 
amending certain provisions pertaining to the method of computing 
severance pay for city of St. Paul employees; increasing the mill rate 
levy for payment of severance pay obligations of the city; amending: 
Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Sections 2, as amended, and 3, as amended 

May 15, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1518 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
1518 be amended as follows, 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and inserL 

"Section 1. Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Section 2, as amended by 
Laws 1963, Chapter 729, Section 1, and Laws 1971, Chapter 599, 
Section 1, is amended to read· 

Sec. 2. [ST. PAUL, CITY OF; SEVERANCE PAY.] The pro
visions, rules and regulations under any such ordinance for such 
payment of severance pay by said city, authorized under the 
foregoing provisions of section 1 hereof, shall be applicable to all 
employees of said city other than its elected city officials. 'l'-here
rmaa 13rnvisions ehall be m=<le fel' the 00ffi]3\F.:1tion e, 6Heh 
ae,,,emnee J3llY fui' :eenewil sew.-ee a,, uaelassiiied ClHljHeymeat 
13erseaael, ~ thaa elee!,ee Bi;.y effiaale; amrng ~ thiags, 
ey the a~tachment ;;e tae se•,eral Cffipleyineats, threugheut the 
13eriods of the same; siek le<wea and ¥aeatien lea¥es; as shall ae 
1113131ie11J.le eein13arable ia ameunt ta these whieh weu-ld haw ftt.. 
taffied th~ had the same heea ee¥H eew:-ee .,., ebssi~ied em
]31oymcnts, ther-ermae, ey ¥HSHe of the eM-1 selViee r-ules aa4 
regalatimas of said ei;.y, 11tlepted, 13,escrihed and p,emulgated 
und-e, 1100 13ursuant ½ its said eharter; and further 13,ovisieas 
shllll h-= made fel' the e0ffi]3Htawm ef 6Heh ee¥er:::a:e J3IIY fel' ewil 
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serviee e,, elessified employmrnt peMonael, amea-g 9tOOi' things, 
l,y the aUaehmeat ':-s -the se,,.eral empley,aeats througlao11t the 
]'0rioas of the same, swk leaves aad ¥&eatiOH le-, eo shall be 
ep~eal,le, uru!e,, ead l,y 'IH'tue ef suela eivil sewiee mles aad 
regulatioas. Thereundcr, fur.;..1,er provisions shall be maae fe,, the 
detenmnetioa, in respeet ~ the seve,al empleyments effeeted, 
of Slleh aee11mula;ed aad unused swk leaves aad Yaeation leaves 
aad the amounts o~ the same, l,y ,easenel,le eru! p,a~tieable meth
ods the,efor te be pres~ribea l,y the eo11nsil ef said eity,- There
UBael'; Such severance pay shall be excluded from retirement de
ductions and from any calculations in retirement benefits, and 
shall be paid over a period not to exceed five years from termina
tion of employment. The amount of such severance pay allowable or 
to become payable in respect of any such employment or to any 
such employee after December 31, 1973, shall not l,e iB ea<eeSS of 
$3,000, laerel,y established as the ma,rimum authorfaea se,,.e,anee 
pay pro•fision er payment in ftBY sueh separate ease.- !I'his seetioa 
shall be retroa~tive to Deecml,er 3-1-; mG exceed $4,000 . 

Sec. 2. Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Section 3, as amended by 
Laws 1961, Chapter 549, Section 1; Laws 1963, Chapter 729, 
Section 2; Laws 1965, Chapter 659, Section 1; Laws 1967, Chapter 
488, Section 1; and Laws 1971, Chapter 599, Section 2, is amend
ed to read: 

Sec. 3. [ST. PAUL, CITY OF; EMPLOYEE'S SEVERANCE 
PAY.] Subdivision 1. The said city, for the purpose of providing 
moneys for the payment of its severance pay obligations under 
any such ordinance, hereby is authorized and empowered, by 
resolution of its council, in addition to all other powers pos
sessed by said city and in addition to and in excess of any exist
ing limitation upon the amount it is otherwise authorized by law 
to levy as taxes, to levy taxes annually not exceeding in any one 
year an amount equal to 50/100 one-third of one mill upon each 
dollar of the assessed valuation thereof, for city services other 
than public schools, upon all taxable property in said city, ex
clusive of moneys and credits, which taxes as levied shall be 
spread upon the tax rolls, and all collections thereof shall be paid 
into the treasury of said city, therein to be allocated therefor and 
to be disbursed and expended by said city in payment of any such 
city services other than public schools severance pay obligations 
and for no other purpose. 

~ ~ The said ~ fa,, the purpose of provid-ing 1HOneys 
fo,, the paymeBt of j±.,1J severanee pay &hligatiOH-s uader any sueh 
o,d-inanee. he,el,y ;B a11tho,faea ana empo>n•e,ed, l,y resolution of 
ito eouneil, iB addition te all ether powe,s possessed l,y saia ~ 
aad iB add-ition te and iH aeess ef ftBY I.mi~ upOH the amouat 
it is othe,wise aa':horized l,y law to revy as t-, to revy -taaees 
ann11ally Mt areedmg in any OHC yea, an amount equal te 40/100 
ei OHC mill upOH eaeh eolla, of the assessed 'lllffifltion thereof fo,, 
pul,l.4! seheols, upOH all ':aa.al,le prope,ty m said eity, el!eluswe of 
moneys and ered-its, whieh tmres as le¥ied shall l,e 8fll'€llG upOH 
the -tall ,ells, aad all eellee;;iOHB thereef Ghall l,e J!1HG into the 
treoou,y of said ety; the,ein to 1,e aUoeatea the,do, aad to l,e 
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eiseuMee end eJ<f'eHeee ~ sai~ c:ty iH iaa,,,H¼eflc; el aay s..eh 
~ seheel -- f'ft-Y oeligatioHB """ ~ .... etl>er f'UPf'0Se, 

Subd. 3 2 . The disbursements and expenditures hereinbefore 
authorized in behalf of said city flBil ~ eelll'El ef edueati9R &I 
;he ei-ty ef St, Paul for payment of such city end eelll'El ef edY
eatieH severance pay obligations hereunder shall not be deemed to 
constitute any part of the cost of said city's 8i' eoare's government 
within the meaning of any statutory or charter limitation on said 
city's expenditures. 

Sec. 3. Laws 1973, Chapter 691, Section 4, Subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: · 

Sec. 4. [ST. PAUL, CITY OF; OFFICERS' COMPENSA
TION.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding any provision of law or 
the St. Paul city charter to the contrary, the city of St. Paul shall 
have the power, from and after the effective date of this section, 
to fix in term and refix from time to time the compensation of all 
duly elected officers under its charter. Such compensation shall 
be fixed by ordinance passed upon in the manner provided for by 
the charter of the city of St. Paul, provided that no ordinance 
increasing compensation of elected officials may be passed during 
the last three months of any term of office. Except ~ ~ HH;ial 
mtiBg ef eOIBf'eHsatiea authel'ized as provided herein, no subse
quent fixing of compensation shall be prescribed to take effect 
during the term of office for which the elected officials shall have 
been elected. The city of St. Paul is authorized to provide by 
ordinance passed upon in the manner provided for by the charter 
of the city of St. Paul that compensation of all duly elected offi
cers under its charter may be increased by an amount not to 
exceed $2,000, such ordinance to be enacted and to become ef
fective prior to December 31, 1975. 

Sec. 4. Laws 1965, Chapter 705, is amended by adding a 
section to read: 

Sec. 6. The school board, for the purpose of providing moneys 
for the payment of its severance pay obligations under a plan 
approved by resolution of the district, in addition to all other 
powers possessed by the school district and in addition to and 
in excess of any existing limitation upon the amount it is other
wise authorized by law to levy as taxes, is authorized to levy 
taxes annually not exceeding in any one year an amount equal 
to two-tenths of one mill upon each dollar of the assessed valuation 
thereof upon all taxable property within the school district which 
taxes as levied shall be spread upon the tax rolls, and all corrections 
thereof shall be held by the school district, and allocated therefor 
to be disbursed and expended by the school district in payment 
of any public school severance pay obligations and for no other 
purpose. Disbursements and expenditures previously authorized 
on behalf of the school district for payment of severance pay 
obligations shall not be deemed to constitute any part of the 
cost of the operation and maintenance of the school district within 
the meaning of any statutory limitation of any school district 
expenditures. 
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The amount of such severance pay allowable or to become pay
able in respect of any such employment or to any such employee 
shall not exceed $4,000. 

Sec. 5. Section 4 shall become effective only after approval by 
a majority of the governing body of Independent School District 
No. 625 and upon compliance with the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 645.021. 

Sec. 6. [SAINT PAUL, CITY OF; REZONING.] Whenever 
the governing body of the city of Saint Paul has adopted a new 
zoning ordinance or plan, the city may, notwithstanding the pro
visions of any statute, charter provision or ordinance, for a period 
of two years after the adoption thereof, alter the zoning of any 
lot or tract from such new zoning classification to a classification 
substantially equivalent to the previous zoning thereof or to any 
zoning classification, the degree of restriction of which would be 
intermediate between such new and previous classifications, with
out the consent of any property owner. The alterations authorized 
by this section shall be made only after a public hearing on such 
proposed change has been held by a committee of the governing 
body or by a designated agency of the city of which hearing 
written notice shall been mailed to the owner of the affected 
property and all the owners of real state within 350 feet of the 
affected property according to the records of the auditor of the 
county in which such property is situated and such alterations 
thereof adopted by the affirmative vote in favor thereof by % 
of all of the members of the governing body of the city. 

Sec. 7. The authority granted to the city of Saint Paul by 
this act is in addition to any other authority granted to the city. 

Sec. 8. Sections 1 to 3 and sections 6 and 7 shall become effec
tive only after its approval by a majority of the governing body 
of the city of Saint Paul, and upon compliance with the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.021. " 

Further, strike the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul and Independent 
School District No. 625; providing for the abolition of the power 
of the city to levy and raise taxes for the payment of severance 
pay obligations of the board of education of the city; providing 
for severance pay and the authority to levy and raise taxes for 
the payment of severance pay obligations of the school distric't 
board; amending certain provisions pertaining to the method of 
computing severance pay for city employees; providing for or
dinance for increased limited compensation for officers; increasing 
the mill rate levy for payment of severance pay obligations of 
the city; authorizing the city to rezone lots or tracts of land in 
certain circumstances without the consent of landowners in the 
immediate vicinity; amending Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Sections 
2, as amended, and 3, as amended; Laws 1965, Chapter 705, by 
adding a section; and Laws 1973, Chapter 691, Section 4, Sub
division l." 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Bruce F. Vento, Walter R. Hanson, 
Richard J. Kostohryz. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Joseph T. O'Neill, Robert D. North, 
Peter P. Stumpf. 

Mr. O'Neill moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1518 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1518: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. 
Paul and Independent School District No. 625; providing for 
the abolition of the power of the city to levy and raise taxes for 
the payment of severance pay obligations of the board of edu
cation of the city; providing for severance pay and the authority 
to levy and raise taxes for the payment of severance pay obliga
tions of the school district board; amending certain provisions 
pertaining to the method of computing severance pay for city 
employees; providing for ordinance for increase limited compen
sation for officers; increasing the mill rate levy for payment of 
severance pay obligations of the city; authorizing the city to 
rezone lots or tracts of land in certain circumstances without 
the consent of landowners in the immediate vicinity; amending 
Laws 1959, Chapter 690, Sections 2, as amended, and 3, as 
amended; Laws 1965, Chapter 705, by adding a section; and Laws 
1973, Chapter 691, Section 4, Subdivision 1. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 42 and nays 4, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Ashbach 
Bei,g 
Blatz 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Comemius 

Davies Kowalczyk 
Fitzsimons Larson 
Geitrty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hanson, R. Merriam 
Hughes Nelson 
Humphrey North 
Keefe, J. Olhoft 
Kirclmer Olson, H. D. 

O'Neill 
Patton 
Pe"!>ich, A. J. 
Pullfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Bang; Brown; Hansen, Mel and Pillsbury voted in the 
negative. 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

[57THDAY 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 533, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 533: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; Red 
Lake Indian reservation; state payments; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Chapter 256, by adding a section. 

H. F. No. 533 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.F. NO. 53S 

A bill for an act relating to public welfare; Red Lake Indian 
reservation; state payments; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Chapter 256, by adding a section. 

May 18, 1975 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 533 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 
533 be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 7, strike " the day following final " 

Page 2, line 8, strike " enactment" and insert "July 1, 1975" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Douglas J. St. Onge, Donald B. Sam
uelson, Irvin N. Anderson. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Gerald L. Willet, Roger D. Moe, Nor
bert Arnold. 

Mr. Willet moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 533 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference 
Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 533: A bill for an act relating to public welfare; 
Red Lake Indian reservation; state payments; amending Min
nesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 256, by adding a section. 
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Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderaon Frederick Klembaum O'Neill 
Bang Ge,,rty Kowalczyk Patton 
Berg Hamen, Baldy Larson Perpich, A. J. 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger Perpich, G. 
Brown Haneon, R. McCutcheon PilW>ury 
Chmielewski Hu~ Merriam Purfeerst 
Davies Humphley Nelson Schaaf 
Doty Keefe, J. North Schmitz 
Dunn Keefe, S. Olhoft Schrom 
Fitzsimons Kirchner Olson, H. D. Sillers 

Solon 
Spe,,r 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tenneseen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House wishes to recall 
for the purpose of further consideration Senate File No. 869. 

S. F. No. 869: A bill for an act relating to St. Louis county; 
providing for the disposition of the proceeds from the sale or 
rental of tax forfeited lands or from the sale of any products 
therefrom. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
May 19, 1975 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the Senate accede to the request of 
the House for the recall of S. F. No. 869. The motion prevailed. 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 638, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 638: A bill for an act relating to boxing; amending 
certain boxing commission rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 341.04; 341.05, Subdivision 1; 341.10; and 341.11. 

H. F. No. 638 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 19, 1975 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.F. NO. 638 

A bill for an act relating to boxing; amending certain boxing 
commission rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4. Sections 
341.04; 341.05, Subdivision 1; 341.10; and 341.11. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
May 17, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H.F. No. 638 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendments except the 
amendments to page 1, lines 15, 16, 17 and 18 and that the Senate 
recede from its amendments to page 1, lines 15, 16, 17 and 18. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
House Conferees: (Signed) Harry A. Sieben, Jr., John S. Biers
dorf, Leo J. Reding. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Eugene E. Stokowski, Sam G. Solon, 
Lew W. Larson. 

Mr. Stokowski moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 638 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 638: A bill for an act relating to boxing; amending 
certain boxing commission rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 341.04; 341.05, Subdivison 1; 341.10; and 341.11. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 52 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Thum Kirchner Olson,, J. L. 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Kleinbaum O'Neill 
Bang Frederick Kowalczyk Patton 
Berg Gearty Larson Pe11Pich, A. J. 
Blatz Hanselll, Baldy Laufeniburger Perpich, G. 
Boroen Hansen,, Mel McCutcheon PiJ!sbucy 
Brown Hanson, R. Merriam Pultfeemt 
Chmielewski Hughes Moe Renn.eke 
Coleman Humphrey Nelson Schrom 
Davies Josef son North Sillers 
Doty Keefe, J. Olhoft Solon 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tem,essen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

2731 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1160, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1160: A bill for an act relating to bicentennial pro
jects; authorizing governmental units to furnish services, property 
and money in connection with bicentennial projects; validating 
prior expenditures. 

H. F. No. 1160 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1160 

A bill for an act relating to bicentennial projects; authorizing 
governmental units to furnish services, property and money in 
connection with bicentennial projects; validating prior expendi
tures. 

May 17, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1160 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as fol
lows: 

That the senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. 1160 
be amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 6, strike "act" and insert "section" 

Page 2, after line 7, insert 

"Sec. 2. [MINNESOTA AMERICAN REVOLUTION BICEN
TENNIAL COMMISSION; CREATION.] Subdivision 1. 
[CREATION.] The Minnesota American revolution bicentennial 
commission shall consist of 40 members appointed by the gover
nor, five members from each congressional district. Members of 
the legislature may be appointed to the commission. Members of 
the commission shall serve without compensation but shall be 
reimbursed for expenses in the same manner and amount as state 
employees. 

Subd. 2. [CHAIRMAN; EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE; EM
PLOYEES.] The commission shall elect from among its member
ship a chairman and other officers as necessary. The commission 
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may form an executive committee to expedite the conduct of its 
duties. It shall appoint and prescribe the duties of its employees 
as it deems advisable. All employees are in the unclassified ser
vice of the state. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES.] The commission shall plan, encourage, 
develop, coordinate, and implement an overall statewide program 
for Minnesota's observances and activities commemorating the 
historic events and activities associated with the American revolu
tion, including voluntary participation by all cities, counties, and 
regions. The commission shall coordinate its efforts with those 
of the American revolution bicentennial commission and shall coop
erate with that agency in the development of an effective national 
observance of the bicentennial. To carry out its responsibilities the 
commission may enter into necessary contracts, receive and expend 
applicable grants, extend grants to participating Minnesota gov
ernmental subdivisions, distribute bicentennial information to the 
general public, encourage, receive and utilize gifts of any type, 
provide for the creation and sale of bicentennial memorabilia and 
conduct and collect fees for regional bicentennial conferences. 

Subd. 4. [APPROPRIATION.] The commission is the succes
sor to the Minnesota American revolution bicentennial commis
sion established by Executive Order No. 51, December 18, 1972. 
Upon completion of appointment of all the members of the com
mission, the unencumbered balances of the appropriations made 
to the governor for the benefit of the Minnesota bicentennial com
mittee by Laws 1973, Chapter 720, Section 43, Subdivision 5, and 
to the governor for the benefit of the Minnesota American revolu
tion bicentennial commission by Laws 1974, Chapter 355, Section 
65, or by any other law shall be transferred and made available to 
the commission until the expiration of this act. Gifts and receipts 
from sales and conferences with respect to the commission's bi
centennial functions are appropriated to the commission and shall 
remain available to the commission until the expiration of this act. 

Subd. 5. tEFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective the 
day following final enactment and shall expire December 31, 1976.'' 

Further amend the title as Jollows: 

Page 1, line 2, delete "bicentennial projects" and insert "the 
American revolution bicentennial; creating a commission" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) M. J. McCauley, James Pehler, Maur
ice D. McCollar, Bernard J. Brinkman, Mike Jaros. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Roger Laufenburger, Wayne Olhoft, 
Baldy Hansen, Mel Frederick, Lew W. Larson. 

Mr. Laufenburger moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1160 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Confer
ence Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 
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H. F. No. 1160: A bill for an act relating to the American 
revolution bicentennial, creating a commission authorizing govern
mental units to furnish services, property and money in connec
tion with bicentennial projects; validating prior expenditures. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 56 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
A•hhach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernibagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Davies 

Doty Kleuibaum 
Dunn Kniutson 
Fitzsimons Kowalczyk 
Frederick Larson 
Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Han,,olll, R. McCutcheon 
Huilhes Merriam 
Humphrey Mil1<>n 
Josem0n Moe 
Keefe, S. North 
Kircmer Ogdahl 

Olhoft 
Olsolll,H.D. 
OLsolll, J. L. 
O'Nei11 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Pumeerst 
Renm>ke 
Schrom 
Billers 

Solon 
Spear 
Stessen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 

recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 787, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 787: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; prescribing additional duties 
for the commission; authorization of reciprocity agreements; au
thorizing contracts with private colleges; providing for increasing 
scholarships and grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for stu
dent loans; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 136A.04; 136A.05; 136A.08; 136A.101, Subdivision 
4; 136A.121, Subdivision 3; 136A.171; 136A.20; 147.30, and 147.31. 

H. F. No. 787 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Moe moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to the 
printing requirement for the Conference Committee report on 
H. F. No. 787. The motion prevailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 787 

A bill for an act relating to education; higher education coordi
nating commission; prescribing additional duties for the commis
sion; authorization of reciprocity agreements; authorizing con
tracts with private colleges; providing for increasing scholarships 
and grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for student Joans; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 136A.04; 136A.05; 13A.08; 13A.101, Subdivision 4; 136A.121, 
Subdivision 3; 136A.171; 136A.20; 147.30; and 147.31. 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
May 19, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 787 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. 
No. 787 be amended as follows: 

Page 5, line 7, delete" sum of $1,200,000" and insert" amounts 
necessary " 

Page 5, line 8, delete "Any unexpended" 

Page 5, line 9, delete the entire line 

Page 5, line 10, delete " shall be available for the second year 
of the biennium. " 

Page 5, line 14, after the period insert " All provisions in this 
subdivision pertaining to North Dakota shall also be applied to 
South Dakota and all authority and conditions granted for higher 
education reciprocity with North Dakota are also granted for higher 
education reciprocity with South Dakota. " 

Page 6, line 23, delete " $1,200 " and insert " $1,100" 

Page 6, line 30, delete "$1,200" and insert" $1,100" 

Page 9, line 10, strike "without regard to the number" 

Page 9, line 11, strike "of students previously enrolled" 

Page 9, line 20, after "and" insert " $120,000 per year" 

Page 9, line 20, after "for" and before "loans" insert "new" 

Page 9, line 21, strike ", for up to" 

Page 9, line 22, strike "a maximum of" 

Page 9, line 23, strike "20" 

Page 9, line 23, strike "recipients" 

Page 9, line 23, strike "per year of the" 
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Page 9, line 24, strike "biennium" 

Page 10, line 12, delete "or school of osteopathy" 

Page 10, line 17, after "commission." insert "In selecting medi
cal students priority shall be given to students enrolled in schoou 
in Minnesota. " 

Page 10, line 26, strike "three years" and insert "a period of 
18 months for each initial or renewal period of the loan, or five 
years, whichever is less, " 

Page 11, line 2, strike "$6,000" and insert "$5,000" 

Page 11, line 5, strike "$24,000" and insert "$20,000" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Peter X. Fugina, Rodney Searle, Carl 
Kroening. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) Roger D. Moe, J. A. Josefson, Jack 
Davies. 

Mr. Moe moved that the foregoing recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report on H. F. No. 787 be now adopted, and 
that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. 
The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference 
Commitee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 787: A bill for an act relating to education; higher 
education coordinating commission; prescribing additional duties 
for the commission; authorization of reciprocity agreements; 
authorizing contracts with private colleges; providing for increasing 
scholarships and grants-in-aid; authorizing revenue bonds for 
student loans; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Sections 136A.04; 136A.05; 136A.08; 136A.101, Subdivision 
4; 136A.121, Subdivision 3; 136A.171; 136A.20; 147.30; and 
147.31. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chmielewski 

Coleman Keefe, J. 
Davies Keefe, S. 
Dunn Kirchner 
Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Frederick Knutson 
Gearty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Hansen, Mel Laµfenburger 
Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Josefson Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Olhoft 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stoloowsloi 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Willet 
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So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1526, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1526: A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint 
Paul; establishing the city's tax levy limits as that levy limit es
tablished by general and special state law; repealing Laws 1971, 
Chapter 762. 

House File No. 1526 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. McCutcheon moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to 
the printing requirement for the Conference Committee report on 
H. F. No. 1526. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON B. F. NO. 1526 

A bill for an act relating to the city of Saint Paul; establishing 
the city's tax levy limits as that levy limit established by general 
and special state law; repealing Laws 1971, Chapter 762. 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
May 17, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1526 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as fol
lows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CITY OF SAINT PAUL; TAX LIMITS.] Not
withstanding any provision of the charter of the city of Saint 
Paul to the contrary, the council of the city of Saint Paul is 
authorized to levy taxes for general city purposes in such amounts 
not to exceed the levy limits imposed by general and speci.al state 
law. 

Sec. 2. Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 1.0207, is amended to 
read: 
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Sec. 1.0207. [HEALTH.] (a) [ADDITION TO ST. PAUL
RAMSEY HOSPITAL; PLANNING.] Ramsey county may issue 
and sell general obligation bonds of the county in an amount not 
to exceed $400,000 to plan and design an addition to St. Paul
Ramsey hospital in conjunction mth the Gillette hospital authority. 
The county shall pledge its full faith and credit and taxing powers 
for the payment of the bonds in accordance mth Minnesota Stat
utes, Chapter 475, except that no election shall be required and 
these bonds shall not be included in computing the net debt of 
the county under any laws; and taxes required to be levied for 
the payment of the bonds shall not be subject to any limitation 
of rate or amount. 

(b) [MORGUE.] (1) [DUTY TO PROVIDE.] Ramsey county 
shall provide and equip a public morgue at the county seat for the 
receipt and proper disposition of all dead bodies, which are by 
law subject to a postmortem or coroner's inquest, mthout charge 
to anyone. 

(2) [MAINTENANCE.] The morgue shall be under the con
trol of the county, be maintained in a suitable building, separate 
from any other business, and equipped mth the best modern ap
proved appliances for the handling and disposition of dead bodies. 
It may not be connected in any manner with an undertaking estab
lishment; no person may be employed in or about the morgue who 
is in any manner connected mth or interested in the undertaking 
business. 

(c) [HEALTH DEPARTMENT.] (1) [HEALTH DEPART
MENT; PURPOSE.] It is the purpose of this subsection to pro
vide enabling authority for Ramsey county to establish a compre
hensive health department and to provide coordinated public and 
mental health services to the residents of Ramsey county. The 
term "department" means the comprehensive health department 
established in Ramsey county. This subsection is in addition to 
any statutory authority now existing for the establishment of a 
health department for Ramsey county. 

(2) [CREATION OF DEPARTMENT.] Ramsey county may 
create a county health department which is under the supervision 
and control of the county board. 

(3) [POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES.] (A) The respon
sibilities assigned to the department shall include but not be limit
ed to all or some of the responsibilities as set forth in the follow
ing subparagraphs. 

(B) The powers and duties vested in or imposed upon a local 
health board as provided in Minnesota Statutes 1969, Chapter 
145, for the area of all of Ramsey county. 

(C) The powers and duties imposed upon a board of county 
commissioners to employ public health nurses as provided in Min
nesota Statutes 1969, Chapter 145. 

(D) Health services for school children vested in or imposed 
upon a school district when the board of education of the school 
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district petitions the county to provide the services by contract or 
otherwise for its district. 

(E) The powers and duties vested in or imposed upon the 
health officer of a city inside the county of Ramsey who has 
elected to maintain local registration of vital statistics and the 
powers and duties of the clerk of the district court of Ramsey 
county as local registrar of vital statistics. 

( F) The county may authorize the health department to oper
ate a mental health program and may utilize the authorities of 
the community mental health boards as set forth in Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 245.61 to 245.68. When so authorized, the 
county board shall suffice to function in lieu of the community 
mental health board provided for in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
245.66. 

( G) Prepare and have published an annual report of the work 
of the health department. 

(H) Recommend to the governing body of a governmental unit 
inside the county of Ramsey local legislation pertaining to public 
health. 

(I) The department may be authorized to provide other health 
services as may be directed by the county board if the services are 
authorized by law to be provided by the county or by any agency 
or department thereof. 

(J) The department may be authorized to buy services from 
other agencies, public or private, that are providing services con
sistent with health department purposes. 

(K) The department may be authorized to establish fee sche
dules based on ability to pay for services rendered. 

(L) The county shall have the authority to adopt and enforce 
regulations for the preservation of public health applicable to the 
whole or a part of the county, but no county regulation may 
supersede higher standards established by statute, the regulations 
of the state board of health, or provisions of the charter or ordi
nances of a municipality inside the county pertaining to the same 
subject. Nothing in this subparagraph shall prohibit a munici
pality from adopting ordinances or resolutions for the regulation 
of the public health setting higher standards than those of the 
state board of health, the county board, or state law. 

(M) The health department shall cause all laws and regulations 
relating to public health to be obeyed and enforced inside its 
jurisdictional area. 

(4) [FUNDING.] (A) The health department shall be operated 
and maintained from funds appropriated for and fees collected by 
the department together with the state, federal, and private 
grants that are made available to it or to any of the local govern
mental units in the county of Ramsey for health purposes. 

(B) The county shall annually prepare and approve a budget of 
the department's proposed expenditures for the ensuing fiscal 
year. 
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(5) [TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS.] Upon assignment by the 
county board of the responsibilities under paragraph (3), the 
powers and duties of a department, board, agency, governmental 
subdivision, or bureau whose powers and duties have been placed 
in the health department shall end and its records and personnel 
relating to the powers and duties are transferred to the health 
department. 

(6) [PERSONNEL.] (A) [HEALTH OFFICER.] The county 
shall appoint a health officer who shall be designated the director 
of public bealth and who shall be responsible for the operation of 
the department. The county shall fix his salary. 

(B) [QUALIFICATIONS OF HEALTH OFFICER.] The 
health officer must be a licensed physician experienced or trained 
in public health administration, or instead a person, other than a 
physician with training or experience in public health administra
tion. If the appointee is not a physician, the county board shall 
provide, in addition, the services of a licensed physician that are 
necessary on either a part time or full time basis and provide 
reasonable compensation therefor. The director of the department 
shall select subordinate personnel subject to the approval of the 
county board. 

(C) [EMPLOYEES.] (i) Each person transferred to the health 
department by this paragraph and each employee under a merit 
system governing public employees is considered to have qualified 
for a permanent position of similar class and grade in the classified 
civil service of Ramsey county, without reduction in pay or sen
iority, and without examination. Each other person so transferred 
who is a full time officer or employee shall take, within six months 
after the organization of the health department, and subject to 
civil service rules of Ramsey county, a noncompetitive, practical, 
qualifying examination. The qualifying examination may involve 
only the duties of the position occupied immediately prior to the 
organization of the health department or the position occupied on 
the date the examination is given, whichever examination the 
officer or employee elects to take. If a person taking the qualify
ing examination possesses the ability and capacity that enables 
him to perform the duties of the position for which he is examined, 
in a ,reasonably efficient manner, he shall be given a permanent 
civil service status in the Ramsey county civil service. A _person 
who willfully refuses to take the examination when offered with
out reasonable excuse shall be removed from his position im
mediately. A person taking the examination who fails to pass shall 
be removed from his position at the end of 60 days after receipt of 
notice of failure to pass. A person required to take a qualifying 
examination shall not be laid off, suspended, discharged, or re
duced in pay or position except in accordance with the provisions 
of laws applicable to members of the classified Ramsey county 
civil service having civil service status until he has completed the 
qualifying examination and has been notified of the result thereof. 

(ii) A part time officer or employee of a department, board, 
agency, governmental subdivision or bureau whose powers and 
duties are placed in the health department may be transferred 
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upon the organization of the health department and may become 
officers or employees thereof. 

(7) [RESOLUTION, APPROVAL.] No resolution adopted by 
the board of county commissioners of Ramsey county establishing 
a county health department is effective inside each of the following 
governmental units unless approved by the governing body of the 
particular unit, namely: city of Saint Paul; city of White Bear Lake; 
villages of Arden Hills, Blaine, Falcon Heights, Gem Lake, Little 
Canada, Lauderdale, Maplewood, Mounds View, New Brighton, 
North Oaks, North Saint Paul, Roseville, Saint Anthony, Shore
view, Spring Lake Park, Vadnais Heights; town of White Bear. The 
resolution is effective in a unit upon the approval of that unit's 
governing body. 

(8) [COUNTY NURSING SERVICE.] The Ramsey county 
nursing service presently existing shall not be discontinued unless 
the discontinuance is approved by two-thirds of the governing 
bodies of the governmental units listed in paragraph (7) of this 
,subsection. 

(9) [PAYMENT FOR SERVICES.] No governmental unit 
Jisted in paragraph (7) shall pay for any services provided by 
this subsection until its governing body has approved the resolu
tion as provided in paragraph (7). 

(10) [CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENTS; FUNCTIONS.] 
None of the functions of the presently-existing city health de
partments in the county of Ramsey may be abandoned by the 
countr health department without proper provision for the exer
cise o the function by some agency of government. 

(d) [AMBULANCE SERVICE.] (1) [LIMITED TO RE
QUESTING MUNICIPALITIES.] If the county of Ramsey, or 
an agency or department thereof, establishes an emergency am
bulance service, the cost of operating and maintaining the service 
shall be a charge only against the real and personal property 
located inside those villages, cities or towns inside the county 
which by resolution of its governing body request the service. 

(2) [SERVICE CHARGE.] If an emergency ambulance service 
as provided under the above paragraph is provided in a village, city 
or town in which the real and personal property is not charged for 
the cost thereof, then a reasonable charge for the service shall be 
made of the benefited person. 

(e) [PARAMEDICS.] (1) [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this 
article, "physician's trained mobile intensive care paramedic" 
means a person who: 

(A) Is an employee of the county of Ramsey or the city of St. 
Paul; 

(B) Has been specially trained in emergency cardiac and non
cardiac care by a licensed physician in a training program certified 
by the state board of health or the state board of medical ex
aminers and is certified as qualified to render the emergency 
lifesaving services enumerated herein. 
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(2) The city of St. Paul and the county of Ramsey are hereby 
authorized to maintain a staff of physician's trained mobile in
tensive care paramedics. 

(3) (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, phy
sician's trained mobile intensive care paramedics may do any of 
the following: 

(i) Regular rescue, first aid and resuscitation services; 

(ii) During training may administer parenteral medications 
under the direct supervision of a licensed physician or a registered 
nurse; 

(iii) Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation and defibrillation 
in a pulseless, nonbreathing patient; 

(iv) Administer intravenous saline or glucose solutions; 

(v) Administer parenteral injections in any of the following 
classes of drugs: 

(a) antiarrythmic agents; 

(b) vagolytic agents; 

( c) chronotropic agents; 

( d) analgesic agents; 

(e) alkalinizing agents; 

(f) vasopressor agents; 

(g) diuretics; 

( vi) Administer, perform and apply all other procedures, drugs 
and skills in which they have been trained and are certified to 
give, apply and dispense. 

(B) But at all times before undertaking the actions authorized 
by clauses (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), paramedics shall make and 
continue to make, during the course of an emergency, attempts to 
establish voice communications with and receive instructions from 
a licensed physician who has been associated with the dispensing 
of emergency cardiac and noncardiac medical care. Additionally, 
the paramedics shall make and continue to make, during the 
course of what they believe to be a cardiac emergency, attempts to 
telemeter to a licensed physician, who has been associated with 
the dispensing of cardiac medical care, and electrocardiogram of 
the person being treated. 

( C) Nothing contained in this subsection shall be construed to 
change existing law as it relates to delegation by a licensed phy
sician of acts, tasks or functions to persons other than physicmn's 
trained mobile intensive care paramedics. 

(4) No licensed physician or registered nurse, who in good faith 
and in the exercise of reasonable care gives emergency instruc
tions to a certified physician's trained mobile intensive care para
medic at the scene of an emergency, or while in transit to and 
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from the scene of such emergency, shall be liable for any civil 
damages as a result of issuing such instructions. 

(5) No certified physician's trained mobile intensive care para
medic, who in good faith and in the exercise of reasonable care 
renders emergency lifesaving care and treatment as set forth in 
this subsection, shall be liable for any civil damages because of 
rendering such care and treatment. 

(f) [AIR QUALITY.] (1) [APPROPRIATION]. Ramsey 
county may appropriate and spend money in each year for the 
improvement and preservation of the purity and quality of the air. 

(2) [JOINT POWERS.] Ramsey county may enter into con
tractual agreements with another governmental unit, body or 
group of bodies inside or outside the county without regard to 
whether the other governmental unit, body or group of bodies be a 
unit of state, county or municipal government or a school district, 
authority, or special district to perform on behalf of that unit, 
body or group of bodies the improvement and preservation of the 
purity and quality of the air. 

(3) [ORDINANCE.] Ramsey county may, by ordinance, en
act and enforce rules and regulations controlling the purity and 
quality of the air. No regulation adopted by the county pursuant 
hereto is effective within a governmental unit until ratified by the 
governing body of the governmental unit affected. 

Sec. 3. Laws 1974, Chapter 435, is amended by adding a sec
tion to read: 

[1.02072] [PAYMENT FOR PARAMEDIC SERVICE.] Sub
division 1. The governing body of the city of Saint Paul, in 
conjunction with the operation of its emergency or paramedic 
ambulance program, may impose reasonable charges for ·the 
<1mergency or paramedic ambulance services in order to finance 
its costs. 

Subd. 2. The following persons shall not be subject to such 
charges: 

(i) Any person who is eligible for or receiving public assistance 
under the aid to families with dependent children program, but 
is not eligible for any federally, state or locally funded public 
assistance program which would pay for such charges nor has 
medical, health or accident insurance policies which would pay 
for such charges; or 

(ii) Any person who, except for the amount of income or re
sources, would qualify for aid to families with dependent children, 
it, in need of medical assistance but is not eligible for any feder
ally, state or locally funded public assistance program which 
would pay for such charges nor has medical, health or accident 
insurance policies which would pay for such charges; or 

(iii) Any person over 18 years of age, in need of medical care 
that neither he nor his relatives responsible under Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 256B.01 to 256B.26 are financially able to 
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provide, is not eligible for any federally, state or locally funded 
public assistance program which would pay for such charges and 
has no medical, health or accident insurance policies which would 
pay far such charges. 

Sec. 4. The provisions of Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Section 
1.0207(e) and sections 2 and 3 of this act shall also apply to 
the city of Maplewood. 

Sec. 5. Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, Section 1.0209, is amended to 
read: 

Sec. 1.0209 [HIGHWAYS.] (a) [POWER TO APPROPRIATE 
FOR SAINT PAUL STREETS.] (1) [APPROPRIATION.] Ram
sey county may ~ropriate the ~e 6\HBS sf meney that 
it; ~ pl'epe>' shall annually appropriate to the city of Saint 
Paul an amount of money to assist in the construction, improve
ment and maintenance of roads and streets, and bridges thereon, 
inside the limits of the city of Saint Paul where the roads and 
streets, and bridges thereon, connect with, and are extensions of, 
roads in the county outside of the city, but leading into the city. 
In no year shall the amount appropriated be less than $1,300,000. 
The moneys so appropriated shall be paid to the city of St. Paid 
in two equal amounts, one to be paid by June 15, and one by 
November 15 of each year. 

(2) [CITY TO CONTROL EXPENDITURE.] Moneys so 
appropriated shall be spent under the direction of the city. 

(b) [DUTY TO APPROPRIATE FOR MUNICIPAL 
STREETS.] (1) [FORMULA FOR APPROPRIATION.] Ram
sey county shall appropriate $60,000 annually and pay it to the 
municipalities in the county, outside the city of St. Paul, to aid 
the municipalities in the construction and maintenance of munici
pal roads, streets or bridges, and this appropriation shall be ap
portioned in the following manner: 

(A) 70 percent to be prorated to the municipalities in propor
tion as the number of miles of roads inside, and maintained ex
clusively by each municipality bears to the total number of miles 
of roads inside the county and maintained exclusively by all the 
municipalities; and 

(B) 30 percent thereof to the municipalities, proportionately, 
according to the assessed valuation of all property for taxation 
in the municipalities, and shall be spent on municipal roads, 
streets, or bridges by the governing body of each municipality. 

(2) [CERTIFICATE.] On or before March 15 of each year, 
the county engineer shall certify the actual number of miles of 
roads inside and maintained exclusively by the municipaliti011 
outside the city of St. Paul. The mileage so certified shall not 
include undeveloped roads, even though the plat thereof may 
have been filed for record. 

(c) [COUNTY MAY DO MUNICIPAL WORK.] (1) [MU
NICIPAL AUTHORITY.] In Ramsey county, the governing 
body of a city, village or town therein may authorize the county 
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to construct and maintain any or all of its highways without 
advertising for bids. 

(2) [COST, LIMITATION.] The construction that is referred 
to in the above paragraph is only to be performed as part of a 
mamtenance job, and, the cost of the construction shall not ex• 
ceed $2,500 for a project. 

(d) [LEXINGTON AVENUE; OLD TRUNK HIGHWAY NO. 
10.] That part of Lexington avenue in Ramsey county from Lar
penteur avenue to the northerly boundary of county road E and 
that part of county road E from Lexington avenue to trunk high
way marked No. 51, are a part of the county state-aid system of 
highways. Minnesota Statutes, Section 161.082, applies to this 
section of highway. 

Sec. 6. N()twithstanding any provision of the charter of the city 
of Minneapolis or any other statute, the park and recreation board 
of the city of Minneapolis is authorized and empowered to issue 
bonds for the cost of acquiring a title to land for parks and 
parkways, and to borrow, from time to time, for such times as it 
shall think expedient, not exceeding 50 years, a sum of money the 
annual interest upon which for all the moneys so borrowed includ
ing the sums heretofore borrowed, shall not exceed $50,000, and 
for that purpose shall have authority to issue bonds of the city of 
Minneapolis, to be denominated "park bonds," secured upon said 
parks and the improvements thereon; which bonds shall issue 
under the seal of said park and recreation board, and shall be 
signed by the president and secretary of said board, and counter
signed by the comptroller of the city of Minneapolis, and shall 
bear interest not exceeding the legal rate allowed by statute for 
general obligation bonds. And in no case shall bonds be issued by 
said commissioners so that the bonded debt of the city shall 
exceed the limit fixed by law. It shall be the duty of the secretary 
of said park and recreation board and of the city comptroller to 
keep an accurate register of all bonds issued, showing the amount, 
number and date of each bond. And for the payment of the princi
pal and interest of said bonds, and said parks and improvements 
thereon shall be irrevocably pledged with a first lien thereon, and 
the city of Minneapolis shall be irrevocably bound; provided, that 
all lands shall be first subject to the unpaid purchase price there
of; and said bonds may be sold by said park and recreation board, 
upon such terms and for such prices as in its judgment are the 
best that can be obtained for the same. 

Sec. 7. The bonding authority granted by this act shall not be in 
addition to that authorized by chapter 16, section 5 of the charter 
of the city of Minneapolis or any other statute. 

Sec. 8. Laws 1971, Chapter 762, is repealed. 

Sec. 9. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1. Sections 1 and 3 
of this act shall become effective only after their approval by a 
majority of the governing body of the city of Saint Paul and upon 
compliance with Section 645.021. 

Subd. 2. Section 4 of this act shall become effective only after 
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the approval of a majority of the governing body of the city of 
Maplewood and upon compliance with Section 645.021. " 

Further, strike the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; the cities of 
Maplewood and St. Paul in Ramsey county; and the city of Min
neapolis in Hennepin county; establishing the St. Paul levy limit 
as that levy limit established by general and special state law; 
authorizing the cities of St. Paul and Maplewood to impose rea
sonable charges for emergency or paramedic ambulance services; 
authorizing the city of Maplewood to establish a physician's 
trained intensive care paramedic program; requiring payment to 
the city of St. Paul by Ramsey county for road maintenance; 
providing for payment of certain fines to municipalities in Ramsey 
county; authorizing the issuance of general obligation bonds by 
the city of Minneapolis for parks and parkways; amending Laws 
1974, Chapter 435, Sections 1.0207; 1.0209. and by adding a sec
tion; and repealing Laws 1971, Chapter 762." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Neil B. Dieterich, Walter R. Hanson, 
Richard J. Kostohryz. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Bill McCutcheon, John Milton, Joseph 
T. O'Neill. 

Mr. Mccutcheon moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1526 be now 
adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Con
ference Committee. 

Mr. Ueland moved that the Senate reject the Conference Com
mittee Report on H. F. No. 1526 and the report be re-referred to 
the Conference Committee as formerly constituted for further 
consideration. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Ueland, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 19 and nays 34, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Brataas Josefson Nelson 
Bang Brown Kirchner Patton 
Berg Dunn Knutson Pillsbury 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk Henneke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Gearty Laufenburger 
Hansen, Baldy Lewis 
Hughes McCutcheon 
Humphrey Merriam 
Keefe, S. Milton 
Kleinbaum North 
Larson Olhoft 

The motion did not prevail. 

Olson, A.G. 
O'Neill 
Perpich, G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schrom 
Solon 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 
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The question recurred on the motion of Mr. Mccutcheon to 
adopt the recommendations and Conference Committee Report 
on H.F. No. 1526. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1526: A bill for an act relating to Ramsey county; 
the cities of Maplewood and St. Paul in Ramsey county; and the 
city of Minneapolis in Hennepin county; establishing the St. 
Paul levy limit as that levy limit established by general and 
special state law; authorizing the cities of St. Paul and Maple
wood to impose reasonable charges for emergency or paramedic 
ambulance services; authorizing the city of Maplewood to estab
lish a physician's trained intensive care paramedic program; re
quiring payment to the city of St. Paul by Ramsey county for 
road maintenance; providing for payment of certain fines to 
municipalities in Ramsey county; authorizing the issuance of 
general obligation bonds by the city of Minneapolis for parks 
and parkways; amending Laws 1974, Chapter 435, Sections 
1.0207; 1.0209, and by adding a section; and repealing Laws 
1971, Chapter 762. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 35 and nays 25, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Gearty Laufenburger Olson, A. G. 
Arnold Hansen, Baldy Lewis Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hughes McCutcheon O'Neill 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Perpich, A. J. 
Coleman Keefe, S. Milton Perpich, G. 
Conzemius Kleinbaum North Purfeerst 
Doty Larson Olhoft Schaaf 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Chmielewski 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 

Hansen, Mel 
Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 

Nelson 
Ogdahl 
Olson, J. L. 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Wegener 
Willet 

Henneke 
Sillers 
Stassen 
Tennessen 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

Mr. Coleman moved that the Senate do now recess subject to 
the call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are 
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appobtcd a2 a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 913, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Merriam; Keefe, J. and Borden. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1674, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1674: A bill for an act relating to taxation; provid
ing state relief to homeowners and renters for extraordinary prop
erty tax burdens; prohibiting certain escrow arrangements for 
tax payments; reqmring interest payment on money received for 
payment of real estate taxes and insurance coverage; increasing 
market value of homesteads eli~ble for lower rate of assessment; 
providing for a four year rotation for reassessment of real prop
erty with increases in assessed valuation to be made in equal 
increments over the four year period; increasing and changing 
the calculation of local government aid to be paid for extended 
period; distributing certain gross earnings taxes to local govern
ments; redefining special levies; altering means of calculation 
of property tax levy limitations for governmental subdivisions; 
providing for increases in levy limit bases of governmental subdi
visions; exempting certain governmental subdivisions from levy 
limits; providing for reimbursement by the state to taxing dis
tricts for tax reduction granted to certain property; increasing 
the taconite production tax; creating a northeast Minnesota 
economic development and environment council; creating a north
east Minnesota economic protection fund; imposing a surtax on 
taconi te producers which fail to meet standards for disposal of 
waste; creating a budget protection fund to hold excess money 
from the general fund and providing for transfers of money from 
that fund; exemptin!l: federal income tax rebates from state in
come taxation; modifying duties of the tax study commission; 
requiring payment of interest by corporations on unpaid esti
mated taxes; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 270.16; 273.01; 273.011, Sul,:. 
division 6; 273.0121 by adding a subdivision; 273.03, Subdivision 
1; 273.061, by adding a subdivision; 273.08; 273.11, Subdivision;; 
1, 2 and 5, and by adding a sub<livision; 273.121; 273.13, Sub
divisions 6 and 7; 273.135, Subdivision 2; 273.17, Subdivision 1; 
275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, Subdivisions 1 and 4, and by add
i11g. ~bdivisions; 275.52, by adding a subdivision; 275.53, Sub
d1vis10n 3; 275.59; 276.01; 276.04; 294.26; 298.03; 298.24, Sub
division 1; 298.27; 298.28, Subdivisions 1 and la, and by adding 
a subdivision; 298.282, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 477A.01, Subdi
visions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 16; Chapters 273, by 
adding sections; and 477A, by adding a section; and Laws 1973, 
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Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; repealing Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 3; 273.13, Sub
divisions 14a, 15a, and 18; 275.51, Subdivisions 3 and 3a; 298.24, 
Subdivision 2; 298.241; 298.242; 298.281; 298.32; and 477A.01, 
Subdivision 13, 

House File No. 1674 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as 
to the printing requirement for the Conference Committee report 
on H. F. No. 1674. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Olson, A. G., 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 36 and nays 27, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Hansen, Baldy Merriam Perpich, G. 
Arnold Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Borden Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Ohenoweth Keefe, S. North &hmitz 
Chmielewski Kleinbaum Olhoft &hrom 
Coleman Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Solon 
Davies Lewis Olson, H. D. Spear 
Gearty Mccutcheon Perpich, A. J. Slokowski 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Jensen 
Bang Dunn Josef son 
Berg Fitzsimons Keefe, J. 
Bernhagen Frederick Kirchner 
matz Hansen, Mel Knutson 
Brataas Hanson, R. Kowalczyk 

The motion did not prevail. 

Larson 
Neleon 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 

Stumpf 
Tennessen 
We.g ener 
Willet 

Sillers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

Mr. Olson, A.G. moved that H.F. No. 1674 and the Conference 
Committee report thereon be laid on the table. The motion pre
vailed. 

On the Order of Business of Motions and Resolutions, Mr. 
Coleman moved that H. F. No. 1519 be made a Special Order 
for immediate consideration. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDER 

H. F. No. 1519: A bill for an act relating to the city of St. Paul; 
providing for and authorizing issuance of general obligation bonds 
for capital improvement budget purposes; amending Laws 1971, 
Chapter 773, Section 1, as amended. 

Mr. O'Neill moved to amend H. F. No. 1519, as amended pur
suant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 6, 1975, as follows: 

Pages 3 and 4, strike sections 4 and 5 
Renumber the sections in sequence 
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Amend the ti tie as follows: 

Page 1, strike lines 5, 6, and 7 

Page 1, line 8, strike "council;" 

2749 

The motion did not prevail. So the amendment was not 
adopted. 

Mr. Chenoweth moved to amend H. F. No. 1519, as amended 
pursuant to Rule 49, adopted by the Senate May 6, 1975, as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 20, strike "$7,600,000" and insert "$6,500,000" 

Page 1, line 21, strike "two" and re-insert "four" 

Page 3, after line 6, insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Ststutes 1974, Section 15.50, Subdivision 3. 
is amended to read: 

Suh<i. 3. The administrative and planning expenses of the com
mission shall be borne by the state. The expenses of the commis
sion for competition premiums, land acquisition or improvement 
or any other capital expenditures in or upon properties owned or 
to be owned by the state shall be borne by the state. The expenses 
of any other public body for such expenditures shall be borne by 
the body concerned. The city of Saint Paul shall hekl expend 
moneys currently in the city of Saint Paul Capitol Approach Im
provement Fund established by Laws 1945, Chapter 315, and acts 
amendatory thereof ~ !ffieB #.me as ,the legislataPe may PeEfaire 
-tee eeHll'BioeiOR .te ,equest these HlMB fflF }lla:eaing a-BEi for de .. 
velopment purposes in the capitol area upon the request of the 
commission . Upon such request by the commission, the city shall 
expend such funds in the manner and for the purposes specified by 
the request. 

Page 3, line 16, after the period, insert "Nothinl( herein shall 
affect the validity and enforceability of any bonds lSSued by the 
St. Paul port authority prior to the effective date of this section." 

Page 4, line 4, after the period, insert "Nothing herein shall 
affect the validity and enforceability of any bonds issued by the 
housing and redevelopment authority of the city of St. Paul prior 
to the effective date of this section." 

Page 4, after line 13, insert: 

"Sec. 6. Subdivision 1. Sections 1 to 3 of this act shall beco= 
effective only after the approval by a majority of the governing 
body of the city of St. Paul and upon compliance with the provi
sions of Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.021. 

Subd. 2. Section 4 of this act shall become effective only after its 
approval by a majority of the governing body of the city of St. 
Paul and upon compliance with the provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 645.021." 

Page 4, line 14, strike "Sec. 6." and insert "Subd. 3. Section S 
of' 
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Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

[57THDAY 

Page 1, line 4 after "purposes" insert "and for expending 
moneys for the capitol area" 

Page 1, line 9, before the period, insert "; and Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 15.50, Subdivision 3" 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1519 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 48 and nays 7, as 

foilows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Olhoft 
Arnold Frederick Kleinbaum Olson, H. D. 
Ashbach Gearty Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Bang Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger Patton 
Blatz Hanson, R. McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Borden Hughes Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Renneke 
Davies Josef son North Schmitz 
Dunn Keefe, J. Ogdahl Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Berg Brataas Nelson Pillsbury Stassen 
Bernhagen Knutson 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

On the Order of Business of Motions and Resolutions, Mr. 
Davies moved that the Senate revert to the Order of Business 
of Messages From the House. The motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee and 
has accordingly discharged the present Conference Committee 
and appointed a new committee, consisting of five members, on 
the following House File: 

H.F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of the state government; appropriating moneys 
therefor, permitting transfers in certain cases and limiting the 
use thereof, including appropriations for the departments of 
public welfare, corrections, health, corrections ombudsman, vari
ous health related boards, public assistance programs, aid to 
dependent children, Minnesota supplemental assistance, and pub
lic relief. 
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There has been appointed as such committee on said bill on 
the part of the House: 

Samuelson, Hanson, McCarron, Wieser and Norton. 

House File No. 1743 is herewith transmitted to the Senate 
with the request that the Senate appoint a like committee. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMl'.ITEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1743 

We, the undersigned conferees and managers on the part of 
the Senate and House upon the disagreeing votes as to H. F. No. 
17 43, beg leave to report that we have conferred, considered and 
disagreed upon the items in dispute between the Senate and 
House and the said conferees and managers respectfully request 
that the committees be discharged. 

Messrs. Samuelson, Mccarron, Forsythe, Hanson and Corbid, 
conferees on the part of the House. 

~essrs. Perpich, G.; Doty; Moe; Renneke and Olson, J. L., 
conferees on the part of the Senate. 

Mr. Perpich, G. moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H.F. No. 1743 be adopted 
and the present Conference Committee be discharged and a 
new conference committee be appointed. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

Mr. Davies moved that the Senate do now recess subject to the 
call of the President. The motion prevailed. 

After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Mr. Davies, from the Committee on Committees, recommended 
that the following named Senators be and they hereby are ap
pointed as a Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1743, pursuant 
to the request of the House: 

Messrs. Conzemius; Doty; Olson, J. L.; Kirchner and Tennessen. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing appointments be ap
proved. The motion prevailed. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1456, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 
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H. F. No. 1456: A bill for an act relating to courts and partic
ularly to courts in Ramsey county; providing for fees and 
charges; providing for changes in the office of the court com
missioner, in the office of the public defender, and in the compo
sition of law library trustees; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 140.21; 140.24, Subdivision 1; 260.311, by adding 
a subdivision; 486.06; 489.04; and 508.74, Subdivision 2; repeal
ing Laws 1923, Chapter 77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 
1969, Chapter 838, Sections 1 to 6, as amended. 

House File No. 1456 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON D. F. NO. 1456 

A bill for an act relating to courts and particularly to courts in 
Ramsey county; providing for fees and charges; providing for 
changes in the office of the court commissioner, in the office of the 
public defender, and in the composition of law library trustees; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 140.21; 140.24, Sub
division 1; 260.311, by adding a subdivision; 486.06; 489.04; and 
508.74, Subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1923, Chapter 77, Section 
10, as amended; and Laws 1969, Chapter 838, Sections 1 to 6, as 
amended. 

May17,1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1456 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 
1456 be amended as follows: 

Page 3, delete lines 16 to 22 

Page 4, delete lines 7 to 9 and insert " ( 4) One member learned 
in the law appointed by the chief judge of the second judicial 
district. " 

Page 4, line 23, before" When" insert" ( a) " 

Page 4, line 24, delete "shall appear" and insert " appears " 

Page 5, line 3, delete the semicolon and insert a period 

Page 5, line 4, delete " (4) " and insert " (b) The public 
defender" 

Page 5, line 4, after " may " insert" also" 

Page 5, line 5, after " Minnesota " insert " , if the c/i,ent was 
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represented by the Ramsey county public defender in the matter 
giving rise to the appellate relief being sought " 

Page 5, after line 25, insert 

"Sec. 8. Laws 197 4, Chapter 435, is amended by adding a sec
tion to read: 

Sec. 1.02064. [RAMSEY COUNTY.] Subdivision 1. [ADULT 
DETENTION CENTER; BONDS.] The board of county com
missioners of Ramsey county is authorized to sell general obliga
tion bonds of the county in an amount not to exceed $7,500,000 
for the costs of construction, including I.and acquisition, archi
tectural, and other professional fees, of an adult detention center. 

Subd. 2. [JUVENILE CENTER; BONDS.] The board of 
county commissioners of Ramsey county is authorized to sell gen
eral obligation bonds of the county in an amount not to exceed 
$3,700,000 for the costs of construction equipment and furnish
ings, including I.and acquisition, architectural, and other profes
sional fees, of a juvenile center. 

Subd. 3. [FULL FAITH AND CREDIT; NO ELECTION.] 
The full faith and credit and taxing powers of the county shall be 
pledged for the payment of such bonds and interest thereon, and 
they may be issued in one or more series and shall be secured in 
accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475, except that no 
election shall be required. 

Subd. 4. [INTEREST ON BOND PROCEEDS.] Any other law 
to the contrary notwithstanding, interest earned from the invest
ment of proceeds of these obligations as the term is defined in 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 475.51, Subdivision 3 are au
thorized to be used for remodeling the jail annex of the Ramsey 
county sheriff's office and, may, at the discretion of the governing 
body of Ramsey county, be used either to pay any costs payable 
from the proceeds from which the interest is derived or, if the 
proceeds are not held in a sinking fund account established for the 
obligations, to pay any costs payable from the sinking fund ac
count; provided the use is consistent with the convenants made 
with the holders of the obligations to secure payment. 

Subd. 5. [REFERENDUM.] The provisions contained in sub
division 1 or 2 and a decision by the board to sell bonds for 
either the adult detention center or the juvenile center shall not 
become operative if, within 30 days after the county board by 
resolution indicates its intention to sell the first series of bonds, 
under subdivision 1 or 2, there shall be filed with the auditor 
of Ramsey county a petition or petitions, signed by not less than 
20 percent of the qualified voters of the county requesting that 
a referendum be held to determine the question of the issuance 
of bonds by the county. Each of the signers on a petition shall 
affix his signature and his permanent address to the petition, 
and the signer shall swear that he is a resident of Ramsey coun
ty and qualified to vote at a general election therein. Any peti
tion or petitions demanding a referendum under this act shall 
refer to this act by its chapter number, title, the date of passage 
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and its subject matter. If a petition or petitions containing not 
less than the minimum number of signatures as designated above, 
are filed and the signatures are genuine and the petition or peti
tions answer completely the requirements as set out in this sub
division, the board shall fix a •time for the holding of a referen
dum, which shall be not less than 30 days and not more 180 
,lays after the petition or petitions are filed and the signatures 
thereon are found to be genuine and sufficient by the board. The 
election shall be held at a time and at pl.aces within Ramsey 
tounty as the board shall designate. 

In submitting the question to the voters in said referendum, 
there shall be used a ballot in ·the following form: 

COUNTY BALLOT 

For the issuance of not to exceed $ • .... , . . . . . . . . of bonds 
of Ramsey county and the expenditure of such sum in order to 
11cquire land for, erect, equip and furnish a ( adult detention 
eenter or juvenile center, as appropriate), according to the pro-
wsions of Laws 1975, Chapter . ....... (Chapter number of this 
act to be here inserted). 

Yes ....... . 

No ........ , 

If a majority of the voters voting on the question submitted 
to the voters of Ramsey county shall vote in the affirmative, all 
tections of this act immediately preceding this section shall take 
effect and be in force immediately. A negative vote by the voters 
in a referendum on bonds for the adult detention center or 
juvenile center pursuant to this subdivision shall apply to the 
entirety of the bonds able to be sold for the adult detention cen
ter or juvenile center, as appropriate. 

Subd. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section shall take effect 
upon its approval by the board of county commissioners of Ram
sey county, and upon compliance with Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 645.021. " 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Further strike the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to courts in Ramsey county; pro
viding for fees and charges; providing for changes in the office 
of the court commissioner, in the office of the public defender, 
and in the composition of law library trustees; authorizing the 
board of county commissioners of Ramsey county to issue gen
eral obligation bonds for the costs of construction, including land 
acquisition and fees in the construction of an adult detention 
center and a juvenile center; permitting use of interest earnings 
fo:r remodeling the Ramsey county jail annex; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 140.21; 140.24, Subdivision 1; 
260.311, by adding a subdivision; 486.06; 489.04; Laws 1974, 
Chapter 435, by adding a section; repealing Laws 1923, Chapter 
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77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 1969, Chapter 838, Sec
tions 1 to 6, as amended." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bi!L 

House Conferees: (Signed) Neil B. Dieterich, Walter R. Hanson, 
Richard Kostohryz. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Jerome Hughes, Robert North, Joseph 
O'Neill. 

Mr. Hughes moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1456 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1456: A bill for an act relating to courts in Ramsey 
county; providing for fees and charges; providing for changes in 
the office of the court commissioner, in the office of the public 
defender, and in the composition of law library trustees; autho
rizing the board of county commissioners of Ramsey county to 
issue general obligation bonds for the costs of construction, in
cluding land acquisition and fees in the construction of an adult 
detention center and a juvenile center; permitting use of interest 
earnings for remodeling the Ramsey county jail annex; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 140.21; 140.24, Subdivi
sion 1; 260.311, by adding a subdivision; 486.06; 489.04; Law~ 
1974, Chapter 435, by adding a section; repealing Laws 1923, 
Chapter 77, Section 10, as amended; and Laws 1969, Chapter 
838, Sections 1 to 6, as amended. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 53 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 

Coleman ,Jensen 
Davies Josefson 
Dunn Keefe, J. 
Fitzsimons Keefe, S. 
Frederick Knutson 
Ge arty Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger 
Hansen, Mel McCut:cheon 
Hans.on, R. Merriam 
Hughes Milton 
Humphrey Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson, A.G. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich, G. 
Pillsbury 
Ren,neke 

Messrs. Schaaf and Spear voted in the negative. 

Schmitz 
Rchrom 
Solon 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Anderson moved that H. F. No. 1241 be taken from the 
table. The motion prevailed. 

H.F. No. 1241: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
creating the natural resource land fund and authorizing the is
suance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation from 
the fund for acquisition and betterment of public lands and in
terests in land needed for natural resource programs for which 
the commissioner of natural resources and the metropolitan 
council are responsible, including the provision of funds suffi
cient for the payment and redemption of outstanding bonds is
sued by the council for this purpose; appropriating money from 
the fund for this purpose; requiring the approval of the board 
of county commissioners for land in the county the department 
of natural resources proposes to acquire; appropriating money 
from the general fund for payment of bonds. 

Mr. Anderson moved to amend H.F. No. 1241 as follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [APPROPRIATION FOR LAND ACQUISITION.] 
Subdivision 1. There is appropriated from the general fund in 
the state treasury to the commissioner of natural resources, ex
cept as otherwise indicated, the sums of money set forth in this 
section, for the acquisition of outdoor recreation lands and other 
purposes as more specifically described in subdivisions 2 to 8, to 
be available for the biennium ending June 30, 1977. 

All acquisition shall be in accordance with the policies estab
lished in the outdoor recreation act of 1975, if enacted. Lands 
acquired for a unit of the outdoor recreation system shall be 
suited to accomplish the purposes for which the unit is establish
ed and suited to be managed in accordance with the management 
principles applicable to the unit. Lands shall be acquired by the 
commissioner of administration for the commissioner of natural 
resources where provided by law. 

[TOTAL APPROPRIATED: $15,000,000] 

Subd. 2. State parks and recreation areas, as list-
ed and described in sections 85.012 and 85.013 ...... $ 7,000,000 

First priority for acquisition shall be given to land 
within existing statutory boundaries where the 
property is needed for immediate development in or
der to accomplish the purposes for which the unit is 
authorized, or where the anticipated use of the prop
erty is incompatible with the purposes for which the 
unit is authorized, or where the market value of 
comparable property in the vicinity of the property 
to be acquired has risen more than ten percent in 
each of the previous two years. 

Subd. 3. State trails, as listed and described in 
section 85.015 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000 
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Subd. 4. State forests, as listed and described in 
section 85.021 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000,000 

Priority shall first be given to acquiring the re
maining lands in Sand Dunes state forest and then 
to lands particularly suited for use as state forest 
campgrounds or day use areas and to lands within 
state forests that possess outstanding natural or 
scenic values, forest growth, lake or river shoreland, 
or rare and distinctive species of flora and fauna 
native to the area, that should be preserved for the 
benefit of the public. 

Subd. 5. Fishing management lands, comprising 
lands and riparian rights and other interests therein 
needed for management of waters for primary wild
life use and benefit and for access to fishing waters 
pursuant to section 97.48, subdivisions 8, 11 and 15. 1,000,000 

Subd. 6. State wildlife management areas, acquir-
ed pursuant to section 97.48, subdivision 13; and 
97.481 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,750,000 

Acquisition shall be limited to wildlife lands and 
waters that are of high priority because they are 
critical to the functioning of a unit already in public 
ownership, or are threatened with development that 
is incompatible with preservation of the area -for 
wildlife management, or the market value of com
parable property in the vicinity of the property to be 
acquired has risen more than ten percent in each of 
the previous two years, and that can be acquired 
from a willing seller. 

None of this appropriation shall be encumbered or 
expended for the purchase of wildlife management 
areas until 60 days after the commissioner of nat
ural resources has submitted to the legislature in 
the manner provided in section 3.195 a long-range 
plan of acquisition of wildlife management areas. 
The plan shall list each parcel proposed for acquisi
tion, showing its general location, its approximate 
acreage, and the estimated cost of acquisition. The 
list shall be ranked in order of priority and shall be 
divided into parcels that are l) critical, 2) highly 
desirable but not critical, and 3) those eventually to 
be acquired. The division shall be made so that ap
proximately one-third of the total estimated cost of 
acquisition is allocated to each category. 

This appropriation shall be available to acquire 
only those parcels included in the "critical" cate
gory. 

Subd. 7. Wetlands outside of designated wildlife 
management areas ...............•............. 750,000 
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This appropriation is available primarily for the 
acquisition of conservation restrictions, perpetual 
easements, and long-term leases. No more than half 
may be spent for acquisition of fee title. First prior
ity shall be given to acquisition of wetland areas for 
which an application for a permit to drain pursuant 
to section 105.42 has been denied. 

Subd. 8. Wild, scenic, and recreational rivers, des
ignated pursuant to sections 104.25 to 104.40, and 
canoe and boating routes, portages, and camp sites, 

[57THDAY 

as listed and described in section 85.32. . . . . . . . . . . . $500,000 

Subd. 9. Of the amounts appropriated by this sec
tion, not more than $2,250,000 may be expended by 
the commissioners of administration and natural re
sources for professional services. 

Sec. 2. [APPROPRIATION AND BONDS FOR METROPOLI
TAN PARKS.] Subdivision 1. [APPROPRIATION.] The sum of 
$20,000,000 or so much thereof as is determined to be needed for 
application in accordance with the provisions of this section, is 
appropriated from the Minnesota state building fund to the com
missioner of natural resources for grants to pay the cost of the 
acquisition and betterment by the metropolitan council and local 
government units of regional recreation open space in accordance 
with the council's policy plan, as provided in Laws 1975, Chapter 
13, Sections 10, 43 to 51, and 147, by which Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Chapter 473G, was repealed and substantially reenacted, 
and has continued in active operation under the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 645.37. The metropolitan council 
may establish and enter into an agreement for the investment 
and administration of an escrow fund in the manner provided in 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 475.67, Subdivisions 5 to 10, suffi
cient and irrevocably appropriated for the payment and redemp
tion, with interest and redemption premiums, if any, of all out
standing bonds issued by the council on or before April 1, 1975, 
for the purpose for which funds are appropriated in this section . 
From the funds herein appropriated the commissioner may grant 
to the council the sum required for the establishment of the 
escrow fund. The remaining amount herein appropriated may be 
granted by the commissioner to the council and to local govern
ment units for direct application in the manner and upon the 
conditions set forth in Laws 1975, Section 47. Such grants, to
gether with the proceeds of the council's bonds, shall be avail
able for payment of relocation costs and tax equivalents required 
in Laws 1975, Sections 47 and 51. 

Subd. 2. [BOND SALE.] To provide the money appropriated in 
subdivision 1 the commissioner of finance upon request of the 
governor shall sell and issue bonds of the state in the amount of 
$20,000,000 in the manner and upon the terms prescribed by 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 16A.63 to 16A.67 and by the Con
stitution, Article XI, Sections 4 to 7. The proceeds of the bonds 
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are appropriated to the Minnesota state building fund except as 
otherwise provided in Minnesota Statutes, Section 16A.64. 

Subd. 3. [DEBT SERVICE.] There is annually appropriated 
from the general fund in the state treasury to the Minnesota 
state building bond account in the state bond fund an amount 
sufficient to pay principal and interest coming due on bonds au
thorized by subdivision 2, in the amount and manner specified 
in Minnesota Statutes, Section 16A.64, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 3. This act is effective July 1, 1975" 

Strike the title and insert: 
"A bill for an act relating to outdoor recreation; appropriating 

money for acquisition of parks, trails, wildlife lands and for 
other purposes; authorizing sale of bonds." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 

H. F. No. 1241: A bill for an act relating to natural resources; 
creating the natural resource land fund and authorizing the is
suance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation from 
the fund for acquisition and betterment of public lands and in
terests in land needed for natural resource programs for which 
the commissioner of natural resources and the metropolitan 
council are responsible, including the provision of funds suffi
cient for the payment and redemption of outstanding bonds is
sued by the council for this purpose; appropriating money from 
the fund for thls purpose; requiring the approval of the board 
of county commissioners for land in the county the department 
of natural resources proposes to acquire; appropriating money 
from the general fund for payment of bonds. 

Was read the third time, as amended, and placed on its final 
passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amend
ed, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 54 and nays 0, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty J osefson Nelson 
Arnold Dunn Keefe, J. North 
Ashbach Fitzsimons Keefe, S. Ogdahl 
Berg Frederick Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Bernhagen Gearty Knutson Olson, A.G. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Mel Larson Patton 
Brataas Hanson, R. Laufenburger Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Humphrey Milton Purfeerst 
Davies Jensen Moe Renneke 

Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

RECESS 

Mr. Davies moved the Senate recess subject to the call of the 
President. 
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After a brief recess, the President called the Senate to order. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to the 
printing requirements for the following Conference Committee 
reports: 

H.F. No. 1758, H.F. No. 1674, H.F. No. 1722 and H.F. No. 
1798. The motion prevailed. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. North moved that H. F. No. 398 be taken from the table. 
The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 398: A bill for an act relating to the pollution control 
agency; authorizing the issuance of bonds; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116.18, Subdivisions 
land 4. 

Mr. North moved to amend H. F. No. 398 as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, strike "$142,000,000" and insert "$95,000,000" 

Page 3, strike line 8 

Page 3, line 9, strike "fund for this purpose," 

Page 3, line 12, strike "$142,000,000" and insert "$84,000,000" 

Page 3, after line 24, insert: 

Sec. 3. [REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.] The pollution control 
agency shall submit a report to the legislature by January 1, 1976, 
outlining alternative methods of providing revenues for the Minne
iota state water pollution control fund. The report shall also 
tontain an evaluation of the procedures and priorities established 
in implementing this program, including consideration of per capita 
costs of proposed projects, financial capability of the community 
and an equitable geographic distribution of state grants and loans. 

Sec. 4. [APPROPRIATION FROM GENERAL FUND; REIM
BURSEMENT.] The sum of $11,000,000, or so much thereof as 
may be necessary, is appropriated from the general fund to the 
Minnesota state water pollution control fund, for the purpose of 
providing money appropriated in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
116.18, Subdivision 1 for expenditure from that fund for the pur
pose therein stated, provided that no amount shall be credited at 
any time to the water pollution control fund, pursuant to this 
appropriation, which would cause the balance then on hand in 
the fund to exceed the aggregate amount of grants approved and 
not theretofore disbursed by the pollution control agency, as 
certified by its director. This appropriation is available and shall be 
obligated prior to the sale of the additonal bonds authorized by 
this act." 

The motion prevailed. So the amendment was adopted. 
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H. F. No. 398 was read the third time, as amended, and placed 
on its final passage. 

The question being taken on the passage of the bill, as amended. 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 5, a~ 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Blatz 
Borden 
Brataas 
Brown 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 

Dunn Keefe, S. 
Fitzsimons Kirchner 
Frederick K.Jeinbaum. 
Gearty Knutson 
Hansen, Baldy Kowalczyk 
Hansen, Mel Larson 
Hanson, R. Laufenburger 
Hughes Lewis 
Humphrey McCutcheon 
Jensen Merriam 
Josefson Milton 
Keefe, J. Moe 

Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 

Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Stassen 
Stok.owski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Bang, Berg, Bernhagen, Olson, J. L., and Sillers voted 
in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended, passed and its title was agreed to. 

Mr. Davies moved that H. F. No. 1758 and the Conference 
Committee report thereon be taken from the table. The motion 
prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1758 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of 
state government; imposing regulations for community college 
operations; appropriating moneys with certain conditions for 
education and related purposes, including the university of Minne
sota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to libraries, community 
colleges, higher education coordinating commission, and moneys 
for medical education. 

May 17, 1975 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1758 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: 
The Senate recede from its amendments to H. F. No. 1758 and 
that the bill be amended by striking all matter after the enacting 
clause and in lieu thereof substituting the following: 

"Section 1. EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, APPROPRIA
TIONS. Except as herein otherwise provided, the sums hereinafter 
set forth in the columns designated "APPROPRIATIONS", or 
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so much thereof as may be necessary, are hereby appropriated out 
of the general fund in the state treasury or any other fund herein 
designated for the purposes specified in the following sections of 
this act, to be available for the fiscal year indicated for each 
purpose. The figures "1976", and "1977" wherever used in this act, 
shall mean that the appropriation or appropriations listed there
under shall be available for the year ending June 30, 1976, and 
1977 respectively. 

Sec. 2. DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION 

Subdivision 1. General Aca
demic and Related Services ... 

(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$1,859,586 $1,475,910 

( 2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$50,000 

Of the amount provided by this 
subdivision, $14,100 each year 
is appropriated from the trunk 
highway fund. 

The department shall direct 
the section on education pro
fessions development to deter
mine the extent to which pro
grams of teacher education in 
this state search for and com
municate sound educational 
techniques to students of edu
cation. The department shall 
report by February 1, 1976 to 
the committee on finance of 
the senate and appropriations 
committee of the house on the 
plan devised to implement this 
provision and the progress 
made to that time. 

Provided that notwithstanding 
the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Sections 121.26 and 
125.08 to the contrary, the fee 
for registering with the teachers 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

1976 1977 

$ $ 

1,909,586 1,475,910 
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employment bureau shall not 
be less than $10, and the fee 
for a certificate to teach or for 
a renewal or extension of certi
ficate to teach shall not be less 
than $10. 
Subd. 2. Vocational Technical 
Instruction and Related Ser-
vices ..................... . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 557,160 $ 563,969 

Subd. 3. Special and Compen
satory Instruction and Related 
Services .................. . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 361,691 $ 367,370 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

(a) Indian scholarships 
$ 400,000 $ 400,000 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in (a) in the first year 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 4. Education Planning, 
Innovative Developmental and 
Evaluative Services ....... . 

(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 181,517 $ 183,186 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$ 521,110 $ 521,110 

Subd. 5. School Management 
and Services .............. . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 424,740 $ 430,440 

1976 

$ 

557,160 

761,691 

702,627 

1,917,952 

$ 

2763 

1977 

563,969 

767,370 

704,296 

1,921,224 
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( 2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$1,493,212 $1,490,784 

Of the amount provided in ( 2) 
of this subdivision, so much 
thereof as is necessary shall be 
used for the type "A" lunch 
program to be distributed un
der standards established by 
the state board of education. 

Subd. 6. Auxiliary and General 
Support Services .......... . 

( 1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$1,776,225 $1,847,474 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$2,226,000 $2,220,000 

There is established in the state 
treasury a Minnesota educa
tional computing consortium 
account. There is hereby ap
propriated from the general 
fund to the Minnesota educa
tional computing consortium 
account the sum of $150,000. 
The department shall charge 
MECC users for on-line com
puter time actually used, such 
receipts shall be deposited in 
the Minnesota educational 
computing consortium account, 
and are hereby reappropriated 
to the Minnesota educational 
computing consortium. 

T)le department of education 
in consultation with MECC 
shall submit to the chairman of 
house appropriations and the 
chairman of senate finance no 
later than July 15 and Decem
ber 31 of each year a progress 
report, proposed plans, and ex
penditures. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in ( 2) in the first year 

1976 

$ 

4,002,225 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

4,067,474 
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shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 7. Public Library Ser-
vices .................. ··•• 

(1) Salaries, supplies, and ex
penses 

$ 314,021 $ 328,271 

( 2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenue 

$1,885,979 $1,971,729 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in (2) in the first year 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 
These funds may be granted 
for the improvement of library 
services at welfare and correc
tions institution libraries and 
for library services to the blind 
a:nd physically handicapped. 
These funds shall not exceed 
in either year the amount pro
vided for fiscal year 197 4. 

A public library is a public li
brary serving 20,000 or more 
persons or serving less than 
20,000 persons with the approv." 
al of the commissioner of edu
cation and receiving annually 
from public funds financial 
support of at least one third of 
a mill on the assessed valua
tion of the taxable property in 
the area served by the library. 

To qualify for the state library 
grant herein authorized, local 
levies for libraries shall not be 
less than the library levies in 
effect January 1, 1975. All of 
the above funds are limited to 
operating purposes only. 

Applications for financial as
sistance shall contain such in
formation as the department 

1976 

$ 

2,200,000 

$ 

2765 

1977 

2,300,000 
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requires including descriptions 
of areas served by the appli
cant and the number and 
distribution of persons resid
ing therein; the local plan of 
the applicant for promoting 
library service in the areas it 
serves and an estimate of the 
financial assistance to put such 
a plan in effect, and a state
ment of the ability of local gov
ernment within the area served 
by the applicant to finance 
operations out of public funds 
raised by local taxes. Financial 
assistance shall be granted to 
an eligible applicant proposing 
an economical and practical 
plan for the promotion of 
library service in the area in 
such amount and subject to 
such conditions as the depart
ment determines after con
sidering the information con
tained in the application for 
assistance and the total amount 
of state and federal funds 
available for the promotion of 
library service in the state. 

Provided that no state funds 
shall be used for construction 
of library facilities. 

Subd. 8. Statewide Educational 
Assessment ...........•... 

The amount appropriated to 
the statewide assessment pro
gram shall be available only for 
fiscal year 1976; it shall be used 
to complete the analysis, re
porting, and dissemination of 
the mathematics assessment 
data collected during fiscal year 
1975, to complete the dis
semination phase of the read
ing assessment data collected 
in fiscal year 197 4, and to fulfill 
any departmental obligations 
incurred through contracts 
with school districts for ex-

250,000 

[5'7THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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tended local assessment activi
ties on a cost-sharing basis. 
Insofar as practical, the de
partment shalJ make available 
to school districts, upon their 
request and at a reasonable 
cost assessment instruments 
and normative data for the 
districts' own use. 

Subd. 9. Vocational Rehabili-
tation .................... . 

(1) Salaries, supplies and ex
penses and counseling and care 
of persons 

$1,550,425 $1,689,486 

(2) Claims, grants, and shared 
revenues 

$ 420,205 $ 527,817 

(3) Long-term sheltered work
shop and work activity 

$1,100,000 $1,400,000 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in ( 3) in the first year 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Any additional federal funds 
which become available to the 
state of Minnesota after April 
1 of any fiscal year as a result 
of a reallocation of funds re
turned by other states or re
lease of additional funds may 
be carried over and expended 
in the next fiscal year. The 
state of Minnesota shall have 
earned these funds in the year 
they are received with state 
expenditures in accordance 
with the federal-state formula 
in effect for that year. 

The state department of educa
tion may expend funds received 
from school districts, govern
mental subdivisions, mental 
health authorities, and private 

1976 

$ 

3,070,679 

$ 

2767 

1977 

3,617,303 
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nonprofit organizations for the 
purpose of conducting joint or 
cooperative vocational rehabili
tation programs, and such 
funds are hereby appropriated 
for these purposes. 

None of the amounts appropri
ated in subdivisions 3, 4, . 5, 
6, 7, and 9 listed as claims, 
grants and shared revenues or 
long term sheltered workshops 
on the official worksheets of the 
conferees of the senate and 
house of representatives, a true 
copy of which is on file in the 
office of the commissioner of 
administration, shall be trans
ferred to any other expenditure 
category other than that for 
which it was appropriated. 

The number of state funded 
positions shall not exceed the 
number shown on official work
sheets. 

Sec. 3. STATE COLLEGE 
BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Maintenance 
and Equipment ........... . 

The amounts appropriated in 
subdivisions 1 and 2 include a 
sum in each year for recruit
ment of unclassified staff. 
Candidates £or positions in the 
state college board central 
office or in a state college who 
have been invited by the state 
college board for interview, 
may be reimbursed for travel 
and subsistence expenses in the 
same manner and amounts as 
state employees. This reim
bursement may be made from 
college imprest cash funds. 

In developing new programs 
with the funds provided herein 
the state colleges shall, wher
ever appropriate and educa-

$ 

53,186,577 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

54,340,889 
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1976 

$ 

tionally sound, attempt to em
ploy excess faculty resulting 
from declining or shifting en
rollments. 

Subd. 2. Metropolitan State 
College .................. . 

The above amount shall be 
used by the state college board 
for operating an educational 
program for a state college 
center as organized in the 
seven county metropolitan area. 
The center may operate in 
facilities acquired through the 
commissioner of administration 
by gift or lease. The faculty 
and staff of the state college 
system shall provide assistance 
in developing curricular and 
educational programs for the 
college. 

Subd. 3. State College Board 
Contingent ............... . 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

In event the enrollment of full 
time equivalent students en
rolled exceeds the budget esti
mates of 30,754 full time 
equivalents the first year and 
30,777 full time equivalents the 
second year of the biennium 
for the total state college sys
tem, it is the intent of the 
legislature to provide additional 
teaching positions at a ratio of 
one position for each 19 full 
time equivalent under~raduate 
students, and one position for 
each 13 graduate students in 
excess of the biennial budget 
enrollment estimates for each 
year of the biennium. 

It is the intent of the legisla-

1,137,613 

750,000 

$ 

2769 

1977 

1,268,569 
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ture that any salary adjust
ments or other payments man
dated by court action, a 
qualified administrative agency, 
or because of settlement of liti
gation in process be financed 
from the contingent fund. 

The above appropriation is to 
be expended with the approval 
of the governor after consulta
tion with the legislative ad
visory committee as provided 
by Minnesota Statutes, Section 
3.30. 

Subd. 4. Student Loans -
State Matching ........... . 

The above appropriation shall 
be used as state's matching 
share for any federal student 
aid or loan program. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. No portion of the 
appropriation shall be used to 
defray obligations incurred 
prior to July 1, 1975. 
Subd. 5. General Research .. 

None of this appropriation 
shall be allotted or encumbered 
until a research project has 
been approved by the state 
college board. Any unexpended 
balance remaining in the first 
year shall not cancel but shall 
be available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

Subd. 6. Repairs and Better-
ments .................... . 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but will be available 
for the second year of the bien
nium. 

All receipts of every kind, in-

175,000 

25,000 

1,456,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

175,000 

25,000 
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eluding but not limited to stu
dents' tuition and fees, federal 
receipts, aids, contributions, 
and reimbursements in all state 
colleges are reappropriated to 
the state college board, but 
subject to budgetary control by 
the commissioner of adminis
tration, except the following re
ceipts not subject to budgetary 
control by the commissioner of 
administration: 

(a) those attributed to dormi
tory functions handled under 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
136.31 to 136.38, and 

(b) those attributable to col
lege activity funds ( including, 
for example, receipts from 
vending machines in buildings 
other than dormitories and stu
dent unions), and 

( c) those attributable to 
grants for special projects, in
stitutes, and similar activities 
subject to Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 136.143 and 136.144. 

A report shall be submitted to 
the 70th session of the legis
lature as to the use of all such 
excepted funds. 

The state college board is here
by authorized to transfer funds 
within the various college 
operating accounts of the main
tenance and equipment appro
priation account after the close 
of a fiscal year; provided such 
transfers are in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
16A. 

Grants awarded to the state 
college system by any state 
agency shall be transferred to 
the account(s) of the state 
college board. Such transfers 
shall be by journal voucher or 
a request for transfer of funds 

$ 

2771 

1977 
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as deemed most appropriate by 
the commissioner of finance. 

During the 1975-77 biennium, 
the state college board shall 
identify nonacademic unclassi
fied positions in the state col
lege system for transfer to the 
classified state service. Persons 
in employee status in such po
sitions at the time of transfer 
shall be transferred with their 
consent into the classified ser
vice of the state without com
petitive examination, and shall 
be placed in the proper classi
fications by the commissioner 
of personnel, provided, however, 
that the salary of any present 
incumbent shall not be re
duced because the range maxi
mum is lower than his or her 
present salary. Personnel oc
cupying positions transferred 
may contmue in the retirement 
programs in which they cur
rent!),' participate. Employees 
who have been employed by 
the colleges more than one year 
shall be granted permanent 
status; those employees with 
less than one year of service 
will be placed on probationary 
status. The above provisions 
shall be effective notwithstand
ing any other provisions of law 
to the contrary. 

Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, reimburse
ments are appropriated for use 
during the fiscal year in which 
they are received. 

Notwithstanding the provisions 
of any law to the contrary, 
Minnesota metropolitan state 
college is authorized to deposit 
tuition receipts received during 
the final quarter of each fiscal 
I_ear in a suspense account. 
The balance in such an account 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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shall not cancel on June 30 but 
shall be available in the next 
fiscal year. 
The state college board may 
allocate, not to exceed $3,000 
annually, to each college presi
dent and the office of the 
chancellor for miscellaneous ex
penses in connection with the 
state college system. The pro
visions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Chapter 16A shall not apply to 
such expenditures but the state 
college board shall prescribe 
the manner, amount, and pur
pose of such expenditures and 
report thereon to the 1977 leg
islature. 

Notwithstanding the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes, Section 
136.06, or any other law to tlie 
contrary, expenses incurred in 
travel outside of the state of 
Minnesota shall be paid upon 
prior authorization of the chief 
executive officer or president of 
the state college board. No 
other approval shall be re
quired. 

The state college board is 
authorized to utilize up to 
$200,000 of the maintenance 
and equipment appropriation 
each year for regional and 
community service projects pro
vided that the agency or local 
unit of government receiving 
such services shall reimburse 
the college system for not less 
than one third their cost. Re
ceipts so derived shall be 
treated as tuition for enroll
ment and budgetary purposes. 
Notwithstanding any provision 
in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 
16A which may indicate the 
contrary, when the state col
lege board so requests, tech
nical educational equipment 

1976 

$ $ 

2773 

1977 
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may be procured for the state 
colleges either by brand desig
nation or in accordance with 
standards and specifications 
which the board may promul
gate. 
In addition to the fees pre
scribed by Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 136.11, the state col
lege board may prescribe fees 
to be charged students for col
lege activities, functions, and 
purposes. 

Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law to the con• 
trary, the state college board 
may make refunds to students 
for tuition, activity fees, union 
fees and any other fees from 
imprest cash funds. The im
prest cash fund shall be reim
bursed periodically by checks 
or warrants drawn on the funds 
and accounts to which the re
fund should ultimately be 
charged. The state college board 
shall obtain the approval of the 
legislative auditor for the pro
cedures used in carrying out 
the provisions of this para
graph. 

The state college board may 
waive tuition on institutes, 
courses or projects when the 
sponsor pays all costs. 

Notwithstanding the provisions 
of any law to the contrary, the 
state college board is author
ized to provide for the orderly 
replacement of aircraft. An 
equipment suspense account 
shall be established by the 
commissioner of finance within 
the general fund. All receipts 
which are attributable to the 
operation or use of such air
craft are hereby reappropriated 
to the state college board. 
These receipts, or such portion 

1976 

$ 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 
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thereof as may be designated 
by the board, shall be credited 
to the equipment suspense ac
count. An:r balance in this ac
count shall not cancel at the 
end of a fiscal year but shall 
remain available for transfer at 
the request of the board to its 
maintenance and equipment ac
count. 
The state colleges are author
ized to charge a placement 
service registration fee of $10 
to each student or graduate 
upon registration with the col
lege placement service. 

The state college board is 
authorized to contract for hos
pital benefits coverage and 
medical benefits coverage for 
students in the same manner as 
authorized by Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 43.45. 

The provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 136.13, not
withstanding, the state college 
board may hold its annual 
meeting on any day in the 
month of May. 

All other provisions of law not
withstanding, the state college 
board is hereby authorized t.o 
demolish Lawrence hall at St. 
Cloud state college provided 
that a comprehensive space re
quirement study indicates such 
demolition represents the most 
economical course of action. 
Such demolition shall be ac
complished at no cost in ap
pro,Priated funds and shall not 
be mitiated without the recom
mendation of the chairmen of 
the house appropriations and 
senate finance committees 
which shall be advisory only. 

The commissioner of admin
istration is authorized to dis-

$ 

2775 

1977 
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pose of by sale or other means 
of selected buildings on the 
Mankato lower campus. The 
overall plan submitted to the 
legislature in a report author
ized by Laws 1974, Chapter 
516, Section 3, may be used to 
provide guidance for such sale 
but shall not be the only source 
of information in selecting 
buildings for disposal. The use 
of information in the report 
for this purpose does not infer 
acceptance of the recommenda
tion by the legislature. Such 
sale shall not be authorized 
until the commissioner of ad
ministration has first consulted 
with the chairman of the senate 
finance and the chairman of 
the house appropriation com
mittee and obtained their rec
ommendations which shall be 
advisory only. 

Sec. 4. UNIVERSITY OF 
MINNESOTA, COORDINATE 
CAMPUSES AND EXPERI-
MENT STATIONS ......... . 

Subdivision 1. Operations and 
Maintenance 

The board of regents of the 
university may use any money 
not specifically appropriated 
for other purposes for acquiring 
land by purchase or condemna
tion. In case it is desired to 
use the fund for the acquisition 
of land, the power of eminent 
domain may be exercised in ac
cordance with Minnesota Stat
utes, Chapter 117. 

No land shall be purchased 
and no buildings shall be pur
chased, constructed or erected 
on lands of the university until 
the regents have first consulted 
with the chairman of the senate 
finance committee and the 

121,387,605 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

124,576,189 
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chairman of the house ap
propriations commitl:ee and ob
tained their recommendations 
which shall be advisory only. 

The board of regents shall 
direct a review of the admis
sion rolicies of all the profes
siona and gradual:e schools of 
the university of Minnesota. A 
preliminary report outlining 
the scope and method of the 
review to be employed shall be 
submitl:ed to the legislature 
not lat.er than August 15, 1975 
and a final report shall be 
forwarded by January 1, 1976. 
Of the second year's appropria
tion to the Duluth basic sci
ences medical program, $200,-
000 shall be available only if 
new facilities are available and 
the incoming class is expanded 
to 48 students. 

Provided that these appropria
tions for mainl:enance and op
erations are made from reve
nues accruing to the university 
from: 

(1) the investments of the 
permanent university fund; and 
(2) the occupation tax on iron 
ore. 

If such revenues are insuffi
cient, the remainder of such 
appropriations are advanced 
and appropriated from any 
moneys in the stare treasury 
credited to the general fund. 
The income derived from the 
investment of the permanent 
university fund is hereby ap
proprial:ed to the board of re
gents pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 137.022. 

For the purposes of these ap
propriations it is estimated that 
the income to be derived from 

$ 
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the investment of the per
manent university fund will 
not exceed $2,532,006 for the 
first year and $2,563,506 for 
the second year. If at the end 
of any fiscal year there are un
expended revenues accruing to 
the university from the occupa
tion tax on iron ore, the general 
fund shall be reimbursed there
from to the extent that pay
ments have been made from 
the general fund during such 
fiscal year pursuant to these 
appropriations. The board of 
regents shall certify to the com
missioner of finance at the end 
of each quarter the amounts 
of earnings derived from the 
investment of the permanent 
university fund and if the in
come derived from the invest
ment of the permanent uni
versity fund during any fiscal 
year exceeds the amounts here
in stated, the amounts payable 
from the general fund shall be 
reduced accordingly. 
For budgetary purposes it is 
estimated that the foregoing 
appropriation from the general 
fund will not exceed the sum 
of $118,855,599 the first year 
and $122,012,683 the second 
year. 
On October 1, 1976 and 1977 
the president of the university 
of Minnesota shall furnish the 
house appropriations and sen
ate finance committees and the 
commissioner of administration 
the following information: 
(1) the total amount of re
ceipts during the fiscal year 
1976 from all sources in excess 
of $56,000,000 and during the 
fiscal year 1977 from all sources 
in excess of $57,900,000. 
(2) the sources of said re
ceipts; and 

[57THDAY 
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( 3) the purposes for which any 
excess receipts were expended 
and accounts to which trans
ferred. 

The appropriation in section 4 
for fiscal year ending June 30, 
1976 includes deficiency funds 
for fuel, Diehl hall equipment 
and Wisconsin veterinary medi
cine recw· rocity agreement 
which sha not become a part 
of the expenditure base. 

Subd. 2. Student Loans -
State Matching ........... . 

The above appropriation shall 
be used as state's matching 
share for any federal student 
aid or loan program. Any un
expended balance remaining in 
the first year shall not cancel 
but shall be available for the 
second year of the biennium. 

Subd. 3. Library Supplement .. 

Subd. 4. Summer School Tui
tion and Continuing Education 
Supplement .............. . 

Provided that the board of re
gents shall expend the funds 
to equalize tuition rates among 
undergraduate students for 
regular session, summer session 
and extension programs in 
order to facilitate to the maxi
mum the use of campus units, 
buildings and staff. 

Sec. 5. FOR CARE OF IN
DIGENT COUNTY PATIENTS 
TO BE RENDERED BY THE 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNE
SOTA HOSPITALS, INCLUD
ING THE HEART HOSPITAL 

Subdivision 1. For State's 
Share of Expenses of County 
Indigent Patients ......... . 

A county under this appropri
ation will be reimbursed for 70 

395,000 

700,000 

747,272 

1,580,000 

$ 
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percent of the expenses charged 
against a patient at the uni
versity hospital up to $5,000 
in accordance with Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 158. A 
charge against a patient in 
excess of $5,000 will be paid 
by the state. Except as other
wise herein set forth, the other 
provisions of the cited statute 
shall continue in force and ef
fect. 

Subdivision 1 shall include and 
cover the amounts which may 
become due to the university 
of Minnesota from the state 
durin~ the fiscal years covered 
by said subdivisions. 
There is further appropriated 
to the university of Minnesota 
the following sums, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, 
for the purpose of reimbursing 
the said university for the sum 
due from counties during said 
fiscal years under the provi
sions of said acts, payments to 
be made quarterly out of said 
appropriation, as shown by 
certificates filed with the com
missioner of finance pursuant 
to the provisions of Minn8$0ta 
Statutes, Chapter 158. . ..... 
The commissioner of finance is 
authorized and directed to pay 
the university out of sums col
lected from counties under the 
provisions of chapter 158, dur
ing the fiscal years ending 
June 30, 1976, and June 30, 
1977 respectively, an amount 
sufficient to reimburse the 
university in full for the 
amount due it from counties 
during said fiscal years as 
shown by certificates filed with 
the commissioner of finance, 
and a sum sufficient to make 
such payments is hereby ap
propriated. 

470,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

500,000 
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Sec. 6. SPECIAL HOSPI
TALS, COMMUNITY SER
VICE, AND EDUCATIONAL 
OFFSET ................... . 

Fees for service furnished to 
counties and individuals under 
this item shall be sought to 
augment the sum hereby ap
propriated, which fees are here
by reappropriated to the uni
versity hospital. 

Sec. 7. FOR VARIOUS EX
PERIMENTS AND INVESTI
GATIONS TO BE CARRIED 
ON UNDER THE DIRECT 
SUPERVISION OF THE UNI
VERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Subdivision 1. Agricultural Ex-
tension Service ............ . 

This subdivision includes the 
items of agriculture extension 
work, county agricultural 
agents, home demonstration 
and 4-H club work, and soil 
conservation. Any salary in
creases granted to personnel 
provided for by this subdivision 
by the university shall not 
result in a reduction of the 
county portion of the salary 
payments. 

This appropriation includes 
funds for each year for the 
potato and sugar beet exten
sion program in the Red River 
Valley, contingent on an equal 
amount being provided by the 
state of North Dakota. 

Subd. 2. General Agricultural 
Research ............. ., .. . 

The above appropriation in
cludes funds for research on 
aquatic plants (including wild 
rice), soybeans, avian disease, 
corn improvement and irriga
tion. 

4,703,485 

4,958,820 

4,857,388 

$ 

2781 

1977 

4,847,477 

5,165,39,' 

4,788,892 
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Subd. 3. Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory and Teaching Hos-
pital ..................... . 

Subd. 4. Geological Survey ... . 

Subd. 5. Lake Superior Basin 
Studies .................. . 

The university shall submit a 
progress report to the 1977 
legislature. 

Subd. 6. General Research .... 

This appropriation is, as the 
board of regents may direct, for 
general research, business and 
economic research including 
Duluth, training for careers in 
fire prevention and protection, 
center for urban and regional 
affairs, museum of natural his
tory, project Newgate, and 
juvenile justice seminar. 

The amount for project New
gate shall be the final appropri
ation to the university of Min
nesota and future appropria
tion requests for this program 
shall be submitted by the de
partment of corrections. 

Subd. 7. Industrial Relations 
Education Program ... 

The above appropriation in
cludes funds for short courses, 
programs, and seminars for 
labor and management. 

Subd. 8. Duluth Campus 

(a) Basic Sciences Program 
for Medical Training ........ . 

(b) Dental Hygiene Program. 

(c) Graduate School of Social 
Work .................... . 

Subd. 9. Freshwater Biological 
Research Institute ......... . 

Subd. 10. Child Care Center .. 

$ 

1976 

436,391 

264,860 

53,389 

1,407,584 

300,347 

1,278,993 

181,298 

340,880 

100,000 

25,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

468,732 

268,180 

54,943 

1,501,259 

339,006 

1,509,432 

188,643 

370,045 

125,000 
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The above appropriation is to 
assist the university in develop
ing a self supporting child care 
center to be used as a teaching 
and research adjunct to the 
college of education. 

Subd. 11. Intercollegiate Ath-
letics ................... .. 

The above appropriation shall 
be used only for the support of 
women's intercollegiate athlet
ic program. 

Subd. 12. Medical Research .. 

The above amount includes 
funds for cancer research, con
trol of hypercholesterolemia, 
,,ystic fibrosis and biological 
.regulation in disease. 

Subd. 13. Graduate Residency 
Program ................. . 

All hospitals receiving any por
tion of the above appropriation 
shall furnish the house a ppro
priations and senate finance 
committees with a full report 
no later than December 31, 
1975, of all actual and reason
able costs resulting from gradu
ate family practice residency 
education, and all fees and in
come to the hospital generated 
by the graduate residents in 
family practice and the pur
poses for which such funds 
were expended. 

The commissioner of finance, 
in cooperation with the uni
versity of Minnesota, shall pre. 
pare a form to be used by all 
hospitals making such reports. 
The commissioner of finance 
shall also issue guidelines for 
hospitals to use in determining 
costs and income related to 
family practice residency edu
cation. 

75,000 

1,117,288 

2,808,000 

$ 

2783 

1977 

100,000 

1,155,224 

2,960,000 
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Expenditures from this appro
priation may be made only for 
activities directly related to 
the training of doctors in fam
ily practice. 

Subd. 14. Medical Services and 
Instruction ............... . 

The above amount includes 
funds for the rural health phy
sicians' associate program, 
drug abuse information and 
education, and allied health
nurse-clinician generalist pro
gram. 

Subd. 15. Hormel Institute-
Austin ................... . 

To support the operation of 
the institute and to promote 
research by such institute. 
Subd. 16. Clinical Program 
Law ..................... . 

Serving civil legal needs of 
persons confined to state insti
tutions. None of these funds 
shall be used to pay for law 
suits against public agencies 
or public officials to change 
social or public policy. 

From the appropriation made 
to the university of Minnesota 
by this act and from other 
sources all nonacademic em
ployees shall be paid a salary 
comparable to the salaries 
paid to state employees in the 
classified state civil service. 

The university shall prepare a 
report on salaries and fringe 
benefits of their nonacademic 
staff. The report shall include 
but not be limited to the fol
lowing information regarding 
nonacademic staff for each ap
propriation account: number 
of employees expressed in full 
time equivalents; salary costs 

822,849 

100,000 

95,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

980,076 

100,000 

105,000 
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for the prior, current and sub
sequent year; fringe benefit 
costs for the prior, current and 
subsequent year; and the as
sumptions made in preparing 
this information. This infor
mation shall be summarized 
by salary schedules "A", "B", 
and "C" as established for the 
state classified civil service. 
For purposes of this report 
the university shall assign 
classifications that are unique 
to the university to the appro
priate state classified civil 
service salary schedule. This 
report shall be submitted to 
the committee on finance of 
the senate, the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives, and the com
missioner of administration. 
The report shall be submitted 
on or before December 15, 
1975. A subsequent report 
shall be submitted on or be
fore November 15, 1976. The 
appropriations made to the 
university of Minnesota by 
this act include funds for the 
employers share of social se
curity, state retirement, and 
health insurance and such 
funds shall be expended onlv 
for these purposes. Any funds 
provided for these purposes by 
this act that are in excess of 
the employers share shall be 
returned to the state treasury. 
None of the appropriations 
made in this act, with the ex
ceptions of the appropriations 
for the university of Minne
sota hospitals or made in this 
or other acts toward buildings, 
shall be made to the univer
sity by the commissioner of 
finance until the university 
first certifies to the commis
sioner of finance that its ag-

2785 

1977 
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gregate balances in the tem
porary investment pool, cash, 
or separate investments, re
sulting from all state main
tenance and special appropria
tions do not exceed $7 million 
plus one third of all tuition 
and fee payments from the 
previous fiscal year. Upon 
such certification, one twelfth 
of the annual appropriation to 
the university shall be paid at 
the beginning of each month. 
Additional payments shall be 
made by the commissioner of 
finance whenever the state ap
propriations and tuition ag
gregate balances in the tem
porary investment pool, cash, 
or separate investments, are 
reduced below the indicated 
levels. 

No payment of appropriations 
toward buildings shall be 
made by the commissioner of 
finance until all balances sep
arately invested, including 
cash, and those in the tempo
rary investment pool attribu
table to all state building 
funds shall be reduced below 
$5 million. Payment shall then 
be made upon certification of 
the amounts needed for con
struction payments, but so as 
not to increase the building 
balances in cash, separately 
invested, or in the temporary 
investment pool, to a total 
above $5 million. 
Appropriations not paid to the 
university in any fiscal year 
shall carry over to the follow
ing fiscal year. 
Moneys not paid to the univer
sity by reason of the fore
going requirements shall be 
invested by the state in those 
securities authorized by Min-

[57THDAY 

1977 
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nesota Statutes, Section 11.10 
until paid to the university. 
Income from investments shall 
be credited to the general 
fund in the state treasury. 

In preparing legislative budget 
request for the 1977-1979 bien
nium, all projected income 
from student tuition shall be 
based on a charge per credit 
hour schedule. 

Sec. 8. MA YO MEDICAL 
SCHOOL .................. ., 

The state of Minnesota shall 
pay a capitation of $8,000 for 
each student who is a resident 
of Minnesota for a maximum of 
40 such students in each class. 
The administration of Mayo 
shall direct a review of the ad
missions policies of the Mayo 
medical school. A preliminary 
report outlining the scope and 
method of the review to be 
employed shall be submitted to 
the legislature not later t~n 
August 15, 1975 and a final 
report shall be forwarded by 
January 1, 1976. 

Sec. 9. MINNESOTA BOARD 
OF NURSING 

Nursing Scholarships ....... . 

Sec. 10. MINNESOTA HIGH
ER EDUCATION COORDI
NATING COMMISSION 

Subdivision 1. Salaries and Ex-
penses ........ ., .. ., ...... 

This appropriation includes 
funds for the administration of 
the state scholarship, state 
grant-in-aid, student loan, 
budget review, program review, 
and private college contracts. 

Subd. 2. State Scholarship 
Program .................. . 

1,200,000 

125,000 

792,068 

5,000,000 

$ 

2787 

1977 

1,224,000 

125,00(1 

685,060 

5,750,000 
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Subd. 3. State Grant-In-Aid 
Program .................. . 

Subd. 4. Work Study Program. 

Notwithstanding the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes 136A.-
231, the higher education co
ordinating commission is here
by authorized and directed to 
develop a work-study program 
for which postsecondary educa
tion students will be eligible 
without regard to whether or 
not such students are recipients 
of state scholarships or grants
in-aid. The commission shall 
prescribe criteria, policies and 
procedures for participation of 
institutions and students in the 
program. All postsecondary in
stitutions which are eligible 
under the state grant-in-aid 
program shall be eligible insti
tutions under the work-study 
program. The commission shall 
determine an appropriate meth
od for allocating funds among 
institutions and awarding funds 
to students who demonstrate 
need according to guidelines 
adopted by the commission. 

The commission shall adopt 
such additional policies and 
guidelines as may be necessary 
for effective administration of 
the program. 
Subd. 5. Minitex Library Pro-
gram .................... . 

The commission, in cooperation 
with the state community col
lege system, the state college 
system, the university of Min
nesota, and the Minnesota 
private colleges, shall be re
sponsible for coordinating and 
management of the minitex 
library program. 
Subd. 6. Private College Con-
tracts .................... . 

$ 

1976 

8,500,000 

500,000 

350,000 

3,200,000 

[57THDAY 

$ 

1977 

9,400,000 

1,250,000 

350,000 

4,000,000 
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Subd. 7. Regional Coordina-
tion and Service ........... . 

The above appropriation shall 
be expended in accordance with 
official conference committee 
worksheets. 

The higher education coor
dinating commission is directed 
to develop and administer three 
experimental regional post
secondary education projects 
aimed at improving the effi. 
ciency and effectiveness of 
postsecondary education in 
meeting regional needs through 
increased interinstitutional co
operation and coordination of 
programs and planning within 
a region. In developing the 
three experimental projects, 
the commission shall attempt 
to (1) improve the accessibility 
of all levels of postsecondary 
education to residents of the 
regions, (2) eliminate any un
warranted duplication of effort 
in the regions, ( 3) facilitate 
effective use of postsecondary 
education facilities and services 
for meeting regional needs, ( 4) 
provide for more effective liai
son between regional planning 
and coordination of post
secondary education with re
gional planning and coordina
tion of other public services, 
and ( 5) test means for accom-. 
plishing greater interinstitu
tional cooperative efforts for 
meeting local and regional 
needs of Minnesota residents. 
The commission shall report on 
the results of the expenmental 
regional projects in its next 
biennial report to the govemor 
and the legislature. All post
secondary institutions and sys
tems are requested to cooperate 
with and to assist the commis-

247,813 

$ 

2789 

1977 
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sion in developing these proj
ects. 

The commission is authorized 
and directed to supervise a 
student Joan program in ac
cordance with Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 136A.14 to 136A.-
17. 

The higher education coor
dinating commission is hereby 
directed to take the necessary 
steps to encourage and expand 
the sharing of facilities and 
course offerings, through cross
registration or other appropri
ate means, between all public 
and private institutions of 
higher learning in Minnesota. 
A report showing the achieve
ments and progress as well as 
recommendations for improve
ments and progress in this area 
shall be submitted to the 1977 
legislature no later than Jan
uary 1, 1977. 

For the purpose of improved 
communications between all 
segments of public and private 
postsecondary education, the 
advisory council of the higher 
education coordinating com
mission shall be requested to 
sit with the higher education 
coordinating commission in 
the deliberations and discus
sions of the commission. Mem
bers of the advisory council 
shall, however, not vote on any 
matter before the commission. 
Any unexpended balance re
maining the first year in sub
divisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

Subd. 8. Medical Student Loan 
Reserve .................. . 

1976 

17,550 

[57THDAY 

1977 

27,300 
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The appropriations in the sum 
of $1,000,000 contained in 
Laws 1973, Chapter 768, Sec
tion 14, Subdivision 8 may be 
used by the commission for 
costs incurred in administer
ing the provisions of this act. 
The balance of the appropria
tion not required for adminis
trative costs shall constitute a 
reserve fund which may be in
vested by the commission. 
Any interest which accrues on 
such investment shall inure to 
the commission and shall be 
available for additions to the 
reserve fund. The reserve fund 
shall not cancel and shall be 
available to the commission 
for as long as the programs 
provided by the provisions of 
this act are in effect. The com
mission may use the reserve 
fund established by the appro
priation for fulfilling the in
come contingent provisions of 
this act as well as for the gen
eral purposes of the reserve 
fund in accordance with the 
provisions of this act. 

The appropriation in the sum 
of $100,000 contained in Laws 
1973, Chapter 727, Section 4, 
shall not cancel but shall be 
available to the commission 
for so long as bonds for medi
cal student loans are outstand
ing. 

Subd. 9. Education of Depen-
dents .................... . 
Subd. 10. Foreign Student 
Loan ................... .. 

Subd. 11. Notwithstanding 
any other provision of law to 
the contrary, the commission 
may adopt rules to allow state 
grant-in-aid awards to be 
made to students who did not 

10,000 

80,000 

$ 

2791 

1977 

10,000 

80,000 
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receive an award for the first 
year of postsecondary educa
tion, in order to meet needs of 
students who experience un
usual financial difficulties af
ter the first year. Initial 
awards to students after the 
first year may be renewable 
according to rules adopted by 
the commission. The commis
sion shall prescribe by rule the 
conditions, criteria, terms, and 
amounts of awards to be made 
to students who did not re
ceive an award in the first 
year. 

Sec.11. STATE COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE BOARD 

Subdivision 1. ............. . 

The above appropriation is for 
maintenance and equipment of 
the state community college 
board and the state commu
nity colleges. The state com
munity colleges are encour
aged to use off-campus 
courses to extend the benefits 
of this appropriation to as 
many Minnesota residents as 
possible. 
The amounts appropriated in 
subdivision 1 include a sum in 
each year for recruitment of 
faculty. Candidates for twelve 
month administrative posi
tions and for academic posi
tions who have been invited 
by the state community col
lege board for interview may 
be reimbursed for travel and 
subsistence expenses in the 
same manner and in the same 
amounts as state officers and 
employees. 
The cost of living provisions 
of the professional staff 
agreement as negotiated be
tween the state board for 

1976 

$ 

23,233,838 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

23,388,689 
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community colleges and the 
Minnesota community college 
faculty association shall not 
be implemented during the 
1975-77 biennium and the 
agreement is approved as 
modified. 
Subd. 2. Occupational Pro-
gram Development ........ . 

Prior to use of the above funds 
the chancellor of the com
munity college system shall 
submit the proposed program. 
and expenditures for review 
by the chairmen of the house 
appropriations and senate fi
nance committees. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
All receipts of every kind, na
ture and description, includ
ing student tuition and fees, 
all federal receipts, aids, con
tributions and reimburse
ments in all the state com
munity colleges are hereby re
appropriated to the state com
munity college board, but are 
subject to budgetary control 
to be exercised by the com
missioner of administration. 

The state community college 
board is authorized to estab
lish activity funds, except for 
dormitory purposes, and im
prest cash funds, to waive tui
tion charges and to act as 
agent and accept the benefits 
of Public Law 88-452, known 
as the Economic Opportunity 
Act of 1964, as amended, Pub
lic Law 85-864, known as the 
National Defense Education 
Act of 1958, as amended, to 
the same extent and subject to 

450,000 

$ 

2793 

1977 
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the same conditions as such 
authority is vested in the state 
college board. Minnesota Stat
utes, Sections 136.56, 136.045, 
136.142, 136.143, 136.144, 136.-
171, 136.22, 169.966, 352.01, 
Subdivision 2a ( 6), also apply 
to the state community col
lege board and the state com
munity colleges in the same 
manner as to the state college 
board and the state colleges. 

All receipts attributable to the 
college activity funds and de
posited in the state treasury 
are hereby reappropriated to 
the state community college 
board and are not subject to 
budgetary control as exercised 
by the commissioner of admin
istration. 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary, reimburse
ments are appropriated for use 
during the fiscal year in which 
they are received. 

Subd. 3. Student Loan Pro-
gram-State Matching ....... . 

The above appropriation shall 
be used as state's matching 
share for any federal student 
aid or loan programs. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not C11I1cel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 4. State Oommunity Col
lege Board Contingent .. , .... 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

This appropriation shall be ex
pended with the approval of 

75,000 

300,000 

$ 

[57THDAY 

1977 

85,000 
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the governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee, as provided by Min
nesota Statutes, Section 3.30. 

Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 268.08, Sub
division 5(b), shall apply to 
classified employees of the 
state board for community col
leges. 

Subd. 5. Repairs and Better-
ments .................... . 

Any unexpended balances re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 6. Special Assessments .. 

Sec. 12. Notwithstanding the 
provisions of any law to the con
trary, the administrative expenses 
incurred by any employing gov
ernmental unit in connection with 
the purchase of individual annuity 
contracts for employees pursuant 
to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
121.48; 123.35, Subdivision 12; 
136.55; 136. 70; 471.615; or any 
other like provision of law shall 
be paid from deductions from the 
salaries of the employees on 
whose behalf such contracts are 
purchased. For such purpose, 
each employing governmental 
unit shall deduct from the salary 
of each such employee an amount 
equal to two percent of the 
amounts deducted for the pur
pose of purchasing such indi
vidual annuity contracts. All re
ceipts shall be deposited in the 
general fund. 

Sec. 13. WORKMENS COM
PENSATION 

To be transferred by the com
missioner of finance to the de-

754,778 

41,500 

$ 

2795 

1977 
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partment of labor and industry 
compensation revolving fund, 
in payment of obligations in
curred by the following 
agencies in the amounts as in
dicated: 

State College Board ........ . 

Sec. 14. UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION .......... . 

In reimbursement of unemploy
ment compensation benefits 
paid for former employees of 
the state college board. 

108,502.26 

215,751.21 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

Sec. 15. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES ON HAND, CANCEL
LED INTO GENERAL FUND. Except the revolving fund for the 
on-the-job training program, the unobligated balances on hand 
as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, June 30, 1977, in the several ap
propriations and accounts for which an appropriation is made 
herein, unless otherwise excepted in this act, are hereby cancelled 
into the general fund for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1975, 
June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977 and the unobligated balances on 
hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977 appro
priated out of any other funds, shall be cancelled into the fund 
from which they are appropriated as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 
1976, and June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 16. INCOME, FEES, RECEIPTS, DEPOSITED IN GEN
ERAL FUND. Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, 
except the income to the university of Minnesota, and except all 
federal aid, contributions, or reimbursements received for any ac
count of any division, institution or department for which an ap
propriation is made in this act, all income, including fees or 
receipts of any nature whatsoever, shall be deposited in and for 
the benefit of the general fund. 

Sec. 17. APPROVED COMPLEMENT. Whenever an appropria
tion to any department or agency for salaries discloses an ap
proved complement, that department or agency is limited in the 
employment of the number of full time equivalent persons in
cluding part time and seasonal employees indicated by such ap
proved complement. 

Except as otherwise provided in this act, additional employees 
over the number of the approved complement may be employed 
on the basis of public necessity or emergency with the written 
approval of the governor, but the governor shall not approve such 
additional personnel until he has consulted with the legislative 
advisory committee created by Laws 1943, Chapter 594, and such 
committee has made its recommendation upon the matter. Such 
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recommendation shall be advisory only. Failure or refusal of the 
committee to make a recommendation promptly shall be deemed 
a negative recommendation. The provisions hereof shall extend to 
any other agency to which the present authority of the legislative 
advisory committee may be transferred, but shall be deemed to 
be repealed in case such authority shall be abolished. 

Sec. 18. Any moneys made available to any state department 
or agency by this act by appropriation, transfer or otherwise for 
the payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such department 
or agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 1971, Sec
tions 355.50 and 352.04, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 19. In order to enable the state to match the cost of any 
program under Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965, any 
receipts accruing to any state department or agency by reason of 
service performed for the university of Minnesota in connection 
with such program shall be deposited in the state treasury. Such 
receipts are hereby reappropriated to the department or agency 
making the deposit, to be used as part of the state's 25 rercent 
share of the cost of such programs. The balance of the state s share 
of the cost of such programs is payable by the participating de
partments or agencies from any moneys appropriated for salaries, 
supplies and expenses. 

Sec. 20. Notwithstanding the provisions of any law to the con
trary, the administrative expenses of the supplemental retirement 
plan established pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, Sections 
136.80 to 136.87 shall be paid from the portion of the cash realized 
on the redemption of shares pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1971, 
Section 136.82, Subdivision 1, Clause (5) which becomes the prop
erty of the supplemental retirement account of the teachers re
tirement fund. The balance of said cash after payment of said ex
penses shall be prorated as thereafter provided in Minnesota Stat
utes 1971, Section 136.82, Subdivision 1, Clause (5). The amount 
of $12,500 is hereby annually appropriated to the teachers retire
ment association from the cash balance described herein for said 
purposes. 

Sec. 21. If additional funds become available to the state board 
for community colleges, state college board or the board of regents 
for the purpose of adjusting faculty salaries to implement cost of 
living prov1Sions of any professional staff agreement for the 1975-
77 biennium, an amount equal to the additional funds shall be 
cancelled to the general revenue fund. 

Sec. 22. The speaker of the house shall name five members of 
the house and the senate committee on committees shall name 
five members of the senate to review tuition policy at postsec
ondary vocational schools. The joint committee shall report to 
the 1976 legislature its findings and recommendations. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill in 
accordance therewith: 

House Conferees: (Signed) Howard E. Smith, •. Ray W. Farley, 
Rodney N. Searle, Stanley A. Enebo, Peter X. Fugina. 
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Senate Conferees: (Signed) Jack Davies, Norbert Arnold, Robert 
J. Tennessen, Robert 0. Ashbach, Mel Hansen. 

Mr. Davies moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H.F. No. 1758 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com. 
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1758: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; imposing regulations for com
munity college operations; appropriating moneys with certain con
ditions for education and related purposes, including the univer
sity of Minnesota and its hospitals, state colleges, aids to libraries, 
community colleges, higher education coordinating commission, 
and moneys for medical education. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 1, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Dunn Kirchner 
Arnold Fitzsimons Kleinbaum 
Bang Frederick Knutson 
Berg Gearty Kowalczyk 
Bernhagen Hansen, Baldy Larson 
Blatz Hansen, Mel Laufenburger 
Borden Hanson. R. Lewis 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam 
Chmielewski Jensen Milton 
Conzemius Josefson Moe 
Davies Keefe, J. Nelson 
Doty Keefe, S. North 

Mr. Brown voted in the negative. 

Ogdahl 
Olhoft 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Pillsbury 
Purfeerst 
Henneke 
Schaaf 

Schmitz 
Schrom 
Sillers 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS-CONTINUED 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that H. F. No. 1674 and the Confer
ence Committee report thereon be taken from the table. The mo
tion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON B. F. NO. 1&'14 

A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing state relief to 
homeowners and renters for extraordinary property tax burdens; 
prohibiting certain escrow arrangements for tax payments; re
quiring interest payment on money received for payment of real 
estate taxes and insurance coverage; increasing market value of 
homesteads eligible for lower rate of assessment; providing for a 
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four year rotation for reassessment of real property with increases 
in assessed valuation to be made in equal increments over the four 
year period; increasing and changing the calculation of local gov
ernment aid to be paid for extended period; distributing certain 
gross earnings taxes to local governments; redefining special 
levies; altering means of calculation of property tax levy limita
tions for governmental subdivisions; providing for increases in 
levy limit bases of governmental subdivisions; exempting certain 
governmental subdivisions from levy limits; providing for reim
bursement by the state to taxing districts for tax reduction grant
ed to certain property; increasing the taconite production tax; 
creating a northeast Minnesota economic development and en
vironment council; creating a northeast Minnesota economic pro
tection fund; imposing a surtax on taconite producers which fail 
to meet standards for disposal of waste; creating a budget pro
tection fund to hold excess money from the general fund and 
providing for transfers of money from that fund; exempting fed
eral income tax rebates from state income taxation; modifying 
duties of the tax study commission; requiring payment of interest 
by corporations on unpaid estimated taxes; providing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
270.16; 273.01; 273.011, Subdivision 6; 273.012, by adding a subdi
vision; 273.03, Subdivision 1; 273.061, by adding a subdivision; 
273.08; 273.11, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 
273.121; 273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7; 273.135, Subdivision 2; 273.17. 
Subdivision 1; 275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, Subdivisions 1 and 4, 
and by adding subdivisions; 275.52, by adding a subdivision; 275.53, 
Subdivision 3; 275.59; 276.01; 276.04; 294.26; 298.03; 298.24, Subdi
vision 1; 298.27; 298.28, Subdivisions 1 and la, and by adding a 
subdivision; 298.282, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 477A.01, Subdivisions 1, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 16; Chapters 273, by adding sections; 
and 477A, by adding a section; and Laws 1973, Chapter 601, Sec
tion 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 273.11, Subdivision 3; 273.13, Subdivisions 14a, 15a, and 
18; 275.51, Subdivisions 3 and 3a; 298.24, Subdivision 2; 298.241; 
298.242; 298.281; 298.32; and 477 A.01, Subdivision 13. 

May 17, 197\i 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H.F. No. 1674 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows, 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Article I 

Section 1. [290A.Ol] Sections 1 to 21 may be cited as the "State 
of Minnesota Income-Adjusted Homestead Credit Act." 

Sec. 2. [290A.02] [PURPOSE.] The purpose of sections 1 to 
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21 is to provide property tax relief to certain persons who own 
or rent their homesteads. 

Sec. 3. [290A.03] [DEFINITIONS.] Subdivision 1. [GEN
ERALLY.] The following words, terms, and phrases when used 
in sections 1 to 21 shall have the meaning ascribed to them 
in this section, except where the context indicates a different 
meaning. 

Subd. 2. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the com
missioner of revenue of the state of Minnesota. 

Subd. 3. [INCOME.] "Income" means the sum of federal ad
justed gross income as defined in the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954 as amended through December 31, 1974, additions to 
federal adjusted gross income as provided in Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 290.01, Subdivision 20, Clause (a)(l), (a)(2), (a)(3), 
(a)(4), (a)(8), and (a)(I0), and all nontaxable income, includ
ing but not limited to the amount of recognized net long term 
capital gains excluded from adjusted gross income, cash public 
assistance and relief, the gross amount of any pension or annuity 
(including railroad retirement benefits, all payments received 
under the federal social security act, and veterans disability pen
sions), nontaxable interest received from the state or federal gov
ernment or any instrumentality thereof, workmen's compensation, 
unemployment benefits, nontaxable strike benefits, and the gross 
amount of "loss of time" insurance. In the case of an individual 
who files an income tax return on a fiscal year basis, the term 
"federal adjusted gross income" shall mean federal adjusted gross 
income reflected in the fiscal year ending in the calendar year. 
"Income" does not include gifts from nongovernmental sources, 
surplus food or other relief in kind supplied by a governmental 
agency, or relief granted under sections 1 to 21 or section 273.012, 
subdivision 2. 

Subd. 4. [HOUSEHOLD.] "Household" means a claimant and 
an individual related to the claimant as husband or wife who are 
domiciled in the same homestead. 

Subd. 5. [HOUSEHOLD INCOME.] "Household income" 
means all income received by all persons of a household in a 
calendar year while members of the household. 

Subd. 6. [HOMESTEAD.] "Homestead" means the dwelling 
occupied by a claimant as a place of residence and so much of 
the land surrounding it, not exceeding one acre, as is reasonably 
necessary for use of the dwelling as a home, except that this 
restriction shall not be applicable to agricultural land assessed 
as part of a homestead pursuant to section 273.13, subdivision 6. 
The homestead may be owned or rented and may be a part of a 
multi-dwelling or multi-purpose building and the land on which 
it is built. A mobile home, as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 
8, assessed as personal property may be a dwelling for purposes 
of this subdivision. 

Subd. 7. [DEPENDENT.] "Dependent" means any person who 
is under 18 years of age at the end of the calendar year who 
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receives more than 50 percent of his support from the claimant, or 
who is between 18 and 21 years of age and is a full time student 
who receives more than 50 percent of his support from the claim
ant. 

Subd. 8. [CLAIMANT.] "Claimant" means a person who filed a 
claim authorized by sections 1 to 21 and who was domiciled in this 
state during the calendar year for which the claim for relief was 
filed. In the case of a claim relating to rent constituting property 
taxes, the claimant shall have resided in a rented or leased unit on 
which ad valorem taxes are payable for not less than six months of 
the calendar year covered by the claim. In the case of a part year 
resident, the income and rental reflected in this computation shall 
be for the period of Minnesota residency only. Any rental ex
penses paid which may be reflected in arriving at federal adjusted 
gross income cannot be utilized for this computation. Maximum 
credit allowed under this computation would be at a rate of one 
twelfth of the maximum credit allowed pursuant to section 4 per 
month of residency computed to the nearest full month. When two 
individuals of a household are able to meet the qualifications for a 
claimant, they may determine among them as to who the claimant 
shall be. If they are unable to agree, the matter shall be referred 
to the commissioner of revenue and his decision shall be final. 

If a homestead is occupied by two or more unrelated renters, 
the rent shall be deemed to be paid equally by each, and separate 
claims shall be filed by each. The income of each shall be his 
household income for purposes of computing the amount of credit 
to be allowed. 

Subd. 9. [DISABLED CLAIMANT.] "Disabled claimant" 
means any claimant who has a disability. 

Subd. 10. [DISABILITY.] "Disability" means: 

(a) Inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by 
reason of any medically determinable physical or mental impair
ment which can be expected to result in death or has lasted or can 
be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 
months, or 

(b) Blindness; and the term "blindness" means central acuity 
of 20 I 200 or less in the better eye with the use of a correcting lens. 
An eye which is accompanied by a limitation in the fields of vision 
such that the widest diameter of the visual field subtends an angle 
no greater than 20 degrees shall be considered as having a central 
visualacuity of 20/200 or less. 

( c) An individual shall be determined to be under a disability 
only if his physical or mental impairment or impairments are of 
such severity that he is not only unable to do his previous work 
but cannot, considering his age, education, and work experience, 
engage in any other kind of substantial gainful work which exist, 
in the state economy, regardless of whether the work exists in the 
immediate area in which he lives, or whether a specific job va
cancy exists for him, or whether he would be hired if he applied for 
work. For purposes of the preceding sentence, "work which exist. 
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in the state economy" means work which exists in significant 
numbers either in the area where the individual lives or in several 
areas of the state. 

(d) A "physical or mental impairment" is an impairment that 
results from anatomical, physiological, or psychological abnormali
ties which are demonstrable by medically acceptable clinical and 
laboratory diagnostic techniques. 

Subd. 11. [RENT CONSTITUTING PROPERTY TAXES.) 
"Rent constituting property taxes" means 20 percent of the gross 
rent actually paid in cash, or its equivalent, in 1975 or any subse
quent calendar year by a claimant solely /.or the right of occu
pancy of his Minnesota homestead in the ca endar year, and which 
rent constitutes the basis, in the succeeding calendar year of a 
claim for relief under sections 1 to 21 by the claimant. 

Subd. 12. [GROSS RENT.] "Gross rent" means rental paid 
solely for the right of occupancr., at arms-length, of a homestead, 
exclusive of charges for any utilities, services, furniture, furnish
ings or personal property appliances furnished by the landlord as a 
part of the rental agreement, whether expressly set out in the 
rental agreement or not. If the landlord and tenant have not dealt 
with each other at arms-length and the commissioner determines 
that the gross rent charged was excessive, he may adjust the gross 
rent to a reasonable amount for purposes of sections 1 to 21. 

If the landlord does not supply the charges for any utilities, 
furniture, furnishings or personal property appliances furnished 
by him, or if the charges appear to be incorrect the commissioner 
may apply a percentage determined from samples of similar grou 
rents paid solely for the right of occupancy. 

Subd. 13. [PROPERTY TAXES PAYABLE.] "Property 
taxes payable" means the property tax exclusive of special a,.. 
sessments, penalties, and interest payable on a claimant's home
stead before reductions made pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7, but after deductions made 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 273.135, in 1976 or any 
calendar year thereafter. For homesteads which are mobile homes 
as defined in Minnesota Statutes, Section 168.011, Subdivision 8, 
"property taxes payable" shall also include 20 percent of gross 
rent paid in the preceding year for the site on which the home
stead is located, exclusive of charges for utilities or services. When 
a homestead is owned by two or more persons as joint tenants or 
tenants in common and one or more is not a claimant or spouse of 
a claimant, "property taxes payable" is that part of the property 
taxes payable on the homestead as reflects the percentage of 
ownership of the claimant and spouse. Property taxes are con
sidered payable in the year prescribed by law for payment of the 
taxes. 

When a claimant and his spouse own their homestead part of 
the calendar year and rent it or a different homestead for part of 
the same year "property taxes payable" means only taxes payable 
on the homestead which was owned and occupied as such by 
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claimant and spouse on January 2 of the year in which the tax is 
payable, multiplied by the percentage of 12 months that the prop
erty was owned and occupied by the household as its homestead 
during the preceding year. 

Sec. 4. [290A.04] [CREDIT ALLOWABLE.] Subdivision 1. A 
ci'edit shall be allowed each claimant in the amount that property 
taxes payable or rent constituting property taxes exceed the per
centage of the household income of the claimant specified in sub• 
division 2 in the year for which the taxes were levied or in the year 
in which the rent was paid. The maximum credit for any claimant 
who was disabled on June 1 or who attained the age of 65 prior to 
June 1 of the year following the year for which the taxes were 
levied or in which the rent was paid shall be $200 above the 
maximum for which that claimant would otherwise be eligible 
according to his income. 

Subd. 2. The credit shall be paid to claimants whose property 
taxes payable exceed the following percentages of their income, up 
to the designated maximum credit amounts: 

For claimants earning: 

$ 0 to $2,499, 1.0 percent, up to $475; 

2,500 to 19,999, 1.5 percent, up to $475; 

20,000 to 22,999, 1.6 percent, up to $475; 

23,000 to 25,999, 1.8 percent, up to $425; 

26,000 to 30,999, 2.0 percent, up to $375; 

31,000 to 35,999, 2.2 percent, up to $350; 

36,000 to 40,999, 2.4 percent, up to $325; 

41,000 to 44,999, 2.6 percent, up to $325; 

45,000 to 52,999, 2.8 percent, up to $325; 

53,000 to 65,999, 3.0 percent, up to $325; 

66,000 to 81,999, 3.2 percent, up to $325; 

82,000 to 99,999, 3.5 percent, up to $325; 

100,000 and over, 4.0 percent, up to $325; 

provided that maximum credits for incomes above $20,000 de
cline according to the following schedule: 

between $20,000 and $26,000 decline $16.67 per $1,000; between 
$26,000 and $36,000 decline $5 per $1,000. 

The credit shall be the amount calculated pursuant to this 
subdivision, less the homestead credit given pursuant to Minne
sota Statutes, Section 273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7. 

Subd. 3. The commissioner of revenue shall construct and make 
available to taxpayers a comprehensive table showing the property 
taxes to be paid and credit allowed at various levels of income and 
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assessment. The table shall folww the schedule of income per• 
centages and maximums specified in subdivision 2, except that the 
commissioner may graduate the transition between income brac• 
kets. 

Sec. 5. [290A.05) [COMBINED HOUSEHOLD INCOME.) If a 
person occupies a homestead with another person or persons not 
related to the person as husband and wife, excluding dependent chil
dren, roomers or boarders on contract, and has property tax payable 
with respect to the homestead, the household income of the claimant 
or claimants for the purpose of computing the credit allowed by 
section 4 shall include the total income received by the other persons 
residing in the homestead. If a person occupies a homestead .with 
another person or persons not related as husband and wife or as 
dependent children, the property tax payable or rent constituting prop
erty tax shall be reduced asfollows: 

If the other person or persons are residing at the homestead under 
rental or lease agreement, the amount of property tax payable or rent 
constituting property tax shall be that portion not covered by the 
rental agreement. 

Sec. 6. [290A.06] [FILING TIME LIMIT, LATE FILING.] Any 
claim for property taxes payable shall be filed with the department of 
revenue on or before August JI of the year in which the property 
taxes are due and payable, except that for homesteads which are 
mobile homes the claim shall be filed on or before October JI of 
the year in which the property taxes are due and payable. The 
commissioner may extend the time for filing these claims for a period 
not to exceed six months in the case of sickness, absence, or other 
disability, or when in his iudgment other good cause exists. 

A claim filed after the original or extended due date shall be 
allowed, but the amount of credit shall be reduced by five percent 
of the amount otherwise allowable, plus an additional five percent 
for each month of delinquency, no!, exceeding a total reduction of 
25 percent. In any event no claim shall be allowed if the claim 
is filed two years after the original dile date for filing the claim. 

' 
Sec. 7. (290A.07] [TIME FOR PAYMENT.) Subdivision I. 

Allowable claims filed pursuant to the provisions of this article shall 
be paid by the commissioner from the general fund. 

Subd. 2. A claimant who is a renter or who had attained the age 
of 65 or had been disabled prior to lune I of the year following the 
year for which the taxes were levied or in which the rent was paid 
shall receive full payment no later than 60 days after receipt of the 
application or may elect to take as a credit against his income tax 
the full amount. 

Subd. 3. Any claimant not included in subdivision 2 shall receive 
full payment after September 30 and prior to October 15. 

Subd. 4. Claims remaining unpaid 60 days after the dates provided 
in subdivisions 2 and 3, shall have Interest added al six percent per 
annum from the later date until the date the claim is paid. 
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Sec. 8. [290A.08] [ONE CLAIMANT PER HOUSEHOLD.] Only 
one claimant per household per year is entitled to relief under sec
tions 1 to 21. 

Sec. 9. [290.09] [PROOF OF CLAIM.] Every claimant shall sup
ply to the department of revenue, in support of his claim, proof of 
eligibility under sections 1 to 21, including but not limited to amount 
of rent paid or property taxes accrued, name and address of owner 
or managing agent of property rented, changes in homestead, house
hold membership, household income, size and nature of property 
rlaimed as a homestead. 

Disabled persons filing claims shall submit proof of disability in 
the form and manner as the department may prescribe. The depart
ment may require examination and certification by the claimant's 
physician or by a physician designated by the department. The cost 
of any examination shall be borne by the claimant, unless the ex
amination proves the disability, in which case the cost of the exami
nation shall be borne by the department. 

A determination of disability of a claimant by the social security 
administration under Title 11 or Title XVI of the Social Security Act 
shall constitute presumptive proof of disability. 

Sec. 10. [290A.10] [PROOF OF TAXES PAID.] Every claim
ant who files a claim for relief for property taxes payable shall in
clude with his claim a property tax statement indicating that there 
are no delinquent property taxes on the homestead. Indication on 
the property tax statement from the county treasurer that there 
are no delinquent taxes on the homestead shall be sufficient proof. 

Sec. 11. [290A.11] [OBJECTIONS TO CLAIMS.] Subdiuision 
1. [AUDIT OF CLAIM.] When on the audit of any claim filed 
under sections 1 to 21 the department determines the amount 
thereof to have been incorrectly determined, the department shall 
redetermine the claim and notify the claimant of the redetermina
tion and the reasons therefor. The redetermination shall be final 
unless appealed to the Minnesota tax court within 30 days of no
tice thereof. 

Subd. 2. [FRAUDULENT CLAIM.] In any case in which it is 
determined that the claim is or was excessive and was filed with 
fraudulent intent, the claim shall be disallowed in full. If the claim 
has been paid, the amount disallowed shall be recovered by assess
ment and collection in the manner provided in chapter 290 for 
collection of income tax. The assessment shall bear interest from 
the date the claim is paid by the state until the date of repayment 
by the claimant, at the rate of six percent per annum. The claim
ant, and any person who assisted in the preparation of filing of the 
excessive claim or supplied information upon which the excessive 
claim was prepared, with fraudulent intent, is guilty of a mis
demeanor. 

Subd. 3. [EXCESSIVE OR NEGLIGENT CLAIM.] If it is 
determined that a claim is excessive and was negligently prepared, 
ten percent of the corrected claim shall be disallowed. If the claim 
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has been paid, the amount erroneously paid out plus penalty shall 
be recovered as provided in subdivision 2. 

Subd. 4. [INTEREST.] Amounts to be repaid to the state shall 
bear interest at six percent per annum from the date the state paid 
the claim until the date of repayment by the claimant. 

Sec. 12. [290A.12] [APPEAL.] Any person aggrieved by the 
denial, in whole or in part, of relief claimed under this article, ex
cept when the denial is based upon late filing of a claim for relief, 
may appeal the denial to the Minnesota tax court by filing a 
petition with the tax court within 30 days after the denial, as 
provided in chapter 271. 

Sec. 13. [290A.13] [NO RELIEF ALLOWED IN CERTAIN 
CASES.] No claim for relief under sections 1 to 21 shall be allow
ed if the commissioner determines that the claimant received title 
or tenancy to his homestead primarily for the purpose of receiving 
benefits under sections 1 to 21 and not for bona fide residence pur
poses. 

Sec. 14. [290A.14] [PROPERTY TAX STATEMENT.] The 
county treasurer shall prepare and send a sufficient number of 
copies of the property tax statement to the owner, and to his 
escrow agent if the taxes are paid via an escrow account, to enable 
him to comply with the filing requirements of this article and to 
retain one copy for his records. The property tax statement, in a 
form prescribed by the commissioner, shall indicate the manner in 
which the claimant may claim relief from the state, the amount of 
delinquent property taxes on the property in the preceding year, 
and the amount of the tax for which the applicant may claim relief. 

Sec. 15. [290A.15] [CLAIM APPLIED AGAINST OUT
STANDING LIABILITY.] The amount of any claim otherwise 
payable under sections 1 to 21 may be applied by the commis
sioner against any delinquent tax liability of the claimant or spouse 
of the claimant payable to the department of revenue. 

Sec. 16. [290A.16] [INCOME TAX DEDUCTION PROHIBIT
ED.] Notwithstanding section 290.09, subdivision 4, the income 
tax deduction for property taxes paid shall not exceed the amount 
paid, reduced by the amount of credit allowed with respect to the 
tax pursuant to sections 1 to 21. 

Sec. 17. [290A.17] [PUBLICITY OF CLAIMS.] It shall be un
lawful for the commissioner or any other public official or employ
ee to divulge or otherwise make known any particulars disclosed 
in any claim filed pursuant to sections 1 to 21. The provisions of 
section 290.61 relating to the confidential nature of income tax 
returns shall also be applicable to claims thus filed. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit the commissioner 
from making public the information concerning amounts of prop
erty tax accrued and the relief granted to taxpayers without 
including information which would identify individual taxpayers. 
The commissioner may examine income tax returns as he deems 
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necessary and may utilize the information in legal and administra
tive proceedings to insure proper administration of sections 1 to 
21, notwithstanding section 290.61. 

Sec. 18. [290A.18] [RIGHT TO FILE CLAIM.] If a claimant 
entitled to relief under sections 1 to 21 dies prior to receiving 
relief, the surviving spouse or dependent child of the claimant 
shall be entitled to receive it. If there is no surviving spouse or 
dependent child, the right to the credit shall lapse. 

Sec. 19. [290A.19] [LANDLORD TO FURNISH RENT CER
TIFICATE.] The owner or managing agent of any property for 
which rent is paid for occupancy as a homestead shall furnish a 
certificate of rent paid to each renter in the form prescribed by the 
commissioner. The certificate shall be made available to the renter 
not later than February 15 of the year following the year in which 
the rent was paid. Any owner or managing agent who willfully 
fails to furnish a certificate as provided herein shall be Uable to 
the commissioner for a penalty of $20 for each act or failure to act
T he penalty shall be assessed and collected in the manner provid
ed in chapter 290 for the assessment and collection of income tax. 

Sec. 20. [290A.20] [RULES AND REGULATIONS.] The com
missioner shall promulgate rules and regulations which he deems 
appropriate for the administration of sections 1 to 21. He shall 
also make available forms with instructions for claimants as he 
deems necessary for the proper administration of sections 1 to 21. 
The claim shall be in the form the commissioner may prescribe. 

Sec. 21. [290A.21] [EXCLUSIVE RELIEF.] Sections 290.981 
to 290.992 and sections 290.0601 to 290.0616 and section 290.0618 
shall not be effective with respect to any rent paid after December 
31, 1974 or property taxes payable after December 31, 1975. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.011, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [CURRENT TAX.] The term "current tax" means the 
ad valorem tax legally due and payable on "qualified property" in 
the year following the year of assessment , reduced by the amount 
of credit granted with respect to the tax pursuant to sections 1 to 
21. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.012, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Where the "current tax" on "qualified property" is in 
excess of the "base tax" on such property, there shall be allowed 
to the "qualified home owner" thereof a credit an equal amoan• to 
the excess of current tax over base tax times the percentage speci
fied in subdivision 3 as hereinafter provided under chapter 290. In 
the event that a "qualified home owner" entitled to the credit 
provided herein dies prior to the receipt thereof, his surviving 
spouse shall be entitled to such credit. If there be no spouse 
surviving him, the right to such credit shall lapse. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.012, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 3. The percentage of the excess of current tax over the 
base tax alwwed as a credit shall be 100 percent for incomes up to 
and including $10,000 and shall decline 5 percentage points for 
each additional $500 of income or portion thereof over $10,000. 
"Income" means income as defined in section 3, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 
14a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14a. [BUILDINGS AND APPURTENANCES ON 
LAND NOT OWNED BY OCCUPANT.] The property tax to 
be paid in respect of the value of all buildings and appurte
nances thereto owned and used by the occupant as a permanent 
residence, which are located upon land subject to property taxes 
and the title to which is vested in a person or entity other than 
the occupant, for all purposes except the payment of principal 
and interest on bonded indebtedness, shall be reduced by 3e 45 
percent of the amount of the tax in respect of said value as other
wise determined by law, but not by more than $2W $325 . 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.011, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [AD VALOREM TAX.] The term "ad valorem tax" 
means the tax on "qualified property" exclusive of all special 
taxes payable thereon , reduced by the amount of credits granted 
with respect to the tax pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, SectioM 
273.13, Subdivisions 6 and 7, and 273.135. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 
6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CLASS 3b.] Agricultural land, except as provided by 
class 1 hereof, and which is used for the purposes of a homestead, 
shall constitute class 3b and shall be valued and assessed at 20 
percent of the market value thereof. The property tax to be paid 
on class 3b property as otherwise determined by law not exceed
ing 120 acres less any reduction received pursuant to section 
273.135, regardless of whether or not the market value is in excess 
of $12,000 the homestead base value , for all purposes except the 
payment of principal and interest on non-school district bonded 
indebtedness, shall be reduced by 45 percent of the tax; provided 
that the amount of said reduction shall not exceed $325. Valua
tion subject to relief shall be limited to 120 acres of land, most 
contiguous surrounding, or bordering the house occupied by the 
owner as his dwelling place, and, such other structures as may 
be included thereon utilized by the owner in an agricultural pur
suit. If the market value is in excess of the 8IHR el $12,000 home
stead base value , the amount in excess of that sum shall be 
valued and assessed as provided for by class 3. The first $12,000 
market value of each tract of real estate which is rural in 
character and devoted or adaptable to rural but not necessarily 
agricultural use, used for the purpose of a homestead shall be 
exempt from taxation for state purposes; except as specifically 
provided otherwise by law. 
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Agricultural land as used herein, and in section 124.03, shall 
mean contiguoua acreage of ten acres or more, primarily used 
during the preceding year for agricultural purposes. Agricultural 
use may include pasture, timber, waste, unusable wild land and 
land included in federal farm programs. 

Real estate of Jess than ten acres used principally for raising 
poultry, livestock, fruit, vegetables or other agricultural products, 
shall be considered as agricultural land, if it is not used primarily 
for residential purposes. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.13, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [CLASS 3c, 3cc.] All other real estate and class 2a 
property, except as provided by classes 1 and 3cc, which is used 
for the purposes of a homestead, shall constitute class 3c, and 
shall be valued and assessed at 25 percent of the market value 
thereof. The property tax to be paid on class 3c property as 
otherwise determined by law, less any reduction received pursuant 
to section 273.135, regardless of whether or not the market value 
is in excess of $12,QQQ the homestead base value , for all purposes 
except the payment of principal or interest on non-school district 
bonded indebtedness, shall be reduced by 45 percent of the 
amount of such tax; provided that the amount of said reduction 
shall not exceed $325. If the market value is in excess of the sum 
of $H!,QQQ the homestead base value , the amount in excess of that 
sum shall be valued and assessed at 40 percent of market value. 
The first $12,000 market value of each tract of such real estate 
used for the purposes of a homestead shall be exempt from taxa
tion for state purposes; except as specifically provided otherwise 
by law. All real estate which is used for the purposes of a home
stead by any blind person, as defined by section 256.12, if such 
blind person is the owner thereof or if such blind person and his or 
her spouse are the sole owners thereof; or by any person (herein
after referred to as veteran) who served in the active military or 
naval service of the United States and who is entitled to compen
sation under the Jaws and regulations of the United States for 
permanent and total service-connected disability due to the loss, 
or loss of use, by reason of amputation, ankylosis, progressive 
muscular dystrophies, or paralysis, of both lower extremities, such 
as to preclude motion without the aid of braces, crutches, canes, 
or a wheel chair, and who with assistance by the administration of 
veterans affairs has acquired a special housing unit with special 
fixtures or movable facilities made necessary by the nature of the 
veteran's disability; or by any person who is permanently and 
totally disabled and who is receiving aid from any state as a result 
of that disability, or who is receiving supplemental security in
come for the disabled, or who is receiving workmen's compensa
tion based on a finding of total and permanent disability, or who is 
receiving social security disability, which aid is at least 90 percent 
of the total income of such disabled person from all sources, shall 
constitute class 3cc and shall be valued and assessed at five per
cent of the market value thereof. Permanently and totally dis
abled for the purpose of this subdivision means a condition which 
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is permanent in nature and totally incapacitates the person from 
working at an occupation which brings him an income. The prop
erty tax to be paid on class 3cc property as otherwise determined 
by law, less any reduction received pursuant to section 273.135, 
regardless of whether or not the market value is in excess of 
$12,000 the homestead base value , for all purposes except the 
payment of principal or interest on non-school district bonded 
indebtedness, shall be reduced by 45 percent of the amount of 
such tax; provided that the amount of said reduction shall not 
exceed $325. If the market value is in excess of the sum of $24,000, 
the amount in excess of that sum shall be valued and assessed at 
33 ¼ percent in the case of agricultural land used for a homestead 
and 40 percent in the case of all other real estate used for a 
homestead. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 276.04, is amended to 
read: 

276.04 [NOTICE OF RATES; PROPERTY TAX STATE
MENTS.] On receiving the tax lists from the county auditor, the 
county treasurer shall, if directed by the county board, give three 
weeks' published notice in a newspaper specifying the rates of 
taxation for all general purposes and the amounts raised for each 
specific purpose. He shall, whether or not directed by the county 
board ; m ee1,1etles 8'181' W;-0()9 fl8flYH1tiee aeeePdieg t:e ;he W6Q 
kael'al eeBSYS , cause to be printed on all tax receipts and tax 
statements, or on an attachment, a tabulated statement of the 
dollar amount due to each taxing authority and the amount to be 
paid to the state of Minnesota from the parcel of real property for 
which a particular tax statement is prepared. The dollar amounts 
due the state, county, township or municipality and school district 
shall be separately stated but the amounts due other taxing dis
tricts, if any, may be aggregated. The county treasurer shall mail 
to taxpayers statements of their personal property taxes due, such 
statements to be mailed not later than February 15 (except in the 
case of Class 2a property), statements of the real property taxes 
due shall be mailed not later than May 15; provided, that the 
validity of the tax shall not be affected by failure of the treasurer 
to mail such statement. Such real and personal property tax state
ments shall contain the market value, as defined in section 272.03, 
subdivision 8, used in determining the tax. Such statements shall 
also contain the amount of any reduction in real property taxes 
applicable to homesteads as provided in section 273.13, subdivis
ions 6 and 7 and the reductions attributable to the agricultural 
mill rate differential provided in section 124.03, subdivision 3 . 
Such statement shall also include the base tax as defined in sec
tion 273.011, subdivision 4, for qualified property as defined in 
section 273.011 for which the credit provided for in section 
273.012 is claimed. The statement shall show the amount attri
butable to section 124.03, subdivision 3 as "state paid agricultural 
credit" and the amount attributable to section 273.13, subdivi
sions 6 and 7 as "state paid homestead credit." The commissioner 
of revenue shall provide each county auditor with the names of 
those persons in the assessor's district who have filed and quali
fied for the property tax credit pursuant to sections 273.011 and 
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273.012 and shall inform the assessor of the base tax of those 
persons. If so directed by the county board, the treasurer shall 
visit places in the county as he deems expedient for the purpose of 
receiving taxes and the county board is authorized to pay the 
expenses of such visits and of preparing duplicate tax lists. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 276.01, is amended 
to read: 

276.01 [DELIVERY OF LISTS TO TREASURER.] On or 
before the first Monday in January in each year, the county 
auditor shall deliver the lists of the several districts of the coun
ty to the county treasurer, taking therefor his receipt, showing 
the total amount of taxes due upon the lists and showing, for 
qualified property, as defined in section 273.011, for which the 
credit provided for in section 273.012 is claimed, the base tax, 
as defined in section 273.011 . Where the names of taxpayers 
appear in the property tax lists, the county auditor shall show 
the addresses of such taxpayers. Such lists shall be authority 
for the treasurer to receive and collect taxes therein levied. 

In counties in which the auditor has elected to come under 
the provisions of section 273.03, subdivision 2, he shall, during 
the year in which such lists as provided for in section 275.28, 
subdivision 3, are in the possession of the county treasurer, have 
access thereto for the purposes of changing true and full valuations 
and the classifications of real estate contained therein which he 
would have been required to change or otherwise amend in the 
assessment books provided for in section 273.03, subdivision 1, 
except for his election to discontinue the preparation of such assess
ment books. The county auditor shall be the official custodian 
of such lists after the year during which they are in the county 
treasurer's possession. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.012, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. The county auditor shall determine the base tax for 
qualified property for which the credit provided for in this section 
is claimed in the manner provided by the commissioner of revenue 
and the county auditor shall notify the county assessor of each 
qualified property for which the credit provided for in this section 
is claimed. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.061, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 10. [ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC DUTIES.] The county 
assessor shall notify the county auditor when qualified property, 
as defined in section 273.011, for which the credit provided for 
in section 273.012 is claimed loses its status as qualified property. 

ARTICLE II 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.01, Subdivi
sion 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC POWERS.] Subject to the provisions of 
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Minnesota Statutes 1967, Section 241.021, Subdivision 2, the 
commissioner of public welfare shall: 

( 1) Administer and supervise all forms of public assistance pro
vided for by state law and &\¼eh other welfare activities or services 
as may from time to time be vested in the commissioner. Nothing 
herein shall transfer from the veterans home board any of ita 
present rights, powers, or duties, all of which shall continue to be 
exercised by said board. 

(2) Administer and supervise all child welfare activities; pro
mote the enforcement of laws protecting defective, illegitimate, 
dependent, neglected and delinquent children; license and super
vise child-caring and child-placing agencies and institutions; super
vise the care of children in boarding and foster homes or in 
private institutions; and generally perform all functions relating 
to the field of child welfare now vested in the state board of 
control. 

( 3) Administer and supervise all non-institutional service to 
handicapped persons, including the blind, the deaf, the tuberculous1 
the crippled, and otherwise handicapped persons. The authority amt 
power conferred by this subdivision shall include the authority and 
power to provide and contract for the care and treatment of quali
fied indigent children, as defined in section 250.02, in facilities 
other than those located and available at state hospitals when it is 
not feasible to provide eueh the service in state hospitals. 

(4) Assist and actively cooperate with other departments, agen
cies and institutions, local, state, and federal, by performing services 
in conformity with the purposes of Laws 1939, Chapter 431 , m
ell,Eling the est.tiilisiuRent ef aB effieient wel'l,ing 1'8iatiensh.ip wi;h 
cthe Eli1eete1 el inatit>1tiens Pelating -te cthe - anEi s>1pe1'·isien el 
indi.,.;d.,als 89th f'Pi~ -te aR4 ~ep aep&Pt>ll'8 ff8ffi !Rsti.t..ti&M 
>IRdei' ~ s>1perv4sioo ef aaia direeter of institatiens . 

(5) Act as the agent of and cooperate with the federal govern
ment in matters of mutual concern relative to and in conformity 
with the provisions of Laws 1939, Chapter 431, including the 
administration of any federal funds granted to the state to aid 
in the performance of any functions of the commissioner as 
specified in Laws 1939, Chapter 431, and including the promulga
tion of rules and regulations making uniformly available medical 
care benefits to all recipients of public assistance, at such times 
as the federal government increases its participation in assistance 
expenditures for medical care to recipients of public assistance, 
the cost thereof to be borne in the same proportion as are grants 
of aid to said recipients. 

( 6) Establish and maintain sash any administrative units as may 
reasonably ee necessary for the performance of administrative 
functions common to all divisions of the department. 

(7) Administer and supervise SU€h any additional welfare ac
tivities and services as may, from time to time, hereafter be vested 
by law in the state department. 
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(8) The commissioner is hereby specifically constituted as 
guardian of both the estate and the person of all the wards of the 
state of Minnesota and other persons the guardianship of whom 
has been heretofore vested in the state board of control, whether 
by operation of law or by an order of court, without any further 
act or proceeding whatever, except as to persons committed as 
feebleminded or epileptic. All of said guardianships, and the funds 
and property of the same, are hereby transferred to and vested in 
said commissioner, and said commissioner is hereby constituted a 
legal entity and is hereby empowered to act as guardian under 
any laws of this state heretofore conferring such powers upon 
the state board of control. 

(9) All the powers and duties vested in or imposed upon the 
director of public institutions with reference to the Minnesota 
state sanatorium are hereby transferred to, vested in, and imposed 
upon the commissioner of public welfare. The commissioner of 
public welfare shall appoint the superintendent of the Minnesota 
state sanatorium, but shall not have the power to fix his salary. 

(10) Act as coordinating referral and informational center on 
requests for service for newly arrived immigrants coming to 
Minnesota. 

( 11) The specific enumeration of powers and duties as herein
above set forth shall in no way be construed to be a limitation 
upon the general transfer of powers herein contained. 

(12) Establish county, regional, or state-wide schedules of 
maximum fees and charges which may be paid &y eeuety welfa.i!e 
&9lli'6S for medical, dental, surgical, hospital, nursing and nursing 
home care and medicine and medical supplies under ~ meai€&1 
assietaeee ~ all programs of medical care provided by the 
state . 

(13) Have the authority to conduct and administer experi
mental projects to test methods and procedures of administering 
assistance and services to recipients or potential recipients of 
public welfare. To carry out such experimental projects, it is 
further provided that the commissioner of public welfare is 
authorized to waive the enforcement of existing specific statutory 
program requirements, regulations, and standards in one or more 
counties. The order establishing the waiver shall provide alter
native methods and procedures of administration, shall not be in 
conflict with the basic purposes, coverage, or benefits provided 
by law, and in no event shall the duration of a project exceed 
two years. It is further provided that no order establishing an 
experimental project as authorized by the provisions of this section 
shall become effective until the following conditions have been 
met: 

(a) The proposed comprehensive plan including estimated proj
ect costs and the proposed order establishing the waiver shall 
be filed with the Secretary of the Senate and Chief Clerk of the 
House of Representatives at least 60 days prior to its effective 
date. 
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(b) The secretary of health, education, and welfare of the 
United States has agreed, for the same project, to waive state plan 
requirements relative to state-wide uniformity. 

( c) A comprehensive plan, including estimated project costs, 
shall be approved by the legislative advisory committee and filed 
with the commissioner of administration. 

(14) In accordance with federal requirements establish pro
cedures to be followed by eei,aty local welfare boards in creating 
citizen advisory committees , including procedures for selection of 
committee members. 

(15) Promulgate, by rule and regulation, standards of ad
ministration to be applied by local welfare boards administering 
state and county financed programs of medical assistance pursuant 
to chapter 256B, general relief medical care pursuant to section 
256D.02, subdivision 4 and medical, hospital, and surgical care 
for persons eligible for general assistance pursuant to chapter 
256D, or for indigent persons whose costs of hospitalization are 
paid pursuant to sections 261.21 to 261.231 and section 12 of 
this article. The rules and regulations shall specify a uniform 
standard of performance and a tolerated error rate, but shall not 
specify the minimum number of personnel to be employed by a 
local agency if the agency operates at the specified standard of 
performance or at or below the tolerated error rate. The com
missioner may deduct from the earned administrative reimburse
ments of a county a penalty for the county's failure to comply 
with the standards of administration. The penalty shall be fixed 
by the commissioner as a percentage of the overexpenditure caused 
by improper administratwn, beyond an initial tolerated amount 
of overexpenditure. In the event that fiscal sanctions are imposed 
by the federal government because of improper administration 
of the programs, one half of the amount of the sanctions attrib
utable to local agency performance shall be deducted from ad
ministrative reimbursement otherwise due the county. 

(16) Develop a plan and report to the legislature during its 
1976 session on methods by which the payment and administra
tion of all income maintenance programs could be assumed by 
the state department of public welfare. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256.98, is amended 
to read: 

256.98 [WRONGFULLY OBTAINING ASSISTANCE; 
THEFT.] Whoever obtains, or attempts to obtain, or aids" or 
abets any person to obtain by means of a wilfully false statement 
or representation, or by impersonation or other fraudulent device, 
assistance to which he is not entitled, or assistance greater than 
that to which he is entitled, or knowingly aids or abets in buying 
or in any way disposing of the property of a recipient of assistance 
without the consent of the eei,aty local agency with intent to defeat 
the purposes of Minnesota Statutes 1971, Sections 256.451 to 
256.475, 256.13 to 256.43, 256.49 to 256.71, 256.72 to 256.87, or 
chapter 256B, shall be guilty of theft and punished in accordance 
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with section 609.52, subdivision 3, clauses (1), (2) and (5). The 
amount of any assistance paid incorrectly by way of the afore
mentioned means and established by judicial determination shall 
be recoverable from the recipient or his estate by the county 
or the state as a debt due the county or the state or both in 
proportion to the contribution of each . Any amounts recovered 
shall be paid to the appropriate units of government in the same 
manner as provided in section 256.863. To prosecute or to recover 
assistance wrongfully obtained under this section, the attorney 
general or the appropriate county attorney, acting independently 
or at the direction of the attorney general, may institute a 
criminal or civil action. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 256B.02, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. "County of financial responsibility" means+ 

-fa+ F0l' an &flf)lieaat whe i'e9¼Eles iR '6IHs s-tate; tee eaaaty iR 
whieh he last resiaea fe!' eRe yelH' ef aaeiteladed ti1Re, H he Elees 
~ ha¥e eRe yeM ef aaeitelaEleEI 'H!'Ae; ;he eeaaty iR wAieh he 
resiaeEI f9I' the laagest f)ei'iea ef ww.,eltiaetl ~ 

W F0l' 11B flHllie&Rt whe h&s RGt reeidea iR '6IHs state f9I' a 
m 'I ye&i'; -tae eooaty m wAieh he h&s FesiEleEI the laagest f)ei'iea ef 
aae,wlae!cd t;me, 

w F0l' QR llf)fllieaa; whe ffllS R&t Fesided m tl!ie ~ f9I' &RY 
f)ei'iea ef aaellelaEled ffi'Ae; the county in which he the applicant 
reeides at the time of making application. 

W ~ ah&¥e fli'8','isi0Re aatwiti.staaEliag, tee eaaaty ef fl. 
Raft€ilH respeasillility f9I' meai£al assistaaee oi.aJI &iw11ys &e tee 
6llffie eoaaty as ;h&; hem whleh a Feeipiea-t is reeej,,>iag a maia
;eaaaee graRt 91' meaey flllymeftt ¼IMei' ~ llffl to i&milies wiill 
liepeadeat eraldFeR flF0g¾'&m. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.041, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. If required by federal law or rules promulgated there
under, or by authorized regulation of the state agency, each 
county shall pay to the state treasurer the portion of medical 
assistance paid by the state for which it is responsible. The county's 
share of cost shall be aQ ten percent of that portion not met by 
federal funds. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.07, is amended 
to read: 

256B.07 [EXCEPTIONS IN DETERMINING RESOURCES.] 
A eaaaty local agency may , within the scope of regulations set 
by the commissioner of public welfare, waive the requirement of 
liquidation of excess assets when the liquidation would cause 
undue hardship. Household goods and furniture in use in the 
home, wearing apparel, insurance policies with cash surrender 
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value not in excess of $1,000 per insured person, personal property 
used as a regular abode by the applicant or recipient, and a lot 
in a burial plot shall not be considered as resources available 
to meet medical needs. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.12, is amended 
to read: 

256B.12 [LEGAL REPRESENTATION.] The attorney gen
eral or the appropriate county attorney appearing at the direction 
of the attorney general shall be the attorney for the state agency, 
and the county attorney of eaeh the appropriate county shall be 
the attorney for the e0a11ty local agency ef SHM e0a11ty in all 
matters pertaining hereto. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256B.19, Subdivision 
l, is amended to read: 

256B.19 [DIVISION OF COST.] Subdivision 1. The cost of 
medical assistance paid by each county of financial responsibility 
shall be borne as follows: Payments shall be made by the state to 
the county for that portion of medical assistance paid by the federal 
government and the state on or before the 20th day of each month 
for the succeeding month upon requisition from the county show
ing the amount required for the succeeding month. Ninety percent 
of the expense of assistance not paid by federal funds available 
for that purpose shall be BftM8Q ~lly paid by the state aaa 
eeaaty; ~ that where the rceipient is a ehilEl wh& has eeea 
!lHRORdereEI fei, adef,~ parea1U1t ta seetiea 26~ er has eeea 
eemmitteEI ':-& the gaardeaask.'f, ef a JieeaseEI ehlM plaeiag ageaey 
p11fSa11Bt ta seet:011 280.241, aaa a eeaa fule Elispate regarEliag 
the eeanty ef resiEleaee ef the ehiM e!fiste; the eemlllissieaer ef 
~ welfare; J'1if81i&at te i'1iles aBil regalatieae &Eieptea BY him; 
may :PIIY the eatHe Bl£pense ef assistaaee aet paie BY ieEieral fanaa 
ff8Hl state flHHls, !I!he Elii'88ter el the ehlla plaemg ageaey er his 
appeiRteEI age>it ehall ee Eiesig,,ated as the app!ie&Rt fE>i' medieal 
flMistaaee eenefits ea eehal! el ;he ehilEl and ten percent shall be 
paid by the county of financial responsibility . 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 256D.03, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3. State aid shall be paid to local agencies or counties 
for 90 percent of the cost of general relief medical care paid by 
the local agency or county pursuant to section 256D.02, sub
division 4 on behalf of persons eligible according to standards 
established by the commissioner of welfare in accordance with 
the rates established by rule of the commissioner. The local 
agency or county may select the vendor for the delivery of the 
medical care. Any local agency or county may, from its own 
resources, make payments for medical care for persons not other
wise eligible for the care pursuant to standards established by 
the commissioner. 

The commissioner of public welfare shall promulgate rules and 
regulations to establish administrative and fiscal procedures for 
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payment of the state share of the medical costs incurred by the 
counties under section 256D.02, subdivision 4. The rules and 
regulations may include: 

( a) procedures by which state liability for the costs of medical 
care incurred pursuant to section 256D.02, subdivision 4 may 
be deducted from county liability to the state under any other 
public assistance program authorized by law; 

(b) procedures for processing claims of counties for reimburse
ment by the state for expenditures for medical care made by 
the counties pursuant to section 256D.02, subdivision 4; 

( c) procedures by which the local agencies may contract with 
the commissioner of public welfare Jor state administration of 
general relief medical payments; an 

( d) standards of eligibility and utilization of services. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 261.21, is amended 
to read: 

261.21 [HOSPITALIZATION FOR INDIGENT PERSONS.] 
Subdivision 1. The county board of any county in this state is 
hereby authorized to provide for the hospitalization in hospitals 
within the county or elsewhere of indigent residents of such 
county who are afflicted with a malady, injury, deformity, or 
ailment of a nature which can probably be remedied by hospitaliza
tion and who are unable financially to secure and pay for such 
hospitalization or, in the case of an unemancipated minor, whose 
parent, guardian, trustee, or other person having lawful custody 
of his person, as the case may be, is unable to secure or provide 
such hospitalization. 

Subd. 2. The county board may select the hospital at which 
the indigent person shall receive care. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 261.22, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES OF COUNTY BOARD.] If upon filing of 
such report and a full investigation of the application the county 
board shall be satisfied that the case is one which could be 
remedied by hospital treatment and that such afflicted person 
is financially unable to secure or provide the same for himself 
and that the persons legally charged with the support and main
tenance of such person, if any there be, are financially unable 
to provide such hospitalization, the county board may grant or 
approve said application. If the county board is not so satisfied, 
it may take additional testimony or make such further investi
gation as it shall deem proper and it shall reject any application 
if it finds that the facts do not merit the expenditure of public 
money for the relief of such afflicted person. Upon the approving 
and granting such application and the relief therein prayed for, 
the chairman of such county board shall arrange for the hospi
talization of such afflicted person , in a hospital selected by the 
county. If the county board shall find that the applicant or the 
person legally responsible for his support and maintenance is not 
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able to pay in full but is able to pay in part for such hospitali
zation at such hospital, the county board may approve such ap
plication of such afflicted person on such terms of division of 
hospital charges and costs as it may deem equitable and just. 
The county board shall provide for taking such afflicted person 
to the hospital. When a physician certifies that an emergency 
exists in any case and that he believes that the person suffering 
is unable to pay for hospitalization such person shall be admitted 
to any such hospital upon the order of the chairman of the county 
board or upon the order of the county commissioner of the dis
trict in which such alleged indigent person resides; and there
after an investigation shall be made in the manner hereinbefore 
provided. When a physician certifies in a case of an injury ( or 
an emergency) that immediate surgical or medical treatment is 
necessary, the patient shall forthwith be admitted to any such 
hospital upon said certificate for a period not to exceed 72 hours; 
and thereafter an investigation shall be certified and made in the 
manner provided in sections 261.21 to 261.23. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 261.23, is amended 
to read: 

261.23 [COSTS OF HOSPITALIZATION.] The costs of hos
pitalization of such indigent persons exclusive of medical and 
surgical care and treatment shall not exceed in amount the full 
rates fixed and charged by the Minnesota general hospital under the 
provisions of sections 158.01 to 158.11 for the hospitalization of such 
indigent patients. Ninety percent of the cost of the hospitalization 
of indigent persons under the provisions of sections 261.21 to 
~ 261.231 and section 12 of this article shall be paid by the 
state and ten percent of the cost of hospitalization shall be pai& 
by the county of the residence of such indigent persons at such 
times as may be provided for in such contract; and in case of an 
injury or emergencr requiring immediate surgical or medical 
treatment, for a penod not to exceed 72 hours, 90 percent of the 
cost shall be paid by the state and ten percent of the cost shall 
be paid by the county from which such patient, if indigent, is 
certified. If the county of residence of the patient is not the 
county in which the patient has legal settlement for the purposes 
of poor relief, then the county of residence may seek reimburse
ment from the county in which the patient has settlement for 
the purposes of poor relief for all costs it has necessarily incurred 
and paid in connection with the hospitalization of said patient. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 261, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[261.232] [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC 
WELFARE.] The commissioner of public welfare shall promul
gate rules and regulations to establish administrative and fiscal 
procedures for payment of the state share of the costs incurred 
by the counties under Minnesota Statutes, Sections 261.21 to 
261.231. The rules and regulations may include: 

(a) procedures by which state liability for the costs of hos
pitalization of indigent persons may be deducted from county 
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liability to the state under any other public assistance program 
authorized by law; 

(b) procedures for processing claims of counties for reimburse• 
ment by the state for expenditures made by the counties for the 
hospitalization of indigent persons; and 

( c) standards for eligibility and utilization of medical care. 

Sec. 13. [APPROPRIATION.] There is annually appropriated 
from the general fund in the state treasury to the commissioner 
of public welfare, a sum sufficient to discharge the duties imposed 
by this article. 

Sec. 14. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be effective 
January 1, 1976. 

ARTICLE III 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Sub
division 1, is amended to read: 

477A.01 [LOCAL GOVERNMENT AID.] Subdivision 1. E!ieep~ 
iB .the eom1.!iee el AnelEa, CaPYer, Daketa, Hennepin, Ramsey, 
8e&tt alMI Washiag'...os; The state shall distribute $3& $42 for each 
person residing in the territory comprising each county for the 
calendar year ~ 1976 and $3S fel: the ealaula• yeap 1™ $45 
for calendar year 1977 to the several taxing authorities, except 
school districts, with authority to impose taxes on property locat
ed in the county's territory. For the purposes of subdivisions 1, 
3, 4, 4a and 4b, the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, 
Ramsey, Scott, and Washington shall be considered a single county. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivision 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. ~ Every county government except that of a county 
containing a city of the first cl.ass shall receive Se pepeeat ef the 
same pereeatage ef the ElistrilmtioRB paPS111111t te sahEH'lisioa 1-; ~ 
a distribution equal to the distribution it was entitled to receive in, 
~ et the ;a.al Eliobihationo .te ;he ee-.1eml ~ authorities 
m the eaaaty's ten#eey 1975 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 
~ SeetieRS 2'73,~9 alMI l!97.\.lil te l!97A.G9, elleept that ais
;riea~ieRs ta seAA&i di:~rie~s UBQe<' ;ease laws SMII ee eio,egaMeEI 
ia makiag ~ ealealatioa 197 4, Section 477 A.O 1 . 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 4 77 A.01, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Each taxing authority in each county, other than 
the county, the school districts and the cities and towns, shall 
receive in ~ ana 197& 1976 and 1977 a distribution equal to 
the distribution it was entitled to receive in 1971 pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes 1969, Section 273.69. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.0l, Subdivision 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. The balance of the distributions in ~ 1976 pur• 
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suant to subdivision 1, shall be divided among the several cities 
and towns in the county's territory ift tAe 11•0110Hien that tae 
Elellap QIROQBt of the levy limiiatioa aad speeial le¥ies ef eaeh 
eity aad teWR !Si' ;aJtes payahle ia 1973 heem w thc tetal eellM 
amoURt of the ieY¥ limiiatioas alkl speeial l0Yies ef all thc eities 
aad~ fe,ta,,es ~em~ 
~ hala:::~e ef the aistrihutioa iR ~ JIUPSU&Rt ta suhEii•J-ieioa 

l; shall he aiY:-aea amnng thc oe~•el'ftl eities aad tewRs ift thc 
eoURty's ~ iR tae 'Jlropoffioa that thc aellM &lllOURt ef 
thc lev-y mmtaaoa aad Sfje8ial levies ef eae!¼ eity sad tewa felo 
l;aafes ~e iR -19'74 heare te the ;atal Elella,, ameuat ef the ieY¥ 
limi~a™86 aad fli}08ial levies ef all eitiee aad tewas fei. taa.e& 
~leiR,W,4., 

¥el thc 131u11oses ef this euhEiivis!oa, the ieY¥ llmitatioa ef a 
eity &I' teWR with etat.utoey city Jl0W0P6 ~ ;ees Jl&Yaele iR ~ 
<li' -19!74 sltall ae ~e limi~atioa estahlishee felo SQeh go¥ePRH1eRial 
lHli-t JIUMuaat is oee'-.ieas ™9 is 271i.a6, as eetenRilleEl B¥ 
the EieJ>&rtmeat ef rweaue, Ji!ei' thc pulfloses ef thie suhoo>isioa, 
the SJ3eeial ieYies ef a eity &I' teWR wi~k eteAuteey ei~ poweM fei. 
tH€e ~le Hl ~ &I' -19!74 shall 00 the &lllOURtS ef the ge¥• 
ePRmeatal URi~ t&!t ieY¥ 'Jlftyaele ift 1973 &I' -19!74 whieh the 
Eiepartmeat ef PCl',•eaue aerermiaes te he qualifieEI speeial levies 
puPSUimt te seetioa 271i.li9, euhdhisioa e; aefeloe the reEluetioa 
13efSaan* ta Mianeseta SWa;e& ~ See:tiee 477A.Qg, Cl&Yse 
~ FuHhePmore, eities aad tewRs witA statutoey eity J18W€PS 
UREler a99 )30!1Ula~ aeeoooiag is the latest state &I' feEieral 
oeasus, aad tewRs wi~ ~teey eity 13oweM, shall ,eeeh•e 
Eiistrihutioas iR l974 aaEi W7e, 'JIUrsuaRt te tAis suhEiivisioa, 
haoeEl en tAeir ~ payahle iR ~ &Rd WM; respeetwely in 
the proportion that the product of the city or town's 1970 federal 
census population; times the sum of its average city or town mill 
rate for the three immediately preceding years divided by three; 
times its city or town 197 4 aggregate sales ratio as determined 
by the commissioner of revenue bears to the sum of the product 
of that calculation for all cities and towns in the territory. 

The balance of the distributions in 1977 pursuant to sub
division 1 shall be divided among the several cities and towns in 
the county's territory in the proportion that the product of the 
city or town's 1970 federal census population; times the sum of its 
average city or town mill rate for the three immediately preceding 
years divided by three; times its city or town 1975 aggregate sales 
ratio as determined by the commissioner of revenue bears to the 
sum of the product of that calculation for all cities and towns 
in the territory . 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. If the amount distributed to a city or town pursuant 
to subdivision 4 is less than the aids the city or town received in 
1975, before corrections for prior year aid payments, pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, the amount distributed 
to it shall be raised to the amount the city or town received in 
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1975, before corrections for prior year aid payments, and the dis
tributions to the other cities and towns within the county's terri
tory shall be proportionately reduced as necessary to supply the 
difference. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477 A.01, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4b. The commissioner of revenue shall make all necessary 
calculations and make payments directly to the affected taxing au
thorities in four equal parts on March 15, July 15, September 15, 
and November 15 in 1976 and 1977. 

Sec. 7. [APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the 
duties imposed by this article is annually appropriated from the 
general fund to the commissioner of revenue. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 477A.01, Subdivisions 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16 and 17 are repealed effective Jan
uary 1, 1976. 

ARTICLE IV 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.50, Subdivision 
5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary for 
taxes levied in 1975 payable in 1976 and thereafter, "speciaJ levies" 
means those portions of ad valorem taxes levied by governmental 
subdivisions to: 

(a) satisfy judgments rendered against the governmental sub
division by a court of competent jurisdiction in any action other 
than an action on an express contract or default on an express 
contract, or to pay the costs of settlements out of court against the 
governmental subdivision in any action other than an action on an 
express contract when substantiated by a stipulation for the dis
missal of the action filed with the court of competent jurisdiction 
and signed by both the plantiff and the legal representative of the 
governmental subdivision, but only to the extent of the increase in 
levy for such judgments and out of court settlements over levy 
year 1970, taxes payable in 1971; 

(b) pay the costs of complying with any written lawful order 
issued by the state of Minnesota, or the United States, or any 
agency or subdivision thereof, which is authorized by law, statute, 
special act or ordinance and is enforceable in a court of competent 
jurisdiction, or any stipulation agreement or permit for treatment 
works or disposal system for pollution abatement in lieu of a law
ful order signed by the governmental subdivision and the state of 
Minnesota, or the United States, or any agency or subdivision 
thereof which is enforceable in a court of competent jurisdiction. 
The commissioner of revenue shall in consultation with other state 
departments and agencies, develop a suggested form for use by the 
state of Minnesota, its agencies and subdivisions in issuing orders 
pursuant to this subdivision; 

(c) pay the costs of complying with any law enacted by the~ 
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1975 legislature or a fm* el' subsequent year's legislature which 
specifically and directly requires a new or altered activity after 
levy year W-,'Q 1974, taxes payable in WU 1975, but only to the 
extent of the increased cost for such activity after levy year 
~ 197 4 , taxe, payable in~ 1975 ; 

(d) pay the costs of an expanded county court system to the 
extent of the increase in costs over the amount levied in support 
of a county court or a probate court in levy year ~ 1974 , 
taxes payable in~ 197 5 ; 

( e) pay amounts required by any public pension plan to the 
extent that operation of the laws of the state of Minnesota or the 
United States governing such fund directly causes the level of 
governmental financial support to exceed the level of such support 
prior to July 1, 1971, provided that such increases are not the 
result of amendment by any means to the benefit plan after July 
1, 1971 which required the approval of the governing body of the 
governmental subdivision; 

(f) pay amounts required to be levied in support of a volunteer 
firemen's relief association if resulting from the operation of sec
tions 69. 772 and 69. 773; 

(g) pay the costs to a governmental subdivision for their 
share of any program otherwise authorized by law, including the 
administrative costs of social services and of county welfare 
systems, for which matching funds have been appropriated by 
the state of Minnesota or the United States, but only to the 
extent that the costs to the governmental subdivision for the 
program exceed those expended in calendar year 1970, subject 
to rules promulgated by the commissioner of revenue pursuant 
to the administrative procedures act; 

(h) pay expenses reasonably and necessarily incurred in pre
venting, preparing for or repairing the effects of natural disaster. 
"Natural disaster" as used herein means the occurrence or threat 
of widespread or severe damage, injury or loss of life or prop
erty resulting from natural causes, including and limited to fire, 
flood, earthquake, wind storm, wave action, oil spill, or other 
water contamination requiring action to avert danger or damage, 
volcanic activity, drought or air contamination. The emergency 
services division of the state department of public safety shall 
formulate standards by which an occurrence of any of the afore
mentioned natural phenomena would be deemed a natural dis
aster by reason of the level of damage, injury or loss of life or 
property that has occurred or would occur if preventative action 
was not taken; 

(i) pay the costs not reimbursed by the state or federal gov
ernment, of payments made to or on behalf of recipients of 
aid under any public assistance program authorized by law; 

(j) pay the costs of principal and interest on bonded in
debtedness, or, effective for taxes levied in 1973 and years 
thereafter, to reimburse for the amount of liquor store revenues 
used to pay the principal and interest due in the year preceding 
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the year for which the levy limit is calculated on municipal 
liquor store bonds; 

(k) pay the costs of principal and interest on certificates of 
indebtedness, except tax anticipation or aid anticipation cer
tificates of indebtedness, issued for any corporate purpose ex
cept current expenses or funding an insufficiency in receipts 
from taxes or other sources or funding extraordinary expendi
tures resulting from a public emergency; 

(I) fund the payments made to the Minnesota state armory 
building commission pursuant to section 193.145, subdivision 2, 
to retire the principal and interest on armory construction bonds; 

(m) provide for the bonded indebtedness portion of payments 
made to another political subdivision of the state of Minnesota; 

(n) pay the amounts required to compensate for a decrease 
in revenues from public service enterprises, municipal liquor 
stores, licenses, permits, fines and forfeits and no other, to the 
extent that the aggregate of revenues from these sources in the 
calendar year preceding the year of levy are less than the ag
gregate of revenues from these sources in calendar year 1971. 
"Revenues" from a public service enterprise or a municipal 
liquor store shall mean the net income or loss of such public 
service enterprise or municipal liquor store, determined by sub
tracting total expenses from total revenues, and before any 
contribution to or from the governmental subdivision. "Fines" 
for a municipal court means the net amount remaining after 
subtracting total municipal court expenses from total collec
tions of municipal court fines. A governmental subdivision shall 
qualify for this special levy only if the decrease in aggregate 
revenues as computed herein and divided by the population of 
the governmental subdivision in the preceding levy year is equal 
to or greater than two percent of the per capita levy limitation 
for the preceding levy year; 

( o) pay the amounts required to compensate for a decrease 
in mobile homes property tax receipts to the extent that the 
governmental subdivision's portion of the total levy in the cur
rent levy year, pursuant to section 273.13, subdivision 3, as 
amended, is less than the distribution of the mobile homes tax 
to the governmental subdivision pursuant to section 273.13, sub
division 3, in calendar year 1971 ; 

( q) pay the amounts required, in accordance with section 
275.075, to correct for a county auditor's error of omission in 
levy year 1971 or a subsequent levy year, but only to the extent 
that when added to the preceding year's levy it is not in excess 
of an applicable statutory, special law or charter limitation, or 
the limitation imposed on the governmental subdivision by sec
tions 275.50 to 275.56 in the preceding levy year; 

(r) pay amounts required to correct for an error of omission 
in the levy certified to the appropriate county auditor or audi
tors by the governing body of a city or town with statutory city 
powers in levy year 1971 or a subsequent levy year, but only to 
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the extent that when added to the preceding year's levy it is not 
in excess of an applicable statutory, special law or charter limi
tation, or the limitation imposed on the governmental subdivi
sion by sections 275.50 to 275.56 in the preceding levy year; 

( s) pay the increased cost of municipal services as the result 
of an annexation or consolidation ordered by the Minnesota mu
nicipal commission in levy year 1971 or a subsequent levy year, 
but only to the extent and for the levy years as provided by the 
commission in its order pursuant to section 414.01, subdivision 
15 . Special levies authorized by the commission shall not exceed 
50 percent of the levy limit base of the governmental subdivision 
and may not be in effect for more than three years after the com
mission's order ; 

( t) pay the increased costs of municipal services provided to 
new private industrial and nonresidential commercial develop
ment, to the extent that the extension of such services are not 
paid for through bonded indebtedness or special assessments, and 
not to exceed the amount determined as follows. The govern
mental subdivision may calculate the aggregate of: 

( 1) The increased expenditures necessary in preparation for 
the delivering of municipal services to new private industrial and 
nonresidential commercial development, but limited to one year's 
expenditures one time for each such development; 

(2) The amount determined by dividing the overall levy limi
tation established pursuant to sections 275.50 to 275.56, and 
exclusive of special levies and special assessments, by the total 
taxable value of the governmental subdivision, and then multi
plying this quotient times the total increase in assessed value of 
private industrial and nonresidential commercial development 
within the governmental subdivision. For the purpose of this 
clause, the increase in the assessed value of private industrial and 
nonresidential commercial development is calculated as the in
crease in assessed value over the assessed value of the real estate 
parcels subject to such private development as most recently 
determined before the building permit was issued. In the fourth 
levy year subsequent to the levy year in which the building per
mit was issued, the increase in assessed value of the real estate 
parcels subject to such private development shall no longer be 
included in determining the special levy. 

The aggregate of the foregoing amounts, less any costs of ex
tending municipal services to new private industrial and non
residential commercial development which are paid by bonded 
indebtedness or special assessments, equals the maximum amount 
that may be levied as a "special levy" for the increased costs of 
municipal services provided to new private industrial and non
residential commercial development. ; 

( u) recover a loss or refunds in tax receipts incurred in non
special levy funds resulting from abatements or court action in 
the previous year pursuant to section 275.48. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.51, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 
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275.51 [LEVY LIMITS.] Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding any 
provisions of law or municipal charter to the contrary which 
authorized ad valorem levies in excess of the limitations es
tablished by sections 275.50 to 275.56, but subject to section 
275.56, the provisions of this section shall apply to the levies by 
governmental subdivisions in the years !Ml, ~ 1975, 1976 
and subsequent years for all purposes other than those for which 
special levies and special assessments are made. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.51, is amended 
by adding a subdi0sion to read: 

Subd. 3b. The property tax levy limitation for governmental 
subdivisions in 1975 payable in 1976 shall be calculated as follows: 

(a) The sum of (1) the property tax permitted to be levied 
in 1974 payable in 1975 computed pursuant to Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Section 275.51, Subdivisions 3 or 3a plus (2) the 
amount of any state aids the governmental subdivision was en
titled to receive in calendar year 1975 pursuant to sections 
477A.0l, 298.26, 298.282, 298.28, subdivisions 1 and la, 298.281, 
subdivision 1, 298.32 and 294.26, plus (3) the amount levied in 
1974 payable in 1975 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 275.50, Subdivision 5, Clauses (c) and (d) plus (4) the 
amount of any increase authorized pursuant to section 6 plus 
(5) the amount of any increase allowed pursuant to Laws 1974, 
Chapter 490. 

(b) The sum derived in clause ( a) shall be divided by the 
population of the governmental subdivision as determined pur
suant to section 275.53 for calendar year 197 4. 

( c) The resultant quotient shall be increased pursuant to section 
275.52, subdivision 2 to derive the levy limit base per capita for taxes 
levied in 1975 payable in 1976. 

(d) The levy limit base per capita for 1975 payable 1976 shall be 
multiplied by the population of the governmental subdivision as 
determined pursuant to section 275.53 for calendar year 1975. This 
is the levy limit base for 1975 payable in 1976. 

In cities and townships the levy limit base shall be reduced by 
82.5 percent of the amount of state formula aids to be paid in 1976 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 477A.01, and the /aconite 
aids to be paid in 1976 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sections 
294.26, 298.26, 298.28, Subdivision I, 298.282, and 298.32 and article 
XI of this act. In the case of counties the levy limit base shall be 
reduced by the total amount of state formula aids to be paid in 1976 
pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 477A.0J and the /aconite 
aids to be paid in 1976 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Secti"ons 
294.26, 298.26, 298.28, Subdivisions I and la, 298.281, Subdivision 
I, and 298.32 and article XI of this act. The resulting figure is the 
amount of property taxes which a governmental subdivision may 
levy in 1975 payable in 1976 for all purposes other than those fm 
which special levies and special assessments are made. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.51, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 3c. The property tax levy limitation for governmental sub
divisions in 1976 payable in 1977 shall be calculated as follows: 

(a) In cities and townships, the sum of the levy limit base com• 
puted pursuant to subdivision 3 b plus 17.5 percent of the local 
government aids received in calendar year 1976 pursuant to Min~ 
nesota Statutes, Section 477 A.OJ plus any increases authorized by 
section 6 shall be determined. This sum shall be divided by the 
population of the city or township as determined in accordance with 
section 275.53 for calendar year 1975. The resultant quotient shall 
be increased pursuant to section 275.52, subdivision 2 to derive the 
levy limit base per capita for the city or town for taxes levied in 
1976 payable in 1977. 

(b) In the case of counties, the levy limit base computed pursuant 
to subdivision 3 b plus any increase pursuant to section 6 plus any 
increase allowed pursuant to Laws 1974, Chapter 490 shall be di
vided by the population of the county for calendar year 1976 as 
determined pursuant to section 275.53. The resultant quotient shall 
be increased pursuant to section 275.52, subdivision 2 to derive the 
levy limit base per capita for the county for taxes levied in 1976 
payable in 1977. 

( c) In all governmental subdivisions the levy limit base per capita 
for 1976 payable 1977 shall be ,multiplied by the population of the 
governmental subdivision as determined pursuant to section 275.53 
for calendar year 1976. This is the levy limit base for 1976 taxes 
payable in 1977. 

The levy limit base shall be reduced by the full amount of state 
formula aids to be paid in 1977 pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 477A.01, and taconite aids to be paid in 1977 pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes, Sections 294.26, 298.26, 298.28, Subdivisions 1 
and la, 298.281, Subdivision 1, 298.282, and 298.32 and article XI 
of this act. The resulting figure is the amount of property taxes 
which a governmental subdivision may levy in 1976 payable in 1977 
for all purposes other than those for which special levies and special 
assessments are made. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.51, Subdivision 4, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. I! m ~ the levy made h3' any g~ SIHI
~"" ei<eeeas the liffieta~e:a previded m ~s sectiea, asep-t 
when S1ieh e,,eesa levy ie ,me te th;, re,mdiag of the mill rates of 
;he ge•,,emrneatal S½lbdivisiBH m aceardaaee with seetiea 27!i.28, 
sHbseEfaeat distribatio::,s ~ femlHla aide fHHSHaRt te aeetiens 
298.282 a:>d 477.' •. 01, as ameaded, shall be redHeed 10 eems fa, 
eaeh full dellar that the levy exceeds the lirnitatian impesed h3' 
thio scct:ca. If in any year subsequent to ~ 1973 the levy made 
by a governmental subdivision exceeds the limitation provided in 
sections 27 5.50 to 27 5.56, except when such excess levy is due to 
the rounding of the mill rates of the governmental subdivision in 
accordance with section 275.28, subsequent distributions required 
to be made by the commissioner of finance from any formula aids 
pursuant to seetCoas ~98.282 aHd 477A.01, as ameBded Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 477 A.OJ , shall be reduced 33 cents for each full 
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dollar the levy exceeds the limitation; provided that a govern
mental subdivision may determine to levy in excess of the linrita
tion provided in sections 275.50 to 275.56 by not to exceed five 
percent by passing a resolution setting forth the amount by which 
the levy limit is proposed to be exceeded. Thereafter the resolu
tion shall be published for two successive weeks in the official 
newspaper of the governmental subdivision or if there be no of
ficial newspaper, in a newspaper of general circulation therein, 
together with a notice fixing a date for a public hearing on the 
proposed increase which hearing shall be held not less than two 
weeks nor more than four weeks after the first publication of the 
resolution. Following the public hearing, the governing body may 
determine to take no further action, or in the alternative, adopt a 
resolution authorizing the levy as originally proposed, or adopt a 
resolution approving a levy in such lesser amount as it so deter
mines. The resolution authorizing a levy in excess of the limitation 
imposed by sections 275.50 to 275.56 shall be published in the 
official newspaper of the governmental subdivision or if there be 
no official newspaper, in a newspaper of general circulation there
in. If within 30 days thereafter, a petition signed by voters equal 
in number to five percent of the votes cast in the governmental 
subdivision in the last general election or 2,000 voters, whichever 
is less, requesting a referendum on the proposed resolution is filed 
with the clerk or recorder of the governmental subdivision if the 
governmental subdivision is a city or town, or with the county 
auditor if the governmental subdivision is a county, the resolution 
shall not be effective until it has been submitted to the voters at a 
general or special election and a majority of votes cast on the 
question of approving the resolution are in the affirmative. The 
commissioner of revenue is directed to prepare a suggested form of 
question to be presented at any such referendum. A levy approved 
at any such referendum held at a special or general election held 
prior to October 1 in any levy year increases the allowable levy in 
that same levy year and provides a permanent adjustment to the 
levy limit base per capita of the governmental subdivision for 
future levy years, and there shall be no reduction in distributions 
of formula aids to the governmental subdivision as a result of such 
levy. If no referendum is requested, the excess levy authorized by 
the resolution, if the resolution is adopted prior to October 1 in 
any year, may be levied in that same levy year and subsequent 
distributions required to be made by the commissioner of finance 
from any formula aids pursuant to ~ Sessiea l,aws m, 
Cl!ajlter M Minnesota Statutes, Section 477 A.OJ , shall be re
duced 15 cents for each full dollar the levy exceeds the limitation. 
A le¥Y ma4e iB ~ ~ te tile effeeti-,e date &f ~ Sessioa 
l,aws ~. Cilaf'ter &-1 shall ee ,e,,•iewea imEl ~ ee meelifiea by
-ihe apprepr-iate authePit~ sf the ge:vePemental s\¼8B.iv4siee f0P ;he 
!JIU'!JeBe &f ,eel,ueiag Sl¾el> le¥Y te eoaform te tl>c 1iH1itatiens i>R
jl868Q ey ~s seetioa. -AR',f reaaetiea iB Sl¾el> ieYy maae ~ ~ 
Deeemee• 1&-; m, sl!aH lle gi¥eB tile B!lffle ~ as tl!eagl! Sl¾el> 
res.Yetiea haa -eeea ma4e ~ te tile ei11Ji•atiea ef w ti>Re al
lewea ey klw fM H!&leag the ~ The provisions of this subdi
vision shall apply to the levy of a metropolitan county before the 
reduction required pursuant to section 163.051, subdivision 5. · 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.52, is amended by 
adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4. For taxes levied in 1975 payable in 1976 and subse
quent years the levy limit base of a governmental subdivision may 
be increased upon approval by the levy limit review board estab
li.shed in section 275.551, for the following reasons: 

( a) Any governmental subdivision which spent money from its 
surplus funds for nonspecial levy purposes in calendar year 1971 
may have its levy limit base increased by an amount not to exceed 
the amount of revenue it used from surplus funds for nonspecial 
levy purposes in calendar year 1971. 

(b) Any governmental subdivision which has been required to 
provide new services because of changes in state law, whether or 
net the changed law directly mandates new services, may have its 
levy limit base increased by an amount not to exceed the amount 
required to finance the services, provided that the services may 
not be financed by special levies or special assessments. 

( c) Any governmental subdivision which has been required to 
provide new or expanded services because of annexations, consol
idations, mergers or new incorporations since 1971 may have its 
levy limit base increased by an amount not to exceed the amount 
required to finance the general operating costs involved in such 
services. 

Any governmental subdivision which desires to have its levy 
limit base adjusted under the provisions of this subdivision shall 
apply to the commissioner of revenue, who shall submit all appli
cations to the levy limit review board established in section 
275.551. Applications shall be in the form and accompanied by the 
data required by the levy limit review board. Adjustments autho
rized by the levy limit review board shall become a permanent part 
of the levy limit base for the governmental subdivision. The levy 
limit review board may authorize only one levy limit base adjust
ment for any governmental subdivision under this subdivision. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.53, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. (a) In lieu of passing a resolution pursuant to subdivi
sion 2, the governing body of a governmental subdivision may pass 
by June 1 of any year a resolution containing an estimate of the 
current population of the subdivision. The resolution shall 
describe with s13eeiiieity the criteria upon which the estimate is 
based, and shall state that the estimate is made for purposes of 
increasing that subdivision's tax levy pursuant to sections 275.50 
to 275.56. The resolution shall be in the form and accompanied by 
the data required by the state planning agency. 

(b) The resolution shall then be submitted to the state plan
ning agency. The agency shall determine, and se inform the subdivi
sion in writing within 30 days of receipt of the resolution, whether 
the criteria and process described therein do or do not provide a 
reasonable basis for the population estimate. Ne Eietel'IBiRatieR ey 
the agCBey maEle f)t:alSa&Bt tie -tms s1:18 division ehall eonetib1te, ~ 
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SA&ll it ee reppese11t€EI aa e011stitHting; a Eleterminatieft e! &eta&! 
p0plllati011 The estimate prepared by the subdivision shall be 
reviewed by the state planning agency with reference to county 
population estimates prepared by the state demographer. The 
state demographer's county population estimates will be used as a 
county control . 

( c) If the agency determines that the criteria and process used 
by the subdivision do not provide a reasonable basis for the popu
lation estimate, the resolution shall be of no effect. If the agency 
determines that the criteria do provide a reasonable basis for the 
population estimate, the resolution shall be published at least 
once in a legal newspaper of general circulation in said subdivi• 
sion. Said estimate may be used for computing the amount of ad 
valorem taxes the subdivision may levy, unless within 30 days 
following the publication of the resolution, 10 percent or more of 
the registered voters of the subdivision, or if the subdivision does 
not require voter registration, then 10 percent or more of its 
voters, who voted at the subdivision's last election, sign a petition 
demanding a special census, and submit the petition to the 
governing body of the subdivision. 

( d) Attached to the petition shall be an affidavit executed by 
the circulator or circulators thereof, stating that he or they per
sonally circulated the petition the number of signatures thereon, 
that all signatures were affixed in his or their presence and that he 
or they believe them to be genuine signatures of the persons 
whose names they purport to be. Each signature need not be 
notarized. 

( e) Upon the receipt of a petition conforming to this subdivi• 
sion, the governing body shall pass a resolution requesting the 
secretary of state to take a special census of the governmental 
subdivision. The census shall be taken and financed pursuant to 
the provisions of subdivision 2. Any population estimate made by 
the governing body of any governmental subdivision shall be 
superseded by any subsequent state or federal census taken pur
suant to sections 275.50 to 275.56 or any other law, or by a 
population estimate made by the metropolitan council or the state 
demographer . The governing body of a governmental subdivision 
may not avail itself of the provisions of this subdivision during any 
year for which any state or federal census has been taken or for 
which the metropolitan council has made a population estimate of 
the subdivision. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 275.59, is amended to 
read: 

275.59 [GOVERNMENTAL SUBDIVISIONS UNDER 2,500 
POPULATION; EXEMPTION FROM LEVY LIMITS.] Com
mencing with levy year~ 1975 and thereafter, taxes_payable in 
~ 1976 and thereafter, the provisions of sections 275.50 to 
275.56 shall not apply to any city, statutory city or town with 
statutory city powers whose population according to the latest 
state or federal census is under eQQ 2,500 . 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273,138, Subdivision 6, 
is amended to read: · 
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Subd. 6. If a county government, city or township is subject to 
the provisions of sections 275.50 to 275.56, the amount of aid 
calculated for such taxing district pursuant to subdivision 2 for 
~ ei; a saeSeEtQeai; :felH' 1976 shall be deducted from the taxing 
district's eurreat ltwy ~ levy year 1975, taxes payable 1976 
levy limit base determined pursuant to sectiea !l-'t&li-1, suhEli•;isiea 
3 iR Elete-iaiag section 3 and the amount of aid calculated for 
such taxing district pursuant to subdivision 2 for 1977 shall be 
deducted from the taxing district's levy year 1976, taxes payable 
1977 levy limit base determined pursuant to section 4 for the 
purpose of calculating the taxing district's levy limitation for 
taxes payable in ~ ei; eueh saese~ :telH' 1976 or 1977 as 
the case may be. The amount of aid calculated for a school district 
pursuant to subdivision 3, clauses (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) for 
1975 or a subsequent year shall be deducted from the school 
district's maintenance levy limitation established pursuant to sec
tion 275.125, subdivision 2a, in determining the amount of taxes 
the school district may levy for general and special purposes for 
taxes payable in 1975 or a subsequent year. 

Sec. 10. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
275.51, Subdivisions 3 and 3a, are repealed. 

ARTICLE V 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.09, Subdivision 
29, is amended to read: 

Subd. 29. [DEDUCTIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO FARM
JNG.] (a) [DEFINITION.] For purposes of I.a-ws ~ Chapter 
~ this subdivision , income and gains and expenses and losses 
shall be considered as "arising from a farm" if such items are 
received or incurred in connection with cultivating the soil, or in 
connection with raising or harvesting any agricultural or horticul
tural commodity, including the raising, shearing, feeding, caring 
for, training, and management of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur
bearing animals and wildlife

1 
and all operations incident thereto, 

including but not limited to tne common use of "hedging". 

(b) [DEDUCTIONS LIMITED.] Except as provided in J.ews 
wn, Chapter 73!1- this subdivision , expenses and losses, except 
for interest and taxes, arising from a farm shall not be allowed as 
deductions in excess of income and gains arising from a farm. 

(c) [DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED; CARRYOVER DEDUC
TIONS.] For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1974, 
expenses and losses arising from a farm or farms shall be allowed 
as deductions up to the amount of the income and gains arising 
from a farm or farms in any taxable year, plus the !IH!euat ef MR· 
faml g!'8£J8 iaeeme, 8i' ta!iahle Bet iaeeme in ;he ease ei a eerpeF& 
ti-, Bet te ~ the !IH!euat ef $Hl,QQQ reaueeEI hy ;he amauat 
~ whieh eueh MR-farm iaeeme ea<eeeEls the emeuat ei $19,QQQ. 
Any remaiaiag hal!lflee ei euea EleEluetieas shall he earrieEI heel. 
three ye&FS IIBEl earrieEI lePWaPEI fiYe ye&i'S; m elueaelegieal 6PQeF 
first $15,000 of non-farm gross income, or non-farm taxable net 
income in the case of a corporation, provided however that in any 
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case where non-farm income exceeds $15,000, the maximum allow
able amount of $15,000 shall be reduced by twice the amount by 
which the non-farm income exceeds the amount of $15,000. Any 
remaining balance of the deductions shall be carried back three 
years and carried forward five years, in chronological order . 

Current expenses and losses shall be utilized as deductions in 
any taxable year, to the extent herein allowable, prior to the 
application of any carryback or carryover deductions. In any 
event, the combined amounts of such current expenses and losses 
and carryback or carryover deductions shall be allowed as deduc
tions up to the amount of the income and gains arising from a 
farm or farms in any taxable year, plus the 111Boant ~ non ftll'BI 
gt=8S8 Hlcame, ~ tMaele net ie:eame iB the ease ef a eaff)oratien. 
9% te e!feeea tile ameant ef $1G,OOO re!hteeEI by the amount by 
wmeh saeh non fann in:ome 0!1.eeeEls the amount of $10,000 first 
$15,000 of non-farm gross income, or non-farm taxable net income 
in the case of a corporation, provided however that in any case 
where non-farm income exceeds $15,000, the maximum allowabk 
amount of $15,000 shall be reduced by twice the amount by which 
the non-farm income exceeds the amount of $15,000 . 

(d) For purposes of l.aws Im, Chaflter 1?/1- this subdivision, 
individual shareholders of an electing small business corporation 
shall be considered separate entities. 

(e) [SPECIAL PERIOD OF LIMITATION WITH RESPECT 
TO FARM LOSS LIMITATION CARRYBACKS.] For the pur
poses of sections 290 .46 and 290 .50, if the claim for l'efund relates 
to an overpayment attributable to a farm loss limitation carryback 
under this subdivision, in lieu of the period of limitation prescrib
ed in sections 290 .46 and 290 .50, the period of limitation shall be 
that period which ends with the expiration of the 15th day of the 
46th month ( or the 45th month, in the case of a corporation) 
following the end of the taxable year of the farm loss which results 
in the carryback. No deduction or refund shall be allowed on 1974 
returns for farm losses which have been previously carried back to 
earlier years and for which a tax refund or reduction has been 
allowed. 

(f) [INTEREST ON CLAIMS.] In any case in which a taxpay
er is entitled to a refund in a carryback year due to the carryback 
of a farm loss, interest shall be computed only from the end of the 
taxable year in which the loss occurs. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] The provisions of this artick 
shall be applicable to taxable years beginning on or after January 
I, 1974. 

ARTICLE VI 

Section 1. [EXEMPTION FOR FEDERAL INCOME TAX 
REBATE.] All amounts received by individual taxpayers pursu
ant to Title I of Public Law 94-12 of the Tax Reduction Act of 
1975, shall be exempt from taxation as income as provided by 
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 290. 
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ARTICLE VII 

Section 1. Laws 1973, Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [INCOME TAX AND SALES TAXES.] The commis
sion shall examine ;he individual and corporate income tlHE 6R4 
Bftles taxes as taey i'ela.w te l'elll esl;ate ~ with the purpose of 
determining more equitable individual and corporate tax burdens. 

Sec. 2. Laws 1973, Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivision 8, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [APPROPRIATION.] There is hereby appropriated for 
the biennium ending June 30, -19'7& 1977 , from the general fund 
the sum of laQ,ggg $200,000 to pay the expenses incurred by the 
commission. The amount appropriated by this subdivision is in 
addition to such sums of money which may be heretofore appro
priated to the "Tax Study Commission." 

ARTICLE VIII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 270.16, is amended 
to read: 

270.16 [PROPERTY OMITTED OR UNDERVALUED; 
REASSESSMENT.] Subdivision J. When it shall be made to 
appear to the commissioner of revenue, by complaint or by the 
finding of a court or of the legislature, or either body of the 
legislature, or any committee of the legislature, or any city council 
or county board, that any considerable amount of property has 
been improperly omitted from the tax list or assessment roll of 
any district or county for any year, or, if assessed, that the same 
has been undervalued or overvalued, as compared with like prop
erty in the same county or in the state so that the assessment for 
such year in such district or county is grossly unfair and inequit
able, whether or not the same has been equalized by the county 
board of equalization or the commissioner of revenue, the commis
sioner of revenue shall examine into the facts in the matter and, if 
satisfied therefrom that it would be for the best interests of the 
state that a reassessment of such property be made, he shall 
appoint a special assessor and such deputy assessors as may be 
necessary and cause a reassessment to be made of all or any of the 
real and personal property, or either, in any such district or 
county as he may deem best, to the end that all property in such 
district or county shall be assessed equitably as compared with 
like property in such district or county. 

Subd. 2. When an assessor has failed to appraise or has improp
erly appraised at least one quarter of the parcels of property in a 
district or county for two consecutive years, the commissioner of 
revenue shall appoint a special assessor and deputy assessor as 
necessary and cause a reappraisal to be made of the property due 
for reassessment pursuant to that section. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.01, is amended to 
read: 

273.01 [LISTING AND ASSESSMENT, TIME.] All real prop-
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erty subject to taxation shall be listed and assessed every 9<kl
nomhered at least one fourth of the parcels listed shall be apprais
ed each year with reference to i~ their value on January 2 preced
ing the assessment , and so that each parcel shall be reappraised 
at maximum intervals of four years. All real property becoming 
taxable in any iR~erveniag year shall be listed aoo &ssessed with 
reference to its value on January 2 of that year. Except for the 
corrections permitted herein, all real property assessments shall 
be completed two weeks prior to the date scheduled for the local 
board of review or equalization and no valuations entered there
after shall be of any force and effect. In the event a valuation and 
classification is not placed on any real property by the dates 
scheduled for the local board of review or equalization the valua
tion and classification determined in the preceding assessment 
shall be continued in effect and the provisions of section 273.13 
shall, in such case, not be applicable, except with respect to real 
estate which has been constructed since the previous assessment. 
The county assessor or any assessor in any city of the first 
class may either before or after the dates specified herein correct 
any errors in valuation of any parcels of property, that may have 
been incurred in the assessment; provided, that in the case of 
such correction it increases the valuation of any parcel of prop
erty, the assessor shall notify the owner of record or the person 
to whom the tax statement is mailed. Not more than two percent 
of the total number of parcels in his jurisdiction may be corrected 
after the dates specified herein and in the event of any correc
tions in excess of the authorized number of such corrections, all 
corrections shall be void. Real property containing iron ore, the 
fee to which is owned by the state of Minnesota, shall, if leased 
by the state after January 2 in any year, be subject to assess
ment for that year on the value of any iron ore removed under 
said lease prior to January 2 of the following year. Personal prop
erty subject to taxation shall be listed and assessed annually with 
reference to its value on January 2; and, if acquired on that day, 
shall be listed by or for the person acquiring it. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.03, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

273.03 [REAL ESTATE; ASSESSMENT; METHOD.] Subdi
vision 1. The county auditor shall annually provide the necessary 
assessment books and blanks at the expense of the county, for 
and to correspond with each assessment district. He shall make 
out, in the real property assessment book, complete lists of all 
lands or lots subject to taxation, showing the names of the own
ers, if to him known; and, if unknown, so stated opposite each 
tract or lot, the number of acres, and the lots or parts of lots or 
blocks, included in each description of property. The list of real 
property becoming subject to assessment and taxation eveey 9<kl
aornl,ered yea,, may be appended to the personal property assess
ment book. The assessment books and blanks for real and per
sonal property shall be in readiness for delivery to the assessors 
on or before the first Monday in December of each year. 

The assessors and at least one member of each local board of 
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review shall meet at the office of the county auditor on a day 
to be fixed by the commissioner of revenue for the purpose of 
receiving instructions as to their duties under the laws of the 
state. Each assessor and board of review member attending such 
meetings shall receive as compensation for such service the 
sum of $10 per day for each day necessarily consumed in attend
ing such meeting, and mileage at the rate of 7½ cents per mile 
for each mile necessarily traveled in going from his home to and 
returning from the county seat, to be computed by the usually 
traveled route, and paid out of the county treasury upon the 
warrant of the county auditor. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

273.11 [VALUATION OF PROPERTY.] Subdivision 1. Except 
as provided in subdwieio<l subdivision 2 , or section 273.17, sub
division 1, all property shall be valued at its market value. In 
estimating and determining such value, the assessor shall not 
adopt a lower or different standard of value because the same is 
to serve as a basis of taxation, nor shall he adopt as a criterion 
of value the price for which such property would sell at auction 
or at a forced sale, or in the aggregate with all the property in 
the town or district; but he shall value each article or description 
of property by itself, and at such sum or price as he believes the 
same to be fairly worth in money. In assessing any tract or lot of 
real property, the value of the land, exclusive of structures and 
improvements, shall be determined, and also the value of all 
structures and improvements thereon, and the aggregate value 
of the property, including all structures and improvements, ex
cluding the value of crops growing upon cultivated land. In valu
ing real property upon which there is a mine or quarry, it shall 
be valued at such price as such property, including the mine or 
quarry, would sell for a fair, voluntary sale, for cash. In valuing 
real property which is vacant, the fact that such property is plat
ted shall not be taken into account. An individual lot of such 
platted property shall not be assessed in excess of the assessment 
of the land as if it were unplatted until the lot is improved with 
a permanent improvement all or a portion of which is located 
upon the lot, or for a period of three years after final approval 
of said plat whichever is shorter. When a lot is sold or construc
tion begun, the assessed value of that lot or any single contigu
ous lot fronting on the same street shall be eligible for reassess
ment. All property, or the use thereof, which is taxable under 
sections 272.01, subdivision 2, or 273.19, shall be valued at the 
market value of such property and not at the value of a leasehold 
estate in such property, or at some lesser value than its market 
value. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In the ease ef ~--Y deseril,e:! iB sce!ioa 2'73.13, 
s1HJdi¥isioas 6; 'I, '7B, 10, l2, l'l--; Hb, &Rd !-9; fOOS all agrieultuml 
~rty &Rd all real estate Ql)",<oted to teH!f>8l'IH'Y ,md seasone.t 
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residential oeeefJrncy for re~rcat:-1 f'lll'f'0Ses, The assessor after 
determining the value of any Sllffi property shall compare the 
value with that determined in the preceding assessment. If the 
inerease fflfe€€a6 five f'€1'€€1lt ef the fJFeeeiling vallllltiOH-; The 
amount of the increase entered in the current assessment shall not 
exceed five ten percent of the value in the preceding assessment or 
one fourth of the total amount of the increase in valuation which
ever is greater ; the excess -{Bot e!<eeeding five fJercent of the 
lat,ast asaessors mai'ket valeatieB-t may shall be entered in the 
following yeeFS assessment a subsequent year or years. However, 
no increase shall be greater than ten percent of the preceding 
valuation or one fourth of the total amount of increase in valua
tion, whichever is greater , notwithstanding the provisions of sec
tion 273.17. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.11, Subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the 
contrary, the limitation contained in subdivisions 1 to 3 5 shall 
also apply to the authority of the local board of review as provided 
in section 274.01, the county board of equalization as provided in 
section 27 4.13, the state board of equalization and the commis
sioner of taxation as provided in sections 270.11, 270.12 and 270.16, 
and any increase effected by these boards , the eemelatwe effeet 
ef whieh may ;.qereose f'F0perty obeve the five fJ0reent pe,missihle 
inereese shall be :m'lilid over the valuation currently being used in 
computing taxes shall be added to the previous assessed valuation 
in annual increments as provided in subdivision 2 . 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.121, is amended to 
read: 

273.121 [VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY, NOTICE.] 
Any county assessor or city assessor having the powers of a 
county assessor, valuing taxable real property shall in each essea&

meal; year notify the perseD those persons whose property is to 
be assessed that year if the person's address is known to the 
assessor, otherwise the occupant of the property. The notice shall 
be in writing and shall be sent by ordinary mail at least ten days 
before the meeting of the local board of review or equalization. It 
shall contain the amount of the valuation in terms of market 
value, the assessor's office address, and the dates, places, and 
times set for the meetings of the local board of review or equaliza
tion and the county board of equalization. If such valuation is 
limited by section 273.11, the notice shall also contain the valua
tion as limited therein and an explanation, in terms prescribed by 
the commissioner, of the annual increase in the assessed valuation 
which may take place pursuant to valuation according to that 
section. If the assessment roll is not complete, the notice shall be 
sent by ordinary mail at least ten days prior to the date on which 
the board of review has adjourned. The assessor shall attach to 
the assessment roll a statement that the notices required by this 
section have been mailed. Any such assessor who is not provided 
sufficient funds from his governing body to provide such notices, 
may make application to the commissioner of revenue to finance 
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such notices. The commissioner of revenue shall conduct an inves
tigation and if he is satisfied that the assessor does not have the 
necessary funds, issue his certification to the commissioner of 
finance of the amount necessary to provide such notices. The 
commissioner of finance shall issue a warrant for such amount and 
shall deduct such amount from any state payment to such county 
or municipality. The necessary funds to make such payments are 
hereby appropriated. Failure to receive the notice shall in no way 
affect the validity of the assessment, the resulting tax, the pro
cedures of any board of review or equalization, or the enforcement 
of delinquent taxes by statutory means. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.17, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

273.17 [ASSESSMENT OF REAL PROPERTY.] Subdivision 
I. In every eveR-IHIHlbere<i year, on January 2, the assessor shall 
also assess all real property that may have become subject to 
taxation since the last previous assessment, including all real 
property platted since the last real estate assessment ill the ood
ewnlaered y0al' , and all buildings or other structures of any kind, 
whether completed or in process of construction, of over $±00 
$1,000 in value, the value of which has not been previously added 
to or included in the valuation of the land on which they have 
been erected. The newly assessed property shali be valued initially 
at the average level of assessment which exists at that time in its 
assessment district. The assessment shall be increased to market 
value in annual increments as provided in section 273.11, subdi
vision 2 until such time as the property is reassessed. He shall 
make return thereof to the county auditor, with his return of 
personal property, showing the tract or lot on which each struc
ture has been erected and the market value added thereto by such 
erection. Every assessor shall list, without revaluing, in each eYeB

DlHlllaered year, on a form to be prescribed by the commissioner of 
revenue, all parcels of land that shall have become homesteads or 
shall have ceased to be homesteads for taxation purposes since the 
last real estate assessment. 

The county auditor shall note such change in the assessed valu
ation upon the tax lists, caused by a change in classification, and 
shall calculate the taxes for such ""ea D\Hlllaered year on such 
changed valuation. In case of the destruction by fire, flood, or 
otherwise of any building or structure, over $100 in value, which 
bas been erected previous to the last valuation of the land on 
which it stood, or the value of which has been added to any former 
valuation, the assessor shall determine, as nearly as practicable, 
how much less such land would sell for at private sale in conse
quence of such destruction, and make return thereof to the au
ditor. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.08, is amended to 
read: 

273.08 [ASSESSOR'S DUTIES.] The assessor shall perform his 
duties in the manner following. In 1976 and thereafter, he shall 
actually view, whee praetiealale, and determine the true and fall 
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market value of each tract or lot of real property listed for taxa
tion, mlEI sha-11 emel' ~ Yalue taei'ea!, including the value of all 
improvements and structures thereon, opposite each description 
at maximum intervals of four years and shall enter the value 
thereof according to the provisions of this article • 

Sec. 10. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
273.11, Subdivision 3, is repealed. 

Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article shall be in effect for 
taxes levied in 1975 to be paid in 1976 and thereafter. Increases in 
value due to reassessment in the 1975 assessment shall be limited 
as provided in sections 5 and 6. 

ARTICLE IX 
Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 290.012, Subdi

vision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. "Income" means the sum of ( a) gross income as de
fined in section 290.01, subdivision 20, (b) net income from 
sources outside the state, ( c) alimony, ( d) support money, and ( e) 
relief, ~ including relief granted under unemployment compen
sation, (f) the gross amount of any pension or annuity, including 
railroad retirement benefits, all payments received under the fed
eral social security act, and veterans disability pensions, ( g) non
taxable interest received from the state or federal governments or 
any of their instrumentalities, (h) the gross amount of "loss of 
time" insurance and (i) cash public assistance and relief, not 
including relief granted under sections 290.0601 to 290.0618. It 
does not include gifts from nongovernmental sources, or surplus 
food or other relief in kind supplied by a governmental agent. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 290.06, Subdivision 
3d, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3d. [CREDITS AGAINST TAX.] The taxes due as com
puted in accordance with section 290.06, subdivisions 2c and 3c 
shall be credited with the following amounts: 

(1) A credit equal to his tax liability in the case of: 

(a) An unmarried claimant with an income of $3;aOO $4,400 or 
less; 

(b) A claimant with one dependent, with an income of $3;800 
$5,200 or less; 

(c) A claimant with two dependents, with an income of $4;GOO 
$6,000 or less; 

(d) A claimant with three dependents, with an income of $6;409 
$6,700 or less; 

(eJ A claimant with four dependents, with an income of~ 
$7,300 or less; and 

(f) A i,laimant. with five or more dependents, with an income of 
$S;4QQ $7,800 or less. 
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(2) In the case of a claimant with an income in excess of that 
set forth in the appropriate category of clause ( 1), he may pay a 
tax equal to 15 percent of that portion of his income that is in 
excess of the amount set forth in the appropriate category of 
clause (1), or his tax obligation as it would have been in the 
absence of section 290.012 and this subdivision, whichever is less. 

(3) The total income of the claimant and his spouse, if any, 
shall be the figure employed for the purposes of this subdivision. 
No aeyenelent individual dependent upon and receiving his chief 
support from any other individual may be a claimant under sec
tion 290.012 and this subdivision. The commissioner of revenue 
shall prescribe the additional forms or alterations in existing forms 
as necessary to comply with the provisions of section 290.012 and 
this subdivision. All claimants shall submit their returns on these 
forms. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This article is effective for tax
able years commencing after December 31, 197 4. 

ARTICLEX 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 273, is amended 
by adding a section to read: 

[273.122] [FLEXIBLE HOMESTEAD BASE VALUE.] Sub
division 1. [HOMESTEAD BASE VALUE.] For 1975 and prior 
years, the homestead base value shall mean $12,000 of market 
value of any property which qualifies as homestead property for 
assessment purposes. The homestead base value shall be increased 
in any subsequent assessment year as provided in subdivision 2. 

Subd. 2. [HOMESTEAD BASE VALUE INDEX.] In assess
ment years subsequent to 1975, the homestead base value shall be 
adjusted pursuant to the homestead base value index. The home
stead base value index shall be computed by the equalization aid 
review committee for each year immediately preceding an assess
ment year. This index is computed in the following manner. The 
annual statewide average market value of homestead property as 
indicated by bona fide real estate sales during the year shall be 
divided by the statewide average market value of all homestead 
property sold in 197 4. This quotient is multiplied by 100. For each 
increase of a full three and one half points in the index the home
stead base value shall be increased $500 in the following assess
ment year. On or before December 1 of any year preceding an 
assessment year the commissioner of revenue shall certify the 
homestead base value for that year. 

ARTICLE XI 
Section I. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 298, is amended by 

~dding a section to read: 

[298.243] [SUPPLEMENTARY ADDITIONAL TAX ON TACO
NITE AND IRON SULPHIDES.] In addition to the tax imposed 
under Minnesota Statutes, Sections 298.24, Subdivision I, and 298.241, 
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there is hereby imposed upon /aconite and iron sulphides and upo11 
the mining and quarrying thereof, and upon the production of iron 
ore concentrate therefrom, and upon the concentrate so produced, 
a tax of 39 cents per gross ton of merchantable iron ore concentrate 
as produced therefrom. The tax imposed herein shall be collected 
and paid pursuant to the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sectio11 
298.27. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 298, is amended by adding 
a section to read: 

[298.244) [DIVISION OF PROCEEDS OF SUPPLEMENTARY 
TAX ON TACONITE AND IRON SULPHIDES.] Subdivision 1. 
The proceeds of the tax collected under section 1 shall be distributed 
by the commissioner of revenue, to various taxing districts and to 
the general fund in the following manner: 

(1) Ten cents per gross ton of merchantable iron ore concentrate. 
hereinafter referred to as "taxable ton", on which the tax is im
posed in section 1, shall be distributed to the county in which the 
taconite is mined or quarried or in which the concentrate is pro. 
duced, less any amount which is to be distributed pursuant to clause 
(la). The commissioner shall follow the apportionment formula 
prescribed in Minnesota Statutes, Section 298.28, Subdivision 1. The 
commissioner of revenue shall make all the necessary calculations 
and certify these calculations to the county auditor of each qualify• 
ing county. Payments provided herein shall be deducted in de, 
termining the county government's levy limitations under Minne
sota Statutes, Sections 275.50 to 275.56. 

(la) If an electric power plant owned by and providing the 
primary source of power for a taxpayer mining and concentrating; 
/aconite is located in a county other than the county in which the 
mining and the concentrating processes are conducted, one cent pe1· 
gross ton of the tax distributed to the counties pursuant to clause 
( 1) and imposed on and collected from such taxpayer shall be dis
tributed by the commissioner of revenue to the county in which the 
power plant is located. 

(2) Twenty cents per taxable ton, less any amount distributed under 
clause (2a), shall be distributed to a group of school districts com
prised of those school districts wherein the /aconite was mined or 
9uarried or the concentrate produced or in which there is a qualify• 
mg municipality as defined by Minnesota Statutes, Section 273.JJ4 
or in which is located property which is entitled to the reduction 
of tax pursuant to section 273.135. The 20 cents, less any amount 
distributed under clause (2a), shall be distributed in direct pro
portion to school district tax levies as follows: each district shall 
receive that portion of the total distribution which its permitted 
levy for the prior year, computed pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 275.125, comprises of the sum of permitted levies for the prior 
year for all qualifying districts, computed pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 275.125. That portion of the amount so distributed 
to a school district which is not deducted from state aids in Minne
sota Statutes, Section 124.212, Subdivision 8a, shall be included in 
computing the permissible levies under Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 275.125. 
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(2a) In 1976 and each year thereafter, there shall be distributed 
to any school district the amount which the school district wa; 
entitled to receive under Minnesota Statutes, Section 29832, in 1975 
provided that the school district included the amount in computing 
its permissible levy under Minnesota Statutes, Section 275.125 it1 
1975, payable in 1976. 

(3) One cent per taxable ton shall be deposited in the state treasW)' 
to the credit of the iron range resources and rehabilitation commissio,r 
account in the special revenue fund and is hereby appropriated for 
the purposes of Minnesota Statutes, Section 298.22. This mane)' 
is to be used to provide environmental development grants to local 
governments located within any county in region 3 as defined in 
governor's executive order number 60 issued on June 12, 1970, which 
does not contain a municipality qualifying pursuant to Minnesot/f 
Statutes, Section 273.134. 

( 4) Eight cents per taxable ton shall be paid to the property 
tax relief account in the apportionment fund in the state treasury 
and shall be distributed as provided in Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tions 273.134 to 273.136. 

Subd. 2. ( a) For the purposes of this subdivision, the following 
terms shall have the meanings given them. 

(1) "Agency" means the state board of health. 

(2) "Municipality" means any city or any other governmental 
subdivision having the power or duty to provide drinking water 
and using Lake Superior as the source of the drinking water. 

(3) "Eligible cost" includes all costs incurred by a municipality 
including acquisition of necessary real and personal property, en
gineering, system cleaning, construction, alteration, improvements, 
inspection, supervision of construction and all other costs related 
to the construction and establishment of a permanent water filtra
tion or purification system. Such costs shall be eligible even if in
curred prior to the effective date of this subdivision. 

( 4) "Municipal water purification system" includes all proper
ties, real or personal, determined by a municipality and the state 
to be necessary for the elimination of polluting or potentially in
jurious substances from water used for municipal water supply 
purposes. 

(b) There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to the 
state board of health the sum of $2,500,000 for a grant program 
for the construction of water filtration and purification systems 
for those communities using Lake Superior as a drinking water 
source. The board of health shall establish a grant program to 
implement the provisions of this subdivision. This program shall 
include the disbursement of funds hereinafter described for the 
construction of the facilities, the creation of guidelines designed to 
assure that the funds will be disbursed in accord with the purposes 
of this subdivision, the continued surveillance of the effectiveness 
of constructed facilities in cooperation with other related state 
agencies, and other duties of administration necessary to accom
plish the purpose of this subdivision. Grants shall be made in ac-
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cordance with the guidelines created under authority of this sub
division and shall not exceed 33 percent of the eligible project cost. 

( c) A Lake Superior water filtration and purification fund is 
created as a separate bookkeeping account in the general books 
of account of the state, to record receipts of the proceeds of mon
ies appropriated to the fund and disbursements of money appro
priated from the fund to municipalities for the acquisition and 
betterment of public land, buildings, and improvements of a cap
ital nature needed for the construction of water filtration and 
purification systems, in accordance with the purpose of this sub
division. It is determined that state financial assistance for the 
construction of water filtration and purification facilities needed to 
fulfill the purposes of this subdivision is a public purpose and a 
proper function of state government. 

( d) No recipient of financial assistance may receive more than 
80 percent of the total amount of funds appropriated in this sub
division. Any recipient of financial assistance shall pursue its 
remedies under the permits granted to the discharges or subrogate 
to the state those remedies for purposes of obtaining reimburse
ment of the state funds expended for the purposes of this subdivi
sion. The board of health shall at the time of any disbursement of 
funds under this subdivision enter into necessary agreements for 
reimbursement. Any amounts recovered pursuant to this subdivi
sion shall be credited to and disbursed as provided in subdivision 
1, clause (1) of this section. 

( e) Prior to July 1, 1977, $2,500,000 of the proceeds of the tax 
collected under section 1 shall be paid to the general fund of the 
state treasury from those funds distributed to the counties, except 
from the portion distributed to Itasca county, pursuant to subdi
vision 1, clause (1) of this section. 

(f) This subdivision is effective on the day following its final 
enactment. The funds appropriated pursuant to this subdivision 
are available as of July 1, 1975. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.135, Subdivision 1, 
is amended to read: 

273.135 [HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX RELIEF.] Subdi
vision 1. The property tax to be paid in respect to property taxable 
within a tax relief area on class 3b property not exceeding 80 acres, 
on class 3c property, and on class 3cc property, as otherwise de
termined by law and regardless of the market value of the prop
erty, for all purposes ~ the paymeHt ef prineipal &.- interest en 
henEleEI iB~ shall be reduced in the amount prescribed by 
subdivision 2, subject to the limitations contained therein. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 273.135, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The amount of the reduction authorized by subdivision 
l shall be 

(a) in the case of property located within the boundaries of a 
municipality which meets the qualifications prescribed in section 
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273.134, ll-1 60 percent of the amount of such tax provided that the 
amount of said reduction shall not exceed~ $350 . 

(b) in the case of property located within the boundaries of a 
school district which qualifies as a tax relief area but which is 
outside the boundaries of a municipality which meets the qualifi
cations prescribed in section 273.134, U 52 percent of the amount 
of such tax, provided that the amount of said reduction shall not 
exceed $-Hill $300 . 

( c) in the case of property located within a school district which 
,toes not meet the qualifications of Minnesota Statutes, Section 273.134 
., a tax relief area, but which is located in a county with a popu
lation of less than 100,000 in which taconite is mined or quarried and 
wherein a school district is located which does meet the qualifications 
<>f a tax relief area, and provided that at least 90 percent of the area 
of the school district ,which does not meet the qualifications of Min
nesota Statutes, Section 273.134 lies within such county, 52 percent 
"f the amount of the tax on qualified property located in the school 
district that does not meet the qualifications of Minnesota Statutes, 
~ection 273,134, provided that the amount of said reduction shall 
,wt exceed $300. The reduction provided by this clause shall only 
be applicable to property located within the boundaries of the county 
described therein. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 298.27, as amended by 
Laws 1975, Chapter 46, Section 7, is amended to read; 

298.27 [COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OF TAX.] The taxes 
provided by sections 298.24 and 298.241 and section 1 of this article 
shall be collected and paid in the same manner as provided by law 
for the payment of the occupation tax, except that the report re
quired by section 298.05 shall be filed on or before February 15 to
gether with a remittance equal to 90 percent of the estimated tax 
required to be paid hereunder on or before April 15. On or before 
February 25, the commissioner of revenue shall make distribution 
of such estimated payment in the manner provided by section 298.28 
11nd section 2 of this article . The commissioner of revenue shall 
determine the amount of tax due on or before March 15. The tax 
found to be due shall be paid on or before April 15 following the 
production year. Reports shall be made and hearings held upon 
the determination of the tax in accordance with procedures estab
lished by the commissioner of revenue. The commissioner of revenue 
shall have authority to make reasonable regulations as to the form 
and manner of filing reports necessary for the determination of the 
tax hereunder, and by such regulations may require the production 
of such information as may be reasonably necessary or convenient 
lor the determination and apportionment of the tax, All the pro, 
visions of the occupation tax law with reference to the assessment, 
determination, and collection of the occupation tax, including all 
provisions for appeals from or review of the orders of the commis
.,ioner of revenue relative thereto, are hereby made applicable to 
the taxes imposed by sections 298.24 and 298.241 and section 1 of 
this article , except in so far as inconsistent herewith. If any person 
subject to sections 298.24 and 298.241 and section 1 of this atticle 
•hall fail to make the report provided for in this section at the time 
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and in the manner herein provided, the commissioner of revenue 
shall in such case, upon such information as he may possess or obtain. 
ascertain the kind and amount of ore mined or produced and there
on find and determine the amount of tax due from such person. 
There shall be added to the amount of tax due a penalty for failure 
to report on or before February 15, which penalty shall equal ten 
percent of the tax imposed and be treated as a part thereof. 

If any person required to make an estimated tax payment at the 
time and in the manner herein provided, and fails to do so, there 
shall be imposed a penalty equal to ten percent of the ·,mount so 
due, which penalty shall be treated as part of the tax due. 

In the case of any underpayment of the estimated tax payment 
required herein, there may be added and be treated as part of the 
tax due a penalty equal to ten percent of the amount so underpaid. 

If any portion of the tax provided for in sections 298.24 and 
298.241 and section 1 of this article is not paid before the fifteenth 
day of April of the year in which due and payable, a penalty of ten 
percent of such unpaid portion shall immediately accrue, and 
thereafter one percent per month shall be added to such tax and 
penalty while such tax remains unpaid. 

Sec. 6. [APPROPRIATION.] There ,s appropriated from the 
general fund in the state treasury an amount sufficient to make the 
payments authorized by section 2, subdivision 1. 

Sec 7. [REPEALER.] Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 298.242 
and 29832 are repealed. 

Sec 8. The provisions of section 1 of this article shall be effective 
for all iron ore concentrate produced in any year beginning after 
December 31, 1974. Except as otherwise provided in this article the 
provisions of sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 shall be effective for all years 
after December 37, 1975. 

ARTICLE XII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 124.03, is amended 
to read: 

124.03 [AGRICULTURAL LAND TAX DIFFERENTIAL 
RATIO.] Subdivision L The rate of taxation for school mainte
nance purposes in districts maintaining a graded elementary or 
secondary school and for the unorganized territory of counties 
is limited as follows: 

(a) In counties containing 20 or more common districts the 
rate on agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary 
and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but 
not devoted to commercial purposes, shall not exceed by more 
than ten percent the average rate for school maintenance pur
poses on agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to tem
porary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational pur
poses, but not devoted to commercial purposes, in districts not 
maintaining graded elementary or secondary schools in the same 
county. 
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(b) In counties containing less than 20 common districts the 
rate on agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to tem
porary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational pur
poses, but not devoted to commercial purposes, shall not exceed 
one-half the rate for school maintenance purposes on non-agri
cultural lands in the same district or unorganized territory. 

(c) In independent districts organized under the reorganization 
or consolidation statutes or containing at least 18 sections of land 
the rate on property receiving the homestead credit provided in 
section 273.13, subdivision 6, shall not exceed 40 percent of the 
rate for school maintenance on other taxable property in the same 
district and the rate on other agricultural lands and all real estate 
devoted to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for 
recreational purposes, but not devoted to commercial purposes. 
and upon personal property having a taxable situs on farms shall 
not exceed one-half the rate for school maintenance on other 
taxable property in the same district. 

(d) In independent districts organized under the consolidation 
or reorganization statutes or which contain at least 18 sections of 
land, and which district contains a statutory city located entirely 
within the boundaries of the district, and if the assessed valuation 
of the statutory city does not exceed ten percent of the total as
sessed valuation of the property within the district, the rate on 
agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary and 
seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but not 
devoted to commercial purposes, in the district sha11 not exceed 
the average rate for school maintenance on agricultural lands and 
all real estate devoted to temporary and seasonal residential 
occupancy for recreational purposes, but not devoted to commercial 
purposes, in common districts of the county in which the district 
is located by more than 100 percent. 

Subd. 2. The limitation imposed on the tax ratio by this section 
does not apply to the additional tax levy for maintenance made in 
excess of either of the following amounts: 

(a) In any district formed under the reorganization or consoli
dation statutes or having an area of a least 18 sections or having 
acquired the rights and privileges of a consolidated district: The 
total amount of revenue available to the district, including state 
aid, that will be raised by a ~ 1-13 20 mill levy on all taxable 
property other than agricultural land, and all real estate devoted to 
temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational pur
poses, but not devoted to commercial purposes, together with the 
proceeds from the maximum levy on agricultural land and personal 
property having a taxable situs on farms and all real estate devoted 
to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational 
purposes, but not devoted to commercial purposes; and 

(b) In any district not included in (a): The total amount of 
revenue available to the district, including state aid, that will be 
raised by a 4-.-441-13 20 mill levy on all taxable property other than 
agricultural land, and all real estate devoted to temporary and 
seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but not 
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devoted to commercial purposes, together with the proceeds from 
the maximum levy on agricultural land and all real estate devoted 
to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational 
purposes, but not devoted to commercial purposes. 

Subd. 3. (a) The county auditor shall compute the tax levy that 
would be produced by applying a rate of 8.3 ±f3 mills te the ~ 
fleB ~ 8B tile Jt>miat'Y 2; ~ ftlJSeBBmeBt &REI ~ 
mills .,.. the Januaey 2; ~ &BBesement &REI sul!sequeBt asaes,;
meme.,.. all tj}e 12 mills on the property receiving the homestead 
credit provided by section 273.13, subdivision 6, and 10 mills on all 
other agricultural lands and all real estate devoted to temporary 
and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, but 
not devoted to commercial purposes, within the several school dis
tricts for which the tax levy is required to be certified to him. The 
amounts so computed by the county auditor shall be submitted to 
the commissioner of revenue by November 15 of each year for verifi• 
cation. 

( b) If the commissioner of revenue agrees with the computa
tion, he shall deliver to the commissioner of finance his certificate 
to that effect. In the event that the commissioner deems the 
computation to be erroneous, he may make the necessary correc
tions and deliver to the commissioner of finance his certificate 
reflecting the amounts he deems to be correct. The county auditor 
or any school district aggrieved thereby may appeal the commis
sioner's revised certification to the Minnesota tax court in accord
ance with chapter 271. 

(c) On or before May 31, 1972, the commissioner of finance 
shall issue his warrant upon the state treasurer in favor of the 
school district in an amount equal to one half the amount certified 
by the commissioner shown to be due to the district. On or before 
October 31, 1972, the commissioner of finance shall issue his war
rant upon the state treasurer in favor of the school district dis
tributing the remainder of the amount certified by the commis
sioner shown to be due to the school district for the year 1972. 
The commissioner of finance in the same manner shall make dis
tribution for the year 1973 in the same manner with respect to 
amounts shown to be due in accordance with the commissioner's 
certification. For the year 1974 and subsequent years, the com
missioner of finance shall issue his warrant in an amount equal to 
one-half the amount certified on or before July 15, but no earlier 
than July 1. The remainder shall be distributed as provided 
herein. 

(d) In the event that a final judicial determination is not in 
agreement with the amount certified by the commissioner, the 
commissioner of finance shall either increase or decrease the 
amount of the following payment required to be made to the 
school district in accordance with such judicial determination. 

( e) There is hereby appropriated to the school districts entitled 
to such payments from the general fund, an amount sufficient to 
make the payments. 

(f) The county auditor shall reduce the dollars levied for school 
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maintenance by each district by the amount determined in (a) 
and (b). The amounts paid to the county treasurer pursuant to 
( c) shall be transmitted by the county treasurer to the school 
district at the same time the real estate settlement is made. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 281.17, is :imended 
to read: 

281.17 [PERIOD FOR REDEMPTION.] !file st&te4 i-ied &f 
~~,;a &f al! l!mas bid m fei' tae ~ * -ta* judg...:>1t sales 
he,:to!ore !oelcl for k:aSB roi' ~ ~ WlJ:, '100'7; '1W8, 8BQ Wl!9; 
whe,,e sueh lands eave ~ ilefe~ aee>1 seM er assig>1ed te 
aetael pu,eeasel'S; is ee,ooy exte>1dcd ts ana i>1eluding Jal¥ .:i, 
me, pl'8•,ideEI, ~ if any pareel ~ SQel,, land is aetually oeeupiell. 
eB sueh Q$8 BY any pelSeR wile eas any erop ti.ea gpowiBg there
-, e£ teeretois,e gl'6WR the,soa ffiH'Hlg saeh y-, 8Qeh o:eypani 
may naain in pessessieB ef ffi¼eB ~ fep ;J.e purpose of 1emo,r 
iBg sueh a,ep; until ORa Oneludiag Deeembe, '1; 1934, 

~ept aa pro•,idcd iR '6hls seet:en, the s-ta;ea pe>'iet! ~ l'edemp 
tieB ef all lllBEls sela te aetual pureeasers GI' hie iB iei> tee state M 
ta* jU<')sffiea~ sales eereteffire ~eld ehall ae as prewlee BY aistiftg 
laws, 

!P.¼e sa~ peae4 et redemptieB ef all lan<ls aeld te aetual 
pureeasere ..., bia iR iei> ~ state at any ta,, juEigmeat sale hefe
after hela shall be w,e years kem ;he Elate ef sale The stated 
period of redemption for all lands sold to an actual purchaser or 
bid in for the state at a tax judgment sale held after December 31, 
1975, shall be three years from the date of sale if the land is within 
an incorporated area unless it is: ( a) homesteaded land as defined 
in section 273.13, subdivision 7, (b) agricultural land as defined in 
section 273.13, subdivision 6, or ( c) seasonal recreational land as 
defined in section 273.13, subdivision 4, in which event the stated 
period of redemption is five years from the date of sale. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Section 1. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund 
in the state treasury to the commissioner of revenue for the ad
ministration of this act the sum of $400,000 for the fiscal year 
1975-1976. Notwithstanding the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 16A.28, or any other law relating to the cancellation of 
appropriations, any amounts unexpended at the end of that fiscal 
year shall not cancel but may be expended by the commissioner 
of revenue in the following fiscal year. There is hereby appropriat
ed from the general fund in the state treasury to the commissioner 
of revenue for the administration of this act in the fiscal yea, 
1976-1977 an additional amount of $600,000." 

Further, strike the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing state relief to 
homeowners and renters for extraordinary property tax burdens; 
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increasing the proportion of the costs of medical assistance hos
pitalization for the indigent, and general relief medical programs 
paid by the state; increasing and changing the means of calcula
tion and distribution of local government aid to be paid for an 
extended period; changing the means of calculation and adjust
ment of levy limits; adjusting the fa-rm loss deduction; exempting 
the federal income tax rebate from state taxation; extending the 
operation of the tax study commission; changing the method of 
reassessment and limitation on increase of valuation of real prop
erty; increasing the credit against tax granted to low income in
dividuals; providing for a flexible homestead base value; imposing 
an additional tax on taconite and iron sulphide and providing for 
the distribution of the proceeds; establishing a grant program for 
the construction of water filtration system; increasing the agricul
tural mill rate differential; changing the period of redemption for 
tax forfeited lands; providing penalties; appropriating funds; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 124.03; 256.01, Sub
division 2; 256.98; 256B.02, Subdivision 3; 256B.041, Subdivision 
5; 256B.07; 256B.12; 256B.19, Subdivision 1; 256D.03, by adding 
~ subdivision; 261.21; 261.22, Subdivision 2; 261.23; 270.16; 273.-
01; 273.011, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 273.012, Subdivision 2 and by 
ddding a subdivision; 273.03, Subdivision 1; 273.061; 273.08; 273.-
11, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 5; 273.121; 273.13, Subdivisions 6, 7, 
and 14a; 273.135, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 273.138, Subdivision 6; 
273.17, Subdivision 1; 275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, Subdivisions 
1 and 4, and by adding subdivisions; 275.52, by adding a subdivi
sion; 275.53, Subdivision 3; 275.59; 281.17; 290.012, Subdivision 4; 
290.06, Subdivision 3d; 290.09, Subdivision 29; 298.27, as amend
ed; and 477A.0l, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4, and by adding sub
div,sions; and Chapters 261; 273; and 298, by adding sections; and 
Laws 1973, Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 3; 275.51, 
Subdivisions 3 and 3a; 298.242; 298.32; 477A.01, Subdivisions 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, and 17." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: (Signed) William Kelly, Martin Sabo, Irvin An
derson, Douglas Johnson, Robert Vanasek. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) A. J. Perpich, Alec G. Olson, George 
Conzemius, Nicholas Coleman. 

Mr. Olson, A. G. moved that the foregoing recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1674 be now 
.adopted, and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Confer
ence Committee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations 
and Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1674: A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing 
state relief to homeowners and renters for extraordinary property 
tax burdens; increasing the proportion of the costs of medical as
sistance hospitalization for the indigent, and general relief medi
cal programs paid by the state; increasing and changing the means 
of calculation and distribution of local government aid to be 
paid for an extended period; changing the means of calculation 
and adjustment of levy limits; adjusting the farm Joss deduction; 
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exempting the federal income tax rebate from state taxation; ex
tending the operation of the tax study commission; changing the 
method of reassessment and limitation on increase of valuation of 
real property; increasing the credit against tax granted to low 
income individuals; providing for a flexible homestead base value; 
imposing an additional tax on taconite and iron sulphide and pro
viding for the distribution of the proceeds; establishing a grant 
program for the construction of water filtration system; increas
ing the agricultural mill rate differential; changing the period of 
redemption for tax forfeited lands; providing penalties; appro
priating funds; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 124.-
03; 256.01, Subdivision 2; 256.98; 256B.02, Subdivision 3; 256B.041, 
Subdivision 5; 256B.07; 256B.12; 256B.19, Subdivision 1; 256D.03, 
by adding a subdivision; 261.21; 261.22, Subdivision 2; 261.23; 270.-
16; 273.01; 273.011, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 273.012, Subdivision 2 and 
by adding a subdivision; 273.03, Subdivision 1; 273.061; 273.08; 
273.11, Subdivisions 1, 2, and 5; 273.121; 273.13, Subdivisions 6, 7, 
and 14a; 273.135, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 273.138, Subdivision 6; 
273.17, Subdivision 1; 275.50, Subdivision 5; 275.51, Subdivisions 1 
and 4, and by adding subdivisions; 275.52, by adding a subdivision; 
275.53, Subdivision 3; 275.59; 281.17; 290.012, Subdivision 4; 290.06, 
Subdivision 3d; 290.09, Subdivision 29; 298.27, as amended; and 
477A.01, Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4, and by adding subdivisions; 
and Chapters 261; 273; and 298, by adding sections; and Laws 1973, 
Chapter 601, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 8; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 273.11, Subdivision 3; 275.51, Subdivisions 
3 and 3a; 298.242; 298.32; 477A.01, Subdivisions 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
13, 14, 16, and 17. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
lnittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amend
ed by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 39 and nays 28, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Doty Laufenburger Olhoft 
Arnold Gearty Lewis Olson, A. G. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hansen, Mel Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Hughes Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Humphrey Moe Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum Ogdahl Schrom 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Brataas 

Brown 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hanson,R. 
Jensen 

Josefson 
Keefe,J. 
Kirchner 
Knutson 
Kowalczyk 
Larson 

Nelson 
Olson,H.D. 
Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stnmpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Renneke 
Billers 
Stassen 
Ueland 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was re
passed and its title was agreed to. 
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Without objection, the Senate reverted to the Order of Business 
of Messages From the House. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1722, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1722: A bill for an act relating to transportation; in
creasing the excise tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes; de
creasing tax levies authorized for the metropolitan transit com
mission; providing for a redefinition of the transit taxing district 
and authorizing contract service beyond the boundaries thereof; 
providing for public transportation improvements throughout the 
state and providing for public transit demonstration projects; 
creating the Minnesota state transportation fund, and authorizing 
the issuance of state bonds to provide money for appropriation to 
state agencies and subdivisions to finance public lands, buildings 
and capital improvements needed for a balanced state transporta
tion system; amending a route on the interstate system; adding 
additional routes to the trunk highway system; providing for the 
construction of certain acoustical barriers along certain interstate 
highways; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 161.12; and 296.02, Subdivision l; and Chapter 296, 
by adding a section; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Sub
divisions 1, 2 and 4. 

House File No. 1722 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON B. F. NO. 1722 

A bill for an act relating to transportation; increasing the excise 
tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes; decreasing tax levies 
authorized for the metropolitan transit commission; providing for 
a redefinition of the transit taxing district and authorizing con
tract service beyond the boundaries thereof; providing for public 
transportation improvements throughout the state and providing 
for public transit demonstration projects; creating the Minnesota 
state transportation fund, and authorizing the issuance of state 
bonds to provide money for appropriation to state agencies and 
subdivisions to finance public lands, buildings and capital im
provements needed for a balanced state transportation system; 
amending a route on the interstate system; adding additional 
routes to the trunk highway system; providing for the construction 
of certain acoustical barriers along certain interstate highways; ap
propriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
161.12; and 296.02, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 296, by adding a 
section; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivisions 1, 2 
and 4. 
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The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

[5'ITHDAY 

May 19, 1975 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1722 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: 

Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 296.02, Subdi
vision 1, is amended to read: 

296.02 [GASOLINE, EXCISE TAX.] Subdivision 1. [TAX IM
POSED FOR MOTOR VEHICLE USE.] There is hereby im
posed an excise tax of 60\'0H nine cents per gallon on all gasoline 
used in producing and generating power for propelling motor 
vehicles used on the public highways of this state. This tax shall 
be payable at the times, in the manner, and by persons specified in 
this chapter. 

Sec. 2. The increased tax imposed by section 1 applies to all 
gasoline, and special fuels as defined in section 296.01, subdivision 
6, in distributor storage on June 1, 1975. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 296, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[296.03] [EXEMPTION FOR PRODUCTS OF WASTE 
MATERIALS.] No excise tax shall be imposed pursuant to sec
tions 296.02 or 296.025 on any substitute product for petroleum 
which has been manufactured from waste materials, including 
agricultural waste and byproducts, household waste, solid waste, 
and wood byproducts. 

Sec. 4. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision 1, is 
amended to read: 

Sec. 71. [473.446] [TRANSIT TAX LEVIES.] Subdivision 1. 
(AMOUNT.] For the purposes of sections 52 to 75 and the metro
politan transit system, the metropolitan transit commission may 
levy upon all taxable property within the metropolitan transit 
taxing district, defined herein, a transit tax, which shall not in any 
year exceed the sum of the following: 

(a) An amount equal to 2.8', 1.72 mills times the assessed value 
of all such property some or all of the proceeds of which may be 
used to provide for the full and timely payment of its certificates 
of indebtedness and other obligations of the commission to which 
rollections of the wheelage tax and replacement property tax 
under section 69 have been pledged, plus any amount needed for 
rompliance with any final judgment of a court of competent juris
diction requiring payment of any amount of the wheelage tax 
levied by the commission for 1971 and prior years; eJE90J>l; l;hat the 
amount e~ ~ whiffi may he levied iD IIHY yeaF feF the aperatmg 
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eests ef -tl;e ::ommissioa shall, ~ whet'8 thls Fedaetiea weal4 
l'eBE!a, -tl;e eemmissiaa iaeligil,le fep the fedel'81 aid ia•,<el,,ed, he 
mrthel re~ ey the ameam ef aay flHMls reeewed ey tae 
eem!Bissiea dal'iRg the JJ•evieas yeftf ff'8Rl fedef8.l gl'llmS ta e&¥eP 
eJ)e,atiag ~ plus 

-fat Sueh IIR aaaitieRIM QIB8YRt C<IQai ta ,Q4 Hlills times ti¼e 
asseeeed •l81uatiea ef all sueh Jlf8Jle•t~ all ef whleh shall he asea 
fef the 8Jlef8.tiag east sf eel'Yiee pregf81Bs fef the haeaieaweEI: 
fMUS 

¼ (b) Such additional amount, if any, as the commission 
determines to be necessary to provide for the full and timely 
payment of its certificates of indebtedness and other obligations 
to which property taxes under this section have been pledged, 
provided that the amount of principal and interest to come due on 
such obligations shall not exceed $3,000,000 in any year; plus an 
additional amount not to exceed $2,000,000 in any one year to be 
used exclusively to provide for the full and timely payment of 
certificates of indebtedness and other obligations issued for the 
purposes of the bus service expansion report as adopted by the 
metropolitan transit commission on February 20, 1974, to which 
property taxes under this section have been pledged; 

-fa+ ( c) Nothing in this section shall be construed as providing 
funding for the preliminary engineering, consultant studies, or 
construction ~ tae a..tolBQteEI of a regional fixed guideway sys. 
tern p•eJJaseEI iR ~ ~ tmesit Ele•,eleJJmeat Jl1'8gf81B ef tae 
commission . 

Sec. 5. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [TRANSIT TAXING DISTRICT.] The metropolitan 
transit taxing district is hereby designated as that portion of the 
metropolitan transit area lying within the eefflemte HIRff8 ef 
MiRaeaJ)olis aaa St. Pa\11 aRil elften!liRg em ta tae eePJlefate 
limas ei all iaeof!f)eratecl eities eentig:eous eithe; :tie Min.Dea13elia 
8i' St. Paul 8i' ta ea<lh &taer-; eaEliag wit!> a eeR~H¼>leY& heaadaey 
wit& 1H1iaeof:13eFB.~ecl ai:eas; waieh tP8:Boit tHiBg Elistriet sllall iB
elYae aay YRiRee!Jla•ateEI IN'e& h,Dy SllffeYRded ey the iReefJ)a 
f8tea apeas withiR the -e!is~ as tae heaaelaries el<isteel eR Ge
tehei' 3-¼ rn ~ tHiBg Elis~rie~ shall alee iae!Ydo IIRY mwnei 
pality er tewRBhiJJ elireetly sewed !ly tae ~aasit system, provided, 
th!!; saia ffis~riet shall Rel; iR-eiY-da a~ eaaaty Ret dire=tly sePVed 
ey the ;fQRSit system, Fa the ~&Sea ef this sYhdwisi0R & 
eeaat¥ is Ret ~ sefYell!! il RS hYs 8i' e#ie~ flllhlie traasit 
eew,eyaaee ~ SUGR eaaaty 9R a regalarly sehedaleEI basis, M 
least twi£e eaily, fef the JlYPJl9Se ef ~-J)Orting Jl&SSeRgers. the 
following named cities, towns, or unorganized territory within the 
counties indicated: 

(a) [ANOKA COUNTY.] Anoka, Blaine, Centerville, Columbia 
Heights. Coon Rapids, Fridley, Circle Pines, Hilltop, Lexington, 
Lino Lakes, Spring Lake Park; 

(b) [CARVER COUNTY.] Chanhassen, the city of Chaska, Vic
toria; 
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(c) [DAKOTA C)UNTY.] Apple Valley, Burnsville, Eagan, 
Inver Grove Heights, Lillydale, Mendota, Mendota Heights, 
Rosemount, South St. Paul, Sunfish Lake, West St. Paul; 

(d) [RAMSEY COUNTY.] All af the territory within Ramsey 
county; 

(e) [HENNEPIN COUNTY.] Bloomington, Brooklyn Center, 
Brooklyn Park, Champlain, Chanhassen, Crystal, Deephaven, 
Eden Prairie, Edina, Excelsior, Golden Valley, Greenwood, Hop
kins, Long Lake, Maple Grove, Medicine Lake, Minneapolis, Min
netonka, Minnetonka Beach, Mound, New Hope, Orono, Osseo, 
Plymouth, Richfield, Robbinsdale, St. Anthony, St. Louis Park, 
Shorewood, Spring Park, Tonka Bay, Wayzata, Woodland, the 
unorganized territory of Hennepin county; 

(f) [SCOTT COUNTY.] Prior Lake, Savage, Shakopee; 

(g) [WASHINGTON COUNTY.] Baytown, the city of Still
water, White Bear Lake, Bayport, Birchwood, Cottage Grove, 
Dellwood, Lake Elmo, Landfall, Mahtomedi, Newport, Oakdale, 
Oak Park Heights, Pine Springs, St. Paul Park, Willernie, Wood
bury. 

The commission in its sole discretion may provide transit ser
vice by contract beyond the boundaries of the metropolitan tran
sit taxing district upon petition therefor by an interested city, 
township or political subdivision within the metropolitan transit 
area. The commission may establish such terms and conditions as 
it deems necessary and advisable for providing the transit service, 
including such combination of fares and direct payments by the 
petitioner as will compensate the commission for the full capital 
and operating cost of the service and the related administrative 
activities of the commission. The amount of the levy made by any 
municipality to pay for the service shall be disregarded when 
calculation of levies subject to limitations is made. The commis
sion shall not be obligated to extend service beyond the bound
aries of the taxing district under any law or contract unless or 
until payment therefor is received. 

Sec. 6. The provisions of section 5 or any other law changing the 
boundaries of the metropolitan transit taxing district shall not be 
deemed to impair the rights of holders of outstanding indebted
ness of the commission to require the levy of property taxes, if 
necessary to provide for any deficiency in accordance with the 
conditions of such indebtedness, on all property within the limits 
of the metropolitan transit taxing district as such limits were in 
effect at the date of issuance of such indebtedness. 

Sec. 7. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, is amended by add
ing a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. For the purposes of Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Sections 
52 to 75, and the metropolitan transit system, the metropolitan 
transit commission shall levy upon all taxable property within the 
metropolitan transit area but outside of the metropolitan transit 
taxing district, defined herein, a transit tax, which shall be equal 
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to ten percent of the sum of the levies provided in Laws 1975, 
Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision I. 

Sec. 8. Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [USE OF PROCEEDS.] (1) A portion of the proceeds 
of the tax described in this section shall be used to provide transit 
services, at no cost, between the honrs of 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., 
and from 6:30 p.m. until the last bus on Monday through Friday 
of each week, and all day Saturday and Sunday to all those 
persons 65 years of age or over holding a medicare card or a 
special golden age identification card issued by the commission , 
aBd ta all~ jKI'68B6 llllael' the age of M. 

(2) Establish an express bus system to those areas within the 
transit taxing district at the earliest pmcticable time over existing 
highways and streets in conjunction with the federal highway 
administration, the urban mass transportation administration, the 
Minnesota highway department, the metropolitan council, and 
other highway agencies. 

(3) A portion of the proceeds of the tax described in this sec
tion shall be used to provide transit services, for a maximum fare 
of ten cents, between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., and 
from 6:30 p.m. until the last bus on Monday through Friday of 
each week, and all day Saturday and Sunday to all those persoM 
under the age of 18 holding an identification card issued by the 
commission. The commission may establish reasonable conditions 
upon the use of the reduced fare authorized by this section. 

Sec. 9. Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 4, Subdivision 4, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ORGANIZATION.] The state planning agency shall 
administer this supplemental public transit aid program iB areas 
~ thaa the metrcpclam trans'.t area and shall have all the 
powers necessary and convenient to implement the program, in
cluding the following: 

(a) Adopt rules and regulations necessary to carry out the 
purpose of this section. 

(b) Receive applications for aid under this section and pre
scribe the form and nature and extent of the information which 
shall be contained in the application. 

( c) Make and execute contracts with any eligible recipients to 
insure the continuance and improvement of public transit service 
at reasonable fares. Payments under such contmcts to eligible 
recipients shall not exceed two-thirds nor be less than one half of 
the total opemting deficit of the public transit system involved. In 
allocating these funds, the state planning agency may consider 
population, transit ridership, relative need for public transit, new 
developments and other factors. Grants to the Twin Cities metro
politan transit commission under this section prior to December 
31, 1975, shall not exceed $2,691,000. 

(d) Determine the operating deficit of any public tmnsit sys-
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tern in accordance with the general accepted accounting principles 
and practices. An eligible recipient shall treat any financial assis
tance received from any agency of the federal government for the 
operation of a public transit system as revenue for the purposes of 
determining its total operating deficit. In determining such total 
operating deficits, the agency shall consider all increases and ex
penses and reductions in revenue in the public transit system after 
the effective date of this section and may disallow portions or all 
or any such increase or reductions. Where legislatively established 
public transit authorities or commissions do not exist, and if more 
than one county or municipality contributes assistance to the 
operation of a public transit system, the aid distributable under 
this section shall be allocated among contributors in proportion to 
their contribution. 

(e) Apply for, receive and accept federal funds made available 
for the purpose of this section, if requested, on behalf of eligible 
recipients. 

Sec. 10. Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBILITY.] Eligible recipients of the financial 
assistance through the public transit demonstration program in
clude counties, municipalities, legislatively established public 
transit authorities or commissions, or combinations of such units 
HI areas eth€l' ~R the metl'0p0litan tl'llRsit area de!ined HI Mffi
nesota Statatee, Chapter rn . Applications for financial assis
tance shall be made through the regional development commissions 
or the metropolitan council. 

Sec. 11. Subdivision 1. There is hereby appropriated from the 
general fund the sum of $26,000,000 to the state planning agency 
for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of Laws 197 4, 
Chapter 534, Section 4, and section 9 of this act, with not less 
than $2,000,000 and not more than $2,200,000 to be allocated 
outside of the metropolitan area. 

Subd. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund to 
the state planning agency the sum of $2,000,000 for the purposes 
of carrying out the provisions of Laws 197 4, Chapter 534, Section 
5, and section JO of this act. 

Sec. 12. [ADMINISTRATION.] There is hereby appropriated 
to the state planning agency the sum of $85,000 from the general 
fund for the purposes of administering the supplemental public 
transit aid program and the public transit demonstration program 
as provided in Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Sections 1 to 7, and 
sections 9 to 13 this act. None of the moneys hereby appropriated 
shall cancel but shall be available until expended. 

Sec. 13. During the second year of the biennium, funds, other 
than funds designated for use by the metropolitan transit commis
sion, remaining unobligated under the supplemental public transit 
aid program and the public transit demonstration program, sec
tions 9 and JO of this act, may be allocated for either of the 
purposes described in sections 9 and 10. 
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Sec. 14. [APPROPRIATION TO COMMISSIONER OF 
HIGHWAYS.] There is appropriated to the commissioner of 
highways from the general fund the sum of $14,000,000 for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, to enable the department of 
highways to complete its 1975 fiscal year construction program. 

Sec. 15. Following the effective date of this act the department 
of highways shall not cause any construction on, nor shall any 
lani:ls be acquired for, any of the trunk highways designated as I-
335, that portion of I-35E in Ramsey county described in section 
19, clause (3), nor for proposed l-394 between I-494 and the 
Hawthorne interchange, nor for an extension or connector of the 
Dartmouth interchange of the interstate route designated as I-94; 
nor shall the department construct or improve Legislative Route 
No. 116, marked trunk highway route No. 55, within the city of 
Minneapolis, to freeway or expressway standards; provided, that 
nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the depart
ment from taking the following actions: 

(1) Construction of a parkway facility of not more than four 
lanes of traffic in the corridor previously designated for I-335 in 
the city of Minneapolis. 

(2) Construction of not more than six lanes of travel on Legis
lative Routes No. 10 and No. 107 marked TH12 between l-494 
and the Hawthorne interchange in the city of Minneapolis, pro
vided that no additional lands shall be acquired for any such 
purpose except which is necessary for construction of six lanes of 
travel on said highway. 

(3) Construction of, on the route designated in section 19, 
clause (3), a four lane parkway facility with limited access, pro
vided that such parkway shall not be physically connected with 
Legislative Route No. 392. 

( 4) Generally utilizing and widening present lanes of travel, 
increasing the number of lanes of travel up to but not exceeding 
Bix lanes, and upgrading Legislative Route No. 116 within the city 
of Minneapolis generally along its present traveled corridor. 

Any highway facility authorized by this section shall be compat
ible with the immediate residential areas through which it passes. 
Upon the completion of any highway facility authorized herein, 
any right of way previously acquired within the utilized corridor 
and not needed for the construction and maintenance of such 
facility, shall be transferred to the city within which such excess 
right of way is located. for public purposes, or sold for utilization 
in a manner compatible with the immediate residential area 
throu{!h which it passes, such excess right of way being deter
mined by order of the commissioner. The transfer shall be evi
denced by a quit claim deed, in such form as the attorney general 
approves, executed by the governor in the name of the state of 
Minnesota to such city. 

The commissioner of highways shall consider a parkway or 
other alternatives for that portion of the trunk highway desig
nated as l-35 or Route No. 390 in the city of Duluth. 
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Sec. 16. The metropolitan council with the transportation ad
visory board and the city councils of the affected cities shall 
review the uncompleted sections of the interstate system in the 
seven county metropolitan area. Such review shall include an anal
ysis of the financial and social impact as to alternative interstate 
route designations or transit substitutes while maintaining the 
integrity of the interstate system. 

The metropolitan council shall report the findings of such study 
to the state legislature not later than February 1, 1976. 

Sec. 17. [APPROPRIATION.] There is hereby appropriated to 
the metropolitan council from the general fund the sum of $25,000 
for the purpose of section 16. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.12, is amended 
to read: 

161.12 [ADDITIONAL ROUTES ADDED TO TRUNK 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM.] To take advantage of federal aid made 
available by the United States to the state of Minnesota for 
highway purposes, the following trunk highway routes are added 
to the trunk highway system which routes form a part of the 
national system of interstate and defense highways and may be 
referred to as the interstate system: 

Route No. 390. Beginning at a point on the boundary between 
the states of Minnesota and Iowa, southerly of Albert Lea; thence 
extending in a general northerly direction tlwo"'glt to a point on 
Route No. 111 in the city of St. Paul; and then beginning again 
at a point on Route No. 392 in the city of St. Paul; thence ex
tending in a general northeasterly direction to a point in Duluth 
on the boundary between the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Route No. 391. Beginning at a point on the boundary between 
the states of Minnesota and South Dakota, westerly of Luverne; 
thence extending in a general easterly direction to a point on 
the boundary between the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin, 
near La Crescent. 

Route No. 392. Beginning at a point on the boundary between 
the states of Minnesota and North Dakota in or near Moorhead; 
thence extending in a general southeasterly direction through the 
city of Minneapolis; thence in a general easterl:11 direction through 
the city of St. Paul to a point on the boundary between the states 
of Minnesota and Wisconsin in or near Lakeland. 

Route No. 393. Beginning at a point on Route No. 392, east
erly of the city of St. Paul; thence in a general southerly and 
westerly direction through the city of South St. Paul; thence in 
a general westerly direction to a point in Eden Prairie Township, 
Hennepin County; thence in a general northerly direction to a 
point in the city of Maple Grove, Hennepin County; thence in 
a general easterly direction to a point on Route 390; thence in a 
general easterly, southeasterly and southerly direction to the 
point of beginning on Route No. 392, easterly of St. Paul. 

Route No. 394. Beginning at a point on Route No. 390, south-
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erly of the Minnesota River; thence extending in a general north
erly and northeasterly direction through the city of Minneapolis; 
thence continuing in a northeasterly direction to a point on Route 
No. 390, near Forest Lake and there terminating. 

Route No. 395. Beginning at a point on Route No. 390 at or 
near the intersection of Superior Street and Nineteenth Avenue 
West in the city of Duluth, thence extending in a northeasterly 
direction to a point on Route No. 103 at or near the intersection 
of Superior Street and Tenth Avenue East in the city of Duluth. 

Sec. 19. [TRUNK HIGHWAYS; ADDITIONAL ROTJTES.] 
There may be added by order of the commissioner of highways 
to the trunk highway system new routes described as follows: 

(1) [161.115] Route No. 333. Beginning at a point on Route 
No. 390 at its intersection with Shepard Road in the city of St. 
Paul; thence extending in a northeasterly direction generally fol
lowing along the course of Shepard Road to a point on Route No. 
112; thence extending in a northeasterly direction to a point on 
Route No. 392 easterly of the downtown area of St. Paul; provid
ing a connector route between Route No. 390 and Routes No. 112 
and 392; 

(2) [161.115] Route No. 334. Beginning at a point on Route 
No. 112, northerly of the Lafayette Street bridge in the city of St. 
Paul; thence extending in a northwesterly direction to a point on 
Route No. 390 southerly of Maryland Avenue in the city of St. 
Paul; providing a connector route between Route No. 112 an4 
Route No. 390; and 

(3) [161.115] Route No. 335. Beginning at a point on Route 
No. 390 at its junction with Route No. 111, thence extending in a 
general northerly direction, within the corridor of the right of way 
already acquired on the effective date of this act for Route No. 
390, to a point on Short Line Road; thence extending in a north
easterly direction within said corridor of right of way to the inter
section of Pleasant Avenue and Kellogg Boulevard in the city of 
St. Paul. 

The revisor of statutes is directed to assign a number to each of 
the routes added in this section and compile the same in the next 
and subsequent editions of Minnesota Statutes. 

Sec. 20. Subdivision 1. The commissioner of highways shall 
cause to be constructed adequate and effective acoustical barriers 
or implement other sound abatement programs in or along the 
perimeter of any interstate highway within incorporated areu 
located within the metropolitan area whenever the noise level 
attributable to vehicular traffic at the abutting residential prop
erty line is in excess of the federal noise standards. The commis
sioner shall utilize available federal matching funds in construct
ing the acoustical barriers. 

Subd. 2. Beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, 
the commissioner shall annually expend an amount equal to one 
percent of an amount equal to sixty-two percent of the revenue. 
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derived from the tax imposed on gasoline used in producing and 
generating power for propelling motor vehicles used on the public 
highways of this state when federal funds are available, for the 
purpose of carrying out the provisions of subdivision 1 of this sec
tion. In the event that funds derived from such one percent exceed 
the amount necessary to carry out the provisions of subdivision 1, 
the excess fund shall be utilized by the commissioner to construct 
adequate and effective acoustical barriers along other trunk high
ways in the metropolitan area where he deems them necessary to 
counteract vehicle noise. 

Sec. 21. The legislature of the state of Minnesota expresses 
concern over the future transportation needs of the citizens of our 
state and the many businesses and industries which need to trans
port their products to the marketplace. 

The possibility of achieving better and more efficient utilization 
of both federal and state monies should be thoroughly examined 
prior to the 1977 legislature's approval of the highway depart
ment's budget. Therefore, a study commission is hereby created to 
evaluate the policies, programs, projects, costs and financing of 
the Minnesota department of highways. 

The commission shall work in conjunction with the legislative 
audit commission and present its report and specific legislative 
recommendations to the House appropriations committee and the 
Senate finance committee prior to consideration of the depart• 
ment's 1977 budget. 

The commission shall consist of the chairman of the House 
appropriations committee, the chairman of the Senate finance 
committee, five members of the House appointed by the speaker 
of the House, and five members of the Senate appointed by the 
committee on committees. 

The appointed members shall serve for a term commencing 
upon appointment and expiring with the commission at the open• 
ing of the 1977 legislature. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.081, is amended 
to read: 

161.081 [HIGHWAY USER TAX, DISTRIBUTION OF POR
TION OF PROCEEDS.] Pursuant to article~ XIV , section 5, 
of the constitution, five percent of the net highway user tax dis
tribution fund is set aside, and apportioned as follows: 

(1) ~ 60 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) l!'1 31 percent to a separate account in the county state-aid 
highway fund to be known as the county tumback account, which 
account in the state treasury is hereby created; 

(3) 9 percent to a separate account in the municipal state-aid 
street fund to be known as the municipal tumback account, which 
account in the state treasury is hereby created. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.082, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 
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Subd. 2a. An amount equal to 32 percent of the county turn
back account shall be expended, within counties having two or 
more towns, on town road bridge structures that are 20 feet or 
more in length. The expenditures on such bridge structures shall 
be on a matching basis, and not more than 50 percent of the cost 
of any such bridge structure shall be paid from the county turn
back account. The rules and regulations of the commissioner of 
highways relating to the expenditure of funds for the purposes of 
this subdivision shall include review of township bridge projects 
by the regional development commissions or the metropolitan 
council to determine the relative need of the township for finan
cial assistance. 

Sec. 24. [PROVISIONS OF SECTIONS 22 AND 23 NOT SEV
ERABLE.] The provisions of sections 22 and 23 are not severable, 
and if any provision of sections 22 or 23 is found to be unconstitu
tional, the provisions of sections 22 and 23 are not valid, and the 
law as it existed prior to the effective date of these sections shall 
remain in effect. 

Sec. 25. The following amendment to the Minnesota Constitu
tion, Article XIV, is proposed to the people of the state. If the 
amendment is adopted the article shall read: 

ARTICLE XIV 

PUBLIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

Section 1. The state may construct, improve and maintain pub
lic highways, may assist political subdivisions in this work and by 
law may authorize any political subdivision to aid in highway 
work within its boundaries. 

Sec. 2. There is hereby created a trunk highway system which 
shall be constructed, improved and maintained as public highways 
by the state. The highways shall extend as nearly as possible 
along the routes number 1 to 70 described in the constitutional 
amendment adopted November 2, 1920, and the routes described 
in any act of the legislature which has made or hereafter makes .a 
route a part of the trunk highway system. 

The legislature may add by law new routes to the trunk high
way system. The trunk highway system may not exceed 12,200 
miles in extent, except the legislature may add trunk highways 
in excess of the mileage limitation as necessary or expedient to 
take advantage of any federal aid made available by the United 
States to the state of Minnesota. 

Any route added by the legislature to the trunk highway sys
tem may be relocated or removed from the system as provided 
by law. The definite location of trunk highways numbered 1 to 
70 may be relocated as provided by law but no relocation shall 
cause a deviation from the starting points or terminals nor cause 
any deviation from the various villages and cities through which 
the routes are to pass under the constitutional amendment adopt
ed November 2, 1920. The location of routes may be determined 
by boards, officers or tribunals in the manner prescribed by law< 
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Sec. 3. A county state-aid highway system shall be constructed, 
improved and maintained by the counties as public highways in 
the manner provided by law. The system shall include streets in 
municipalities of less than 5,000 population where necessary to 
provide an integrated and coordinated highway system and may 
include similar streets in larger municipalities. 

Sec. 4. A municipal state-aid street system shall be construct
ed, improved and maintained as public highways by municipali
ties having a population of 5,000 or more in the manner provided 
by law. 

Sec. 5. There is hereby created a highway user tax distribu
tion fund to be used solely for highway purposes as specified in 
this article. The fund consists of the proceeds of any taxes au
thorized by sections 9 and 10 of this article, except as otherwise 
provided in section IO . The net proceeds of the taxes shall be ap
portioned: 62 percent to the trunk highway fund; 29 percent to 
the county state-aid highway fund; nine percent to the munici
pal state-aid street fund. Five percent of the net proceeds of the 
highway user tax distribution fund may be set aside and appor
tioned by law to one or more of the three foregoing funds. The 
balance of the highway user tax distribution fund shall be trans
ferred to the trunk highway fund, the county state-aid highway 
fund, and the municipal state-aid street fund in accordance with 
the percentages set forth in this section. No change in the 
apportionment of the five percent may be made within six years 
of the last previous change. 

Sec. 6. There is hereby created a trunk highway fund which 
shall be used solely for the purposes specified in section 2 of this 
article and the payment of principal and interest of any bonds 
issued under the authority of section 11 of this article and any 
bonds issued for trunk highway purposes prior to July 1, 1957. 
All payments of principal and interest on bonds issued shall be a 
first charge on money coming into this fund during the year in 
which the principal or interest is payable. 

Sec. 7. There is hereby created a county state-aid highway 
fund. The county state-aid highway fund shall be apportioned 
among the counties as provided by law. The funds apportioned 
shall be used by the counties as provided by law for aid in the 
construction, improvement and maintenance of county state-aid 
highways. The legislature may authorize the counties by law to 
use a part of the funds apportioned to them to aid in the con• 
struction, improvement and maintenance of other county high
ways, township roads, municipal streets and any other public 
highways, including but not limited to trunk highways and 
municipal state-aid streets within the respective counties. 

Sec. 8. There is hereby created a municipal state-aid street 
fund to be apportioned as provided by law among municipalities 
having a population of 5,000 or more. The fund shall be used by 
municipalities as provided by law for the construction, improve
ment and maintenance of municipal state-aid streets. The legis
lature may authorize municipalities to use a part of the fund in 
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the construction, improvement and maintenance of other munici
pal streets, trunk highways, and county state-aid highways with
in the counties in which the municipality is located. 

Sec. 9. The legislature by law may tax motor vehicles using 
the public streets and highways on a more onerous basis than 
other personal property. Any such tax on motor vehicles shall be 
in lieu of all other taxes thereon, except wheelage taxes imposed 
by political subdivisions solely for highway purposes. The legisla
ture may impose this tax on motor vehicles of companies paying 
taxes under the gross earnings system of taxation nowithstand
ing that earnings from the vehicles may be included in the earn
ings on which gross earnings taxes are computed. The proceeds 
of the tax shall be paid into the highway user tax distribution 
fund. The law may exempt from taxation any motor vehicle 
owned by a nonresident of the state properly licensed in another 
state and transiently or temporarily using the streets and high
ways of the state. 

Sec. 10. 'I'he legislature may levy an excise tax on any means or 
substance used for propelling vehicles on the public highways of 
this state or on the business of selling it. The proceeds of the tax , 
up to and including the unit tax rate thereon in effect on August 
1, 197 5 shall be paid into the highway user tax distribution fund. 
Any unit tax rate levied in excess of the unit tax rate in effect on 
August 1, 1975, shall be paid into the general fund in the state 
treasury. 

Sec. 11. The legislature may provide by law for the sale of bonds 
to carry out the provisions of section 2. BelKls isslled &Bil unplliil 
llhall net at ~ mne elleeea $160,000,000 11111' ¥lllue. The proceeds 
shall be paid into the trunk highway fund. ARy b8REls shall mature 
serially eyep a tel'Bl net ei,eeeilieg 20 ~ shall net be eel& lei' 
less ~ Pili' aaEl aeerueil intei,es; aaEl shall net bear interest 
at a grea~er l'ftte thaR €¥e flereeet Jlel' aneum. If the trunk high
way fund is not adequate to pay principal and interest of these 
bonds when due, the legislature may levy on all taxable property 
of the state in an amount sufficient to meet the deficiency or it 
may appropriate to the fund money in the state treasury not 
otherwise appropriated. 

Sec. 26. The proposed amendment shall be submitted to the 
people at the 1976 general election. The question proposed shall 
read: 

"Shall Article XIV of the Constitution of the State of Minne
sota be amended to permit proceeds resulting from any increases 
in motor fuel taxes to be used for general purposes and to remove 
certain restrictions on highway bonds? 

Yes .... . 

No ..... 0 

Sec. 27. Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 4, is 
repealed. 

Sec. 28. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Sections 1, 2, 3, and 8 of this act 
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are effective Ju,;e 1, 1975. Sections 9 to 14, 16, 17, and 22 to 24 
are effective July 1, 1975. Sections 15 and 18 to 21 are effective on 
the day following final enactment. Sections 4 to 7 are effective for 
taxes levied in 1975 and subsequent years." 

Further, strike the title and insert 
"A bill for an act relating to transportation; increasing the tax 

on gasoline and special fuels; eliminating the excise tax on certain 
products from waste materials; decreasing the tax levies autho
rized for the metropolitan transit commission; providing for a re
definition of the transit taxing district; authorizing contract ser
vice beyond the boundaries thereof; authorizing a limited tax 
outside the boundaries thereof; providing for public transit assis
tance and demonstration projects; establishing conditions upon the 
construction of certain highways; amending a route on the inter
state system; adding additional routes to the trunk highway sys
tem; providing for the construction of acoustical barriers on inter
state highways; reapportioning five percent of the highway user 
tax; allocating part of the tax for bridge purposes; proposing an 
amendment to the Minnesota Constitution, Article XIV to permit 
proceeds from future increases in motor fuel taxes to be deposited 
in the state treasury and removing certain restrictions on highway 
bonds; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 161.081; 161.082, by adding a subdivision; 161.12; 296.02, 
Subdivision 1; Chapter 296, by adding a section; and Laws 1974, 
Chapter 534, Section 4, Subdivision 4, and Section 5, Subdivision 
3; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and 
by adding a subdivision; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 534, Sec
tion 5, Subdivision 4." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
House Conferees: (Signed) Al Patton, Russell Stanton, Tom 
Berg, John Tomlinson, William Schreiber. 
Senate Conferees: (Signed) Clarence Purfeerst, David Schaaf, 
William Kirchner, Roger Laufenburger, John Chenoweth. 

Mr. Purfeerst moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H.F. No. 1722 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. 

Mr. Brown moved that the Senate reject the Conference Com
mittee Report on H. F. No. 1722 and the report be re-referred 
to the Conference Committee as formerly constituted for further 
consideration. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion of 
Mr. Brown, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 26 and nays 36, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach 
Bang 
Berg 
Bernhagen 
Brataas 
Brown 

Doty 
Dunn 
Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Hansen, Mel 
Keefe,J, 

Knutson 
KowalcZ!Yk 
Nelson 
North 
Ogdahl 
Olhoft 

Olson,J. L. 
O'Neill 
Patton 
Pillsbury 
Renneke 
Sillers 

Stassen 
Deland 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 
Davies 

Gearty Laufenburger 
Haneen, Baldy McCutcheon 
Hughes Merriam 
Humphrey Milton 
Keefe, S. Moe 
Kirchner Olson, A.G. 
Kleinbaum Olson) H. D. 
Larson Perpich. A. J. 

The motion did not prevail. 

Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
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Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

The question recurred on the motion of Mr. Purfeerst to adopt 
the recommendations and Conference Committee Report on H. 
F. No. 1722. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1722: A bill for an act relating to transportation; 
increasing the tax on gasoline and special fuels; eliminating the 
excise tax on certain products from waste materials; decreasing 
the tax levies authorized for the metropolitan transit commis
sion; providing for a redefinition of the transit taxing district; 
authorizing contract service beyond the boundaries thereof; au
thorizing a limited tax outside the boundaries thereof; provid
ing for public transit assistance and demonstration projects; 
establishing conditions upon the construction of certain high
ways; amending a route on the interstate system; adding addi
tional routes to the trunk highway system; providing for the 
construction of acoustical barriers on interstate highways; re
apportioning five percent of the highway user tax; allocating 
part of the tax for bridge purposes; proposing an amendment to 
the Minnesota Constitution, Article XIV to permit proceeds from 
future increases in motor fuel taxes to be deposited in the state 
treasury and removing certain restrictions on highway bonds: 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 161.081; 161.082, by adding a subdivision; 161.12; 296.02, 
Subdivision 1; Chapter 296, by adding a section; and Laws 1974. 
Chapter 534, Section 4, Subdivision 4, and Section 5, Subdi
vision 3; and Laws 1975, Chapter 13, Section 71, Subdivision.s 
1, 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; repealing Laws 1974, Chap
ter 534, Section 5, Subdivision 4. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 40 and nays 24, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Berg 
Borden 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 
Conzemius 

Davies 
Gearty 
Hughes 
Humphrey 
Jensen 
Keefe,S. 
Kirchner 
Kleinbaum 

Larson 
Laufenburger 
Lewis 
Merriam 
Milton 
Moe 
Olson,A.G. 
Olson,H.D. 

Olson,J. L. 
Perpich, A. J. 
Perpich,G. 
Purfeerst 
Renneke 
Schaaf 
Schmitz 
Schrom 

Solon 
Spear 
Stsssen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 
Ashbach Brown Hansen, Baldy Knutson 
Bang Doty Hansen, Mel Kowalczyk 
Bernhagen Dunn Hanson, R. McCutcheon 
Blatz Fitzsimons Josefson Nelson 
Brataas Frederick Keefe, J. North 

[57THDAY 

Ogdahl 
O'Neill 
Pillsbury 
Sillers 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

was 

RECONSIDERATION 

Mr. Berg moved that the vote whereby H. F. No. 1722 was 
passed by the Senate on May 19, 1975, be now reconsidered. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 22 and nays 38, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Ashbach Brstaas Kirchner O'Neill 
Bang Brown Knutson Patton 
Berg Dunn Kowalczyk Pillsbury 
Bernhagen Frederick Nelson Henneke 
Blatz Keefe, J. Olhoft Billers 

Those who voted in the negative were: 
Anderson Doty Larson Olson, A.G. 
Arnold Gearty Laufenburger Olson, H. D. 
Borden Hansen, Baldy Lewis Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcbeon Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam. Purfeerst 
Coleman Josefson Milton Schaaf 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Moe Schmitz 
Davies Kleinbaum North Schrom 

The motion did not prevail. 

Stassen 
Willet 

Solon 
Spear 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1798, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H.F. No. 1798: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operations of the state government; appropriating money 
to the department of highways and for other purposes; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdi
vision 5a; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 161.-
355, Subdivision 2. 

House File No. 1798 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 
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CONFERENCE COMMlTI'EE REPORT ON B. F. 1798 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operations 
of the state government; appropriating money to the department 
of highways and for other purposes; amending Minnesota Stat
utes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdivision 5a; and repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.355, Subdivision 2. 

May 19, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H.F. No. 1798 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows: The Senate recede from its amendments to H. F. No. 
1798 and that the bill be amended by striking all matter after 
the enacting clause and in lieu thereof substituting the follow
ing: 

"Section 1. The sums hereinafter set forth and designated 
"APPROPRIATIONS", or so much thereof as may be neces
sary, are hereby appropriated out of the trunk highway fund in 
the state treasury or any other fund herein designated, to the 
department of highways for the purposes specified in the follow
ing sections of the act, to be available for the fiscal year indi
cated for each purpose. The figures "1975", "1976" and "1977" 
wherever used herein mean the appropriations listed thereunder 
to be available for the year ending June 80, 1975, June 80, 1976. 
and June 30, 1977, respectively. 

Sec. 2. LEGAL DIVISION 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense. 

Sec. 8. ADMINISTRATIVE 
OPERATIONS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Ex-
pense .................... . 

Sec. 4. MAINTENANCE, 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Availableforthe Year 

Ending June 80, 

1976 1977 

500,000 

22,000 

2,850,000 

1,800,000 

$ 

500,000 

22,000 

2,775,000 

1,885,000 
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1976 

$ 

SALARIES, SUPPLIES AND 
EXPENSE ................ . 

Sec. 5. HIGHWAY DEVEL
OPMENT SUPPORT, SALA
RIES, SUPPLIES AND EX-
PENSE .................... . 

Sec. 6. RESEARCH AND 
STANDARDS, SALARIES, 
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSE ... 

Sec. 7. STATE AID ADMIN
ISTRATION, SALARIES, SUP-
PLIES AND EXPENSE ..... . 

Sec. 8. PLANNING AND 
PROGRAMMING SALARIES, 
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSE .. . 

Sec. 9. EQUIPMENT ....... . 

Sec. 10. BUILDINGS AND 
IMPROVEMENTS o ••••••••.• 

This includes funds for the 
construction of equipment 
storage buildings at Nopem
ing, Hibbing, Bagley, Karl
stad, St. Peter, Cannon Falls 
and Wells; plus land acquisi
tion and various remodeling 
and improvements. 

Sec. 11. INTERSTATE SAFE-
TY REST AREAS ........... . 

52,500,000 

36,700,000 

1,000,000 

237,916 

2,650,000 
4,253,120 

1,759,830 

299,805 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

51,916,602 

35,700,000 

1,000,000 

237,916 

2,650,000 

5,790,811 

Sec. 12. FEDERAL/STATE SAFETY ACCOUNT. The com
missioner of highways may continue the Federal/State Safety 
Account established by Laws 1973, Chapter 718, Section 14, 
within the trunk highway fund, and he may transfer unobligated 
appropriation balances from the appropnations in sections 3 
through 8 to said account if needed to advance state funds for 
approved federal highway safety projects; and may receive funds 
from state or local government agencies to be used for projects 
under the Federal Highway Safety Program. All federal reimburse
ments shall be deposited in the state treasury and are hereby 
appropriated to the Federal/State Account and will be available 
until June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 13. TRANSFER OF FUNDS. Authority is hereby granted 
to the commissioner of highways to transfer unobligated appro
priation balances between the various accounts and appropria
tions in sections 3 through 11. 
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Sec. 14. Notwithstanding any provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 161.50, to the contrary, the standing appropriation au
thority for maintenance of trunk highways, for construction 
operations, research, standards, state aid and planning and pro
gramming are hereby suspended and made inoperative. This sec
tion has no application to moneys for the actual construction or 
reconstruction of highways and for the actual payment to land
owners for lands acquired for highway right of way and other 
costs necessary to construction and acquisition such as payments 
to leases, interest subsidies and relocation expenses. 

Sec. 15. APPROPRIATION CANCELLATIONS. The commis-
8ioner of highways may at any time cancel back to the trunk 
highway fund any unobligated balance of the appropriations 
made in sections 3 through 11 for the purpose of providing funds 
for highway land purchase and road and bridge construction. 

Sec. 16. CONTINGENCY ACCOUNT. If any of the appropria
tions made in sections 3 through 8 are insufficient, the commis
sioner of highways, with the approval of the Governor, may ex
pend any of the moneys in the trunk highway fund standing 
appropriation for purposes enumerated in these sections after 
consultation with the legislative advisory committee in the man
ner provided in Minnesota Statutes in Section 3.30. 

Sec. 17. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES ON HAND, CAN
CELLED INTO TRUNK HIGHWAY FUND. Except as otherwise 
provided in this act, any unexpended and unencumbered balances 
of the appropriations made hereby shall cancel into the trunk 
highway fund as of June 30 of any fiscal year. 

Sec. 18. Any moneys made available to any state department 
or agency by this act by appropriation, transfer or otherwise for 
the payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such depart
ment or agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 355.50 and 352.04, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.35, is amended 
to read: 

161.35 [EMPLOYMENT OF CONSULTANTS.] lJBtil Ju½-±; 
m&; The commissioner , with prior approval of the commissioner 
of personnel, is authorized to employ and engage the services of 
registered professional engineers, engineering firms, and regis
tered land surveyors, to act as consultants in connection with and 
to prepare plans and specifications or to perform aerial photogra
phy and survey work preliminary to the preparation of plans and 
specifications themselves or by their organizations and employees 
for the construction of trunk highways, and the commissioner is 
authorized to negotiate for and agree upon the terms and com
pensation for such employment and services. If the commissioner 
employs and engages an engineering firm, the person or persons 
in responsible charge of the work or service to be performed 
shall be registered professional engineers or land surveyors. 

Provided, however, that the commissioner shall make available 
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to the legislature a list of such consultants, the tasks for which 
they were hired, and the amount of compensation which they re
ceived. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.39, Subdivision 
5a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5a. The trunk highway fund shall be reimbursed for mon
eys expended by the highway department in performing services 
for the public service commission. ~ reimlnuoement shall ~ er 
eeeQ $26,oQQ eaea 3'8lH' Hem ;he general ftlftQ; 11¼16 $21 ,lQQ eaeh ~ 
m,m ~ Minneseta l!ighwll3/ s~ aoeeW1t, oeetion 219.!IQl. 

Sec. 21. PERSONNEL POLICY. The policy objective of this 
ijection is to develop improved productivity in the department of 
highways thereby reducing the number of full-time employees. 
The appropriations in sections 2 through 8 are based upon a re
duction of full-time employees during the period commencing 
with the department of highway's hiring freeze initiated on April 
4, 1975, and ending June 30, 1977. During this period the com
missioner of highways shall set staffing levels for each organiza
tional unit of the department as the work program requires, iden
tify surplus positions and schedule personnel reductions, first 
making use of reduction through transfers to other departments 
and normal attrition, and then shall use mandatory layoff pro
cedure under the provisions of the department of personnel rules 
and regulations or the collective bargaining agreements, as ap
plicable, in order to meet this objective. The commissioner shall 
report quarterly to the Governor and Legislative Advisory Com
mittee on progress towards achieving this policy objective. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.355, Subdivision 
2, is repealed." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill in 
accordance therewith. 

House Conferees: (Signed) Willis R. Eken, Neil S. Haugerud, 
Phyllis Kahn. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Clarence M. Purfeerst, Norbert Ar
nold, William G. Kirchner. 

Mr. Purfeerst moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1798 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1798: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operations of the state government; appropriating money to 
the department of highways and for other purposes; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 161.35; 161.39, Subdivision 5a; 
and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.355, Subdivi
sion 2. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 
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The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 65 and nays 2, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson Davies Keefe,J. Nelson Schaaf 
Arnold Doty Keefe, S. North Schmitz 
Ashbach Dunn Kirchner Ogdahl Schrom 
Bang Fitzsimons Kleinhaum Olhoft Billers 
Berg Frederick Knutson Olson, A.G. Solon 
Bernhagen Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. Spear 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. Stassen 
Borden Hansen, Mel Laufenhurger O'Neill Stokowski 
Brataas Hanson, R Lewis Patton Stumpf 
Chenoweth Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. Tonnessen 
Chmielewski Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. Ueland 
Coleman Jensen Milton Purfeerst Wegener 
Conzemius Josef son Moe Renneke Willet 

Messrs. Brown and Pillsbury voted in the negative. 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE BOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 

recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1759, and re passed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; appropriating and reap
propriating money therefor and limiting the use thereof; pro
viding for the transfer of certain moneys in the state treasury; 
authorizing land acquisition in certain cases; fixing and limiting 
the amount al fees to be collected in certain cases; providing 
penalties for misusing appropriated moneys; amending Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Sections 12.21, Subdivision 3; 16.012; 16A.-
125, Subdivisions 5 and 6; 17A.11; 17B.15; 30.20; 116C.05; 
116D.04, Subdivision 3; 144.61; 149.04; 176.611, Subdivision 6A; 
181A.07; 308.905; 326.44; 326.64; 347.33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; 
and Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 33.17; 88.063, Sub
division 2; and 246.32. 

House File No. 1759 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 
Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to the 
printing requirement for the Conference Committee report on 
H.F. No. 1759. The motion prevailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1759 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of 
state government; appropriating and reappropriating money 
therefor and limiting the use thereof; providing for the trruy;fer 
of certain moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land ac
quisition in certain cases; fixing and limiting the amount of fees 
to be collected in certain cases; providing penalties for misusing 
appropriated moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 12.21, Subdivision 3; 16.012; 16A.125, Subdivisions 5 and 
6; 17A.ll; 17B.15; 30.20; 116C.05; ll6D.04, Subdivision 3; 
144.61; 149.04; 176.611, Subdivision 6A; 181A.07; 308.905; 326.-
44; 326.64; 347.33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; and Laws 1965, Chap
ter 415, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 33.17; 88.063, Subdivision 2; and 246.32. 

May 18, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H.F. No. 1759 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as 
follows; The Senate recede from its amendments to H. F. No. 
1759 and that the bill be amended by striking all matter after 
the enacting clause and substituting the following: 

"Section 1. EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT APPRO
PRIATIONS. Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, 
the sums hereinafter set forth in the columns designated "AP
PROPRIATIONS", or so much thereof as may be necessary, are 
hereby appropriated out of the general fund in the state treasury, 
or any other fund herein designated, for the purposes specified 
in the following sections of this act, to be available for the fiscal 
years indicated for each purpose. The figures "1975", "1976", 
and "1977", wherever used in this act, shall mean that the 
appropriation or appropriations listed thereunder shall be avail
able for the year ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 
30, 1977, respectively. 

Sec. 2. THE LEGISLATURE 

Subdivision 1. For the House 
of Representatives ........ . 

Subd. 2. For the Senate . , , .. 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

$ 

1976 1977 

6,356,000 

3,839,000 

$ 

6,854,000 

4,161,000 
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1976 

$ 

Subd. 3. Legislative Joint Co
ordinating Committee 

(a) Legislative Reference Li-
brary .................... . 

(b) Revisor of Statutes .... . 

( c) Office of Legislative Re-
search .................. .. 

Including state matching funds 
for science and technology 
grant which shall not be ex
pended until federal matching 
moneys are committed. 

Subd. 4. Legislative Audit 
Commission 

(a) Legislative Audit Commis-
sion .................... .. 

(b) Legislative Auditor .... . 

Subd. 5. Legislative Retire
ment Study Commission .... 

Subd. 6. Mi~si~ppi River Park-
way Commission .......... . 

For 1975 - $2,000 

The amounts appropriated by 
this subdivision are from the 
trunk highway fund. 

Sec. 3. SUPREME COURT 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Subd. 3. Supreme Court Con-

385,000 

1,861,750 

81,500 

50,000 

932,431 

155,000 

14,000 

1,075,981 

266,613 

tingent .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. 7,500 

Any unexpended balance re-
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail-
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 4. Continuing Legal 
Education ................ . 

Sec. 4. DISTRICT COURT .. 

For 1975 - $265,342 

34,368 

2,533,463 

$ 

2871 

1977 

1,023,682 

1,075,981 

275,699 

100,122 

2,549,963 
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To be disbursed by the com
missioner of finance. 
Should the appropriation for 
either year be insufficient, then 
the appropriation for the other 
year shall be available there
for. 

Sec. 5. JUDICIAL COUNCIL 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Sec. 6. COMMISSION ON 
JUDICIAL STANDARDS .... 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Sec. 7. STATE LAW LI-
BRARY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement - 8 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 
Subd. 3. Books and Binding .. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
Sec. 8. PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Approved Complement - 15 
Provided however that no por
tion of the funds appropriated 
shall be used for the defense 
of misdemeanors unless the 
city or county public defender, 
if any, shall refuse or be unable 
to defend and then only by 
order of the court. 
Sec. 9. TAX COURT 
Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

$ 

1976 

2,500 

37,602 

106,762 

29,029 
150,000 

288,603 

50,670 

[57THDAY 

1977 
$ 

3,500 

36,102 

106,762 

30,475 

290,897 

50,272 
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1976 

$ 

Approved Complement - 2 

Subcl. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Sec. IO. CONTINGENT AC-
COUNTS 

Subdivision 1. General ..... . 

Subd. 2. Game and Fish ... . 

This appropriation is from the 
game and fish fund. 

Subd. 3. Motor Vehicle ..... . 

This appropriation is from the 
highway user tax distribution 
fund for the purpose of supple
menting any requirements of 
the department of public safe
ty, motor vehicle services sec
tion, for salaries, supplies, and 
expense 

Subd. 4. Postage .......... . 

For postage rate increases dur
ing the biennium ending June 
30, 1977, where sufficient ap
propriations are not available. 

Of the above amount $250,000 
appropriated from the high
way user tax distribution fund 
to meet the needs of the motor 
vehicle section of the depart
ment of public safety. 

Subd. 5. Traffic Safety ..... . 

This appropriation is from the 
trunk highway fund for the 
purpose of supplementing any 
requirements of the depart
ment of public safety for traf
fic safety programs. 

Subd. 6. Criminal Justice .... 

This appropriation is available 
to provide additional matching 
funds for the various state 
agencies and local ~overnments 
for programs qualifying under 
the safe streets and omnibus 

15,650 

2,000,000 

100,000 

150,000 

500,000 

50,000 

1,620,000 

$ 

2873 

1977 

15,975 

2,000,000 
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crime control act of 1968, as 
amended. 

At least 30 days before action 
by the legislative advisory 
committee, the commission 
shall submit the individual 
project requests to the respec
tive committees for review. 

The appropriations in this sec
tion shall be expended with the 
approval of the governor after 
consultation with the legisla
tive advisory committee. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year from 
the appropriations made in this 
section shall not cancel but 
shall be available for the second 
year of the biennium. 

Sec. 11. GOVERNOR 

Subdivision 1. Salaries, Sup-
plies, and Expense ........ . 

For 1975 - $48,000 

If the commissioner of public 
safety assigns a highway patrol 
officer as a personal aide to 
the governor below the rank 
of sergeant, such officer shall 
receive the rank and pay of a 
sergeant while on such assign
ment. After serving as a per
sonal aide for a period of three 
years, the officer shall receive 
tenure as a sergeant. 

Subd. 2. Personal Expenses 
Connected With Office ..... . 

Subd. 3. Official Governor's 
Portrait .................. . 

Subd. 4. National Governors 
Conference . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 

Subd. 5. Education Council .. 

For 1975 - $3,000 

Subd. 6. Upper Great Lakes 

$ 

1976 

720,000 

15,000 

16,150 

20,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

750,000 

15,000 

2,500 

16,150 

20,000 
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1976 

$ 

Regional Commission - State 
Share .................... . 

This appropriation shall cancel 
if the federal support for the 
regional commission is with
drawn. 

Subd. 7. Great Lakes Basin 
Commission - State Share .. 

For 1975 - $4,300 

Subd. 8. Upper Mississippi 
Basin Commission-State 
Share ... ,. ............ ., .. 

Subd. 9. Missouri River Basin 
Commission-State Share .... 

For 1975-$2,025 

Subd. 10. Governor's Bicenten
nial Commission and Esthetic 
Environment .............. . 

Subd. 11. Environmental Re
search and Consultation ... , . 

Sec. 12. LIEUTENANT GOV-
ERNOR 

Subdivision 1. Salaries, Sup
plies, and Expense ... , .... , . 

Approved Complement-9 

Subd. 2. Personal Expenses 
Connected With Office, , , ... 

Sec. 13. ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement-67 

This appropriation provides 
two additional attorneys and 
a legal steno for legal services 
to boards and other agencies 
now utilizing non-state legal 
services. 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense. 

Subd. 3. Special Contingent ... 
This appropriation shall not be 

71,000 

22,300 

50,200 

13,300 

157,900 

25,000 

161,469 

2,000 

1,188,737 

265,100 

50,000 

$ 

2875 

1977 

71,000 

22,300 

45,000 

14,600 

78,950 

25,000 

162,0611 

2,000 

1,188,737 

255,338 
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1976 1977 

$ $ 

available for paying the costs 
of special, legai accounting, 
and investigative personnel re-
tained in cases arising under 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 
501.12, hereafter filed unless 
the attorney general shall de-
cide in such a case that all the 
beneficiaries are not adequately 
represented, or that there is a 
likelihood that the purpose of 
the trust may be frustrated 
without his intervention and 
that the state has a substantial 
interest in carrying out the 
purpose of the trust. 

Subd. 4. Antitrust .......... 200,000 

This appropriation is for costs 
and expenses incurred by the 
attornek general in enforcing 
and ma inf claims under state 
and federa antitrust laws. 

The attorney general shall re-
port the purposes for which the 
moneys appropriated by this 
subdivision are utilized. Such 
reports shall be made to the 
committee on finance of the 
senate and the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives at the end of 
each fiscal year. 

Any unexpended balance re-
maining in the first year from 
the appropriations made in 
subdivisions 3 or 4 shall not 
cancel but shall be available 
f~r the second year of the bien-
mum. 
Subd. 5. Minnesota Peace Of-
ficers Training Board 

(a) Salaries ............... 38,469 38,469 

Approved Complement,-3 

(b) Supplies and Expense .... 19,591 20,539 

( c) Reimbursements to Local 
Governments ............... 350,000 350,000 
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1976 

$ 

Reimbursements for costs of 
substitute local protection 
while officers attend regular 
training courses. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Sec. 14. STATE AUDITOR 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement-8 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense. 

Sec. 15. SECRETARY OF 
STATE 

General Operations and Man-
agement .................. . 

Approved Complement-27 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each activity are as follows: 

Administration 128,225 123,850 

Elections and 
Publications 126,051 407,831 

Corporations 165,910 

Uniform Commercial 
Code 38,938 

The secretary of state with the 
approval of the commissioner 
of administration may transfer 
unexpended balances among 
the above activities. Such 
transfers shall be reported 
forthwith to the committee on 
finance of the senate and the 
committee on appropriations 
of the house of representatives. 

For 1975 - $800,000 

To reimburse counties under 
the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 201.34. 
In the event that this appro-

166,542 

40,732 

127,210 

34,647 

459,124 

$ 

2877 

1977 

127,2Hl 

41,212 

738,955 
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priation is not sufficient to 
completely reimburse the local 
units of government, the secre
tary of state shall not request 
an additional deficiency appro
priation, but the amounts reim
bursed to the local units of 
government shall be prorated 
on the basis of the number of 
registered voters in each coun-
ty. 

The appropriation for 197 5 
shall not cancel June 30, 1975, 
but shall be available for the 
biennium ending June 30, 1977. 

Sec.113. STATE TREASURER 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement - 22 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Sec. 17. ETHICS COMMIS-
SION ..................... . 

Approved Complement - 5 

Sec. 18. ADMINISTRATION 

Subdivision 1. General Opera-

$ 

1976 

257,737 

103,000 

108,308 

tions and Management ..... . 10,699,381 

Approved Complement - 504 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Program Management 
and Budget 
Coordination 591,395 616,971 

Managment Information 
Services 555,151 541,090 

General Services 8,601,462 8,842,223 

General Support 951,373 929,844 

The commissioner of adminis-
tration may transfer unexpend-
ed balances among the above 
programs. Such transfers shall 
be reported forthwith to the 
committee on finance of the 

[57THDAV 

1977 

$ 

257,737 

105,000 

106,412 

10,930,128 
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1976 

$ 

senate and the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives. 

Notwithstanding the provi
sions of any law to the con
tr~, the commissioner of ad
mimstration shall lease or sell 
the state-owned property com• 
prising the St. Croix correc• 
tions camp in the manner 
which will realize the greatest 
return to the state. Such a sale, 
however, shall be made only 
after advertising the sale of the 
property and inviting sealed 
bids which shall be opened at 
the time specified and read 
aloud. The sale shall be made 
,o the highest bidder. The ad
vJrtisement of such sale shall 
..,e made in local and national 
publications including but not 
limited to such publications as 
the Wall Street Journal and 
the New York Times. The state 
reserves the right to reject any 
.. nd all bids. 

Subd. 2. Capitol Complex Re• 
pairs ................... .. 

Subd. 3. Midwest Conference 
- Council of State Govern• 
ments .................... . 

These funds are appropriated 
to the Inter.State Cooperation 
Commission for the purpose of 
hosting the 1976 Midwest Con
ference of the Council of State 
Governments. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 
Sec. 19. FINANCE 
General Operations and Man-
agement ................. . 
Approved Complement - 113 

200,000 

40,000 

3,474,241 

$ 

2879 

1977 

3,561,370 
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The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

$ 

Financial Operations 
Management 2,446,462 2,513,320 

Financial Control, 
Analysis, Research, and 
Development 672,391 

General Support 355,388 

The commissioner of finance 
with the approval of the com
missioner of administration, 
may transfer unexpended bal
ances among the above pro
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com
mittee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appro
priations of the house of rep
resentatives. 

683,662 

364,388 

In the case of payrolls which 
are financed in whole or in part 
with federal funds, that portion 
of the cost of payroll prepara
tion which is chargeable to fed
eral funds shall be reimbursed 
to the department of finance 
from such federal funds, and 
such amounts as are necessary 
are hereby appropriated from 
such funds for that purpose. 
The cost of preparing payrolls 
for state departments, agencies, 
and institutions whose salaries 
are provided by open, standing, 
continuing, or revolving ap
propriations or so called dedi
cated receipt accounts shall be 
reimbursed to the department 
of finance from such appropria
tions or dedicated receipt ac
counts and such amounts as 
are necessary are hereby ap
propriated from such appropria
tions and accounts for that 
purpose. 

Sec. 20. PERSONNEL 

1976 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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General Operations and Man-
agement ................. . 
Approved Complement-92 
The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 
Recruitment and 
Selection 350,417 344,458 
Training 269,097 258,062 
Personnel Management 
Services 536,192 536,192 
General 
Support 523,605 518,000 
Local Government 
Services 30,036 30,036 
The commissioner of personnel 
with the approval of the com
missioner of administration, 
may transfer unexpended bal
ances among the above pro
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com
mittee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on ap
propriations of the house of 
representatives. 
In the case of state depart
ments, agencies, and institu
tions which are financed in 
whole or in part with federal 
funds, that portion of the cost 
of collecting social security 
contributions which is charge
able to federal funds shall be 
reimbursed from federal funds, 
and such amounts as are neces
sary are appropriated from such 
funds for that purpose. 
The cost of collecting em
ployees' social security contri
butions and the state's match
ing share for reimbursement to 
the U.S. Secretary of the 
Treasury for state departments, 
agencies, and institutions whose 
salaries are provided by open, 
standing, continuing, or re
volving appropriations or so 

1976 

$ 

1,709,347 

$ 

2881 

1977 

1,686,748 
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called dedicated receipt ac
counts shall be reimbursed to 
the state agency revolving fund 
from such appropriations or 
dedicated receipt accounts, and 
such amounts as are necessary 
are apl?ropriated from such 
appropnations and accounts for 
that purpose. 

Sec. 21. PERSONNEL 
BOARD .................... . 

Sec. 22. STATE PLANNING 
AGENCY 

Subdivision 1. General Opera-
tions and Management ...... . 

Approved Complement-112 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

State Planning and 
Develop-
ment 217,028 217,028 

Functional Area 
Planning 694,884 

Regional and Local 
Assis-

687,784 

tance 1,189,010 1,189,010 

General 
Support 306,087 306,087 

The director of the state 
planning agency with the ap
proval of the commissioner of 
administration, may transfer 
unexpended balances among 
the above programs. Such 
transfers shall be reported 
forthwith to the commitee on 
finance of the senate and the 
rommittee on appropriations of 
the house of representatives. 

Included in the functional ares 
planning program are sufficient 
moneys to conduct a study of 
:railroad track abandonment. 

1976 

$ 

44,450 

2,407,009 

[571'HDAY 

1977 

$ 

59,200 

2,399,909 
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1976 

$ 

Subd. 2. Commission on Min-
nesota's Future .......... . 

Subd. 3. Environmental Qual
ity Council 

(a) Administration ..... 

(b) Citizens Advisory Coun-
cil .............. .. 

( c) Environmental Impact 
Statements-General ...... . 

( d) Environmental Impact 
Statements-Special ..... 

For expenses incurred in hear
ings and for allocation to ap
propriate state agencies for the 
preparation of environmental 
impact statements. 

( e) Critical Areas Planning .. 

( f) Power Plant Studies ..... 

(g) State and Regional En
vironmental Education Coun-
cils ....... ., ............. . 

No less than 50 percent of the 
efforts of the state and re
gional councils shall be directed 
to cooperation with and ser
vice for other groups, agen
cies, and institutions for the 
dissemination of environmen
tal information. 

(h) Minneapolis Environmen
tal Conservation Library-
Grant-in-aid .............. . 

Sec. 23. CAPITOL AREA AR-
CHITECTURAL AND PLAN-
NING COMMISSION ....... . 

Sec. 24. MUNICIPAL COM-
MISSION .................. . 

Approved Complement - 4 

Sec. 25. COMMISSION ON 
THE HANDICAPPED ...... . 

Approved Complement - 3 

80,000 

52,562 

15,300 

127,400 

254,615 

44,500 

217,550 

162,500 

40,000 

62,556 

108,208 

133,000 

$ 

2883 

1977 

80,000 

52,562 

15,300 

127,400 

254,615 

44,500 

217,550 

162,500 

40,000 

62,207 

108,527 

133,000 
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1976 

$ 

Sec. 26. HUMAN RIGHTS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement - 34 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Sec. 27. INDIAN AFFAIRS 
COMMISSION ............. . 

Approved Complement - 4 

This appropriation includeR 
funds for payment of the ex
penses of the delegate to the 
Indian Council meeting. 

Prior to January 1, 1976, the 
commission shall cease opera
tion of its current offices and 
establish a single state office 
in the city of Bemidji from 
which it will carry out its re
sponsibilities under Minne
sota Statutes, Section 3.922, 
Subdivision 6. 

On or before February 29, 
1976, the commission shall 
prepare and present to the leg
islature a plan for the future 
operation of the commission 
and its staff. The plan shall 
include the specific goals, and 
the activities and methods 
which will be employed by the 
commission to achieve the 
stated goals. 

Sec. 28. VETERANS AF-
FAIRS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement - 41 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Subd. 3. Veterans Relief Ac-
count .................... . 

The Minnesota public relief 
advisory committee is hereby 
continued for the purposes of 
this subdivision. 

437,379 

102,743 

100,000 

438,971 

104,731 

1,010,000 

[5'lTHDAY 

1977 

$ 

422,379 

101,922 

438,971 

109,153 

1,010,000 
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1976 

$ 

None of the funds appropri
ated in this subdivision shall 
be transferred for the use of 
veterans' rest camps. 

Subd. 4. War veterans and 
war orphans education aid ... 

To be expended pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 
197.75. 

Subd. 5. Headstones, markers, 
and sockets for soldiers and 
sailors graves ............. . 

Any unexpended balances re
maining in subdivisions 3 
through 5 the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 6. Veterans Preference 

Sec. 29. MILITARY AFFAIRS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement - 170 

Plus such additional personnel 
as may be financed entirely 
from federal funds for the pe
riod federal funds are avail
able. 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Notwithstanding any other 
provision of this act or any 
other law, the portion of ap.. 
propriations made in this sec
tion which relate to armory 
maintenance and repairs shall 
be available for allotment, en
cumbrance and expenditure 
upon passage of this act, for 
the purpose of financing fed
eral reimbursement contracts. 

Sec. 30. COMMISSION ON 
CRIME PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL ................. . 

Approved Complement - 35 

52,000 

6,000 

5,000 

1,549,312 

1,022,204 

60,000 

$ 

2885 

1977 

52,000 

6,000 

5,000 

1,543,015 

1,078,005 

63,254 
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Sec. 31. PUBLIC SAFETY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries 

Approved Complement 
1976-1,452 
1977-1,461 

Of the amounts provided in 
subdivision 1, $14,476,390 for 
the first year and $14,424,586 
for the second year is appro
priated from the trunk high
way fund for traffic safety pro
grams. $1,775,254 for the first 
year and $1,769,276 for the 
second year is appropriated 
from the highway user tax 
distribution fund for the ad
ministration of motor vehicle 
laws. 

Of the amount provided in sub
division 1, $3,130,947 for the 
first year and $3,184,259 for 
the second year is appropriated 
from the general fund. 

The above approved comple
ment includes 504 for all un
classified patrol officers and 
supervisors of the highway pa
trol. This complement shall not 
be exceeded during the bien
nium. Nothing in this provision 
is intended to limit the au
thority of the commissioner of 
public safety to transfer per
sonnel, with the approval of 
the commissioner of adminis
tration, between the various 
units and divisions within this 
subdivision, providing that the 
above complement restriction 
is not exceeded. If the person
nel in the above restricted com
plement are transferred to an
other unit or division of the 
department, the above comple
ment shall be reduced accord
ingly. 

No new highway patrol super-

1976 

$ 

19,382,591 

(57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

19,378,121 
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1976 

$ 

visory positions shall be estab
lished, with the exception of 
special duty assigned ranks for 
the length of assignment only. 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Of the amounts provided in 
subdivision 2, $7,225,312 for 
the first year and $6,848,124 
for the second year are appro
priated from the trunk high
way fund for traffic safety pro
grams. 

Of the amounts provided in 
subdivision 2, $1,862,264 for 
the first year and $2,042,709 
for the second year are appro
priated from the highway user 
tax distribution fund for ad
ministration of motor vehicle 
laws. 

Of the amount provided in sub
division 2, $1,065,814 for the 
first year and $1,209,883 for 
the second year is appropriated 
from the general fund. 

The commissioner is directed 
to sell or otherwise dispose of 
two fixed wing aircraft operat
ed by the department of pub
lic safety prior to January 1, 
1976. The commissioner shall 
maintain not more than three 
helicopters in flight condition. 
The three units which the de
partment is authorized to 
maintain shall be located in 
and for primary use in the 
seven county metropolitan area. 
As the number of aircraft units 
is reduced as herein directed, 
the number of highway patrol 
officer pilots shall be reduced 
accordingly and those officers 
reassigned to road patrol duty. 
Once returned to road pt>trol 
duty, highway patrol officers 
shall not continue to receive 
flight status compensation in 

10,153,390 

$ 

2887 

1977 

10,100,716 
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1976 1977 

$ $ 

addition to their re~lar sal-
aries. All moneys received from 
the sale of aircraft shall be de-
posited as non-dedicated re-
ceipts to the trunk highway 
fund. 

Subd. 3. Weigh Scale and 
Motor Vehicle Inspection 
Labor Account ............. 491,375 491,375 

For 1975 - $10,000 

The personnel involved in the 
support of the weigh scale and 
spot motor vehicle inspection 
programs shall be yrovided by 
the department o highways. 
This aliropriation is from the 
trunk ighway fund 

This appropriation provides 
sufficient moneys to operate 
the mobile truck weighing pro-
gram on a twelve-month basis. 
The commissioner of finance is 
directed to transfer on a quar-
ter1I, basis the appropriation 
ma e from the trunk highway 
fund in subdivisions 1, 2, and 
3. 
Subd. 4. Minnesota Crime In-
formation System Planning and 
Development .............. 60,000 

Any unexpended balance re-
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel, but shall be avails 
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 5. Sheriffs Communica-
tion Network .............. 1,232,314 1,286,979 

Approved Complement - 14 

Subd. 6. Police Schools 
Supplies and Expense ....... 143,213 145,724 

Subd. 7. License Plates 

(a) Salaries ............... 280,850 280,237 

Approved Complement-13 
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1976 

( b) Supplies and Expense .... 

The amounts provided in sub
division 7, clauses (a) and (b) 
are appropriated from the high
way user tax distribution fund. 

Subd. 8. Crime Victims Repa• 
rations Board ............. . 

Approved Complement-2 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel, but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 9. Civil Air Patrol ..... . 

Subd. 10. State Aids for Air 
Warning ................. . 

The department of public safety 
is authorized to make grants• 
in-aid to local political subdivi
sions, to frovide for up to 25 
percent o the cost of air warn
mg systems. 

Subd. 12. Private Detective 
Licensing Board ........... . 

Sec. 32. COMMERCE 

General Operations and Man• 
agement .................. . 

Approved Complement--209 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Supervision of State 
Chartered Financial 
Institu-
tions 1,216,457 1,212,432 

Investment 
Protection 541,657 
Consumer 
Services 289,747 
Regulation of 
Insurance 
Companies 837,733 

539,976 

288,454 

831,099 

2,444,665 

200,000 

30,000 

30,000 

3,000 

3,428,949 

$ 

2889 

1977 

2,496,225 

200,000 

30,000 

30,000 

3,000 

3,379,986 
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General 
Support 543,355 508,025 

The commission with the ap
proval of the commissioner of 
administration, may transfer 
unexpended balances among 
the above programs. Such 
transfers shall be reported 
forthwith to the committee on 
finance of the senate and the 
committee on appropriations of 
the house of representatives. 

Sec. 33. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF ABSTRACTORS .. 

Sec. 34. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY. 

Sec. 35. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF ARCHITECTS, EN
GINEERS,AND SURVEYORS. 

Sec. 36. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF BARBERS ...... . 

Sec. 37. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY .. 

Approved Complement-15 

Sec. 38. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF ELECTRICITY ... 

Approved Complement-18 

Sec. 39. EXAMINING 
BOARD OF WATCHMAKING. 

Sec. 40. STATE BOXING 
COMMISSION ............. . 

Sec. 41. LABOR AND IN-
DUSTRY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement-230 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense. 

Sec. 42. MEDIATION SER-
VICES 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement-26 

1976 

$ 

26,000 

2,772,030 

533,000 

430,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

2,185 

73,000 

164,159 

59,985 

255,863 

1,235,535 

11,381 

27,000 

2,760,570 

517,500 

430,000 
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1976 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense. 

Sec. 43. PUBLIC SERVICE 

General Operations and Man-
agement ................. .. 

Approved Complement-160 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Utilities 
Regulation 986,971 838,539 

Warehouse and 
Transportation 
Regulation 520,499 533,473 

Weights and Measures 
Regulation 767,311 791,528 

General 
Support 885,163 940,657 

The public service department 
may transfer unexpended bal
ances among the above pro
grams, except that no funds 
shall be transferred from the 
weights and measures program 
until the department has con
sulted with the appropriate 
division of the house appropria
tions committee and the senate 
finance committee and it has 
made its recommendation 
thereon. Such recommendation 
shall be advisory only and fail
ure or refusal to make a recom
mendation promptly shall be 
deemed a negative recom
mendation. 

If at any time during the bien
nium ending June 30, 1975, 
the workload of the utilities 
regulation program falls below 
that which is anticipated and 
the executive director deter
mines that the appropriated 
resources are in excess of that 
program's needs, he shall notify 
the commissioner of administra-

124,000 

3,159,944 

$ 

2891 

1977 

130,000 

3,104,197 
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1976 

tion. The commissioner of ad
ministration may transfer any 
resources so deemed to be in 
excess to the state department 
of energy if that department 
can demonstrate sufficient 
need, and provided that no em
ployee of the state shall lose 
any accrued rights or benefits. 

44. ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT 

Subdivision 1. Salaries, Sup-
plies, and Expense ......... . 

Approved Complement - 42 

The appropriation for 1976 in
cludes sufficient moneys for 
the development and publica
tion of a statewide pictorial 
guide and a statewide vacation 
guide. 

No more than one research 
project may be undertaken. 
The commissioner shall report 
to the next legislative session 
specific requests for research 
projects for the next bien
nium. 

Subd. 2. Media Advertising .. 

None of these funds shall be 
expended for promotional ex
pense. 

Subd. 3. Matching Grants for 
Regional or Local Tourist De-
velopment ................ . 

The commissioner of eco
nomic development may enter 
into contractual project agree
ments with organizations or 
corporations for the purpose 
of developing the tourism 
potential of the state. 

If in the judgment of the com
missioner, a project will make 
a meaningful contribution to 
the tourism development of 

1,260,130 

262,500 

250,000 

[51fHDAY 

1977 

$ 

1,162,795 

262,500 

100,000 
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the state, he may enter into 
local or regional agreements. 
No agreement shall be for 
more than 50 percent of the 
total annual project cost. 

Sec. 45. AERONAUTICS 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ...... . 

Approved Complement - 33 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Ex-
pense ................... .. 

Subd. 3. Aeronautics Proceed-
ings .................... .. 

This amount is available for 
the employment of consul
tants, expert witness fees, 
preparation of exhibits and 
other costs pertaining to 
aeronautics proceedings. 

Subd. 4. Aeronautics Safety 
and Education ............ . 

Subd. 5. Airport Construction 
and Improvements 

(a) Key system airports .... 

(b) Intermediate system air-
ports ................... .. 

(c) State landing strips .... . 

The appropriations made in 
this subdivision shall be ex
pended only for grant-in-aid 
programs for airports which 
are not state owned. 
These appropriations are to be 
expended in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 
360.305, Subdivision 4 (1), 
(2), (4), and (5). 

The commissioner of aeronau
tics may transfer unexpended 
balances between the above 
items with the approval of 
the governor after consulta
tion with the legislative ad
visory committee. 

$ 

1976 

478,044 

128,000 

9,000 

22,100 

2,915,085 

800,635 

803,295 

$ 

2893 

1977 

480,344 

128,000 

9,000 

21,100 

3,217,401 

858,977 

872,902 
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Subd. 6. Navigational Aids ... 

Subd. 7. Striping Airport 
Runways ................. . 

Reimbursements from munic
ipalities for striping run
ways shall be deposited in the 
state airport fund. 

Subd. 8. Operation and Main
tenance of State Owned Air-
ports .................... . 

Not more than the indicated 
amounts shall be expended for 
each of the following: 

Orr 

Thief River Falls 

$17,100 

8,200 

Provided that all income 
which is received from the 
1Jperation of these airports 
ahall be utilized for opera
tion. Provided further that 
the ownership of these air
ports shall be transferred to 
their respective communities, 
counties or regions prior to 
June 30, 1976. 

In the event that the owner
ship is not transferred prior 
to June 30, 1976, the commis
sioner of aeronautics is di
rected to cease operations and 
close the airports to public or 
private use on July 1, 1976. 

Subd. 9. Pine Creek - Con-
struction ................. . 

This appropriation shall not 
cancel but shall remain avail
able until expended or the proj
ect completed or abandoned. 

Notwithstanding the provi
sions of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 360.021, Subdivision 
1, or any other law to the 
contrary, the commissioner of 
aeronautics shall acquire no 

$ 

1976 

638,700 

29,500 

25,300 

22,500 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

607,000 

22,500 
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1976 1977 
$ $ 

additional state airports, nor 
shall he establish any addi-
tional state-owned aiiorts dur-
ing the biennium en ing June 
30, 1977. 

No moneys shall be expended 
by the commissioner of aero-
nautics under the appropria-
tions made by subdivisions 5, 
6, and 7, or any other law, for 
land acquisition, or for the 
construction, improvement, 
maintenance of airports, or for 
air navigation facilities for an 
airport, unless the government-
al unit involved has or is es-
tablishing a zoning authori~ 
for that airport, and sue 
authority has made a good 
faith showing that it is in the 
process of and will complete 
with due diligence, an airpo!): 
zoning ordinance in accordance 
with Minnesota Statutes 360.-
061 to 360.07 4. 
The commissioner of aeronau-
tics is directed to make maxi-
mum use of zoning and ease-
ments to eliminate runway and 
other potential airport hazards 
rather than land acquisition in 
fee. 
Any unexpended balance re-
maining in subdivisions 5 
through 7 the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail-
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

The amounts appropriated by 
this section are from the state 
airport fund. 

Sec. 46. DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE 

General Operations and Man-
agement .................. 6,167,231 6,242,277 
Approved Complement - 540 
The amounts that may be ex-
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1976 

$ 

pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Marketing Services and 
Market Develop-
ment 573,821 

Food Products and Poultry, 
Regulation and 
Supervision 836,722 

Protection and Development 
of Agricultural 
Resources 4,053,914 

General Support 702,774 

580,198 

833,723 

4,106,903 

721,453 

The commissioner of agricul
ture with the approval of the 
commissioner of administra
tion, may transfer unexpended 
balances among the above pro
grams. Such transfers shall be 
reported forthwith to the com
mittee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appro
priations of the house of rep
resentatives. 

All moneys collected by au
thority of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 21.53, and all balances 
now on hand received from 
such source are appropriated 
for the purpose of carrying out 
the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 21.4 7 to 
21.58. 

The fees charged for grain in
spection and weighing shall be 
in accordance with Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 17B.15, 
as amended by this act. 

Sec. 47. LIVESTOCK SANI-
TARY BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Salaries ..... . 

Approved Complement - 46 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Subd. 3. Indemnities ....... . 

602,646 

181,800 

80,000 

[51I'HDAY 

1977 

$ 

602,646 

176,982 
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1976 

$ 

No payment for less than $1 
for indemnities may be made. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 
Subd. 4. Field Laboratories .. 

. For the operation of field 
laboratories for the testing of 
poultry, including turkeys, for 
pullorum and other diseases. 

Subd. 5. Contingent Account. 

The funds appropriated in 
subdivision 5 shall be trans
ferred to the various accounts 
of the livestock sanitary 
board at the request of the 
executive secretary of the 
board. 

Of these funds $28,800 is de
signated to be spent in the 
biennium for operation of a 
swine brucellosis program 
only if the state receives fed
eral funds in the amount of 
at least $115,000 for the bi
ennium for that program. If 
federal funds are not obtain
ed, this amount shall cancel 
to the general fund. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 
Sec. 48. REVENUE 
Subdivision 1. Salaries 

Approved Complement - 872 
Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

The above appropriation in
cludes expenses for collection 
of rural cooperative electric 
taxes. Taxes retained by de-

67,000 

128,800 

10,790,490 

4,749,625 

$ 

2897 

1977 

67,000 

10,784,450 

4,900,447 
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partment are to be deposited 
in the general fund. 

The appropriations made by 
this section include sufficient 
moneys to carry out the ore 
estimate and classification 
functions previously per
formed by the University of 
Minnesota. 

Subd. 3. Assessors Tuition ... 

Sec. 49. INVESTMENT 
BOARD ................... . 

Approved Complement - 27 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary, the board 
of investment may lease or 
purchase a duplicating ma
chine. 

Sec. 50. ENERGY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries 

Approved Complement - 29 

Subd. 2. Supplies and Expense 

Sec. 51. NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

General Operations and Man-

$ 

1976 

60,000 

665,363 

435,335 

267,529 

agement .................. . 29,625,293 

Approved Complement 
1,265 

The amounts that may be ex
pended from these funds for 
each program are as follows: 

Administrative Management 
Services 3,520,980 3,320,980 

Regional Administra-
tion 1,599,899 1,599,899 
Field Services Sup-
port 2,98D,923 2,547,923 
Water Resources Man-
agement 1,066,758 1,066,758 
Minerals Resources Manage-
ment 906,830 906,830 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

60,000 

689,613 

435,156 

234,675 

28,379,893 
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Forest Manage-

MONDAY,MAY 19, 1975 

1976 

$ 

ment 3,746,208 3,738,808 

Fish Manage-
ment 3,843,807 3,393,807 

Wildlife Manage-
ment 3,108,434 3,113,434 

Ecological Surveys and 
Services 371,681 371,681 

Parks and Recreation Man-
agement 4,467,558 4,467,558 

Soil and Water Conservation 
Commission 471,428 471,428 

Enforcement of Natural Re-
source Laws, Rules and Regu-
lations 3,540,787 3,380,787 

The commissioner of natural 
resources with the approval 
of the commissioner of admin
istration, may transfer unex
pended balances among the 
above programs. Such trans-
fers shall be reported forth-
with to the committee on fi-
nance of the senate and the 
committee on appropriations 
of the house of representa-
tives. 

Of the amounts herein pro
vided, $18,445,006 for the 
first year and $17,912,150 for 
the second year are appropri
ated from the general fund; 
:Jl0,580,287 for the first year 
and $9,867,743 for the second 
year are appropriated from 
the game and fish fund; and 
$600,000 each year is appro
priated from the wildlife ac
quisition account. 

In addition to the amounts 
herein appropriated, all mon
eys credited to the game and 
fish fund under Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 296.421, 
Subdivision 4, are appropri
ated to the commissioner of 

$ 

2899 

1977 
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1976 

$ 

natural resources for the ac
quisition, improvement, de
velopment and maintenance 
of sites for public access to 
public waters and for lake im
provement. 
This appropriation provides ad
ditional personnel to staff re
gional administration offices so 
that certain functions now per
formed in St. Paul will be as
signed to regional administra
tion offices. Positions in the 
central office which are vacat
ed or whose duties have been 
transferred are abolished no 
later than June 30, 1976. The 
positions designated for elimi
nation shall total 7 as indicat
ed in the workpapers of the 
committee on finance of the 
senate and the committee on 
appropriations of the house of 
representatives. 
Of the amounts appropriated 
for water resources manage
ment, $12,000 each year is in
tended for a continuation of 
the sand plains area ground
water study as authorized by 
Laws 1973, Chapter 720, Sec
tion 43. 
Of the amount appropriated 
for the enforcement and safety 
training for the first year, 
$160,000 is designated for up
grading of radio communica
tion equipment. The depart
ment is directed to seek fed
eral assistance in the comple
tion of this project. Any reim
bursements or grants received 
which are in .excess of the fi. 
nancial resources necessary for 
the completion of this project 
shall be deposited as non-dedi
cated receipts as follows: 60 
percent to the game and fish 
fund and 40 percent to the 
general fund. 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 
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Subd. 2. Forest Inventory 
Supplemental ............. . 
For the costs of employing 
temporary staff and other 
costs relating to the first stage 
of a forest growth inventory. 
Any balance remaining the 
first year shall not cancel but 
shall be available for the second 
year of the biennium. 
Subd. 3. Environmental Impact 
Statement - Reserve Mining 
Company Disposal Sites 
For 1975 - $200,000 
This appropriation shall be for 
analysis of all proposed on
land sites for tailings disposal. 
Should this appropnation 
prove to be insufficient, the 
commissioner shall inform the 
commissioner of administration 
and request that additional 
moneys ·be made available from 
whatever sources are appropri
ate. 
This appropriation shall not 
cancel June 30, 1975, but shall 
be available until June 30, 
1977. 
Subd. 4. Canoe and Boating 
River Sites ............... . 
Subd. 5. Youth Conservation 
Corps ................... . 
To provide residential summer 
work camps offering jobs in 
conservation and environment
al education instruction to 
young people through the state. 
Subd. 6. Reservation Conser
vation Law Enforcement .... 
The commissioner of natural 
resources is authorized to con
tract with Indian reservations 
for the enforcement of state 
conservation laws by Indian 
game wardens within reserva
tion boundaries. 

650,000 

300,000 

150,000 

150,000 

$ 

2901 

1977 
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1976 

Any balance remaining the first 
year in subdivisions 4, 5 and 
6 shall not cancel but shall be 
available for the second year 
of the biennium. 

Sec. 52. WATER RE-
SOURCES BOARD ......... . 

Approved Complement - 3 

All hearings of the water re
sources board shall be solely in 
the performance of expressed 
statutory duties. 

Sec. 53. POLLUTION CON-
TROL AGENCY 

Subdivision 1. Salaries, Sup-
plies, and Expense ......... . 

Approved Complement - 176 

The agency is hereby au
thorized up to 7 additional 
positions upon the approval by 
the commissioner of adminis
tration of the agency's work 
program, priorities, and pro
posed job assignments. Such 
financing as may be required 
shall be from the general con
tingent account and shall be 
authorized prior to the employ
ment of any of these additional 
employees. 

The health department wi11 
continue to render such staff 
services as the agency may re
quire from time to time 
through health's division of 
environmental health. The 
health department is to be 
reimbursed from this appropri
ation for the cost thereof. 

Subd. 2. Additional Special 
Studies .................. . 

The appropriation in subdivi
sion 2 includes funds for 
groundwater analysis of the 
proposed housing development 

75,293 

3,284,676 

245,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

75,493 

3,184,993 
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1976 1977 

$ $ 

at the former Republic Creo-
sote Company site in St. Louis 
Park. 

The agency is authorized and 
directed to negotiate with the 
federal government, or any 
agency, bureau, or department 
thereof, for the purpose of se-
curing or obtaining any grants 
of assistance in the completion 
of these studies. 

Any unexpended balance re-
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail-
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Subd. 3. Automobile Recycl-
ing ....................... 800,000 800,000 

The agency shall report to the 
1977 session of the legislature 
the extent of the problem re-
maining and the necessity to 
continue this program at the 
current level. 

Subd. 4. Packaging Program 42,000 42,000 

Subd. 5. Recycle Solid Wastes 
-Grants-in-Aid ............ 616,000 

This appropriation shall be 
expended only for feasibility 
studies and construction as 
provided in Minnesota Stat-
utes, Section 116F.03, and not 
for administrative costs of 
the agency. 

Any unexpended balance re-
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail-
able for the second year of 
the biennium. 

Sec. 54. ZOOLOGICAL 
BOARD 

For operation and pre-opening 
costs of the state zoological 
garden .................... 700,000 1,800,000 
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1976 

$ 

Sec. 55. NATURAL RE-
SOURCES ACCELERATION 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota Re
sources Commission together 
with any sums received as 
grants-in-aid from federal 
sources and any sums granted 
by private sources to carry 
out the purposes of the com-
mission ................... . 
The commission shall during 
the 1975-77 biennium review 
the work programs and prog. 
ress reports required under 
subdivision 10 of this section 
and report its findings and 
recommendations to the com
mittee on finance of the sen
ate, committee on appropri
ations of the house of repre
sentatives and other appropri
ate committees. The commis
sion shall report to the 70th 
session of the legislature its 
findings and recommendations 
regarding payments in lieu of 
taxes on state and federally 
owned land. The commission 
shall report its recommenda
tions regarding recodification 
and classification of the laws 
pertaining to the Minnesota 
outdoor recreation resources 
commission and the Minne
sota Resources Commission. 
The commisson shall continue 
to monitor the activities re
garding establishment and de
velopment of Voyageurs Na
tional Park, and will cooper
ate and coordinate with the 
citizens advisory committee if 
established and all appropri
ate state, federal and local 
agencies and shall advise the 
legislature on matters affect. 
ing state policy related there
to. The commission shall 
study the question of the 
state role in the use of aban-

299,750 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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doned railroad lands and re
port its recommendations to 
the legislature. 

Natural resources accelera
tion appropriations to state 
agencies that receive pro
grammatic appropriations 
shall be added to and dis
bursed from those respective 
programmatic appropriations. 
Those agencies will identify 
the source and disbursement 
of all moneys contained with
in the activities financed all 
or in part by programmatic 
appropriations and/or natural 
resources acceleration ap
propriations. 

Subd. 2. Department of Ad
ministration 

a. Acquisition of state recrea
tion lands and trails . . . . .... 

To be expended in accordance 
with the purposes and criteria 
of the outdoor recreation act 
of 1975 if enacted, and ac
cording to the priorities es
tablished by project 80. These 
funds may only be expended 
for lands within the author
ized or designated boundaries 
of state parks, state recrea
tion areas, state monuments, 
state waysides, state trails, 
state wild, scenic and recrea
tional rivers, canoe and boat
ing route riversites and state 
scientific and natural areas. 

b. Acquisition of land-state 
forests ................... . 

c. Acquisition of land-wild-
life habitat ................ . 
d. Acquisition of scenic ease
ments-St. Croix riverway 
Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, the amount ap
propriated in Laws 1973, 
Chapter 720, Section 43, Sub
division 2, paragraph c, but 
not expended due to adminis-

3,725,000 

350,000 

250,000 

2905 
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1976 

$ 

trative delays, is hereby re
appropriated for the biennium 
ending June 30, 1977. 

e. Voyageurs National Park 
Advisory Committee 

f. Acquire land - Helmer 
Myre State Park 

This appropriation shall be 
available only if expansion of 
the present statutory bounda
ries of the current state park is 
enacted. 

g. Grants-in-aid for local rec
reation and natural areas .... 

This appropriation is to pay 
up to 50 percent of the total 
cost or 50 percent of the local 
$hare if federal matching 
funds are used, of long term 
lease, acquisition and develop
ment for recreational projects 
for the purposes described in 
Laws 1965, Chapter 810, Sec
tion 23, as amended by Laws 
1969, Chapter 1139, Section 
48, Subdivision 7, paragraph g. 

$2,000,000 of this appropriation 
shall be reserved for projects 
outside the metropolitan area 
as defined in Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 4 73B.0ll, Sub
division 2. 

Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary these grants 
are not contingent upon the 
matching of federal grants. 

The state planning agency shall 
administer the natural re
sources and land and water 
conservation fund grants-in
aid to local units of govern
ment. 

This appropriation shall be ex
pended with the approval of 
the governor after consultation 

35,000 

350,000 

4,000,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 
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with the legislative advisory 
committee. The Minnesota re
sources commission shall make 
recommendations to the legis
lative advisory committee re
garding such expenditures. 

h. Grants-in-aid for regional 
recreation and natural areas .. 

The state planning agency shall 
administer the natural re
sources and land and water 
grants-in-aid program. 

$2,000,000 of this appropriation 
shall be reserved for projects 
outside the metropolitan area 
as defined in Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 473B.0ll, Sub
division 2. 

The amount needed but not 
to exceed $2,000,000 of this 
appropriation shall be trans
ferred to the metropolitan 
council to pay principal and 
interest coming due in fiscal 
year 1976 on bonds issued 
pursuant to Laws 1974, Chapter 
563, Section 7, Subdivision 2; 
none of this amount may be 
expended for professional ser
vices. 

This appropriation is available 
to pay up to 100 percent of the 
local share for long term lease, 
acquisition and major develop
ment for recreation projects, 
natural areas and open space 
serving a regional need to 
counties, local units of govern
ment, special units of govern
ment and public educational 
institutions authorized to ac
quire, maintain and operate 
recreational and natural areas; 
provided that the state share 
shall not exceed 7 5 percent of 
the total acquisition for any 
project. 

1976 

$ 

4,000,000 

2907 

1977 
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Priorities for u,se of funds pro
vided in this subdivision wm be 
given to projects eligible for 
federal funding and which are 
consistent with priorities estab
lished by regional recreation 
and open space plans. 
This appropriation shall be ex
pended with the approval of 
the governor after consultation 
with the legislative advisory 
committee. The Minnesota re
sources commission shall make 
recommendations to the legis
lative advisory committee re
garding such expenditures. 
i. City of St. Paul. ......... . 

For acquisition of the property 
known as the Crosby farm 
The commissioner of admini
stration shall transfer this 
amount to the city contingent 
upon proof that at least an 
equal amount of other than 
state funds is provided for the 
same purpose by local govern
ment. 

j. If legislation is enacted which 
authorizes the issuance of state 
bonds to provide money for 
acquisition of land or interests 
in land for natural resource 
programs, the appropriations 
made in subdivision 2, para
graphs (a), (b), (c) and (f) 
of this section for state land 
acquisition, for wild, scenic and 
recreational rivers, state parks1 state trails, state forests, ana 
fish and wildlife habitat pur
poses, shall be combined into 
one account and remain avail
able for expenditure, provided 
that no moneys shall be ex
pended until the Minnesota re
sources commission establishes 
an expenditure program. Allo
cations from the account shall 
be made by the governor after 

1976 

$ 

500,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 
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consultation with the legisla
tive advisory committee. The 
Minnesota resources commis
sion shall make recommenda
tions regarding such allocations. 

Subd. 3. Department of Educa
tion 
a. FF A stocking of upland 
game birds ............... . 
b. Matching funds for weather 
gauge program ............ . 
This appropriation is available 
to pay 50 percent of the cost 
of weather gauges to be sup
plied to local FF A chapters. 
The state FFA supervisor shall 
recommend distribution of 
these moneys. 
Subd. 4. Department of 
Health ................... . 
For evaluation of problems re
lating to water pollution re
sulting from abandoned wells 
in southeast Minnesota. 
Subd. 5. Minnesota Historical 
Society 
a. Ft. Snelling restoration -
final appropriation ........ . 
b. Historic trails study .... . 
c. Interpretive Centers Plan .. 
For preparation of a plan that 
includes analysis of the histori
cal resources of the various re
gions of the state, the feasibil
ity and need for interpretation 
of those resources and the long
range costs and benefits asso
ciated with establishment of 
interpretive centers; the plan 
shall also include a priority list
ing of existing and prospective 
centers. 
d. Historic Interpretive Cen
ters - Construction Aid ..... 
Provided that no construction 
assistance grants shall be made 

1976 

75,000 

15,000 

11,000 

1,250,000 

20,000 
100,000 

200,000 

2909 
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1976 

until the Minnesota historical 
society has completed the in
terpretive centers plan and the 
plan has been reviewed by the 
Minnesota resources commis
sion. 

e. Historic Buildings and Sites 
Restoration Plan .......... . 

For development of a restora
tion plan for historic sites. The 
plan shall include an explan
ation of the need for preserva
tion, long-range costs and 
benefits associated with res
toration and a priority listing 
of prospective sites. 

f. Grants-in-aid for restoration 
of major historical structures. 

Of the amount appropriated, 
not more than $450,000 shall 
be available to Minnesota 
Landmarks, Inc., and the city 
of St. Paul for restoration of 
the old federal courts building, 
contingent upon proof that at 
least an equal amount is pro
vided by other than state 
sources, after July 1, 1975. 

Of the amount appropriated 
not more than $100,000 shall 
be available for the restoration 
of the old Washington county 
courthouse contingent upon 
proof that at least an equal 
amount is provided by other 
than state sources, after July 
1, 1975. 

Of the amount appropriated, 
not more than $20,000 shall be 
available for the restoration of 
the old Hinckley depot. 

g. Preservation and restoration 
officers row, Fort Snelling his-
toric district .............. . 

This appropriation shall be 
used only for major mechani-

50,000 

570,000 

75,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

cal and structural renovation 
of the houses on Taylor Avenue 
and the annex in Fort Snelling. 
Non-profit organizations and 
agencies may refurbish and 
utilize the structures by agree
ment with the Minnesota his
torical society and at no ex
pense to the state. 

Demolition of the structures 
may only occur with the ap
proval of the governor after 
consultation with the legisla
tive advisory committee. The 
Minnesota resources commis
sion shall make recommenda
tions to the legislative advisory 
rnmmittee regarding such ac
i_·ion. 

I,. Study of grist mills ..... . 

The study shall include docu
,nentary evidence, field sur
veys and shall explain the need 
lor preservation and the long 
range costs and benefits asso
ciated with restoration. 

i. Restore state map collection 

j. The Minnesota historical 
society is hereby authorized to 
establish and collect such fees 
as it may deem reasonable for 
admission to the state-owned 
sites which are under its con
trol. All such fees that are col
lected from the operation of 
these state-owned sites shall 
be deposited in the general 
iund. 

For the purposes of this sub
division, the Minnesota histori
cal society is exempted from 
the competitive bidding proce
dures of Minnesota Statutes, 
Section 16.07. 

Suh<!. 6. Department of Nat
ural Resources 

25,000 

30,000 

$ 
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a. State land recreation devel-
opment ................. .. 

To be expended in accordance 
with the provisions of the 
Minnesota outdoor recreation 
act of 1975 if enacted and in 
accordance with the recom
mendations of project 80. 
These funds shall only be ex
pended for development with
in the authorized or designat
ed boundaries of state parks, 
state recreation areas, state 
monuments and state way
sides, state trails, state wild, 
scenic and recreational rivers, 
state scientific and natural 
areas. Of the above amount, 
$1,800,000 is appropriated 
from the state parks develop
ment account. 
The commissioner of natural 
resources shall describe the 
proposed expenditures from 
this appropriation to the com
mittee on finance of the sen
ate, the committee on appro
priations of the house of 
representatives and the Min
nesota resources commission. 

Of the above amount, $1,536,-
000 shall be expended only 
upon projects which are eli
gible for federal land and wa
ter conservation reimburse
ment~. 

b. Level B Study of the 
Mississippi River ......... . 

This appropriation provides 
staff and related expenses re
quired to maintain state input 
to a state-federal study of the 
upper Mississippi river. The 
appropriation is available for 
the department of natural re
sources, $32,000; for the pol
lution control agency, $8,000; 
and the water resources coun-

1976 

$ 

3,336,000 

50,000 
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1977 
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cil, $10,000. The state input 
will be coordinated by the 
commissioner of natural re
sources. 

c. Acceleration project-game 
lake management ......... . 

For construction of two small 
darns, repair of outlet dam 
and channel excavation to 
manage water levels on Heron 
Lake in Jackson county. 

d. Management-Upper St. 
Croix ................... . 

This appropriation provides 
staff and related expenses to 
coordinate the state portion 
of acquisition and related ac
tivities for the upper St. 
Croix national scenic river
way. 

e. Planning for wild, scenic 
and recreational rivers ..... 

This appropriation provides 
expenses related to data 
gathering, planning, public 
hearings and other activities 
necessary prior to official 
designation of rivers or river 
segments as wild, scenic or 
recreational. 

f. State soil and water conser
vation commission, grant-in
aid program for sediment and 
erosion . control, demonstra-
tion pr<n ect .............. . 

This appropriation is avail
able to provide funds for 
a demonstration grant-in-aid 
program to assist local units 
of government or local soil 
and water conservation dis
tricts in solving sediment and 
erosion control problems by 
providing matching funds not 
to exceed 50 percent of the 
total cost or 50 percent of the 

1976 

$ 

200,000 

93,900 

300,000 

300,000 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

local share if federal funds 
are used. Guidelines for pro
gram operation and grant dis
tribution shall be subject to 
approval by the Minnesota re
sources commission. Of the 
amount provided, not less 
than 85 percent shall be dis
tributed as grants-in-aid. 

The state soil and water con
servation comm1ss1on shall 
administer the grant-in-aid 
program. Priority for dis
tribution of funds shall be 
given to projects eligible for 
federal matching funds. Proj
ects designed to solve stream
bank and roadside erosion 
shall be given first priority. 

g. Dam repair and reconstruc-
tion ..................... . 

For the city of Grand Meadow 
as state participation in the 
repair and reconstruction in
cluding siltation removal of 
the dam at Pine Lawn Park, 
provided that the plan for re
construction is approved by 
the commissioner of natural 
resources. 

h. Dam repair and reconstruc-
tion .................... • • 

The unexpended balance 
amounting to $79,611 of the 
appropriation made in Laws 
1969, Chapter 1139, Section 
48, Subdivision 7, paragraph 
h, to the commissioner of nat
ural resources for the city of 
Anoka to repair a dam on the 
Rum river is hereby reappro
priated. The commissioner of 
natural resources is directed 
to reimburse the city of An
oka to fulfill the intent of the 
original grant. 

i. Nursery Modification ..... 

60,000 

75,000 

[57THDAY 
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To modify General Andrews 
nursery cold storage operations 
to facilitate timely transfer of 
nursery stock to various areas 
of the state consistent with 
variations in planting seasons. 

Subd. 7. State Planning Agency 

a. Develop air photo plan .. 

The state planning agency 
shall coordinate the efforts of 
the various state agencies in 
developing a plan for acquir
ing aerial photography. The 
plan shall adequately address 
the needs of the user agencies 
and shall insure that there is 
a m1mmum but sufficient 
amount of photography and 
related mapping activity con
ducted by the state. This plan 
shall be completed and pre
sented to the Minnesota re
sources commission prior to 
the expenditure of any money 
in paragraph b. 

b. Small scale air photo maps 

The state planning agency 
shall coordinate the efforts of 
the various user agencies such 
that the maps produced pro
vide a logical, consistent set of 
information for state agency 
use. 

c. Develop uniform generalized 
forest map for the entire state 

The state planning agency shall 
coordinate the efforts of the 
various state agencies to se
cure the information necessary 
and produce a map of forested 
lands in the state which is uni
form and generalized. 

d. Implementation of Minne
sota Outdoor Recreation Act 
of 1975 .................. . 

$ 

1976 

10,000 

150,000 

8,000 

600,000 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

For allocation to appropriate 
state agencies to review the 
classification of resources and 
prepare management plans in 
accordance with the Minne
sota outdoor recreation act of 
1975. This appropriation is 
contingent upon enactment of 
the outdoor recreation act of 
1975. 
e. Copper-nickel regional en
vironmental impact statement 

Provided that the Minnesota 
environmental quality council 
shall establish priorities for the 
expenditure of these moneys. 

Subd. 8. Regents of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota ...... . 

For acceleration of detailed 
county soil surveys. The costs 
of the program shall be shared 
between local, state and fed' 
era! units of government. 

Subd. 9. Professional services 

a. Department of natural re
sources 

Of the amounts appropriated 
to the commissioner of natural 
resources in this section, not 
more than $1,026,300 may be 
expended for professional ser
vices. 

b. Department of administra
tration 
Of the amounts appropriated 
to the commissioner of ad
ministration, not more than 
$620,750 may be expended for 
professional services related to 
land acquisition. 
c. State planning agency 
Of the amounts appropriated 
in subdivision 2, paragraphs g 
and h of this section, the com
missioner of administration 

920,000 

100,000 

[57THDAY 
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shall transfer $196,000 to the 
state planning agency for ad
ministration of the grants-in
aid programs specified therein. 

Subd. 10. It shall be a condi
tion of acceptance of the ap
propriations made by this sec
tion that the agency or entity 
receiving the appropriation 
shall submit work programs 
and semi-annual progress re
ports in such form as may be 
determined by the Minnesota 
resources commission. None of 
the moneys provided in this 
section may be expended un
less the commission has ap
proved the pertinent work pro
gram. 

Subd. 11. Natural Resources 
Federal Reimbursement Ac
count 

Reimbursements and matching 
moneys received from the fed
eral government for the pur
poses described in Minnesota 
Statutes, Chapter 86, regard
less of the source of state 
match, credit or value used to 
earn the reimbursement or 
matching funds, shall in the 
first instance be credited to a 
federal receipt account by the 
state agency receiving such 
reimbursements or matching 
moneys. 

Any state department or 
agency, including the Minne
sota historical society and the 
university of Minnesota, 
which receives reimburse
ments or matching moneys as 
described above shall transfer 
those amounts to the natural 
resources federal reimburse
ment account. Of the amounts 
transferred, $1,000,000 is ap
propriated for the purposes of 
that account. The balance of 

1976 

$ $ 
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funds so transferred shall be 
deposited in the general fund. 
The provision for transfer 
shall not apply to federal aid 
reimbursements received un
der Minnesota Statutes, Sec
tion 16A.68. 

Any Land and Water Conser
vation Fund moneys received 
over and above the normal 
state apportionment from 
that fund are also appropriat
ed for the purposes of the 
natural resources federal re
imbursement account. This 
appropriation shall be con
sidered as additional to the 
specific amount appropriated 
from the amounts transferred 
in this subdivision. 

Any and all federal reim
bursements earned under ex. 
penditures made from appro
priations for natural resources 
acceleration for the period 
from July 1, 1963 through 
June 30, 1969, shall be de
posited to the general fund, 
provided that the state appro
priation was used initially to 
finance the federal share of 
project costs. 

These appropriations are 
available for the purposes of 
state land acquisition and de
velopment as described in this 
section, when such acquisition 
and development is deemed to 
be of an emergency or critical 
nature. In addition these mon. 
eys shall be available for 
studies initiated by the Min
nesota resources commission 
which are found to be proper 
in order for the commission 
to carry out its legislative 
charge. 

All requests for allocation 
from the account for acquisi-

1976 

$ 
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tion or development must be 
accompanied by a certificate 
signed jointly by the state 
planning officer and the bu
reau of planning of the de
partment of natural resources, 
showing a review of the ap
plication against the state 
outdoor recreation act of 1975 
if enacted, the state recrea
tion plan and project 80. 
Copies of such certification 
must be submitted to the ap
propriate legislative commit
tees and commissions. 

The appropriations made un
der the above paragraphs 
shall be expended with the ap
proval of the governor after 
consultation with the legisla
tive advisory committee. The 
Minnesota resources commis
sion shall make recommenda
tions to the legislative ad
visory committee regarding 
such expenditures. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year from 
appropriations made in this 
section shall not cancel but 
shall be available for the sec
ond year of the biennium. 

Sec. 56. WORKMEN'S COM-
PENSATION 

For 1975-$273,765.72 

To be transferred by the com
missioner of finance to the 
department of labor and in
dustry compensation revolv
ing fund, in payment of obli
gations incurred by the fol
lowing agencies in the 
amounts as indicated: 

Agriculture 

Economic 
Development 

35,977.80 

933.83 

2919 
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1976 
$ 

Judicial-District 
Court Judges 2,312.90 

Military Affairs 22,743.49 

Natural Resources 126,098.64 

Legislative Audit 
Commission 4,568.68 

Public Safety 26,805.94 
Public Service 4,849.25 
Revenue 33,062.68 

Governor 3,932.15 

Livestock Sanitary 
Board 11,782.45 

Tax Court 697.91 

Sec. 57. UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION 

For 1975-$614,341.91 

Agriculture 17,023.58 

Indian Affairs 1,039.68 

Natural Resources 581,709.81 

Minnesota Legisla-
tive Building 
Commission 1,280.00 

Military Affairs 4,090.05 

Minnesota Commis-
sion for the 
Handicapped 2,210.00 

Attorney General 2,207.46 

Labor and Industry 3,044.24 

Governor's 1,737.09 

Of the amount appropriated, 
$159,090 is from the game 
and fish fund. 

[57THDAY 

1977 
$ 

Sec. 58. [TRANSFER OF FUNDS.] The commissioner of finance 
is hereby directed to make the following transfers; 

Subdivision I. There is hereby transferred to the general fund 
the sum of $1,337,419.72 to reimburse the general fund for the cost 
ol collecting the tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes and the 
,ost of bond premiums during the 1973-75 biennium from the high• 
,.-ay user tax distribution fund. 
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Subd. 2. There is hereby transferred from the general fund the 
sum of $1,228.50 to correct an overestimate in the cost of collecting 
the tax on gasoline and gasoline substitutes during the 1971-H 
biennium, the sum to be transferred to the highway user tax distribu
tion fund. 

Subd. 3. There is hereby transferred from the general fund the 
sum of $137.54 to correct an overestimate in the cost of mailing 
gas tax refunds during the 1971-73 biennium, the sum to be trans
ferred to the highway user tax distribution fund. 

Subd. 4. There is hereby transferred to the general fund the fol
lowing sums to reimburse the general fund for amounts transferred 
out of the general contingent account for the following purposes: 

(a) From the state airports fund for the department of aeronau
tics, supplies and expense, for the year ending June 30, 1975 
.................... $15,000.00 

(b) From the trunk highway fund for the Mississippi river park-
way commission, for the year ending June 30, 1975 ........... . 
. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7,337.51 

Sec. 59. Any moneys made available to any state department ot· 
agency by this act of appropriation, transfer or otherwise for the 
payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such department oc 
agency under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, Sections 355.50 
and 352.04, Subdivision 5. 

Sec. 60. [OPEN APPROPRIATION FOR EMPLOYEE COM
PENSATION INCREASES.] Subdivision J. There is appropriated to 
the commissioner of administration from the appropriate funds in 
the state treasury such sums as may be necessary to pay increases in 
compensation and other economic benefits of classified and unclassi
fied officers and employees of the legislative, executive, and judicial 
branches of state government, members of the state highway patrol, 
and employees of the Minnesota historical society and non-academic 
employees of the university of Minnesota who are paid from state 
funds, if such increases are authorized by law during the 1975 ses
sion of the legislature or if such increases are authorized by ap
propriate resolution for employees of the legislature. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner shall certify the amounts necessary in 
accordance with subdivision I of this section to the commissioner 
of finance, who shall transfer such amounts to the appropriate ac
counts. Sums so certified and transferred are hereby appropriated. 
The appropriations made by this section are for the biennium be
ginning July I, 1975. 

Subd. 3. Any sums certified and transferred to the university of 
Minnesota under the provisions of this section or Minnesota Statutes, 
Sections 43.50, 352.04, Subdivision 5, and 355.50 shall only be used 
for the purpose certified. Any sum transferred that exceeds the in
creased cost above the amount appropriated for that purpose shall 
be returned and deposited in the state treasury. 

Subd. 4. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the ap
propriations made to the commissioner of administration in Laws 
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1973, Chapter 720, Section 58, shall continue to be available for 
the purposes specified until June 30, 1977, unless those purposes are 
amended or modified during the 197 5 session of the legislature. 

Sec. 61. Any balance remaining on June 30, 1975, of the appropri• 
ation made to the public service commission by Laws 1973, Chapter 
209, for passenger railroad service is hereby reappropriated for the 
biennium ending June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 62. The balance of the appropriation made by Laws 1973, 
Chapter 748, Section 9, which has been encumbered for contracts 
with regions, municipalities, and public institutions for the pur
poses of Minnesota Statutes, Section 116F.03 shall not cancel on 
June 30, 1975, but shall remain available until expended. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 3.102, is amended 
to read: 

3.102 [LEGISLATIVE LIVING EXPENSES.] Each member of 
::.!,;fislature shall be reimbursed for his expenses wllen he is l'e-

te ~ m~iBgs ei staRdmg eommittees, eelDl:9:issions, e, 
is engaged in ~ legis.le.-tive aeti•J-ity incurred while engaged in 
official business when the legislature is not in session. The amount 
of such reimbursement shall not exceed $33 per day as a per diem 
expense allowance for all expenses incurred except travel and 
wdging. He The member shall also be reimbursed for his travel and 
lodging expenses in the same manner and amount as state em
ployees are rcimlnlfeeEl fer sueh traYel. 

ReimhaPSements ~ memliel'S Gf the legislata,e fel' eat-Gf-state 
meeaBgS Ell' etaer legislat:ve acti'rity shall lie ill the same amoants 
as state em11loyees IH'O reiml!ameEI m SYeh OQt of stat: e!EJlenses. 

Expenses for members of the legislature are payable in the man
ner and in the amount designated by the senate committee on rules 
and administration as to members of the senate and by the com
mittee on rules and legislative administration as to members of 
the house of representatives. 

The expense allowances provided for herein to the persons desig
nated are in lieu of any other expenses authorized by law or reso
lution for the same purposes. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 4.11, Subdivision 5, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. The governor may direct any state department or other 
a~ency of the state government to furnish the state planning agency 
with such personnel, equipment, and services as are necessary to 
enable it to carry out its powers and duties, and prescribe the terms 
thereof , inelaEling ,eiml!arsement ef -~ thereof. AB'.! moneys 
jl!lia to a state d~pal'tP.lent 0i' ~ ageney of the state go•;0FBH1ent 
jlYPSYant ts this sYl!Eli'risien are hel'eiiy annaally app,opeated ie 
8lleh 4epaetment 81' ageney w the aame pYFJIOSeo fol' whieh its 
fands were e!fpenEioo in famishing Jlei'Sonnel, eEtUipment, mHl eef
Yiees to the ~ f'Janning ageney . When requested by the state 
planning agency to perform planning work, state agencies will be 
expeoted to use existing staff. 
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Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 5.08, Subdivision 2, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DISTRIBUTION.] 15,000 copies of the legislative 
manual shall be printed and distributed as follows: 

fB- eQ eepies '6 the pEesident * the Senate; 

~ (1) 25 copies shall be available to each member of the legis-
lature on request; 

-<-8+ (2) 50 copies to the state historical society; 

+4-t (3) 25 copies to the state university; 

-fa+ ( 4) 60 copies to the state library; 

~ (5) Two copies each to the library of Congress, the Minne• 
sota veterans home, the state colleges, the state high schools, the 
public academies, seminaries, and colleges of the state, and the free 
public libraries of the state; 

-ft+ (6) One copy each to the state institutions not hereinbefore 
mentioned, the elective state officials, the appointed heads of de
partments, the officers and employees of the legislature, the justices 
of tbe supreme court, the judges of the district court, the senators 
and representatives in Congress from this state, and the county 
auditors; 

W (7) One copy to each public school, to be distributed 
through the eaanty superintendent of sehaale each school district ; 
and 

~ (8) The remainder may be disposed of as the secretary of 
state deems best , and at a price the secretary of state shall estab
lish. AU receipts from the sale of the legislative manual shall be 
deposited to the general fund . 

Sec. 66. [MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS.] It shall be 
illegal for any state officer or head of any state department or any 
employees thereof to use moneys appropriated by this act, or fees 
collected, for any other purpose than the purpose for which such 
moneys have been appropriated and any such act by any such per
son shall be cause for immediate removal from the office or position 
he holds with the government of the state, provided however, that 
funds may be transferred to the credit of the state employees re
tirement fund and used for the purposes thereof as provided by law. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 12.21, Subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. In performing his duties under this chapter and to effect 
its policy and purpose, the governor is further authorized and em
powered: 

(1) To make, amend, and rescind the necessary orders, rules, and 
regulations to carry out the provisions of this chapter within the limits 
of the authority conferred upon him herein, with due consideration of 
the plans of the federal government and without complying with sec
tions 15.0411 to 15.049, inclusive, but no order, rule or regulation 
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shall have the force and effect of law except as provided by section 
12.32; 

(2) To prepare a comprehensive plan and program for the civil 
defense of this state, such plan and program to be integrated into 
and coordinated with the civil defense plans of the federal government 
and of other states to the fullest possible extent, and to coordinate the 
preparation of plans and programs for civil defense by the political 
subdivisions of this state, such plans to be integrated into and coordi
nated with the civil defense plan and program of this state to the fullest 
possible extent; 

( 3) In accordance with such plan and program for the civil defense 
,,f this state, to procure supplies and equipment, to institute training 
programs and public information programs, and to take all other 
preparatory steps, including the partial or full mobilization of civil 
defense organizations in advance of actual disaster, to insure the fur
nishing of adequately trained and equipped forces of civil defense 
personnel in time of need; 

( 4) To make such stndies and surveys of the industries, resources, 
and facilities in this state as may be necessary to ascertain the capabili
iies of the state for civil defense, and to plan for the most efficient 
emergency use thereof; 

(5) On behalf of this state, to enter into mutual aid arrangements 
with other states and to coordinate mutual aid plans between political 
subdivisions of this state; 

( 6) To delegate any administrative authority vested in him under 
this chapter, except the power to make rules and regulations, to pro
vide for the subdelegation of any such authority; 

(7) To appoint, in cooperation with local authorities, metropolitan 
area directors when practicable; 

( 8) To cooperate with the president and the heads of the armed 
forces, the civil defense agency of the United States and other appro
priate federal officers and agencies, and with the officers and agencies 
of other states in matters pertaining to the civil defense of the state and 
nation, including the direction or control of 

(a) blackouts and practice blackouts, air raid drills, mobilization of 
civil defense forces, and other tests and exercises; 

( b) warnings and signals for drills or attacks and the mechanical de
vices to be used in connection therewith; 

( c) the effective screening or extinguishing of all lights and lighting 
devices and appliances; 

( d) shutting off water mains, gas mains, electric power connections 
and the suspension of all other utility services; 

( e) the conduct of civilians and the movement and cessation of 
movement of pedestrians and vehicular traffic during, prior, and subse
quent to drills or attack; 

(f) public meetings or gatherings; and 
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(g) the evacuation, reception, and sheltering of the civilian popula
tion; 

(9) To contribute, weth the llj!Jll'OVal of the ea<eeut¥.,e eouneil, to 
a political subdivision, within the limits of the appropriation there
for, not more than 25 percent of the cost of acquiring organizational 
equipment which meets standards established by him; 

(IO) To formulate and execute, with the approval of the executive 
council, plans and regulations for the control of traffic in order to 
provide for the rapid and safe movement over public highways and 
streets of troops, vehicles of a military nature, materials for national 
defense and war or for use in any war industry, for the conservation of 
critical materials or for civil defense purposes, and to coordinate the 
activities of the departments or agencies of the state and of the 
political subdivisions thereof concerned directly or indirectly with pub
lic highways and streets, in a manner which will best effectuate such 
plans. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16.012, is amended to 
read: 

16.012 [LEASE OF SPACE IN CERTAIN STATE BUILD
INGS TO STATE DEPARTMENTS.] The commissioner of ad
ministration may lease portions of the state owned l,uilmng loootee 
al; l-1-7 West Unwe,s:t;y .•.venue, St. Paul, Minnesota, aHf! the state 
&WHOO huilding known as the eentennial b1>ilding buiklings in the 
capitol complex, the capitol square building, the health buikling, 
and the building at 1246 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota, to 
state departments and agencies and charge rent therefor on the 
basis of space occupied. Notwithstanding the provisions of any law 
to the contrary, all moneys collected as rent pursuant to the terms 
of this section shall be deposited in the state treasury and eredited 
t& the ae~ount lrn&wn as the genel'ftl rand. Moneys collected as rent 
for the purpose of recovering depreciation costs of buildings built 
with state dedicated funds shall be credited to the dedicated funds 
which funded the original acquisition or construction. All other 
moneys received shall be credited to the general fund. 

Sec. 69. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 16, is amended by adding 
a section to read: 

[16 .... ] [REIMBURSEMENTS TO THE STATE BY EM
PLOYEES.] By October I, 1975, the commissioner of administration 
shall develop, implement, and, as needed, amend rules, reimburse
ment rates and necessary operating policies regarding state-owned 
vehicles assigned to individual employees for extended use in the per
formance of their assigned duties. Reimbursement to the state by em
ployees shall be made for the full cost to the state for travel by the 
employee to and from his place of residence. Such rules, rates and 
operating policies shall not be subject to the provisions of the adminis
trative procedures act. All moneys received under this provision shall 
be deposited as nondedicated receipts to the credit of the fund from 
which the costs of operating the individual vehicles are paid. 

Sec. 70. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 17B.15, is amended to 
read: 
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I 7B.15 [FEES FOR INSPECTION AND WEIGHING.] Subdivision 
I. The fees for inspection and weighing shall be fixed by the com
missioner and be a lien upon the grain. If the grain is in transit, such 
fees shall be paid by the carrier and treated as advance charges, and, 
if received for storage, such fees shall be paid by the warehouseman, 
and added to the storage charges. 

All moneys so collected and all fines and penalties for violation of 
any provision of this chapter shall be paid into the state treasury. 

Subd. 2. The commissioner is directed to adjust his schedule of fees be
fore the end of each fiscal year to provide that the initial charge made for 
Yervices to be rendered during the next fiscal year shall be sufficient to 
l'rovide an income during the latter fiscal year equal to the amount of 
the expenditures for that year for salaries, overtime, expenses, which 
,hall include without limitation, an amount for state retirement 
and social security contributions. If the income from the fees provided 
for herein during any fiscal year is more than 103 percent of the ex
l'enditures for that year, the commissioner in adjusting his schedule of 
fees for use in the next fiscal year shall fix the fees to produce income 
in the amount of that expenditure less the amount of the excess over 
103 percent of the expenditures first referred to herein. If the income 
from the fees provided for herein during any fiscal year is less than the 
4'Xpenditures for that year, the commissioner in adjusting his schedule 
af fees for use in the next fiscal year shall fix the fees to produce income 
in the amount of such expenditure for the latter year plus the amount 
<>f the difference between the expenditure for the year first referred to 
herein and the total income from the fees during that year, and plus 
1hree percent of the total expenditure for both the latter and the first 
vear referred to herein. The schedule of fees shall provide that any 
~levator, mill, or other business requesting a weighing or inspection 
service, shall pay a minimum charge per hour for each employee re
quested or assigned. Any fees earned by the employee shall be credited 
against the charge made therefor. The minimum charge shall be assessed 
only after taking into consideration all fees earned and all hours 
charged. Excess fees earned over hours charged shall be carried forward 
from month to month during any one fiscal year. When deemed neces
rary by the commissioner, a charge for actual overtime costs may be 
made. 

Sec. 71. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 29.021, is amended to 
read: 

29.021 [POWERS AND DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER OF 
AGRICULTURE.] The commissioner of agriculture shall have 
the power to employ such persons as are necessary to carry out 
the provisions of sections 29.021 to 29.091, and to fix all salaries 
and provide for expenses generally not inconsistent with law. The 
commissioner is authorized and directed to formulate and adopt 
plans whereby owners of poultry flocks and poultry breeding 
flocks may, upon application, have their flocks culled, inspected. 
and supervised, to the end that these flocks may be accredited 
and certified for standard type and egg quality and production; 
and likewise, poultry hatcheries and dealers may be accredited 
and certified as hatching and selling products produced only from 
accredited and certified flocks. The commissioner is authorized to 
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make, publish, and enforce rules and regulations to these ends. 
not inconsistent with law, and to define, prescribe, and authorize 
the use of uniform terminology to apply to varying degrees of 
accreditation and certification. The commissioner is authorized to 
adopt the "standard breeding plan" of accreditation and certifica
tion sponsored by the United States department of agriculture, or 
any other plan, and to cooperate with that department in matters 
of poultry improvement, egg quality and production. The commis
sioner is authorized to prescribe and collect fees for inspection and 
supervision, and to prescribe and furnish labels, leg bands, and 
certificates of accreditation and certification and such other sup
plies as may be necessary, and to prescribe and collect fees for the 
same. Fees shall be fixed by the commissioner at the beginning of 
each fiscal year and reviewed and adjusted, if necessary, at tM 
end of each six month period in order that the fees prescribed 
shall, insofar as practicable, cover the cost of all services rendered. 
The commissioner is authorized to do such other things as he may 
deem needful and expedient to improve poultry breeding and 
practices and egg quality and production and to give effect tit 
sections 29.021 to 29.091, in connection with those parties who 
wish to comply with the programs promulgated in accordance with 
this section. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statues 1974, Section 30.20, is amended w 
read: 

30.20 [FEES.] Fees for inspection shall be determined by the 
commissioner. Fees shall be reviewed and, if necessary, adjusted 
each six months to the end that such fees shall, insofar as it u 
practicable, cover the cost of the services rendered. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116C.05, is amended 
to read: 

116C.05 [CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] Subdivision 
1. There is established a citizens advisory committee composed of 
one resident from each congressional district and three members 
at large as a vehicle for citizen participation in the activities of the 
council. The governor shall appoint the members of the citizens 
advisory committee with the advice and consent of the senate, and 
the committee annually shall elect one of their members to serve 
as chairman. Members of the committee shall serve four year 
terms coterminous with the governor. Each member may receive 
as compensation for his services the sum of $35 per day or fraction 
thereof spent in attending meetings of the citizens advisory com
mittees or in performing other duties required by law, and each 
member of the committee shall be reimbursed for actual and 
necessary expenses incurred in the performance of his duties in 
the same manner and amount as state employees. 

Subd. 2. The duties and functions of the committee shall be as 
follows: 
~ !I!& l'e¥iew end appraise -the varieas pregftlHIS ana aetivities 

el the state ga,.-el'IHBellt m ligM el caviral!Hlel!tal Elll~ eOBoel'll!I 
fep ifte PIH'f8Se el determmiag tae ateRt ts WBieh S\leA ~~?DIii 
ftRa aetivitiee &Pe eaR!Mutieg te M-te eev:i,eemeA~I pa: =<r an4 
gealst 
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W ( a) To hold meetings throughout the state as it deems 
necessary for the purpose of gathering information on public and 
private opinions concerning the adequacy of the state's environ
mental quality policies and the extent to which these policies are 
being implemented; 

M (b) To meet with the environmental quality council at least 
four times a year at approximately three month intervals, to give 
advice and counsel to the council t aR.l on the basis of the infor
mation gathered pursuant to ( a) 

-fdt ~ make ~ t& the goyemo,, legiel.awre &Rd 
the ~ eB er &ef&re Deeemeer 3l ef eaeh year ,egerdiRg any 
neeEieEI st-ate pe!iey ec i:-gram ehanges te fesrel' ftREi p,omote tile 
imp,o,,ement of ew."Honmental quality . 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 116D.04, Subdivision 
3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Upon the filing with the council of a petition of not less 
than 500 persons requesting an environmental impact statement on 
a particular action, the council shall review the petition those peti
tions deemed by the council to involve potential for significant en
vironmental effects or to concern an action of more than local 
significance and, where there is material evidence of the need for 
an environmental review, require the preparation of an environ
mental impact statement in accordance with provisions of this 
section. 

Sec. 75. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 144.61, is amended 
to read: 

144.61 [ANNUAL REGISTRATION.] Every such person so 
registered with the state board of health shall register with the 
board on dates specified by the board and pay a registration fee in 
an amount prescribed by the board pursuant to section 144.122. 
All fees received under sections 144.59 to 144.65 shall be pai4 
deposited by the state board of health t& the state t,eas1Rer &Rd 
the ameant c;e flaia te the state t,easw,,e, is lle,elly appropriated 
em ef any money to the credit of the general fund in the state 
treasury Bet otllePWise approp:ria-teEI, te the state ll8ftl'Ei ef llealtll 
lei' the purpose ef . The expenses of the state board of health in 
carrying out the provisions of sections 144.59 to 144.65 shall be 
paid out of the appropriations made to the state board of health . 

Sec. 76. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 149.04, is amended to 
read: 

149.04 [RENEWAL OF LICENSE.] Any license may be re
newed from time to time and shall be in force after such renewal 
for a period specified by the state board of health upon the payment 
of a renewal fee in an amount prescribed by the board pursuant to 
section 144.122. 

All fees received under this chapter shall be paid by the state 
board of health to the state tleaea,er &Rd an amol!Rt ef money 
equal te tile amol¼Rt se flaia <Wei' ily. the ll8ftl'Ei te the state treae1Rer 
is llerelly app,aprieteEI eat ef any money credit of the general fund 
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in the state treasury eet ethel'WWe llflpEopri&ted te the eeam fel' 
~e p1Hpose of e11Hymg eat the ~sieBa ef this eff&Jlter . The 
salaries of the necessary employees of the board, the per diem of 
the inspectors and examiners, their expenses, and all incidental 
expenses of the board in carrying out the provisions of this chapter 
shall be paid en 8fEiel' ef the eeQfQ hem saeh e.pprepri.a~a from 
the appropriations made to the state board of health , but no ex
pense or olaim shall be incurred or paid in excess of the amount 
received from the fees herein provided. 

Sec. 77. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 176.611, Subdivision 
6a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6a. There is hereby appropriated from the general fund in 
the state treasury to the state compensation revolving fund the 
sum of $~36,QQQ $967,690 to be used to pay claims of employees 
of the state. This appropriation together with the sum of $74,013.12 
heretofore appropriated from the trunk highway fund and $1,950, 
~ $2,395,986.88 heretofore appropriated from the general fund 
totals $2,110,QQQ $3,437,960 and constitutes the revolving fund. 

Sec. 78. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 181A.07, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

18lA.07 [EXEMPTIONS.] Subdivision 1. Minors employed in 
corn detasseling operations and other agricultural operations, with 
the permission of their parents or guardian, shall be exempt from 
the provisions of section 181A.04, subdivision 4. Such minors 1Z 
years of age or older are exempt from the age provision of section 
181A.04, Subdivision 1. 

Sec. 79. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 299D.03, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [AIR PATROL, SALARY INCREASE BASED ON 
HOURLY OPERATION.] After the commissioner has determined 
the amount of maximum monthly increase that a member of the 
patrol assigned to aircraft operation may receive pursuant to sub
division 3, he shall divide that amount by 174 to determine the 
hourly rate of increased salary compensation. The amount of in
creased compensation that any individual pilot officer shall receive 
shall be determined by multiplying his hourly rate by the number 
of hours that he was actually engaged in aircraft operation during 
a pay period. 

Sec. 80. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 299D, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[299D.06] [INSPECTIONS; WEIGHING.] Personnel to en
force the laws relating to motor vehicle equipment, school bus 
equipment, drivers license, motor vehicle registration, motor vehi
cle size and weight, and motor vehicle petroleum tax, to enforce 
public service commission regulations relating to motor carriers, 
to enforce pollution control agency regulations relating to motor 
vehicle noise abatement, and to enforce laws relating to directing 
the movement of vehicles shall be classified employees of the 
commissioner of public safety assigned to the division of highway 
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patrol. Employees engaged in these duties, while actually on the 
job during their working hours only, shall have power to arrest 
and prepare notices to appear in court for violation of these law• 
and regulations, in the manner provided in section 169.91. They 
shall not be armed and shall have none of the other powers and 
privileges reserved to peace officers. 

Sec. 81. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 308.905, is amended 
to read: 

308.905 [FEES AND EXPENSES.] Any cooperative association 
which makes application to the commissioner for any of the ser
vices permitted under sections 308.902 to 308.905 shall pay all of 
the costs of such services, including the compensation of the ac
countants employed, transportation, meals, lodging, and all other 
expenses in connection with or incidental to the services performed, 
payment of such costs to be made by such association upon presen
tation of a bill therefor by the commissioner, who shall deposit the 
same with the state treasurer to the credit of the eooperaw,e ae
emmtiflg nHKl; aM whiell shall ae 6\ll,jeel; to the Oi'Q8i' el the -
miosi8ReP, en W6:Rallt ei the eemmisoieneF el !iW1ae, ta, ;he pm=
poses el oeetions 11(18.9~ to 11(18.9(15 general fund . 

Sec. 82. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 326.44, is amended 
to read: 

326.44 [FEES PAID TO GENERAL FUND.] All fees received 
under sections 326.37 to 326.45 shall be tmid deposited by the 
state board of health te the state tl'e1u,arer, llHQ a lliHOQM el 
money eEtaaI to the amsQHl; Ge p8ffl 8Y8l' hy the ae!H'El to the~ 
lll'8i' is herel,y eppropria;ed, 9l¼t ef ftllY moneys to the credit of 
the general fund in the state treasury H&t othe.-wiee appPOpriateol, 
to the eeal'EI fei, the pappose ef eaeying 9l¼t the pro,isions of aee
tiens ~~ t& ~ . The salaries of the necessary employees of 
the board and the per diem of the inspectors and examiners here
inbefore provided, their expenses and all incidental expenses of the 
board in carrying out the provisions of sections 326.37 to 326.45. 
shall be paid, en 0l'QeP ef the l,eal'El; fPOm flll<lh appropriation from 
the appropriations made to the state board of health , but no 
expense or claim shall be incurred or paid in excess of the amount 
received from the fees herein provided. 

Sec. 83. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 326.64, is amended 
to read: 

326.64 [FEES DEPOSITED.] All fees received under sections 
326.57 to 326.66 shall be tmid deposited by the state board of 
health te ~ ~ treasu,ep aeft -the amount thereef is appropriate• 
Qllnl¾ally 9l¼t ef ftllY money to the credit of the general fund in 
the state treasury to the eeara iel' the pa.pose of eanying oat -the 
pro,isions of se:tiona 3~ to 32~.GS . The salaries of the neces
sary employees of the board and the per diem of the inspectors 
and examiners hereinbefore provided, their expenses and the in
cidental expenses of the board in carrying out the provisions of 
sections 326.57 to 326.66 shall be paid ; an Oi'Q8i' ef the eeal'EI; 
ff8IB sueh appropl'iotion from the appropriations made to the 
state board of health but no expense or claim shall be incurred or 
paid in excess of the amount received from the fees herein provided. 
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Sec. 84. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 347.33, Subdivision 3, 
is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FEES; ISSUANCE OF LICENSE.] The annual li
cense fee is $10 for each kennel licensed. All license fees collected 
by the board shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited 
to the keBBel HeeROO aeoeuBt, whieh is heresy estaelished in the 
etete tfeaSYry. All IB8Rey iR the state tfeasary eredited te the 
kelHle!. li<!erule aoeal¼ftt is tmnnally llflP•opriated ~ the li~•eeteek 
sanitary ~ ;e aclmiBistet' IIRd eeferoe tho pre•Jisiees of seotiees 
~ te W-.4Q general fund . 

When application is made to the livestock sanitary board, com
plete in the manner set forth by regulation to be issued by the 
livestock sanitary board, and upon payment of the license fee, the 
license shall be issued by said board if, after inspection of the 
premises, the board determines that the dog kennel complies with 
sections 347.31 to 347.40 and the rules and regulations promul
gated pursuant to it. 

Sec. 85. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 484.54, is amended 
to read: 

484.54 [EXPENSES OF JUDGES.] The judges of the district 
court shall be paid, in addition to the amounts now provided by 
law, all sums they shall hereafter pay out as necessary traveling 
and hotel expenses while absent from their places of residence in 
the discharge of their official duties, and all sums they shall neces
aarily hereafter pay out for telephone tolls, postage, expressage, 
and stationery, including printed letterheads and envelopes for 
official business except that a judge shall not be paid such travel
ing expenses for travel from his place of residence to and from his 
permanent chambers. Each judge may file monthly and shall file 
within 90 days after the expenses are incurred, unless the time is 
extended by the commissioner of finance, with the commissioner 
of finance an itemized statement, verified by him, of all such 
expenses actually paid by him which shall be audited by the 
commissioner of finance and paid upon his warrant. 

~ is hereby app,ap:riated em ef aay meBeys iB the state 
treaSYry net etaerwise ap!H'9pria.te& SYea S1HR& ae 1RftY; HOm time 
te time; ee aeeessery t-1> :PftY these wenaete. 

Sec. 86. Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, Subdivision 2, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In the furtherance of public safety in the Soudan state 
park, the depal'tmeet commissioner of eeese~-atiee natural re
sources shall utilize any available services of the safety ~·isiae ef 
t.ae sta;e iedastrial eemmissiee department of labor and industry 
and shall may contract with the county of St. Louis iR a SYFR net 
e!loeedieg $600 aeeaally ieE payme..t ef all for reasonable and 
necessary inspections of said mine and all equipment used therein, 
as provided by the rules and regulations of the safety d~<isiee of 
t.ae state iedastrial eemmisoiee department of labor and industry . 
!J!here shaJI ffe apt110pl'i&ted t;e .tlie 88BdBiSsi91l:01' ef eaRBSl"\?QtiOn 
HOm tae geeeral ,e,;eeae fiHffi ef tee ~ &f Mieeeoeta tae sYHl 
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ef $600 irmmllily t8 eftl'¼'Y e\K the pal'jleses ef 4;his aet Cost of 
inspections shall be paid from appropriations made to the depart
ment of natural resources . 

Sec. 87. Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section 1, Subdivision 3, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 3. If at any time the sWe iBelastl'ial eem.-aissfoa com
missioner of labor and industry deems that said mine or its equip
ment is not safe for public use, the eelllBlissieD commissioner shall 
issue an order that said mine shall be closed, and the public shall 
be barred therefrom until further order of the ealllfftissi8R com
missioner authorizing the reopening of said mine. 

Sec. 88. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 16A, is amended by 
adding a section to read: 

[16A .... ] [REPORT ON FEES.] The commissioner of finance 
ahall review and analyze fees collected by state departments and 
agencies. The commissioner shall prepare a report on those fees in 
which the cost of collections of the fee and the service provided for 
the fee appear excessive in relation to the amount of the fee 
collected. The report shall be submitted by November 15 of any 
even numbered year to the committee on finance of the senate 
and the committee on appropriations of the house of representa
tives. 

Sec. 89. When any state agency or department proposes to 
contract with a person, other than a state employee, for informa
tion relating to whether or not an activity should be undertaken, 
that agency or department shall consult with the state planning 
agency prior to entering into any contract. The state planning 
agency shall advise as to whether the information to be obtained 
through the proposed contract can be obtained more economically 
in another way, such as through the services of another state 
agency or department. If a consulting contract is entered into by 
the state, a copy of the contract shall be immediately filed with 
the state planning agency, which shall continuously monitor work 
performed under the contract. The contracting agency shall also 
continuously monitor work performed under the contract. 

Sec. 90. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 3.97, Subdivision 5, is 
amended to read: 

Subd. 5. The legislative auditor may appeiat a Elepaty legislati>Je 
aaditer llRQ a eaafiaeatial seeFetaey eaea ef wham sltall SCfY6 ~ 
mo pleeeare ill tbe anelassifiea senriee shall establish a financial 
audits division and a program evaluation division to fulfill the 
duties prescribed in section 3.97. Each division shall be supervised 
by a deputy auditor, appointed by the legislative auditor, with the 
approval of the commission, for a term coterminous with the legis
lative auditor's term. The deputy auditors may be removed before 
the expiration of their terms only for cause. The legislative auditor 
and deputy auditors may each appoint a confidential secretary to 
serve at his pleasure • E!leept as may ee etberwise re,Jiaed ier 
&y law the legisl&ti>Je aadi-ter The commission shall ix tbeir the 
salaries of the deputy auditors and confidential secretaries . The 
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deputy auditors may perform and exercise the powers, duties and 
responsibilities imposed by law on the legislative auditor &REI ie 
when authorized so to do by the legislative auditor. All The deputy 
auditors and the confidential secretaries shall serve in the un
classified civil service, but all other effieere &REl employees of the 
legislative auditor shall eeatiaue t& be in the classified civil service. 

Sec. 91. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 3.971, is amended to 
read: 

3.971 LPOWERS AND DUTIES OF LEGISLATIVE AUDI
TOR.] Subdivision 1. To perform financial audits the legislative 
auditor shall post-audit and make a complete examination and 
verification of all accounts, records, inventories, vouchers, re
ceipts, funds, securities, and other assets of all state departments, 
boar'ds

1 
commissions, and other state agencies at least once a year, 

if funas and personnel permit, and oftener if deemed necessary or 
as directed by the legislature or the legislative audit commission. 
Audits may include detailed checking of every transaction or test 
checking as the legislative auditor deems best. The books of the 
state treasurer and commissioner of finance may be examined 
monthly. The legislative auditor shall see that all provisions of law 
respecting the appropriate and economic use of public funds are 
complied with by all departments and agencies of the state gov
ernment. 

A copy of all post-audits, reports and results of examinations 
made by the legislative auditor shall be deposited with the legisla
tive reference library. 

Subd. 2. To perform program evaluation, the legislative auditor 
•hall determine the degree to which the activities and programs 
entered into or funded by the state are accomplishing their goals 
and objectives, including an evaluation of goals and objectives, 
measurement of program results and effectiveness, alternative 
means of achieving the same results, and efficiency in the alloca
tion of resources. 

Sec. 92. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 138.025, Subdivision 
l, is amended to read: 

138.025 [TRANSFER OF CONTROL OF CERTAIN HIS
TORIC SITES.] Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The authority 
of the aepa, ta,eat commissioner of natural resources &REl its di>lisi811 
&f j3fHff8 aaEl reePeatiea , or any successor thereto, to administer and 
control the historic sites enumerated in this section is withdrawn, 
and is hereby conferred upon the Minnesota historical society. 
The society shall exercise the general administration and control 
of such sites, preserve their historic features, conduct archaeologi
cal investigations, establish necessary interpretive centers, and 
perform such additional duties and services at such sites as may 
be deemed necessary and beneficial to such sites. The commis
sioner of natural resources shall continue to administer and con
trol the state parks enumerated in this section excepting the por
tions thereof designated as historic sites, the administration and 
control of which is by this section vested in the Minnesota histor
ical society. The Minnesota historical society may contract with 
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existing state departments and agencies for such materials and 
services, including utility services, as may be necessary for the 
administration and maintenance of the sites listed in this section. 

Sec. 93. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 138.025, is amended 
by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [FORT SNELLING OFFICERS' ROW.] The commis• 
sioner of natural resources may contract with the Minnesota his
torical society for the purpose of preserving the historic homes 
along Taylor avenue, Fort Snelling, known as "Officers' Row" and 
the annex building, buildings numbered 151 to 161. 

The Minnesota historical society may contract with state de• 
partments, agencies, public and private organizations and individ
uals for occupancy of the "Officers' Row" homes, provided the 
occupancy conforms to rules and regulations set down by the 
Minnesota historical society. 

It is in the public interest of the people of Minnesota to further 
the preservation of this historic area. 

Sec. 94. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 201.021, is amended 
to read: 

201.021 [PERMANENT REGISTRATION SYSTEM.] A 
permanent system of voter registration by county is established. 
Any county containing no city with a population of 10,000 or more 
may by resolution of the county board be exempted from the 
provisions of sections 201.021 to 201.221. The county auditor shall 
be chief registrar of voters and the chief custodian of the official 
registration records in each county. 

Sec. 95. The appropriations made by this act to the commissioner 
of natural resources for parks and recreation management include 
$500,000 each year for trails financed by % of one percent of the 
unrefunded gasoline tax used by snowmobiles. If the gasoline excise 
tax is increased from 7 to 9 cents in the 1975 session, these appro• 
priations shall be increased by $150,000 each year of the biennium. 
The appropriations for recreational trails described above are to be 
expended in the same proportions as directed in Laws 1973, Chap
ter 648, Subdivision 6. 

Sec. 96. The commissioner of corrections may use any funds 
available to him to provide for the payment of expenses of the 
members of the health advisory committee incurred in attendance 
of meetings under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, S11:tion 
43.329. The committee is limited to 25 reimbursable meetings per 
year. 

Sec. 97. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 27.07, is amended to 
read: 

27.07 [GRADES ESTABLISHED; INSPECTION.] The com• 
missioner shall have power to establish grades on all produce and 
when deemed necessary shall provide for inspecting and grading 
produce subject to sale at such marketing points within the state 
as the commissioner may designate, and provide for the issuing of 
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certificates of inspection showing the grade, quality, and condi
tions of the produce, and may charge and collect a reasonable fee 
therefor, a schedule thereof to be adopted and published from 
time to time. Such certificates of inspection shall be prima facie 
evidence in all courts of this state as to the grade, quality, and 
condition of the produce at the time the inspection was made. 
When any person having produce desires to have it inspected he 
may apply to the commissioner for the service of an inspector and, 
if it appears to the commissioner that the volume of the produce is 
sufficient to justify the request, he may grant the service upon 
terms and conditions to be fixed by him. Any inspection service so 
ordered and maintained shall be self-supporting. The commis
sioner may require a deposit, prior to the establishment of the 
inspection service, in amount equal to the costs thereof as esti
mated by him and he may further require that such deposits be 
renewed, from time to time, in such manner that a pem,aneai 
aeeeuat aaall he maia'aiaeel; deposits are sufficient at all time to 
pay the costs of such inspection service for a period of not less 
than 15 days in advance. Meaeys plaeea iR the hmHls of the 
eommissi<ffier f<w this P"l'JlOSe shall be plaeea m a separate 
eoeeunt, ta be knewn as the J!f86UOO ioopeetion aeeount, and the 
sums sueh peFS8RB shall ~ribu-te ta eaeh aeeOORt shall Be ~ 
separate ea ~he beaks of the e91RR!issiener. Ne meney shall he 
paid kem tai6 aeeeURt for iaspectien serviees reaelered te m,y 
fl0l'S0R m ""8€66 ~ the moneys ea haRd acereelited te His aeeeuat. 
'l'his meney shall be deposited m the ~ treasury m the same 
maaner :is <4>el' departmea~-al receipts are deposited, OFedited w 
the aeeeua~ herein e,,eated;- and paid Gut eRly UJleR <ffeler of the 
eommifls:eaer. When any such agreement shall terminate by 
action of either party thereto, the commissioner shall wi~hdraw 
kem SueB a€00Unt the full emouat of all sueh bills payable fal' 
sewicm ,endeec,! arul retum pay to the depositor any moneys 
remaining to his credit after the deduction of the costs at the time 
such agreement terminates. Any sums Gefl0Sired m the state 
treasury UReler the previsions of seetions 27-.M te 2!hl& aoo ~ 
aro hereby apprepriated foo, the purpases set Iarth therein. 

Sec. 98. The commissioner of agriculture may disburse one time 
only from the funds of the department of agriculture in fiscal year 
1975 the sum of $5,000 to a nonprofit corporation engaged in a 
program of reforestation in the control of dutch elm and oak wilt 
disease. 

Sec. 99. The appropriation for the construction of the Grand 
Mound interpretive center made in Laws 1973, Chapter 720, 
Section 43, Subdivision 7(c), shall not cancel but shall be avail
able until the project is completed or abandoned. 

Sec. 100. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 238.04, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 

238.04 [COMMISSION CREATED.] Subdivision 1. A state 
commission on cable communication is hereby created within the 
department of administration and shall consist of seven members. 
The commission shall reside within the department of administra
tion for a period not to exceed twa four years from May 24, 1973. 
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The members of the commission shall be representative of the 
broad range of interests related to telecommunication needs and 
concerns. 

Sec. 101. The unexpended balances of appropriations as certi
fied by the commissioner of administration to the commissioner of 
finance heretofore made by the legislature by Laws 1969, Chapter 
1159, Section 2, Subdivision 15, ( 1 ), and Laws 1971, Chapter 963, 
Section 2, Subdivision 17, (1) and Section 4, (3) (a) are hereby 
reappropriated to the commissioner of administration as follows: 

Laws 1969, Chapter 1159, as detailed above ........ $3,057.29 

Laws 1971, Chapter 963, as detailed above $62,265.33 to be used 
for the following purpose: 

(a) to supplement the appropriation made by Laws 1975, Chapter 
64, Section I, for the restoration, repair and rehabilitation of the 
exterior of the capitol building ...................... $65,322.62 

Sec. 102. The unexpended balance of $230,879.20, as certified by 
the commissioner of administration to the commissioner of finance, 
remaining from the appropriation heretofore made by the legisla
ture by Laws 1971, Chapter 963, Section 2, Subdivision 18 (I), i• 
hereby reappropriated to the commissioner of administration to re
model available space in state institutions for state agencies pursuant 
to the provisions of Laws I 973, Chapter 720, Section 51. 

Sec. I 03. There is hereby transferred from the general fund the 
sum of $28,674.50 and from the highway safety account 74035:00 20 
the sum of $5, I 30.85 to the trunk highway fund for engineering 
services provided by the highway department for rail crossing safety 
projects and clearances. 

Sec. l04. Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the 
approved complement set forth in this act for various state agencies 
pertains only to the complement financed all or in part from direct 
legislative appropriations. 

Sec. 105. The staffs of the senate finance committee and the house 
appropriations committee shall, at the request of agencies receiving 
appropriations herein and the executive branch budgetary authority, 
provide wherever available detailed information as to the activities 
and object of expenditures that go into the appropriation totals. 

Sec. l06. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 33.17; 88.063, Sub
division 2; 201.34; and 246.32 are repealed." 

Further amend by striking the title in its entirety and substitut
ing in lieu thereof the following: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation o( 
state government; appropriating and reappropriating money ther
for and limiting the use thereof; providing for the transfer of certain 
moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land acquisition in certain 
cases; authorizing the disposal of certain property; authorizing fixing 
and limiting the amount of fees to be collected in certain cases; 
requiring certain reports to be prepared; authorizing certain 
grants•in-aid; providing penalties for misusing appropriated moneys; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.102; 3.97, Subdivision 
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.,; 3.971 and by adding a subdivision; 4.1 I, Subdivision 5; 5.08, Sub
division 2; 12.21. Subdivision 3; Chapter 16 by adding a section; 
16.012; 16.757; 16A by adding a section; 17B.15 and by adding a 
subdivision; 27.07; 29.021; 30.20; 116C.05; 116D.04, Subdivision 3; 
138.025, Subdivision I and by adding a subdivision; 144.61; 149.04; 
176.611, Subdivision 6a; l8IA.07, Subdivision I; 201.021; 238.04, 
Subdivision I; Chapter 299D by adding a section; 299D.03 by adding 
a subdivision; 308.905; 326.44; 326.64; 347.33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; 
Laws 1965, Chapter 415, Section I, Subdivisions 2 and 3; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 33.17; 88.063, Subdivision 2; 201.34; 
and 246.32." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill in 
accordance therewith: 

House Conferees: (Signed) Neil S. Haugerud, Willis R. Eken, Gordon 
O. Voss, Gerald Knickerbocker, Fred C. Norton. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Gerald L. Willet, John C. Chenoweth. 
Winston W. Borden, Richard W. Fitzsimons, J. A. Josefson. 

Mr. Willet moved that the foregoing recommendations and Confer
ence Committee Report on H. F. No. 1759 be now adopted, and that 
the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The 
motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Conference Committee 
Report were adopted. 

H. F. No. 1759: A bill for an act relating to the organization and 
operation of state government; appropriating and reappropriating money 
therefor and limiting the use thereof; providing for the transfer of cer
tain moneys in the state treasury; authorizing land acquisition in cer
tain cases; authorizing the disposal of certain property; authorizing 
fixing and limiting the amount of fees to be collected in certain cases; 
requiring certain reports to be prepared; authorizing certain grants-in
aid; providing penalties for misusing appropriated moneys; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 3.102; 3.97, Subdivision 5; 3.971 
and by adding a subdivision; 4.11, Subdivision 5; 5.08, Subdivision 2; 
12.21, Subdivision 3; Chapter 16 by adding a section; 16.012; 16.757; 
16A by adding a section; 17B.15 and by adding a subdivision; 27.07; 
29.021; 30.20; 116C.05; 116D.04, Subdivision 3; 138.025, Subdivision 
1 and by adding a subdivision; 144.61; 149.04; 176.611, Subdivision 
6a; 181A.07, Subdivision 1; 201.021; 238.04, Subdivision 1; Chapter 
299D by adding a section; 299D.03 by adding a subdivision; 308.905; 
326.44; 326.64; 347.33, Subdivision 3; 484.54; Laws 1965, Chapter 
415, Section 1, Subdivisions 2 and 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 33.17; 88.063, Subdivision 2; 201.34; and 246.32. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Committee, 
and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as amended 
by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 64 and nays 3, as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 
Anderson 
Arnold 
Ashbach 
Bang 

Berg 
Bernhagen 
Blatz 
Borden 

Brataas 
Chenoweth 
Chmielewski 
Coleman 

Conzemius 
Davies 
Doty 
Dunn 

Fitzsimons 
Frederick 
Gearly 
Hansen, Baldy 
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Hansen, Mel Kleinbaum Nelson Perpich, A. J. 
Hanson, R. Knutson North Perpich, G. 
Hughes Kowalczyk Ogdahl Pillsbury 
Humphrey Larson Olhoft Purfeerst 
Jensen Laufenburger Olson, A.G. Renneke 
Josefson Lewis Olson, H. D. Schaaf 
Keefe, J. McCutcheon Olson, J. L. Schmitz 
Keefe, S. Merriam O'Neill Sillers 
Kirchner Moe Patton Solon 

[57THDAY 

Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Ueland 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Brown, Milton and Schrom voted in the negative. 
So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was repassed 

and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 
I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted 

the recommendation and report of the Conference Comnuttee 
on House File No. 1743, and repassed said bill in accordance with 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H. F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of the state government; appropriating moneys 
therefor, permitting transfers in certain cases and limiting the 
use thereof, including appropriations for the departments of pub
lic welfare, corrections, health, corrections ombudsman, various 
health related boards, public assistance programs, aid to de
pendent children, Minnesota supplemental assistance, and pub
lic relief. 

House File No. 1743 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
Transmitted May 19, 1975 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to 
the printing requirement for the Conference Committee report 
on H.F. No. 1743. 

The question being taken on the adoption of the motion, 
And the roll being called, there were yeas 58 and nays 5, as follows: 
Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Davies Kirchner Ogdahl 
Arnold Doty Kleinbaum Olhoft 
Ashbach Dunn Knutson Olson, A. G. 
Berg Frederick Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Bernhagen Gearty Larson Olson, J. L. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Laufenburger O'Neill 
Borden Hansen, Mel Lewis Patton 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Perpich, G. 
Chmielewski Jensen Milton Purfeerst 
Coleman Keefe, J. Moe Renneke 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Nelson Schaaf 

Sd1mitz 
Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
TE>nnessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Messrs. Bang, Brown, Josefson, North and Sillers voted in the nega
tive. 

The motion prevailed. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1743 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of the 
state government; appropriating moneys therefor, permitting transfers 
in certain cases and limiting the use thereof, including appropriatiom 
for the departments of public welfare, corrections, health, corrections 
ombudsman, various health related boards, public assistance programs, 
aid lo dependent children, Minnesota supplemental assistance, and 
public relief. 

May 19, 1975 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1743 report that we 
have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend as follows: The 
Senate recede from its amendments to H. F. No. 1743 and that the 
bill be amended by striking all matter after the enacting clause and 
in lieu thereof substituting the following: 

"Section I. DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC WELFARE, CORREC
TIONS, HEALTH, CORRECTIONS OMBUDSMAN, AND VARI
OUS HEALTH RELATED BOARDS TO EXPEND MONEYS. The 
sums hereinafter named, or so much thereof as may be necessary., 
are hereby appropriated from the general fund in the state treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, or any other fund herein designated, to be 
expended for the purposes specified in the following sections of thi, 
act, to be available for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 
1976, and June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 2. TO THE COMMIS
SIONER OF PUBLIC WEL
FARE 

Subd. 1. Program and Admin-
istrative Support .......... : 
Approved Complement--306.3 

Estimated federal funds to be 
deposited in the general fund 
which are earned by the 
various accounts of the de
partment of public welfare are 
detailed on the worksheets of 
the conferees of the senate and 
house of representatives, a true 
copy of which is on file in the 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

1976 1977 
$ $ 

6,568,000 6,821,000 
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1976 

office of the comm1ss1oner of 
administration and the com
missioner of finance. If federal 
funds anticipated are less than 
those shown on the official 
worksheets, the commissioners 
of administration and finance 
shall reduce the amount avail
able from the specific appro
priation by a like amount. 
Such reductions shall be noted 
in the budget document sub
mitted to the 70th legislature 
in addition to an estimate of 
similar federal funds antici
pated for the 1977-1979 bien
nium. 

Notwithstanding any other la"'. 
to the contrary, not more than 
$5,000 annually is appropriated 
from salary savings to be used 
for the payment of necessary 
travel expenses to and from 
interviews arranged by the de
partment of public welfare, in
curred by job applicants for 
professional, administrative, or 
highly technical positions re
cruited by the department of 
public welfare. 
Notwithstanding any state law 
to the contrary, the commis
sioner of public welfare shall 
not adjust the budget standards 
for any categorical aid program 
in excess of the amount author
ized by the legislature, unless 
federal law or regulation re
quire such action. 

In determining the amount of 
the public assistance grant, ex
cept for general assistance, the 
commissioner shall effect a 4 
percent increase on or after 
July 1, 1975. 

Subd. 2. Centralized Disburse-
ment .................... . 

The commissioner of public 
welfare shall submit a report to 

$ 

5,625,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

5,660,000 
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1976 

$ 

the 1977 legislature regarding 
the effectiveness of the twelve 
positions granted by the 1975 
legislature for increasing sup
port payments. 

Provided that the appropria
tions made in this subdivision 
shall be immediately available 
upon final passage of this act 
to compensate for the delay in 
receipt of federal ear,nings. 
Subd. 3. Community Based 
Residential Services-Mentally 
Retarded ................. . 

Provided that $450,000 of the 
amount appropriated in this 
subdivision shall be expended 
in accordance with the pro
visions of Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Section 252.30. 
Subd. 4. Community Based 
Residential Services - Chem-
ically Dependent .......... . 

1975- $600,000 Deficiency 
Appropriation 

Provided that $525,000 of the 
appropriations for 1976 and 
1977 shall be immediately 
available upon final passafe of 
this act, for the purpose o pro
viding funds for an anticipated 
deficiency in fiscal year 1975 
and for funding of this activity 
for the 1975-1977 biennium. 
Provided that reimbursement 
from state funds for detoxifica
tion centers shall be prorated 
if the appropriation made in 
this subdivision is insufficient 
to pay the cost as provided by 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 254A.08, Subdivision 3. 
Subd. 5. Community Based 
Residential Services-Mentally 
Ill ....................... . 
Provided that each appropria
tion provided by Subdivisions 

788,000 

3,531,200 

186,700 

2941 

1977 

788,000 

3,881,000 

513,100 
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1976 

$ 

3, 4, and 5 shall primarily apply 
to one state hospital receiving 
district. 
The commissioner of public 
welfare shall submit a report on 
the expenditure of the appro
priations in Subdivisions 3, 4, 
and 5 to the 1977 legislature. 
Subd. 6. Community Mental 
Health Centers ........... . 
1975 - $123,125 deficiency ap
propriation 
Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, no funds provid
ed in this subdivision shall be 
used for matching that part of 
salaries paid above the class of 
persons in comparable posi
tions in the state civil service 
nor shall any funds provided in 
this subdivision be used for 
matching that part of fringe 
benefits which exceed the 
fringe benefits provided to em
ployees in the state civil ser
vice. 

The above funds provide for a 
50 percent matching, except 
for counties affected by equali
zation aid, of local community 
mental health centers approved 
expenditures. Seventy-five per
cent of any federal funds re
ceived as reimbursement by the 
commissioner of public welfare 
shall be used to equally reduce 
local and state funding and 
surplus state funds resulting 
from federal funds shall cancel 
to the general fund. Twenty
five percent of the federal 
funds may be used for program 
expansion. 

The community mental health 
centers may accept cases from 
juvenile courts for diagnostic 
evaluation. 

Approved Complement - 4.4 

6,687,600 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

7,346,900 
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Suh<I. 7. Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children, Minne
sota Supplemental Assistance, 
and Medical Assistance ..... . 

Approved Complement - 11.3 

Notwithstanding the provi
sions of any other law, the 
commissioner of public welfare 
may utilize the funds, pursuant 
to the approval of the gover
nor, provided in the above sub
division to pay a portion of the 
cost of day care and vocational 
training programs. The portion 
of the cost not paid by federal 
funds shall be paid equally 
from state and local funds. The 
cases selected by the commis
siQner for the new programs, 
on the average, shall not have 
a greater cost than if they re
mained in this program. The 
commissioner shall develop 
such criteria, selection prin
ciples, and other rules so as 
to carry out the intent of this 
provision. 

The commissioner of public 
welfare shall provide supple
mentary grants for aid to fami
lies with dependent children 
and shall include the following 
costs in determining the 
amount of the supplementary 
grants: major home repairs, re
pair of major home appliances, 
utility recaps, supplementary 
dietary needs not covered by 
medical assistance, and re
placement of essential house
hold furnishings and essential 
major appliances. 
Notwithstanding the provi
sions of any other law to the 
contrary, the commissioner of 
public welfare may transfer 
funds provided in the above 
subdivision to the department 
of health for the non-federal 

1976 
$ 

109,400,000 

$ 

2943 

1977 

119,900,000 
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1976 

$ 

share of periodic medical re
view, including fiscal year 
1975. 
Provided that the amount ap
propriated for implementation 
of Minnesota Statutes 245.0313 
shall be available only if 
matched by federal funds. 
Provided that if the cost of 
care in state institutions falls 
below the projections used for 
implementation of Minnesota 
Statutes 245.0313, any excess 
appropriation shall revert to 
the general fund. 
For purposes of administering 
the medical assistance budget 
during the biennium, the de
partment of public welfare 
shall not freeze rates nor with
hold increases for budgetary 
reasons solely for rates paid to 
skilled and intermediate care 
licensed nursing home facilities 
certified under Title XIX of 
the Social Security Act, but, 
rather if the medical assistance 
budget appears to need adjust
ment during the biennium be
cause of insufficient appropri
ations, such adjustments shall 
be made on a non-discrimina
tory basis for all categories of 
assistance in the medical as
sistance program. 
Subd. 8. General Assistance .. 

Approved Complement - .8 

Sub<!. 9. County Administra
tive Cost Reimbursement .... 

Subd. 10. Programs for the 
Aging ................... .. 

Provided that the funds appro
priated by this subdivision may 
not be expended unless 
matched by federal funds. 

The use of the funds appro
priated herein may include the 

6,300,000 

10,000,000 

135,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 

6,300,000 

11,000,000 

135,000 
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appropriate matching of federal 
funds provided to programs for 
the aging for the payment to 
members of advisory commit
tees required in these programs 
by federal law, for their actual 
expenses incurred in perfor
mance of their duties. 
Subd. 11. Vocational Rehabili-
tation of the Blind .......... . 

Approved Complement-42 

The sum of $2,500 each year 
out of the amount above appr0-
priated shall be paid into the 
revolving fund established by 
Laws 1947, Chapter 535, for 
the purchase of equipment and 
supplies for establishing and 
operating of vendini: stands by 
blind persons. All mcome, re
ceipts, earnings, and federal 
grants due to the operation 
thereof shaJl a1so be paid into 
said fund, and a1l equipment, 
supplies and expenses for the 
setting up of such stands to be 
so operated, shall be paid 
from said fund. 
Subd. 12. SpeciaJ FinanciaJ 
Aids to Counties ........... . 

All payments from funds ap
propriated for equalization aid 
shsll be based upon a formula 
which includes four factors: 
recipient rate, per capita in
come, per capita taxable vaJue, 
and per capita expenditures for 
welfare as indicated in the 
worksheets of the conference 
committee which aJso specify 
the number of counties that 
may receive this aid. 
SaJary expenditures for compu
tation of equalization aid shall 
not be included for purposes of 
computing county per capita 
weliare costs or in county we]. 
fare costs. 

1976 

$ 

1,083,600 

2,761,700 

$ 

2945 

1977 

1,125,900 

2,876,800 
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1976 
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Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, initial payments 
for equalization aid to counties 
shall be made on or before 
October 1, 197 5, for fiscal year 
1976 and on or before October 
1, 1976, for fiscal year 1977. 
Final payments shall be made 
before October 1 of the follow
ing fiscal year. 

For the purposes of equaliza. 
tion aid, welfare costs shall be 
deemed to include all forms of 
public assistance and the ad
ministrative costs thereof, to. 
wit: medical assistance, aid to 
dependent children, Minnesota 
supplemental assistance, pay• 
ments to the commissioner of 
public welfare for care and 
treatment of patients in state 
institutions, medical relief, hos
pital charges, maintenance of 
children not under state guard
ianship, general assistance, and 
all administrative costs except 
university hospitals care, care 
of children under state guard
ianships, and poor burials. 

No county shall be entitled to 
the benefits of this act if it has 
transferred any moneys avail
able for welfare purposes to any 
other county funds, except that 
where funds are otherwise un
available, a transfer may be 
made to the general revenue 
fund of said county for pay
ment of rent of office space for 
the county welfare board. Such 
transfer shall be made only 
with the approval of the gov
ernor after consultation with 
the Minnesota public relief ad
visory committee. Provided fur
ther that such transfer of funds 
for payment of rent shall not 
be considered an expenditure 
for equalization aid reimburse
ment. Any federal funds re-

[57THDAY 

1977 

$ 
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ceived in lieu of taxes because 
of federal grants shall be avail
able for welfare purposes. 
Provided that no county shall 
receive from the equalization 
aid payment an amount in ex• 
cess of 75 percent of its cost of 
welfare as defined in this sub
division from state funds. 
Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, the formula used 
in this subdivision for equal
izing welfare costs shall be 
used for computing distressed 
county aid for daytime activity 
centers and community mental 
health centers. 
Provided that any funds appro
priated by this subdivision for 
the Red Lake Band of Chip
pewa Indians in excess of the 
county costs for this purpose 
shall cancel to the general fund. 

Provided that reimbursements 
for general relief-Indians and 
the Red Lake Band of Chip
pewa Indians shall be prorated 
if the appropriation made in 
this subdivision is insufficient 
to provide full reimbursement. 
Subd. 13. Daytime Activity 
Centers for the Mentally Re
tarded 
a. Grant-in-aid funding ..... 
Approved Complement-2 
The above funds provided for 
a 60 percent matching, except 
for counties affected by equal
ization aid payments, of local 
daytime activity centers ap
proved expenditures. Seventy
five percent of any federal 
funds received as reimburse
ment by the commissioner of 
public welfare shall be used to 
equally reduce local and state 
funding and surplus state funds 

1976 

$ 

4,514,600 

$ 
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resulting from federal funds 
shall cancel to the general 
fund. Twenty-five percent of 
the federal funds may be used 
for program expansion. 

b. Transportation aids ..... . 

Subd. 14. Cost of Care Grants 
-Mentally Retarded ...... . 

Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, this appropria
tion provides for not more 
than 70 percent of the cost 
of care. 
Provided that this appropria
tion shall be reduced by $150,-
000 each year if separate leg
islation for a parent subsidy 
program is not enacted. 

Subd. 15. Cost of Care Grants 
-Emotionally Disturbed .... 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary, this ap
propriation provides for not 
more than 70 percent of the 
cost of care. 

Subd. 16. Foster Grandpar-
ents Program ............ . 

Five percent of this appro
priation may be retained by 
the governor's council on ag
ing as a fee for administrative 
services and expenses, pur
suant to Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 256.976. 

Subd. 17. Day Care Services 
Development and Funding .. 

Of the $352,000 provided in 
this subdivision for migrant 
labor day care services, $100,-
000 shall be immediately 
available. 

Subd. 17. State Hospitals 

Approved Complement-
July 1, 1975-5,317 

$ 

2,100,000 

2,998,700 

1,106,000 

220,000 

821,300 

67,508,800 
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2,100,000 
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1,106,000 

242,000 

978,200 

67,801,000 
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1976 

$ 

July 1, 1976-5,367 

The amounts that may be ex
pended for each category 
from these appropriations are 
as follows: 

(a) Current Expense 

(b) 

$ 9,784,000 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$10,537,000 for fiscal 
year 1977 

Salaries 
$56,439,000 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$57,264,000 for fiscal 
year 1977 

( c) Repairs and Replace-
ments-$1,285,800 

Not more than 25 percent of 
the salary savings occurring 
as a result of efficiencies in 
operations may be used for 
supplies and expense expendi
tures upon the advance aP
proval of the commissioner of 
administration. 

Provided that laundry service 
shall be furnished without 
charge to the Willow River 
camp. 

Provided that when equiP
ment expenditures are neces
sary at the prison laundry, 
laundry service may be pro
vided for the prison after the 
transfer of four positions 
from the department of cor
rections to the department of 
welfare has been accomplish
ed. 

Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, the commission
er of public welfare may au
thorize any state hospital to 
enter into agreement with 
other governmental and non
profit health service organ-

$ 
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1977 
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izations for participation in 
"shared service" agreements 
which would be of mutual 
benefit to the state, the 
health service organizations 
involved and the public. The 
charges for such services 
shall be on an actual cost 
basis and the receipts shall be 
deposited in the general fund. 
So much of the above funds 
as necessary may be estab
lished in a special account in 
the department of public wel
fare to pay for special costs 
relating to the mental health 
commitment act and review 
boards for veterans hospitals. 
Provided that all new posi
tions granted in these ap
propriations shall be direct 
patient care positions. 

Provided that as the popula
tion decreases, the supportive 
staff complement shall be re
duced in direct proportion. 
The budgets for the schools, 
nursing homes, and hospitals 
shall be submitted to the 1977 
legislature on an individual 
hospital basis together with a 
summary budget in the same 
format as the legislature ap
propriated funds. 
Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, the commission
er of public welfare may re
quest of the commissioner of 
administration the use of 
available funds previously ap
propriated remaining in any 
department of public welfare 
building accounts to be used 
for remodeling for Life Safe
ty Code and licensure require
ments necessary to obtain 
Title XVIII and XIX federal 
government funds. $100,000 
of this amount may be used 

[57THDAY 

1977 
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for remodeling Lake Owasso 
childrens home. Such funds 
shall not be expended until 
the commissioner of welfare 
has submitted a written plan 
to the house appropriations 
and senate finance commit
tees. 
Funds from this subdivision 
shall be used for payment for 
the Lake Owasso Children's 
Home according to the con
tract specifications. In addi
tion, the complement shall be 
reduced by the number of posi
tions at Lake Owasso upon en
tering into such contractual 
agreement. The funds appro
priated for Lake Owasso are 
the maximum amount which 
may be expended and any un
necessary funds occurring as a 
result of contract specifica
tions shall cancel to the gen
eral fund. 
The commissioner of public 
welfare shall present a com
prehensive report to the legis
lature by January 5, 1976, 
setting forth in detail a plan 
to phase down or cease opera
tions at one or more state hos
pitals. The plan shall be sub
mitted to and acted upon by 
the 1976 legislature. 

The commissioner of public 
welfare may enter into negoti
ations with other units of gov
ernment or private agencies or 
organizations to explore trans
fer of control of any building, 
facility, or institution under 
the jurisdiction of the commis
sioner. The commissioner of 
public welfare shall submit a 
progress report of any nego
tiations undertaken pursuant 
to this provision in his Janu
ary 5, 1976, report to the 
legislature. 

$ 
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Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year for 
repairs and replacements shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
The department of public wel
fare shall consolidate the laun
dries of the state hospitals as 
foJlows: Rochester to Fari
bault, Fergus Fans to Brain
erd, Glen Lake to St. Peter, 
and Hastings to Faribault. 

Subd, 19. Special Schools .... 

Approved Complement-223.5 
The amounts that may be ex
pended for each category from 
these appropriations are as 
follows: 
la) Current Expense 

$314,400 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$333,400 for fiscal 
year 1977 

(b) Salaries 
$2,363,600 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$2,363,600 for fiscal 
year 1977 

tc) Repairs and Replacements 
$49,700 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$35,200 for fiscal 
year 1977 

( d) Regional Library for the 
Blind 
$109,200 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$107,500 for fiscal 
year 1977 

Approved Complement-10.5 
Provided that state funding 
for two positions currently 
funded by federal monies 
shaJI only become available if 
federal funds are withdrawn. 

2,836,900 

[57THDAY 

1977 
$ 

2,839,700 
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The collllllJSs1oner of public 
welfare shall begin consolida• 
tion of support services for the 
Faribault state hospital, school 
for the deaf, and the braille 
and sight saving school, as 
soon as feasible. Such consoli• 
dation shall include, but not be 
limited to: laundry service, 
food service, maintenl\)lce and 
business office functions. 

Subd. 20. Rehabilitate Dow 
Hall .................... .. 

Provided that these funds 
shall not be expended until a 
plan has been reviewed by the 
senate and house appropria• 
tion committees. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail• 
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 21. State Operated Nurs• 
ing Homes ............... . 

Approved Complement-610 

The amounts that may be ex
pended for each category from 
these appropriations are as 
follows: 

(a) Current Expense 
$1,171,000 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$1,224,600 for fiscal 
year 1977 

(b) Salaries 
$6,052,000 for fiscal 
year 1976 
$6,052,000 for fiscal 
year 1977 

(c) Repairs and Replacements 
$73,500 for fiscal year 1976 
$56,700 for fiscal year 1977 

Subd. 22. Special Equipment 
for the State Hospitals, Spe-

137,000 

7,296,500 

$ 
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cial Schools and State Operat-
ed Nursing Homes ........ . 
Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 
Subd. 23. Commissioner of 
Public Welfsre ............ . 
The commissioner of public 
welfare shall pay $25.00 per 
diem plus travel expenses in 
the same manner and amount 
as state employees to the mem
bers of the Northwest Citizens 
Advisory Task Force on the 
use of Fergus Falls state hos
pital and the West Central 
Citizens Advisory Task Force 
on the use of Fergus Falls state 
hospital. Public employees 
shall not receive any per diem 
payments. Staffing and ex
penses may be provided as 
necessary from this appropri
ation. Each task force shall be 
comprised of county commis
sioners, licensed professionals, 
welfare directors, public mem
bers, and a non-voting member 
appointed by the commissioner 
of public welfare. The efforts 
of the two task forces shall be 
coordinated by a joint co
ordinating committee. 

A preliminary report shall be 
submitted to the legislature on 
or before February 1, 1976, 
and a final report on or before 
January 2, 1977. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd 24. Support of Human 
Services Boards ..........•. 

The amount available in this 

730,000 

100,000 

450,000 

[57THDAY 

1977 
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subdivision for the state plan
ning agency shall be used for 
the financial assistance, pro
viding primary support for op
erating human services hoards, 
and implementing a program 
for standardization of person
nel policies, evaluation and fis
cal practices, forms and pro
ced u res among the depart
ments of public welfare, health, 
corrections, employment ser
vices and the division of voca
tional rehabilitation in the de
partment of education and the 
federal categorical program 
activities in their relationship 
to human services boards. The 
state planning agency may 
direct any of the agencies to 
furnish them with personnel 
and services necessary to dis
charge duties and prescribe the 
terms of assistance, and shall 
present an interim report to 
the 1976 legislature and a final 
report to the 1977 legislature 
for the reorganization of the 
delivery of state and local hu
man services. Notwithstanding 
M. S. 402.02, Subdivision 1, 
human services boards are not 
required to have citizen mem
bers. Not later than 365 days 
after establishment of an oper
ating human services hoard, 
present local operating hoards 
shall cease operation. 

Sec. 3. TO THE COMMIS-
SIONER OF CORRECTIONS 

Subdivision 1. Administration 

(a) Salaries, supplies and ex-
pense .................... . 

Approved Complement-
1976-238. 75 
1977-244.75 

No new program may be im-
plemented unless a statistical 

4,503,000 

$ 
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evaluation of its objectives and 
accomplishments accompanies 
the development of such pro
gram. 
Provided that the parole agents 
shall reside in the various dis
tricts of the state in which they 
are employed during the period 
for which this appropriation is 
effective. 

Provided that regional super
visors paid from this account 
may also supervise state parole 
agents as directed by the com
missioner of corrections. Such 
duties shall not interfere with 
the supervisor's responsibility 
under the County Probation 
Act, Laws 1959, Chapter 698. 

(b) County Reimbursement .. 

Provided further that reim
bursement to counties as pro
vided by Minnesota Statutes 
260.311, Subdivision 5, shall be 
computed on the basis of 50 
percent of the probation officers 
salary costs only, including 
fringe benefits, however that 
part of fringe benefits in excess 
of those provided for state civil 
service employees shall not be 
reimbursable. 

Notwithstanding any law to 
the contrary, no county shall 
be eligible for the reimburse
ment aforementioned unless its 
county probation officers are 
paid a salary commensurate 
with the salaries paid to com
parable positions in the classi
fied service of the state civil 
service. The salary range to 
which the county probation of
ficers shall be assigned shall 
be determined by the judge ( s) 
of the juvenile court(s) who 
shall base the decision on length 
and performance of service of 
said officer(s). The judges of 

$ 

770,000 
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the juvenile courts shall an
nually assign their county pro
bation officer(s) to a position 
on the aforementioned salary 
scale commensurate with the 
officer's experience, tenure, and 
responsibilities and said judges 
shall file with the county audi
tor an order setting said coun
ty probation officer's salary. 

Provided further that reim
bursement to counties shall be 
prorated if the appropriation 
made in this item is insufficient 
to pay the cost as provided by 
Minnesota Statutes 260.311, 
Subdivision 5. 

Provided that time spent by 
the county probation officer as 
a court referee shall not qualify 
for reimbursement from this 
appropriation. 

_(c) S~eriffs Expense Convey-
mg Pnsoners .............. . 

(d) Planning and Implement
ing Institutional Population 
Changes ................ .. 

A committee of ten and neces
sary staff shall be appointed by 
the commissioner of corrections 
to recommend to the 1976 legis
lature the following: 

a. The placement of inmates 
in the Minnesota security 
hospital who are under 
the exclusive control of 
the commissioner of cor
rections. 

b. An action plan to assure 
reducing the prison popu
lation to a maximum of 
350 and where the excess 
population will be located. 

c. The necessary construc
tion and demolition to ac
complish a maximum 

30,000 

335,000 
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population of 350 in the 
state prison. 

d. The future of the industry 
programs. 

The commissioner of correc
tions is authorized to pay mem
bers of the committee $25.00 
per diem plus travel expenses 
pursuant to rules and regula
tions promulgated by the com
missioner of personnel, how
ever, no public employee may 
receive a per diem payment. 
$35,000 is available from this 
appropriation to finance the 
committee and its staff to sub
mit its report to the 1976 leg
islature. 

$300,000 of this appropriation 
is available after submission of 
the above plan to the senate 
finance and house appropria
tions committees, to develop 
for the 1977 legislature the fol
lowing: 

a. Preliminary architectural 
plans. 

b. A progress report on the 
population changes. 

c. A master plan for the 
1977 to 1979 biennium. 

Subd. 2. Corrections Subsidy 
Act ...................... . 

As counties begin participating 
in the corrections subsidy act, 
the complement of the central 
office shall be reduced by the 
number of positions transferred 
to the counties entering the 
act. 

The commissioner of correc
tions shall select the counties 
which may participate under 
the Corrections Subsidy Act 
after consulting with the ap-

7,369,900 
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propriate finance committees 
of the legislature. 

Subd. 3. Health Care Services. 

Approved Complement-13 

The amount appropriated by 
this subdivision shall be used 
to provide professional health 
care to persons confined in in
stitutions under the control of 
the commissioner of correc
tions, and to cover costs of 
their care in hospitals and 
other medical facilities not un
der the control of the commis
sioner of corrections, including 
the secure treatment unit op
erated by the St. Paul-Ramsey 
Hospital. All reimbursements 
for such health care services 
shall be credited to this ac
count and become a part there
of. 

Subd. 4. Personnel Training .. 

This appropriation includes 
funds for training of group 
home parents in county homes. 

Subd. 5. Vocational Training . 

The amount appropriated by 
this item shall be used for the 
purpose of providing vocational 
training of the inmates of in
stitutions under the control of 
the commissioner of correc
tions. The commissioner of cor
rections is hereby authorized 
and enpowered to employ skill
ed craftsmen to conduct a vo
cational training program and 
to instruct such inmates. 

Subd. 6. Foster Group Care .. 

The amount appropriated by 
this item shall be used for 
foster group care facilities un
der the commissioner of cor
rections and to reimburse 

1,137,000 

616,700 

140,000 

400,000 

$ 
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counties pursuant to Minne
sota Statutes 1974, Section 
260.251, Subdivision la, pro
vided, however, that such re
imbursement to counties shall 
be prorated if the appropria
tion is insufficient. 

The amounts reimbursed to 
the counties shall be based 
upon 50 percent of cost to the 
counties after federal and 
state aids, grants or relief 
programs have been deducted 
from the costs of said group 
home operations. 

Subd. 7. Work Release and 
Newgate Programs ........ . 

This appropriation includes 
$217,000 for the Newgate pro
gram. 

Subd. 8. Community Correc-
tions Centers ............. . 

Subd. 9. Regional Jails, Area 
Lock-ups, and Detention Cen-
ters ..................... . 

Subd. 10. Special Projects ... . 

This appropriation is intended 
as the state match for appli
cations for federal grants. 

The commissioner of finance 
is hereby directed to establish 
whatever accounts the depart
ment of corrections deems 
necessary to expend the funds 
provided by this subdivision. 

Subd. 11. Correctional Institu
tions 

This appropriation is for the 
Minnesota state prison, state 
reformatory for men, Minne
sota correctional institution 
for women, state training 
school, Willow River camp, 
Minnesota home school, and 

457,000 

212,500 

281,300 

298,200 
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the metropolitan training cen
ter. 
(a) Current Expense ...... . 

(b) Salaries ............. . 

Approved Complement -
1086.75 
(c) Special Equipment ..... 

(d) Repairs and Replace-
ments ................... . 

Vocational rehabilitation 
funds received by the depart
ment of corrections for the 
Willow River camp shall can
cel to the general fund. 

The commissioner of correc
tions may utilize the institu
tions under his control in the 
manner he determines to be 
most efficient and designate 
the programs to be conducted 
therein. 

The academic school program 
at the state training school 
and the Minnesota home 
school shall be conducted on a 
12 month basis. 
Provided that the appropriate 
committees on finance of the 
legislature shall receive a 
written report of the antici
pated expenditures from the 
prison revolving fund for rec
reational or vocational equiP
ment not less than 30 days 
prior to expenditure. 

Provided the youthful offend
er reception center shall be at 
the reformatory for men un
til June 30, 1977. 
(e) License Plate Plant ..... 

The amount provided by 
clause (e) is appropriated 
from the highway user tax 

3,317,200 

15,349,000 

320,000 

730,000 

272.000 
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distribution fund, and shall be 
available for immediate en
cumbrance. 

Any unexpended balances in 
subdivisions 1 ( d), 2, 4, 5, 7, 
ll(c), ll(d), and ll(e) re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Sec. 4. HEALTH RELATED 
BOARDS 

Subd. 1. Board of Exammers 
for Nursing Home Adminis-
trators ..... , ............. .. 

Subd. 2. Board of Exami: .ers 
for Psychologists .......•... 

Subd. 3. Board of Medical Ex-
aminers .............. °' ... 

Subd. 4. Board of Nursing .... 

Subd. 5. Board of Pharmacy .. 

Subd. 6. Board of Veterinary 
Examiners .............. .. 

Subd. 7. Board of Podiatry .. . 

Subd. 8. Board of Dentistry .. 

Subd. 9. Board of Chiropractic 
Examiners .............. .. 

Subd. 10. Board of Optometry. 

Provided that the commission
ers of administration and fi
nance shall not permit the al
lotment, encumbrance, or ex
penditure of any funds appro
priated in this section in ex
cess of the anticipated biennial 
revenues. 

Sec. 5. BOARD OF HEALTH 

Subd. 1. Preventive and Per
sonal Health Services . . . . ... 

Approved Complement--181 

Provided that the commission-

62,200 

20,700 

5,613,700 
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ers of administration and fi. 
nance shall not permit the allot
ment, encumbrance, or expen
diture of any funds appropri
ated in this subdivision for ho
tel, resort and restaurant li
censing in excess of anticipat
ed revenues. 
Subd. 2. Health Systems 
Quality Assurance ......... . 

Approved Complement-54.25 

Of the amounts provided in 
this item, $198,600 for fiscal 
year 1976 and $211,100 for fis
cal year 1977 are appropriated 
from the trunk highway fund 
for emergency medical servi
ces activities. 
Subd. 3. Management, Plan
ning, and Information Services 

Approved Complement-49.25 
All receipts received from the 
national office of vital statis
tics for microfilmed trans
cripts of vital statistics rec
ords shall be deposited in and 
for the benefit of the general 
fund. 
Provided that administrative 
support for health related 
boards shall be provided by the 
health department. The health 
department shall be reim
bursed for the cost of provid
ing this service 

Subd. 4. Dental Health Educa-
tion Program ............. . 

Sec. 6. CORRECTIONS OM-
BUDSMAN 

Subd. 1. Salaries, Supplies and 
Expense ................ .. 

Sec. 7. COMMISSIONER OF 
PUBLIC WELFARE 

Subd. 1. Community Action 
Programs ............... . 

1976 

$ 

1,002,100 

1,160,400 

142,500 

139,300 

1,200,000 
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This appropriation shall be 
used to make grants for local 
match increases to fund costs 
for on-going programs for 
Minnesota community action 
agencies, and to fund match 
moneys for emergency and 
community partnership pro
grams. A report shall be sub
mitted to the 1976 and 1977 
legislature regarding the ex
penditure of this appropria
tion. 

Sec. 8. CONTINGENT FOR 
STATE INSTITUTIONS ..... . 

The amount appropriated by 
this item or so much thereof 
as may be necessary, is to be 
used for emergency purposes, 
and for the purchase of food, 
clothing, drugs, and fuel for 
any of the institutions or work 
camps for which an appropria
tion is herein made. The ex
penditure of said contingent 
shall be under the control of 
the legislative advisory com
mittee and no expenditure 
shall be made therefrom with
out the direction of the gover
nor after consultation with 
the legislative advisory com
mittee. 

Any unexpended balance in 
Section 5, subd. 4, Section 7, 
and Section 8 remaining in the 
first year shall not cancel but 
shall be available for the sec
ond year of the biennium. 

Provided that the allowance 
for food may be adjusted an
nually according to the United 
States department of labor, 
bureau of labor statistics pub
lication wholesale price index, 
upon the approval of the gov
ernor. Such adjustments shall 
be based on the June, 1975, 
wholesale food price index, but 

1976 

$ 

1,225,000 
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such adjustment shall be pro
rated if the wholesale food 
price index adjustment would 
require funds in excess of this 
appropriation. 

Sec. 9. EMPLOYEES COM
PENSATION 

2965 

To be transferred by the commissioner of finance to the de
partment of labor and industry, compensation revolving fund, for 
fiscal year 1975, in payment of obligations incurred by the fol
lowing state agencies in the amount as indicated: 

Public Welfare $653,622.74 

Corrections $118,607.11 

Sec. 10. UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION 

To unemployment compensation fund for fiscal year 1975, in 
reimbursement of unemployment compensation benefits paid 
for former employees of the following: 

Department of Corrections $118,671.69 

Department of Public Welfare $490,442.88 

Sec. 11. CERTAIN FUNDS USED FOR CERTAIN PUR
POSES. Upon the approval of the commissioner of public welfare 
or the commissioner of corrections as to the institutions under 
their respective control, the superintendent of any such insti
tution for which an appropriation is made herein may pay out 
of the current expense appropriation of said institution to any 
employee thereof, the amount of any property damage sustained 
by such employee, not in excess of $250 by reason, or as a result 
of action of any patient or inmate of such institution. 

Except at the state prison and state reformatory, profits ac
crued by reason of operation of diversified labor accounts may 
be used at the direction of the superintendent of the institution 
for the purchase of occupational therapy equipment. 

Sec. 12. APPROVED COMPLEMENT. Except as otherwise 
provided herein, whenever an appropriation to any institution 
or agency discloses an approved complement, the institution or 
agency is limited in the employment of the number of full-time 
equivalent persons indicated by such approved complement. 
Part-time and summer student help may be employed with the 
advance approval of the commissioner of administration, and 
shall not be included in the approved complement. Such ap
proved complement, however, does not include employees en
gaged in repair or construction projects who may be employed 
only with the advance approval of the commissioner of adminis
tration. 

Additional employees over the number of the approved comple
ment may be employed on the basis of public necessity or emer-
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gency with the written approval of the governor, but the gover
nor shall not approve such additional personnel until he has 
consulted with the legislative advisory committee. Any requests 
for increases in the approved complement shall be forwarded to 
the appropriate committees on finance of the legislature not less 
than 30 days prior to the legislative advisory committee meeting. 
The provisions hereof shall extend to any other agency to which 
the present authority of the legislative advisory committee may 
be transferred. 

Sec. 13. CERTAIN EMPLOYEES. Provided that none of the 
moneys appropriated by this act or any other law shall be used to 
employ maids or personnel with similar domestic duties to work in 
residences of any officer or employee of any institution, depart
ment, or agency of the state. This provision shall not apply to 
such persons who pay a fixed monthly fee for board and room and 
laundry and who obtain their meals from state operated dining 
rooms. 

Sec. 14. RECEIPTS. All funds, sums of moneys, or other re
sources provided or to be received, including all receipts, collec
tions, legislative allocations, transfers, and other income and re
ceipts properly belonging to and to be used for financing activities, 
programs, and other projects other than the institutions now or 
hereafter under the supervision and jurisdiction of the commis
sioner of public welfare not otherwise specifically designated as 
income or credits to other state departments or funds by law, shall 
be credited to and become a part of the appropriations provided 
for in section 2, subdivisions 1, 7, 10, 11, and 12. 

All receipts of said institutions and activities carried on under 
the direction of said commissioners of public welfare and correc
tions shall be deposited in and for the benefit of the general fund, 
provided, however, that this shall not apply to revolving funds 
now established in institutions under the control of said commis
sioner; and provided further that this shall not apply to receipts 
from the operation of patients' and inmates' stores and vending 
machines, which shall be deposited in the social welfare fund in 
each institution for the benefit of the patients and inmates; and 
provided further that this shall not apply to money received in 
payment for services of inmate labor employed in the industries 
carried on in the state reformatory for men, state reformatory for 
women, and state prison, which receipts shall be credited to the 
current expense fund of said institutions. 

Sec. 15. COMMISSARY AND QUARTER ALLOWANCE. No 
commissary privileges including food, laundry service, and house
hold supplies, shall be furnished to any person in staff residences 
or apartments from appropriations made by this act. 

The commissioner of administration is hereby directed to 
charge a fair rental rate including utility costs to any persons who 
reside on state institution grounds. The legislature directs the 
department of corrections to reduce staff housing as soon as poss
ible. 

Quarters and a stipend allowance of not to exceed $150 per 
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month may be authorized by the commissioner of welfare for 
meilical students and physician fellows. 

Notwithstanding any provision in Minnesota Statutes, Section 
246.02, to the contrary, maintenance including food, laundry ser
vice, and household supplies shall not be furnished to any officer 
including, but not limited to, the chief executive officers of the 
state prison and reformatories. 

Sec. 16. PROVISIONS. Moneys appropriated under this act for 
the purchase of provisions within the item "current expense" shall 
be used soley for that purpose. The amounts appropriated for 
provisions are shown on the worksheets of the conferees of the 
senate and house of representatives, a true copy of which is on file 
in the office of the commissioner of administration. Any money so 
provided and not used for purchase of provisions shall be cancelled 
into the fund from which appropriated, except that money so 
provided and not used for the purchase of provisions because of 
population decreases may be transferred and used for the pur
chase of medical and hospital supplies after consultation with the 
legislative advisory committee, whose opinion shall be advisory 
only. 

Sec. 17. FEDERAL GRANTS. Grants in aid now or hereafter 
received from the federal government for any welfare, assistance 
or relief program or for administration under the jurisdiction of 
the department of public welfare shall, in the first instance, be 
credited to a federal grant fund and shall be transferred therefrom 
to the credit of the commissioner of public welfare in the appro
priate account upon certification of the commissioner of public 
welfare that the amounts so requested to be transferred have been 
earned or are required for the purposes and programs intended. 
Moneys received by such federal grant fund need not be budgeted 
as such, provided transfers from such fund are budgeted for allot
ment purposes in the appropriate appropriations. 

The department of public welfare is authorized and directed to 
negotiate with the federal government, or any agency, bureau, or 
department thereof, for the purpose of securing or obtaining any 
grants or aids. Any grants or aids thus secured or received are 
hereby appropriated to said department of public welfare and 
made available for the uses and purposes for which it was received 
but shall be used to reduce the appropriations hereinbefore pro
vided unless federal law prohibits such action or unless the com
missioner of public welfare obtains approval of the governor who 
shall seek the advice of the legislative advisory committee. 

Grants now or hereafter received from the federal government 
for any vocational training program or for administration under 
the jurisdiction of the department of corrections shall, in the first 
instance, be credited to a federal grant fund and shall be trans
ferred therefrom to the credit of the commissioner of corrections 
in the appropriate account upon certification of the commissioner 
of corrections that the amounts so requested to be transferred 
have been earned or are required for the purposes and program 
intended. Moneys received by such federal grant fund need not be 
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budgeted as such provided transfers from such fund are budget.eel 
for allotment purposes in the appropriate appropriation. 

Sec. 18. Provided that the commissioner of public welfare and 
the commissioner of health shall not transfer any funds to or from 
personnel services, or claims, grants and shared-revenues, as 
shown on the official worksheets of the conferees of the senate and 
house of representatives, a true copy of which is on file in the 
office of the commissioner of administration, except for those 
transfers which have the written approval of the governor, who 
shall consult with the legislative advisory committee for its rec
ommendations, which shall be advisory only. 

Sec. 19. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES. The unobligated bal
ances on hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 
1977, in the several appropriations and accounts for which an 
appropriation is herein made out of the general fund, or has here
tofore been made, are hereby cancelled into the general fund as of 
June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977, and the unobli
gated balances on hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and 
June 30, 1977, appropriated out of any other funds, shall be can
celled into the fund from which they are appropriated as of June 
30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. 

The provisions of this section shall not apply to aid, contribu
tions, or reimbursements received from the federal government by 
the state and all federal aid and contributions or reimbursements 
are hereby reappropriated for the purpose of supplementing the 
appropriation herein provided and shall be added to the maxi
mums of the several accounts herein designated. 

Sec. 20. TRANSFER OF FUNDS. (a) The commissioner of 
public welfare by direction of the governor after consulting with 
the legislative advisory committee may transfer unobligated 
appropriation balances between the various accounts appropriated 
under section 2, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14 and 15. Provided 
further that if the appropriation under section 2, subdivision 7 
should be insufficient for either year, then the appropriation for 
the other year shall be available therefor by direction of the gov
ernor after consulting with the legislative advisory committee. 

(b) Authority is hereby granted to the commissioner of correc
tions to transfer appropriations between all subdivisions of section 
3 except for subdivision la in the best interest of the securitr and 
rehabilitation programs and for more efficient utilization o per
sonnel and facilities. Of the appropriation provided by section 3, 
subdivision la funds may be transferred from this appropriation 
to other appropriations in section 3 but in no case may transfers 
from the other appropriations in section 3 be made to section 3 
subdivision la. Such transfers shall be made with the written 
approval of the governor after consulting with the legislative ad
visory committee. 

Sec. 21. TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL. (a) Notwithstanding 
any other law to the contrarr., the commissioner of P.1Jblic welfare 
shall transfer authorized positions between the institutions under 
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his control in order to properly stsff the institutions, talting into 
account the differences between programs in esch institution. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the com• 
missioner of corrections may transfer authorized positions be
tween programs subject to the restrictions imposed by section 
20(b). 

Sec. 22. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the 
departments of health, public welfare, and corrections shall not 
put into effect any rule, regulation, or standard, which has a 
fiscal impact in excess of $100,000 annually without first providing 
the house appropriations and the senate finance committees with 
a fiscal note. 

Sec. 23. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, when institu
tions of the department of public welfare or the department of 
corrections are consolidated, the commissioner of personnel and 
the commissioner of administration shall direct the department 
incorporating the consolidation and all other departments of the 
state of Minnesota to employ the affected employees at no loss in 
salary. 

The commissioner of personnel is hereby directed to tempo
rarily suspend any rules, regulations, or laws to accomodate these 
provisions. Any department which employs any of the affected 
employees is authorized to temporarily exceed its approved com• 
plement. The commissioner of administration shall develop pro
cedures to insure that the moving expenses are reimbursed for 
those employees who relocate pursuant to the consolidation. 

Sec. 24. The commissioner of public welfare shall notify the 
house appropriations and senate finance committees of the terms 
of any contractual arrangement entered into by the commissioner 
and the attorney general, pursuant to an order of any court of law, 
which provides for the receipt of funds by the commissioner. 

Any funds recovered or received by the commissioner pursuant 
to an order of any court of law shall be placed in the general fund. 

Sec. 25. Dental Health Education Program. 

Subd. 1. Development of Program. The board of health shall 
assist school and community personnel, including dental profes
sionals, to develop a comprehensive preventive oral health program 
in the elementary school community. 

Subd. 2. Objectives. The program shall be operated so as to 
achieve the following: 

(a) Decreasing oral disease through an instruction program or 
oral heslth education for teachers; 

(b) Improving oral health knowledge, attitudes, and behavior 
of both the student and the wider school community, including 
educators, administrators, and parents; and 

(c) Planning a sequential oral health education curriculum 
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emphasizing behavior modification for the total health education 
program of a school system. 

Subd. 3. Duties of board of health. 

(a) Technical assistance teams; inservice training of educators. 
The board of health shall establish technical assistance teams of 
dental hygienists, consulting dentists, and consulting health educa
tors. The initial program will place one team in four state health 
regions and reflecting rural, suburban, and urban communities. 
The teams shall provide inservice education to teachers in the dis
trict on methods and techniques of dental behavior change. 

(b) Guidelines for implementation in schools. The board of 
health shall provide guidelines to selected schools for the imple
mentation of their programs to train classroom teachers to be dental 
health educators. The teachers shall participate in oral health 
education, analysis, and recording of data. 

(c) Standards; evaluation. The board of health shall establish 
standards for program performance. These standards, together 
with accepted dental indices, shall be used by the technical assis
tance teams to evaluate school programs of oral health knowledge 
and behavior modification on test and control groups. 

( d) Consultation to dental personnel The board of health shall 
provide information and assistance to dental personnel on methods 
and techniques of oral health behavior improvement. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 241.01, Subdivision 
7, is amended to read: Subdivision 7. [USE OF FACILITIES OF 
INSTITUTION BY OUTSIDE AGENCIES.] The commissioner 
of corrections may authorize and permit public or private social 
service, educational or rehabilitation agencies or organizations and 
their clients to eRtel' \lfl8B erul atilHle use the facilities, staff and 
other resources of institutions under his control and may require 
the participating agencies or organizations to pay all or part of 
the costs thereof. All sums of money received pursuant to the 
agreements herein authorized shall not cancel until the end of the 
fiscal year immediately following the fiscal year in which the funds 
were received. The funds are available for use by the commissioner 
during that period, and are hereby appropriated annually to the 
commissioner of corrections for the purposes of this subdivision. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 260.151, Subdivision 
1, is amended to read: 260.151 [INVESTIGATION; PHYSICAL 
AND MENTAL EXAMINATION.] Subdivision 1. Upon request 
of the court the county welfare board or probation officer shall 
investigate the personal and family history and environment of 
any minor coming within the jurisdiction of the court under sec
tion 260.111 and shall report its findings to the court. The court 
may order any minor coming within its jurisdiction to be examined 
by a duly qualified physician, psychiatrist, or psychologist ap
pointed by the court ; -, . With the consent of the commissioner 
of corrections and agreement of the county to pay the costs therof, 
the court may, by order, place SQel¼ a minor coming within its 
jurisdiction in an institution maintained by the commissioner 
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for the detention, diagnosis, custody and treatment of persons 
adjudicated to be delinquent, in order that the condition of the 
minor be given due consideration in the disposition of the case. 
Adoption investigations shall be conducted in accordance with the 
laws relating to adoptions. Any funds received under the provi
sions of this subdivision or under provisions of section 260.175, 
clause ( d) shall not cancel until the end of the fiscal year im
mediately following the fiscal year in which the funds were re
ceived. The funds are available for use by the commissioner of cor
rections during that period, and are hereby appropriated annually 
to the commissioner of corrections te fllmisa Eliagaestie sel'Yiees 
fep wai'Eis el the Mieneseta e0ffe€~ione autaeri~ as reimbursement 
of the costs of providing these services to the juvenile courts. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 8, is amended by 
adding a section to read: [8.14] [ACTIONS CHALLENGING 
STATE EXPENDITURES: INTERVENTION.] In any action 
in which the state of Minnesota or any of its officers is a party 
and the amount of state expenditures for a particular purpose is 
challenged on the ground that the expenditure is insufficient to 
enable the state or any of its agencies to comply with the alleged 
requirements of the constitution of the United States or of federal 
law, the attorney general shall petition on behalf of and provide 
representation for (I) an individual taxpayer, who as an autho
rized representative of a particular class of recipients or beneficiar
ies of significant state appropriations, has requested the represen
tation or (2) any other state agency that wishes to intervene in 
the action. The attorney general shall oppose any attempt to re
quire the state to expend money for any purpose in excess of the 
amounts appropriated for that purpose by law. 

Sec. 29. Sections 26 and 27 of this act are effective the day fol
lowing its final enactment. 

Further amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, last line, after "relief" and before the period insert 
"; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 8 by adding a sec
tion, Sections 241.01, Subdivision 7; and 260.151, Subdivision 1" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill 
in accordance therewith: 

House Conferees: (Signed) Don Samuelson, Walter Hanson, Paul 
McCarron, Al Wieser, Jr., Fred C. Norton. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) George Conzemius, Ralph Doty, 
John Olson, W. G. Kirchner, Robert Tennessen. 

Mr. Conzemius moved that the foregoing recommendations and 
Conference Committee Report on H. F. No. 1743 be now adopted, 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Com
mittee. The motion prevailed. So the recommendations and Con
ference Committee Report were adopted. 

H.F. No. 1743: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of the state government; appropriating moneys 
therefor, permitting transfers in certain cases and limiting the 
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use thereof, including appropriations for the departments of pub
lic welfare, corrections, health, corrections ombudsman, various 
health related boards, public assistance programs, aid to depen
dent children, Minnesota supplemental assistance, and public 
relief; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 8 by addinj: a 
section, Sections 241.01, Subdivision 7; and 260.151, Subdivision 
1. 

Was read the third time, as amended by the Conference Com
mittee, and placed on its repassage. 

The question being taken on the repassage of the bill, as 
amended by the Conference Committee, 

And the roll being called, there were yeas 49 and nays 9, as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson Fitzsimons Knutson Olson, A.G. 
Arnold Gearty Kowalczyk Olson, H. D. 
Blatz Hansen, Baldy Larson Olson, J. L. 
Borden Hanson. R. Laufenburger Patton 
Brataas Hughes McCutcheon Perpich, A. J. 
Chenoweth Humphrey Merriam Pillsbury 
Chmielewski Jensen Moe Purfeerst 
Coleman Josefson Nelson Renneke 
Conzemius Keefe, S. Ogdahl Schaaf 
Doty Kleinbaum Olhoft Schmitz 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Berg 
Bernhagen 

Brown Keefe, J. 
Hansen, Mel Lewis 

Milton 
North 

Schrom 
Solon 
Spear 
Stassen 
Stokowski 
Stumpf 
Tennessen 
Wegener 
Willet 

Perpich,G. 

So the bill, as amended by the Conference Committee, was 
repassed and its title was agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE-CONTINUED 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted th~ 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on 
House File No. 1741, and repassed said bill in accordance witlt 
the report of the Committee, so adopted. 

H.F. No. 1741: A bill for an act relating to the organization 
and operation of state government; appropriating money for 
the conservation and development of the state's natural re
sources; providing for maintenance of the Minnesota historical 
society; for the horticultural society; for maintenance of the 
Sibley house; for maintenance of various semi-state activities; 
for aids to local subdivisions of government; for maintenance of 
the uniform laws commission; for the Port Authority of Duluth; 
and for other purposes. 

House File No. 1741 is herewith transmitted to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Transmitted May 19, 1975 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Mr. Coleman moved that Joint Rule 13 be suspended as to 
the printing requirement for the Conference Committee report 
on H. F. No. 1741. The motion prevailed. 

CONFERENCE COMMITrEE REPORT ON B. F. NO. 1741 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation 
of state government; appropriating money for the conserva
tion and development of the state's natural resources; providing 
for maintenance of the Minnesota historical society; for the 
horticultural society; for maintenance of the Sibley house; for 
maintenance of various semi-state activities; for aids to local 
subdivisions of government; for maintenance of the uniform 
Jaws commission; for the Port Authority of Duluth; and for 
other purposes. 

May 19, 1975 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1741 report that 
we have agreed upon the items in dispute and recommend a,i. 
follows: The Senate recede from its amendments to H. F. No. 
17 41 and that the bill be amended by striking all matter after 
the enacting clause and in lieu thereof substituting the fol
lowing: 

"Section 1. APPROPRIATIONS. The sums hereinafter named, 
or so much thereof as may be necessary, are hereby appropriated 
out of the general fund in the state treasury, or any other fund 
herein designated for the purposes specified in the following 
sections of this act, to be available for the fiscal years ending 
June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. 

Sec. 2. GENERAL GOVERN-
MENT 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota-Wis
consin Boundary Area Com-
mission .................. . 

For 197~6,000 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Available for the Year 

Ending June 30, 

1976 1977 

$ $ 

41,200 46,000 
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Provided that the amount 
that may be expended shall 
not exceed the amount pro
vided for the commission by 
the state of Wisconsin. 

Subd. 2. Uniform Laws Com-
mission ................ 0 •• 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 3. Great Lakes Commis-
sion ..................... , 

Sec. 3. DEVELOPMENT AND 
CONSERVATION OF NATUR
AL RESOURCES 

Subdivision 1. Societies and 
Associations 

(a) State Horticultural So
ciety 

1. For maintenance ....... . 

(b) For expenses for the Ju
nior Livestock Show in Duluth 

Said sum to be paid to the ju
nior livestock association of 
Duluth and to be expended by 
said association for the pay
ment of the expenses and 
transportation of boys and 
girls displaying exhibits and 
in attendance at the junior 
livestock show at Duluth and 
for prizes awarded to exhibi
tors at said show. 

(c) For aid to Minnesota 
Livestock Breeders Associa-
tion .................. a ••• 

(d) For aid to Northern 
Sheep Growers Associations .. 

(e) For aid to Southern 
Sheep Growers Associations 
at LeSueur, Minnesota ..... . 

$ 

1976 

9,900 

27,500 

22,500 

1,400 

14,100 

1,125 

500 

[57TH DAY 

$ 

1977 

9,900 

27,500 

22,500 

1,400 

14,200 

1,125 

500 
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(f) For Red River Valley Live-
stock Associations ......... . 

Provided that the amount ap
propriated by item (f) hereof 
shall be disbursed pursuant to 
provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 38.02. 

(g) For the Red River Valley 
Dairymen's Association, Inc., 
for the purpose of promoting 
better dairying .. . . . . . .... 

Items (a), (c), (d), (e), (f), 
and (g) shall be appropriated 
under provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, Section 17.07. 

Subd. 2. Aid to Agricultural So
deties and Poultry Associations 

i a) Aid to county and district 
agricultural societies ....... . 

Of the amount approp_riated by 
item (a), $4,500 each year is 
lnr livestock premiums to coun
ty fair associations for carrying 
on boys' and girls' club work. 

Provided that the amount ap
propriated by item (a) hereof 
shall be disbursed according to 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 
38.02. 

Provided that out of the 
amounts appropriated by item 
(a) hereof, $1,000 each year 
shall be available to the Red 
.Lake Band of Chippewa Indi
ans to be expended as may be 
directed by the Indian council 
for the purpose of encouraging 
such activities and arts as will 
advance the economic and so
cial interest of their" people and 
particularly to promote a pro
gram of agricultural develop
ment that will utilize to the 
greatest possible extent the 
lands and forest owned by 

1976 

$ 

7,500 

1,500 

240,000 

$ 

2975 

1977 

7,500 

1,500 

240,000 
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1976 

$ 

them. This appropriation may 
be used to help maintain an 
agricultural extension service; 
to promote 4-H club work, or 
for premiums for the competi
tive display of exhibits at any 
fair or exposition that may be 
arranged under the direction of 
the council. 

(b) County Fair Bicentennial 
Exhibits and Projects ...... . 

Provided that these funds shall 
be used to reimburse county 
fairs who received funds under 
Laws 1973, Chapter 592, Sec
tion 4, Subdivision 2(a). 

The payment to each county 
fair from this appropriation 
shall not exceed 20 percent of 
its total premiums paid in 197 4. 

(c) For aid in payment of pre
miums at exhibitions of poultry 
for the poultry associations 
mentioned in Laws 1949, Chap
ter 718, Section 7, Subdivision 
B . ...................... .. 

Provided th a t out of the 
amounts appropriated by item 
( c) hereof the amount of 
$1,125 shall be allotted each 
fiscal year to aid the Minne
sota state poultry association 
in the payment of premiums 
and other necessary expenses, 
exclusive of salaries or wages 
of any kind, at its annual exhi
bition. 

Provided that the northern 
poultry association (being a 
consolidation of fourteen north
western county associations) 
shall receive not to exceed 
$150. 

Provided that no one associa
tion or society will receive an 
amount greater than the an-

100,000 

3,500 

[57TH DAY 

1977 

$ 

3,500 
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1976 
$ 

nual premium paid to exhibi
tors by them and shall not in 
any case exceed the sum of 
$150 to any one county. 

Provided further that any so
ciety or association to be en
titled to their distributive 
share of this appropriation shall 
file annually with the depart
ment of agriculture on or before 
the first day of April of each 
year, a sworn statement signed 
by the president or secretary 
of such association or society 
showing the amount of cash 
premiums paid during the year 
to exhibitors, and the amount 
to be distributed to such so
ciety or association from said 
fund shall be based and de
termined upon the amount of 
cash premiums paid out as 
hereinbefore provided. Provid
ed further that except as herein 
provided where there is more 
than one association in a coun
ty, the amount allotted to such 
county, not exceeding $150 
aforesaid, shall be distributed 
to the societies in equal 
amounts. 

Sec. 4. SOCIAL SECURITY 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota Vet
erans Home 

(a) Maintenance and repairs . 

Of the amounts appropriated 
by item (a), including such 
additional federal funds and 
dedicated receipts as may be 
available for maintenance and 
repair not to exceed $1,300,-
410 is for salaries for the year 
ending June 30, 1976, and $1,-
301,710 is for salaries for the 
year ending June 30, 1977, 
but may be augmented by 
such specific sums as are ap. 

651,946 

$ 

2977 

1977 

678,503 
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1976 

$ 

propriated for salary increas
es by the 1975 legislature. 

Of the amounts appropriated 
by item (a), no additional 
classified employees shall be 
granted beyond the approved 
roster of 100 classified em
ployees. 
Federal aid, compensation, or 
reimbursement from the fed
eral government or otherwise 
received by the Minnesota 
veterans home, and all re
ceipts from maintenance 
charges are hereby reappro
priated to be used for the pur
pose of supplementing the 
appropriation herein provided 
for, however, any income in 
excess of $1,402,300 for fiscal 
year 1976, and $1,462,300 for 
fiscal year 1977 shall reduce 
the general fund appropria
tion by a like amount. 
No portion of the money ap
propriated for salaries shall 
be used to pay merit increas
es to employees in the unclas
sified service. 
No commissary privileges in
eluding food, laundry service, 
janitorial service, and house
hold supplies shall be fur
nished to any employees paid 
from this appropriation. 

(b) Repairs and replacements 

Any unexpended balance re
maining in the first year shall 
not cancel but shall be avail
able for the second year of the 
biennium. 

Subd. 2. Miscellaneous Ac
counts 

Ca) Disabled American Vet
erans 
1. For salaries, supplies and 

30,000 

[57TH DAY 

1977 

$ 
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1976 

$ 

expense to be expended as 
provided by Laws 1941, 
Chapter 425 ........... . 

(b) Veterans of Foreign Wars 

1. For carrying out the pro. 
visions of Laws 1945, 
Chapter 455 .......... .. 

Sec. 5. EDUCATION, LIBRA
RIES, MUSEUMS AND REC
REATION 

Subdivision 1. Minnesota His
torical Society 

(a) Grants and Aids ....... . 

The above appropriation in
cludes sufficient funds to pay 
salary increases authorized 
January 1, 1975. 

From the appropriation made 
to the Historical Society by 
this act, employees, with the 
exception of the director, shall 
be paid a salary comparable 
to the salaries paid to state 
employees in the classified 
state civil service. The appro
priation includes funds to pro
vide for a seven-day-a-week 
tour program in the capitol 
and historical buildings. The 
historical building shall re
main open for public use on 
Saturdays and, if necessary, 
adjustments in the remainder 
of the weekday schedule may 
be effected by the Minnesota 
historical society. Notwith
standing any other laws to the 
contrary, the society may pur
chase fire, wind, hail and van
dalism insurance from this 
appropriation. The amount of 
funds necessary to meet ex
penses shall be paid to the so
ciety upon certification by the 
director of the Minnesota his
torical society of this amount 

10,000 

10,500 

2,325,285 

$ 

2979 

1977 

10,000 

10,500 

2,466,082 
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to the commissioner of fi
nance. 

Any unexpended balance re
maining at the end of the first 
year shall be returned to the 
state treasury and credited to 
the general fund. 

Notwithstanding any other 
law to the contrary the appro
priations made in this act 
shall be subject to the charter 
of the Minnesota historical 
society of 1849 and as amend
ed in 1856. 

The Minnesota historical so
ciety shall report annually by 
November 15 of each year to 
the governor, the commission
ers of finance and administra
tion, and the appropriate fi
nance committees of the house 
and senate the amount and 
purpose for which state funds 
under this subdivision were ex
pended for each fiscal year of 
the biennium. 

The grant-in-aid appropriation 
herein provided shall be ex
pended in the manner and un
der the terms and conditions 
described by the governing 
body of the Minnesota histori
cal society. 

(b) Museum Program ..... . 

The appropriation herein pro
vided shall be expended ac
cording to the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes 138.035. 

( c) Historic Sites Improve-
ment .................... . 

( d) Cxmstruction Archaeolo-
gy ....................... . 

( c) Contingent Account .... . 

( f) Historic Sites Program .. . 

$ 

1976 

200,000 

150,000 

50,000 

30,000 

475,000 

[57TH DAY 

1977 

$ 



57TH DAY] MONDAY, MAY 19, 1975 

1976 

$ 

(g) Harltin-Massopust Store . 

(h) Grand Mound Interpre-
tive Center ............... . 

These funds shall be availabli, 
upon completion of construc
tion of the Grand Mound inter
pretive center. 

Any unexpended balances in 
subdivision 1 (b), (c), (d), 
(e), (f), (g), and (h) remain
ing in the first year shall not 
cancel but shall be available 
for the second year of the bi
ennium. 

(i) Minnesota History and 
Learning Center ........... . 

(j) Regional History Centers . 

Subd. 2. For maintenance of 
the Sibley House, to be ex
pended by the Sibley House 
Association ............... . 

Notwithstanding any other law 
to the contrary, the amount of 
$1,500 is provided each year 
out of the above appropriation 
for fire, wind, hail, and van
dalism insurance. 

Subd. 3. Minnesota Academy 
of Science ................ . 

Subd. 4. Minnesota State Arts 
Council .................. . 

Provided that the state arts 
council shall create 13 local 
arts development task forces 
using state economic develop
ment region lines as district 
boundaries. The state arts 
council shall recognize one task 
force from each district. Each 
task force shall meet at least 
bimonthly and shall act as a 
clearing house with right of re
view and recommendation for 
proposals generated by groups 

50,000 

25,000 

25,000 

60,000 

15,000 

16,200 

500,000 

$ 

2981 

1977 

25,000 

60,000 

15,000 

16,200 

500,000 
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1976 

$ 

and individuals within its re
gion. This program shall be for 
local art development and not 
for professional touring or spe
cial projects. 

The state arts council shall be 
responsible for the administra
tion of the professional touring 
program. Grants made under 
the touring program shall be 
used only for payment of tour
ing costs. 

Provided that the state arts 
council shall develop a compre
hensive statewide information 
and publicity system and that 
it shall include a progress re
port on its activities in its an
nual report to the legislature. 

Provided that not less than 55 
percent of program moneys 
shall be expended in regions 
outside the seven-county met
ropolitan area. 

Provided that none of the state 
share of grants and subsidies 
shall be used for matching sal
ary expenditures of any of the 
various arts councils. 

Every publication, program or 
other graphic material pre
pared by the Minnesota state 
arts council or prepared for use 
by any other organization in 
connection with an activity 
funded in whole or part by the 
council shall bear the legend: 
"This activity is made possible 
in part by a grant provided by 
the Minnesota state legislature 
and the Congress of the United 
States." 

None of the appropriation for 
the second year of the bien
nium shall be expended until 
the state arts council has first 
consulted with the committee 

[57TH DAY 

1977 

$ 



57TH DAY] MONDAY, MAY 19, 1975 

on appropriations of the house 
and the committee on finance 
of the senate and received its 
recommendation thereon. Such 
recommendation shall be ad
visory only. 

Subsidies may be allocated to 
the major arts organizations, 
provided that the Minnesota 
state arts council shall set 
guidelines and shall be respon
sible for the disbursement of 
the following funds. In no 
event will the subsidy exceed 
the projected deficit in the 
year in which it is given. If 
these guidelines and restrict
tions are established and met, 
there is available $75,000 for 
fiscal year 1976 and $125,000 
for fiscal year 1977 from the 
appropriation provided in this 
subdivision. 

Provided that state funding for 
grants and subsidies may not 
be expended unless matched 
by federal funds except for the 
$200,000 subsidy appropria
tion. 

Subd. 5. Minnesota Safety 
Council ................. ,. 

The moneys appropriated by 
this act shall be from the trunk 
highway fund and shall be dis
bursed by the commissioner of 
finance on certification of need 
therefor by the president of 
the Minnesota safety council. 
The commissioner of finance 
shall disburse upon such certi
fication 25 percent of the an
nual appropriation on the first 
day of July, October, January, 
and April of each fiscal year. 

Sec. 6. MINNESOTA SO-
CIETY FOR THE PREVEN
TION OF CRUELTY TO ANI-
MALS ..................... . 

1976 

$ 

47,500 

15,000 

$ 

2983 

1977 

47,500 

15,000 
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Provided that a portion of 
these funds shall be expended 
for education of the public 
relative to the sterilization of 
domestic pets. 

Provided further that a report 
shall be submitted to the 1976 
and 1977 legislature regarding 
expenditures for public infor
mation programs. 

Sec. 7. COUNTY ATIOR-
NEYS COUNCIL ........... . 

Sec. 8. PORT AUTHORITY 
OF DULUTH .............. . 

These amounts are appropri
ated to the Port Authority of 
Duluth, organized under Min
nesota Statutes, Sections 
458.09 to 458.19, and shall 
be used for the promotion of 
seaway trade. 

The Port Authority of Duluth 
shall file a report of activities 
financed by this appropriation 
with the legislature on or be
fore November 1, 1975, and 
November 1, 1976. 

Sec. 9. SOUTHERN MINNE
SOTA RIVERS BASIN COM-
MISSION .................. . 

Sec. 10. UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION 

For 1975 - $5,586.93 

In reimbursement of unem
ployment compensation bene
fits paid for former employees 
of the Minnesota Veterans 
Home. 

Sec. 11. WORKMEN'S COM-
PENSATION 

For 1975-$17,209.55 

To be transferred by the com
missioner of finance to the 
department of labor and in
dustry compensation revolv
ing fund, in payment of obli-

50,000 

80,000 

40,000 

[57TH DAY 

50,000 

80,000 

40,000 
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gations incurred by the follow
ing agencies in the amounts 
as indicated: 

Historical Society $11,318.53 
Minnesota Veterans 

Home 5,891.02 

2985 

Sec. 12. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES. The unobligated bal
ances on hand as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 
1977, in the several appropriations and accounts of each of the 
departments or divisions for which an appropriation iE made 
herein out of the general fund, are hereby cancelled into the 
general fund as of June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, and June 30, 
1977, and the unobligated balances on hand as of June 30, 1976, 
and June 30, 1977, appropriated out of any other funds shall 
be cancelled into the fund from which they are appropriated 
as of June 30, 1976, and June 30, 1977. The provisions of this 
section shall not apply where otherwise indicated in this act 
or to aid, contributions, or reimbursements received from the 
federal government by the state, and all such federal aid, con
tributions, or reimbursements are hereby reappropriated for 
the purpose of supplementing the appropriations herein pro
vided. 

Sec. 13. Any moneys made available to any state department 
or agency by this act by appropriation, transfer, or otherwise 
for the payment of salaries is a source of revenue to such 
department or agency under the provisions of Minnesota Stat
utes, Section 355.50 and 352.04, Subdivision 5." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill 
in accordance therewith: 

House Conferees: (Signed) A. J. (Tony) Eckstein, James Swan
son, Wendell Erickson, John Arlandson. 

Senate Conferees: (Signed) Clarence Purfeerst, Gerald Willet, 
Gene Merriam, William Kirchner, Harmon Ogdahl. 

The hour of 12:00 midnight having arrived, Mr. Coleman moved 
that the Senate do now adjourn until 12:00 o'clock noon Tuesday, 
January 27, 1976. The motion prevailed. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED SUBSEQUENT TO ADJOURNMENT 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce the passage by the House of the 
following Senate Files, herewith returned: S. F. Nos. 783, 1035 and 
1379. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Sen
ate File No. 177, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 177: A bill for an act relating to public health; changing 
requirements and procedures for obtaining certificates of need for 
health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
145.72, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 145.76; 145.78; 145.80; 145.82; Chap. 
ter 145, by adding sections; and repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 145.81. 

Senate File No. 177 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

Mr. President: 

I have the honor to announce that the House has adopted the 
recommendation and report of the Conference Committee on Sen
ate File No. 1026, and repassed said bill in accordance with the 
report of the Committee, so adopted. 

S. F. No. 1026: A bill for an act relating to agricultural lands; 
regulating the ownership of such lands by certain corporations; 
exempting lands acquired for growing aspara"1s; amending Min
nesota Statutes 197 4, Section 500.24, Subdivision 2. 

Senate File No. 1026 is herewith returned to the Senate. 

Edward A. Burdick, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 

Returned May 19, 1975 

REPORT FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE 

May 20, 1975 

The Honorable Nicholas D. Coleman 
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration 

Pursuant to Senate Rule 51, the following bills remaining on 
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General Orders after adjournment on May 19, 1975, were returned 
to the Committees indicated: 

S. F. No. 357 and H.F. Nos. 717,951 and 1057 to the Committee 
on Education. 

S. F. Nos. 661, 755, 804, 1253, 1313 and 1527 to the Committee 
on Finance. 

S. F. No. 596 and H. F. Nos. 109, 527 and 586 to the Committee 
on Governmental Operations. 

S. F. Nos. 53, 1315 and H. F. Nos. 718, 719, 831, 1145 and 1330 
to the Committee on Judiciary. 

S. F. Nos. 325, 750, 1619 and H. F. Nos. 404, 447, 493, 1304 and 
1335 to the Committee on Labor and Commerce. 

S. F. Nos. 855, 1294, 1532 and H. F. Nos. 61, 1099 and 1207 to 
the Committee on Metropolitan and Urban Affairs. 

S. F. Nos. 564, 1627 and H. F. No. 503 to the Committee on 
Natural Resources and Agriculture. 

H. F. No. 369 to the Committee on Rules and Administration. 
S. F. Nos. 911, 927 and 1661 to the Committee on Taxes and 

Tax Laws. 
S. F. Nos. 615, 1291, 1297 and H. F. Nos. 1104 and 1527 to the 

Committee on Transportation and General Legislation. 
Pursuant to Joint Rule 23a, the following Senate Files being 

considered by conference committees were returned to the Senate 
and laid on the table and the conference committees discharged: 

S. F. Nos. 250, 499 and 1428. 
NOTE: S. F. No. 1308 had been reported out bi its conference 

committee and is awaiting action at the Senate Desk. 

Pursuant to Joint Rule 23a, the conference committee on H. F. 
No. 943 was discharged and the bill was laid on the table in the 
House of Representatives. 

Pursuant to Joint Rule 23b, the following bills were returned to 
the committees indicated: 

S. F. No. 1689 and H. F. No. 1721 to Education. 

S. F. Nos. 1581 and 1717 to Governmental Operations. 

Patrick E. Flahaven, Secretary of the Senate 

EXECUTIVE AND OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
May 20, 1975 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
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of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. 
No. 

102 
114 
303 
332 
413 
458 
987 

1055 
1098 
1142 
1166 
1196 

H.F. Session Laws 
No. Chapter No. 

159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 

78 171 
100 172 
184 173 
197 174 
249 175 
264 176 
281 177 
416 178 
432 179 
434 180 
486 181 
490 182 
583 183 
587 184 
588 185 
590 186 

Date Approved 
1975 

May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 

Sincerely, 

Date Filed 
1975 

May19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

May 20, 1975 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 
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S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

596 187 May 17 May 19 
666 188 May 17 May 19 
688 189 May 17 May 19 
779 190 May 17 May 19 
794 191 May 17 May 19 
864 192 May 17 May 19 
899 193 May 17 May 19 
927 194 May 17 May 19 

1129 195 May 17 May 19 
1156 196 May 17 May 19 
1254 197 May 17 May 19 
1262 198 May 17 May 19 
1488 199 May 17 May 19 
1501 200 May 17 May 19 
1506 201 May 17 May 19 
1569 202 May 17 May 19 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

May 30, 1975 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 

1722 203 May 30 
1759 204 May 30 

Sincerely, 

Date Filed 
1975 

May30 
May 30 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 2, 1975 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the fol
lowing Senate Files: 
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S. F. No. 39, An Act relating to taxation; providing exemptions 
from the motor vehicle excise tax; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 297B.03. 

S. F. No. 46, An Act relating to courts; jurisdictional amount in 
conciliation court actions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tions 487.27, Subdivision l; 487.30; 491.03, Subdivision 4; and 491.-
04, Subdivision 1. 

S. F. No. 51, An Act relating to courts; district court term in 
Sibley county; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 484.09, 
Subdivision 8. 

S. F. No. 143, An Act relating to drivers licenses; permitting per
sons holding drivers licenses not including school bus endorsements 
to drive passenger automobiles used as school buses; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 171.321, Subdivision l. 

S. F. No. 167, An Act relating to the regulation and control of 
junk yards adjacent to trunk highways; extending the deadline for 
removal or relocation of unauthorized junk yards; amending Min• 
nesota Statutes 1974, Section 161.242, Subdivision 3. 

S. F. No. 220, An Act relating to health; providing for loans to 
medical and osteopathy students enrolled in an accredited medical 
school within or without the state who agree to practice in rural 
communities within the state, amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 147.30. 

S. F. No. 282, An Act relating to towns; removing the levy limit 
for road and bridge purposes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 164.04, Subdivision 2. 

S. F. No. 306, An Act relating to courts; authorizing county 
boards to direct county and municipal courts to hold conciliation 
court sessions during the evening and on Saturday and at specified 
locations throughout the county or municipality; amending Min
nesota Statutes 1974, Sections 487.30, 488A.13, Subdivision 5; 
488A.30, Subdivision 4; and 491.02. 

S. F. No. 318, An Act relating to the cities of St. Charles, Dover 
and Eyota and the sanitary sewer board of the Dover, Eyota and 
St. Charles area sanitary district in the counties of Olmsted and 
Winona; providing certain powers; amending Laws 1973, Chapter 
160, Section 10, Subdivision 3; Section 12, Subdivisions 1 and 2, 
and by adding a section. 

S. F. No. 336, An Act relating to the operation of state govern. 
ment; providing for definitions of types of state agencies; naming 
and renaming certain agencies, boards, commissions, committees, 
and councils; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 15.01; 
115.71, Subdivision 4; and 115.74, Subdivision 1. 

S. F. No. 366, An Act relating to deferred compensation; autho
rizing participation by state and other public employees in the 
state deferred compensation plan; transferring duties; appropriat
ing money; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 352, by 
adding a section; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 16.A· 
17, Subdivision 8. 
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S. F. No. 583, An Act relating to towns; providing for optional 
forms of town government and authorizing the combination of cer. 
tain offices in certain towns; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 366.01, Subdivision l; and 367.03, Subdivision 1. 

S. F. No. 803, An Act relating to Chisago county; authorizing the 
expenditure of funds for certain purposes. 

S. F. No. 867, An Act relating to state employees; authorizing 
training, development and compensation of state personnel desig
nated as mana~erial; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 
15.56, Subdivision 3; and Chapter 43, by adding a section. 

S. F. No. 874, An Act relating to the state board of investment; 
authorizing investment of state retirement system funds in obli
gations guaranteed by the federal small business administration; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 11.16, Subdivision 9. 

S. F. No. 888, An Act relating to counties; publication of finan
cial statements; extendin_g the time for publication and removing 
the requirement to pubhsh certain detailed accounts; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 375.17. 

S. F. No. 903, An Act relating to counties; providing for the 
filling of vacancies in the office of county commissioner; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 375, by adding a section; Sec
tion 375.03; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 375.10. 

S. F. No. 912, An Act relating to counties; authorizing blanket 
performance bonds covering all county officers and employees in 
lieu of individually required bonds; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 382.153. 

S. F. No. 921, An Act relating to railroads; providing for toilet 
facilities in certain railroad company motor vehicles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 219.562, Subdivision 1; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 219.562, Subdivision 2. 

S. F. No. 949, An Act relating to motor vehicles; registration of 
school buses; requiring certificate of conformance before registra
tion of school buses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 
168, by adding a section. 

S. F. No. 954, An Act relating to elections; rearranging the laws 
regulating campaign practices and penalties; providing penalties: 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 123.015; 290.09, Sub
division 2; and 290.21, Subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 210.01 to 210.21 and 211.01 to 211.41. 

S. F. No. 977, An Act relating to Hennepin county; providing 
for the support and maintenance of the county law library; amend
ing Laws 1933, Chapter 291, Section 12, as amended; and Laws 
1933, Chapter 291, Section 16, as amended. 

S. F. No. 1113, An Act relating to public safety; providing safety 
devices on certain equipment; providing penalties. 

S. F. No. 1119, An Act relating to the city of Alexandria, the 
towns of Alexandria, Carlos, Hudson and LaGrand in the county 
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of Douglas, and the Alexandria lake area sanitary district; autho
rizing formation of certain service regions; providing certain pro
cedures for allocating costs; amending Laws 1971, Chapter 869, 
Sections 2, by adding a subdivision; 9, Subdivision 1, and by add
ing a subdivision; 10, Subdivision 3, and by adding subdiVJsions; 
and 18, Subdivisions 4, and 6, as amended, and by adding a sub
division; repealing Laws 1971, Chapter 869, Section 9, Subdivisions 
2, 3, 4, and 5. 

S. F. No. 1168, An Act relating to certain political subdivisions; 
authorizing the governing bodies of cities and counties to advance 
expense money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 471.-
96, Subdivision 1; and Chapter 471, by adding a section. 

S. F. No. 1184, An Act relating to Hennepin county; authorizing 
the county board to make appropriations from its county road and 
bridge fund to certain municipalities within the county for roads 
and streets. 

S. F. No. 1222, An Act relating to courts; Hennepin county mu
nicipal court; providing for assignment of retired judges to hear 
certain causes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 488A.-
021, by adding a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 1299, An Act relating to education; fluctuatin~ school 
enrollments; providing for study by an advisory commission; ap

-propriating money; repealing Laws 1974, Chapter 355, Section 68, 
Suodivisiou 4. 

S. F. No. 1353, An Act relating to elections; providing certain 
precinct caucus requirements; amending Laws 1975, Chapter 5, 
Sections 5, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 6, Subdivision 1; and 9, Subdi
vision 2. 

S. F. No. 1415, An Act relating to public welfare; authorizing au 
experimental program for the cost of home care of mentally re
tarded children; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 252.-
27, by adding a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 1434, Au Act relating to counties; providing for forma
tion of water and sewer districts; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Sections 116A.Ol, Subdivisions la, and 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 116A.02, Subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
116A.12, Subdivision 8; 116A.19, by adding a subdivision; 116A.20, 
Subdivisions 1, 2 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; and 116A.24, 
Subdivisions 1, 2 and 4. 

S. F. No. 1554, An Act relating to taxation; providing additional 
duties and powers for the state board of equalization; providing for 
tax equalization when one taxing jurisdiction includes two or more 
counties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 270.12. 

S. F. No. 1577, An Act relating to the city of Motley; authorizing 
the city to issue certificates of indebtedness to purchase certain 
fire equipment. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 
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June 2, 1975 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approve4, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the fol. 
lowing Senate File: 

S. F. No. 892, An Act relating to crimes; application of the 
prohibitions of the crime of conspiracy to persons outside the state; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 609.175, Subdivision 3. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

June 3, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

2 205 June 2 June 2 
4 206 June 2 June 2 

46 207 June 2 June 2 
48 208 June 2 June 2 
49 209 June 2 June 2 
68 210 June 2 June 2 
79 211 June 2 June 2 
80 212 June 2 June 2 

119 213 June 2 June 2 
142 214 June 2 June 2 
177 215 June 2 June 2 
209 216 June 2 June 2 
231 217 June 2 June 2 
251 218 June 2 June 2 
257 219 June 2 June 2 
276 220 June 2 June 2 
306 221 June 2 June 2 
339 222 June 2 June 2 
344 223 June 2 June 2 
382 224 June 2 June 2 
409 225 June 2 June 2 
474 226 June 2 June 2 
481 227 June 2 June 2 
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S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

483 228 June 2 June 2 
519 229 June 2 June 2 
521 230 June 2 June 2 
558 231 June 2 June 2 
581 232 June 2 June2 
599 233 June 2 June 2 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 3, 1975 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform /OU that the following enrolled Acta 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con-
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

600 234 June 2 June 2 
628 235 June 2 June 2 
638 236 June 2 June 2 
643 237 June 2 June 2 
685 238 June 2 June 2 
739 239 June 2 June 2 
784 240 June 2 June 2 
866 241 June 2 June 2 
872 242 June 2 June 2 
907 243 June 2 June 2 
911 244 June 2 June 2 
982 245 June 2 June 2 
986 246 June 2 June 2 

1074 247 June 2 June 2 
1167 248 June 2 June 2 
1180 249 June 2 June 2 
1247 250 June 2 June 2 
1252 251 June 2 June 2 
1277 252 June 2 June 2 
1288 253 June 2 June 2 
1315 254 June 2 June 2 
1422 255 June 2 June 2 
142:3 256 June 2 June 2 
1436 257 June 2 June 2 
1456 258 June 2 June 2 
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S.F. H.F. Session Laws 
No. No. Chapter No. 

1476 259 
1513 260 
1518 261 

Date Approved Date Filed 
1975 1975 

June 2 June 2 
June 2 June 2 
June 2 June 2 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 3, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. 
No. 

39 
46 
51 

143 
167 
220 
282 
306 
318 
336 

1577 
366 
583 
803 
867 
874 
888 
892 
903 
912 
921 
949 
954 
977 

1113 
1119 
1168 

H. F. Session Laws 
No. Chapter No. 

262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 

Date Approved 
1975 

June 2 
June 2 
June 2 
June 2 
June2 
June 2 
June 2 
June2 
June2 
June 2 
June 2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June 2 
June 2 
June 2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 

Date Filed 
1975 

June 2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June 2 
June 2 
June 2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 
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S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

1184 289 June 2 June 2 
1222 290 June2 June2 
1299 291 June 2 June2 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 3, 1975 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 

1353 292 June 2 
1415 293 June 2 
1434 294 June 2 
1554 295 June 2 

Sincerely, 

Date Filed 
1975 

June2 
June2 
June2 
June2 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 5, 1975 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

I have the honor to inform you that I have received, approved, 
signed and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State the fol
lowing Senate Files: 

S. F. No. 66, An Act relating to game and fish; providing per
manent permits for handicapped hunters; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 98.48, Subdivision 12. 

S. F. No. 115, An Act relating to the arts; creating a board of 
the arts to succeed the state arts council; prescribing powers and 
duties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 139, by adding 
sections; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 139.01, 139.-
02, 139.03, 139.04 and 139.05. 

S. F. No. 126, An Act relating to game and fish; methods of 
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taking bear; providing a penalty; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 100.29, by adding a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 177, An Act relating to public health; changing re
quirements and procedures for obtaining certificates of need for 
health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
145.72, Subdivisions 2, 3 and 5; 145.74; 145.76; 145.78; 145.80; 
145.82; Chapter 145; by adding sections; and repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 145.81. 

S. F. No. 199, An Act relating to commerce; authorizing state 
banks to acquire and lease personal property to customers; amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Chapter 48, by adding a section. 

S. F. No. 211, An Act relating to counties; altering compensation 
of county officers; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 
38.38; 106.431, Subdivision 1; 273.061, Subdivision 6; 282.09, 
Subdivision 1; 282.19; 344.19; 375.055, Subdivisions 1 and 5; 
375.06, Subdivision 1; 375.47; Chapter 375, by adding a section; 
376.58, Subdivision 2; 393.03; and 394.30, Subdivision 3; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 274.15; 375.055, Subdivision 3; 
375.43; 384.151, Subdivision 2; 385.373, Subdivision 2; 386.015, 
Subdivision 3; 387.20, Subdivision 3; 388.18, Subdivision 3; and 
485.018, Subdivision 3. 

S. F. No. 226, An Act relatin~ to employment services; unem
ployment compensation; administrative expense; re-establishing 
the contingent account, providing for its funding; appropriating 
Reed Act federal moneys; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Sections 268.05, Subdivision 5; 268.15, Subdivision 3; and 268.16, 
Subdivisions 1 and 2. 

S. F. No. 230, An Act relating to credit unions; raising applica
tion fees for new state chartered credit unions; amending Minne
sota Statutes 197 4, Section 52.01. 

S. F. No. 242, An Act relating to corrections; defining powers 
and duties of the commissioner of corrections; authorizing the ap
pointment of an employee of the department of corrections to serve 
as a voting member of the Minnesota Corrections Authority on a 
temporary basis; authorizing the purchase of parole and probation 
services from public and private agencies; expanding provisions for 
the establishment of private industry on grounds of correctional 
institutions; providing for the employment of inmates at certain 
wages; providing for the designation of community corrections 
planning counties; providing employment for state correctional 
officers; expanding the composition of corrections advisory boards; 
permitting prospective payment of subsidies; changing the subsidy 
formula; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 241.01, 
Subdivision 5a, and by adding a subdivision; 241.045, Subdivision 
7; 243.09, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 243.88, Subdivisions 1 and 2; 
401.02, by adding a subdivision; 401.04; 401.08; 401.10; 401.11; 
401.14; 401.15, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1974, 
Section 241.01, Subdivision 3. 

S. F. No. 244, An Act relating to the city of Minneapolis; au
thorizing the issuance of on-sale liquor licenses to certain establish
ments. 
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S. F. No. 469, An Act relating to retirement; miscellaneous 
changes in various provisions of the teachers retirement act; em
ployer contributions for teachers retirement fund associations in 
cities of the first class; firemen's relief benefits in the city of New 
Ulm; providing additional Jump sum payments to certain an
nuitapts and beneficiaries of vanous retirement funds; appropriat
ing money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 354.05, 
Subdivisions 13, 25, 26, and by adding a subdivision; 354.06, Sub
division 1; 354.07, by adding subdivisions; 354.092; 354.10; 354.41, 
by adding subdivisions; 354.43, Subdivisions 1, and 3; 354.44, 
Subdivisions 4, and 6, and by adding a subdivision; 354.46, Sub
division 1; 354.48, Subdivisions 3, and 10; 354.49, Subdivision 5; 
354.53, Subdivision 1; 354.55, Subdivisions 3, 11, 16, and 19; 
354.62, Subdivision 5; Chapter 354A, by adding sections; and 
Laws 1973, Chapter 182, Section 1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 275.126; 354A.06; and 354A.07. 

S. F. No. 476, An Act relating to pensions; invalidating pro
visions limiting pension or profit shanng rights if the employee 
joins a com11_eting employer; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Chapter 181B, by adding a section. 

S. F. No. 460, An Act relating to pollution; prohibiting sale of 
beverage containers having detachable parts; providing a penalty. 

S. F. No. 488, An Act relating to insurance premium financing; 
clarifying the definition of an open end premium finance agree
ment; allowing additional premiums to be added to an open end 
insurance premium finance agreement, and prescribing the condi
t.ions therefor; prohibiting flat service fees for adding additional 
premiums; allowing a finance charge for additional premiums add
ed to an open end insurance premium finance agreement; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 59A.08, Subdivision 3. 

S. F. No. 578, An Act relating to public health; authorizing the 
state board of health to establish mobile health clinics; prescribe 
fees and requirements for licenses, inspections, and permits; receive 
funds; enter into agreements for performance of duties by local 
agents; inspect, license, and regulate hotels and restaurants; pro
viding penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sections 
62D.21; 144.02; 144.076; 144.12; 144.121; 144.122; 144.53; 144.653, 
Subdivisions 2, 6 and 8; 144.802; 145.866; 149.02; 149.03, Subdi
visions 1 and 2; 149.08; 156A.07, Subdivisions 5, 6 and 7; 157.01; 
157.02; 157.03; 157.04; 157.05, Subdivisions 1, 2 and 3; 157.08; 
157.09; 157.12; 157.13; 157.14; 326.42; 326.62; 327.15; 327.16, 
Subdivision 3; Chapters 144 and 145, by adding sections; repeal
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 157.05, Subdivisions 4, 5, 
6 and 7; 157.06; 157.07; and 157.11; and Laws 1974, Chapter 205. 

S. F. No. 624, An Act relating to local water and related land 
resources management; granting municipalities authority to con
struct flood prevention or control facilities on certain bodies of 
water; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 459.20. 

S. F. No. 711, An Act relating to taxation; sales and use tax; 
definitions; excluding from term sale and purchase meals and 
drinks delivered or served to individuals who are 60 years of age 
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or over, and their spouses or the handicapped by governments! or 
nonprofit organizations; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sec
tion 297 A.01, Subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 741, An Act relating to the department of public ser. 
vice; confidentiality of accident reports submitted by common 
carriers; railroad crossings; subjecting accommodation transports. 
tion to regulations; fees; permitting the department to grant ex
tension of authority ex parte; identification cards; enforcement 
powers; offenses; registration; warehouses; warehousemen; weights 
and measures; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Sections 218.031, Subdivision 2; 219.39; 219.40; 221.011, 
Subdivisions 16 and 22; 221.061; 221.071; 221.121; 221.131; 221.-
141; 221.151, Subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 221.221; 
221.291; 221.293; 221.296, Subdivisions 4, 5 and 8; 221.64; 231.01, 
Subdivision 5; 231.02; 231.16; and 239.38; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 239.39; 239.40; 239.41; 239.42; and 
239.43. 

S. F. No. 747, An Act relating to crimes; specifying the acts 
constituting the offense of possession of shoplifting devices or 
gear; prescribing penalties; providing penalties for certain acts 
relating to livestock; providing for the collection of damages; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 609, by adding 
sections. 

S. F. No. 753, An Act relating to state government; regulating 
advisory councils, boards and commissions; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Chapter 15, by adding a section; Sections 16.853; 
16.91; 16.911, Subdivision 1; 31.60, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 52.061; 
82.30, Subdivision l; 116C.05; 121.87, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 
145.865, Subdivision l; 156A.06, Subdivision l; 175.007, Subdi
vision l; 182.656, Subdivision 3; 184.23, Subdivisions 1 and 3; 
254A.04; 256.482, Subdivision 1; 268.12, Subdivision 6; 299C.47; 
299F.55; 362.09, Subdivision 3; and 483.02; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Sections 82.30, Subdivisions 2 and 3; 145.865, 
Subdivision 2; 175.007, Subdivision 3: 182.656, Subdivision 2; 
184.23, Subdivision 2; 254A.05, Subdivision 2; 256.482, Subdi
vision 6; 483.03; and 483.04. 

S. F. No. 757, An Act relating to taxation; restricting the right 
to repurchase tax-forfeited lands; amending Minnesota Statutes 
197 4, Section 282.241. 

S. F. No. 767, An Act relating to motor vehicle carriers; rein
stating the rights of certain permit carriers upon filing proof of 
insurance or other security; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, 
Section 221.141. 

S. F. No. 78~1 An Act relating to courts; providing compensation 
and mileage allowance for jurors; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 357.26, Subdivision 1; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 593.18. 

S. F. No. 783, An Act relating to agriculture; providing for a 
state farm census; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 197 4, Section 17.03, Subdivision 2. 
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S. F. No. 795
1 

An Act relating to Special School District No. l; 
extending bondinji authority; amending Laws 1959, Chapter 462, 
Section 3, SubdiVJsion 7, as amended. 

S. F. No. 829, An Act relating to state colleges; requiring the 
state college board to designate certain colleges as state universi
ties; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 136.01. 

S. F. No. 917, An Act relating to waters and watercraft safety; 
modifying the hours of operation of a watercraft towing a person; 
authorizing counties to expend moneys received from watercraft 
license fees for watercraft and swimming safety instructions; 
removing operator's permit exception for certain nonresidents; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 361.041, Subdivision 
2; 361.09, Subdivision 2; and 361.27, Subdivision 1. 

S. F. No. 963, An Act relating to insurance; J?rohibiting offsets 
in certain contracts for disability benefits received or receivable 
under the federal Social Security Act; the Railroad Retirement 
Act, any Veteran's Disability Compensation and Survivor Benefits 
Act, Worker's Compensation or any similar federal or state law; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Chapter 62A, by adding a 
section; Sections 62B.06, Subdivision 2; 62C.14, by adding a sub
division; 62D.12, by adding a subdivision; and 64A.31, by adding 
a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 1026, An Act relating to agriculture; clarifying restric
tions upon farming by corporation; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1974, Section 500.24. 

S. F. No. 1035, An Act relating to railroad safety; appropriating 
money to the department of public service for the purpose of en
forcing certain railroad track safety standards. 

S. F. No. 1102, An Act relating to the Seaway Port Authority 
of Duluth; permitting the authority to buy, lease or otherwise con
tract for vessels. 

S. F. No. 1215, An Act relating to intoxicating liquor; filing oi 
wholesale price schedules; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Sec
tion 340.983. 

S. F. No. 1221, An Act relating to courts; Hennepin county 
conciliation court; providing for compensation for referees, amend
ing Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 488A.13, Subdivision 1. 

S. F. No. 1290, An Act relating to architects, engineers, sur. 
veyors and landscape architects; providing for registration and 
regulation of landscape architects; changin~ the number of board 
members required to revoke, suspend or reissue a certification of 
registration; amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Sections 326.02, 
Subdivisions 1 and 5, and by adding a subdivision; 326.03, Sub
divisions 1 and 4; 326.04; 326.05; 326.06; 326.07; 326.08, Subdi
vision 2; 326.09; 326.10; 326.11, Subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and 5; 
326.12; 326.13; and 326.14. 

S. F. No. 1305, An Act relating to intoxicating liquor; places 
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where sale prohibited; amending Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 
340.14, Subdivision 3. 

S. F. No. 1379, An Act relating to economic development; par
ticipation in federal programs by the area redevelopment agency; 
authorizing the state agency to make certain loans and guarantees 
and to expend funds for certain purposes; authorizing community 
development corporation projects; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 472.13, by adding a subdivision. 

S. F. No. 1425, An Act relating to the city of Saint Paul; autho
rizing the city to directly negotiate and enter into contracts for 
solid waste collection and disposal; exempting such contracts from 
the Minnesota antitrust law of 1971; requiring approval of such 
contracts by the metropolitan council. 

S. F. No. 1446, An Act relating to Dodge and Olmsted counties· 
authorizing a judge of the county court district of Dodge-Olmsted 
to take a leave of absence for purposes of study and research. 

S. F. No. 1466, An Act relating to intoxicating liquor; removing 
the general limitation on the number of county on-sale licenses; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 340.11, Subdivision 10. 

S. F. No. 1558, An Act relating to the city of Brainerd; autho
rizing the issuance of general obligation bonds to finance the razing 
of hazardous buildings. 

Sincerely, 
Wendell R. Anderson, Governor 

The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

June 6, 1975 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office 
of the Secretary of State for )?reservation, pursuant to the State 
Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

66 296 June4 June 5 
115 297 June5 June 5 
126 298 June4 June5 
177 299 June4 June5 
199 300 June4 June5 
211 301 June4 June5 
226 302 June4 June5 
230 303 June4 June 5 
242 304 June4 June 5 
244 305 June4 June5 
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S.F. H.F. Session Laws 
No. No. Chapter No. 

469 306 
476 307 
460 308 
488 309 
578 310 
624 311 
711 312 
741 313 
747 314 
753 315 
757 316 
767 317 
782 318 
783 319 
795 320 
829 321 
917 322 
963 323 

1026 324 

Date Approved Date Filed 
1975 1975 

June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June 5 
June4 June5 
June5 June5 
June5 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 
June4 June5 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 6, 1975 

The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office 
of the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State 
Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

1035 325 June4 June5 
1102 326 June4 June5 
1215 327 June4 June5 
1221 328 June4 June5 
1290 329 June4 June5 
1305 330 June4 June5 
1379 331 June4 June5 
1425 332 June4 June5 
1446 333 June4 June5 
1466 334 June4 June5 
1558 335 June4 June5 

1 336 June4 June5 
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No. 

H.F. 
No. 

67 
69 

133 
135 
146 
153 
161 
175 
176 
210 
216 
218 
229 
232 
308 
332 
343 
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Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 

Date Approved 
1975 

June5 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June5 
June5 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 
June4 

Sincerely, 

3003 

Date Filed 
1975 

June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 

Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 6, 1975 
The Honorable Martin O. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

Sir: 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office 
of the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State 
Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 

398 354 June 4 
439 355 June 4 
470 356 June 5 
494 357 June 4 
511 358 June 5 
522 359 June 4 
532 360 June5 
533 361 June 4 
534 362 June 4 
556 363 June 4 
557 364 June 4 
562 365 June 4 
576 366 June 4 
580 367 June 3 

Date Filed 
1975 

June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
June5 
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S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

593 368 June4 June5 
597 369 June5 June5 
605 370 Junes June5 
618 371 June4 June5 
619 372 June4 June5 
629 373 June5 June5 
654 374 June5 Junes 
661 375 June4 June5 
669 376 June4 June5 
674 377 Junc4 Junes 
679 378 June4 June5 
696 379 June4 Junes 
702 380 June4 June5 
703 381 June4 June5 
704 382 June4 June5 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 6, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office 
of the Secretary of State for ~reservation, pursuant to the State 
Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

710 383 June5 June5 
715 384 June4 June5 
720 385 June5 June5 
745 386 June4 June5 
757 387 June4 June5 
775 388 June4 June5 
778 389 June4 June5 
787 390 June4 June5 
789 391 June4 June5 
795 392 June5 June5 
837 393 June5 June5 
858 394 June4 June5 
884 395 June4 June5 
914 396 June4 June5 
981 397 June4 June5 
999 398 June5 Junes 

1007 399 June4 June5 
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S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

1009 400 June4 June5 
1014 401 June5 June5 
1020 402 June4 June5 
1043 403 June4 Junes 
1058 404 June4 June5 
1073 405 June4 June5 
1107 406 June4 June5 
1127 407 June4 June5 
1133 408 June4 June5 
1140 409 June4 June5 
1146 410 June4 June5 
1160 411 June4 June5 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

June 6, 1975 
The Honorable Martin 0. Sabo 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts 
of the 1975 Session of the State Legislature have been received 
from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of 
the Secretary of State for preservation, pursuant to the State Con-
stitution, Article IV, Section 23: 
S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date .Filed No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

1169 412 June4 June5 
1187 413 June4 June5 
1217 414 June4 June5 
1241 415 June4 June 5 
1309 416 June4 June5 
1311 417 June4 June5 
1313 418 June4 June5 
1328 419 June4 June5 
1331 420 June4 June5 
1428 421 June4 June5 
1441 422 June4 June5 
1448 423 June4 June5 
1499 424 June4 June 5 
1500 425 June4 June5 
1526 426 June4 June5 
1536 427 June4 June5 
1551 428 June4 June5 
1596 429 June4 June5 
1638 430 June4 Junes 
1769 431 June4 June5 

235 432 June4 June!\ 
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S. F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1975 1975 

1758 433 June5 June5 
1743 434 June4 June5 
1798 435 June4 June5 
1810 436 June4 June5 
1674 437 June6 June6 

Sincerely, 
Joan Anderson Growe 
Secretary of State 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
Dear Sir: 

June 23, 1975 

Mr. Davies, Chairman of the Committee on Committees, reports 
the following appointments by the Senate Committee on Commit
tees: 

Advisory Task Force on Small Business, pursuant to Laws 1975, 
Chapter 344: 

Messrs. Willet and Dunn. 
Great Lakes Commission, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, 

Section 1.22: 
Reappointed: Messrs. Doty and Stokowski. 
Education Commission of the States, pursuant to Minnesota 

Statutes 1974, Sections 121.81 and 121.82: 
Reappointed: Mr. Hughes. 
Joint Committee to Review Tuition Policy at Post-secondary 

Vocational Schools, pursuant to Laws 1975, Chapter 433: 
Messrs. Anderson; Humphrey; Milton; Olson, J. L. and Han

sen, Mel. 
Legislative Commission to Review Administrative Rules, pur

suant to Minnesota Statutes 197 4, Section 3.965, Subdivision l, 
as amended by Laws 1975, Chapter 271, Section 3, Clause (15), 

Reappointed: Messrs. Coleman; Conzemius; Olson, A.G.; Ogdahl 
and J osefson. 

Mississippi River Parkway Commission, pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 1974, Section 161.1419, Subdivision 2: 

Reappointed: Messrs. Larson, Laufenburger and Willet. 
Privacy Study Commission, pursuant to Laws 1975, Chapter 

401, Section 8: 
Messrs. Tennessen, Merriam and Keefe, J. 
Tax Study Commission, pursuant to Laws 1973, Chapter 601, 

as amended by Laws 1975, Chapter 437, Article VII: 
Reappointed: Messrs. Olson, A. G.; Blatz; Conzemius; O'Neill 

and Perpich, A. J. 
(Note: See also letter of July 18, 1975.) 
Advisory Committee on Women's Affairs, pursuant to Minne

sota Statutes 197 4, Section 363.04, Subdivision 8: 
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Reappointed: Mr. Doty. 
Commission on Interstate Cooperation, pursuant to Minnesota 

Statutes 197 4, Section 3.29: 
Reappointed: Messrs. Blatz, Humphrey, Josefson, Tennessen 

and Olson, A.G. 
(Note: See also Jetter of July 18, 1975.) 
Indian Affairs Board, _pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1974, 

Section 3.922, as amended by Laws 1975, Chapter 271, Section 3, 
Clause (12): 

Reappointed: Messrs. Mccutcheon, Spear and Hanson, R. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
Dear Sir: 

Respectfully submitted, 
Jack Davies 
Chairman 

July 18, 1975 

Pursuant to Minnesota Laws 1973, Chapter 741, Section 7, the 
r<>llowing appointments have been made. 

Joint Legislative Review Commission ( Commission on Minne
•L .. 's Future): 

rteappointed: Mr. Keefe, S. 
Appointed: Messrs. Kleinbaum and Olson, H. D. 

The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
Dear Sir: 

Sincerely, 
Nicholas D. Coleman 
Senate Majority Leader 

July 18, 1975 

Mr. Davies, Chairman of the Committee on Committees, reports 
the following appointments by the Senate Committee on Commit
,iees: 

Citizens' Committee on Voyageurs National Park, pursuant to 
Laws 197 5, Chapter 235: 

Messrs. Stumpf and Jensen. 
Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, pursuant to 

Minnesota Statutes 1974, Section 86.07, as amended by Laws 
1'75, Chapter 271, Section 3, Clause (26): 

Appointed: Mr. Moe. 
Reappointed: Messrs. Anderson, Arnold, Brown, Fitzsimons, 

Chenoweth and Renneke. 
Study Commission to Evaluate the Policies, Programs, Projects, 

Costs and Financing of the Minnesota Department of Highways, 
pursuant to Laws 1975, Chapter 203, Section 21: 

Messrs. Purfeerst; Keefe, S.; Josefson; Laufenburger and Bang. 
Mr. Arnold appointed by statute. 

Tax Study Commission, pursuant to Laws 1973, Chapter 601, 
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Section 1, Subdivision 2, as amended by Laws 1975, Chapter 437: 
Mr. Wegener to replace Mr. Perpich, A. J. 
Commission on Interstate Cooperation, pursuant to Minnesota 

Statutes 1974, Section 3.29, Subdivision 2: 
Mr. North to replace Mr. Olson, A. G., who will continue to 

serve on the commission as an ex officio member pursuant to law. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jack Davies 
Chairman 

October 24, 1975 
The Honorable Alec G. Olson 
President of the Senate 
Dear Sir: 

Pursuant to Minnesota Laws 1973, Chapter 741, Section 7, the 
following appointments have been made. 

Joint Legislative Review Committee (Commission on Minne
,10ta's Future) 

Reappointed: Messrs. Josefson, Pillsbury and Stassen. 
Sincerely, 
Robert 0. Ashbach 
Senate Minority Leader 

REPORTS FILED WITH THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE 

The following reports were received and filed by the Secretary of 
ihe Senate: Minnesota Education Commission and Education 
Council, 1974; Minnesota Department of Health, Health Main
tenance Organizations, April 1, 1975; Minnesota Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals; Metropolitan Transit Commis
sion, Coordination of Taxi Service, Summary Report, 1975; Metro
politan Transit Commission Integration of School Bus and Public 
Transit Service, Summary Report, 1975; Judicial Council, Biennial 
Report, 1974; Minnesota Department of Aeronautics, Biennial Re
port, July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1974; Department of Education, 
Educational Service Area, November 1974; Metropolitan Council 
Rules and Regulations for the Review of Matters of Metropolitaq 
Significance, April 10, 1975; Department of Economic Develop
ment, Annual Report, 1975; Minnesota Department of Human 
Rights, 1974 Annual Report; Capitol Area Architectural and 
Planning Commission, Biennial Report, 1973-75; Minnesota State 
Planning Agency, Special Report of State Demographer, 1975; 
Department of Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation, Bien
nial Report, 1972-74; Metropolitan Council, Study of Solid Waste 
Management and Resource Recovery in the Twin Cities Metro
politan Area, March, 1975; Minneapolis Teachers' Retirement 
Fund Association, Sixty-fifth Annual Report of the Board of 
Trustees, 1974; Second Annual Report on the Quality of the En
vironment, January 1975; Minnesota State Planning Agency, 
Special Report of the Minnesota Demographer, 1975; Mayo Med
ical School, Admissions Policies, Preliminary Report; Department 
f>f Public Safety, Facts on Motor Vehicle Crashes, 1974. 


